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'There's no one on the planet with such a 

refined grasp of the practical end political 

significance of sociology as Anthony 

Giddens. Mi is in-.v ..:lii .1..1 ol his best¬ 

selling textbook is his best yet.' 

A n thony Elliott, Universi ty of Kent a t 

Canterbury 

'L have a high opinion of Gidden&'s hook, 
which I consider to be a comprehensive 

and lucid introduction to the major topics, 

debates and theoretical perspectives in 
sociology. It combines a detailed overview 

of the contemporary .sociological land¬ 

scape with sensitivity to the en timing debt 
that the discipline owes to earlier theo¬ 
rists. 

iWfte Hawkins, Kingston University 

'This maw edition is fresh, engaging and 

topical. One particular feature is worth a 

mention: a striking introduction that 

catches the readeds attention right at the 

start is very effective educationally, I 

remain a fan of such pedagogical devices. 

The point is made economically and strik¬ 

ingly at the very beginning and is then 

carried through the chapter. Some of the 

chapters do this in an exemplary fashion.' 
Nick A bercrotnbic, Unuvmry of Umamer 

"1 he main reason for recommending 
Giddtms's text over many nF its com[teH- 
torg, lies in the way that the book handles 

the various sociological specialisms-. 

Although structured through specialist 

Fields such as crime and deviance, fami¬ 

lies, gender and sexuality and so on, 

Giddens never loses sight of the general 

sociological perspective amid the welter 

of detailed and specialized knowledge. 

This introductory textbook stands out as a 

welcome antidote to the impression of 

fragmentation and diversity- of the disci¬ 

pline which students oltcn come away 

with from textbooks. Giddens still suc¬ 

ceeds in demonsLraling she continuing 

intellectual excitement of the sociological 

enterprise to all new students. Forme, this 

is the foremost consideration when 

choosing a core introductory textbook 

and Giddens-s Hoctvlvgy is peerless in this 

regard,' 

PM $utton. The Robert Condon 
University, Aberdeen 

The chapter on theoretical thinking in 

sociology is clearly written with a strong 

thread running throughout. Students will 

like the way in which it brings together 

many diverse social theories highlighting 

some of their main similarities and differ¬ 

ences in a single chapter. This chapter was 

towards the end of the book in the fourth 

edition; movingit nearer to the front of the 

book in this new edition is an excellent 

idea and will give students an insight into 

the theoretical interpretations used by 

sociologists ass they look at the issues dfs- 

CuSScd hi the remaining chap tors,’ 

S'to-xr Williams, University of 
Glamorgan 

The material o n the sociology of everyday 

Hie provides an excellent means of 

encouraging students to examine iheir 

own experiences through sociological 

lenses. The coverage of everyday activities 

is by far the heal offered by any introduc¬ 

tory textbook currently avadable.' 

David inglis. University of Aberdeen 
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'Chapter 6, "Socialization, the Life-Course 

and Ageing", provides the reader with a 

wide-ranging review of social and. psycho- 

Logical transitions through the ItFc-course. 

The text brings together bo Lh a discussion 

of classic studies from Freud onwards as 

well as an overview of the latest research in 

the field.’ 

Ch rh Ph tilfpm ft. Ualtvnfty o/ Keelv 

'Aulhoniy (.iiddens presents a com prehim- 

slve yet accessible account of complex 
social issues In this book: of changing 
social Institutions, structures and values 

in society. The test h carefully designed to 
offe r student son Insight i mo cu rue nt sod ■ 
oiogi cal debates and critical thinking. with 

furlhcT reading and glossary. The chapter 

on “Families and Intimate Relationships" 

Is an authoritative overview of changing 

family forms and values. It provides a 

lhaLight-provoking blend of' theoretical 

insights and empirical examples drawn 

from across the globe. Students will he 

hooked by questions about love and inti¬ 

macy at the start of the chapter, since 

these are issues that touch on all young 

people’s experiences. Yet they will also he 

challenged by the decu us true! ion of tradi¬ 

tional myths about families, Intimacy and 

sexual relationships In various societies.’ 
Oolkioth Chamh&t. {Suttrerstiy of 

Newcastle 

'Chapter 7„ “Families and Intimate Rela¬ 

tionships", is interesting, presenting ma- 

lerial in a way currently not available In the 

market. The text is rich in its engagement 

with (he current diversity of family forms, 

and presents a clear elaboration of the rel¬ 

evant perspectives for theorizing contem¬ 

porary family life. The structure of Lhc 

chapter, divided into short sections with 

the main concepts dea rly explained at lhc 

beginning, will be appealing to students.' 

Elizabeth Silva, The Open University 

'The chapter on health, illness and disabil¬ 

ity is Very clearly Written and students will 

Find it very accessible indeed, The accessi¬ 

bility and clarity are especially Important 

fur those Who have not Studied sociology at 

A-level. The structure works extremely well, 
and the use of Images is especially appeal¬ 
ing. I can't think how |t could he improved.’ 

Smth Netrleton. Itoh vrsify of Fori 

'Disability Studies is now an established 

interdisciplinary field of enquiry within 

the social sciences. Although the sociology' 

of disability has made a major contribu¬ 

tion to this development, It has generally 

escaped the attention of the majority of 

mainstream sociologist and particularly 

those who produce general introductory 

tests. This book provides the first mean¬ 

ingful and accessible in sight into the 

issues- and debates that have emerged 

from this increasingly important area of 

sociological analysis.1 
Colin hVJrrte.:;-. University of Lewi* 

'Chapter 9, "Stratificatlom ami Class", is 

engaging end accessible; the captivating 

"real-life" story in the introduction will 

quickly catch the attention of readers. The 

overall structure, which breaks the 

chapter into sub-sections, is helpful and 

results in a comprehensive coverage of Lhc 
subject area.' 

Majella Kilkey; Universityof Hail 
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'The chapter "Stratification end Class” is 

well written, clear and well structured. 

Si li dents are Likely to appreciate its clarity, 

In particular Its lucid explanation of what 

can be quile complex concepts (surplus 

value,, for example] and Its succinct dis¬ 

cussion of key theorists. It covers the 

classic debates and studies well Covering 

Ma rx and Weber, issues of class Schema 

and key classes., as well as bringing in 

Issues of globalization-' 

Ttoevy Uniuettity of Neuvasfle 

'There is a great deal In the chapter «n 

poverty, social exclusion amt welfare to 

engage and challenge readers. The 
content is. comprehensive and succeeds in 

introducing key dehates and. conceptual 

issues relevant to an understanding of 

poverty, References to up-to-date writings 

about poverty and the discussion of New 

Labour welfare reforms make this chapter 

contemporary and relevant Id current 

debates in the UK.1' 

Abbey fin kit. Oxford Brookes University 

'Chapter 10, “Poverty, Social Exclusion 

and Welfare’', provides the student who is 

new to the social sciences with a well-evi¬ 
denced and clearly written Introduction to 
the investigation of poverty And depriva¬ 

tion in Britain, Taking a chronological per¬ 

spective, Giddens tells the story through 
the contributions of authors such as Peter 
Townsend, Joanna Vlack anti Stewart 

l.ansley, among others, up to the current 

thinking on social exclusion.' 

John Stewart, Lancaster University 

'The chapter on global inequality com¬ 

bines sensitivity to national develop¬ 

ments. especially the widening economic 

gaps between the wealthy and the poor in 

the advanced Anplo-American democra¬ 

cies, with attention paid to international 

and regional trends, especially those sepa¬ 

rating the Sub-Saharan Africa, South 

America and Southern-Central Asia from 

the developed societies. These trends are 

nut only noted, hut also explained in the 

context of new critical analyses. This is a 

truly global study of social Inequalities,' 

Jan Pakulski. Uniimsity of Tasmania 

'Difficult theories and debates are pre¬ 
sented logically and mostly chronologi¬ 

cally fn the chapter on the environment 
and risk, which is replete with, concrete 

examples that can be used in classroom 

situations. The language is clear and 

accessible and concepts arc explained in 

non-tcchnical terminology. Students will 

appreciate the effective balance between 

text and graphics and the specific exam¬ 

ples that bring environmental debates to 

life, They are also introduced to environ¬ 

mental issues via an initial discussion of 
theif relevance for Sociologists. This 

tackles their own question [whatls It to do 
with us.?? at (lie outset and Isa very helpful 
chapter introductlo n,' 

Phil Sutton, The Robert iJordon 

University, Aberdeen 
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Preface to the fifth edition 

TUI: fourth edition of this book was published before the events of 11 

September 2001. Keeping, pace with the remarkable changes of ihe contem¬ 
porary social World, and the years post-9 /1 ]. [lie fifth edition of the le)t.E has been 

rigorously revised arid updated, with a substantial amount of new material 
added, As In previous editions, I have sought to make (lie book, readable and 
entertaining, bur have also tried lo keep it at the cutting edge of the discipline. 

For the first time, the booknow includes detailed discussions of global Inequal¬ 
ity, terrorism, the life-couxse. ageing and disability, amongst other new topics of 
current importance, by integrating these new sections with fried and tested 

parts of Ihe test. I have tried to preserve the reputation oFilie book as a state-of- 
the-art introduction to sociology. 
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About this book 

THIS book was wriltcn in (he belief that sociology has a key rale (o play in 

modern inteLleClud CldLuir and a centra] place within (he social sciences. 

My aim in this fifth edition, as In the previous editions, has been to write a book 

chat comb I nes.some origl nallty with an analysis ofall the basic Issues of interest 
to sociologists today- Use book does not tty to Introduce overly sophisticated 
notions; nevertheless, ideas and findings drawn from the cutting edge of the 

discipline arc incorporated throughout. I hope It Is not a partisan treatment; I 
endeavoured to cover the major perspectives In sociology and the major 
findings of contemporary research in an even-handed, although not indiscrim¬ 
inate, way. 

Major themes 

The book is- constructed around a number of basic themes, each of which helps to 

give the work a distinctive character. One main theme Ls that of the world in 

change. Sociology was born of the transformations that wrenched the Industrial¬ 

izing social order of the West away from the ways of life characteristic of preced¬ 

ing societies, The world that was Created by these changes is the primary object of 

concern of sociolu g ical ana lysis. The pace of social change has continued to accel¬ 

erate. and it is possible that we stand on tire threshold of transitions as significant 

as those that occurred in Lhe bite eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Sociology 

has prime responsibility for charting the transformations that have taken place In 
the past and fm grasping the major lines of development taking place today. 

A second, fundamental theme of the book Is the gfofmfwOig rfwclal life. For 

Far too long, sociology has been dominated by the view that societies can be 
studied as independent unities. But even In the past, societies have never real¬ 
ly existed In isolation. In current times, we can see a clear acceleration in pro¬ 

cesses of global integration. This in obvious, for example, In the expansion of 

Internationa] trade across the world. The emphasis on globalizednn also con¬ 

nects closely with the weight given to the interdependence of the industrial¬ 

ized aiuE the developing worlds today. The hist edition, published in 1 

broke new ground in discussing the impact of globalization, an examination of 

which al that time was only just beginning even in (lie more technical areas of 

the discipline. Since then (lie debate about globalization has vastly intensified, 

tny 'n gnr 
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while globalization itself has advanced much further,, as have some of the 

changes in information technology associated with it. 

Third, the book takes a strongly comparative stance. The study of sociology 

cannol be taught solely by understanding the institutions of anyone particular 

society. While I have slanted the discussion towards the UK. such discussion is 

always balanced by a rich variety of materials drawn from other cultures. These 

include researches carried out in other Western countries, but J also refer often 

Id Russia and the Eastern Turupean societies, which are currently undergoing 

substantial changes. The book also includes much more materim! on develop¬ 

ing countries than has been usual hitherto in introductions of sociology. In 

addition, I strongly emphasize the relationship between sociology and anthro¬ 

pology. whose concerns overlap comprehensively. Given the close connections 

that now mesh societies across the world with one another, and the virtual dis¬ 

appearance of traditional social systems, sociology and anthropology Increas¬ 

ingly become indistinguishable. 

A fourth theme Is the necessity of taking a historical approach to sociology. 
Tills involves more than Just filling in the historical content within which events 
occur. One of rhe most ini porta nr develop merits in sociology over rhe pant few 

years has been an increasing emphasis on historical analysis. This should he 

understand not solely as applying a sociological outlook to the past, hut as a 

way of contributing to our understanding of institutions in the present. Keoent 

work in historical sociology is discussed throughout and provides a framework 

tor the interpretations offered within most of the chapters. 

Fifth, particular attention is given throughout the test to issues offender.The 

study of gender is ordinarily regarded as a specific field within sociology as a 

whole - and this volume contains a chapter that specifically explores thinking 

and research on the subject (chapter 12J. However, questions about gender 

relations are so fundamental to sociological analysis that they cannot simply be 

considered a subdivision. T hus, many chapters contain sections concerned 

with issues of gender. 

A sixth theme is the mffruitfulmOdroUnk- In many [daces in the book, I show 
that interaction In micro-level contexts affects larger social processes and that 
such macro-level processes influence our day-to-day lives, T emphasize to 

readers that one can better understand a social situation by analysing it at both 
the micro and macro levels. 

A final theme Is the relation between the Mucfafand the fwmnal. Sociological 
dunking is a vital help to self-understanding, which in turn can he focused 

back on an improved understanding of the social world. Studying sociology 

should be a Liberating experience: the field enlarges our sympathies and imag¬ 

ination. opens up new perspectives on the sources of our own behaviour and 

creates an awareness of cullural settings different from our own. In so far as 

sociological ideas challenge dogma, teach appreciation of cultural variety and 

allow us insight into Lbe working of social institutions, the practice of sociolo¬ 

gy enhances the possibilities of human freedom. 

spy righted m atari 



Organization of the book 

Then is no! much abstract discussion of basic sociological concepts a! the 
beginning of this book. An expanded and comprehensive glossary at the 

end provides a Useful reference point arid collects together importune sociolog¬ 

ical terms used in earlier chapters. Throughout (he text, terms found Jn the 
glossary are lit bold type, 1 have sought to illustrate Ideas, concepts and theo¬ 
ries Iry means of concrete examples While these are usually taken from soci¬ 

ological research, I have quite often used material from other sources (such as 
newspaper reports] for illustrative purposes, 1 have tried to keep the writing 
style as simple and direct as possible, while endeavouring to make the hook 
lively anti "full of surprises'. 

The chapters follow a sequence designed to help achieve a progressive mas¬ 
tery of the different lie Ids of sociology, but l have liken care to ensure that the 

bonk can be used flexibly and is easy lo adapt to the needs of individual 
courses. Chapters can be deleted, or studied in a different order, withaui much 
Loss. Each chapter has been written as a fairly autonomous unit, with substan¬ 

tial cross-referencing to other chapters at relevant points. 
There arc links at the ends of chapters to offer some starting points to 

researching the wealth of information about people arid about sociology 

offered by the World Wide Web. The book is also designed to be used in con¬ 
junction with the extensive additional maLerial on its own website, available at 
<hclp;/fwww.polity.Ctxukfgidden». Both lecturers and students will find a 

wealth of resources to stimulate critical thinking, arid to aid further research 
Into lire themes explored by the book. This adds an Important new dimension 
to SwiflUtgy, fifth edition, and is designed to benefit both those teaching and 

those studying in this field. 
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WE LIVE today ;it [lit beginning uf 

tiie twenty-first century- In a world 
that is intensely worrying, yet Fmll of the 
moat extraordinary promise for the Future. 

Ii is ;i world it wash with oh a nge. ni arked I n 
deep conflicts, tensions and social divi¬ 
sions. as well as by the deal motive 

onslaught oF modern technology on the 
natural environment. Yet eve have pos¬ 

sibilities of controlling our destiny end 

ah a ping our lives for the better that 

would have been unimaginable to earlier 
generations. 

How did this world come about? Why 

arc1 our conditions of life su different from 

those of our parents and grandparents? 

Whai directions will change take in the 

future? These questions are Lhe prime 

concern of sociology, a field of study that 

consequently lias ;i fundamental rule to 

play in modern intellectual life- 

Sociology i$ the scientific study of 

human social life, groups, and societies. It 
Is a dazzling and compelling enterprise, as 
Its subject matter is our own behaviour as 

social beings. The scope of sociological 

study is extremely wide, ranging from lhe 

analysis cf passing encounters between 

individuals on the street to lhe investiga¬ 

tion off global social processes such as the 

rise of Islamic fundamentalism. 

Most of us sec the world in terms of the 

familiar features of our own lives. Sociol¬ 

ogy demonstrates the need to lake a 

much broader view of why we are as we 

are, and why we ac t as we do. It teac h es us 

that what we regard as natural, inevita¬ 

ble, good or true may not be such, and 

that lhe "givens' of" our life are strongly 

influenced by historical and social forces. 

Understanding the sublie yet complex 

and profound ways in which our individ¬ 

ual lives reflect the con texts uf our social 

experience Is basic Cu [he sociological 

outlook. 

The sociological 
perspective 

learning to think sociologically - looking, 

in other words, at the broader view - 

means cultivating the imagination. Study¬ 

ing sociology cannot be just a routine 

process of acquiring knowledge. A sociol¬ 

ogist is someone who is able to break free 

from lhe immediacy of personal circum¬ 

stances and pul things in a wider context. 

Sociological work depends on what the 

American author CL WrigliL Mills, in a 

famous phrase, called the sociological 

imagination {Mills 1970], 

The sociological Imagination requires 

us, above all. to Think ourselves away* 

from the families r routl lies of our daily lives 

In order to look at them anew.. Consider 

the simple act of drinking a cup of coffee. 

What could we find to say. from a sociolo¬ 

gical point of view, about such an appar¬ 

ently u nintcrcsting piece ofbehaviou r?An 

enormous amount. 

Wt: could point nul rtrsl n frail that coffee 

is not just a refreshment. It possesses sym- 

bn Lie vaiuc as part of o u r d ay- to-day socia I 

activities, Often the ritual associated with 

ynghl 
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Gerting: together with friends tor coffee is part of a social ritual. 

coficc drinking is much more important 

chan the act of consuming the dri nk itself 

For many Westerners the morning cup of 

coffee stands at the centre of a personal 

rout ine, It is an essentia] first step to start¬ 

ing the day. Morning coffee Is often fol¬ 
lowed la Lt-r i i n the d ay by t offee wit h ot h ers 

- the basis of a social ritual, two people 

who arrange to meet fur coffee are prob¬ 

ably more interested in getting together 

and dialling than In what they Actually 
drink. Drinking and eating in all societies, 
In fflH'i. provide occasions fei social inter¬ 

action and the enactment of rim ah - and 

these otTei a rich subject matrer for soci¬ 
ological study. 

Second, coffee is a drug, containing 

caffeine, which ha* a stimulating effect on 

die brain, Many people drink coffee for the 

'extra li ft" it provides. 1 .eng days af the office 

acid late nights studying arc made more tol¬ 

erable by coffee breaks. Coffee is, a habit- 

Forming substance, but coffee addicts arc 

not regarded by most people in Western 

culture as drug users. Like alcohol, coffee is 

a socially acceptable drug, whereas mari¬ 

juana. for instance, is not, Yet I here are 

societies that tolerate the consumption of 

marijuana or even cocaine, but frown on 

both coffee arid alcohol. Sociologists are 

Interested in why these contrasts exist, 
Third, ah Individual who drinks a cup 

oFcoffee is. caught up in a complicated set 

of social and economic relationships 

Stretching across the world. Coffee Is a 
product wh i cb links people in soni e of the 

wealthiest arid most impoverishell purls 

of the planet: it is consumed in great 

quantities in wealthy countries, but is 

grown primarily in poor ones. Next to oil, 
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Coffee means their livelihood for these 

workers sorting beans for a fair trade 
cooperative in South America. 

toffee is the most valuable commodity in 

internatioriBl trader it provides many 

countries with (heir largest source of 

Foreign eachange. The production, trans¬ 

portation and distribution of coffee 

requite CMHltlnOnS tnt rtSaOtioilS between 

people thousands of miles away from the 

coffee drinker. Study log such global traits- 

acilons Is tut Important task of sociology, 

since many aspects r»f our lives are now 

affected: by worldwide social influences 
and i n m ni 11 nicat i o ns. 

Fourth, the ac( of sipping a coffee pre¬ 

sumes a whole process; of past social! and 

economic development. Along with other 

now familiar items of Western dicls - like 

tea, bananas, potatoes and white sugar - 

coffee became widely consumed only 

from the late L8Ms (although coffee was 

fashionable amongst the elite before 

thenh Although the drink originate din the 

Middle Last, its mass consumption dates 

from the period of Western expansion 

about two centuries ago Virtually oil I he 

coffee we drink today conies from areas 
(South America arui Africa) that were cul- 

Otil&ed by IwEropeaus; ii is lit nO seftSe ti 

'natural' part of the Western dice. The 

Co Flee fious^s were centres of gossip and puli Lieu I 

intrigue for the elite in eighteenth century Britain 

colonial legacy has had an cnnimcus 

impact or the development of the global 

cn I ft if* r i ad*. 

Fifth, coffee is a product that stands at 

the heart of contemporary debates about 

globalization, international trade., human 

rights and environmental destruction. As 
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coffee has grown in popularity, il has 

become ‘branded1 and politicized: the 

decisions that consumers make about 

what kind of coffee to drink and where lo 

purchase it have became lifestyle choices. 

Individuals may choose to drink only 

organic coffee, decaffeinated coffee or 

coffee that has been 'fairly traded' 

(through schemes that pay full market 

prices Lo small coffee producers in devel¬ 

oping countries]. They may op Ho patron- 

bi-e 'independent' coffee houses, rather 

than 'corporate' coffee chains such as 
Starbucks, Coffee drinkers might decide to 
boycott coffee from, certain countries with 

poor human rights and environmental 

records. Sociologists arc Interested to 
understand how globalization heightens 

people's awareness of issues occurring in 
distan t com LLrs of I h e pla net and prom p ts 

them to act on new knowledge in their 

own lives. 

Studying sociology 

The sociological Imagination allows us to 

see that rna ny even Ls that seem Lo Cis nceim 

only the individual actually reflect larger 

issues. Divorce, for Instance, may be a very 

difficult process for someone who goes 

through It - whot Mills calls a personal 
trouble. But divorce, he points out, Is also 
a public Issue in a society like present day 

Brlta i n, wine re over a third of a 1111umiages 
break up within ten years. Unemploy- 
mem. to take another example, may be a 
personal tragedy for someone thrown out 

of £ job and unable to find another. Vet il 

goes far beyond a matter for private 

despair when millions of people in a 

society are in the same situation: it is a 

public issue expressing large social trends. 

Try applying this sort of outlook to your 

own lire. It isn't necessary to think nnly of 

troubling events. Consider, for Instance, 

why you arc turnin g the pages of this book 

at all - why you have decided lo study soci¬ 

ology. You might be a reluctant sociology 

student, taking the course only to fulfil a 

degree requirement, Or you might be 

enthusiastic to find out more about the 

subject. Whatever y‘our motivations, you 

are likely to have a good deal in common, 

without necessarily knowing it, witli 

others studying sociology, Your private 

decision reflects your position In the 
wider society. 

Do the following characteristics apply 

to you? Are you young! White? Prom a p to■ 
fesstorial or white-collar background? 
Have you done, or do you still do. some 

part-time work to boost your income? Do 

you want to find a good job when you 

finish your education, but arc not espe¬ 

cially dedicated to studying? Do you not 

know really what sociology is but think it 

has something tn do with how people 

behave in groups? More than three-quar¬ 

ters of you will answer yes to all these 

questions. University students are not 

typical of the population as a whole, but 

tend Lo be drawn from more privileged 

backgrounds. And their attitudes usually 

reflect those held by friends and acquain¬ 
tances. The social backgrounds from 
which we come have a great deal w do 

with what kinds of decisions we think 
appropriate, 

But suppose you answer no to one or 

more of these questions. You might come 

from a minority-group background or one 

of poverty. You may be someone in mid¬ 

life or older. All the same, however, further 

conclusions probably follow. You arc likely 

to have had to struggle to get where you 

are; you might have had to overcome 

py right or 
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hostile reactions From friends and others 

when you (old them you were in tending to 

go to college; or you might be combining 

higher education with full-lime psrcnl- 

hood. 

Although we arc -ulL influenced by the 

social contexts in which we find ourselves, 

none of us is simply determined in our 

behaviour by those contexts;. We possess, 

and create, our own individuality. It is the 

business of sociology to investigate the 

Connections between what society makes 

of us and what we make of our&elvea. Our 
activities both structure -give shape to - 
the sod a) world around us a tid at the sa me 

time are structured by that social world. 
The concept of social structure is an 

important one in sociology. It refers to the 

fact that the social contexts of our lives do 

not consist just of random assortments of 

events or actions; they are structured, or 

patterned, in distinct ways.There are reg¬ 

ularities in the ways wc behave and in the 

relationships we have with one another 

lint social structure is not like a physical 

structure, such as a building, winch exists 

independently of human actions. Human 

societies ate a hvays in the p rocess of strut - 

tor at ion They are reconstructed at every 

moment by the very ‘building blocks' that 

compute it - human beings like you and 

tne. 
As ait example, consider again the ease 

of coffee, A cup oF coffee dues not auto¬ 
matically arrive In your hands, You 

choose, for example, to go to a particular 
coffee shop, whether to drink a latte nr an 

espresso. As you make these decisions, 

along with millions of other people, you 

shape the market for coffee and affect Ihc 

liven of coffee producers living perhaps 

thousands of miles away on the other side 

□ f the world. 

The development of 
sociological thinking 

When they first ssUirL studying suciulogy, 

many students are puzzled by the diversity 

of approaches they encounter. Sociology 

has never been a discipline in which there 

is a body of ideas that everyone accepts as 
valid, Sociologists often quarrel amongst 

themselves about howto go about study¬ 
ing human behaviour and how research 
results might best be Interpreted- Why 
should this bo so? Why can't sociologists 
agree with one another mo re consistently, 

as natural scientists seem able to do? The 

answer is h n u nd up with the very na tu rc of 

the field itself. Sociology is about out own 

Lives and cur own behaviour, and studying 

ourselves is the most complex and 

difficult endeavour ive can undertake. 

Theories and theoretical 
approaches 

drying to understand something as 

CO-mplex us the impact of industrialization 

un society, For example, raises the impor¬ 

tance uf theory to suciulogy. tactual 

research shows hoiv things occur; blit 

sociology docs, not just consist uf collect¬ 
ing facts, however important and interest¬ 
ing they may be (for example. It Is a fact 

that l bought a coffee this morning, that It 
cost a certain amount, that the coffee 
beans were grown in Central America., 
etc.). We also want to know tvhy things 
happen, and in order to do so we have to 
learn le construct explanatory theories. 

For instance, we know that industrializa¬ 

tion has had a major influence on the 

emergence of modern societies, but what 

arc the origins and preconditions at 

ynghl 
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In this painting by Rrueghel, there are a Serge number of people engaged in a range of often 

bizarre activities. The painting at first seems to make little sense. However,, the title of the painting, 

Netherlandish Proverbs, heSps explain its meaning. The picture actually shows more than a hundred 

proverbs that were common when it was painted in the sixteenth century. In the same way, 

sociologists need theory as a context to help make sense oF their observations. 

Industrialisation? Why do wo lincl differ¬ 

ences between societies in their industri¬ 

alization processes? Why i'- indii&trialiba¬ 

tion associated With changes in Ways of 

criminal punishment, or lit family ami 

marriage systems? l‘o respond 10 such 

c|uestioits. vl'ij have to develop theoretics I 

thinking, 

Theories involve constructing abstract 

interpretation-' that ca n be used tn^hin 

a wide variety of empirical situations. 

A theory about industrialization, for 

example, would he concerned with iden¬ 

tifying the main features that processes of 

industrial develop men t share in common 

and would try to show which of these are 

must important In explaining such devel- 

upmeiiC, Of course, factual research and 

theories can never completely he separ¬ 

ated, We Can only develop valid theoretical 

approaches If we sue able to test them out 

by me a m of fa ct i la I rose a rch, 
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Wo need theories to help us make sense 

of facts. Contrary So popular assertion, 

facts do not speak for themselves. Many 

sociologists work primarily on factual 

research, but unless they are guided by 

some knowledge of theory, their work is 

unlikely to explain the complexity of 

modem societies. This is true even of 

research carried out With strictly practical 

objectives, 

Trachea! people' Lend to be suspicious 

of theorists and may like to see themselves 

as too 'down to earth' to need to pay atten¬ 
tion to more abstract ideas, yet all practi¬ 

cal decisions have some theoretical 

assumptions lying behind them, A 
manager of a business, far cample, might 

have scant regard For 'theory'. Nonethe¬ 

less, every approach to business activity 

involves theoretical assumptions, even if 

these often remain unstated, Thus, the 

manager might assume that employees 

arc motivated to work hard mainly by 

money - the level of wages they receive. 

This is not only a theoretical interpreta¬ 

tion of human behaviour; it is also a mis¬ 

taken one. as research in i ruins trial sociol¬ 

ogy tends to demons Urate. 

Without a theoretical approach, we 

would not know what to look for ini begin - 

rung a study Or in interpreting. the results 
of research-1 [owevet; the Illumination of 

factual evidence is not the only reason far 

the prime position of theory in sociology. 
Theoretical thinking must respond to 
general problems posed by the study of 
human social life, including issues that are 

philosophical in nature. Deciding the 

extent to which sociology should be 

modelled on the naluml sciences and how 

we should bast conceptualize human con¬ 

sciousness, action and institutions arc 

problems that do nut have easy solutions, 

They have been handled in different ways 

in the various theoretical approaches that 

have sprung up in the discipline. 

Early theorists 

Wc human beings have always been 

curious ubuut the sources of our own 

behaviour, but for thousands of years our 

attempts to understand ourselves relied 

on ways of thinking passed down from 

generation to generation, often expressed 

In redJghHLS terms, (For example, before 
the rUe of modem science, many people 
believed that gods or spirits were the 

cause of natural events such ns earth¬ 

quakes.) Although writers from earlier 
periods provided insights into human 

behaviour and society, Ihi: systematic 

study of society is a relatively recent devel¬ 

opment. whose beginnings dale back to 

the late l7llClsand early IflOfts. The back¬ 

ground to the origins of sociology was the 

series of sweeping changes ushered in by 

the French Revolution of I7B9 and the 

emergence of the Industrial Revolution in 

Europe. The shattering of EraditiOnalways 

of life wrought by these changes resulted 

in the attempts of thinkers to develop a 

new understanding of both the social acid 

natural Worlds, 

A key development was the use of 

science instead of religion fa understand 

tl« world. The types of questions these 
nineteenth-century thinkers sought to 
answer - What is human nature? Why is 

society structured like it is? Howard why 

do societies change? - arc 6he same ques¬ 

tions sociologists try to answer today. Our 

modern world is radically different from 

that of the past; it is sociology's task to help 

us understand this world, and what the 

future Is likely to hold. 
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Auguste Comte 

No single individual, of course, can found a 

whole Held of study, and th ere were many 

contributors to early sociological thinking. 

Particular prominence, however, is usually 

given lo the French author Auguslc Comte 

CJ79.B-lfi57). it' only because he actually 

invented the word ‘sociology. Comte orig¬ 

inally used the term 'social physics', but 

some of his intellectual rivals at the time 

were also making use of that term. Comte 

wanted to distinguish his own views from 

theirs, so he coined Lhe term 'sociology' to 

describe the subject he wished CO estab¬ 

lish, 

Comet's thinking reflected the turbulent 
events of his age. The French Revolution 

had Introduced significant changes into 
society and the growth of industrialization 
was altering the traditional lives of the 
French population. Comte sought to 
create a science of society that could 

explain the laws of the social world just as 

natural science explained the functioning 

of the physical world. Alt lie ugh Comte 

recognized that each scientific discipline 

has its own subject matter, he believed 

that they all share a common logic and 

scientific method aimed tit revealing uni¬ 

versal laws, lust as the discovery of Laws in 

the natural World allows us to Control and 

predict events around us, uncovering the 

laws that govern human society could 

help us shape Otlrde-sllny anil Improve the 

welfare of humanity, Comte argued that 
society conforms to Invariable laws in 
much the same way that the physical 

wo rid does, 
Comte's vision for sociology was that of 

a jjrMjft'iAsscience. He behaved that sociol¬ 

ogy should apply the same rigorous scien¬ 
tific methods to the study of society that 

physics or chemistry use to study the 

physical world. Positivism holds that 

science should he concerned only with 
observable entities that are known directly 

to experience. On the basis of careful 

sensory observations, one can infer laws 

that explain the relationship between the 

observed phenomena. Uy understanding 

the causal relationship between events, 

scientists can then predict how fuLune 

events Will occur. A positivist approach 10 

sociology believes In the production of 
knowledge about society based on empir¬ 

ical evidence drawn from observation, 
cotnpa rlscm a nd experimentation. 

Comte's tew-1 0/ the three stages claims 

that human efforts to understand the 

world have passed through theological, 

metaphysical and positive stages. In the 

then logical stage, t hough ts were guided hy 

religious ideas and the belief that society 

was an expression of Cod's will. In the 

metaphysical stage, which came to Lhe 
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Forefront around the time of the Renais¬ 

sance, society came to be seen in naluraL, 

not supernatural, terms. The positive 

stage, ushered in by the discoveries and 

achievements of Copernicus, Galileo and 

Newton, encouraged the application of 

scientific techniques lu (he social world, 

In keeping with this view. Comte regarded 

sociology as the hist science to develop 

following on Iron] physics, chemistry and 

biology - l,iLit as the most significant and 

Complex of all the sciences. 

In the later part of Iris career, Comte 
drew up ambitious pirns for the recon¬ 
struction of French society in particular 

and for human societies in general, based 
on Itls sociological viewpoint, l ie urged 
the establishment of a ‘religion of human¬ 
ity' that would abandon faith and dogma 

in favour of a scientific grounding. Sociol¬ 

ogy would be at the heart of this new relig¬ 

ion. Comte was keenly aware of the state 

of the society in which he lived; be was 

concerned with the inequalities being 

produced by industrialization and the 

threat they posed to social cohesion. The 

long-term solution, in 3]is view, was the 

production of a moral consensus that 

would help to regulate, or hold together, 

society despite the new patterns of 

inequality, Although Comte's visions for 

the reconstruction of society was never 

realized, Ills contribution to systematiz¬ 

ing and unifying the science of society 
was Important to the later professional- 
minion of sociology as an academic disci¬ 

pline. 

Emile Durkheim 

The writings of another French author, 

Kurile Durkheim (IS9&-I917}, have hatl a 

more lasting impact on modem sociology 

than those of Comte. Although he drew on 

Emile Durfcheun f1&5fi-1917) 

aspects of Comte's work. Durkheim 

thought that many of Iris predecessor’s 

ideas were too speculative and vague acid 

that Comte had riot successfully carried 

out his program me - to establish sociol¬ 

ogy on a scientific basis. Durkheim saw 

sociology as a new science that could be 

used to elucidate traditional philosophi¬ 

cal questions by examining them In an 

empirical manner, hike Comte before 

him. Durkheim believed that we must 

study social life with the same objectivity 

as scientists study the natural world.. His 

famous first principle of sociology was 

'Study social facts as UtinfpT By this he 

meant that social life could be analysed as 

rigorously as objects or events in nature. 

Durkhcim's writings spanned a broad 

spectrum of topics. Three of the main 
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themes lie addressed were the importance 

of socioloj’y as an empirical science, the 

rise of the individual and the formation of 

a new social order, and the sources and 

character of moral authority in society. We 

will encounter Durkheim's ideas again in 

our discussions of religion, deviance and 

Crime, and work and economic life. 

Fur Durkheim. the main intellectual 

concern of sociology is the study of social 

facts. Rather than applying sociological 

method* tu the study of Individuals, So cl - 

i dm gists, should instead examine social 
facts - aspects of sod al life that aliape on r 
actions as individuals, such as the stair- of 

the economy or the Influence of religion. 
Durkhehn believed that societies have a 
reality of their own - that is to say that 

there is more to society I bail simply the 

actions and interests of its individual 

members. According to Durkheim, social 

facts-a re ways of acting, thinking or feeling 

that are external to individuals and have 

rlielr own reality outside the Lives and per¬ 

ceptions of individual people. Another 

attribute of social facts is that they exer¬ 

cise li. coercive pcnintrover individuals. The 

constraining nature of social facts is often 

not recognised by people as coercive, 

however. This is because people generally 

comply with social facts freely, believing 
they are acting out of choice. In fact. Durfo 
helm argues, people often simply follow 

patterns chat arc general to their society. 

Social facts can constrain human action In 
a variety of ways, ranging from outright 

punishment (in the ease of a crime, for 

example] to social rejection (in the case of 

unacceptable behaviour} to simple mis¬ 

understanding fin the ease of the misuse 

of language]. 

Durkhcim conceded that social facts 

ere difficult to study. Because they are 

invisible and intangible, social facts 

cannot he observed directly. Instead, their 

properties must be revealed indirectly by 

analysing their effects or by considering 

attempts that have been made at their 

expression, such as Laws, religious texts 

or written rules of conduct. In studying 

social facts, Durkheim stressed the impor¬ 

tance of abandoning prejudices and. ideol¬ 

ogy. A scientific atliLudc demands a mind 

which is open to the evidence of the 

senses and free of preconceived ideas 

which come from outside, Durkheim held 

that scientific concepts could only begem 
era ted through ficifmiitk practice. He 

challenged sociologists to study things as 

they really are and to construct new con¬ 
cepts that reflect the true nature of social 
things. 

[.ike the other founders of sociology, 

Durkhcim was preoccupied with the 

changes transforming society in his own 

Lifetime. He was particularly interested in 

social and moral solidarity - in other 

words, what holds society together and 

keeps it from descending into chaos, Soli¬ 

darity is maintained when individuals are 

successfully integrated inlo social groups 

and are regulated by a set of shared values 

and customs. In his first major work. The 

Division of Labour in Sucfety, Durihelm 

presented an analysis t»f social change 
dun argued that the advent of the Indus¬ 

trial era meant the emergence of a new 
type of solidarity (Durkheim iui54 !U5u:i|j. 
lo making this argument. Durkheim con¬ 
trasted nim types of solidarity, mechnnicat 

and organic, and related them to the divi¬ 

sion of labour - the growth of distinctions 

between different occupations. 

According to Durkhcim, traditional cul¬ 

tures with a low division of labour arc 

characterised by mechanical solidarity, 
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because most members. oF the society arc 

Involved in similar occupations, they arc 

bound together by common experience 

and shared beliefs.. The strength of these 

shared beliefs is repressive - Lhe commu¬ 

nity swiftly punishes anyone who chal¬ 

lenges conventional ways of life, Jn this 

way, Lhe re is link room for individual 

dissent. Mechanical solidarity, therefore, 

is grounded in consensus and similarity 

of belief Lhe forces of industrialization 

and urbanization, liuWeVcr. led to a 

growing division of Labour that contrib¬ 
uted to the breakdown of this form of sol¬ 
idarity. Du rkhelrn argued that rh* special¬ 

ization of tasks and the increasing social 

differentiation In advanced societies 

would lend to a new order tearuring 

organic solidarity. Societies characterized 

by organic solidarity arc held together by 

people's economic interdependence and 

their recognition of Lhe importance of 

others' contributions. As the division of 

Labour expands, people become increas¬ 

ingly dependent upon one another, 

because each person needs goods and 

Services that (hose in other occupations 

supply. Relationships of economic reci¬ 

procity and mutual dependency cume lu 

replace shared beliefs in creating social 

consensus. 
Yet, processes of change In the modern 

world are so rapid and Intense that they 

give rise to major social difficulties. They 
can have disruptive effects on traditional 
lifestyles, morals, religious beliefs and 
everyday patterns without providing clear 

new values. Durkliciui linked these unset¬ 

tling conditions to anomie. a feeling of 

aimlessness or despair provoked by 

modern social life. Traditional moral con¬ 

trols and standards, which used Ic be sup¬ 

plied by religion, arc Largely broken down 

by modern social development, and this 

leaves many individuals in modern soci¬ 

eties feeling that their daily lives Jaek 

meaning. 

One of Durkheim's most famous studies 

was concerned with the analysis of suicide 

(see box]*. Suicide seems to be a purely 

personal act, the outcome of extreme per¬ 

sonal unhappiness, □urkheim showed, 

however, that social factors eXei i a funda¬ 

mental influence on suicidal behaviour - 

anomic being one of these influences. 

Suicide rates show regular patterns from 

year to year and these patterns must be 

explained sociologically. 

KnrS Mu rx 

The ideas of Kail Mara, fifne-tts) contrast 

sharply with those oF Comte and Durk- 

heim, but, like them, he sought to explain 

the changes that were taking place in 

society during the time of the Industrial 

Revolution. Marx's political activities 

brought him as a young man into conflict 

Karl Mar* (lfllfl-83) 
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One Lif then classic sociological studies to explore 
the relationship between the tndi vidua I and 
society is Emile B u rk hei m's analysis of suicide 
(Durkheim 3952 [1697]). Even though humans 
see themselves as individuals exercising free will 
and choice, their behaviours are often socially 
p atterned and shaped. Durkh ei m s study 
showed that even a highly personal act like 
suicide is influenced by the social world. 

Research had been conducted on suicide prior 
to Durlkheiro's study, hut he was the- first to insist 
on a sociological explanation For suicide. Previous 
writings had! ackn awrledge d the in flue nee of social 
factors on suicide,, but looked to considerations 
such as race, climate or mental disorder to explain 
an individual's likelihood of committingsuicide, 
Accordingtn DuHkheim, however,, suicide was a 
so crcrlfc cl that could only fee explained fey other 
social facts, Suicide was mure than simply the 
aggrega te of individual acts it was a 
phenomenon that bore patterned properties- 

In examining official suicide records in France, 
Durkheim found that certain categories of 
people were more likely to commit suicide than 
others he discovered., for example, that there 
we re more suicides among men than women, 
among Protestants as opposed to Catholics, 
among the wealthy compared to the poor, and 
among single over married people. Durkheim 
also noted that suicide rates tended to be lower 
du rj ng ti m es of wa r end high er during rimes of 
economic change or instability. 

These findings led' Durkheim to conclude that 
there are social forces external to the individual 
Which affect suicide rates. He related his 
explanation to the idea of social solidarity an d to 
two types oF bonds within sociEty -social 
integration and socicrfregulation. Durkheiim 
believed that people who were integrated strongly 
into social groups, and whose desires and 
aspirations wore regulated by social norms, were 
less likely to commit suicide. Me identified four 
types of suicide, in accordance with the relative 
p resen ce o r a bsen ce o f integroli o 11 a n d regulation, 

Egoistic ■suicides are marked by low 
integration in society and occur w hen an 
individual is isolated, or when his or her ties to a 
group are weakened or broken. For example, 
the lew rotes of suicide among Catholics might 

while the personal and moral freedom of 
Protestants mean that they'stand olere' before 
■God. Marriage protects against suicide by 
integrating the individual into a stable social 
relationship, while single people remain more 
isolated within society. The lower suidde rate 
during wartime, according to Durkheim, can be 
seen as a sign of heightened social integration. 

■Anomicsuicide is caused by a lack of social 
regulation. By this, Durkheim referred to the social 
conditions of onon-u'ewhen people are rendered 
norm less'd ue to ra pied cha nge or insta bility in 

society. The loss of a Fixed point of reference for 
norms and desires - such as in times of economic 
upheaval or in personal struggles like divorce - 
can upset the balance between people's 
circumsta n ces and their desi res. 

Altruistic suicide occurs when an individual is 
'ovet-integrited' - social bonds are too strong - 
and values society more than himself or herself. 
In such a case, suicide becomes a sacrifice for 
the 'greater good'. Japanese kamikaze pilots or 
Islamic 'suicide bombers' are examples of 
altruistic suicides. Durkheim saw these as 
characteristic of traditional societies where 
mechanical solidarity prevails. 

The final type of suicide is fatalistic suicide. 
Although Durkheim saw this as of little 
contemporary relevance, he believed that it 
results when on individual is oyer-regulated by 
society. The oppression of the individual results in 
a feeling of powerlessness before fate or society. 

Suicide rates vary between societies but show 
regular patterns within societies over time. 
Durkheim took this as -evidence that, there are 
consistent social forces that influence suicide 
rates. An examination of suicide rates reveals 
how general social patterns can be detected 
within individual actions. 

Since the publication of Suicide, many 
objections have been raised to the study, 
particularly about Durkheim's use of official 
statistics, his dismissal of non-social influences 
on suicide, and his insistence; on classifying all 
types of suicide together, Nonetheless, the study 
remains a classic and h|s fundamental assertion 
remains: even the seemingly personal act of 
suicide demands a sociological explanation 

Durk helm's. study of suicide 

be explained by their strong social community. 
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with the German authorities; after a brief 

stay iii Fiance, he settled permanently in 

exile in Britain. Man witnessed the 

prowl h of facto ries a ntl ind li strial produc- 

tion. as- wcJJ as the inequalities that 

resulted. His Interest in the European 

labour movement and socialist ideas were 

reflected! in his writings, which covered a 

diversity of topics. Musi of his Work Con - 

centra ltd on rconomic issues, but since 

he was always concerned to conned eco¬ 

nomic problems to social institutions, itis 

work was, and Is. rich in sociological 
insights. Even his sternest critics regard 

his wort as important for the develop¬ 

ment of sociology. 

Capitalism and class struggle 

Though lie wrote about various phases of 

history; Mart concentrated primarily on 

change in modern times. For him. the 

most importanl changes were bound up 

with the dcvelopm rnt of capitalism. Gapi - 

talism is a system of production that con¬ 

trasts radically with previous economic 

systems in history, involving as it does the 

production of goods and services sold to a 

wide range of consumers. Mai?: identified 

two main elements within capitalist 

enterprises, The first is capitat any asset. 

Including money, machines or even facto¬ 
ries, which cam he used or Invested to 

make Future assets- The accumulation of 

capital goes hand in hand with the second 
element, n-'pgc- frtfw itr. VVa ge ■ labo u r refers 
to tha pool of workers who do not own the 

means of their livelihood but must find 

employment provided by the owners of 

capital. Mars believed dial those who own 

L-apilal - capitalists - form a ruling class, 

while the mass of (lie population make up 

a class of waged workers, or a working 

class. As industrialization spread, large 

numbers of peasants who used to support 

themselves by working the Land moved to 

the expanding cities and helped to form 

an urban-based industrial working class. 

This working class is also referred to as the 

proletariat. 

According to Marx, capitalism is inher¬ 

ently a class system in which class rela¬ 

tions; are characterised by conflict. 

Alt ho ugh owners of capital and workers 

are each dependent on the other - the 

capitalists need labour and the Workers 

need wages the dependency Is highly 
unbalanced, The relationship between 
Classes is an explorative one. since 

workers have little or no control over their 
labour and employers are able to generate 
profit hy appropriating the product of 

workers' labour. Marx believed lhat class 

cunilicl over economic resources would 

become more acute with the passing of 

time. 

Social change: the materialist 
conception of history 

Ma rx’s viewpoint was grounded in what 

he called the materialist Conception ol 

history. According to this view, it is nut the 
ideas or values which human beings hold 

that are thu main sources u-f social change. 

Itaiher. social change Is prompted primar¬ 

ily by economic Influences. Conflicts 

between classes provide the motivation 

for historical development - they are the 
‘motor of h lstory'. As Mars wrote at the 
beginning of Tt\e Communist Manifesto, 
The li ism ry of a II li i the rtn existing society 

is the history of class struggles' (Marx and 

Engels 2001 [194&|), Although Marx 

focused most of his attention oil capital¬ 

ism a nd modem society, he also exam i ned 

how societies had developed over the 

cduesc uf history. According to him, social 
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systems make a transition Ham ore mode 

of production to another - sometimes 

gradually and sometimes through revolu¬ 

tion - as a result of contradictions in thei r 

economies, lie outlined a progression ol 

historical stages that began with primitive 

communist societies of hunters and gath¬ 

erers and passed through ancient slave- 

owning systems and. feudal systems based 

on the division between landowners and 

serfs. The emergence ol merchants anil 

Craftspeople marked the beginning uf a 

commercial or capitalist class that came 
to displace the landed nobility. In accor¬ 
dance with this view of history. Main 

argued that just as die capitalists had 
united to overthrow the feudal order, so 
loo would Hie capitalists he supplanted 

and a new order installed: communism. 

Mars helieved in the inevitability oF a 

workers' revolution whioh would over¬ 

throw the capitalist system and usher in a 

new society in which there would he no 

classes - no large-scale divisions be tween 

rich and poor. He didn't mean that all 

inequalities between individuals would 

disappear Rather, sucieLy would no lunger 

be split into a small class Lhat monopo¬ 

lizes economic and political power and 

the large mass of people who benefit lilt If 

from the wealth their work creates. The 

economic system would come under 

communal ownership, and a raoie 

humane society than we know at present 

would be established. Mars believed that 

in Hie society of the future, production 

would be more advanced and efficient 

than production under capitalism. 

Ma nt's work had a far-reaching effect on 

tin IV- >-:11 ' ill t '. Ml .11 ■. wo 'ii. Until kwh 

than I wo decades ago. more than a third of 

the earth's population Lived in societies, 

such as the Soviet Union and the countries 

of Eastern Europe, whose governments 

claimed to derive their inspiration from 

Ma rx's ideas. 

Max Webe r 

Like Mars. M ax Weber {pro non need 

'veybur) (UJC4-I920I cannot simply be 

Labelled a sociologist: bis interests and 

concerns ranged across many areas. Bum 

in Germany, where he spent most of his 

academic career. Weber was an Individual 

uf Wide learning. Ills Writings covered the 

fields uf economics. Haw, philosophy and 

comparative history as well as sociology, 

Much of Ills work was also concerned with 

die development of modern capitalism 
and the ways in which modern society was 

different from earlier forms of social 

organization. Through a scries of empiri¬ 

cal studies, Weber set forth some of the 

basic characteristics of modern industrial 

societies and identified key sociological 

Ma* Weber (lflS-4-1910) 
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debates that remain central lot socialo- 

glsls to Jay. 

tn common with other thinkers of tiln 

time, Weber sought to understand the 

nature end causes of soda) change. lie 

was influenced by Marx but also was 

strongly critical of some of MarVs major 

views. He rejected the materialist concep¬ 

tion of history and suW class conflict as 

Less significant than did Marx, In Weber's 

view, economic factors arc important, but 

Ideas and Values ImVejusLas much impact 

on social change, Weber's celebrated and 
much discussed work. The Protestant 

EthU- fJ pi <t the Spirit of Capitalism (j. 

proposes that religious values - especially 
those associated with Puritanism-were of 

fundaraental importance in creaijng a 

capitalistic outlook. Unlike other early 

socioEcigical thinkers, Weber believed that 

sociology should focus on social action, 

not structures. Me argued that human 

motivation and ideas were the forces 

behind change - ideas, values and beliefs 

had the power to bring about transforma¬ 

tions, According to Weber, individuals 

have the ability to act freely and to shape 

the future, l-Je did not believe, as Durk- 

heim and Marx. did. that structures existed 

external to or independent of individuals;. 

Rather, structures in society were formed 
by a complex interplay of actions. It was 
die job of sociology to unde reland the 

meanings he bind those actions. 

Some of Weber's most Influential writ¬ 
ings reflected this concern with social 
action in analysing the distinctiveness of 

Western society as compared with other 

major civilizations. Ho studied the relig¬ 

ions of China , India and the Near Tost, and 

In the course of these researches made 

major contributions to the sociology of 

religion. Comparing the leading religious 

systems in China and bulla with those of 

the West, Weber concluded that certain 

aspects of Christian beliefs strongly influ¬ 

enced the rise of capitalism. He argued 

that the capitalist outlook of Western soci¬ 

eties did nut emerge, as Mbttc supposed, 

only from economic changes. In Weber's 

view, cultural ideas arid values help shape 

society and our individual actions. 

,‘\n important element in Weber's soci¬ 

ological perspective was Lite Idea of the 

idfcql type Ideal types are Conceptual or 

analytical models that can be used to 
understand the world- In the real world, 

idea] types rarely. If ever, exist-often only 

some of then attributes will be present. 
These hypothetical constructions can he 
very useful, however, as any situation in 

the real world can be understood by com¬ 

paring if to an ideal type. Tn this way, ideal 

types serve as a fixed point of reference. I t 

is important to point out that by ideal' 

type Weber did noL mean that the concep¬ 

tion was a perfect or desirable goal. 

Instead, he meant that it was a 'pure1 form 

of a cerLain phenomenon. Weber utilized 

ideal types in his writings on forms of 

bureaucracy and the market, 

Rationalization 

hi Weber’s view, the emergence of modern 

society was accompanied by Important 

shifts in patterns of snd.il action. He 

believed that people were moving away 
from traditional beliefs grounded In super¬ 
stition. religion,, custom and long-standing 
habit. Instead, individuals were increas¬ 

ingly engaging in rational, instrumental 

calculations that took into account 

efficiency and future consequences. Tn 

inti li stria I society, there was little room Tor 

sentiments and for doing things simpjy 

because they had been done that way for 

pyrighted material 
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generations. The development of science, 

modern technology and bureaucracy was 

described by Weber collectively as rational¬ 

ization- Hie organization of social and eco¬ 

nomic life according to (lie principles of 

efficiency and on the basis of technical 

knowledge. Lf in traditional societies, relig¬ 

ion and long-standing customs largely 

defined peu[dc's attitudes and Values, 

modem society was m arked by the rational¬ 

ization of more and more areas of life, from 

polities to religion to ecu no rule activity. 

In Weber's view, the Industrial Revolu¬ 
tion and the rise of capitalism were proof 
of a larger trend towards rationalization. 

Capitalism Is unit dominated by class 
conflict, as Marx believed., but by the rise 
of icience and bureauemey - large-scale 

organizations (for more on bureaucracy 

see pp. &36-1fi]|. Weber saw the scientific 

character of the West as one of its most 

distinctive traits. Bureaucracy, the only 

way of organizing large numbers of people 

effectively, expands with economic and 

political growth. Weber used the term drs- 

enchanlment to describe the way in which 

scientific thinking in the modern world 

had swept away the forces of sentimenlaL- 

ily from the past. 

Weber was no L on Lirely optimist ic about 

the outcome of rationalization, however, 

lie was fearful of modern society as a 
system that would crush the human spirit 

by Attempting to regulate all spheres of 
social life, lie was particularly troubled by 
(lie potentially suffocating and dehuman¬ 
izing effects of bureaucracy and its impli¬ 

cations for the fate of democracy. The 

agenda of the cightcentb-ccntury Age of 

Enlightenment, of advancing progress, 

wealth and happiness by rejecting custom 

and superstition in favour of science and 

technology, produced dangers of its own. 

Modern theoretical approaches 

!":i.- v.1 rlv -1ii i111:j:-.i-■■;-■ v.. r. m±. il in i‘u-ii 

desire to make sense of the changing soci¬ 

eties in which they lived. They wanted to 

do more than simply depict mid interpret 

the momentous events of their time, 

however. More importantly, they sought to 

develop ways of studying the social world 

that could explain the functioning of soci¬ 

eties in general and the nature of social 

change, Vet, as we have seen, Durklieim, 

Marx and Weber employed very different 
approaches In their studies of the social 

world. For example, where Durkhdm and 

Marx focused on the sirenglh of forces 

external io the individual. Weber took as 

his point of departure the ability of indi¬ 

viduals to act creatively on the outside 

world. Where Marx pointed to the pre¬ 

do mi nance of economic issues, Weber 

considered a much wider range of factors 

to be significant. Such differences in 

approach have persisted throughout the 

history of sociology. Hvon when sociulo- 

gisLs agree on the subject of analysis, they 

often undertake that analysis from -differ¬ 

ent theoretical perspectives. 

The three recent theoretical ap¬ 

proaches examined below functional¬ 

ism. the conflict approach and symbolic 

interaction ism - have connections with 

Durkhelm, Marx and Weber respectively, 

Throughout this book, you will encounter 

arguments and ideas that draw upon and 
i 11 u strata these th enretica I ap proacli as. 

In chapter 4 we return to the major theo¬ 

retical approaches to sociology In more 

detail and examine soma ul the more 

recent theoretical developments in soci¬ 

ological thought. 

py rights 
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A flegte-cted founder 

Although Comte, iDurkhei'm, Mare and Weber 
are, without doubt, foundational figures in 
sociology, there were other important thinkers 
from the same period whose contributions must 
also be taken into account, sociology, like many 
academic fields, has not always lived up to its 
ideal of acknowledging the importance of every 
thinker whose work has intrinsic merit. Very few 
women of members of racial minorities were 
given the opportunity to become professional 
sociologists during the 'classical' period of the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In 
addition, the few that were given the 
opportun ty to do sociological research of lasting 
importance have Frequently been neglected by 
the field, individuals like Harriet Martmeeu 
deserve the attention oF sociologists today. 

Harriet Martineau 

Harriet Marlineau (1802-76) has been called 
the 'Firsi sveman sociologist', hut, li&te Mars ami 
Weber, cannot ha thought of simply as a 
sociologist. She was born and educated in 
E ngla n tl a n d was the author of more than fifty 
books, as well as numerous essays, Marlineau is 
now credited with introducing sociology To 
Britain through her translation oF Comte's 
founding treatise of the field, PasrJjVe PhifaEophy 
{Rossi 1973). In addition, Martineau conducted 
u firsi hand systematic study of American society 
during her extensive travels throughout the 
United States in the I HiOs, which is the subject 
of her book 5oc.'etjr in America (1-062 11S37J). 
Marti neau is significant, to sociologists today for 
several seasons. First, she argued that when ore 
studios a society, one must Focus on all its 
aspects, indud ng key political, religious and 
social institutions. Second, she insisted that an 
analysis of a society must include an 

understanding of women's live*. Third, she was 
the First to turn a sociological eye on previously 
•ignored issues, including marriage, children 
domestic and religious life, and race relations. 
As she- once wrote, The nursery, the boudoir, 
and the kite lien are all excellent schools in 
which to learn the morals and manners at a 
p eopl e‘ {I 3 62 [ 183 71). Fi ns I lyr shea rgue d that 
sociologists should do more than just observe; 
they should also act in ways to benefit a society. 
As a result, Martmeau was an active proponent 
of both women's rights and the emancipation of 
slaves. 

Ha met Ma rti n ea u (E SD2 -76} 

Functionaiis/u 

Funciiunalism holds thrr society Is a 
complex system whose various parts work 
together to produce stability nod sofidair- 
ity. According la this approach, the disci¬ 

pline of sociology should investigate the 

relationship of parts of society to each 

other and to society as a whole. We can 

analyse the religious Eh-lie Is and < usIoiur 

of a society, for example, by showing how 
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I hey relate to cm; her institutions within it, 

For Lhc different parts of a society develop 

in close relation to one another. 

To study the function of a social practice 

or institution is to analyse the contribu¬ 

tion which that practice, or institution, 

makes to the continuation of society, 

Functionalists, including Comte and 

Durkhelrn, have often used urn organic 

ftnology to compare the operation of 

satiety to that of a living organism. They 

argue that lhc parts of society Work 

together, Just as the various parts of the 

human body do, for the benefit of society 

as a whole. To st udy a bodily or like the 

fieartr we need to show how It relates to 

other parts of the body. By pumping blood 

around the body, the heart plays a vital 

role in the continuation of the life of Lhc 

organism. Similarly, analysing the func¬ 

tion oi o social item means showing Lhc 

part it plays in the continued existence 

and health of a society. 

Functionalism emphasizes the impor¬ 

tance of moral consensus, in maintaining 

order and stability in society. Moral con¬ 

sensus exists when most people in a 

society share the same values, Functional¬ 

ists regard order and balance as the 

normal stale of society this social equi¬ 

librium Is grounded in the existence of a 

moral consensus among the members of 
society- For Instance, Durkhelrn, believed 

that religion reaffirms people's adherence 

to core social values, thereby contributing 
to the maintenance of social cohesion. 

Until the 1‘UiOri, functionalist thought 

was probably the leading theoretical tradi¬ 

tion in sociology, particularly in the 

United Stales. Talcott Parsons 

and Itobcrt K. Merton f 1910-2003], who 

each drew extensively an Durkheim. were 

two of its most prominent adherents. 

Merton's version of functionalism has 

been particularly influential. Merton dis¬ 

tinguished between manifest and latent 

functions. Manifest functions arc those 

known to, and intended by, lhc partici¬ 

pants in a specific type of social acLivity. 

Latent functions Eire consequences of 

that activity of which participants are 

unaware. To illustrate this distinction. 

Merton used the example of a rain dance 

performed by the l-lopi Tribe of Arizona 

and New Mex ico. The Hop I believe that 

the ceremony will bring the rain they need 
for their crops (manifest function). This is 
why they organize and participate In it. 

But the min dance. Merton argued, using 
Durkhelrn^ theory of religion, also has the 
effect of promoting the cohesion oF the 

Ho pi society (latent fund ion). A major 

part of sociological explanation, accord¬ 

ing tc Merton, consists in uncovering Lhc 

latent functions or social activities and 

institutions, 

Merton also distinguished between 

functions and dysfunctions. To look for 

the dysfunctional aspects of social 

behaviour means focusing on features of 

social life that challenge the existing order 

of things. For example, it is mistaken to 

suppose that religion is always functional 

- that it contributes only to social cohe¬ 
sion, When two groups support different 
religions or even different versions of the 

same religion, the result can be major 
social confII cts, ca using wldespread social 
disruption. Thus, wars have often been 
Fought between religious comm unities - 

as can he seen in the struggles between 
Protestants and Catholics In European 

history. 

In recent years, the popularity of func¬ 

tionalism has begun to wane, as its limita¬ 

tions shave become apparent. While this 

Ticih: 
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W4LH not true of Merlon, many Functional¬ 

ist thinkers {Talcott Parsons, is an 

example) unduly stressed factors leading 

to social cohesion at the expense of those 

pro ducing division and conflict. The fa r lls 

□ n stability and order means that divi¬ 

sions or inequalities in society - based on 

factors such as class, race and gender - nn1 

minim lied. There is also less emphasis on 

the role of creative social action within 

society. Many critics have argued that 

functional analysis attributes to societies 

.social qualities that they do not have. 
Fu nctionalists often wrote as though soch 
edes have 'needs' and "’purposes', even 

though these concepts make sense only 

when a]) piled to Individual human beings, 

Conflict per specti ves 

like functionalists, sociologists cm ploy¬ 

ing conflict theories emphasize the Impor¬ 

tance oF structures within society. They 

also advance a comprehensive 'model' to 

explain how society works. However, 

conflict theorists reject functionalism's 

emphasis on consensus. Instead,, they 

highlight lilt- importance of divisions in 

society. In doing so. they concentrate on 

Issues of power, inequality and struggle. 

They lend to see society as composed of 

distinct groups pursuing their own inter¬ 

ests- The existence of separate Interests 
means that the potential for conflict is 

always present and that certain groups 
will benefit more than others- Conflict 

theorists examine the tensions between 
dominant ami disadvantaged groups 

within society and seek to understand 

how relationships of control are estab¬ 

lished and perpetuated. 

An influential approach within conflict 

theory Is Marxism, named after Karl Marx, 

whose work emphasised class conflict, 

Numerous interpretations of Mart's major 

ideas arc possible, and there arc today 

schools of Marxist thought that take very 

different theoretical positions, lit all of its 

versions, Marxism differs from mostolhcr 

traditions of sociology in that its authors 

see it as a combination of sociological 

analysis and political reform. Marxism is 

supposed to generate a programme of 

radical political change. 

However, nut all conflict theories take a 

Marxist approach. Some conflict theo¬ 

rists have also been Influenced by ’Weber. 
A good example is the contemporary 
German sociologist Italf pahrendorf 

[ltfUSf-), In his now classic work, C’tosflru? 

Class Conflict i» tortus fri/U Swtoty (lt*5y). 

DahrendorF argues that functionalist 
thinkers only consider one side of society 

- those aspects of social life where there is 

harmony and agreement, lost as Impor¬ 

tant, or more so, are areas marked by 

conflict and division. Conflict, Dahren- 

dnrf says, comes mainly from different 

interests that individuals and groups have. 

Marx saw differences of interest mainly in 

terms of classes, but Pahrendorf relates 

them mure broadly to authority and 

power. Ln all societies there is a division 

between those who huld authority arid 

those who are largely excluded from It - 
between rulers and ruled. 

Symbo tic fir tFraction ism 

The work of the American philosopher G, 
El. Mead (1863-1931) had an important 
influence on .sociological thought, in par¬ 

ticular through a perspective called sym¬ 

bolic interaction ism. Symbolic interac- 

tinnism springs from a concern tvilh 

language and meaning. Mead claims that 

language allows us to become self-con¬ 

scious beings - aware of our own Lndivid- 

Copy righted material 
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uality, and able to see ourselves from the 

outside as others sec ui The key element 

in this process is the symbol. A symbol is 

something that stands for something else. 

For example, words that we use to rcier to 

certain objects arc in fact symbols which 

represent wliat we mean. She word 

'spoon' is Lhe symbol Wt use to describe 

the utensil that We use to eat soup. Non¬ 

verbal gestures or forms of communica¬ 

tion are also symbols. Waving at someone 

or making a rude gesture has symbolic 

value. Mead argued that humans rely on 
shared symbols And understandings in 
Ihelr interactions with one another. 

Because human Beings live In a richly 
symbolic universe, virtually All interact 
lions between human individuals involve 

an exchange of symbols. 

Symbolic interaction Ism directs our 

attention lo the detaii of interpersonal 

Interaction, and how that detail is used to 

make sense of what others say and do. 

Sociologists influenced by sym bolic intcr- 

actiunism often focus an face- lo -face 

interaction in the contexts of everyday life. 

They stress the role of such interaction in 

creating society and its institutions. Max 

Weber was an important indirect influ¬ 

ence on this theoretical approach 

because, a I though lie acknowledged tile 
existence of social structures - such as 

classes, parties, shuns groups and oth ers - 

be held that these structures were created 
tl i re ugh the soefa t octtoms of Individua Is. 

While the symbolic intenctionist per¬ 

spective can yield many insights Into the 

nature of our actions in the course of day- 

to-day social life,, it has been criticized for 

ignoring the larger issues of power and 

structure within society and how they 

serve to constrain individual action. 

One classic example of symbolic inter- 

actionism that docs take into account the 

issues of power and. structure in our 

society is Arlie Hochschild's The Managed 

Heart: Commercialization of Human 

Feeling fl9£3). Elochschild, a sociology 

professor at the University of California, 

observed training sessions and tarried out 

interviews lU Delta Airlines' Stewardess 

Training Centre in Atlanta in the USA. She 

watched flight attendants being trained to 

manage their feelings as wt-lI as learning 

ether skills, lluehschlld recalled the com¬ 

ments of one instructor, a phot, at die 

training sessions: 'Now girls. I want you to 
go out there and really smile', the pilot 

Instructed. "Your smile is your biggest 
asset. I wan t you to go out there and use it, 
Smile, fleally smile. Really lay it on-' 

Through her observations and inter¬ 

views Hochschild found that as Western 

economics have become increasingly 

based on the delivery of services, the emo¬ 

tional sty le of the work we do needs to be 

understood. Hochschild's study of 'cus¬ 

tomer service' training amongst flight 

attendants might feet familiar to anyone 

who has worked in the service industry 

before, perhaps in a shop, restaurant or 

bar. Huchschiid calls this training in 'emo¬ 

tional labour' labour that requires that 

one manages one's feelings In order to 
create a publicly observable (and accept¬ 
able) facia [and body display. According to 

Hochschlld, the companies you work for 
lay claim not only to your physical move¬ 
ments, but also to your emotions. They 
own your smile when you are working. 

Hochschild's research opened a window 

on ait aspect of life that most people think 

they understand, hut which needed to be 

understood at a deeper level. She found 

that service workers-like physical labour¬ 

ers -often feel a sense of distance from the 

py righted material 
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particular aspect at' themselves that is 

given up in ivoiL The physical labourer's 

arm, for example, might come to led tike a 

piece tif machinery, anti only iuciJcntally 

a part of the person moving it. Likewise, 

service workers often told Hochschilcf that 

their smiles we re on them but not of them, 

In other words. these workers felt a sense 

Of distance from their own emotions. This 

is interesting when we consider the fad 

that emotions are usually thought of as a 

deep and personal part of ourselves. 

Ilochsehllds book Is ah Influential 
application of symbolic InreractionJsm 
and many other scholars have built on her 

Ideas since rite Ms neged Heart was first 
published. Although she conducted her 
test’sreh within cine rd' the world's most 

developed "service economies' - the 

United States - Hochschild's findings arc 

applicable to many societies in the 

present age. Service jobs are expanding 

rapidly in countries around the world, 

demanding that more arid more people 

engage in "emotional labour' at the work¬ 

place. In some cultures, such as amongst 

the limit of Greenland, where there isn't 

the same tradition of public smiling as 

there is in Western Europe atad North 

America, 'Iraimug in emotional labour lias 

proved to be a somewhat difficult task. In 
these countries, employees in service jobs 
are sometimes required to take part In 

special 'smiling training sessions' - riot so 
different from theories attended by Delta 
Airlines stewardesses. 

Theoretical thinking in sociology 

So far in this chapter we have been con¬ 

cerned with theoretical approaches-, 

which rclcr to broad, overall orientations 

to the subject matter of sociology, 

However, we can draw a distinction 

between the f/jcorerftwi erpprtKicher dis¬ 

cussed above and theories. Theories are 

more narrowly focused and represent 

attempts to explain particular social ct>n- 

ditions or types of event. They are usually 

formed as part of the process of research 

and in turn suggest problems to which 

research investigations should be 

devoted, An example would be 

Uurkheim's theory of suicide, referred to 

earlier In this chapter, 

Innumerable theories have been devel¬ 
oped! In the many different areas of 
research In which sociologists! work. 

Sometimes theories are very precisely set 
out and a re even occasionally expressed in 
mathematical form - although this i^ 
more common in other social sciences 
(especially economics) than in sociology. 

Some theories arc also much mom 

encompassing than others. Opinions vary 

about whether it is desirable or useful for 

sociologists to concern themselves with 

very wide-ranging theoretical endea¬ 

vours, Robert K. Merlon (1957), for 

example, argues forcefully Lliat sociolo¬ 

gists should concentrate their attention 

on what he calls theories ttj the m id die 

range. Rather than attempting to Create 

grand theoretical schemes [in the manner 
of Marx, for instance). we should he con¬ 
cerned with developing theories that are 

more modest, 
Mid die-range theories are specific 

enough to be directly rested by empirical 
research, yet sufficiently general to cover a 

range of different phenomena. A case in 

point is the theory of relative depriva lion. 

This theory holds that the way people 

evaluate their circumstances depends on 

whom they ctimparc themselves to. Thus, 

feelings of deprivation do not conform 

pyrighted material 
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directly to the level of material poverty 

chat peopleexperience. A family living in a 

Hmalt home hi a poor area, where every¬ 

one Ls in more or less similar circum¬ 

stances, is likely Id leeL less deprived than 

a family living in a similar house in a 

neighbourhood where the majority of the 

other homes are much larger and the 

other people more affluent. 

It is indeed true dial the more wide- 

ranging and ambitious a theory is. Lite 

entire difficult it Is to test empirically, YeL. 

there seems no obvious reason why then- 

retical thinking In sociology should he 
confined to the 'middle range'. 

Assessing theories, and especially theo¬ 

retical approaches, In sociology Is a chal¬ 

lenging and formidable task. Theoretical 

debates are by definition more abstract 

chan controversies of a more empirical 

kind. The fact that sociology is nor domi¬ 

nated by a single theoretical approach 

might scorn to be a sign ol weakness in the 

subject, but this is not the case. The jos¬ 

tling of rival theoretical approaches and 

theories is an expression of the vitality of 

Che sociological enterprise. In Studying 

human beings - ourselves - theoretical 

variety rescues us from dogma. Human 

behaviour is complicated and many- 

sided. arid It h very unlikely that a single 

theoretical perspective could cover all of 

Its aspects- Diversity in theoretical think¬ 

ing provides a rich source of Ideas that can 

he dfawn on I ti research and which stlmu ■ 
lutes die Imaginative capacities so essen- 

lisl to progress in sociological work. 

Levels of analysis: mitrosociology 
and macrosociology 

One important distinction between the 

different theoretical perspectives we have 

discussed in this chapter involves the level 

of analysis each is directed at. The study of 

everyday behaviour in situations of face- 

to-face interaction is usually called mlcro- 

socinlogy. Macro sociology is the analysis 

of large-scale social systems, like the polit¬ 

ical system or the economic order. 1L also 

includes the analysis of lung-term pro¬ 

cesses of change, -such us the deVcIopme nl 

of industrialism, At first glance, it might 

seem as though micro-analysis and 

macro-analysis are distinct from one 

another. In fact, the two are closely con¬ 
nected (Knor>Cetlna and Clcourel l»Bl: 

Ciddens l !3#M I. 

Macro-analysis Js essential If we are to 
understand she Institutional background 
o F da i |y | ife. The ways I n which people live 

their everyday lives are greatly affected by 

the broader institutional framework, as is 

obvious when the daily cycle of activities 

of a culture like that of lilt medieval 

period is compared with life in an indus¬ 

trialized urban environment. In modern 

societies, vve are constantly in contact 

with strangers. This contact maybe indi¬ 

rect and impersonal. However, no matter 

how many indirect or electronic relations 

we enter into today, even in the most 

Complex societies, the presence of other 

people remains crucial. While we may 
choose just to send an acquaintance an 
email message, we can dm choose to fly 

thousands of miles to spend the weekend 
with a friend 

Micro-studies are in turn necessary for 

illuminating broad imditulirural patterns. 

Face-to-face interaction is clearly the 

main basis, of all forms of social organize - 

tion. on matter how large scale. Suppose 

wc are studying a business corporation. 

Wc could understand much about its 

activities simply by lacking at facc-to-facc 
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bchavi-o li r. Wc could a nalyse, fo r exam p Le, 

die interaction of directors in the board - 

room, people working in the various 

offices, or the workers on the factory floor. 

We would not build op a picture of the 

whale corporation in this way, since same 

of its business is transacted tlirough 

printed materials, letters, the telephone 

and computers. Yet we could certainly 

contribute significantly to understanding: 

how the organization works. 

In later chapters. We Will see further 

examples of how interaction In micro- 
context:* affects Larger social processes, 
and how macro-systems in turn influence 

more confuted settings of social life, 

How can sociology help us 
in our lives? 

Sociology has several practical implica¬ 

tions for our lives, as C. Wright Mills 

emphasized, when developing his idea of 

the sociological imagination, discussed 

above ip. 4). Hirst, sociology gives us an 

awareness of cultural differences that 

allows us lo sec the social world from 

many perspectives. Quite often, if vve 

properly understand how others live, we 

also acquire a better understanding of 

what their problems are. Practical policies 

that are root based on an informed aware¬ 

ness of the ways of life of people they 

affect have Little chance of success. For 
example, a white social worker operating 

in a predominantly Latin American com¬ 

munity in South [jondon won't gain lha 

confidence of its members without de vel¬ 

oping a sensitivity to the differences in 

social experience between members of 

different groups in the UK. 

Second, sociological research provides 

Modern theoretical approaches 

Symbolic interaction ism stresses the exchange of 
symbols between individuals in social interaction. 
Unlike other theories, symbolic interaclionism 
emphasizes the small-scale interactions of 
individuals, not Society as a whole. 

Functionalism looks at society as a whole, 
emphasizing the contribution a sodal activity makes 
to society. Merton whose version of functionalism 
has been particularly influential, stressed Lhat 
manifest functions those intended by the 
participants in a social activity, are sometimes less 
important than latent functions, the unintentional 
consequences of a social act. Mortem believed that a 
major part of sociological explanation is to uncover 
the latent functions of social acts and institutions. 

Many contemporary social! theorists are still 
influenced by Marx and have developed conflict 
lhenries, the study of inequality using the concept of 
class is at the hear! cd Marx's theory. 

One way to think about sociology's theoretical 
approaches is to think tin terms of levels of analysis. 
Microsoctology is the study of everyday behaviour in 
situations of Face-to-face interaction. Macrosociology 
is the analysis of large-scale social systems. The two 
are closely connected. 

practical help In assessing [lie results of 
policy Initiatives. A programme of pracll 
cal reform may simply fail to achieve what 
i ts designers sn u ghi or may produce u nin- 

tended consequences of an unfortunate 

kind. F-or instance, in the years following 

World War II, large public housing blocks 

wen; built in city centres in many coun¬ 

tries. These were planned to provide high 

standards of accommodation for low- 

men me groups from slum areas and 

offered shopping amenities and other 

civic services nearby. However, research 

later showed that many people who had 

moved frum their previous dwellings to 

large apartment blocks Cult isolated and 

vriahte 
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u*nhappy. High-rise apartment blocks and 

shopping centres in poorer areas often 

became dilapidated and provided breed¬ 

ing grounds for muggings and other 

violent crimes. 

Third, and in some ways this is the most 

important, sociology can provide us with 
self-enlightenment - increased self- 

understanding. The more We know about 

why we act as we do and about Lite overall 

workings of our society, the more likely we 

are to be able tu influence our uWnfutures. 

We .should not see sociology as assisting 
only policy-makers - that Is, powerful 
groups - lit making informed decisions. 

Those in power cannot be assumed always 
10 consider the Interests of the less power¬ 
ful or underprivileged in the policies ihey 

pursue. Self-enlightened groups can often 

benefit from sociological research by 

using the information gleaned to respond 

in an effective way to government policies 

or form policy initiatives of their own. Self- 

help groups like Alcoholics Anonymous 

and social movements like the environ¬ 

mental movement are examples of social 

groups that have directly sought tu bring 

about practical reforms, with some degree 

of success. 

Filially, Jl should be mentioned that 

many sociologists concern themselves 

directly with practical matters as profes¬ 
sionals. People trained in sociology a re to 

bo found as Industrial consultants, urban 
planners, social workers and personnel 
managers, as well as in many other Jobs, 
An understanding of society can also help 

for careers in law, journalism, business 

and medicine. 

There is often a connection between 

studying sociology and the prompting of 

social conscience. Should sociologists 

themselves actively advocate and agitate 

for programmes of reform or social 

change? Some argue that sociology can 

preserve its intellectual independence 

only if sociolugists are studiously neutral 

in moral and political controversies. Vet 

are scholars who remain aloof from 

current debates necessarily more impar¬ 

tial in their assessment of sociological 

Issues than Olliers? No sociologically 

.sophisticated person can be unaware of 
the inequalities that exist in the world 
today. It would be strange If sociologists 

did not ta ke sides on political Issues, and it 
would be Illogical to try to ban them from 

drawing on their expertise in so doing. 

Tn this chapter, wc have seen that soci¬ 

ology is a discipline in which wc often set 

aside our personal view of the world to 

look more carefully at the influences that 

shape our Lives and those of others. Sociol¬ 

ogy emerged as a distinct intellectual 

endeavour with the development of 

modem societies, and the study of such 

societies remains ils principal concern. 

Hut sociologists arc also preoccupied with 

a broad range of issues about the nature of 

social interaction and human societies in 

general. 

Sociology Isn't Just an abstract Intellec¬ 

tual field but has major practical implica¬ 

tions for people’s lives. Learning to 

become a sociologist shouldn't lie a dull 

academic endeavour. The best way to 

make sure it doesn't become so is do 

approach the subject in an imaginative 

way and lo relate sociological ideas and 

findings to situations in your own life. 
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Summary points 
1 Sod o logy can be i d e nti fieri as the systematic 

study of human societies, giving; special 

emphasis to modern, industrialized systems. 

2 The practice of sociology involves the ability 

Id think imaginatively and to detach oneself 

from preconceived ideas about social life. 

3 Sociology came into being as an attempt to 

understand the far-reaching changes that 

have occurred in human societies over the 

past two or throe centuries, The changes 

invoked are not just large-scale ones; they 

also invoke shifts in the most intimate and 

personal characteristics of people's lives, 

4 Among the Classical founders of sociology, 

four figures are particularly important: 

Auguste Comte, Karl Marx, Emile Durkheim 

and Man Weber. Comte and Marx, working in 

the mid-nineteenth century,, established 

some of the basic issues of sociology, later 

elaborated cm by Durkheim and Weber. 

These issues concern the nature of sociology 

and the impact of the changes brought 

about by modem zation on the soda! world. 

5- A diversity of theoretical approaches is found 

in Sociology, Theoretical disputes are difficult 

to resolve even in the natural sciences* did 

in sociology we face special difficulties 

because of the complex: problems involved 

in subjecting our own behaviour to study. 

6 The main theoretical approaches in sociology 

are Functionalism, conflict perspectives and 

symbolic inleractionism. There are some 

basic differences between each of these 

approaches, which have strongly influenced 

the devel o p m enf of the su b ject in the post¬ 

war period. 

7 Socio logy is a subject with imports nt 

practical implications. It can contribute to 

social criticism and practical social reform in 

several ways. To begin with, Etie improved 

understanding of a given set of social 

circumstances often gives us all a better 

chance of conlroiling them. At the same 

time, sociology provides the means of 

i increasing our cul tu ra I sensitivi ties, al lowi ng 

policies to be based on an awareness of 

divergent culture! values. In practical terms, 

we can investigate the consequences of the 

adoption of particular policy programmes. 

Finally, and perhaps most imp orient, 

sociology provides self-enlightenment, 

offering groups and individuals an increased 

opportunity to alter the conditions of their 

own lives. 

Internet links 

Extra suppor i and in form ;u .u n about this hook 
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lire Social Science Information Cr-aceway from Sociology 
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HLJ MA N ]] F.i NCI hi have existed oil ea ith 

tor alioliL halt a million years. Agri- 

l':llI[ i j rc!r the necessary basis r>F fixed settle¬ 

ments, is n nl> around twelve thousand 

years oltl. Civalizatiuns date back no- more 

than sis thousand years nr so. I live were to 

think of the entire span of human exis¬ 

tence thus tar as a 2-t-lmur day. agriculture 

would have come into existence at li.5G 

p.m. and civilizations at IJ .57. The devel¬ 

op men t of modern societies would get 

under way at only 11.59 and 30 seconds! 

Ye! perhaps as much change has taken 

place in the Iasi 30 seconds of this human 

day asm all the time leading up lu it 

The pace of change in the modem era Is 

demonstrated if we look at rales oF tech¬ 

nological development, As the economic 

historian David Landes lias observed: 

Modern 1 ethnology produces nol only 
mere, faster; it turns emit objects that could 
mu! have bcuri produced mule: .my drcuill- 
siiuices by [he craft methods at yesterday. 

A view of the Pyramid's alGiZa through a Pizza Hut window, juxtaposing one of the earliest 

civilizations with twenty first-century life, 

Len 
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Tilt: IjesL Indian hand-spinner cnukl ncl 

turn out yarn so flu* and regular aa that of 
11ii' [spinning] mule, all the Forges bn eight¬ 
eenth century Christendom could not have 
pTiiclnced :;<s:i l she;iLlsci Inn;*, smnolh and 

lioniugeneuu s ;i:> ihrisc of a modern slr:.p 
null. Most lntportajii[r modern technology 
has created dungs that could scarcely Imve 
been conceived Ln ihc pie-mdustiial era; the 
camera, the motor car. the airplane, Ibc 
Lvhult: array of uIl1 lImjiiil lie'llll:> Icu:ri 

the radio 10 the high-speed computer, the 
nuclear power plant, and so on almost ad 
infinitum. . .. The result has been an enor¬ 
mous increase in the output and. variety of 
Loewis and services and ihi* alone has 
changed man's way of II Fe move than any¬ 
thing since the d iscovery of Fire: die English¬ 
man oF 1750 was closer in malerml things lo 
Caesar's I egicin nni res ihnn lo his own great- 
grand children. [Landes, Iflfitt; 

The modes of liFc and social institutions 

character rislie oF the modern vvorlil nie 

radically different from those of even the 

recent past. During tt period of only two or 

three centuries - a minute sliver of time in 

the context cut" human history' - human 

social Life has been wrenched away from 

the types of social order in which people 

lived for thousands of years. 

Far more than any generation before us, 

we face an uncertain future,. To be sure, 

conditions of life for previous generations 

were always insecure: people were at the 

mercy of natural disasters, plagues and 

families. But though We are largely 

Illumine from plague and famine in the 

industrialized countries today, we must 

deal now with the social fences we our¬ 

selves have unleashed. 

I a re r in <his chapwr we discus? some of 

the reasons For the monumental social 

transformations outlined above and intro¬ 

duce the debate surrounding one -of the 

greatest social changes occurring today: 

globalization. First, however, we Itirn lo 

analysing the main types of society that 

existed Ln the past and are still found i n the 

world today. In the present day; we arc 

accustomed to societies that contain 

many millions of people, many of them 

living crowded together in urban areas, 

liut for most of human history, the earth 

was much less densely populated than it is 

now and iL is only over the past hundred 

years or so that any societies have existed 

in which the majority of lire population 

ate city dwellers. To understand the forms 

of society that oslstod prior to modem 
Industrialism, we have to call on the his¬ 

torical dimension of the sociological 
imagination. 

Types of society 

A disappearing world: pre¬ 
modern societies and their fate 

The explorers, traders and missionaries 

•sent out during Europe^ great age of dis¬ 

covery met with many different peoples. 

As the anthropologist Marvin Harris has 

wri Hen in hts work Cm n n (bats cm it Kings'. 

!ii soiUl* regldms «» Australia, lilt: Arctic, thu 
southern ilpsoFSouib America and Africa - 
they Found groups slill living much like 
Go rope's own long- forgotten stnne nge 
ancestors: hands of Iwe-nly lit Lhirty iHinphi, 

sprinkled across vast territories, constantly 
on i lie lire ve, living anti roly by hunting 
animals arid collecting wild plants. These 
hunter collectors appeared lo he mein her* 
of a rare and. end angered! species. In Either 

regions - the forests: of eastern North 
Am erica, the ju ogles of Sijli i h America, and 
East Asia - duty Found denser populations, 
inhabiting more or less permanent villages, 
based uri Liti ring iliihI LEinsisting ill |ic: hap:-, 

one or two huge communal structures, but 

>pyrighted material 
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lien: luu ib'C Weapons and NjijU wens rclLra 
of prehistory. . . . LilsL-LtJltiif, of course, [Ill 
uxplijiL'i 7- encountered fully developed 
si rites and empires, beaded by despots and 
ruling r and i: t-iim detl liv rl:ii:Ll:rijj 
imnies. 11 wai lln.we-jp'™1 entpiieii, with their 
cities, manumenns, palaces, temples and 
trans-urea, that had lured all i lie MareolUdos 
and Columbuses across ihe oceans and 
deserts -,n the lif-st plooc, There was Chinn - 
Hie tpiiLitcsL till |iLr! iiL rlit' world, a vasr, 
iophlsUeaLed realm whose leaders-scorned 
the 'rad-faced baibnriana', suppltcanis from 
pu ny kingdcun s beyond ihe pale of the d vii - 
jsed world, '\nd there was I ml in a hind 
ivrhi!n£' cmvs were venem Iccl an i: I lit: u mi(| is a I 
burdens of life were apportioned according 
to whai each soul had merited in sis previ¬ 
ous incarnation. And then Ibcro were the 
native Americnn si.hpk nnd empire's, worlds 
i "iln Ihemsnd'iTa. iraeh with its ilis-liucliive 

artx and religions: the Incas, wiLh ihrirjpeal 

stone fortresses, suspension bridges, over - 
workud granari es, and scale-con trolled 
economy; and the Aztecs. with their blood- 
I lii m !y gods led Irrnri hiiniim I marl', nnd 
I lull r I iKX-v-rCmL sfcirc+i fur fies-ih xaurifliDes. 

(Harris 13TB) 

I his Hmcritigl;. unlimited variety uf prc- 

modem societies can actually bo grouped 

Into three mum categories each of which ts 

referred to in Harris's description: hunters 

and gatherers (whom Harris calls 'Inntler- 

colkcwirs' in Ills descriplJoti above}; larger 

agrarian otpastoral societies (involvingagrik 

culture in rIn: lending I?f domesticated 

ftntma island nnn-iii-dustriaf civilizations nr 

traditional states, We shall look at the main 

cl'ia nacre ristlcs nf these i n turn (see (able 2.1}, 

Pro historic cjvc paintings show us something of the lives of the earliest hunter gatherers. 

/righted ni 
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Table 2.1 Types of pre-modern human society 

Type Period of Existence Characteristics 

Hunting and 
gathering 
societies 

‘j.n.oon bcf* to the present now on 
the verge of complete disappearance. 

Consist of small numbers of people 
gaining their livelihood Irom 
hunting, fishing and the gathering 
at edible plants. 

Tew inequalities. 

Differences of rank limited by age and 
gender- 

Agrarian societies 12.0M yot to the present. Mast are 
note pari t>1 larger political entities 
And a rc losing their distinct identity. 

Based on small rural communities, 
without towns or chics. 

Livelihood gained through agriculture, 
often supplemented by hunting and 
gathering. 

Stronger inequalities lhan among 
hunters and gatherers. 

Ruled by cbiels. 

Pastoral societies 12,000 ecf to the present. Today 
mostly part of larger states; their 
traditional ways ol life arc being 
undermined- 

Size ranges Irom a few hundred 
people to many thousands. 

Dependent on llie tending of 
dam esticated anima Is For thei r 
subsistence, 

Marked by distinct inequalities, 

Ruled by chiefs or warrior kings. 

Traditional 
societies or 
civilizations 

£□00 bce lo the nineteenth century. 
All traditional states have 
disappeared. 

Very large in size, some numbering 
millions oF people (though small 
compared with larger industrialized 
societies). 

Some cities exist. in which tiede 
and manufacture are 
concentrated. 

Based largely on agriculture. 

Major inequalities exist among 
different classes, 

Disti net appa ratus oF govern me nt 
headed by a king or emperor. 

* Many historian* now use hoe (before the Common Era) and ce (Common Era) rather than ec and k>. 
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The earliest societies: hunters and 
gatherers 

Fur all hut a tiny part of our existence or 

dm planet, human beings have Lived in 

hunting and gathering societies. Hunters 

and gatherers Rain their Livelihood from 

hunting. fishing and gathering edible 

plants growing in the wild. These cultures 

continue to exist in some parts of the 

world, such ns it] a, few arid pans uf Africa 

and the jungles of Brazil and New Guinea. 

IVEost hunting and gal tiering cultures, 

however, have been destroyed! or 

abs 11 rhed by C he sp read of Wuste ri i Citltu re 

(the culture of Europe, the United States. 
Australasia] and those that i amain ait; 

unlikely to Slay intact for uiUuEi longer. 

Currently, less than a quarter ol a million 
people in rhr- world support themselves 

through hunting and gal hiring - only 

O.QGI per cent of the vmdd's population 

[see figure 2.1J 

Compared with larger societies - parlie- 

u Early modern societies, such as Britain or 

the United States - Little inequality is found 

in must hunting and gathering groups. 

Hunters and gatherers have little interest 

in developing material wealth beyond 

what is needed to cater fur their basic 

wa nts, Thei r nia i n preoccupations are nu r- 

riinlly with religious Values and with cere¬ 

monial and ritual activities. The material 

goods they need are limited to weapons for 
hunting, tools for digging and Building, 
traps and Cooking utensils. Thus [heft is 

Llulc: difference among members of the 

society in the number nr kinds of material 
possessions- there are no divisions of rich 

and pnnr. Differences of position or rani 

tend to be limited In age and sex; men arc 
almost always the hunters, while women 

gather wild crops, cook and bring tip the 

children. This division of labour between 

men and women, however, is very impor¬ 

tant: men tend to dominate public and 

cc-r-,: 111 onial pos i tions. 

Hunters and gatherers, are not merely 

'primitive1 peoples whose ways of "life no 

longer hold any interest tor us. Studying 

Lhdr cultures allows us to sue more clearly 

that some of our institutions tire; fiiF from 

Orly a few hunter-gatherer societies still exist, such as 

the San bushmen in Botswana. 
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Wfjrlifl pnpiljtirm: III nailLiimn 

PmcrriBKrnI jntl BjlJurrr'; 10(1 

’JlarlJ pcpidanicd! J50 million 
JWittnujgc -of banter* ind cutterm: 1.0 

V.'ih-IJ trepulilHHK 4 bSiliv-™ 
r'(T'. rn|:i^.- nF huolm mh] be*.,tv nctni 

Figure 3.1 The decline of hunting and gathering societies 

Faaree: Lee and De Wore (106B!l 
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being 'natural' features of Human lik. OJ 

course. we should tint Idealize tlic e ire tun - 

stances in which hunters anti gatherers 

have lived, but nonetheless, llie absence 

□ f war, the Lade of major inequalities oi 

wealth and power and the emphasis on 

imoperation rather than competition are 

alt instructive reminders that, the wurld 

created by uiudern Industrial civilization 

is nut necessarily to be equated with 

'progress'. 

Pastoral and agrarian societies 

Abtmt twenty thousand years ago. some 

bunting and gathering groups turned to 

the raising of domesticated animals and 

the cultivation nf fixed plots, of land as 

tlwir means of livelihood. Pastoral soci¬ 

eties are those that rely mainly on domes¬ 

ticated livestock while agrarian societies 

arc those that grow crops (practise agricul¬ 

ture;. Many societies have had raised pas¬ 

toral and agrarian econom ies. 

Depending, on the environment in 

which they live, pasloralists near and herd 

animals such as cuttle, sheep, goats, 

camels u r horses M:i ny pas Loral sucieli es 

still exist in Lhe modern world, concen¬ 

trated especially in areas of Africa, the 

Middle Last and Central Asia, these soci¬ 

eties are Usually found in regions wise re 

there are dense grasslands, of to deserts or 

mountains. Such regions are not amen¬ 

able to Ftu 11 fuI agriculture, but may 

support various kinds of livestock Pasto¬ 

ral societies usually migrate between diff¬ 

erent a reas a coo rd jug to seasons I changes. 

Given their nomadic habits, people in pas- 

tonal societies do not normally accumu¬ 

late many material possessions, although 

their way of tide is more complex in 

material terms than that of hunters and 

gatherers. 

These Masai warriors from Tanzania are amongst 
some of the few remaining pastorelists in the world 
today. 

At sOfrte point, hunting and gathering 

groups began to sow their awn crops rather 

than simply collect those growing in the 

wild. This practice first developed as whit 

is usually called 'horticulture', In which 

small gardens were cultivated by the use of 

simple hoes or digging instruments. Like 

p astern Item, horticulture provided for a 

more assured supply of food than was pos¬ 

sible by hunting and gathering and there¬ 

fore could support larger communities. 
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Table 2-2 Some agrarian societies still remain 

Country Percentage oF workforce in agriculture 

Rwanda 90 
Uganda fi2 

■Nepal fll 
Ethiopia 80 
Bangladesh 63 

Indus ttialiied societies differ 

Japan 5 

Australia S 
Germany 2.a 

C&nada 3 

United States 0.7 

United Kingdom 1 

bounce; CIA World F.itfhnok (2QQ<) 

Since they were not on the move, people 

gaining a livelihood from horticulture 

l : m u Id da velrvp la i ge r Htoclcs of ms ram I pos¬ 

sessions Ilian either hunting and gathering 

or pastoral communities. Some pco-plcs in 

[In: world still rely primarily mi horticulture 

for their livelihood (see tahlo 2.2). 

Non - industrial or irudi lion cd 
civilizations 
from about GOOO BCIL onwards we find evi¬ 

dence of larger societies: than ever csisteci 

before, which eonirast in distinct ways 

with earlier types (see figure 2.2). These 

societies were hased on the development 

of cities, showed very pronounced 

ineq tm II ties of wealth and power and we re 

associated with the rule of kings or emper¬ 

ors, Because they involved the use of 

writing and science and art flourished, 

they are often called ciw!i2ati#n$. 

The eariiest civilizations developed in 

the Middle Pest, usually in fertile river 

areas. The Chinese Empire originated in 

shout 2000 nr Ft, whe n p owe rfu I states were 

also founded In what are now India and 
Pakistan. A number of large civilizations 
existed in Mexico and ratio America, such 

as I he Aztecs of Mexico, the Mayas of I he 

Yucatan Peninsula and the Incas of Peru. 

Mu-it traditional civilizations were also 

empires: they achieved Ihe sixe Ihey did 

through the conquest and incorporation 

of other peoples (Kautsky 1982], This was 

true, for instance, of traditional China and 

Rome. At iLs height, in the first century CE, 

the Roman I'm pi re stretched from Britain 

In north-west Europe to beyond the 

Middle hast. The Chinese empire, which 

las Led for more Llicin two thousand years, 

up to the threshold of tin; twentieth 

century, covered most of ihe massive 

region oT eastern Asia now occupied by 

modern China. 

The modern world: the 
industrialized societies 

WTuu lias happened to destroy the forms 
of society which dominated the whole of 
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Figure 2.2 Civi izobors in the ancient world 

history up to two centuries age? The 

answer,, in a ward, is Industrieliizaticn - a 

term we have already introduced In 

chapter l. Industrialization refers to the 

emergence of m achine production, based 

cm the use of inanimate power resources 

[Jite steam or electricity). The industrial 

societies (sometimes also culled 'modern' 

or'developed' societies) are utterly differ¬ 

ent from any previous type of social order 

anti their development has had conse- 

ttuenoes stretchin|; for beyond their Euro* 

peart origins. 

In even the most advanced! of tradi¬ 

tion,'! I civilizations, most people ware 

engaged in working on the land- The rela¬ 

tively low level of technological develop¬ 

ment did not permit more than a small 

minority to bo freed from the chores of 

agricultural production. By contrast, a 

prime featu re of industrial societies today 

is dial a large majority oi the employed 

population, work in factories, offices or 

shops rather I han in agriculture (as wr saw 

in tahle 2.2). And over DC! per cent of 

people Live in towns and cities, where 

most jobs are to be found and new job 

opportunities are created. The largest 

cities are vastly greater In size than the 

urban settlements found in traditional 

civilizations, hi the elites, social life 

becomes more impersonal and anony¬ 

mous than before and many of our day- to - 

day encounters are with strangers, rather 

th?n with Individuals known to os, Large- 

scale organizations, such as business cm - 

potations or government agencies, come 

to influence the lives of virtually everyone. 

The role of cities in the mew global order 

5s discussed in diopter 21 in the section 

'Cities and globalization' on pp. 921-53. 

y rights 
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A fnrther feature of modern societies 

concerns their political systems, which arc 

more developed and intensive than forma 

of go vc mine lit in traditional states. In tra¬ 

ditional civilisations, the political author¬ 

ities (inanarchs and emperors) had Little 

direct influence on the customs and 

habits of must of their subjects, who lived 

in fairly self-contained local villages. With 

industrialization, transportation and 

Communications became much more 

rapid, making for a inure Integrated 

'national' community. 

The industrial societies were the first 
nation ^states to come into axlstenco- 

Nation-atates are political communities, 

divided from each other by clearly delim¬ 

ited borders rathe i than the vague frontier 

areas that used to separate traditional 

states. National governments have exten¬ 

sive powers over many aspects of citizens' 

lives, framing laws that apply to all those 

living; within their borders. Britain is a 

nation-state, as are virtually a 11 other soci¬ 

eties in the world today, 

The application of industrial technol¬ 

ogy has by nu means been limited to 

peaceful processes of economic develop - 

mc lit. E*"rom the earliest phases of ind uslri - 

ulization, modem production processes 

have been put tu military use and this has 

radically altered ways of waging war, 
creating weaponry and inodes, of military 
organization much more advanced than 

those of non-Industrial cultures.Toge ther, 

superior economic strength, political 
cohesion and military superiority account 

for the seemingly irresistible spread of 

Western ways of Life across the world aver 

the post two centuries. 

Global development 

From the seventeenth to the early twenti¬ 

eth century, the Western countries estab¬ 

lished colonics in numerous areas chat 

were previously occupied by traditional 

societies, using their superior military 

■strength where necessary. Although virtu¬ 

ally all these colonies have now attained 

their independence, the process of colon i- 

aliiro Was central Co shaping the social 

map of the globe as we know It today. We 

have mentioned colonialism earlier, in the 

previous chapter. In respect of die devel¬ 

opment of the coffee trade (p. 4-7), In 
some regions, such as North America, 
Australia and New Zealand, which were 

only thinly populated hy hunting and 

gathering communities. Europeans 

became the ma jority population. In cither 

areas, including much of Asia, Africa and 

South America, the local populations 

remained in the majority. 

Societies of the first of these types, 

including the United States, have become 

industrialized. Those in the second cate¬ 

gory are mostly at a much lower level of 

industrial development and arc often 

referred Lo as less developed societies, or 

(lie developing, world. Such societies 

Include China, India, most of the African, 
countries (such as Nigeria. Chans and 

Algeria) and countries in South America 
(for example. Brazil, Peru and Venezuela). 
Since many of these societies are situated 
south nf the United States and Europe, 

they are sometimes referred to collectively 

as the South and contrasted to the wealth¬ 

ier, industrialized North. 

You may often hear developing coun¬ 

tries referred to as part of the Third World. 

The term Third World was originally part of 
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a contrast drawn between three main 

types of society found in the early twenti¬ 

eth century. First World countries were 

(and are] I he industrialized states of 

Europe, the United Stales* Canada, Green¬ 

land. Australasia (Australia, New Zealand., 

Tasmania and Melanesia], South Africa 

and Japan. Nearly all First World societies 

haVemultiparty, parliamentary systems of 

government. Second World societies 

meant the 00mm unis L countries of what 

Was then the Soviet Union (USSR] and 

Eastern Europe. Including, for example, 

Czechoslovak!a* Poland. East Germany 

and Hungary. .Second World societies wen a 

centrally planned economies, which 

allowed II trie room for p rivate piope rty o r 

competitive economic enterprise. They 

were also one-party stales: the Cjnmmu- 

isist Party dominated both the political 

and economic systems. For some seventy- 

five years, world history was affected by a 

global rivalry between the Soviet Union 

and Eastern European countries mi the 

one Jiand and the capitalistic societies of 

the West and Japan on the other. Today 

that rivalry is over. With the ending of the 

Cold War and (he disintegration of com¬ 

munism in the former USSJi and Eastern 

Europe, the Second World lias effectively 

disappeared., 

Even though the Three Worlds distinc¬ 
tion Is still sometimes used In sociology 

textbooks., today it has outlived whatever 
usefulness it might once have had as a way 
of describing the countries of the world. 

Fnr one thing, the Second World of social¬ 

ist and communist countries no longer 

exists and even exceptions such as China 

are rapidly adopting capitalist economies. 

It can also he argued that the ranking of 

First, Second and Third Worlds reflects a 

value judgement, in which 'first' means 

'best' a ml 'third' means 'worst', and it is 

therefore best avoided. 

7'j‘ro' developing world 

Many developing societies are in areas 

that underwent colonial rule in Asia, 

Africa and South America. A few colo¬ 

nized areas gained independence early, 

like Haiti, which became the first autono¬ 

mous black republic in January 1304. t he 

Spanish colonies in South America 

acquired their freedom m 1810, while 

Brazil broke away from Portuguese rule 
In 1822- However, most nations In the 
developing world have become indepen¬ 

dent states only since the Second World 
War. often following bloody anti-colonial 
■I i n.,.:;lr-. I -... i: - |: I. inTi.idr iiidi;.. ;. 

range of other Asian countries (like 

Burma. Malaysia and Singapore] and 

countries in Africa (including, for 

example, Kenya, Nigeria, Zaire, Tanzania 

and Algeria] . 

While they may include peoples living 

in traditional fashion, developing coun¬ 

tries are very different from earlier forms 

of traditional societies. Their political 

systems are modelled on systems that 

were first established in the socieLies of 

Lhe West that is to say. they are nation¬ 

states, While must of the population still 
live In rural areas, many of these societies 
are experiencing a rapid proem of city 

development, tthe growth of cities In the 
developing world is discusses! in chapter 
21.1 Although agriculture remains the 
main economic activity, crop* stc now 

often produced lor sale in world markets 

rather than tor local consumption. Envel¬ 

oping countries are not merely societies 

that have Tagged behind' the more indus¬ 

trialized areas. They have been rn large 

part created by contact with Western 
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industrialism, which has undermined 

earlier, more traditional systems. 

Conditions in some of the most impov¬ 

erished of these societies have deteri¬ 

orated rather than improved aver the past 

few years. There arc still around a billion 

people living on the equivalent of less than 

one dollar A day. 

Global poverty is discussed further in 

Chapter 11, 'Global Inequality'. 

The World's poor are doneenttated par¬ 

ticularly In South anti East Asia and in 

Africa and Latin America, although there 

ate some: important <1 iffeienees between 

these regions. For example, poverty levels 

in East Asia and the Pacific have declined 

over the pest decade, while they have risen 

in Ihc nations of sub-So lie ran Africa. 

During the JMQs, the number of people 

Living on less than one dollar per day in 

this region has grown from 241 million to 

31H. million i World Ban k 2004 |. There have 

also been significant increases in poverty 

In parts of South Asia, Latin America and 

the Caribbean. Many of the world's 

poorest Countries also suffer from a 

serious debt crisis. Payments of interest on 

loans from foreign lenders can often 

amount to inure than governments' 

investments in lieaUli, welfare and educa¬ 

tion. 

Newly indi t$lria iizing conn tries 

While the majority of developing coun¬ 
tries lag well behind societies of the West, 
some have now successfully einhai ked on 

a process of industrialization. These ate 

sometimes referred to as newly industrial¬ 

izing countries (NICs) and they include 

Rra7.il and Mexico in Latin America and 

Hong Kong, South Korea,. Singapore and 

Taiwan In East Asia. The rates of economic 

growlh oF the most successful NICs, such 

as those in East Mia, arc several times 

those of I he Western Industrial econo ¬ 

mics. Mo developing country figured 

among die top thirty exporters in the 

world in 13GS. but twenty-five years later 

South Korea was in the tup fifteen. 

The East Asian NICs have shown the 

most Sustained levels of economic pros¬ 

perity. They are investing abroad as well as 

promoting growth at home. South Korea's 

production Of Steel lias doubled in the lost 

decode and its shipbuilding and electron¬ 
ics industries are among the world’s 
leader. Singapore is becoming the major 

line nctal and eomme tele I«tune of So tub 
east Asia. Taiwan Is an important presence 
in the manufacturing and electronics 

industries. All these changes in the NICs 

have directly affected countries such as 

the United States, whose share of global 

steel production, for example, has 

dropped significantly over ihe past thirty 

years. (Types of society in the modem 

world are summarized in table 2.3.) 

Social charge 

We Saw at Lire start of this chapter huw 

the modem world is characterized by 

modes of life and social Institutions that 
are radically different from those of even 

the recent past. Social change is difficult 
to define, because there Is s sense In 
which everything changes, all of the 

time. Every day is a new day,; every 

moment is a new instant in lime. The 

Greek philosopher Heraclitus pointed 

out I hat a person cannot step into the 

same river twice. On the second occa¬ 

sion, the rive r is different, since water has 

flowed along It and the person has 
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Tables,} Societies iri the modem world 

Type Period of existence Characteristics 

First Worldsocieties Eighteenth century 10 the Based on industrial production 
present. and generally free enterprise. 

Majority of people live in towns 
and cities, a few work in rural 
agricultural pursuits. 

Major class inequalities, though 
ess pronounced than in 

traditional states. 

Distinct political communities 
or nation-states, including the 
nations of the West, Japan 

Australia and New Zealand. 

Second World societies Early twentieth century 
(following the Russian 
Revolution of 1917) to the 
early 199DE. 

Based cm industry, but the 
economic system is centrally 
planned. 

Small proportion ot the 
population work in agriculture: 
most live in towns ami cities. 

Major class inequalities persist 

Distinct political communities 
or nation-states. 

Unliil I9B9, composed ol the 
soviet union and Eastern 
Europe, but social and political 
changes began to transform 
them into Free enterprise 
economic systems, according to 
ihe mode! of First World 
societies. 

Developing societies 
('Third World societies') 

Some have tree enterprise 
systems, while others are 
centrally planned. 

Distinct political communities 
or nation states, including 
China, India and most African 
and South American nations. 

Eighteenth century {mostly as Majority of the population work 
colonized areas) to the present. in agriculture, using traditional 

methods of produdion. 

Some agricultural produce sold 
on world markets, 
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Table 2.3 (cnnlmup(f\ 

Type Period; oF existence Characteristics 

Newly industrializing 
countries 

1970s io the present. former developing societies 
now based on industrial 
production and generally free 
enterprise. 

Majority of people live in towns 
and cities, a lew work in 
ogdcultural pursuits. 

Major class inequalities* more 
pronounced than First World 
societies. 

Average per capita intome 
considerably less than first 
World societies. 

Include Hong Kong. South 
Korea, Singapore, Taiwan* 
Brazil and Mexico. 

changed Ln subtle ways too. While this 

observation is in a sense correct* we do of 

course normally want to say that it is the 

Same river and the same p ersuii slepp i rig 

Into It tm two occasions. There Is suffi¬ 

cient continuity In the shape or form of 

ihr river and i [] I lie physit|uc and person - 

allty of the person with wet feet to say 

that each remains Hihe same' through the 

changes that occur. Given ilils problem, 
hnw do sociologists account Fes i I lie pro¬ 

cesses of change that have transformed 

the way humans lived? 

Identifying significant change involves 

showing how far there arc alterations in 

the underlyingstrstclureoian object or sit¬ 

uation over a period of time. In the ease of 

human societies, to decide how far and in 

what ways a system is in a process of 

change we have to show to what degree 

there is any modification of hfisic Instill(- 

tionsduring it specific period. All accounts 

of change also Involve showing what 

remains stable, as & baseline against 

which Co measure alterations Even in the 

rapidly moving world □£' today there arc 

continuities with the distant past. Major 

religious systems* for example, such as 

Christianity or Islam, retain their Lies with 

ideas and practices Initiated SONIC two 

thousand years ago. Vet most Institutions 

in modern societies clearly change much 

more rapidly than did Institutions uf the 

traditional world- 

Influences on social change 

Social theorists have tried for the past two 

centuries to develop a grand theory that 

explains the nature of social change, liui 

no single factor theory has a chance of 

accounting for the diversity of human 

social development, from hunting and 

gathering and pastoral societies to tradi¬ 

tional civilizations a ltd finally to the highly 

complex social systems of today* We can, 

however, identify the three main factors 

that have consistently influenced social 

ehniigWCtdtural faCluiS. the physical envi¬ 

ronment and political organization, 
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Cultural factors 

The first main influence on social change 

consists of cultural factors, which include 

the effects at' religion, communication 

systems and leadership. Religion may he 

either a conservative or an innovative fence 

in social life (sec chapter 14, 'Religion in 

IViodrrn Society'}. Some forms of religious 

belief and practice have acted as a brake 

on change, emphasizing above all tfie need 

to adhere to traditional values and rituals. 

Yet, css Max Weber emphasized, religious 

convictions frequently play a mobilizing 

role in pressures for Social change. 

A particularly Important cultural I till u 
once that affects the character and pace of 

change is the nature of communication 

systems. The Invention of writing, for 

Instance, allowed for the keeping of 

records, making possible increased 

control of material resources end the 

development of large-scale organizations. 

In addition, writing altered people’s per¬ 

ception of Ihc relation between past, 

present and future. Societies that write 

beep a record of past events and know 

themselves to have a history, Understand¬ 

ing history can develop a sense of ihc 

□vc rail movement nr line of development 

a society is following and people can then 

actively seek Lo promote it further. 

Under the general heading of cultural 

factors we should also place leadership. 

Individual leaders have had an enormous 
Influence in world history. WehaVe only to 

chink of great religious figures {like Jesus), 
political and military leaders (like Julius 

Caesar), or innovators In science and phi¬ 

losophy (like Isaac Newton) to see that this 

is the case. A leader capable of pursuing 

dynamic policies and generating a mass 

following or radically altering pre-existing 

modes of Ihonght can overturn a previ¬ 

ously established order. The classical soci¬ 

ologist Max Weber examined the role of 

charismatic leadership in social change. 

Weber's conception oF leadership is dis¬ 

cussed in chapter I4j p. 549. 

However, individuals can only reach [>usi- 
tions of leadership and become effective if 

favourable social conditions exist, Adolf 

Hitler was able Lo seize power in Germany 

In the I330y. fur Instance, partly as a result 

of tliu tensions and crises that beset the 
country at that time. If those clrcum- 
stances had not existed, he would prob¬ 

ably have remained an obscure figure 
within a ml nor poll ties I faction. The sa me 
was true at a Liter date of Mahatma 

Gandhi, the famous pacifist leader in 

india during the period alter the Second 

World War. Gandhi ivas able to he effective 

in securing his country's independence 

from Britain because the war and other 

events had unsettled the existing colonial 

institutions in India. 

The physical environment 

Second, the physical environment has an 

effect on the development of human social 

organization. This is clearest in more 

extreme environmental conditions, where 
people must organize their ways of life in 
relation to weather conditions. Inhabi¬ 
tants of polar regions necessarily develop 

habits and practices different from those 
living in subtropical areas. People who live 
in Alaska, where the winters are long and 

cold, tend to tollow different patients of 

social life from people who live in the 

much warmer Mediterranean enunines. 

Alaskans spend more of their lives indoors 

and, except for the short period of the 

summer, plan outdoor activities very esre- 
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Gandhi, shown here on an Indian banknote, helped to bring about India's independence 
from British rule. 

fully, invert < h l- inhospitable environment 

tn which they Jive. 

Less extreme physical conditions can 

nine affect society. The native population 

of Australia has never slopped being 

hunters and gatherers, since the continent 

contained hardly any Indigenous plants 

suitable for regular cultivation- or animals 

that could he domes l lea led to develop 

pastors] production-The world's early dv 
11 i; i r i ■: 111-. inoMlt m i;;:n,iH'(l m ... -|i;:l 

contained ritMn agricultural land - for 
Instance, in river deltas. The ease of 

communications across land and the 

availability of sea routes are also impor¬ 
tant: societies cut off from others hy 

mountain ranges, impassabtc jungles or 

deserts often remain relatively unchanged 

over Icing periods of time. 

Vet the direct tniluence of the environ¬ 

ment cm social change is not very great. 

People arc often abic to develop consider¬ 

able productive wealth in relatively inhos¬ 

pitable areas. I bis is true, for example, of 

Alaskans, who have been able Lo develop 

oil and mineral resources in spile of the 

harsh nature of their environment- Con 
VLTsely. limiting and gathering cultures 

have frequently lived In highly fertile 

regions without becoming Involved In 
pastoral or agricultural production. 

Pa Utica l organ iza da a 

A tided factor strongly influencing social 

change is the type of political organiza¬ 

tion. In hunting and gathering societies, 

this influence is at a minimum, since there 

arc no political authorities capable of 
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mobilizing the community. In all ether 

types of society, however, the existence of 

distinct political agencies - chiefs, lords, 

kings and governments - strongly affects 

the course of development a society takes. 

Political systems arc not, as Man: believed, 

direct expressions of underlying eco¬ 

nomic organization; quite different types 

of political order may exist in societies (hat 

hove similar production systems, For 

instance, some societies based on indus¬ 

trial capitalism have had authoritarian 

political systems (examples are Nazi 
Germany and South Africa under apart¬ 

heid). while others are much more demo¬ 

cratic (for example, the United States, 

Britain or Sweden), 

Military power played a fundamental 

part in the establishment of most tradi¬ 

tional stales: it influenced their subse¬ 

quent survival or expansion in an equally 

basic way. Rut the connections between 

the level of production and military 

strength are again indirect. A ruler may 

choose to channel resources Into building 

up (he military, for example-, even when 

this impoverishes most of the rest of Lite 

population - as has happened in North 

Korea under the rule of Kim ll Sun gaud bis 

sort, Kim .long 11. 

Change in the modern period 

Wluu explains why the lust two hundred 
years, the period of modernity, have seen 
such a tremendous acceleration In the 
speed of social change? This is a complex 

issue, Itlit it is not difficult to pinpoint 

some of the factors involved. Not surpris¬ 

ingly, we can categorize them along lines 

similar to factors Chat have influenced 

social change throughout history, except 

that we shall subsume the impact □!' Lhc 

physical environment within the overall 

importance o f cconom ie factors. 

Cultural influences 

Among the cultural factors affecting pro¬ 

cesses of social rhangc in modern times, 

both the development of science and the 
secularization of thoughL have contrib¬ 

uted to Lire Cfitictrl and fa iwuwif wecharm* - 

ter of the modem outlook. We no longer 

assume that customs or habits are accept¬ 

able merely because they liaVe the age-old 

authority of tradition. On (he contrary, our 

ways of life Increasingly require a 'rational' 
basis. For Instance. a design for a hospital 

would not ho based mainly on traditional 
tastes, but would consider Its capability 
for serving the purpose of a hospital - 

effectively caring for the sick. 

In addition In fiou..'wc think, the content 

of ideas has also changed. Ideals of sclf- 

belterment, freedom, equality and demo¬ 

cratic participation arc largely creations of 

the past two or three centuries. Such ideals 

have served to mobilize processes of 

social and political change, including rev¬ 

olutions, These ideas cannot bo tied Lo tra¬ 

dition, but rather suggest the constant 

revision of ways of Life in the pursuit of 

human betterment. Although they were 

initially developed in the West, such ideals 
have become genuinely universal hi their 

application, promoting change hi most 

regions of the world. 

Economic influences 

Of economic influences, die most far- 

reaching is the impact of iudusl rial capital¬ 

ism. Capitalism differs in a fundamental 

way from pre-existing production systems, 

because it involves the constant expansion 

of production and the evcr-incrcasing 

accumula tin n of wealth. In traditional p ro¬ 
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ductinn systems, levels ofp reduction were 

fairly static, as they were geared !□ tiabil- 

uaL, customary needs. Capitalism pro¬ 

motes the constant revision of the technol¬ 

ogy of production, a process into which 

sciciice is increasingly drawn. The rate of 

technological inti ova Lion fostered in 

modem industry is vastly greater than in 

any prevlo us type of econo rn i c Order. 

Wc look at the influence ol economic 

factors on social change further in 

chapter 11, in particular by discussing 

the world-systems theory of Immanuel 

Waliersrein i>p- flag-n}. 

Consider the current development of 

Information technology, [n recent decades, 
the powet of computers hits increased 

many thousands of times over. A large 

computer in the 1EH50& was constructed 

using thousands of handmade connectors: 

an equivalent device today is not only 

much smaller, hut requires only a handful 

of elements in an integrated circuit. 

The impact of science and technology 

on how we live may be largely driven by 

economic factors, but it also stretches 

beyond the ecu nomic sp here,. Science and 

technology both influence and are influ¬ 

enced by political and, cultural factors. 

Scientific and technological development, 
for example, helped create modern forms 
of com mtm lection such as rad lo and tele¬ 

vision, As we have seen, such electronic 
forms of communication have produced 
changes in politics in recent years- Radio, 
television and the other electronic media 

have also come to shape how wc think and 

fee I about the world. 

Political influences 

The third major type of influence on 

change in Lhc modern period consists of 

political developments. The struggle 

between nations to expand their power, 

develop their wealth and trium ph mili tar¬ 

tly over iheir competitors has been an 

energizing source of change over the past 

two or three centuries. Political change in 

traditional civilizations was normally 

confined to elites. One Aristocratic family, 

for example, Would, replace another as 

rulers, while for the majority of the popu¬ 

lation life would go on relatively 

unchanged. This is not tine oT modern 

political systems, In which the activities of 

political leaders and government officials 

constantly affect the lives of the mass of 

the population. Both externally and Inter¬ 

nally. political decision-making promotes 

and directs social change far more chan in 

previous times. 

Political development in the last two or 

three centuries has certainly Influenced 

economic change as much as economic 

change has influenced polities. Govern¬ 

ments now play a major rale Ln stimulat¬ 

ing (and sometimes retarding) rates of 

economic growth and in all industrial 

•societies there is a high level of state inter- 

vention in production, the government 

being far aEid away the la rges L employer, 

Military power and war have also been 

of far-re idling importance, Tire military 

.strength of the Western nations from the 
seventeenth century onwards allowed 

them to Influence all quarters of die world 
- and. provided an essential hacking lo the 
global s pread of Western lifestyles. In the 
twentieth century, the effects of the two 

world wars have hecn profound: the dev¬ 

astation of many countries led to pro¬ 

cesses of rebuilding that brought about 

major institutional changes, for example 

in Germany and Japan after the Second 

World War. liven those states that were Lhc 
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victors - like the UK - experienced major 

Internal changes as a result ol Ihc impact 

□ f the war on the economy. 

Globalization 

The concept of globalization is one that 

has become widely used in debates in pol¬ 

itics, business and the media overt he past 

few years. A decade ago, the term gtvbal- 
fZalSvn Was relatively unknown. Today it 

seems to be on the tip of everyone's 

tongue,clobaliration refers in the fact that 

we all increasingly live in one world, so 

that individuals, groups and nations 

become (nrerdejwudeuf. 

■ ill! hI i: m i-. ul'n'i po U.iVrd : 11-.-1 

as an economic phenomenon. Much is 

made of Ihc role of transnational corpora¬ 

tions whose massive operations stretch 

across national borders, influencing 

global production processes and the 

international distribution of labour. 

Others point to the electronic integration 

of global financial markets and the enor¬ 

mous volume of global capital flows, btill 

others focus on the unprecedented scope 

of World Lrude- involving a much broader 

range of goods and services than over 

before. 

Although economic forces are an Inte¬ 

gral pari of globalisation, it would he 

wrong to sugge&t cinat they alone produce 

It. Globalization is created by the coming 

togethei of political, social, cultural and 

economic factors. It has been driven 

forward above all by the development of 

Information and communication tcchnri I - 

ngies that have intensified I he speed and 

scope of interaction between people all 

over the world. As a simple example, think 

□f the last football World Gup. Because of 

global television links, some matches arc 

now watched by billions of people across 

the world. 

Factors contributing to 
globalization 

What explains the rise of globa lization? As 

we have seen, explaining all social change 

is complex, but it is not difficult to 

pinpoint some of the factors that are con¬ 

tributing to the rise of globalization in 

contemporary society; these Include the 

rise of information and communications 

technology, and economic and political 

factors. 

The rise of information mid 
ca n tmitn teat\otts tech ti ology 

The explosion in global communications 

has been facilitated by a number of impor¬ 

tant advances in technology and She 

world's telecommunications infrastruc¬ 

ture. In the post-Second World War era, 

there has been a profound transformation 

in the scope and intensity of telecommu¬ 

nications flows. Traditional telephonic 

communication, which depended on ana¬ 

logue signals sent through wires and 

cables with the help of mechanical cross¬ 

bar switching, has been replaced by Inte¬ 

grated systems in which vast amounts of 

Information are compressed and trans¬ 

ferred digitally, Cable technology has 

become more efficient and less expensive: 

the development of fibre-optic cables has 

dramatically expanded the number of 

channels 111 cl can be carried. Where Ihc 

earliest transatlantic cables laid in the 

ifLiIJs- were capable of carrying fewer than 

IClti voice paths, by 1997 a single trans¬ 

oceanic cable could cany some CtOU.GOO 

voice paths (Held 1999). The spread of 
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communications satellites, begilining in 

Che ISftflH. lias also been significant in 

expanding international communica¬ 

tion--. Today a network oi more than 2tl0 

satellites is in place la facilitate the trans¬ 

fer of inform u.1 ion around the globe. 

The imparl of these communications 

st■stems Isas been staggering. In countries 

With highly developed Eelt,ri>mmuiiic?.i 

lions infrastructures, homes and offices, 

now have mullipie Links to the outside 

World, ineEudsng leleplsones [both laiid- 

El ties amt mobile plumes], digital, satellite 

and ctbie television, electronic mall and 

c hc Internet. Ilia Internet has emerged as 

che fastest growing, communication tool 

ever developed - some 140 million people 

worldwide were using the Internet in mid- 

IMft. Around a billion people were esti¬ 

mated to be using (he Internet by 2005 

(see figure 2.3). 

These forms ol technnlogy facilitate the 

compression of time and space: two indi¬ 

viduals heated on opposite sides ol the 

planet - i u To kyo and Lo nclon. fo r example 

- not only can hold a convcrs-alion in real 

time, but can also send documents and 

linages 10 cure another with the Is tip of Sal.- 

elide technology. Widespread use of the 

Interne! and mobile phones is deepening 

and accelerating processes of glubahiia- 

rioiu more and mote people are becoming 

Interconnected through die use of these 

technologies and are doing so in places 

ill in have previously been Isolated or 

poorly served by traditional communica¬ 

tions (see figure ZSi- Although the tele- 

enm mu nice ciosss infrastructure is net 

High-street Internet cafiis protn'de online access to those without it at home, or who are 

away from home. 

run 
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Information flows 

If, as we have seen, the spread nlinforma¬ 

tion technology has expanded I lie pos¬ 

sibilities for contact among people 
around the gjobe, it has also facilitated Lhc 

flow of Information about people and 
events In distant places. Every day. the 
global media bring news, images and 

Information Into people’s homes. linking 
them directly and continuously to the 
outside world- Seme oF the most gripping 
events of the past two decades - such as 
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The dramatic increase in mobile phone ownership has compressed time end space even 

furlher. 

the fall of the Berlin Wall [he violent 

crackdown on democratic protesters in 

China's Hananiner Sc|unre and live terror¬ 

ist attacks uf 11 September 2001 • have 

nil folded through the media befu re a. truly 

global audience. Sndi events, along with 

thousands of less dramatic ones, have 

resulted in a reorientation in people's 

rliinkiilj: ficsin ill! ii'wl :il III na i-a ■, ;ir<- 

co cIk: gbhal stage, Individuals are now 

more aware of their inierconneetednes» 

with othtits and more likely ro identify 

with global issue:-, and processes than was 

the case in times (last. 

This shift to a global outlook has two 

significant dimensions. First, as members 

of a global community, people increas¬ 

ingly perceive that social responsibility 

docs not stop at national borders but 

instead extends beyond them. Disaster* 

and injustices facing pcopic oil Lhe other 

side of the globe arc nut simply misfor¬ 

tunes that must be endured but arc legiti¬ 

mate grounds for action a cad intervention, 

There ts ts growing iiSsLIrnpliort that the 

internatiunriJ community has an obliga¬ 

tion to bet in crisis situations to protect the 

physical well-being or liuiliun rights of 

people whose I Ives ate under threat, lit the 

■case of natural disasters, such interven¬ 

tions take the form of humanitarian relief 

and ten'll riical assistance1. In recent years, 

earthquakes in Armenia and Turkey, 

floods in Mozambique and Bangladesh, 

famine in Africa and hurricanes in Central 

America have been rallying points ior 

global assistance. 

There have aEso been stronger calls in 

recent years for interventions in the case 

of war, ethnic conflict mid the violation of 
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human rights, although such mohiliba¬ 

tions ate more problematic than in the 

case of natural disasters. Yet in the case of 

the first Gulf War in I9?sU and the violent 

conflicts In the former Yugoslavia [Bosnia 

and Kosovo), military intervention was 

seen as justified by many people who 

believed that human rights and national 

sovereignty had lu be defended. 

Second, a global outluok means that 

people are increasingly luuking to sources 

other than Lite nallon-stat* in formulating 

their own sense of identity. Tills is a pile - 
tiMiienon that is both produced by and 
further accelerate* processes of globaliza¬ 

tion, Local cultural identities In various 
parts of the world are experiendiig power- 
fu| revivals at a time when the traditional 

h n Id of the nation-si ate is undergoing pro - 

found transformation. In Europe, tor 

cstamplc, inhabitants of Sc □ tLand and the 

Basque region of Spain might be more 

likely to identify themselves as Sccitlisli or 

Basque - or simpfy as Europeans - rather 

than as British or Spanish. The na tion- state 

as e source nf identity is waning in mEny 

areas, as political shifts at the regional and 

global levels loosen people's orientations 

towards- the states in which they live. 

Economic factors 

Globalization is also being driven forward 
by the integration of the world economy. 

In contrast to previous eras, the global 

economy Is no longer primarily agricultu¬ 

ral or industrial In Its basis. Rather. It is 
increasingly dominated by activity that is 

weightless and intangjhlc (Quail 

This iveiglrtiess economy is one in which 

products have their hase in information, 

as is the case with computer software, 

media and entertainment products and 

Internet-based services. This new eco¬ 

nomic enntext has been described using a 

variety of terms, which we will discuss in 

more detail in chapter 18, including post- 

iadustriat society the information a^e&nd 

the nen- economy |pp. 770-2). The emer¬ 

gence of the knowledge society has been 

linked to the development of a broad base 

of consumers who are technologically lit¬ 

erate and eagerly integrate new advances 

In computing, entertainment and tele¬ 

communications iiiLm their everyday lives. 

The very operation of the global 

economy reflects the changes that have 
occurred Ini the Information fige- Many 
aspects of the eco no m y now work t h m u gh 

networks that cross national boundaries, 
rather than stopping at them (Ostells 
IHSfi). 1 n o nie r to he com pefitive in globa I - 

i?.ing conditions, businesses and corpora¬ 

tions have restructured themselves to be 

more flexible and less hierarchical in 

nature. Production practices and organ¬ 

izational patterns have become more 

flexible, partnering arrangements with 

oLher firms have become commonplace 

and participation in worldwide distribu¬ 

tion networks has become essential for 

doing business in a rapidly changing 

global market. 

Transnational corporations 

Among the many economic factors that 
are driving globalization, the pole of tra ns - 

national corporations is particularly 
important, Transnational corporations are 

companies that produce goods or market 
services in more than one country. These 

may be relatively small firms with one or 

two factories outside the country in which 

they are based or gigantic international 

ventures whose operations eriss-cross Ihe 

globe. Some of (lie biggest transnational 

corporations are companies known all 

pyrighted material 
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Coca Cola ii a tranigtabal enterprise, 
selling its products all over the world. This 
picture shows Diet Cote on sale in Jordan, 
in the Middle Fast. 

around the world: Coca-Cola, General 

Motors. Colgate-Palmolive, Kodak, Mitsu¬ 

bishi and many others. Even when trans¬ 

national corporations have a clear 

national base, they are oriented towards 

global marke ts and global profil1-; 

TranSrtiiclonal corporations are at the 

heart oF economic globalization. They 
account Tur two-thirds of all world trade, 

they are instrumental in [lie diffusion of 

new technology around the globe and 
they ere major actore In international 
financial markets. As one observer has 

nun-d, they are "the linchpins of the con¬ 

temporary world economy' (Held I 

Some Five hundred transnational corpora - 

cions had annual stiLcs of more than 10 

bilLiou dollars in 2001, while only seventy- 

live conn tries could boast gross domestic 

products of at lease that amount. In other 

words, the world's leading transnational 

corporations arc larger economically than 

most of tlie world's countries |sce figure 

2.4]. In Fact, the combined sales of the 

world's Largest five hundred transnational 

corporations totalled $14.1 trillion — 

nearly half of the value of goods and ser¬ 

vices produced by the entire world. 

Transnational corporations became a 

global phenomenon in the yean, following 

the Second World War. Expansion In the 

Initial post-war years came from firms 
based In the United States, but by the 
lFt?IK, European and Japanese firms 

Increasingly began to Invest abroad, hi the 
|:m; n-nms and if>!-.kk, tramiuidoiifdeorpo' 

rations expanded dramatically with the 
establishment of three powerful regional 

markets: Europe (the Single European 

Market), Asia-Pacific (the Osaka Declara¬ 

tion guaranteed free and open trade hy 

20101 and North America (the \"orth 

American Free Trade Agreement). Since 

the early 1S90h . countries In other areas of 

the world have also liberalized restrictions 

on foreign investment. L5y the turn of the 

twenty-first century, there were Jew econ¬ 

omies in the world that stood beyond the 

reach of transnational corporations. Over 

the past decade, transnational corpora- 

tions based, in Industrialized economies 
have been panit nlaily actlve in expalldtng 

their op^ratlorts in developing countries 
and in ihe societies of The former Soviet 
Union and Pastern Europe. 

The argument that manufacturing is 

becoming increasingly globalized is 

often expressed in terms ol global com¬ 

modity chains, The worldwide networks 

of labour and production processes 

yielding a finished product. These net¬ 

works consist of all pivotal production 
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activities that form a lightly interlocked 

'chain' that extends from the raw materi¬ 

als needed to create the product to its 

final consumer (Gereffl 1995: Hopkins 

and Wallerslein 19EH3; Appelbaum and 

ChristerSOd 1997], 

Manufactures accounted for approxi¬ 
mately three quartets of the world s total 

economic growth during the period 

199Q-JI. The sharpest growth hes been 

among middle-income countries; manu¬ 

factures accounted for only 54 per cent of 

these Countries' exports in I99U. com¬ 

pared with 71 per cent just eight years 

later, China has moved from the ranks of a 

low- to a middle-income country, largely 

because of its role as an exporter of manu¬ 

factured goods, and partly accounts for 

pyrighted m 
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Ih is trend. Yet the mosl profitable activities 

in the commodity chair - engineering, 

design and advertising - are likely to be 

found in the core countries, while the least 

profitable activities, such as factory pro¬ 

duction, usually are found in peripheral 

countries, (The use of global commodity 

chains in the manufacture of the barbie 

doll is eSamined in iht bus.) 

The electronic economy 

The 'electroniceconomy' is another factor 

that underpins economic globalization, 

banks, corporations, fund managers and 
individual investors are able to .shift funds 

Internationally with the click of a. mouse. 

This new ability to move 'electronic 
money'1 instantaneously carries with it 

great risks, however. Transfers of vast 

amounts ofcapita! can destabilize econo¬ 

mies, triggering internal la nat financial 

crises such as the ones 1 ha t spread from 

the Aslan Tiger economies' to Russia and 

beyond in 1953. As the global economy 

becomes increasingly integrated, a finan¬ 

cial collapse in one part of the world can 

have an enormous effect on distant econ¬ 

omies, 

The political, economic, social and 

technological factors described above are 

joining together to produce a phenome¬ 

non that lacks any earlier parallel in 
terms of its intensity and scope. The con¬ 

sequences of globalization ate many and 
far-reaching, as we shall see later In this 
chapter. But first we will turn our atten¬ 
tion to llie mein views ahout globaliza¬ 

tion that have hcen expressed in recent 

years. 

Political changes 

A third ■.iii-.iil,j. h>r. >- iH-hir.tl coihc-ii: pu¬ 

rely globalization is related to political 

change. There are several aspects to this: 

first, the collapse of Soviet-style commu¬ 

nism that occurred in a series of dramatic 

revolutions in Eastern Europe in 19159 

and culminated in the dissolution of the 

Soviet Union Itself in 1991. Since the fall 

of communism, countries in the former 

Soviet bloc - including Russia. Ukraine, 

Poland. Hungary, dm Czech Republic, the 

bailie slates., the states of the Caucasus 

and Central Asia anti many others - have 

been moving towards We stem-style 

political and economic systems. They me 
no longer isolated from the global com¬ 
munity, hut are becoming integrated 

within It, This development lias meant 
die end to the system that existed during 
the Cold War. when countries of the First 
World stood apart from those of the 

Second World. The collapse of commu¬ 

nism has hastened processes of global¬ 

ization hut should also be seen as a result 

of globalization itself. The centrally 

planned communist economies and the 

ideological and cultural control of com¬ 

munist political authority were ulti¬ 

mately Unable to survive in an era of 

global media and an electronically inte¬ 

grated world economy. 

A second important political factor 

leading uj Iruensifylrig globalization 1$ the 

growth of international and regional 

mechanisms of government. The United 

Nations, and the European Union are the 

two most prominent examples of Interna¬ 

tional organizations that bring together 

nation-states into a common political 

forum. While the UN discs this as mi asso¬ 

ciation of individual nation-states, the EU 

is a more pioneering form of transnational 

governance in which a certain degree of 

national suvcreignly is rcliLiqu idled by 

its member states. The governments of 

Copyrighted material 
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Barbie and the use of glutei (ntnmodity chains 

One illustration ot The global commodity ch-ain 
can be Found in the manufacture of the Barbie 
doll, the mast profitable toy in history. The 40- 
something teenage doll sells at □ rate of two 
per second, bringing the Mattel Corporation, 
based in Los Angeles, USA, well over a billion 
dollars in annual revenues. Although she sells 
mainly in the United States, Europe and Japan, 
Barbie can also be found in HO countries 
around the world, 5he is a truly global cititen 
(Tempest J996)-. Barbie is global not only in 
sales, bur in terms of her birthplace as '.veil, 
Barbie was never made in the United States. 
The first doli was made in Japan in 1059, when 
that country was still recovering from the 
Second World War and wages were low, As 
wages mse in Japan. Gaibie moved to other 
low-wage countries n Asia. Her multiple origins 
today tell us a groat doi>l about the operation of 
global commodity chains 

tiaibio is designed in the United States, where 
her marketing and advertising strategies are 
devised and where most of the profits are made. 
But the only physical aspect of Barbie that is 
pmadie in the USA' is her cardboard packaging, 
along with some nt the paints and oils that are 
used to decorate the dull. 

Barbie's body and wardrobe span the globe 
in their origins: 

t Barbie begins her life in Saudi Arabia, where 
oil is extracted and then reined into the 
elhyilene that is usedta create her plastic 
body. 

2 Taiwan's state owned oil importer, the 
Chinese Petroleum Corporation, buys the 
ethylene and sells it To Taiwan’s Formosa 
Plastic torporation, the world's iargest 
producer of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) plastics, 
Which are used in toys. Formosa Plastics 
converts the ethylene into the pvc pellets 
that will be shaped to make Barbie's body. 

3 The pellets are then shipped to ore of the 
four Asian factories that make Barbie - two in 
southern China, one in Indonesia and one in 
Malaysia, the plastic mould injection 
machines that shape her body, which are the 
most expensive part of Barbie's manufacture, 

are made in The United States and shipped to 
the factories. 

■1 Once Barbie's body is moulded, she gets her 
nylon hair ftpm Japan. Her cotton dresses are 
matfe in China, with Chinese cotton the 
only raw material in Barbie that actually 
comes from the country where mast Barbies 
are made. 

5 Hong Kong plays a key role in the 
manufacturing process of the Chinese 
Barbies, Nearly all the materiel used in her 
manufacture is shipped into Hong Kjong - 
one of the Vk'crld's largest parts - and then 
trucked to the factories in China. The finished 
Barbies leave by the same touIc. Some 
23-,noo trucks make the daily trip between 
Hnn?; Kang and southern China's toy 
ta cto ries. 

'Global Barbie'. 
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So where is. Barbie actually from? The cardboard 
□nd cellophane box containing the 'My First Tea 
Party' Bar bie is labelled 'Made in China' bub as 
we have seen, almost none of the materials Shat 
go into making her actually originates in that 
coufitly. Out of her $9.99 retail price-in the USA 
(aboot £6)-, China gets only about 35 cents, 
mainly in wages paid lo the 11,000 peasant 
women who assemble her >n thehvo factories. 
Rack in the United States, on the other hand, 
Mattel makes about £1 in profits. 

What about the rest ol the money that is 
made when Barbie is sold for S9.99? Only 65 
cents is needed to cover the plastics, cloth, 
nylon and oilier materials used in her 
manufacture, Most oF the money goes to pay For 
machinery and equipment, transoceanic 
shipping and domestic trucking, advertising and 
merchandising, retail floor space - and, of 
course, the profits of Toys 'R' US and other 
retailers. 

Individual EU itates are hound by direc¬ 
tives. regulations and court judgements 
from common Eli bodies, but they also 

reap economic, social and political 
benefits from their participation in the 
regional union. 

Finally, globalizafion is being driven by 

international governmental organiza¬ 

tions (IGOsj and international nnn- 

Flguro 3.5 The growth in international 

non-governmental organizations, 1909-55 

Sourcer UNDP (i9») 

governmental organizations (INGOs; see 

also chapter l<>. pp, tsS 1—5), An IGO Is a 

body that is established by participating 

governments and given responsibility for 

regulating or overseeing o particular 

do main of activity that is transnational in 

scope. The first such body, the Interna¬ 

tional Telegraph Union, was founded in 

Since that time, a great number of 

similar hudies have hecn created In regu¬ 

late issues ranging from civil aviation to 

broadcasting to the disposal at hazardous 

waste, In 1909. then: were 37 IGOs in exis¬ 

tence to regulate transnational affairs; by 

199G. there were 2GQ ([ Idd et al. 19991. 

As the name suggests, international 

non-govern menial organizations differ 

from KiOs in that they are not affiliated 

with government Institutions, father, they 

are independent organizations that work 

alongside governmental bodies in making 

policy decisions and addressing Interna¬ 

tional Issues. Some of the best-known 

INGOs - such as Greenpeace, MM&tfru 

Fm n.i Fmnti^res (Doc to rs Wi thou t Bo iders), 

the bed Gross and Am nasty In tem al ional - 

are involved in environmental protection 

and humanitarian efforts, but the activ¬ 

ities of thousands nF lesser-known groups 

also Jink together countries and com mu- 

nilies (sec figure 2,5}, 

>ynghl nal 
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Table 1,4 Conceptualizing globalization: three tendencies 

Hyperglo bailie rs Sceptics Transfo rmationalists 

IWtuf's new? A global age. Trading blocs, weaker 
geogovemance than 
in earlier periods. 

Historically 
unprecedented levels 
of global inter¬ 
connectedness. 

Dominant features Global capitalism, 
global governance, 
global civil society. 

World less interdependent 
than in 1 B9Qs. 

Thick1 (intensive and 
extensive) globalization. 

pQWGf of national 
governm ertfs 

Declining Of eroding, Reinforced or enhanced. Reconstituted, 
restructured. 

Driving forces of 
ghtrtRMtiWi 

Capitalism and 
technology. 

Governments and markets. Combined lorces of 
modernity. 

Pattern of Erosion of old Increased marginalization New architecture of 
stratification hierarchies. of South. world order, 

Dominant motif McDonald's, 
Madonna, etc. 

National interest. Transformation of 
political com mun ity. 

tc rrcep (u o tization As a reordering ol As internationalize!ion and As the reordering of 
of globalization the framework of 

human action. 
regionalization, interregional relations 

and action at a distance. 

Historical trajectory Global civilization, Regional blocs/davh 
of civilizations. 

Indeterminate; global 
integration and 
fragmentation. 

Summary1 argument The cud of the 
notion-state. 

Internationalization depends 
on government 
acquiescence and support. 

Globalization 
transforming government 
power and world politics. 

Satincr: Adapted from Held el aJ, (1999), p. Id 

The globalization debale 

In recent years, globalization has 

become- a holly debated topic, Most 

people accept lhat the re are important 

transformations occurring around ns, 

but the extent so which Is 1$ valid so 
explain these as 'globalization7 is con¬ 

tested. This is nnl entirely surprising. As 

an unpredictable and turbulent process, 

globalization is seen and understood 

very differently by observers. David Held 

and liis colleagues (Field lilUfl'l have sur¬ 

veyed the controversy and divided its 

participants into three schools of 

thought: ittfjtri/is. hyperglobalizers and 

tntnsformtifUnUtll&ts. These three ten- 

tlenoies within line globalization debate 
are summarized In table 2A, 

The sceptics 

Some thinkers argue (liar the Idea of glo¬ 
balization Is overrated - that the debate 
over globalization is a lot of talk about 

something that is not new. The sceptics in 

the gioh&Lization controversy believe that 

present levels of economic interdepen¬ 

dence are not unprecedented. Pointing to 

ninetoenlh-century statistics an world 

trade and investment, they contend that 
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mode m globalization differs from the past 

only in the intensity of interaction 

between nations. 

The sceptics agree that there may now 

Lie more contact between eotm tries than 

in previous eras, but in their eyes the 

current world economy is not sufficiently 

integrated to constitute a truly globalized 

economy. This is because the bulk of track* 

occurs within three regional groups - 

Lurope, Asia-Pacific and North America, 

llie countries of the European Union, for 

example, trade predominantly among 

themselves. The same Is true or file other 
regional groups, thereby invalidating the 

notion of a single global economy (Hirst 

1997b 
Many scepd-cs focus on processes of 

s'eginnalizatinn within Ihc world economy 

- such as Ihc emergence of major financial 

aiid trading blocs.. To sceptics, the growth 

of regionalization is evidence that the 

world economy has become less inte¬ 

grated rather than more so (Boyer arid 

Draehe 199G; E li rat and Thompson 1999). 

Compared with the patterns of trade that 

prevailed a century agoF iL is argued that 

the world economy is less global in i ts geo¬ 

graphical scops.* and more concentrated 

or] intense pockets of activity. 

Sceptics reject the view held by some, 

such as the hyperglobalizeis (see below), 
(ha? globalization is fundamentally 

undemrlnlng file role of national govern- 

me ms and producing a world order in 
which they are less central According to 

the sceptics, national governments con¬ 

tinue to ho key players because of their 

involvement in regulating and coordinat¬ 

ing economic activity. Governments, for 

example, are the driving force behind 

many trade agreements and policies of 

economic Liberalization. 

The hyperglobalizers 

The hyperglnhalizers take an opposing 

position to that of Lhe sceptics. They argue 

that globalization is a very real phenome¬ 

non whose consequences can he fellfi 

almost everywhere. Globalization is seen 

as a process that is indifferent lo national 

borders. El is producing a new global 

order, swept along by powerful flows of 

cross-border trade and production. One 

of the beat-known hyperglobalizers, the 

Japanese writer Kenichi Ohmae, sees glo- 

balizaLion as loading to a 'borderless 

World' a World In which market forces are 

more powerful thin national govern¬ 

ments (Ohmae 199C, 19951- 

Mueli of fire analysis of globalization 

offered by liypergloballzers focuses oil the 
■changing role of the nation-state, It is 

argued that individual countries no longer 

control their economies because of Lhe 

vast growth in world trade. National 

governments and the politicians within 

them, it is said, are increasingly unable to 

exercise control over the issues that cross 

their bonders - such as volatile financial 

markets and environmental threats. Citi¬ 

zens recognize that politicians are limited 

in their ability to address these problems 

and, as a result, lose faith in existing 

systems of governance. Some hyperglo- 

balizers bolieVe that the poWorof national 

governments It also being challenged 
from above - by now regional and Interna¬ 

tional inssCi tut Jobs, such as the European 

Union, the World Trade Organization and 
others. 

Taken together, these shifts signal to the 

hypeyglohalizers the dawning of a glnhal 

age (Albrow 19*971, in which national 

governments decline in importance and 

influence. 
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The fra nsfb rm atinn ali$ts 

The transformationalists lake more of a 

middle position. They see globalization as 

the c L-nlrul force behind a broad spectrum 

of changes that are currently shaping 

modern societies. According to them, the 

global order is being transformed, Lml 

many of the old patterns stilt remain. 

Governments, for instance, still retain a 

good deal o f power i ti spite of the advance 

□ P global interdependence, These trans¬ 

formations are not restricted to econom¬ 

ics alone, but are equally prominent 

within die realms of politics, culture and 

personal life. Transformationalists con- 
ce ml tli at the current level of glob? Liza don 

Is breaking down established boundaries 

between internal ami external. Interna¬ 

tional and domestic. In trying to adjust ro 

this new order, societies, institutions and 

individuals arc being forced to navigate 

contexts where previous structures have 

been shaken Lip. 

Unlike hyporglohalizers, transforma¬ 

tionalists see gioliaLization as a dynamic 

and open process that is subject to influ¬ 

ence and change, It is developing in a 

contradictory fashion, encompassing ten¬ 

dencies that frequently operate in opposi¬ 

tion to one another. Globalization is not a 

one-way process, as some claim, but a 

[Wo-Way flow of images, information and 

influences, Global migration, media and 

telecommunications are contributing to 
Che diffusion of cultural Influences. The 

world's vibrant 'global cities' arc thor¬ 

oughly multicultural, with ethnic groups 
and cultures intersecting and living side 
by side. According to transforms tions lists, 

globalization is a detent red and reflexive 

process characterized by links and cultu¬ 

ral flows that work in a multidirectional 

way. Because globalization is the product 

of numerous intertwined global networks, 

it cannot be seen as being driven fro m one 

panic u Lar pa rt of the world. 

Rather than losing sovereignty, as the 

hypcrgloba liters argue, countries are seen 

by transformationalists as restructuring in 

response to new forms of economic and 

social organization that are non-territorial 

in basis (e,g„ corporations, social move¬ 

ments and international bodies]. They 

argue that We are no longer living in a 

sta.te-cen.trlc worldr governments are 
being forced to adopt a more active and 
outward-looking stance towards govern¬ 

ance under (becomplex conditions ofglo- 
bAlb.iUioii. (Rosen a« 1997], 

Whose view is most nearly correct? 

Almost certainly that of the transforma¬ 

tionalists. The sceptics are mistaken 

because they underestimate how Tar the 

world is changing; world finance markets, 

for example, arc organized on a global 

level much more than they ever were 

before. The hypergiabalizerx. on the other 

hand, see globalisation too ninth in eco¬ 

nomic terms and as too much of a one¬ 

way process. In reality, globalization is 

much more complex. 

The i rrpact of globalization 

In the first chapter we found that the chief 
focus of sociology has historically been 
the study of the industrlsllMd societies. As 
sociologists, can wie thus safely ignore the 

developing world, leaving this as the 

domain of anthropology? We certainly 

cannot. The industrialized and the devel¬ 

oping societies have developed in inter¬ 

connection with one another and are 

today more closely related than ever 

pyrighted material 
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ClobaliMtian and everyday life; reggae musk 

When those knowledgeable about popular 
music listen to a song, they can often pick out 
the stylistic influences that helped shape it. Each 
musical style, after all, represents a unique way 
bf combining rhythm, melody, harmony and 
lyrics, And while it doesn't take a genius to 
notice the differences between rock, RfiB or folk,, 
fur example. musrcians often combine a number 
of styles in composing songs. Identifying the 
components of these combinations can be 
difficult. But for sociologists, the effort is often 
rewarding. Different musical styles tend to 
emerge from different social groups, and 
studying how styles combine and fuse is a good 
way to chart the cultural contacts between 
groups. 

Some sociologists have tunned their attention 
tc reggae music because it exemplifies the 
process whereby contacts between social 
group? result in the creation of new musical 
forms, Reggae's. roots can be traced to Wes! 
Africa. In the seventeenth century, large 
numbers of West Africans were enslaved by 
British colonists and brought by ship to work in 
the sugar carte fields of the West Indies. 
Although the British attempted to prevent 
slaves from playing traditional African music for 
fear it would serve as a rallying cry to revolt, 
the slaves managed! to keep alive the tradition 
of African drumming, Sometimes by integrating 
it with the European musical styles imposed by 
the slave owners. In Jamaica, the drumming of 
one group of slaves, the Burru, was openly 
tolerated by slaveholders because it helped 
meter the pace of work. Slavery Was finally 
abolished im iamaiea in 1634, bol the tradition 
□t Burru drumming continued, even as many 
Burru men migrated from rural areas to the 
slums of Kingston. 

It was in these slums that a new religious 
cult began to emerge ■ one lhat would prove 
crucial for the development of reggae, in 1930 
a man named Haile1 Selassie was crowned 
emperor of the African country of Ethiopia. 
While opponents of European colonialism 

throughout the world cheered Selassie's 
ascension to the throne, a number of people in 
the West Indies came Eo believe that Selassie 
was a god, sent to earth to lead the oppressed 
of Africa to freedom'. Ore Of Selassie's names 
was 'Prince Res Tafari' and the West Indians 
who worshipped him called themselves 
'Rastafarians'. The Rastafarian cull soon merged 
with the Burru, and Rastafarian music came lo 
combine Burru slylcs of drumming with biblical 
(hemes of oppression and liberation, (n the 
t95as, West Indian musicians began mixing 
Rastafarian rhythms and lyrics with elements of 
American jait and black rhythm and blues. 
These combinations eventually developed into 
'ska' music, and then, in the late 15605. into 
reggae, with its relatively slow beat, its 
emphasis on bass, and its stones of urban 
deprivation and of the power of collective social 
consciousness. Marty reggae artists, such as 
Oob Marley, became commercial successes, and 
by the 1 57Ds people the world over were 
listening to reggae music, tin the l9SDs and 
H99Qsr reggae was fused with hip-hop {or rap) 
(o produce new sound? fHebdfge 1997), heard 
in (he work of the groups like The Wu-Tang 
Clan, Shaggy or Sean Paul. 

The history of reggae is thus the history of 
contact between different social groups, and of 
the meanings - political, spiritual and personal 
- that those groups expressed through their 
music. Globalization has increased the intensity 
of these contacts. It is now possible far a young 
musician in Scandinavia, for example, to grow 
up listening to music produced by men and 
women in the basements of Plotting Hill in 
London, and to be deeply influenced as well 
by, say, a mariachi performance broadcast live 
via satellite from Mexico City, ff the number of 
contacts between groups is an iinpuriant 
determinant of the pace of musical evolution, it 
can be predicted that there will be a veritable 
profusion of new styles in the coming years 
as the process of globalization continues to 
unfold 
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before. Theme of us living in (he industrial¬ 

ized societies depend on many raw mate¬ 

rials and manufactured products from 

developing countries to sustain our lives. 

Conversely, tlic economics of most devel¬ 

oping states depend on trading networks 

that bind them to the industrialized coun¬ 

tries. We can only fully understand the 

industrialized order against (lie backdrop 

of societies in the developing world - in 

which, in fact, by far the greater propor¬ 

tion of (he World's population lives. 

Take a dose look at the array of prod nets 

on display Hie Jtest time you walk Into a 

local shop or supermarket- The diversity 

of goods, we In the West have come to take 
for granted as available for anyone with 

the money tn buy them depends on amaz¬ 

ingly complex economic connections 

stretching across the world. The store 

products have been made in. or use ingre¬ 

dients or parts from, a hundred different 

countries. These parts must be regularly 

transported across the globe, and con¬ 

stant flows of information arc necessary to 

coordinate the millions of daily transac¬ 

tions. 

As the world rapidly moves towards a 

single, unified economy, businesses and 

people move about the globe in increasing 

numbers hi search of new markets and 
economic op pore unities. As a result, the 
cultural map of the world changes; net¬ 
works of peoples span national borders 

and even continents, providing cultural 
connections between their birthplace! 
and their adoptive countries (Appadural 

I9fi6). A handful of languages comes, to 

dominate, and in some cases replace, the 

thousands of different languages lh.it 

were once spoken on the planet. 

It is increasingly impossible for cultures 

to exist as islands. There are few, if any, 

places on earth so remote as to escape 

radio, television, air travel - and the 

throngs of tourists they bring-or the com¬ 

puter. A generation ago, there were still 

tribes whose way of Life was completely 

untouched by the rest of the world. Today, 

these peoples use machetes and other 

loots made in the United States or Japan, 

wear T-shirts and shorts manufactured in 

garment factories in the Dominican 

Republic or Guatemala, and Lake medi¬ 

cine manufactured in Germany or Swit¬ 

zerland to combat diseases contracted 
through contact with outsiders. These 
people also have their stories broadcast io 

people around the world ill rough satellite 
television and the Internet. Within a gen¬ 
eration or two at the mosl, all Hie world’s 

once-isolated cultures will he touched 

and transformed by global culture, despite 

their persistent efforts In preserve their 

age -old ways of life. 

The forces that p reduce a global culture 

will he discussed throughout this book. 

These include; 

1 Television, which brings British and 

especially American culture [through 

networks and programmes such as the 

BBC, MTV or Friends) into homes 

lliruughoi.it the world dally, while 

adapting cultural products from the 
Netherlands, (such as Big Brother) 01 

Sweden (such as Expedition: Robinson, 
which became fbtnfi'aw1] for British and 
American audiences. 

2 The emergence of a unified global 

economy, with business whose facto- 

rics, management structures and 

markets often span continents and 

countries. 

3 "Global citizens', such as managers of 

large corporations, who may spend as 
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much time criss-cmssing the globe as 

they do at home, identifying with a 

global, cosmopolitan culture rather 

than with that of'their own nation. 

A A host of international organizations, 

including United Nations agencies, 

re gin nnl trade and m u tna l defence as so - 

da lions, tnullimLinml banks and other 

global 1111andal institutions, interna¬ 

tional labour and health organizations, 

and global tariff and trade agreements, 

that are Creating global political, legal 

and military frame work, 
5 Elect ran k eon 11 nunicatloiis (telepho ne. 

fas. electronic mail, the Internet and the 

World Wide Weh>, which makes Instan¬ 
ts neons communication with almost 
any [tart of the planet an integral part of 
daily life in the business world. 

Does the Internet promote a global 
culture? 

Many believe that the rapid growth of the 

Internet arou nd the world will hasten the 

spread of a global culture - one resem¬ 

bling the cultures of Europe and North 

Am erica, currently home to nearly three- 

quarters- of all internet users |sce figure 
2.6). belief in such values as equality 

between men and women, the right to 

speak, freely, democratic participation in 

government and the pursuit of pleasure 
through consumption are readily diffused 

throughout the world over the Internet. 
Moreover, Internet technology itself 
would seem to foster such values: global 
communication, seemingly unlimited 

(and unceii sored) information, and 

instant gratification arc all characteristics 

of the new technology. 

Yet it may be premature to conclude 

that the Internet will sweep aside tradi¬ 

tional cultures, replacing them with radi¬ 

cally new cultural values. As the Internet 

spreads around the world, there is evi¬ 

dence that it is in many ways compatible 

with traditional cultural values as well, 

perhaps even a means of strengthening 

them. 

Consider, for example, the Middle 

Eastern country of Kuwait, a traditional 

Islamic culture: that lias recently experi¬ 

enced strong American and European 

Influences. Kuwait, an oil-rich country on 

the Persian Liu If, has one of the highest 

average pen person Incomes in the world, 
The government provides free public edu¬ 
cation through the university level, result¬ 

ing In high rates of literacy and education 
for both men and women- Kuwaiti televi¬ 
sion frequently carries American Football 

from the USA for example, although 

broadcasts, arc regularly interrupted lor 

the traditional Muslim calls to prayer. 1 [all 

of Kuwait's approximately 2 million 

people are under the age of 25, and, like 

their counterparts in Europe and North 

America, many surf the Internet for new 

ideas, information and consumer prod¬ 

ucts. 

Although Kuwait is in many respects a 

modem country, cultural norms that treat 

men and women differently are very 

strong. Women are generally expected to 

wear traditional clothing that leaves only 

the ffice and hands visible and are forbid¬ 

den tu leave home at night or be seen in 
public at any lime with ;i man who Is not a 
spouse or lelative. 

Deborah Wheeler tll-lM) spent a year 

studying the impact of the Internet on 

Kuwaiti culture. The Internet is increas¬ 

ingly popular in Kuwait; ha If of all Internet 

users in Middle Eastern Arab countries live 

in this tiny country. Kuwaiti newspapers 

frequently carry stories about the Interne! 
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nnd tin: Web. and Kuwo.eE University was 
the first univendly in the Arab world !u 

hunk it* students up to the Interne!, 

Wheeler reports lIifiL Kuwaiti teenagers 
are flocking to Internet caffs. where they 
spend mu si uf their time In eliilt rooms or 

v i sill ng pu rilogr ap 11Ic sites two acciviti es 
strongly frowned upon by traditional 
Islamic culture. According tn Wheeler: 

Ms.11j,- |]i.’U|sIl1 lnlii me: Lit LmouuutEirs 

they were having wuh ihe opposite sex In 

cyberspace, I'here arc even keyboard 
symbols fur kisses r.l, kisses on the lips I 
and embarrassed piggies iLObl - nil those 
i:i Ll-tlslI urns ari d niUL'liwia that moke ntiMI- 
skiLp esdUaig and. in ibis ease,, safe. (ESOfll 

The new communications technologies 

arc clearly enabling men and women lo 

La Ik with one another in a tacitly where 

such rommumca lions outside marriage 

are extremely limited, Wheeler also notes 

Lbcil. ironically. meet and Women are sugre- 

gated in Lhc Internet cafes, Furthermore, 

she finds Lha L Ku Wai Lis ;.i nr ex! re mety rciuc- 

Lari.L lo Voice strong opinions or political 

views online. With the exception of dr 
cussing conservative Islamic religious 
belief's, which me I'i-viT, disseminated ovai 

111r Internet, Kuwaitis ere remarkably 
Inhibited online. Wheeler attributes this to 
the cultural bcljc I' that giving out too much 

information shout oneself is dangerous: 

Ticihl&c 
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In Kitwail.iiLfurruuitinn i■-1:11rI ;l puCciri Uul 
Miil:.ii chan a means for Individual empow- 
erment. Jt is a weapon to use against ycwr 
enemies, a cool for keeping conformity; or a 
rrinfoTt^mcrI uf nfiguliUjun* nN ;uly lift;.. . . 

KmW ai l's LniEisilicHi rc-1 lie; InftHinallMI Is 

Influenced by ihese attitudes and the desire 
re keep one's reputation protected. Lbis 
keeps the Internet from registering signifi¬ 
cant political and social i mpacts, except for 
[l it: rise In kutvui li Islurrtlsl ill sLonrsus uci. the 
Internet.... In Kuwait, there Is an ethos that 
states that having and,'or pronouncing a 
political opinion publicly is bad No one 
wants to Inikon the record or to bo quoted, 
The idea mokes pnnple; srared tit nvrvmjs:. 

Only those who ate elite feel they can. speak 
freely and openly. (laiJtSj 

Wheeler concludes that Kuwaiti culture, 

which is hundreds of years old. is nor likely 

to he easily transformed by simple expo¬ 

sure to different beliefs and values on the 

Internet The fact that a few young people 

ere participating in global chat rooms 

does not mean that Kuwaiti culture is 

ad up Ling the sexual attitudes nf the 

U nited States or even I lie form of everyday 

relations found between men mid women 

in the West. The culture that eventually 

emerges as a result of the new technolo¬ 

gies will not be the same as American 

culture; it will be uniquely Kuwaiti. 

The rise of individualism 

Although globalisation is often associated 

with changes within big systems such as. 
the world financial markets, production 

and trade, and telecom inunleationsa the 
affects of globalisation are felt equally 

strongly in the private realm. Globaliza¬ 

tion is not something that is simply out 

there, operating nr a distant plane and not 

intersecting with individual affairs. Glo¬ 

balization is an in here' phenomenon that 

is affecting our intimate and personal lives 

in many diverse ways. Inevitably, our per¬ 

sonal lives have been altered as globaliz¬ 

ing forces enter into our local contexts, 

mir homes and our communities 1 lunugh 

impersonal sources - sueli as the media, 

the Internet and popular culture - as well 

as through personal contact with individ¬ 

uals from other countries and cultures, 

Glubaliuiliori is fundamentally chang¬ 

ing the nature of our everyday experi¬ 

ences. As the societies itt which we live 

undergij profound transformaliens, the 

established Institutions that used to 

underpin th em have become out of place. 

This is forcing a redefinition of intimate 

and personal aspects nf our lives, such as 

the family, gender roles, sexuality, per- 

sons I identity, our interactions wjih others 

and our relationships to work. The way we 

think of nurse Ives an d our connections 

with other people is being profoundly 

altered through globalization. 

In our current age. individuals have 

much more opportunity to shape their 

own lives than mice was the case. At one 

time, tradition and custom exercised, a 

very strong influence on the path of 

people's lives, Factors such as social class, 

gentler-, ethnicity and even religious afTilj- 

aliun could close off certain avenues For 

Individuals, or open up others. Being born 

the eldest son of a tailor, for example, 

would probably ensure that a young man 

would learn Isis fathers cm ft and carry on 

practising that craft throughout his life¬ 

time. Tradition held that a woman's 

ml Ural sphere was in I lie home; her life 

and identity were largely defined by those 

of her husband or father. In times past, 

individuals' personal identities were 

formed in the context of the community 

into which they were born. The values, 

lifestyles and ethics prevailing in that 
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community provided relatively fixed 

guidelines seconding to which people 

Lived I heir Jives. 

Under conditions of globalization, 

however, we arc faced with a move 

towards a new indiiriditalism, in which 

people have actively !o construct their 

own Identities. The weight of tradition 

and established Values is retreating, as 

Luca] communities interact with a new 

global order. L'he social codes that for¬ 

merly guided people's choices and activ¬ 

ities have significantly Loosened, Today, 

for example, (he eldest son of a tailor 

could chons* any iwmher of paths in 

constructing Ills future, women are no 

Longer restricted to the domestic realm 

and many of the other signposts that 

shaped people's lives have disappeared. 

Traditional frameworks of identity arc 

dissolving and new patterns of identity 

are emerging. Globalization is forcing 

people to live In a more open, reflexive 

way. This means that wc arc constantly 

responding and adjusting to the chang¬ 

ing environment around us: as individu¬ 

als. we evolve with and within the larger 

context in which we Jive, Even the small 

choices we make in our daily lives - what 

we wear, how we spend our leisure time 

and how we take care of our health and 

nut bodies - are part of an ongoing 

process of creatine *n<l re-creating not 

self-idem kies. 

Conclusion: the need for 
global governance 

As globalization progresses, existing 

political structures and models appear 

unequipped to manage a world full oi 

the challenges that transcend national 

borders. It is noL within the capacity of 

individual governments to control the 

spread of AIDS, to counter the effects of 

global warming or to regulate volatile 

financial markets. Many of the processes 

affecting societies around the world etude 

the gjrrep of current governing mecha¬ 

nism s. I ti the ligh t of th is governing deficit. 

some haVe called fur new forms of global 

governance that could address global 

issues in a global way. As a growing 

number of challenges operate above the 

level of Individual countries it is argued 

that responses to them must also be trans¬ 
national in scope. 

Although It may seem unrealistic to 

speak of governance above the level of the 

nation-stale, some steps have already 

been taken towards the creation of a 

global democratic structure, such as the 

formation of the United Nations and the 

European Union. The FIJ in particular can 

Ire seen as an innovative response to gio- 

htdiz.'ti 'ii and could wvJL become a model 

for similar organizations in other parts of 

the world where regional Lies are* strong. 

New forms of global governance could 

help to promote a cosmopolitan world 

order in which transparent rules and stan¬ 

dards for international behaviour, such as 

the defence of human rights, ure estab¬ 

lished and observed. 
The decade that has passed since the 

or id of die Odd War has been marked by 
violence, Internal conflict and chaotic 
transformations in many areas nr the 
world. While snme have taken a pessimis¬ 

tic view, seeing globalization as accelerat¬ 

ing crisis and chaos, others see vital 

opportunities to harness globalizing 

forces in the pursuit of greater equality, 

democracy and prosperity. The move 

towards global governance and more 
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effective regulatory ii - titulions is cer- 

8a inly not misplaced at a lim e when global 

InlLTdc-pcndcnce and the rapid pace of 

change link alJ of us together more than 

ever before-. It is not beyond cur abilities to 

reassert our will on the social world. 

Indeed* such ei task appears lo be both the 

greatest necessity and the greatest chal¬ 

lenge facing it u man societies at the start of 

the twenty-first century. 

V\'e learn more a bout global governance 

in chapter 20,, 'Politics, Government and 

Terrorism'. 

Summary points 
1 Several types of pre- modem society cart be 

distinguished, in hunting and gathering 
societies, people do not grow crops ot keep 
livestock but gain their livelihood from 
gathering plants and hunting animals. 

■PtTjJorarj1 societies are those that raise 
domesticated animals as their major source 
of subsisrence. Aqrarkin societies depend an 
the cull: vatic ii of hired plots of land. Larger, 
more deve oped, urban societies form 

traditional states or civilizations. 

2 The development of induslralized societies 

and the esspension of the West led lo the 
conquest ol many parts oE the world through 
the process of cotonhUsm, which radically 
changed long-established soda I systems and 

cultures. 

3 In industrialised societies, industrial 
production (whose techniques are also used 
in the production of food) is the main basis 

of the economy,, Industrialized countries 
include the nations of the West plus Japan. 
Australia and New Zealand. The developing 
world, in which most ol the world's 
population live, are almost all Formerly 
colonized areas. The majority of the 
population works in agricultural production, 

some of which Es geared to world markets. 

4 Soda! change may be defined oS the 

transformation, over time, of the institutions 

and culture of a society. The modern period, 

although occupying only □ smalI fraction of 
human history, has shown rapid and major 
changes, and the pace of change is 

accelerating, 

5 The development of social organization and 
institutions, from hunting and gathering to 

agrarian to modern industrial societies, is far 
too diverse to be accounted for by any 
si ngle-fa cto r theory ol social change. At least 

three broad categories of influences can be 
identified. The physical environment includes, 
such factors as climate or the availability ol 

communication routes (rivers, mountain 
passes); these are important to consider, 
especially as they affect early economic 

development, but should not be 
overemphasized. Political organization 
(especially military power) affects all 

societies, traditional and modem, with the 
possible1 exception of hunting and gathering 
societies. Cultural factors include religion 

(which can act as a brake on change), 
communication systems (such as the 
invention of writing) and individual 

leadership, 

e The most important economic influence on 
modern social change is industrial 

capitalism, which depends on and promotes 
constant innovation and revision of 

productive technology Science and 
technology also affect (and are affected by) 
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political factors, the most mi pc Mart of which 
is the emergence of the modern state with 
its relatively efficient forms of government. 

Cultural influences include another effect of 
science and technology: the critical and 
innovative character of modern thinking, 

which constantly challenges tradition and 
cultural habits. 

7 Globalisation is often portrayed as an 
economic phenomenon, but this view is tan 

simplified. GlobaMiation is produced by the 
cq m ing together of politica lr eco no mic, 

cultural and social factors. It iis driven forward 
above ell by advances in information and 
communication technologies that have 

intensified the speed and scope of 
interaction between people around the 
world. 

8 Several factors are contributing to increasing 
globalization. First, the end of the Cold War, 

the col lapse of Soviet-style communism and 
the growth of international and regional 
forms of governance have drawn the 

countries of the world closer together. 
Second, the spread of information 
technology has facilitated the flow of 
information around the globe and has 
encouraged people to adopt a global 

outlook. Third, transnational corporations 
have grown in si;e and influence, building 
networks of production and consumption 
that span the globe and li n k oca n o m ic 
markets. 

9- Globalization has become a hotly debated 
topic. Sceptics believe that the idea of 
globalization is overrated and that Current 

levels of interconnectedness are not 
unprecedented. Some sceptics focus instead 
on processes of regionalization that are 

intensifying activity within major financial 
and trade groups. Hyperglobalizers take an 
opposing position, arguing that globalization 
is a real and powerful phenomenon that 
threatens to erode the role of national 

governments altogether. A third group, the 
transformationalists, believes that 
globalization is transforming many aspects of 
the current global order - including 
economics, politics and social relations - but 

that old patterns still remain. According to 
this view, globalization is a contradictory 
process, involving a multidirectional How of 

influences that sometimes work in 
opposition. 

10 Globalization is producing challenges that 
cross national borders and elude the reach 
of existing political structures. Because 

i ndividual govern m enls are u nequi pped to 
handre these transnational issues, there is a 
need for new forms of global governance 
that car address global problems in a global 
way. Reasserting our will on the rapidly 

changing social world may be the greatest 
challenge of the twenty-first century. 
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Questions for further thought 

1 How significant arc "great Leadere' in processes of social change? 

2 Huw can globalization also he a kind phenomenon? 

3 Did globalization also cause the downfall of co ill munis m? 

4 With tlie growing sense of individualism, ere we free to he who we want to lve nr just 

spoilt for choice? 

5 Are transnational corporations really more powerful Ilian genre mme tils? 

R Will globalization lead to -i global culture? 

Further reading 

Ulrich Beck, What is UtoiKiiiazrlonr (Cambridge:. Poliiy, lySKH. 

R. Cohen end Ft Kennedy, GlobalSotioSogy (London: MacMillan,2000], 

Pci lt Dickon. Global Shift: Transforming the World fcoFiomy (Mew Vbik: Guilford Press, IFKMtg 

|ahn Gray, False Dawn: The Delusions of Globat Capitalism (London; Grants Boots, 1998). 

David Held and Anthony McGimv jeds}, TVie Global Transformations Reader-Second Edition 

(Cambridge; Polity, 30031, 

lrmnk J-Lwliner and Irihn Bull (eds), iTke{'rlvhulizuifon AmdertOnfurd; Blackwell. 2CKWI- 

loseph STlglux, GiolKillzatinn anti its tJiscunieni* [ijondon: Allen Lane, 2002). 
|.Timmons Roherts and Amy Hite ledsk From Modernization to Globalization: Perspectives 

urt Development and Social Change [Oxford: Blackwell, 1999). 

Sarah Owen Vandcnsluis end Paris Ycros (cds), Poverty in World Politics: Whose GtobalEra? 

(Basingstoke; Macmillan, 1B991, 
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Asking and Answering 
Sociological Questions 



TOWARDS THE ertd of a Working Jay, 

Ihe public (diets oF a particular psil 

In Sr. [mnIs. Missoni i. in the United States, 

am suddenly busier than om: mi pin 

expect. One man walks in (Pressed in a grey 

'.ml; ..I II I has i:ri ; In:i.-,i tmil i ;.|i. I ; ill 

ersr shorts and a T-shirt; a third is wearing 

the mechanic's uniform from the garage 

where lie has repaired cars all day. What 

are these men doing here? Surely other 

toilets arc more conveniently located. Is 

there some common interest besides the 

toilets themselves that brings them to this 

pLacci1 

None -of these men is visiting the toilets 

to use them for the purposes For which 

they were officially built; they arc there For 

' install I sujc ■ an activity known as 'crj n ag¬ 

ing in Llle UK.. Marty men married and 

11run;irrieJ. those with straight Identities 

and those whose see themselves as gay - 

seek s*x with people they do not know. 

The) are hoping ra experience sexual 

excitement, but they want ro avoid 

Involvement. They doiTl want any com- 

r rkjhtec 
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mitments that extend beyond the parlicu- 

lar encounters they will have in this public 

convenience. 

This kind of search for anonymous, 

Instant sex between men happens all over 

the world, yet until the late l9fSDs the phe¬ 

nomenon persisted as a widespread but 

rarely Studied form uf human interaction. 

In the USA. the guy community called the 

toilets where these activities occur ‘tea¬ 

rooms. Land Humphreys, a sociologist, 

Visited these public lavatories to conduct 

research on the participants. He wrote 

about them In his hook Tmrwm TWe 
(Humphreys |97rt). Unsurprisingly, the 

book caused widespread controversy 

when 11 was published and fo r some peop le 

the issue is still a difficult one to deal with 

today. Humphreys" research methodology 

was heavily criticized for being unethical, 

For example, because his covert fieldwork 

did not involve seeking the informed 

cnnsenl n F the men studied. (The ethics of 

Humphreys' research are discussed 

further on pp. 93-4,] However, because of 

his research in the tearooms. Humphreys 

was aide to cu.m L a, new lig.li L on the struggles 

of men who were forced to keep their 

sexual proclivities secret. He showed that 

many men who otherwise Live 'normal' 

lives the people next dour find ways to 

engage in embarrassing behaviours that 

will not harm their careers or fatnily lives. 

Humphreys' research was conducted 

more than three decades ago, when there 

was much more stigma associated with gay 

and lenhian identities and when police 

were vigilant in enforcing laws against 

such behaviour. Many lives were ruined in 

the process of harsh enforcement. 

Humphreys spcnl an extended period 

of time in such public toilets because an 

excellent way to understand social pro¬ 

cesses is do participate in and observe 

die in. He also conducted survey inter¬ 

views that enabled him to gather more 

information chan he would have 

obtained by simply observing the toilets. 

Humphreys' research opened a window 

on an aspect of life that many people 

wo u kl he shucked to know existed at all 

and thill certainly needed to be under¬ 

stood at a deeper level. His work was 

based on systematic research, but it also 

earned a note of passion- 

Humphreys argued that persecution 
against gay lifestyles lead* men to live 
anguished existences in which they must 

resort to extreme secrecy and often dan 
gernus a eflvlties. 1 Its study was conducted 
before the onset of AIDS: such activity 

would lie much more dangerous today. He 

argued that tolerance for a pay subculture 

would put gpys in a position where they 

could provide one another with self¬ 

esteem, mutual support and relief from 

torment. 

Sociological questions 

The toilets understudy In ViitrrcKirrr Trade 

make a perfect example of a phenomenon 

that b the subject of many of the kinds of 
question that sociologists ask- For 
exam pie. in loo ki mg at the s u rprising a edv- 

ities that occur in public toilets, Hum¬ 

phreys was asking how society works in 
ways that are different from the official 
versions of how it should work anti how 

what we take to be natural - a public toiled 

- is actually socially constructed depend¬ 

ing oil how it is used. 

Id is also interesting to note I had 

elements oF modern theoretical ap¬ 

proaches can help us understand the 
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issues addressed by Humphrey’s' study. An 

interactionist might ask: how docs this 

behaviour take place through processes of 

interaction? What kinds rtf interaction 

take place? Humphreys found that people 

who ro into the tearooms learn from 

others to be silent. This is a response to the 

demand for privacy Without involvement. 

Another finding is ihtil men who go into 

tire toilet and do not respond to initial 

sexual advances will not be approached 

any further*. Each parly must Collaborate 

ca make a sexual situation occur. A fa fic¬ 

tion filter approach might ask.: what con- 

t Jibuti on does the tearoom make to the 

continuation of society as a whole? The 

answer is that It provides an outlet for 

sexual activity that, when carried out in 

secret, enables the participants end other 

members of society to carry on as 'normal' 

people in their everyday lives without 

challenging the accepted ruder of things. 

A Marxist approach might ask: is thinking 

about ccdnuuric class relations apparent 

in the tearooms? Humphreys found that 

the impersonal sex of tire tearooms had a 

democratic quality. Men of all social 

classes and races would come together in 

these places for sexual contact. Finally, a 

femirttft approach might ask: how can 

women's lives bo considered in (his study 

nf an all mate group? This approach was 

not dominant at the time Humphreys 

conducted Ills study, but a Feminist today 

might ask how women's lives - perhaps 

wives who know nothing about the activ¬ 

ity oF Ihcii male partners - are affected by 

this secrel behaviour in the tearooms. We 

return to some of these theoretical 

approaches in the next chapter. 

It is now nearly forty years since 

Tstrroom Trade was first publis hed, and in 

the interim society has become more tol- 

eranl of gay Identities and gay sex. After 

the publication of his book, Humphreys 

became part of (lie politic til movement - 

the gay right?, movement - that made this 

change possible. He used his (hidings to 

convince courts and police to case up on 

prusecuLirig men for engaging in gay sex 

so as Lo alleviate the damaging side effects 

of covert seXual activity. 

li is the business of sociological 

research in general to go beyond surface- 

lev el Understandings of ordinary life, as 

Humphrey* did. Good research should 
help us understand our social lives In a 
new way. It should take us hy surprise, in 

the questions that it asks and In (he 
findings it comes up with. The Issues that 
concern sociologists,, in both their theoriz¬ 

ing and their research, are often similar to 

those that worry other people. Hut the 

results of such research frequently run 

counter to our common-sense hcliefs. 

What are the circumstances in which 

racial or sexual minorities live? I low can 

mass starvation exist in a world that is far 

wealthier than it has ever been before? 

What effects, will the increasing use of the 

Internet have on our lives? Is Lhe family 

beginning to disintegrate as an institu¬ 

tion]? Sociologists try to provide answer* to 

these and many ocher questions. Their 

Findings ;ire by no means.conclusive, Nev 

eriheicss. It is always the atm of sociologi¬ 

cal theorizing arid research to breakaway 
From the speculative manner in which the 
ordinary person usually considers such 
questions. Good sociological work tries to 

make the questions as precise as possible 

and seeks la gather factual evidence 

before coming to conclusions. To achieve 

these aims, we must know the most useful 

research methods to a p ply in a given study 

and haw best to analyse the results. 
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in their research studies, sociologists 

will citen ask empirics] or factual ques¬ 

tions. For example, many aspects nfscxuid 

behaviour, such as those Humphreys 

studied, need direct and systematic socl- 

olDgiral investigation. Thus, we might ask: 

what kinds of occupation and domestic 

arrangement are most com mon among 

people who go to the tearooms? What pro¬ 

portion of tearoom participants are 

caught by the police? Factual questions of 

this kind are often difficult to answer. 

Official statistics on tearooms would not 
exist- Eve n official statistics on crime are of 
dubious value In revealing the real level of 

criminal activity, Researches who have 
studied crime levels have found that only 
about half of all serious crimes are 

reported to the police. 

Factual information about one society, 

of course, will not always Icil us whether 

we are dealing with an unusual case or a 
general set of influences. Sociologists 

often want to ask comparative questions, 

relating one hoc ial contex t wiLhin asacLcty 

Co another or contrasting examp les drawn 

from different societies. There are signifi¬ 

cant differences, for example, between the 

social and legal systems of the USA and 

the Uk, A typical comparative question 

might lie; how much do patterns, of crimi¬ 

nal behaviour and Law enforcement vary 
between the two countries? 

In sociology, we need not only to look at 
existing societies In relation to one 
anothet but also to compare their present 
and past. The questions sociologists ask in 

this ease are developmental questions. To 

understand the nature of the modern 

world, we have to look at previous forms, of 

society and also study the main direction 

rlial processes of change have laker. Thus, 

we can investigate, for example, how the 

first prisons originated and what they are 

li kc te day. 

Factual investigations - or, as sociolo¬ 

gists usually prefer to call them, empirical 

investigations-concern how things occur. 

Yet sociology does not consist of just col¬ 

lecting facts, however important and 

interesting Lhey may be. We always need 

to interpret what facts mean, ami to do so 

we must learn to pose theoretical ques¬ 

tion?. Many sociologists work primarily on 

empirical questions, but unless lhey are 

guided In research by some knowledge of 

theory, their work Is unlikely to he Illumi¬ 
nating (see table 3.1), 

At (lie saint time, sociologists strive not 
ts> attain theoretical knowledge for its own 
sake. A standard view is that while values 

should not be permitted to bias conclu¬ 

sions, social research should be relevant 1o 

real-world concerns. In ibis chapter, we 

look further into such issues by asking 

whether it is possible to produce objective 

knowledge. We begin by stressing the scien ¬ 

tific nature of sociology, before examining 

the stages involved in s-uciologica I research. 

Some of the most widely used research 

methods are then compared as we consider 

some actual investigations. As we shall see, 

[here are often significant differences 

between die way research should Ideally he 
carried out and real world studies. 

Taking a scientific approach 

Du i kind m. VI arc and th e othe r foil nders of 
sociology thought of it as a science; but 

can we really study human social life in a 

-scientific way? Arc Laud Humphreys' 

observations on 'tearoom trade' really 

scientific? To answer this question, we 

must first understand what the word 

mefl ns. What Is science? 
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fable 3,1 A sociologist's line ol questioning 

Factual question What happened? Since the l^fiCte, girls have been 
attoi ni ng better ed ucatic nal results 
in schtwl lhan boys. 

Comparative question Did this happen everywhere? Was this a global phenomenon, or 
did it occur just in Britain, or only 
in a certain region of Britain? 

Developmental question Has this happened over lime? What have been the patterns of girls" 
educational attaiiment over time? 

Theoretical question! What underlies this phenomenon? why ore girls now performing better 
in school? What factors would we 
look alto explain this change? 

Science is Lhu use of systematic methods 

uF empirical inv*SligaiiCni, Lhu analysis of 

dala, theoretical thinking and the logical 

assessment of arguments to develop a 

body of knowledge about » particular 

subject matter, Sociology is a scientific 

endeavour, according to this definition, 

because it involves systematic methods of 

empirical investigation, the analysis of 

data and the assessment of theories in the 

light of evidence and logical argument 

Studying human beings, however. is 

different from observing events- in the 

physical world, and sociology shouldn't be 

seen as directly like a natural science, 

Unlike objects in nature, humans arc self- 

aware beings who confer sense and 

purpose on what they do, We can’t even 

describe social life accurately unless We 

first grasp the concepts that people apply 

In iheir behaviour. For Instance, to 

describe a death as a suicide means 

knowing wtial the person in question Was 

Intending when he died, suicide can only 

occur when a n individual actively has self- 

destruction In mind- If he accidentally 

steps in front nf a ear and is killed, he 

cannot be said to have committed suicide, 
The fact that we cannot study human 

beings in exactly the same way as objects 

In nature is in some ways an advantage to 
sociology. Sociological researchers profit 

From being able to pose questions directly 
to those they study-other human beings. 
In other respects, sociology creates diffi¬ 

culties not encountered by natural scien¬ 

tists. People who arc aware that their 

activities are being scrutinized Frequently 

will not he have in the same way as they 

do normally. They may consciously or 

unconsciously portray themselves in a 

way that differs from their usual attitudes, 

They may even try to 'assist' the researcher 

by giving the responses they believe she 

wants, 

The research process 

Let us. first look at the stages normally 
Involved In research Work. The research 

process lakes in a number of distinct 
steps, leading from when the investiga¬ 
tion is begun to the time its findings ate 
published or made available in written 
form. 

Defining the research problem 

All research starts from a research 
problem. This is some Limes an area of 

factual ignorance: we may simply wish to 
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fVr** sm-w/ itituiut, Mr< fhiti Jit,U mejiU l iww'l rvpUHti 
I'iiTtnnfy nr i'jih.ii. but t( yuit i1 w vririr 
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Improve our knowledge about certain 

Institutions. social processes or cultures. A 

researcher might set oul lo answer ques- 

tions like: what proportion ok the popula¬ 

tion holds strong religious beliefs? Are 

people today really disaffected with 'big 

government’? How far does the economic 

position of Women lag behind (hut of men? 

The best sociological research, however, 

begins with problems that me abu 

puzzles. A pua?Je is not just a lack of Infor¬ 

mation, bill a ijrJ/r fa OUT ItilihtfiWruling. 

Much of the skill In producing worthwhile 

sociological research consists in correctly 

identifying puzzles. 

Rather than simply a nswering the ques¬ 

tion 'What is going oil here?' puzzle - 

solving research Iries io contribute to our 

understanding of why events happen as 

they do. Thus, we might ask: why arc pat¬ 

terns of religious belief changing? What 

accounts Jor the decline in the propor¬ 

tions of the p a pulatiu n voti irg in elcctlo ns 

in recent years? Why are women poorly 

represented in high-statiLH jobs? 

No piece of research stands alone. 

Research problems come up as part ol 

ongoing work; one research project may 

easily lead Lu another because it raises 

issues the researcher had not previously 

considered A sociologist may discover 

puzzles by reading I he work of Other 

researchers in books and professional 

Journals or by being aware of specific 
11l■ 11:1-. in such:I'.. I di v*in:-.pie. <>'. 11 Ilk elVt 

years, there have been an increasing 

number nf prn grain m us thru seek to near 

rhv i; ..-111 111 -. ill v. Ink- I he V LKiOlirVuL: I.... I iVt: 

in the community, rather than confining 

them in asylums. Sociologists might be 

prompted to ask: what has given rise to 

this shift in altitude towards the mentally 

ill? What are the likely consequences both 

for the patients them selves and for the rest 

of the community? 

Reviewing the evidence 

Once the problem is identified, the next 

step taker in the research process is 

usually lo review the available evidence 

in the field; it might hat: that previous 

research has already satisfactorily clarified 

the problem- If not. the sociologist will 

need to sift through whatever related 

research does exist to see hew useful It is 
for h is purpose, Haw previous resea tellers 

spoiled the same puzzle? Flow have they 

tried to resolve il? What aspects of the 

problem has their research left unana- 

tysed? Drawing upon others' ideas helps 

the sociologist to clarify1 the issues Elm£ 

might be raised and lhe methods than 

might be used In the research. 
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Making the problem precise 

A fhir-d stage involves working out a clear 

formulation of the research problem. If 

relevant literature already exists, the 

researcher might return from the library 

with a good noli nit of bow the problem 

should be approached. Hunches about 

the nature of the problem can sometimes 

be turned into a definite hypothesis - an 

educated guess about what is going un- at 

this stage. If the research is to be effective, 

hypotheses must be formulated in such a 

way that the factual material gathered will 

provide evidence either supporting Or dis¬ 

proving, them, 

Wnrhing out a rf+?.s ign 

The researcher must then decide Just how 

the research materials are to be collected. 
A range of different research methods 

exists,, antl which one is chosen depends 

on the overall objectives of the study as 

wel I as the aspects of behavio u r to he ana - 

Lysed. For some purposes, a survey [in 

which questionnaires arc normally used) 

might be suitable. In other circumstances, 

interviews or an observational study, such 

as I but carried out by Laud Humphreys, 

might be appropriate. We shall learn more 

about various research methods later in 

this cha pter. 

Carrying out the research 

At die point of actually proceeding with 

the research, unforeseen practical dltficul 

ties can easily crop up. It might prove 

impossible to contact some of those to 

whom questionnaires are to be sent or 

those whom Ihe researcher wishes to 

interview. A business firm or government 

agency may he unwilling to let the 

researcher corn,' out the wort planned. 

Difficulties such as these could potentially 

bias the result of the study and give her a 

false Interpretation. For example, if the 

researcher is studying how business cor¬ 

poral inns have complied with equal 

opportunities programmes for women, 

then companies that have not complied 

mighL not want to be studied. The findings 

could he blared as a result. 

Bias can enter the research process in 

many ways. For example, if a piece of 
research is based on surveys of a partici¬ 

pant's views, it may he easy for the 
researcher to push the discussion In a 
particular way (for example, by acting 

leading questions (hat follow her partic¬ 
ular prejudices, as die Doonesbury 
cartoon opposite shows). Alternatively, 

the interviewee may evade a question 

that for various reasons he doesn't want 

to answer. The use of questionnaires 

with fixed wording can help to reduce 

in lervieiv bias, but will not eliminate it. 

Another source of hias comes when a 

potential participant in a survey, such as 

a voluntary questionnaire, decides that 

she doesn't want Lo Lake part. This ls 

known as n on-wsponsc bias, and as a 

general rule the higher the proportion of 

non-res ponses in the sample, the more 

likely It is that die survey of those who 
do coke part will he biased- Even If every 
attempt is made to reduce bias in the 

survey, (he observations that sociolo¬ 

gists makes In carrying out a piece of 
research are likely to reflect their own 
cultural assumptions. This observer hias 

can he difficult, or perhaps even impos¬ 

sible, to eliminate. Later in this chapter 

we look at some of the other pitfalls and 

difficulties of sociological research, and 

discuss how some of these ean be 

avoided {pp. 92—'1). 
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In terp reting ihe resu Its 

Once die material liiis been gathered 
together for analysis. tin* researcher's 
troubles are mat over - they may be just 

beginning! Working out ihe implications 
of the data collected and relating these 

back to llie research problem are rarely 

easy. While it m ay he possible to reach a 

clear answer to the initial questions, many 

investigations are in the end less than fully 

conclusive. 

Repo fting t h e findings 

The research report, usually published as 

a journal article or book, provides an 

account of the nature of the research and 

seeks lu justify whatever conclusions are 

drawn. In Humphreys' ease, this report 

Was The book Ten room Trade. This is a filial 

stage only in ten as of tire Individ uaJ 
research project, Most reports indicate 

questions that remain unanswered anil 

suggest further research that might profit- 

ulily be done in the future- All individual 
research 1nvestigs tions a re part of the con - 

tinning process of research taking piece 

within the sociological community. Other 

scholars have built on Humphreys' 

research findings. 

Rea lity in l nates! 

The preceding sequence of steps is a sim¬ 
plified version of what happens In actual 
research projects (see figure -3,1.1. In real 

sociological research, these stages rarely 
succeed each oilier so neatly, and there is 
almost always a certain amount of mud¬ 

dling through. The difference: is a hit like 

that between the recipes outlined in a 

cookbook and the actual process of pre¬ 

paring a meal. People who arc experi¬ 

enced cooks often don't work from recipes 

at all, yet they might cook better than 

those- who den Following fixed schemes 

can he unduly restriclingr much outstand¬ 

ing sociological research could not in fact 

be fitted rigidly into this, sequence, 

although most of the steps would be there. 

Understanding cause and 
effect 

One of the main problems to be tackled in 

research methodology is the analysis of 

cause and effect. A causal relationship 

between two events nr situations is an 

association in which one event or situa¬ 

tion produces another. If the handbrake 
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Figure J.l Steps in the research process 

is released in a car pointing tlmvn q hill, 

the car will roll down the incline, gathcr- 

inj; speed progressively as it does so. 

Taking the brake off c«drjre^ this to 

happen: the reasons for this can readily 

he understood by reference to the physi¬ 

cal principles involved. Like natural 

science* sociology depends on the 

assumption that all events have causes. 

Social life is not a rand □ nr array of occur¬ 

rences, happening without rhyme or 

reason. One of the main tasks of sociolog¬ 

ical research in combination with theo¬ 

retical thinking- is Co identify causes and 

effects. 

Causation and correlation 

Causation cannot he direct ly inferred from 

correlation. Correlation means the exis¬ 

tence of a regular relationship between 
two sets ofoccurrencesoi variables. A vai - 

iablc is any dimension along which indi¬ 

viduals or groups vary. Age* differences in 

income* crime rales and social-class diff¬ 

erences are among the many variables 

sociologists study. It might seem as 

though when two variables arc found So be 

closely correlated, one must be the cause 

of the other; such ls of Leri not Lhe case. 

There are many correlations without any 

causal relationship between the variables, 

for example, over the period since the 

Second Work! War. a strong correlation 

can he found between a decline hi pipe- 
smoking and a clerreA.se In the number of 

people who regularly go to the cinema. 

Clearly one change Joes not cause the 

other, and we would find it difficult to dis¬ 
cover even a remote causal connection 
between them. 

There are many instances* however, in 

which it is not so obvious that an observed 

correlation does nol imply a causal rela¬ 

tionship. Such correlations are traps for 

the unwary and easily lead to question¬ 

able or false conclusions. In his classical 
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work of 1G97, Suicide (see above, p. I5>, 

Emile DurkhcLm faunJ a correlation 

between rates of suicide and the seasons 

of the year. In the societies that Hurkheim 

studied, levels of suicide increased pro¬ 

gressively from January to around June or 

July, ]:rom that lime onward they declined 

over (he remainder of tire year. It might Ire 

supposed that this demons traces that 

temperature or climatic change are 

causally related to the propensity of indi¬ 

viduals to kill themselves. Perhaps, as 

temperatures Increase, people become 

more Impulsive and hot-headed. 

However, the causal relation hone lus 

nothing directly to do with temperature or 

climate At all. In spring end summer most 

peojde engage in .1 more intensive social 

life lhan they do in winter. Individuals 

who are isolated or unhappy tend to expe¬ 

rience an intensification of these feelings 

as rhe activity level of other people rises, 

lienee they are likely to experience acute 

suicidal tendencies more in spring and 

summer than in autumn and winter, when 

the pace of social activity slackens. We 

always have to be on our guard hull] in 

assessing whether correlation involves 

causation and in deciding in which direc¬ 

tion Causal relations run 

(Jniisfl! mechanism 

Working out causal connections involved 

in correlations is often a difficult process. 

There Ls a strong correlation, lor instance, 

between level of educational achievement 

and occupational success in modern soci¬ 

eties. The better the grades an individual 

gets in school the better-paying the job he 

is Likely to get. WJiaC explains this correla¬ 

tion i1 Research tends to show that it Is not 

mainly school experience itself: levels of 

•school attainment are influenced much 

more by the type of home from which the 

person, comes. Children from better-off 

homes, whose patents take a strong Inter¬ 
est I n the I r lea ruing skills a nd where boo ks 

are Abundant, are more likely to do well 

than those coming from homes where 

those qualities are lacking. The causal 

mechanisms here arc the attitudes of 

parents towards their children, together 

with the facilities for learning that a home 

provides. 

Causal connections In sociology should 

not be understood in too mechanical a 

way. The attitudes people have and their 

subjective reasons for acting as they do are 

causal factors in relationships between 

variables in social life. 

LUCY, fW RE THE 
W0K5T PLAYER IK 
THE HISTORY OF 

l7NE 

YOU can't PROVE 

HWi m 5H0ULP 
NEVER 5WTHW6S 

THAT you can't 
r- prove i 

in ah probability. 
YOU ARE THE btoRST 
PLAYER iU THE 

HISTORY OF THE SAME] 
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Controls 

In assessing the cause or csuiej thad 

explain a correlation, vve need lo distin- 

l^uisli independent variables from depen¬ 

dent variables. An independent variable is 

one that produces an effect on another 

variable. The variable affected is die 

dependent one, In the example fust men¬ 

tioned. academic: achievement is the 

independent variable and occupational 

income the dependent variable. The dis¬ 

tinction refers to the direction of the 

■causal relation we are Investigating. The 

same factor maybe an independent vari¬ 

able In one study and a dependent vari¬ 
able In another. It all depends on what 

causal processes are be 1 rig analysed. If we 

were looking at the effects of differences in 

occupational income on lifestyles, occu¬ 
pational income would then be the inde¬ 

pendent variable rather than the depen¬ 

dent one. 

To find out whether a correlation 

between variables, is a causal connection 

we use controls, which means ivc hold 

some variables cn nstant In order to Lno k at 

the effects of others. Ily doing this,, we arc 

able to judge between explanations of 

observed correlations, separating causal 

front non-eausal relationships- For 

example, researchers studying child 

development have claimed that there is a 

causal connection between maternal 

deprivation in infancy end serious per¬ 
sonality problems in adulthood. ('Mater¬ 

nal deprivation' means that an infant is 
separated from Its. mother for a long 

period - several months or more - during 
the early years of its liFc.) How might we 

test whether there really is a causal rela¬ 

tionship he tween maternal deprivation 

and later personality disorders? We would 

do so by trying to control, or "screen out', 

other possible influences that might 

explain the correlation. 

One source of matcrnaL deprivation is 

the admission of a child too hospital for a 

lengthy period, during which Ec is separ¬ 

ated from its parents, is it attachment to 

Lhe mother, however, that really matters? 

Perhaps If a child receives LoVe and atten¬ 

tion from other people during infancy, she 

migliL subset] uently be a stable person Lb 

Investigate these possible causal connec¬ 

tions, wo would have to compare cases 
where children were deprived of regular 
care from anyone wjjrh other Instances in 

which children were separated from iheh 

mothers but received love and care from 
someone else. If the first group developed 

severe personality difficulties hut the 
second group did not, wc would suspect 

that regular cenc from sore cane in infancy 

is what matters, regardless of whether or 

not it is the mother. (In fad, children do 

seem to prosper normally as long as they 

have a loving, stable relationship with 

someone looking after them; this person 

dues noL have Lu bu the mother herself-) 

identifying causes 

There are a large number of possible 

causes that Could be Invoked CO explain 

any given correlation-1 low can we ever be 
sure that we have covered thorn all? The 

answer is that we cannot be sure. We 

would never be able to ca rry o u t and In ter - 

pret the r esults of a piece of sociological 
leseaieli satisfactorily if we were com¬ 

pelled to test for the possible influence of 

every causal factor we could imagine as 

potentially relevant. Identifying causal 

relationships is normally guided by previ¬ 

ous research inlo the area in question. If 

we do not have some reasonable idea 

y right 
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beforehand of the causal mechanisms 

Involved in a correlation, ivc would prob¬ 

ably find le very dibit liIt to discover what 

the rca I causal connections a re. We wo u Id 

not know what to test for. 

A good example of how difficult it Ls to 

be sure of the causal relations involved in 

a correlation is given by the long, history of 

studies uf smoking and. In ng cancer. 

Research has consistently demonstrated a 

strong correlation between the two. 

Smokers me mure likely to contract lung 

cancer than non-smoke ts, and very heavy 

smoker are mote likely to do so than Light 

smokers. The correlation can also he 

expressed the other way around, A high 

proportion of those who have lung cancer 

ana smokers 01 have smoked for long 

periods to their past. There have been so 

many studies confirming these correla¬ 

tions that it is generally accepted that a 

causal link is Involved, hut the csael causal 

met hani&msare thus far largely unknown. 

However much correlational work is 

dune tm any issue, there always remains 

some doubt abuuL possible causal rela¬ 

tionships. Other interpretations of the 

correlation are possible, It has been prn- 

pused, for instance, that people who are 

predisposed to get lung cancer are also 

predisposed to smoke, In this view, It is not 

smoking that causes Lung cancer, hut 

ruth er some built-in biological disposition 

to smoking and cancer, 

Research methods 

Lett now look at the various research 

method* sociologists commonly employ 

in their work (sec tabic 3.2 on p. !M5). 

Ethnography 

Humphreys used ethnography (fieldwork, or 

first-hand studies of people, using partici¬ 

pant observation or interviewing] as his 

main research method. Here, the investiga¬ 

tor hangs out or works or lives with a group, 

organization ur cummuniLy, and perhaps 

Lakes a direct part in their activities, Where it 

is successful, ethnography provides infor¬ 

mation un [lie behaviour of people m 

groups, organizations ind communities, 

and also on how those people understand 

their own behaviour. Once we see how 

things Look from I nskle a given group, we are 

likely to develop a better understanding not 

only of that group, hut of social processes 

that transcend the situation under study. 

THi f All sidi By Gary iarsqn 

' Ai-lh-apoen'sn1 tnihropfllosM-h1'' 

•- 1534 Far Works, Inc. Used with permiss on. St rights 
<a«wed 

This cartoon illustrates some of the pitfalls 
of studying self-conscious subjects, 
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Table 1,2 Four of the main methods used in sociological research 

Research method 

Fieldwork 

Surveys 

Experiments 

Documentary 
research 

Strengths 

Usually generates richer and more in- 
depth information than other methods. 

Ethnography can provide a broader 
understanding of social processes. 

Make possible Ihe efficient collection of 
data on large numbers of individuals. 

Allow Foi precise comparisons to to made 
between the answers of respondents. 

The influence of specific variables can be 
controlled by the investigator. 

Are usually castor lorsubscqucnt 
researchers to repeal 

Can provide source oF in-depth materials 
as well as data on large numbers, 
depending on (he type ol documents 
studied. 

Is often essential when a study is either 
wholly historical or has a defined 
historical dimension. 

Limitations 

Can only be used to study relatively small 
groups or communities. 

Findings might only apply to the groups 
or communities studied; it is not easy 
to generalize on the basis of a single 
Fieldwork study. 

The material gathered may be superficial; 
where a questionnaire is highly 
standardized, important differences 
between respondents' viewpoints may 
be glossed over. 

Responses may be what people profess 
to believe rather than what they 
actually believe. 

Many aspects of social life cannot be 
brought into the laboratory. 

The responses of those studied may be 
affected by their ckperiemnlaI situation. 

The researcher is dependent on the 
sources that exist, which may be 
partial. 

The sources may be difficult to interpret 
i n term s of how tar they represent real 
tendencies, - -as in the case el some 
official statistics. 

In the- traditional! works of ethnography, 

accounts were presented without very 

much i nformatlon about the observer, 
This was because it was believed that an 
ethnograp her could present objective pit - 

cures, of the things they stud led, More 
recently, ethnographers have Increasingly 
tended to talk about ihemselves and the 
nature of their connection to the people 

under study. Sometimes, for example, it 

might he a matter of frying to consider 
how one's race, class or gender affected 

the work, or how the power differences 

between observer and observed distorted 

the dialogue between them, 

For a long while, it was usual for 

research based on participant observation 

Lo exclude any account of the hazards or 

problems that liad to be overcome, but 
more recently the published reminis¬ 
cences and diaries of lie]dWorkers- have 

been more open about them, Frequently, 
feelings of loneliness must be coped with - 
it Isn't easy to fit into s social context or 
com muiuty where yc u don't really belong. 

The researcher may be constantly frus¬ 

trated because the members of the group 

refuse to talk frankly about ihemselves; 

direct queries may he welcomed in smite 

contexts but met with a chilly silence in 

others. Some types of field work may even 

be physically dangerous; tor instance, a 

ynghl nal 
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In fieldwork sociologists have to become 

close to the communities they are 
studying, but riot so close that they lose 

th-eir outsider's eye. 

researcher studying a delinquent gang 

might be seen as- a poEite Informer ur 

might become unwittingly embroiled In 

conflicts with rival gangs, 

EitlnlOgraplsJc Studies also have Other 

major llmltatio ns. Only fairly s m all groups 

or comm unities can be studied, And 

much depends on the skill; of the 

researcher in gaining the; confidence of 

the Individua ls Involved; without this skill. 

the research in unlikely to get off the 

ground at all. The reverse is also possible. 

A researcher could begin to identify so 

closely with the group that “.be becomes 

too ninth, of an 'insider' and loses the per¬ 

spective of ail outside observer. 

Surveys 

Interpreting field studies usually involves 

problems- of generalization. Since only a 
small raunlber of people are under study, 

we cannot he sure that what is Found in 

one context will apply In other situations 
as. well, oi even (hat two different 

researcher* would come to rhe same con¬ 
clusions when studying (he same group. 
This is usually toss of a problem in survey 

research, in a survey, questionnaires are 

cither sem or administered directly in 

interviews to a selected group ol people - 

sometimes as many as several thousand. 

This group of people is referred to by soci¬ 

ologists as a population, fieldwork is best 

suited for in-depth studies of small slices 

of social life; survey research tends to 

produce information that is less- detailed 

but that can usually be applied over a 

broad area. 

Stan da rdized a n d open - ended 
questionnaires 

Two sorts of questionnaire are used In 

surveys. Some contain a standardized, or 

fixed-choice, sot of questions, to which 

only a (feed range of responses is possihle 

- for instance,1 Ve&fNofDon't know or' Mrry 

/; ketyJI.ikelyflin likeiyfVery itnlikeiy. Such 

surveys have the advantage that responses 

arc easy to compare and count up. since 

only a small number of categories are 

involved. On the other hand, because they 

da not allow for subtleties of opinion or 

verbal expression, ihe information they 
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yield is likely to he restricted in scope, if 

lick misleading. 

Other questionnaires ere open-ended; 

respondents have more opportunity m 

express their views Ln their own words; 

they are not limited to making fixed- 

choice: responses Open-ended, question¬ 

naires typically provide more detailed 

information that] Standardized ones. The 

researcher can follow up answers to probe 

more deeply inlu what the respondent 

thinks. On the ocher hand- the lack of 

standardization meant, that responses 

may be more cLIfticuIt to compare statisti¬ 
cally. 

Questionnaire Items are normally listed 
so chat a (earn of Interviewers can ask the 
questing and record responses In the 

sonic predetermined order. All I he items 

must he readily understandable to inter¬ 

viewers end interviewees alike. In the 

large national surveys undertaken regu¬ 

larly by govern men t agencies and 

research organizations,, interviews arc 

carried out more or less simultaneously 

across the whole country. Those who 

conduct the interviews and those who 

analyse the results could noL do their work 

effectively if they constantly had to be 

cheeking with each other about ambigu¬ 

ities in the Questions or answers. 
Questionnaires should also take into 

consideration the characteristics of 

respondents. Will they see the point the 
researcher has in mind in asking a. partic¬ 
ular question? Have they enough informa¬ 

tion to answer usefully? Will they answer 

at ail? The terms of a questionnai re might 

be unfamiliar to the respondents. Tor 

instance, the question 'What is your 

marital status?' might baffle some people. 

It would be more appropriate to ask, 

'Are you single, married, separated, or 

divorced?' Most surveys are preceded hy 

pilot studies in order to pick up problems 

not anticipated by the investigator. A pilot 

study is a trial run in which a question¬ 

naire is completed by just a Few people. 

Any difficulties can then be ironed nut 

before the main survey is done. 

Sampling 

Often sociologists are interested in the 

characteristics of large numbers uf indi¬ 

viduals fur example, the political atti¬ 

tudes of the British population as a whole. 
[< would be impossible to study fill these 
people directly, so in such situations 

researchers engage in sampling they 

concentrate on a sample, or small propor¬ 
tion of the overall group, fine can usually 

Ire confident that results from a popula¬ 

tion sample, as Jong as it was properly 

chosen, can be generalized Id the total 

population. Studies of only two io three 

thousand voters, for instance, can give a 

very accurate indication of the attitudes 

and voting intentions nfthe entire popula¬ 

tion, Blit to achieve such accuracy, a 

sample must be representative; the group 

of individuals studied must be typical of 

Lhe population as a whole. Sampling is 

more complex than it might seem, and 

statistic Ians have developed rules for 
working out the correct size and nature of 
sampler 

A particularly Important procedure 

used to ettsure til at a samp le Is. rep resenta ■ 
five is random sampling, in which a sample 

is chosen so that every member of the 

population has lhe same probability of 

being included. The most sophisticated 

way of obtaining a random sample is in 

give each member oF the population a 

number and then use a computer to gen¬ 

erate a random list, from which the 

Tight 
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sample is derived - tor instance, by 

picking every tenth number. 

The people's choice¥ 

One oi the most famous early exam pies ol' 

survey research was 'The people's choice?', 

a study carried out by Pintl Lazarsfeld and 

a number of colleagues more than half a 

Century ago (LiiZarefeld, Be tel sun el al. 

1943k This study* which investigated the 

voting Inter Eld ns of residents of Lrie 

CdUtiiy, Ohio, during llie 1940 caiaipaign 

for die US presidency, pioneered several of 
the main techniques of survey research In 
use to this day. In order to prolve a little 

more deeply than a single questionnaire 

would do. the investigators interviewed 
each member of a sample of voters on 

seven separate occasions. The aim was to 

trace and understand the reasons for 

changes In voting attitudes. 

The research was set up with a number 

of definite hypotheses in view. One was 

that relationships and events close to 

voters in a community influence voting 

intentions more (hail distant world affairs, 

and the findings on the whole confirmed 

this, The researchers developed sophisti¬ 

cated measurement techniques for ana¬ 

lysing political attitudes; yet their work 

also made significant contributions lu 

theoretical thinking. Among the concepts 
they helped to introduce were those of 

'opinion leaders'and the 'two-step flow of 
communication'. The study showed that 
some individuals - opinion leaders - tend 
to shape the political opinions of those 

eratmtl them. People's views are not 

formed in a direct fashion, but in a two- 

step process. Tit Lhe iHtse step, opinion 

Leaders react to political events; in the 

second step, those leaders influence 

people around them - relatives, friends 

and colleagues. The views expressed by 

opinion leaders* filtered through per¬ 

sonal ielaiionships, then influence the 

responses of other individuals towards 

political issues of the day. 

Advantages and disadvantages of 
surveys 

Survey* are Widely used In sociological 

research* for several reasons, itespunscs to 

questionnaires earn be more easily quan¬ 

tified and analysed than material gener¬ 

ated, by most other research methods; large 

numbers of people can he studied; and. 
given sufficient funds, researchers can 

employ an agency specializing in survey 

woik to collect the responses. The scien- 
tific method is rbe model for this kind of 

research, as surveys give researchers a sta¬ 

tistical measure ofwhat ihcy are studying. 

Marty sociologists are critical, however, 

of the survey method. They argue that an 

appearance of precision can be given to 

findings whose accuracy may he dubious, 

given the relatively shallow nature of most 

survey responses. Levels of non-response 

are Sometimes high, especially when 

questionnaires are sent and returned 

through lhe mail. JL Is not uncommon for 

studies lu be published based on results 

derived from little over half of (hose in a 

sample, although normally ail effort is 
made to re contact non-respond? rils or to 

substitute other people. Little is known 
about those who choose not to respond to 
surveys or refuse to lie interviewed, foul 
survey research is often experienced as 

intrusive and time-consuming. 

Experiments 

An experiment can he defined as an 

attempt la test a hypothesis under highly 

py righted material 
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controlled conditions established hy an 

investigator. Experiments are often used 

in the natural sciences, as they offer 

major advantages over other research 

procedures, in an experimental situation 

the researcher directly controls the 

circumstances being studied. As com¬ 

pared with (he natural sciences, the scope 

for experimentation in sociology is quite 

restricted. Only small groups of individu¬ 

als can be brought into □ Laboratory 

setting, and in such experiments people 

know that they are being studied and may 

not behave naturally. Such changes in 

subject behaviour are referred to as the 

'Hawthorne effect". In (he 1930a, 
researchers conducting a work prochn> 

tivity study at the Western Electric 

Company's F 3 ate thorite plant near 

Chicago found to their surprise that 

worker productivity continued to rise 

regardless of which experimental condi¬ 

tions were imposed (levels of liglrting, 

break patterns, work team size and so 

forth). The workers were conscious of 

being under scrutiny atitl accelerated 

their natural work puce, 

Nevertheless, experimental methods 

can occasionally be applied in a helpful 

way in sociology. An example is the ingeni¬ 

ous experiment carried out by Philip Zim- 

hardo, who set up a make-believe Jail, 

assigning some student volunteers to the 

role of guards and other volunteers to the 

role of prisoners (Zlmbardo 1972}, Ells aim 
was to see hew far playing these different 
parts led to changes in attitude and 

behaviour. The results shocked (he inves¬ 

tigators. Students who played at being 

guards quickly assumed ait authoritarian 

manner; they displayed real hostility 

towards the prisoners, ordering them 

around and verbally abusing and bullying 

the m. The prisoners, by contrast, showed 

a mixture of apathy and rebelliousness - a 

response often noted among inmates in 

real prisons. These e ffects were so marked 

and the level of tension so high that the 

experiment had to be called off at an early 

slagc. The results, however, were impor¬ 

tant, Zlmbardo concluded (hat behaviour 

In prisons is mure influenced, by (he 

nature of the prison situation itself than by 

Lhc individual characteristics of those 

Involved. 

Life histories 

In contrast to experiments, life histories 

belong purely to sociology and the other 
social sciences; they have no place in 

itnlural science. I.if'c histories consist of 

biographical material assembled about 

particular individuals - usually as recalled 

by the individuals themselves. Other pro¬ 

cedures of research don't usually yield as 

much information as the Life-history 

method docs about the development of 

beliefs and altitudes over time. Life-his¬ 

torical studies rarely rely wholly on 

people’s memories, however. Normally, 

sources such as letters, contemporary 

reports and newspaper descriptions ;.,tu 

used to expand on and check the validity 
of the information Individuals provide. 
Sociologists views differ on tire value of 

life histories: some feel they are too unrell - 
able to provide useful Information, but 

other* bnliave they offer sources of Insight 
that Few other research methods can 

match. 

Life histories have been successfully 

employed in studies of major importance. 

A celebrated early study was The Polish 

Pennant in Europe and America, by W. 3. 

Thomas and Firman Znaniecki, the five 
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volumes of' which were first published 

between lEH&and 1-920 (ThomasandZna- 

nicckl 1966]., Thomas and Znanieeki were 

able to provide a more sensitive and subtle 

account of the experience of migration 

than would have beer possible without 

the interviews, letters and newspaper arti¬ 

cles they collected. 

Comparative research 

Each of die research methods described 

above Is often applied Jn a comparative 
contett. Comparative research is of 

central importance In sociology, because 

milling comparisons allows us t» clarify 

what is going on In a particular area of 
research, l et's take the rale of divorce in 

Britain - the number of divorces granted 

each year — as an example. In the early 

3360k there were Fewer than 30,000 

divorces per year in the UKr hy the early 

3030k this figure had risen to a round 

960,000 cases per year or more. Do these 

changes reflect specific features of British 

society? We can find out by comparing 

divorce rales iri the UK with those of Other 

cnunLrics, Such a comparison reveals that 

compared Lu most other Western soci¬ 

eties the overall trends are similar. Virtu¬ 

ally all Western countries have experi¬ 
enced steadily climbing divorce rates over 

the past half century. 

Historical analysis 

As was mentioned in chapter l, a histori¬ 

cal perspective is often essential in soci¬ 

ological research. For we frequently need a 

time perspective tt> make sense of the 

material we collect about a particular 

problem. 

Sociologists commonly want la investi¬ 

gate past events directly. Some periods of 

history ean be studied in a direct way, 

while there are still survivors around - 

such as in the case of the Holocaust in 

Europe during the Second World War. 

Itcseareh in oral history means interview¬ 

ing people about events they witnessed at 

some point earlier in their Lives. This kind 

of research work, obviously, can only 

stretch at the most some sixty or seventy 

years back in Lime. For historical research 

on art earlier period- sociologists are 

dependent on the use of documents and 
written records, often contained in the 
special collection-1: of libraries or the 

National Archives. 
An interesting exam]) Ic of the use of his- 

corical documents is sociologist Anthony 

As hwn rib's study o F trench wa rfare d u ring 

the First World War (Ashworth 19S0]. Ash¬ 

worth was concerned with analysing what 

life was like for men who bad to endure 

being tinder constant fire, crammed in 

rLose proximity for weeks on end. Ele drew 

on a diversity of documentary sources; 

official histories of the war, including 

those written about different military divi¬ 

sions and battalions; official publications 

of ihe time; the notes and records kept 

informally by individual soldiers; and per¬ 

sonal accounts of war experiences. Eh1 
drawing on such a variety of sources. Ash 

worth was able to develop a rich and 

detailed description of life in the trenches. 
He discovered that most soldiers formed 
their own Ideas about how often they 
intended to engage in combat with Ihe 

enemy and often effectively ignored the 

commands of their officers. For example, 

on Christmas Day, German and Allied sol¬ 

diers suspended hostilities, and in one 

place the two sides even staged an inibr- 

mal soccer m ate h. 
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Combining comparative and 
historicaf research 

Ashworths research concentrated on a. tel* 
atlvely short time period. As am example of 

a study that investigated x much longer 

one and that also applied comparative 

research in a historical context, we can 

take Theda Skocpol's States and Social 

Revolutions {I97&), one of the lies t-known 

studies of social change. Skocpol set 

herself an ambitious task: to produce a 

theory of the origins and nature of revolu¬ 

tion grounded in detailed empirical study, 

She looked at processes of revolution in 

three different historical cunlcxts: the 

17J53 revolution in France, the 1917 revolu¬ 

tion in Russia (which brought the commu¬ 

nists to power and established the Soviet 
Union, which was eventually dissolved In 
I9B9). and tho revolution of 1949 in China 

(which created communist China}. 
Ely analysing a variety of documentary 

sources. Skocpol was able n> develop a 
powerful explanation of revolutionary 

change, one that emphasized the underly¬ 
ing social structural conditions. She 

showed that social revolutions are Largely 
the result of unintended consequences. 

Before the Russian Revolution, for 

Instance, various political groups were 

trying to overthrow the pre-existing 

regime, but none of these « including the 

Bolsheviks, who eventually came to power 

-anticipated the revolution that occurred. 

A series of clashes and. confrontations 

gave rise to a process of social transforma¬ 

tion much more radical than anyone had 

foreseen. 

Research in the real world: 
methods, problems and 
pitfalls 

AH research methods, as was stressed 

earlier, have their advantages and limita¬ 

tions, hence, it is common to combine 

several methods in a single piece of 

research, using each to supplement and 

check on the others in a process known as 

triangulfllton, We Can see the value of com¬ 

bining methods and. more generally, the 

problems and pi thills of real sociological 

research by looking once again at Laud 

11 timphreys1 Tew room Trade. 

One of the questions that Humphreys 
wa nietl to answer was: 'What kinds of men 

came to the tearooms?" E3ut it was very 

hard for him to find this out, because all he 

cou|d really do in the toilets was observe. 

The norm of silence in the toilets made it 

difficult to ask any questions, or even to 

talk. In addition, It would have been very 

odd if he had begun to ask personal ques¬ 

tions of people who basically wanted to be 

anonymous. 

Humphreys' so In Lion was So try to find 

ouL more about the men in the tearooms 

using survey methods. Standing by the 

door of the toilets, he would, write down 

the car number-plates of people who 

pulled up to she carpark and went into Ltie 

toilets fur sex. He then piive the numbers 

to a friend who worked at tire Department 

of Motor Vehicles., securing the addresses 

of the men. 

Months later, Washington University in 

St Louis, in tire United Stares, where Land 

was working, was conducting a door-to- 

door survey of sexual habits. Humphreys 

asked the principal Investigators in that 

survey if he could add the names and 
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addresses of tiis samp Ic of tea room partic¬ 

ipants. Humph leys then disguised himself 

bs one of the investigators and went to 

interview these men at then homes, sup¬ 

posedly just to- ask only the survey ques¬ 

tions but actually also to Learn more about 

their social backgrounds and lives. Elc 

found that most of these men were 

married and otherwise led very conven¬ 

tional Lives. He often interviewed wives 

anil other family members as well. 

Human subjects and ethical 
problems 

All research concerned with human 

being* can pose ethicsL dilemmas. A key 
question that sociologists agree must he 

asked is whether the research poses risks 

to the subjects that are greater lhan the 

risks they face in their everyday lives. 

In writing; Tearoom Trade, Humphreys 

said be was Less than truthful do those 

whose behaviour he was studying. He said 

he didn't reveal his identity as a sociologist 

when observing the tearoom. People who 

came into the tearoom assumed he was 

there for the same reasons they were and 

that his presence could be accepted at face 

value. While he did not tell any direct lies 

while observing the tearoom, neither did 
he reveal the real reason for his presence 
there, Was this particular aspect of his 

behaviour ethical? The answer is that, on 
balance, this particular aspect of his study 

did not put any of his subjects at risk. On 
the basis of what he observed in the 

tearoom, Humphreys did not collect 

information about the participants that 

would have identified them. What he 

knew ahout them was similar to tvhat all 

the other people in the tearoom knew, in 

this way, his presence did not subject 

them to any more List than they already 

encountered in theit everyday lives. At the 

same time, had Humphreys been com¬ 

pletely frank at every stage, the research 

might not have progressed as far as it did. 

Indeed, some of ihc most valuable data 

that have been collected by sociologists 

could never have been gathered if the 

researcher bail first explained the project 

to each person encountered in the 

research process. 

If this Were the only dllemma posed by 

Humphrey s' research project, It would not 

stand out as a notable problem in the 
ethics of social research. What raised more 

eyebrows was that Humphreys; wrote 

down the car number’plates of the people 

who came- into the- tearooms, obtained 

their home addresses, from a friend who 

wo rktd al the Dcp att mcn t of Mo lor Vehi¬ 

cles and then visited their homes in the 

guise of conducting a neutral survey. Even 

though Humphreys did not reveal to the 

men's fern i lies anything about their activ¬ 

ities in the tearooms, and even though he 

took great pains to keep the data confi¬ 

dential, the knowledge he gained could 

have been damaging. Since the activity he 

was documenting was illegal, police 

officers migbt have demanded that he 

release Information about the identities of 
die subject*. It is also possible that a less 
skilled investigator could have slipped up 

when Interviewing the subjects’ families, 
or that Humphreys could have lost his 

notes, which could then have been found 

later by someone else. Considering I he 

number of things thal could go wmn g in 

the research process, researchers do not 

consider projects of this kind to he legiti¬ 

mate. Around the world, government 

funding bodies for sociological research, 

such as the Economic and Social Research 
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Council in the IJKr and the professional 

organ Lza lions la which sociologists 

belong, such ns the ESrilish Sociological 

Association, now have much stricter 

ethical guidelines Jbr researchers engag¬ 

ing in sociological experiments. 

Humphreys was one of the first sociolo¬ 

gists to study the lives of gav men. His 

account was ei humane treatment that 

went well beyond the existing stock of 

knowledge on Sexual tom muni ties. 

Although none of his research subjects 

actually suffered as a result oF tils book, 

Humphreys himselF later agreed with his 
critics on (be key ethical controversy. He 

said that were he to do the study again, he 

would not trace number'plates or go to 
people's homes. Instead,, after gathering 

Iris data in the public tearooms, he might 

try to get to know a subset of the people 

well enough to iniorm them of his goals 

for the study and then ask them In talk 

aboutthc significance of these activities in 

their lives. 

Is sociology merely a restatement 
of the obvious? 

because sociologists often study things 

that we hove Some personal experience or. 

one can sometimes wonder If sociology is 

merely 'a painful elaboration oF (he 

obvious’ (Wright 2000), Is sociology 

merely a restatement, In abstract jargon, 

of thlnp we already know? Is It simply the 

tedious definition of social phenomena 

wi th wli i eh we a re a I ready Fa m i I iart Sn ei n I - 

ngy al its worst can be all of these things, 

but it is never appropriate to judge any 

discipline hy whin its worst practitioners 

do. In Fact, good sociology either sharpens 

our understanding of the obvious (Berger 

I9C3), or it completely Iran&fbrms our 

common sense. Tn either event, good soci¬ 

ology is neither tedious nor a restatement 

of the obvious. Discussions of a new topic 

in litis text sometimes begin with defini¬ 

tions of things that you may already 

understand. Jt is necessary for any aca¬ 

demic discipline to define its terms, 

However, when we define a family, for 

exam|de. as a unit -uF people who are 

related lo one another, we do so not as an 

endpoint but Instead as a beginning. 

Often Without defioring our terms. We 

cannot move Forward to sharper leveb of 

understanding later on - good sociology 
never defines terms as an end in itself. 

The influence of sociology 

Sociological research is rarely of interest 

only to the intellect li eI c nm m unity of soci¬ 

ologists. Us results arc often disseminated 

throughout society. Sociology, it must be 

emphasized, is nol just I he study of 

modern societies; it is a significant 

element in the continuing life of those 

societies, 'lake (he transformations Inking 

place in the United Kingdom in marriage, 

sexuality and the family (discussed in 

chapters 7 and 12}. few people living in a 

modern society do riot have some knowl¬ 

edge of these changes, as a result of the 

filtering down oF sociological research, 

Gui thinking and behaviour are affected 

by sociological knowledge in complex and 

often subtle ways, thus reshaping the very 

field oF sociological in vestl garion. A way of 

describing this phenomenon, using Ihc 

technical concepts oF sociology, is to say 

that sociology stands in a reflexive relation 

to the human beings whose behaviour is 

studied. Reflex Nity. as we shall see in 

chapter -I fpp. 122-3}, describes the inter¬ 

change between sociological research and 
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Statisti cal terms, 

Research in sociology often makes use of 
statisticaI techniques in tlhe analysis of tindings. 
Some are highly sophisticated and complex but 
those most often used are easy to understand. 
The most common are measures of central 
tendency (ways of calculating averages) and 
correlation coefficients (measures of the degree 
to which one variable relates consistently to 
another). 

There are three methods of calculating 
averages, each of which has certain advantages 
and shorted mi ngs, Ta ke as an example the 
□mount of personal wealth (including all assets 
such as houses, cars, bank accounts and 
investments) owned by thirteen individuals, 
Suppose the thirteen own the following 
amounts: 

1 £000 (MfO) 
2 £5,000 
3 £10,000 
4 £2o,oau 
s £.iarix*i 
6 £40,000 
7 £40,000 
Et Toaoon 
g £ioo,ddD 

id f iso.ddd 
1 I £200,000 
12 £400,000 
13 f lO.ddO.ddd 

The mean corresponds to the average, amVEd at 
by adding together the personal wealth of all 
thirteen people and dividing the result by 13, 
Tha total is El l,0#5/MK); dividing this by 13, we 
reach a mean of £852,692,31, This mean is 
often a useful calculation because it is based or 
the whole range of data provided. However, it 
can b« misleading where one or a smaII number 
of cases are very different From Ihe majority. In 
the above example, The mean is nor in fact an 
appropriate measure of central tendency, 
because Che presence of one very large figure, 
E10,000,000, shews die picture, One might get 
the impression when using the mean to 
summarize this data that most of the people 
awn far more than They actually do. 

In such instances, one of two other measures 
may be used. The mode is The figure That occurs 
most frequently in a given set of data In our 
example, it is £40,000. The problem with the 
mode is that it doesn't take into account the 
ommSf distribution of the data, i.e., the range of 
figures covered. The most frequently occurring 
case in a set of figures is not necessarily 
representative of their distribution as a whole 
and thus may not be a useful average. In this 
ease, £40,qoo is too close to the lower end oF 
The figures, 

The third measure is ihe median, which is the 
middle of any set of figures; here, this 'would be 
the seventh figure, again £40,000, Our example 
gives an odd number of ligures: thirisen. If there 
had been an even number — for instance, twelve 
- the median would be calculated by Taking the 
mean of the two middle cases, figures six and 
seven. Like the mode, the median gives no idea 
of the actual ronge of the data measured. 

Sometimes a researcher will use more Than 
one measure of central tendency to avoid giving 
a deceptive picture of the average. More often, 
he will calculate the standard deviation For Ihe 
data in question. This is a way of calculating the 
degree of dispersal, or The range, ot a set of 
figures - which in this case goes from zero to- 
£10,000,000. 

Correlation coefficients offer a useful way of 
expressing how closely connected two (or 
more) variables are. 'A'here two variables 
co'relate completely, we can speak of a perfect 
positive correlation, expressed as 1.0. Where 
no relation is found between two variables 
they have no consistent connection at all - the 
coefficient is zero. A perfect negative 
correlation, expressed as 21.0, exists when two 
variables are in a completely inverse relation to 
one another. Perfect correlations are never 
found in the social sciences. Correlations oF 
The order of O.fi nr more, whether positive or 
negative, ore usually regarded as indicating a 
strong degree of connection between 
whatever Variables are being analysed, Positive 
correlations on this level might be Found 
between, say, social class background and 
voting behaviour. 
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hum.111 behaviour. We should not lil- sur¬ 

prised that sociologies! findings often cor¬ 

relate dnseiy with common sense. The 

reason is not simply that sociology comes 

up with findings we knew already; it is 

rather that sociological research continu¬ 

ally influences what our common-sense 

knowledge of'society ac tually h. 

Reading a table 

You will often come across tables when reading 
sociological literature. Trey sometimes look 
co m plex, b ut are easy to dedphe r if yo u fo How a 
Few basic steps, listed below; with practise, 
these will become automatic (see table 33 as 
an example}. Do not succumb to the temptation 
Co skip over tables; they contain information in 
concentrated form, which can be read more 
quickly than would be possible if the same 
material were expressed in words. By becoming 
skilled in the interpretation of tables, you will 
□ Iso be able to check how far the conclusions 
drawn by a Writer actually seem justified. 

1 Read the title in Ml- Tables frequently have 
tongish titles, which represent an attempt by 
the researcher to stale accurately the nature 
of the information The title Of table 
3.3 gives first the sub/e-ct of the data, second 
the fact that the Table provides material for 
comparison,, and third the tact that data are 
giver only lor a limited number of countries. 

2 Look for explanatory comments, or oofes, 
about the data Notes may say how the 
material was collected, or why it is displayed 
m a particular way. Many of the tables in This 
book contain explanatory notes. Table 7.2 on 
p. 225, for example, includes several notes 
that give more detail about how Ihe numbers 
giver have beer reached. If the data have nor 
been gathered by the researcher but are 
based on findings originally reported 
elsewhere, a source will be included. The 
source sometimes gives you some insight into 
haw reliable the information is likely to he, as 
well as showing where to find the original 
data. In our table, the source note makes 
clear tha t the data have been taken from a 

publication by The OECD. 
3 Read the headings along the fop and left- 

hand aide of the table. (Sometimes tables are 
arranged with 'headings" at the tool rather 
than the top.) These tell you what type of 
information is contained in each raw and 
column. In reading the table, keep in mind 
each set of headings as you scan the figures. 
In our ejiamplejthe headings on the left give 
the countries involved, while those at the tap 
refer to the levels of car ownership and the 
years for which they are given. 

4 Identity the units used; the figures iri the boefy 
of Hie table may represent cases, 
percentages, averages or other measures 
Sometimes it may be helpful to convert the 
figures to a form more useful to you: if 
percentages arc not provided, for example, it 
may be worth calculating them. 

5 Consider The conclusions that might be 
reached from the information in the table. 
Most tables are discussed by the author, arc! 
whet she has to say should of course be 
borne in mind. But you should also ask what 
further issues or questions could be 
suggested by the data. 

Several interesting trends can be seen in the 
figures in our table. First, The level of car 
ownership varies considerably between different 
countries. The number ol cars per t,.QCKJ people 
was more than five times greater in the United 
States Lb cm in Turkey in 2002, Second, there is □ 
clear connection between car ownership and 
the level of affluence of a country. In fact, we 
could probably use car ownership ratios as a 
rough indicator of differential prosperity. Third, 
in nearly all countries represented, the level of 
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car ownership increased between 199D and differences in the degree to which countries 
2,002, but in some the rate of increase has been have successfully generated economic growth or 
h igh er tha n in athe rs - proba biy indicating a re catchi ng u p. 

Table 3,3 Number of road motor vehicles per 1,000 inhabitants: comparisons of selected 

countries 

1990 1991 3992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1993 1999 2DOO 2001 2002 

Austria 4(32 463 5(33 515 52® 543 495 509 529 544 555 565 537 

Belgium 432 442 441 454 464 487 494 432 490 500 511 517 520 

Canada §00 Cl 9 627 595 569 565 565 564 500 566 569 572 501 

Germany 527 52? 427 47B 523 540 547 551 556 564 570 582 589 

G reece 24® 246 257 271 203 29® 313 32® 351 37® 406 420 450 

Portugal 310 370 407 ■430 438 501 533 569 610 654 69® 711 756 

Tu f key 57 47 53 61 134 6® 97 105 111 116 124 140 14® 

United Kingdom 443 433 453 441 439 428 440 458 474 406 493 516 533 

United 5lales mi 71S 779 725 719 771 763 704 792 795 010 616 807 

Saurcrr OECD Facfejoi <5005) 

Summary points 
1 Sociologists investigate social life by posing 

distinct questions and trying to find the 
answers to those by systematic research. 

Those questions may be factual, 
comparative, developmental or theoretical, 

2 AH research begins from a research problem, 

which interests or puzzles the investigator. 

Research problems may be suggested by 
gaps in the existing literature, theoretical 

debates, or practical issues in the social 

world. There are a number of clear steps in 

the development of research strategies - 

although these are rarely followed exactly iin 

actual research. 

3 A causal relationship b etwee n two events or 

situations is one in which one event or 

situation brings about the other This is more 

problematic than it seems at First, Cdirsotion 
must be distinguished from correfof/on, 

which refers to the existence of a regular 

relationship between two variables. A 
variable can be differences in age, income, 
crime rates, etc. We need to also distinguish 

independent variables from dependent 

variables. An independent van able is a 

variable that produces an effect on another. 

Sociologists often use controls to ascertain a 

causal relationship. 

4 In fi eldVvorfc, or participant observation, the 

researcher spends lengthy periods of time 

with a group or community being studied A 

second method,surveyrosooreft,involves 

sending or administering questionnaires to 

samples ufa larger population. Documentary 

research uses printed materials, from 

archives or other resources, as a sou ice For 

information, Other research methods include 

expertments, the use of life histories, 

historical analysis and comporcfm? /eseofeh. 
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S Each of these various methods of research 

has its limitations, For this reason. 

& Socio lexica I research often poses ethical 

dilemmas. These may arise either where 

deception is practised against those who are 

the subjects of the research, or where the 

publication of research Findings might 

adversely affect the feelings or lives of those 

studied, There is no entirely satisfactory way to 

deal with these issues, but all researchers have 

to be sensitive to the dilemmas they pose- 

researchers will often combine two or more 

methods in their work, each being used to 

check or supplement the materiel obtained 

From Ihe others. This process is called 

trianguhthn. 

Questions for further thought 

1 Lf most research projects start from research problems, who- decides what the 

problems are? 

2 Why is it ho important to form specific hypotheses that can be supported or disproved? 

3 Why docs the course of the research process rarely run according to plan? 

4 Flow can the researcher minimize the possibility of error and/nr hias? 

5 Are some methods of research more scientific: than others? 

G Why Is it so crucial to distinguish between correlation And causation? 

Further reading 

Ala n Hryimn, Social Mestearch Methods (Clifford, New Vurk: Oxford tlriivershy Press, aoi)l). 

|oel Best. Damned Lias and Statistics: Un la ngling Numbers from ihe Media, Politicians, and 

Activists i BerfeeLeyt University of CaJifora in Press, 2001). 

Hu th Levins an d Will Guy, in ter prating Official Statistics (Lancia n: Rou tl edge, 1996]. 

Martin Hammcrsloyand Paul Atkinson, Ethnography; Principles in Practice (London; 

Footled ge, i995|, 

Lee Harvey, MOrag MacDonald and Anne DeVany. Doing Sodutagr (London: Macmi Ian. 1992), 

Tim May. Sw-lal Awerm*: jfsy iwy, Mclhmtxand Pnirrsx. 3rd shIijI Buckingham: Open 
University Press, 2»oi). 
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Internet links 

Marker and nplrrhn Rus^rch Internal km al [MORI) 

http:riwww.morUom 

Social Science Lnlamia:ion Gateway 

h tip:/Avmv.5asig.ac.uk/ancioGogy 

Office of National Statislics 

h tlp://wvrw.st?i1 i&i.Lra.gs.w.u k 

UK Data Archive 

li tip:// www.data-arctiLve.ac.Lik/ 
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ASj^LbftIK C.i I'llEQHI: I [CAL perspec¬ 

tives in soclo&ogy if- :i challenging ant] 
formidable ici^V. Thetirerlcal debates are 

by definitkiji more abstract than contro¬ 

versies oF a more empirical kind, The fact 
ch.ir there is not a single theoretical posi¬ 
tion which dominates the whole of sociol¬ 

ogy might seem to be a sign of weakness in 

the s u bjccl. But th La is not so. On the con - 

traiy the jostling of rival theoretical 

approaches and theories is an expression 

of the vita lily of the sociological enter¬ 

prise. In studying human beings - our¬ 

selves- theoretico I variety rescues us from 

dogma. Human behaviour is complicated 

and many-sided, and it is very unlikely 

that a single theoretical uni look could 

coverall its aspects. Diversity in theoreti¬ 

cal thinking provides a rich source of ideas 

that can tse drawn on In research, and 

stimulates die Imaginative capacities so 

essential to progress in sociologies] work. 

I cm u me table theories ha ve been deve | - 

oped In the many different areas of 

i :■ 11 : 11 i i• I! i■ m i: hi lOgists U 111 L Si 11 ri u 

arc very precisely set out, and even occa¬ 

sion* I ly expressed In mathematical form - 

although this Is more comm on in other 

social sciences {especially economics) 

than in sociology. 

Some types a f theory altcmpi to explain 

much mure than others, and opinions 

vary about how far it is desirable or usefu I 

for sociologists to concern themselves 

with very wide-ranging theoretical efforts. 

The American sociologist Robert K. 

Merton, for example, argues forcefully 

that sociologists should concentrate their 

attention on what he calls 'theories of 

meddle range" (Merton 15*57j. dottier chan 

attempting to create grand theoretical 

schemes, we should be more modest. 

Middle-range theories are specific 

enough to be able lu be directly tested by 

empirical research, yetsufficiently general 

to cover a range of different phenomena. 

An example is the theory of relative depri¬ 

vation, 1'lils theory holds that how people 

evaluate their circumstances depends on 

whom they compare themselves, to. Thus 

feelings of deprivation do not relate 

directly to the level of material poverty 

Robert K. Merton 
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(hat individuals experience [see 

pi). 343-7). A family living in a smell dome: 

In a poor area, where everyone is- in more 

or less similar circumstances, is likely In 

Feel less deprived than one living in a 

similar house in a neighbourhood where 

the majority ofhomes are much larger and 

tiiore affluent. 

It is indeed true that the mure wide- 

ranging and ambitious a theory is, the 

more difficult il is to les-L it empirically. Vet 

there seems uu obvious reason why theo¬ 

retical thinking in sociology should be 
cuotilled to the "middle range", To see why 
lids is so. let us take as an example the 

theory that Mas Weber advanced In Iris 
study The Protistan t Ethic and Hic Spirit of 
Capitalism (Weber lf)7fi). 

Weber's thought was introduced in 

chapter 1, pp. 17-10, and we will refer 

to The Protestant Ethk again in chapter 

14, 'Religion in Modern Society', 

pp. B39-4L 

Max Weber: The 
Protestant Ethic 

In The Protestant Ethic, Weber set nut ta 

tackle a fundamental problem: why did 

capitalism develop in the West and 

nowhere else? For some thirteen centuries 

after the Fall oF ancient Rome, other civil¬ 

izations were much more prominent than 

the West in world history. Europe, in fact, 

was a rather insignificant area of the globe, 

while China, India and the Ottoman 

Lmpire in tlie Near hast were all major 

powers. The Chinese in particular were a 

to ngway ahead of the West i ri Lerms of thei r 

level of technologic;! 1 and econom tc devel ■ 

opmc m. What happened m bring about a 

surge in economic progress in Europe 

from the seventeenth century onwards? 

To answer this question. Weber rea¬ 

soned, wc must show what it is that separ¬ 

ates modern industry from earlier types oi 

economic activity. We Find the desire to 

accum ulale wealth in many different civil- 

bullions, and this is not difficult to explain; 

people have valued wealth for the com¬ 

forts, security, power and enjoyment it-can 

bring. They wish to be free of want, and. 

having accumulated wealth, they use it to 

make themselves comfortable, 

IF we Look at the economic development 
of the West, Waiver argued, we find some- 

riling quite different: an attitude towards 
the accumulation of wealth found nowhere 
else in history. This attitude is whet Weber 

called the 'spirit of capitalism' - a set of 
beliefs and values held by the first capitalist 

merchants and industrialists.These people 

had a strong drive to accumulate personal 

wealth. Yet, quite unlike the wealthy else¬ 

where, they didn't seek to use their accum u - 

latcd riches to follow a Insurious lifestyle. 

Their way of Life was in fact self-denying 

and frugal; they lived soberly and quieLty. 

shunning the ordinary manifestations of 

affluence. This very unusual combination 

of Characteristics. Weber tried to show, was 

vital to early Western economic develop¬ 
ment. For unlike the wealthy In previous 
ages a ltd In other eultu res-, these groups did 

not dissipate their wealth. Instead, they 
reinvested It to promote the further expan¬ 
sion oF the enterprises they headed. 

The core of Weber's theory is that Ihe 

altitudes involved in th c spin t of capital¬ 

ism derived from religion. Christianity in 

general ployed a part In fostering such ail 

outlook, but the essential motive force 

was provided by the impact of Protes¬ 

tantism - and especially one variety of 
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Protestantism, Puritanism. The early 

capitalists were mostly Puritans,, and 

many subscribed to Calvinist views. 

Weber argued that certain Calvinistic 

doctrines were the direct source of the 

spirit of capitalism. One was the idea that 

human bcungs are Cud's instruments on 

earth, required by the Almighty to work 

in a [.i!€w,r(urc - an occupation for the 

greater glory ofOod, 

A second i m portan L aspect of Calvinism 

Was the notion of prpdeslitUltian. accord¬ 

ing to which only certain predestined 
individuals are to be among the ’elect' - to 
enter heaven in the afterlife. In Calvins 

original doctrine, nothing a person does 
on this earth can alter whether he or she 
happens to he one of the elect; this is pre¬ 

determined by God. However, this belief 

caused such anxiety among his followers 

that it was modified to allow believers lo 

recognize certain signs of election. 

Success in working in a vocation, indi¬ 

cated by material prosperity, became the 

main sign that a person was truly one of 

the elect. A tremendous impetus towards 

economic success was created among 

groups influenced by these ideas. Yet this 

was accompanied by the believer's need to 

live a sober and frugal life. The Puritans 

believed luxury to be an evil, so the drive 

to accumulate wealth became Joined to a 

severe and unadorned lifestyle. 
The early entrepreneurs had little 

awareness that they were helping to 

produce momentous changes in society; 

they were impelled above all by religious 

motives.The ascetic - that is, self-denying 

- lifestyle of the Puritans has subsequently 

become ail inn in sic part oF modem civil 

Lzalion. As Wfcbcr wrote: 

Tile Puritan Warned Iff work Ln a calling; We 

are forced to do so. for when ascetic!am 

was carri[:U out ill line ifionisllc cells in In 
everyday life, and be^an to dominate 
worldly morality, it did its part in building 
the tremendous cosmos of the modern 
ccc'iiiimic (fnicr. . , . Strive nscclicism 
OEiUciniolt lo remodel the wurld and tu 
work our Its Ldeats ut the world, coated u.1 
goods have gained an increasingly and 
finally an i nexoreble power over the lives of 
men is at nu previous period in h istory,, . 
The ilIcu ut duty Ln one's I-LilI=ci[c prnVi Is 
about In our lives like hie ghost of dead 
religious beliefs. Where rlie fulfilment of 
the calling cannot directly be related io the 
highest spiritual and cultural values, or 
when, on eheutfwi hand. It need not he li-h 
simply as economic compulsion, the Indi¬ 
vidual generally abandons the attempl to 
justify it at all In the licld of tti highest 
development, in the United States, the 
pursuit of weiillh, stripped of Its relir;ioi.:; 
and uthi L"il nieaniiig. lends lo tfifirurne 
associated with purely mundane passions, 
I Weber 197G) 

Wehcr's theory has beer criticized from 

many angles. Some have argued, for 

example, that the outlook he called 'the 

spirit of capitalisin' car be discerned in 

the early Italian merchant cities in the 

Lwelflh century, lung before Calvinism was 

ever heard of. Others have claimed that 

Lhe key notion of "working in a vocation', 

which Weber associated with Protestant¬ 

ism, already existed in Catholic beliefs. Yet 
the essentials of Weber’s account are still 
accepted l>y many, and (Tie thesis lie 

advanced remains as hold and lILitmiiiao 
I mg. as It did when first formulated- If 
Weber's thesis Is valid, modem economic 
and social development has been deci¬ 

sively inti Lienccd hy so m el liing that sec m k 

al firsl sight utterly distant fro m it - a set ol 

religious ideals. 

Weber's theory meats several criteria 

important Ln theoretical thinking in soci¬ 

ology. 
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1 [[ is counterintuitive - it suggests an 

interpretation that breaks with what 

common sense would suggest. The 

theory thus develops a fresh perspective 

cm the issues it covers. Most authors 

before Weber gave little thought lo the 

possibility that religious ideas could 

have played a fundamental role in the 

orlgi ns o f Cap! talism. 

2 T he theory makes sense of something 

that is otherwise puiriLng; why individ¬ 

uals would Want lo live frugally while 

making great efforts to accumulate 
wealth, 

3 The theory capable of illuminating 

circumstances beyond those It was 
originally developed to understand. 

Webei emphasized that he was trying to 

understand only the early origins of 

modern capitalism. Nonetheless, Li 

seems reasonable to suppose that 

parallel values to Ihose instilled by 

Puritanism might be involved In other 

situations of successful capitalist 

development. 

4 A good theory is not fust one that 

happens to he valid. Il is- also one that is 

fraitfui in terms of how far it generates 

new ideas and stimulates further 

research work. Weber's theory has cer¬ 

tainly been highly successful in these 

respects, providing die springboard, for 
a vast amount of subsequent research 

and theoretical analysis. 

Four theoretical issues 

The debate about The Protestant Ethic 

continues today; as do controversies 

about other aspects of Weber's work. The 

Ideas developed by the classical thinker-, 

as well as by the later theoretical perspec¬ 

tives discussed in chapter I, continue to 

provoke disagreements. 

There are several basic theoretical 

tli lemmas - matters of eonti nuing contro¬ 

versy or dispute - which these clashes of 

viewpoint bring to our attention, some of 

which concern very general matters Lo do 

with how we should Interpret human 

activities and social institutions. We shall 

discuss four such dilemmas here. 

II One dilemma concerns hitttUltl acfiun 

and social uracatnt. The Issue is the fal¬ 
lowing: how far are we creative human 
actors. actively controlling the conditions 

of our own lives? Oris most of what we do 
the result of general social forces outside 
our control? This issue has always 
divided, and continues to divide, sociolo¬ 

gists. IVcbcrand the symbolic intcractkm- 

ists, for example, stress the active, creative 

components of human behaviour. Other 

approaches, such as that of Durkhelm, 

emphasize the constraining nature of 

social Influences of our actions. 

2 A second theoretical issue concerns 

rvnsensui and con flict in society. Some 

standpoints in sociology, as we have 

seen - including functionalism - 

emphasize the inherent order and 

harmony of human societies. Those 
taking this view regard continuity and 
consensus as the most evident charac¬ 

teristics of societies, however much they 
may change over time. Other sociolo¬ 
gist, on the other bend, accentuate the 
pervasiveness of social conflict. They 

see societies as plagued with divisions, 

tensions and struggles. To them, it is 

illusory to claim that people tend to live 

amicably with one another most of the 

time; even when there are no open con¬ 

frontations, they say, there remain deep 

ynghl nal 
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d ivisioms of interest which at some point 

are liable la break out inln active confl¬ 

icts. 

3 There is a third ha sic dilemma oFtheory 

which hardly figures at all in orthodox 

traditions of sociology, but which 

cannot be ignored, This is the problem 

of how we are to incorporate a satisfac¬ 

tory understanding of geritier Within 

sociological analysis. The founding 

figures of sociology were all men. as we 

saw in chapter I, and Llieir Writings gave 

virtually no attention to the fact that 

human beings, were gendered, Even 
those women who were involved in 

sociology were, until recently, largely 
neglected (see the box on Harriet Marti - 
neaq, in chapter I, p, 20, for example). 
In the works of the early male sociolo¬ 

gists, human individuals appear as if 

they worn 'neuter' - they are abstract 

'actors', rather than differentiated 

women and men, Since wc have very 

JiltJc i□ build on in relating issues of 

gender to the more established forms of 

theoretical thinking in sociology, this is 

perhaps al the current lime the must 

acutely difficult problem of the four to 

grapple wi th. 

(.Jne of ihe main theoretical dilemmas 

associated with gender is the following; 
shall we build gentler‘ as a general cate¬ 
gory into our sociological thinking!? Or. 

alternatively, do we need to analyse 
gender Issues by breaking them down 
into more specific influences affecting 
the behaviour of women and men in 
different contexts? We can put this in 
another way: are there characteristics 

that separate men and women, in terms 

of their identities and social heltaviour, 

in ail c ultuncs? Or a re gender di (Terences 

always to be explained mainly in terms 

of other differences which divide soci¬ 

eties (such as class divisions]? 

4 A fourth problem concerns not so much 

the general characteristics of human 

behaviour or of societies as a whole, but 

rather features of modem saciti! devel¬ 

opment, It is to du with the determining 

influences affecting the origins and 

nature of modem societies, and derives 

from (he differences between ntm- 

Martist and Marxist approaches. The 

dilemma centres un the following Issue; 

how far has the modern world been 
shaped by the economic factors which 
Marx singled out - In particular, the 

mechanisms of capitalist economic 
enterprise? How for, on the other hand, 
have other influences (such as social, 

political or cultural factors) shaped 

social development in (lie modern era? 

This is such a fundamental set of ques¬ 

tions for sociological theory that we 

shall consider in some detail the differ¬ 

ent ideas developed about it. 

Structure and action 

A major theme pursued by Durkheim, and 

by many other sociological authors since, 

is that the societies of which we are 

members exuri social constraint over our 

actions, 

Dorkheim's thought was introduced in 
chapter 1, pp. 12-14, 

Durkheim argued chat society has 
primacy over the individual person. 

Society is Fa r more than the su m of indi ¬ 

vidual acts: ii has a 'firmness1 or ‘solidity' 

comparable to structures in the material 

environment. Think of a person standing 

in a mom with several doors. The struc¬ 

ture of the room constrains the range of 

pyrighted material 
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her or his possible activities. The siting of 

Bhc- walls and the doors, for example, 

rti-Jmil's the ionics nl’esil .11 ‘.l\ miry. S:wi:iI 

structure, according to Duridicim. con- 

slrains our activities ir a parallel way, 

setting limits to what we tan etnas individ¬ 

uals. It is ’external" Lo us, just as the walls of 

the room are, 

This point Of View is expressed by Durk- 

hein in a famous statement; 

When I perform iuy duties as a brother, a 
husband 01 a citizen and carryout the com¬ 
mitments I have entered into, I fullil obliga¬ 
tions which are [JeFined in law and custom 
and which are external to myself and my 
actions.. . . Similarly the believer has dis- 
etwered from birth, ready fashioned, ihe 
bdiefe and practice* of his religious liFe; if 
limy e% is I i'(l b«l"ims! he dill, it Inllnw!; that 
[l iey i!\i vl uu I ‘-id is hi rib. The systems <;.| - i^ri s 
that I employ to express my thoughts, ihe 
monetary system 1 use copay my debts, ihe 
credit instruments 1 utilize in my commer¬ 
cial rclaliniLsbip?.. Ihe practices I lolliur in 
my |i njtvi--T-ici.il, etc. - all fcuiclLun iiulepuii- 
dentlyofiheuael makeoFiheni. iDuridielrn 
1902) 

Although the type of view Durkheim 

expresses has many adherents, i t has also 

met with sharp criticism, What is 'society1, 

the critics ask, if il is not the composite of 

cnarty nidi1.illunI actions7 If we study a 

group, we do not see a collective entity, 

only Individuals Interacting, with one 
another In various ways. 'Society' Is only 

litany individuals behaving, In regular 
ways In relation to each other. According 
to the critics (who Include moat sociolo¬ 
gists influenced hy symbolic interactfon- 

ism, a theoretical approach introduced in 

chapter 1. pp. 22^1), as human beings wc 

have reasons For what we do, and we 

inhabit a social world permeated hy cultu¬ 

ral meanings. Social phenomena, accord¬ 

ing tn them, arc precisely nor like 'things', 

but depend on tlie symbolic meanings 

with which wc invest what we do. Wc are 

not the crealu res of society, but its creators. 

Evaluation 

It is unlikely that this controversy will ever 

he fully resolved, since it has existed since 

modem thinkers first Started systemati¬ 
cally to try Lo explain human behaviour. 

Moreover, il is a debate which is not just 

confined Co sociology, but preoccupies 

■scholars in all field s of I lie social sciences. 

You must decide, in the light of your 
wading of this book, which position you 
think more nearly correct. 

Yet the differences between the two 
views can be exaggerated, While both 
cannot be wholly right we can fairly 
easily see connections between them. 

Durkheim's view is clearly in some 

respects valid. Social institutions do 

precede the existence of any given indi¬ 

vidual: it is also evident that they exert 

constraint-over us. Thus,, for example. 1 did 

not invent the monetary system which 
exists in ESrilain. Nor do 1 have a choice 
about whether l wan I Lo use il or not if I 

wish Lo have the goods and services that 

money can buy. The system of money, like 

all other established institutions does 

exist Independently of any individual 

member of society, and constrains that 
individual's activities. 

On the other hand, it Is obviously mis¬ 
taken to suppose that society Is 'ejiternar 
tn tts in th e sa m e way as the physical wo rid 
is. Tor the physical world would go on 

existing whether or not ary human beings 

were alive, whereas il would plainly be 

nonsensical tn say this of society. While 

society is external to each individual taken 

singly, by definition il cannot he external 

to all individuals taken together. 
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Moreover, although what Durkheim 

calls social facts' might constrain what we 

dnr they do not determine what we do. 3 

cmuId choose to live without using money, 

should I be lirmJy resolved (o do so, even if 

it might prove very difficult to eke out an 

existence frum day to day. As human 

beings, we do make choices, and we do 

not simply respond passively to events 

around us, The way forward in bridging 

the ga[> between 'structure' and 'action' 

approaches is Lo recognise that We tu tUvIy 

make end rewtfJfct? social structure during 
tint entire of our everyday activities. For 
example, the fact that r use the monetary 

system contributes In a minor, yet neces¬ 
sary, way to the very existence of that 
system. If everyone, or even rhe majority 

of people, at some point decided to avoid 

using money the monetary system would 

disso Ive. 

As mentioned in chapter I (p. 15), a 

useful term for analysing this process of 

the active making and remaking of social 

st nice Li re is strncJtrm from, This is a concept 

which J (Anthony Oiddcns) have intro¬ 

duced into sociology in recent years. 

'Structure* and 'action' arc necessarily 

related to one another. Societies, commu¬ 

nities or groups only have 'structure' in so 

Far as people behave in regular and fairly 
predictable ways- On the other hand, 
'action' Is only possible because each of us. 

as an Individual, possesses an enormous 
amount of socially structured knowledge, 

The lvest way m explain this Is through the 
example of language. To exist a I all, lan¬ 

guage must be socially structured - there 

arc properties of Language use which every 

speaker must observe. What someone 

says in any given context, for instance, 

wouldn't make sense unless it followed 

certain grammatical rules. Yet the structu¬ 

ral qualities of language only exist in so far 

as individual language users actually 

follow those rules in practice, l^inguagc is 

co nstantly in 1 he p recess o f struct u ration. 

Erving Goffman and other writers on 

social interaction (discussed in chapter 5) 

are quite right to suggest that all human 

agents are highly knowledgeable. We are 

what We are at- human beings largely 

because we follow a complex set of con¬ 

ventions - for example, the rituals that 

strangers observe when passing by on the 

street. On the other hand, as we apply chat 
knowledge ability In our actions, we give 
force end content to the very rule* and 

conventions we draw on, Structuration 
always presumes what the author calls 
'the duality of structure'. This means that 

all social action presumes the existence of 

structure, but at the same time, structure 

presumes action, because 'structure' 

Ercing Goffman 
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tic pends on regularities of human 

behaviour. 

Consensus and conflict 

ll: is also useful to begin wilb Durkhcim 

when contrasting (lie consensus and 

/fjerviewpoints. Durkhcim sees society as 

a set of interdependent parts. For most 

functionalist ihinkers, in fact, society is 

Created as an Integrate*! whole, composed 

of structures which mesh closely with one 

another. This is very much in accord with 

Uurkhei m's emphasis cm the cons training, 

'external' character of 'social facts'1. 

However, the analogy heiu is not with the 

walls oFa building, but with the physiology 

of the body, 

A body consists of various specialized 

parts (such as the brain, heart, In rigs, liver 

and so forth), each of which contributes tn 

sustain i ng the onntinning life of the orga n - 

ism. These necessarily work in harmony 

with one another: if they do not, ihe life of 

the organism is under threat. Ka it is, 

according to Durkheim. with society. Por a 

society to have a continuing existence over 

lime, its specialized institutions (such as 

the political system, religion, the family 

and the educational system) must work in 

harmony with one another. The continua¬ 

tion of a society thus depends on coopera¬ 

tion, which in turn presumes a general 

consensus, or agreement, among its 

member'; over basic values, 
Those who focus mainly on conflict 

have a Very different outlook. Their 

guiding assumptions can easily be out¬ 
lined using Mam's account of class 
conflict as ail example. 

Harm's account a-t class conflict is dis¬ 

cussed in chapter 1, pp. 14-17 

Accordingly Mane, societies arc divided 

into classes with unequal resources. Since 

such marked inequalities exist, there arc 

divisions of interest which are 'buill into' 

the- social system. These conflicts of inter¬ 

est ai some point break nut into active 

change, Not all of those influenced by this 

viewpoint concentrate on classes to the 

degree to which MafXdld; other divisions 

are regarded as important in promoting 

conflict - for example, divisions between 

racial groups ur political factions. Society 

Is seen as essentially fid! of tension regard - 

Less of which conflict groups are stronger 
than others even the most stable social 

system, represents an uneasy balance of 
antago n lstlc groupings. 

Evaluation 

As with the ease of structure and action, it 

is not likely that this theoretical debate 

can be completely brought to a close. Vet, 

once more, the difference between the 

runsensus and conflict standpoints seems 

wider than it is. The two positions arc by 

no means wholly incompatible. All soci¬ 

eties probEibly involve some kind of 

general a greem ent over values, and all cer- 

lainly involve conflict. 

Moreover, as a genera I rule of s ociologi - 

cal analysis we always have to examine die 

connections between consensus and 
conflict within social systems- The values 

held by different groups and the goals that 
llieir members pursue often reflect a 
mixture of common and opposed inter¬ 
ests. For instance, even in Marx's portrayal 

of class conflict, different classes share 

some common interests as well as being 

pitied against one another. Thus capital¬ 

ists depend on a labour force to work in 

their enterprises, just as ivorkcrs depend 

□ n capitalists to provide their wages. Open 
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conflict is line continuous in such circum¬ 

stances: rather, sometimes what both 

sidles have in common tends to override 

their differences, while in other situations 

the reverse is the case. 

A usefui concept which helps analyse 

the Interrelations of conflict and consen¬ 

sus is that of ideology - values and beliefs 

which help secure the position of more 

powerful groups at the expense of less 

powerful ones. Power, ideology and 

conflict are always closely connected. 

Many conflicts tire ttinoaf power, because 
of the rewards it tan bring, Tliose who 
hold most power may depend mainly on 

the Influence of Ideology to retain their 
dominance. hut are usually also able to 

use hires iF necessary. For instance, in 

Feudal times aristocratic rule was sup¬ 

ported by the idea that a minority of 

people were 'born lo Rovcm', but aristo¬ 

cratic rulers often resorted to tin: use of 

violence against those who dared to 

oppose their power. 

The issue of gender 

IsiUB of gender are scarcely cen tral in the 

writings of the major figures who estab¬ 

lished the framework td modern sociol¬ 

ogy, The few passages Irt which they did 
touch on gender questions, however, 
allow ns at least to specify the o u tlines of a 

basic theoretical dilemma even If there is 
Little In their works to help us try to resolve 
it. We can best describe this dilemma by 
contrasting a rheme which occasionally 

occurs in Durlcheim's writings, with one 

that appears in those of Marx. DurJchcim 

notes al one point, in the course ofhis dis¬ 

cussion of suicide, that man is 'almost 

entirely the product of society', while 

woman is "to a far greater extent the 

product of nature'. Expanding on these 

observations, he says of man: "his tastes, 

aspirations and humour have in large part 

a collective origin, while his companion's 

are more dircclly influenced by her organ¬ 

ism. His needs, therefore, ere quite differ¬ 

ent from hers' (1B52], in other words, 

women and men have different identities, 

tastes and inclinations because women 

are less socialized and are "closer to 

nature' than men. 

No one today Would accept a view 

stated in quite this manner. Female Iden¬ 
tity Is as much shaped by socialisation as 
that of males. Yet, when modified some¬ 

what, Durkbdms claim does represent 

one possible view of the formation and 
nature nF gender. Tills is that gender diff¬ 

erences rest fundamentally on hiologp- 

calty given distinctions between men and 

women. Such a view does not necessarily 

mean he Moving that gender differences 

are mostly inborn. Father,, it presumes 

that women's social positron and identity 

are mainly shaped by their involvement in 

reproduction and child-rearing, Jf this 

View is correct, differences of gender are 

deeply embedded i n all societies, The dis¬ 

crepancies in power between women and 

men reflect the fact (hit women bear chil¬ 

dren and are tlidr primary caretakers, 
whereas men are active In the 'public' 

spheres of politics, work a nrt war. 

Mars's view is substantially at odds with 
this- For Mara, gender differences In power 
and status between men and women 
mainly reflect other divisions - in his eyes, 

especially class divisions. According lo 

him, in the earliest forms of human society 

neither gender nor class divisions were 

present. The power oF men over women 

only came about as class divisions 

appeared. Women came to be a Form of 
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'private property' owned hy men. through 

the institution of marriage. Women wilJ be 

freed from their situation of bondage when 

class divisions arc overcome. Again, few if 

any would accept this analysis today, but 

we can make it a much more pJausible view 

by generalizing it further. Class is not the 

only factor sha[iing social divisions which 

affect the behaviour of men and Women. 

Other factors me hide ethnicity and cultu¬ 

ral background, for instance, it might he 

argued that Women in a minority group 

tsay, blacks in the United States) have more 
in common with men hi that minority 
group than they do with women in the 

majority (that Is. white women). Or It may 
be the ease that women from a particular 
culture Hike a small hunting and gathering 

culture! share more common characteris¬ 

tics with the males of that culture than they 

do with women in an industrial society. 

The rise of the women's movement in 

recent decades has provoked radical 

changes within sociology and other disc i - 

plines. Feminism has led to a broad-based 

assault on the perceived male bias bo ill in 

sociological theory and methodology, and 

in the very subject matter of sociology. Not 

only has the male domination of sociology 

been challenged, but there have also been 

calls for a comprehensive reconstruction 

of the dlsdpline Itself both the q u m lions 

that form Its core and the presentation of 

discussions surrounding them. 
Feminist perspectives in sociology 

film phaslze the contrail ty of gender i n ana - 
lysing the social world. While the diversity 

of ft: m mist vrewpo i nts mo kes i t cliflic u Lt to 

speak in generalities, wc can safely say 

that most feminists agree that knowledge 

is integrally related to questions of sc* and 

gender. Because men and women have 

different experiences and view the world 

from different perspectives, they do not 

construct their understandings of the 

world in identical ways. Feminists often 

charge that traditional sociological theory 

has denied or ignored the gendered' 

nature of knowledge and has instead pro¬ 

jected conceptions of the social world 

which are male-dominated. Males have 

traditionally occupied positions of power 

and authority in society and have an 

investment in maintaining their privi¬ 

leged roles, according Co feminists. Under 

such conditions, gendered knowledge 
becomes a vital force In perpetuating 
establish ad socia I errs nge m ents and legir- 
imuting mule domination. 

Feminism approaches are discussed 

further in chapter 12, 'Sexuality and 

Gender1, pp. 469-76. 

Some feminist writers have argued that 

it is a mistake to suppose that either 'men' 

or 'women' arc groups with their own 

interests or characteristics. Several of 

these writers, such as Judith Butler (199U), 

have been influenced by postmodern 

thinking, which is discussed, further below 

(see pp. 115-17], According to Butler, 

gender is not a fluted category buL a fluid 

one, exhibited in what people do niLher 

than what they ure. If, as Butler argues 
(2004), gentler Is something that Is 'done', 
then It Is also something that we should 

fight to 'undo' when It Is used by one group 
to exert power over a noihor. J udllli Be t le r's 
work and her influence on queer theory 
are discussed Further in chapter I 2, p. 45ft. 

Similar themes have been pursued by 

Susan Falttdi. In Stiffed f ] 999 h her rece ml 

work on masculinity, Faludi shows that the 

idea that men dominate in all spheres is a 

myth. On the contrary, there is a crisis of 

masculinity today in the world men 

'rights 
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Judith Butler 

supposedly own and run. Some groups of 

men ere still confident end feel in control: 

many others find themselves marginal¬ 

ised and lacking in self-respect. The 

success dial el least some women have 

achieved is part of the reason, but so too 

are changes in the nature of work. The 

impact oF information technology, lor 

example, has made many Less-skilled men 

redundant to society's needs. 

The Crisis of masculinity' is discussed in 

tclal io n to education on pp. 712-1T, 

F.rilhlrtiiort 

Tile issues involved in this third dilemma 

are highly Important, and bear directly on 

the challenge that feminist authors have 

thrown down to sociology. No one can 

seriously dispute that a great deal of soci¬ 

ological analysis in the past has either 

Ignored women or lias operated with 

interpretations of female identity and 

behaviour that arc drastically inadequate. 

In spite of all the new research on women 

carried out in sociology over (he past 

twenty years, there are stilt many areas in 

which the distinctive activities and con¬ 

cerns of women have been insufficiently 

studied. But 'bringing the study of women 

into sociology' :s not in and of itself the 

same as coping with problems of gender, 

because gender concerns the relations 

between the identities and behaviour of 

women anti inen, Lor the moment, it lias 

Lo be Left as an open question how far 

gender differences can be illuminated by 

means of other sociological concepts 

[class, ethnicity, cultural background and 

so fort h i, uch uw far, Cm ibe ountia ry. oiher 

social divisions need to be explained in 
teims of gender- Certainly some nf the 

major explanatory tasks of sociology In 

the Future will depend on tackling this 

dilemma effectively. 

The shaping of the modern 
world 

Fhc Marxist perspective 

Marx's writings threw down a powerful 

challenge to sociological analysis, one 

which has no L been ignored. Lrom bis own 

time to clie present day many sociological 

debates have centred on Mart's ideas 

about the development of modern soci¬ 

eties, As was mentioned earlier, Mars sees 

modern societies as capihlifsltc. The 

driving, impulse behind social change in 
the modern era is the pressure towards 

constant economic irans formation, 
which Is an integral part of capitalist pro' 
ductlon, Capitalism Is a vastly more 
dynamic economic system than any pre¬ 

ceding one. Capitalists com pete with one 

another to sell (heir goods to COHSTI Ulers, 

and. in order ro survive in a competitive 

market firms have co produce their wares 

as cheaply and efficiently as possible. Th is 

leads to constant techno logical innova- 
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Cion. because increasing the effectiveness 

of the technology used in a particular pro¬ 

duction process is one way in which com- 

pa n i es can seen re a n edge over Ihei r rivals. 

There are also strung incentives to sect 

out new markets In which to sell goods, 

acquire cheap raw materials and make use 

of cheap labour power. Capitalism, there¬ 

fore. according Co Mara, is a restlessly 

expanding system, pushing outwards 

across I’be world. This is how Marx, 

explains the spread of Western industry 

globally. 

Ma rx's latei p re ration of the intiuence of 

capitalism has finund many supporters, 

and subsequent authors have consider¬ 
ably refined Marx's own portrayal. On the 

other hand, numerous critics have set out 

to rebut his view, offering alternative anal¬ 

yses of ihc influences shaping the modern 

world. Virtually everyone accepts that 

capitalism has played a major part in 

creating the world we live in today: But 

cither sociologists have argued bulh that 

Marx exaggerated the impact uf purely 

economic factors in producing change, 

and that capitalism is less centra! to 

modern social development than he 

claimed. Most of these writers have also 

been sceptical of Marx's belief Lha! a 

soda list system would eventually replace 
capitalism. 

The quick collapse of communism In 

the Soviet Union anti Eastern Europe in 

the years after mis led many people to 

talk of a 'crisis" in Marxist thought that 

seemed to hear out the scepticism of 

Marxism's critics [Gamhle 1393). Although 

most Western Marxists had Jong dis¬ 

missed what they often described es tin: 

'actually existing socialism' of Russia and 

elsewhere,, the continued survival of 

Marxism as the official ideology of a large 

pari dF the world gave Western Marxists 

evidence that alternatives to capitalism 

could succeed. 

tVf befs view 

One of Marx's earliest, and most acute, 

critics was Max Weber, 

Weber's wort was introduced in chapter 

I,'What is Sociology?', pp. 17-13. 

Weber's writings, in fact, have been 

described as Involving a lifelong struggle 

with the ghost of Mars' - with the Intellec¬ 

tual legacy that Marx Loft. The alternative 

posjrlo n which Weber wo i ked nuc rema i m 

Important today- According to film, non¬ 

economic factors flaw played a key role in 

modem social development. This argu¬ 

ment, in fact, is one of Ihc main points of 

The Protestant Ethic. Religious values - 

especially those associated with Puritan¬ 

ism - were of fundamental importance in 

creeling a capitalistic outlook. This 

outlook did not emerge, as Marx sup¬ 

posed, from economic changes as such. 

Weber's understanding of the nature of 

modem societies and the reasons for the 

spread of Western modes of life across the 

world contrasts substantially with that of 

Mu rx. According to Weber, capitalism u 

distinct way of organising economic 
enterprise is one among other major 

factors shaping social development in the 

modern period, Underlying capitalistic 
ecc nomle inecha nism s. and 1 n some ways 
more fundamental than them, is the 
impact of science anti bureaucracy, 

Science has shaped modem technology- 

and will presumably continue to do so in 

any Fufure socialist society. Bureaucracy is 

the only way of organizing large numbers 

of people effectively, and therefore inevi¬ 

tably expands with economic and politico L 
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Mars and Weber compared 

Broadly Marxist ideas 
1 The mein dynamic of modern development is 

the expansion of capitalistic economic 
mocha msm&» 

7 Modem societies are riven with class 
inequalities,, which are basic to their very 
nature. 

3 Major divisions of power, like those affecting 
the differentia! position of men and women, 
derive ultimately from economic inequalities. 

4 Modern societies as we know them today 
{capitalist societies) are of a transitional type - 
we may expect them to become radically 
reorganiied in the future. Socialism, of one 
type or another, will eventually replace 
capitalism. 

5- The sp read of Western i nflue n ce across the 
world is mainly a result oF the expansionist 
tendencies of capitalist enterprise. 

Broadly Weberian ideas 
t The main dynamic of modem development, is 

the rationalization of production. 
2 Class is one type of inaquaSty among many - 

such as inequalities between men and 
women - in modern societies. 

3 Power in the economic system is separable 
From other sources, For instance, male-female 
inequalities cannot be explained in economic 
terms. 

'i Rationalization is bo und to progress further m 
the future, in all spheres of social life. All 
modern societies are dependent on the same 
basic modes of social and economic 
organization. 

5 The global impact of the West comes from its 
command over industrial resources, together 
with superior military power. 

growth. Weber refers to Ihe development 

of science, modem technology and 

bureaucracy collectively as 'rationaliza¬ 

tion1. Rationalization means the organiza¬ 

tion of social and. economic life according 

to principles of efficiency, on the basis oi 

technical knowledge. 

Evaluation 

Which type of interpretation of modem 

societies, that -deriving from .Vlarx or that 

coming From Weber, is correct!' Again, 

scholars arc divided on the issue. Thu box 

Lists some of these differences, (Ft must 

remembered that within each camp there 

are variations, so trot every theorist will 

agree with all the points. I 

The contrasts between Marxist and 

Weberian standpoints inform many areas 

of sociology. They influence not only bow 

wcanalysc the nature of the industrialized 

societies, but our view of less developed 

societies also. In addition, the two per¬ 

spectives are linked: to differing political 

positions, authors on the left on the whole 

adopting views on the first side, Liberals 

and conservatives those on ihc second 

side. Yet the factors with which this partic ¬ 

ular dilemma is concerned arc ol a more 

dErectLy empirical nature than those 

involved in the other dilemmas. EncLual 

studies of the paths of evolution of 

mud urn societies and less developed 

countries help us assess how far patterns 

of change conform to one side or the 

other. 

Recent sociological theory 

The dilemmas raised above, over how the 

modem world was shaped, are still impoT - 

taut, bur more recent theorists have tried 

to go beyond both Marx and Weber. With 

the collapse of communism in Eastern 

Europe in I mm, Mart's ideas appear less 

vriahte nal 
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relevant to- (lie contemporary work! than 

m.n ny a nee the light, a I though a number of 

scholars continue in use broadly Marxist 

approaches to tackle the socioLogical 

questions that face the modern world 

(Gamble 19m 

Other sociologists, including,some who 

were originally Marxists, now disco Lint 

MarX altogether. They believe that hi* 

attempt to find general patterns of history 

was inevitably doomed Lo failure. For .such 

thinkers, linked to ptHfmviiefitttm, sociol¬ 

ogists should simply give up on the sorts of 
theory that both Marx and Vteber sought 

to develop - overall interpretations, of 

social change. 

Postmodernism 

The advocates of the idea ol postmodern¬ 

ism claim that the classic social thinkers 

took their inspiration from the idea that 

history has a shape - it 'goes somewhere1 

and leads to progress - and that now this 

notion has collapsed. There are no longer 

any 'grand narratives' or meta^natratfves - 

overall conceptions of history or society - 

chat make any sense [Lyotard 1965). Not 

only is there no general notion of progress 

(hat can be defended, there is also no such 

thing as history. The postmodern world is 
not destined, as Marx hoped, to be a 
socialist one. Instead, it is one dominated 

by the new media, which 'take us out' of 
out past. Postmodern society Is highly 
pluralistic and diverse. In countless films, 

videos. TV programmes and websites, 

images circulate around the wnrld. We 

come into contact with many ideas and 

values, hut these have little connection 

with the history of the areas in which we 

live, or Indeed with our own personal his¬ 

tories-. Everything seems constantly in 

Flux. As one group of authors expressed 

things: 

i~hnr world is being rem-nl e. V|;iss |>md uc- 

lion. Ilii! rcuuu; Lonsuiiier, I lief In;.; dry. bi^- 

!b rather state, the sprawling housing estate, 
and the nation-state arc in decline; Elcxibil- 
ily. diversity, differentiation, and mobility, 
■rorr mljnimIiim, deetuLniliviLinn and 

iiiieniariunallMitno ait In the ascendant. In 
die process out own Identities, our sense of 
self, our own subjectivities arc being trans¬ 
form rd,, We are in Unnsitfon to a new era, 
I'l rdlelal. ISW] 

One of lire Important theorists of post- 
modernity is tho French author .lean Bait- 

driHard {whose Work b discussed in 

chapter 15, The Media', pp. 601 -Z). Bam 
drills kI believes that the electronic media 
have destroyed our relationship to our 
past and created a chaotic, empty world. 

He was strongly influenced by Marxism in 

Ills early years. However, ha argues, the 

spread of electron ic communication and 

the mass media has reversed the Marxist 

theorem that economic forces shape 

society. Instead, social life Ls Influenced 

above all by signs and images. 

In a media-dominated age, Baud ri I lard 

say’s, meaning Ls created by the flow of 

images, as Its TV programmes. Much of 

our world bus become a sort of make- 

believe universe in which We are respond¬ 

ing to media Images rather than to real 

persons or places. Thus whe n Diana. Prin - 

Cess of Wales, tiled in 1997. there was an 

enormous outpouring of grief, not only in 

Britain but all over the world- Yet were 

people mourning a real person? Raudril- 

Lard would say not. Princess Diana existed 

For most people only tlirough the media- 

Diana's death was more like an event in a 

soap opera than a real event in ihe way in 

which people experienced it: Baud ri Hard 

speaks of "the dissolution of life into TV". 

pyrighted materia 
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Michel Foucault 

Although he refused to call himself a pus-t- 

modernist, Michel Foucault (192G^B4) 

drew heavily on postmodernist thought. 

Bn bin work, he attempted to illustrate 

shifts oB understanding which separate 

illiliking in our modem world from that oi 
earlier ages. In his writings on crime, the 

body- mad tress and sexuality'. Foucault 

aiiidysed rhe emergence of modern msti 

Elitiuils such as prisons, hospitals and 

schools that have played an Increasing 
role In controlling and monitoring the 
social population, He warned to show rliat 

the™ was 'another side’ to Enlightenment 

ideas about individual Liberty - one con¬ 

cerned with discipline and surveillance. 
Foucault advanced important ideas about 

the relationship between power, ideology 

and discourse in relation to modern 

o rganiza tional syste ms. 
Michel Foucault 

rrtoh 1UTL !flr 
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The study of power - how individuals 

and groups achieve their ends as against 

those of others - is of fundamental im par¬ 

lance in sociology. Marx and Weber, 

among the classical founders, laid partic¬ 

ular emphasis on power; Foucault contin¬ 

ued some of the lines of thought they pio¬ 

neered. T he role of discourse is central la 

his thinking about power and control in 

socieLy. lie used the term to refer to ways 

of talking or thinking about a particular 

subject that are united by common 

assumptions, Foucault demonstrated, for 

example, Hie dramatic way in which dis- 

courws of madness sihanged from medie¬ 

val times until the present day. In the 

Mldd le Ages, for exa tnple. the Insane we re 

generally regarded as harmless; some 

believed that they may even have pos¬ 

sessed a special 'gift' of perception. In 

modern societies, however, "madness1 has 

been shaped by a medical bed discourse, 

which emphasizes illness and treatment. 

This medicalized discourse is supported 

and perpetuated by a highly developed 

and in linen Li a I network of doctors, 

medical experts, hospitals, professional 

associations and medical journals, 

Foucault's work is discussed in more 

detail in chapter &, '"Health, Hines's end 

Disability, p, 2&0- 

AccordJng Id Foucault, power works 

through discourse to shape popular atti¬ 

tudes towards phenomena such as crime, 
madness or sexuality- Expert discourses 
established by tho.se with power or 

authority can often be countered only by 

competing expert discourses. In such a 

way, discourses can be used as a powerful 

tool to restrict alternative ways of thin king 

nr speaking. Knowledge becomes a force 

of control. A prominent theme through¬ 

out Foucault's writings is the way power 

and knowledge arc linked to technologies 

uf surveillance, enforcement and disci¬ 

pline. 

Foucault's radical new approach to 

social theory stands in apposition to the 

general consensus about ibe nature of 

scientific knowledge. This approach, 

which characterized many of his curly 

works, has become known r,& Foucault's 

'archaeology1. Unlike other social scien¬ 

tists Who aim to make sense of the unfa¬ 

miliar by drawing, analogies with thai 
which Is familiar, Foucault set about the 
o pposite task: to m like sens* of rh e fain 11 - 

liar by digging Into the past. Foucault 
■energetically attacked the present - the 
taken-for-granted concepts, beliefs and 

structures which are largely invisible pre¬ 

cisely because they arc familiar. For 

example, he explored how the notion of 

'sexuality' has not always existed, but has 

been created through processes of social 

development. Similar comments can be 

made about our modern-day conceptions 

uf normal and deviant activity, of sanity 

and madness, and so furtb, Foucault 

attempted to reveal the assumptions 

behind our current beliefs and practices 

and to make the present 'visible' by 

accessing lit from the past, However, we 

cannot have general theories about 

society, social development or modernity: 

we can only understand fragments of 
them. 

Four contemporary 
sociologists 

Many other thinkers have been influ¬ 

enced by Michel Foucault. Surveillance - 

keeping information about people in 

■py righted material 
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order to control their behaviour - is an 

ever-present phenomenon in r> society 

marked by the rise of mass media. Mas! 

contemporary sociaE theorists accept lhal 

i nform ation techno Loj^y and new co m m u - 

nications systems, together with other 

technological changes, arc producing 

major social transformations for all of us. 

HoWeVer the majority disagree with cure 

ideas ofthe postmodernists ant! luucault, 

They argue that our attempts to under¬ 

stand gjeneral processes ill the social World 

ate doomed, uS is the notion We can 

change die world for the better, Manuel 

r.astells, Ibrgen Habermas. Ulrich Beck 

and 9 {Anthony Glddens) have all claimed 

that we need as mucli as ever to develop 

general theories nf ihe social world and 

that such theories can help tts intervene to 

shape it in a positive wav. Even if one 

agrees that Marx's dreams of a socialist 

alternative In capitalism are dead, some nf 

the values which drove the socialist 

project - those nf social community, 

equality and caring for the weak and vul¬ 

nerable- are still very much alive. 

Jurgen Ha berm as: democracy 
and the public sphere 

The tie mum sociologisi Jurgen labunuus 

recognizes that m any of Mars's Ideas have 
become obsolete, and looks to Webe r as a 
source of alternative ideas. Yet lie also sug¬ 

gests that some of the basic principles 
which inspired Marxs writing need to be 

sustained. There is no alternative to capi¬ 

talism, nor should there he:capitalism has 

proved capable of generating enormous 

wealth. Nonetheless, some of the funda¬ 

mental problems that Mara idcrtiElcd in a 

capitalistic economy arc still there - such 

as its tendency to produce economic 

Jurgen Habermas 

depressions or crises.. We need to re¬ 

establish our control over economic pro¬ 

cesses which have come to control us 

more than we control them. 

One of ihe main ways of achieving such 

Increased control, Habermas proposes, is 

by a revival of what he calls the 'public 

sphere'. The public sphere Is essentially 

llie framework of democracy Orthodox 

democratic procedures, Hab-ermas 
argues. Involving parliaments and parties, 

do not 11 rovide us wit h a stiffi c lent ha sis fo i 

collective decision-making. We can renew 

the public sphere through the reform of 

democratic procedures and the more con¬ 

sistent iitvoLvemem of community agen¬ 

cies and other local groups. The modern 

media of communication da have same of 

the effects noted by Bamlrillard and 

oLhent. Yet they can also contribute in u 

fundamental way to the furl Iterance of 
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democracy. Where television and news¬ 

papers. lor example, are dominated Ity 

commercial interests, they do not provide 

a focus For democratic discussion. Yet 

public tele si on and radio, together with 

die Internet, offer many possibilities for 

developing open dialogue and discussion, 

Habermas lias been criticized by femi¬ 

nist authors for rot giving due attention tu 

(lie connections between gentler and 

democracy. Democracy. Lite critics point 

out, has often been assumed to be a 

targe I y male domain, Habermas. It 1$ 

argued, should look fit the ways in which 

democracy tends- to exclude the full 

biv'tdvmnejn of women. Most parlia¬ 
ments. for instance, only have a minority 

of woman members. Many political 

debates also tend to downplay issues of 

specific concern in women. In his major 

work, The Theory of Comrnunicaliiv 

Action i l9fS6-ft)P Habermas says virtually 

nothing about gender. Nancy Fraser 

(1988] points out that in his discussion of 

democracy Habermas treats citizenship as 

gender neuLral Eiut citizenship has typi¬ 

cally developed in ways that arc ranch 

more favourable to men than to women. 

Womens pu si lion in (he family, fur 

eXa m pie, is ■; I i 11 hi rgely s ubo rd i 11 ule Co I hat 

of men, tnet|iiallty in family life is clierc- 

Fore directly re k van l to p ublli; demonracy■ 

Ulrkh Beck; the global risk 
society 

Another German sociologist, Ulrich ISeck, 

also rejects postmodernism. Hath or than 

living in a world "beyond the modem' we 

are moving into a phase of what he calls 

'the second modernity'. The second mod¬ 

ernity refers to die Jaci that modern insti¬ 

tutions are becoming global, while every - 

Ulnch Eeck 

day life is breaking free from the hold oi 

tradition and custom. The old industrial 

society is disappearing and is being 

replaced by a 'risk society'. What the post¬ 

modernists see as chaos, or laek of 

pattern, Heck sees as risk or uncertainty. 

The management of risk is Lhe prime 

feature of llie global order, 

Beck Is not arguing that the contempo¬ 
rary world is mure risky than that of previ¬ 

ous ages, Rather, t( is ihe nature of the risks 
we iuusl face that Is changing, Frisk now 
derives less from natural dangers or 
hazards than from uncertainties created 
by our nwn social development and hy the 

development of science and technology. 
The advance of science and technology 

creates pew risk situations that are very 

different from those of previous ages. 

[Science and technology obviously provide 

many benefits, fur us. Yet they create risks 

that arc hard tu measure. Thus no one 

quite knows, for example, what the risks 
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Involved i n the development of new tech - 

noLagics, such as genetic modification or 

nanutcchoology, might he. Supporters of 

genetically modified crops, for example, 

claim that at best they give us the possibil¬ 

ity of ending malnutrition in the world's 

poorest countries and providing cheap 

Lou d for everyone. Scepl ics claim that they 

COLikl have dangerous, unintended health 

consequences. 

Beck's ideas on rrk are discussed in 

inure detail in chapter 22., JThe Environ¬ 

ment *nd Risk', pp- 

Accordingto Feck, an important aspect 

of the risk society Is that its hazards Are not 
restricted spatially, temporally or socially. 

Today's risks affect all countries and all 

social classes: they have global, not merely 

personal, consequences. Many forms of 

manufactured risk, such as those to do 

with terrorism or pollution for example, 

cress national boundaries. The explosion 

at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant in 

Ukraine in J9BG provides a clear illustra¬ 

tion of this point. Everyone living in the 

immediate vidnity of Chernobyl - regard¬ 

less of age, class, gender or status - was 

exposed lo dangerous levels of radiation. 
At the same time, the effects of the acci¬ 

dent Stretched far beyond Chernobyl itself 

throughout Europe and beyond, abnor¬ 
mally high Levels of radiation were 

■deleted lo ng alter the explosion, 
Many decisions on rli« level of everyday 

life also become Infused with risk. HM 
and gender relations are actually closely 

related, for example. Many new uncer¬ 

tainties have entered the relationships 

between the sexes (as we discuss in 

chapter 7, 'families, and Intimate Rela¬ 

tionships'). One example concerns the 

areas of love and marriage. A generation 

ago, in the developed societies, marriage 

was a fairly straightforward process of life 

trarsitiun - one moved from being 

unmarried to I lie status of marriage, and 

this was assumed to be a fairly pcrmanc nt 

situation. Today, many people live 

together without getting married and 

divorce rates are high. Anyone contem¬ 

plating u relationship with another person 

must take these facts into account, and is 

Lhenefure involved in risk calculations. The 
Individual must judge his or her likelihood 

of gaining happiness and security against 
this uncertai n backdrop. 

Tbe threat of terrorism provides 

another example of how risk affects our 

society- The attacks on New York and 
Washington nil El September 2flh| 

changed the extent to which people 

thought of their communities as at risk 

front terrorist attack. The fear of terrorism 

created inertia in economies around I ho 

world, particularly in the months after II 

September, as businesses became reluc¬ 

tant tu risk large-scale investment. The 

terrorist attacks also changed the assess¬ 

ment that stales made over the balance 

between the freedom of its citizens and 

Lheir security. 

Lteck Atgues that the nation-state is no 

lunger able io cape in a world oF global 
risk, instead- there must be transnational 
cooperation between states. The narrow 

viewpoint of the nation-state becomes an 
Impediment when it comes to dealing 
with new risks, such as global warming. 
When it comes to fighting against interna¬ 

tional terrorism. Reck argues, we must ask 

what we are fighting for. His ideal is a cos¬ 

mopolitan system based on the acknowl¬ 

edgement and acceptance of cultural 

diversity. Cosmopolitan states do not tight 

o nly a gain st terrorism, but also aga inst the 

pyrighted material 
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causes of terrarium in the world. To Reck, 

they provide the mast positive way to deal 

'.■.i tli global problems, which appear insol¬ 

uble at the level of the individual state, hut 

manageable through cooperation. 

Beck agrees with Habermas that 

changes in our -society in recent decades- 

do not spell the erul of attempts at social 

anti political reform Rather to the con¬ 

trary; new forms of activism appear, We 

see the emergence ul a new field of what 

(Seek calls 'sub-puli Lies' Hi is refers tu the 

activities of groups and agencies operating 

outside the formal mechanisms of demo¬ 

cratic politics, such as ecological, consu- 

rnei or I. n n;:hi-. ;:-1111p-. l!i '.jKiudhil 

Ley fni risk management onnnot he left to 
politicians or scientists alone: other 

groups of cittT-cns need lo he brought in. 

Groups and movements that develop in 

the arena of sub-politics, however, can 

have a big influence on orthodox political 

mechanisms. For instance, responsibility 

for the environment, which was previously 

the province of ecological Ectivisls, has 

now been accepted as part of the conven¬ 

tional political framework. 

Manuel Caste list the network 
economy 

Manuel Castells began his academic 
career as a Marxist, As -an expert on urban 

affairs, he sought to apply Marx's Ideas to 
the study of cities. 

Wt* will see more about Caslells's views 

on urbanism in chapter 21, 'Cities and 

Urban Spaces', pp. 9 01-2. 

In recent years, however, CasEeils has 

moved away from Marxism. Like Baudrii- 

Lard, he has become concerned with the 

impact of media and communications 

Manuel Castells 

techno Logies. The information society, 

LiastelEs argues, is marked by the rise of 

networks and a network economy. The 

nciv economy, which depends on the eon- 

ncctiu its made possible by global tom mu - 

nicalinns. is certainly capitalist. However, 

lire capitalist economy and society of 

today arc quite different from those of the 

past. S he expansion of capitalism is no 

longer based primarily, as Marx tho ught it 

would be, cither on the working class; Or 

the manufacture of material goods, 

Instead, telecommunications and com¬ 

puters iu?e the basis of production. 

Casieliy's ideas on '(he network soviet/ 
are discussed more fully in chapter 16r 

□ rgariizationsand fretworks', pp. E71 -3. 

C as tells does not reveal much about 

limy these change are affecting gender 
relations. However, he does say a good 

Ticjh 1!G1 
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deal about their effects on personal iden¬ 

tity and everyday life. In the network 

society, personal identity becomes a much 

itiiorc open matter. We don't any longer 

take tmr identities from the past; we have 

actively to make them in interacting with 

uLhers. This directly affects the sphere of 

tJie family and also more generally the 

structuring of rutile anti female Identities. 

Men and women no longer get their iden¬ 

tities from traditional roles, t hus women's 

'plate Was once in the home, whereas that 

of men was to be Vn.ii. at work'- That divi¬ 

sion has now broken down, 

Cssfells calls the new global economy 

the 'automaton' like Habermas, he 

chinks that we no longer fully control the 

world we have created- CastelEs' state¬ 

ments here ndin those made a century 

earlier by Weber, who thought that the 

increase in bureaucracy would imprison 

us all in an iron cage'. As CastcLIs puts it, 

'humankind's nightmare of seeing our 

machines taking control of our world 

seems on the edge of becoming reality - 

not in the form of robots that eliminate 

jobs or government computers, that police 

emr lives, hut as an electronically based 

system of financial transactions (2000. 

p. aG], 

Yet Gastello has not forgo Lieu his 

Mantlsi ton is altogether, lie thinks that It 
may be possible to regain more effective 
control of the global marketplace, This 

won't come through any sort of revolntlo n. 
but through the collectors efforts of inter¬ 

national organizations and countries 

which have a common interest in regulat¬ 

ing international capitalism. Information 

technology, Castells concludes, can often 

be a means of local empowerment and 

community renewal. He quotes as an 

example tbccasc of Finland, Finland is Lhc 

m ost developed into rm cti n n society in 1 he 

world. All schools in Ihc country have 

Internet access and most of the popula¬ 

tion is com p Liter literate. At the same time, 

Finland has a well-established and effec¬ 

tive welfare stale which has been adapted 

Lo meet the needs ol the new economy. 

Anthony Giddens: soda! 
reflexivity 

In toy Hjwrt Writings, I also develop n. theo- 

tetici.il perspective on the changes hap¬ 
pening in the present-day world, We live 
today in what 1 call a 'runaway world", a 

world marked by new risks and uncertain- 
ties of the sort berk diagnoses. But we 
.-thouId place the notion of tim.t alongside 

that of risk. Trust raters to the confidence 

we have cither in individuals or in institu¬ 

tions. 

In a world of rapid transformation, tra¬ 

ditions l fd rm s of trust tend to becom e dis¬ 

solved. Trust in other people used to be 

based in the local community. Living in a 

Anthony Ciddens 
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more globalized society. however, our lives 

Eire influenced by people we never see or 

meet, who may be living:on the far side of 

Ihc world from us. Trust means having 

confidence in ‘abstract systems' - for 

example, we have to have confidence in 

agencies for food regulation, the purifica¬ 

tion of water or the effectiveness of 

banking systems. Trust and risk are closely 

bound up with one another. We need to 

have confidence in such authorities if we 

are to confront the risks which surround 

us, and react to them in an effective way. 
Living. In an Information age. in my 

view, means :tn increase in social reflexiv- 

ity. Social refleMvity refers to the fact that 
we have constantly to (hiok about, or 

reflect upon, the circumstances in which 

we live our lives. When societies were 

more geared to custom and tradition, 

people crci uLlL follow established ways of 

doing things in a more unrefle clive 

Fasbioo. For us, many aspects of Jife that 

for earlier generations were simply taken 

for granted become matters of open deci¬ 

sion-making. Fur example, for hundreds 

of years people had no effective ways of 

limiting the size of their families, With 

modern forms of contraception, and other 

forms of technological! Involvement in 

reproduction, parents can not Only 

choose how many children they have, but 

can even decide what sex their children 

will be, These new possibilities, of course, 
are fraught with new ethical dilemmas. 

We have not Inevitably lost control of 
our own future. In a global age, nations 

certainly lose some of the power they used 

to have. For instance, countries have less 

influence over economic policy than they 

once hod. However, governments retain a 

good deal of power. Acting coLlaborativcty, 

nations can get together to reassert their 

influence over the runaway world. The 

groups to which Beck points - agencies 

and movements working outside the 

formal framework of politics-can have an 

important role. Hut they will not supplant 

orthodox democratic polities. Democracy 

is still crucial, because groups in the area 

of 'sub-politics' make divergent claims 

and huVe different Interests. Such groups 

may include, for example, (hose who are 

actively campaigning in favour of more 

Eolera&Cft of abortion, and those who 

believe entirely the opposite. Democratic 
government must assess and react to 

these varying claims and cninwrns- 

Democracy cannot be limited to the 

public sphere as defined by Habermas. 
There js a potential democracy of the 

emotions' emerging in everyday life. A 

democracy of the emotions refers to the 

emergence of forms of family Jife in which 

men and women participate in an equal 

fashion. Virtually all forms of traditional 

family were based on the dominance of 

men over women, something that was 

usually sanctioned its law. T he increasing 

equality between the sexes cannot be 

limited only to the right Id vote; it must 

also involve the personal ami intimate 

■sphere. The democratizing of persona] life 

advances to tire degree to which relation¬ 

ships are founded on mutual respect, 

communication and tolerance. 

Conclusion 

Perhaps today we are at the beginning oFa 

major new phase oF development of soci¬ 

ological theory. The ideas oF the classic 

thinkers - Marx, Durkhcim and Weber - 

were formed during titties oF great social 

and economic change, We are now living 
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through s. period of global transition iliul 

is probably just as profound - and is much 

more widely felt across-1 he world - as any 

in earlier limes. We need to develop new 

theories to understand the new develop¬ 

ments which are transforming our soci¬ 

eties today. The theories just analysed are 

among the most important contributions 

to this endeavour. 

Summary points 
1 A diversity of theoretical approaches is found 

in sociology (end also in the other social 

scicneosj. The reason for Ibis is not 

particularly puzzling: theoretical disputes are 
difficult fo resolve even in the natural 
sciences, and in sociology we face special 

difficulties because of the complex problems 
invoked in subjecting our own behaviour to 
study, 

2 Clash as of vlewpoi nt in sociology bring to 

our attention several basic theoretical 

dilemmas. An important one concerns how 

we should relate human action to social 

structure. Are we the creators of society, or 

created by it? The choree between these 

alternatives is not as stark as it may initially 

appear, and the real problem is bow to 

relate the two aspects of social life to one 

another. 

3 A second dilemma concerns whether 

societies should be pictured as harmonious 
and orderly, or whether they should be seen 
as marked by persistent conflict. Again, the 

two views are not completely opposed, and 
we need to show bow consensus and 
conflict interrelate. 

4 A third bask d lemma concerns gender, and 

in particular whether we should build it as a 

general category into our sociological 

thinking. Feminist theorists have brought 
changes both in what sociologists think 
about, flint in the way they think it. 

5- A fou rth focu & oE co ntinui ng d ebate i n 
sociology is to da with the analysis of 

modern social development. Are processes 

of change in the modern world mainly 

shaped by capitalist economic development 

or by oth er fa ctors, includi ng n o n -economic 

ones? Positions taken in this debate are 

influenced to some extent by the political 

beliefs and attitudes held by different 

sociologists. 

6 In tackling the issues of social develop me nl, 
more recent theorists have tried to go 
beyond bath Mark and Weber Postmodern 

thinkers deny that we can develop any 
general theories of history or society at all. 

7 Other theorists are critical of postmodernism, 
arguing that we can still develop overall 

theories ol the social world, and in a way 

that will enable us to intervene to shepe it 
for the better, They include Habermas, with 

his concept of the 'public spherer; Beck, and 

the risk society'; Castells, and the 'network 

society1; and Ciciders, in his development of 

the concept of social reflexivity. 
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Questions for further thought 

9 Why is theoretical thinking so im portent in socio Logy? 

2 Is Weber's work on [he Protestant elliic u single theory or li number uf iniddLe-range 

theories? 

3 W'ha t does the study of language tell us about the h Ludv of society? 

4 Can the problem of gender really be incorporated with in existing theoretical 

perspectives? 

5 Are the various "dilemmas' within sociological theory really as difficult to resolve as 

they ap pcai? 

b I low m uch do rece nt developments in sociological theory owe to die Insights of Marx, 

Webei and Dutfcheim? 

Further reading 
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Social Interaction 
and Everyday Life 



ERIC l!>a fitness instructor at an expen¬ 

sive city health dull, where he has 
worked for many wars- Over time, lie has 
cnme m knew hundreds of people who 

exercise ai the gym, lie worked with some 
of them hen they liist Joined, mcplal ruing 

to them how Co uhv the equipment. He met 

many others in his role as an instructor of 

'spinning1 classes [a group session on 

exercise bikes). Others lie has come to 

know through casual contact, since many 

of the same people work out at the same 

Lime every week. 

['he personal space is Limited within I he 

gym. due to the proximity of the exercise 

equipment, lor example, in the weight- 

training. circuit, one section contains a 

number of machines that ih: very near to 

each other. Members must work In close 
proximity to others working out. and they 

constantly cross one another's paths as 

they move from machine to machine. 
h is almost impossible For Eric to walk 

People's behaviour jn gyms often provides some good examples oF civil 
inattention. 
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anywhere in thin physical space without 

making eye contact with someone else he 

has at Least met. He will greet many of 

these patrons the first time he sees them in 

the day, hut afterwards it is usually under¬ 

stand that they will go about their own 

business without acknowledging one 

another in the way they did earlier 

When passers-by quickly glance at one 

another and then look away again, they 

demonstrate what Living Coffman 

]971: calls (he cavil inallenlinn we require 

of one another in many situations- Civil 
inattention is not the same as merely 
ignoring another person. Each individual 

Indicates recognition of the other person's 
presence, but avoids any gesture that 
might he taken as too intrusive. Civil inat¬ 

tention to others is something we engage 

in mote or less unconsciously, but it is of 

fundamental importance to the existence 

of social life, which must proceed 

efficiently and, sometimes among total 

strangers, without fear. When civil inat¬ 

tention occurs among passing strangers, 

an individual implies to another person 

that she has no reason to suspect his 

Intentions, bo hostile to him Or in any 

other way specifically avoid him, 

The best way to see the- importance of 

this is by thinking Of examples where it 

doesn’t apply. When a person stares 
fixedly at another, allowing her face 
openly to express a particulai emotion, it 

is inn malty with a lover, family member or 
close friend-Strangers or chance acquain¬ 
tances, whether encountered on (he 

street, a t work or at a pa rty, vi rtually neve r 

Sit down next to me at your peril: as bus passengecs we try our best to protect our 

persona] space. 

vrtohtec 
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hold, dir gaze of another in this way. Tfo do 

50 may be taken an an indication of hostile 

Intent; for example, racists have been 

known to give a 'hate state' to passers-by 

from oltici c thnic groups. 

Even friends in close conversation need 

to he careful about how they loot at one 

another. Each individual demonstrates 

attention and Involvement in the conver¬ 

sation by regularly looking at the eyes of 

the other, hut not staring into them. Id 

Book too Intently might be taken ns a sign 

of mistrust about, or at least failure to 

unde refund..what the other is saying, Yet if 
neither party engages the eyes of the other 

at a 11, each Is Likely to he thought evasive, 

shifty, or otherwise ocht 

The study of daily life 

Why should we concern ourselves with 

such seemingly trivial aspects nf social 

behaviour? Passing someone on the street 

or exchanging a few words with a friend 

seem minor and uninteresting activities, 

things we do countless times a day 

without giving them, any thought. In fact, 

the study of such apparently insignificant 

forms of social interatliun is of major 

import Li nee in sociology ■ and, far from 

being uninteresting, Is one of the most 
Absorbing of all Areas of sociological 

Investigation. There ate- three reasons for 

tills. 
First, our day-to-day routines, with 

their almost constant interactions with 

o thers, give structure and form to what we 

do; wc can team a great deal about our¬ 

selves as social heings, and ahout social 

Lite itself from studying them. Our lives 

are organized around the repetition of 

similar patterns of behaviour from day to 

day. week to week, month to month, and 

year to year. Think of what you did yester¬ 

day^ for example, and the day before that, 

[f they were both weekdays, in aii prob¬ 

ability you got up at about the same time 

each day | an important routine in itself), [f 

you are a student, you may have gone off 

Lo a class fairly early ini the morning, 

perhaps making the journey from home (o 

campus that you make virtually every 

weekday. You perhaps met some friends 

fur lunch, returning to classes or private 

study in the afternoon. Later, you retraced 

your steps hack home, possibly going out 

i it rive evening with other friends. 

Of course, the routines we follow From 

day to day are not Identical, and «r pat- 

terns of activity at weekends usually con¬ 

trast with those on weekdays. And if we 

make a major change in our life, like 

leaving college lo take up a job, alterations 

innurdaily routines are usua lly necessary; 

but then we establish a new and fairly 

regular ■ ■ fhahits again. 

See and, the study of everyday life 

reveals to us how humans can act crea¬ 

tively Lo shape reality. Although social 

behaviour is guided to some extent by 
forces such as roles, norms and shared 

expectations, individuals perceive reality 

differently according to their back¬ 
grounds, Interests ami motivations, 
Because Individuals Are capable of crea¬ 

tive action, they continuously shape 
reality through the decisions and actions 
they take. In other words, reality Is not 
fixed or static - it is created through 
human interactions. This notion of the 

social construction of reality lies at the 

heart oF the symbolic interactiunist per¬ 

spective introduced in chapter I, and is 

discussed further below (pp. 152—1]. 

Third, studying social interaction in 

py right 
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everyday life sheds, lighl on larger social 

systems and institutions. All lar^c-scalc 

social systems, in fact, depend. on the pat¬ 

terns of social interaction we engage in 

daily. This is easy lo demonstrate. Con¬ 

sider again the case of two strangers 

passing in the street. Such an event may 

seem to have little direct relevance to 

large-scale, more permanent forms of 

social organization, Iktl wire n we take into 

account many such interactions, thi s is no 

longer so. hr modern societies, most 

people live in towns and cities and con¬ 
stantly Interact with others whom they do 
tint know personally Civil inattention is 

one among oilier mechanisms that give 
city life, with I is bustling crowds and 
Heating, impersonal contacts, the charac¬ 

ter It 1i:ls. 

In this chapter, wc shall discuss the 

non-verbal cues (the facial expressions- 

and bodily geshires? which wv all use 

when interacting with ollicrs. Urc will then 

move am to analyse everyday speech - how 

wc use language to communicate <□ 
others the meanings we wish to get across, 

finilly, we will focus On the ways in which 

our lives are structured by daily routines, 

paying particular atlentian Eo how we 

coordinate our actions across space and 

time, In this chapter we also find that tile 
study of the small, everyday practices that 
sociologists of social interaction study are 

not separate from any of the large-scale 
issues examined in the later chapters of 
this bootr such as gender or class - instead, 
we find the t tli ey a re i nlim arely linked. We 
look at two specific examples of the link 

between micro- and macro sociology in 

ibe boxes cm pages 134 anti 140-1. 

We examined the link between everyday 

social interactions and larger social 

structures from a theoretical standpoint 

in chapter 4, Theoretical Thinking in 

Sociology^ pp. 122-3. 

Non-verbal communication 

Social Interaction requires numerous 

forms of non-verbal communication the 

exchange of information and meaning 

through facial expressions, gestures and 

movements Of the body- Nun-Verbal com¬ 

munication Is sometimes referred to as 
'body language', but this is misleading 
because we characteristically use such 

non ve rljii I cues to e I imI nate or expand on 
wli at Is said with wotds. 

JFacer, gestures and emotion 

One major aspect of non-verbal commu¬ 

nication is the facial expression of 

emotion. Paul Elk man and his colleagues 

have developed wliat they caLl the Facial 

Action Coding System 4FACS) for describ¬ 

ing movements of the facial muscles that 

give rise to particular expressions IFkman 

and Friesen 11)7 Bl. By (his means, they 

have tried 1c inject some precision into 

an area notoriously open to inconsistent 

or contradictory interpretations - for 
there Is little agreement about how emo¬ 
tions are to be identified and classified. 

Charles Darwin, the originator of evolu¬ 
tionary theory, claimed that basic modes 
of emotional expression are the same in 
all human beings. Although some have 

disputed the claim. Pieman's research 

among people from widely different cul¬ 

tural backgrounds seems to confirm this. 

I’kman and E:riescn carried out a study of 

an isolated community In New Guinea, 

whose me nr hers had previously bad 

>y rights 
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These photographs by Paul Ekman of facial expression from a tribesman in an isolated community 

in New Guinea helped to test I he idea that basic modes of emotional expression are the same 

among all people. Here the instructions were to show how your lace would look if you were a 

person in □ story and (A) your friend had come and you were happy; (B) your child had died; 

(C) you were angry and about to fight; and (D) you saw a dead pig that had been lying there a long 
time. 

virtually no contact with outsiders, When 
they worn shown pictures of facial expres¬ 

sions expressing sin emotions (happiness, 

sadness, anger, disgust, fear, surprise], 

the New Guineans wore able to identify 

these emotions. 

According lo Rkmanr the results of his 

own and simitar studies of different 

peoples support the view clnn the facial 

expression of emotion and its interpreta¬ 

tion are innate in human beings. He 

acknowledges that his evidence docs not 

conclusively demonstrate this, and it may 

be that widely shared cultural learning 

experiences ace involved; hoWeVer, tils 

conclusions are supported by other types 
nf research, 1, Elbl-Elbe&feldt (iy?3) 

studied six children born deaf and blind to 

see how far their facial expressions were 

the same as those of sighted, hearing indi¬ 

viduals. in particular emotional situations. 

He found that the children smiled when 

engaged In obviously pleasurable activ¬ 
ities. raised their eyebrows in surprise 

when sniffing at an object wilh an unac¬ 

customed smell and frowned when 

repeatedly offered a disliked object. Since 

they could not have seen other people 

behaving In these ways, it seems that these 

responses must have been innately deter¬ 

mined. Using the FACS, Efcman and 

Friesen identified a number of the discrete 

racial muscle actions in newborn infants 

that are also found in adult expressions of 

emotion. Infants seem, fur example, lo 

produce facial expression* similar Lu the 

adult expression of disgust (pursing the 

lips and frowning) In response to sour 

tastes. 
But although the fecial expression of 

emotion seems to be partly innate. Indi¬ 

vidual and cultural factors Inline nee what 

exact form facial movements take and the 

contexts in which I hey are deemed apprn- 
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priatc. How people smile, tor example, the 

precise movement of the lips and other 

facial muscles, and How fleeting itic smile 

is all vary between cultures. 

There arena gestures or bodily postures 

that have been shown to characterize all, 

or even must, cultures, hi some sucleliea, 

for instance,, people nod when they mean 

no. the opposite of Anglo-American prac¬ 

tice, Gestures that Europeans and Ameri¬ 

cans tend to use a great deal, Such as 

pointing, seem no Liu exist among certain 

peoples (Bull lSlU]. Similarly, a straight- 

sued forefinger placed at the cen tre of the 
cheek and rotated is used in parts of Italy 

as a gesture of praise, but appears to he 
unknown elsewhere. Like facial expres¬ 
sions, gestures and bodily posture are 

continually used to hll nut utterances, as 

well as conveying: meanings when nothing 

is actually said. All three cun be used tn 

jiftke, show irony or show scepticism. 

The non-verbal impressions that we 

convey often inadvertently indicate that 

what we say is not quite whal we mean. 

Blushing is perhaps the most obvious 

example of how physical Indicators can 

contradict our stated meanings. Hut there 

are many more subtle signs (hat can be 

picked up by other people. As an example, 

a trained eye can often detect deceit by 
studying non-verbal cues. Sweating, 
fidgeting, staring or shifting eyes, and 

facial expressions held for a long time 
(genuine facial expressions tend to evapo¬ 
rate after four or five seconds) mu Id indi¬ 

cate that a person Is being deceptive. 

Thus, wc use facial expressions and bodily 

gestures of other people to add to what 

they communicate verhally and to check 

how far they are sincere in what they say 

and whether wc can trust them. 

Non-verbal communication and 
gender 

Is there a gender dimension to everyday 

social interaction? There are reasons to 

believe that there is. Because interactions 

are shaped by the larger social context, it is 

not surprising that both Verbal and non¬ 

verbal communication may be perceived 

and expressed differently by men and 

women. Understandings of gender anti 

gender roles are greatly influenced by 
social factors and are related broadly to 
Issues of power and status In society. 

These dynamics are evident even in stan¬ 
dard interactions in daily life. Take m an 
example one of the most common non¬ 

verbal expressions - eye contact. I ndiuidu - 

als use eye contact in a wide variety of 

ways, often to catch someone's attention 

nr to begin a social interaction. Tn societies 

where men on the whole dominate 

women in both public and private life, 

men may feel more free than women to 

make eye contact with strangers. 

A particular form of eye contact - 

staring - illustrates the contrasts in 

meaning between men and women of 

identical forms of non-verbal communi¬ 

cation. A man who stares at a woman can 
be seen as acting in a 'natural" or 'Inno¬ 
cent’ way; if the woman Is uncomfort¬ 

able, she can evade the gaze by looking 
away or choosing not to sustain the inter¬ 
action- On the other hand, a woman who 
stares at a man is often regarded as 

behaving in a suggestive or sexually 

Leading manner. Taken individually, such 

eases may see: in in consequential; when 

viewed collectively, they help reinforce 

patterns of gender Inequality (Burgpon cl 

a!. 199G], 
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There are other gender differences in 
non-verbal communication as. well. Studies 

have shown (hat tire way that men tend to 

sit is more relaxed than women. Men tend 

to Lean back. with their legs open, whereas 

women tend to have a more closed body 

position, sitting upright, with (heir hands in 

their lap and their Legs crossed. Women 

tend lo stand closer lo (he person they are 

talking to than men: and men make physi¬ 

cal contact with women during conversa¬ 

tion far mure often than the other Way 

around (women are generally expected to 
view lids as normal). Studies have also 
shown that women tend to show their em n - 

dons mote obviously (through facial 

expressions), and that they seek and break 
eye contact more often than men. Sotiokh 

gists have argued that these seemingly 

small-scale micro-level interactions rein¬ 

force the wider macro-level inequality in 

our society. Men control more spare when 

standing and sitting than women because 

they lend to stand further away from the 

person they are talking Lu, and because they 

Lend to sprawl when silting, and they dem¬ 
onstrate conLrOl through more frequent 

physical contact. Women, it has been 

argued, seek approval through eye contact 

and facial expression; when men make eye 

contact, a woman is more likely to loot 
away than another man, Thus, it is argued, 
micro-level studies of non-verbal forms of 

communitration provide subtle cues which 
demonstrate men's power over women in 
wider society I Young htHCl). 

Women and men in public 

As we saw in chapter 1, mkrosauoiogy, the 
■.■hilly of everyday behavkiw >■ situation;, of 
face-to-face interaction, and macrosoctokigy, 
the study of the broader features of society like 
class or gender hierarchies, are closely 
connected (Knorr-Cetina and Cicoureii 1531; 
Giddens 1534), In this box we look at on 
example of bow an wont that may seem to be 
a prime example of microsodotogy - a woman 
walking down the street is verbally harassed by 
a group of men - is linked to the bigger issues 
that make up macrosociology. 

in hot study, Passing By. Gender and Public 
Harassment (155 5), Carol Brooks Gardner 
found that in various settings - most famously, 
the edge of constructio n sites - these types of 
unwanted interaction occur as something 
women frequently experience as abusive, 

Although the harassment of a single woman 
might be analysed in imkro-saecological terms 
by looking at a single interaction, it is not 
fruitful to view it that simply, Such harassment 
is typical of street talk involving men and 

women who are strangers (Gardner 1555). 
And these kinds &F interaction cannot simply be 
understood without also looking at the larger 
background of gender hierarchy in society. In 
this way we can see bow micro - and macro- 
analysis are connected. For example, Gardner 
linked the harassment of women by men te the 
larger system of gender inequality, represented 
by male privilege in public spaces, women's 
physical vulnerability and the cmnipresent 
threat of rape. 

Without making this link between micro- 
and maerosociology, we tan only have a 
limited understanding of these interactions, 
It might seem as though these types of 
interaction are isolated instances or that they 
could be eliminated by leaching people good 
manners. Understanding the link between 
micro and macro helps us see that in order to 
attack the problem at its root cause, one would 
need to focus on eliminating the forms of 
gender inequality that give rise to such 
interactions. 
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The social rules of 
interaction 

Although] we routinely Uic nun-verbaI 

cues in uur own behaviour and in making 

sense cif [lie behaviour of others, much of 
our Interaction is dO-ftC through talk 

casual verbal exchange - carried on In 
informal conversations with others. It Iras 

always been accepted by sociologists that 

language is fundamental to social life. 

Itecently, however, an approach has been 

developed that jn specifically concerned 

with haw people use language in the ordi¬ 

nary contexts of everyday life. 

Elhnomclhodol ogy >s the study of the 

'ethnomethods1 - the folk, or lay, methods 

-people use Co nmisr sense of what others 

do. and particularly of what they say. This 

term was coined by lion?Id Garflnkel, 

whose work is discussed below. We all 

apply these methods, normally without 

having to give any conscious attention to 

them- Often we can only make sense of 

wha L is said in conversation if we know the 

social context, which does not appear in 
the words themselves. Take the following 
conversation tHeritage 

a: I have a L4 -vl'jt- ek!:I son. 

It: Well, that's ell r I gin. 
A: I also have a dag, 

B: Oh, I'm sorry 

lYhat do you think is happening here? 

What is the relation between the speakers? 

What if you were told that this is a conver¬ 

sation between a prospective tenant and a 

landlord? Die conversation then becomes 

sensible; some landlords accept children 

but don't permit their tenants to keep pets, 

Vet if we don't know the social contest, the 

responses of Individual D tt«m to bear no 

relation to the statements of A. Part of the 

sense is in the words, and jjarfisintho way 

in which the meaning: emerges from the 

social contest. 

Shared understandings 

The most inconsequential forms of daily 

talk presume complicated, shared knowl¬ 

edge brought into play by those speaking. 

In faet, our small talk is so complex that it 

has so far proved impossible to pro¬ 

gramme eVen the most sophisticated 

computers to converse convincingly with 

human beings for very long,- The words 

used in ordinary talk do not always have 

precise meanings, and we 'fix' what we 
want to say through the unstated a.ssump- 
lio:ls I’lil I1. il up. If V 11 i:: :isks him: 

"What did you do yesterday?' them as no 

obvious answer suggested by the words in 

the question themselves. A day is a long 

time, and it would lie logical for Tom to 

answer: 'Well, at 7: IG. I woke up. At 7:IB, I 

got out of bed. went to the bathroom and 

started to brush my teeth.. At 7:19, l turned 

on the shower , , . We understand the 

type of response the question calls for by 

knowing Maria, what sort of activities she 

and Turn consider relevant, and what Tom 

usually does on a particular day of the 

week, among other things. 

Garfinkel's experiments 

The 'background expectancies' with 

wli Ich we orga nize o tdliury conversations 

were highlighted by some experiments 

Harold Garfmkel fWB.11 undertook with 

student volunteers. The students were 

asked to engage a friend or relative in con¬ 

versation and to insist 1 hat casual remarks 

□ r general comments be actively pursued 

to make their meaning precise. If someone 
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said, 'Have a nice day', the student was In 

respond, 'Nice in what sense,, exactly?' 

'Which part of the day do you mean?1 and 

so forth. One of the exchanges that 

resulted ran as follows fS Is the friend, E 

the student volunteer): 

S: How are you? 
H: Hw art I in regard to what? My health, 

my finance, my school work, my peace 
of m ind. my . . ,? 

S: |rrat in (he face; 3rd suddenly nut nf 

eui:tmi|: l.urik! E was just trying In he 

polite. Frankly, I don't give a damn Itow 
you are. 

Why do people geL so upset when appar¬ 

ently minor conventions of talk am not 

followed? Thu answer is that the stability 

and meaningfulness of our daily social 

Lives depend on the sharing of unstated 

cultural assumptions about what is said 

and why, IF we weren't able to lake these 

for grained, meaningful communication 
wop Id l*e Impossible. Any question or 
contribution to a conversation would 
have to he followed by a massive 'search 
procedure' nf rh e sort Garfinkel's subjects 

were told to initiate, and interaction 

would simply break down. What seem ul 

first sight to he unimportant conventions 

of talk, therefore, turn out to be funda¬ 

mental to the very fabric of social life, 

which is why their breach is so serious. 

Note that in everyday life, people or 

occasion deliberately feign ignorance of 

unstated knowledge. This may be done to 

rebuff the others, poke fun at them, cause 

embarrassment or call attention to a 

double meaning in what was said. Con¬ 

sider. for example, this classic exchange 
between parent and teenager: 

P: Where are you goi ng? 
T; Out 
P: WliLdt ure you ^Litn^ loCui' 

T: Mothdng. 

The responses of I he teenager arc effec¬ 

tively tbe opposite of those of the volun¬ 

teers in Gaifiiikcl's experiments. Rather 

than pursuing enquiries where this is riot 

normally done, the teenager declines to 

provide appropriate answers at all-essen¬ 

tially saying, 'Mind your own business]' 

S he Aral question might diet! a differ¬ 

ent response from another person in 

another context; 

A; Where arc you going? 
11: 1 'm u.uing L|uicily nui nd the hen d. 

IS deliberately misreads As question in 

order ironku Ily to Convey worry or frus tra¬ 

tion, Corned} and joking thrive on such 

deliberate misunderstanding of the 

unstated assumptions involved in talk, 

There is nothing threatening about this so 

long as the parties concerned recognize 

that the Intent Is to provoke laughter. 

Interactional vandalism' 

We have already seen that conversations 
are one nf the main ways in which our 

daily lives arc maintained in a stable and 

coherent manner- We Feel most comfort¬ 

able when the tacit conventions nF small 

talk arc adhered, to; when they are 

I]reached, we can feel threatened, con¬ 

fused and insecure. In most everyday talk, 

conversant*; are carefully attuned to the 

cues- being given by others - such as 

changes in intonation, slight pauses or 

gestures - in order In facilitate conversa¬ 

tion smoothly, Uy being mutually aware, 

conversant* cooperate' in opening and 

closing interactions, arid in taking turns to 

speak- I rite ract ions in which one party is 

conversationally 'uncooperative', how¬ 

ever, can gi ve rise to tensions, 

Garlinkcr? students created tense 

fright 
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5.4 Many of the 'rules' of everyday 

conversation become obvious only when 

someone breaks them. 

situations by intentionally undermining 

conversational rules. as part of a sociologi¬ 

cal experiment. Hut what about situations 

in the real ivorld In which people "make 

I rouble through their conversational prac¬ 

tices? One US study investigated verbal 

interchanges between pedestrians and 

street people in New York City to under¬ 
stand why such Intorecttong are often seen 

as problematic by passers-by. The research¬ 

ers used a technique failed conversation 

analysis to compare a selection of street 
idle rchang es with samples of eve ryday talk. 

Conversation analysis is a methodology 

chat examines alt facets of a conversation 

for meaning-from the smallest filler words 

(such as juhT and 'ah') to the precise timing 

of interchanges (including pauses, inter¬ 

ruptions and overlaps). 

The study looked at interactions 

between hlack men - many of whom were 

homeless, alcoholic or drug-addicted - 

and white women who passed by them on 

the street. The men would often try to ini¬ 

tiate conversations with passing women 

by calling out to them, paying them com¬ 

pliments or asking them questions. Hut 

something 'goeswrong' in these conversa¬ 

tions, because the Women rarely respond 

as they would in a normal interaction. 

Even though the men's comments are 

seldom hostile in tune, the Women lend to 

quicken their stop and stare fixedly ahead. 
The following shows attempts by Mudriek. 
a black man in his late fifties, to engage 

women In conversation [D under and 
Mokuch htw): 

iMudrickl begins ibis interaction as a white 
woman , who looks about 25. approaches ill 
a steady pace: 
1 Afwriricit I Lew >01.1 baby 

Sirn rrafliv Jut arm* and quictcean kar 

nvilhr iftntirlng chv rrm/menl. 

2 Miidrich Marry me, 
Next, it if ftro white uwnen, also prob¬ 
ably rn tbe-irraid-twenties: 

5 '..'ilii'i'.’rAr Eli iyou all look very nioe 

today You have suriie money? :3uy suml* 

hooka. 
They ignore him, Mewf, Uisayoitogbiack 
it.unran: 

4 MudfSttc 3 ley p retry. 1 ley piwIly. 
2,"Ji4- Ic&eflS «Tij'.Lj/l,i; udiJiojir acktiatvSftig- 

itig hitn. 

5 JWndriefc "Snusc me. 'Sense me. I knew 
you hwT me. 
then kc adtlTexxvx d white womriti in her 

thirties: 
* jWudriefe I'm watching you. You look 

nice, you know. 
■S'Jie igtwre* him. 

Negotiating smooth 'openings' and 'clos¬ 

ings' in conversations is a fundamental 

requirement for urban civility. These 

crucial aspects of conversation were 

highly problematic between the men and 
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women. When the women resistsJ Lhe 

men's attempts at opening-a conversation, 

the men ignored the women's resistance 

and persisted. Similar])', if the men suc¬ 

ceeded in opening a conversation, they 

often refused to respond lo cues from the 

women to close the conversation once it 

had got underway: 

] Mudrick. Hey pretty 
2 Womaw. Hi how you doin’. 
3 JWwdrfcfc You alrighl? 
4 Murfn'dt Y:ni I link very nice you It ikiw. 1 

like how yimi huiMe your 11lilt pniEiisiL. 
5 AJudrfeJfe You married? 
d Woman: Yeah, 
7 Murfric* Huh? 
9 Woman’, Yeah, 
S Mudridc where [ha ri h^s ;UT 

]Q Wvn\ti(\. I have Lt home. 
] ] hiudrkk'. Y'have i t home? 
12 Woman\ Yeah, 
] 3 Afttdriffc Con I gel you r name? 
14 Muririrlr: My name is Mud rick, what's, 

youral 
Shsdaes not anmvrtmd walks on, 

(Duneicrand Molotrh 1690) 

In this instance, Mudrick made nine outof 

the fourteen utterances that comprised 

the interaction lo initiate the conversation 

and lo elicit furl her responses front the 

woman. From the transcript alone, it is 

quite evident that Lite woman ls not inter¬ 

ested in talking, hut when conversation 
analysis is applied to the tape recording, 

her reluelanee becomes eve n clearer. The 

woman delays all of her responses even 
when she does give them, while Mudrkk 
replies Immediately, his comments some- 

times overlapping hers. Timing in con¬ 

versations is a very precise indicator; 

delaying a response by even a fraction of a 

second is adequate in most everyday 

interactions to signal lhe desire to change 

the course of a conversation. By betraying 

these taciL rules of sociability. Mudrick 

was practising conversation in a way that 

was 'technically rude'. The woman, in 

return, was also 'technically rude1 in 

ignoring Mudrick's repeated attempts lo 

engage her in talk. It is the 'technically 

rude' nature of these street interchanges 

that make them problematic for passers- 

by to handle. When Standard cues lor 

opening and closing conversations are not 

adhered Lo. individuals feel a sense of pro¬ 

found and inexplicable i nsecurity. 

The term interactional vandalism 

describes cases like these.. In which a sub' 
ordinate person breaks the tacit rules of 
everyday interaction that are of value (o 

the more powerful. The men on the si wet 
often conform to everyday forms of 
speech in their interactions with ope 

.i 11 ic. Ini ill -b-1.1 i-. I In- polrec, rel¬ 

atives and acquaintances. But when they 
chn-osc to, they subvert the tacit conven¬ 

tions for everyday ta Ik in a way that leaves 

passers-by disoriented. Even more than 

physical assaults or vulgar verbal abuse, 

interactional vandalism leaves victims 

unable to articulate whal has happened. 

This study of interactional vandalism 

provides another example of the two-way 

links between micro-level interactions 

arid forces that op crate on Lhe macro - 

level. To die men on lhe street, die white 

women who ignore their attempts at con¬ 

versation appear distant, -cold and bereft 

of sympathy - legitimate "targets' for such 

interactions. The women, meanwhile, 

may often take the men's behaviour as 

proof that they are Indeed dangerous and 

best avoided. Interactional vandalism is 

closely tied up wilh overarching class, 

gender and racial structures. The fear and 

anxiety generated in such mundane inter¬ 

actions help Lo constitute the outside stat¬ 

uses and forces that, in turn, influence the 

pyrighted material 
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interactions themselves. Interactional 

vandalism is part of a self-reinforcing 

system of iuuIlluJ suspicion end incivility. 

Response cries 

Some kinds of utterance ate not talk but 

Consist of muttered exclamations, or wh at 

Goffman (]Sf01) has called response tries. 

Consider Lucy, who exclaims, Oops!' after 

knocking over a glass of water. 'OopsE' 

scents to be merely an uninteresting reflex 

response to a mishap, rather like blinking 
your eye when a person moves a hand 
sharply towards your face- it is not a reflex, 

however, as shown by (be fact that people 
do not usually make the exclamation 

when alone. 'Oops!1 is normally directed 

towards others present. The exclamation 

demonstrates to witnesses that the lapse is 

only minor and momentary, not some¬ 

thing that should east douht on Lucy's 

command of her actions. 

Oops’’ is used only in situations of 

minor failure, rather than in major acci¬ 

dents or calamities - which also demon¬ 

strates that the exclamation is part of our 

controlled management of the details of 

social life. Moreover, the word may be 

used by someone observing Lucy, father 

than by Lucy herself, or it may be used tu 
sound a wa riling to a run her- 'Oops!’ is no r- 
mally a curt ^outid. but the Joo' in ay be 

prolonged In some situations. Thus, 

someone might extend the sound to cover 
a critical moment in performing a task- 
For instance, a parent; may utter an 

extended 'Oops!' or ’OopsadaisyJ’ when 

playfully tossing a child in the air. The 

sound covers the brief phase when the 

child may feel a loss of control, ncassuring 

him and probably at the same time devel¬ 

oping bis understanding of response cries. 

This may all sound very contrived and 

exaggerated. Why should we bother to 

analyse such an inconsequential utter¬ 

ance in this detail? Surely wc don't pay as 

much attention to what wc say as this 

example suggests? Qf course we don't - on 

a conscious level. The crucial point, 

however, is that we lake for gran Led an 

Immensely complicated, continuous 

control of our appearance and actions. In 

situations of interaction, we are never 

expected jut-I LO be present on the scene. 

Others expect, as we expect of them, (hat 
we will display what Coffman calls ’con- 
trolled alertness’. A fundamental part of 

being human Is continually deinonstrai- 
lug to others out competence in the 
routines of daily life. 

THE FAR SIDE 3y GAffY LARSON 

Ordinary life would be impossible if we 

had to think consciously about every daily 

routine. 

ferial 
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Streetwise 

Have you ever crossed to Hie other side of the 
Street when you Felt threatened by someone 
behind you or someone coming towards you? 
One s-dcidleftist who tried to understand simple 
interactions of this feind is Eli>ah Anderson, 
Anderson began by describing social interaction 
on the streets cFtWO adjacent urban 
neighbourhoods iq the Unuted States, his hook, 
Sfreeiuvrse: Race, Class, and Change in cm 
Urban Community (1950), found that studying 
everyday life sheds fight on how social order is 
created by the individual bciilding blocks of 
infinite micro-level interactions. He was 
particularly interested in understanding 
interactions when at Feast one parly was viewed 
us threatening. Andersen showed that the ways 
many blacks and whites interact on the streets 
had a great deal to do with the structure of 
radio] stereotypes, which is itself linked to the 

economic structure of society, In this way, he 
showed the link between micro-interactions and 
the larger macro-structures of society. 

Anderson began by recalling Ewing Coffman's 
description of how social roles and statuses 
come into existence in particular contexts or 
locations. Coffman (195.5) wrote: 

When an individual enters the presence oF others, 

they commonly seek 1o acquire information about 

him or bring -nfo play informafson already 

ppssirraed, - Information almut 1l>r individual 

helps 1* define Itie situation, enabling clitic i:. tu 

know iii advance wlial he wiEl expect of them and 

they may estpect oF him. 

Following Goff man's lead, Anderson (T990) 
asked what types of behavioural cues and signs 
make up She vocabulary of public interaction? 
He concluded: 

tun 
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Skin colour, gender, affl. companions, dolhing, 
jtVuelleiy, -arid Ihe sbjatlS people tfiriy lie Ip den lily 

111 tin, so that assumptions are formed and 

communication can occur. Wovemenls (quick or 

slow, lalse or sincere, comprehensible or 
mcomprehsinsible) further refin* this public 

wmirurnkaliim. Fjidors like time of day or an 

activity that 'explains' a person's presence can also 

affect in what way and how quickly the image of 

"stranged is neutralized. IF a stranger cannot pass 

inspection and be assessed as ‘saFe', Hie image of 

prcdnipr nwiy arise, and fellow pcd«$1iuins may try 

to nidinlain a distance consistent with lli.il image. 

Anderson showed that the people most likely 
to pas? inspection are those who do not fall into 
wen manly accepted stereotypes of dangerous 
persons: 'Children readily pass inspection, while 
women and white men dlo so more slowly,, black 
women* black men, and black male teenagers 
most slowly of all.' In showing that interactional 
tensions derive from outside statuses such as 
race, class and gender, Anderson shows that we 
cannot develop a full! understanding of the 
situation by treking at the micro-interactions 
themselves. This is how he makes the link 
between micro-interactions and macro- 

Anderson argues that people are 'streetwise' 
when they develop skills such as 'the art of 
avoidance' to deal with their felt vulnerability 
towards violence and crime. According to 
Anderson, whites who are nor streetwise do- not 
recognize the difference between different kinds 
of black men (e.gv between middle-class youths 
and gang members). They may also not know 
howto alter the number of pacesta walk 
behind a ''suspicious' person or howto bypass 
Jhad hlocks' at various times of day. 

Studies such as Anderson's and Carol Brooks 
Gardner's (on p. 134) demonstrate how 
microsociology is useful in i lummating the 
broad institutional patterns that are the 
content of macrosoclology. Face-to-face 
interaction is clearly the main basis of a Ilf onus 
of social organization, no matter how large- 
scale. V/e could not build up a full account of 
gender and race in our society from these 
studies alone, yet we could certainly contribute 
significantly to understanding these issues 
better. Iln later chapters, we will see further 
examples oF how interaction in micro-contents 
affects larger social processes, and how macro- 
systems in turn influence more confined 
settings of social life. 

Face, body and speech in 
interaction 

Lei us summarize at this point what we 

have learned so far. Everyday Interaction 

depends on sub lie relationships between 

what we convey with our faces end bodies 

and what we express in Words. We use the 

facial expressions and budily gestures of 

other people to till Ln what they communi¬ 
cate verbally and to check if they are 

sincere in what they say. Mostly without 

realizing it. each of us keeps a tight and 
eonti nitons control owe: i facial express!on. 

bodily posture and movement in the 

course of our daily im eracti on with others. 

Face, bodily management and speech, 

then, are used tn convey certain meanings 

and io hide others. We also organize our 

activities in the owifcrti of social life to 

achieve Ihe same ends, as we shall now 

ace. 

Encounters 

In many serial situations, we engage in 

what Coffman calls unfocused interaction 

wiLh others. Unfocused interaction lakes 

place whenever individuals exhibit 
mutual awareness of one another’s pres¬ 
ence. This is usually the case anywhere 

that large numbers of people are assem¬ 

bled together, as on a busy street. In a 

Copyrighted material 
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theatre crowd or at a parly. When people 

arc in the presence of others, even if they 

da nol directly talk lo them, (hey con Linn - 

ally communicate ncn-varhally through 

their posture and facial and physical ges¬ 

tures, 

Focused interaction occurs when indi¬ 

viduals directly attend to what others say 

u r do. Social interaction Will often involve 

both focused and unfocused exchanges, 

{Joffman calls an instance of focused 

Interaction an encounter, and much of our 

day- to -day Life con situs, of enco lititers with 

other people- family, friends, colleagues - 

frequently occurring against the back¬ 

ground of unfocused Interaction with 

others present on the scene. Small talk, 

seminar discussions, games and routine 

face-to-face contacts (with ticket atten¬ 

dants, waiters. shop assistants and ho 

forth) are all examples of encounters. 

Encounters always need "openings', 

which indicate that civil inattention is 

being discarded. When strangers meal 

and begin tu talk at a party, the moment of 

ceasing civil inattention is always risky, 

since misunderstandings can easily occur 

about the nature of tlie encounter being 

established (Coffman 1971 ]. Hence, the 

making of eye contact may first be ambig¬ 

uous and tentative. The person who is 

Looking to make eye contact can then act 

as though lie had made no direct move if 

the overture Is not accepted. In focused 

interaction;, each person communicates 

as much l.iy facial expression and gesture 

as by the words actually exchanged. 

Coffman distinguishes between the 

expressions Individuals ‘give’ and those 

they 'give off . The first are (he words and 

facial expressions people use lo produce 

certain impressions o n others. The second 

arc the clues that others may spot to 

check their sincerity or truthfulness. For 

instance, a restaurant owner listens with a 

polite smile to the statements that cus¬ 

tomers give about how much they enjoyed 

their meals. At the same time, she is noti ng 

the signals the customers give off - how 

pleased they seemed to be while eating 

the food, whether a lot was left over, and 

the lone of voice they use Lo express their 

satisfaction, for exam pie, 

Waiters and other workers in the service 

Industries are, of course, told to srmlu and 

bo polite In their social Interaction with 
customers. In a famous study of the airline 
Industry, Arlic Hochscblld describes this 

'emotional labour', 

Artie Hochschild's account of how air 

stewardesses are trained to interact with 

passengers was discussed in chapter lr 

'What is Sociology?*, pp. 13-4. 

Impression management 

Coffman and other writers mi social in tcr- 

aclion often use notions from the theatre 

in their analyses. The concept of Social 

role, for example, originated in a theatrical 

setting. Roles are socially defined expecta¬ 

tions that a person in a given status, or 

social position, follows, To be a teacher Is 

to hold a specific position: the teacher's 

role consists of acting in specified ways 

towards her pupils. Coffman sees social 
life m though played out by actors on a 
stage - or on many stages, because how we 

act depends on the roles we are playing at 

a particular time. People are sensitive In 

how they arc seen by others and use many 

forms of impression management to 

compel others In react tn them in the ways 

they wish. Although we may sometimes 

dp this in a calculated way, usually it Is 

pyrighted material 
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among the things we do without con¬ 

scious attention. When Philip attends a 

business meeting, lie wears a suit and lie 

aiid is on his best behaviour: that evening, 

when relaxing with Iricnds at a football 

game, he wears jeans and a sweatshirt and 

Cells a lot of jokes,. This is impression man¬ 

agement. 

As We just noted above, the social roles 

chat we adopt are highly dependent an our 

social status. A person's social stutus can 

be different depending on the -social 

context. For Instance, as a 'student', you 
have a certain status and are expected to 
act a certain way when you are around 

your professors, Asa ‘son or daughter', you 
have a different status from a student, and 
society {especially ynui parents) has diff¬ 

erent expectations for you. Likewise, as a 
'friend', you have an entirely different 

position in the social order, and the roles 

you adopt would change accordingly. 

Obviously, a person has many statuses at 

the same time. Sociologists refer to the 

group of statuses that you occupy as a 
status sot, 

Sociologists also like to distinguish 

between ascribed status and achieved 

status. An ascribed status is one that you 

are 'assigned' based on biological factors 

such as race. Sex Or age, Thus, your 
ascribed statuses could he 'white', 'female' 
and ‘teenager'- An achieved status is one 

that is earned through art Individual's own 
effort. Your achieved statuses could be 
'graduate', 'athlete' or 'employee’. While we 
may like to In-Move that it is our achieved 

statuses thal are most important, society 

may not agree. In any society, some stat¬ 

uses have priority over all other statuses 

arid generally determine a person's overall 

position in society. Sociologists refer to 

this as a master status (Hughes 1945; 

Flecker 19631. The most common master 

statuses arc those based on gender and 

race. Sociologists have shown that in an 

encounter, one of the first things that 

people notice about one another is gender 

and race (Omi and Winant 1994}. As ivc 

shall sec shortly, both race and gender 

strongly shape our social Interactions. 

Front and back regions 

Much of social life, tiuffman suggested, 

can be divided Into fron l regions and back 

regions, front regions are social occasions 

or encounters In which Individ uals act out 
formal roles? they are 'onstage perform¬ 

ances'. Teamwork Is often Involved in 

creating front-region performances. Two 
prominent politicians in rise same party 
may pu t on an elabo rate s-h ow of unity and 

friendship before the television cameras, 

even though each privately detests the 

other. A wife and husband may take care 

to conceal their quarrels from their chil¬ 

dren, preserving a front of harmony, only 

to fight bitterly once the children are safely 

tucked up in bed. 

Tlic bock regions are where people 

assemble the props and prepare them¬ 

selves for interne Lion i m the more forma I 

settings. Hack regions resemble the back- 

stage of Ei theatre or the off-cam era activ¬ 
ities of filmmaking, When they are safely 
behind the scenes, people can relax and 

give vent to feelings and styles of 
behaviour they keep in check when on 
front stage. (In the box o a p. 146-7 we look 

at how the sociologist Spencer Cahill 

applied Coffman's dramaturgical analysis 

to study back-region social interaction in 

public toilets./ hack regions permit ‘pro¬ 

fanity,. open sexual remarks, elaborate 

griping.. .rough informal dress, “sloppy" 

sit ting and standing posture, use of dialect 
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nr substandard speech, mumbling and 

shouting, playful aggressiveness and 

"kidding," inconsidcratcncss far the 

other Ln minor hut potentially symbolic 

acts, minor self-involvement such as 

humming, whistling, chewing; nibbling, 

belching and flatulence' (GoETman 1973]. 

Thus, a Waitress may be the soul of quiet 

courtesy when serving a customer, but 

become loud and aggressive once behind 

the swing doors of the kitchen. Probably 

few people Would continue to patronize 

restaurants If they could see all that goes 

on in the kitchens, 

■Coffmao has made many important 

contributions to the study of social iotei- 

arlion. Mis writings on stigma and 

spoiled identities are discussed in 

chapter S, p. 269. 11 Mmmin.^ijhsf shall l ue@r today.. 

Adopting roles: intimate examina¬ 
tions 

l:or an example of collaboration in 

impression management that also 

borrows from the theatre, let's look at one 

particular study in some detail. James 

Hcnslin and Mac Biggs studied a specific, 

highly delicate type of encounter; a 

woman's visit to a gynaecologist (1971, 

19971. At the lime of the study most pelvic 

examinations! were carried out by male 

doctors, and hence the experience was 

(and sometimes still is] fraught with 

pote mui l a rnbigu Ities a nd emharrassme nt 

for both parties- Men and women in the 

West are socialized to 1 hinik of the genitals 

as the most private pan of Ihe body, and 

seeing, and particularly touching, the gen¬ 

itals oF another person is ordinarily asso¬ 

ciated with intimate sexual encounters. 

Some women Jed so worried by the pros¬ 

pect of a pelvic examination that they 

refuse to visit the doctor, male or female, 

even when they suspect there is a strong 

medical reason to do so. 

Hcnslin and ESiggs analysed material 

collected by Biggs, a trained nurse, from a 

large number of gynaecological examina¬ 

tions. They interpreted what they found as 

having several typical stages. Adopting, a 

dramaturgical metaphor, they suggested 

that each phase could be treated as a dis¬ 

tinct scene. In which the parts played by 

the actors alter as the epi sode unfolds. In 

the prologue, the woman enters the 

waiting room preparing to assume the role 

of patient and temporarily discarding her 

outside identity. Called into the consulting 

loom, she adopts the 'patient' role, and 

the first scene opens.The doctor assumes 

a business-like, professional manner and 

treats the patient as a proper and compe¬ 

tent person, maintaining eye contact and 

listening politely to what she has to say. [f 
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he decides an examination is culled for, he 

cells her so and leaves the room; scene one 

Is over. 

As he leaves, the nurse conies in. She is 

an ini porta nl s La gcha ltd i n the m ain scene 

shortly to begin. She soothes any worries 

chat the patient might h ave, acting as both 

a confidante - knowing some of the '(h i ngs 

WurriunhaVi; to pul up with and a Collab¬ 

orator ill what Is to follrjw. Crucially, the 

cninsu helps alter the patient from a person 

to a 'non-person' lor the vital scene — 

which features a body, part of which Is to 
be scrutinized, rather than a complete 
human being. In Henslin and Idggs’s 

study, the nurse not only supervises die 
patient's undressing. but takes over 
aspects that normally the patient wn11Id 

control. Thus, she takes Ihc patient's 

clothes and folds them. Most women wish 

their underwear to be out of sight when 

the doctor returns, and the nurse makes 

sure that this is so. She guides the patient 

to the examining table and covers most of 

her body with a sheet before the physician 

returns. 

i hc central scene now opens, with the 

nurse as well as the doctor (a king pari, The 

presence of the nurse helps ensure that 

the interaction between the doctor and 

the patient is free of sexual overtones and 

also provides a legal witness should die 

physician be charged with unprofessionall 

conduct. The examination proceeds as 

though the personality of the patient we re 

abseni: the sheet across her sepa rales the 

genital area from the rest of her body, and 

her position does not allow her In watch 

the examination itself. Apart from any 

specific medical queries, the doctor 

Ignores her, sitting on a low stool, out of 

her line of vision. The patient collaborates 

In becoming□ temporary non-person, not 

initiating conversation and keeping any 

movements to a minimum. 

In the interval between this and the 

Final scene, the nurse again plays the role 

of stagehand, helping the patient to 

become a full person once more. After the 

doctor has left the room, the two may 

again engage in conversation, the patient 

expressing relief that the examination is 

over, Having dressed and re-groomed 

herself, the patient is ready to face the 

concluding scene- The doctor re-enters 

(lit room and, In discussing tire results of 
die examination, again treats the patient 

as a complete and responsible parson. 

Resuming his polite, professional manner, 
he conveys that his reactions to her are in 
no way altered by the intimate contact 

with her body. The epilogue is played out 

when she leaves the doctor's surgery, 

taking up again her identity in the outside 

world. The patient and the doctor have 

thus collaborated in such a way as to 

manage the Interaction and the impres¬ 

sion each participant forms of the other, 

Personal space 

There are cultural differences in (lie* defi¬ 

nition of personal Space, In Western 

culture, people usually maintain a dis¬ 

tance of at least three feet when engaged 

in focused interaction with others: when 

standing side by side, they may stand 

more closely together, In the Middle East, 

people often stand closer to one another 

than is thought acceptable in the West. 

Westerners visiting that part of the world 

arc likely to find themselves disconcerted 

by this unexpected physical proximity. 

Edward T. Hall, who has worked exten¬ 

sively on non-verb til communication, dis¬ 

tinguishes four zones of personal space, 
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Intimate distance, ofup to one and a half 

t'ect, Is reserved for very few social con¬ 

tacts. Only those involved In relationships 

in which regular bodily touching is per¬ 

mitted, such as Lovers or parents and chil¬ 

dren, operate wit hin this zone of private 

space, FeraonaJ ctfstancEf from one and a 

half to four feel, is the normal spacing 

fur encounters with friends and close 

acquaintances. Some intimacy of contact 

is permitted, but ibis lends to be strictly 
Limited. Social distance, from four Co 

twelve feet, \s the zone usually maintained 
In formal settings such as interviews. The 
fourth zone is that of public distance, 

beyond twelve feet, preserved by those 

who are performing to an audience. 
I n ordina ry in te Taction, t h e m osr fi a ught 

zones are those of intimate and personal 

distance. If these zones are invaded, 

people try to recapture their space. We 

may stare at the intruder as if to say, 'Move 

away!1 or elbow him aside. When people 

are forced into proximity closer than they 

deem desirable, they might create a kind of 

physical boundary; a reader at a crowded 

library desk might physically demarcate a 

private space by stacking books around its 

edges (L la II1969,1973). 

Here, gender issues also play a role, in 

much the same way as In other forms of 

non-verbal communication. Men have 

traditionally enjoyed greater freedom 

than women in the use of space, including 

movement into the personal space of 

women who may not necessarily be inti¬ 

mates or even close acquaintances. A 

man who guides a Woman by the arm 

when they walk toget h er, or who places a 

hand on her lower bnc k when s h uwin g her 

ihrough Ei door, may be doing SO at a 

gesture of friendly care or politeness- The 
reverse phenomenon, however - a 
woman entering a man's personalsps« - 

Is often construed as flirtation or a sexual 
advanee. New laws a nd sto nda kIs regard ■ 
Jng sexual harassment in many Western 

countries seek In protect people's per¬ 

sonal space - both men and women - 

from unwanted touching nr contact by 

others. 

Many oF the issues discussed in this 

chapter relate to the way in which our 

bodi bs are shaped by the society we live 

in The relationship between sociology 

and the body is discussed’ in chapter 0, 

Health. Illness and Disability'. 

Using your sociological imagination: backstage behaviour in public toilets 

the American sociologist Spencer Cahill led a 
research fetim which studied social interaction 
in the public tolfets (or "bathrooms') oi shopping 
centres, college campuses, bars and 
restaurants. Here, we look a! fiow Cahill uses 
Coffman's description affront and but* regions 
m his study. Cahill found that what Coffman 
(t&5b) called entire 'performance reams' would 
sometimes retreat into public totleis Co conceal1 
embarrassment when a collective performance 
goes Mffonrj, 

The following conversation between three 
young women was recorded in the bathroom of 
a student centre on a college campus. Although 
the incident that led to this conversation was 
not observed, it obviously resulted in such 
paralysing embarrassment, 

A: That was som embarrassing! I can't 
believe that just happened, [general 
laughter] 

B; He must think we are the biggest bunch of 
lose*. 

A: I can't believe I just screamed loud enough 
for everyone to hear. 

v riant©* 
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C: It really wasn't al I that loud. I'm sure he 
didn't hear you, 

E- ,—, we didn't see him right away, and I did 
try to tell you bat you were so busy talking 
that I, „, 

A: I can't believe that just happened. I leel like 
such an asshole. 

E- Oon't worry 'bout it. At (sail h e knows wh0 
you a® now, Are you «*ady? 

Al lrim so embarrassed. What rf he's still out 
there? 

E" you're going to have to see him at some 
pnint. 

I n a d d iti on to comcea ling tempo raiy less of 
control, these defensi ve strategies also buy 
individuals and performance teams time, as this 
example illustrates, in which to gather 
themselves together beFore once again facing 
the trout stage audience. . . 

As Goff m an (1 9 5§) obse rved, pert□ rma n ce 
teams routinely use backstage regionslo gather 
themselves together [and! discuss . , , problems 
involved in the staging of a collective 
performance: Here the team can run through 
its performance,, checking for offending 
expressions when no audience is present to be 
affronted by them; herb poor members of the 
team ... can be schooled! or dropped From the 
performance' 

in the conversation reproduced above., for 
example, B and C not only attempt to belittle 
the discrediting implications of A's earlier 
actions, but 6 also schools A in the art of staging 
collective performances, If, according to B, A had 
paid more attention to the other team 
members' directional cues, she could have 
avoided this embarrassing incident. 

In addition to retreating into public 
bathrooms after the failure of a collective 

performance, performance teams -also retire to 
public bathrooms in order to take preventive 
measures against such an occurrence. Here the 
team may agree upon collusive signals, rehearse 
their planned performance and exchange 
strategic information. In bathrooms in bats, tor 
example, performance teams were sometimes 
overheard discussing the planned targets of 
members' erotic overtures, the overtures they 
had received, the source of such overtures, and 
their likely responses. By providing other 
members of a performance team with such 
strategic information, of course, an individual 
may prevent them from interfering with his or 
her personal project and may oven enlist their 
aid in accomplishing it. 

Sometimes, moreover, the backstage 
discussions that occur in public bathrooms are 
at least partially concerned with a team 
member's morale oi that of the entire team. In 
the previously discussed conversation between 
the three young women, for example, B and C 
attempt tc boost A's moral by both belittling 
the discrediting implications of her earlier 
actions and encouraging her to "go on with the 
show', 

Source: Cahill el al. (1:335) 

Questions 

t Why is Coffman's dramaturgical account 
useful in analysing social interaction in public 
bathrooms? 

2 Are the concepts of role adoption, civil 
inattention and personal space useful in 
studying social interaction in the public toilets 
of b acs and rests u ra nts? 

3 What backstage areas do you regularly 
experience? 

Interaction in time and 
space 

Understanding how activities ate dlsirlb- 

uteri In dme and space Js fundamental to 

analysing encounters, and also to under¬ 

standing social life in general. All interac¬ 
tion Is situated it occurs in a particular 
place aitri has a specific duration in time. 
Our aci ions over the course of a day tend 

to l>e ^oned' In time as well as In space, 

Copyrighted material 
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Thus, for example, most people spend a 

zone - say, from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m_- of 

their daily time working. Their weekly 

time is also zoned: They arc Likely to work 

on weekdays and spend weekends at 

home* altering the pattern of their activ¬ 

ities on the weekend dayst As we- move 

through (he temporal zones of the clay, we 

are also often moving across space us Well: 

to pet to work, we may take a bus from one 

area of a city to another or perhaps 

Commute in horn the suburbs, When We 

analyse the contests of social interaction, 
therefore, It is often useful to look ai 
people's movements across dme-j/MO?- 

The concept of regionalization will help 
its understand how social life is zoned in 
time-space. Tate the example of a private 

house. A modern house is regionalized 

into rooms, hallways and floors if there is 

more than one storey. These spaces are 

not just physically separate areas, hut are 

zoned in time as well. The living rooms 

and kitchen are used most in the daylight 

hours, the bedrn □ nts at nigh t. The in Lcrac - 

Lion that occurs in these regions is bound 

by both spatial and temporal divisions. 

Some areas of the house form back 

regions, with 'performances’ taking place 

in the others. At times, the whole house 

can become a back region, Once agtiln, 
this Idea Is beautifully captured by 
Coffman: 

Ul ■& Sunday moinJng, 4 whole household 
can use ihe wall around us domestic estab¬ 
lishment <0 conceal a relaxing slovenliness, 
in dress ;likI civil endenvmr, ex lending In all 

ronris Mil- InfornboLlty that is usually 
restrtcttii to kitchen and Urdioumh. So, too, 
in American middle-class neighborhoods, 
on afternoons Ihe line between children's 
playground and home may be delined as 

backstage by nmillers, wlaci pass alnngj ll 
wearing Jeans, loafers, and a minimum or 

make-up.. . . And, of enurse, a region that 

is thoroughly established as a front region 
for the regular performance of a particular 
routine often Functions nr- a back region 
lielisre and ni l nr uadi perfriTmamre, I'mr at 

llicrse Llmtss the permanent I is lures ill ay 

undergo repairs* restoration, and rearrange¬ 
ment, or the performers may hold dress 
rehearsals. To- see this wc need only glance 
into a restaurant, or store, or home, a few 
in I ilu Le> befura ibe^e eslubllxhiiieitls :iw 

opened to us for the day (CiofFman 1973) 

Clock time 

hr modern societies, Hie zoning of our 

acdvltles is strongly Indue need by clock 

time. Without clocks and the precise 
timing oF activities, and thereby their 

coordination across space, industrialized 

societies could not exist IMurn ford 1973) . 

The measuring of lime by docks is today 

standardized across Ihe globe, making 

possible the complete international trans¬ 

port systems and communications wc 

now depend on. World standard time was 

first introduced in IGJH at a conference of 

naliuns held in Washington. The globe 

was then partitioned into twenty-four 

Lime zones, each one hour apart, and an 

exact beginning of the universal day was 

fixed- 

Fourteenth-eentury monasteries were 

the first organizations to try to schedule 

the activities of their Inmates precisely 

across the day and week, Today, there Is 

virtually no group or organization that 

does not do so - the greater Ihe num her of 

people and resources involved, the more 

precise the scheduling must be. Eviatar 

Zeruhavel (1979, I9A21- demonstrated this 

in his study of the temporal struclu re of a 

large modern hospital. A hospital must 

operate on a 24-hour basis, and cooidi- 
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tiating the staff and resources is a highly 

complex, matter. For instance, [lie nurses 

wort for one time period in ward A, 

another time period, in ward B, and so on, 

and a re a Iso ca Lied on to a lie mate be tween 

day- and night-shift work, Nurses, doctors, 

and other staff, plus the resources they 

need, must be integrated together both in 

dm# and in space. 

Social life and the ordering of 
space and time 

The Internet Is another example of how 

closely forms of social Life arc bound up 

with our control of spa.ee and time, Tlie 

Internet makes it possible for u.s to Inter¬ 

act with people we never see or meet, in 

ary corner of the world. Such technologi¬ 

cal change 'rearranges' space - we can 

interact with anyone without moving from 

our chair. It also alters our experience of 

time, because communication on the 

electronic highway is almost immediate. 

Until about fifty years ago, most commu¬ 

nication across spate required a duration 

of time. If you sent a letter to someone 

abroad, there- was a time gap while the 

Letter was carried by ship, train, truck or 

plane Co the person to whom it was 

written. 

People still write letters by hand today, 

of coots#, l’i u t insta ntaneous comm tunica - 

lion, has become bask to our social world, 

Our lives would be almost unimaginable 

without it. We are so used! to being aid* to 

switch on the TV and watch the news or 

make a phone call or send an email to a 

friend in another part of the world that it is 

hard for us to imagine what lift would he 

like otherwise. 

Everyday life in cultur'd I 3nd 
historical perspective 

•Some of the mechanisms ef social interac¬ 

tion analysed by Coffman, Carfinkel and 

others seem to be universal, But much of 

Coffman's discussion of civil inattention 

and Other kinds of interaction primarily 

concerns societies in which contact with 

Strangers is commonplace. What about 

V#ty small traditional societies, where 

there are no strangers and few settings in 

which more than a handful of people are 

together at anyone time? 

To see some of die contrasts between 

social interaction in modern and tradi¬ 

tional societies, lei's take as an example 

one of the least developed cultures in 

terms of technology remaining in the 

world: ihclKung(sometimes known as the 

Bushmen], who live in the Kalahari Desert 

area of Botswana and Namibia, in south¬ 

ern Africa jl.ee 1 EfGS, lf?GO; the exclama¬ 

tion mark refers to a click, sound one 

makes before pronouncing the name). 

Although their way of life is changing 

because of outside influences, their tradi¬ 

tional patterns of social life are sLill 

evident. 

The Ikuiig live In groups of some thirty 

or forty people, in temporary settlements 

near watei holes. Food Is scarce In their 

environment, and they must walk far and 

wide to find It- Such roaming takes up 

most of the ave ra ge d ay. Women and eh II - 

dren often stay back in the camp, hut 

equally often the whole group spends the 

day walking. Members of the community 

will sometimes fanout overall area of up 

to a hundred square miles in Ihe course of 

a day, returning to the camp at night to eat 

and sleep. The men may be alone or in 
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groups of two or three for much of the day. 

There is one period of the year, however, 

when the routines of their daily activities 

change: the winter rainy season, when 

water is abundant and food much easier 

to come by. The everyday life of the lEutifi 

during this period is centred around ritual 

and ceremonial activities, the preparation 

for and enactment of which is Very lime - 

consuming, 

The members, of most [Rung groups 

tleVer see anyone they don't know reason¬ 

ably well. Until contacts with the outside 

became more common in recent years, 

they had no word for 'stranger-. While the 

IKutig, particularly die males, may spend 

lo n g pe Mods of rhe day o u t of contact wl th 

others, in the comm unity itself there is 

Little opportunity for privacy, families 

sleep in flimsy open dwellings, with virtu¬ 

ally all activities open to public view. No 

one has studied the IKung with Coffman^ 

observations on everyday life in mind, hu t 

it is easy to see that same aspects of his 

work have limited application la IKung 

social life. There arc few opportunities, for 

example, to create front and back regions. 

The closing off of different gatherings and 

encounters by the walls of rooms, separate 

buildings and the various neighbuur- 

hcujtls of cities common in modern soci¬ 

eties are remote from the activities of the 

Ifjirtg. 
The form of -social interaction of the 

IKungis very different from the; Interaction 

that takes place in the modem city. City 

life forces us to interact almost constantly 

with strangers, 

A famous account of social interaction in 

ihe city was given by one of the early 

founders al sociology, Georg Si mm el. 

whose work is discussed in chapter 21, 

Titles and Urban Spaces', p. -B9G. 

Globalisation and everyday life: international tourism 

have you ever had a fa<e-Lc-faco conversation 
with someone from another country? Or 
connected to an overseas website? Nave you 
ever travelled to another part of the world? If 
you answered <yes' fa any of these questions, 
you have witnessed Ihe effects of globalization 
on social interaction Globalization -a relatively 
recent phenomenon - has changed both the 
frequency and the nature of interactions 
between people of different nations. The 
historical sociologist Charles Trlly, in fact, defines 
globalization in terms- of these changes. 
According to hilly, 'globaluaticm means an 
increase in the geographic range of locally 
consequential social interactions'' (Tilly 199S). In 
other words, with globalization, a greater 
proportion of our interactions comi to involve, 
directly or indirectly, people from other 
countries. 

What are the characteristics of social 

interactions that take place between individual 
•of different nations? Important contributions to 
the study of this problem have been made by 
those working in the area of the sociology of 
tourism. Sociologists of tourism note that 
globalization has greatly expanded the 
possibilities for international travel, both by 
encouraging an interest in other countries and 
by facilitating the movement of tourists across 
international borders. Between 1532 and 2002r 
ihc number of visits to ihe UK. made by overseas 
residents doubled end spending on these visits 
more than tripled. These visitors now pump 
almost 112 billion a year into the UK economy. 
Bn tons are also travelling the world in record 
numbers (Office of National Statistics 2004b). 

High levels of international tourism, of course, 
translate into am increase in the number of face- 
to-face interactions between people of different 
countries. The sociologist John Urry (1990, 
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7-na 1 > argues that the 'tourist gate1 - the 
expectation on the part ot the tourist that he or 
she will have exotic' experiences while 
travelling abroad shapes many of these 
interactions. L/try compares (he tourist gaie to 
Foucault's conception oF the medical gaze 
(discussed in chapter £i, pp. ^6CJ — IJ. Urry argues 
that the tourist gaze is just as socially organized 
by professional experls, Systematic in its 
application And as detached as the medical 
gaze, hut this time it is organized in its search for 
'exotic' experiences. These are experiences that 
violate out everyday expectations about haw 
social interaction and interaction with the 
physical environment are supposed to proceed. 

Britons travelling in the United States, for 
example, may delight in the fact that the 
Americans drive on the right-hand side of the 
road. At the same time, such behaviour is 

disconcerting to drive is Irnm the UK. Qur rules 
of the road are so ingrained that we experience 
systematic violations of those rules as strange, 
weird and exo tic. Yet, ..is lourisls, we take 
pleasure in Ihfs strangeness. In a sense, il is 
what we have paid money to see - along with 
the Empire State Bu iding or the Eiffel Tower. 
Imagine hrxw disappointed you would be if you 
were to travel Co □ different country only to find 
that it was almost exactly the seme as Che city nr 
town in which you grew up. 

Yet most tourists do not want their 
experiences to be too exotic. A popular 
destination for young, particularly U5, travellers 
in Paris, for example, is a McDonald's restsurant 
Seme go to see it there is any truth to the line 
from Quentin Tarantino's movie Pulp Fiction that 
because the French use the metric system, 
McDonald's 'quarter pounder with cheese' 

Erics abroad seeking out the familiar pleasures of burger and chips, or an all-day 

b reakfast. 
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hamburgers 5re called fftoya|« with cheese' (it 
is true, by the way). Britons travelling abroad 
often cannot resist eating and drinking in British- 
dtvd Irish-style pubs. Sometimes such diversions 
a re the resu It of curiosity, b ut often people emj oy 
the comfort of eating familiar food in a familiar 
setting. The contra d ictory d ema 11 ds to r th e enoti c 
and the la mi ia rare at the heart of the tourist 
gate. 

The tourist gaze may put strains on face-to- 
face interactions between tourists and locals. 
Locals who are part of the tourist industry may 
appreciate overseas travellers for the economic 
benefits they bring to the places they visit Other 
locals may resent tourists for their demanding 

attitudes or for Che overdevelopment that often 
occurs in popular tourist destinations. Tourists 
may interrogate locals about aspects of their 
everyday lives, such as their food, work and 
recreational habits; they may do this either to 
enhance their understanding of other cultures or 
ta judge negatively those who are different from 
themselves. 

As tourism increases with the march of 
globalization, sociologists will have io watch 
carefully to see what dominant patterns of 
interaction emerge between tourists and locals, 
and to determine, among other things, whether 
these interactions tend to be friendly or 
antagonistic. 

The social construction of reality: 
the sociological debate 

Within sociology, many different theoreti¬ 
cal frameworks are mhhI to explain social 

reality. These theories differ in their expla¬ 
nations of social phenomena, yet they 
share the assumption that social reality 

exists independently of people's talking 

about it or living in it. This assumption has 

been challenged by a broad body of soci¬ 

ological 1 ho 11 gin known as social construc¬ 

tionism. 

Social construetivists believe that what 

individuals and society perceive and 

understand as reality is itself a construc¬ 

tion. a creation of the social interaction of 

individuals and groups. Trying Lo 'explain' 

social reality is to overlook and to reify 

(regard 51S a given truth) the processes 

through which such reality is constructed. 
The re fore, soda I co nstructfrls tsargue that 

sociologists need to document and 

analyse these processes and not simply be 

concerned with the concept of social 
reality they give rise to. Social construc¬ 

tionism lies been seen as an Imports ml 

Influence on the postmodern school of 

thought in sociology. 

for more on postmoderniscn, see 
chapter 4r Theoretical Thinking in Soci¬ 

ology, pp. 114-17. 

In their lstets classic study. Ttte Social Con¬ 

struction of Reality, sociologists Petd 

Berger and Thomas l.uekimmn examine 

common-sense knowledge - those things 

that individuals take for granted as real. 

They emphasize that these 'obvious Facts 

of'social reality may differ among people 

from different cultures, and even among 

different people within the same culture. 

The task becomes an analysis of the pro¬ 

cesses by which individuals come to per¬ 

ceive what is 'real' to (hem as real. 

Social constructivists apply the ideas of 

Berger and Luckmann to the investigation of 

sucial phenomena, to Illuminate the ways, in 

which, members of society come to know 

ami simultaneously create what is real. 

While social constructivists have examined 

such diverse topics m meri idne a nd medical 

treatment, gender relations and emotions, 

much of their work has focused on social 

problems, such as the crime 'pmblem'. 
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The work of Aaron Cicourel f 19621} pro¬ 

vides an example of social constructionist 

research, in the a ire of youth crime. Some¬ 

times, data regarding rales and cases of 

youth crime arc taken as Riven (i.c.. real}, 

and theories arc created to explain the 

patterns observed in the data. l-"or 

exam pie, at first glance arrest a ltd court 

data Would seem to indicate that young 

people from single-parent families arc 

more Likely Co commit delinquent acts 

Chan those from CWu-parant homes. Some 

sociologists have therefore developed 

explanations for this observed relation* 

ship: perhaps children from single-parent 

homes have less supervision, or perhaps 

they lack appropriate role models. 

Ely contrast, Cicourel observed the ftfo- 

eejsfis involved in the arrest and classifica¬ 

tion of youths suspected of committing 

crimes; that is. he observed the creation of 

the 'official' crime date. He discovered 

that police procedures in the handling of 

young offenders rely on comm on-sense 

understandings of what young offenders 

am 'really like: 

fur example, when youths from lower- 

class families were arrested, police were 

more likely Co view their offences as results 

of poor supervision ora lack of proper role 

models, and would retain the young 
people in custody. Offenders from upper- 
class homes, however, were more likely to 

be released to their parents' care, where 
police and parents believed the young 
person could receive proper discipline. 

Thus, the practices of police serve for¬ 

mally to assign the label of 'young 

offender'mo re often Eo those from lower- 

class homes than to those from upper- 

class homes - even when the youths have 

committed similar offences. This assign - 

mc nt produces the very data which i n turn 

confirm Ihe relationships held by the 

common-scuse views; for example, thaE 

young people from poor families are more 

likely to engage in crime. Cicourcf's study 

shows that through interacting with other 

people in society, wc transform our 

common-sense notions of reali ty into 

independent, 'objective' proof of their 

oWn Validity. 

You will Jind mere discussion of the con 

struction ol the crime "problem' in 

chapter 19, 'Crime and Deviance'', 

Social constructionism is not without 
Its critics. Sociologists Steve Woolgar and 

Dorothy ftiwluch argue that social con¬ 
structivists aim to show the subjective 

creation of social reality, yet in doing so 

selectively view certain features as objec¬ 

tive and others as constructed. For 

example, in analyses examining which 

young people hecome labelled as delin¬ 

quent. social constructivists often argue 

that the initial behaviours reported for the 

young people are identical; therefore, any 

differences between those labelled as 

criminals and those avoiding such u Libel 

must be due to the construction of the 

label itself. Critics OTgue that social con¬ 

structionism inconsistently presents the 

Initial behaviours as objective, while 
arguing that the labelling process is sub¬ 
jective (WoolgarandPawluch 1985), 

Other sociologists have criticized social 
constructionism for its unwillingness to 

accept broader social forces as powerlail 
i nl lirences on observable social outcomes. 

For example, some critics have argued 

that while reality may be a constructed 

perpetuation of common-sense beliefs, 

these beliefs themselves maybe caused by 

existing social factors such as capitalism 

□ r patriarchy. 
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Ullimituly, social constructionism offers 

u theoretical approach In understanding 

social reality ttial radically differs from most 

oLiter sociological approaches. Rather than 

assuming that social reality objectively 

exists* social conslrucdvists work to docu¬ 

ment and analyse the processes through 

which social reality is constructed, such 

that the construction then serves lu 

confirm its own status as social reality. 

Social interaction in cyberspace 

In ninth!in societies. in complete contrast 
to the IKuttgr discussed no pp. ]4if-ri« - as 

will be explored in the chapters that follow 
-we constantly interact with others whom 
we may never see or meet. Almost all of 

mir everyday transactions* such as buying 

groceries or making a bark deposit, bring 

us Into contact - but indirect contact - 

with people who may live thousands of 

miles away 

Now I hat email, instant messaging, 

online cumin unities and chat rooms have 

become facts uf life fur many people in 

industrialized countries, what is the 

nature of these interactions, a nd what new 

complexities are emerging from them? 

Sceptics argue that Indirect communica¬ 

tion through email and die internet com 
tains a wealth of problems not found in 

face-to-law social interaction. As Kafr et 
ill, put it: To type is nut to bo human, to be 

In cyberspace Is not to be real; all Is jane- 
ttmee a ltd alienation, a poor substitute for 

the real thing' (MOIn. In particular, sup¬ 

porters of this view argue that computer- 

mediated communication technology is 

too limited to prevent users hiding behind 

false identities (sec box opposite]. This 

also allows Lrickery, lechery, manipula¬ 

tion. emotional swindles and so on; 

The problem Lies In die nature ol human 
comununleailML IVe think of It as a produel 
of the mind, but it's done by bodies: faces 
move, voices ituon®, bodies sway, hands 
i;,:Miliiri\ . . . On the Internet, I he mi ml ix 
present but the body is-^HJiu:. IliaaiiicriK^;? 
few dues to the person aUtyand mood of tire 
person, can only guess why messages are 
sent, what they mean, what responses to 
in nke, Trust is vifinally mm the wi nduw. It's a 
risky hull ness. (Locke 2QQDJ 

Yet defenders of new technology argue 

that there Sre ways itt which good or bud 

reputations can be built and trust can he 
established, so redueingthe risks off online 
commimfcatlcm. One of the hunt known, 

and much discussed, trust systems In an 
online comm unity is used by the auction 
site eBay (sec box on p. 156). 

Furthermore Internet enthusiasms 

argue that online communication has 

many inherent advantages that cannot be 

claimed by more traditional forms of 

interaction such as the telephone and 

face-to-face meetings. The human voice, 

for example, may be far superior in terms 

of expressing emotion and subtleLieE of 

meaning, but it cun also convey infurma- 

Lion about (he speaker's age. gender, eth¬ 

nicity or so dal position - information that 

could be used lo the speaker's disadvan¬ 

tage, Electronic communication, it Is 

noted, masks all these Identify Ins 
markers and ensures that attention 

focuses strictly on the content of the 

message- This can be a great advantage 
for women or other traditionally disad¬ 
vantaged groups whose opinions are 

sometimes devalued in other settings 

(Fascnc 2Q0QK Electronic interaction is 

often presented as liberating and ■empow¬ 

ering, since people- can create their own 

online identities and speak more freely 

than they would elsewhere. 
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Qsinjj your sociological imaginatltm: the problems ol social interaction in cyberspace 

The section below was taken from an article 
written in the- early days of the internet but it 
reflects problems and raises questions that are 
sitil relevant today. 

I '’met' Joan in the late spring of 1 9B3, shortly 
after! first hanked my personal computer up to 
a modem and entered the strange new world of 
online communications.. , . Her 'handle1 was 
'Talkin'1 Lady', According to the ccmvcriLions of 
the medium,people havens (usuallyfrivolous) 
handle when they're a n '□ p e n' cha n n els with 
many users, but when two people choose to 
enter a private talk mode, they'll often exchange 
real information about themselves, I soon 
learned that her real name was Joan Jue 
Greene, and that s|ie was a fdew York 
rue um psychologist in her late twenties, who had 
been severely disfigured in a car accident that 
was the fault of a drunken driver. The accident 
had killed her boyfriend. Joan herself spent a 
year in the hospital, being treated For brain 
damage, which affected both her speech and 
her ability to Walk, Mult, confined to a 
wheelchair, and Frequently suffering intense 
back and leg pain, Joan bad at First been so 
embittered about her disabilities that she 
literally didn't want to live. 

Then her mentor, a former professor at Johns 
Hopkins [University!, presented her with a 
computer, a modem, and a year's subscription to 
CompuServe [the first online service to offer real¬ 
time chat) to be used specifically doing what Joan 
was doing - making friends online. At first, her 
handle had been 'Quiet Latfy( in reference lo her 
muteness. &uT Joan could type - which is, after all, 
how one talks’ on a computer - and she had a 
sassy, bright generous personality that blossomed 
in a medium where physicalness doesn't count. 
Joan become enormously popular, and her new 
handle, Talkin' Lady',, was a reflector of her new 
sense of self. Over the next two years, she became 
a monumental online presence who served both 
as a support for other disabled women and as an 
inspiring stereotype-smasher to nhe able-bodied. 
Through her marry intense friendships and (in 
some cases) her online romances, she changed 
the lives of dozens of women. 

Thus it was a huge shock early this year 
when, through a complicated series of events, 
Joan was revealed as being not disabled at all. 
More to the point, Joan, in fact, was not a 
woman. She was really a man we'll call Alex - 
a prominent Mew York psychiatrist in his early 
fifties who was engaged in a bizarre, all- 
consuming experiment to see what il felt like 
to be female, and to experience the intimacy of 
female Friendship, 

Even those xvho barely knew Joan felt 
implicated - and somehow betrayed - by Alex's 
deception. Many of us online like to believe that 
we're a utopian community qF the future, and 
Ale/s experiment proved io us dll that 
technology is no shield against deceit, We lost 
our innocence, if not o u r faith;. 

To so m e of Al ex's vi dims - i n du c i ng a 
women who had an affair with the real-life Alex, 
after being introdneed to him by Joan - the 
experiment was-a 'mind rape', pure and simple, 
(Several people, in fact have tentatively explored 
the possibility of bringing charges against Alex 
as a psychiatrist, although the case is without 
preeedent, to put it mildly,) To some other 
victims, Alex was not so much an impostor as a 
seeker whose search went out of control. 
(Several of those are attempting to continue a 
friendship with Alex - and, as one woman put if, 
'fa relate to the soul, not the sex of the person, 
The soul is the same as before,') Either way, this 
fs a peculiarly modern story about a man who 
used some of our most up-to-date technology to 
p ay out some of our oldest assumptions about 
gender roles. 

Source: Geldei (IMS) 

Questions 

1 Are there important differences between 
social interactions in cyberspace compared 
with face-to-face meetings? 

2 What are the advantages and disadvantages 
of online interaction compared with meeting 
people face to face? 

Copyrighted material 
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Establishing trust in cyberspace: the e|ay feedb^cit system 

Currently the largest, and one at the oldest 
{launched September person-to-person 
auction houses is eBay. By 2CKI5 eEay was made 
up of more than 100 rr:illion people around the 
World who buy and sell products on the eBay 
websites. Remarkably, e&ay offers no warranties 
or guarantees for any of the goods that are 
auctioned off - buyers and sellers assume all 
risks for the transaction, with eBay serving os a 
Esting agency. It would seam to be a market ripe 
with the possibility of large-scale fraud and 
deceit, and yet the default rate For trades 
conducted through eBay is remarkably small. 
Both eBay and the participants in its market 
credit, an institution slued reputation system al 
the site - known as the Feedback forum - For 
the very high rate at successful trades. 

After every seller's or bidder's name Is a 
number in parenthesis. In the case ot a sel err 
the information is d-splayed as fellows: 

Seller name (265-ir) 

The number is a summary measure of a person's 
reputation in the eBay market, fiegisterec users 
are a I owed to post positi'.'er negative and 
neutral Comments about users with whom they 
have traded, Each positive comment is given a 
store of 4 1, each negative comment Is given a 
score oF 1, with neutral comments not affecting 

one's score in either direction. At certain levels, 
market pailicipanls ere also awarded a colour 
star which marks the number of net positive 
comments they have received ... 

One Is a hie to contact the person via email by 

yngrUet aterial 
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clicking on the name; dieting on the number 
following someone's name leads to their full 
feedback profile. There ere finds the full list of 
comments., with email links and ratings numbers 
for every evaluator as well (thus, one can 
explore the reputation of the evaluators just as 
one can for the evaluated). A typical positive 
comment might be 'WeII packaged,, last delivery. 
Highly recommended. A + ', , . 

A high feedback rating is an extremely 
valuable asset. Many participants report that 
they are more willing to trade with someone 
with a high rating, or even that they will only 
trade with individuals with high ratings. In that 
sense, some traders are able to create a brand 

identity that increases their volume of sales or 
even the price at wh ich th ey are abl e to sel I 
items. . . . Even s few negative ratings can 
seriously damage a reputation, and so frequent 
traders are very careful about nurturing their 
rating by providing swift execution of honest 
trades, the potential damage of a negative 
comment is a subject of great concern among 
frequent participants. ... One cam choose to 
make one's entire feedback profile private, but 
Th.'s is a huge disadvantage in a market which 
relies on these reputations. 

Source: Kollotk -(1999) 

Internet sceptics have also argued that 

Indirect, online communication encour¬ 

ages isolation and prevents real friend¬ 

ships from hi ruling, but Lhis does not 

seem to reflect the reality. A survey of 

Internet users carried out between 19S5 

and 2000 showed that. Far from increasing 

social Isolation, Internet usage is asso¬ 
ciated with significant and increased 

online and offline social Interactions, The 

survey found that Interne! users tend to 

communicate with others through other 

media - especially by the telephone - 

more than non-users do, meet face-to- 
face with friends more than non-users and 

ini cruel wit h others more in general (Katz 

cl el. 2001). 

Conclusion: the 
compulsion of proximity? 

Despite Lite rise in indirect communica¬ 

tion. however, it seems that humans still 

value direct contact. People in business, 

for instance, continue to attend meetings, 

sometimes flying halfway around the 

world to do so. when if would seem much 

cheaper and more efficient to transact 

business through a conference call or 

video link, family members could arrange 

'virtual' reunions or holiday gatherings 

using electronic real-time cumintimen¬ 

tions, but we all recognize that they would 

lack the warmth and Intimacy of face-to- 

face celebrations. 

An explanation for tills phenomenon 

comes from Deidre Boden and Harvey 

Mnlntch. who have studied what they call 

the compulsion of proximity: die need of 

Individuals to meet with one another in 
situations of ctir-presence, or face-to-face 

Interaction. People put themselves out to 

attend meetings, 13n den and M a Botch 

suggest, because situations of co- 

presence, for reasons documented hy 

(?oilman in his studies of interaction, 

supply much richer information about 

how other people think and feel, and 

about their sincerity, than any form of 

electronic communication. Only by actu¬ 

ally being in the presence of people who 

make decisions affecting us in important 

Ways do We Fed able to learn what is going 

on and feel confident that we can Impress 

them with our own views and om own 

vriahte 
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signals a degree of intimacy and I rust; 

cop resent interacts nts continuously 

monitor the subtle movements of (Ills 

most subtle body part'. 

sincerity. 'Co-presence', Eoden and 

MoLotcb CIS&jJ] say. 'affects access to the 

body part that "never lies", ihc eyes - the 

"windows art Ihc sou]". F.ye contact itself 

Summary points 
1 Meny appsrcntly trivial aspects of our day-ta 

day behaviour turn out on close examination 

to be both complex and important aspects of 

social interaction. An example is the gaze - 

looking at other people, In most interactions, 

eye contad is fairly fleeting. To stare at another 

person could be taken as a sign of hostility or 

on some occasions, of love. The study of social 

interaction is a funda mental area in sociology, 

illuminating many aspects oF social EiFe. 

2 Many different expressions are conveyed by 

the human) face, It is widely held that basic 

aspects of Che facial expressions of emotion 

are innate. Cross-cultural studies 

demonstrate quite dose similarities between 

members of different cultures both in facial 

expression and in the interpretation of 

emotions registered on the human face. 

3 The study of ordinary talk and conversation 

has come to be called ethnomethodahgy, a 

term first coined by Harold Garfinkel. 

Elh no methodology is the analysis of the 

Ways in which We actively - although usually 

in a taken for-granted way - make sense of 

what others mean by whal they say and do. 

4 We can lea rn a great deala bout the natu re of 

talk by studying response cries (exclamations). 

5- Unfocused rnteroctfon is ihe mutual 

awareness individuals have of one another 

in large gatherings when rot directly in 

conversation together. Focused interaction, 

which can he divided up into distinct 

encoLmfers, or episodes of interaction, is 

when two or more individuals are directly 
attending to what the other or others are 

saying and doing. 

6 Social interaction can oFten be illuminatingly 
studied by applying the dramaturgical model 
- studying social interaction as if those 
involved were actors on a stage, having a set 

and props, As in the theatre, in the various 
contexts of social life there lend to he clear 

distinctions between fronf regions (the stage 

itself) and back regions, where the actors 

prepare themselves for the performance and 

relax afterwards. 

7 All social interaction is situated in time and 

space. We can analyse how our daily lives 

are 'zoned' in both time and space 

combined by looking at how activities occur 

during definite durations and at the same 

time involve ■spatial movement. 

a Soitie mechanisms oF social interaction may 

be universal,, but many are not. The iKung of 
southern Africa, for example, live in small 

mobile bands, where there is little privacy 
and thus little opportunity to create front and 

back regions. 

9 Modern societies ere characterized largely by 

indirect interpersonal transactions (such as 

making bank deposits}, which lack any co- 

presence. This leads lo what has been called 

the Lompu'irjc-ji of proximity', [he tendency to 

want to meet tn person whenever possible, 

perhaps because this makes it easier to gather 

information about how others think and feel, 

and to accom p lish impression management 
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Questions for further thought 

1 VVuLi Itl social life be pussibIt wi Lhoui shimrtl background, assumptions □ m oog 

tneiubeis of a society? 

2 How might a tourist view your home town orcLty different]!' from you? 

3 How easy would it be Lo conduct "interactional vandalism' in the classroom? 

4 How do you "look confidant"? 

5 What strategies do women on their own use in hare and caffcs to indicate that they 
want lo he left alone? 

la flan electronic eommunLcation substitute fin face-to-Face Interaction? 

Further reading 

Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann, The Social Construction of Reality: A Treatise in the 

Sociology of Knotviedge [Garden City,. NY: Doubleday. I9G6]. 

Stanley Cohen and Laurie Taylor, Escape Attempts; The Theory and Practice of Resistance to 

Everyday Life, 2nd edti (London: Ron Hedge* L 995-5. 

Erring Coffman, Behaviour In Public Places (New York: Free Press, 1963). 

lining Coffman. The Presentation of the Self In Erendfiy Life (1 la nmondsworth; Fenguln. 

1969), 
I’hil Manniam, firving Hoffman ami Modern Sociology (Cambridge: I'uhty, IUH2|. 

Internet links 

Nonverbal Communication Pages 

h tlpi/'.i'w>™.natcom.a rg/etrenli nc( u cm verb.h tm 

Introduction to symbolic interaction ism 

h np;f livel Kgri n nellcduAou rees/sucf sOOf socl 11-01/ InlreTlieories/ Syn i buLic-h tunl 

lithtlo/CA News [q ill me resource lor l: c 11 ri t> nn-1 In j r I li I r> |_' y- and conversation analysis! 

htlp:/./www2.Ftng.uva.nl/emca/ 

Erving Coffman Website 

http://pcoplc.brandci5iCdu/-lcubcr/goffmanbio.hlinl 
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AT THE kliirl of J. k. Rowling's first 

Harry Kilter adventure;. Harry Power 

tint! riitt pitilosophor's Slotn-. the shrewd 

wised pd Minis Dnmbledare leaves Harry, a 

newly orphaned infant, at rhe doorstep nf 
his non-magician tor 'MuggleJ uncle and 
aunt's house. Harry has already shown 

himselfto have unique powers, Inn Dum- 

bledorc is concerned that if left in Lhe: 

wizard world, Harry won't mature health¬ 

ily. 'It would he enough to turn any hoy4s 

head’, he says. 'Famous before he can wait 

and talk! Famous for something he won't 

even remember. Can't you see how much 

better off he'll be, growing up away from 

all that until lie's ready to take it?' [Rowling 

19013]. 

The 1-larcy Potter novels, each of which 

follows J lurry through a single school year, 

are based on the principle that (here is- no 

adventure greater lha rt E h ii( of growing u p. 

Although Harry attends the li a gw arts 

School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, its still 

a School, because everyone. even a young 

vv lit.:i rd with limitless power, needs help 

developing a set of values. We all pass 

through Importan t life stages, the passage 

from childhood to adolescence, and then 

rn adult h nod. So, for exa tuple, as 1 h e H arry 

Potter series progresses. Flari'v feels the 

onset of sexual urges, to which lie 

responds with an entirely common awk¬ 

wardness. Since sports are an important 

place for many children to learn shout 

camaraderie and ambition, Harry plays 

vrtahtec riai 
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Che wizard sport Quidditch. Rowling loves 

Eo use [he paranaimal to help us sec the 

enchanting complexities behind the fun¬ 

damentals of everyday life. In her uni¬ 

verse, owls unerringly deliver letters; is 

this really any stranger than the postal 

system or email? The function of all classic 

children's stories is to make the process 

of growing tip mure understandable, 

whether they're set in a fairy-tale universe, 

our own world, or - as with the innovation 

of the 1 la rry Pu tier series both, 

socialtiation Is tine process whereby die 
helpless Infant gradually becomes a self- 
aware, knowledgeable person, skilled in 

the ways of Hie culture Into which he or 

she was born. Socialization among die 
young allows foi the more general phe¬ 

nomenon of social reproduction - the 

process whereby societies have structural 

continuity over time. During the course of 

socialization, especially in the early yeans 

nl lilv. ilullin'.1 learn tlu- ways nl their 

eiders, thereby perpetuating their values, 

norms, and social practices. All societies 

have characteristics that entlurc over long 

stretches of time, even though their 

members change as individuals arc hum 

and die. Eiritish society,, for example, has 

many distinctive social and cultural char¬ 

acteristics that have persisted fur genera¬ 

tions; - such as tin? fact that English Is die 

main language spoken. 

As well see hi this chapter, socialisation, 
connects rite different generations to one 

another. Thebkth of a child a Iter 5. the Irves 

of ih use who are responsible for its 

upbringing - who them selves therefore 

undergo new learning experiences, 

Parenting usually ties the activities of 

adults In children for the remainder of 

rltcir Jives. Older people still remain 

parents when they become grandparents. 

of course, thus forging another set odicla- 

tionships con nccti ng the dlffe re nl genera - 

tin ns with each other. Although the 

process of cultural learning is much more 

intense in infancy and early childhood 

than later, learning and adjustment gu on 

through the whole life cycle. 

The sections that follow deal with the 

theme of 'nature Versus nurture', a 

common debate in sociology, We shall first 

examine the main theoretical Interpreta¬ 

tions pul Forward by different Writers 

about how and why children develop as 
they do. Including theories that explain 
how we develop gender identities. Then 

we shall move on to discuss the main 
groups and social contexts that Influence 
socialization during the course of individ¬ 

uals' lives, from childhood In later IIFe.I.ast 

we shall look at some of the most impor¬ 

tant of the sociological issues surrounding 

ageing. 

Culture, society and child 
socialization 

Theories of child development 

One of the most distinctive features of 

human beings, compared to other 

animals, is that humans are ielf-aimre. 

How should we understand the emer¬ 

gence oF a sense oF self = the awareness 
that the Individual has a distinct Identity 
separate from others? During the first 

months of Iris life, the infant possesses 

little or no understanding of differences 

between human beings and material 

objects in his environment, and has no 

awareness of self. Children do not hegin to 

use concepts like T, Lmc' end 'you' until 

the age of two or alter, Only gradually do 

>Dvnohte 
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they then conic to understand lhal others 

have distinct identities, conscious ness 

und needs sc para tc frorn their own. 

The problem of the emergence of self is 

a much-debated one and is viewed rather 

differently in contrasting theoretical per¬ 

spectives, To some extent, this is because 

the most prominent theories about child 

development emphasise different aspects 

of socialization. The American philoso¬ 

pher and sociologist George Herbert Mead 

gives attention mainly Lu IiuW children 

Learn to use the concepts of T and “ui-e’. 
The Swiss student of child behaviour. Jean 
Piaget, worked or many aspects of child 

development, but his most well-known 
writings concern cognition - the ways in 
wh ich children learn to think ahou t rh am - 

selves aittl their environment. 

G. H. Mead and the development of 
seif 

Since Mead's ideas form the main basis of 

a general tradition of theoretical thinking, 

symbolic inleractiontsm. they have had a 

very broad impact in sociology. Symbolic 

interaction ism emphasizes that interac¬ 

tion between human beings takes place 

through symbols and the interpretation of 

meanings l.see chapter IJ. ESuL in addition. 

Mead's work provides an account of the 

main phases of child development, giving 
particular attention to the emergence of a 

sense of self. 
According To Mead, infants and young 

children first of all develop as social beluga 
by imitating the actions of those around 

them. Play is one way in which this takes 

place, and in their play small children 

often imitate what adults do. A small child 

will make mud pics, having seen an adult 

cooking, or dip with a spoon, having 

observed someone gardening. Children's 

play evolves from simple imitation tn 

more complicated games in which a child 

of four or live years old will act out an adult 

role. Mead called this 'taking the role of 

the other' - learning what it is like to he in 

the shoes of another person. It is only at 

this stage that children acquire a devel¬ 

oped sense of self. Children achieve at] 

Understanding of themselves as separa te 

agents - as a me' - by seeing themselves 

Lhrough the eyes of oLhens. 

We achieve self-awareness, according 

to Mead, when we learn to distinguish the 

'mer from the T, The T Is The unsocialized 

Infant, a bundle of spontaneous wants 

and desires. The 'me', as Mead used the 
tenn. is the social self, ] ndividira Is develop 

self-conscious ness. Mead argued, by 

coming fo see themselves as others see 

them. A further stage of' child develop¬ 

ment, according to Mead, occurs when the 

child is about eight nr nine years old. This 

is the age at which children tend to take 

pare in organised games, rather than 

unsystematic play, it is at this period that 

they begin to understand the overall 

values and mwrttlity according to which 

social life is conducted.To Learn organized 

games, children must understand I he 

rules Of play and notions of fairness acid 

equal participation- Children at this stage 

learn to grasp what Mead termed die gen 

oralized other - the general values and 

moral rules of the culture In which they arc 

developing. 

Jean Piaget and the stages of 
cagn itive developmen t 

Piaget placed great emphasis on the 

child's active capability to make sense of 

the world. Children do not passively soak 

up information, but instead select and 

interpret what they see, hear and feel in 

pyrighted material 
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(he world around them. IHcget descrihcd 

several distinct slagcs of cognitive devel¬ 

opment during which childicn learn In 

think atoou t themselves and (heir environ¬ 

ment. list'll stage involves the acquisition 

of new skills and depends on the success¬ 

ful completion of the preceding one, 

FiageL called the first Stage, which lasts 

from birth up to about (he age of LWo, the 

sensorimotor stage. because infants Leant 

mainly by touching objects, manipulating 

(hern, and physically exploring their envi¬ 

ronment, Until (he age of about four 
months or so. Infants cannot differentiate 
themselves from their environment- For 

example, a child will not realize that her 

own movements cause the sides of het 
crjb to Tattle. Objects are not diffmen- 

fuiied from persons, and the iitfaui is 

unaware that anything exists outside her 

rrmgLL of vision. Infants gradually learn to 

distinguish people from objects, coining 

to see that both have an existence inde¬ 

pendent of their immediate perceptions. 

The main accomplishment of this stage is 

that by its close children understand their 

environment to have distinct and stable 

properties. 

The next phase, called the preupera¬ 

tional stag5, >s the one to which Piaget 

devoted die bulk of his research. This 

stage lasts from die age of two to seven. 
During (lie course of it, children acquire a 

mastery of language and become able tu 

use words to represent objects and images 
in a symbolic fashion- A four-year-old 
might use a sweeping hand, for example, 

to represent the concepl 'aeroplane'. 

Piaget termed the stage 'prccpcr&ticnal' 

because children are not yet able to use 

their developing mental capabilities 

systematically. Children in this stage ate 

egocentric. As Piaget used it, this concept 

does not refer to selfishness, hut to the 

tendency of the child (o interpret the 

world exclusively in terms of his own posi ¬ 

tion. A child during this period does not 

understand, for instance, that others see 

objects from a different perspective from 

his own. Holding a book upright, the child 

may ask about a picture in It, not realising 

that (he other person sitting opposite can 

only see the hack of the book, 

Children at the preoperatiunal stage are 

Uhl aide to hold connected conversations 

with another. In egocentric speech, what 

each child says Is more or less unrelated to 

wh nr rh« other spea ker said. Oh lid ren talk 

together, but not to one another In the 

same sense as adults- During this phase of 

development, children have no general 

understanding of categories of thought 

that adults tend to take for granted: con¬ 

cepts such as causality, speed, weight or 

number. Even if the child sees water 

poured from a tall, thin container into a 

shorter, wider one, she will not under¬ 

stand that tbe volume of water remains 

the same - a nd cu deludes rather that there 

Is less water because the water level is 

Lower 

A third period, the concrete operational 

stage, lasts from the age ofseven to eleven. 

During tills phase, children master 
abstract, logical notions. They are able to 
handle ideas such as causality1 without 

much difficulty. A child at this stage of 
development will tecognize the false rea¬ 
soning involved In the idea that the wide 
container holds less water than the thin, 
narrow one, even I hough the water levels 

are different. She becomes capable of car¬ 

rying out the mathematical operations of 

multiplying, dividing and subtracting. 

Children by this stage arc much less ego¬ 

centric. In the pneoperational stage, if a 

k_-U Dvriohted m atari 
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girl Ls asked, 'How many sisters da you 

have?' she may correctly answer 'anc‘. But 

If asked, How many sisters does you r 

sister have?' she will probably answer 

'none', because she cannot see herself 

from the point of view of her sister. The 

concrete operational child is able to 

answer such a question with case. 

Thu years from eleven to fifteen cover 

what Eh age t called the formal operational 

stage. During adolescence, the developing 

child becomes able to grasp highly 

abstract and hypothetical ideas, When 
faced with a problem, children at this 
stage are able to review all the possible 

ways of solving it and go through them 

theoretically hi order to reach a solution. 
The young person at the formal opera¬ 

tional stage is able to understand why 

some questions arc trick ones. To the 

question. 'What creatures arc both 

poodles and dogs?' the individual might 

not he able to give the correct reply but 

will understand why ihe answer "poodles' 

Ls right and appreciate the humour in iL 

According to Piaget, the first tliree 

•stages of development are universal; but 

not all adults reach the third, formal oper¬ 

ational stage. The development of formal 

operational Ihought depends in part on 

processus of schooling. Adults of limited 
educational attainment tend to continue 

to think in more concrete terms and retain 

la rge traces of egocen trlsm, 

Agencies of socialization 

Socinlo gists often speak of socialization as 

occurring in two broad phases, involving a 

number of different agencies of socializa¬ 

tion. Agencies of socialization arc groups 

o r social co nlexts in which significant p ro - 

cesses of socialization occur. Primary 

socialization occurs in infancy and child¬ 

hood and is the most intense period ot 

cultural learning. It is ihe time when chil¬ 

dren learn language and basiehchavioural 

p at terns I h at Jonn the foundation id r la ter 

learning. The family is the main agent of 

socializali o n during this phase. Secondary 

socialization Lakes place later in child¬ 

hood and into maturity. In this phase, 

other agents of socialization lake over 

some of the responsibility from Che family. 

Schools, peer groups, organizations, thu 

media and eventually the workplace 

become socializing forces for Individuals. 

Social interactions In rhese contexts help 

people learn ihe values, norms and beliefs 
that make up ihe patterns of their cultute- 

The family 

Since family systems vary,' widely, the 

range of family contacts that the infant 

experiences is by no means standard 

across cultures. The mother everywhere Ls 

normally the most important individual 

in the child's early life, but the nature of 

the relationships established between 

mothers and their children Is influenced 

by the form and regularity of their contact. 

This is. in turn, conditioned by the charac¬ 

ter of family institutions and their relation 

to other groups in society. 
Tti modern societies, most early social¬ 

ization occurs within a small-scale family 

context. The majority of British children 

spend their early years within a domestic 
unit containing mother, father and 

perhaps one or two other children. In 

many other cultures, try contrast, aunts, 

uncles and grandparents arc often part ol 

a single household and serve as caretakers 

even for very young Infants. Yet even 

within British society there arc many vari¬ 

ations in the nature of family contexts, 

right 
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Some children are brought up in single- 

parent households’ some are cared tor by 

two mothering and fathering agents 

(divorced parents end step-parents]. A 

high proportion of women with families 

ore now employed outside (he home and 

return to their paid work relatively soon 

after the births of their children. In spite of 

these Variations, the family normally 

remains the major agency of socialization 

from infancy to adolescence and beyond - 

in a sequence of development Connecting 

the generations. 

We look at issues concerning families in 

more detail in chapter 7, 'Families end 

intimate Relationship', 

Families have varying 'locations' within 

Ihe overa II institu tions of a society. In m ost 

traditional societies,, the family Into which 

a person was hem largely determined the 

individual's social position tor the rest of 

his or her life. In modern, societies, social 

position is not inherited at birth in this 

way. yet the region and social class of the 

family into which an individual is horn 

affects patterns of socialization quite dis¬ 

tinctly. Children pick up ways of 

behaviour characteristic oT their parents 

or others in their neighbourhood or com¬ 

munity, 

We look at issues of class In more depth 

in chapter 9 on 'Stratification and Class', 

Varying patterns of child-rearing and 
discipline, together with contrasting 
values and expectations, are found in diff¬ 

erent sectors of large-scale societies. It is 

easy to understand the influence of differ¬ 

ent types of family background if we think 

of what life is like, say, for a child growing 

up in a poor ethnic-minority family Irving 

in a run-down area of a city compared to 

one born into an affluent white family in 

the suburbs [Kohn 39771. 

Of course, few if any children simply 

take over unqucstioningly Ihe outlook of 
their parents. This is especially true in the 

modem world, in which change is so per¬ 

vasive, Moreover, the very existence of a 

range of socializing agencies in modern 

societies leads tu many divergences 

between the outlooks of children, adoles¬ 

cents and Lite parental generation. 

Schools 

Another important socialising agency is 
the school. Schooling is a formal process:, 

■students pursue a definite curriculum of 

subjects, Yet schools ere agencies of 
socialization in morosuhtlenf’spectK-Chil- 

dren are expected 1o be quiet in class, be 

punctual at lessons and observe rules of 
school discipline. They are required to 

accept and respond lo the authority of Lhe 

teaching staff. Reactions of teachers also 

affect the expectations children have of 

themselves. These expectations in turn 

become linked to their job experience 

when they leave school. Peer groups are 

often formed at school, ami the system of 

keeping children in classes according to 

age reinforces their impact. 

We dltcuss sotialliaUon in education in 

more detail in chapter 17, 'Education. 

Peer relationships 

/mother socializing agency is the peer 

group. Peer groups consist of children of a 

similar age. In some cultures, particularly 

smalt traditional societies, peer groups 

arc formalized as age-grades (normally 

■confined to males-}. There are often specific 

ccrcm□ nics d r rites that ma rk the transition 

of men from one age-grade to another, 
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Thong within a particular age-grade gener¬ 

ally maintain close and friendly connec¬ 

tions thro Lighou t their Lives. A typical set of 

ape-grades consists of childhood, junior 

warriorhood, senior warriorhood. junior 

elderhood and senior clderhood. Men 

move through those grades not as i ltd ivid ri¬ 

als, but as whole groups. 

The family's importance in socialization 

is obvious, since the experience of the 

infant arid young child is shaped more or 

Less exclusively Within it, it is less apparent, 

especially to those of os living In Western 

societies, how significant peer groups are, 

Yet even without formal age-grades, chil¬ 

dren over the age of four or five usually 

spend a great deal of time In the company 

of friends the same age. Given the high 

proportion oF women now in the work¬ 

force, whose young children play together 

in day-care centres, peer relations are even 

more important today than they were 

before {Corsaro 1997; Harris 1998). 

In h er hook Gender Piny {Thornc 1993], 

the sociologist HarrLe Thorne looked at 

socialization in ibis way. As others had 

before her, she wanted to understand how 

children come to know what it means to 

be male and female (you will learn three 

classic theories of gender socialization 

Later hi this chapter, pp. 172-5), Rather 

than seeing children as passively learning 
flic meaning of gender from their parents 

and teachers, she looked at the way in 

which children actively create and recre¬ 

ate the meaning of gender in their interac¬ 
tions with each other. The social activities 

that schoolchildren do together can be as 

important as other agents for their social¬ 

ization. 

Thorne spent two years observing 

fourth and Fifth graders at two schools in 

Michigan end California, sitting in the 

classroom with them a nil observing their 

activities outside the classroom. She 

watched games such as 'chase and kiss' - 

known by names such as 'kiss-c ate h" in 1 he 

UK - so as to learn how children construct 

and experience gender meanings in the 

classroom and on the playground. 

Thome found that peer groups have a 

great influence on gender socialization, 

particularly as children talk about their 

changing bodies, u subject of great fasci¬ 

nation. The social context created by these 

children determined whether a child's 

bodily change was experienced with 
embarrassment or worn with pride- As 

Thorne (1993) observed: 

If the most popular women started men- 

sl mating or wcari rig bras (even if they didn't 
need to!1, them oilier Hills wanled thtsse 
cl i.i ngus iuu. Hut II the pupular tlidil'l Wear 

bias and hadn't ... gotten their periods, 

then these developments were viewed as 

less desirable. 

Thorne's research is a powerful reminder 

Lhat children are social actors who help 

create their social world and influence 

Lheiruwn socialisation. Still, the impact of 

societal and cultural influences is tremen¬ 

dous, since the activities that children 

pursue and the values they hold are deter¬ 

mined by influences such us tlielr families 

and the media, 

Pee t' if: I a tlons a re l i kely to have a slgnifi - 

cant Impact beyond childhood and ado¬ 
lescence. Informal groups of people of 
similar ages, at work and in other situa¬ 

tion*, are usually of enduring importance 
in shaping individuals' attitudes and 
behavinu r. 

The mans media 

Newspapers, periodicals and journals 

flourished in the West from the early IBOQs 
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onward, hut they were confined to a fairly 

Kin alt readership. It was not u nlil a century 

Later thal such printed materials became 

part of' the daily experience oF millions of 

people, influencing their attitudes arid 

opinions. The spread of mass medio 

involving printed documents was soon 

accompanied by electronic communica¬ 

tion radio, television, records and videos. 

Recent surveys have found that men and 

wo mun in the U k Spend, on average, 2.41 

and 2,17 hours respectively every day' 

watching television, videos or DVDs 
(Office for National Statistics JWS), The 
media plays an enormous role in shaping 

our understanding of the world. 
Much research has been done to assess 

the effects of television programmes on 

the audiences (hey reach, particularly 

children. Perhaps the most commonly 

researched topic is the impact of televi¬ 

sion on propensities to crime and vio¬ 

lence. The most extensive studies are 

those carried mu by George Gcrbncr and 

his collaborators, tvho have analysed 

samples of prime-time and weekend 

daytime TV for all llie major American 

networks each year since 1967, The 

number and frequency of violent acts and 

episodes are charted for a range of pro¬ 

gram rties. Violence Is defined as physical 
force directed against (he self or others. In 
which physical harm or death occurs. 

Television drama emerges as highly 
violent in character. On average, ho pet 
cent of programmes contain violence, 
with a rate of 7.S violent episodes per hour. 

Children's programmes show even higher 

levels of violence, although killing is less 

commonly portrayed.Cartoons depict the 

highest number of violent acts and epi¬ 

sodes of any type of television programme 

(Gcrbncr 19-79 >. 

In general, research on ihe effects of iele- 

viaion on audiences has tended to treat 

children as passive and undiscriminating 

in rheir reactions to whal they see. Robert 

Hodge and David Tripp (1986) emphasized 

that children's responses to TV involve 

interpreting, or 'reading', what they see, not 

j use registering the conCen L of programme s. 

They suggested [hat must research has nul 

taken account of the complexity of chil¬ 

dren's menial processes. Watching televi¬ 

sion, even trivial programmes, is not an 

Inherently low-level Intellectual activity; 
children read programmes by relating 
them to oilier systems nf meaning in (lielr 

everyday lives. According to Hodge and 
Tripp. It If not the violence alone that has 

effects on behaviour, but rather the general 

Framework of attitudes within which it is 

both presented and read. 

Audience responses to the media are 

discussed in chapter 15, The Media', 

pp. 60-6-13. 

Gender socialization 

Agencies oF socialization play an impor¬ 

tant Mile in how children learn gender 

roles, let's now cum Eo Ihe study aFgender 

socialization, the learning of gender roles 

through social factors such as the family 

and the media. 

Reactions of parents and adults 

Many studies have been carried out on lire 

degree 10 which gender differences are the 

result of social influences, Studies of 

mother-infant Interaction show differ¬ 

ences in the (reaCmenl of boys and girls 

even when parents believe [heir reactions 

eo both are the same, Adults asked to 
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assess the personality of a baby give differ¬ 

ent answers according Id whether or uni 

they believe the child to be a girl or a boy. 

In one experiment, five young mothers 

were observed in Interaction with a six- 

month-old called Bcih. They tended lo 

smile at her often and offer her dolls lo 

play wish. She was seen as 'sweet, having a 

'soft cry'. The reaction of a second group of 

mothers to a child the same age, named 

Adam, was noticeably different., The baby 

Was Likely to bu offered a trait: or other 

‘male toys' to ploy with. Beth and Adorn 
wore actually the same child. dressed lit 

different clothes (Will eta|, 1976), 

Gender learning 

Gender learning by infants is almost cer¬ 

tainly unconscious. Before children can 

accura tely label them sc Ives as ei ther a boy 

ora girl, they receive a range of prc-verhal 

cues. Forinslance, male and Female adults 

usually handle Lnfanls differently. The cos¬ 

metics women use contain scents differ¬ 

ent from those the baby might team lo 

associate with males. Systematic differ¬ 

ences in dress, hairstyle and so on provide 

visual cues for the infant in the learning 

process. By the ilgu of two. children ha ve a 

partial understanding of what gender is, 

They know wire ther they are a hoy ora girl, 
and they can usually categorize others 

accurately. Not until the age of five or sht, 
however, does a chid know that a person's 
gender does not charge, that everyone 
has gender and that sex differences 

between girls- and hoys are anatomically 

based. 

The toys, picture books and television 

programmes with which young children 

come InlD contact all rend to emphasize 

differences between male and female 

attributes.Tby stores and mail-order cata¬ 

logues usually categorize their products 

by gender. Even some toys that seem 

neutral in terms of' gender are not so in 

practice. Tor example, toy kittens and 

rabbiis are recommended for girls, while 

lions and tigers arc seen as more appropri¬ 

ate for boys. 

Vanda Lucia Zurnmnner (19BB) Studied 

the toy preferences of children aged 

beLween seven and ten in Italy and 

Holland. Children's attitudes towards a 

variety of toys were analysed; srereotypi- 
cally masculine and feminine toys, as well 

as toys presumed not to be gender-typed, 

were Included- Both the children and their 

parents were asked to assess which toys 

were suitable for boys and which for girls. 

There was close agreement between the 

adults and the children. On average, the 

Italian children chose gender-differen- 

tiaterl toys to play with more often than 

the Dutch children - a finding that con¬ 

formed to expectations, since Italian 

culture tends to hold a more traditional 

view of gender divisions than does Dutch 

society. As in Other studies, girls from bull: 

societies chose gender-neutral or boys' 

Loys to play with far mure than buys these 

girls' Coys- 

Storybooks and television 

More than thirty yearn ago. Leisure Weitz- 
mac and her colleagues {1972) carried out 
an analysis of gender rotes in some of the 
most widely used pre-school children's 

books and found several clear differences 

in gender rales. Males played a much 

I.II ;.|'I I>.111. ill '.III hlui'irs .i.i'.I 1'iii'LiJK::- tl'iii 1 

females did. outnumbering females hy a 

ratio of 11 Id L. When animals with gender 

identities were Included, the ratio was 95 

>DvriQhl 
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In I. The activities of males and females 

also differed. The males engaged in 

adventurous pursuits and outdoor activ¬ 

ities ill a! demanded independence and 

strength. Where girls did appear, they 

were portrayed as passive and were 

confined mostly to indoor activities, Girls 

cooked and cleaned for the mates or 

awaited their return. Much the same Was 

true of the adult men and women repre¬ 

sented in the storybooks. Women who 

Were not Wives and mothers Were imagi¬ 

nary creatures like witches or fairy god¬ 
mothers. There was not a single woman In 
all the hooks analysed who held an occu¬ 

pation outside the home. By contrast, the 
me n we re depicted as fighters, polieemc n. 
fudges, kings and so Forth. 

More recent research suggests that 

things have changed somewhat but that 

the Large hulk of childrens Literature nev¬ 

ertheless remains much the same iDavies 

1991). Fairy talcs, lor example, embody 

traditional attitudes towards gender and 

towards the sorts of aims and ambitions 

chat girls and boys are expected to have. 

'Some day my prince will tome' - in ver¬ 

sions of fairy tales from several centuries 

ago. this usually implied that a girt from a 

poor family might dream of wealth and 

fortune, lb day, Its meaning has become 
more closely tied to clw Ideals of romantic 
love. Some feminists have tried to rewrite 

some of the most celebrated fairy tales, 
reversing their usual emphases; '[ really 

didn't notice that he had a funny nose. 

And lie certainly looked better alt dressed 

up in fancy clothes. He's not nearly as 

attractive as he seemed the other night. So 

I think T'll just pretend that this glass 

slipper feels too tight" (Viorst I3BSJ. Like 

this version of Cinderella, however, these 

rewrites arc found mainly in books 

directed to adult audiences, and have 

hardly affected the tales told in innumer¬ 

able di i Id reus books. 

Although Ihcre are some notable excep¬ 

tions, analyses of television programmes 

designed, for children conform to the 

findings about children's books. Studies of 

the most frequently watched car locus 

show that most of the leading figures ore 

mole and that males dominate the active 

pursuits. Similar images are found in the 

Commercials that appear throughout the 

program rues, 

The difficulty of non sexist child- 
rearing 

June Stafliam (Itlflfi) studied the experi¬ 

ences of a group of parents committed to 

non-sexist child-rearing. Thirty adults in 

eighteen families wen: involved in the 

research, which included children aged 

between six months and twelve years. The 

parents were of middle-class background, 

mostly involved in academic work as 

teachers or professors. Statham found 

that must of the parents did not simply try 

to modify traditional gender roles by 

seeking to make gills more like boysr they 

wanted Lu foster new combinations of the 

feminine and masculine, They wished 
boys in be more sensitive to others' feel¬ 
ings and capable of expressing warmth, 

while girls we re encouraged to seek, 
opportunities for learning and self- 
advancement. All the parents found exist¬ 
ing patterns of gender learning difficult to 

combat. They were reasonably successful 

at persuading the children to play with 

nqn-gender-typed toys, hut even this 

prnved more difficult than many of them 

had expected. 0nc m a thcr to mmented to 

the researcher: 
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If viju wjIL iiito a l4iy sl:ci|], il's full »( warLuys 
tot beys and domestic mya fa/ gl/lsr and ii 
sums tap society die way it Is. This is die way 
children are being socialized; ifEall right For 
li'ii;,'- In be taught In kill and isu r(, and I I hiri k 
jl's terrible, it make* me feel sick. 9 try mil la 
go mtu toy shops, J Feel su angry. 

Practically all the children in fact pos¬ 

sessed, and played with, gender-typed 

toys, given to them by relatives. 

There are now some storybooks avail¬ 

able with strong, independent girls as the 

main characters, hut: few depict beys in 

Lion-traditional roles. A mother of a five - 

year-old boy told of her son's reaction 

when she reversed the sexes of (he charac¬ 

ters in a story she read to him: 

In fact he was a bit upset when t went 
through a book which has a boy and a girl in 
very traditional rales, and changed nil the 
he's 1o she's and she'* tn he's. When I first 
chirred doing ih^t, h* w»s inrdjra say 

‘you don't like hoys, you only like girls'. I had 
to explain that that wasn't true at all, it's just 
that there's not enough written about girls, 
(Stidham I9H) 

The novelist and critic Allison Pearson 

(20(121 also found how powerful gender 

socialization could be when she tried to 

present her daughter wi th a less anatomi ¬ 

cally improbable ■Toll than the Barbies she 

Loved: 

Qua day. Lti an attempt to stent the toxic ode, 
1 brought home a Scandinavian dotl which 
looked like a Barbie designed by a feminist 
committee: a wholesome small-breasted 
individual wearing khafeE, she dearly 
worked a I smnelhing uhl-IilI in liuttilnp ng 

countries, Alas, this poor social damocral 
never got 1o in cel the Barbies, 'Its a boy!" rny 
daughter yelled in horror, before dropping 
the lihcml compromise in Hie buekei her 
bahy broth :;r reserved (iir drowning snails. 

Clearly, gender socialization is very pow¬ 

erful, and challenges to it con he upset¬ 

ting. Once a gender is 'assigned", society 

expects individuals to act like 'females' 

and ‘males'. It is in the practices of every¬ 

day life that these expectations ate fulfil¬ 

led and reproduced lllourdicu IMl): 

Lorber 199-1] k 

The sociological debate 

Freud's theory 

Perhaps the most influential - and conlru- 

Veredal theory of the emergence of 

gender Identity is. that of Sigmund Preud 

[ltkSC—1&33K According to Freud. the 
learning of gender differences in infants 

and young children Is centred on the pos 
session or absence of the penis. 'I have a 
penis' is equivalent to ') am a hoy', while I 

am a girl’ is equivalent to T lack a penis'. 

Freud is careful to say that it is not just the 
anatomical distinctions that matter here; 

the possession or absence of the penis is 

symho lie of masculir ity a nd feminini ty. 

At aruLLnd the age of four ar live, the 

theory goes, a boy feels threatened by the 

discipline and autonomy his father 

demands of him, fantasizing that the 

father wishes to remove his penis. Partly 

consciously, but mostly on an uncon¬ 

scious level, the buy recognizes ihe father 

as a rival for the affections of his mother, 

In repressing erode feelings towards the 
mo the i and accepting the father as a 

superior being, the boy Identifies with the 
father and becomes aware of Ills male 
Identity. The hoy gives up his love for his 
mother nut nf an unconscious FearnFcas¬ 

ual inn by his father. Girls, on the other 

hard, supposedly suffer from 'penis envy' 

because they do not possess Ihe visible 

organ that distinguishes boys. The mother 

becomes devalued in the little gill's eyes, 

because she is also see n to lack a pen is and 
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to toe unable to provide one. When the girl 

identities with the mother, she takes over 

die nub missive attitude Involved in the 

recognition diking 'second hcst'. 

Once this phase is oven the child has 

Learned to repress his erotic feelings. The 

period fru m about the age of live to puherty, 

according to Freud, is one of latency - 

sexual activities lend to be suspended until 

ihe biu logical changes involved in puberty 

reactivate c colic desi res in a di rec L way. The 

latency period, covering the early anti 

middle years of school. Is the time at which 
same-gender peer groups are most impor¬ 
tant in the ch ild's Hfe. 

Mfijor objections have been raised to 

Freud's views, particularly by feminists, 
hut also by many other authors (Mitchell 
ia?S: Coward I9ti4'i. First, Freud seems to 

identify gender identity too closely with 

genital awareness; other more s Lib tie 

factors are sorely involved. Second, the 

theory seems to depend on the notion that 

rlie penis is superior to [he vagina, which 

is thought of as just a lack of the male 

organ. Yet why shouldn't the female geni¬ 

tals be considered Superior to those of the 

male? Third. Freud treats the father as the 

primary disciplining agent, whereas in 

many cultures the moLher plays the more 

significant part in Ihe Imposition of disci¬ 

pline- Fourth, Freud believes that gender 
lean i'i i ng is « n cent rote cl at the age of fa u r 

or five. Must later authors have empha¬ 
sized the importance of earlier learning, 
beginning in in fancy. 

Chadormu's ihcary 

While many writers have made use of 

Freud's approach in studying gender 

development, they have usually modified 

it in major respects. An important 

example is she sociologist Nancy Clio- 

dorow f 1970, 1'SSfSj. She argues that learn¬ 

ing to Feel male or female derives from Lhc 

infant's attachment to his parents ffem an 

early age. She places much more empha¬ 

sis than Freud does on the importance ol 

the mother rather than the father. Chil¬ 

dren tend to become emotionally 

involved with the mo Liter, since she is 

cosily the most dominant Influence in 

[heir early Lives. This attachment has at 

some point to be broken in Order for the 

child to achieve a separate sense of self 

the eh I Id is ret] u I red to become less closely 

dependent, 
Chodorow argues that the breaking 

process occurs In a different way for boys 
and girls. Girls remain closer to the mother 
-able, foi example, to go on hugging and 
kissing her and imitating what she docs. 

Because there is no sharp break from the 

mother, Ihe girl, and later the aduLt 

woman, develops a sense of self ilial is 

more continuous with other people. Her 

identity is m □ re likely to be merged with or 

dependent on another's: first her mother, 

later a m an. In Chodorow's view, this lends 

to preduce Characteristics of sensitivity 

and emotional compassion in women. 

boys gain a sense of self via a more 

radical rejection of their original closeness 

to the m u the r, fo rgi rig, their u rulersl;in d I rig 
of masculinity from wliat Is not feminine, 
They learn not to be 'sissies' or 'mummy's 

boys', As a result, boys are relatively 
unskilled in relating closely to others: they 
develop more analytical ways of looking al 
the world. They take a more active view of 
their Lives, emphasizing achievement, but 

they have repressed their ability to under¬ 

stand their own feelings and those of 

others. 
To some extent, Chodorow reverses 

Freud's emphasis. Masculinity', rather than 
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femininity, is defined by a Less, the forfeit¬ 

ing of continued close attachment to Lhc 
mother. Male idcnlity is formed through 

separation: thus, men later in life uncon¬ 
sciously led that their identity is endan¬ 
gered if they become involved in clone 

emotional relationships with others, 
Women, on the other hand, feel that the 
absence of a dose relation to another 
person threatens their self-esteem, These 

patterns are passed on from generation to 
generation, because of the primary role 

women play In the early socialization of 
children. Women express and define 
themselves mainly In terms of relation¬ 

ships, Men have repressed these needs 

and adopt a more manipulative stance 
towards the world. 

fhndnrnw's wort has met with various 
c ri deisms. Janet Sayers {I9ftfi). for example, 
has suggested that Chodorow docs not 

rs plain the struggle of women, particularly 
iit current tunes. 1o become autonomous, 
independent beings. Women {and mcnl, 

she points out, arc more contradictory 
in their psychological make-up than 
ChoddroWs theory suggests. E-emininbty 

may conceal feelings of aggressiveness or 
assercivenoss, which are revealed only 
obliquely or in certain conlejiLs (Brennan 

I9JHS). ChodorOW has also been criticized 
for her narrow conception of the family, 
one based on » wh ite, middle-class model. 

What happens, for example, in one-parent 
households or. as in many Chicano com- 
rrmnifles. families where children are caned 
For by more than one adult (Segura and 
Pierce 

These criticisms don't undermine 

Omdnmw's ideas, which remain impor¬ 
tant. They teach us a good deal about Lhc 
nature of femininity, end they help us to 

understand the origins of what has been 

called "male inexpressive ness' - the diffi¬ 
culty men have in revealing their fcclmgs 
to others [Balswick 19113). 

Gilligan's theory 

Carol Gilligan (1932) has further devel¬ 

oped Chodorow s analysis. Her work con¬ 
centrates on the images that adult women 
and men have of themselves acid Lhetr 

attainments, Women, she agrees with 
Chodorow, define themselves in terms of 
personal relationships acid judge their 

achievements by reference to the ability to 
care for ocher*. Women's place In the lives 
of man is traditionally that of carelakeT 

and helpmate. But the qualities developed 
In these tasks are frequently devalued hy 
men. who see their own emphasis on indi¬ 
vidual achievement as the only form of 
‘success’. Concern with relationships on 
the part of women appears Eo them as a 

weakness rather than as the strength that 
in fact it is. 

Gilligan curried out intensive interviews 

with, about two hundred American 
women and men of varying ages and 
social backgrounds. She asked all the 

interviewees a range of questions con¬ 
cerning iheir moral outlook and concep¬ 
tions of self. Consistent differences 

emerged between the views of the women 
and (he men, For instance, the interview¬ 

ees were asked: ‘What does it meen to say 
something is morally right or wrong!" 
Whereas the men tended to respond to 
this question hy mentioning abstract 
ideals of duty, justice and individual 
freedom, the women persistently raised 

the theme of help i ng others. Thus a female 

cnliege student answered the question in 
the following way: 

'It haiureLll^l I if is Lu du With ruspuasi bili li us 
and obligations and values, mainly values. 
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. . . In my life xl luutlun 1 relate nmnillLy wLth 

iniitpendinail relationshlpa Lhai have to do 
with respect fot' the other person and 
myself," The interviewer Shcn asked: 'Why 
mspccrl oiher p^trpkJ1 H;(:i‘i', i IIih: nriKiver, 

'EsL-LLiLisH: liiey h;ive a cun suiili sues-, err feel• 

lugs that can be hurt, an awareness ihatean 
be hurL' iGilligan LHa2) 

The women were more tentative in their 

moral judgements: tliiin the men. seeing 

possible contradictions between follow¬ 

ing a strict moral code and avoiding 

harming others. (iilligan suggests that this 

outlook reflects the traditional situ alien of 

women, anchored in earing relationships, 

rather than the 'outward-looking' atti¬ 

tudes of men. Women have in the past 

deferred to the judgements of men, while 
being aware that they haw qualities that 

most men lack. Their views of thetuselves 

are based on successfully fulfilling the 
needs of others, rather than on pride in 
individual achievement (Crilligan 

Socialization through the 
life-course 

The various transitions through which 

individuals pass during their lives seem at 

firsL sight lo he biologically fixed from 

childhood to adulthood and eventually to 

death. But the stages of the human life- 

course are social as well as biological In 

nature |Vincent 200,3). They are influ¬ 

enced by cultural differences and also by 
the material circumstances of people's 

lives in given types of society. For example, 

in the modern West, death is usually 

thought of in relation to elderly people, 

because most people live to he over 

seventy. In tradi tiona I societies of the past, 

however, more people died at a younger 

age than survived, to old age. 

Childhood 

To people living in modern societies, 

childhood is a clear and distinct stage of 

life, Children are distinct from babies or 

toddlers; childhood intervenes between 

Infancy and the teen years. Yet the concept 

df childhood, like so many other aspects of 

social life today, has only come into being 

over the past two or three centuries. En 

earlier societies, tlie you rig muVed directly 

from a lengthy Infancy Into working roles 
within the community. The French histo¬ 

rian Philippe Arifes l I9fi5) lias aigued that 

'childhood; conceived of as a separate 
phase of development, did not exist in 
medieval lime a. In the 31a i nri n g,s of m edia - 

val Europe, children are portrayed as little 

adults, with mature faces and the same 

style of dress as their elders. Children took 

pari in the sa m e wo rk a nti play activities as 

adults, rather than in the childhood games 

ive now take for granted. 

Right up (o the twentieth century, in 

most Western countries, children were pul 

to work nl what now seems 0 very early 

age, There are countries in the world 

today, In fact, in which young children are 

engaged in full-time work, sometimes in 

physically demanding circumstances 
(e,g,. in coal mines). The Ideas that chil¬ 
dren him distinctive lights and that the 

use of child labour is moralh repugnant 

are quite recent developments. 

The issue of child labour is discussed in 

chapter II on 'Global Inequality; 

pp. 400-1. 

Because of the long period of childhood 

that we recognize today, societies now arc 

in some respects more child-centred Ilian 

traditional ones, 11 ul a chi Id-cent red 

py righted 
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society. it must be emphasized!, is not one 

ill which all children experience love and 

care from parents or other adults. The 

physical and sexual abuse oF children is o 

commonplace Feature of Family Life in 

present-day society, although the full 

esEeni of such abuse has only recently 

curne to Li Rt*l. Child abuse Luis dear con¬ 

nections with what scums to us today like 

Lite frequent mistreatment of children in 

pre-modern Europe. 

11 Seems pos sible I ha t. as a resu lt of 

changes currently occurring in modern 
societies, the separate character of chi kb 
hood is diminishing once mere- Some 

observers have suggested that children 
now glow up so fast that this is in fact the 
I'asc. T hov pniitr (jul rival uveit small chil¬ 

dren may watch the same television pro¬ 

grammes as adults, thereby becoming 

much more familiar early on with the adult 

world than did preceding generations. 

The teenager 

The idea of the Teenager', -so fa miliar to us 

today, also didn't exist until recently. The 

biulogical changes involved in puberty 

(the point at which a person becomes 

capable of adult sexual activity acid repro¬ 

duction) tiro universal. Yet in many cul¬ 
tures these do not produce the degree of 
turmoil and uncertainty often Found 

among young people In modern societies, 
tu cultures that Foster age ■grades, for 

example, with distinct ceremonials that 

signal a person’s transition to adulthood, 

the process of psycho-sexual develop¬ 

ment generally seems easier to negotiate. 

Adolescents in such societies have loss to 

'unlearn' since the pace of change is 

slower. There is a time when children in 

Western societies are required to be chil¬ 

li modern Western societies young teenagers hover 

between childhood and adulthood. 

dren no Longer; to put away I heir toys and 

break with childish pursuits, In traditional 

cultures, where children arc already 
working alongside adult*, this process of 

unlearning !* normally much less jarrbtg. 
In Western societies, teenagers are 

betwixt and between: they often fry ro 

Follow adult ways, hut they are treated in 

law as children. They may wish to go in 

work, but they are constrained to stay 

in school. Teenagers in the West live 

in between childhood and adulthood, 
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growl ng up in a sotiety s u bjject to tontin 11 - 

olis change. 

Young adulthood 

Young adulthood seems increasingly lo be 

a specific stage in personal and sexual 

development in modem societies iGukl- 

scheldir and Waite 1991J. Particularly 

among more affluent groups, people in 

choir early twenties are Caking the time to 

CraV-el and explore -seXual. political anti 

religions affiliations. Hie Importance of 

tills postponement of the responsibilities 

of full adulthood js likely to grow, given the 

extended period of education many 

people now utidergo. 

Mature adulthood 

Most young ad Lilts Ln the West today can 

lank forward to a life stretching right 

through to oid age. In pre-modern litnc-s, 

few -could anticipate such a future with 

much confidence. Death through sickness 

or injury was much mure frequent among 

all age groups than it is today, and women 

Ln particular were at great risk because of 

the high rale of m u r to lily in chlkibJrth. 

On the other hand, some ftf the strains 

we experience now were less pronounced 

in previous times. People usually main- 

(.dried a closer connection with their 

parents and other kin titan In today's more 

mobile populations, and the routines of 

work they followed were the same as those 

of their forehears. In current times, major 

uncertainties must be resolved in mar¬ 

riage. family life and other social contexts. 

We have to 'make' our own lives more than 

people did in the past. The creation of 

sexual and marital lies, lor instance, now 

depends on individual initiative and 

selection, rather than being fixed by 

parents. This represents greater freedom 

for die individual, but the responsibility 

can also impose difficulties. 

keeping a forward-looking outlook in 

middle age has taken on a particular 

importance in modern societies, Most 

people do not expect to be doing the same 

thing all their lives, as Was the case for the 

majority in traditional cultures, Individu¬ 

als who have spent their lives In one career 

may find Lite level they ItaVtJ reached in 

middle age unsatisfying ami further 
■opportunities blocked, Women who have 
spent their early adulthood raising a 

family and whose children have left home 
may feel themselves 10 he without any 
social value. The phenomenon of a 'mid- 

lif'e crisis' is very real for many middle- 

aged people. A person may feel she has 

thrown away the opportunities that life 

had to offer, or she will never attain goals 

cherished since childhood. Vet growing 

older need not lead to resignation or bleak 

despair: a release from childhood dreams 

can be liberating. 

Old age 

In traditional societies, older people were 

often accorded a great deal of respect, 
Among cultures that Included age-grades, 
the elders usually had a major - often the 

Until say over matiere of importance to 
the community. Within families, the 
authority of both men and women mostly 
increased with age. In Industrialized soci¬ 

eties, hy contrast, older people tend to lack 

authority within both the family and the 

wider social community. Having retired 

from the labour lorce, they may be poorer 

than ever bcibre in their Jives. At the same 

time, there has been a great increase in the 

m1 /right nal 
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proportion of (lie population aged over 

silty-five, its we see in the nest section. 

Transition to the age-grade of eider in a 

traditional culture often marked the pin¬ 

nacle of the status ;m individual could 

achieve, in modem societies, retirement 

tends lo bring the opposite consequences, 

No longer living with I heir children and 

often having retired! from paid work, oider 

people in ay find! it dl ffku ll to m ake Llie firm I 

period of their Life rewarding, it used Lo He 

though! dull those who successfully Cope 

with old age do m byturning co their Inner 
resources, becoming less interested In the 
material cewa rd$ that sncio l life has to offer, 

While this may often lie true,«seettis likely 

that in a society In which many are physl- 
rally healthy in old age, an outward - 

looking view will become more and more 

prevalent. Those in retirement might find 

renewal in what has been called the 'third 

:ige'. in which a new phase of education 

begins (see also the discussion in chapter 

17 on lifelong learning, pp. £i9G-7J. In the 

section below we look at the sociological 

issues surrounding ageing in more detail 

Ageing 

FaujttSingh ran Ins first London marathon 

in ZHC.H3. at the age of eighty nljw. It took 

btm 6 hours and 54 minutes. He had Iasi 

run seriously lifly-three years earlier, 

Wien he recorded a near-identical mara¬ 

thon time m 2001, he found he had 

knocked almost an hum off 1 he world 

record for the over-nineties. In 2fMl2 he 

trimmed his time down to d horns and 15 

minutes. Thar year. 4d7 runners took 

longer than Sin fib to complete the London 

marathon: many were in their thirties. 

When hill fih was that age he was running 

cross-country races in his native India. By 

the time India pained independence in 

1947, new priorities had led Singh to bang 

up his running slines at the age of thirty- 

six:. A lifetime later-widowed and living in 

Ilford, East London - Singh has lour chil¬ 

dren, thirteen grandchildren and five 

great-grandchildren scattered across 

three continents; he began looking fur 

Fauja Singh was still running rnatalhonsin h s nineties 
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new challenges. He started In punctuate 

bin dally walks ',vLeIi hursts of j □ pging. His 

legs soon regained (heir lost strength. 

Then Singh saw a television pro gramme 

shout the marathon and was inspired. He 

has since run marathons all over the world 

and raised thousands of pounds for 

charity {Askwilh 2003}. 

People, especially in the richer coun¬ 

tries, are leading longer, healthier and 

more productive lives than ever before. 

During 1952, when she carne to llie 

throne, the Queen sent ITS birthday tele¬ 

grams to congratulate centenarians on 

their birthday. Now thai figure Is more 

than 3,000 per year (Cayton, quoted by 

Klngsh.il I Research Centre 2002). Growing 
old can Ivc a fulfilling and rewarding expe¬ 

rience, as it was with the people just 
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Figure 6.1 Elderly population in the JK, 

1901—2051 

Source. GPCS. From Sociology ffevwiLV 9.2 
(Hoe. 1993:1. bach cover. Crown copyright 

described; nr it can be filled, with physical 

distress and social isolation. For most 

older people the experience of ageing lies 

somewhere in between. 

In this section, we shall examine the 

nature of ageing, exploring what it means 

to grow old in a world that is rapidly 

changing. We begin with a brief snapshot 

of h-uw‘ the British population is growing 

ulder, before examining biological, 

psychological and social aspects of 

ageing. We then look at the Ways In which 

people adapt to growing old, at lease in the 

«yes of sociologists. This will lead ns to a 

discussion of ageing hi the United 

Kingdom, focusing on some of the special 

challenges and problems that older 
people face. We also discuss political 

Issues surrounding the ageing of the 

British population, issues that assume 

increasing importance given the growing 

numbers of older people. We conclude: 

with a discussion ol the greying of the 

world papulation. 

The greying of UK society 

Throughout tin; world, societies arc 

ageing. A growing, proportion of (he 

Garth's population is living into its sixties, 

seventies and beyond and Ibis process Is 

likely to continue during the twenty-first 

century {Lloyd-Sherlock 2nd#). Britain's 

population is no exception, As figure ti.l 

shows, the proportion of Britons aged over 

B5 was around 3 par cent in all the papula - 

tion Censuses taken between 1ft51 and 

1911. before tripling during the twentieth 

century. These changes are due to many 

factors. Modern agriculture, sanitation 

systems, epidemic control and medicine 

have aiJ co nt ri b need to a dec line i it mo rtaI - 

ity throughout Lhe world. In most societies 

yriahte 
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Figure 6.2 Life expectancy in the Ufc 

Source; li flpr//'www,Etati sties,g(?v,uk/STAT6AiE/'PKlfltaE8tMp7olnl<-742(? 

today. fewer children die in infancy, and 

more adults- survive In eld age. 

I oofcing at the changing demographic 

statistics, seme sociologists and geronlnl- 

ugists refer to (he 'Kreyinjt' of fTie popula¬ 

tion fPeterson 1999). ‘Greying1 is- the result 

□ f two long-term trends in industrial soci¬ 

eties: the tendency of families to have 

fewer children (discussed in chapter 7), 

and the fact that people arc Jiving longer. 

The average life expectancy at birth for 

brills h men increased from forty-five 

years for someone born in IStJO Co 

seventy-six years for someone bum coday, 

Pur a woman in Britain, life expectancy 

ruse from forty-eight Co eighty in the same 

period (see figure ij-2J, Most of ihe&e gains 

occurred in the first half of the twentieth 

century and were largely due to the 

improved chances for survival among I he 

young. In 1921, 84.0 infants- in 1,00ft live 

births died before the age of one in the 

United Kingdom: by 2002 the rale was just 

4.8 deaths for every 1.000 live births 

(HMSO 20D't>. By 2003 average life expec¬ 

tancy had riser te 80.5 (E1MSO 2005). 

These trends have enormous importance 

for the future of British society. 

How do people age? 

In examining the nature of ageing we will 

draw an studies of social gerontology, a 

discipline concerned with the study of the 

social asp-ecte of ageing. Studyingageing is 

a bit like examining a moving target, As 

p ettplc gmw older, socle ty itself eha nges at 

Lire same Lime, and so does the very 

meaning of being 'old' (Riley el al. 19&B). 

E ar Britons born in the first quarter of the 

twentieth century, a secondary education 

was regarded as more ihitn sufficient fur 

most of die available jobs, and most 

people did nut expect co live much past 

their fifties - and then only at the cost of 

suffering a variety of disabilities. Today, 

those very same people find them sc Ives in 

their seventies and eighties; many are rel¬ 

atively healthy, unwilling to disengage 

from work and social life, and in need of 

more scli-ncding than they ever dreamed 

would be necessary, 

>y right 
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What docs il mean to age? Ageing can he 

sociologically defined as the combination 

□ f biological, psychological and social pro¬ 

cesses ill at a fleet people as they grow older 

(Abcies and Riley 1-987; Atchicy 2Q0Q]. 

These processes suggest the metaphor of 

three different, although interrelated, 

develop menial tlticksh (1) a biological 

one. which refers 10 (he physical body; -lit) 

a psychological one. which refers to the 

mind and mental capabilities; arid (3,1 a 

social one, which refers to cultural norms, 

values and role expectations hating to do 

with age. There is an enormous range oi 

variation in alL three of these p rocesses, as 

will be shown below. Our notions about 

the meaning of age arc rapidly changing, 

both because recent research is dispelling 

many myths about ageing and because 

advances In lUctrliion and health have 

enabled many people to live longer, 

healthier lives than ever before 

Ultimately, the impact of biological ageing 

is unavoidable. 

Biological ageing 

Tliere are well-established biological 

effects of ageing, although the exact 

chronological age at which they occur 

varies .greatly from individual So Individ¬ 

ual, depending on genetics and lifestyle, 

In general, for men and women alike,, bio¬ 

logical ageing cy p I Cully means; 

* declining vision, as the eye lens loses its 

elasticity [small type is. (he bane of most 

people over fifty}; 
* hearing loss, first of higher-pitched 

tones, then of lower-pi cubed ones; 

* wrinkles, as the skin’s underlying struc¬ 
ture lyeeomes more and more brittle 
(millions, of pounds invested in skin 

lotion and increasingly common surgi¬ 

cal face-lifts only delay the inevitable): 

* a decline of mu sclc mass and a n accom - 

panying accumulation of fat, especially 

around the middle (eating habits that 

were offset by exercise when you were 

twenty-five come back to haunt you 

when you are fifLy); and 

* a drop in cardiovascular efficiency, as 

less oxygen can be inhaled and utilized 

during exercise (lifelong runners who 

ran si*-min lilt; miles at the age uf thirty 

are luppy to b rta.k mi eight-minute m ile 

oil w they turn sixty). 
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The norma I processes of ageing canno t he 

avoided, hut they can he partly compen¬ 

sated far and offset by good health, proper 

diet and nutrition, and a reasonable 

amount nf exercise (John I9-R0I. Lifestyle 

can make a significant health, difference 

for people ofalLages, For many people, the 

physical changes of ageing do not signifi¬ 

cantly prevent them from leading active, 

independent lives well into their eighties. 

Some scientists have even argued that 

With a proper lifestyle and advances in 

medical technology, more and more 
people will be able to Live relatively Illness - 
free lives tin til they reach their biolnpcsl 

maximum experiencing only a brief 
period of sickness, gust before death (Fries 
llJJSLl}. There is a debate about when, or 

even LF, wo are genetically programmed to 

die (Kirkwood 2001). About ninety Eo one 

hundred years seems to be the upper end 

oF (he genetically determined age distri¬ 

bution for most human beings, although 

some have a rgued that it may he as high as 

120 (Fries- 19W0; It listing l992:Treas 199-]; 

AlchLey 20CK1), When the world's oldest 

officially recorded person;, the French¬ 

woman |ealine Caimcnt, died in 1997, she 

was 122. She rode a bicycle until the age of 

100 and hod. mot Vincent van Gogh as a 

■child Other people have claimed to he 
oven, older, though their ages cannot he 
verified. 

Even though the majority of older 

people in tho UK suffer no significant 
physical impairment and remain physi¬ 

cally active, unfortunate stereotypes 

about the 'weak and frail elderly’ continue 

to exist (lleise 1907). These stereotypes 

have more to do with the social than Ihe 

biological meaning of ageing in Western 

culture, which is preoccupied with youth- 

fulness and fears of growing old and dying. 

Psychological ageing 

The psychological effects of ageing are 

much less well established than the phys¬ 

ical effects, although research into the 

psychology of ageing is continuing at an 

expanding pace. Even though such things 

as memory. Learning, intelligence, skills 

and motivation to learn are widely 

assumed to decline with age, research into 

Lire psychology of ageing suggests a much 

more complicated process (ESirrcn and 

Schaie 20011. 

Memory and learning ability. For 

example, do rtot decline significantly until 

very late In life for most people, although 
the speed with which one recalls or analy¬ 

ses Information may slow down some¬ 

what, giving the False Impression of 
mental Impairment. For most older 

people whose lives are stimulating and 

rich, such mental ahilitics asmotivation to 

learn, clarity of thought, and problem¬ 

solving capacity do not appeal'to decline 

significantly until very late in life (Bakes 

and Schaic 1977; Schaic 1970: Atehlcy 

2000). 
Current research has focused on the 

extent to which memory loss relates to 

other variables, such as health, personal¬ 

ity and social structures, Scientists and 

psychologists argue that Intellectual 

decline is not necessarily irreversible, and 

are working on ways to identify older 
people at risk so rliat medical Intervention, 
may be taken which will allow longer 

maintenance of higher levels of intellec¬ 
tual function {ScliAle 1990), 

Even Alzheimer* disease, the progres¬ 

siva deterioration of brain cells which is 

the primary cause of dementia in old age, 

is relatively tare in nnn-instjtutinna]i:red 

persons under seventy-five, although it 

pyrighted material 
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may afflict as many as half of all people 

over eighty-five. Recent research, particu¬ 

larly in die controversial area of stem cells, 

has created1 he hope that the treatment of' 

Alzheimer's disease may one day be pos¬ 

sible. Ero rmer IPS President Ronald 

Itcagfm, who died in 200-4, is perhaps the 

must famous recent example of someone 

suffering from Alzheimer's. His wife, 

Nancy Reagan, has publicly supported 

stem-cell research. 

Social ageing 

social age consists of the norms, values 
and roles that are culturally associated 

with a particular chronological age, Ideas 
about social age differ from one society to 
anothei and. at least in model n industrial 

societies, change over time as well. Soci- 

' We rarely tenicb leiei'tskm. ,Vhur o«r free lime 

is di'voted Id w.t. ’ 

cries such as lapan and China have tradi¬ 

tionally revered older people, regarding 

them as a sourer of historical memory end 

wisdom. Societies such as the UK and the 

USA arc more likely to dismiss them as 

non-productive, dependent people who 

are mil of step with (he times - both 

because (hey are less likely to have the 

high-Lech skalls bo valued by young people 

and because of their culture's ohsession 

wiLh youth fulness. A fortune is now being 

spent on prescription drugs, plastic 

surgery as id home remedies (hat promise 

eternal youth. These Include such things 
as tummy-tucks and face-lifts, amibald- 

ness pills and lotions, and pills that claim 
io inc i ease memory a ml conce ntiation- In 
the I ISA, 111 i*e weeks a per it hit the market 

In IMft, the anti-impotence drug Viagra 

accounted for 9 it per cent of all prescrip¬ 

tion drug sales (Hotz 199H|. 

Role expectations are extremely impor¬ 

tant sources of one's personal identity. 

Rome of the roles associated with ageing 

in British society arc generally positive: 

lord, senior adviser, doting grandparent, 

religious elder, wise spiritual teacher. 

Other roles may be damaging, leading lo 

lowered self-esteem and isolation. Highly 

stigmatizing Stereotypical rules for older 

people In British Culture exist; think of 
phrases like 'grumpy old', 'silly old’. 'boring 
o Id' a tid 'dirty old’ raan or woman (Kirk¬ 

wood ROD ll. In fact, like all people, older 

people do not simply passively play out 
assigned social roles: they actively shape 
and redefine them (Riley et al. IStHttJ. We 

discuss discrimination against older 

people below | pp. 196-7}. 

Copyrighted material 
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Growing old: competing 
sociological explanations 

Social gerontologists have offered a 

□umber nf theories regarding the nature 

iif ageing i]i British society. Some of the 

earliest theories emphasized individual 

adaptation to changing social roles as a 

person .grows older. La ter theories foe used 

on how social structures shape the lives of 

older people and Pei the cuncupL of the 

Life-course. The most recent theories have 
been more multifaceted, focusing on the 
ways in which older people actively create 

their lives within specific Institutional 
contexts. 

The first gen era fro ti of theories; 
function ai ism 

The earliest theories of ageing reflected 

tire functiona list ap p rn itch 4 h at was dom i - 

nant in sociology durinR the 195(te and 

19605. They emphasized how individuals 

adjusted to changing social roles as they 

aged and how those roles were useful to 

society. The earliest theories often 

assumed that ageing brings with it physi¬ 

cal and psychological decline and that 

Changing social rules have to Lake this 

decline Into account (Hendricks iftwzi. 
The American sociologist Talcott 

Parsons, one of the most influential func¬ 

tionalist theorists of the igsiJs. argued that 
society needs to findroles for older people 
consistent with advanced age. l-te 
expressed concern that the EISA, in partic¬ 

ular, with its emphasis mi youth and its 

avoidance of death, had failed to provide 

roles that adequately drew on the poten¬ 

tial wisdom and maturity of its older citi¬ 

zens. Moreover, given the greying of 

society that was evident even In Parsons^ 

time, he argued that this failure could well 

lead to alder people's becoming discou¬ 

raged and alienated from society. In order 

to achieve a 'healthy maturity', Parsons 

(19GQ) argued, older people need to adjust 

psychologically to their changed circum¬ 

stances, while society needs to redefine 

Lhe social roles older people have. Old 

roles |such as w'orkl have to he aban¬ 

doned, while new forms of productive 

activity (such as volunteer service) need Co 

be ide u l died, 

Parsons’s ideas anticipated those of dis- 

engagement theory, the notion that it Is 
functional for society to remove people 

from their traditional roles when they 
grow older, thereby freeing up those roles 
for others {Gumming and Henry iSffil; 
Estes et ai- 191121. According to this per¬ 

spective, given the increasing frailty, 

illness a ml dep endc itcy of older pea pie, It 

becomes increasingly dysfunctional for 

them tn occupy traditional social roles 

they are nn Longer capable of adequately 

fulfilling. Older people therefore should 

retire from their jobs, pull back from civic 

life and uveritually withdraw from Other 

activities as well. Disengagement is 

assumed to be functional far the larger 

society because it opens up roles formerly 

filled by older people for younger ones, 

who presumably will carry them out with 
fresh energy and now skills. Disengage 

ment is also assumed to be functional for 
older people because it enables them to 
take on less taxing roles consistent with 
their advancing age and declining health. 

A number of studies of older adults 

indeed report that the large majority feel 

good about retiring, which they claim has 

improved their morale and increased 

their happiness (Palmare 19B5; Howard 

19119], 
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While Ihtrc is obviously some truth In 

disengagement theory* the idea that alder 

people should completely disengage from 

the larger society lakes for granted the 

prevailing stereotype that old age neces¬ 

sarily involves frailly and dependence. 

Critics of functionalist theories of ageing 

argue that these theories emphasize the 

need fur older people to adapt Co uftixling 

conditio ns, but that they do not question 

whether or not the circumstances faced by 

older people are just. In reaction, another 

group of theorists arose - those growing 

out of the social conflic t tradition (Hen¬ 

dricks 1992). 

Th e second generation of theories: 

age s fra f ificei tion theory and life- 
course theor}-' 

lrm m the mid-1970s a new range of theo¬ 

ries was introduced into Rerontology 

(Rates et al. 20031.Two of the most impor¬ 

tant contributions were age s tra tificatian 
theory and the life-course model. Age strat¬ 

ification theory looks at the role and infl¬ 

uence of social structures, such as retire¬ 

ment policy, cm the process uf individual 

ageing and on Lhe wider stratification of 

older people ill society. One important 

aspect of age stratification theory is the 

concept of structural lug lit iley et al -1394), 

This provides an acco u ni of how structures 
do not keep pace with changes in the pop - 

ulatlon and in individuals' lives. Ter 
example, in the UK. when the retirement 
age was set at Rfi soon after the Second 

World War, life expectancy and quality of 

life for older people was considerably 

Lower than it is to d ay [see figure G .2. p. 1 JiG |. 

I .ike lhe age siro tifiearion approach, the 

life-course perspective also moved 

beyond looking at ageing in terms of indi¬ 

vidual adjustment, (The idea of the life- 

course was introduced oo p. 375 above.) 

Tliis perspective views ageing as one 

phase of a lifetime shaped by the histori¬ 

cal, social, economic and environmental 

factors that occurred at earlier ages in the 

Life-course. Thus the life-course model 

views ageing as a process that continues 

front birth to death, hi this, it contrasts 

with earlier theories that focus solely on 

the elderly as a dis Line Live group, The 

theory bridges micro- and macrusocdol- 

ogy in eXu miring the relationships 

between psychological states, social 

structures and social processes (Elder 
1974), 

The thirdgeneration ofthea ties: 

pa Utica l eca homy th eory 

One of the most important strands in lhe 

sUidy of ageing in recent years has been 

the political economy perspective pio¬ 

neered by Carroll Estes. Political economy 

theory provides an account of the role of 

the stale and capitalism as contributing to 

systems of domination and marginaliza¬ 

tion of older people. 

Political economy theory focuses cm the 

role of economic and political systems in 

shaping and reproducing the prevailing 

power arrangements and inequalities in 

society. Social policy - hi Income, health or 
social security, for example - is under¬ 
stood os the result of social struggles, 

conflicts and the dominant power rela¬ 

tions of the time. Policy affecting older 

people reflects the stratification of society 

by gender, race and class. As such, the 

phenomena of ageing and old age are 

directly related to the larger society in 

which they are situated and cannot be 
considered in isolation from lhe other 

social forces [Estes and Minkier 1991; 

Estes ct al. 2003], 
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Aspects of ageing in the UK 

Although ageing is a process which pres¬ 

ents new possibilities, it is also accompa¬ 

nied hy a set of unfamiliar challenges, As 

people age, they face o combination of 

physical, emotional ami materia] prob¬ 

lems Lha L can be iJiffk uIt to nugc Liate. One 

challenge that marks a significant transi¬ 

tion is retirement, For most people, work 

does nut just pay the bills, iL also contrib¬ 

utes to their sense of personal idem icy. In 
rlils case, reihement does not only lead to 
a loss of income: it can also lead to a loss of 

status to which many people find It 

difficult to adjust, Another significant 
transition that many older people race js 
the loss, of a spouse. Widowhood can rep¬ 

resent the loss of a partner of forty or fifty 

years, and someone who lias been the 

main source of companionship and 

support. The Hollywood film .-Ihodcf 

Schmidt[2002] stars lack Nicholson in the 

title role as a man coming to terms with 

changes in his own life. 

The older population reflects the diver¬ 

sity of UK society discussed throughout 
this book. Older people are rich, puorand 

in between; they belong, lo all ethnic 

groups: they Live alone and in Families of 
various sorts; they vary In their political 
values and preferences: and they are gay 

and lesbian as ivell as heterosexual, Fur- 

Ihertntire. like other people in Britain., 

they are diverse with respect to health. 
These differences can influence the ability 

of older people to maintain their auton¬ 
omy and overall well-being. 

As well as the diversity of the older pop¬ 

ulation noted above, old age' now covers a 

wide and increasing age span. A distinc¬ 

tion is often drawn between the third and 

fourth ages of life. The third age covers the 

years from fifty to seventy-four when 

people are ahle to lead active independent 

lives, increasingly free from day-to-day 

parenting responsibilities and the labonr 

market. Many in this group have the time 

and money Lo fund an expanding consu¬ 

mer market and culture. The success of 

Saga in the UK, a company that aims its 

Lours, and other products, solely at the 

oVer-fifties market Is evidence of (he 

increasing power of the grey pound'. In 

contrast, the fourth age refers fo the years 
of life when people's, independence and 

ability to care Fully for themselves is more 
sedcmsly ehalleuged- 

ln this section, we look at ihe affect of 

inequality, gender ami ethnicity on the 

experience of ageing in the UK. 

Inequality and older people. 

Overall, in the UK. older people tend lo be 

more materially disadvantaged than other 

segments of the population. This picture is 

repeated across other European Union 

countries, as we see in figure 6.3. However, 

older people's subjective feeling about 

Lht'ir s Lauda rd of living are not sd Lely based 

on materia] factors, hut draw on other ref¬ 

erence groups to which they compare 
themselves. Comparisons are possible 
with their memories of earlier lire. In this, 

they are likely 10 compare themselves pos¬ 
itively with the past In material terms 

(although not necessarily in moral or 
social ones-). However, they a re also likely 

to compare themselves with the standard 

of living that they enjoyed before retire¬ 

ment, whieh is likely to he materia lly better 

than their current position. Older people 

may also compare themselves with the 
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Figure s.J Poverty rate" and relative income11 of people aged 65 and over: EU comparison,, 1996 

* Percentage with income below 60 per cent of the median eqittualiied income of the national population 
b Median equiualized income of those aged as end over as a percentage of the population aged 0 to 64 

Source; Socwf Trends 34 (2W4)j p, 7 

average living conditions of society as a 

whole or of other retirees. Thus there is nn 

common subjective experience ofinequat- 

ity amongst older pen pie ( Vincent 1999]. 

The inequalities of class, race and 

gender arc often exacerbated when a 

person slaps paid work, so the added 

inequality of old ape means that older 

women, minorities and manual workers 

are poorer than peer equivalents; in 

middle ape. lietirement can result in. a loss 

of income that may cause li significant 

drop in an older person's standard, of 

living. The ability to l)idId up a private 

occupational nr personal pension during 

wo rhi ng. life is one o f the key determ i wants 

of income inequality betwee n pensioners. 

Consequently, it is older men who were 

pn-’.LiULsb. Ljnpluvid miiioiu-siumils m 

managers who tend to have the highest 

gross weekly income In later life. 

We ook at poverty amongst older 

people in more detail in chapter 10, 

'Poverty, Social Inclusion and Welfare', 

pp, 351-2, 

A survey of the lifestyles of 1,317 older 

people In Britain, curried out by the 
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For some, old age is a time of acute poverty, ill health, depression and loneliness. 

University of Kent (Milne and Harding 

I9B9), found evidence uf two distin.tfl 

'Worlds'. In one world, composed of indi¬ 

viduals in die early years of retirement 

who live in a shared household with an 

occupational pens ion, (here is a reason¬ 

ably comfortable Lifestyle. En lhe second 

world, made up of those over the age of 

eighty who live alone and with few 

savings, people can suffer From acute 

poverty. Anxiety about money teas second 

only to declining health as the main 

concern among the survey respondents. 

I 'he fem inizaiwn of lat er li fe 

Women tend to Live longer than men. In 

the UK. life expectancy al birth lor women 

in 2(103 was almost Jive years longer than 

for men (National Office uf Statistics 

2004a) Because of tins- widowhood Is the 

norm for older women. Nearly half of 

women aged sixty Live and over and four 

ftl (lis of v.ij rnen aged c ighly-flve a rid over, 

are widowed. By contrast, more than 

three -quarters of men aged between sixty- 

five and sixty-nine are married, falling to 

fit) per rent by their early eighties (HNfStl 

211011. This numerical predominance of 

women has been described as the 'femin¬ 

ization of later liFe'. 

Although later lilt was disproportion¬ 

ately Female throughout the latter half of 

the twentieth century in the UK, the pro¬ 

portion of women to men has Fluctuated 

and is now declining somewhat. There are 

currently more than three times as many 

women as men over the age of ninety Iei 

the UK, but this figure is predicted to fall to 

twice as many By 2021. One reason for the 

decline in the n u ruber of women to men is 

Lhc deni It of so many young men who 

fought in (he First World War, I his genera- 
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England anb VYatea 
Number or remales for every 100 males 

Figure S.4 Ses ran os among alder p eople: by age, 13S1-2QG1' 

J Eased an mid year population estimates 

■Sownce; SoTrend* 54 (2004), p 7 

lion of women hist reached retirement 

age in the 1961 Census, which began a 

sharp rise in the sex ralio imbalance. A 

second reason for the declining icnbal- 

ance between alder men and women is 

the more rapid fall In male, rather than 

female, mortality over the age of sixty-five 

during the second half of (he twentieth 

century. Figure &,4 shows how (he sex raliu 

among older people has fluctuated since 

1951. 

Older women ate more likely to l.w poor 

than their male contemporaries. We saw 
above that the ability to build private 
pension entitlements is cme of the main 

causes of inequalities in wealth between 

older people. Women are far less Likely to 

have the same pension entitlements as 

men because of the gender gap in pay and 

also Lite toss of life Lime earnings asso¬ 

ciated with having children. Only 43 per 

cent of older women had any income from 

private pensions [includingwidows' pen¬ 

sions based on (heir late husbands' 

private pensions),, compared to 70 per 

cent of men (HMSO 2 004). Figure 5-5 

shows the proportion of men and Women 

ever die age of sixty-five who receive 

private pensions and the median a mounts 
For those with this source of Income. 

Studies reveal dial as well as lower per¬ 

sonal income than men, older women also 
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Great Britain FencenriBflGB- 

Median amount lor Flallo ml 
tSioae with private rsmales't* 

Ftefcanlage receiving panalon [£ car weekj males private 
■-- -pension incasite 

Males Females Mates F einates (pamanl&flee) 

Mr.r ':i status 

MarriedfaihsibMng 74 2H 3? 34 37 

Single 52 |51 65 70 10S 

Wlidc'A-jrd 70 SO CL 4& 7S 

Dlwcadrsa pare ted 57 36 76 46 62 

£:tc nnDrcnii: group 

PrciesslonaHTianagerlHi 90 64 172 96 55 

Intermediate 60 SI 64 43 51 

Routine- ;nd manual G£ 34 5D 20 *A 

AM 71 43 63 44 53 

Figure 6.5 Private pensions’5 receipt among those aged 65 and over: by marital status 

and ■sodiMC&n o m k g ro u 2001 /2 

* Occupatiofial o< personal pension, including sundvor pensions 
4 Bapad cm gwr o«up?t'o*i and classified according to tfw Idational Statistics tocio-»w*io»nk 

QassHicab'on (MS-S-c-C). Sec- Appendix Part i: NS-SeC. The dala arc unwci|iji1cd 

Source: Soctqi1 17-sncTs 34 (2DD4), p. I I 

suffer inequalities in other resumes such 

as car ownership- Only &2 per cent of 

wo m tin aged between t h e ages of seventy- 

five and eighty-four have a car, compared 

to 66 per cent at' men. The discrepancy in 

car ownership may not seem a major 

concern, but it can significantly restrict 

women's oveni]l mobility and Lheir access 

to healthcare, shopping and contact with 

□ them 

With increasing age, women suffer 

more than men from disability, This 

means that they require more assistance 

and support simply to carry out everyday 

tasks Lind personal care routines, such as 

bathing and gat ling in and out of had. 

Approximately half of Britain's older 

women live alone, com pared to only a fifth 

of older men. Thus- there are specific 

gender implications for patterns of care 

that need to he made available to the older 

population {Arbcrct at. 2Q0-3], 

Aft? and ethnicity 

The income of older people in ihe UK from 

ethnic minorities- also tends to be Lower 

lli-:u i LhoL of their white counterparts, and 

reliance on means-tested benefits is 

greater [Berthoud. I9y&), Older people 

from ethnic mLnorilies groups an1 also 
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disadvantaged in other measures at 

wealth such as car ownership and ha using 

tenure [although certain groups such as 

Indians and Chinese have rates of home 

ownership comparable to that of while 

pcoplcf. In general, Pakistanis and Ban¬ 

gladeshis in the UK have high rates of 

poverty Compared to other groups and 

(his patlmi is continued. Inlo Later life. 

Ginn and Arbcr 12000] have examined 

c Limit" ami gender differences in lire 

income of individuals amongst the older 

population. They found that older Aslan 

women tend to be particularly disadvan¬ 

taged. Retired ethnic minorities arc often 

unable to supplement their state pension 

with an occupational or private one. The 

lack oF a private pension reflects shorter 

employment records In Britain far the 

Largely migrant older ethnic population, 

discrimination in the labour market, the 

limited availability and type of jobs found 

in the areas where minorities have nettled 

and sometimes a lack of fluency in 

English, l:or older women in some specific 

minority groups, economic disadvantage 

may also result from cultural norms acting 

as a barrier to employment earlier in life. 

Using your sociological imagination:an ageless future? 

Mfce Hepwoith, in Ms- took Storm of Ageing 
(loots), uses literature to encourage his readers 
to "explore fiction as an imaginative resource for 
un derstanding variations in the meaning of the 
experience of ageing in society", In the section 
ieto*vr Hepworth discusses how science and 
technology could radically alter ho iv v/e 
understand agetng: 

For centuries in Western culLura ageing has been 
imagined as a condition of existence from which 
human beings can only be rescued by 
supernatural forces. True, there has always been 
the quest to prolong active life, but until very 
recently the search has been a dream rather than 
a reality. And when people have experienced 
eternal life it has more often than not been a 
curse rather than a blessing, as in the legend at 
The Wandering Jew and The Flying Dutchman [In 
literature, sometimes] supernatural forces do 
intervene in the apparently natural order oF 
things to arrest the norma! processes oF physical 
ageing, as happens in the ease of Faust [Fielder 
1346), who makes a pact with the Devil and sells 
his own soul, and in Oscer Wilde's novel about 
moral corruption Procure of Dorian Gray. 
Dorian Gray is an aesthete with wondrous good 
looks whose Face and body remain mysteriously 
unmarked by his excessi ve indulgence m 

immoral practices; all external signs of his 
debauchery (in this story1 a form of premature 
ageing) are mysteriously transferred to hss 
portrait. When he finally attacks the painting with 
a knife in an attempt to destroy the evident# of 
his past he succeeds only in destroying himself, 
so close has the affinity between the portrait and 

himsell become. On his death the portrait reverts 
back to the original image of youth - 'all the 
wonder of his exquisite youth and beauty' (I960; 
l &7) - leaving the dead body unrecognisably 
that of a n old nia n, 'withered, wri n k led, a n d 

loathsome of visage' (p. 16V). 
Outside the realms of legend and the 

romantic im agination there was until very 
recently only one future of ageing in Western 
culture-if one was lucky to live long enough to 
grow older: the Christian vision of the inevitable 
decline of the human body, death and an 
afterliFe of either Heaven or Hell, The dualistic 
separation of the body from the soul in Christian 
thought regards the ageing oF the body in the 
temporal world as a brief testing ground for 
a terra spiritual life beyond the veil. The 
corruption of the (lesh frees the soul or essential 
self for on other-worldly existence out of time. 
Heaven is the compensation For graceful or 
virtuous ageing and not la a king ior pacts with 
the Devil to prolong a youthfully active life. 
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Gut times are rapidBy changing and the 
emergence of modem scientific medicine and 
technology has offered an alternative premise to 
rI.-1i.vi's..' iIn- dguing bud-y in this world 
rather than the rie*t (Katz 1995). One of the 
i nte resti ng featu res of this detrel o p m enf is that 
contemporary models of an ageless future have 
become predominantly biological rather than 
essentially spiritual (Cole 1092). The prevailing 
belief now is that it is the science of the 
bi o logical body, and not the rel ig ion of the 
eternal immaterial soul, which will arrest the 
process of ageing and extend the period of 
youthful life. The prominent social gerontologist 
Jabber F. Gubrium {Gutorium 19BE) has 
commented on our reluctance in contemporary 
society to accept the "normality of a biologically 
limited life span. Ttie widespread faith in the 
limitless potential of science to solve human 
problems entourages us to turn expectantly lo 
medical science to transform ageing Irom the 
natural termination of the life-course into a 
disease which is potentially curable. In this 
optimistic vision of the future of ageing the 
biological risks associated with later life will be 
curable and the human l«Fe span extended well 
beyond the biblical three score years and ten. 
One of these days ageing will disappear from 
the human agenda when cures for the illnesses 
associated with growing older hove been found 
and ailing and malfunctioning body parts can be 
replaced. 

Dne way of defeating the ageing process is 
to r humans to b e com e cyb orgs or to assu m e 
the "post-human1 bodies of partly biological 
and partly technological beings (Foatherstene 
1995), lUnfike Drew ILeder’s idea of the 'dis¬ 
appearing hody' (l S9D), which makes its 
presence felt as pain, disease and dysfunction], 
this vision of the future is one where the dis¬ 
appearing bodiy literally disappears. Any part of 
the internal body which causes distress in later 
life will be removed and replaced with a 
genetically engineered or transplanted 
substitute. Tihe story of the ageing body will 
thus become not a story of how individuals 
cop* or com* lo terms with its limitations but 
science f iction co m e true. The body wi 11 be a 
machine and the meaning of ageing may cease 
to be a matter of concern. 

source: Hepworth (2000), pp. 124 5 

Questions 

1 Is th e desi re for ete rnal youthfufn ess the 
product of an ageist society? 

2 if we can eliminate I he effects of ageing on 
tire body does it make sense Co Calk about 
ageing at al l? 

3 Do you agree with the claim of some 
sociologists that we can Eook forward to an 
ageless future? 

The politics: of ageing 

The global ageing crisis'V 

In Britain in SSlF>tl, the proportion of the 

population over the age of sixty-five was 

around & percent. The figure today is over 

IE percent, and Lt will continue to grow. 

This significant shift in age distribution 

within the population presents specific 

challenges far ESrilam and. many other 

industrialized countries. One way of 

understanding why is by thinking about 

the dependency ratio the relationship 

between rite number of young children 

and retired individuals, on the one hand., 

and people of Working age. on the Other. 

(The increasing dependency ratio In 
several countries in ihe UK is shown in 
figure Ei.ljJ As the proportion of older 

people continues to grow, the demands on 

social services and health systems will 

increase as well. The growth tn life expec¬ 

tancy means that pensions will need lo be 
paid for more years than they arc at 

present [see figure G.7>. 
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Figure 6,6 Dependent pop u lation by a go, UKr 1571 -2021J 

* Population Jur JtUUI and 2i>Ui include piavisianasi results the Manchester matching 

exercise 
" 2001-based pJOfecrions 

Source;Sotwrf bands 3-q (2004), p, it 

However, the working population funds 

tint* programmes itial support [lit* older 

population, As (lie old-age dependency 

ratio grows, some argue that Increasing 
Strain will be placed on available 

resources, tn the light of deinograidik- 

projections, governments, Inteiest groups 

Fiigti r« 6,7 Pe nsio n fundi ng as a 

percentage of C17P in selected countries, 
2PPP and 203P 

.faurro; tin; CrumPing Pillars of Old Agsj Tfio 
Tcd^ u-misr (32 September 2003) 
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and policy-makers arc being Forced In 

look ahead and. to develop proposals for 

meeting the needs of a changing popula¬ 

tion. Some pension associations arc 

now warning that the current pension 

payment scheme is not sustainable indefi¬ 

nitely. They have called for an increase ill 

the minimum pension age for bolh 

women fnow sixty, rising to sixty-five) and 

men fnow sixty-five) lo seventy, in order io 

compensate for increased longevity. fThe 

debate about the ageing population and 

welfare spending is- discussed in the box 

below,) 

Ageing and the welfare state: a ticking time bomb? 

What does an ageing population mean for the 
welfare- stale? in A karting fin? aid Age Crisis 
(1 994), the World Bank argued that the 
dramatic rise in the proportion of older people 
would mean that welfare spending on pensions 
and medical card would become increasingly 
difficult to finance.. This was true for both the 
developed and the developing worlds, bur the 
rich countries would get into trouble sooner. 
There, the ratio of people of working age to 
Ihott war sixty-fiva, currently a bout four to one, 
would halve to two to one by 2030, The working 
population woold have to carry a huge tax 
burden to support the increasing numbers of 
people claiming pensions, In the years since, 
there has been a torrent of books, conferences 
and policy initiatives about how to deal with this 
problem (Trie Economist 2000), 

Several recent writers have contested this 
view. !ln a study of the American pension system, 
Dean Baker and Mark Weisbrot, Social Security; 
The Phony Crisis (1999), have demonstrated that 
even on highly conservative assumptions about 
economic growth, the forecast insolvency of the 
social security system in rhe U5A within thirty- 
years is highly unlikely to happen. They argue 
that much of the- pressure to privatize the system 
has come from Wall Street. This is because if a 
state paid system of social security were to be 
replaced with individual private pensions, 
America's financial services industry would stand 
to gain 130 million new inveslment accounts. 

Similarly, m his historical survey of pension 
provision around the world. Banking on Death 
<‘2002), the British sociologist Robin Blackburn 
has argued that fears that an ageing population 
will lead to a pension crisis have been spread by 

financial interests and the political right in order 
to- push for free market alternatives to the state 
pension. This has, in the process, spread 
widespread unease about people's financial 
security after retirement Blackburn is also 
critical of the way in which private companies 
have run pension funds - the world of ‘grey 
capitalism' as he calls it - where employees' 
savings are handed over to the managers of 
pension Funds, looking for maximum short-term 
returns on their investments rather than long 
term security For pension holders, 

In his book, The Imaginary Time Bamh 
£2002), the British sociologist Phil Mullen has 
argued that those who believe that the ageing 
population is a ticking time bomb about to bring 
about a series of devastating social problems are 
falling far a series of myths that he seeks to 
defuse. For example, on healthcare Mullen 
argues that it is a myth that an ageing 
population will mean an exponential rise in ill 
health and dependency. He responds that 
ageing is not an illness, and most elderly people 
are n eithe rill nor disabled. One of the reaso ns 
that people are living longer is the improvement 
in living conditions over the last century, and he 
argues that if this improvement continues 
elderly people will be fitter and healthier than 
their predecessors. A second 'myth1 that Multan 
attacks is the belief that ageing populations will 
bankrupt the state pension scheme, so that 
pensions need to be reformed away from state 
pay-as-you-go systems to private schemes, 
fitullan points out that state provision of 
pensions lends [o be much more efficient than 
private schemes, so there are no grounds for 
this reform. 
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Flccenlly, the concept of older people asa 

'dependent popuialion' has been criticized: 

depicting a group as 'dependent1 implies 

that I hey are in some way a problem For 

society. Chris GiJJeard and Paul I liggs 

£2005] have argued that a new affluence 

has spread across society and across the 

life-course. Although they accept that not 

all older people are uniFormly fit and final l- 

cially secure, they say that for many people 

looking forward to retirement, later life lias 

Changed for (he belter. Many of the con¬ 

cepts (hat have conventionally been 

applied to the position of people in Later life 

- for example, that (hey are socially disen¬ 

gaged or dependent upon the stale nowa¬ 

days seem Insufficient. For example, the 

generation of adults now reaching retire¬ 

ment age grew up in the post-war years of 

the L95fls and 1960s, when youth culture 

became dominated by 'conspicuous con¬ 

sumption' oJ Fashion, music and so on. As 

Hello, we’re new age pensioners” 

cider people, maintaining the habits they 

picked up as younger people, they con¬ 

tinue to be important consumers, and 

enjoy an independent lifestyle. 

Arbcr and.GLnii(HMSO 20Q-1) also argue 

that Lhe idea of dependency now needs 

reconsidering. First (he age ranges used 

to define dependency (under sixteen and 

over sixty-four] no longer reflect the actual 

patterns of employment in this country, 

E-ewer young peop le now enter the labour 

market full tune at the age of sixteen, 

tending Instead to stay in formal educa¬ 
tion for lo nge r. a ml most wo rkers leave the 
labour market years, before the age of 

sixty-five. At the same time more women 
than ever before are In paid employment 

off-setting the shorter duration nfem pay¬ 

ment amongst men. 

Second, Arbor and Ginn argue, activity 

that benefits the economy is notconfincd to 

i. i|'-.il.in: in 1111 L'.'v..: Iiii.:ku. 

Evidence shows that, rather than being a 

burden, older people make many produc¬ 

tive economic and social contributions, 

Older people are often involved in provid¬ 

ing unpaid and informal care to loss able 

partners, drastically reducing the cost to the 

•slate of provision of health arid personal 

care. They are also a major source of care 

provision for grandchildren, allowing 

daughters and daughters-In-law io enter 
the labour market. Older people are also 

active in voluntary organizations, Arhei 

and Ginn suggest that older people may 
also he an Important source of financial 

support for their grown-up children - for 

example, providing them with loans, edu¬ 

cational fees, giits and help for housing. 

Many studies have also found that older 

parents continue to provide emotional 

support For their adult c hildrcn, panic uLarly 

during times of difficulty, such as divorce, 
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Ageism 

Activist groups have s-carted m light 

against ageism - discrimination against 

people on the basis of their age - ■seeking 

to encourage a positive view a Fold age and 

older people. Ageism is an ideology just as 

sexism and racism are. There are as many 

false stereotypes of older people as there 

are In ether areas, l or instance, it is often 

believed that older workers an? less com¬ 

petent than younger ones, ihas most 

people over sixty-five are in hospitals or 

homes for the elderly, and that a high pro¬ 

portion are Senile All these (reliefs* are 

erroneous, The productivity and arten 
dance records of workers ruret sijtry are 

superior Cm average to those of yOUrtget 

age groups 9S per cent of people over 
sixty-five live lit private dwellings; anti 
only ahmir 7 par cent of those between 

sixty-five and eighty show pronounced 

symptoms ol senile decay. In the UK, the 

gewernmml lias put forward proposals to 

ban age discrimination, which could 

cover reciultmc-nt, training (including 

entry to higher education), promotion, 

pay, paLr-retention and - importantly - 

retirement. 

In one study [Levin 19S3) college stu¬ 

dents were shown a photograph of the 

same mart at ages twenty-five, fifty-two 

and seventy-three, and Were asked tOtute 

I dm in terms of a variety of personality 
characteristics. The ratings were signifi¬ 

cantly more negative for the man depleted 

at the age of seventy-three. When he 

looked old.In his photograph, the students 
were more likely m perceive him nega¬ 

tively, even though they knew absolutely 

nothing about him. The meric fact time he 

was older was sufficient to trigger a nega¬ 

tive cultural stereotype. Widely shared 

Older people uflun provide much needed help to Ihcir 

communities, for example by looking after 
grandchildren. 

cultural stereotypes of 'grumpy old men' 

can Iced to private op In inns that arc 

hurtful to older people. 

The sociologist I ill I Bylheway ha& pro¬ 

vided a theoretical account of ageism that 
draws on social constructionism (an 

approach Introduced In chapter 5, 
pp. 152-4). Ltytliewuy (1995) begins by 

Questioning the reality of the terms 'old 

age' amt 'elderly', lie argues that we 
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presume that these terms have some bind 

of universal reality that they do not have. 

He demonstrates by asking what we mean 

try the term "eld age': 'Is it a condition, a 

period of tile, a state of mind, or what?' Is 

there any scientific evidence that some¬ 

thing exists that con be called old age? If it 

exists, how do people enter it and become 

elderly? To liy tlieway, the categories we 

use to describe ageing - such as 'the 

elderly' and 'Lire old' - an1 themselves 

ageist. They are socially constructed In 

aider to legitimize the separation and 
management of people on the basis of 

their chronological age by dominant 
groups with something to gain from die 
inequalities associated with age Ism- 

The greying of the world 
population 

An ‘elder explosion' is sweeping the world 

to day. The 1998 report of the United 

Nations Population Fund [UNFPA 1999) 

Figure 6.0 Proportion of population over 

the age of 65 by region, 2000 and 2050 

(projected) 

Satires: UNFPA (2DM) 

notes that the sixty-five-arid-older popu¬ 

lation worldwide grew by about 9 million 

in 1998. by 2010, this population will grow 

by 1-1.5 million: by 2050, 21 million. The 

most rapid growth of the sbrty-fivc-and- 

nlder group will take place in the industri¬ 

alized nations of the world, where families 

have fewer children and. people live lu nge r 

than in poorer countries. In the Industrial¬ 

ized countries, the percentage of the older 

population grew from 9 per cent in 1950 to 
14 per cent in 1998. and it is projected to 

roach per cent by 2050, After the middle 

of the century, (lie developing nations will 
follow suit, as they experience their own 

elder explosion. 
The pop illations of m os t of the world’s 

societies are ageing as Ihe result of a 

decline in Loth birth and death rates, 

although the populations of the poorer 

countries continue to have shorter life 

spans because of poverty, malnutrition 

and disease (see chapter 111. According 

to United Nations estimates (UNFPA 

1998)., the world's average life expectancy 

grew frum forty-six in 1950 to fifty in 1985 

and ivill reach seventy-one by 2025. At 

that time, some 800 million people will be 

over the age of sixty-five, nearly a three¬ 

fold increase in numbers from 1990 [see 

figure &.U), Among the very old (those 

over eighty-five), whose medical and 

service needs are the greatest, the 

number will increase by half in North 
A m ei ica. whlie It will double in Ch Ina a nd 

grow nearly one and a half times in West 

Africa (Sokolovsky 1990), (The issues that 

an ageing population creates for China 

are discussed on p. 198.) This growth will 

place increasing demands on the 

resources of many countries that are 

already too poor to support their popula¬ 

tions adequately'. 

righted a 
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Globalization ond everyday life: Chine s ageing population. 

China has a 3D million elderly residents,, who 
make up just over IQ per cent of the population. 
But with the changing balance of young and old 
that figure is predicted to rise more than II per 
Cent by the year 2050. This is as a result of the 
strict one-child policy, introduced in 1979 in an 
attempt to control Chine's booming population. 
Under the law, each couple living in the cities is 
allowed only one child, unless one or both 
partners are horn an ethnic minority or they are 
both only children, 

China's population growth 
1950 563m 
1960 650m 
1970 920m 
taao g 95 m 
1990 1.14 bn 
2000 l,26bn 
Source: US Census Bureau 

In most rural areas, a couple may have a 
second child after a break of several years. The 
taw is particularly strict in cities, where forced 
sterilizations, late abortions and punishment of 
couples who break the rules have often triggered 
international criticism. But the policy has badly 
backfired, leaving the working population 
struggling to provide for those who have retired. 

Resentment 

A growing number oF single young people are 
finding themselves faced with (he daunting 
prospect of caring lor parents and Four 
grandparents - e phenomenon known as a 
4-2-1 family. But this does not change the fact 
that with the communist welfare system fast 
disintegrating under the pressure of economic 
reforms, many people are finding it increasingly 
hard to provide care for their elders. Those who 
can afford it have begun to transfer their 
traditional responsibilities of looking after their 
relatives at home lo private nursing homes - a 
move Which has itself sparked some 
resentment. Elderly people in China were 
traditionally venerated and today's elderly 
population expects to be looked after. Some 
people have even sued their Families for neglect 

By the year 2030 officials estimate that care 
for an estimated 300 million elderly will 
consume a lull 10 per cent of national income. 
Unless further action is taken, experts say the 
burden of Caring For a greying population could 
begin to have a major impact on the speed of 
China's development 

Source: BBC {1 September 2000) 

This explosion has enormous implica¬ 

tions for social policy. More than 150 

na Lions currently provide public assis¬ 

tance for people who are elderly or dis¬ 

abled, or for Ihtir survi vors when they die, 

Older people are especially likely to 

require cosily healthcare services, Their 

rapid growth In numbers threatens lo 

straits the medical systems in many Indus¬ 

trial nations, where the cost of providing 
healthcare tn older people is likely to over¬ 

whelm government budge ts. 
Countrles vary widely in what they are 

doing to nope with their growing 

numbers of older people. As we have seen 

already, the United Kingdom relies pri¬ 

marily on the stale pension and the 

National Health Service to provide a 

safely net to serve the financial and 

health needs of older people. Other 

industrial nations provide a much 

broader array of services. In Japan, for 

example, men and. Women remain active 

well Into old age because the Japanese 
culture encourages this activity and 

because business policies often support 

post-retirement work with the same 

company the person worked for before 
retirement- A number of national lpws in 
Japan support the employment and 

Copyrighted mater 
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training of older workers, arid private 

businesses also support retraining. 

The combination of greying and global- 

uiation will shape Ihc lives of older people 

throughout the world well into this century. 

Traditional patterns of family rare will he 

challenged, as family-based economies 

continue lu give way In labour on the farms 

and in the offices and factories of global 

businesses, (family patterns are already 

changing in the West, as we see in our dis¬ 

cussion of'the beanpole family", chapter 7, 

p. 233.) Lite the industrial nations early in 

the twentieth century, all societies will be 

oh allcngcd to find roles for thei r a geing cit¬ 

izens. This challenge will Include identify¬ 

ing new means of economic support, often 

financed by government programmes. It 

will also entail identifying ways to incorpo¬ 

rate father than isolate older people, by 

drawing on their considerable reserves of 

experience and talents. 

Summary points 
1 Socialization is the process whereby, through 

contact with other human beings, the 

helpless infant gradually becomes a self- 

aware, knowledgeable human being, skilled 

in the ways of the given culture and 

environment, 

2 According lo G if. Mead, the child achieves 

an understanding of being a separate agent 

by seeing how others behave inwards him or 

her in social contexts. At a farter stage, 

entering into organized games, learning the 

rules of play, the child comes to understand 

'the generalized other' - general values and 

cultural rules. 

3 Jean Piaget distinguishes several main stages 

in the development of the child's capability 

to make sense of the world. Each stage 

involves the acquisition of new cognitive 

skills and depends on the successful 

completion of the preceding one. According 

ter Piaget these stages erf cognitive 

development are universal features of 

socialization. 

4 flgertcj'es of socialization ore structured 

groups or contexts within which significant 

processes of socialization occur. In all 

cultures* the family is the principal socializing 

agency of the child during infancy. Other 

influences include peer groups, schools, and 

the rmrss medrcj, 

5 The development of mass comm unica tio ns 

has en la rgeef th e ra nge of socializing 

agencies, The spread of mass printed media 

was later accompanied by the use of 

a ectronic communication. TV exerts a 

particularly powerful influence, reaching 

people of all ages at regular intervals every 

day. 

6 Gender socialization begins virtually as soon 

as an infant is bom. Even parents who 

believe they treat children equally tend to 

produce different responses to boys and 

girl's. These differences are reinforced! by 

many other cultural influences. 

7 Soeia li xation co ntinues thro ugh o ut th e life 

cycle. At each distinct phase of life there are 

transitions to be made or crises to be 

overcome. This includes facing death as the 

termination of physical existence. 

fl Bid logical, psychological and social ageing 

are not the sarnie and may vary considerably 

within and across cultures. It is important not 

to confuse a person's son'czf age with his or 
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her dhranological age. Physical ageing is 

inevitable, but for most people, proper 

nutrition, diet and exercise can preserve a 

i iji.li Itwl of health well into old age. 

0 Because of low mortality and fertility rates, 

Western societies are rapidly greying or 

ageing. The older population constitutes a 

large and rapidly growing category that is 

extremely diverse economically, socially and 

politically. However, it is possible to divide a 

third and a fourth age representing the 

'young-old' and the 'old-o|dr. 

10 Functionalist theories of ageing originally 

argued that the disengagement of older 

people from society was desirable. 

Disengagement theory held that older 

people should pull back from their 

traditional social roles as younger people 

move into them. Activity theory, on the other 

hnndr soon came to emphasize the 

importance of being engaged and busy as a 

source of vitality. Conflict theorists of ageing 

have focused on how the routine operation 

of social institutions produces various forms 

of inequality among older people. The most 

recent theories regard older people as 

capable of taking control over their own lives 

and playing an active role in politics and the 

economy. 

11 Older people are more likely to be materially 

disadvantaged lhan other groups. Older 

women are also more likely to suffer Irom 

poverty than their male counterparts, and 

older members of ethnic minorities are more 

likely to suffer poverty than older white 

people. There are considerably more older 

women than men, although this imbalance 

is declining somewhat. 

12 The greying of the population has resulted in 

a greater 'dependency ratio'. This has led to 

new debates about the funding of services 

for older people. 

11 Globalization threatens the traditional rules 

oF older people in many societies. The role of 

older people throughout the wo rid is in a 

rapid state of transition. 

Questions for further thought 

1 In what ways does socialization differ from indoctrination or brainwashing? 

2 What is (he relationship between self-identity and our social identities? 

3 Flow significant 1$ primary socialization in complex and rapidly changing societies? 

4 I low is a pensun’s ageing shaped, by social factors? 

!> Aside from physical characteristics are boys and girls naturally different? 

G ts the re a 'global ageing, crisis'? 

7 Have you wit ncssed exam pies o f ageism in you r everyday life? 
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H/Wli YOU ever liWn in Ewe? Almost 

certainly you have Most p-eople from 
clieir teems on know what being in love is 

like, Love flmd romance provide. Fi>r nuny 

of us, some of the most intense feelings, we 
ever experience. Why do people fall In 
Love? The answer at first sight seems 

obvious. l.ovc expresses a mutual and 

physical attach merit two individuals feel 

for ulie another. These days, vve- might be 

sceptical of the idea that love is 'for ever', 

but falling: in love, wc tend to think, is an 

experience arising from universal human 

emotions. It seems natural for a couple 

who fall in love to want peisunal and 

sexual fulfilment in their relationship, 

perhaps by marrying and/or starting a 

fain i ly. 

Yet this situation, which may appear lu 

be 'natural' to us. today, is in fact very 

unusual. Beginning a longterm partner- 
ship, or starting a family, with someone 

wh o you have Fallen In love wi th I s nor an 
experience most people across die world 
h ave. \mmt; ;s i ccriai n Asi ;i n com muni ti cs 

in the LFk'. for example, arranged mar¬ 

riages remain (lie norm, lit Ihcse cases, 

failing in love is rarely thought of as having 

any con n action 1 o m arriage o r to s tailing a 

new family. The idea of basing a long-term 

partnership on romantic love did not 

become widespread until fairly recently in 

our society and has never even existed in 

most other cultures. 

Only in modern limes have love and 

sexuality come to be seen as closely con¬ 

nected In Western industrialized societies, 

John Boswell,, a historian ot medieval 

Europe, has remarked on how unusual arc 

our modem ideas about romantic love. In 

Europe of the Middle Ages, virtually no 

one married for love, There was in fact a 

medieval saying; "lb love one's wife wi th 

one's emotions is adultery.' In those days 

and for centuries afterwards, men and 
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women married mainly in order to keep 

property in the hards of family or m raise 

children to work in the family farm. Once 

married, they may have become close 

companions; this happened alter mar¬ 

riage. however,, rather than before. People 

sometimes had sexual affairs outside mar¬ 

riage, but these inspired few of the emo¬ 

tions We currently associate with loVt;. 

Romantic Jove was regarded as at best a 

weakness and a L worst a kind of sickness. 

Our altitudes today are almost com¬ 

pletely the opposite. Boswell quite rightly 

speaks of a Virtual obsession of modem 

industrial culture' with romantic love: 

'those Lmmersed in this 'sea vfluve' rend to 
take ii for granted. ... Very few premodem 
or non-industrialized eoncempaniry cul¬ 
tures, wcr.ild ;ij.;iH!d! ivilh I he conldinlion 
nncuiilmvers.iuL Ln the West - I Inn Ull- 
purpose ut a man is to love a woman, and 
the purpose of a woman is to Love a man.' 
Most human beings in most limes- and 
places would find Ihfo a very meagre 
measure ufhuman value! (tSusWelli 1395: xlxI 

If was only in the late eighteenth century 

that the concept of romantic Jove began to 

make its- presence felt. Romantic love - as 

distinct from the more or less universal 

Com pills; ions of passiorraLc Jove involved 

Idealizing its object. The idea of romantic 

low moreorless coincided with (lie emer¬ 

gence of the novel as a literary form- and 

the spread of romantic novels played a 

vital part in spreading the idea of romantic 

love (Radway i$84). Forwomer, in partic¬ 

ular, romantic love involved telling oneself 

stories ahoul how the relationship could 

lead to personal fulfilmcnl. 

Romantic love, therefore, cannot be 

understood as a natural part of human 

life; rather, it lias been shaped by broad 

social and historical influences. For must 

people in (he UK today, I he couple, 

married or unmarried, is al the core o! 

what the family is. The couple came to be 

al the centre of family lift as the economic 

role of the family dwindled, and love, or 

love and sex.ua! attraction, became the 

basis of forming marriage ties (although, 

as we shall see later in this chapter, the 

term 'family1 should by no means only be 

understood as Involving a heterosexual 

couple and their Children!. 

Must peupie in 6 ur society believe that a 

good relationship is based on emotional 

communication or Intimacy- The idea of 

Intimacy, like so many miser familiar 

notions we've discussed In this book. Is a 

recent one. As wn have seen, marriage was 

never in the past based on intimacy and 

emotional communication. No doubt this 

was important to a good marriage, but it 

was not the foundation of it. For the 

modern couple it is. Communication is 

tire means at establishing a good relation¬ 

ship in the first place, and il is the chief 

rationale for its continuation. A good rela¬ 

tionship is a relationship of equals, where 

each party Iieis equal rights and ubligEi- 

Eions. In such a relationship, each person 

has respect, and wants the best, for the 

other. Talk, or dialogue', is the basis of 

making the relationship work, Relation¬ 

ships function best if people don't hide too 

much from each other - there has to be 

mutual trust. And trust has to be worked 

at; It can't Just be taken for granted. 

Finally, a good relationship Is one free 

from arbitrary power, coercion or violence 

(Giddens 1 M3). 

The theme of much of this hunk has 

been social change. We Live in a lurhulent, 

difficult and unfamiliar world today. 

Whether we like it or not, wc all must conic 

to terms with the mixture of opportunity 

py righted material 
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The filie's production oMane Austen's novel Pride andPrajudke tells a classic stony nF 

romantic love championing against adversity. 

and risk it presents. The tLLscussion above, 

cm romantLc love, shows that nowhere is 

this observation truer than in (he domain 

of personal and emotional life. 

Mow do we begin to understand the 

nature of these changes and their Impact 

on our litres? It's only possible to under- 

stand whit is going on With our intimate 

relationships and with the family as a 

soi'i; 11 institution today If we know some- 

thing about how people lived in the pest 

and how people currently live in othei 

societies. So in this chapter, we look at the 

historical development of marriage And 

the family. We then examine families and 

intimate relationships in Britain today. 

The Intel section of the chapter looks at 

some of the theoretical perspectives shat 

at Lem pi Lo explain the family and inti¬ 

mate relationships, before concluding by 

turning, to the current debate- over 'family 

values'. 

Basic concepts 

We need first of ail to define some basic 

concepts, particularly those of family, 

kinship and marriage-A family is a group 

of persons directly linked by kin connec¬ 

tions, the sdull members of which assume 

responsibility lor -caring for children. 

Ki nshi p 1 ics a re con n r et io n -, between i ndi - 

vid.uaIs. csiabEished either through mar¬ 

riage or through the lines of descent that 

connect blood relatives [mothers, fathers-, 

Ticjh IlEJC 
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siblings, offspring, etc.)- Marriaife can ho 

defined as a socially acknowledged and 

approved sexual union between two adult 

individuals. When two pen pie marry, they 

become kin to one another; the marriage 

bond also, however connects together a 

wider range of kinspcople. Parents, broth¬ 

ers, sisters and other blood relatives 

become relatives of the partner through 

tna rdage 

Family relationships are always recog¬ 

nized within wider kinship groups. In vlr 

Uialli aO societies we can Identify wind 

sociologists and anthropologists call the 
nuclear family, two adults living together 

in a household with their own or adopted, 
children. In most traditional societies, the 
nuclear family was pm t of a larger kinship 

network of some type. When close rela¬ 

tives other than a married couple and chil¬ 

dren live cither in the same household nr 

in a close and ccnitinunus relationship 

with one another, we speak of an extended 

family, An extended family may include 

grandparents, braiders and their wives, 

sisters and iheir husbands, aunts and 

nephews. 

in most Western societies, marriage, 

and therefore the Family, are associated 

wiLli monogamy It ]!, illegal for a man or 

woman to be married to more than one 

spouse al anyone Lime. I his is not the case 

everywhere, however. In. a famous com¬ 

parison oF several hundred, societies In the 

mid-twentieth century, George Murdock 
(|*J45)J found that polygamy, which Allows 

a husband or wiFe io have more than one 
spouse, was permitted in more then ism pei 

cent of the ill - There are two types of polyg¬ 
amy; polygyny, in which a man may be 

married In more than one woman at the 

same time, and polyandry, much Less 

An unusual family photograph, showing Utah polygamist Tom Green with his five wives 

and some of his twenty-nine chiidren. 
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common, in which a woman may have 

two or more husbands simultaneously. 

The best-known group to practise polyg¬ 

amy in the West arc the Fundamentalist 

Mormons, based Largely in Utah, in the 

United States, where the practice is illegal, 

but prosecutions are rare. The practice of 

having many wives was abandoned by 

mainstream Mormons it century ago as a 

condition of Utah becoming purL of the 

United Stales, It is estimated that 3Q.Q00 

fundamentalists still practise polygamy in 

Utah, 
Many sociologists believe that we 

cannot speak about 'the family' as if there 

Is one model of family life that Is more or 
Less universal, As we shall see In this 
chapter, there are many different family 
forma: two-parent families, step-families, 

lone-parent families and so on. The soci¬ 

ologist Diana Gittins (19931 has argued 

that it seems more appropriate to speak of 

'families' rather than ‘the family'. Refer¬ 

ring to families' emphasizes the diversity 

of Family forms. While as a shorthand term 

we may often speak of 'the fam LLy', it is vital 

Eu remember what a variety ibis covers. 

The family in history 

Sociologists once thought that prior to the 

modem period, the predominant form of 

Family in Western Europe was of the 

extended type. Research has shown this 

view to be mistaken. The nuclear Family, 

consisting of a father, mother and depen¬ 

dent children, seems long to have been 

pre-eminent. Pre-modem household size 

was larger than it is today, but the differ¬ 

ence is not especially great. In England, for 

example, throughout the seventeenth, 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Lbc 

average household size was d.75 persons. 

The current average in the ITE is 2.^1 

(HMSO 2004). Since the earlier figure 

includes domestic servants, the difference 

in family size is small. 

Children in pre-modern Europe were 

often working - helping their parents on 

the farm - from the age of seven or eight. 

Those Who did nut remain In the family 

enterprise frequently left the parental 

household at an early age to do domestic 

Work in the houses of others or to follow 

apprenticeships, ClilLdienwho went away 
to work iiT other households would randy 

see their patents again. 

Other factors made family groups then 
oven mote impermanent tlun they are 

now, in .spite of the high rates n-f divorce in 

current times. Rates of mortality (the 

number of deaths per thousand of the 

population in any one year) for people of 

all ages were much higher. A quarter or 

m n re n f all in fa nts in early mod ern Europe 

did not survive beyond the first year uf life 

[in contrast Id well under 1 percent to day), 

and women frequently died In childbirth. 

The death of children or of one or both 

spouses often shattered family relations, 

The development of family life 

The historical sociologist Lawrence htune 

has charted some of the changes leading 

From pre-modern to modern forms of 

Family life in Europe, Stone distinguished 

Llrree phases in the development of the 

Fam i ly Iru m the 1500s to the L BbOs; 

t I n the early pa rt ol this period, the m ain 

family form was a type of nuclear family 

that lived in fairly small households but 

maintained deeply embedded relation¬ 

ships within the community, including 

pyrighted material 
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wilft other kin. This family structure was 

not clearly separated from the commu¬ 

nity. According to Store (although some 

historians have challenged Huh], the 

t'ami ly at that time was rot a major focus 

of emotional attachment or depen¬ 

dence for ils members. Keople didn't 

experience, or look for, the emotional 

intimacies We associate with family Me 

today, 

Sex within marriage was not regarded 

as a source of pleasure but as a neues- 

sliy to propagate children- Individual 

freedom of choice m ma rriage a nd otlrer 

matters of family life were subordinated 

to the interests of parents, other Mil or 

tire community, Outside aristocratic 
circles, where It was sometimes actively 

encouraged, erotic or romantic love was 

regarded by moralists and theologians 

as a sickness. As Stone puts it, the family 

during this period Jwas on open-ended, 

low-keyed., unemotional, authoritarian 

institution. ... It was also very short¬ 

lived, being frequently dissolved by the 

death of the husband or wife ur the 

death or very early departure from the 

h □ me of the children' (] 900). 

2 This type of family was succeeded by a 

LranslLiunut form that lasted from the 

early seventeenth century to the begin¬ 

ning of lire eighteenth. This later type 
was largely confined to the upper 

teaches of society, but it was nevertheless 
very Important because from It spread 
attitudes die t have since become almost 
universal. The nuclear family became a 

more separate entity, dislinct front ties to 
other kin and to the local community. 

There was a growing stress on the impor¬ 

tance of marital and parental love, 
although there was also an increase in 

the authoritarian power of fathers. 

3 In the third phase, the type of family 

system wc arc most familiar with in the 

West today gradually evolved. This 

family is a group tied by close emotional 

bonds, enjoying a high degree of domes¬ 

tic privacy and preoccupied with the 

rearing of children, It is marked by the 

rise of affective individualism, the for¬ 
mation Of marriage lie n on the bask- of 

personal selection, guided by sexual 

attraction or romantic love. Sexual 

aspects Of loVe began to be glorified 

within marriage Instead of In extramari¬ 

tal relationships. Tire family became 
gtsa i ed tn cn nsumptfon rather rii an p re - 

duetkm, as a result of the Increasing 
spread of workplaces separate from the 
home. Women became associated with 

domesticity and men with being Ihe 

breadwinner. In rcccnl decades the idea 

of the male breadwinner 'heading' Lhc 

family is being increasingly challenged, 

as increasing numbers of women enter 

the workplace, and family structures 

continue to diversify. (Wc examine these 

changes further later in this chapter] 

The historian John Hoswell, who was 

mentioned at the start of this chapter, has 

noted; 

In premoderti Europe marriage usually 
begmr os a property arrangement, was Ln Jis 
middle mostly about raising children, and 
ended about love. Few couples in facl 
married 'for lovcr. but many grew to love 
each other in dine as ihey jointly managed 
their hOtoiifhcjId, roared I heir Offspring, and 

shared life's experiences. Mearly all surviv¬ 
ing epitaphs to spouses stance profound 
a (feci ion. By contrast, in most of the 
m ntl i-th West, marriage hqjins ahtKi t love, j n 
its middle lx a,li.l irmslljr iihcnit mi sing dill • 

dren | If diL-i l- are children |. and ends - often 
- about property, by which point love is 
absent ur a distant memory, (1395; ssi) 

>py righted material 
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The way we never were: myths 
of the traditional family 

Many people, generally writing from a 

Conservative point of view, argue tliat 

family life Is becoming dangerously 

undermined [we examine the current 

debate about family values at tint end of 

this chapter pp, 245-ts). They contrast 

what they see as the decline of the famih 

with more traditional forms of family life. 

Wan the family of the past as peaceful and 

harmonious as many people rccalJ it, or is 

this simply an idealized fiction? As Steph¬ 

anie Coontz points out in her book Tftr 

Irtiry We Neuer Were f19921, as with other 

visions uf'a golden itge of the past, the rosy 

light shed cm the 'traditional family' dis¬ 

solves when we look back to previous 

times to See withl tilings really Were like, 

Ma ri y at!Jlllte tile appt11 etil (Usdp Ilile Mild 

stability of the Victorian family. Howewr. 

I.h.'h.hi Li-.-.e families ut this time suffered espe- 

•: dally high death rates, the average length of 

marriages was less than twelve years, and 

mm a than half of all chi ldren saw the death 

of at least one parent by the time they were 

twenty-one. The admired discipline of the 

Victorian family was rooted in the strict 

authority of parents, over their children. The 

way in which this authority was exercised 

would be considered exceedingly harsh hy 

today's standards. 

II we consider (he Victorian family of 

the 135-Os. the ideal family stall eludes us, 

Tiohtec 
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in this period, wives were more or Less fbr- 

ciLaly confined to ihc home. According to 

Victorian morality, women were supposed 

to be strictly virtuous, white men were sex¬ 

ually licentious: many visited prostitutes 

and paid regular visits to brothels. tn fact, 

wives and husbands often had Little Lo do 

with one another, communicating only 

through their children. Moreover, domes- 

tieity wasn't even an option for poorer 

groups of I his period. I n factories and 

Workshops families. Worked long hours 

with II[lie time for home life. Child labour 
was also rampant In those groups. 

Our most recent memory draws us to 

die 1950* as the time of the Ideal family, 
"fills was a period when women worked 
only in the 1mm e, wh i |e men were pe-spon - 

sihle For earning the Family wage. Vet large 

nu m hers of women didn't actually wan fto 

retreat to a purely domestic role, and Felt 

miserable and trapped in il. Manyivnnten 

had held paid jobs during the Second 

UVD rid War as part of the war effort. They 

Lost these jobs when men returned home. 

Moreover, men were still emotionally 

removed from their wives and often 

observed a strong sexual double standard, 

seeking sexual adventures for themselves 

but setting a strict code for their spouse. 

The American author Betty Frledun 

wrote a best'selling hook, TYte [fcmittfrur 

Mystlqtte, which first appeared in 1963. 

although its research referred to the 

decade of the 1950s. File dan struck a 

chord In the hearts of thousands of 

women when .she spoke of the 'problem 

with no name': the oppressive nature of a 

domestic tit'e hum id up with child care, 

domestic drudgery and a hushand who 

only occasionally put in an appearance 

and with whom little cmntional commu¬ 

nication was possible. Even more severe 

than the oppressive home life endured by 

many women were the alcoholism and 

violence suffered within many families 

during a time when society was not fully 

prepared to contra nl these issues. 

Changes in family patterns 
worldwide 

There is n diversity of family forms today in 

different societies across the world. In 

some areas, such as more remote regions 

In .Asia, Africa and die Pacific Him. tradi¬ 

tional family systems are little altered. In 

most developing countries, however, 

widespread changes are occurring. The 

origins of these changes are complex, but 

several factors tan be picked out as espe¬ 

cially important. One is the spread of 

Western culture. Western ideals of roman¬ 

tic love, for example, have spread to soci¬ 

eties in which they were previously 

unknown. Another Factor is the develop¬ 

ment uf centralized government in areas 

previously composed of autonomous 

•smaller societies. People's lives become 

influenced by their involvement in a 

national political system: moreover, 

governments make active attempts to alter 

traditional ways of behaviour. Because of 

the problem of rapidly expanding popula¬ 

tion growth, for example In China 

(discussed below on jip. 1235-6). states 

frequently introduce programmes that 
advocate smaller families, the use of 

contraception, and so Forth. A. further in¬ 

fluence is the large-scale migration from 

rural to urban areas. Often men go to work 

in townsurcities, leaving Family members 

in the home village. Alternatively, a nuclear 

Fam ily gro up wi 11 move as a uni t to the city. 

In both cases, traditional family Forms and 

kinship systems may become weakened. 

py righted material 
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Finally, and perhaps most important, 

employment opportunities away from the 

land and in such organizations as govern¬ 

ment bureaucracies, mines, plantations 

and - where they exist - industrial firms 

tend to have disruptive consequences for 

family systems previously centred cm 

landed production ill the Local comm unity. 

In general, these changes are creating a 

worldwide movement towards the break¬ 

ing down of the extended family systems 

and other types of kinship groups. This 

was first documented by William J. Goode 

In his book World Revolution in family 
Patterns i iE>i;;?o and has been home out by 

subsequent research. 

Recent deivlopments 

The most important changes occurring 

worldwide arc the following: 

■ Clans and other kin groups are declining 

in their influence. 

2 There is a genera I trend tawa nds ihe free 

sclccti rm. ot a spouse. 

3 The rights of women are becoming 

more widely recognized, in respect to 

both the initiation of marriage and deci¬ 

sion-making within the family. 

4 Arranged marriages tin.: becoming less 

common. 

5 Higher levels of sexual freedom, for men 

and women, are developing in societies 

that were very restrictive. 

6 There Is a general trend towards die 

extension of children's rights. 
7 Them is. iin increased acceptance of 

same-sc* partnerships. 

It would be a mistake to exaggerate these 

trends, or to presume that they have 

occurred uniformly around the world - 

many of them are still being fought for and 

are bitterly contested. (The suppression of 

women's rights in Afghanistan under Ihe 

Taliban from 19% to 2OP l - discussed in 

chapter 20, p. 832 - provides one example 

of'how these trends are not uniform.! Sim- 

i la fly it wnu Id be ami si ake to suppose that 

the extended family is everywhere in 

decline. In most societies today, extended 

families are still the norm, and traditional 

family practices-continue. Moreover, Lbere 

are differences in the speed at which 

change is occurring, anil there are rever¬ 

sals and counter!rends. 

Families and intimate 
relationships in the UK 

Given the culturally diverse character of 
the United Kingdom today, there are con¬ 

siderable variations In family and mar¬ 
riage within the country. Some ofihe most 
si ri king include differences her ween 

family patterns of white sind non-white 

people, and wc need to consider why this 

is so. We will rhen move on to examine 

issues surrounding divorce and remar¬ 

riage in relation to contemporary patterns 

of family Life. Let us first, however, 

describe some basic characteristics which 

nearly all families in HriLain share. 

Overall characteristics 

Features of the family as a whole in the UK 

are the following: 

] Like other Western families, the Hritlsh 

family is monogamous, monogamy 

being established in law, Given the high 

rate of divorce that now exists in the 

United Kingdom, however, some 

observers have suggested that the 

British marriage pattern should be 
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called serial monogamy. That is to say, 

individuals are permitted to have a 

number of spa uses in sequence, 

although no one may have more than 

one wife or husband at any one Lime. It 

is misleading, though, to muddle legal 

monogamy with, sexual practice. It is 

obvious that a high proportion of 

Britons engage In sexual relations with 

individuals other than their spouses. 

2 British marriage is based on the idea of 

romantic lux'e Affective individualism 

has become the major Influence, 
Couples are expected to develop mutual 
affection, based on personal attraction 

and compatibility, as a basis Cm 
contracting marriage relationships, 
Homentie love as part of marriage has 

become 'naturalized' in contemporary 

Britain: it seems to be a normal part of 
human existence, rather than a distinc¬ 

tive feature of modern culture. Of 

course, the reality is divergent from the 

ideology. The emphasis on personal 

satisfaction in marriage has raised 

expectations which sometimes cannot 
be met, and this Is one faclorinvolved in 

increasi ng ra tes of divorce. 

3 The LlritLsh family is patrilineal and nee- 

local. Patrilineal inheritance involves 

chtldreti Hiking the surname uf Lite 

father, In the past it also meant that prop¬ 
erty would usually pass down the male 

line, although this Is far less common 
today- (Many societies in the world are 
ntotrilineal ~surnames, and often prop¬ 

erty, pass down the female line.I A neo- 

local residence pattern involves a 
married couple moving Into a dwelling 

away From both of their families. Neo- 

localism, however, is not an absolutely 

fixed trail of the British family. Many 

families in the UK. particularly in poorer, 

working-class or Asian neighbourhoods, 

are mauilocal - the newly-weds settle in 

an area close to where the brides parents 

live. [If the couple lives near or wilh the 

groom's parents, it is called pair! local.! 

A The British family is often described as 

nuclear, consisting of one or two 

parents living in a household with their 

children, although nuclear family units 

are by no means completely isolated 

from other kin ties. However, the domi¬ 

nance of the nuclear faintly Is being 

eroded, as we see below, 

Development and diversity in 
family patterns 

According to fiapoport et a|., 'families in 

Britain today are in transition from coping 

in a society in which there was a single 

overriding norm of what a family should 

be like to a society In which a plurality of 

norms arc recognised as legitimate and, 

indeed, desirable' f 1962: .476). Substan¬ 

tiating Lbis argument, they identify live 

types of diversity; organizational, cultu¬ 

ral, club's, life course mid cohort. We could 

add lo this list sexual divers ity. The diver¬ 

sity of family forms that the Hope ports 

identify is mure obvious today than when 

site first wrote more than twenty years agio, 

The lite-couise is also discussed in 

chapter &, 'Socialization, the Life-Course 

and Ageing', pp. 175-A. 

Families organize their respective indi¬ 

vidual domestic duties and their links with 

the wider social environment in a variety 

of ways. The coni cast between "orthodox1 

Families - the woman as 'housewife', Lhe 

husband as 'breadwinner' - and dual- 

career or uiie-parent families illustrate 

this diversity. Culturally, there is greater 
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diversify of family benefits and values 

than used to he the ease. The presence of 

ethnic minorities isuch as families oi 

.'■.sian or West Indian origin, which are dis¬ 

cussed below] and the inline nee of move¬ 

ments such as feminism have produced 

considerable cultural variety in family 

forint. Persistent dfews divisions between 

Che poor. the skilled working c kisses anti 

the various groupings within the middle 

and upper classes sustain major variations 

In family -structure Variations in family 

eKpfcrJ cnee during the t(je con CSV a re fairly 

obvious. For Instance, one individual 
might come into a family In which both 

pa i e ii ts ha i.l sea yeti togc die r, a 1 id her selFo i 

himself go on to marry and then divorce. 
Another person might be brought up in a 

single-parent family, be multiply married 

and have children by each marriage. 

The term cohort refers to generations 

within families. Connections between 

parents and grandparents, for example, 

have probably now become weaker than 

they were. On the other lie ltd. more 

people now live into old age, and three 

'□ ngoing' fa milics m i ght exist in cla se rela¬ 

tion to one another: married grandchil¬ 

dren, their patents and the grandparents. 

There is also greater SHaridfil diversity in 

family' organizations than ever before. As 

homosexuality becomes increasingly 

accepted in many Western societies, part¬ 

nerships tuu l families ure formed based on 

partnerships between homosexual as well 

as heletusexual couplus. 

Csy marriage is discussed «n chepler 12, 

"Seiiuality and Gender', pp. 4J4-&. 

South Asian families. 

Among rhi; varloiy of British family types, 

them is one pattern distinctively different 

I'mm most ollit:rs - that assneiiucd with 

Soulh Asian grou |i s. The South As ia n pop¬ 

ulation in the HE numbers more than s 

million people. Migration began In the 

l EG Os from three main areas of the Indian 

subcontinent: Punjab, Gujarat and 

ESengal. In Britain, these migrants funned 

II 
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communities based on religion, area of 

origin, caste and, mest importantly, 

kinship. Many migrants found their ideas 

of honour and family loyalty almost 

entirety absent among the indigenous 

British papulation. They Cried to maintain 

family unity, but housing proved a 

problem. .Large old houses wore available 

in run-down areas; moving up-market 

usually meant moving into smaller houses 

and breaking up the extended family. 

South Asian children born in the UK 

today are often exposed to two very differ- 
emt cultures, Ac home, their parents expect 
or demand conformity to tlie norm* of 

cooperation, respect and family loyalty. 
At school they are expected to pursue 
academic: success in a competitive and 

individualistic social environment. Most 

choose to organize their domestic and 

personal lives in terms of the ethnic sub¬ 

culture. as they value the close relation¬ 

ships associated with traditional family 

Life. Yet involvement with Rrirish culture 

has brought changes, The Western tradi¬ 
tion of marrying for Love' frequently 

cumCS into conflict wiLh the practice of 

arranged marriages within Asian commu¬ 

nities^ Such unions, arranged by parents 

und family members, are predicated on 

the belief dial love comes from within 
marriage- Young people of both sexes are 
demanding greater consultation In the 

arrangement of their marriages. 
Statistical findings from the Policy 

Shirty Institute's fourth national survey of 
ethnic minorities (Modnod et al. 11)97) 

indicate that Indians, Pakistanis, Bangla¬ 

deshis and Africau-Asians were the ethnic 

;:i■... j■•- i:■ •..•*• i likeh to be married. AiiioeIl-, 

all families with dependent children in 

2001. GG percent of Asian or Asian HriLisli 

one-lamily households consisted of a 

married couple, white among whites and 

African-Carihbeans the percentages were 

somewhat lower. Cohabitation whs pro¬ 

portionately smaller amongst Asian and 

Asian British couples with children than it 

was amongst other ethnic groups (sec 

table 7.1], .Although there appear to be 

some signs of change among South Asian 

families in Britain such as young people 

wanting a greater say in marriages and a 

slight rise in divorces and lone-parent 

households - on the Whole South Asian 

ethnic groups in. the U K continue to have 

remarkably sitting familial bonds. 

Black families 

Families of Africa tt-Carlbbean origin in 
Britain have a different structure again. 

There are far fewer black women aged 

between twenty and forty-four living with 

a husband than there are white women in 

the same age group. Rates of divorce and 

separation arc higher among African-Car- 

ibbeans than among oilier ethnic groups 

in Britain. Lone-parent households are 

more com man among African-Cnribbeans 

than among any Other ethnic minority; 

yet unlike other groups, single African- 

Caribbean mothers, are more likely to be 

employed (Modood et al. 1907). The high 

proportion of lone-parent, families (the 

vast majority of which are headed by the 
mother! amongst the black or black British 

population compared to other ethnic 
groups can be seen In table 7,1 below. 

In the UK. the wme factors seem to lie at 
work among black Families in the poorer 

neighbourhoods of London and other 

cities. Many discussions of black families 

concenlrat-eon the low rates of forma I mar¬ 

riage, bul some observers believe that this 

emphasis is misplaced. The marriage rela¬ 

tionship does not necessarily form the 

py righted material 
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Table 7.1 British fa mill es with dependent children: by ethnic group/ 7001 (’d) 

One family households 

other 
households 

with 
Married couple 

families 
Cohabiting couple 

tamilies 
Lone-parent 

families 
dependent 

child ren All 

White 60 12 22 E 300 

Mixed 38 11 39 12 100 

Asian or Asian British 

Indian 68 2 ID 21 100 

Pakistani 61 2 13 24 3DD 

Bangladeshi 63 2 12 23 100 

other Asian EE 3 12 19 100 

All Asian or Asian British 65 2 11 22 100 

Black or btock British 

Black Caribbean 29 11 18 12 100 

Black African 38 7 36 19 300 

Other Black 24 & 52 15 IOD 

All black Or black British 32 9 43 15 100 

Chinese 69 1 IS 13 aoo 

Other ethnic group 67 3 13 12 100 

All ethnic groups 60 11 22 7 100 

^Ofrhauncbtrald ndsrcvQ? person 

Source: Social rand's 34 (2004), p. 23 

structure nf the black family as It docs for 

the family in other groups, Extended 
kinship networks are important in West 
Indian groups much more-significant, rel¬ 
ative to i riant til ties, than in most white 

communities in the IJK- A mother heading 
a lone-parent family is likely lu laaVe a dose 

and supportive network of relatives to 
depend on- Siblings also play an important 
rote in many Afrfaan-Ouribbean fa m i lies liy 
helping to raise younger children (Cham¬ 
berlain 1899). This contradict!! the idea that 

black single parents and their children nec¬ 
essarily form unstable families. 

Inequality within thefamity 

HaLi tiring work and care 

One of the major factors affecting women’s 
careers is the male perception that for 
female employees, work comes second to 

having children, One study carried out in 
Britain in the mf<1-lOttOs [Homans I9fi7) 
investigated the views of managers Inter¬ 
viewing female applicants for positions as 

technical staff in the health sendees. The 

researchers found that the interviewers 

always asked Ihc women about whether or 

ynghl nal 
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There is a high proportion of lone parents 

amongst the U K's Africa n-Cen b-b ean 

population. 

csol they had. or intended 1u have, children 

(this is now Illegal in both lire UK and the 

USA). They virtually never followed this 
practice with male applicants. When asked 

why. two thetnes ran through ihelr 

answers^ women with children nay 
InjLlirc fxlri: I iillc oil l:n S'. I mo I Imlkl i;. -. ill 

if it child falls sick. and responsibility for 

child care is a mother's problem rather 

Shan a parental rum. 

Some managers thought their ques¬ 

tions indicated an attitude of 'coring' 

towards female employees. But most saw 

stir It a Line of questioning as port of their 

task to assess how far a female applicant 

would prove a reliable colleague. Thus, 

one manager remarked: 

It's a bil of b personal question, I appreciate 
I hat. Ini I I Ihins il!i xnmelSilrlR llrcil tins lobe 

hh'iki de rad. 11 s som utl icng th ;i I ea n ! I lappen 
to a man really, but I suppose m ;l sense it's 
unfair - Lt's not equal opportunity because 
the man could never find himself having u 
Family a* such. IHoman* ihk?: 

While men cannoi biologically 'have a 

family' Lti the sense of bearing children, 

they can be fully involved in and respon¬ 

sible for child care. Such a possibility was 

noi taken into account by any of ihc man¬ 

agers studied. The same altitudes were 

held about the promotion ot women. 

Women were seen as likely to interrupt 

their careers to care for young children, nu 

matter how senior a position they might 

have reached. Hie few women in this 

study who held senior management posi¬ 

tion;, were all without children, and 

sew rat of 111 ij se Wlie pUE)lie d to haVe cli 11 

drem in the future said they Intended to 
leave their jobs and would perhaps retrain 
for tuber positions siihsoqnently- 

[ low should we- Interpret these find Ings? 
Are women's job opportunities hampered 
mainly hy male prejudices? Some manag¬ 

ers expressed the view dial women with 

children should noi work, but should 

occupy themselves with child care and the 

home. Most, however, accepted the prin¬ 

ciple that women should have lire same 

career opportunities as men. The bias in 

their altitudes bad Jess to do with the 

workplace itself than with the domestic 

responsibilities uf parenting. So long as 

most of the population take it for granted 

that parenting cannot be shared cm an 

equal basis by both Women and men, I he 

problems facing women employees will 

per s 1st. St will re m a lit a fact of hfer a s one of 

(he manage re put It, that women Are dis- 

advantaged, compared with men. in their 

career opportunities, 
fn addition, as we saw earlier,. the 

average wage of employed wruncui is, well 

below that of me it, although the difference 

has narrowed somewhat over ihc past 

thi rl y years. Even within ihc sam c nccu pa- 
tional categories, women on Average earn 

lower salaries than men. 

In her bunk Hbrfcm.g Women Don's ISaire 
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Wives Terri Apter argues that 

women find themselves struggling with 

two contradictory forces. They want and 

need economic independence, bul at the 

same time they want to he mothers to 

their children. Both goals arc reasonable, 

bul while men with wives who take prime 

responsibility for domestic work can 

achieve them. Women cannot do likewise. 

Greater flexibility in working life is one 

partial solution. Much more difficult is 

getting men to alter their attitudes. 

Housework 

Although (her* have been revolutionary 

changes In women’s status in recent 
decades in the UK. including the entry of 
women into male-dominated profes¬ 

sions, one area of work has lagged Far 

behind: housework. Because of the 

increase in the number of married 

women in the workforce and their result¬ 

ing change in status, it was presumed that 

men would contribute more to house¬ 

work. On the whole, this has not been the 

case. Although men now do more house¬ 

work than they did three decodes ago and 

women do slightly less, the balance is still 

unequal. Etecenl surveys in the UK have 

found, thill women still do the majority of 

housework and child care, on average 

spending A hours ;t minutes a day on 
these activities compared to 2 hours l? 

minutes for men 11 I MSG inxi.yi. So me 

sociologists have argued that where 

women am already working in the paid 

sector, this extra work, in effect, amounts 

to a 'second shift' (Ho eh sc hi Id lf>S9; 

Shelton 19B21, In the late IBiSQs findings 

like these led Arlie HochscliLLd to call Ihc 

state of relations between women and 

men a ‘stalled revolution’. Why does 

housework remain women's work? This 

question has been i he Focus of a good deal 

of research in recent years. 

Some sociologists have suggested that 

this phenomenon is hest explained as a 

result of economic forces: household work 

is exchanged for economic support, 

ESecause women earn less than men, they 

are more likely to remain economically 

dependent on their husbands and thus 

perform the bulk of the housework. Until 

Lhe earnings gap is narrowed, women are 

likely lu remain in iheir dependent posi¬ 

tion, Hochschlld lias suggested that 

women are thus doubly oppressed Biy 

inen: once dliring cite'tirat shift' and then 

again timing the 'second shift'. But while 

this dependency model contributes to ora 

undemanding of Hie gendered aspects of 

housework, it breaks down when applied 

to situations where the wife cams more 

than her husband. Tor instance, of the 

hushands whom HochschiLd studied who 

earned less than their wives, none shared 

in the housework. 

Some sociologists approach the 

problem from a symbolic inLeraclionist 

perspective, asking how the perfor¬ 

mance or non-performance of house¬ 

work is related to the gender roles 

created by society. Por example. Llremigli 

interviews and participant observation, 

Elochschlld found that the assignment of 

household tasks falls clearly along gen¬ 

dered lines. Wives do most of the daily 

chores, such as cooking and routine 

cleaning, while husbands tend to take on 

more occasional tasks, such as mowing 

the lawn or doing home repairs. The 

major difference between these two 

types of Cask is the amount oFcontrol the 

individual has over when they do the 

work. The jobs done by women Ln the 

home are ill□ sc that tend to bind them to 

opyrighted material 
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a fixed schedule,, whereas men's house¬ 

hold tasks are done: less regularly and arc 

more discretionary. 

In her boot Feeding the Family (1691), 
the sociologist Marjorie Devault looked al 

haw the caring activities within a house¬ 

hold are socially consLrueted as women's 

wo rk. -She argues lhal women perform Lite 

hulk of ihe housework because ihe family 

'incorporates a strong and relatively 

enduring association of caring activity 

with ihe Woman's position in the house¬ 

hold'. Observing tins division of respon¬ 

sibility fen cooking. Default remarks that 
the gendered relations of reeding and 

eating 'convey the message that giving 
service Is part of being a woman, and 
receiving it Is fundamentally part of being 

a mail". Even in households where men 

contribute, an egalitarian division of 

household labour between spouses is 

greatly impeded when the couple have 

children - children require constant 

attention, and iheir care schedules are 

often unpredictable. Mothers over¬ 

whelmingly spend more time with child- 

roaring Casks than do their spouses 

(Shelton 16621. 

•Sociologists argtie lhaL underlying this 

in equitable distribution of tasks is the 

implicit understanding dial men ami 
women are responsible for. and should 
operate in. different spheres. Men are 

expected to be providers, while women 
are expected to tend to their families - 
even if they are breadwinners as well as 
mothers. Expectations like this reinforce 

traditional gender roles learned during 

childhood socialization. By reproducing 

these roles in everyday life, men and 

women ‘do gender' and reinforce gender 

as -:i mv.iM:- tor soeii-ly to illt krai: hie 

between men and women. 

Intimate violence 

Since Family or kin relations form part of 

everyone's existence, family life encom¬ 

passes virtually the whole range of emo¬ 

tional experience. Family relationships - 

between wife and husband, parents and 

children, brothers and sisters, or between 

distant relatives - can be warm and fulfil¬ 

ling. But Lhey can equally well contain the 

must pronounced tensions, driving 

people to despair or filling them with a 

deep sense of anxiety and guilt- This side 

of family life belies the rosy images of 

harmony that are quite often emphasized 

In TV commercials and elsewhere In the 
popular media. Domestic violence and 

the abuse of children arc two of the most 

disturbing aspects. 

Se.TEtrtf abuse of children 

The sexual abuse at' children can most 

easily be defined as the carrying out of 

sexual acts by adults with children below 

the age of consent (sixteen years old in 

PritainJ. Incest refers to sexual relations 

between close kin. Nut all inces t counts as 

child sexual abuse. Pur example, sexual 

intercourse between brother and sister is 

Incestuous, but does not lit the definition 
of abuse. In child sexual abuse, an adult is 
essentially exploitl ng a n I nfa nt or child fo r 

sexual purposes, Nevertheless, the most 
common form, of incest Is one chat is also 
child sexual abuse - incestuous relations 
between fathers and young daughters. 

Incest, and child sexual abuse more 

generally, are phenomena that have been 

'discovered' only in the past few decades. 

Of course it has long been known that 

such sexua l acts occ ur, but it was ass u nted 

by most social observers that the strong 

iDvnohte 
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taboos that exist against this behaviour 

meant that it was extremely uncommon. 

This is not the ease. Child! sexual abuse has 

proved to he disturhingly commonplace. 

It is probably found more often among 

poorer families, but exists at all levels of 

the social hierarchy - eis well as in institu¬ 

tions. as we shall see below. 

Although in its more obvious Versions 

its nature is plain, the full extent of child 

sexual abuse ls difficult. if nut impossible, 

to calculate because of the many forms it 

can assume. No fully agreed definitions of 
either child abuse In general, or child 
sexual abuse in particular have beer 

arrived at, either by researchers or in the 

courts. A section of the Children Act of 
lUftfJ spent* nF 'significant harm' being 
caused hy lack of reasonable care - hut 

what is ‘significant' is left quite vague. The 

National Society for the Protection of 

Cruelty to Children fNSTCC] defines Jour 

categories of abuse: ‘neglect', "physical 

ah use1, 'emotional ah use' end 'sexual 

abuse1. Sexual abuse is defined as ‘sexual 

contact between a child and adult for the 

purpose of the adult's sexual gratification' 

(Lyc n an d de Cruz 1993], 

Force or the threat of violence Is 

involved in many Cases of incest. In some 

ins lances children are more or less willing 

participants, but this seems quite rare, 
Children are sexua I beings, of course, and 

quite often engage in mild sexual player 

exploration with one another. But most of 

the children subjected to sexual contact 

with adult family members Find the ex¬ 

perience repugnant, shameful or disturb¬ 

ing. There is notv considerable material to 

indicate that child sexual abuse may have 

Long-term consequences for its sufferers. 

Studies of prostitutes, juvenile offenders, 

adolescent runaways and drug users show 

that a high proportion have a history of 

child sexual abuse. Of course, correlation 

is not causation. Demonstrating that 

people in these categories have been sex¬ 

ually abused as children docs not show 

that such abuse was a causal influence 

over their later behaviour. Probably a 

range of factors is invo lved, such as family 

Conflicts, parental neglect and physical 

violence. 

Domestic violence 

We may define do mestic violence as phys - 

leal abuse directed by one member of the 

family against another or others. Studies 

show that the prime targets of physical 

abuse are children, especially smell chil¬ 

dren. The horrific murdt-r of an eight- 

year- okl girl. Victoria ClimbiX1, in Erchruary 

2Q0Q brought extreme Forms of domestic 

violence against children lo the puli lie's 

attention. Victoria, who tame to Europe 

from West Africa, died of hypothermia 

after months of torture and neglect infl¬ 

icted by her great-aunt, Marie Therese 

Kouau, and the woman's- boyfriend, tiarl 

Manning, Her abusers, were jailed for life 

in November 2000. During their trial, 

police and health and social services were 

all criticized, for missing opportunities m 

sain? the girl. The government ordered, an 

inquiry chaired by Lord Laming, which 

examined the role of the professionals and 

made recommendations to the govern¬ 

ment on how tn prevent such a tragedy 

from happen ing again (Laming 2fh03}, 

Violence by men against their female 

partners is the second most common type 

of domestic violence. Two women each 

week in Ihc UK are killed hy their partners. 

At anyone time 10 per cento! women arc 

experiencing domestic violence, and it 

>pyrighted material 
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affects between a third and a quarter of 

women at some point in I tic it lives. 

Domestic violence is the most common 

crime against women, who arc at greater 

risk oi violence from men in their own 

families or from close acquaintances than 

they are from strangers CEtawstornc 20021, 

The issue of domestic violence attracted 

popular and academic attention during 

the 1370s as a result of the work under¬ 

taken by feminist groups with refuge 

centres for battered Women'. Before that 

time, domestic violence, like child abuse, 
was a phenomenon which was tactfully 
ignored. Feminist studies of domestic vio- 

lence drew attention to the prevalence 

and severity of violence against women in 

the home. Moat violent episodes between 

spouses reported to the police involve vio¬ 

lence by husbands against their wives. 

There are far fewer reported cases of 

women rising physical force against their 

husbands. Feminists have pointed to such 

statistics to support their claims that 

domestic violence is a major form of mole 

control over women. 

For perspectives on patriarchy and dom 

ination, see the section "Radical lemi- 

nismJ in chapter 12, 'Sexuality and 

Gender', pp, 471-2, 

In a backlash against feminist argu 
merits, conservative commentator have 

claimed tliat violence in the family Is not 
about patriarchal male power, as feminists 
contend, but about 'dysfunctional fami¬ 
lies'! Violence against women is a refiec- 

lion a f I he growi ng c risis of the fam ily and 

the erosion of standards of morality. They 

question the Finding that violence from 

wives lowards husbands is rare, and 

suggest that men are less lively to report 

instances of violence against them from 

their wives lhan vice versa [Straus and 

GclJes 1936). 

Such assertions have been strongly crit¬ 

icized by feminists and by other scholars 

who argue that violence by females is in 

any case more restrained and episodic 

than dial of men. and much less likely to 

cause enduring physical harm,'f hey a rguc 

that it is not sufficient to Look at the 

'number of violent incidents within fami¬ 

lies. Instead il is essential to look at the 

meaning, context anti effect of violence. 

'Wife battering' - the regular physical bru¬ 

talizing of wives by husbands - has no real 
equivalent lire other way round. Research 

found that violence by women against 
their male part nets Is often defensive 
rather than offensive, with women resort¬ 

ing to violence only after suffering 
repeated attacks over time [Rawstornc 

20021. Men who physically abuse children 

are also much more likely to do so in a 

consistent way, causing long-standing 

injuries, Lhan are women. 

Why is domestic violence relatively 

common place? Several sets of factors are 

involved. One is the combination of emo¬ 

tional Intensity and personal intimacy 

characteristic of family life. Family tics are 

normally charged with strong emotions, 

often inking love mid hate. (Jmutch 

which break out hi the domestic setting 

can unleash antagonisms that would not 

be felt In the same way In other social con- 
texts. What seems only a minor Incident 

can precipitate full-scale hostilities 
between partners or between parents and 

children. A man tolerant towards eccen¬ 

tricities in the behaviour of other women 

may become furious if his wife talks too 

much at a dinner party or reveals intima¬ 

cies he wishes to keep secret. 

A second influence is the fact that a 

Copyrighted material 
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goad dual of violence within the family in 

actually to Lera led, and even approved of. 

Although socially sanctioned family vio¬ 

lence is relatively confined in nature, it car 

easiLy spill over into more severe forms of 
assault. Many children in Britain have at 

some Lime been shipped or hit, if only in ei 

minor way, by one of (heir parents. Such 

actions quilt of Lein meet With general 

approval on the part of others, and they 

are probably nut even thought of as 'vio¬ 

lence' although there is increasing. plf*s- 
si.iire from some groups for the UK to 

follow many of the other European, coun¬ 
tries, which have legislation outlawing the 

physical punishment of children, 

Social Class 

While no social class is immune to spousal 

abuse, several studies indicate that it is 

more common among low-income 

couples (Cherlin 19991. More than Lhrec 

decades ago, William Goode (1971) sug¬ 

gested that low-income men may be more 

prune to violence because they have few 

uLher means with which to ctmLroI their 

wives, such as a higher income or level of 

education. In addition, the high lei^ls of 

stress Induced by poverty and unemploy¬ 
ment may lend to more violence within 

families. In support of these assertions, 
till-lies and Cornell (1990) found that 
unemployed men are nearly twice as likely 
as employed men to assault their wives. 

Divorce dnd separation 

The rise of diiwrce 

For many centuries, in the Weal, marriage 

was regarded as, virtually indissoluble. 

Diva recs were granted only i n very lim i ted 

cases, such as non-consummation of 

marriage. One oi two industrial countries 

still do not recognize divorce. Yet these are 

now isolated examples. Most countries 

have moved rapidly towards in a king 

divorce more easily available. The so- 

called adversarial system used to be char¬ 

acteristic uf virtually all industrialized 

conn tries. For ei divorce to be granted, one 

spouse had lu bring charges (for exam pie. 

cruelty, desertion ur adultery) against the 

other, The first 'no fault' divorce laws were 

lnlnuduced in some countries in the mid- 
ISGOs. Since then, many Western stales 

have followed suit, although the details 
vary. In the UK, die Divorce Reform Act. 
wh 1th ms da jt easier for to u pies to obtain 

a divorce and contained 'no fault’ provi¬ 

sions, was passed In 19B9 and came Into 
effect in 107 l. The no fault’ principle was 

further consolidated in a new hill passed 

in IMft. 

Between L9S0 and 1CJ70 the divorce rate 

in Britain grew by a steady 9 per cent each 

year, doubling within that decade. By 1972 

it had doubled again, partly as a result of 

the 19GB Act, which made it easier for 

many in marriages that had long, been 

'dead' to get a divorce. Since 19M the 

divorce rate has stabilized to some degree, 

but remains at a very high Level compared 

to any previous period. Around two-fifths 

of all rruirriaguis in the UK now end m 
divorce. The fall in the number of mar¬ 
riage-1? each year and the rise in the 

number of divorces are shown in figure 
7r|. 

Divorce rates are obviously not a direrc 

index of marital unhappiness. For one 

thing, rates of divorce do not include 

people who are separated but not legally 

divorced. Moreover, people who are 

unhappily married may choose to stay 

together - because they believe in the sanc¬ 

tity- of marriage, or worry about the finan- 

pyrighted material 
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■ for Ooih partner? 

* mcliidns annwlmnnla Data ter 1960Ip 19*0 are for tliniat Britain 01% 
c For on* or both paMnefS 

Figure 7,1 Marriages and divorces, UK (thousands) 

SL'urLf: Irentfe M [20(H), p. j I 

cial or emotional consequences of a break¬ 

up, nr wish to remain with rare another tn 

give their children a 'family' home. 

Why is divorce becoming in ore com¬ 

mon? Several factors arc involved, tn do 

with wider social changes. Except for a 

very small proportion of wealthy people, 

marriage today no lunger has much con¬ 

nection with the desire to perpetuate 

property and status from generation to 

generation. As women become more eco- 

iioihlcally Independent, marriage Is lessor 

a necessary economic partnership than it 

used to be Greater overall prosperity 

means, that it Is easier to establish a separ- 

ate household. If there Is marital disaffec¬ 

tion . than used to hr the ease. The far t that 

little stigma now attaches to divorce is in 

some part the result of these develop¬ 

ments. hut also adds momentum to them. 

A further important factor is the growing 

tendency (o evaluate marriage in terms of 

the levels of personal satisfaction it offers, 

Rising rules of divorce da not seem to indi¬ 

cate a deep dissatisfaction with marriage 

as such, bul an increased determination 

to make it a rewarding and satisfying rela¬ 

tionship. 

Lone-parent households 

Lone-pa rent households have become 

Increasingly common in recent decades. 

vnahtef 
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Diane Vaughan on 'uncoupling'; the experience of breaking up 

Lt is extremely difficult to draw Up a balance 
sheet of the social advantages and costs of high 
levels of divorce. More tolerant attitudes mean 
that couples can terminate an unrewarding 
relationship without incurring social ostracism, 
an the other hand, the break-up of a marriage is 
almost always emotionally stressful for both the 
coup le end their child re n, and m oy create 
financial hardship for one or both parties. {In the 
box below, pp. 22fl-9r we look, at Carol Smart 
and 6ren Neale's work on the experience of 
raising a family after divorce,) 

In her book, Uncoupling: The Turning Points 
in Intimate Relationships (S^&O), Diane Vaughan 
has analysed the relationships between partners 
during the course of separation or divorce. She 
carried out a series of Interviews with mere than 
a hundred recently separated or divorced people 
{meinly from middle class backgrounds) to churl 
the transition from living together to living apart. 
The notion of uncoupling refers to the break-up 
of a long-term intimate relationship. 5he found 
that in many cases, before the physical parting, 
there had! been a social separation - at least 
one of the partners developed a new pattern of 
life, becoming interested in new pursuits and 
making: new friends in contexts in which the 
other was not present. Tins usually meant 
keeping secrets from the other - especially, of 
course, when a relationship with a lover was 
involved. 

According to Vaughan s research, uncoupling 
is often unintentional! at first. One individual - 
whom she called the initiator - becomes less 
satisfied with ihu relationship than the other, 
and creates a 'territory independent of the 
activities in which the couple engages together. 

For some lime before this, the initiator may have 
been trying unsuccessfully to change The 
partner, to get him or her to behave in more 
acceptable ways, foster shared interests and so 
forth. At Sumo point, the initiator feels that the 
attempt has failed and (hat the relationship is 
fundamentally flawed. From then onwards, he 
or she becomes preoccupied with the ways in 
which the relationship or the partner is 
defective, Vaughan suggests this is the opposite 
of the process &F 'falling in love' at the beginning 
of a relationship, when an individual focuses on 
the attractive features of the other, ignoring 
those that might be less acceptable. 

Initiators seriously considering a break notably 
discuss their relationship extensively with others, 
'comparing notes'. In doing sp, they weigh the 
costs and benefits of separation. Can I survive cm 
my own? How will friends and parents react? Will 
the children suffer? Will I be financially solvent? 
Having thought about these and other problems, 
some decide to try again to make the 
relationship 'work. For those who proceed with a 
separation, these discussions and enquiries help 
make the break lass intimidating, building 
confidence that they are doing the right thing. 
Most initiators become convinced that a 
responsibility for their own self-development 
takes priority over commitment to the other. 

Of course, uncoupling is not always wholly 
led by one individual. The other partner may 
also have decided that the relationship cannot 
be saved. In some situations, an abrupt reversal 
of roles occurs. The person who previously 
wanted to save lhe relationship becomes 
determined to end it, whilst the erstwhile 
initiator wishes to carry on. 

In the UK, the proportion of people in 

Lone-parent, one-family households 

Increased from 4 percent in 1971 lu 12 per 

Pent tii 2(J(M (see table 7.2). It is ini porta til 

to note that lone parenthood is an over¬ 
whelmingly female category. On average, 
they are among the poo rest gro li ps in con ■ 
tempo nicy society; Many lone parents, 

whether Lhey have ever been married or 

not, still face social disapproval an well as 

economic insecurity. Earlier and more 

judgemental terms such as 'deserted 

wives', 'fatherless families' and 'broken 

homes' are Lending to disappear, however. 

The category of lone-parent household 

Is an Internally diverse one. For Instance, 

Copyrighted mater 
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Table 7,2 UK Households: by type of ho use He Id and family, mi-WCl l» 

1971 1931 1M1 2001J 2003* 

One family households 

Living alone 6 3 11 12 13 

Couple 
No children 19 20 23 25 25 

Dependent children11 52 47 41 39 30 
Non-dependent children only 10 10 11 S fl 

lone parent 4 6 in 12 12 

Other households 9 9 4 4 5 

All people >n private households 53,4 53,5 55,4 — — 

(-1HWp> (millions) 

People not in private households 0.9 □.a n.B - — 

(millions) 

Total population (mill ons)' 54.4 54.3 56.2 57,4 57,6 

' At spring. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted and have not been adjusted to take account of Die Census 2001 

results 

uM.iy aho include non-dependent children 
' Dale fen 19-71 bo 1991 are Census enuimerated. Data ter 2001 and 2002 aie mid-year estimates 

iource: Sacint Trend-; J4 (iQ04), p 31 

more than half of widowed mothers are 

owner-oocu piers, but the vast majority of 

never-111 anted lone mothers live in Tented 

accommodation. Lone parenthood tends 

to be a changing state, and Its boundaries 

ere rather blurred: there are nut Hi pit: 

pal bn entering into lone parenthood end 

exiting from it. In the ease of a person 

whose spa use dies, the break is obviously 

clear-cut - although even here a person 

might have been Living on his or her own 

in practical terms if the partner was in 

hospital fur some while before they died. 

About td per cent of lone-parent house¬ 

holds today, however, are brought about 

by separation or divorce. 

Among Lire lone-parent families in the 

UK. the fastest growing category is Lhat of 

single, never-married mothers. By the late 

1990s, they constituted 9 per cent of die 

total number of families with dependent 

children (see table 7-3). Of these, ft is 

difficult to know how many have deliber¬ 

ately opted to raise children alone. Most 

people do not wish to be lone parents. The 

ongoing Millennium Cohort Study, which 

Ls currently following the Lives of children 

born in the first few years of this century, 

has found that younger women arc more 

likely to become sola mothers, and that 

the more educated the woman, the more 

Likely she is to have a baby within mar¬ 

riage. The research also revealed that for 

E5 per cent of sola mothers their preg¬ 

nancy was unplanned, in contrast to 52 

per cent of cohabiting couples and IS per 

cent of married women, for the majority 

of unmarried or riuVer-inarnud mo [hem. 

[litre b also a high correlation between 

die rate of births outside marriage and 
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indicators oF poverty and social depriva¬ 

tion. As we saw earlier, these influences 

arc very important in explaining tJie high 

proportion of lone-pa rent households 

amo-ng Families of West Indian back¬ 

ground in the UK. However, a growing 

minority of women ate now choosing to 

have a chilli or children without the 

support of a spouse or partner. ‘Single 

mothers by choice* is an apt description of 

some lone parents, normally these who 

possess sufficient resources to manage 

satisfactorily as a single- pa re tit house¬ 

hold. 

Crow and Hartley (1M21 argue rhar the 

great diversity n>f ‘pathways' Into and out 

of lone-parent families moans that lone 

parents as a whole are not a uniform or 

cohesive group. Although lone-parent 

families may share certain material and 

social disadvantages in common, they 

have little collective identity. The plurality 

of routes means that, for the purposes of 

social policy, Ihe boundaries of lone par¬ 

enthood are difficult to define and its 

needs difficult to target. 

The ‘absent father7 

The time from the lace 1930s up to the 

1970s has sometimes been called the 

period of Lhe 'absent father. Pin ing ihe 

Second World War, many fathers rarely 

saw their children because of their war 

service. Let the period following the war, in 
a high proportion of families Women Were 

not in the paid labour force and staved ac 
home to look after the children. The father 
was the maht breadwinner and conse¬ 

quently was out at work all day; he would 

see his chI Id re u on ly in the evenings and a c 
weekends. 

With rising divorce rates in more recent 

years, and the increasing number of lone- 

parent households, the theme of the 

absent father has conic to mean some¬ 

thing different. If Lies come to refer to 

Table 7.3 Families in Great Britain headed by lone parents as a percentage" of all families with 

dependent children: by marital status 

19711 1976 1901 1986 1991—2 1936-7 1990-9 

Lone mother 

Single 1 2 2 3 6 7 9 

Widowed 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 

Divorced 2 $ a 6 6 6 6 

Separated 2 2 2 1 A s s 

AH lone mothers 7 9 It 13 10. 20 22 

Lone father I 2 2 1 1 2 2 

Married.■cohabiting couple* 92 89 07 06 01 79 73 

All families with 
dependent children 

10t> 100 IDG too 10D 100 100 

* Dependent ehM<en ere persons under 16 or aged 15 to 16 and in Fell-time education, in the family unit and living In 

the household 

* fcitfirfes married woman whose hu*bflnd *ie nutnlefinut as nepidrnr in ih* housetioW 

Scene*; Secraf fan* 30 (?dpd), j>, j.7 
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Fathers who. as a result of separation or 

divorce, have only infrequent contact with 

their children or lose touch with them 

altogether. In both Britain and the United 

States, which have among the highest 

divorce rates in the world, this situation 

has provoked Intense debate, Some have 

proclaimed the ‘death of the dad', 

Writing from contrasting perspectives, 

sociologists and commentators have 

seized on the increasing proportion of 

fatherless families as the key to a whole 

diversity of social problems, from rising 
crime to mushrooming welfare costs for 
child support-Some have argued that chil¬ 

dren will never become effective members 
of a social group unless they are exposed 
to constant examples of negotiation, 
cooperation and compromise between 

adults in their immediate environment 

(Dennis and Erdos 1092). Hoys who grow" 

up without a father will struggle to he suc¬ 

cessful parents themselves, according to 

such arguments. 

American aulhors who have figured 

prominently in the debate have had a 

great deal of influence over discussions of 

the issue in the UK. In his book Fatherless 

America 1.3995; David Blankenhum argues 

(hat societies with high divorce rales are 

facing; not jusi the loss of fathers but die 

very erosion of the Idea of fatherhood 

with lethal social consequences, because 

many children are growing up now 
without an authority figure to turn to in 
times ofneed- Matriage and Fatherhood in 

all societies up to the present provided o 

means of channelling men's sexual and 

aggressive energies. Without them, these 

energies are likely in he expressed in crim¬ 

inality and violence. As one reviewer of 

Biankcnhurn's book, put It, 'hotter to have 

a dad who comes h □ me from a nasty job to 

drink beer in front of the television than 

no dad at all' [The Economist 19&5), 

Yet, is it? The Issue of absent fathers 

overlaps with that csf the more general 

question ol the effects ol divorce on chil¬ 

dren - and there, as we saw. the i niplica - 

lions of the availab le evidence are far from 

clear. As the same reviewer put it; Does 

not a yobbisli father spawn Vobblsh suns? 

Are nut some fathers bad for the family?' 

Some scholars have suggested that the key 

question is not whether the fis tiier Is 

present, but how engaged he Is hi family 

life find parenting. In other words, the 

make-up of the household may not he as 

Important as the quality of care, attention 

and support that children receive from its 

members. 

The Issue of faiherlessness has recently 

gained a lot of media attention in the UK 

From the high- pro file stunts of the pres¬ 

sure group Fathers 1 Justice, whose 

members,, amongst other things, threw a 

condom filLcd with purple flour at the 

Prime Minister in the House of Commons 

i n M ay 2004 and scaled the wails of Buck¬ 

ingham Palace dressed as batman in Sep¬ 

tember 2004. The group claims that 

British law, which aims to serve 'the best 

i nie re-sis' of the child, is hi used i n la veil r of 

the mother when couples split up by 
making It difficult For fathers to stay in 
conta ci with their child ic n. 

Changing attitudes to family life 

There seem tn lie substantial class differ¬ 

ences affecting reactions lo the changing 

character of family life and the existence of 

high levels of divorce. In her hook Families 

on (lira Fault Line (L3941, l.iIlian Etuhin 

interviewed the members of thirty-two 

working-class families in depth. She 

py righted material 
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SUPER DADS OF FATHERS 4 JU5TI* 
FIGHTING FOR YOUR RIGHT TO SEE YOU" 

www.fothers-4-iustice.org 

High-profile stunlS such as this draw attention to fathers' feelings of marginalization in the family, the 

tour Li and in government policy. 

Carol Smart and Bren Neale: Family Fragments? 

Between 1394 and 199b, Carol Smart and Bren 
Neafe carried out two rounds of interviews with 
□ group of surly parents from West Yorkshire 
who bad either separated or divorced after (ho 
passage of the 1988 Children Act, This Act 
altered the situation facing parents and children 
on divorce by abolishing the old notions of 
'custody' end 'access' so that parents would no 
lunger feel that they lud Lo Tight oyer their 
children The Ad meant that I ho legal 
relationship between children and their parents 
was not changed by divorce; it also encouraged 
parents to share child-roaring and required 
judges and others to listen more to the views of 
children. Smart and Neale were interested to 
know how patterns of parenting were initially 

formed after divorce and how they changed over 
time, tn their investigation, they compared 
parents' expectations about post-divorce 
parenting at the point of separation with Lhe 
'redtily1 of their circumstances one year later, 

Smart and Neale Found that parenting after 
divorce involved a process of constant 
adjustment that many parents had not 
anticipated and were ill prepared For, Parenting 
skills which worked as pari of a two-parent 
team were not necessarily successful Frv a lone- 
parent household. Parents were forced lo re¬ 
evaluate continuously their approaches to 
parenting, not only in terms of'big decisions’’ 
affecting their children, but in regard to the 
everyday aspects of child-rearing that were now 
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occurring across two households instead of one. 
Following a divorce, parents faced two opposing 
demands - their own needs Ibr separation and 
distance from their Former spouse, And the need 
to remain connected as pari ol co-parenting 
responsiibi lities. 

Smart and Neale found that the lived 
experience of post-divorce parenting was 
extremely fluid and changed over time. When 
interviewed a year after their separation., many 
p arents were abl e to look hack at tli e i n. ti=I 
stages of lone parenting and assess the 
parenting decisions they had mode. Often 
parents re evaluated thoir behaviour and actions 
in Ihe light of their changing understanding's;. For 
example, many parents were worried a haul Ihe 
harm that their children would suffer as a result 
of the divorce, but were unsure how to 
transform their fears and sense ol guilt into 
constructive action This led some parents to 
hold on too tightly to their children or to treal 
them ike ‘adult" confidantes. Ip other cases it 
led to alienation, distance and the loss of 
meaningful connections. 

In the media and certain political contexts, 
according to the authors., there is an implicit - 
and sometimes explicit -assumption that after 
divorce, adults abandon morality and begin to 
act Selfishly and in their own interests, All of a 
sudden. Flexibility, generosity, compromise and 
sensitivity disappear? the moral framework in 
which decisions ah out family and welfare were 
previously made gets discarded. Smart and 
Neale's interviews with divorced parents led 
tham to refect this argument. They claim that 
parents do operate within a moral framework 
when pa renting, but that il is perha ps best 
understood as a morality of care rather than an 
unambiguous moral reasoning based on set 
principles or beliefs. Smart and Neale argue 
that as parents care tor their children, 
decisions emerge about the proper thing to 
do'. These decisions are highly contextual; 
parents must weigh a large number of 
considerations, including the effects of the 
decision on the children, whether it is the 

appropriate time to act and what harmful 
implications it might have on the co-parenting 
relationship. Consider the following from a 
lone mother whose ex-husband requested 
custody of their children: 

I said, 'Look, il you really, really feel that you can 
look after these kids on a full-time basis, don't 
you think you ought to give yourself a weekend 
with them ,.md (hen just sec how >t feels and 
then maybe after a weekend maybe progress lo 
say you're having them for a full week and see 
how you cope with them.' He just absolutely hit 
the root because he's got this thing in he head 
that he'd be baby-sitting lor me, so he said ‘No.' I 
said, 'Look, In that case I'm not even prepared to 
discuss it with you because I leal you jus: don't 
know how hard if is, you haven't had the 
children ana lull-time basis for three years, I do 
teel that you're just out of It a little, [I feel you 
should have lhem( in a normal everyday routine, 
bringing them to school, picking them up from 
school cooking, cleaning, washing and ironing 
tor them, helping them with their homework, it 
they're sick, nursing them. And then wo will 
ft discuss, reassess the situation' 

(Smart end N**k 1H9} 

Here the mother was trying to determine the 
'right thing to do' while balancing, multiple 
factors, In the context of a difficult relationship 
with her former spouse end the need m defend 
the progress she had made in her own. self- 
development, she was still attempting to work 
constructively with him in the- interests of the 
children. 

Smart and Neale conclude that divorce 
unleashes changes in circumstances which can 
rarely be 'put straight’ once and for all. 
Successful post-divorce parenting demands 
constant negotiation and communication. While 
the 1939 Children's Act has added necessary 
ftexibilily to contemporary post-divorce 
parenting arrangements, its emphasis on the 
welfare of the child may overlook the crucial role 
played by Lhc quality of the relationship 
between divorced parents. 

Copyrighted material 
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concluded that, compared to middle-class 

families, working-class parents lend. Co he 

more traditional. The norms thal many 

middle-class pireiils have accepted, such 

as the open expression of pre-marital sex, 

arc more widely disapproved of by 

working-class people, even where they are 

not particularly religious. In working-class 

households there lends therefore Lu be 

more of o conflict between the generations, 

1'he young people in Etubin's study agree 

that their attitudes towards seXual 

behaviour, marriage and gender divisions 
are distinct from those of their parents, 
but they insist that they are not just con¬ 

cerned with pleasure see klng, They simply 
hold to different values from those of the 
older generation. 

Rubin found the young women she 

interviewed lo be much more ambivalent 

about marriage than were their parents' 

generation. They were keenly aware of the 

i uipc rf'cct io iin of men a nd spoke of explor¬ 

ing the options available and nf living life 

more fully and openly Lhan was possible 

for their mother*. The generational shift in 

men's Eittitudes Was not as grcEil. 

Rubin's research was done in the United 

Slates, but her findings; accord closely with 

those of researchers in Jiritain and oilier 

European countries. Helen Wilkinson and 
Geoff MuIgan carried out two large-scale 
studies of men and women aged between 

eighteen and thirty -four in the UK (Wil¬ 
kinson I9»4; Wilkinson ami Molgan 1995). 
They found major changes happening in 
the outlook of young women in particular; 

and I hat the values of this age group con¬ 

trasted in a general way with those of the 

older generations in Britain. 

Among young women there is 'a desire 

for autonomy and self-fulfilment, through 

work as much as family' a ltd 'the valuing 

of risk, excitement and change1. In these 

terms there is a growing convergence 

between the traditional values of men and 

the newer values of women. The values of 

the younger generation. Wilkinson and 

Mulgan suggest, have been shaped by 

their inheritance of freedoms largely 

unavailable lo earlier generations - 

freedom for Women lo Wurk and control 

their own reproduction, freedom of 

mobility for both sexes and freedom to 

define one's uWn style of life- Such free - 

do ms lead to greater openness, generosity 

and tolerance: but they can also produce a 

Its I row, selfish individualism and a lack of 

trust in others. Of those in the sample, 29 
per cent of women and si per cent of men 
wa nted to 'delay ha vi ng children as long as 

possible'. Of women in the sixty to twenly- 

f'nur age group, 75 per cent believed that 

single parents can bring up children as 

well as a couple can. The study round that 

marriage was losing its appeal for bnth 

women and men in this age group. 

New partnerships and step- 
families 

Remarriage 

Remarriage can involve various circum¬ 

stances, Some remanded couples are in 
die Ir early twenties, neither of the 111 brl ng* 
lug a child to the mew relationship. A 

couple who remarry in their late twenties, 
their thirties or early forties might each 

take one or more children from the first 
marriage lo live vviih them. Those who 

remarry at later ages might have adult 

children who never live in the new homes 

that the parents establish- i here may also 

be children with in the new marriage itself. 

Either partner of the new cou pie may pre¬ 

viously have been single, divorced or 
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Prince Charles's marriage to Camilla Parker-Bewles is testament to the enduring 

importance of marriage in UK society, They are perhaps the most famous step parents 

in Britain toddy. 

widowed, iidtlLng up Co eight. possible 

uumblrisnloiis. tjerierallaacJosis about 
reman kigu therefore Flaw in by made with 

considerable caution, although some 
I;urii'Oil points are worth making. 

En Lfit JU atiaul nine-tenths of all mar¬ 

riages in the United Kingdom were first 
marriages. Must remarriages involved ai 

[cast ore widowed person. With the rise in 

the divorce rare, the Level of remarriage 

also began to climb, and an increasing 

proportion of remarriages began to 

involve divorced people. En 1971, 20 per 

cent of marriages were remarriages (for at 

Least one partner); by 2001 that number 

was more than 30 percent la* figure 7,1 on 

p. 223 shows}. 

Odd though |t might soon, the host 

way to maximize the chances of getting 

married, for both seiiCK. is to have been 

married before! people who have been 

married and divorced are mure likely to 

marry again than single people in com¬ 

parable age groups are to marry for 1 Lac 

first time. At all age levels, divorced men 

arc more Likely to remarry chan divorced 

women: three in every lour divorced 

women, but five in every six divorced 

TFQf- lltjL 
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men, remarry. In statistical terms, at 

Least, remarriages are Less successful than 

first marriages. Rates of divorce from 

second marriages arc higher than those 

from first marriages. 

This does not shew that second mar¬ 

riages are doomed Id fall, People who have 

been divorced may have higher expecta¬ 

tions uF marriage than those who have 

not, Hence they may be more ready to dis - 

solve new marriages than those only 

married once. It is possible that itie 

second marriages which endure might he 

more satisfying, on average, than first 
marriages. 

Step-families 

The term step-family refers to a family in 

which at least one of the adults has chil¬ 

dren from a previous marriage or relation¬ 

ship. Sociologists often refer to such 

groups as reconstituted families. There are 

clearly joys and benefits assoclalrtl with 

reconstituted families and with the growth 

of extended families which results, Bui 

certain difficulties also tend to arise. Jit the 

first place, there Is usually a biological 

parent Jiving elsewhere whose influence 

over the child or children is likely Co 

remain powerful, 

Second, cooperative relations between 

divorced Individuals are often strained 

wh en one o r bo th rein arries. Thke the on se 

of a woman with two children who 

mairies a man who also has two, and all 

live together. If the 'outside' parents Insist 

chat children visit them at the same times 

as before, (he major tensions involved in 

melding such a newly established family 

together will be exacerbated. For exam pie, 

it may prove impossible ever to have the 

new Jamily together at weekends. 

Third, reconstituted families merge 

children from different backgrounds, who 

may have varying expectations of appro¬ 

priate behaviour within the family. Since 

most step-children 'belong' to two house¬ 

holds, the Li kelihood of clashes In habits 

and outlook is considerable. Here is a 

step-mother describing her experience, 

after Lire problems she faced led to separ¬ 

ation; 

There's a lot of guilt, You cannot da-what you 
would nonmnllydo with your owe child, so 
\ir.i ferl u.i.ilh. hul If you ilu have u riiami;:l 

reaction and gut angry, you fed guilty about 
that, too. You are always so afraid you will be 
no Fair. Her [step-daughter's] father and t did 
not agree and he would say I nagged if] dis¬ 
ciplined I hit. Thu- mure he did nulhing In 

sirucmre liar, ihe morel seemed 10 nag... I 
warned to provide something for her, to Ire 
an clement of her life which was missing, 
but perfmps I am nol llexible enough, 

Dmitri IS9QJ 

There tire few established norms which 

define the relationship between step- 

11 arent and s top eh I Id, ShouId a eh l id caII a 

new step-parent by name, nr is Dadr or 

'Mum’ more appropriate? Should the si ap¬ 

parent discipline the children as a natural 

parent would? How should a step-parent 

treat the new spouse of his or bar previous 

partner when collecting the children? 

Reconstituted families are developing 

types of kinship connection which are 

quite recenl additions in modern Western 

societies; the difficulties created by remar¬ 

riage after divorce arc also new. Mem bers 

of these families are1 developing their own 

ways uf adjusting to the relatively 

uncharted circumstances in which they 

find themselves. Borne authors today 

speak of hi nuclear families, meaning that 

[he two households which form after a 

divorce still comprise one family system 

whore there are children involved, 

pyrighted material 
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In Ihe face oF such rich and confusing 

iransfonnatL-ons, perhaps the most appro¬ 

priate conclusion to be drawn is a simple 

one: while marriages are broken op by 

divorce, families on the whale are not. 

Especially where children are involved, 

many ties persist despite the recon¬ 

structed family connections brought into 

being through remarriage. 

Bean-pole families 

Julia [irannen (2na>) argues that, in the UK, we 
are now living in the age of the 'bean-pole 
family'. Brennan argues that the family 
household is just one part of a network of kin 
relations that. Increasingly, consists of several 
generations. This is largely because people are 
living longer. She notes that at the age of fifty,, 
three-fifths of the UK population have at least 
ona parent still alive, and just over a third are 
grandparents, There is also a use in Ihe number 
of four generation families - families that 
include great-grandchildren. 

Whilst the Vertical' links between 
generations of the family arc strengthened by 
increasing life expectancy, the ’■horizontal' links 
within generations are weakening, as divorce 

rales rise, fertility rates fall and people have 
fewer children. Brannen therefore charecterizes 
contemporary families as long and thin 'bean¬ 
pole structures' (sec figure7.2). 

Brannen found (hat grandparents are 
increasingly providing inte (generational 
services, particularly inFormal child care for their 
grandchildren. Demand for inte (generational 
Support is particularly high amongst single 
parent families, where older generations can 
also often provide emotional support in times 
of need, such as during a divorce. In rum, the 
'pivot generation', sandwiched between older 
and younger generations, will often become a 
carer for their parents (as they become elderly), 
their children and perhaps even grandchildren, 

The lamily bean-pole 

The family tree 

Fi gu re 7.2 rh e farr% tree and the family bean-pole, 

Source: Sociology Review 1J/1 (September 2003) 

George 

marries Helen 

I 
John 

marries Ann 

Chhs + Sarah 
(partners) 

Staphanio 

/ 'i 

Paul 

l_/ 
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Alternatives to traditional forms 
of marriage and family life 

Cohabitation 

Cohabitation - where a couple live 

together in a sexual relationship without 

being married - has become increasingly 

widespread in must Western societies. It 

previously marriage was the defining basis 

of a union between two people, it an no 

lunguT be regarded us Such. Today it may 

be more appropriate to speak of coupling 

and FrrtccijpKtt# as we do when discussing 

tire experience of divorce above. Agrowing 

number of couples in committed long 
term relationships choose not to marry, 
but reside together and raise children 

together. 

In Britain until very recently, cohabita¬ 

tion was generally regarded an somewhat 

scandalous. The General Household 

Survey, the main source oFdata on British 

household patterns, in eluded a question 

an cohabitation for the first time only in 

1979. Among yu ung people in Llri lai n, and 

elsewhere in Europe, however, attitudes 

to cohabitation arc changing. Presented 

with Lhe statement that It is alright for a 

Couple to live together without intending 

co gel married', bit percent of people aged 
between eighteen and twenty-four now 
agree, whereas only 40 per cent of respon¬ 
dents aged slity-five and over agreed 

(HMSO £004). In recent decades, the 
number of unmarried men and women 
sharing a household lias gone up sharply. 

■Only 4 per cent of women horn in lhe 

1920s cohabited and 19 per cent of those 

born in the I mi Us did so. But among 
women horn in the 1960s. the percentage 

is nearly half. By 2001 t2, the proportion ol 

cohabiting unmarried women under the 

age of sixty was 29 per cent; for men the 

figure was 25 per cent (HMSO 20641. The 

prevalence of cn habitation was highest 

for women aged between twenty-five and 

twenty-nine and for men aged between 

thirty and thirty-four (see figure 7,3). 

Although cohabitation has become 

Increasingly popular, research suggests 

that marriage is still more Stable. Unmar¬ 

ried couples who live together are three to 

Four limes more Likely to split up than 

those Who are married. 

Cohabitation In Britain today seems to 
be For the most part an experimental 
stage before marriage, although tire 

length of cohabitation prior to marriage 
Is increasing and more and more couples 
are choosing it as an alternative to mar¬ 

riage. Young people often find them¬ 

selves living together by drifting into it. 

rather than through calculated planning. 

A couple who are already having a sexual 

relationship spend mare and more time 

together, eventually giving up one or 

other of their individual homes. Young 

people living together almost always 

anticipate getting married at some dale, 

but not necessarily to their current part¬ 

ners. Only a minority of such couples 

pool their finances. 

In a study carried out by researchers at 

the University of Nottingham In 199». soci¬ 
ologists interviewed a sample of married 

and cohabiting couples with children aged 

eleven or i.i trier, as well as a sample of their 

parents who were still married. They were 
interested in the differences in coni mil- 

men t between older married persons and 

couples in the younger generation. The 

researchers Found that the yn Linger 

married and cohabiting couples had more 

i n com m on with each other than wi Lh their 

parents. While the older generation saw 

py right 
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16-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40^44 45^49 50-54 55-59 

Figure 7,3 Mon-marrred people cohabiting: Croat Britain, by sea and age, 2001/2' (%) 

J Mai-as and fervid les aged 16-5B. Includes those respondents describing themsetoes as separated 

Source: Sucj't'f tre.ndi 34 (ICO4 j, p. 33 

marriage in terms of obligations and 

duties, the younger generation empha¬ 
sized freely given commitments. Hie main 
difference between the younger respon¬ 

dents was that some of fliem preferred to 
have rheii commitment recognized pub¬ 

licly through marriage (Dyer 1999). 

Gay and lesbian partnerships 

Many hamoscsual men arid women now 

Live in stable relationships as couples. hot 

because most countries still do not sanc¬ 

tion marriage between homosexuals, rela¬ 

tionships between gay men and between 

lesbians are grounded in personal commit¬ 

ment and mutual trust rather chart in law. 

The term 'families uf choice’ has some¬ 

times been applied Co gay partnerships Lu 

reflect the positive arid creative forms of 

everyday life rim homosexual couples are 

Increasingly able m pursue together. Many 

traditional features of heterosexual part¬ 

nerships - such as mutual support, care 

and responsibility in illness, the joining of 

finances, and so forth - arc becoming inte¬ 

grated into gay and lesbian Families in ways 

that were nut possible earlier. 

Homosexuality is discussed further in 

chapter 12 'Sexuality and Gender', and 

gay marriage on pp. d34-6. 

Since the 19B0s there has been a 

growing academic interest in gay and 

lesbian partnerships. Sociologists have 

seen homosexual relationships as display¬ 

ing form* of an Lunacy and equality quite 

y right irial 
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different from those common in hetero¬ 

sexual couples. Because pays and lesbians 

have been excluded from the institution of 

marriage and because traditional gender 

roles arc nol easily applicable to same-sex 

couples, homosexual partnerships must 

be constructed and negotiated outside the 

norms ami guidelines lhal govern many 

heterosexual unions. Some baVe sug¬ 

gested that the AIDS epidemic was an 

Important factor in the development of a 

distinctive culture of care and commit¬ 

ment among homosexual partners. 

Weeks et al, (1999) po I nt ro three sigsilti ■ 
cant patterns within gay and lesbian part¬ 

nerships, First, there is more opportunity 

for equellTybwumn perttwr*because they 

are not guided by the cultural and social 

assumptions that underpin heterosexual 

relationships. Gay and lesbian couples 

may choose to shape their relationships 

deliberately so that they avoid the types of 

Inequalities and power imbalances that 

arc characteristic of many heterosexual 

couples.. Second, homosexual partners 

negotiate the parameters and inner work¬ 

ings of their relationships. If heterosexual 

couples are influenced by socially embed¬ 

ded gender roles, same-sex couples face 

fewer expectations about who should do 

what within the relationship- For exam pie, 

If women tend to do more of the house- 
work and child rare In heterosexual mar¬ 

riages, there are no such expectations 
within homosexual partnerships- Every¬ 

thing becomes a matter Tot negotiation; 

this may result in a more equal sharing of 

responsibilities. Third, gay and lesbian 

partnerships demonstrate a particular 

form of mm mitment that lacks an institu¬ 

tional hacking. Mutual I rust, the willing¬ 

ness to work at difficulties and a shared 

responsibility for ‘emotional labour' seem 

to be the hallmarks of homosexual part¬ 

nerships f Weeks-ct al. 1999). 

Relaxation of previously intolerant atti¬ 

tudes towards homosexuality has been 

accompanied by a growing willingness by 

the courts to allocate custody of children 

to mothers living in lesbian relationships. 

Techniques of artificial insemination 

mean that lesbians maj have children and 

become gay-parent families without any 

heterosexual contacts. While virtually 

every homosexual family with children in 

Britain involves two women, for a period 
In the late I9b0s and early 1970s social 
welfare agencies hi several cities in the 

USA placed homeless gay teenage boys In 
the custody of gay male coup les- The prac - 
tjee was discontinued, largely because of 

adverse public reaction. 

A number of recent legal victories for 

homosexual couples indicate that their 

lights are gradually been ruing enshrined 

in law. 

New legal rights oF homosexual couples 

are discussed further in chapter 12, 

'Sexuality and Gendef, pp. 434-6. 

In 11 rite in, a landmark 1999 ruling 

declared that a homosexual vlhi pic- in a 

stable relationship uuukl be dull nod as a 

family, This classification of homosexual 
partners, as "members of the family' will 
affect legal categories such as immigra¬ 

tion, social security, taxation, inheritance 
and. child support. 

In 1999 a IJS court upheld the paternal 
l ights of a gay male couple to be named 

jointly nn the birth certificate of their chil¬ 

dren bom to a surrogate mother. One of 

the men who brought the ease said, 'We 

are celebrating a legal victory. The nuclear 

family as we know it is evolving. The 

emphasis should not be cut it being a 

pyrighted material 
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Changing social norms mean Shat same- 

sex couples are now openly bringing up 

their children together in seme 

countries. 

fothersnd a mother fim od lev!tig, nurtur¬ 
ing parents, whether lhat he a single 

mother ora gay couple living in a commit¬ 

ted seta! inn ship' (F lorrley- Rivwer IIJEWI. 

Table 7,4 Average age at marriage: 

England stnd Wales, 1971-2901 

First marriage 

Females 

1971 24.6 22.6 

19S1 75.4 23.1 

1991 27.5 25,5 

700T 30,6 7JS.4 

Sn-i/rre-: Surijr/ Trcndr, 34 {2004}, p. IP 

tuition of singles.? The proportion of one- 

person households, in the UK increased 

from. 131 per cent in 1971 To ilEI per cent in 

amj (It'MSO 2094). Several factors have 

combined to Increase the numbers of 

people living alone in modern Western 

societies. -One is a trend towards later mar¬ 

riages - in 2MJ people in the ilk iverc 

in.n iyitig on averagn shout six years later 

than was the case in the early lft7fts (as 

table 7.1 shows;; another, os we have seen, 

is the rising rate of divorce. Yet another is 

the growing number of aider people in the 

popuia Lia ii wh ose partnere have dictl I dis - 

cussed in chapter 6, pp. I9B-90). Nearly 

half of the one-person households in the 

Uk are one-pensioner-only households. 

ttciilg single means different things at 

different periods of the I ile-course A 

l:ir;;t'i p-i:p,r 1:111 of people m 'In lw‘i!j| 

ties are unmarried than used to be the 

case, h;, ihdnnid thirties, however, only a 

siii-iiil minority of men and women have 

neve r been ma tried- The majority of si ogle 

people aged thirty to fifty are divorced and 

‘in lulwci h marriages. Most single 

people ovei fifty are widowed. 

Staying single 

Recent trends in house ho Id composition 

raise the question: are we becoming a 

The concept of the lile-course were dis¬ 

cussed in chapter S, 'Socialization, the 

Lile-Course and Ageing', pp. 175-0. 
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Metre than ever before, young people are 

leaving home simply to start an indepen¬ 

dent life rather than to gel married (which 

Liad been one of' the most common palhs 

□ Lit of the home in the past]. Hence it 

seems that the trend of 'staying single' or 

Living on one's own maybe part of the soci¬ 

etal trend towards valuing independence 

at the expense of Family life. thill, while 

Independence or 'staying single' may be 

an increasingly common path out of the 

parental home, most people do eventually 

many. 

Theoretical perspectives 
on the family and intimate 
relationships 

The study of the family and Family II Feints 

been taken up differently by sociologists 

of contrasting persuasions. Many of the 

perspectives adopted even a few decades 

ago now seem m neh less convincing in the 

Light of recent research and important 

changes in the social world. Nevertheless, 

it is valuable in trace briefly the evolution 

□f sociological thinking before turning lo 

contemporary approaches to the study of 

the family. 

Functionalism 

The functionalist perspective sees, society 

as a set of social Institutions, that perform 

specific h me do us to ensure continuity 

and consensus. According to tills perspec¬ 

tive. the family performs important tasks 

that contribute to society's basic needs 

and helps to perpetuate social order. Soci¬ 

ologists working in the functionalist tradi¬ 

tion have regarded (lie nuclear family as 

I Lillilline certain specialized roles in 

modern societies. With the advent of 

industrialization, the family became less 

important as a unit of economic produc¬ 

tion and more focused on reproduction, 

child-rearing and socialization. 

According to the American sociologist 

Talcott Parsons, (he family's two main 

Functions are primary socUiUzntton and 

personality stabilization (Parsons and 

bales I950J. Primary socialization is the 

process by which children Leum the cultu¬ 

ral norms of the society inlo which they 

are born. Beca use this happens during the 
early years of childhood, the family is the 
most important arena for the develop¬ 

ment of the human personality. Personal 

ity stabilization refers to The role that the 
family plays Lo assisting adult family 

members emotionally. Marriage between 

adult men and women is the arrangement 

through which adult personalities are 

supported and kepi healthy. In industrial 

society the role of the family in stabilizing 

adult personalities is said to be critical. 

This is because Lhc nuclear family is often 

distanced from its extended kin and is 

unable Lo draw oil larger kinship Lies as 

families could do before industrialization. 

Parsons regarded the nuclear family as 
Lhe unit besl equipped lo handle (tie 

demands of Industrial society. In the 'com 
volitional family', one adult can work 

outside the home while rite second adult 

cares for the home and children- hi practi¬ 

cal terms, this specialization oF roles 
within the nuclear family involved the 
husband adopting the 'instrumental' role 

as breadwinner, and (ha wife assuming 

the 'affective', emotional role in domestic 

settings. 

In nurpresent age, Parsons's view of lhc 

family conies across as inadequate and 

outdated. Tunctionalist theories of the 

ynghl nal 
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Family have come under heavy criticism 

for justifying the domestic division of 

Labour between men and wo men as some¬ 

thing natural and im problem a lie. Yet 

viewed in their own historical context, the 

theories are somewhat more understand - 

able. The immediate post-war years saw 

women returning to their traditional 

domestic roles arid men reassuming posi¬ 

tions as sole breadwinners. We can criti¬ 

cize functionalist views of the family on 

other grounds. hoWeVer. En emphasizing 

die importance of the family in perform¬ 

ing certain functions, both theorists 
neglect the role that other social institu¬ 

tions, such as government, media and 
schools, play in socializing children. The 
theories also neglect variarjons in Family 

forms that do not correspond to the model 

of the nuclear family. Families lhal did not 

conform to the while, suburban, middle- 

class JideaL' were seen as deviant. 

Feminist approaches 

For many people, the fami ly provides a vital 

source of solace and comfort, love and 

companionship. Yet bswg saw above, it can 

also be a locos for exploitation, loneliness 

and profound inequality, Feminism has 

had a great impact on sociology by chal¬ 
lenging the vision of the family as a harmo¬ 
nious stid egalitarian realm. During die 
i970*3 and 1980s. feminist perspectives 

dominated most debates a nd resea roll on 

the family. 1 f previously the socin logy of (he 

family had focused on family structures, 

the historical development of the nuc lear 

and extended family and the importance of 

kinship ties, Feminism succeeded in direct¬ 

ing attention inside families to examine the 

experiences of women in the domestic 

sphere. Many feminist writers have ques¬ 

tioned the vision that the family is a coop¬ 

erative unit based on common interests 

and mutual support. They have sought to 

show that the presence of unequal power 

relationships within the family means that 

certain family members tend to benefit 

mure than others. 

Feminist writings have emphasized a 

bruad spectrum u f topics, bu L three m am 

themes are of particular importance, One 

of the central concerns, which we will 

explore in greater depth in chapter L3. 

'Work and Economic Life’, Is the domestic 

division oftoUonr- the way In which tasks 

are allocated between members of a 

household. Among feminists there are 

differing opinions about the historical 

emergence of this division. While some 

fern i nista see it as an outcome or Industrie I 

capitalism, others claim that it is linked to 

patriarchy, and thus predates Industrial¬ 

ization. There is reason to helieve that a 

domestic division of labour existed prior 

to industrialization, but it seems clear that 

capitalist production brought about a 

much sharper distinction between the 

domestic and work realms. This process 

resulted in the crystallization of 'male 

•spheres' and 'female spheres' and power 

relationships which are fell Co this day. 

Unlil recently, the male breadwinner 
model ha.* been widespread In most 
Industrialized societies. 

Feminist .sociologists have undertaken 
studies on die way domestic tasks, such as 
child care and housework:, are shared 
between men and women. They have 

investigated the validity of claims such as 

that of Ihc 'symmetrical family' (Young 

and Willm tin lfl7S) - Lhe belief that, over 

time, families arc becoming more egalitar¬ 

ian in the dis tributia n a f rn Les an d respon¬ 

sibilities. Findings have shown that 

iDVfiah in 
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women continue to bear the main respon¬ 

sibility for domestic tasks and enjoy less 

Leisure time than men. despite the fact 

that more women ate working in paid 

employment outside the home than ever 

before [H no hschi Id Gershuny 199-J.; 

Sullivan 1997).. Pursuing a related theme, 

■some sociologists have examined the 

contrasting realms of paid find unpaid 

work, focusing, on the contribution that 

women's unpaid domestic labour makes 

Co the overall economy (Oakley 1974], 

Others have Investigated the way hi which 
resources are distributed among family 
members and die patterns of access to 

and control over household finances (Pali 1 

lafwk 
Second, feminists have drawn attention 

to the jimi'er relationships that 

exist within many families. One topic 

which has received increased attention as 

a result of this is the phenomenon of 

domestic violence. "Wife battering', 

marital rape, incest and tire sexual abuse 

of children have all received more public 

attention as a result of feminists' claims 

that the vie If nl a rid ubu&i ve sides ulTii.ni ily 

life have Jong been ignored in both aca¬ 

demic contests and legal a rad policy 

circles (see pp. 219-22 below). Feminist 

sociologists have sought to understand 

how the family serves, as an arena for 
gender oppression ami even physical 

abuse. 
The study of car/fl# activities Is a third 

area where feminists have made impor¬ 

tant contributions. This is a broad realm 

wh ich cnconi p asses a va riely of processes, 

from attending to a family member who is 

ill In looki ng afte r an elderly relative over a 

long period of time. Sometimes caring; 

means simply being attuned to someone 

vise's psychological well-being - several 

feminist writers have been interested in 

'emotion work' within relationships. Not 

only do women lend to shoulder concrete 

tasks such as cleaning and child care, hut 

they also invest Large amounts of emo¬ 

tional labour in maintaining personal 

relationships [Duncombe and Marsdcn 

1993], While oaring activities are 

grounded in loVe and deep emotion, they 

are also a form of work which demands an 

ability to listen., perceive, negotiate and 

act creatively. 

Recent perspectives 

Theoretical and empirical studies con¬ 
ducted. from a feminist perspective during 
the last few decades have generated 

Increased Interest in tire Family and imi¬ 

ni ale relationships among both academ¬ 

ics and the general population. Terms 

such as the 'second shift" - referring to 

worn en's dua I ro les at work and at home - 

have entered our everyday vocabulary. Hut 

because they nfren focused on specific 

issues within [bedomestic realm, feminist 

studies of the family did not always reflect 

larger trends and influences taking place 

outside the home. 

In the p as t decade an important body of 

sociological literature on the family has 

emerged which draws on feminist per¬ 

spectives. but is not strictly Informed by 

them, Of primary concern are the larger 

transformations which are taking place in 

family forms - the formation and dissolu¬ 

tion oF families anti households, and Ihe 

evolving expectations within individuals' 

personal relationships. The rise in divorce 

and lone parenting, the emergence of 

'reconstituted families' and gay families, 

and Ihc popularity of cohabitation are all 

subjects ofeoneem, Vet these transforma- 
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linns cannot be understood apart from 

ihc larger changes occurring in our late 

modern age. Attention must Luc paid to the 

shifts occurring at the societal, and even 

global Level it we arc to grasp the Jink 

between personal transformations and 

larger patterns of change, 

A n i1 hvny G Sdderts; The Tra nsforma- 
iion oflntimacy 

In my own work, particularly The Trans¬ 

formation vf intimacy (ISM]. I looked u.1 

how Intimate relationships are changing 

bn modern society. The Introduction to 

this chapter shows that marriage In pre- 

modern society was not generally based 

on sesnal attraction or romantic love; 

instead, it was more often linked; to the 

economic contest in which to create a 

Family or to enable the inheritance of 

property. For the peasantry, a life charac¬ 

terized by unremitting hard Labour was 

unlikely to be conducive to sexual passion 

- although opportunities for men <□ 

engage in extramarital liaisons were 

numerous. 

Romantic love- as distinct from the mo re* 

or less universal compulsions of passion¬ 

ate love, developed in the late eighteenth 

Century (as we Saw on pp. 2SH—&> Despite 

i ts promise of an equal relationship based 

on mutual attraction, romantic love has In 
practice Tended to lead to the dominance 

of men over women. For many men, the 

tensions between the respectability of 

romantic love and the compulsions of 

passionate love were dealt with by separ¬ 

ating the comfort of the wife and home 

From the sexuality of the mistress or pros¬ 

titute. The double standard here was that a 

woman should remain a virgin until the 

rigid man arrives; whereas no such norm 

applied to Lhc men. 

[ argue thal the most recent phase of 

modernity has seen another transforma¬ 

tion in the nature of intimate relation¬ 

ships. There has been the development of 

plastic sexuality. For people in modern 

societies there is a much greater choice 

over when, how often and with whom they 

have sex than ever before [as-we will see in 

chapter 12, ‘Sexuality and Gender'), With 

plastic sexuality, sex can be untied from 

reproduction. This is partly due to 

improved methods of Contraception. 

which have largely freed women From the 
Fear of repetitive (and life-threatening) 

pregnancies and childbirth*. However, ft is 
not only technological development* that 

led to the emergence of plastic sexuality, 

bu t crucially the developme lit of a sense of 

the self that could he actively chosen. This 

process can be described as the growth of 

social reflcxivfty, and is discussed in to Die 

detail in chapter4 nil pp. 122-3. 

With the emergence of plastic sexuality, 

there is a change in the nature of lave. I 

argued that the ideals of romantic love are 

I ragmen Ling and being replaced by conflu¬ 

ent love. Confluent Love is active and con¬ 

tingent. It jars with (lie forever, onc-and- 

orily qua lilies of romantic love. The 

emergence oF confluent Lovu goes, some 

war towards explaining the rise of Separa¬ 
tion and divorce discussed earlier In this 

chapter. Romantic love meant that once 

people had married they were usually studk 

with, one another, m matter how the rela¬ 
tionship developed. Now people have more 
choice: whereas divorce was previously 

difficult or impossible re obtain, married 

people are now iid Longer bound re stay 

together tithe relationship doesn't work. 

Rather than basing relationships on 

romantic passion, people are increasingly 

pursuing the ideal of the pure relationship. 
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in which couples remain because they 

choose to do so. As the idea of confluent 

Love becomes consolidated as a. real pos¬ 

sibility, the more the idea of finding the Mr 

□r Mrs Sight recedes and the more the idea 

of finding the right relationship becomes 

crucial. The pure relationship is held 

together by the acceptance on Lite part of 

each partner that, 'until further notice, 

each gains sufficient benefits from the rela¬ 

tionship to make its continuance worth¬ 

while- LuVe is bused upon emotional inti¬ 

macy that generates trust. Love develops 
depending on how much each partner is 
prepared to reveal concerns and needs and 

to lie vulnerable to the other, Each partner 
In the relationship constantly monitors 

their concern* to see if they are deriving 

sufficient satisfaction from the relationship 

for i t to go on. 

There is a diversity of forms of pure rela¬ 

tionship. Marriage can be one, though it is 

increasingly an expression of such a rela¬ 

tionship once it already exists fas the 

number of couples cohabiting rises] rather 

than a way of achieving it. However, pure 

relationships are certainly not limited lu 

marriage or indeed to heterosexual 

couples. In some forms, same-sex relation¬ 

ships, because of th eir open and negotiated 

stat us, come closer to tire Ideal of pure rela- 

tkmsh I ps (han do here ro sexual o tres. 

Sorne critics have argued that the 

Instability of the pure relationship, which 

was thought of as a relationship between 

adults, contrasts with the complexities of 

family practices which also include chil¬ 

dren, and neglects the different experi¬ 

ences which men and women tend to have 

whan a (heterosexual) relationship ends, 

liy focusing on relationships between 

adults, critics have noted, the idea of a 

pure relationship reflects the marginaliza¬ 

tion of children and childhood in soci¬ 

ological thought (Smart and Neale IBS'S!. 

Many of the ideas found in The Transfor¬ 

mation of Intimacy are also found in the 

writings of the husband-and-wife team of 

Eject and Bcek-Gcmshcim.They too argue 

Lhat modern Life, and in particular the 

spread of individual cl mice. Etas led lu 

enormous transformations in die Way wo 

conduct out intimate relationships. Belov,", 

we look at their thought in more detail. 

Ulrich Beck and Elizatjeth Beck- 

Gt?rti$ki$im:Tftv Normal Chaos of 
love 

in TJjt? Normal Cham of Lme (i«95). Deck, 
and Beck’Gernslreim examine tire tumul¬ 
tuous nature of personal relationships, 

marriages and family patterns against the 

liackdrop of a rapidly changing world. The 

traditions, rules and guidelines which 

used to govern personal relationships no 

longer apply, they argue, and individuals 

are now t on! routed vilti :iu on ill ess scries 

of choices as pari of constructing, adjust¬ 

ing, improving or dissolving the unions 

Lhey form with, oLliere. The fact that mar¬ 

riages are now entered into voluntarily, 

rather than for economic purposes or at 

the urging of family, brings both freedoms 

and new strains. In fact, the authors con¬ 

clude. they demand a great deal of hard 

work and effort. 

Beck and Beck-Gerttsheimsee our age as 
one filled with colliding interests between 

family, work, love and the freedom to 

pursue individual goals. This collision is 

11-ii iivutvb wiihin personul nT.ii unships- 

particularly when there are two ’labour 

market biographies' to juggle instead of 

one. By this the authors mean lhat a 

growing number of women in addition to 

men are pursuing careers over the course 
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of ttieir lifetimes. Previously women were 

more likely to work part time outside ihc 

ha me, or to take significant ti me away fro in 

their careers to raise children. These pat¬ 

terns are less fixed titan they once were; 

hath menand women now place emphasis 

on their professional and personal needs, 

deck and fleck-tiemshcitn conclude Lhal 

relationships in tntr modem age are about 

muclt more than relationships, so to speak. 

Not only are love, sex, children, marriage 

and domestic Julies topics for negotiation, 

bui relationships are now also about work, 
politics, economics, professions, and 

inequality A diverse selection of problems. 

fro m the m un<Lane lo the profo uml now 
confront modem couples, 

Perhaps it is not surprising, then, that 

antagonisms between men anti women 

arc on the rise. Eicck and Becfc-Gernshcim 

claim that the 'battle between the sexes' is 

the 'central drama of nur times', as evi¬ 

denced In the growth of the marriage 

counselling industry, family courts, 

marital self-help groups and divorce rales. 

Hut even tin nigh marriage anti family life 

seem Lo be mure ‘flimsy' than ever before, 

they still remain very important to people. 

LUvoree is increasingly common, but rates 

of remarriage are high. The birth rate may 

ho declining, but there is a huge demand 

for fertility treatment. Fewer people may 

choose to get married, but the desire to 

live with someone as part of a couple is 

certainly holding steady. What can explain 

those competing tendencies? 

According to the authors, the answer is 

simple: love. They claim that todays 

'battle of the sexes' is the clearest possible 

Indication of people's 'hunger for love'. 

People marry for the sake oF love and 

divorce for the sake of Love; they engage in 

an endless cycle of hoping, regretting and 

trying again. While on I he one hand the 

tensions between men and women are 

high, there remains a deep hope and faith 

in the possibility of finding true love and 

fulfilment. 

You might think that 'love' is too sim¬ 

plistic an answer for the complexities of 

our current age. lint [feck and lleck-tiem- 

sbeirn argue that it Is precisely because 

uur world is so overwhelming, imper¬ 

sonal, abstract and rapidly changing that 

love has become increasingly Important. 

According to lire authors, love h the only 

place whete people can truly find them¬ 
selves and connect with others. In our 

world of uncertainty and risk, they write, 
love Is real; 

Lni'c U Kcurch Enr [inesfeh', a Craving Ui 

really gin III Ltmhicl tvilli me arid yuu. 
sharing bottles, sharing droughts, encoun¬ 
tering one another with nothing held back, 
making cmifeKKinim; n,nd fusing forgiven, 
iirnJiSr -liiiLilicij;, etmfl rminjj arid ■■■ i| >| 101!: rig 
what was and what Is. longing for a home 
and trust to counteract die doubts and anx¬ 
ieties modem life generates. If nothing 
stioms ran ail* or safe, If ever bremhinsi Is 
risky In :i pul lo Led world, iheri pEiupfe chaKir 
after the nilsluadlng dreams of love until 
they suddenly turn into nightmares, |19D5: 
175—*lij 

Love Is at unco desperate and suothing, 
they argue, It Is a 'powerful force obeying 
rules oF its own and inscribing its mes¬ 
sages into people's expectations., anxieties 

and behaviour patterns'. In ourlluctuatkng 
world it has become a new source of faith. 
Critics have attacked Reck and Fleck- 

Gcmsbeirtrii exclusive focus mi heterosex¬ 

uality - they argued that the battle 

between the sexes is Ihc 'central drama 

of our times' - which, they have argued, 

marginalizes homosexual relationships 

(Smart and Neale 1999), 
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ZygmuntBauman:Liquid Love 

In his honk, liquid Lnife (iOflfl] the sociol¬ 

ogist Zygmnnt Bauman argues that nowa¬ 

days relationships arc 'the hottest talk oi 

the- town and ostensibly [he solo pi me 

worth playing, despite their notorious 

risks'. His book is about the T'railty of 

human bonds', the feeding of insecurity 

that this frailly leads to and our responses 

to It. 

EJauman writes that the- hero of his hook 

Ls 'the mart without bonds' {of, for 

example, family, class, religion or mar¬ 

riage) or at least the mati without fixed, 

unbreakable ties. Those ties that Bauman's 
hero does have are loosely knotted, so that 
they can be released again, with little delay 
If the circumstances change, To Bauman, 

the circumstances will change often - he 
uses the metaphor liquid' in describe 

modem society, which he sees as charac¬ 

terized by constant change and a Jack of 

lasting bn lids. 

Bauman argues that in a world of 

rampant 'individualization', relationships 

arc a mixed blessing; they arc filled with 

conflicting desires, which pull in different 

ways. On the otic hand, there Is the desire 

for freedom, for loose builds that wc can 

escape from if we so choose and for indi¬ 

vidualism. Un tine Other hand, there is the 

desire for greater security that Ls gained by 

tightening the bonds between ourselves 
and our partners. As It Is. Bauman argues. 

We swing back and Forth between the lWo 

polarities of security and Freedom. Often 
we run to experts - therapists or colum¬ 
nist*:, for example - for advice on how we 

can combine the two. To Bauman, this is 

attempting to have the cake and cal it, in 

cream off the sweet deli ghrs n I'relal i n fish ip 

wli ileum itti ng its better and tougher hits'. 

The result is a society oF'scmi-detached 

couples' in ‘top pocket relationships'. By 

the phrase 'top pocket relationships'. 

Bauman means something that can be 

pulled out when needed, hut pushed deep 

inside the pocket the moment they arc 

not. Bauman even compares people's alti¬ 

tudes to the relationship in 'liquid 

modern' society to the drink Ribena in. a 

concentrated form it is nauseating, and is 

best consumed diluted. 

Our response lu the 'frailty of human 

bonds" Is to replace quality In o u r re la tloti - 
ships for quantity. It is norths depth of our 
relationship*, bur the number of contacts 

that we have which becomes Important to 
us.That is partly why. Bauman argues, we 
are always talking op mobile phones, and 

texting one another (and even typing text 

messages in truncated sentences to 

increase the speed we can send them]. It is 

not the message itself that is important, 

bul the constant circulation of messages, 

without which wc fed excluded. 

Bauman notes that people now speak 

more of connections and networks and 

less of relationships. Whereas to be in a 

relationship means to he mutually 

engaged, networks suggest moments of 
being in touch. In a network, connections 

can be made on demand and broken at 

will. Connections are virtual, not real rela ■ 
tin ns hips. What really symbolises the 

liquid modern relationship For Bauman is 
computer dating, lie cites an Interview 
with a twenty-eight-year-old man who 

notes file one decisive advantage of elec¬ 

tronic relations: 'You can always press 

delete.' 

Bauman is often accused of being loo 

pessimistic about ihc transformations to 

our intimate relationships that have 

occurred in recent times. Is he right in his 
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assessment? The view we take over these 

changes affects some of the trig social and 

political questions of recent times. Below, 

we turn to the ongoing debate about the 

decline, or otherwise, of family values. 

Conclusion: the debate 
about family values 

'The family is Collapsing!' cry the advo¬ 

cates of family Values, surveying the 

ulnt tig.es of tlie past few decades a mo re 
liberal and open attitude towards sexual¬ 
ity. steeply climbing divorce rates and a 

general seeking for personal happiness at 
the expense of older conceptions of 
family duty. We must recover a moral 

sense of family life, they argue. We must 

reinstate the traditional fam i ly, ivh ieh was 

much more stable and ordered than the 

tangled web of relationships in which 

most of us find ourselves now [O'Neill 

2002). 

These arguments are not only heard in 

Europe and the United Slates. Changes 

affecting the personal and emotional 

spheres go far beyond the borders of any 

particular country. We find lhe same 

issues almost everywhere, differing only in 

degree and according to the cultural 

context in which they take place. In China, 
for example, the state is considering 

making divorce more difficult to obtain. In 
the late iptjDs. very liberal marriage laws 
were passed. Marriage is a working con¬ 
tract that can he dissolved 'when husband 

mid wife both desire it'. Even If one partner 

objects, divorce can be granted when 

'mutual affection" has gone from the mar¬ 

riage. Only a two-week wait is required, 

after which the two pay a few pounds and 

arc henceforth independent. The Chinese 

divorce rate is still low compared with 

Western countries, but i t is rising rapidly - 

us is true in the other developing Asian 

societies. In Chinese cities, not only 

divorce, but also cohabitation is becoming 

more frequent. In the vast Chinese coun¬ 

tryside, by contrast, everything is differ¬ 

ent. Marriage and Lht* family are much 

more traditional in spite of the official 

policy of Limiting childbirth thru ugh a 

mixture of incentives and punishment. 

Marriage is an arrangement between IWu 

families, fixed by the parents rather than 

the individuals concerned- A recent study 

In the province nfGansu, which has only a 

low level of economic development, 

found that fid per cent of marriages are still 

arranged by parents. As a Chinese saying 

has it: 'Meet once, nod your head and 

marry. "There is a twist in the story in mod¬ 

ernizing China. Many of those currently 

divorcing in the urban centres were 

married in the traditional manner in Lhc 

country. 

in China, (here is much talk. of protect¬ 

ing the Traditional’ family, in many 

Western Countries, (he debate is even 

more intense and divisive. Defenders of 

the traditional family form argue that the 

emphasis oil relationships comes at ihe 

expense of the family tie u basic Institution 
of society. Many of these critics now speak 

of ihe breakdown of the family, If such a 
breakdown Is occurring. It Is extremely 

significant, The family Is the meeting 
poi nt ftf a ra nge a f I rands affect i n g society 

as a whole - increasing equality between 

the sexes, the widespread entry of women 

into the labour force, changes in sexual 

behaviour and expectations, the changing 

relationship between home and work. 

Among all the changes going on today, 

none is more important than (hose 
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happening in our personal lives - in sexu¬ 

ality, emotional Life, marriage and the 

family. There Is a global revolution going 

nit in how we think of ourselves and how 

we form tics and connections with others. 

It is a revolution advancing unevenly in 

different parts of the world,, with much 

resistance. 

lKubbish!l'cthere reply. The family is not 

collapsing; it is merely diversifying. They 

argue llial we should actively encourage a 

Variety of family forms and sexual life, 

rather than supposing chat everyone has 
co he compressed Into the Mine mould 
(Hite 1994), 

Which side is right? We should probably 

he critical of both views- A reluni to the 

traditional family isn't a possibility. This is 

not only because, as we saw above 

fpp. 2 IQ-l 31, the traditional family as it is 

usually thought nf never existed, or 

because there were too many oppressive 

facets to families in the past to make them 

a model for today, h is also because the 

social changes that have transformed 

earlier form s of marriage aiul the family 

arc mostly irreversible. Women won't 

return in large numbers (o a domestic sit¬ 

uation from which they have painfully 

managed to extricate themselves. Sexual 

partnerships arid marriage today, for 

better or worse, canrt be like they used to 

be. Emotional communication - more 

precisely, the active creation and sustain¬ 

ing of relationships - lias become central 

to our lives in die personal and family 
domain. 

Wha t will be the result? The divorce rate 

may have levelled off from ils previous 

steep increase, but il is not dropping. ALI 

measures, of divorce are to some extern 

estimates, but on the basis of past trends, 

we can guess that some &0 per cent of aLI 

marriages contracted now might end in 

divorce within ten ycars. 

Divorre, as we've seen, is not always a 

reflection of unhappiness. People who 

may in former times have Jelt constrained 

to remain in miserable marriages can 

make a fresh start, but there can be no 

doubt that the Crends affecting sexuality, 

marriage and the family create deep anx¬ 

ieties for some people at the same lime as 

Lhey generate new possibilities for snLts- 

Fiiclkm and self-fulfilment fur others. 

Those who argue that the great diversity 

In family forms that oxists today is to be 
welcomed, as freeing us from (lie limita¬ 

tions and sufferings of the past, surely 
have a certain amount of right on their 
side. Men and women eon remain single if 
they wish, without having to face the 
social disapproval that once came From 

being a bachelor or, even more, a spinster. 

Couples in iive-in relationships no Longer 
face social rejection hy their more 

'respectable' married friends. Gay couples 

can set up house together and bring up 

children without facing (he same level of 
hostility they would have in the past. 

These things having been said, it is 

difficult to resist the conclusion that we 

stand at a crossroads. Will the future bring 

about the further decay of long-term mar¬ 
riages or partnerships? Will we more and 
more Inhabit an emotional and sexual 

landscape scarred by bitterness and vio¬ 
lence? None can say for certain. Dui such a 
sociological analysis of marriage and the 
family as we have just concluded strongly 

suggests that we won't resolve our prob¬ 

lems by looking to the past. We must try to 

reconcile the individual freedoms most nf 
us have co me to value in our personal Lives 

with the need Eo form stable and lasting 

relations with other people. 
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Summary points 
1 Kinship, family and murra^e are closely 

re lated terms ot hey sign ill ca nee f□ r 
sodology and ant hropalogy. Kinship 

comprises either genetic ties or ties initiated 

by marriage. A family is a group of kin hawing 

responsibility lor the upbringing of children, 

Marriage is a bond between two people 

living together in a socially approved sexual 

relationship. 

2 A nuefetff family is a househol d in wh ich a 
married couple (or single parent) lives 
together wilh (heir own or adopted children. 

Where kin other than a married couple and 
children live in the same household, or are 
involved in close and continuous 

relationships, we speak olthe existence ot 

an extended family. 

i In Western societies, marriage, and therefore 

the family, are associarted with memo^ermy (a 

culture lly a p p roved sex ua I relati o nship 

between one woman and one man). Many 

other cultures tolerate or encourage 

polygamy, in which an individual may be 

married to two or more spouses at the same 

time. 

4 During the twentieth century, the 

predominance of (he traditional nuclear 
family has been steadily eroded in most 
industrialized societies. A great diversity of 

family forms currently exists, 

5 There is considerable diversity in family 
forms among ethnic minority groups, In 

Britain, families of South Asian and African- 

Caribbean origin differ from the dominant 

family types. 

6 Divorce rates have been rising in the post¬ 

war years, and the number of first mam ages 

has declined. As a result, a growing 

proportion of the population lives in lone- 

parent households. 

7 Rates oF remarriage are quite high. 

Remarriage Can lead to the formation of a 
reconstituted family - a family in which at 

least erne of the adults has children from a 
previous marriage or relationship, The term 
'absent lather' refers to fathers who have 

infrequent contact with their children (or no 

conta ct at al I) fol lewi ng a separatio n or 
divorce, 

H Marriage is no longer the defining basis for a 

union between two people. Cohabitation 

(where a couple lives together in a sexual 

relationship outside marriage) has become 

more widespread in many industrial 

countries. Gay men and lesbians are 

increasingly able to live together as couples 

as attitudes to homosexuality become more 

relaxed, In some: mslances, homosexual 
couples haw gained (he legal right to be 
defined as a family. 

9 Family life is by no means always a picture of 
harmony and happiness: sexual abuse and 
domestic violence sometimes occur within it. 
Most sexual abuse of children and domestic 
vinlencs is carried out by mates, and seems 

to connect with other types of violent 
behaviour in which some men are involved. 

ID Marriage has ceased to be the condition for 

regular sexual experience, for either sex; it is 

no longer the basis of economic activity. It 

seems certain that varying forms of soda I 

and sexual relationships will flourish still 

further. Marriage and the family remain 

firmly established institutions, yet are 

Undergoing major stresses and Strains. 
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Questions lor further thought 

1 Are ;il] family farms equally acceptable In contemporary societies? 

2 How can rising divorce rales indicate that the marriage relationship has become 

more rather than less important? 

3 With the decline af the male breadwinner, what netv roles are there for men within 

fain i lies? 

4 Is Jove enough to secure the institution of the family? 

!"■ Are family values in decline? And does this matter? 

Further reading 

G. Allan and G-Crow, Families, Households and Society (New York; Palgravc, 200 L). 

Lind a Hantrais and Marlene Loll kara p- Him in i n jUtofen (cos), Changing firmiiy Forms, Late 

and Pulley (Loughborough;Crass-National Research Group, European Research Centre, 

Lmighburough University, 
tierdnn Hughes, and I Less rer^uititn [edsk Orde.tin^ klaecrisflffliiv, IMi/itar.nfW/e(/ujjr (Ijondnn: 
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Richard M. Leruer and Domini R. Castellino (eds), Adolescents and their Families: &tmaurer 

Function and Parent-Youth Relationships (New Yelk: Garland, 1009). 

lane Lewis, End of Marriage: Individualism and Intimate Relations (Cheltenh am; E. Elgar, 

2001). 
P. Newman, and E. Grauerholz, Sociology of Families. 2nd edn (London; Sage, 2002). 
Li, B-Silva and C, Smart (eds), The ‘New'Family {London: Sage. 1»99>- 
I. Steel and w. Kidd. 7'licJijr>j(^(Paljirave Macmillan, 200[), 
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Internet links 

Omre li»r Pol lc.:>’ 5t(|[l|*w - a cliitik-Oiik created u> fimer rpm faintly, eiHerprl-se. iEitJIvlihiallum 
and liberty 
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Civitas 

h tip:/ / wvnv,chi ms, □ rg.iilc/ 

Clearinghouse un. InieTnalional Developments in Child, Youth and Family Policies 
li rip:// wwii',ds il tl [Mil kyJn(l,org/ 

Demos - a think-tank covering research on social exclusion, the family and poverty 

h Up:,' J www. d enij o 5 .c o. li k 
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LOOk AT the CwO below. 

The images uT a sunken face ami an 
emadAled body are almost identical- The 
uinri.' Vhk II-: i il UJI rlw I. Ft isdviiipfmin 

a simple lack <if Food, The young woman 
on the right is ;i Fiiitisli teenager. dying 
because. in a. society with a superabun¬ 

dance of Food, she chose not co eat or io 

cat so sparingly that her life was ciuLiin- 

gered. 

The social dynamics involved in each 

case arc utterly different. Starvation From 

lack of food is caused by factors outside 

people's coni ml and affects only the very 

poor. The hritLsh teenager, living in one of 

the wealthiest countries in the world, is 

suffering from anorexia, an illness with no 

known physical origin. Obsessed with the 

idea] of achieving a slim body, sire lias 

eventually given up eating altogether. 

Anorexia a ltd u ther eti LEEig disu rders are ill 

nesses of the affluent, not of tliu-se who 

have little ur no food. 'They are unknown 
in rhe developing countries where fond Is 

iimii Ii .1-  . 

The sociology of the body 

Throughout much of human history, a few 

people - saints or mystics, for example - 

Tiqhle 
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have deliberately chosen to starve Ihem- 

selves lor religious reasons. Anorexia on 

rlieolhcr hand. has no specific connection 

to religious beliefs, and it primarily affects 

women. It is an illness of the body, and 

thus 'ivc might think that we would have to 

Look to biological or physical factors to 

explain il. but health and illness, like other 

Sopite we've studied, are also affected by 

social and cultural influences, such as the 

pressure Lu achieve a sli rn body, 

Although ii is an illness that espresses 

itself m physical symptoms, anorexia is 
closely related to the Idea of being on a 
diet, which in turn is connected with 

This painting by Rubens, completed 

around 1613, depicts Venus, the goddess 

of love and beauty. 

changing views of physical attractiveness, 

particularly of women, in modern society. 

In most pre-modern societies, the ideal 

female shape was a fleshy one. Thinness 

was not regarded as desirable at all - partly 

because it was associated with lack of food 

and therefore with poverty, liven in Furope 

in the IGODs and 1700s. the ideal female 

shape Was well proportioned. Anyone 

who has seen pa i nlings of the period, such 

as those by Rubens (shown below], will 

have no 11 ted how curvaceous (even 

plump) the women depleted in them are, 
Thu notion of slimness as the desirable 
feminine shape originated among some 

middle class groups in the fare nineteenth 
century, but It lias become generalized as 
an ideal for most women only recently. 

Anorexia thus has its origins in the 

changing body image of women in the 

recent history of modern societies. It was 

firs I identified as a disorder in France in 

137-1, but it remained obscure on til the 

post thirty or forty y care [Grown and Jasper 

IB^Sf Since then, it bas become increas¬ 

ingly common among young women. So 

has bulimia - I ongoing on food, followed 

by self-induced vomiting. Anorexia and 

bulimia arc often found together in the 

same individual. Someone may become 

extremely thin through a starvation diet 

and then enter a phase of eating enor¬ 

mous amounts and purging In order to 

maintain a no n mil weight, followed by a 

pm Sod of again becoming very rh in. 

Anorexia and other eating diKoidais ms 

no longer ohsicure forms of illness in 

modem societies. A survey of women in 

the UK aged between L9 and 2T showed 

that only a quarter of them were happy 

with their weight; 39 per cent said that 

they t liu ught ahem t their we ighl every day 

and one in ten said that they regularly 

Tiah 1 EG I 
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starved themselves of'food (Flour Advi¬ 

sory Bureau 1998). The Ealing Disorders 

Association lias estimated that the com¬ 

bined total in the UK for males and 

females diagnosed andl undiagnosed with 

an eating disorder is l. IS niillinn. 

Nor is obsession with slenderness - and 

the resulting eating disorders - limited to 

women i ri Eu rope and th e Uni Led Sta les, As 

Western images of feminine beauty have 

spread to the rust of the world, so Lou have 

their associated illnesses. Eating disorders 

were first documented In Japan, for 
example, in (lie lawjs, a consequence of 
that comity’s rapid economic growth and 

Incorporation into (he global economy, 

Anorexia is now found among] per cent of 
yoli ng Japaness women, m ughly 1 h e same 

percentage .ns that found in the United 

Slates-. During the 1980s and 199fts, eating 

problems surfaced among young, primar¬ 

ily affluent women in Flong Kong and Sin¬ 

gapore, as well as Ln urban areas in Taiwan, 

Ellina, the Philippines. India and Pakistan 

(Efron 1997). In a study reported by Mcd- 

scape's GeneralMedtcine(2-OCM), the preve- 

lanceo [bulimia nervosa in female Subjects 

in WesterncuuntrieEranged from 0.3 to 7.3 

per cent, compared to 0.4ft to -1.2 per cent 

in the non-Western world (ANFED2D05). 

Onco again, something shut may seem 
to be a purely personal trouble - difficul¬ 

ties with food and. despair over one’s 

appearance - turns out to be a public 
hsue, If we include not just life threaten¬ 
ing forms of anorexia hut also obsessive 
concern with dieting and bodily appear¬ 

ance, eating disorders are now part of the 

lives of millions of people; today they are 

found not only in the UK hut in all the 

industrial countries. 

The spread of eating disorders is aston¬ 

ishing, and brings home clearly the influ¬ 

ence of social factors on our health and 

capacity for social Interaction. The EicJd 

known as sociology of the body investi¬ 

gates the ways in which our bodies are 

affectL-d by these social influences. As 

human beings, wc obviously all possess a 

body, but this is not something wc just 

have and it is nut sonic thing physical that 

exits- outside of society. Our bodies are 

deeply affected by our social experiences, 

as well as by tin* norms and values of the 

groups to Which We belong, 

One major theme In this chapter is the 
increasing separation of the body from 
'nature' - from our surrounding environ¬ 

ment and our biological rhythms, Our 

bodies are being Invaded by the Influence 
of science and technology, ranging from 

machines to diets, and this is creating new 

dilemmas. The increasing prevalence of 

forms of plastic surgery, for example, has 

introduced new options hut has also gen¬ 

erated intense social controversies. Wc 

shall Look at one such controversy, plastic 

surgery fur people with facial disfigure¬ 

ments, later in the chapter. 

Thu term “technology' should not be 

understood Ln too narrow a way here. In its 

most basic sense, it refers to material tech¬ 

nologies such as those involved, in modern 

medicine - for example, the scanning 
machine that allows a doctor to chart a 
baby's development prim to birth- But we 

must take account of what Michel Fou¬ 
cault <iyJJ0) called 'social technologies' 
affecting the body. By this phrase, he 

means that the body is i mcreasi ngly so mo¬ 

th ing wc have to 'create' rather lhan 

simply accept. A social technology is any 

kind nf regular intervention we make info 

the functioning of our bodies in aider to 

alter til cm in specific ways. An example is 

dieting, so central to anorexia.. 

pyrighted material 
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ji r 

A bewildering array of foods from around the globe is now available on every high street 

in the UK and other wealthy countries. 

In what follows, we will Ural analyse why 

eating disorders have become so com¬ 

mon. ]:ruru there. we will study the wider 

social dimensions of health., Then we Lum 

Co the sociology of disability, and look, in 

particular, aC the social arid cultural ccm- 

s I ructlo ii of dtautblum en l. 

The sociology of health 
and illness 

To understand why eating disorde rs have 

become so commonplace in current 

times, we should think hack to the snei.il 

changes analysed earlier in the honk. So 

another major rheme of this chap ter is the 

effect of social change on the body. Ano¬ 

rexia actually reflects certain kinds of 

social ebangc includling the impactolgfo- 

balixatiun. 

The rise of eating disorders in Western 

societies coincides directly with Lhc gfo- 

balbcalion of food production, which has 

increased greatly in Like Iasi three or four 

decades Hie Invention of new mode* of 

refrigeration plus the use of coma I tier 

(rartS porta lion have Allowed food to be 

stored Fur long period* and to be delivered 

from one side of the world to the other. 
Shu:*! the ]5tFills, supermarkets have 
storked foods from all over the world (for 

those who can afford it - now the majority 

of the population in Western societies). 

Most nf them are available all the Time, nor 

just, as was true previously, when they are 
in season Locally. 

Over the past decade or so, people in Lire 
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UK and in other developed enuntriGB have 

begun to think more carefully about their 

diet. This does not mean that everyone is 

desperately trying to gel thin. Hat her, 

when alL foods are available more or less 

all the time, we must decide what to eat - 

In other words, construct a diet, where 

'diet' means the foods we habitually 

consume. To construel out diet Wu have to 

decide what lo eat in relation to the many 

sorts of new medical information with 

which science riuw bombards us for 

Instance, that cholesterol levels are a 

factor la causing heart disease, hi a society 

in which Food is abundant, we are able for 

die first lime to design our bodies In rela¬ 

tion to our lifestyle habits (such as logging, 

hi cycling, swimming and yoga) and rvh.il 

we eat. hating disorders have their origins 

Ln the opportunities, but also the pro¬ 

found strains and tensions, this situation 

produces. 

Why do eating disorders affect women 

Ln particular and young women most 

acutely? To begin with, it should be 

pointed out that not alt those suffering 

from uriling disorders Eire women? about 

Id per cent are men (bating Disorders 

Association 20001. but men don't suffer 

from anorexia or bulimia as often as 

women, partly because widely held social 

norms stress the importance of physical 
attractiveness more for women than for 

men and partly because desirable body 

Images of men differ from those of 
women. Drawing on the diaries of Ameri¬ 
can girls over the last two centuries, loan 

Pacohs Etrumbcrg (1?397) argues that nowa¬ 

days. when adolescent girls, in the USA ask 

them selves the questions 'Who am T?' and 

'Who do 1 want to be?' the answer. Far 

more than it was a century ago. is likely to 

revolve around the body, firumberg 

argues that 'commercial interests' increas¬ 

ingly play on the body angst ttfyoung girls. 

She concludes thal the body is now so 

central to American girls' sense of self that 

it has become their central project. 

Anorexia and other eating disorders 

reflect the current situation in which 

women play a much larger part Ln the wider 

society than they used to but are still 

judged as much by their appearance as by 
Lheir attainments. Eating disorders are 

routed in feel! rigs of sha rn e about the body. 

The individual feels herself to be Inade¬ 
quate and imperfect, and her anxieties 
about how other* perceive her become 

focused through her feelings about her 
body. Ideals of slimness at that point 
become obsessive - shedding weight 

becomes the means of making everything 

all right in her worid. Once she starts to diet 

and exercise compulsively, she can 

became locked into .1 pattern of refusing 

food altogether or of vomiting up what she 

lias eaten, [f the pattern is not broken land 

some forms of psych □ therapy and medica l 

treatment have proved effective here), the 

sufferer can actually s Lu.rve h erself to death. 

The spread of eating disorders reflects 

Lhe influence of science and technology 

on o Ur ways of life Coda y; eato He-count i rig 

has only been possible with the advance of 
technology, Elnt die Impact of technology 
Is always conditioned by social factors. We 

have much more autonomy over the body 
than ever before, a situation that creates 
new possibilities of a positive kin d as well 
as new anxieties anti problems. What is 

happening is part oF what sociologists call 

the socialization of nature. This phrase 

refers to the fact that phenomena that 

used to he "natural, or given in nature, 

have now become social-they depend on 

our own social decisions. 

pyrighted material 
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Usyou* sociological imaginaiicm; alterative medicine 

Parlier in her k'Fe Jan Mason enjoyed vibrant 
health. But when she began experiencing 
extreme tiredness and depression, she found 
that her regular doctor was unable to provide 
her with much relic*': 

Before, I was a very fit person. E could swim, play 
squash., run, and suddenly E just keeled aver. I 
went to the doctor but nobody could teil me 
what it was. My CP said it was glandular fever 
and gave me antibiotics which gave me terrible 
thrush Thun hi; kept saying that he did not 
know what it was either.... I went through ali 
the tests. I was realty very poorly. It went cn ior 
s n months., I was still ill and they still did not 
know what it was, 

(Quilled in 5hdfma 199?: /57) 

Jan's doctor suggested that she try anti- 
dupTfessunls, concluding, that she was suffering 
From the effect af stress. Jan know that anti 
depressants were not the answer For her, even 
though she acknowledged that her undiagnosed 
condition had become a great stress in her life. 
Afte r Ifsteni n g to a radio program me, she 
suspected that her lethargy might be a result of 

post-viral tatigue syndrome. CTn the advice of a 
friend, she sought out the assistance of a 
homeopath - an alternative medical practitioner 
who assesses the state of the whole body and 
then, using minuscule duscs of Substances., 
treats like with like' on the assumption that the 
symptoms of a disease are part of a body's self- 
healing process. On findings homeopath whose 
approach she was comfortable with, Jan was 
pleased with the treatment she received 
(Sharnta 1992), 

Jan is one of a growing number r>l people 
who are incorporating non-orthodiox medical 
practices into ihuir health routines. In many 
industrialized societies over the lastdecedc, 
there hs& been a surge of Interest in Hu- 
potential of alternative medicine. The number ot 
alternative medical practitioners is expanding, as 
are the Forms ul healing which are available. 
From herbal remedies to acupuncture, from 
reflexology To chiropractic treatments, modern 
society is witnessing an explosion of healthcare 
alternatives which lie outside, or overlap with, 
the 'official1 medical system. It has been 
estimated that as many os one in four Britons 

Acupuncture is one nFthe many strands of complementary medicine 
being chosen by people who are taking a more active interest in their 

treatment and questioning the biomedical model ot health. 

vriqh 
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have consulted an alternative practitioner. The 
prat I? of the typical individual! who seeks out 
alternative Forma af healing is female, young to 
rtsuJdlt aged, and middle class. 

Industrialized countries have some &F the 
most well-developed, well-resourced medical 
facilities in the world. Why, then, are a growing 
number of people choosing to abandon the 
healthcare system for 'unscientific' treatments 
such as aromatherapy and hypnotherapy? First, 
it is important to stress that not everyone who 
uses alternative medicine does so as a 
substitute for orthodox, treatment (although 
some alternative approaches, such as 
homed pa thy, reject the basis of orthodox 
medicine entirely). Many people combine 
elements of both approaches. For this reason, 
some scholars prefer to call non-orthodox 
techniques complementary medicine rather 
than .jllernaLive medicine (5ahs 1992), 

There ate a number oF reasons why 
individuals might seek the services of an 
alternative practitioner. Some peop e perceive 
orthodox modi cine as deficient, or incapable of 
relieving chronic, nagging pains or symptoms of 
stress and anxiety, Others are dissatisfied with 
tihe way modern healthcare systems function - 
long waiting lists, referrals through chains of 
specialists, financial restrictions and so forth, 
Connected to this are concerns about the 
harmful side-effects of medication and the 
intrusive ness of surgery - both techniques 
favoured by modern healthcare systems. The 
asymmetrical power relationship between 
doctors and patients is at the heart of some 
people's choice to avail thomseives of 
alternative medicine. They feel that the role of 
the 'passive patient' does not grant them 
enough input into their awn treatment and 
healing. Finally, some individuals proFess 
religious or pFiElosophical objections to 
orthodox medicine, which tends to treat the 
mind and body separately. They believe that the 
spiritual and psychs logical dimensions of health 
and illness are often not taken into account in 
the practice af orthodox medicine. 

The graivth at alternative medians presents a 
number af interesting qu estions for sociologists to 
consider. First and foremost, it is a fascinating 

reflection of the transformations occurring within 
modern societies. We are living in an age where 
more and more information is available - from a 
variety of sources - to draw on in making choices 
about our live?. Healthcare is no exception in this 
regard, Individuals are increasingly becoming 
'health consumers' - adopting an active stance 
towards their own heatth and well-being. Wot only 
are we able to make choices about the type of 
practitioners to co nsult. but we a re a Iso de manding 
more involvement in our own care and treatment. 
In this way, the growth of alternative medicine is 
linked to the expansion of the self-help movement, 
which involves support groups, learning circles and 
Self-help books. People are rtOW more likely than 
ever before to seize contra! of their lives and 
actively reshape them,, rather than to rely on the 
instructions or opinions of others. 

Another issue of interest to sociologists relates 
to the changing natures of health and illness in the 
lale modern period. Many t>F the conditions and 
illnesses for which individuals seek alternative 
medical treatment seem to be products of the 
modern ago itseIF. Insomnia, anxiety, stress, 
depression, fatigue and chronic pain (caused by 
arthritis, cancer and other diseases) are all on the 
rise in industrialized societies. While these 
conditions have long existed, they appcjr to be 
causing greater distress and disruption to 
people's health than ever before, Recent surveys 
have revealed that stress has now surpassed the 
common cold as the biggest cause at absence 
from work. The World Health Organization 
predicts, that within twenty yean? depression will 
be the most debilitating disease in the world. 
Ironically, it seems that these consequences of 
modernity are ones which orthodox medicine has 
great difficulty in addressing. While alternative 
medicine is unlikely to overtake 'official' 
healthcare altogether, indications are that its role 
will| continue to grow. 

Questions 

t Why has there been such a rise in alternative 
medicines and treatments in recent years? 

'? How do the assumptions that underlie the 
[biomedical model of health {see pp. 260—4) 
di ffe r from, those fa u n d in alternative 
medicine? 
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Sociological perspectives on 
medicine 

The rise of the biomedical model of 
health 

Like many of the ideas we explore in this 

book, 'health' mid 'illness' are terms that 

are culturally ;md socially defined. CllL- 

(lires differ in what they consider to be 

healthy and normal, All cultures have 

known concepts of physical health and 

Illness, but most of wlmt we now recognize 
as medicine is a consequence of develop¬ 
ments In Western society over the past 

three centuries, In pro-modem cultures, 

the fain I ly was the main 1 nstl tutlon coping 
with sickness nr affliction- There have 

always been indmd.uaIs who specialized 

as healers, using a mixture of physical and 

magical remedies, and many of these tra¬ 

ditional systems of treatment survive 

today in non-Westcrn culturcs through¬ 

out the world. A large Lium her of them 

belong to the category of alternative med¬ 

icines discussed above. 

for approximately Lwo hundred years 

now, the dominant Western ideas about 

medicine have been expressed in the bio- 

medical model of health This understand¬ 

ing; of health and illness developed along 
with the growth of modem societies. In 
fact, it can be seen as one of the raain fee - 

tu res of such societies. Its emergence was 
closely linked to the triumph of science 
and reason, over traditional or religious 
based explanations of the world (see tilt: 
discussion ofWcber and rationalization in 

chapter 1, pp. 18-19). Before looking at 

the biomedical model in more -depth, let 

Lts briefly consider the social and luslori- 

caJ context In which h arose. 

Public health 

We saw above huw members of traditional 

societies relied largely cm folk remedies, 

treatments and healing techniques which 

were passed down from generation In 

genera Lion, [illnesses were frequently 

regarded in magical or religious terms and 

Were attributed to the presence of evil 

spirits or Lsiri. For peasants and average 

town-dwellers, there was no outside 

authority that Was concerned with their 

health in the way that states and public 

health systems are today. Health was a 

private matter, not a public crnieem- 

The rise of both the nation state and 

Industrialization brought about drastic 

changes in this situation, however- The 

emergence of nation -stares with defined 

territories produced a shift in altitudes 

towards local people, who were no Lunger 

simply inhabitants of the land, hut were a 

population jailing under the rule of a 

central authority. The human population 

was seen as a resource to be monitored 

and regulated as parL of the process of 

maximizing national wealth and power. 

The slate began to Lake a heightened 

interest in the health of its population, as 

the well-being of its members affected the 

nation's productivity, level of prosperity, 

defensive capabilities and rote of growth. 

The study of demogrophy - the slec. com¬ 

position and dynamics of human popula¬ 

tions - assumed much greater Impor¬ 

tance. The Census was introduced in 

order to record and monitor changes 

occurring in the population. Statistics of 

all sorts were collected and calculated: 

birth rates, mortality rates, average ages of 

marriage and child-bearing, suicide rates, 

Life expectancy, diet, common illnesses, 

causes of death and su forth. 

righted 11 Zi 
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Michel Foucault fl02S-l9fMl has made 

an influential contribution to our under¬ 

standing of the rise of modem medicine 

by d rawi ng a Llenl inn to the regulatio n and 

disciplining of bodies by the state <1973]. 

Elc argues that sexuality and sexual 

behaviour were of central importance to 

this process. Sex was both Lhe way in 

which the population could reproduce 

and grow, and a potential threat to its 

health and well-being. Sexuality nut 

linked to reproduction Was some tiling to 

be repressed and controlled. This mo id - 
coring of sexuality by the sla te occurred in 

part through the collection of data about 

marriage, sexual behaviour, legitimacy 

and illegitimacy, the use of contraception 

and abortions. This, surveillance wept 

hard in ha ltd with the promotion of strong 

public norms about sexual morality and 

acceptable sexual activity. For example, 

sexual 'perversions' such as homosexual¬ 

ity. masturbation and sex outside mar¬ 

riage were all labelled and condemned 

(sec chapter 12, "Sexuality and Gender'). 

The idea of public heal th took shape in 

an atlemp L to cradica Lc' pathologies from 

the- population - the 'social body', The 

state began to assume responsibility for 

improving the conditions in which the 

population lived. Sanitation and water 
systems were developed to protect against 

disease. Roads were paved and attention 

was devoted to housing. Regulations were 

gradually Imposed on slaughterhouses 

and facilities for food processing. Burial 

practices were monitored to ensure (had 

they did nol pose a health threat to Lhe 

population. A whole aeries of institutions, 

such as prisons, asylums, workhouses, 

schools and hospitals emerged as part of 

the move towards monitoring, controlling 

and reforming the people. 

The biomedical model 

Medical practices were closely inter¬ 

twined with the social changes described 

above. The application of science to 

medical diagnosis and cure was the major 

feature of the development of modern 

healthcare systems. Disease tame to be 

defined objectively, in terms of identifi¬ 

able objective ‘signs' located in the body, 

as opposed to symptoms experienced by 

the patient, Formal medical care by 

trained 'experts' become the accepted way 

of treating both physical atid mental ill 

nesses. Medicine beCuiHe a toul of reform 

for behaviours or conditions perceived as 
'deviant' - from crime to homosexuality to 
mental Illness, 

There are three main assumptions cm 
which the biomedical model of health is 
predicated. First, disease is viewed as a 

breakdown within Ilia human body that 

diverts it from its "normal’ state of being. 

The germ theory or disease, developed in 

the late I fillos holds thal there is a specific 

identifiable agent behind every disease. In 

order to restore the body to health, the 

cause of the disease must be isolated and 

treated. 

Second, the mind and body can be 

treated separately. The patient represents 

a stek body- a pathology - rather than a 

whole individual. The emphasis is on 

curing the disease, rather than on tire indi¬ 
vidual's well-being,The biomedical model 
Imkls that the sick body can be manipu¬ 

lated. Investigated and treated In Isola¬ 
tion, without considering other factors. 
Medical specialists adopt a "medical gaze", 
a detached approach in viewing and ireat- 

ingthc sick patient. The treatment is to be 

carried out in a neutral, value-free 

manner, with information collected and 

pyrighted material 
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According to the biomedical model of health, to the medical profession patients 

represent only "sick bodies'. 

compiled, in clinical terms in a patient's- 

official file. 

Third, trained nrerffcnf specialists are 

considered the only experts in lire I real - 

merit of disease. Tile medical profession 

Lis ..I body adheres to a recognized code of 
ethics and is made up of accredited andl■ 
vidua Is who have successfully com pie-red 

hinp term Eremin:1,. I'huv is no rnnm I'm 

self-taught healers or 'non-scientific' 

medical practices.The hospital represents 

the appropriate environment in which to 

treat serious Illnesses: these treatments 

often rely on some combination of tech¬ 

nology. medication or surgery. The main 

assumptions and critiques of the biomed¬ 

ical model are surnrtiariiied in table 0.1, 

Grz'ffmrm of the biomedical model 

Over tire pasl few decades, the biomedical 

model of Illness described above has been 

the objec* of growing criticism, Hi si. 
some scholars have claimed that the 

effectiveness of scientific medicine is 

'overrated'. In spite of the prestige that 
modern medicine has acquired, improve - 

ments in overall health can be attributed 

tar more to social and environmental 

changes than to medical skill. Effective 

sanitation, better nutrition and improved 
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Table- 8,1 Assumptions and critiques of the biomedical model 

Assumptions Critiques 

Disease is socially tonsil uctedr not som ething 
that tan be revealed! through 'scientific truth" 

The patient's opinions and experience of illness is 
crucial to (ire trealment, The patient is an active, 
"whole1 being whose overall vutH-being - 
not just physical health - is important. 

Disease is a breakdown of the human body 
caused by a specific biological agent. 

The patient is a passive being whose 'siclt body' 
can be heated separately horn his or her mind, 

Medical specialists possess "expert know ledge' 
and offer ilie only valid heatmenl of disease. 

The appropriate arena for treatment b the 
hospital, where medical technology is 
concentrated and best employed. 

Medical experts are not the only source of 
knowledge about health and illness. Alternative 
forms of knowledge are equally valid. 

Healing; does nol need to take place in a 
hospital, Treatments utilising technology, 
medication and surgery are nor necessarily 
superior. 

sewerage And hygiene were more Influen¬ 
tial, particularly in reducing the infant 
mortality rates and deaths of young chil¬ 
dren fMcKcown 1973}. Drugs, advances in 

surgery- and antibiotics did not signifi- 

cin tly decrease d cal h ra tes u n ti I weII i nlo 

the twentieth century. Antibiotics used tu 

treat bacterial infectious first became 

available in the 1930s. and 194Os, while 

immunizations !against diseases such as 

poliui were developed Later. Ivan lllich 

[19751 has Even suggested that modern 

medicine has done more harm than good 

because of tuXTitg/enmis, or 'self-caused' 

disease, lllich argued that tlterc art three 

types; clinical, social and cultural laira¬ 
ge nesis, Clinical Iatrogenesis is where 

medical treatment makes die patient 
wares nr creates new conditions. Social 
iatrogenesis Is where medicine expands 
into more and more: areas, creating an 

artificial demand fur its services. Social 

Iatrogenesis, lllich argued. Leads to cultu¬ 
ral iatrogenesis, where the ability to cope 

wi th the c h allcngcs of everyday life is pro¬ 

gressively reduced by medical exp la na¬ 

tions and alternatives. To critics like 11 licit, 

the scope of modern medicine should be 
d ramaljcally reduced. 

Second, modern medicine has been 

accused of discounting the opinions and 

experiences of the patients it seeks to 

treat. Because medicine is supposedly 

based on objective, scientific undcrsland- 

ings of the causes and cures of specific 

physical ailments, there is Little- perceived 

need to listen to the individual interpreta¬ 

tions that patients giveto their conditions, 

Each patient is a 'sick body' to be treated 

and cured. Critics argue, however, that 

effective treatment can only lake place 

when the patient is Heated as a thinking, 
capable being with their own valid u title i 
standings and Inteiprelations. 

'Third, critics argue iliac scientific lited 

I cine posits itself a t sup erlo r to a ny alter - 

native form of medicine or healing. A 

belief has been perpetuated that any¬ 

thing that is 'unscientific' is necessarily 

Inferior As we have already seen, the 

assertion that modern medicine is 

somehow a more valid Form of knowl¬ 

edge Is being undermined by the growing 

pop u Larity of a he rtia live fd rms of modi- 
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cinc, sucit as homeopathy and acupunc¬ 

ture. 

Fourth, some sociologists have argued 

that the medical profession wields enor¬ 

mous power in defining what does and 

does not constitute illness. It is able to use 

its position as the arbiter of 'scientific 

truth' lo bring more and mote realms of 

bumij.n Life under medical control, Some 

of the strongest criticisms along these 

lines have come from women who argue 

[hat the processes of p regna ncy and chi kl - 

birth have been appropriated and Yned- 

icalized' by mod* rn medidue, Raclier than 
remaining lit the hands of women ~ with 

tlie help of tn id wives in the home oh I Id 
birth now occurs in hospitals under the 

direct ini i oF predominantly male special¬ 
ists. Pregnancy, a common and natural 

phenomenon. Is treated as an 'illness' 

laden with risks and danger. Feminists 

argue thal women have lost contra] over 

this process, as their opinions and knowl¬ 

edge aredee medirrelevant by the 'experts' 

who now oversee reproductive processes 

[Oakley 1934). Similar concerns about the 

EiiedicaliiatiOn of 'normal' conditions 

have been raised in relation to hyperactiv¬ 

ity it] children (see box oil p. 265), unhap¬ 

piness or rnild depression (Commonly 

regulsi ted wi ch the help oFhi edicatiotis like 

Prozac], and tiredness (frequently labelled 

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome). Many of the 

assumptions of the biomedical model are 

being Increasingly questioned, as the 
wo rid I n which it developed cha nges. 

Fifth, critics have argued that the 

assumptions underlying the biomedical 

mode I of health havr lent themselves to 

gross political manipulation, in particular 

through eugenics, the attempt to geneti¬ 

cally 'improve" the human race through 

'good breeding'. Scientific and medical 

’experts" in Nazi Germany took these poli¬ 

cies to their most extreme, by claiming 

that they had identified a racially superior, 

Light-skinned 'Aryan' race. Their eugenic 

programmes led to the genocide of mil¬ 

lions of people who belonged to groups 

the Nazis saw as biologically inferior, such 

as lews and gypsies, as well as the system¬ 

atic murder of mure than 250.000 disabled 

people (llurlcigh 1994), 

Although Nazi Germany made by far the 

most murderous use of eugenic policies, it 

should be remembered that in the iwetul- 
eth century, eugenics- often described as 
'population policies' - ware also used in 

.several other European countries and the 

USA agfllnsl particular sections of the 
population, notably the disabled. These 

policies mostly took the form of the com¬ 

pulsory sterilization of 'Feeble-minded' 

women, Racism led to black women being 

grossly over-represented among the 

GO.MO people forcibly sterilized in several 

US states between 1907 and 1960. In Scan¬ 

dinavia, political leaders and geneticists 

adopted po licies for compulsory steriliza ¬ 

tion because the} were concerned that the 

emerging welfare state would encourage 

the 'unfit' to reproduce and would there¬ 

fore reduce the quality of the 'national 

•Stock'. In Sweden alone, €3,000 people, 90 
per cent of them women, were sterilized 
between 1931 and 1975- Norway, a much 
■smaller country, sterilized 4Jt.or.it.) people 

In the same period- British and Dutch 

medical experts and policy-makers, by 

contrast, adopted voluntary sterilization, 

together with the mass instLtutionaiiza- 

tion and segregation of the "feeble¬ 

minded1 [Rose 1999). 

Today, the rapid development of 

medical technology is raising new and 

difficult questions for critics of the 

Copyrighted material 
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l>Lnmedical model. A great deal of scien¬ 

tific endeavour is now being devoted to 

the expansion of genetic engineering, 

which mates it possible to intervene in the 

genetic make-up of the foetus so as to infl¬ 

uence its subsequent development. The 

debate about genetic engineering is often 

polarized between critics... who see it as 

fatally corrupted by the history of eugen¬ 

ics in the twentieth century discussed 

above, and supporters who argue it is sep¬ 

arate from these events (Kerr and Shake¬ 

speare if cmjlj j, According, to its supporters, 

genetic engineering will create enormous 
oppnriunilles. |r is possible, for example, 

co identify the genetic factors that make 
some people vulnerable to certain dis¬ 

eases- Genetic reprogramming will ensure 

that these illnesses are no longer passed 

cm from generation to generation. In 2M4 

a I'm up of people in the UK with a partic¬ 

ular form of inherited bowel cancer were 

granted the right by the government's 

Human Fertilization and Embryology 

Authority to select embryos free from 

genes that might trigger the disease in 

future generations. T he decision means 

that only those embryos free of the gene 

that could cause the cancer will be 

Im plan Led into the mother’s Womb. 

Without the screening process, infants 

wo u Id have a 5b per cent cha rice of Inher¬ 

iting the disease (Pn? Times, i November 

2:004), The selection of embryos was previ¬ 

ously approved only for childhood or 

untreatable disorders such as cystic 

fibrosis anti Huntington's disease (TAe 

Times, Li November 20M]. On the other 

hand, the ruling by the Human Fertiliza¬ 

tion and Fmhryolngy Authority deepens 

the controversy over ‘designer babies'. It 

sets a precedent that will allow doctors to 

'chcny-pick' embryos far a much wider 

range of traits than at present It is now 

scientifically possible, for example, to 

'design' bodies before birth in terms of 

co lour of ski n, hair and eyes, weight and so 

fo rth. 

Several of Lhe criticisms of the biomed¬ 

ical model, discussed above, apply also lo 

Lhe genetic engineering debate, Mary of 

those with Concerns about [he biomedi¬ 

cal model will question the role of 

medical experts in exerting their author¬ 

ity oVer the Eechnukigy. Will there be 

tin Intended consequences of medical 
Intervention? What role will parents-to- 

be have hi making decisions about the 

selection of embryos! Is this another case 
of (traditionally male! medical experts 
giving authoritative medical advice to 

[obviously Female - future mothers? What 
safeguards should be present Lo prevent 

sexism, racism ur disablism in embryo 

selection? And how arc these categories 

defined? Genetic engineering is unlikely 

to be cheap. Will this mean that those who 

can afford to pay will be able lo pro¬ 

gramme' out from their children any bails 

Lhe y see as socially undos i ruble? W hat wi 11 

happen to the children of more deprived 

groups,, who will continue to be bom nat¬ 

urally? Some sociologists have argued 

that differential access lo genetic engi¬ 
neering might lead to the emergence of a 
'biological underclass’, Those who don't 

have the physical advantages genetic 
engl neerlrig csn h i mg in Ight be subject to 

prejudice and discrimination by those 
who do enjoy these advantages. They 

might have difficulty finding employment 

and life or health insurance [Duster 1990). 

For sociologists, the rapid pace in which 

new medical technologies arc advancing 

raises an increasing number af new and 

di(lieuIt questions. 

pyrighted material 
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The 'medicaliMtiflu' of hyperactivity 

In the past decade, the number of prescriptions 
written for tfie drug Ritalin has grown 
exponentially, In The united States, nearly .5 per 
cent oF children between the ages at hue and 
eighteen are on Ritalin. In Britain in ' &&&, more 
than 125,000 proscriptions for Ritalin were 
issued - up from only 3.500 in 1993, By 2007 
experts predict that one in seven children will 
he taking the drug (Observer, May "iDDii). Whet 
is Ritalin and why should sociologists be 
concerned with it* Rilalrn is a drug prescribed 
to children end adolescents with Attention. 
Deficit Hyperactive Disorder {ADHD) - a 
psychological disorder which, according ta 
many physicians and psychiatrists, accounts for 
children's inattentiveneSs, difficulty in 
concentrating and inability to luarrt in school. 
Ritalin has been described as 'the magic pill'. It 
helps children to focus, it calms them down 
and it helps them lo learn more effectively. 
Children who were once disruptive and 
problematic in the classroom become 'angelic1 
students., say some teachers, once they begin 
taking Ritalin. 

Critics of Ritalin, however, argue that the 
drug is fat from the harmless Jmagi< pi If which 
it is often made out to be. Despite the fact that 
it has been prescribed 'n growing quantities in 
the USA and UK over recent years, no 
comprehensive research lias been Carried out 
on its possible long-term effects on children'* 
brains and bodies. Perhaps more worrying is 
the claim that Ritalin has become a convenient 
'solution' to what is in fact not even a physical 
problem. Opponents of Ritalin argue that the 
'symptoms' oF ADHDdte in Fact reflection*of 
the growing pressure and stress on modern 
children - an increasingly fast pace of life, the 
overwhelming effect of information technology^ 
lack of exercise, high-sugar diets and the fraying 
of family life. Through the Use of Ritalin, it is 
caimed, the medical profession has succeeded 
in 'medicalmng' child hyperactivity and 
inaltentiveness, rather than drawing attention 
to the social causes of the observed symptoms, 
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Medicine? and health in n 

changing world 

There is a growing realization that it is not 

□ nby medical experts who possess knowl¬ 

edge and understanding about health and 

illness. AL1 of ns are in a position In inter¬ 

pret and shape our own well-being 

through our understanding of our bodies, 

and ihro choices in our everyday Li ves 

about diet, exercise, eon sumption pat¬ 

tern:4 and general Lifestyle, these new 

directions in popular thinking About 

health, dong with the other erilicisnis of 

modern medicine outlined above, are 

contributing to some profound transfer- 
in .1 e i 111 wit Inn hr.il~lu-.i: i- systems in 

modem societies (see figure ft. 1). They 

also explain the rise in alternative or com- 

plenwitary medicine. discussed above, 

Yel oilier factors are relevant here as 

welL the nature and scale of disease ilsclf 

have been changing. In earlier times, Lhe 

major illnesses were infectious diseases 

such as tuberculosis, cholera, malaria atid 

polio. They often took on epidemic pro¬ 

portions and could threaten a whole pop¬ 

ulation. In industrialized countries today, 

such acute Infectious diseases have 

become a minor cause ufdeath: some of 

them have been substantially enidjcsited, 

The most common causes of death in 

industrialized countries tire now rtoii- 

infactious chronic diseases such as 

cancer, heart disease, diabetes or circula¬ 

tory diseases. This shift is inferred to as 

the 'health t in ns i Lion'. Whereas in pre- 

modem societies the highest rates nf 

death were among infants and young 

children, today death rates rise with 

increasing age. Because people are living 

longer and suffering predominantly from 

Disease 

Hospita 

Acute 

Cure 

Intervention 

Treatment 

Fa c lent 

Monitoring 

care 

f’fcrSOll 

Figure 6,1 Contemporary transformations in health and 

medicine 

Source: WetLIsMnn (2006) 

chronic degenerative diseases, there is 

the need Jo r a new approach to health and 

caring. There is also increased emphasis 

on lifestyle choices' - such as smoking, 

exercise and diet - which arc seen to infl¬ 

uence the onset of many chronic ill¬ 

nesses. 

Whether Lliesc contemporary transfor¬ 

mations in healthcare will result in a new 

'health paradigm' to replace the bio tried! ■ 
cal model, ns some scholars have sug¬ 

gested, is unclear, but it is certain that we 

are witnessing a period of significant and 

rapid reform in modern medicine and In 

people's attitudes towards it. 

Sociobgical perspectives on 
health and illn£££ 

One of the main concerns of sociologists 

is to examine the experience of i I incss, 
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Sociologists ask how illness, such as aim- 

rc-Eia discussed above, is experienced and 

Interpreted by the sick person and by 

those with whom she comes into contact. 

If you have ever been ilJ, even lor a short 

period of time, yon know that patterns in 

everyday life arc temporarily modified 

and your interactions with others become 

transformed- This is because the 'normal1 

functioning of the body Ls a vital, but often 

unnoticed, part of our lives. We depend on 

our bodies to openile as they should; OUT 

very sense of self Is predicated on the 

expectation that our bodies will facilitate, 

not impede, our social interactions and 

daily activities. 

Illness has both personal and public 

dimensions. When we become ill, not only 

do we experience pain, disco rn Fort, confu¬ 

sion and other challenges, bul others arc 

affected as well. People in close contact 

with us may extend sympathy, care and 

support. They may struggle to make sense 

of the fact of our illness or to find ways to 

incorporate it into the patients of their 

- WVrr nunling a link behind. m trsS like each of you 
I0«fc yourself, "Am l teuffy thai tick, or would 1 just he 

matting tlte doctor's mlmtbie timet " 

own lives. Others ivith whom we come 

into contact may also react to illness : these 

reactions in turn help to shape our own 

interpretations and can pose c hallenges to 

our sense of self. 

Two ways of understanding the experi¬ 

ence of illness have been particularly in¬ 

fluential in sociological (hough L. The first, 

associated with the functionalist school, 

sets forth the norms of behaviour which 

individuals are thought Lu adopt when sick. 

The second view, favoured by symbolic 

Interactionlsts, Is a broader attempt to 
reveal the Interpretations which ate 
ascribed to illness and how these meanings 

Influence people’s actions and behaviour. 

The sick role 

The prominent functionalist thinker 

Talcott Parsons (19521 advanced the 

notion of the sick role in order to describe 

the patterns of behaviour which the sick 

person adopts in order to minimize the 

disruptive impact of illness. Functionalist 

thought holds that society usually oper¬ 

ates in a smooth and consensual manner. 

Illness is therefore seen as a dysfunction 

which can disrupt the flow of this normal 

state of being, A sick individual, for 

example, might not be able to perform all 

of Ills Or her Standard responsibilities or 

might be Loss reliable and efficient than 
usual, Because sick people ate nut able to 

carry out their normal rules, the lives of 
people around them are disrupted: 
assignments at work go unfinished and 
cause stress for co-workers, responsibil¬ 

ities at home are not fulfilled, and so forth. 

Tor more on functionalism se-e chapler 

1, 'What is Sociology?' pp. 20-2. 

According to Parsons, people Learn the 

sick role through socialization end enact il 

spy righted m aterial 
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- with the cooperation raf others - when 

they full ill. There ate three plLLtirK of the 

skit, role: 

1 The sick person is t\of personally respon¬ 

sible jar bei/ig sick. Illness is seen as the 

result of physical causes beyond the 

individual's control. The onset of ill¬ 

ness is unrelated to the individual's 

behaviour or act ions. 

2 The sick person is entitled la certain rights 

and privileges, Including a tvllhdftHWtl 

from normal responsibilities. Since die 

sick person bears no responsibility for the 

illness, he or site is exempted from 

certain duties, roles and behaviours 

which otherwise apply. For example, the 

sick person might he 'released' from 

normal duties around the home. 

Behaviour that is not as polite nr thought¬ 

ful as usual might he excused. The sick 

person gains the right to stay in bed, for 

example, or tin take time off from work. 

3 The sick person must work to regain 

health by consulting a medical expert 

and agreeing la become a 'palient'. T he 

sick rule is a temporary and 'condi¬ 

tional' one which is contingent on the 

sick person actively trying to get well. In 

order to occupy the sick role, tlie sick 

person must receive the sanction of a 
medical professional who legitimates 
the person's claim of illness, Confirma¬ 

tion of illness via an expert opinion 
allows those surrounding the sick 
person to accept the validity of Ids or he r 
claims. The patient is expected to co¬ 

operate in his or her own recovery hy 

following the ‘doctor's orders'. A sick 

person who refuses to consult a doctor, 

or who docs not heed the advice of a 

medical authority, puts his or her sick 

rob status in jeopardy. 

Parsons's sick role has been refined hy 

other sociologists, who suggest that ail ill¬ 

nesses are not ‘the same' as far as the sick 

mic is concerned. They argue that the 

experience of the sick roJc varies with the 

type of illness, since people's reactions to a 

sick person are influenced by the severity of 

Lite illness and by their perception of it. 

Thus, the added rights and privileges which 

are pari of the sick role may not be uni¬ 

formly experienced. Ere ids on (1970) iden¬ 

tified three Versions of the sick role which 

correspond with different types and 

degrees of I llness. The conditional sick role 

applies to individuals who are suffering 

from ii temporary condition from which 

they can recover. The sick person Is 

expected to 'get well' a ltd receives some 

rights and privileges according to the sever¬ 

ity of the illness. For example, someone 

suffering from bronchitis would reap more 

benefits than the sufferer of a common 

cold. The unconditionally legitimate sick 

role refers to individual who are suffering 

from incurable illnesses. Because the sick 

perron cannot 'do' anything ta get well, he 

or she is automatically entitled to occupy 

Lhc sick role, The unconditionally legiti¬ 

mate role might apply lu individuals suffer¬ 

ing irorn alopecia (LuLal hair loss] or severe 

acne (hi bo lit cases there are rtu specia l 

privileges, but rather an acknowledgement 

that the individual Is not responsible for 

the Illness), ot from cancer or Parkinson's 

disease - which result in important prlvl* 

leges and the right to abandon many or 

most duties. The final sick role is the illegit¬ 

imate role. The illegitimate role oblaiiiK 

when an individual suffers from a disease 

or condition that is stigmatized hy others. 

In such cases, there is a sense that the indi¬ 

vidual might sumo how bear responsibility 

for the illness; additional rights and privi- 

pyrighted material 
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leges are rut necessarily granted. Almhol- 

Lsm is 11in- example of a stigmatized illness 

which affects a sufferer's right to assume 

the sick role. 

lirving Coffman (IBG3.) argued that 

stigma is a relationship of devaluation in 

which one individual is disqualified from 

lull social acceptance. Stigma can take 

many forms for example, physical (see 

Tati) Hunt's discussion of disability below 

- p. 261], biographical (such as the pos¬ 

session of a criminal record] or contextual 

(for example 'hanging out with the wrong 
crowd']. Stigmas are wifely based on valid 
understandings- They spring from stereo¬ 

types or perceptions which may he false, 
or only partially correct. Stigmatization 
oFlen appears in the medical context (see 

the case study on facial disfigurement on 

pp. 2S5-&1. Geffman argued that inherent 

in the process of stigmatization is social 

control. Stigmatizing groups is one way in 

which society controls their behaviour. In 

some cases, the stigma is never removed 

and the person is never fu lly accepted into 

socieLy. (This was true of people afflicted 

will] leprosy in the Middle Ages, who were 

popularly disowned and forced to live in 

separate leper colonies, it has been true 

more recently with AIDS patients.} Within 

medical iriSlitUtlons siignisi can playa role 

In determining tho attitude of the medical 
expert towards the patient. Stigmatized 

patients (drug addicts, for example) might 

be Ignored when ashing questions or 
seeking to clarify information about their 

treatment. The result is medical domi¬ 

nance by doctors and other staff over 

paticnLs. 

Critiques of the ‘sick role* 

The sick role me del has been an influen¬ 

tial theory which reveals clearly how the ill 

person is an integral part of a larger social 

context. E5ul there arc a number of criti¬ 

cisms which can be levied against it. Sonne 

writers have argued that the sick role 

‘formula’ is unable ta capture the experi¬ 

ence of illness. Others point out that it 

CEinnuf be applied universally, For 

example, the sick rule theory does not 

account for instances when doctors and 

patients disagree about □ diagnosis, or 

have opposing interests. Furthermore, 

assuming lire sick role is nut always a 

straightforward process. Some Individuals 
suffer for years from chronic pain or from 
symptoms that are repeatedly misdiag¬ 

nosed, They are denied die sick role until a 
clear diagnosis of their condition is made. 
In other cases, social factors such as race, 

class and gender can affect whether, and 

how readily, the sick nolle Ls granted. The 

sick role cannot be divorced from the 

social, cultural anti economic influences 

which surra u nd it. 
The realities of life and illness are marc 

complex than the sick role suggests. T he 

increasing emphasis on Lifestyle and 

heal ill in our modem age means that indi¬ 

viduals are seen as hearing ever greater 

responsibility for their own well-being. 

This contradicts the first premise of the 

sick rale - [hat the individual is not 10 

blame for his or her Illness, Moreover, in 

modern societies the shift away from 

acute Infectious disease towards chronic 

Illness has made rhe sick role less appll 
cable. Whereas the sick role might be 

useful in understanding acute illness, iris 

less useful in the case of chronic illness: 

there is no one formula for chronically ill 

or disabled pen pie to Follow. Living with 

illness is experienced and interpreted in a 

multiplicity of ways by sick people - and 

by those who surround them. 
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We shall now turn to same of the ways 

that sociologists of the symbolic intcrac- 

tionist school have attempted (□ under¬ 

stand the experience of illness. 

illness as 'lUred experience’ 

Symbolic imeraclionislE are interested in 

llie ways people interpret the social world 

and the meanings they ascribe l-u It Many 

sociologists have applied this approach to 

the realm of health and illness in order to 

understand hoW people experience being 

III or perceive the Illness of others, 1 low do 
people react and adjust to news about a 
serious illness? How does Illness shape 

Individuals' daily lives? How does living 
with a ch ion lc iUncss a Ffcct an indlvidua l's 
self-Identity? 

As we Haw in our discussion of ageing 

(chapter SI people in industrialized soci¬ 

eties arc now Jiving longer, but suffering 

Later in life from chronic illnesses. Medi¬ 

cine is a hie to relieve the pain a nd d iscom - 

tore associated with some of these condi¬ 

tions, but a growing number of people are 

faced whh the prospect of living with 

Illness over a long period of time. Sociolo¬ 

gists are concerned with how illness in 

such cases becomes incorporated in an 

i ndividua I's perso rusl ’ biogra p hy 

One i lie me that sociologists have 
explored Is hew chronically ill individuals 

learn to cope with the practical and emo - 

donal Implications of their illness, Certain 
Illnesses demand regular treatments or 
maintenance which can affect people's 
daily routines* Dialysis, insulin injections 
nr 1 aling large numbers of pills demand 
that individuals adjust their schedules in 

i. -• |■-.■ ii■ lo ilh. 1111■: illm -,■■ i s i i n 
have unpredictable effects on the body, 

such as the sudden loss of bowel or 

bladder control, or violent nausea. Indi¬ 

viduals suffering fro in such conditions arc 

forced to develop strategics Jor managing 

their illness in day-to-day life. These 

include both practical considerations - 

such as always noting the location of the 

toilet when in an unfamiliar p lace - as wel I 

as skills for managing interpersonal rela¬ 

tions. both ultima lc and commonplace. 

Although the symptoms oT the illness can 

be embarrassing and disruptive, people 

develop coping strategies to live life as 

normally as possible (Kelly 1992). 

At the same time, the experience of 
Illness can pose chsllejiges to and bring 
About transformation* lit people's sense of 

self- These develop both through the 
Actual reactions of others to the Illness, 
and through imagined or perceived reac¬ 

tions. For the dim ideally ill nr disabled, 

social interactions which arc routine for 

many people become tinged with risk or 

uncertainty. The shared understandings 

that underpin standard everyday interac¬ 

tions are not always present when illness 

or disability is a factor, and interpretations 

of common situations may differ substan¬ 

tially. An ill person may be in need of Assis¬ 

tance but not want So appear dependent, 

for example. An individual may fed sym¬ 

pathy [or someone who has been diag¬ 

nosed with an illness, but be unsure 
whether to address the subject directly. 
Tine changed context of social Interactions 

can precipitate transformations in self- 
identity. 

Some sociologist* have investigated 
how chronically ill individuals manage 

their illnesses within the overall context of 

their Jives (Jobling I9BS; Williams 1993). 

Illness can place enormous demands on 

people's time, energy, strength and emo¬ 

tional reserves. Corbin and Strauss (1965) 

studied the regimes of health which the 

Copyrighted material 
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chronically ill develop in order to organize 

their dally lives. They identilled Itirce 

types of 'work1 contained in people's 

everyday strategies, illness work refers to 

those .iciivitie- ir.vuhvd ir, managing their 

condition, such as treating pain, doing 

diagnostic tests or undergoing physical 

therapy. Everyday Work pertains Co the 

management of -:.| ;■ i|y life mainlairmig 

relationships with others, running die 

household affairs and pursuing profes¬ 

sional or personal Interests. Biographical 

work involves those activities that the ill 
person does as part of building or recon¬ 
structing their personal narrative, in other 

words, It is the process of incorporating 
the Illness Into o ne's life, makl ng sc nse of it 
sod developing ways nF explaining H lo 

others. Such a process can help people 

restore meaning and order to their lives 

after -coining to terms with the knowledge 

of chronic illness. From studying how 

illness affects the individual, we now turn 

to examine patterns of illness and health 

within society, and discuss how health 

outcomes differ between social groups. 

The social basis of health 

The twentieth century witnessed a signifi¬ 
cant overall rise hi life expectancy for 

people who Live In Industrialized coun¬ 

tries, in the UK life expectancy at binh 

rose from around the age of forty-live for 

me n a ltd forty- nine for women in 19<> i - to 
over seventy-five For men and eighty for 

women, by 2QQft. Diseases such as polio, 

scarlet fever and tuberculosis have virtu¬ 

ally been eradicated. Compared to other 
parts of the workl, standards of'health and 

well-being arc relatively high. Many of 

these advances in public health have been 

attributed to the power of modem medi¬ 

cine. There is a commonly held assump¬ 

tion chat medical research has been - and 

will continue to he - successful in uncov¬ 

ering the bioLrigicaJ causes of disease and 

in developing effective treatments to 

eonCroi them, As medical knowledge and 

expertise grow, the argument runs, we 

can expect lo see sustained arid steady 

improvements in public health. 

Although this approach to health and 

disease has been extremely influential, it 

Is somewhat unsatisfactory for sociolo¬ 
gists. This is because it Ignores die impor¬ 
tant role of social and environmental infl¬ 

uences on patterns of health and Illness, 
Tiie improvements in overall public 

health over the past century cannot 

conceal the fact that health and Illness are 

not distiihuxcd evenly throughout the 

population. Research has shown that 

certain groups of people lend to enpiy 

much better health than others. These 

health inequalities appear to be tied to 

larger socio-economic patterns. 

Sociologists and specialists in social 

epidemiology - scienlists who study the 

distribution and incidence of disease and 

illn ess within the population - have 
attempted Lo explain the link between 

heal lit and variables such as social class, 
gender, race, age and geography. While 

most scholars acknowledge the con ela¬ 

tion between health and social Inequal¬ 
ities. there is no agreement about the 
nature of the connection or about how 
health inequalities should he addressed. 

One of the main areas of dehatc concen¬ 

trates on the relative importance of indi¬ 

vidual variables (such as lifestyle, 

behaviour, diet and cultural patterns) 

versus environmental or structural fac¬ 

tors (such as income distribution and 

'n gnr 
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poverty). In this sec)ion we will look at 

variations in health patterns in Britain 

according to social class, gender and eth¬ 

nicity and review some of the competing 

explanations for their persistence. 

Class and health 

[children dying in the first year of life) 

and child death, but poorer people ate at 

greater risk of dying at ail ages than more 

jlHIllcnE people. 

Some ol the main class-based inequal¬ 

ities in health have been summarized by 

Browne and UotlrUI [1999). They include; 

Research on health and class has 

revealed a clear relationship between 

patterns of mortality and morbidity 

(Illness) and an individuals social class. 

In Britain, die Black Report a major 
nationwide study (DHSS l9»o) - was 
importsni in publicizing the extent of 

class-based health Inequalities, Many 
people found the results shocking. 
Although there was found to be a trend 

towards better health in society as a 

whole, significant disparities were seen 

to exist between various classes, affecting 

health indicators from biiih weighe to 

blood pressure to risk of chronic illness. 

Individuals from higher see in -economic 

positions an- on average healthier, taller 

and stronger, and live longer than those 

lower down the social scale. Differences 

are greatest in respect to infant mortality 

1 Unskilled manual workers in Lite luwest 

occupational class are twice as Likely to 

die before retirement age than profes¬ 

sional While collar Workers In the Cop 

occupational class. 

2 TVrice as many habits are stillborn or die 
within tho first woek of life in unskilled 

families than in professional families 
{see table 8,2). 

:t An individual bom into the highest 

occupational clast; {professional white- 

collar workers) is likely to live cm 

average seven years longer than 

someone born into the lowest occupa¬ 

tional class (unskilled manual workers). 

4 Some 00 per cent of the major causes of 

death are more common in ihc two 

lowest occupational classes than the 

three higher occupational classes (see 

figure 3.2). 

Table 9.2 Infan! mortality: by social class in England and Wales {per 1,000 live births)1 

inside marriage Outside marriage 

1991 2001 T99I 2001 

Professional SA^ 3.6 4.2 4.S 

M anageria 1 and techn ioi 1 5.3 3-6 6.6 4.0 

Skilled non-manual 6.1 4.5 8.5 5.3 

Skilled manual 6,2 5JQ 7,7 5.8 

Semi skilled manual 7.1 6.2 &.& 6.7 

Unskilled manual 6.2 7,2 11.0 7,5 

Other 11.6 6.7 21.2 10.8 

All 6.3 4.6 8.8 6.1 

a Infant mortality is deaths within one year !>f birth; social clws * based on occupation oF Father at death regi-simlion 

ynghl nal 

Source; Social Trend's 341 (2004) 
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S Working-class people visit their doc tors 

more often and for a wider range of ail¬ 

ments than people in professional occu¬ 

pations; long-standing illness is SO per 

cent higher among unskilled manual 

workers than among professionals. 

G Class-based health inequalities are even 

more pronounced among the long-term 

linemployed; peopleInWorklend lo live 

longer than those who are without work, 

Studies conducted in other Industrialized 

countries have confirmed that there is 

a clear class gradient to health. Some 
scholars; believe that the relative health 

Inequality between the richest and 
poorest members of society Is widening. 
Yet despite a growing amount of research 

airrn: d at revea Ling the Link bet ween lie alth 

inequality and social class, scholars have 

been unsuccessful in locating the actual 

mechanisms which connect the two. 
Several competing explanations have 

been advanced for the causes behind the 

correlation, 

The Black Report, which was commis¬ 

sioned by the government to review data 

on health ineqtiallties and to make rec¬ 

ommendations for policy and further 

research, concentrated most heavily on 

materialist dtp liitis lions of health 

Inequality. Materialist or environmental 
explanations see the cause of health 

Inequalities in large social structures such 
as poverty, wealth and income distribu¬ 
tion, unemployment, housing, pollution 
and poor working conditions;. The pat¬ 

terns in health inequalities between 

classes are seen as the result of material 

deprivation- liediicing inequalities In 

health can only be done by addressing the 

root causes of social Inequalities in 

general. While not discounting the pos¬ 

sible validity of other arguments, the BLacfc 

Report stressed the need for a compre¬ 

hensive anti-poverty strategy and for 

improvements in education In order to 

combat health inequalities. 

The Conservative government headed 

by Margaret Thatcher was dismissive of 

Lite black Kepoit's findings, pronouncing 

the public expenditure required by the 

report lo be both unrealistic and unfore¬ 

seeable. Thatcher's government (197S-90j 

tended to focus on cultural and behaviou¬ 

ral explanations for health Inequalities. 

Cultural and behavioural explanations 

emphasize the importance of individual 

lifestyles on health. Lower social classes 
tend to engage In certain activities - such 

as smoking, poor diet and higher con¬ 

sumption of alcohol - which are detri¬ 

mental to good health.This argument sees 

individuals as bearing primary respon¬ 

sibility for poor health, as many lifestyle 

choices are freely made. Some proponents 

of this approach argue that such behavi¬ 

ours are embedded within the social class 

context, rather than under the exclusive 

control of individuals. Nevertheless, they 

also identify lifestyle arid consumption 

patterns as the main causes of poor 

health. Subsequent governments have 

continued to place emphasis on pul)lie 
health campaigns to Influence Individu¬ 

als' lifestyle choices. Anil-smoking initia¬ 

tives, healthy eating and exercise pro¬ 
grammes are examples of two such efforts 
to shape public behaviour. Campaigns 
like this exhort individuals to take respon¬ 

sibility for their own well-being: they pay 

less attention to the way social position 

can constrain people's choices and pos¬ 

sibilities. As ait example, fresh fruit and 

vegetables that arc central to a good diet 

arc much more expensive than many 

>pyrighted material 
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Poor dial is just one of the factors associated with ill health amongst Britain's most 

■deprived people. 

Foods high in fat and cholesterol. Studies 

show 1hat live greatest consumption of 

healthy food is among high-income 

groups. 

The Lahou r government elected i n 1997 

has taken a broader approach to health 

inequalities,, acknowledging the impor¬ 

tance of both cultural and material factors 

on people's health. They commissioned 

an independent inquiry into inequalities 

In health, chaired by Sir Donald Acheson. 

I he Acheson Report was published in 

November 199& and confirmed that for 

many aspects of health. Inequality has 
generally worsened In the last few 

decades, especially in the IflAOsand early 

1990s. Building run evidence from Ihc 

Acheson Report, the government puh- 

lisltcd a White Paper, Our Healthier 

Nation., in July 1999 that emphasized the 

many diverse influences - social, eco¬ 

nomic, environmental and cultural - 

which work, together to produce ill health 

(so me of these are illustrated in figure BJ], 

It also proposed a --cl of govern men! 

initiatives linking health with, for 

example:, unemployment, substandard 

housing and education, to address not 

only the symptoms of poor health, but its 
causes as well. 
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Figure S.3 Cultural ami material influences en health 

Source: Browns (2DD5), p, JTIQ 

Gender and health 

Disparities in health between men and 

women have also been noted In research. 

Women enjoy a longer life expectancy 

that] men in almost every country in Lite 

World. [UNDP 2004]. In the UK. causes of 

death and patterns of illness show some 

differences between men and women 
[see figure 8,4). Although heart disease 

affects men more than women, It Is still 

the most frequent killer of both men and 
women under the age of story-five. Men. 
however, suffer from higher rates of death 
from accidents and violence and. arc also 

more prone to drug and aJcoboj depen¬ 

dency. 

Material circumstances appear to infl¬ 

uence women's health status, but this 

has traditionally been a difficult factor to 

gauge. Many studies have tended to 

classify women according, to the social 

class ol i heir husbands, producing a dis¬ 

torted picture of womens health (see 

chapters, 'Stratification and Class'}. Wc 

do know, however, Lhal women are more 

Likely to seek medical attention and have 

higher rales of self-reported illness than 

men. 

Women In industrialized countries 
report twice as much anxiety and depres¬ 

sion asm eu, According to some observers, 
the multiple roles which women tent} to 

perform domestic work, child earn, pro¬ 

fessional responsibilities - may increase 
the stress on women and eo n tribute to 
higher rates of illness. 1 .esley Dny al (IMS) 

has suggested chat patterns of women's 

health and sickness may best be explained 

in relation Ln the main areas of activities 

which constitute their lives. Women's lives 

arc inherently different from men's Ln 

terms of the roles and tasks Lhal are com¬ 

monly performed - domes lie work, sex.ua! 

reproduction, childbearing ami mtuher- 

ynghl nal 
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Figure 8.fl Self-reported illness: by sex and age, 2DD3-4 

Source; Social Irma's (iDDrr) 

ing, regulating fertility through birth 

control, and so forth. (Although it could he 

argued that this is decreasingly true as 

more women enter the workplace.) 

According to Doysik 'It is the cumulative 

effects of these various labours that are the 

major determinants of womens stales of 

health'. Therefore, any analysis of womens 
health should consider the interaction 

between social, psychological and biolog¬ 
ical influences. 

Headier Graham has studied the effects 
of sties? on the health of while working- 
class women. She lias highlighted the fact 

that women at the lower socio-economic 

end of the spectrum have less access to 

support networks in times of life crisis 

than do middle-class women. Working- 

class women, she notes,, tend to encounter 

life crises (such as pub loss, divorce, evic¬ 

tion from housing or the death of a child) 

more often chan other groups, but gener¬ 

ally have weaker coping skills and fewer 

outlets for anxiety, Not only is the resulting 

stress harmful both physically and 

psychologically, hut some of the coping 

strategies which are turned to - such a? 
smoking - are also damaging. Graham 

argues that smoking Is a way of reducing 
tension when personal and material 
resources are stretched to breaking point. 

Thus it occupies a paradoxical position in 

women's lives - increasing the health risk 

for women and their children, while 

ynghl »rial 
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simultaneously allowing them to cope 

under difficult circumstances (Graham 

I9JS7, ]^9iS- 

Ann Oakley and her colleagues (l*J9-1) 
have studied the rote of social support in 

the health of socially disadvantaged 

women and children in four English cities, 

She argues I h a I (he relationship between 

stress and health applies both to major life 

crises and smaller problems, and that it is 

felt particularly acutely in the lives of 

Working-class people. Oakley notes (hat 

social support such as counselling ser¬ 
vices, hotlines or home visits-car act as a 

'hu ffer'sgainst cite negative hen 1th co use - 

quences of stress commonly experienced 

by women. Other studies have shown (hat 

social support is an important factor that 

can help people in adjusting to disease 

and illness (EllI 19901. 

Ethnicity and health 

Although health in industrial societies is 

ethnically patterned, our understanding 

of the relationship between ethnicity and 

health is partial at best. An increasing 

number of sociological studies are being 

conducted in this area, hut the evidence 

remains inconclusive. In Some cases, 

trends that have been attributed to menu - 
bership of an ethnic group may have 

ignored other factors, such as class or 

gender, which may also he significant 

Nevertheless* the Incidence of certain 

Illnesses Is higher among Individuals from 

African-Caribbean and Asian back¬ 

grounds. Tn the UK. mortality from liver 

cancer, tuberculosis and diabetes arc 

higher among these populations than 

among whites, African-Caribheans suffer 

from higher than average rates of hyper¬ 

tension and sickle-cell anaemia (an inher¬ 

ited disorder affecting red lilood cells) 

than the average for the UK. People from 

the Indian subcontinent experience 

higher mortality from heart disease than 

the average for the UK. 

Sonic scholars have turned to cultural 

and behavioural accounts to explain 

ethnic health patterning, In a similar way 

to cultural explanations of class- based 

health inequalities, emphasis is plated on 

individual and group lifestyles which am 

seen to result in poorer health. These are 

often seen as linked to religious or cultural 

beliefs, such as dietary and cooking habits 

or consanguinity {the practice of inter¬ 

marriage within families at the level of 
second cousins). Critics argue that cultu¬ 

ral explanations have faded to identify the 

real problem - the structural inequalities 

which affect ethnic groups and the racism 

and discrimination they encounter in the 

healthcare system. 

Social-structural explanations for 

ethnic patterning in health fa run on the 

social context in which African-Caribbc- 

ans and Asians live in the UK. African-Car- 

ibbeans and Asians frequently experience 

multiple disadvantages which can be 

harmful to their health. These might 

include pun-it or overcrowded housing 

conditions, high rates of unemployment 
and over-representation In hazardous, 

low-paying occupations- Such material 

factors, are then compounded by the 

effects of racism, either experienced 

directly In the for m of violence, threats or 

discrimination, or in 'institutionalized' 

forms. 

Institutional racism has been noted in 

the provision of healthcare (Alexander 

199'.?|- Ethnic groups may experience 

unequal or problematic access to health 

services, Language barriers can present 

pyrighted material 
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difficulties if inform a ti on cannot be 

relayed effectively: culturally spec Ilk 

understanding of illness and treatment 

etc often not considered by professionals 

within the health service. The National 

Health Service has been criticized for not 

requiring more awareness of cultural and 

religious beliefs among its staff and Dor 

paying less attention Co diseases which 

occur predominantly in the non-white 

popula Lion. 

Institutions! racism >s discussed in more 

detail in chapter 15, 'Race, Ethnicity « nd 
Migration' pp. 43 3-4. 

There b no consensus on the connec¬ 

tion between ethnicity and health 

inequalities. Indeed, inueh research still 

remains to be done. Yet h is clear that the 

question of ethnicity and health inequal¬ 

ities must be considered in relation to 

larger social, economic and political 

factors which affect the experience of 

ethnic minority groups in Britain. 

Health and social cohesion 

hi trying to unravel the causes of health 

inequalities, a growing number of sociolo¬ 

gists are turning their attention to the rule 

of social support and social cohesion In 
promoting good health. As you may recall 
from our discussion of Durkhelm in 

chapter 1 [“What isScsciologyO, social sol¬ 
idarity is one of the most important con¬ 
cepts In sociology, Durkheim saw the 

degree and type of solidarity within a 

culture as one ol its most critical features. 

In his study of suicide, for example, he 

found that individuals and groups that 

were well integrated into society were less 

Likely to lake their awn lives than others. 

In several articles, and in his book 

Unhealthy Societies: The Afflictions of 

Inequality [199ft), diehard Wilkinson 

argues that the healthiest societies in the 

world are not the richest countries, but 

those in which income is distributed most 

evenly and levels of social integration arc 

highest, High levels of national wealth, 

accordinglu Wilkinson, do not necessarily 

translate into better health for the popula¬ 

tion. hi surveying empirical data from 

countries around the world, Wilkinson 

notes a clear relationship between mortal¬ 

ity rates and patterns of Income distribu¬ 
tion. Inhabitants of countries such as 

lapn and Sweden, which are regarded as 

some of the most egalitarian societies in 
the world, enjoy better levels of health on 
average than do dri/ens of countries 

where the gap between the rich and the 

poor Lh more pronounced, such as the 

United States. 

[n Wi I tinson's view, the widen i ng gap in 

income distribution undermines social 

cohesion and makes it more difficult for 

people to manage risks and challenges. 

Heightened social isolation arid ihc failure 

to cope with stress are reflected in health 

indicators. Wilkinson argues that social 

factors - the strength of social contacts, 

ties within communities, availability of 

social support, a sense of security are- the 

main determinants of the relative health 

of a society. 

Wilkinson's thesis 1ms provoked ener¬ 

getic responses. Some claim that Ids work 
should become required reading for 

policy-makers and politicians. They agree 
with Wilkinson that too much emphasis 

has been placed on market relations and 

the drive towards prosperity. This 

approach has failed many members of 

society, they argue; it is time to consider 

more humane and socially responsible 

Copyrighted material 
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policies to support those who ere disad¬ 

vantaged. Others criticise his- study on 

methodological grounds and argue that 

he has failed to show a clear causal rela¬ 

tionship between income inequality and 

poor health (Judge IBBS). Illness,, critics 

contend, could be caused by any number 

of other toediating factors. They argue 

that the empirical evidence lor his claims 

remains suggestive at best, 

Earlier in this chapter we examined 

some of the assumptions that have histori¬ 

cally provided the foundations for the 

orthodox, biomedical model of health. 
Matty of these assumptions were also 

found In the way that disability has con¬ 

ventionally been understood hi the UK and 
in oilier developed countries. Similarly the 

recent trends th at we discussed above as a 

reaction In the biomedical model of health 

- such as scepticism that the medical 

expert always knows hesl and 1 lie moves In 

take greater account of the opinions and 

experiences of patients- have formed parr 

of a mure recent rejection of this conven¬ 

tional understanding of disability. It is to a 

discussion of some of the issues surround¬ 

ing disability that we now turn. 

The sociology of disability 

The poet Simon Brisenden neatly sum- 

ttiiEtrte.es the sense of exclusion that many 
disabled people feel from orthodox medi¬ 
cine and medical practitioners in his book 
Poems .for Perfect People, when he asked: 

'The man who cut your skin I anti delved 

within / has lie got any scars?' Brisendcn 

was one of many disabled people whose 

work has led to a re-eval nation of the con¬ 

ventional understanding of disability in 

the UK and other developed countries. 

Much or this discussion is taking place in 

the new Held of disability studies, lit this 

section, we examine the dominant under¬ 

standing of disability by discussing what 

has become known as the individual 

mode!. We then turn to look at how this 

mode] has been challenged, notably by 

disabled people themselves, by a social 

model of disability, and t>ffer a brie revalu¬ 

ation of this challenge, lastly wc look 

briefly at the level and background of 

Impairment hi the UK and globally, We 

begin, however, by discussing the lan¬ 
guage of disability. 

Sodolnglsis argue dm our awareness 

and imderslanding of social Issues Is, at 
least partly, shaped by the words we use. In 
recent decades a critique of the terms 

which people have historically drawn 

upon to discuss disability has become 

increasingly important to those writing in 

this area. The word 'handicapped", for 

example, has largely fallen out of use 

because it was thought la be associated 

with Tap in band1, charity and begging. 

Other terms, originally used to describe 

certain impairments, are rejected because 

they are now used mainly as insults - 

terms such as 'spastic1 or 'cripple' art: 

examples. Some metaphors, which are 

still in everyday use, like Turning a blind 
eye' or 'a deaf ear', have been criticized 
because they imply a sense of exclusion. 

As we shall see, even the way In which we 
understand the term 'disability' is subject 
to much debate. 

The individual model of disability 

Historically, in Western societies such as 

Britain, an individual model of disability 

lias been dominant. This model contends 

Lhat individual limitations are the main 
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cause of [be problems experienced by dis¬ 

abled people. In lire individual model of 

disability, bodily ‘abnormality' is seen as 

causing some degree of'disability' orfunc- 

rionai limitation - an individual ‘suffering1 
from quadriplegia is incapable of walking, 

for example. This functional limitation is 

seen as the basis fur a wider classification 

of tin Individual tis 'on Invalid'. Underpin¬ 

ning: the individual model is a 'personal 

tragedy approach' to disability. The dis¬ 

abled individual is regarded as an unfortu¬ 

nate victim of a chance event Medical spe¬ 

cialists play a central role In the Individual 

model because it is their job to offer cura¬ 

tive and rehabilitative diagnosis to the 

'problems' suffered by the disabled Indi¬ 

vidual. For this reason Elia individual 

model is often described as the ‘medical 

model'. Tt is [be power of the medical expert 

over disabled people's lives that Simon Rri- 

senden attacked in the poem that started 

this section. ] n recen L decades, this individ¬ 

ual model of disability has been increas¬ 

ingly questioned, tis we Find below. 

The social model of disability 

An important early challenge to the indi¬ 

vidual model of disabllitv was a collection 

DPI AS definitions of impairment and disability 

impairment 

'Lacking part ur all oF a limb, or having a defactive 

limb, organ or mechanism of the bady.' 

Disability 

The disadvantage at restriction at activity caused by a 
contemporary social organization which tallies no or 
Me account ef people who have physical 
impairments and thu s exd udes them from 
participation in the mainstream of social activities,' 

edited hy Paul Hunt entitled Stigma: The 

Experience of Disability (1966) fscc p. 2G9 

for a discussion of doff man's account of 

sligmai. Hunt argued that 'the problem ol 

disability lies nor only in the impairment 

□f function and its efleeis on us individu¬ 

ally, hut also, more importantly, in the area 

of our relationship with "normal' people'. 

Hunt was a leading activist in the early 

years of the disability movement In Uritain 

and became a fun riding member of the 

Union of Physically Impaired Against Seg¬ 

regation (UPIAS). In its manifesto. Ftmtia- 

mentoi Principles of Disability (l&Ttj). 
ll PI AS developed a radical alternative to 

rhe Individual model by arguing that there 

was a crucial distinction between 'impair¬ 

ment' and 'disability' {the full IJPIAfv defi¬ 

nitions can be seen in the box). 

[ I PI AS largely accepted 1 lie definition 

of physical 'impairment' as a biomedical 

property of individuals (a[though they 

subsequently extended it to include non- 

physical. sensory and intellectual forms 

□ f impairment], ' Disability', however, was 

defined in social terms. This challenged 

conventional umlersl5i ridings of the Lemi. 

Disability was no longer understood as 

[he problem of an individual, but in terms 

of the social barriers that people with 

impairments faced in participating fully 

In society. In the bos on p, 2fl3 we lock at 
how Mike Oliver turns the assumptions in 

tire Individual model of disabilln around 

by rewriting tire questions that the UK 

Office of Population- Censuses and 
Surveys (OPCS) used io assess ’disability' 

in the 19-fifts. Oliver flflBS) was the firsl 

theorist lo make the distinction between 

the individual and the social model of dis¬ 

ability exp Licit (these distinctions arc use¬ 

fully summarised in tahle 3.3 overleaf]. 

The social model of disability was given 

y right 
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Table 9,3 Two models of disability 

Individual model Social model 

Personal tragedy model Social oppression theory 

Personal problem Social problem 

Individual treatment Social action 

Medicalization Self-help 

Professional dominance Individual and collective lesponsibility 

Expertise Experience 

Individual identity Collective identity 

Prejudice Discrimination 

Care Rights 

Control Choice 

Polity Politics 

Individual adjustment Social change 

Jounce; Adapted from Oliver (1996). p, H 

Further academic credibility hy the work 

oF Vic Finkclstcin [10801, 100 L], Colin 

Barnes 11001) and Oliver faimselF (IMfl, 

IMS). 

Social model theorists need to Rive an 

explanation of why the social, cultural or 

historical barriers against disabled people 

have developed. Some advocales of the 

social model, influenced fay .Marx, liavc 

argued that a materialist understanding 

of disability is needed [see pp. 16-17 for 

more on materialism]. Oliver (1006), for 

example, argues lliat, historically, barriers 

were erected against disabled people's full 
participation In society during Lhe Indus¬ 

trial Revolution when they were excluded 

from the labour market, as the first capi¬ 

talist factories began to base employment 
no individual waged labour. As this histor¬ 

ical process developed, Oliver argues, 'so 

many (disabled people! were unable to 

keep or retain jobs that they became a 

social problem for the capitalist state 

whose Initial response In all social prob¬ 

lems was harsh deterrence and institu¬ 

tionalization". Even today disabled 

people's presence in the workforce is still 

relatively small (as eve shall see on 

pp. 207-0). 

Evaluation of the social model 

The soda! model has been enormously 

influential in shaping the way that we 

think about disability today. Although it 

originated in the UK. the social model is 

gaining global influence. IL has been 

described as 'the big idea' of ihe brinish 

disability movement (Ilasler 19133), hi 
focusing on the removal of social harriers 
to full participation, the social model 

allows disabled people no focus on a polit¬ 

ical strategy- This lias led some to argue 
that In accepting the social model dis¬ 
abled people have formed 'a new social 

movement' [Oliver and 7arfo L0B0[. Tn 

replacing ihe individual model, which 
identifies the 'invalidity' of ihe individual 

as the cause of disability, with a model in 

which disability is the result of oppres¬ 

sion, the social model has been seen as 

y right 
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Turning the assumptions in the OPCS questions around wilb the social modal 

OPCS question 

'Can you tell what is wrong with you?' 

■Whal complaint causes your difficulty in holding, 
gripping or turning things?* 

'Are your difficulties in understanding people 
moinly diue to a heari ng problem?1 

'Do you have a soar blemish: or deformity which 
limits your daily activities?1 

'Haw you attended a Special School because of 
a long-term health problem or disability?' 

'Does your health pro blem/disa bilily prevent you 
from going out as often or as far as you would 
like?' 

'Does your heal"h pro ble m/di sability make it 
difficult for you to travel by bus?' 

'Does your health problem/dtMbiSty aNect your 
work in any way at present?' 

'Does your health problem/disabiSty mean that 
you need to live with relatives er someone else 
who can help or look after you?1 

'Does your present accommodation have any 
adaptations because of your health problem/ 
disability?' 

SdURTei Oliver (1990) 

Oliver's question 

■■can you tell me what is wrong with society?1' 

■What defects in the design of everyday 
equipment like jars, bottles and tins onuses you 
difficulty in holding them?' 

Are your difficutties in understanding people 
mainly due to their mability to communicate 
with you?1 

JDo other people's reactions to any scar blemish 
or deformity you may have limit your daily 
a ctivi1ie-5?r 

JhEnVt» you -attended a special school because of 
your education authority's policy of sending 
people with your health problem/disabilily to 
such places?1 

What is it about the local environment that 
makes it difficult for you to get about in your 
neighbourhood?' 

Are there any transport or financial problems 
Which prevent you from going out as often or as 
fat as you would like?' 

'Do you have problems at work because of the 
physical environment or the attitudes of others?' 

Are commuoily services so poor that you need 
to rely on relatives or someone else to provide 
you with the right level of personal assistance?' 

'Did the poor design of your house mean that 
you had to have it adapted to suit your needs?' 

'liberating' by some disabled people 

(Renesford and WalLcraft 1997). 

Since the late 19-RCls, however, several 

Lines of criticism have been developed 

against the social model. E:irst. it is argued 

that it neglects the often painful or 

uncomfortable experiences of impair¬ 

ment. wli ic h a re central to many disabled 

people's lives. Shakespeare and Watson 

argue that" 'We arc nut just disabled 

people, we arc also people with impair¬ 

ments, and to, pretend otherwise is in 

ignore a major part of our biographies' 

(2002). Against this accusation, defenders 

uf the social model have argued that 

rat her than denying everyday experiences 

ul impairment, the social model merely 

seeks to focus attention on the soeferf bar¬ 

riers to full participative! in society that are 

raised against disabled people, 

Copyrighted mater 
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Second, many people accept lhi'1 they 

have impairments, but do not wish lu be 

labelled as 'disabled', Jna recent sum\ of 

people claEtniErg government benefits for 

disability, fewer 'linn half chose lo define 

themselves as disabled. Many people 

rejected the term because they saw ihelr 

health problems related do Illness rather 

than disability or because they did not 

believe that they were m enough to be so 

categorized | department foi Work and 

Pensions 2CM12). However, Barnes {2003) 

has pointed out that in a society where dis¬ 

ability is tan often still associated with 

abnormality. it is not surprising that some 

people wi th irup^Llriiacnt^ chose to reject 

the label ’disabled'. 

Lustily, medical sociologists iei particular 

lend Lu reject the social model by arguing 

that the division between impair merit and 

disability, on which it rests, is false, i hese 

critics argue that the social model separates 

I m palrment. whJeli is deductible jiiedleaHy. 

From disability, which if, defined socially. 

Medical sociologists hove tended to argue 

thal both disability and impairment are 

socially structured and are closely interne" 

la tad. Shakespeare and WaEson argue that 

the division between impairment and dis¬ 

ability collapses- when one asks, 'Where 

docs impairment end and disability s tart?' 

In some cases the division is straightfo rwa rd 

- a failure to design suitable wheelchair 

access in a building dearly creates a socially 
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cq itKfructed disabling barrier In wlicek h ai r 

users. I [nivnvrzr, there are many more eases 

where it is impossible Id remove all the 

sources of disability beca use they are rot 

caused by oppressive condi tions in society. 

Medical sociologists critical of the social 

model might argue that to be impaired by 

cun-slanl pain or by significant intellectual 

LimiUiliuns. for example, disables the indi¬ 

vidual from full participation in society in a 

way Llsat cannot be removed by social 

Change. These critics would argue tins! a full 

ttCC&uEii of disiiblliri, must: also take Into 
account disability caused by impairments 
and nor just [boss causedhysoeiety. 

Stipjjotiers of the social model have 
argued rbai [bis tost claim is based on a 
blurring of the distinction between disabil- 

Ity and impairment, which they argue is 

moled i n the bin rn edical m n d el of th i liking 

[hat underlies the individual model of dis¬ 

ability. They respond that the social model 

ccrtainIy docs not de ny thal a n impa irmenl 

can be the cause oi pain or tluu there are 

things that an. individual might not be ahk 

to do solely because of a particular impair¬ 

ment. Indeed, Carol T homas (1999, 2O02J. 

ail advocate of tho social model ufilisahrl 

ity, uses the phrase ‘impairment effects' to 

take Into account the ensuing psycho - 

emotional implications of impairment for 

■ I tabled people, 
Given the contested nature of the term 

'disability' and the variety elf impairments 

UnhecE ro disability, an atrcourii aT The 
numbers of disabled people in the UK and 
globally Is difficult. However, it is to these 
issues that we turn below. 

Using your sociological imagination why I want you to look me in the face 

distract of people looking envoy, gasping or 
shuddering, Vicky Lucan wnths them to Jcnoiv 
that her face is integral to who sire is, And, as 
she explains here, she tikes who she is. 

i have a rare genetic disorder called Che rub ism, 
which affects my face. I was diagnosed when I 
was about four years old. I was loo young to 
remember what happened, but visiting hospitals 
became a regular part of my hfe, 

Although it was only when was about six that 
my face started to really change shape, I don't 
remember a time when I didn't look different. 

Growing vp with a Fcci-.il disfigurement wasn't 
easy, When puberty kicked in, it included all the 
ususl developments with a little hit extra - my 
face became very large and my eyes were more 
affected loo. 

Double take 

My teenage years were difficult. People would 
sometimes stare or do a double take. Some 
people would bo downright nasty and call mu 
names. 

Cven when people *aid JDh you poor thing!' 
their pity also hurt me and that hurt would stay 
with me for a long time. I became very 
withdrawn, aha id of how I might be treated if I 
went out. 

TFQh 
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Gut over time, 1 gradually started to develop 
my self-esteem and selt-coriilidence and I started 
Co feel! that I shouldn't waste my life just 
because of oilier people's altitudes towards me. 

At the age of sixteen I went to college and 
studied subjects such as him,, media studies and 
photography. I started to research the 
representation of disfigured people in the media. 

When I looked at how people with facial 
disfigurements ate portrayed in-films, well, no 
wonde r peopEe don't know how to react to us! 
Freddy Krueger in Nightmare on Elm Street, the 
Joker in Batman, the various scarred villains in 
gangster films . . . the list is endless. 

Bad assumption 

With stereotypes like that, it's hardfy surprising 
that people assume that if you have □ facial 
difference, there must lie something, ■'different' 
or 'bad' about you in the inside too, 

This was a huge turning point for me because 
I realized that facial disfigurement was not just a 
medical issue, but a social issue as well. 

F realized that the reason why I was so 
unhappy was no! because of rny Face, but the 
way some people would react to it. I decided 
that lit wasn't my Face that I wanted to change, 
but social attitudes. I m not against plastic 
surgery. It's just that my personal choice is to not 
have it. 

Now, at the Ago of twenty-four, I'm used to 
seeing; my Face reflected back at me in the 
mirror and I'm okay with it. Though I could quite 
happily do without the headaches and double 
vision, \ also dislike being physically unable to 
wink, but I've overcome this particular disability 
by doing a nice line in fluttering and blinking. 

But my face Is integral to who I am. The way 
people treat me and the way I've had to learn to 
Five my life has created lhe person I am today. 

Lack of imagination 

E love the good genuine friends my face has 
broughL me and F appreciate the way it's made 
me want to be a better person. I also have a 
boyfriend who thinks | look like a cat, I'm not 
quite sure if I agree with him, but I'm certainly 
not complaining! 

Now, whenever a person says I'm ugly, I pust 

pity them for their lack of imagination. For every 
person who calls me fat chin, I think ‘Nah! lt"s 
just that you've gol a really small weak one. Talk 
about chin enyyl' 

For every naturally curious stare I get, I give a 
friendly smite. And if they don't smile back 
within my ID-second time limit, I give them a 
very effective scowl. 

Last week, wa I king in the street with my 
boyfriend., a man walked towards me and went 
'Urgh h h h hooooooh!' 

Confrontation 
It wasn't so much a word as a strange guttural 
sound, and the kind that only funny looking 
people could understand the subtext to. I was 
so angry that I confronted him. 

9 won't go into details ol what J did but let's 
just say it's probably the Fast time he ever gives a 
strange guttural sound to a funny looking 
woman in the street ever again. 

Two minutes later, as we were walking home, 
a homeless man came up to me asking for 
change. He asked me how I was. 'Fine' I said 
end I told him what had just happened. There 
was. a short pause, Then he smiled and said 'I 
hope you hurt him!' Vile all laughed. 

Ill's funny how so me strangers can be so cruel 
and hurtful, and yet. others, the ones you'd least 
expect, I he ones you would usually ignore and 
think nothing of, can be so warm and kind. 

That pretty much sums up my life. I go from 
experiencing the worst in people to the very 
best, and often within the Some five miriulesl IE 
makes my life more diallwigtag, but also very 
Interesting. I wouldn't want to change that For 
the world. 

Source: BBC News Magazine (6 August 
2005) 

Questions 

3 Are people with facial disfigurements 
disabled? 

2 Does this news slury Lull you anything about a 
distinction between impairment and disability 
or not? 

3 Does this news story tell you anything about 
the social model of disability? 

Copyrighted material 
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Disability intheUKand globally 

In the UK. Ihc Disability Discrimination 

Act f'DD.'V) was passed in 199S and Rave 

disabled people certain Icpal protection 

from discrimination in several areas, 

including employment and access to 

goods and services. Further legislation 

was introduced in IMS that led to the 

Creation of die Disability Rights Commis¬ 

sion, set up Co Work towards '(lie elimina¬ 

tion of discrimination against disabled 

people'. The DDA defined a disabled 
person a* 'anyone with a physical or 

mental impairment, winch has a substan¬ 
tial and long-term adverse effect upon 
tfieir ability to carry out normal day-to- 

day activities'. This definition of disability 

Includes, for example, people with mental 

health problems as well as people with 

facial disfigurements and avoids (he 

common misconception that disability 

maiilly ennee nts mobili ty impainncn ts or 

is largely congenital. In fact, around 77 per 

cent of disabled people became disabled 

after the age of sixteen (Employers' Eoru.ni 

on Disability 20031 and the percentage of 

the population wins are disabled contin¬ 

ues to increase with age (see figure 3,51. 

Under the DDA definition, at least 9,3 

milllun people in the UK (approximately 

lh pet cent of die population] are dis¬ 
abled. of whom ti-ti million a re of wo rklng 
age {Office of Nscinral Statistics 2fK12i-Of 

(his latter group, only around 3 million 
people are employed (Disability Rights 
Commission 2002), However, a recent 

survey shows lliat 03 per -eenl of people 

who conformed to the DDA definition of 

Age 

Figure 8,5 Disabled people in the UK: by age (^of age group) 

* Etatu tary pension ape 

Eacinoe: T-<: n Exclusion la Inclusian', final Ruse‘I ol Ihe Disability Rights Tas-t farce- (1999) 

pyrighted material 
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disability agreed that getting a job was 

Important to them- People with Impair 

rnems linked to disability sfill belong to 

one of the most disadvantaged groups in 

[he UK. They are more likely In he out of 

work than the able-hodied, and those 

people who have impairments linked to 

disability who are in employment lend lo 

earn Eess. En PIUS the average take-home 

pay of disabled employees was £. 1 EtG per 

week, compared to £212 lor non-disabled 

workers (NOP IS90|. Yet disability-related 

expenditure by governments is high com¬ 

pared to many other areas of spending - 

the UK government spends more than I ID 

billion a year on incapacity and disability 

benefits; ( BBC. a- April 2002). By 1MLI, Lite 

weal thiestcttua tries jpentat least twice as 

much on disability-related programmes 

as they did on unemployment compensa¬ 

tion [OECD2UQ3). 

It Is ‘estimated that there are Hearty son 

million disabled' people In the world. «n 

pei cent of them living in developing 

countries such os India nr China (The 

World fiank Croup 2Q02J. The World 

I Icalth Organisation argues that the main 

cause of 'chronic disease and long-term 

impairments' in developing countries is 

poverty, inadequate sanitation, poor diet 

and bad housing, injuries, such as broken 

bones, will often result in long-term 

impairment in developing countries that 

would not occur if treatment and rchabil- 

i Lei Lion facilities had been available, as 

Lirey generally are in Lite West. Iron defi¬ 

ciency. anaemia' ami chronic infections 

of the pelvis (sometimes caused by female 
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circumcision) arc major causes ofimpair- 

mcnt leading to disability in women in 

many dc-vc-lnpiug countries, It is esti¬ 

mated that around 2DO'.ODO children In-sc 

diL-ir sip.lii each year because (heir diet 

Lacks Vitamin A., which is found Lin preen 

vegetables. Jl has been suggested that up 

Co half of the worlds im painn l-ii L could tie 

preventable by Improving policies to con¬ 

front poverty, malnutrition, sanitation, 

cbm king water and cmploc merit condi¬ 

tions lo reduce accidents (Charlton 1930J. 

War and Its aftermath (such as uncleared 
landmines) is another major cause of 

impairment Furthermore, In poorer 
countries disabled children are Far less 
likely to receive the same level of educa¬ 
tion as other children, which exacerbates 
their poverty later Ln life. From the evi¬ 

dence, we can see that in the developing 

world poverty creates impairments and 

shapes disability in the developing world 

in ways that cam make it very different 

from that experienced in the West. 

The very different experiences of 

impairment and disability which people 

around the world have illustrate a wider 

idea reflected In this chapter; ilia l our 

experience of our own bodies and our 

interactions with others - whether able- 

bodied or disabled, sick or healthy are 

shaped by the changing social contexts in 
which we find ourselves. In order to 
develop a sociological perspective on 

illness, health and disability, we need to 
examine the social and technological 
changes that shape out understanding of 

these aspects of human life. 

Summary points 
L Western medicine is based on the 

b iomed ice I medel of health - the belief that 

disease can be defined in objective terms 

and that the sick body can be restored to 

health through scientifically based medical 
treatment. The biomedical model of health 
emerged alongside modern societies. It was 

linked lo Ihe rise of demographics - Ihe 
sludy of the size, composition and dynamics 
of human populations - and the growing 
interest of states in promoting public health. 

Modern healthcare systems were greatly 

influenced by the app lication of science to 

medical diagnosis and cure. 

2. The biomedical model of health has come 

under increasing criticism. It has been 

argued that scientific medicine is not as 

effective os it is made out to be, that medical 

professionals do not value the opinions of 

the patio idy being treated, and that the 

medical profession considers itself superior 
to any alternative forms of healing that do 
not subscribe to orthodox approaches. 

3. Sociologists are interested in the experience 

of illness — horn1 being sick, chronically ill or 

disabled is experienced by the sick person 
and by those nearby. The Idea of the sick 

role, developed byTalcott Parsers, suggests 

that a sick person adopts certain forms of 

behaviour in order to minimise the 

disruptive impact of illness. A sick individual 

is granted certain privileges,, such as the right 

to withdraw from normal responsibilities, but 

in return must work actively to regain health 

by agreeing to follow medical advice. 

4. Symbolic irrte radio nists have investigated 
how people cope with disease and chionic 

illness in their daily fives. The experience of 
illness can provoke changes in individuals' 
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self identity and rn their daily routines. This 

sociological dimension of the body is 

becoming increasingly relevant for many 

societies: people are now living longer than 

ever before end tend to suffer more from 

chronic debilitating conditions than from 

acute illnesses. 

5-. Sociological research reveals close 

connections between illness and inequality, 

Within industrial countries, poorer groups 

have a shorter average life expectancy, and 

are more susceptible to disease, than more 

affluent strata. Richer countries also have 

higher average life expectancies than poorer 

ones. Some people believe that class-based 

health inequalities can be explained by 

cultural and behavioural factors, such as diet 

and lifestyle. Others place emphasis on 

structure influ ences, such as unemployment, 

sub-standard housing and poor working 

conditions. 

6. Patterns of health and illness have gender 

and racial dimensions as Weil. Women on 

the whole live longer than men in almost 

every country of the world, yet they 

experience a higher incidence of illness than 

men. Certain illnesses more common 

among ethnic minority groups than among 

the white population. Genetic explanations 

have been advanced to account for gender 

and racial differences in health, yet these 

alone cannot explain the inequalities. While 

there may be some biological basis to 

Certain health conditions, overall patterns of 

health and illness must also take into 

account social factors and differences in 

material conditions between groups, 

7, The i ndividua I m ode I of disability holds 

individual limitations to be the main cause of 

the problems experienced by disabled 

people. In the individual model, bodily 

'abnormality" is seen as causing some degree 

of'disability' or functional limitation. This 

functional limitation s seen as the basts for a 

wider classification of an individual as 'an 

invalid". Underpinning the individual model is 

a 'personal tragedy approach' to disability. 

5. The social model of disability locates the 

cause of disability within society, rather than 

the individual, lit is not the individual's 

limitations that causes disability but the 

barriers that society places in the way of full 

participation for disabled people. 

6. in most wealthy countries government 

expenditure on disability-related 

programmes is much higher than on 

unemployment compensation, Despite this, 

disabled people are one of The most socially 

disadvantaged groups in developed 

countries Most people with impairments live 

in the developing world. 

Questions for further thought 

1 V.'ha t cou Id be done to red ucc ineq u aliiies in lice lilicare7 

2 E low can the differences In the lives of worn cn a Lid in en account for their dif feren t 

experiences □ f ill health? 

3 What policies would you recommend in make the N"1 IS more responsive tn [he 

c ultima I backgro u nds of pa Lien ts? 
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■I Dots the medicalizatinn of conditions such as pregnancy and urhappinasa increase 

the power of the medical establishment while disem powering (lie patient? 

fi In wh.il ways are people disahled in your cuminuniiy or eelueaiional insthution? 

Further reading 

Lesley Doyal, What Makes Women Sick [London. Macmillan, 1905). 

lentiy Morris, Pride Against Prejudice: A Persoaal Politics of DisabliUty (London: Women's 

Press. 1931), 

Sarah Nctllclon, The Sociology of Health and illness (Cambridge! Polity, 1995). 

C. Barnes, G. Mercer and T Shakespeare Exploring Disability: A Sociological in traduction 

(Cambridge; Polity. 1909], 

C.Hoth**. M. Olivo* and L HalttW (eti*). fita J/e* Today (Cambridge: Polity. 2fK«J. 
Haines and Cl. Mercer, lytsabffiiy (Camlind fre: Policy. 12UUH|. 

Internet links 
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htlp^ywmv.euro.who.int/obscrvatory 

Irtlernallorw! Public Heal l h 
h [C|l:/.t WWW.ldb.mJ;I p)lW,1' 

Wellcome Library on the History and Understanding of MedLdne 

h Up:.1 jwnw.wcl loom c.ac.uk/knowlcdgcccn treJwell cortiEsitesJ 

World Health Organization 

h up:^ Ovvrw-who.l n L 

leeds University IJbabilily Archive 

h ti jj:,'/ www.leedfi.ac.LJ k/disabil ity-si udies/a reh iveulc i I ndex.htm] 
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h tcpy/wviw.bhc.co.uk/ou dh I 
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HAVE YOU overbought an Indian meal 

mji British supermarketY If you have, 
there's a strong chance that If was made by 
Neon Products. The company speeiAliy.es 

In supply Jug Indian food to the big super- 
markef eluitis and has an annual turnover 
of around £M million. Its founds i Sir 

Gulam \"oran, was estimated to have 

amassed a fortune of £50 million accord¬ 

ing, to the 20CH Sunday Times Rich List 

CruLnm Noon was born in India. Ills 

family owned 11 sweet shop in Bombay, 

'Royal Sweets'. They were not particuJarly 

well off, but managed to get by until their 

futlier's deal 11 when Gnlam was seven. After 

that it Was a struggle, and, as a young teen¬ 

ager, Gulam would combine school with 

work In the shop. Having completed 

school, lie joined the fimiEy business full 

time, lie soon changed the way die bush 

oess waa ma rketed, expanded the shop and 

built a factory. His ambitions. h owe vet, 

were not limited to 'Royal Sweets' and 
other ventures quickly followed, including 

ptinting a nd construction ventu res. 

uiqh LUTL 
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Not satisfied with his successes in India, 

GuJam looked to EndianJ to further his 

experience. He established ‘Royal Sweets' 

in Southall, I.oiulnn and brought chefs 

with him from India la rc( the business 

going. Within the year there were nine 

shops, built around the Asian commu¬ 

nities of London and Leices ter. Today the 

'Royal Sweets' chain lias forty shops and 

an annual turnover of £0 million, 

OtherOommerdul ventures followed the 

Success of'Royal Sweets’, anti in I MB Noun 

Products was established. Gubin gp o tied a 
niche in the market: 'All the pre-packaged 
Indian ready meals available from the 

supermarkets were Insipid and frankly 
unacceptable. I thought T could do better.' 
Tile business began with jU-St eleven 

employees, but soon they were selling 

authentic Indian foods to the ftmen fond 

company Birds Eye, and then to die super¬ 

market: chains Waiimsc and Sainsbury's. 

There are now more than a hundred diff¬ 

erent bfoon dishes,, produced in three 

plants, operated by 1,100 employees, 

between 250,0m and 300,000 meals are 

made every day. The produce range has 

been expanded from Indian feed So 

include T hai and Mexican dishes , amongst 

others. In 2002 Gulam was knighted for his 

services to the Food Industry. Reflecting on 
what lias Inspired him during his life. Sir 
Gulam concludes: Tm a self-made man 

Slid a quick learner'! No tiling comes easily, 
you've just got (o work at it.' 

Few of us can expect the kind of wealth 

that ^jr Gulam now possesses. But his rags- 

Erj-riches lift history raises interesting 

questions for sociologists. Is it just ait isci- 

I a ted incident or is his st n ry being repeat ed, 

although perhaps less spectacularly, across 

the UK? How much chance docs someone 

from a poor background have of reaching 

the top of the economic ladder? For every 

Gulam Noun in our society, how many 

people slide down the economic ladder 

from wealth Co poverty? The issues of 

wealth and poverty which Sir Gulam s lilc 

story raises lead us to broader questions. 

Why do economic inequalities crust in our 

society? How unequal are modern soci¬ 

eties? What social foolers Will influence 

your economic position in society? Are 

your chances any different if you are a 

Woman? I low does (he gjuballiatluti of the 

■economy affect your life chances? These 

are Just a few of (he sorts of question that 
socfolngjflts ask and try to answer, and they 

are (he focus of this chapter. The study of 

inequalities hi society is one of the most 
important a teas of sociology, because oin 

material resources determine a great deal 

about our lives,. Here, we begin by looking 

aL what sociologists mean when they talk 

about stratification and class. We then kink 

at some of the inns! influential theories of 

eLass, and attempts to measure it, in soci¬ 

ological thought, after which we take a 

more detailed look at social class in 

Western society today, We dose wi th a dis¬ 

cussion of social mobility and cone hide by 

briefly considering the continuing impor- 

tance of social ckiss in helping us to under¬ 

stand the world around us, 

Systems of stratification 

Sociologists speak of social stratification 

to describe inequalities thal exist between 

individuals and groups within human 

societies. Often we think of stratification 

in terms of assets or property, hut ii can 

also occur because of othci attributes, 

such as gender, age, religious affiliation or 

military rank. 
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individuals and groups enjoy differen¬ 

tial (unequal) access to rewards based or 

their position within the stratification 

scheme. Thus, stratification can most 

simply be defined as structured inequal¬ 

ities between different groupings of 

people. Id is useful to think of stratification 

as rather like the geological layering of 

ruck In the earth’s surface. Societies can be 

seen as consisting of'strata' in a hierarchy, 

with the more favoured at the Lop and the 

less privileged nearer the bottom. 

All socially stratified systems share 
three characteristics: 

1 The ra A kings apply to sods t cttfcgottef of 
people who rijdrea common characterise 
sic without necessarily interacting or 

identifying with r/tte another. Fur 

example, women may be ranked differ¬ 

ently from men or wealthy people diff¬ 

erently From the poor. This does nnl 

mean that individuals from a particular 

category cannot change their rank; 

however, it does mean that the category 

continues to exist even if individuals 

move out of it and into another category. 

2 People's life experiences and opportu¬ 

nities depend heavily on hew their social 

category Is ranked, being male or 

female, black, or white, upper class or 

working class makes a big difference in 

terms of youi life chances - often as big 

a difference as personal effort or good 

fortune (such as winning a lottery). 

3 The ranks of different social categories 
tend to change ttary .timely oner rime. In 

Rritish society, for example, only 

recently have women as a whole begun 

to achieve equality with men. 

Sea more about equality between men 

and women in chapter 11. 'Sexuality 

and Gender’. 

As we saw in chapter 2, stratified soci¬ 

eties have changed throughout human 

history. In the earliest human societies, 

which were based on hunting and gather¬ 

ing; there was very little social stratifica¬ 

tion - mainly because there was very little 

by way of wealth or other resources to be 

divided up. The development of agricul¬ 

ture produced considerably more wealth 

and. as a result, a great increase in stratifi¬ 

cation. Social stratification in agricultural 

societies increasingly Came to resemble a 

pyramid, with a large number of people at 

tine bottom and a successively smaller 

number of people as you move towards 

the top. Today, Industrial and post iudus 

trial societies are extremely complex; their 

stratification is more likely to resemble a 

teardrop, with a large number of people in 

the middle and lower-middle ranks (the 

so-called middle class), a slightly smaller 

number of people at the hottnm, and very 

few people as one moves towards the lop. 

Historically, four basic systems of strat¬ 

ification can be distinguished: sferrery, 

ctrsJe, estates and eftrss. These are some¬ 

times found in conjunction with one 

aiiother: slavery, for instance, existed 

alongside classes in ancient Greece and 

Horne, and in the Southern United Stales 

before the Civil War of the 1 bCOs. 

Slavery 

si avery i s a n extra me form of I tiequa II ry. In 

which certain people are owned as prop¬ 

erty by others. The legal conditions of 

slave ownership have varied considerably 

among different societies. Sometimes 

slaves were deprived ofalmostall rights hy 

law - as was the case on Southern planta¬ 

tions in the United States - white in other 

societies, their position was more akin to 
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cliat of servants. For example, in the 

ancient Creek city-state of Athens, some 

slaves occupied positions of ['real respon¬ 

sibility. They were excluded from political 

positions and J'nom the military, but were 

accepted in most other types of occupa¬ 

tion, Some were literate and worked as 

government administrators; many were 

(rained in craft skills, liven so. not all slaves 

could count on such guild tuck. I:ur the 

Less fortunate, their days began and ended 

in hard labour in (he mines. 

Throughout history, slaves have often 
fought back against their subjection; the 
slave rebellions in the American South 

before tire Civil War are one example- 
Because of such resistance, systems of 
slave labour have tended to he unstable. 

High productivity could only he achieved 

through constant supervision and brutal 

punishment. Slave-labour systems even¬ 

tually broke down, partly because el' the 

struggles they provoked and partly 

because economic or other incentives 

motivate people tes produce more effec¬ 

tively than dues direct compulsion. 
Slavery is simply nut economically 

efficient, Moreover, from about the eight¬ 

eenth century on, many people in Europe 

and America came to see slavery as 

morally wrong. Today,, slavery is illegal in 

every country of the world. but if still 
exists In some places. Recent research has 
documented that people are taken by 

force and held against their will. From 
enslaved brick-makers In Pakistan to sex 
slaves in Thailand and domestic slaves in 

relatively wealthy countries like the UK 

slid France, slavery remains a significant 

human rights violation in the world today 

(Bales 1995). 

Caste 

A caste system is a social system in which 

one's social status is given for life. In caste 

societies, therefore, different social levels 

are closed, so that all individuals must 

remain a( the social level of their birth 

throughout life. Everyone's social Status is 

based on personal characteristics - such 

as perceived race or ethnicity [often hast'd 

on such physical characteristics as skin 

colour), parental religion or parental cas.ce 

- that are accidents of birth and ate there¬ 

fore believed to be unchangeable A 

person Is born into a caste and remains 

(here for life. In a sense, caste societies can 

he seen as a special type of class society - 

in which class position is ascribed at birth. 

They have typically been found in agricul¬ 

tural societies that have not yet developed 

Industrial capitalist economics, such as 

rural Indi a or Sou th Africa p rior to the end 

of white rule in 1592. 

ETior to modern limes, caste systems 

were found throughout the world. In 

Europe, Tor example, Jews were fre¬ 

quently treated as a separate caste, 

forced to live in restricted neighbour¬ 

hoods and barred from Lnlerniiirrying 

(and in some Instances even interacting) 
with non •Jews, The term 'ghetto' h s aid 
to derive from the Venetian word for 

'foundry', the site of one of Europe's first 
official Jewish ghettos, established by the 
government of Venice In [Silk The term 
eventually came to refer to those sec¬ 

tions of European towns where Jews were 

legally compelled to live, Jong before it 

was used to describe minority neigh¬ 

bourhoods in US cities, with their 

castelike qualities of racial and ethnic 

segregation. 
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In caste systems, intimate contact with 

members of other castes is strongly dis- 

rnuraged. Such 'purity1 of a caste is often 

maintained by rules of endogamy, mar¬ 

riage within one's social group as required 

by custom or law. 

Caste in India and South Africa 

'The few,1 remaining caste systems, in the 

world are being seriously challenged by 

globalization. The Indian caste system, for 

example, reflects Hindu religions beliefs 

and is nmre ihnii two thousand years old, 

According to Hindu beliefs, there are four 
major castes, each roughly associated 

with 11wad occupational groupings. The 
four castes co ns 1st of the Bwlwi t tts (solid I - 

ars and spiritual leaders) on top, followed 

by the Kxyatriyas {soldiers and rulers), the 

Vafsyas (farmers and merchants) and Lhc 

SJz tiffmr (Labourers and artisans). Beneath 

the four castes are those known as the 

'untouchables' or Dnri't.r ('oppressed 

people1 ), who - as their name suggests - 

are to be avoided at ali casts, Untouch¬ 

ables are limited to the worst jobs in 

society such as removing human waste, 

and they often resort to begging and 

searching in garbage for their food. In tra¬ 

ditional areas uf India, some members of 

higher castes still regard physical contact 
with untouchables to he so contaminating 
That a mere touch requires cleansing 

rituals, India made it illegal to discrimi¬ 
nate on the basis of caste In 1949, but 
asjtects of the system remain in full force 
today, particularly in rural areas. 

Ah India's modern capitalist economy 

brings people of different castes together, 

whether it be in lhc same workplace, aero¬ 

plane or restaurant, it is increasingly 

dillicult to maintain the rigid barriers 

required to sustain the caste system, As 

more and more of India is touched by glo¬ 

balisation, ii seems reasonable to assume 

that its caste system wilt weaken still 

further. 

Before its abolition in 11)92, the South 

African caste system, termed apartheid, 

rigidly separated black Africans., Indians, 

'coloureds' {people of mixed races} and 

Aslans front whites. In thh case, caste was 

based entirely un race, Whiles, who made 

up only 15 percent of the total population, 

controlled virtually all of the conn try's 

wealth, owned most of the usable land, 

ran the principal businesses and indus¬ 
tries and had a monopoly on political 

power, since blacks lacked the right to 

vote. Blacks-who made up th rec-quarters 
of the population - were segregated info 

impoverished tiantustans ( homelands') 

and were allowed out only to work for the 

white minority. 

Apartheid, widespread discrimination 

and oppression created intense conflict 

between the white minority and the black, 

mixed-race and Asian majority. Decades 

of often violent struggle against apartheid 

finally proved successful in the 1990s. The 

most powerful black organization, the 
African National Congress (ANC), mobi¬ 

lized an economically devastating global 

boycott of South African businesses, 
forcing South Africa's white leaders to dis¬ 
mantle apartheid, which was abolished hy 

popular vote among South African whites 
In 1992. In 1994, in the country's first ever 
multiracial elections, the black majority 

won control of the government, and 

Nelson Mandela - the black leader of lhc 

ANC, who had spent twenty-seven years 

imprisoned hy the white government - 

was elected president. 
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Estates 

Estates were part of European feudalism, 
bitl also existed in many other traditional 

civilizations. The feudal estates consisted 

of strata with differing obligations and 

rights towards each oilier, some oJ these 

differences being established in law. In 

Europe. the highest estate was composed 

nt tlie aristocracy and gentry. The clergy 

formed another estate, having lower 

status hnt possessing various distinctive 

privileges.Those in whalcamc to be called 

the 'third estate' were the commoners - 

serfs, free peasants, merchants and arti¬ 

sans In contrast to castes, a certain degree 

of Intermarriage and mobility was toler¬ 

ated between rhe estates. Commoners 

might be knighted, for example, in 

payment lor special services given to the 

monarch; merchants could sometimes 

purchase titles. A remnant of the system 

persists in Britain, where hereditary titles 

are still recognized (though since 1999 

peers are no longer automatically entitled 

to vote in the J Lu-use of LordsJ. and busi¬ 

ness leaders, civil servants and others may 

be honoured with a knighthood for their 

services. 

Estates IraVe tended to develop in the 

past wherever there was a traditional aris¬ 
tocracy based t>n noble birth, In feudal 
systems, such as in medieval Europe, 

estates were closely bound up with the 
manorial community; they farmed a htc.il, 
rather than a national, system of stratifica¬ 
tion. In more centralized traditional 
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empires, such as China nr fapart, they 

were organized on a more national basis. 

Sometimes the differences between the 

estates were justified hy religious beliefs, 

although rarely in as strict a way as in the 

Hindu caste system. 

Class 

Class systems differ in many respects from 

slavery, castes or estates. We can rich lie a 

class as a large-scale grouping of people 

who share common economic resources, 

which strongly influence the type of life¬ 

style they arc able to lead. Ownership of 

wealth, together with occupation, arc the 

chief bases of class differences. Classes 

■differ from earlier forms o [stratification in 

four maim respects: 

1 doss systems areflitfd. Unlike the other 

types of strata, classes are not estab¬ 

lished by legal or religious provisions, 

The boundaries between classes are 
novel clear-cut, There are no Formal 
restrictions on Intermarriage between 

people from different classes, 
2 Class positions on? in some part 

achieved. An individual's class is nod 

simply given at birth, as is the case in the 

other types of stratification systems. 

Social mobility- movement upward and 

downward in the class structure - is 

more common than in the other types. 

3 Class is economically based. Classes 

depend on economic differences 

between groups of individuals - inequal¬ 

ities in the possession of mute rial 

resources. In the other types of stratifica¬ 

tion systems, nun-economic factors 

(such as race in the former South African 

caste system] arc generally must impor¬ 

tant. 

■■] Ofiss systems are targe scale and imper- 

sa/iat. In the other types of stratification 

systems, inequalities arc expressed pri¬ 

marily in personal relationships of duty 

or obligation - between slave and master 

or lower- and higher-caste individuals. 

Class systems, by contrast, operate 

mainly through large-scale, impersonal 

associations. Pur instance, one major 

basis of class differences is in inequal¬ 

ities of pay and world ug condi tin ns. 

lAW caste give way to class? 

There is some evidence that globalization 

will hasten the end of legally sanctioned 

caste systems throughout the world- Most 

official caste systems have already given 

way to class-based ones in Industrial cap- 

italist societies; South Africa, mentioned 

earlier, is the most prominent recent 

example fEcrger 1996). Modern industrial 

production requires that people move 

about freely, wnrk at whatever jobs they 

are suited or able to do, and change jobs 

frequently according to economic condi¬ 

tions. The rigid restricLions found in caste 

systems interfere with this necessary 

freedom. Furthermore, as the world 

Increasingly becomes a single economic 

unit, caste-like relationships will become 

increasingly vulnerable to economic pres¬ 

sures. Nonetheless, elements of caste 

persist even In post-Industrial societies, 

for example, some Indian immigrants to 

the West seek to Arrange traditional mar¬ 

riages for their children along caste lliies- 

Theories of class and 
stratification 

The theories developed by Karl Mane 

and Max Weber form the basis of most 
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sociological analysis of class and stratifi¬ 

cation. 

Chapter 1 contains an introduction to 

the thought of Marx and Weber as well 

as a discussi on of what "theories' set out 

to do. 

Scholars working in the Marxist tradition 

liavf further developed. lire ideas Mari 

himself sol out; others have tried lo elab¬ 

orate Weber's concepts. We sliaLI begin by 

examining the theories set forth by Mari 

and Weber before analysing the neo- 
Marxist approach put forth by Erik OlJn 
Wright. 

Karl Mdrx's theory 

Most oF Marx's works were concerned with 

stratification and. above all., with social 

class, yet surprisingly he failed to provide a 

systematic analysis of the concept of class. 

The manuscript Marx was working or at 

clic time of his death (subsequently pub¬ 

lished as part of his major work. Capftal] 

breaks off just at the point where lie posed 

(lie question 'What constitutes a class?' 

Mars's concept of class has thus to be 

reconstructed from the body of bis writ¬ 

ings as a whole. Since the various passages 

where he discussed class are nut always 
fully consistent, there have been many 
disputes between scholars about "what 

Marx really meant', The main outlines of 
his views, however, are fairly clear. 

The nature of class 

for Marx a class is a group of people who 

stand in a common relationship lo the 

means of production - the means by 

which they gain a livelihood. Before the 

rise of modem industry, the means of pro¬ 

duction consisted primarily of land and 

the instruments used to tend crops nr pas¬ 

toral animals. In pre-industrial societies, 

therefore, the two main classes consisted 

of those who owned the land (aristocrats, 

gentry or slave-holders) and Ihnsc actively 

engaged in producing from it (serfs, slaves 

and free peasantry), In modern industrial 

.societies, foe Lories, offices, machinery and 

the wealth or capital needed to buy lliem 

have become more important. The two 

main classes consist of those who own 

these new moans of production industri¬ 

alists or capitalists and those who earn 
their living by selling their labour to them 
- the working class nr, in the now some¬ 

what archaic tonn Mare sometimes 
favoured, lire proletariat. 

According to Marx, the relationship 
between classes is an exploitative one. In 

feudal societies, exploitation often took 

the form of the direct transfer of produce 

from the peasantry to the aristocracy. Serfs 

were compelled to give a certain propor¬ 

tion of their production to their aristo¬ 

cratic master, or had to work for a number 

of days each month in his fields to 

produce crops Lo be consumed by him 

and his retinue, in modern capitalist soci¬ 

eties, the source of exploitation is less 

Obvious, and Mats devoted much atten¬ 

tion to trying to clarify its nature, In lire 
course of the working day. Mara reasoned, 
workers produce more than is actually 

needed by employers to repay the cost of 
hiring ihein. This surplus value is the 
source of profit, which capitalists am able 
to put to thcir own u se. A gro up n fwo rkers 

in a clothing factory, say, might be able to 

produce a hundred suits a day. Selling 7G 

pm cent of lire suits provides enough 

income for the manufac turer to pay the 

workers' wages and for the cost of plant 

and equipment, him me from the sale of 
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the remainder of [he garment is taken as 

pro-fit. 

Marx was struck by the inequalities 

created fair the cap i taJist system .All hough 

In earlier times aristocrats Jived a life of 

Luxury:. completely different frnru that of 

the peasantry, agrarian societies were rel¬ 

atively poor, liven if there had been no 

aristocracy, standards uf living would 

inevitably have been meagre, With the 

development of modern industry, how¬ 

ever. Wealth is produced on mi scale far 

beyond anything seen before,, but workers 
have little access to the wealth that their 
labour creates. They remain relatively 

poor, while the wealth accumulated by 

the propertied class grows. Mara used 
the term pauperization to describe the 

process by which the working class grows 

increasingly impoverished In relation to 

the capitalist class. Even if workers 

become more affluent in absolute terms, 

the gap separating them from the capital¬ 

ist class continues to stretch ever wider. 

'These inequalities between the capitalist 

and tilt.1 working class were not strictly 

economic in nature. Marx noted how the 

development of modem factories and the 

mechanization of production means (hat 

work hequeii Lty beComes duill and oppres - 

sivr.! in the extreme. The labour which is 

the source of our wealth Is often both 

physically wearing a nd mentally led lo us - 

as in die case of a factory hand whose Job 

consists of routine tasks carried on day In. 
day out. in an twchaiiging environment. 

Max Weber's theory 

Weber's approach to stratification was 

built on the analysis developed hv Marx, 

but he modified and elaborated it. Like 

Marx, Weber regarded society as charac¬ 

terized hy conflicts over power and 

resources. Yet where Marx saw polarized 

class relations and economic issues at the 

heart of all social conflict. Weher devel¬ 

oped a more complex, multidimensional 

view uf society. Social stratification is not 

simply a matter of class, according to 

Weber, but is shaped by two further 

aspects; slolws and parly. These three 

overlapping elements of stratification 

produce an enormou s number of possible 

positions within society, rather than the 

more rigid bipnliiT model which Mara p to - 

posed. 
Although Wisher accepted Marx's view 

that class is founded on objectively given 
economic conditions, lw saw a greatei 
variety-1 of economic factors as important 

in class Formation than were recognized 

by Man. According to Weber, class divi¬ 

sions derive not only from control or lack 

o Y emit ml of the mea ns of prod net io 11, hu t 

from economic differences which have 

nothing directly to do noth property. Such 

resources include especially the skills and 

credentials, or qualifications, which affect 

Lhe lypux of job people are able Lo obtain. 

Weber believed that an individual's 

market position strongly influences his or 

her overall life chances. Those in manage¬ 

rial or professional occupations earn 
more and have more favourable condi¬ 
tions of work, for example, than people in 

blue-collar jobs. The qualifications they 
possess, such as degrees, diplomas and 
the skills they have acquired, make them 

more 'marketable'' than others without 

such qualifies lions. At a lower level, 

among blue-collar workers, skilled cralts- 

men are able to secure higher wages than 

the semi- or unskilled. 

Status Lli Weber's theory refers to differ¬ 

ences between social groups in the social 
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honour or prestige they are accorded by 

others, In traditional societies,, status was 

often determined on the basis of first¬ 

hand knowledge of a person gained 

through multiple Interactions in different 

contests over a period of years. Ifr t as sot i - 

dies grew more complex, it became 

Impossible for Status always to be 

accorded in ibis Way. Instead, according 1u 

Weber, status came to be expressed 

i h ro ugh peep le's Slyits of life. Markers and 

symbols of sIeiLus such as housing, dress, 

mu tine r of speech and occupation aII 

help to shape an individual's social stand¬ 
ing in the eyes of otheis. People sharing 

the same status form a community in 
which there Is a sense of shared identity. 

While Man; believed that status distinc¬ 

tions are Ihe result of class divisions in 

society, Weber argued that status often 

varies independently of class divisions. 

Possession of wealth normally tends In 

confer high status, but there- arc many 

exceptions. The term 'genteel poverty' 

refers to □ nc rxatuple. In Britain, Individu- 

ills from aristocratic families continue tu 

enjoy considerable social esteem even 

when their fortunes have been lost, Con¬ 

versely, 'new money' is often Looked on 

with sumo scorn by the well-established 

wealthy. 

In modem societies, Weber pointed 
nut, party formation Is an Important 

aspect of jrwt'rr, and can Influence strardi 
cation Independently of class and status. 
Party defines a group of individuals who 

wo rk logs ther beca use they have co m mon 

backgrounds, aims or interests. Often a 

party works in an organized fashion 

towards a specific goal which is in the 

interest of the party membership. Marx 

tended to explain both status differences 

and party organisation in terms of class. 

Neither, in fact, can be reduced to class 

divisions, Weber argued, even though 

each is influenced by them; both can in 

turn influence the economic circum¬ 

stances of individuals and groups, thereby 

affecting class. Parties may appeal to con¬ 

cerns cutting across class differences; for 

example, parties may be based on relig¬ 

ious affiliation or nationalist ideals. A 

Marxist might attempt to explain the 

conflicts between Catholics and Protes¬ 

tants in Northern Ireland in class terms, 

since more Catholics than Protestants tire 

In working-class jolts, A follower of Weber 

would argue that such an explanation is 

Ineffective, because many Protestants are 

also working class In background- The 

parties to which people are affiliated 

express religious as well as class differ¬ 

ences. 

Weber's writings on stratification are 

important, because they show that other 

dimensions of stratification besides class 

strongly influence people's lives. While 

Marx tried to reduce social stratification to 

class divisions alone. Weber drew atten¬ 

tion to the complex interplay of class, 

status and party as separate aspects of 

social stratification creating a more 

flexible basis for analysing stratification 

than that provided by Marti, 

Erik Olin Wright's theoty of class 

The American sociologist Oril Olin Wright 
has developed an Influential theory of 
class which combines aspects of both 

Mara's and Wehcr's approaches f Wright 

1970, 198S, 1997). According to Wright, 

there are three dimensions of control over 

economic resources in modern capitalist 

production, and these allow us to identify 

the major classes which exist. 
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1 Control over investments or money 

capital. 

2 Control over (he physical means of pro¬ 

duction (land or factories and offices). 

3 Control over labour power. 

T hose who belong to the capitalist class 

have control over each of these dimen¬ 

sions in the production system. Members 

of the working class have control over 

none of them. In between these two main 

classes, HoWeVer. a re the groups whose 

position is more anil ii pie hi* tlie manag¬ 
ers and white-collar workers mentioned 
above. These people are in whet Wright 

calls contradictory class locations, 
because they are able to influence some 
aspects of production, hut are denied 

eon Cm] over others. White-collar and pro¬ 

fessional employees, fur example, have (n 

contract their labour power to employers 

in order to make a living in the same way 

as manual walkers do. Bui at the same 

time they have a greater degree of control 

over the work selling than most people in 

blue-collar jobs, Wright terms the class 

position of such workers 'contradictory' 

because (hey arc neither capitalists nor 

manual workers, yet they share certain 

Comment features with each. 

A large segment of the population - 135 

to wo per cent, according lo Wright (1997) 

- Fall into the category of those wlw are 

forced to sell their labour because they do 

not oonired the means of production. Yet 

within this population there is a great deal 

of diversity, ranging From the traditional 

manual working class to white-collar 

workers. In order to differentiate class 

locations within this large population, 

Wright lakes two factors into account: the 

relationship la authority, and the posses¬ 

sion of skills or expertise, First. Wright 

argues that many middle-class workers, 

such as managers and supervisors, enjoy 

reintranships tou'ards authority that are 

more privileged lhan those of the working 

class. Such individuals are called on by 

capitalists la assist in controlling the 

working class - for example, by monitor¬ 

ing an employee's work or by conducting 

personnel reviews and evaluations and 

are rewarded for their‘loyalty1 by earning 

higher wages and receiving regular pro¬ 

motions, Yet. at the same time, these indi¬ 

viduals. remain under the control of the 
capitalist owners. In other wends, they are 
both exploiters and espied ted. 

The second factor which differentiates 
class locations within the middle classes 
is the jNistiB.t.tian of skill* and axfyern.sa. 

Accord i ng to Wrigh t, m Ltldle- class cm ploy- 

ccs possessing skills which are in demand 

in the labour market are able to exercise a 

speed it form of power in the capitalist 

system. Given that their expertise is in 

short supply, they are able (o earn a higher 

wage, The lucrative positions available to 

information technology specialists in the 

emerging knowledge economy illustrate 

this point. Moreover, Wright argues, 

because employees with knowledge and 

skills are more difficult to monitor and 

control, employers are -obliged to secure 
their loyalty and cooperation by rewarding 
them accordingly. 

Measuring class 

Both theoretical and empirical studies 

have investigated the Jink between class 

standing and other dimensions oF social 

life, such as voting patterns, educational 

attainment and physical health. Yet. as ive 

have seen, the concept of class is far from 
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clear-cut. Both in academic circles and in 

cnminon usage,. the term 'class' is under¬ 

stood and used in a wide variety of ways. 

How. then, can sociologists and research¬ 

ers measure an imprecise concept such as 

class for the purpose of empirics] studies? 

The linkages between social class and other issues 
are discussed at various points throughout this book, 
as a glance at the index will show, Some important 
discussions can be found on: 

* sen i..il class and hcaHhr pp- 272-6 

* social claw and gender, pj>. 334-7 
* social class and ethnicity, pp. 500-15 

■ social class and domestic violence, p. 222 

- social class and higher education, p. B9S 

- social class and religion, p. 562 

■ social class and unemployment, p. 7B4 

When an abstract concept such as class 

is transformed into a measurable variable 

Ln a study, we say that the concept lias 

been operationalized. This means that it 

has been defined clearly and concretely 

enough to be Lested. through empirical 

research, ^sociologists hove operational¬ 

ized class through a variety of schemes 

which attempt to map the class structure 

of society. Such schemes provide a tlieo- 

ret leal framework by wh 1th. Individuals a re 
allocated to social class categories. 

A common rearin'? of most class 

schemes is dun they are based on the 

occupational structure. Sociologists have 

seen class divisions as corresponding gen¬ 

erally with material and social inequalities 

that arc linked to types of employmcnt. 

The development of capitalism and 

industrialism has been marked liy a 

growing division of labour and an increas¬ 

ingly complicated occupational structure. 

Although no lon ger as true as it once was, 

occupation is one of the most critical 

factors in an individual's social standing, 

life chances and level of material comfort. 

Social scientists have used occupation 

extensively as an indicator ol social class 

because of the belief that individuals in 

the same occupation tend to experience 

•similar degrees of social advantage or dis¬ 

advantage, maintain comparable life¬ 

styles,. and share similar opportunities in 

Me. 

Class schemes based on (be occupa¬ 

tional Structure take a number of different 

forms. Some schemes are largely descrip¬ 
tive in nature- they reflect the shapeofthe 

occupational and class structure In 

society without addressing the relations 
between social classes. Buch models have 

been favoured try scholars who see stratifi¬ 

cation as unproblematic and part of Lhc 
natural social order, such as those working 

in tbe functionalist tradition. 

Functionalism was introduced in 

chapter 1f 'What is Sociology?', 

pp. 20-2. 

Other schemes are mure theoretically 

informed - often drawing on the ideas of 

Marx or Weber - and concern themselves 

with explaining lire relations belu'twri 

classes In society. 'Relational' class 
schemes tend to be favoured by sociolo¬ 
gists working within conflict paradigms in 

order to demonstrate the divisions and 
tensions within society. Erik Dlln Wright's 
theory of class (see pp, 3KM) Is an 
example or a relational class scheme, 

because it seeks to depict the processes of 

class exploitation from a Marxist perspec¬ 

tive. 
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John GO Id thorps ddSS 3nd 

occupation 

Some sociologists have been dissatisfied 

wdlli descriptive class schemes, claiming 

that 1 Ii-l-;. merely rolled social and material 

i neutralities between classes rather than 

seeking la exp la in the class processes w h Ich 

give birth to them, With such concerns in 

mind, sociologist John (ioldlhcupe created 

a scheme for use In empirical research on 

social mobility. The Goldthorpe dan 

srhem^was designed not as a hierarchy, but 

as a represent* tin n of the 're 1st in n*|' main re 

of contemporary class structure, 

Goldthorpe's theories have been highly 

influential. His account of class is dis¬ 

cussed in this section. His writings on 

social mobility1 are examined below on 

pp. 53D-1, 

Although Goldthnrpe now underplays 

any explicit theoretical inJl Lienee on his 

scheme fErikson and Goldthorpe 1993), 

sociologists have often pointed to the 

Goldthorpe classification as an example of 

a nen-Weberian class scheme. This is 

because Goldthorpe's original scheme 

identified class locations oil the basis of 

LWu main factors: market situation and 

work situation, An individual 's market sit¬ 

uation concerns his or her level of pay. job 

security and prospects for advancement; 

It emphasises material rewards and 

general life chances, The uwJt iftiwtion. 
by contrast, focuses, mi questions of 

control, power and authority within the 

occu pat i o n. An Individual's work si runtion 

is concerned With the degree of Autonomy 

in the workplace and the over* 11 relations 

of control affecting an employee. 

Cnldlhorpc devised his scheme by eval¬ 

uating occupations on the basis of their 

Table 9.1 Goldthorpe's class scheme 

Class 

Service 1 Higher-grade professionals, administrators and 
officials. Large managers and proprietors. 

II Lower-grade professionals, administrators and 
officials. Small managers and proprietors. 

intermediate nil Roulims non-manual employes jn adminisl ration 
and commerce (largely clerical). 
Ranh and file employees in service industries. 

nib Routine non-manual employees, lower grade 
(sal es an d services). 

IV Small proprietors and self-employed artisans. 
tvb Small proprietors and artisans without employees. 
►Vl Farmers and smallholders, other self-employed 

agricultural. 
V Lower-grade technicians, supervisors oF manual 

workers. 

Working VI Skilled manual workers. 
VII Semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers. 
VI lb Agricultural workers. 

Employment relation 

Employer or service relationship. 

Service relationship, 

intermediate. 

Intermediate {men), labour 
contract (women). 
Employer. 
SeLf-em ployed. 
Employer or sell-employed. 

Intermediate. 

La bour contract. 
Labour contract 
Labour contract 

5ource: Adapted horn Crompton (1999).. p. §7 
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relative market and work situations. The 

resulting classification Is shown in table 

9.1. Encompassing; eleven class locations, 

Goldthoipc's scheme is more derailed than 

many others. Vet in common usage the 

class locations are compressed into ihrce 

main class strata; a 'semcc1 class (classes 1 

and 11}, an 'intermediate class' (classes ill 

and IV 3 and a 'Working class' (classes V, VI 

and Vllh Geldllicipe also acknowledges 

the presence of an el Lu class of properly 

holders at the Very lop of the scheme, but 

argues that It h such a small segment of 
society that It Is not meaningful as a cate- 

gory in empirical studies. 

in recent writings Goldthorpe has 
emphasized wtplnymeni nriraftons within 

his scheme, rather than the notion nF work 

situation described above [Goldthorpe and 

Marshall 1992). By this, Goldthorpe draws 

attention to different types of employment 

contract. A labour contract supposes an 

exchange of wages and effort which is 

specifically defined and delimited, while 

a service contract has a prospective' 

element such as the possibility of salary 

growth or promotion. According to Gokl- 

tliorpe, the working class is characterized, 

by labour contracts and Lhc service class by 

service contracts: the intermediate class 

locations experience intermediate types of 

employment relations. 

Evaluating Coldthorpe's class 
scheme 

Goldthorpe's class scheme has bean used 

widely in empirical research, if has been 

useful in high lighting class-based inequal¬ 

ities, such us those related In health and 

education, as well :lh reflecting class-based 

dimensions in voting patterns, political 

outlooks and general social atLltudes, Yet it 

is important to note several significant lim¬ 

itations to schemes such as Coldthorpe's 

which shouLd caution us against applying 

them uncritically. 

Occupational class schemes arc 

difficult to apply to the ecc-riomrctr/ly,rnoc- 

rft'EV such as the unemployed, students, 

pensioners and children.. Unemployed 

and retired individuals, are often classified 

oil the basis of 4heir previous work activity, 

although this can he problematic in the 

CPue of the long-term unemployed or 

people with sporadic work liistories, Stu¬ 
dents can sometimes he classified accord¬ 
ing to their discipline, hut tills is mone 

likely to be successful In cases where the 

field of study correlates closely to a 
specific occupation (such os engineering 

or medicinal. 

Class schemas based on occupational 

distinctions are also unable to reflect the 

importance of property ou-nerskip and 

ieeatth to social class. Occupational titles 

alone are not sufficient indicators of an 

individual's wealth and overall assets. This 

Is particularly true among the richest 

members of society, including entrepren¬ 

eurs, financiers and the 'old rich', whose 

occupational titles of 'director' or 'execu¬ 

tive' place them in the same category as 

many professionals of much more limited 
means, In other words, class schemes 
derived from occupational categories do 

not accurately reflect the enormous con¬ 
centration of wealth among the'economic 
elite'. By classifying such individuals 
alongside other upper-class professionals, 

the occupational class schemes dilnte Lhc 

relative weight of property relations in 

social stratification. 

Jo li n Wcstcrgaard is o nc socichn gist who 

has disputed Goldlhorpc's view that 

because the rich arc so few in number they 
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car he excluded From schemes detailing 

class s tructure. As Wcstcrgaard. aigues: 

It Is the Lntense ccmctti tratlon oF power and 
privilege in so Few hands that makes these 
people top Thdr .sorio-structural weight 
overall, iilmlerisel y dl5pTU|>or1liLi]i.;Ue tu their 

small numbers, males the society they top a 
class society, whatever may he Ihe pattern »F 
divisions beneath therm, IlyuS; 127} 

As we have seen, there area number of com¬ 

plexities involved in devising dess schemes 

Limit cun reliably ’map' ihe class stniolura of 

society, Even within a relatively 'stable1 

occupational structure,, measuring and 

mapping social clasts is fraught with diffi¬ 

culty. Yet the rapid economic transforma¬ 

tions occurring in industrial societies have 

made the measurement of class even marc 

problematic, and have even led some to 

question the usefulness of class as a 

concept. New categories of occupations are 

emerging, there has been a general shift 

away from industrial production towards 

service and knowledge work, and an enor¬ 

mous number of women have entered the 

workforce in recent decades. Occupational 

class schemes are not necessarily Well suited 

to capturing the dynamic processes of class 
formation, mobility and change that are 
provoked by such social transformation*. 

Using your sociological Imagination: the death of class? 

In recent years there has been a vigorous debate 
within sociology about the usefulness of 'class'. 
Some sociologists, such as Ray Pahl, have even 
questioned whether it is still a useful concept in 
attempting to understand contemporary 
so duties. Austro linn academics Jan Pakulski and 
Malcolm Waters have been prominent amongst 
those who argue that class is no longer the key 
to unde rata n ding contemporary societies. In 
their book, TYi-c Decrth of il/oss [I'SSS], they 
argue that contemporary societies have 
undergone profound social changes and are no 
longer to be accurately seen as ’class societies' 

A time of social change 

Piikuhbi and Waters argue fhat industrial 
societies are now undergoing a period of 
tremendous social change. We are witnessing a 
period when the political, social and economic 
importance of class is in decline. Industrial 
societies have changed! from being organized 
class societies to a n*w stage, which Pakulski 
and Waters call 'status conventionalism1; Pakulski 
and Waters use this term to indicate that 
inequalities, although they remain, are the result 
of differences in status (prestige) and in the 
lifestyle and consumption patterns favoured by 
such status, groups- Class is no longer an 
important factor in a person's identity, and the 

class communities exemplified by Young and 
Willmntl's study of Bethnal Creen [1973] are a 
thing of the past. These changes in turn mean 
that attempts to explain political and social 
behaviour by reference to class are also out of 
date. Class, if seems, is well and truly dead. 

Property ownership 

One of the re asons for this huge shift is that 
there have been important changes in property 
ownership. Property ownership, it is claimed, is 
now Iks restricted. Ibis rowra that there is 
both more competition amongst Firms, since 
there are more of them, and less opportunity for 
a d o m ina nt ca pita list or ma na ge rial class to 
reproduce and pass ori its own privilege to the 
next generation of capitalists, inequality, 
however, remains and, where it does arise, is 
the result of the failure of groups to achieve a 
high status, not their class position (their 
position in a division oF labour). 

Increase in Consumer power 

These changes have been accompanied by an 
increase in consumer power. In ever more 
competitive and diverse markets, firms baVd to 
be much more sensitive in heeding the wishes 
of consumers. There has Thus been a shift in the 
balance of power in advanced industrial 
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satieties, What marks out the underprivileged in 
contemporary society,, what Pakulski and Waters 
refer to as an ascriptively disprivileged 
underclass', is their inability to engage in ‘status 
consumption' which is to say, their (inability to 
buy cats, clothes, houses, holidays and other 
consumer poods. 

For Pakuiski and Waters, contemporary 
societies are stratified, but this stratification is 
achieved through cultural consumption, not 
class position in the division of labour. It seems 
that They are claiming That the differences 
between, say. a skilled worker from Luton, who 
drives a Ford Escort, lives in semi-detached 
house worth between about £80,000 and 
£lGO,adG and who goes on package holidays to 
Spain, and an Oxbridge-educated lawyer living 
in Hampsleod, who drives a Mercedes, has a 
house worth £200,000 and! who holidays in 
private rented villas in Tuscany, are purely issues 
of status: it is not that they sre members of 
different classes. It is all a matter of style, taste 
and status (prestige), not ol location in 1h? 
division of labour. 

Processes of globa El zatl □ n 

The shift From organised class society to status 
conventionalism is explained as being the result 
of processus of globalization, changes in the 
economy, technology and politics, Pakulski and 
Waters argue that globalization has led to a new 
international division at labour, in which the 
'ti rst wo rl d' is i ncreasi ngly post-i n d ustna I - th ere 
are simply fewer of the sort of manual working 
class occupations which characterized the 
previous era of 'organized class society', At the 
same time, in a globalized world, nation-states 
are less self-contained and are less able to 
govern either their population or market forces 
than they once were. Stratification and 
inequality still exisT, but they exist more an a 
global than a national basis'we see mote 
significant inequalities between different nations 
than we do within a nation-state. 

Economic Organization in 'first World' 
societies, powered by technological change,, has 
become far less reliant on unskilled manual 
labour. Work requires increasing levels of skill 
and knowledge, Production techniques reflect 

post-Fordisf explanations, which em p hasize the 
need fora highly skilled and flexible labour 
force, producing customized goods for niche 
markets. As the skilled manual labour Force has 
declined, there lias been an increase fn the 
service secto r and a shift to the 'knowledge 
economy'. 

The political and social implications 

These changes have had profound political and 
sociia] implications. As mentioned above, 
collective class-based communities have 
collapsed.. In the case of the UK this has 
occurred as old industries* such as coal mining, 
hove 'down sized1 urid populations have shifted 
To The more affluent urbanized areas in the 
south. Greater geographical mobility has led to 
charges in family structure - single-person 
households are on the increase in the UK. 
Pakulski and Waters argue that, iri the context oF 
greater geographical mobility, She importance of 
The family as a site of class reproduction (as in 
Young and WilSmott) is now very much in 
decline, 

0 rawing or> the work of Ulrich Beck, Pakulski 
and Wafers claim that we now live in an 
'individualized' society'. Rather than see 
themselves as members of a social class, people 
nowadays tend to see themselves simply as 
individuals, Their identity will be more 
influenced by (heir status Through their 
consumption patterns and through factors such 
as their race, gender, age or regional/national 
identity, 

Nothing but a theory? 

These are substantial claims - and Pakulski and 
Waters seem happy to make them with little m 
the way of empirical evidence; their book 
presents what is almost exclusively a theoretical 
argument. Many sociologists would agree that 
we are living Through a period of tremendous 
sociaQ change, but have Pakulski and Waters 
portrayed the changes accurately? 

Criticism of Pakulski and Waters has tended 
to focus on the way They have defined class. 
Rosemary Crompton has argued that, while 
trodihemal definitions of class have tended to 
neglect cultural factors such as gender, race and 
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Status differences, tile Pekulski and Waters 
definition is unhelpful and confuses class and 
status, John Scott and Lydia Morris also argue for 
a need to make distinctions between the class 
positions of individuals -their location in a 
division of labour - and the collective 
phenomena of social class through which 
people express a sense of bo urging tc- a group 
and have a shared sense of identity and values. 
This last sense of class (a more subjective and 
collective sense) may or may not exist in a 
society at a particular time - it will depend on 
many social, economic and political factors. 

It is Lhis lost aspect of class that appears to 
have diminished in recent years. This does not 
mean that staius and the cultural aspects of 

Stratification are now so dominant that the 
economic aspects of class are of no significance; 
indeed, mobility studies and inequalities of 
wcdlth indicate the opposite. Class is not dead - 
it is just becoming that bit mote complex! 

Source: Abbott (2001 > 

Questions 

1 k social class, as Pakubfcf #nd Waters argue,, 
"dead"? 

2 Do you see yourself as a member of a 
particular class? If sor how has it affected your 
life? 

Social class divisions in 
Western society today 

The question of the upper class 

Who ik right, WestergaarU or GoLdthorpe? 
Is there si I LI a distinctive upper class, 
founded on ownership of wealth end 
property? Or should we l>e talking more of 

a wider service class, as Goldthorpe sug¬ 
gests? One way of approaching these 
issues is to look at how far wealth and 

income are concentrated in the hands of a 

few. 

Reliable information about the distri¬ 

bution of wealth is difficult to ohtain. 

Some ecu n. fries keep mo re ateurale sta Lis - 

tics than others, but there is always a con - 

siderable amount of guesswork involved. 

The affluent do not usually publicize the 

full range of their assets; it has often been 

remarked that we know far more about the 

poor than we do about the wealthy. What 

Ls certain Is that Wealth is indeed concen¬ 

trated hi die hands of a small minority, in 

Britain the top l per cent own some 23 per 

cent of all marketable wealth. The most 

wealthy 10 p er cent of the population own 

well over half the total marketable wealth, 

while the least Wealthy half of the popula¬ 

tion own only 5 percent of the Lotal wealth 

(see table 9.2). 

Ownership of Stocks and bonds is more 

unequal than holdings of wealth as a 

whole. The top l per cent in the UK own 
some 75 per cent of privately held corpo¬ 

rate shares; the top 5 per cent own over 3D 
per cent of the total- But there has also 
been more change in this respect. Some25 

per cent of the population own shares., 

which compares with L-1 percent in I9AG- 

many people bought shares for the first 

time during the privatization programme 

of the Conservative government that 

came to power in 1979. The increase is 

even m d re d rams tic when looked at over a 

longer period, for in 1379 only 5 per cent of 

the population held shares. Most of these 

holdings are small (worth less than £1,090 

at 1931 prices), and institutional share 

ownership shares held by companies in 

other Units - is growing faster than Indi¬ 

vidual share ownership, 
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Table 9.2 Distribution of wealth in the UKr 1991 -2 Ml-3 (%} 

1991 1996 2ora 2001 2002 

Marketable wealth 

Percentage of wealth own ed byL 

Most wealthy 1% 17 20 23 22 23 

Most wealthy 5% 3-5 40 44 47 41 

Most wealthy 10% 47 52 56 54 56 

Most wealthy 25% 7f 74 75 72: 74 

Most wealthy 50% 92 93 95 94 94 

Total marketable wealth ff billion) 1 r711 2J032 5,151 1,477 1,464 

Marketable wealth less value of dwellings. 

Percentage of wealth owned byb 

Most wealthy 1% 23 26 33 34 35 

Most wealthy 5% 51 49 59 5E 62 

Most wealthy 10% 64 63 73 72 75 

Most wealthy 25% 30 FJl 39 HE 33 

Most wealthy 50% 93 94 96 96 98 

' Estimates for individual years should be treated with caution as Ihey a>e affected by samp: Ing error end the particular 

pattern. I-.F deaths in ihatycar 

'■ Adutte ajjed IKandcvftr 

Source; Socrirf ^reodr 35 {2«H ), p. 90 

"I'hc rich' do not constitute a homoge¬ 

neous group. Neither do they form a static 

category: individuals follow varying tra¬ 

jectories into and out of wealth. Some rich 

people were born into families of 'old 

money' un expression which refers to 

long>$t&ndlng wealth ittiHi has been 

passed down through generations. Ollier 
affluent individuals are 'self-made', having 

successfully built up wealth from more 
humble beginnings. Profiles of the richest 

me m bens of society wa ry enormously. Next 

io members of long-standing affluent 

families arc music and film celebrities, 

athletes and representatives of the 'new 

1-liti V,III! hi.*.. 11:. i: I: imljiihs l';ii:.. .'ll ill-.- 

development and promotion oFcomput¬ 

ers.. telecommliniralLans and the Internet. 

I.Lkc poverty, wealth must be regarded in 

the context of life cycles, Some individuals 

become wealthy very quickly, only to lose 

much or all of it: others may experience a 

gradual growth or decline in assets over 

time. 

While it is- difficult to collect precise 

Information about the assets and lives of 
the rich. It Is possible to trace broad shifts 
in the composition of the Wealthiest 

segment of society. Some noteworthy 
trends have arisen in Britain In recent 
years. First. 'selF-mede millionaires'', like 
Sir Gulam Noon who we discussed ar Ihe 
start of this chapter, appear tube making 

up a greatsi proportion of the wealthiest 

individual--. More Ilian 76 per cent of Ihe 
1.0(H) richest Britons in 2004 made their 

own wealth, rather than inheriting it. 

Second, a small but growing number of 
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Table 9,5 Grits in"s ten richest individuals 

Flame Worth (millions) Industry 

l Roman Abramovich £7,5QD oil. football and investments 

2 The Duke oF Westminster £5,90a Property 

5 H@ns Reusing and Family E5^00 Fond packaging 

4 Philip Green £1,910 Retailing 

5 Lakshmi Mittal C3,50Q Steel 

9 Sir Richard Branson £2,600 Transport and me bile phones 

7 Kirsten and Jam Pausing £2,575 Inheritance, bloodstock anti investments 

8 Bemre and Slavics Ecclestone £2,323 Motor rad ng 

9 Charlene arid Michel de Carvalho C2,26D Inh el ite nee, brewing and ban king 

10 David and Simon Reub-en £2,200 Property and metal trading 

Source: Suntfoy Tfruej fli'cb Lit (2DCM J 

women arc entering the ranks of (he rich. 

In 1909 only six women were- represented 

among the wealthiest Britans; by 2004 Lhc 

number Jiad risen to seventy-eight. Third., 

Ln recent yeans many of the vvealthlesl 

members of society arc quite young - in 

their twenties or thirties. In 2900, seven¬ 

teen Uritons under the age of thirty were 

Worth mure than £30 ml LI Ion. Futtnh, 

ethnic minorities, particularly those of 
Aslan origin. have been increasing their 

presence among the super-rich (Sifflflfsy 
Times likii List, 2000), Finally, many of the 

richest people In Britain - Including the 
richest, Roman Abramovich - were nor 
bn in in the country, but decided to make ii 

their place of residence far a variety of 

reasons, including the relatively low rates 

at' tax Tor the super-rich. Britain's richest 

individuals, as listed in 2001, arc shown in 

table 9.3. 

Although the composition of the rich is 

certainly changing, the view that there is 

no Longer a distinguishable upper class is 

t| urs Lia liable. .1 d h n Scot L (1991) has argued 

that tlie upper class today has changed 

shape but retains its distinctive position, 

Ele points to three distinctive groups who 

together form a constellation of interests in 

controlling - and profiting from - big busi¬ 

ness, Senior executives in inrge corpora¬ 

tions may not own I heir companies, but 

they are often abJc to accumulate share¬ 

holdings, and these connect them buth to 

old-style industrial onlrcrpn-nonrs and to 

‘ftnuftcn lapllftiisis'. Finance capitalists, a 

category that Includes the people who run 

the insurance companies, banks, invest¬ 

ment funds and other organizations that 

are large institutional shareholders, are in 

Scott's view at the core of tin: upper class 

today. 

Policies encouraging entrepreneurship 

during the 1990s and the information 

teeli oology boom of rli e 19941s have led in 

a new wave of entry Into lhc upper class of 

people who have made a fortune from 

business and technologies! advances. At 

the same lime, the growth of corporate 

shareholding among middle-class house¬ 

holds has broadened the profile of corpo¬ 

rate ownership. Vet Lhc concentration of 

power and wealth in the upper class 

remains in Lac L, While corporate uwner- 
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Few people today have the aristocratic prestige and wealth of the recently deceased 

Duke of Devonshire, In this photograph, his house and grounds staff ore seen watching 

the funeral cortege. 

ship patterns may bn more diltuKe than in 

earlier times, it is still a small minority 

who benefit substantially from share¬ 

holding. 

We ran conclude from this that we need 

a concept both of the upper class anti the 

service class. The upper dass consists oi a 

small minority of individuals who have 

both wealth and power, and are able- to 

transmit their privileges CO their children, 

file upper class can be roughly identified 

as the top l per cent of wealth ■holders. 

Cel hi w that class is the service deiSp made 

op, as Goldthorpe says, of professionals, 

managers a ml top administrators. They 

make up sotne b par cent ■ »f the popula¬ 

tion. Those whom Goldthorpe calls the 

'intermediate class" are perhaps more 

simply called the middle class, let us look 

in m n re detail at rhis class. 

The middle class 

The ph rase t h e middl e cl as 5 eat ers a broad 

spectrum of people walking in many 

different occupations, I'mm employees in 

the service industry'to school teachers to 

medical professionals, borne authors 

prefer to speak of the 'middle classes' to 

draw attention to Lhc diversity of occupa¬ 

tions, class and status situations, and life 

chances that characterise Us members. 

According to iiiu&C observers. The middle 

class now encom passes the majority of the 

population In Britain and most other 

industrialized countries- This is because 

the proportion of while-collar jobs has 

risen markedly relative to blue-collar ones 

over the course of the century [see cha p te r 

ITI. Work and Economic I ifc"). 
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Members of Ihe middle class, by merit 

of their educational credentials or techni ¬ 

cal qualifications, occupy positions that 

provide them with greater materia] and 

cultural advantages than those enjoyed by 

manual workers. Unlike the working class, 

members of the middle class can sell their 

mental a nti their physical labour power in 

order to earn ei living. While this distinc¬ 

tion is useful in forming a rough division 

between the middle and working, classes, 

the dynamic nature of the occupational 

structure and the possibility of upward 
and downward social mobility make it 
difficult to define the boundaries of the 

middle class with great precision, 
The middle class is not internally cohe¬ 

sive a nd is u nli kely to heeo m e so, give n the 

diversity of its members and their differ¬ 

ing interests (Butlerand Savage 1995). It is 

true that the middle class is not as homo¬ 

geneous as the worldng class, nor do its 

members share a common social back¬ 

ground nr cultural outlook., as is largely the 

case with the top layers of the upper class, 

The loose' composition of the middle 

class is not a new phenomenon, however; 

it lias been an abiding feature of the 

middle class since its emergence in the 

early nineteenth cenltity. 

Professional, uiEiiiagcTuil and adminis¬ 

trative occupations have been among the 
fastest growing sectors of the middle class, 

There are several reasons why this Is so. The 
first is related to the importance of large- 

scale organizations In modem societies 
(see chapter Ifi, 'Organizations anti Net¬ 

works'). The spread of bureaucracies has 

created opportunities and a demand for 

employees to work within institutional set¬ 

tings. Individuals such as doctors and 

lawyers who might have been self- 

employed in earlier times now tend to work 

in institutional environments. Second, the 

growth of professionals is a reflection of the 

expanding number of people who work in 

sectors of the economy where the govern- 

ment playsa major role. The creation of the 

welfare state Jed to an enormous growth in 

many professions involved in carrying out 

its mandate, such as social workers, teach¬ 

ers and healthcare professionals. Finally, 

with the deepening of economic and 

industrial development, there has been an 

eVor-groWlng demand for the services of 

experts In the fields of law, finance, 

accounting, technology and Information 
systems- Til this sense, professions can be 

seen as both a product of (lie modern era 
and a central contribute i to Us evolution 
and expansion. 

Professionals, managers end higher- 

level administrators gain their position 

largely from their possession of credcn- 

tials-degrees, diplomas and other-qualifi¬ 

cations. As a whole, they enjoy relatively 

secure and remunerative careers, and 

their separation from people in more 

routine non-manual jobs has probably 

grown more pronounced in recent yearn. 

Some authors have seen professionals and 

other higher white-collar groups as 

forming a specific class the 'profes¬ 

sions I/managerial class' [Bhre ureich and 

Ehrcnreich 15*73), The degree of division 
between them and white-cellsi workeis.. 

however, does not seem either deep or 
clear-cut enough m make such a position 
defensible, 

Ollier authors hove examined the ways 

in which white-collar professionals join 

together to maxi mire their own IntL-rests 

and to secure high levels of material 

reward and prestige. The ease of (he 

medical profession illustrates this paint 

clearly (Parry and Parry 197&). Some 
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groups within the medical profession, 

such as doctors, have successfully orga¬ 

nized themselves to protect their standing 

in society and to ensure a high level of 

material reward. Three main dimensions 

of professional lism have enabled this to 

happen; entry into the profession is 

restricted to those who meet a strict set of 

defined criteria IquEilificutiuns): a profes¬ 

sional association monitors ami disci¬ 

plines the conduct arid performance of its 

me rubers; a nd it is gene rally accep Led that 

only members of the profession ate qual¬ 
ified to practise medicine- Through such 
channels, self-governing professions! 

associations ate a ble to exdude unwa n led 

individuals from the profession and to 
enhance the market position of their own 

members. 

The changing nature of the 

working class 

Ma rx believed that the working class - 

people working in manufacture as blue- 

collar labour - would become progres¬ 

sively larger and larger. That was the basis 

for bis view that the working class would 

create the momentum for a revolutionary 
transformation of society. In fact, the 

working class has got smaller and smaller. 
Only a quarter of a century ago. some 40 
percent of the working population was in 

blue-collar work. Now, in the UK, only 
about i a per cent k and this proportion is 
still dropping- Moreover, the conditions 
under which working-dais people are 

living, and the styles of lire they are follow¬ 

ing. are altering. 

British society, in common wilh most 

other industrialized countries, has con¬ 

siderable numbers of poor people. 

However, the majority of individuals 

working in blue-collar occupations no 

longer live in poverty. As was mentioned 

earlier, the income of manual workers has 

increased considerably since the turn of 

the century. This rising standard of living 

is expressed in the increased availability 

of consumer goods to all classes, About 

50 per cent of blue-collar workers now 

uWn (heJr uWn homes. Cars, Washing 

machines, televisions and telephones are 

owned by ei very high propurtio n ofho use - 

holds. 

We examine this issue more closely in 
chapter to, 'Poverty, Social Exclusion 

and Welfare1, 

The phenomenon of working-class 
affluence suggests yet another possible 

route towards a more 'middle-class 

society'. Perhaps, as blue-collar workers 

grow more prosperous, they become 

more middle class. This idea, with the 

sociologist's characteristic fondness for 

cumbersome names, came to be known 

as the embourgeoisement thesis. 

Embourgeoisemenl means 'becoming 

mure bourgeois', ei Meitx.-style term for 

'becoming more middle class'. In the 

1950s. when the thesis was first 

advanced, its supporters Eirgued that 

many Hue-collar workers earning 
middle- class wages would a dopt <u Id die ■ 
class values, outlooks and lifestyles as 

well. There was a widely held belief that 
progress within Industrial society was 
having a powerful effect »3i the shape of 
social stratification. 

In Ihe ILJ hi Os, John Goldlhorpe and his 

cnilcaj-Lics carried out what came to be a 

very well- known study in order to test Ihc 

emhourgeniaement hypothesis. In 

undertaking the study, they argued that if 

the emhourgeoisement thesis was true. 
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affluent blue-collar employees should Lie 

virtually indistinguishable from white- 

collar employees in terms of (heir alti¬ 

tudes to work, lifestyle and. politics. Based 

on interviews with workers in the car and 

chemical industries in Luton, the 

research was published in three volumes, 

It is often referred to as the Affluent 

IVcrt'A#!' study (Goldthurpe 196B 9}. A 

total of 220 manual workers were studied, 

together with. 54 white-collar workers for 

purposes of comparison. Many of the 

blue ■collar workers had migrated to i he 
area in search of well-paid jobs: com¬ 
pared <o most other manual workers, 

they were In fact highly paid and earned 
more ill an most lower-level white-collar 

works rs. 
Coldthorpe and his colleagues focused 

on three dimensions of working-class atti¬ 

tudes and found very little support for the 

embourgeoisement thesis. In terms of 

economic outlooks and altitudes to work, 

the authors agreed that many workers had 

acquired a middle-class standard of living 

an the basis of their income and owner¬ 

ship of consumer goods. Vet ihis relative 

affluence was attained through positions 

characterized by poor benefits, low 

chances for promotion and liltle intrinsic 

job satisfaction, The authors of the study 

found that affluent workers had an torm- 
rntwi tolorterjTtuion to their woi V: they saw 

11 as a means to an end. tlw end of ga I ning 
good wages.Their work was mostly repet¬ 
itive and uninteresting, and they had litile 
direct commitment to it. 

Despite levels of affluence comparable; 

with those of white-collar employees, the 

workers in the study did not associate with 

white-collar workers in their leisure time, 

and did not aspire to rise up Lhc class 

Ladder. Galdlhorpc and his colleagues 

found that most socializing was done at 

liQiiic with immcdialc family members or 

kin, or with other working-class neigh¬ 

bours. There was In tic indication tlial lhc 

workers were moving towards middle- 

class norms and values. In terms of politi¬ 

cal outlooks, the auLhors found that there 

was a negative correlation between 

working-class affluence and support for 

the Conservative Party. 3upporters of the 

embourgeoi-semeiiL thesis had predicted 

tliii t growlng affl nonce a mOJflg th e Working, 

class would weaken traditional support 

for the Labour Party. 

The results of the study, in the eyes of its 

authors, were dear-cut; tire embourge 
olsemetit diesis was false. These workers 
were not in die process of Incoming more 

middle class. However, Goldthorpc and 

his colleagues did concede the possibility 

of some convergence between the lower- 

middle class and upper-working class on 

certain points. Affluent workers shared 

wilh their white-collar counterparts 

similar patterns of economic consump¬ 

tion, a privatized home-centred outlook 

arid support for Snstrumenial callectiirism 

(collective action through unions to 

improve wages and conditions) al the 

workplace. 

No strictly comparable research has 

been carried out in die Intervening years,, 

and it is not clear how far. if the conclu¬ 

sions reached by Guldthorpe et al. were 

valid ai the time, they remain true now. It 

is generally agreed dial the old. traditional 

woiking-class communities have tended 

to become fragmented, or have broken 

down altogether, with the decline of man¬ 

ufacturing industry and the impact of 

consumerism. Just how far such fragmen¬ 

tation has proceeded, however, remains 

open to dispute. 
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The underclass? 

The term underclass' is often! used to 

describe the segment of ihe population 

Located at ihe very bottom of the class 

structure. Members of the underclass have 

liv ini; Standards that are significantly 

lower than the majority of people iii 

society, It is a group characterized by 

mill Li [tie disadvantages. Many are among 

the long-term unomployed, urdrift in and 

11 ui of jobs. Some are home less-, or have no 

permanent place in which to live. 

Members of the underclass may spend 

lung periods of time dependent on state 

welfare benefits. The underclass is fre¬ 

quently described as 'marginalized' or 

'excluded' from the way of fife thin is 

maintained by the bulk of the population. 

The underclass is often associated with 

underprivileged ethnic minority groups. 

Much of the debate about the underclass 

originated in (he United States, where the 

preponderance of poor blacks living in 

inner-city areas prompted talk of a 'black 

underclass' I Wilson 1970: Murray 1994; 

Murray 1990; Lister 1996], Ibis is not 

simply an American phenomenon, 

however. In Britain, blacks and Asians are 

disproportionately represented in the 

underclass. In some European countries, 
migre nt worlre rs wh o fo u tid jobs in tl m es 

of grea ter prosperity twenty years ago now 
make up a large part of this sector. This is 

true, for instance, of Algerians in Prance 
and Turkish immigrants in Germany. 

The term 'underclass’ is a contested one 

at the centre of a furious sociological 

debate. Although the ici m has now entered 

everyday speech, many scholars and com¬ 

mentators arc wary of using it at elIL It is a 

concept that encompasses a broad spec¬ 

trum of meanings, some of which are seen 

as politically charged and negative in con¬ 

notation. Most researchers in Europe 

prefer the notion of 'social exclusion'. 

Social exclusion is discussed in detail in 

chapter 10, 'Poverty, Social Exclusion 

and Welfare', pp. 356-65. 

Social exclusion is a broader concept than 

that of underclass, and has the advantage 

that it emphaslxes processes - mecha¬ 

nisms of exclusion rather than simply 

■states, 

The concept of an underclass has a long 
history. Mtmt wrote of a lunipenprole- 

lariat1 composed of Individuals located 

persistently outside the dominant forms 
of economic production and exchange. In 
Later years, the notion was applied to Ihe 

'dangerous classes' rat paupers, thieves 

and vagabonds who refused to work and 

instead survived on the margins oF society 

as 'social parasites'. In more recent years, 

the idea of an underclass that is depen¬ 

dent on welfare benefits and bereft of 

initiative has enjoyed a renaissance, again 

due largely to the writings of Charles 

Murray, to whose views on this issue we 

shall turn shortly. 

Background So the underctas$ 
debate 

Itecem debates over the underclass have 

been prompted by several Important 
works published by American sociologists 
about th e position of poor blacks living in 
inner-city areas. In The Declining Signifi¬ 

cance of Race 1197&), drawing on research 

done in Chicago, William Julius Wilson 

argued 111 at a substantial black middle 

class - white-collar workers and profes¬ 

sionals - has emerged aver the past three 

nr four decades In the United States. Not 
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all AFrican-Americans still live in city 

Ghettos, and those who remain arc kept 

there Wilson maintained, not so much by 

active discrimination as by economic 

factors - in other words, try class rather 

than by race, The old racist barriers arc 

disappearing; blacks are stuck in the 

Ghetto its a result of economic disadvan¬ 

tages. 

Charles Murray agreed about the exis¬ 

tence of a black underclass in most big 

cities.. According Lo Murray (1904), 

however, African-Americans find them¬ 

selves at tilts bottom of society as a result 
of the very welfare policies designed to 

help Improve their position. Tills is a reit 

eratfon of the Vulture of poverty thesis, 
where, it is argued, people become dejvan- 

dent on welfare handouts and then have 

Little incentive to find jobs, build solid 

communities or make stable marriages. 

The idea oF weifare dependency is dis¬ 

cussed lurther in chapter 10, 'Poverty, 

Society Exclusion and Welfare, p. 372 

In reply to Murray's claims-, Wilson 

repealed and extended his previous argu¬ 

ments. again using research carried out in 

Chicago. The movement of many whites 

from the cities to the Suburbs, the decline 

of urban Industries, and other urban eco- 
tiomJc problemsr he suggested, led to high 
rates of joblessness among African-Amer¬ 

ican men, The forms of soda.1 disintegra¬ 
tion to which Murray pointed, including 
the high proportion of unmarried black 
mothers, Wilson explained In terms of the 

shrinking of the available pool of 'mar¬ 

riageable' (employed! men. 

In more recent work. Wilson has exam¬ 

ined the role of such social processes in 

creating spatially concentrated pockets of 

urban deprivation populated by a so- 

called 'ghetto poor'. Members of the 

ghetto poor - predominantly African- 

Amcrican and Hispanic - experience 

mnitipie deprivations, from Law educa¬ 

tional qualifications and standards of 

health to high levels of criminal victimiza¬ 

tion. They are also disadvantaged by a 

weak urban infrastructure - including 

Inadequate public transportation, com¬ 

munity facilities and educational institu¬ 

tions - which furiher reduces their 

chances of Integrating into Society 

socially, politically and economically 

(Wilson 1999). 

The underclass, die T:(f and 
migration 

Much debate over file underclass in the 

United States centres around its ethnic 

dimension. Increasingly, this is the case in 

Europe as well; the tendencies towards 

economic division and social exclusion 

now characteristic of America seem to be 

hardening both in Ilritein and other coun¬ 

tries in Western Europe, The undent lass is 

closely linked to questions of race* ethnic¬ 

ity and migration.. In cities -such as 

London, Manchester, Rotterdam, Frank¬ 

furt, Paris and Naples, there are neigh- 

buurhouils marked by severe economic 

deprivation, Hamburg Is Europe's richest 

city, as measured by average personal 
Income, and has the highest proportion of 

millionaires. In Germany; it also lias the 

highest proportion of people on welfare 
and unemployment - 4b per cent above 

the national average. 

The majority of poor and unemployed 

people in West European countries arc 

native to their countries, but there are also 

many first- and second-generation immi¬ 

grants in poverty and trapped In deteri¬ 

orating city neighbourhoods. Sizeable 
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populations of Turks Ln Germany, Alger¬ 

ians in France and Albanians in Italy; for 

example, have grown up in each of these 

countries. Migrants in search of a better 

standard of living are often relegated to 

casual jobs that offer low wages and few 

career prospects, Furthermore, migrants' 

earnings are frequently sent home in 

order to support family members who 

have remained behind, The standard of 

living for recent immigrants can be pre¬ 

cariously low, 

hi cases where fam ily members attempt 

to join a migrant Illegally so that the family 

rap be reunited, the potential far delu¬ 

sion and niarglitalLzalioti Is particularly 

high. Ineligible for state welfare benefits, 

migrants lacking official status are unable 

to draw on support from the state in order 

to maintain a minimum standard of living. 

Such miliviiludsarc ir. iiiely vulner.,I 

trapped in highly constrained conditions 

with few channels of recourse in the event 

of crisis or m i sfbriune. 

Is there an underclass in Britain? 

Since his Initial writings about the United 

Stales, Charles Murray has subsequently 

applied his arguments to the UK (19901, 

According to him. the UK also has an 

underclass and, although It is nut am die 
same scale as the one (bund in die USA, It 
is rapidly 'deepening' (1994). The under¬ 

class In the UK will include not only 
members of ethnic minorities, but also 
whites from impoverished areas where 
social disintegration i:-, advancing. 

Mu Cray's woik found favour with the polit¬ 

ical right, including many in the Conser¬ 

vative Party, and debates about his theory 

arc highly politicized. 

Murray focuses on three areas to 

support his claims for the existence of an 

underclass in the UK: unemployment, 

crime and rising illegitimacy (Murray 

1990; Hcrrnstcin and Murray 1994). 

Murray does not believe that high unem¬ 

ployment as such is a problem. The 

problem, as he sees it, is with people's (par¬ 

ticularly young men's] refusal to take 

difficult jobs. He contrasts the a ttitudes of 

the generation who lived through the 

Great Depression of the early 1930s with 

the unemployed youth of Britain in the 

l9JJ0s. Whilst the older generation Was 

keen to avoid what Murray sees as the dis¬ 

grace of unemployment, the current gen- 

eratfanls not. The reasons far this lie in the 

perverse incentives of the welfare suite 
which provides benefit to the unem¬ 

ployed, effectively paying people not to 

work. Murray believes too that risingcrlme 

rates have also contributed to an under¬ 

class. As crime rates soar, the informal 

social controls that existed within com¬ 

munities break down and the community 

becomes weaker arid more fragmented. 

A more balanced picture oF the crime 

rate is discussed in chapter 19, 'Crime 

and Deviance", 

Last, and in his 1994 account of the deep¬ 

ening the underclass in Lbe U K he suggests 

must Importantly, (ho rising levels of ille¬ 
gitimacy (children born outside of mar- 
ruge!' produces children with no sense of 

discipline and no family or father to 
control them, 

' I.di I,; li! I- f.-111' 17 sh .. IU. i f -A-.?-. :li".: li ved 

in chaple r 7, 'Fa mi lies an d intimate fiela- 

tionships', and the rise in births outside 

oF marriage on pp. 225-6. 

Again, Murray attributes the rise in illegiti¬ 

macy to the perverse incentives of the 

welfare stale, which he accuses of paying 
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more to single mothers than to families, 

and believes that the deepening of the 

underclass can be attributed to the imme- 

ralityof those who pursue those incentives. 

Murray's work lias been sharply criti- 

cized, however, by other sociologists 

working in this country, and most reject 

the concept of the underclass- as least as 

he has described It. Duncan Gallic is one 

sociologist who argues that there is little 

basis for the idea of an underclass with a 

distinct culture. In his analysis of data 

From the Social Change and Econom Ic Life 

Initiative, Gallle £1994) asserts that there is 

little difference between working-class 

Individuals and the long-term unem¬ 

ployed In terms of their political outlooks 

Of work histories. In Ids view, the long¬ 

term unemployed may experience greater 

isolation and impoverishment, but they 

continue to identify with the wider 

working class. 1 Tc found that people who 

have been u item p loved Jo r Jong petiods of 

time arc more committed to the concept 

o f wo rk than are oth crs. 

Lydia Morris has examined the spatial 

dimensions of poverty in irlartlupool. in 

the north-east of England. Lt is in areas like 

Hartlepool* where there has been a 

iIodine in monufaoEuring industry ami a 

Large-scale rise Lti unemployment, that an 

underclass is likely to emerge. Yet Morris's 
resell rch did not oo n firm tin e omergen ee of 

a distinct underclass, In her estimation, 
the concep t of unde rclass Is too simp I Isllc 
(and politicized} to reflect the complexity 
oF poverty and social disadvantage In con¬ 

temporary society. Morris studied three 

groups of unemployed workers: first, 

couples in which the man had been 

unemployed for at least twelve months; 

second, couples in which the man had 

held the same job for the Iasi twelve 

months; and third, couples in which Ihc 

man had started a new job within the last 

twelve months. 

Tn terms oF whether individuals and 

families have networks of support on 

which they can rely, Morris Found little 

difference between the three groups. 

Those who had been trnetnployed for 

more than u year Were still concerned with 

the search for work; they had not yet 

adopted an anti-work culture, The situa¬ 

tion of these men resulted from the long¬ 

term economic decline of the area, lack of 
skills and a relative absence of work-based 
Informal contacts who might have helped 

them to find local employment, Morris 
did find, however, that most of the long¬ 
term unemployed had partners who 

i'.- -iI: 111 >.-1111:111..;I. ..ml II'i.iI [hi ', had 

the highest proportion of unemployed 

Friends. Nevertheless, she concluded that 

'there is no direct evidence in my study of 

a distinctive eutture of the "underclass"' 

(1993: -310). 

Morris^ research is by no means con¬ 

clusive. It was conducted In only one part 

of the country, and that was an area where 

ethnic minorities were not heavily repre¬ 

sented. West Indian and Asian men are 

more concentrated in semi-skilled work 

and have higher average races of unem¬ 

ployment Ilian white males. 

Evaluation 

How can we make sense of these contrast¬ 
ing Approaches to ihc underclass? Poes 
sociological research support the idea of a 

distinct class of disadvantaged people 

who ate united by similar life chances? 

The idea of the underclass was intro¬ 

duced From the United States and contin¬ 

ues to make the most sense there. In the 

USA, extremes of rich and poor are more 
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marked tlian in Western l-urnpc. Particu- 

tarly where economic and social depriva¬ 

tion converge with racial divisions, groups 

of the underprivileged lend to find them¬ 

selves Joclted out of the wider society. 

Whilst the concept of the underclass in 

these circumstances appears usefii I i n the 

Luropcran countries its use is more ques¬ 

tionable. While similar conditions of dis¬ 

advantage exist in liuropeh they seem less 

pronounced than in the USA. There isn't 

the sarrie level uf Separation between 

those who live Iri conditions of marked 
deprivation and the rest of the society. 

However, even in the U£A. recent 

studies have suggested that, although the 
urban poor is an Immobile! stratum, 

accounts of a deFeated and disconnected 

underclass" am exaggerated. Thus, recent 

studies of fast food workers and homeless 

street traders have argued that the separa¬ 

tions between the urban pour and the rest 

o t society are not as great as scholarsof the 

underclass bcEievc (Duneier ]^ET9; 

Newman 2000}. 

Class and lifestyle 

In analysing class location. sociologists 

have traditionally relied on conventional 

indicators uf class location such as market 

position, relations to the meiuis of pto- 

due [kui and occupation, borne re Corn 

author, however, argue that we should 
evaluate individual s' class location not 

only, orvveii mainly, m terms of oconom 
Its and employment, but in relation also 
to cultural factors such as lifestyle and 

consumption patterns. According to this 

approach, our current age is mu- in which 

la Britain a meritocracy? Both Tony Blair and Conservative leader David Cameron wentta 

expensive public schools and Oxford University. 
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'symbols' and markers related to con¬ 

sumption arc playing an ever grcalcr role 

In daily life. Individual identities arc struc¬ 

tured to a greater extent around lifestyle 

choices-such as bow to dress, what to eat, 

how to care for one's body arid where to 

relax - and less around more traditional 

class indicators such as employment. 

The French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu 

(1930-2002) supports the view that life¬ 

style choices arc an important indicator 

of class. fiuurdieu argued that economic 

capital which consists of material goods 

such ss property, wealth and Income - 

was Important, but he believed it only 

provided a part kl undersfa tiding of class. 

Eourdku's conception of social class is 

extremely general (see Crompton ISi-Ht). 
He Identifies four forms of‘capital" that 

characterize class position, of which eco¬ 

nomic capital is only one: the others arc 

cultural, social and symbolic fEourdfeu 

lOGfi). Bourdicu argues that individuals 

Increasingly distinguish themselves from 

others, not according to economic 

factors, hut on the basis of cultural 

capital - which includes education, 

appreciation of the arts, consumption 

and leisure pursuits. People are aided in 

(ho process of accumulating cultural 

Capita] by the proliferation of 'need mer¬ 

chants' selling goods and services - either 

symbolic or actual - for consumption 

within the capitalist system. Advertisers, 
marketers, fashion designers, stylo con¬ 

sultants, interior designers, personal 

trainers, ilierapists, web designer and 

many others are all involved in influenc¬ 

ing cultural tastes and promoting lifestyle 

choices among an ever-widening com¬ 

munity of consumers-. 

Also important in Eouidicu's analysis of 

class is social capital - Due's networks of 

friends and contacts. Bourdicu defined 

social capital as the resources the t i ndiiid- 

uals or groups gain 'by virtue of possess¬ 

ing a durable network of more nr less 

institutionalized relationships of mutual 

acquaintance and recognition' [1992}.The 

concept of social capital is an important 

Lord in contemporary sociology, arid Bour- 

d.leu's discussion of the term marked an 

important step in the current proliferation 

of lire idea, which is now ufLen associated 

With (he America n political scientist 

Robert I’m11uni. 

Putnam's studies on social capital are 

discussed in chapter 16, JQtg*niMlicn 
and Networks', pp. 675-77 

bast, Rout'djau argues that symltotic 

capita! - which includes possessing a 

good reputation - is a final important indi- 

cation of social class. The Idea of symbolic 

capital is similar to lhal of status. 

Each type of capital in Bourdicu's 

account is related and, to an crelcnl, being 

in possession of one can help in (he 

pursuit of the others, l^or example, a busi¬ 

nessman who makes- a large amount of 

money (economic capital} might not have 

particularly fine tastes in the aits, hut can 

pay for his children to attend private 

Schools where [best; pursuits art encour¬ 

aged (and m his children gain cultural 

capital). The businessman's money might 

lead him 10 make new contacts with senior 
people in ihe business world, and his chil¬ 
dren will meet die children of other 
wealthy families, sn he, anti they, will gain 

social capital. Similarly someone with a 

large group of well-connected friends 

(social capital} might be quickly promoted 

to a senior position in her company, where 

she does well, and gains in economic and 

symbolic capital, 
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Beverley Sfceggs and the formation of class arid gender 

Riourdieu's work on class (see pp. 3,72-4) has 
been higjhly influential and has been applied :o 

many sociulDgcsfa1 studies on class. The British 
sociologist Beverley Skaggs used Bcurdieu's 
account of class a rid culture to examine the- 
formation of class and gender in her study of 
women in northwest England. Skeggs {1997) 
followed the lives of eighty-three working-class 
women over a twelve-year period, who had all 
enrolled, atone point, in a course For carers at a 
local further education college. Following 
Rourdieu's terminology, Skeggs found that the 
women she studied possessed low economic, 
cultural, social and symbolic capital. They were 
poorly paid, had limited success in forma I 
education, Few relationships that they could 
draw on with people in powerful positions and 
they possessed low status in the eyes of higher 
social classes, Skeggs claims that the tack of 
various Forms of capital amongst the group of 
women in her study reflects the wider lack of 
positive identities for working-class women in 
the UK. (Working-class men, by contrast, do not 
have the same difficulty gaming a positive 
identity, Skeggs believes, and it has often been 
provided through participation in the trade 
union movement.j for women, therefore,, to be 
called "working class' Skeggs -argues,, is to be 
labelled dirty, valueless and dangerous. 

It is this theoretical background, Slkeggs 
argues, that explains why the women in her 
study were so reluctant to describe themselves 

as working class. They were well aware of 
cultural jibes aimed at working-class women 
about "white stilettos', 'Sharons" and TraceysJ. In 
interviews Skaggs found that the women 
tended to Jdisidcntify' with a perception of 
themselves as working <las5. When discus-sing 
sexuality for example, the women were keen to 
avoid the accusation that they were 'tarty" and 
thus devaluing the limited capital that they did 
possess as young, marriageable women, It was 
important amongst the group thal they were 
sexually desirable-and that they could 'get a 
man' if they so wanted. Weddings and 
marriage offered the chance oF respectability 
and responsibility. The choice to pursue a 
course in caring emphasized these concerns? 
training to he a carer taught the women good- 
parenting and offered the possibility of 
respectable paid workover unemployment 
after qualification. 

Although the group of women tried to 
disideritify with a view of themselves as working 
class, and often saw class as of marginal 
importance in their own lives, Skeggs argues 
that it is actually fundamental to the way that 
they lived, and their attempts to distance 
themselves from a working-class identity made 
it even more so. Skeggs's account of the lives of 
a group of women m the northwest of England 
shows how class is closely interlinked with other 
forms of identity, in this case gender. 

Other scholars have agreed with Btmcdicu 

that class divisions can be linked to dis¬ 

tinctive lifestyle and consumption pat¬ 

terns. Thus, speaking of groupings within 

the middle class. Savage el aL (19t?2] iden¬ 

tify three sectors based on cultural Las Los 

arid "assets'". Professionals In public service, 

wlu> arc high In cultural capital and luW In 

economic capital, tend to pursue healthy, 
active lifestyles involving exercise, low 

alcohol consumption and participation In 

cultural and com nuinity activities, Manag¬ 

ers and bureaucrats, by contrast, are 

typified by 'unthslmctrvr1 patterns of con¬ 

sumption, which involve average or low 

levels of exercise, little engagement with 

cultural activities, and a preference for tra¬ 

ditional styles Lti home furnishings mid 

fashion. Hie third grouping, the'postmod- 

ents, pursue a lifestyle that is lacking in 

any defining principle and may contain 
elements, not traditionally enjoyed along¬ 

side each other. Thus, horseback riding 

and an interest in classical literature may 
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bn accompanied by a fascination with 

extreme sports like rock climbing and a 

Love of raves and Ecstasy. 

[n general it would he difficult to 

dispute that stratification withLli classes, 

as well as between classes, Jias come to 

depend not only on occupational differ¬ 

ences but also on differetices in consump¬ 

tion and lifestyle. This is borne out by 

looking at trends in society as a whole., The 

rapid expansion of the service economy 

and the eiilerlainmeiiL and leisure indus¬ 

try,. For example, reflect an. Increasing 
emphasis on consumption within Indus* 
trislized countries. Modem societies have 

become consumer societies, geared to ik 
acquisition oF material goods. Tn some 
respects a consumer society is a 'mass 

society' where class differences are to a 

degree overridden: thus people from diff¬ 

erent class backgrounds may all watch 

similar television programmes nr shop for 

clothing in the same high street shops. Yet 

class differences can also become inten¬ 

sified through variations in Lifestyle and 

’taste' [Botndieu 1990), 

While bearing these shifts in mind, 

however, it is impossible to ignore the criti¬ 

cal role played by economic factors in the 

reproduction of social inequalities. Por 

the must part individuals experiencing 
extreme social and material deprivations 
are not doing so as part of a lifestyle choice. 

Rather, thdr circumstances are constrained 
by factors relating to die economic and 

occupational structure tCromplon 1998). 

Gender and stratification 

Por many years research on stratification 

was 'gender-blind' - it was written as 

though wo men did nnl exist, or as though, 

for purposes of analysing divisions of 

power, wealth and prestige, women were 

unimportant and uninteresting. Vet 

gender Itself is one of the most profound 

examples of stratification. There arc no 

societies in which men do not, in some 

aspects of social life, have more wealth, 

status and influence than women. 

One of the main problems posed by the 

study of gender and stratified on in 

modem societies sounds simple, but 

Lums out to be difficult to resolve. I his Is 

the question of hoW far We can understand 

gender Inequalities in modern times 
mainly in terms of class divisions. 
Inequalities of gender arc more deep- 

rooted historically than class systems: 
men have superior standing to women 
even in hunter-gatherer societies, where 

there arc no classes. Vet class divisions are 

so marked in modern societies that there 

is no doubt that they 'overlap' substan¬ 

tially with gender inequalities. The 

material position al most women tends to 

reflect that of tlreir fathers or husbands; 

hence it can be argued that we have to 

explain gender inequalities mainly in class 

Lerms. 

Determining women's class position 

The view that class inequalities largely 

govern gender stratification was often an 

unstated assumption until quite recently. 
He wave i, feminist critiques and the unde¬ 

niable changes in women's economic role 
In many Western societies have broken 
this issue open for debate. 

The 'conventional position’ in class 

analysis was that the paid work of women 

is relatively insignificant compared to 

that of men, and fliai therefore women 

can he regarded as heing in the same 

class as their husbands (GoLdthorpe lUST). 

According to Cloldthorpc, whose own class 
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Is inequality declining in class-based societies? 

There is some evidence that at least until 
recently, the class systems in mature capitalist 
societies became increasingly open to 
movement between classes, thereby reducing 
the level of inequality. In 1955, the Nobel Prize- 
winning economist Simon Kuznets proposed a 
hypothesis that has since been called the 
Kuinets Curve: a formula showing that 
inequality increases during the early stages of 
capitalist development, then declines, and 
eventually stabilizes at a relatively low level 
(Kujnets 1955;; see also figure 9.1), Studies of 
European countries, the United States and 
Canada suggested that inequality peaked in 
these places before the Second World War, 

declined through the 1950s and remained 
roughly the same through the 1970s (Berger 
19S6; Nielsen 1994). Lowered post-war 
inequality was due in part to economic 
expansion iri industrial societies, which created 
opportunities for people at the bottom to move 
up,, and also because of government health 
insurance, welfare and other programmes 
aimed at reducing inequality. However, 
Kuznets's. prediction may well turn out to apply 
only lo industrial socielies. the emergence of 
jporrindusirial society has brought with it an 
increase in inequality m many developed 
nations since the 1970s (see chapter 10). 
which calls into question Kuznetrs theory. 

Figure 9.1 The Kujnets Curve 

Stnsrtx- Nidteqn (tppflj, pp. eii-q // 
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scheme was originally predicated on Itiis 

belic-i. tills is- not a view based on an ideol¬ 

ogy at sexism. On the contrary. ii recog¬ 

nises the sliImrdinale position in which 

most women find themselves in (he 

Labour force, Women ore mure likely to 

I tave pari- Lime jobs than men, and lend lu 

have more intermtELenl experience of paid 

employment because they may withdraw 

for lengthy periods to bear and care for 

children [see chapter IB, 'Work and Licu- 

nornic 1 ife']. Since the majority of women 

have traditionally been in a position of 

economic dependence on theli husbands, 

ir follows [hat lfit:ii class position is most 

often governed by the husband’s class sit¬ 

uation. 

Goldlhorpe's argument has been criti¬ 

cized in several ways. Tarsi, in a substan¬ 

tial proportion of house holds the Income 

of wo men is essential to maintaining the 

family's economic position and mode of 

life. In these circumstances, women's paid 

employment in sonic part determines the 

class position of households. Second, a 

wife's occupation may sometimes set the 

standard of the positron of (he family us a 

whole, liven where o woman earns less 

than her husband, her working siluulion 

may still be the 'lead' factor in influenc¬ 

ing the class of her husband. This could 

be the case, for Instance, if the husband is 
an unskilled nr semi-skilled h]ue-co3!ar 

worker and the wife, say, the manager of u 
.shop. Third, where cross-class' house¬ 

holds esist - in which the work of the 
husband is in a different category front 

that of the wife - there may be some pur¬ 

poses for which it is more realistic to treat 

men and women, even within the same 

households, as being in different class 

positions. Fourth, the proportion cii 

households in which women arc (he sole 

Assessing a woman's class position on the basis of her 

husband's class has been criticized, since not all women 

are economically dependent on their husbandsf as was 

traditionally often the case. 

breadwinners Is increasing. The growing 
numbers of to lie mothers and childless 

working women are tesr;imem to this 
fact- Such women are by definition the 
determining influence on the class posi¬ 

tions of rTieir own households, except in 

cases where alimony payments put a 

woman on the same economic level as 

her ex-husband (Stanwo-rth lltild: Walby 

19B6). 

Goldthorpc and others have defended 

the conventional position, yet some 

important changes have also been ineor- 

pi'rated into his scheme. Fur research pur¬ 

poses, the partner of the higher class can 

be iii-ed to classify a household, whether 

Lha l person be a man ui a woman. ttn Liter 
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chan classification based on the 'male 

breadwin ncr', household classification is 

now detenuLned by the 'dominant bread¬ 

winner'. Furthermore, class I IT in 

Goldthorpc's scheme has been divided 

Enlo two subcstcgorics to reflect the pre¬ 

ponderance of women in low-level while- 

collar work. When the scheme is applied 

lo women, class 11 lb [non-manual 

workers in sales anti services) is treated as 

class VII. This is seen as a more ace urate 

representation of the position of unskilled 

and semi-skilled women In Use labour 
ma rkef, 

Beyond the housekoid? 

Developing the debate over (he assign¬ 

ment of class positions, some authors 

have suggested that the class position of 

in individual should be determined 

without reference to the household. Social 

class, in other words, would be assessed 

From occupation independently for each 

individual, without specific reference to 

that person's domestic circumstances, 

This approach was taken, for example, in 

the work of Gordon Marshal] and his col¬ 

leagues in a study of the class system of the 

UK (Marshall 190JIJ, 

Such a perspective, however, also has its 

difficulties. It leaves on one side those who 

are not In paid employment, including not 

only fu II -tl me ho use wives, but a bo retl red 

people and the unemployed. The latter 

two gro u pg can be ca (ego rlzed in tern is of 

(he last occupations they held, hut this 

can lie problematic iF they have not 

wo rked for some whi le. Moreover, i t seems 

potentially very misleading to Ignore the 

household altogether. Whether individu¬ 

als are single or in a domestic partnership 

can make a large difference in the oppor¬ 

tunities open to them. 

The impact of women's employment 
on class divisions 

The entry of women into paid employ¬ 

ment has had a significant impact on 

household incomes. Ilut this impact has 

been experienced unevenly and may be 

leading to an accentuation of class divi¬ 

sions between households. A growing 

number of women are moving into profes¬ 

sional and managerial positions and 

earning high salaries. This is contributing 

to a polarization between high-Income 

'dual-earner households:.', on the one 

build, and 'single-earner' Or 'no-earner' 

households on die other [see chapter IU. 

'Work and Economic Life'), 

Research has shown that high-earning 

women tend to have high-earning pari- 
ner>. and that the wives of men In profes¬ 

sional and managerial occupations have 

higher earnings Ihfin other employed 

female partners. Marriage tends to 

produce partnerships where hoth individ¬ 

uals are relatively privileged or disadvan¬ 

taged in terms of occupational attainment 

(bouncy 1992). 

The impact of such dual-earner part¬ 

nerships is heightened by the fuel that the 

average childbearing age is rising, particu¬ 

larly among professional women. The 

growing number of dual-earner childless 

oou plus is helplng to fuel thu vvi dun in g gap 

between the highest and lowest paid 
households. 

Social mobility 

In studying stratification, we have to con¬ 

sider not only the differences between 

economic positions Of occupations, hut 

also what happens to the individuals who 
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occupy them. The term 'social mobility’ 

refers to the movement of individuals and 

groups between different streLo-economic 

positions. Vertical mobility means move¬ 

ment op or down Che socio-economic 

scale. Those who gain in property, income 

or status are said to be upwardly mobile - 

like Sir Guliim Noon whose life Iris Lory was 

sum mat bed a I the start of this chapter 

while those who move in the opposite 

direction are downwardly mobile. In 

modem societies there is also a great deal 

of lateral mobility, which refets to geo¬ 

graphical movement between neighbour- 

hoods, towns or regions. Vertical and 

lateral mobility are often combined. For 
Instance, someone working In a company 
in one city might be promoted to a higher 

position in a branch of I he firm Located in 

another town, or even in a different 

country. 

There are two ways of studying social 

mobility. First, we can look at individuals' 

□wn careers- - how far they move up or 

down ihc social scale in the course of their 

working lives, '['his is usually called intro- 

generaticnfll mobility. AllernaLively, we 

can analyse how far children enter ihe 

same type of occupation as their parents 

Or grandparents. Mobility across the gen¬ 

erations is called intergeneratioit«I mobil¬ 

ity. 

Comparative mobility studies 

The amount of vertical mobility in a 
society is a major index of the degree of its 

'openness", indicating how far talented 

individuals born into Lower strata can 

move up the socio-economic ladder. In 

this respect, social mobility is an impor¬ 

tant political issue, particularly in states 

committed to the Liberal vision of equality 

of opportunity For alt citizens. How 'open' 

are the industrialized countries in terms of 

social mobility? Is there more equality of 

opportunity in Britain than elsewhere? 

Studies of social mobility have been 

carried on for a period of more than fifty 

years and frequently involve international 

comparisons. An important early study 

was con due led by Peter Blau and Otis 

Dudley Duncan in the ]9C0s (19G7). Their 

investigation remains the most detailed 

Study of social mobility Vet carried Gilt in 

any single country. I Wide-ranging though 

It may have been, like most other studies 
of mobility it hears out the points made 

previously - all those studied were men,) 
Blau and Duncan collected Information 
on a national sample of 21"], IlflO males. 

They concluded that there was much ver¬ 

tical mobility in the United States, but 

nearly atL of this was between occupa¬ 

tio naI positions quite close to one 

another. 'Long-range' mobility was found 

to be rare. Although downward movement 

did occur, both within the careers of indi¬ 

viduals and i merge 11 era Lion ally, it was 

much less common than upward mobility. 

The reason for this is that white-collar and 

professional jobs have grown much more 

rapidly than blue-collar ones, a shift that 

created openings for suns of blot;-collar 

workers to move Into white-collar posi¬ 
tions, Bleu and Duncan emphasized the 

Importance of education and training on 
an individual's chances for success- In 
their view, upward social mobility is gen¬ 

erally characteristic of industrial societies 

as a whole and contributes, to social stabil¬ 

ity and integration. 

Perhaps the most celebrate cl interna¬ 

tional study of social mobility was that 

carried out hySeymour Martin Lipsct and 

Rein hard Bend is <1959], They analysed 
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data from nine industrialized societies - 

liritain. France, West Germany, Sweden, 

Switzerland, Japan, Denmark, Italy and 

(lie United States, concentrating on 

mobility of'men from blue-collar to white- 

collar work.. Contrary to their expecta¬ 

tions, they discovered no evidence that 

the United Slates; was; more open than the 

European societies. Total Vertical mobility 

across the blue-collar (white-collar line 

was 30 per cent In the United States, with 
the other socle ties Varying between 27 and 

31 percent, Upset and Bendlxconcluded 
dial all the industrialized countries wen? 
experiencing similar changes In respect of 

die expansion of white-collar jobs, This 
led to an 'upward surge of mobility' of 
comparable dimension R in all of them. 

Others; have quest ium-d their findings, 

arguing that significant differences 

between countries arc found if more 

attention is given to downward mobility, 

end if long-range mobility is also lira ughl 

Lnlo consideration (Heath 1981; Gruslcy 

and Hauser I96't). 

Most studies of social mobility, such as 

the ones described here, have focused 

upon "objective1 dimensions of mobility- 

that is do say, how much mobility seems to 

exisL, in which directions and for what 

parti of the population. Gordon Marshall 

and David Firth (Marshall and Firth 1999) 
have taken a different approach in their 

comparative study of social mobility; they 

have Investigated people's 'subjective' 
fueling:? about changing class positions. 

The authors designed their research in 

response to what they term ‘unsubstan¬ 

tiated speculation' among sociologists 

about the Likely effects of social mobility 

on individuals' sense of well-being. While 

some have argued that social mobility 

produces a sense of disequilibrium, isola¬ 

tion and unrootedness, others have taken 

a more optimistic view, suggesting that a 

gradual process of adaptation to a new 

class inevitably takes place. 

Using survey data from ten countries - 

Bulgaria, the Czech Republic. Slovakia. 

Estonia, Germany, Inland. Russia, Slo¬ 

venia, the UbA and the UK - Marshall and 

I'irtli examined whether class mobility 

was linked to a heightened sense of satis¬ 

faction or dissatisfaction with aspects of 

everyday life such as family, community, 

work, Income and poll tics, The authors on 
the whole found little evidence of an asso¬ 
ciation between respondents' class expe¬ 

riences and their overall life satisfaction, 
This was as true for individuals who had 
moved from working-class origins to 

middle-class positions as it was for those 

who had been downwardly mobile. 

Downward mobility 

Although downward mobility is Less 

common than upward mobility, it is still a 

widespread phenomenon. Downward 

mlrageneraliunal mobility is also 

common. Mobility of this type is quite 

often associated with psychological prob¬ 

lems and anxieties, where individuals 

become unable to sustain the lifestyles to 

which they have become accustomed. 
Redundancy Is amothe? of the main 

sources of downward mobility, Middle- 

aged people who lose their jobs, for 
example, either find it hard to gain new 
employment at all, or can only obtain 

work at a lower level of income than 

before. 

Thus far, there have been very Few 

studies of downward inability in the UK. Ei 

is probable, however, that downward 

mobility, to Inter- and intro generational 
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terms* is on (he increase in Britain as it is 

in the United States. In the USA there have 

been several recent studies; of the phe¬ 

nomenon. Over the ISftDs and early l9fM>s., 

tor the first time since the Second World 

War. there was a general downturn in the 

average real earnings (earnings after 

adjusting for inflation) of people in 

middle -level white-collar pubs in tiro USA. 

Thus, even if such jobs continue to expand 

relative to others, they may not support 

the lifestyle aspirations they once dlid. 

Corporate restructuring and 'downsiz¬ 
ing' am the main reasons why these 
changes am happening- In the Face of 

increasing global competition, many 
companies have trimmed their work- 
Forces. White-collar as well as full-time 
blue-collar jobs have been lost - to be 
replaced by poorly paid, part-time occu¬ 
pations. 

Studies have shown that in the USA 

downward mobility Is particularly 

common among divorced or separated 

women with children, Women who 

enjoyed a tno dc rate ly comfortable 

middle-class way of life when tliey were 

married often find themselves living 

1 hand - to- niou Lh‘ after getting divorced. In 

many casus, alimony payments; are 

meagre or riOb-enistentr Women attempt - 

I tig to juggle work, child care and domestic 
responsibilities find it difficult to make 

ends meet [Schwarz and Volgy 1992). 

Social mobility in Britain 

Overall levels of mobility have been exten¬ 

sively studied in Britain over the post-war 

period - although, again, virtually all Ihe 

research has concentrated on men. An 

early study was directed by David Glass 

(19G4). Glass's work analysed intcrgencra- 

tional mobility for a longish period up to 

the 1950s. Mis findings correspond to 

i :i- ■-: i Kite. I .111 ■ 1 in iv--pu:l "I hue na¬ 

tional data (around 30 per cent mobility 

from blue-collar to white-collar jobs). 

Glass's research was Ln fact widely drawn 

on by I h osc m;i king internalional tom par- 

isuns. On the whole, Gloss concluded that 

Britain Was not a particularly open' 

society. While n good deal of mobility 

occurred, most of this was short range. 

Upward mobility Was much more 

common than downward mobility, and 
was mostly concentrated at the middle 
levels of the class structure. People right at 

the bottom tended to stay tliere; almost50 
per cent of sons of workers in professional 
and managerial jobs ware themselves in 

similar occupations. Glass also fount! a 

high degree of ‘self-recruitment' of lids 

sort into elite positions within society. 

Another important piece of research, 

known as the Oxford Mobility Study, was 

carried out by John Goldlhorpe and his 

colleagues* based on the findings from a 

1971 survey (Goldthorpe et &L 1930). They 

sought to investigate how far patterns of 

social mobility had altered since the time 

of Glass’s work, and concluded that the 

overall level of mobility of rnun was in fact 

hlgliui than In the previous period, with 

rather more long-range movement being 

noted-The main reason for this, however, 

was once again not that the occupational 
system had become more egalitarian, 

Rather, the origin of the changes was the 

continued acceleration in the growth of 

higher white-collar jobs relative to hlue- 

coilar ones. The researchers found that 

two-thirds of the sons of unskilled or semi¬ 

skilled manual workers were themselves in 

manual occupations. Aba Lit 30 per cent of 

professionals and managers were of 
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working-class origins* while some A per 

cent of men in blue-collar work were from 

professional or managerial backgrounds. 

Despite finding evidence of higher rates, 

of absolute social mobility, the Oxford 

Mobility Study concluded that the relative 

chances for mobility among different 

segments of I he population in LSrilam 

remained highly unequal, and that 

inequalities of opportunity remained 

squarely grounded within the class struc¬ 

ture. 

Jilt.; original Oxford Mobility Study was 

updated on the basis of new material col¬ 

lected about ten years later (Goldthorpe 

and Payne I'hsr-ij. i lie major findings of the 

earlier work were corroborated, but some 

further developments were found. The 

chances of men horn hlue- collar back¬ 

grounds getting professional or manage¬ 

rial jobs, for exam pie. bad increased. Once 

again, this was traced to changes in the 

occupational structure,, producing a 

reduction of blue-collar occupations rela¬ 

tive lo higher white-collar jobs, 

Marshall el al. produced results in the 

1950s which largely corroborated the 

findings of Goldlhorpe and others-. In the 

lissex MobiUtv Study, the authors found 

(hat about a third of people in higher 

white-collar Ur professional jobs went 

from blue collar backgrounds- Hindi ngs 
such as these demonstrate a subsea nils l 

amount of fluidity in British society; for 

many people, it is indeed possible to move 
up the social hierarchy, in terms of both 
intragene rational ami jnlergenerational 

mobility. Vet the scales are still biased 

against women whose mobility chances 

arc hampered by their over-representa¬ 

tion in mu Line no n- ma nua I j u bs. The fl u id 

character of modern society derives 

mostly from its propensity to upgrade 

occupations, Marshall and his co-workers 

conclude: ‘More 'room al the top" has not 

been accompanied by great equality in Lhc 

opportunities to get there' (1986, p. 1361. 

However, one should bear in mind a point 

made earlier: mobility is a long-term 

process, and if the society is becoming 

more 'open', the fu 11 effects will not be seen 

lor a generation. 

However, in a study by Jo Blnnden, 

Alissa Goodman, Paul Gregg and Stephen 

Machln at the London School of Econom¬ 

ics, published In £902, the authors found a 

reversal of this process. They compared 
IntergeneralIona] mobility In Britain 

between two groups, the first all bom in 
March 195ft and (he second in Ajirll 1970. 
Rven though these groups a ne only twelve 

years different in age, the study docu¬ 

mented a sharp fall in intervene rations I 

mobility of economic status between 

them. The study found lhal the economic 

status of the group born in 1197 D was much 

more strongly connected to the economic 

status of their parents than the group born 

in 1953. The authors suggested that one of 

the reasons fur lhc Tall inintergeneratitmal 

mobility from the earlier to the later 

groups was that the rise in education 

Attainment from the late 1970s unwards 

benefited children of the wealthy more 
than children of tire less well off. 

Is Britain a meritocracy? 

Peter Saunders (I99ix luaft;- has been one of 
the most vocal critics of [he British tradition 

of social mobility research encompassing 

studies such as those done by Glass and 

Gnldlhnrpc. According to Saunders, Britain 

is s true meritocracy because rewards go 

naturally to those who arc best able to 

'perform' and achieve, Ln his view, ability 
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and effort are the key factors in occupa¬ 

tional success* not class background. Saun¬ 

ders uses empirical dala from the National 

Child Development Study to show that chil- 

drc]i who arc bright and hard-worJdnp will 

succeed regardless of the social advantages 

or disadvantages they may experience, In 

his estimation, ISritain may be an unequal 

society, but it is a fair One. 

in response to such claims., Hi chard 

Eireen and |ohn tioldlhcirpe criticise Saun¬ 

ders on both theoretical and meLhuduluj'i- 

eal grounds (Breen and Goldlhorpe 1SS9). 

They a ccuse Saunders of Jut toclucingblases 

Into his analysis of the survey date, such as 

excluding respondents who were unem¬ 

ployed. Breen and Coldthorpe provide an 

alternative analysis of the same dala used 

by Saunders and produce radically different 

findings which substantiate their own 

belief in the importance of class barriers to 

social mobility. The authors conclude that 

individual merit is certainly a Contributing 

factor in detenu ini ri.g Individuals' class 

positions, but dial 'class of origin' remains a 

powerful influence. According to Breen and 

Goldlhorpe, children frum disadvantaged 

backgrounds must show more merit than 

those who arc advantaged to acquire 

similar class positions. 

Gender and social mobility 

Although so much research into serial mobility 
has Focused on men, Em rerent years more 
attention has begun to be paid to patterns of 
mobility among women. At a time when girls 
are 'outperforming' boys in school and! females 
□ re outnumbering males in higher education, it 
is tempting to conclude that long standing 
gender inequalities in society may be relating 
their hold (for more cm this see chapter ]7, 
'Education. pp. 715-15). Has the occupational 
structure become moire 'open1 to women, or are 
their mobility chances still guided largely by 
family rind social background? 

A cohort study fey the Economic and Social 
Research Co u n ri lr Tiv on ty- Some thin g in the 
\Q90s, has traced the lives of 3,000Britons born 
during the samr week in 1970. In the most 
recent survey of the respondents, at the age of 
twenty-si*, it was found that for both men and 
women family background and class of origin 
remain powerful influences. The study concluded 
that the yOurtg people who art- toping best with 
the- transition to adulthood were those who had 
obtained a better education, postponed children 
and marriage, and had lathers in professional 
occupations. Individuals who had come from 
disadvantaged backgrounds had a greater 
tendency to remain there. 

The study found that, on the whole, women 

today are experiencing much greater 
opportunity then their counterparts in the 
previous generation. Middle-class women have 
benefited the most from the shifts mentioned 
above: they were just as likely as their male 
peers to go to university and to move into well- 
paid jiobs cm graduation. This trend towards 
greater equality was also reflected in women's 
heightened confidence and sense of self- 
esteem, compared with a similar cohort of 
women bom just twelve years earlier. 

Women's chances of entering a good career 
are improving, but two major obstacles remain. 
Male managers and employers silll discriminate 
against women applicants. They da so at least 
partly because of their belief that'women are 
not realty interested in careers', and that they are 
likely to leave the workforce when they begin a 
family. Haying children does indeed Still have a 
very substantial effect on the career chances of 
women. This is loss because they are 
uninterested in a career than because they are 
often effectively forced to choose between 
advancement at work and having children. Men 
are rarely willing to share full responsibility for 
domestic wort and child care. Although many 
more women than before are organizing their 
domestic lives in order to pursue e career, there 
are stil I m ajo r barriers in their way. 

Copyrighted material 
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Conclusion: the 
importance of class 

Although the traditional hold at' class is 

most certainly weakening in Home ways, 

particularly in terms of people's Identities, 

class divisions remain at the heart of core 

economic Inequalities in modem societies. 

Class continues Lo exert a great influence 

on chit lives, and class membership is cor¬ 

related With a Variety of inequalities from 

life expectancy and overall physical health 

io access to education a ltd well’paid |obs. 

Inequalities between the poor and the 

more affluent have expanded in Britain 
over the last three decades. Is growing 

class inequality a price that has to he paid 

lo secure economic development? This 

assumption was particularly prominent 

during (lie period of the Thatcher govern¬ 

ment after 107ft. The pursuit of wealth, the 

reasoning was, creates economic develop¬ 

ment because it is a motivating force 

encouraging innovation and drive. Many 

argue that in the present day, globalization 

and the dcregu latinn of economic markets 

arc leading lo a widening of the gap 

between rich and poor and a "hardening1 

of class inequalities. 

Vet it Is important to remember chat our 

activities are never completely deter¬ 

mined by class divisions: many people 

experience social mobility. The entrepren¬ 

eur Gulam Noon, Whose life story We 

begun this chapter with, provides a partic¬ 
ularly vivid example of social mobility. 

The expansion of higher education, the 

growing accessibility of professional qual¬ 
ifications ami the emergence of the 

Internet apd the "new economy' are all 

also presenting important new channels 

for upward mobility. Such developments 

are further eroding old class and stratifica¬ 

tion patterns, and arc contributing to a 

more fluid, meritncratic ondcr. 

Summary points 
1 Social stratification refers to the division of 

society into layers or strata. When we talk ot 

social stratification, we draw attention to the 

unequal positions occupied by individuals in 

society. Stratification by gender and age is 

found in all societies. In the larger traditional 

societies and in industrialized countries 

today, there is stratification in terms of 

wealth, properly and access to material 

goods and cultural products. 

2 Four major types of stratification system can 

be distinguished: slavery, caste, estates and 

class, Whereas the first three depend on 

legal or religiously sanctioned inequalities, 

class divisions are not 'officially' recognized, 

but stem from economic factors affecting the 

material circumstances of people's lives. 

1 Them ost pro m i lent and influ e nblail theories 

of stratification are those developed by Marx 

and Weber. Marx placed primary emphasis 

on class, which he saw as on objectively 

given characteristic of the economic 

structure of society, He saw a Fundamental 

split between the owners of capital and the 

workers who do not own capital, Weber 

accepted a similar view, but distinguished 

two other aspects of stratification - status 

and party. Status refers to the esteem or 

'social honour' given to individuals or 

groups: parly reFers lo the active mobilizing 

of groups to secure definite ends, 
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4 Occupation Is frequently used as an indicator 

of social class. Individuals in the wme 

occupation tend to experience similar 

degrees of social advantage or disadvantage, 
and to enjoy similar life chances. Sociologists 
have traditionally used occupational class 

schemes to map the class structure of 

society. Class schemes are valuable for 
tracing broad class-based ine-qualfties. and 
patterns, but are limited in other ways. Fo-r 

example, class schemes are difficult to apply 

to the economically inactive and do not 
reflect the importance of property ownership 

and wealth to social class. 

5 Most people in modern societies are more 

affluent today than was the case several 

generations ago, yet wealth remains highly 

concentrated in a relatively small number of 

hands. The upper class consists of a small 

minority of people who have both wealth 

and power, and the chance of passing cm 

their privileges to the next generation. The 
rich are a diverse and changing group; self- 
made millionaires, women and young 

people have been entering the ranks oFthe 
rich in greater numbers in recent years, 

$ The middle das is composed broadly of 

those working in white-collar occupations, 

such as teachers, medical professionals and 

employees ip the service industry. In most 

industrialized countries, the middle class 

now encompasses the majority of the 

population; this is due in large part to the 

growth of professional, managerial and 

administrative occupations. Unlike the 

working class, members of the middle class 

generally possess educational credentials or 

technical qualifications which allow them to 

sell their mental as well as their physical 

labour in order lo earn a living. 

7 The working class is composed of people 
working in blue-collar or manual 
occupations. The working class has shrunk 

significantly during the twentieth century, 
with the decline in manufacturing work. 

Members of the working class are more 

affluent than they were a century ago, 

5 The underclass is a segment oF the 
population that lives in severely 
disadvantaged conditions at the margins of 

society. The idea oF the underclass was First 
developed in the United States to describe 
the position of poor ethnic minorities in 

urban areas. Although the notion of the 

underclass has been applied to Britain, the 

concept is perhaps more useful in the US 

context, where there is a greater separation 

between those who are heavily deprived and 

the rest of society, although, even in the USA, 

it is a highly controversial issue-. 

6 Seme authors have more recently suggested 
that cultural factors such as lifestyle and 
Consumption patterns are important 

influences on class position. According to 
such a view, individual identities are now 
more structured around lifestyle chokes than 
they are around traditional class indicators 
such as occupation. 

IP Analyses of stratification have traditionally 
been wrltte n fro m a m ale poi nt of view. Th is 
is partly because of the assumption that 

gender inequalities reflect class differences; 

this assumption! is highly questionable. 

Gender influences stratification in modem 

societies to some degree independently of 

class. 

11 An individual's class position is al least in 

some part achieved; it is not simply 'given' 
From birth. Social mobility, both upwards and 
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downwards in the class structure, is a fairly 

com mem feature, 

12 In ihe study of social mobility, a distinction is 

made between intragenerational and 
irlergenerational mobility. The first of these 
reruns to movement up or down the social 
scale within an individual's worfcirxg life, The 

second concerns movement a cross the 
generations, as when a daughter or sort from 
a blue-collar background becomes a 

professional, Social mobility is mostly of 
limited range. Most people remain dose to 

the level of the families from which they 

came, although the expansion of white-collar 
jobs in the last few decades has provided the 
opportunity for considerable short-range 

upward mobility., 

13 social capita! refers to the knowledge and 
connections that enable people to cooperate 

xvilh one another for mutual benefit and 
extend their influence. Some social scientists 
have argued that social capital has declined 
in the United States during the last quarter 

century, a process they worry indicates a 
decline in America's commitment to civic 

engagement. 

Questions for further thought 

I Which n F rh e theoretical app roaches In stratifies tion seem most relevant In yo u r 

everyday experiences? 

:t Why rto so many sociologists use occupation m a measure ofsocoal class? 

3 Why is downward mobility less common than upward mobility in modern societies? 

4 What do sociologists mran by 'rclaLionaI' class schemes? 

5 Which is the most appropriate unit for class analysis: the individual or the 

household? 

G Is inequality in society a had thing as long as everyone is adequately fed and clothed? 
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Exclusion and Welfare 



CAitOL IS 51 woman of twenty four who 

winks ;.u a telephone coil centre, pro ■ 
vtcling inform atlon and customer service 
to people who went to make travel 

arrangements over lEie telephone. Sitv 
works long hours, often late into the 
evening. The people who work alongside 

her dt the call centre are all women. They 

sit in a large room in long tows, separated 

from one another by grey partitions. The 

women speak into telephone headsets 

wli ile c nte ri ug and retrievi ng information 

from the computer terminals in front oi 

them. 

Like many of her to-workers, Carol is a 

lone mother. &be supports her two small 

children on her low wages. Most months 

she receives a small amount of child 

support from her ex-husband, but it never 

■seems to he enough to Cover expense-, 

and she has spent many hours in commu¬ 

nication with die Child Support Agency to 

tty and regularise the payments, Carol 

rarely manages to save money. Three 
mornings a week She takes on extra work 

its a cleaner at an office building near hm 

flat. The money she is abLe to earn from 

cliis additional work allows Iter to pay 

inns t n I' h er hi! Is 11 it r i me. I n h uy clot h cs fn i 

her children, repays loan she took out to 

furnish her flat, and to cover the east od 

child care. Carol's income is also supple¬ 

mented by benefits given to her as a resi¬ 

dent of a council-owned fiat, a single 

mother and a low earner. Despite these 

payments and working extra horns, Carol 

struggles each month Id make ends meet. 

Her prime goal is to save up enough to 

move herself and her children from the 

council-owned Elat on a housing estate 

into a safer, more desirable area. 

On the evenings when Carol works late 

at the call centre, she rushes from work to 

fetch her two children from her mother, 

wlio cares for them after the day-care 
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centre closes each afternoon. Cam] is- 

often Late because the bus she takes to and 

from work doesn't arrive on time. If she is 

Lucky, line children fall track In sleep as 

soon as she lakes them home, but on 

many nights it is a struggle to get them la 

bed. By the time the children are asleep, 

Carol is Loo exhausted to do anything but 

switch un the television, Shu has Lillie lime 

Co shop for food or to took proper meals, 

so she and the children eat a lot of frozen 

foods - She does most of her shopping at 

the nearest cheap supermarket, hut die 
store is still a bus journey and a difficult 
walk away With heavy bags, an d! she is nor¬ 

mally exhausted by the time she returns 
home. She knows that her children would 
all henefit from a more balanced diet, but 

there are no simps close hyon the council 

estate and. in any case, she can't afford to 

buy many fresh products. 

Caro I worries about spending too much 

lime away from her children, but -she 

doesn't sec any way around her dilemma. 

After she and her husband divorced, she 

spent the first eighteen months at home 

with the children, living off government 

benefits. Although she is struggling to 

cope with her present situation, she does 

not W3M to become dependent on 

welfare, Carol hopes that after some years 

of experience at die call centre, she might 
be able to rise Into a in ore responsible and 

better paid, pnsitlon- 
Many people who encounter someone 

like Carol might make certain assump¬ 

tions ahout her life. They might conclude 

that Carol's poverty anti low position in 

society arc a result of her natural abilities 

or a consequence of her own personal 

upbringing. Others might blame Carol for 

not working hard enough to overcome her 

difficult situation. How does sociology 

help us to judge which of Ihesc views is 

most accurate? It is the job rrf sociology to 

analyse these assumptions and to develop 

a broader view at our society that can 

make sense of the experiences of people 

like Carol. 

Carol and her children are only one 

example of the many households in the 

United Kingdom [halexksi in conditions of 

poverty, According to the Organization for 

tconomic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD). Britain has one of the Worst 

poverty records In the developed world, 

Marty people might be shocked to learn 

that Britain holds such a dubious distinc¬ 

tion, More affluent people often have little 

accurate knowledge about the extent of 

the poverty jn lheir midst. In this chapter 

we examine the concept and experience of 

poverty more closely. We also look at the 

wider concept of social exclusion. Jn the 

final section we look at how the welfare 

state lias grown in response to poverty, 

and wc examine some of the recent 

attempts to reform it, [This chapter 

focuses on poverty in the UK. Chapter 11 

looks at Lite issue of poverty and hi equality 

in a global context.] 

Poverty 

Whet is poverty? 

What is poverty and how should it be 
defined? Two different approaches to 

poverty have been favoured by sociolo¬ 

gists a ltd researchers: absolute poverty 

and relative poverty. The concept of abso¬ 

lute poverty is grounded in the idea oFsuh- 

sistencc - the basic conditions that must 

be met in order to sustain a physically 

healthy existence. E^-opLe who lack these 

,1/ righted a 
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Fundamental requirements For human 

existence - such as sufficient food, shelter 

and clothing — are said in live in poverty. 

The concept nF absolute poverty is seen as 

universally applicable. It is held that stan¬ 

dards for human subsistence arc more or 

less the same for all people of an equiva¬ 

lent age and physique, regardless of where 

[hey live. Any1 Individual, anywhere In lire 

world. can be said to I ive i n poverty if lie or 

she falls below this universal standard. As 

We Will see in chapter 11. 'Global Inequal¬ 

ity5. many people in [he world today still 

Ive and die in absolute poverty. 

Not everyone accepts, that it is possible 

to identify such a standard, however. It is 

more Appropriate, they argue, to use the 
concept of relative poverty, which relates 

poverty to the overall standard of living 

that prevails in a particular society. Advo¬ 

cates of the concept of relative poverty 

ItoLtl that poverty is culturally defined and 

should not be measured according do 

some universal standard o f dep rivadon. It 

is wrong to assume th-nt human needs arc 

everywhere identical - in fact, they differ 

both within and across societies, T hings 

that arc seen as essential in one society 

might be regarded as luxuries In another. 

Fur example, in most industrialized coun¬ 

tries. running water, flush toilets and die 

regular consumption of fruit and vegeta¬ 
bles are regarded as basic necessities for a 

healtliy life; poopie who IIve wiiihout them 
could be said to live in poverty, Yet in many 
developing societies, such Items are not 
standard among the built of die popula¬ 
tion and it would not mate sense to 

measure poverty according lo their pres¬ 

ence or absence. 

There are difficulties in the formula- 

tiers cf'bcth absolute end relative poverty. 

One common technique for measuring 

absolute poverty is to determine a poverty 

line, based on the price of the basic goads 

needed far human survival in e particular 

society. Individuals or households whose 

income falls below the poverty Line are 

said to live in poverty. Yet using a single 

criterion of poverty can be problematic, 

because such definitions fail to take into 

aCCoun L Varia Li oris in hu man needs w:i thin 

and between societies. It is much more 

expensive, fur example, to live in some 

areas of the country than Others; tile cost 

of basic necessities will differ from region 
to region. As another example. Individuals 
who are engaged in physical labour mu- 

doors will be likely lo have greater nuxri 

tionsl needs than, say, office workers who 
spend their days sirring inside. A single cri¬ 
terion oFpoverty lends to mean that some 

individuals arc assessed as above the 

poverty line when in fact their income 

docs not even meet their basic subsis¬ 

tence needs. 

The eonccp t of relative poverty presents 

its own complexities, however, One of the 

main ones is the fact itinL, as societies 

develop, understandings of relative 

poverty must also change. As societies 

become mure affluent, standards fur rela¬ 

tive poverty arc gradually adjusted 

upwards, At one time, for example, refrig¬ 

erator,. central heating find telephones 

were considered to l>e luxury goods. Yet in 

most industrialized societies today, they 

are seen as necessities for leading a full 

and active life. Some critics have cau¬ 

tioned that the use of the concept of rela¬ 

tive poverty tends to deflect attention 

away from the fact that even the Least 

affluent members of society are now con¬ 

siderably better off'than in earlier time el 

They question whether "true" poverty can 

he said to exist in a society, such as 

y right 
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present-day Britain, where consumer 

poods like televisions and washing 

machines now sit in practically every 

Inain- l,h IV ihIi Ls ■; f n l ;n h. i imu l-Ii■ ins 

of poverty point out that access to consu¬ 

mer poods is valueless if an individual or 

proup is unable to access more basic 

poods, such as nutritious food and good 

healthcare 

lei the next section we examine some of 

the main methods used Lo measure 

poverty that have been used In the UK. 

Measuring poverty 

QjJtiU't i nvXMUWmermtif poverty 

hi contmsito the Unned States and many 

either countries, where there is an official 

'poverty line' interpretations of poverty as 

such in Britain are not provided by the 

govtto m r-rn. Bees 11 se of the absence o r an 

■official definition of poverty, researchers 

in lhe UK have relied oil other statistical 

indicators, such rss benefit provision, 10 

measure poverty levels. Prom the mid- 

1960s onwards researchers have followed 

'rfcrt I ItTL 
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Ahc[-Smith and Townsend in defining 

anyone having an income at or below Lhc 

Level of supplementary benefit as living "in 

poverty'. Supplementary benefit was a 

means-tested cash benefit paid by Lhc 

state to people whose income did not 

reach a level deemed appropriate by Par- 

Liamenl for subsistence- in the UK, Sup¬ 

plementary benefit Was replaced by 

income support in 1088. and across much 

ofliurupe poverty is now must commonly 

measured using income Inequality, where 

poverty Is defined as the number of 

households living on or below Ml per cent 

(or in earlier measures 50 per eenrt of 

median income. Under this measure, the 

number of people living in poverty 

increased dramatically throughout the 

lfiaQs, peaking in 1511)1/2, before falling 

from the mid-1990s onwards i|scc table 

IQ.I). In 2001. the Department Work and 

Pensions calculated that 9.8 million 

people were living in poverty according lo 

this measure, representing IQ per cent of 

the total population. 

Pieter Townsend: relative deprivation 

Some researchers believe that official 

measures, of the hind discussed above, do 

not give a true picture of poverty, Several 

Important studies have been carried out 

that define poverty as deprivation. Otic 

pioneer In this approach Is Peter Town¬ 
send, whose work since the Into laStts 

Increased public awareness of poverty in 

the UK. Rather than relying on Income sta 
tisrics. Townsend's studies have concen¬ 

trated on people's subjective understand¬ 

ing of poverty. In his classic study, Poverty 

in the United Kingdom (1979-), Townsend 

Table lt).l Number and percentage of individuals living in households with below 8b per cent of 

median income (before housing costs) 

Y«r Number (millions) Percentage 

1979 6.5 12 

1981 6.9 13 

1967 9.3 17 

1908/9 10.9 19 

1990/1 11.4 20 

1991/2 11.7 21 

1992/3 11A 20 

1991/4 10,5 ia 

1994/S 9.3 is 

1995/6 9.4 17 

1996/7 10.3 10 

1997/a 10.3 ia 

1998/9 10.2 ie 

1999/2000 10.0 la 

2000/1 9.7 17 

2091/2 9.7 17 

5dur££: Department lot Work anti Pc nikjni, .ft □[/.?■= be left Behw Aveisgt: JUinmc 19$4/5-2001/2, In Flaherty *lal. (2004), 

p. 4 3 
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Table 10,1 Townsend's deprivation index (1979) 

Characteristics Percentage of the population 

1 Has ntii had a holiday away from home in the Iasi 17 month;. 51 .G 

2 Adults only. Has not had a relative ora friend :o the home for a 33.4 
meal or snack in the last lout weeks. 

3 Adults only. Has not teen out in the Iasi four weeks to- a relative 45.1 
or friend lor a meal or snack. 

a children only (under 15). Has not hod a Friend to play or to tea in 36.3 
the last !ftu> weeks. 

5 Children only, Did not have a party on last birthday. 56.6 

6 Has nol had an afternoon or evening out for entertain me nt in the 47.0 
last two weeks. 

7 Poes not have fresh meat (including meals out) as many as lout 15,3 

days 4 week, 

S Has gone through one or more days in the post fortnight, without 7.0 
a cooked meal, 

§ Has not had a cooked breakfast most days oi the week. 67.3 

10 Household does not have a refrigerator. 45J 

11 Household does not usually have a Sunday joint (three in four times). 25.9 

12 Household does not have sole use cl Four amenities (llosh WCr sink 21,4 
pr washbasin and told water tap; fixed bath Or shower and gas/ 
electric cocker). 

Sowce: Townsend (1579), p. ISO 

examined the responses in more Ilian two 
thousand questionnaires filled in hy 

households across line UK during the laic 

09&Os. Respondents provided detailed 
information about their lifestyles, includ¬ 

ing their living conditions, eating habits, 

leisure and civic activities, as well as their 

income. Ernom this information Townsend 

selected twelve items he believed would 

be relevant to the whole population rather 

than to particular groups, and calculated 

the pro portion of the population deprived 

of them. [T he results can be seen in table 

10.2.) 

Townsend gave each household a sou re 

on a deprivation indtv the higher die 
score, the more deprived the household 
was, Ele then compared the position of 

households on the index to their total 

Income, making allowances for the 
number of people in each household, 

whether I he adults were workings the ages 

of the children and whether any members 

of the house were disabled. Townsend 

concluded that his survey revealed a 

threshold for levels at income under 

which levels of deprivation rose rapidly. It 

was these households which Townsend 

described as suffering from poverty. He 

calculated that these households formed 

22.9 per cent of the population, far higher 

than previous figures had suggested. 

Based on these findings, he concluded 

that government rates for means ^tested 

benefits wore more that 5b per vent too 

low, falling Well short of the minimum 

need by a household to participate fully 

and meaningfully In society. Townsend's 
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work shows that as income falls, families 

appear to withdraw from taking pari in 

quite ordinary family-type things: they 

become 'socially excludeda concept 

which wc discuss further below 

(pp. 356-65}. 

Although Tbwnscnd's a]]preach has 

proved In he influential, as we shall sec 

below, it has been criticised by some com¬ 

mentators. David Piachaudj for example, 

has argued that the items that Townsend 

selected for his deprivation index [sIluWii 

In tiible 10,21 have an arbitraiy quality: 'll 

Is not clear what tlrey have to do with 
poverty, nor how they were selected' 

Cue?)- Several of the categories in 
Townsend's deprivation lnd.es could he 
more to do with social or cultural deci¬ 

sions than with poverty. If someone 

chooses not to cat meat or cooked break¬ 

fast nr decides not to socialize regularly or 

ItoLiday away, it is not obvious that that 

person is suffering from poverty. 

Joanna Mack and Stewart Lrtnsiey: 
Breadline Britain 

Building on Townsend's definition of 

poverty as deprivation, Ioanna Mack and 

Stewart Lansley have carried out two 

important studies on relative poverty in 

Britain, the first in IWd-T and a second hi 

I95*n, For a television programme called 

Bmutttne Britain, Mack and Lansley con¬ 

ducted an Opinion poll to determine what 

people considered co he 'necessities' for 

an "acceptable' standard of living. On the 

basis of these responses, they created a lisf 

of twenty-two basic necessities thar more 

than 50 per cent of respondents consid¬ 

ered important for a normal life. They 

defined poverty as the condition in which 

three or more items from that iist were 

lacking. 

By asking respondents what they 

thought to he necessities, rather than 

choosing the necessities themselves, 

Mack and Lansky avoided the criticism 

Piachaud and others had directed against 

Townsend's original survey - namely, that 

his choice of those items Lhat made up the 

depriva tion index was arbitrary. Mack and 

Lansky also included a question in their 

survey asking whether items which 

respondents lacked were a matter of per¬ 

sonal choice or one of necessity. If the 

respondents answered iliac it was a matte r 

of choice, then they were not classified as 

being deprived of that item. 

In ihelr first survey In KHI3 Mack and 

r.arisky estimated that there were around 

7.S million people in the UK living in 

poverty" - a round 14 per cenl of the popu¬ 

lation. The different method of calcula¬ 

tion they used gave them a far lower, hut 

still a substantial, figure than Townsend’s 

study did for the extent of poverty in the 

UK. Mack and Lansky I lien repeated the 

exercise in 1990, Their results revealed a 

significant growth in poverty during the 

1980®, with the number of people living in 

p overty (in the 1990 study defined as a lack 

of three or more of twenty-six necessities] 

rising to 11 million, and the number living, 

in severe poverty (a lack of seven or more 
necessities) rising from 2,6 to 3,5 million 
(Mack and Lsnsley 1&85,1992.). 

Da rid Gordon; Poverty and Social 
Exclusion in Britain 

Drawing on the earlier Rmadtine Britain 

survey and the pioneering: work of Peter 

Townsend (who also contributed to this 

study), David Cordon and his colleagues 

carried nut a similar survey in idH'iG called 

I*oivrty and Soda1 Exclusion in Britain 

(generally known as the BSE survey), Like 
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Mack and l.ansley. Gordon and his team 

used a questionnaire to determine what 

people considered to he 'necessities' for 

an acceptable standard at life in modem 

Britain, based on these responses, they 

created a List of thirty-five items that more 

than of) percent of the population consid¬ 

ered important for a normal Life. The List of 

those Items that ov'er half the survey 

deemed 'necessary' can be seen in table 

10.3. 

From this I]'■ i. the (earn found (hat six of 

the items - a TV a fridge, beds and 
bedding for everyone. a washing machine, 
medicines prescribed hy a docmr and a 

deep freewr/fridge freeze r did not add to 
the reliability or validity of the definition 
oF deprivation of necessities in terms of 

distinguishing between rich and poor, so 

these were dropped from the analysis. 

Gordon and his colleagues then set a 

threshold for deprivation, based on an 

enforced lack of two or more necessities 

combined with a low income. 

Based on possession of necessities, the 

Bbti survey found that around 72 percent 

of people Lacked just One or none of the 

items on the List because they couldn't 

afford them, although further analysis 

showed that Ltiis figure included approxi¬ 

mately 10 per cent of people whose 

incomes suggested that they we re vulner¬ 
able to poverty. This left 28- percent of the 

sample who lacked two or more neces¬ 
sities, although the surveyors found that 

this included around 2 per cent whose 
incomes were high enough to suggest that 

they had new risen out of povc rtyr leaving 

26 per cent of the papulation who could 

be classified as poor, (The results of the 

su rvey a re su m ma rized in lab Ic L Cl A .} 

Because Gordon and his colleagues fol- 

Lcoved a similar method to that of Mack 

and [jitslcy's two earlier Breadline Britain 

surveys, discussed, above, they were also 

able to use their data to compare haw the 

level of poverty In the UK had changed 

over time. Comparing the PSE survey, pub¬ 

lished in 2000, with the two Breadline 

Jf.rftm.rj surveys, Gordon ct al. found that 

the number of households that lacked 

three or more socially perceived neces¬ 

sities ft he number set as the poverty 

threshold in Mack and Lansley's studies) 

increased substantially over time, from 14 

per cent in 1903 CO 21 per cent by 1999and 

to 24 per cent by 1999, Thus, the PSE 

survey fbu ltd th at whilst the Brl tish popu - 

latlon had, as a whole, become much 

richer since the early 19to, by 20<W, in 

terms of ell Forced Lack of rtecessilfes, them 

had been a dramatic rise in poverty lor 

those at the bottom. {Eater in this chapter 

wc look at the p regress made on poverty by 

thel.ahouradministration, seepp. 374-fi.) 

Who are the poor? 

The face of poverty is diverse and ever- 

changing, so it is difficult to present a 

profile of ‘the poor*. Yet in the UK as. a 

whole people it] certain categories are 

more likely than others to be living m 

poverty. In particular, people who are dis¬ 

advantaged or discriminated against in 
other aspects of life have an increased 

chance of being poor, In this section we 
Look at how poverty is patterned In the UK 
iry focusing briefly or several groups (hat 
suffer poverty disproportionately com¬ 

pared to the population as a whole: chil¬ 

dren, women, ethnic minorities and older 

people. We begin, however, by looking at 

the regional dimension to poverty. 

In the UK. some regions are poorer than 

others, but os a government report in 
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Table 10,3 Perception of adult necessities and how many people lech Ihetn {all figures show °b 

of adult population) 

Items considered: Items that respondents: 

Necessary Mol necessary Don't have. Don't have, 
don't want can't afford 

Beds and bedding lor everyone 35 4 0.2 1 
Heating to warm living areas of the home 94 5 0.4 1 
Damp-free home 93 6 5 6 
Visiting Friends ar ami y in hospital 91 7 6 3 

Two mee Is □ day 91 9 5 1 
Medicines prescribed by doctor 90 9 5 1 
Refrigerator 0-9 11 1 0.1 
Fresh Fruit and vegetables daily 66 15 7 4 

Warrtij waterproof coat 95 14 2 4 

Replace or repair broken electrical goods as 14 6 12 
Visile. to fiiends or family 94 15 3 2 

Celebrations on special occasions such 93 16 2 2 
□s Christmas 

Money to keep home in a decent state M 17 2 14 
of decoration 

Visits Co school, e g. sports day 31 17 33 2 
Attending weddings* funerals 30 19 3 3 

Ment, fish or Vegetarian equivalent every 79 19 4 3 
other day 

Insurance at contents ol dwelling 79 20 5 3 

Hobby or leisure activity 76 20 92 7 

Washing machine 76 22 3 1 
Collect children From school 75 23 36 2 
Telephone 71 23 1 1 
Appropriate clothes for job interviews 69 26 13 4 

Deep (reeier/fridgc Freezer 66 30 3 2 

Carpets in living rooms and bedrooms 67 31 2 3 

Regular savings (of £10 per month) lor 66 32 7 25 
rainy days or retirement 

Two pairs at all-weather shoes 64 34 4 S 

Friends or family round lor a meal 64 34 10 6 
A smal 1 amou nt al m oney to spe nd on £9 39 3 13 

selF weekly, not on family 

Television se 43 1 1 
Roast joint/vcgetarian equivalent once 56 41 11 3 

a week 

Presents For Friends/family once a year S6 12 1 3 
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Table 10,5 ronrfrrwerf 

Items considered: Items that respondents: 

necessary Wot necessary OcnVl have, 
don't wanl 

Don't have, 
can't afford 

A holiday away from home once a year 
not with relatives 

55 43 14 19 

Replace worn-out lumiture 54 43 6 E2 

Dictionary 53 44 6 5 

An outfit for social occasions 51 46 4 4 

Source: Gordon et al. (2000), p. 1*1 

Table ia.4 Results Of the Poverty and 

Social Exclusion Survey,. 1000 

Poverty classifications Percentage 
(to the nearest 

Whole per cent) 

Poor 26 

Vulnerable io poverty 10 

Risen out of poverty 2 

Not poor 62 

Saurcic: Coidcn dal. (2000), p. IU 

December stressed. the "disparity 
within regions is at least as great as that 

between them' (Cabinet Office LU99), In & 

recent account nf life in 'low-pay Britain' 

the journalist Polly Toynbee provided an 

account oF the pockets oF poverty amongst 

the wealthy. Leaving an expensive home 

In Clapham. South Loudon, she moved 

Inlo a flat in one of the UK's poorest 

estates, and look b succession of poorly 

paid jobs. The flat was less than ten 

minLites' walk from her own front door. 

She chose to stay dose to her home 

because '[p loverly is not somewhere dsu. 

up north in harrow or Jarrow, it is in the 

next .street, intricately inter woven with 

wealth, . . r There is a far less deep 

North /South or regional wealth-gap than 

the groat social divide to be found within 

each area' (Toynbee 2005). 
The proportion of children living in 

households with an income below BO per 

cent of ih# national average more than 
douhled between IftTft and HWfr/7, from 

14 1o 34 par cent. The ending oF child 

poverty by 2020 was one of the most 

ambitious pledges made alter Labour 

came to office in 1397,. and they have had 

some success (see ‘New Labour and 

welfare reform'., pp. 374-6 below). In 

various ways children living in poverty 

tend to have worse health than those who 

do not. They are more likely to have a low 

birth Weight, be Injured (and killed) in a 

road accident (because they are more 

likely to be pedesLrians and less likely to 

have access to a safe play area or garden)., 
stiffer abuse, self-harm and attempt 
-suicide. Poorer children are also less 
likely to do well at school and are far more 

likely to become poor adults (Flaherty ei 
al-. 2004), 

Women arc more likely to Ire poor than 

men. although their poverty has often been 

masked behind studies that focused on 

'male-headed households' (ftuspini, 20(H)). 

The PSE survey carried out by Gordon 

and his colleagues (2069) found that 

women comprised 39 per cent of those 

Tight nal 
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adults living i]i poverty. The causes of 

women's poverty ere compJcx One 

important element concerns the gon- 

dered division of labour both inside ond 

outside the home. The burden of domes¬ 

tic labour and the responsibility of curing 

for children and relatives still falls dispro¬ 

portionately on women, i'his- has an 

Important a fife cl on their ambitions and 

ability to work outside the home, it 

means that they are far more likely than 

men to be In part-llrne, rather than full 

[hue, paid employment arid earn less as a 
result. Although more women are enter¬ 
ing paid: work in the UK than over before, 

amongst Hie labour force occupational 
segregation between ? man's job” and 

WHO SAYS 
ETHNIC MINORITIES 

CANT GET JOBS? 
THERE ARE OPENINGS 

EVERYWHERE. 
L[*m:o "♦*«'* SW« diMsw kaMr At. ra Of1' Of 
Caw - ni< m*mm ]:ti iul iMjf if ,r t, sfiin ,sfa-*|* tr*n HH*i 

n>f|f;ii;». rff-.S! - p:r ■■ ir^bx-i OM ••■liinrf-J drr 

l+hji-l p+Jf'f •** fi*fi{f SI iPt-r.'rff rifffrff lr* SVMir-S-ii 
■ nlnu- Hot* unr, r-tr ■ ■ q lhiriblt >r BSililrl'irl 

'women's work' remains entrenched. 

Women are disproportionately repre¬ 

sented in less well-paid industries {Fla- 

herty et al.. 2001). 

Members of ethnic minority groups 

arc aJsn disproportionately represented 

among the poor. Pakistani and Banglade¬ 

shi individuals, in particular, are far more 
likely to haVe an income of less than hO 

per cent of the average than individuals 

of other ethnicities (see table 10.5). Part 

df the reason fur this are the high unem¬ 

ployment and low employment rates for 

dll cihide minorities in the UK, The 
unemployment rat* for African and Paki¬ 

stani ^ Bangladesh I people in 2002, For 
esample, was three times higher than for 

Ethnic minority people are amongst the poorest in Western societies, often as a result of 

high unemployment. 
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Table 10,5 Percentage of individuals in income fifths, after housing costs, by ethnic group, Great 
Britain, 2001/2 

Percentage 'OOOs. 

5 {bottom) 4 3 2 1 

White Iti 20 20 21 21 52.1 

Black Caribbean je 21 17 13 IB D.B 

Black non-Caribbean 43 22 H 12 9 0,6 

Indian 26 15 26 IB 17 1,0 

Pakistani/Bangladeshi 01 20 11 6 3 1.0 

Cither 37 IB 15 12 IB 1.5 

All individuals 20 20 20 20 2D 5J.0 

Source: Department for Work arid Pensions, WcoseirofJs Below Average Income I394/5-200I/2, In Flal'eriy et al. {200-1}, 

p. IBS 

whites. In die winter of 2002/3, only 5ft 

pe r cent r>f people from an ethnic minor¬ 

ity were in employment, compared to 7ft 

percent of the white population. There is 

also a high degree of labour market segre¬ 

gation. Pakistani groups are heavily 

concentrated in the formcr heavy-manu- 

fartliring and textile industry areas, such 

as Yorkshire and Birmingham - indus¬ 

tries which fell into recession in the late 

1970s. and 19?tQs, Hlark Caribbean men 

are over-represented in manual occupa¬ 

tions, particularly within the transport 

and communications industries. Chinese 

arid Bangladeshis are particularly con¬ 

centrated in the catering Indus try, The ns 

is some evidence to show that some 

occupational segregation has occurred 

because ethnic minorities perceive 

certain industries or employers as white', 

whereas some employers see el hide 

minorities as 'outside their recruitment 

pool' 1 Performance and Innovation Unit 

2002; Flaherty el; al. 2004). F.thnic minor¬ 

ities in the UK arc also more likety lo have 

poorly pa id j m h-s. struggle a t scho o L, live in 

deprived areas and in poor quality 

housing and to suffer health problems 

(Flaherty et al- 20Lla). 

Many people who may have been rea¬ 

sonably paid during their working lives 

experience a sharp reduction in income 

(and status) upon retirement, especially if 

they did not. or could not afford to, invest 

in a private pension whilst working. The 

ageing of the pop u lotion is p utti ng i ncreas- 

ing strain oil state pension provision. As 

Life expectancy increases, so does the 

number of older people in the population, 

between 19G1 and 2001 the number of 

people in the UK aged 65 and over more 

than doubled io 9,4 inillkm. At the age offi5 

men can now expect tea live, oti average, a 
further 15 years and Women ;i further 20 

years., 

life expectancyin lh« UK is discussed in 

ir'ii.:-1ir' detail in chapter ft, 'Socialization, 

the iLife-Course and Ageing’, 

pp. 179-30. 

In recent years studies have shown that 

pensioners arc far more likely than the 

working population to experience persis¬ 

tent poverty. Between 1999 and 2931, 19 
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per cent of pensioners experienced persis¬ 

tent p overt)', compared to 7 percent of the 

working population. The number of pen¬ 

sioners with Eow incomes also increases 

with age. Studies have also Jo u ltd that in 

recent decodes alder women and those 

from ethnic minorities are more likely to 

experience poverty then other pensioners 

Findings of this kind led the Chancellor 

of the Exchequer, Gordon ESrown, to state 

in 2002" ‘Our aim is to end pensioner 

poVelfty in our country.' The Introduction 

of a pcnsion credl t in October 2003. which 

guaranteed a minimum Income for 

people over fit), and promised to raise the 

Income of half of all those people In this 

age group In tin? UK. went some way 

towards meeting this goal. The success of 

this policy depends, of course, on all of 

those entitled to claim the benefit actually 

da i ng so (E:Ja h erty ct al. 2M41. 

Explaining poverty 

Explanations of poverty can be grouped 

under two main headingsr theories that 

set poor individuals as responsible for 

their own poverty, and theories that view 

poverty as produced and reproduced by 

structural forces in society. I hese compet¬ 

ing approaches are sometimes described 

as 'blame the victim' and 'blame the 
system' theories respectively We shall 

briefly examine each lit tom, 
There is a long history of attitudes that 

hold the poor as responsible for their own 
disadvantaged positions. Early efforts to 

address the effects of poverty, such as the 

poorhouscs of the nineteenth century, 

were grounded in a belief that poverty was 

die result of an inadequacy or pathology 

of individuals. The (tear were seen as 

those who were unable - due to lack of 

skills, moral or physical weakness, 

absence of motivation, or below average 

ability - to succeed in society. Social 

standing was taken as a reflection of a 

person's talent and effort; those who 

deserved to succeed did sa, while others 

less capable were doomed to fail, The exis¬ 

tence of 'winners' and 'losers' was 

regarded as a fact of life. 

As we see in our discussion of the rise of 

Lite welfare slaLe below (pp. 3G5-7G). 

accounts of poverty lhal explain it as pri¬ 

marily an individual failing lost popularity 
during the mid-twentieth century, hut 

beginning In the i5l7t>s and they 

enjoyed a renaissance,, as ihe political 
emphasis on entrepreneurship and indi¬ 
vidual ambition rewarded those who 'suc¬ 

ceeded'in society, and held those who did 
not responsible for the circumstances in 

which they found themselves. Often, 

explanations for poverty were sought in 

the Lifestyles of poor people, along with 

the attitudes and outlooks they suppos¬ 

edly espoused. One influential version of 

this thesis was pul forward by the Ameri¬ 

can sociologist Gliarles Murray (whose 

work was examined in more detail in 

chapter 9. pp. 317-211. Murray [19154) 

argues that there is an underclass of indi¬ 

vidual who must lake personal respon¬ 

sibility for the I r poverty. This group forms 

part of a dependency culture (see the lmv 

on 'welfaredependency' below, p, 372)- By 

rhis term, Murray refers to poor people 
who rely on government welfare provision 

rather than entering the labour market. He 

argjucs that the growth of the welfare state 

has created a sub-culture that under¬ 

mines personal ambition and Eliecapacity 

for self-help. Rather than looking to the 

future and striving to achieve a belter life, 

the welfare dependent are content to 
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accept handouts. Welfare, Murray argues, 

has eroded people's incentive to work. 

Murray docs contrast those individuals 

who must Late personal responsibility tor 

their poverty with those who arc poor 

ill rough 'no fault of their own - such as 

widows, orphans or people who ore dis¬ 

abled . fd r exam pie. 

Theories; such as these scent to resonate 

among the Uritish pu pula Lion, Surveys 

have shown that Lite majority of Jiritons 

regard the poor as responsible for tlrelr 

own poverty Ami are suspicious of those 
who I ive "for free' on 'government hand¬ 
outs'. Many believe that people on welfare 

conldl find work If they were determined to 
do so. Yet these views are out of line with 
Hie real Ities of poverty. Ahou t a qu array of 

those living in poverty In the UK are in 

work anyway, hut earn too little lo bring 

them over the poverty threshold. Of the 

remainder, the majority are children 

under fourteen, those aged sixty-five 

and over, and the III or disabled. In spile 

of popular views about the high level of 

welfare cheating, fewer than 1 per cent of 

welfare applications involve fraudulent 

claims - much lower than is the case for 

income tax returns, where it is estimated 

that more than ID per cent of tax is lest 

t il rdugh m Isrepurll tig Or evasion, 

The second approach to explaining 
poverty emphasizes larger social pro¬ 

cesses that produce conditions of poverty 
that are difficult for individuals to over¬ 
come. According to such a view, structural 
forces within sneicly - factors like class, 

gender, ethnicity, occupational position, 

educational attainment and so forth - 

shape the way in which resources are dis¬ 

tributed. Writers who advocate structural 

explanations lor poverty argue lh.il the 

Lack of am h i Lion a tnong the poor, which is 

often taken far the 'dependency culture", is 

in fact a consequence of their constrained 

situations, not a cause of it Reducing 

poverty is not a matter of changing indi¬ 

vidual outlooks, they claim, but requires 

policy measures aimed at distributing 

income and resources more equally 

throughout society. Child care subsidies, a 

minimum hourly Wage and guaranteed 

income levels for families are examples of 

policy measures that have sought to 

redress persistent social inequalities, 

The American sociologist William Julius 

Wilson put forward one important and 

quite recent version of this 'structural' 

argument in his book IV/sevt UforJfe Disap¬ 
pears: Tin' World of Hit Ntw 1ftbon Poor 
(199$). Wilson's position can he described 

as the 'economic restructuring' hypothe¬ 

sis. lie argues (19S7, 193B) that persistent 

urban poverty stems primarily from the 

structural transformation ofthe inner-city 

economy. The decline of manufacturing 

industries, the 'suburbanization' of 

employment and the rise of a low-wage 

service sector have dramatically reduced 

the number of jobs available for those 

immediately leaving education that pay 

wages sufficient to support a family. The 

high rale of joblessness resulting from 

economic shifts has led to a shrinking pool 

of 'marriageable' men (those financially 

able to support a family). Thus, marriage 

has become less attractive to poor women, 

the number of children born out of 

wedlock has increased and female- 

hceded families have proliferated. New 

generations of children arc horn into 

poverty, and the vicious cycle is perpetu¬ 

ated. Wilson argues thal black Americans 

suffer disproportionately because of past 

discrimination and because they arc con¬ 

centrated in locations and occupations 
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particularly affected hy economic restruc¬ 

turing. 

Wilson argued (hat these economic 

changes were accompanied hy an 

increase in the spatial concentration of 

poverty within black neighbourhoods in 

the USA. This new geography of poverty, 

he felt, was due in part to the civil rights 

movement of the lS&Os, which provided 

middle-class blacks with new ■opportu¬ 

nities outside the ghetto. The out-migra¬ 

tion of inkklle-class families from ghetto 

areas Left behind a destitute community 

that lacked the institutions, resources and 
values necessary for success in pnat- 

Industrial society. Wilson also acknowl¬ 
edges that such neighbourhoods lack 
loeally available training and education 

and have suffered from the dissolution of 

government and private sup prut of local 

organizations that once supplied job 

information an well as employment 

opportunities. Thus, the urban underclass 

arose from a complex Interplay of civil 

rights policy, economic restructuring and 

a historical legacy of discrimination. 

Evaluation 

both explanations of poverty, as outlined 

above, have enjoyed broad Support, and 

vuria lions, of each view are consistently 
encountered In public debates about 
poverty. Critics of the culture of poverty 

view accuse its advocates of'individualiz¬ 

ing’ poverty and blaming the poor for 
circumstances largely beyond their 
control. They Me the poor as victims, not 

as freeloaders who arc abusi ng 6 he sys tem. 

Yet wc should be cautious about accepting 

uncritically the arguments oF lliose who 

see the causes of poverty as lying; exclu¬ 

sively in the structure of society itself. 

Such an approach imp lien that the poor 

simply passively accept the difficult situa¬ 

tions in which they find themselves. This 

is far from the truth, as we shall see below. 

Poverty and social mobility 

Most research into poverty in the past has 

focused on people's entry into poverty and 

has measured aggre gate levels of poverty 

year by year. Less attention has tradition¬ 

ally been paid to the 'life cycle' oT poverty - 

people's trajectories out of (and often back 

Into) poverty over thus, 
A widely he Id view of poverty is tha t Jt is 

a permanent condition Yet being poor 

does not necessarily mean being mired 
In poverty. A substantial proportion of 

people in poverty at any one time have 

either enjoyed superior conditions ol'ILFe 

previously or can be r spec Led In climb out 

uf poverty at some time in the future. 

Recent research has revealed a significant 

amount of mobility Into and out of 

poverty: a surprising number of people arc 

successful in escaping poverty, and at the 

same time a larger number than previ¬ 

ously realized Live iri poverty at some point 

during their lives, 

Statistical findings from the British 

Household Panel Survey (BLIPS) show that 

just over half of the Individuals who were 
In the bottom fifth {quintile) by Income in 
195* i were in the same category in 1996 

[see table This does tint necessarily 
mean that these people remained consis¬ 
tently in the same position over the five- 
year period, however. Whi le some of them 

may have done so, others arc likely to have 

riser out of the bottom quinlitc and 

returned to it again during Chat time. The 

BHPS also reveals that one in ten adults 

remained consistently in (he poorest 2D 

percent [bottom quintile) during live out 
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Table 10,6 

m 

Adults moving within the income distribution beiwocn lggi and 1996, Croat Britain 

1996 Income grouping 

Bottom fifth Next fifth Middle fifth Next fifth Tup filth All adults 
1991 income grouping 

Bottom filth 53 3& 12 7 4 ioq 

Next fifth 25 35 22 12 6 IflO 

Middle fifth 11 11 33 23 12 100 

Next fifth 7 12 20 37 23 too 
Top fifth a 6 111 211 59 100 

SourciM.' Q'UisJi 1 Icusehold Panel Sui’iic^. Instil/Jle For Social and Emnnmie Researcli. from SerjirJ JrejrJi (I939j, p. 9El. 

O-.v.ri ecjypighl 

of die sis years in which the survey was 

administered, and that over ihe full period 
BO per cent of adults were never in the 
bottom quintile. On ihe whole, lh«s« 

findings suggest that about lull of the 

adults In the bottom quintile at any given 

lime are suffering from a constant state of 

low income, while Ihe other half are 

moving in and out of the poorest group 

from year to ycar(HM&Q 1999). 

Data on German income patterns 

between 1934 and 1994 have also revealed 

significant mobility into and out of 

poverty, Over 30 per cent of Germans were 

poor (earning less than ball (he average, 

L.e. half the median. Income) for at least 

one year (luring the decade under review; 

tills represents a figure more than three 

limes higher than the maximum number 

of poor In any given year lLeisering and 

Lelbfried 1999). Among those who 

‘escaped’ poverty the average income 

level attained was about 30 per cent above 

the poverty line. Yet more than half of 

those individuals fell back into poverty for 

at least nne year during Ihe ten-year 

period. 

Using data from the IJU s New Earnings 

Survey Panel Dataset and other sources, 

Abigail Me Knight (2drt£h has analysed 

tic rids In iwnifrjp mobility In Britain 
between 1-977 and 1997. By tracking 
groups of Low-paid workers, IvfcKnigfu 

Found a significant amount of persistence 

in tow pay. Her survey showed that around 

a fifth of employees in ihe lowest earnings 

qu ailile (quarter) are still Ihe re s ix years 

later. Mcknight also found that people 

who arc unemployed, who are amongst 

the poorest group in ESrilain, are most 

likely to gnin employment in the lowest- 

paid sections when they do find work; and 

that low-paid employees are more likely lo 

go on to experience unemployment than 

are high er- pa id employees. 

Scholars have stressed that we should 
Interpret such findings carefully, as they 
can easily be used by these who wish to 

scale back on welfare provisions or avoid 
poverty as a political and social issue alto¬ 
gether lohn Hills at the Centre for Analysis 
of Social Exclusion has cautioned against 

accepting a 'lottery model'view of income 

determination. By this he means that ivc 

should be sceptical of arguments which 

present poverty as a 'one-off outcome 

that is experienced by people more or less 

randomly as they move through the 

yriahte 
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income hierarchy. This view suggests that 

the inequalities between the wealthy and 

poor in society are not terribly critical; 

everyone has a chance oF being a winner 

or a loser at some point, so the idea of 

poverty is no longer a cause For serious 

concern, Some unlucky individuals may 

end up having low incomes for several 

years in a row. the argument gue-s, but 

essentially, low income is a random phe¬ 

nomenon. 

As Hills points out 1.1999,1, the BJ1PS 

doe* reveal a fair amount of short-range 
mobility on the part of those living In 
poverty. Foi ovampie, among individuals 

In the poorest decile ttenthj, 46 per cent 
were still there the following year. This 
suggests that more than half of the people 

in the lowest decile managed to escape 

from poverty. Yet a closer look shows that 

67 per cent of the individuals remain 

within the bottom two deciles; only one- 

third progress further than this. Among 

the bottom fifth of the population by 

income. 65 per cent were still in Lhc same 

position a year InLer; meanwhile.. 35 per 

cent remained in the bo Hum two-fifths. 

Such findings suggest that about one- 

third of low income is ’transient' In nature, 

wh i le the other two - th irds a ne no t. Acco rd - 

Ing co IIJlIs, it is-, misleading Co ihink chat 

over time the population gradually 
'mingles" throughout the Income deciles. 

It either, many of those who move out of 
poverty do not Advance far. and eventually 
drift haet in again; the 'escape rates' for 
those who remain at the bottom tor more 

than a year gat progressively lower (Hills 

I696>. 

While climbing out of poverty is surely 

frauphi with challenges and obstacles, 

research findings indicate that movement 

into and out of poverty is more fluid than 

is often thought. Poverty is not simply lhc 

result of social forces acting on a passive 

population. Even individuals in severely 

disadvantaged positions can seize on 

opportunities to better their positions; the 

power of human agency to bring about 

change should nut be underestimated. 

Social policy eon play an important rule in 

maximizing the action potential of disad¬ 

vantaged individuals and communities, in 

our discussion of welfare Later In this 

chapter, We will draw attention to policy 

measures designed to relieve poverty by 

strengthening the labour market, educa¬ 
tion and training opporiu nicies, snd social 

cohesion, 

Social mobility is also discussed in 

chapter 9, "StraliFitalion and Gass', 

pp. i17-32 

Social exclusion 

What is social exclusion? 

The idea of social exclusion has been 

taken up by politicians, hut was first intro¬ 

duced by sociological writers to refer to 
new sources of inequality. Social excl usinn 

refers to ways in which Individuals may 

become cuL off from full involvement in 

the wider society. E:or instance, people 

who live in a dilapidated housing estate, 

with poor schools and few employment 

opportunities in the area, may effectively 

be denied opportunities for self-better¬ 

ment that most people in society have. 

The concept of social exclusion raises 

the question of personal responsibility. 

After all, the word 'exclusion' imp lies that 

someone or someth lag is being shut out 

by another Certainly, there tire Instances 

I n whieh indlvldu als a re excluded through 

pyrighted material 
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decisions which lie outside iheir own 

control. Banks might reFusc to grant a 

current account o r credit cards tn individ¬ 

uals living in a certain postal code area. 

Insurance companies might reject an 

application fora policy on the basis of an 

a]]plicant's personal history and back¬ 

ground. An employee made redundant 

later in life may* be refused further jobs on 

the basis of his or her age. 

Uul social exclusion is not only the 

result of people being excluded it can 

also result from people excluding them¬ 
selves from aspects of mainstream society. 
Individuals can choose to drop nut of edu¬ 

cation. to turn down a job opportunity 

and. become economically Inactive, nr to 
abstain from voting in political elections. 

In considering the phenomenon of social 

exclusion, wc must once again he con¬ 

scious of the Interaction between human 

agency and responsibility on the one 

hand, and the role of social forces in 

shaping people's circumstances on the 

other- 

The idea that individuals exclude them 

selves Irom full participation in society 

has been developed by Charles Murray 

in his theory cl the underclass, dis 

cussed in detail in chapter ?/5tretifica 

tlon and Class', pp. 317-21. 

Social exclusion is a broader concept than 

poverty, though it does Include It. It 

focuses attention on a broad range of 
factors that prevent individuals or groups 
from having opportunities open eo the 

majority of the population. The PSP survey 

by David Gordon and his colleagues fsee 

pp. 34A-7) distinguishes four dimensions 

i.m social exclusion: povertt nr wdusiun 

from adequate income or resources 

(which we have discussed above); labour 

market exclusion, service exclusion and 

exclusion from social relations [Gordon el 

at. 2000). Below we look at the last three 

elements of social exclusion. 

Labour market exclusion 

For the individual, work is important, not 

just because it provides an adequate 

Income, buL also because involvement in 

the labour market is an important arena 

for social interaction Thus, labour market 

exclusion can lead to the other forms of 

social exclusion poverty, service exclu¬ 

sion ami exclusion from social relation?, 

Consequently, increasing the number of 

people In paid work has been seen as an 
Important way to reduce social exclusion 

by politicians concerned about [he issue 

(see helnw, pp. 374-ft). 

To he in a 'jobless household". however, 

should not necessarily be associated with 

unemployment. The PSE survey found thai 

43 percent of adulis [50 per cent of women 

and 37 per cent of men) arc not in paid 

work. By far the largest group of those who 

are not active in the labour market are 

retired {24 per cent of all adults.). Other 

groups who are inactive in the labour 

markc-l include people involved in domes¬ 

tic and caring activities, those unable to 

work, perhaps because of disability and 

students- Overall, we should he cautious 
about claiming that labour market inactiv¬ 

ity b a sign of sodai exclusion in itself, 
because of the high proportion of the popu- 
la tin n that this involves, but we nan say th at 
exclusion from the labour market signifi¬ 

cantly increases the risk of social exclusion. 

Service exclusion 

An important aspect of social exclusion is 

lack of access Eo basic services, whether 

these are in the home fsuchas power and 

py righted material 
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walcr jupplit!!)) or outside it [far example, list in table 10.7} and only ju si ever a hallo! 

access to transport, shops or financial set- people had. access to the full range of pub- 

vices). Service exclusion can involve indi- licly and privately provided services. Table 

vidua l exclusion [when an individual 10.6 shows the levels of collective and 

cannot use a service because they cannot individual exclusion from each of the 

afford to do so) or collective exclusion various services. 

(when a service is unavailable to the com¬ 
munity). The P5E survey found that Exciusionfnm social relations 

almost ?i quarter of people are excluded There are many Ways in which people can 

from two or more basic services (sec the be excluded from social relations. First. 

Table id,7 Public arid private services used by respondents (5*} 

Collective exclusion Individual exclusion 

Use - 
adequate 

Use - 
inadequate 

Don't use - 
unavailable 

or unsuitable 

Don't use - 
can't afford 

Don't use - 
don't want 

or not relevant 

Public $«tv/ce« 

Libraries 55 € 3 0 36 

Public sports facilities 35 7 5 1 43 

Museums and galleries 29 4 13 1 52 

Evening classes 17 7 5 3 73 

A pu bl ic or commu nib,1 31 3 9 0 56 
village ha 1 

A hospital with accident/ 75 13 7 D td 
emergency unit 

Doctor 92 6 0 D 2 
D entisl 03 5 1 0 11 

optician 7a 3 1 1 17 

Post office 93 4 0 0 2 

Private services 

Places of worship 30 1 2 0 m 

Eus services 38 15 6 0 41 

Train or lube station 37 10 ID 1 41 

Petrol stations 75 2 2 1 21 

Chemist 93 3 1 0 3 

Corner shop 73 7 8 0 12 

Medium lo large supermarket 92 4 2 D 2 

Banks or building, societies H7 7 1 0 1 

Pub 53 4 2 2 37 

Cinema or theatre 45 6 18 s 33 

py Tighten: 

50Liree: Gordon etal. (2000), p 59 
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this type at exclusion can mean that indi¬ 

viduals are unable to participate in 

common social activities, such as visiting 

Friends and family, celebrating special 

occasions, spending lime on hobbies, 

having friends round fora meal and taking 

holidays. Second, people are excluded 

lions social relations if they are isolated 

from friends and family the PSE survey 

found that 2 per cent of people had no 

contact with either a family member or a 

friend outside (heir own house eVetl a few 

times a year, A third aspect of exclusion 
from social relations Involves a lack, of 
practical and emotional support in rimes 

of need someone to help wl ch heavy jobs 

around the house or in the garden or fo 
talk to when depressed or to get advice 

From about important Life changes, 

fourth, people arc excluded from social 

relations thrau Rh a Jack of civic engage¬ 

ment. t’ivic engagement includes voting, 

getting involved in local or national poli¬ 

tics, writing a Letter In a newspaper nr 

campaigning on an issue one feels 

strongly about. Lastly, some people are 

excluded from social relations because 

they are confined to (heir hutne. perhaps 

due to disability, caring responsibilities o-r 

because they feel unsafe on the Streets. 

Examples of social exclusion 

Sociologists have conducted research Into 
die different ways that Individuals and 

communities experience exclusion. Inves¬ 
tigations have focused on topics as diverse 

as housing education, the labour market, 

crime, young people and the elderly. We 

shall now look briefly at three examples of 

exclusion that have attracted attention in 

Britain, as well as in other Industrialized 

societies. 

Ho us ing a nd neigh bo urhaods 

The nature or social exclusion can be seen 

clearly within the housing sector. While 

many people in industrialized societies 

live in comfortable, spacious housing, 

others reside in dwellings that arc over¬ 

crowded. inadequately heated or structu¬ 

rally unsound. When entering the housing 

market, individuals arc able to secure 

housing un the basis of their existing and 

projected resources. Thus* a dual-earning 

childless couple will have a greater chance 

of obtaining a mortgage fora home in an 

attractive area. In recent decades house 

prices have risen considerably faster than 
Inflation in much of the UK (particularly 

in the south-east), ensuring that owner* 
occupiers realise large profits on their 
property. By contrast, a household whose 
adults ore unoiviployed or in low-paying 

jobs may he restricted to leas dosirahk 

options in the rcnlcd or public housing 

sector. 

Stratification within the housing market 

occurs at both the household ami com¬ 

munity Level. Just as disadvantaged indi¬ 

viduals are excluded from desirable 

housing options, so whole communities 

can be excluded from opportunities and 

activities that are norms for the rest of 

society. Exclusion can Lake on a spatial 

dlmensiom neighbourhoods Vary greatly 

in terms of safety, environmental condi¬ 
tions a nd die availability of services and 
public facilities. Fur example, loW- 

demand neighbourhoods tend to have 
fewer basic services such as banks, food 
shops and post offices than do more desir¬ 

able areas. Cnimmunity spaces such as 

parks, sports grounds and libraries may 

also lie limited- Yet people living in disad¬ 

vantaged pieces are often dependent on 

py righted material 
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Run-down housfng estates can be sires of intense social exclusion, where many factors combine to 
prevent full social participation. 

what few facilities arc available. Unlike 

residents of mnre affluent arras, they may 

not have access m transport [or funds) 

which wo Lift! allow shorn lu shop and use 

services elsewhere. 

In deprived communities, it can be 

difficult for people to overcome exclusion 

and to lake steps to engage more fully in 
society Social networks m ay be weak: this 
reduces the eh celadon of information 

about jobs, political activities and com¬ 

munity events. High unemployment and 
low income levels place strains on family 

life: crime and juvenile delinquency 

undermine the overall quality of'life in the 
neighbourhood. Low-demand housing 

areas often experience high household 

turnover rates as many residents seek to 

move on to mure desirable housing, while 

new. disadvantaged entrants to the 

housing market continue to arrive. 

Rum! ureas 

Although much attention is paid EO social 

exclusion in urban settings, people living 

in rural regions ca n also experience exclu - 

sion. Some social workers and care-givers 

believe that the challenges of exclusion In 

the countryside are as large. If not larger, 

than those in cities, in small villages and 

sparsely populated areas, access to goods,, 

services and facilities is not as,extensive as 

in more settled areas. In mosl industrial 

societies, proximity lo basic services such 
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as doctors, schools and government 

services is considered, a necessity for 

Leading ail active, full and healthy life. But 

rural residents often have limited access 

to such services and arc dependent cm the 

facilities available within their local com¬ 

munity, 

Access to transport is one of tlie biggest 

[actors affecting rural exclusion. If a 

household owns or bos access to a car, it is 

easier to remain integrated in society, For 

example, family [members can consider 

taking jobs In other towns, periodic shop¬ 

ping trips can be arranged to areas that 

haw a larger selection of shops, and visits 

no friends or Family in other areas can b« 

organized more readily- Voting people can 

be fetched home fiorn parties. People who 

tin nol have access to their own transport, 

however, arc dependent on public trans¬ 

port. and in country areas such services 

arc limited in scope. Some villages, for 

example, might he serviced by bus only a 

few times a day or week, with reduced 

schedules on weekends and holidays, and 

none taler in the evening. 

Homelessness 

Homelessness is one of the most extreme 

forms of exclusion. Be Op Le lacking a per¬ 

manent residence may be shut Out of 

many of the everyday activities which 

others take for granted, such as going to 

work, keeping a hank, account, entertain¬ 

ing friends and even getting letters In die 

post. 

Most homeless people are in some form 

of temporary accommodation, allhough 

there arc still many people who sleep 

rough on the street. Seme homeless 

people deliberately choose to roam the 

streets, sleeping rough, free from the con¬ 

straints of property and possessions. But 

the large majority have no such wish at all; 

they have been pushed over the edge into 

homelessness by factors beyond their 

control. Once they find themselves 

without a permanent dwelling, their lives 

sometimes deteriorate into □ spiral of 

hardship and deprivation. 

Who sleeps on the streets in Britain? 

The answer js Very complicated. For 

example, from the IPBOs onwards, people 

wi Lh me nlai heiilt h pru bletns and lea ruing 

difficulties were discharged from institu¬ 

tions as a result of changes in healthcare 

policy. Before that, these people would 

have spent years in what used to he called 

Long stay psychiatric or mental sab¬ 

normality hospitals- This process of 

ilejnstituiionallzation was prompted hy 

several factors. One was the desire of I he 

government to save money - the cost of 

residential care in menial hcaith institu¬ 

tions is high. Another, more praiseworthy 

motive was the be lie f cm the pa rl ni'kaders 

of the psychiatric profession that long¬ 

term hospitalization often did more harm 

tba n good. Anyone who could be cared fo r 

on an out-patient basis therefore should 

be, The results have not borne out the 

hopes of those who saw delnstilutional- 

Izaliun us a positive step. Some hospitals 

discharged people who had nowhere to go 

and who perhaps had not lived In the 

outside world foi years. Often. iittfo con¬ 

crete p revision for p roper our-pat lent cure 

was In fact made (SEU iskostj. 

Surveys consistently show that about a 

quarter oF people who sleep rough have 

spent time in mental health institutions, 

or have had a diagnosis ol mental illness. 

Hence changes in relevant healthcare 

policy are likely to have a disproportionate 

effect on the incidence of homelessness. 

Most people who are homeless, however, 

pyrighted material 
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have not suffered menial health prob¬ 

lems; nor are they alcoholics, or regular 

consumer of illegal drugs, They are 

people who find themselves on the streets 

because they have experienced personal 

disasters, often several at a time. becom¬ 

ing humeless is rarely the ou tcome of a 

direct 'cause' effect' sequence. A number 
of mlsfomines may occu r hi quick, succes- 
;jnn, resulting in a powerful downward 

spiral, A woman may get divorced, for 

Instance. and at the same time lose not 

only her home but also her job. A young 
person may have irouble at home and 

ilia kc For the hig ci ty wit hunt a ny ntca ns of 

suppor1. Research has indicated that 

those- who arc most vulnerable to home¬ 

lessness arc people from lower working- 

class backgrounds who have no specific 

job skills and very low incomes. Long¬ 

term joblessness is a major Indicator. 

Enmily and relationship breakdowns also 

appear to be key influences. 

Although the vast majority of people 

who are homeless manage to sleep in shel¬ 
ters or receive temporary accommoda¬ 
tion, those who find themselves sleeping 

tough tire often in danger. Research by the 

Institute for Public Policy Research CIPPR) 
Into homelessness and street crime in 
[.(indent, (Glasgow and Swansea provides 
the first indication oF the extern o f victim¬ 
ization suffered by homeless people on 

the streets. The British Crime Survey, the 
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leading statistical indicator of crime in 

Britain, docs not include homeless people 

among; its respondents. In Unsafe Sireels 

(1999], the [PPR revealed that four ouf of 

five rough sleepers have been the victims 

of crime at least once. Almost half of them 

have been assaulted, jet only one-fifth 

chose to report the crimes to the police. 

The picture that emerges is one of home¬ 

less people who are victims ofhigh levels 

of violence on the streets, but who tire also 

excluded from the systems of legi.il and 

police protection that might possibly offer 
sni:n* assistance. 

While making homelessness a top pri¬ 

ority has been universally praised, there Is 
little consensus on how to get people off 
the strccls into permanent housing and 

leading more stable lives. Advocates tor 

homeless people agree that a more long¬ 

term approuch - including counselling, 

mediation services, job training and 

befriending schemes - is needed. Yet, in 

the meantime, many charily groups are 

loath to suspend short-term measures 

such as delivering soup, sleeping bags and 

warm clothing Lo homeless people on the 

streets, The issue is a controversial one. in 

trying to shift attention towards the need 

for permanent Solutions, the govern¬ 

ment's 'homelessness tsar' Louise Casey 
remarked that 'weE-meaning people are 
spending money servicing the problem on 

die streets and keeping It there' (quoted in 
tjillan IM|. Many housing action groups 

agree. Yet charity and outreach groups 

such as the Ra Ivation Army take a different 

approach: as long as there are people 

Living on the streets, they will continue to 

go to them and offer what assistance they 

can. 

liven though, it is not the whole answer, 

most sociologists who have studied the 

issue agree that the provision of more ade¬ 

quate forms of housing is of key impor¬ 

tance in tackling the multiple problems of 

facing ptopic who are homeless, whether 

the housing is directly sponsored by the 

government or not. As Christopher Jencks 

concludes in his book The Homeless 

(199-1); 'Regardless of why people are on 

the streets, giving them a place lo live that 

offers a modicum of privacy and stability 

is usually the most important thing we can 

do to improve Lhoir lives- Without stable 

housing, nothing else Is li ke ly to work-' 

Others disagree, stressing that home¬ 
lessness is only £Q per cent about 'bricks 

and mortar' and inj percent about social 

work and outreach to counter the effects 
of family breakdown, violence and abuse, 

drug and alcohol addictions and depres¬ 

sion. Mike, a homeless man in his late 

fifties, enneill's: 'I think that tor most 

people the situation is much mure- com¬ 

plicated than it seems. Often the problem 

is about their own belief in themselves, 

their self worth. A let of people on the 

•street have low self esteem. They don't 

believe they Can do anything better' 

(quoted in Uamforth 1999). 

Crime and social exclusion 

Some sociologists have argued that in 

industrialized societies such as Britain 
and the United Stales there are strong 
Inks between crime and social exclusion. 

There is a trend In modem societies, they 

argue, away from inclusive goals (based 

on citizenship rights) and towards 

arrangements which accept aiid even 

promote the exclusion of some citizens 

(Young 1998, 1999). Crime rates may be 

reflecting the fact that a growing number 

of people do not fed valued by - or feel 

py righted material 
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Social exclusion at the top 

■ he examples at exclusion that we have 
considered thus tar all concern individuals ai 
groups who, for whatever reason, are unable 
'id participate fully in institutions and activities 
used by the majority of Ihc population. Yet not 
alt cases of exclusion occur among those who 
are disadvantaged at the bottom of society. Ir 
recent years, new dynamics of 'social exclusion 
at the top' have been emerging. By this, il is 
mcanllhata minority of individuals at the very 
iop of society can 'opt out' t>F participation in 
mainstream institutions by merit oF Their 
affluence, influence and connections. 

Exclusion aL Lbe top can take a number of 
forms Tlit wealthy might retreat fully from the 
realm c>F public education and healthcare 
services, preferring to pay for private services 
and attention. Affluent residential communities 
are increasingly closed off From the rest of 
society - the to talled 'gated communities' 
located behind tall walls and security 
checkpoints. Tax payments and financial 
obligations can be drastically reduced through 
careful management and the help of private 
financial planners. Particularly in the United 
states, active political participation among the 
elite is often replaced by large donations to 
political candidates who are seen to represent 
their interests. !n a number of ways, the very 
Won thy are able to escape from their social 
and financial responsibilities into a closed, 
private realm largely separate from the rest ol 
society. Just as social exclusion at She 'bottom' 
undermines social solidarity and cohesion, 
exclusion at the top' is similarly detrimental to 
an integrated society. 

The very wealthy, in eluding celebrities such as 

Jennifer Lnpej, practise their own Form of social 

exclusion, which can also have detrimental 

effects. 

they have an investment, in - the societies 

in which they Live. 

Elliott Currie is an American soeiologisi 

who has investigated the connections 

between so rial exclusion and crime in the 

United States, particularly among young 

people. Currie argues that American 

society ls a 'natural Jabunitory' tJiat is 

already demonstrating the 'ominous 

underside' of market-driven social policy: 

rising poverty and homelessness, drug 

abuse and sharp increases in violent 

crime. Ha notes that young people are 

increasingly growing up on (heir own 

without the guidance and support they 

need from the adult population. 'While 

faced by the seductive lure ol the market 

and consumer goods, young people are 
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also confronted hy diminishing apporlu- 

nitlcs in the Labour markcl to sustain a 

livelihood. Thin can result in a profound 

sense of relative deprivation, and a vvilL- 

Lngness to turn to illegitimate means oi 

sustaining a desired lifestyle. 

According to Currie there are several 

main links between the growth of crime 

and serial exclusion. First, shifts in the 

labour market and government taxation 

and minimum wage policies have led Uj 

an enormous growth in both relative and 

absolute poverty within the American 
population. Second, this rise In social 

exclusion is felt in local com muni ties, 

which suffer from a loss of stable liveli¬ 
hoods. transient populations, increasingly 

expensive housing and a weakening of 

social cohesion. Third, economic depriva¬ 

tion and community Fragmentation strain 

Family life. Adults in many poor families 

ere forced to lake on several jobs in order 

lo survive - a situation which produces 

perpetual stress, anxiety and absence 

from home. The socialization and nurtur¬ 

ing of children is, as a result, weakened; 

the overall lsocial impoverishment’ of the 

comm unity means that there Ls little 

opportunity for parents to turn Lo other 

families or relatives for support. Fourth, 

the state has Tolled buck many uf the pro¬ 

grammes and public services dial could 

Teincorporate' die social!],1 excluded, such 

as early childhood intervention, child care 

and mental healthcare- 
F!nAlly, the standards of economic 

status and consumption that arc pro¬ 

moted within society cannot be met 

through legitimate means by the socially 

excluded population. According to Currie, 

who echoes Merton's earlier ideas about 

'strain' (see chapter 19, p. 7971, one of the 

most troublesome dimensions to this 

connection between social exclusion and 

crime Ls that legitimate channels for 

change are bypassed in favour of illegal 

ones. Crime is favouied over alternative 

means, such as the political system or 

community organization (Currie 1998). 

The welfare state 

In most i i ulus trio fixed societies , poverty 

and social exclusion at the bottom am 

alleviated to some degree by the welfare 

state. Why is it that welfare stales have 

developed in moat industrialized coun¬ 

tries? How can we erplai n the variatlo ns in 

the welfare models favoured by different 

states? The face of welfare is different from 

country to country, yet on the whole 

industrial societies have devoted a Large 

share of their resources to addressing 

public needs. 

Theories of the welfare state 

Most Industrialized and industrializing 

countries in die work! today arc welfare 

States, By this, il Is meant that (he state 

plays a central role In the provision of 
welfare, which it dues through a system 

that offers services wild benefits that meet 
people's basic needs for things such as 
healthcare, education, housing and 
income. An important role of the welfare 

state is managing the risks faced hy people 

over the course of their lives: sickness, dis¬ 

ability, job loss and old age. The services 

provided by I he welfare state and the levels 

of spending on it vary from country to 

country. Some canneries have highly devel¬ 

oped welfare systems and devote a large 

proportion of the national budget to them. 

In Sweden, for example, tax revenues 

righted 11 Zi 
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re-present around S3 percent of the gross 

domestic product (GDP). By comparison, 

other Western nations-take far less in (as. In 

the UK, fas revenues represent around 33 

per cent of GDP and in the USA just under 

30 per cent (Townsend 2002), In this 

chapter, we have focused on the rule of the 

welfare slate in alleviating poverty. 

HoWeVer, the role of the welfare state in 

providing these services and benefits is dis¬ 

cussed throughout the book. Chapter 3 

looks at the Welfare slate and the prevision 

of healthcare, chapter 17 Books at die role of 

the welfare state In prwlding education, 
and chapter ti looks at the welfare state and 

the provision of services and. benefits for 
older people, 

Many theories have been advanced lo 

explain the evolution of llie welfare state. 

Marxists have seen welfare as necessary 

for sustaining a capitalist system, while 

functionalist theorists held that welfare 

systems helped to integrate society in an 

orderly way under the conditions of 

advanced industrialization. While these 

and other views have enjoyed support 

over the years, the writings of I', H. Mar¬ 

shall, and Go si a Espiup-,Andersen have 

been perhaps the most influential cunlri- 

bulions tu [henries of (he welfare Stale. 

T, Hr Marshall: citizenship rights 

Writing in the 19G0s, T- H, Marshall saw 

welfare as an outcome of the progressive 

development of citizenship rights along 
side the growth of industrial societies. 
Talcing an historical approach, Marshall 

traced the evolution of citizenship in 

lirilain and iden tilled three key stages. 

The eighteenth century, according to Mar¬ 

shall. was the time when civil righ ts were 

obtained. These included important per¬ 

sonal liberties sueh as freedom of speech, 

though! and religion, the right to own 

properly, and the right to lair legal treat¬ 

ment. in the nineteenth century, political 

rights were gained: the right to vote, lo 

hold office and to participate in the politi¬ 

cal process. The third set of righ ts - social 

rights - were obtained in the twentieth 

century. T he right of citizens Lo economic 

and social security through education, 

healthcare, housing, pensions and other 

services became enshrined in the welfare 

stale. The incorporation of social rights 

hi to file notion of citizenship meant that 

everyone was entitled to live a full and 
active life and had a right to a reasonable 

Income, regardless of their position in 
society. In this respect, the rights asso¬ 
ciated with social citizenship greatly 

advanced the ideal of cquality foT all (Mar¬ 

shall 1973). 

Marshall's views have been influential 

in sociological debates over the nature of 

citizenship and questions of social inclu¬ 

sion arid exclusion. The concept □ frights 

and responsibilities is Lightly intertwined 

wilh the notion of citizenship; these ideas 

are enjoying popularity irt current discus¬ 

sions about how lo promote 'active citi¬ 

zenship. Yet although Marshall^; work on 

citizenship rights remains relevant (o con¬ 

temporary discttsslutis, it Is of limited use¬ 
fulness- Critics have noted that Marshall 

focused exclusively on the UK in develop¬ 
ing his views on citizenship rights; It is. not 
clear that the evolution to welfare lias 
occurred in die same way in other soci¬ 
eties, 

Gosta Ls ping-Andersen: three world.'; 
of welfare 

The Danish writer Gnsta Eh ping- Ander¬ 

sen's Tiie Three Htorirti of Welfare Capital¬ 

ism 1199(1 ) is- a later addition lo theories of 
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the welfare stale. In thin important work, 

he compares Western welfare systems and 

presents a three-pari typology of 'welfare 

regimes'. In creating this typology, Esping- 

Andcrsen evaluated the level of welfare 

decommodiMention - a term which simply 

means the degree to which welfare ser¬ 

vices are free from the market. Jn a system 

with high ducum modification, welfare is 

provided publicly and is not in any way 

linked to one's income or economic 

resources. In a commodified system, 

welfare services are treated more like 

commodities - (hat Is. they are sold on the 
marker like any other good or service- By 

comparing policies an pensions, unem¬ 
ployment and Income support among 
countries, Esping-Ander-smi identified the 
following three types of welfare regime: 

1 Social democratic Social democratic 

welfare regimes are highly docommo¬ 

dified. Welfare services arc subsidized 

by the stale and available la all citizens 

(universal benefils), Most Scandinavian 

slates are examples of a social demo¬ 

cratic welfare regime. 

2 Ganservative-corporatist Jn conserva¬ 
tive-corpora List stales, such as Ranee 
and Germany, welfare Services may be 

highly deeommodJfied, but they are not 
necessarily universal. The amount of 
benefits to which a citizen Is entitled 

depends on their position in society. 
This type of welfare regime may not be 
aimed at e liminating Inequalities, hut at 
maintaining social stability, strong Fam¬ 
ilies and loyalty to the state. 

3 Liberal The United States is an 

example of a liberal welfare regime. 

Welfare is highly commodified and sold 

ill rough the market. Means-tested 

benefits are available to the very needy. 

hut become highly stigmatized. This is 

because the majority of the population 

is expected to purchase its own welfare 

through the market. 

The United Kingdom does not Fall cleanly 

into any of these Lbrce 'ideal types', l-'ur- 

mcrly, it was closer to a social democralit 

model, but welfare reforms since the 

1970s have been bringing it closer to a 

liberal welfare regime wi(h higher levels of 

cu-m. modification. 

The welfare state in the UK 

One of file main differences between 
welfare models is the availability of 

benefits to Hie population. In welfare 

systems providing universal benefits, 

welfare when it is needed is a right to be 

enjoyed equally by all, regardless of their 

economic status. An example of this in the 

UK is the provision of child benefit which 

goes to the parents or guardians of chil¬ 

dren under the age of sixteen regardless of 

their income or savings. Welfare systems 

predicated on universal benefits are 

designed to ensure that all citizens' basic 

welfare needs are met on an ongoing 

basis. The Swedish system lias a higher 

proportion of universal benefits than the 

UK one. which depends more on means - 

tested benefits. Means-testing' refers to 

an administrative process by which the 

state assesses the actual Income (or 
resources! of an applicant for welfare 

against Its standardized rate, anti, if there 

is a shortfall, makes up the difference as a 

social security benefit, or provides the 

service. F;.xa tuples of means-tested 

benefits in the UK are Income Support, 

Housing Benefit and Working Family Tax 

Credit. IZxampLes of means-tested services 
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are those provided by local authority 

social services departments as residential 

care, or part of community care, packages. 

This distinction hetween universal and 

means-tested benefits is expressed at a 

policy Level In (wo contrasting approaches 

to welfare. Supporters of an instil u tlon crl 

view of Welfare argue that access to 

welfare services should lie provided us a 

right for everyone, T hose Lakinga residit- 

ttifst view believe that welfare should only 

be available to members of society who 

cmly need help and are unable to meet 

their own welfare needs* 
The debate heeween chose who believe 

In an Institutional view of welfare and 

chose who believe lit a residua Use view is 

often presented as a dispute about taxa¬ 

tion. Welfare services have to be funded 

through tax. Advocates of the 'safety-net 

welfare state' approach stress that only the 

most in need - as demonstrated through 

means-testing - should be the recipients 

□ f welfare benefits. Supporters of a resid¬ 

ual view of welfare see the welfare state as 

expensive, ineffective and Coo bureau - 

Crallc. On the- other hand, some feel that 

tax levels should be high, because the 

Welfare state needs to be well funded. 

They argue that the welfare state must be 

maintained and even expanded In order 

for the state to limit the harsh polarizing 

effects of the market, even though this 

means a large tax burden. They claim that 

Lx is die responsibility of any civilized state 

to provide for and protect its citizens. The 

former Minister for Welfare lieForm, Frank 

Field, whose discussion paper Neu< Amlr- 

tions for Oitr Country (1998) Is discussed 

below (p. 374). is a strong critic of means- 

testing and residua list approaches to 

welfare. Field resigned from the govern¬ 

ment Lo 1993 after a dispute with Lhc 

Che uce I lor Gordon Brown, who, Field 

believed, blocked his proposals for welfare 

reform and was too sympathetic to the 

idea of means-testing as a way of regulat¬ 

ing delivery of benefits. 

This difference of opinion over institu¬ 

tional and residual welfare models is at the 

heart of currenL debates over welfare 

refotm. In all Industrialized tounlrLes, the 

future of the welfare stale is under intense 

examination. As the face of society 

changes through globalization- migra¬ 

tion,- changes hi the family anti work, and 
other fundamental shifts. - the nature of 

welfare must also change. In the next 

section we shall examine the formation of 

the welfare state in Britain, the challenges 
it currently faces and attempts to reform 

it. 

The formation of the British welfare 
state 

The welfare state as we currently know it 

was created during the twentieth century, 

yet its roots stretch back lo the Poor Laws 

of 1G01 and the dissolution of the monas¬ 

teries. The monasteries hud provided for 

the poor; without this provision, abject 

poverty and a near complete absence of 

cure for the sick resulted, leading to the 

creation of lire Poor Laws. With tire devel¬ 
opment of I ndustrial capitalism and the 
transition from an agricultural to an 

Industrial society, traditional forms of 
Informal support within families and 
communities began to break down, In 
order to maintain social order and reduce 

the new inequalities brought about hy 

capitalism, ft was necessary to offer assis¬ 

tance to those members of society who 

found themselves on the periphery of the 

market economy. This resulted in 1934 in 

the Poor Law Amendment Aet. Under the 
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Act, workhouses were built, offering a 

Lower standard of living than anything 

available outside. The idea was that the 

Living cond i tions i n the p o-o rh o u ses wo u Id 

make people do all they could to avoid 

p overly. With time, as part of the process 

of nation-building, (he stale came to piny 

a more central role in administering to the 

needy. Legislation which established ihe 

national administration of education and 

The introduction in the 1340s of the 

National Health Service in the UK aimed 

to improve the health and well-being of 

the nation. 

public health in the late ISCtfls was a pre- 

rursorofthe more extensive programmes 

which would come into being in the twen¬ 

tieth century. 

The welfare slate expanded further 

under the pre-first World War Liberal 

government, which introduced, amongst 

other policies, pensions, health and 

unemployment insurance The years fol¬ 

lowing the Second World War witnessed a 

furl her powerful drive for the reform and 

expansion of the welfare system. Rather 

than concentrating solely on the destitute 
and ill. the focus of welfare was broadened 
to include all members of society. The war 

had been an intense and traumatic experi¬ 
ence for the entire nation - rich and poor. 
It produced o sense of solidarity and the 
roa.lt Kali cm that misfortune and tragedy 

were not restricted to the disadvantaged 

alone. 

This shift from a selective to a universal¬ 

ly vision of welfare had been encapsu¬ 

lated in the Beveridge heporr of 1942, 

often regarded as the blueprint for the 

modern welfare state. The Beveridge 

Report was aimed at eradicating itiu five 

great evils; Want. Disease Ignorance, 

Squalor and Idleness. A series of legislative 

measures under the post-War Labour 

government begun to translate this vision 

Into concrete action. Several main, acts lay 
at the core of the new unlvemUst welfare 

state. I lie wartime National government 

had already Introduced the Education Act 
In 13^4, which tackled lack of schooling, 
while the I'jaH National Health Act was 

concerned with improving the quality of 

health among the population. "Want’ was 

addressed through the 13aft National 

Insurance Act, which set up a scheme to 

protect against Loss of earnings due to 

unemployment, ill-health, retirement or 

if 
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widowhood.The 194ft National Assistance 

Act provided means-tested support Jot 

those who were nest covered under the 

National Insurance Act, and finally abol¬ 

ished the old Poor Laws. Other Legislation 

addressed the needs of families 11915 

Family Allowances Act I and the demand 

for improved housing conditions i 194B 

New Tow1 ns Act]. 

The British welfare state came into 

being under a set of Specific conditions 

and alongside certain prevailing notions 

about the nature of society, The premises 
on which tlie welfare state was built were 
threefold. First, it equated wort with paid 

labour and was grounded in a belief in die 

possibility of full employment. The ulti¬ 

mate goal was a society in which paid 

work p layed a ce n tia I role for m out people, 

but where welfare would meet the needs 

of those who were located outside the 

marker economy through the mischance 

of u ncm ploymcnt o r disability, tla nnec ted 

to this, the vision for the welfare slate was 

predicated ana patriarchal conception of 

families - the male breadwinner was to 

support the family, while his wife tended 

to the home. Welfare programmes were 

designed around this traditional family 

model, with a second tier of services 

aimed at those families in which a male 

breadwinner was absent 

Second, the welfare state was seen as 

promoting national solidarity. It w<uikl 
integrate the nation by Involving the 

entire population in a common set of ser¬ 
vices. Welfare was a way of strengthening 

the connection between the stale and the 

population. Third, the welfare state was 

concerned with managing risks I ha I 

occurred as a natural part of the life 

course. In this scnsch welfare was viewed 

as a type of insurance that could be 

employed against the potential troubles of 

an unpredictable future. Unemployment, 

illness and other misfortunes in the 

country's social and economic life could 

be managed through the welfare state. 

These principles underpinned the 

enormous expansion of the welfare state 

in the three decades following the war. As 

[he manufacturing economy grew, the 

welfare state represented a successful 

class 'bargain' that met Lhe needs of the 

Working class as Well ns [hose of the eco¬ 

nomic elite who depended an a healthy 

high-performing workforce. Yet. as we 

shall ace in the next sections, beginning in 

the 1970s the splintering of political 
opinion Into Institutional and residua list 

welfare camps became increasingly pro¬ 

nounced. Hy the I PI!(is both lhe lefi and 

the right had acknowledged that the con¬ 

ditions under which the welfare state was 

formed had changed, rendering lhe Beve¬ 

ridge vision for welfare numiadrd and in 

need of significant reform. 

Reforming the welfare, state: the 
Conservative‘roll-back' 

l he political consensus about lhe pur¬ 

poses of Lhe welfare state began to break 

down in Llae L970s and intensified during, 

the iJtObs when the administrations of 
Margaret Thatcher in the UK and Ronald 
Reagan in the USA attempted id 'roll back' 

the welfare state, Several main criticisms 
were at the heart of attempts to reduce 
welfare. The first concerned the mounting 
financial costs. Ceiieral economic reces¬ 

sion, growing unemployment and the 

emergence oF enormous welfare bureau¬ 

cracies meant that expenditure continued 

to increase steadily - and at a rate greater 
than that of overall economic expansion. 

A debate over welfare spending ensued. 
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with advocates oi a mil-back pointing In 

Che ballooning financial pressure on the 

welfare system. Pul Lev-maters empha¬ 

sized the potentially overwhe Inning 

impact :il the Tii-mngLY.nhii' time bomb' 

on the welfare system: the number oi 

people dependent urt welfare services was 

growing as the population aged, yel the 

ciumber uf young people uT working age 

payi ng into the system was declining. 1'liis 

sign:.;Ilod a potential financial crisis 

The ’"greying1 of (hi; population is dii- 

ttHtd in chaplet e, 'soeialisatioa the 
Life-Course and Ageing', pp. 179-HO. 

A second line of criticism was related to 

the notion of welfare dependency. Critics 

of existing welfare institutions argued that 

people become dependent cm the very pro¬ 

grammes that are supposed to allow them 

to forge an independent and meaningful 

life, They become nut just materially 

dependent, but psychologically dependent 

On the arrival of the welfare payment. 

Ins tead of lakingan active attitude towards 

llaeir lives, tliey lend to adopt a resigned 

acid passive one, looking In the welfare 

sys tem to support them (see box on p, T72j, 
In Btlwln. the debate over welfare 

dependency wes .11 nlted to criticisms nf the 

Margaret fbatcher's Conservative government (1979 90} heavily crilidied the UK's so called 

'dependency culture'. 

Yiah I tun. 
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'nanny state', a phrase suggesting that the 

government dutifully [but unnecessarily) 

took care of citizens' every reed. The Con¬ 

servative government under the leader¬ 

ship of Margaret Thatcher promoted indi¬ 

vidual initiative and self-sufficiency as 

co re values, As part of the turn towards a 

fully free market economy, reliance on 

what Were described a-s 'handouts from 

the state' was discouraged thru ugh a 

series of welfare reforms. Only those who 

Were unable to pay for Ihelr own Welfare 

were to receive assistance from tin; state, 
The istflit Social Security Act allowed the 

state to cut hack c n welfare ejj penditnres 

by raising the eligibility criteria for Income 
support, family credit and. housing 
benefit 

The Cmmervarive government imple¬ 

mented a number of welfare reforms lhal 

began to shift responsibility for puhlie 

welfare away front the state towards the 

private sector, the voluntary sector and 

local communities. Services which were 

formerly provided by the state at highly 

subsidized rates were privatized or made 

subject to more stringent means-testing. 

One exam pie u f this can be seen in the pri¬ 

vatization of council housing in the ISUiOs. 

The I9J50 Housing Act allowed rents for 

council housing to be raised significantly, 

laying the groundwork fur a large -scale 

sell-off of council housing stock. This 
move towards resfclreiUs m hi Irons! tig pro¬ 
vision was particularly harmful to those 

located just above the means tested eli¬ 
gibility line for housing benefit, as they 
could rro longer get access to public 

housing, but could ill-afford to rent 

accommodation at market rates. [Rcsidu- 

Welfare dependency 

The idea of welfare dependency is a 
controversial one and some deny that such 
dependency is widespread. 'Being on welfare" 
is commonly regarded as a source of shame, 
they ssy, and m o^ peo p le who a re in such a 
position probably strive actively to escape from 
it as far as possible. 

Qtrol Walker has analysed research into how- 
people living on income support manage to 
organise their lives. She found a picture very 
different from that painted by those who argue 
that living on welfare is an easy op lion. Of 
unemployed respondents in one study, SO per 
cert had experienced a deterioration in their 
living standards since living on welfare. For 
nearly all, life became much more of a 
struggle. For a minority; cm the other hand, 
social assistance can bring improvements in 
living standards. For instance, someone who is 
unem ploysd a n d reaches the a ge of sixty is 
relabelled a pensioner claimant' and can claim 
benefits30 percent higher than those 
previously obtained. 

The category of those whose circumstances 
may improve does in fact include single 
parents. Research indicates that as marly as a 
third of single parents - almost all of them 
women - were better off after the hreak-up of 
their marriage than they were before. The large 
majority, however, became worse off. 

Only 1 2 per cent of people living, Oh social 
assistance in the 1990s said they were 
'managing quite well', Most said they were 'just 
getting by' or 'getting inlo difficulties''. Planning 
ahead is difficult. Money cannot be put aside 
for the future, and bills are a matter of constant 
concern. In spite of its importance, food is often 
treated as an item which can be cut hack on 
when money is short. Walker concludes: 
'Despite sensational newspaper headlines, 
lining on social assistance is not an option most 
people would choose ll they were offered a 
genuine alternative. Most find themselves in 
that position because of some traumatic event 
in their lives: loss ol a job, [loss of a partner or 
tbs onset of ill health' (Walker T994: 9). 
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alist welfare models were introduced on 

p. 368.) Grilles argue that ihc privatization 

of council housing contributed signifi¬ 

cantly to the growth oF homelessness in 

the IO-SOk and lbSSs. 

Another attempt to reduce welfare 

expenditure and increase its efficiency 

Limit' through (he introduction of market 

principles in [lie provision of public ser¬ 

vices, The Conservative government 

argued that itiiucling a degree of competi¬ 

tion into welfare Services such as health¬ 

care and education would provide the 

public with greater choice and ensure 

high-quality servicer Consumers could, in 

effect. Vote with their feet’ by choosing 

among schools or healthcare piovlders. 

lnstiiutions providing substandard ser¬ 

vices would be obliged to improve or be 

Forced to dose down, fust like a business. 

This is because funding For ail institution 

would be based on the number of students, 

or patients, who chose Bo use its services. 

Critics charged (hat 'internal markets' 

within public services would lead to lower- 

quality services and a stratified system of 

service provision, lULher (ban protecting 

the value of equal service for all citizens, 

F.valtMiting die Consermnue rod- 
hack 

To what extent did the Conservative 
governments of the 19<Ws succeed in 

rolling back the ivdfare state? In fWirttrirt- 
tling the L*Wfare Srflxcf (1994), Christo¬ 

pher Pierson compares the process- of 
welFaie 'retrenchment' in Britain and the 

USA under the Thatcher and Reagan 

administrations and concludes that the 

welfare states emerged From the Conser¬ 

vative era relatively intact. Although both 

administrations came into office with the 

express intern of s la shing welfare expendi¬ 

ture, Pierson argues that the obstacles to 

rolling back welfare were ultimately more 

than either government could overcome. 

The reason lor this lies in the way in which 

social policy had unfolded over lime: since 

its inception the welfare stale and its insti¬ 

tutions hud given rise Lo specific cunstiEu- 

encies that actively defended the benefits 

they received against political efforts to 

reduce them. From organized Labour 

unions to associations oT retired persons, 

ail intricate network of interest gruups 

mobilized! in support of welfare. 

According to Pierson, decisions about 
welfare retrenchment were guided pri¬ 

marily by a fear of public outcry and back 
lash. Politicians found that rolling back 
the welfare; state was far from the mirror 

opposite of welfare expansion. As a result, 

a new brand of political activity emerged: 

attempts were made to minimize apposi¬ 

tion by compensating 'lasing' groups ar 

working to prevent alliances from In ruling 

between interest groups. 'Far more than in 

the era of welfare s Late expansion/ Pierson 

writes, 'struggles over social policy 

become struggles; over information about 

the causes and consequences of policy 

change' (1994; 8). Those social pro¬ 

grammes in which retrench men E did 

occur, such as unemployment benefit, 

were generally those In which interest 

groups were successfully prevented from 

mobilizing, 

Pierson sees the welfare state as under 
severe strain, but rejects the notion that it 
is 'in crisis'. Social spending has held fairly 

constant, he argues, and all the core com¬ 

ponents of the welfare slate remain in 

plan:. Vi'hilv nut dviivLog rhe gn-iii li-i- in 

inequalities as a result of welfare reform in 

the 19S0s, he points out that social policy 

mi the whole was not reformed to the 
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extent that industrial relations or regula¬ 

tor}' policy were. In Britain a huge majority 

□ f the population continues la rely or 

public health and education services, 

while in the United States welfare services 

arc more residualdzed. 

New Labour and welfare reform 

Welfare reform remained a top priurity for 

the New Labour government which came 

to office in the UK in 1037, Agreeing in 

some respects with Conservative critics of 

welfare in nd breaking with traditional left 
politics). New Labour argued that new 

welfare policies are needed to cope with 

poverty and inequality as well as to 
Improve health and education- The 
welfare state itself is often pert of the 

problem, creating dependencies and 

offering a 'hand-mu' instead of a 'hand 

up'. This has resulted in huge bureaucra¬ 

cies that now struggle to manage social 

problems in their full-blown form, rather 

than dealing with them pre-emptively at 

their origin. Such an approach has not 

proved to be successful in reducing 

poverty or redistributing income through¬ 

out the population, Most of the reduction 

in poverty, it is argued, is Lite result of 

overall increases in wealth rather than 

social policy, 
One of the main difficulties with the 

welfare system Is that the conditions 

under which it was created have changed 

signl ticantly. The welfa re state was crea ted 

at a time of full employment Changes in 

Family structure rendered the patriarchal 

view of the male breadwinner inappli¬ 

cable. An enormous number of women 

had entered the workforce and the growth 

cf lone-parent households has placed new 

demands on the welfare state. There has 

also been a distinct shift in the types of risk 

that the welfare state needs to contend 

with. 

The idea a: the state as a means of 

pooling risk was introduced above, 

p. 3&5. The concept of the risk society, 

and its implications lor the welfare stole, 

■s discussed in chapter 4, Theorelkal 

Thinking in Sociology1, pp. 113 21. 

As an example, the welfare state proved to 

bo an inadequate tool for dealing with the 

harmful consctfuences of environmental 

1101101101] dr lifestyle choices such as 

smoking. 

i^on, after ai i iving in office the govern¬ 

ment published a discussion paper, Nm‘ 

Ambitions for Oitr Country: A New Con¬ 
tract far Welfare (Iftfi-ft), which provided an 

evaluation oF the we I Fa re state and 

described a vision oF 'active welfare' aimed 

at empowering people in both their 

careers and personal lives. The paper was 

largely the work of the then Minister for 

Welfare Reform, Frank Field, whose oppo¬ 

sition to rcsidualist welfare was discussed 

above (p. 369], Arguing that old solutions 

Lo poverty and inequality' no longer 

applied. New Labour advanced the idea of 

a welfare contract between the staLc and 

citizens based on both rights and respon¬ 

sibilities, The role of the state Is to help 
people Into work and stable Income; not 
simply )o assist them when they are 

located outside the labour market. At the 
same time, citizens must build on their 
action potential In order to change their 
circumstances, rather than waiting for 

welfare benefits in be dispensed. 

Employment became cmr of the corner¬ 

stones of New labour social policy and 

great attention has been paid to the role of 

dynamic labour ma rkets in we Ha re reform. 

The aim to increase the n umber of people 
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participating in the labour market has 

Lice:n largely successful so far. The employ¬ 

ment rate for people of working age in the 

three mmiihs to JuneiQffit was 75 pei cent, 

the highest lor 13 years. The idea behind 

this approach is that the market not only 

creates inequalities, but can be part of 

reducing them as well. {Jetting people into 

Work a nd Inco rn e i nto house h u Ids is o ne o f 

the main steps that can he taken Lti reduc¬ 

ing poverty. Among the most significant 

welfare reforms introduced under New 

labour are the welfare-to-work pro¬ 

grammes (sec box), whose driving inten¬ 

tion eh to move recipients from welfare into 

paid pubs. Welfare-tu-wcnk benefits Eire 

direcLcd towards-encouraging a variety of 

groups Lo onier the labour market. Young 

Evaluating welfare-id-work programmes 

Since 113 37 the la h a u r govern men! has p ut 
forward a number of policies and targets to 
move people from welFare into work, 'New 
Deaf programmes have been set up for certain 
group? such as the disabled, the long-term 
unemployed, young people and those aged 
over 50. Similar programmes have existed for 
some time in the United States, and there has 
been some opportunity there to study their 
implications, Daniel Friedlamder and Cary 
Surtleas stud ed four different governmeriit- 
m Listed programmes designed to encourage 
welfare recipients to find paidl work. The 
programmes Were roughly similar, They 
provided financial benefits for welfare 
recipients who actively searched for jobs, as 
welE as guidance in job-hunting techniques 
□ nd opportunities for education and training. 
The target populations Were mainly single- 
parent heads of households who were 
recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent 
Children, the largest cash welfare programme 
in the country. Fried lander and Buitless found 
that the programmes did achieve results. 
People involved in them were able either to 
enter empfoymeivt or to start working sooner 
than others who didmJt participate. In all four 
programmes, the earnings produced were 
several times greater than the net cost of the 
programme. They were least effective, 
however., in helping those who needed them 
the most - those who had been our of work 
fora lengthy period, the long-term 
unemployed (Frfedlander and Sunless 1994). 

Although welfare-to-work programmes 
have succeeded in reducing American welfare 

claims by approximately 40 per cent, some 
statistics suggest that the outcomes are not 
■entirely positive. In the U5A, approximately 20 
per cen t of those who cease to receive welfare 
do not work and have no source of 
independent income; nearly one-third who do 
get jobs return to claim welfare again within a 
year. Between a third and a half of welfare 
leavers who are in work find that their 
incomes are less than their previous benefit 
levels. In iiVisconsin, the US state which was 
one of the first to introduce welfare-to-work 
programmes, two-thirds of welfare leavers live 
below the poverty line (Evans 2GQQ). Pointing 
to such findings, critics argue that the apparent 
success of welfare-to-work initiatives in 
reducing the absolute number of welfare 
cases conceals some troublesome patterns in 
tbo actual experiences of those who lose their 
welfare. 

Others question the effectiveness of local 
empowerment 'zones'for combating social 
exclusion. They argue that poverty and 
deprivation are not concentrated iri those 
designated areas alone, yet the programmes 
are targeted as if all the poor live togeth er, in 
the UK, the findings of the government's own 
Social Exclusion Unit back this claim; in 1997, 
when Labour came to power, iwo thirds of all 
unemployed people lived in areas outside the 
forty-tour most deprived boroughs of the 
country. Localized initiatives, sceptics point out, 
cannot replace □ nation-wide anti poverty 
strategy, because too many people fall outside 
the boundaries of the designated 
empowerment zones. 
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people under she age of' twenty-five are 

offered I raining and job opportunities. 

Instead of receiving state income support; 

Lone parents are granted a tax credit to 

assist with child care casts; and the long- 

term uncmployed arc offered lessons on 

how to present themselves to employers 

during job interviews. 

As well as the Welfare-to-Work pro¬ 

grammes discussed above, New Labour 

has also used the welfare state to raise the 

Income tnf those In low-paid jobs. A 

minimum wage was introduced in 1999, 

There have also been reductions In the 
basic rate of Income fa* and, in 20fti, the 

Introduction of a working tax credit 

directed al low earners without children, In 
|<399 a commitment was made to abolish 

child poverty by 2929. In addition to die 

changes above, increases in child benefit 

and means-tested benefit rates for children 

under the age of eleven were targeted more 

directly at ending child poverty. The latest 

assessments show that the government has 

had some success in its aim. with child 

poverty falling by a million by 2002 (Pia- 

chuud and Sutherland 2002). However, it 

has been pointed out that even if the ten- 

year large! of halving cliild poverty by 20 IQ 

is met. levels will still be higher than in 1979 

when Margaret Thatcher became Prime 
Minister (Flaherty et al. 20041. 

New Labour has also undertaken to 

Improve the social capacity of Individuals 
and communities to 'help themselves’ by 

supporting local Initiatives aimed at reduc¬ 

ing poverty. Community empowerment 

lores in health action, employment and 

education have been created across the 

country, allowing local policy-makers to 

design solutions appropriate for the needs 

of Local residents. Such an approach has 

scvciul benefits. Assistance Is targeted in a 

more direct way, small-scale innovative 

schemes can be introduced and Local par- 

Licipadon in derbimi-making i- enhanced. 

Such programmes promote a more active 

form ol'wcJJarc in which citizens are inte¬ 

grally involved in building belter Lives for 

themselves in partnership with the slate, 

The debate over welfare reform has not 

subsided, although there is a general con¬ 

sensus that change is necessary. The New 

Labour approach is not without its critics. 

Some sue WeLFillW-tO-Workprogrammes as 

a ruthless way of cutting social expendi¬ 
ture- People unable to enter the labour 
market, despite training and child-care 

Incentives, risk losing their welfare 

benefits. Although the programmes are 
aimed at enl ting the conditions for welFare 

dependency, they can end up forcing 

those who lose li enc fits into a life of crime, 

prostitution or homelessness. 

Conclusion; poverty and 
welfare in a changing 
world 

The theory underlying the policies of Mar¬ 

garet Thatchers and John Major's govern¬ 

ments (1979 97) was that cutting tax rates 

Fur individuals and corporations would 
generate high levels of economic growth. 

the fruits oF which would Trickle down’ to 

file poor. Similar policies were imple¬ 
mented In die USA during Ronald Reagan's 
and George Push Senior's presidencies 

(T9HU-92) and again under George Bush 

Junior (2000-1, with comparable results. 

The evidence docs not support the 'trickle- 

down thesis, finch an economic policy may 

or may not generate acceleration of eco¬ 

nomic development, hut the result tends to 

expand the differentials between the poor 

pyrighted material 
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and the wealthy, and increase the numbers 

living in poverty. Both Income-based 

measures of poverty and those based on 

the deprivation of necessities increased 

significantly from the late 3 STBs. 

Changes in the occupational structure 

and the global economy have also con¬ 

tributed Lo the trend towards inequality in 

Britain, the United SiaLes and elsewhere. A 

decline in the manual workforce had cm 

important effect both on patterns of 

Income distribution and unemployment. 

It is often the case that workers In 
unskilled! nr semi*skilled Jobs have found 
it difficult to re-enter a rapidly changing 

labour market where educational quallfi- 
catl o ns and tech uologlcal oompef ence a re 
in increasing demend. Although there has 

been a marked expansion of opportunities 

in the service sector, much of this has been 

for positions that arc low-paid and with 

little prospect For advancement. 

Politicians on the left have traditionally 

been Intent on eradicating poverty [and 

Increasing equality of outcome! by redis¬ 

tributing wealth from the affluent to Lite 

needy, The welfare state anti high levels of 

taxation were two ways in which this was 

attempted, Such approaches have failed 

to eradicate poverty, however, and often 

generated unintended consequences, Tlie 
targe council estates constructed In post¬ 
war Britain, sometimes built lo rehouse 

slum-dwellers, became some of the most 
socially excluded areas In the UK- Simi¬ 

larly, the expansion of the welfare state 
after I&4-5 led In a degree of welfare depen¬ 

dency. 

Increasingly, new visions of equality are 

being advanced which diverge from earlier 

'left’ and 'righl' agendas For suciaL policy. 

The concept of eq uality Is being revised in 

a more dynamic manner, emphasizing 

equality of opportunity and the impor¬ 

tance of pluralism and lifestyle diversity. 

Our understandings of inequality are also 

beginning to change. Although economic 

inequalities persist, out society is becom¬ 

ing more egalitarian in other ways. 

Women are much more equal in eco¬ 

nomic, social and cultural terms than in 

previous generations, and significant legal 

and social advances are being made 

among minorities. The entry of women 

Into the labour market lias meant a 

growing divide between work-rich' 

households, characterized by dual 

carriers, and 'work-poor' households 

where no one Is active In the labour 

market, Women’s earnings have become 

more critical to household income than 

they were in earlier times, and with 

women occupying influential and higldy 

paid positions in greater numbers than 

before, the impact of their earnings can 

carry enormous weight: Indeed, (he 

success of duel-earner households, par¬ 

ticularly those without children, is one of 

the most important facLors in the shifting 

pa Item <j f i nCome tl istrib ution. I he d i Ffer- 

ences between two-earner, one-earner 

and no-earner households are becoming 

Increasingly apparent. 

Against this backdrop, however, there 

are new risks and threats facing our soci¬ 

eties, These risks do not discriminate 

between the affluent and the poor. Pollu¬ 

tion, destruction to the environment, and 

the runaway growth of urban areas are 

problems that we have manufactured our¬ 

selves. They are threa ts for which we are all 

responsible and which demand lifestyle 

changes from everyone if they are to be 

managed. 

As sve begin to address these new chal¬ 

lenges, the role of the state and welfare 
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itic:» in help themselves, Rights and 

responsibilities arc taking cm new impor¬ 

tance - 3i□ t only for ihosc at the bottom 

attempting to move off welfare into work, 

but also for those at the top whose wealth 

does not article them to evade civic, social 

and fiscal duties. 

services is necessarily coming under 

review. Welfare is not simply about 

material prosperity, but about tire overall 

well-being of the population. Social policy 

is concerning itself with promoting social 

cohesion, fostering networks of interde¬ 

pendence and maximizing people's abil- 

Summary points 
1 There ere two different ways of 

understanding poverty. Absolute poverty 

refers to a lack of the basic resources needed 

to maintain health and effective bodily 

functioning. Relative poverty involves 

assessing the gaps between the living 

conditions of some groups and those 

e njoyed by th e m ajorlty of the p o p u lation. 

2 In many countries official measurements of 

poverty dre mode in relation to ■» poverty 

line, a level below which people are ■said to 
live in poverty. Subjective measurements of 

poverty are based on people's own 
understandings of what is required for an 
acceptable standard of living. 

3 Poverty is wi desp rea d in the affluent 

countries. In the l9S0sand 1990s Britain 

gained one of the worst poverty records in 

the developed world. Inequalities between 

the rich and poor widened dramatically as a 

result of government policies, changes in the 

occupational structure and unemployment. 

4 The poor are a diverse group, but individuals 

who are disadvantaged or discriminated 

against in other aspects of life (such as older 

people, children, women and ethnic 

minorities) hove an increased chance of 

being poor. 

5 Two main approaches have been taken to 

explain poverty. The 'culture of povert/ and 

'dependency culture' arguments claim that 

the poor are responsible for their own 

disadvantages. Due to a lack of skills, an 

absence of motivation or a moral weakness, 

the poor are unable to succeed in society. 

Some of them become dependent on 

outside assistance, such as welfare provision, 

rather than helping themselves. The second 
approach argues that poverty results from 
larger social processes, which are both 

reinforced and influenced by the action of 
individuals. 

6 Social exdusi o n refers to pro cesses by whi ch 

individuals may become cut oft from full 

involvement in the wider society. Social 

exclusion is a wider term than poverty, 

though lack of resources and income is one 

dimension of social exclusion. Other aspects 

of social exclusion me ude exclusion from 

the labour market, services and social 

relations. Homelessness is one of the most 

extreme forms of social exclusion. Homeless 

people lacking a permanent residence may 

be shut out of many everyday activities 

which most people take for granted. 

7 Welfare ■slates are those in which the 
government plays a central role in reducing 

inequalities in the population through the 
provision or subsidisation of certain goods 
and services, Welfare services vary from 
country to country, but often include 
education, healthcare, housing, income 
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support, disability unemployment and 

pensions. 

& In welfare- states that provide universal 

benefits, welfare at times of need is a right to 

be equally enjoyed by all, regardless of 

income level or economic status. Means 

tested benefits, by contrast, are made 

available only to some individuals, whose 

eligibility is determined on the basis of low 

income and little or no savings. The future of 

welfare provision is being debated in most 

industrialized countries. On the one side ere 

those who believe that welfare should be 

well lunded and universal on the other are 

people who believe it should serve only as a 

safety net for those who truly cannot 

otherwise get help. 

9 The present British welfare state developed 

in the twentieth century, undergoing periods 

of expansion during the pro First World War 

Liberal government and (he post-war Labour 

government, it was oriented to a broad 

vision of welfare that included a I members 

of society. By the 1570s the welfare state 

was being criticized as ineffective, 

bureaucratic and too expensive, There was 

concern over welfare dependency - when 

people become dependent on. the very 

programmes that are supposed to help them 

to lead an independent life. 

id Margaret Thatcher's Conservative 

government attempted to roll back the 

welfare slate by shifting responsibility for 

public welfare away from the state to the 

private sector, the voluntary sector and local 

communities. Deinstitudonalizaljon is the 

process by which individuals cared for by the 

state (in institutions) are returned to their 

families and communities. 

I I The New Labour government has carried out 

a raft of measures on welfare reform, 

including welfare-to-work programmes 

aimed at moving welfare recipients into paid 

jobs and reducing child poverty. 

Questions for further thought 

1 Look again at the opening paragraphs of this chapter: why is Carol poor? 

'£ \Vhat level of Income would you need In order to participate 'fully and meaningfully1 
in society? 

3 Why did rales of poverty increase in (lie lift from the mid-1970sif 

4 Dots welfare dependency provide an explanation for the persistence of poverty? 

5 What art the causes of homelessness and how best can it be tackled? 

S Why have efforts to reduce welfare spending largely tailed? 
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THE PAST quarter of a century lias seen 

11 ni Appearance of jnone global biI lion ■ 
aires than ever before In iilsfor>'. By the 
begin ning of (lie twenty-first cenru ry there 

were 573 billionaires worldwide 300 lit 

cite- United States, 114 in Europe, JSfi in 
Asia. 32 in Latin America. 15 in Canada, 13 
in tin: Middle: E:.ast, and .1 in Australia 

(Forbes 2000) (here, a billionaire in defined 
as someone with wealth of at least a thou¬ 

sand million SIJS). Their combined assets 

In mid-2000 were estimatedat $1.1 trillion 

- greater than the total gross national 

products of eighty-seven countries repre¬ 

senting more than a third of the world's 
population (calculated from World Hank 

2000-lb 

In 2004. the wealthiest individual in 

the world was Microsoft CurpOration's 

founder Bill Outes, with a net worth of 
£25.3 billion (see table I l.l). Gates, whose 

fortune is based largely on ownership of 

his company's stock, would seem the per¬ 
sonification ofthe entrepreneur! al spirit: a 

computer nerd turned capitalist whose 
software prov ides the operating system for 

nearly all personal computers. Du ring the 

Late 199fts, Gales had a net worth of 

around 3-1 £K? billion. Shortly after reaching 

this peak, the lofty value of Microsoft's 

slock began to decline, leaving Gates's 

fortune greatly reduced hut still sufficient 

for him to rank as the wealthiest individ¬ 

ual in the world [Forties 20(H). 

The wealthiest individual in the UK in 

2001, with £7.5 billion was Roman Abram¬ 

ovich. best known in Britain as owner of 

Chelsea Football Club. Abramovich comes 

from a poor background In Russia, was 

orphaned at the ago of fourand atone lime 

sold car tyres Lo Supplement Ids income. 

After the collapse of the Soviet Union in 

Lhe early 199 Os, he made a fortune from 

the privatization of the Russian oil indus¬ 

try, The Duke of Westminster, who came 
second on the UK list, with 15,5 billion, is 
the owner of large chunks of properly in 

Mayfair and Belgravia two of the most 
expensive locations In London, Others in 
the top ten include Philip Green, the 
owner of the Arcadia retailing group, in 

fourth place with i3.fi billion, which 

includes the high street outlets British 

Home Stores, Top Man, Top Shop and Miss 

Seilridges: and Sir Richard Branson, in 

sixth place, whose Virgin group has made 

money from music, trains, planes, mort¬ 

gages, mobile phones atsd even bridal 

gowns, giving him ei personal fortune of 

£2,6billion (see table9,3 cm p. 312). 

Among the world's top forty richest 
individuals and families mi 200-3, sixteen 

were from North America, fifteen were 
from Europe (Including Russia), six were 
from tliv Middle East, two were from Hong 

Kong and one was from Mexico (Fortes 
2004). If Bill Gates typifies the Western, 
high-tech entrepreneur. Hong Kong's Li 
Ka-string- who was numher 25 -rut lhe list 

-is the hero in a rags-to-riches story that 

characterizes the success of many Asian 

businessmen. □ (his surname) began Ills 

career by making plastic flowers: in 2004, 

his $6.7 billion in personal wealth derived 

from a wide range of real estate and other 

yncih: 
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Table ll,! The 40 richest individuals and families in the wenrldr 1004 

Name Country Business Wealth 

l Robson Wa Iton and family America Retail (Wal-Mart) E54.2bn 

2 Bill Cutes Ame rica Software (Microsoft) £25.3bn 

3 Warren Buffett America Investments £23,3bn 

4 Karl £ Theo Albrecht and family Germany Supermarkets E22-3bn 

5 Forrest Jr & John Ma rs a nd fa mi ty America Confectionery CIB.Sbn 

6 King Fahd and family Saudi Arabia Oil £13,5bn 

7 Barbara Cox Anthony and Anne Cox Chambers, Ame rica Media El 2.1 bn 

& Prince Afwaleed Saudi Arabia Investments £ll.£bn 

9 P*ui Alien America SoltWarc (Microsoft) ElMbll 

1Q= Sheikh at Abu Dhabi Abu Dhabi OiH, Investments ElO.ebn 

10- Johanna Quandt and lamify Germany Cars (BMW) £ lO.flbn 

12 Lilians Bettencourt France Cosmetics £lC-2bn 

13 Larry Ellison America Computers [Oracle) £10.1 bn 

14 Ingyar Kam pnid Sweden Retail (Ikws) ElObn 

15 Kenneth Thomson Canada Media, oil E0.3bn 

1€ Samuel & Donald Newhouse America Publishing £0.3bn 

17 Robert £ Thomas Pritzker America Hotels, investments, £B-2bn 

1E= E mi r of Kuwait Kuwait Oil EB.lbn 

ie- Mikhail Khodorkovsky Russia Oil £0.1 bn 

70 Abigail A Edward Johnson America Investments FBbn 

21 Sultan ci Brunei Brunei Oil £T.7bn 

22- Roman Abramovich UK Oil, investments E7.5bn 

22= Carlos Slim He|o Mexico Telecoms E7.5bii 

24 Michael Dell America Computers (Dell) £7bn 

75= Steve Ballmer America Scdtware (Microsoft) EB.7bn 

25= The fi renni nkm eye r lamily Holland Retail £S.7bn 

25- Li Ko-shing Hong Kong Industry £&,7bn 

7B Bernard Arnault France Luxury goods EB.Ebn 

29 The Kwok brothers Hong Kong Property £SJbn 

30 John Kluge America Media, phones £5,7bn 

31= Silvio Berlusconi Italy M ad ia EB.Abll 

31- Siheikh Makhtoum UAE Oil,financial services £5.4bn 

33- Birgit Ratting j*nd family Sweden Packaging E5bn 

33= The Duke of Westminster UK Property E5bn 

35- Charles Ergon America Satellite TV £4.9bn 

35= Amanelo Ortega Spain Fashion E4-9bn 

35- Hans Reusing and Family UK Packaging E4.3bn 

3fl Sumner Red Stone America Media E4-0bn 

30= The 0 eri/H off mann fa mi ly Switzerland Pharmaceuticals £4.7bn 

39- Stefan Persson Sweden Retail E4.7bn 

Source: Sundoy Times (PS April 2004) 
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investments throughout Asia. including 

famLLy rnvncrsbi p a f' 5TA EL TV, a television - 

transmission satellite whose broadcasts 

Leach half the world. 

Globalization, the increased economic, 

political. social and cultural interconnect¬ 

edness of the world, has pro d need the 

opportunities for unthinkable wealth. A 
glance at the lists of the wealthiest people 

in the UK and around the world shows 

that most of them could describe their 

riches as 'new entrepreneurial wealth', 

rapidly made during, the course of one 
Individual's life. {Fewer people cut the lists 

are rich because of inherited wealrh, 

passed down from one generation to (he 

next, although there are exceptions, such 

as the (sixth) !>uke of Westminster - the 

second richest person in the IJK.'l Roth 

Roman Abramovich, the richest person in 

the UK. and hill Gates, the world's richest 

individual, exemplify this, kind nf new 

entrepreneurial wealth. Bolh of these 

multi-billionaires were bom into rela¬ 

tively modest backgrounds in their 

respective countries before gaining fan¬ 

tastic economic success. Doth men 

benefited from globalization: Abramovich 

5ir Richard Bran-son is one of the wealthiest people in 
the UK, although his fortune isdwarfsd by Figures such 
as Bill Gates. 
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.Many millions oJ workers are employed in 'sweatshops' across the globe, working tang hours in poor 

conditions for little financial reward. 

thru ugh buying up seoLinns oT ttic 

HussJun oil industry in (lie IStEHis as tin; 

country soW its nationalized industries 

On liiv p'uIhU itiLcrfecL. and Gales through 

Eus Involvement with some oF the new 

triftirinatioH and communication iecli 

nnlogies that drive gjobalibation. (The 
idea of globalisation was introduced in 

chapter 2.'| 

Yet the benefits oF globalizatHon have 

been uneven, and are not enjoyed by all. 

Consider, far example, Wirat Tasago, a 

twenty-four-ycar-old garment worker in 

Bangkok, Thailand. Tasago - a Jong with 

more thin a ini Ikon oilier Thai garment 

workers, most oF whom arc women 

l ;d sours from 9 a.m. until About E 3 p„m. six 

days a week, earning, little more limn the 

equivalent of E2 pounds an hour (DullI- 

burg 1995), Billions oF workers such as 
Tasago are being drawn into the glohsd 

labour force, many working in oppressive 

conditions that would be unacceptable, il 

rm( unimaginable, under UK employment 
laws, such as the minimum wage. And 

these arc: the fortunate ones: although 

many countries, such as Russia, have 

(bund engagement in the global economy 
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srseially arid economically difficult, espe¬ 

cially initially, the populations of those 

societies that have remained outside the 

world economy, such as North Korea, have 

typically fa ted far worse. 

In the previous chapter, we examined 

poverty and social exclusion in Lite UK, 

nosing large differences among individu¬ 

als' income, Wealth. Work and quality of 

Life, The same is true to an even greater 

•scale in the world as a whole, Just as we 

can speak of rich or poor individuals 

whim i a country, so we can talk about rich 
or poor people or countries In the world 
system. In this chapter, we look at globs I 

Inequality In the late twentieth and early 
twenty1’first centuries. We begin with a 
brief discussion of what is understood by 

the term ‘global inequality' and how our 

definition of the term changes how we 

think about It. We examine what differ¬ 

ences in economic standards of living 

mean for people throughout the world. 

We then turn So the newly industrializing 

countries of the world to understand 

which countries are improving their for¬ 

tunes and why. This will lead us to a dis¬ 

cussion of different theories that attempt 

to explain why global inequality exists and 

what can be done about it, We conclude 

Uris section by speculating on the future of 

economic Inequality In a global world. 
From an examination of global Inequality, 

wc the 1111 love to an aocou nt of gjobal pop - 

ulatlou growth, a trend occurring at Its 
greatest paw In some of the poorest coun¬ 

tries in the world. 

Economic ineq u allty is only one form of 

global social inequalities, Because of the 

gross economic inequalities in the world 

today, and because space is necessarily 

Li m bed in a book of this kind .this cha p ter 

focuses on economic inequality rather 

than other forms. Inequalities of status, 

such as those associated with stigmatiza¬ 

tion and exclusion are examined in other 

chapters. (The concept of stigmatization, 

ter example, is discussed in chaplet ft. 

p. 2G9.1 The world is also characterized by 

enormous inequalities of power, particu¬ 

larly within dictatorial regimes. This 

Inequality1 of power exists both between 

and within states and is an important 

source of many of the world's most 

entrenched conflicts. (We discuss political 

power and Inequality in chapter 2W) 

Global economic 
inequality 

Global economic inequality refers prim a r- 

i ly Co the systematic differences in wealt h. 

incomes and wo rking conditions that exist 

between countries. These differences 

between countries exist alongside differ¬ 

ences within countries: even the wealthi¬ 

est ecu ntries today have growi ng num hers 

of poor people, while Less wealthy nations 

are producing many of the world's super- 

rich. Sociology's challenge is not merely to 

identify all such differences, but tu explain 

why (hey occur and how they migliL be 

overcome, 

One way to classify countries In rerms 

of global Inequality is to compare their 

economic productivity’ One Important 

measure of economic productivity Is 

Gross Domestic Product or GDP- A 

country's GDP is made up of all the goods 

and services nn record as being produced 

by a country 's economy in a particular 

year. Income as mad abroad hy individu¬ 

als or corporations is not included in GDP 

An ini p a rta m akemative measure is G ross 

National Income or GNI. (CXI was for- 

Copy righted material 
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mally rcFerred to as Gross National 

Product or GNP). Unlike GDP, GNI 

includes Income earned by individuals or 

corporations outside the country. Meas¬ 

ures ol economic activity such as GDP or 

GHt. are often given per person: this 

allows us to compare the wealth of an 

average inhabitant of a country. In order to 

compare different countries, We need to 

use a common currency. Most interna¬ 

tional institutions, such as the World 

Diltik, use the US dollar, 

The World Batik is an International 
lending organization that provides loans 
for development projects in poorer coun¬ 

tries, It uses per person GNI to classify 

countries as high'Income, upper-middle - 
income, lower-mid die-income or low- 

income. This system of classification will 
help us to understand more easily why 

there are such vast differences in living 

standards between countries. 

The World Bank (2003) divides 132 

countries, containing nearly G billion 

people, into the three economic classes, 

[There are 74 other economies in the 

world, encompassing about 173 million 

people, for whom the World Bank did not 

provide data- either because the data we re 

lucking ur because thu economies had 

fewer than 1.5 million people.) While 40 

per cent of the worlds population lives in 
low-income countries, only IS per cent 

live in high-income countries, Bear in 
mind that this classification is based on 
awnige income feu each country; ii there¬ 
fore masks income inequality within eacli 

country. Such differences can be signifi¬ 

cant, although wc do not focus on them in 

this chapter. Tor example, the World Bank 

classifies India as a low-income enunfry, 

since its per-person GNI in 1L>99 was only 

S450. Yet despite widespread poverty, 

India also boasts a large and growing 

middle class. China, on the other band, 

was rcciassilied in 1959 from low- to 

middle-inco me, since its G N [ per capita in 

that year was $ 7&D (recall the World Bank's 

Lower limit for a middle-income country is 

S75G], Yet even though its average income 

now confers m idd le- class status on China, 

it nonetheless has hundreds of millions of 

people living in poverty. 

Comparing countries on the basis of 

income alone, huWeVer. may he mislead¬ 

ing, since GNI includes only goods and 
services that are produced for cash sale. 

Many people in low-income countries arc 

Farmers or herders who produce for their 
own families or for barter, involving non- 
cash transactions,. Til e value of their crops 

and animals is not taken into account in 

the statistics. Further, economic output is 

not a country's whole story. Gauntries 

possess unique and widely differing lan¬ 

guages and traditions. Poor countries arc 

no less rich in history and culture than 

their wealthier neighbours,, even though 

tiie Lives of their people are much harsher. 

Liven if we do compare Countries solely 

on the basis of economic statistics, the sta¬ 

tistics LluiL we choose for our comparisons 

are likely to make a differe nce to uur eon - 
elusions, For example, If we clionse to 

study global inequality by comparing 
levels of HmstiwlA (msitwjpfibPt (of. say. 

food, medicine or other products} rather 
than GNI, we might reach ■< different con¬ 
clusion on global inequality. We could also 
choose to taka into account other factors. A 

comparison of the GNI oFacvera I countries 

is ail very well, but it doesn't take into 

account how much things actually cost in a 

co u Lit ry. To rex am p I c, i f two cu u nt lies h ave 

a more or less.equal GNI, but in the first an 

avera gc m eai costs a Pam i Ly j ust a few cents, 
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whereas in Ihe second a meal costs a tew 

dollars, then we might conclude dial it in 

misleading to argue that they arc equally 

wealthy - after all, in the first country one 

gets considerably moreforunc^money (in 

practice, the differe nee is un likely to be this 

exaggerated). Instead, the surveyor might 

choose to co m|)a re pit recast ng pouvr pcrr- 

tlies (PPP) that eliminate the difference in 

prices between two countries. The tcono- 

misi magazine uses a famous measure of 

PPP with Its light-heisrled Big Mac Index, 

which com pares the cost of tine hamburge r 

- made with Identical Ingredients, as we 

will see In chapter ]fi. pj>- In differ¬ 

ent countries. In this chapter we concen¬ 

trate on comparisons of GN1 between 

countries, but you should always be aware 

that several other measures are also com¬ 

monly used. 

High-income countries 

The kigjh-incame countries arc generally 

those that were the first to industrialize, a 

process I hat began in England some 2 SO 

years ago and then spread to Europe, the 

United States and Canada. Jt was only 

about thirLy years ago that Japan joined 

the ranks of high-income, Industrialized 

nations, while Singapore. 1 iong Kong and 

Taiwan moved Into this category during 

tile 1'mte and lUMs, The reasons for the 

success of these Asian latecomers to 

Industrialization are much debated by 

sociologists and economists. We will look 

at these reasons later in the chapter. 

High-income countries account for 

only 1G percenl of the world's population 

(roughly B&l million people) - yet lay 

claim to 79 per cent oiThe world’s annual 

output of wealth (derived from World 

bank 2000-1). High-incomc countries 

offer decent housing, adequate food, 

drinkable water and other comforts 

unknown in many parts of the world. 

Although these countries often have large 

numbers of pour people, most of their 

inhabitants enjoy a standard of living 

unimaginable by the majority of the 

world's people. 

Middle-income countries 

Ttiu middle-income cimnirtair are primar¬ 

ily found in Cast and Southeast Asia, the 
oil* i ich countries of the Middle East and 
North Africa, the Americas (Mexico, 

Central America, Cuba and other cotin 
tries in the Caribbean, and South 
America), and the once Communist 

republics that formerly made up the 

Soviet Union and its East European allies. 

Most of these countries began In industri¬ 

alize relatively late in the twentieth 

century and therefore are not yet as indus¬ 

trially developed (nor as wealthy! as the 

high-income countries. The countries 

that once comprised the Soviet Union, on 

Lhe uLiter hand, are highly industrialized., 

although their living standards have been 

eroded since the collapse of communism 

acid [lie move to capitalist economies, in 

Hus^Sa, for example, the wages of ordinary 

people dropped by nearly a. third between 
1998 and l yM, wh I le retl re ment penslo ns 

dropped by nearly half- millions of people, 

many of them elderly, suddenly found 
themselves destitute (CIA 2(100)- 

Tn IMS, middle-ill come countries 

included 45 per cent of rhe worlds popula¬ 

tion [2.7 billion people) but accounted Jor 

only I ft per cent of lhe wealth produced in 

that year. Alt ho ugh many people in these 

countries are substantially belter off than 

their nei ghbours in low-i ncomc coun tries, 

ynghl 
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most do not enjoy anything resembling 

(lie standard of living common in high- 

income countries. The ranks of the world's 

middle-income countries expanded 

between 1899 and 2000. at least according 

Eo the World Bank's system, of classifica¬ 

tion, when China-with 1.3 billion people 

£22 per CenL of the world's population) - 

Way reclassified from low- to middle - 

income because of iLs economic growth. 

' Tins retlassifica l.i u n Is somewhat m islead - 

lug. however- China's average per person 

income of 31,10(1 per year In 20(13 Is quite 

close to the cut-off for low-income court- 
Hies (at STfitri, anti a large majority of it* 

population in fact are In the tew Income 
category by World Bant standards. 

Lowrincome countries 

Finally, the low-income countries include 

much of eastern, western and sub- 

Saharan Africa: Vietnam, Cambodia, 

Indonesia and a few other East Asian 

countries: India, Nepal, ESangladcsh and 

Pakistan in South Asia: East and Central 

European countries such as Georgia and 

Ukraine; and Haiti and Nicaragua in the 

Western Hemisphere, These countries 

mostly have agricultural economies and 

are only recently beginning to Industrial¬ 
ize, Scholars debate the reasons for their 

late industrialization and widespread 

poverty, as we will seo later in tills 
chapter, 

hi 1999, the low-income countries 

i ncluded 4fl per cent o ft he wo rld’s pop ula - 

tion (2.-t billion people! yet produced only 

3 per cent of the world's yearly output of 

wealth. What is more, this inequality is 

increasing. Fertility is much higher in low- 

income countries than elsewhere, where 

large families provide additional farm 

labour nr otherwise contribute to family 

income, (lit wealthy Industrial societies, 

where children are more likely to be in 

school than on the farm, the economic 

benefit of large families declines, and so 

people tend, to have fewer children.) 

Because of this, the populations of low- 

income countries (with the principal 

exception of India) are growing more than 

three Limes as fast as those of high-income 

countries (World Bank 2003 k [Global pop¬ 

ulation growth Is discussed in detail on 

pp. diti-aa.) In many of these low-Income 

countries, people struggle with poverty, 
malnutrition and even starvation. Most 

people live in rural areas, although tills is 
rapidly changlng- Hundreds of millions of 
people are moving to huge, densely popu¬ 

lated cities, where they live either in dilap¬ 

idated housing nr on the open streets (sec 

chap Lcr 2 I,. 'CiLies and U rban Sp n.ces'1. 

Is global economic inequality 
increasing? 

' The question of whether global inequality 

is rising or hilling has polarised opinion in 

recent years. Protesters have argued that 

globalization creates inequality, whilst Its 

deferulers argue (hat globalization its a 

great levelling force between the world’s 
rich and poor. The first dramatic changes 
in global inequality occurred more than 

(wo centuries ago with the Industrial Rev¬ 
olution, as Europe, and then other 
regions, underwent rapid economic 
expansion, leaving the rest of the world far 

behind in terms of wealth. 

Those who believe lhal global inequal¬ 

ity is expanding argue lhal in the last few 

decades globalization has exacerbated the 

trend towards inequality that began with 

industrialization. Globalization's critics 
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cite statistics of the kind used in the [IN 

Human Development Report (UNDP 

1999}, which noted that in 1960, 20 per 

ccnl of the world's people in the rich coun¬ 

tries had thirty times the income of the 

poorest 20 per rent; by L997, they had 

seventy-four times the income of the 

poorest 20 percent (quoted in The Hatno- 

mh f. 10 July 2002}, 

By contrast, others have pointed out 

that over the lust few decades the overall 

standard of living, in the world has slowly 

risen, Many indicators that measure the 

Living standards of the world's poorest 

people show Improvements, illiteracy is 

down, infant death rates and malnutrition 
are railing, people are living longer, and 
poverty (often defined as the numhei of 
people living on less than either one or 

two dollars a day) is down. 

However, there are substantial differ¬ 

ences between countries. Many of these 

gains have been in the high - and middle - 

income countries, while living standards 

in many of the poorest countries have 

declined. Indeed, whilst the 1990s was a 

time of economic bourn for the world's 

richest country, the United States, (lie DN 

Human Development Report for 2003 

found that more than fifty countries. 

Luca ted mainly Jn sub-Saharan Africa, 

suffered falling livingstandards during the 
decade as a result of famine, (he global 

AIDS epidemic, conflict and failed eco¬ 

nomic pc Ucles. 
As the above disputes show, Hie way we 

chose in m easure global inequality makes 

a big difference to Lhc conclusions Shat wc 

reach on the issue.The economist Stanley 

Fischer compared two ways of looking ill 

global income inequality: the first simply 

compares income inequality between 

countries;: the second takes into account 

the number of people living in those coun ¬ 

tries as well. The first way of Looking at 

global inequality is shown in figure ll.la. 

[t shows the average income oFa selection 

of poor and rich countries between 19150 

and 2000, with each country represented 

on the graph by a uniform dot. The figure 

shows that during this period the average 

Income of the poorest nations grew much 

more slowly than the average income of 

Lite world's richest nations. Hence, the 

trend (shown by the black DinuJ appears to 

show inequality Increasing as (be econo¬ 
mies of the richei countries on the right of 
the graph gmw more quickly than those of 

Hie poorer countries (on the Left). (If the 
poorest countries had grown faster than 
the richest, the black trends Hue would 

slope down from left to right-) The gap 

between the richest and the poorest of the 

world's countries therefore appears to be 

growing. 

The second chart, which takes into 

account the population size of the coun¬ 

tries, presents a rather different view on 

global inequality. Figure 11.1b shows the 

same chart, but this time Lhc dots (hat rep¬ 

resent each country have been drawn in 

proportion to the size of the number of 

people living in that Country. What is par¬ 

ticularly riOliceuible about this graph is 

lhc t two of the world's biggest countries 

India and China, which between them 

account for well over one-third of the 

world's population - have Increased the 

sis-eK of their economies considerably 

since I SMS ft. Because of the size of these 

two countries, a population-weighted line 

of bes-t fit drawn through the sec and chart 

would slope downwards, implying that 

global inequality is, falling, as. on average, 

the populations af the poorest countries 

catc h up. 
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Once we take account at' (he fact that 

China and India have performed so well 

economically since I960, and especially 

since 11190, together with the fact that 

these two countries account for such a hi j. 

share of the worlds poorest people. globe I 

poverty appears to be relatively stable. 

Those countries that have done best eco¬ 

nomically in the period since 19J10 like 

End ia. China and Vietnam-, for eiam pie - 

also Lend to he those countries (hat have 

Integrated most successfully into the 

global economy, The enormous Inequality 
still found witfttn those countries that 
have grown economically in recent 

decades means that some critics have 
asked at what price integration into the 
global economy comes. 

Life in rich and poor 
countries 

An enormous gulf in Jiving standards sep¬ 

arates most people in rich countries from 

their counterparts in poor ones (Harvard 

Magazine 200t>h Wealth and poverty make 

Life di Tferent in a host rj f ways, To r instance, 

about one-third of the world's poor are 

undernourished, and almost all are illiter¬ 

ate and lack access to even primary school 
education. While most of the world Is still 
rural, within a deca.de there are likely to he 

more urban than rural poor. 

Urbanization in developing countries is 
discussed in more detail in chapter 71r 

'■Cities and Urban Spaces' pp. 91B-21. 

Many of the poor come from tribes or 

racial and ethnic groups that differ from 

the dominant groups of their countries, 

and their poverty is at least in part the 

result of discrimination. 

Hero we look at differences between 

high- and low-income countries in terms 

of health, starvation and famine, and edu¬ 

cation and literacy. 

Health 

People in high-income countries are far 

healthier than their counterparts in luW- 

income countries, Low-income countries 

generally suffer from inadequate health 

facilities, and when they do have hospitals 

or clinics, these seldom serve the poorest 

people. People living In low-income coum 

tries also lack proper sanitation, drink pol¬ 

luted water and run a much greater risk of 

contracting Infectious diseases. They are 

more likely to suffer malnoumhrnani. 

starvation and famine. These factors all 

contribute to physical weakness and poor 

health, making people in Jow-incomc 

countries susceptible to illness and 

disease. There is growing evidence that 

high rates of HIV/AIDS Infection found in 

many African countries are due in part to 

the weakened health of impoverished 

people {Stillwagon 20011. 

Because of pour health conditions, 

people in low-income countries are more 

likely to die in infancy ami less likely Jo live 

to old a^e than people In high-income 
countries. Infants are eleven times more 
likely m die st birth In low-income coun¬ 

tries than they are In high*Income coun¬ 

tries. and - if they survive birth - they are 
likely to live cm average eighteen years 

fewer [see table 11.3). Children often die of 

illnesses that are readily treated in wealth¬ 

ier countries, such as measles or diar¬ 

rhoea. Tn some parts of the world, such as 

sub-Saharan Africa, a child is more likely 

to die before the age of five than to enter 

secondary school (World ESank 19961. Still, 
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table 11,2 The global quality of life has risen during the past 3d years 

Quality of lile indicator 1968 1998 

Percentage illiterate S3 » 

Average number ol children per woman 6 3 

Humber of children who die in first year i in 4 l ins 

Number oF inlants who die each year 12 million 7 million 

Number of people suffering train malnutrition 4 out ol 1 □ 2 out Ol 1D 

Lite expectancy at birth 50 years 61 years 

Annual per person income roughly £700 roughly £lrIC0 

Percentage living on less than SI/day roughly SO roughly 25 

Source: Waiter 0990) 

Conditions have litipruned In low- arid 

middle-Income coLLtitrtes: between ISBO 
and i«!-J4t. ftji example.the I tifantmortality 
nle dropped From 97 (per thousand live 

births) to fits in low-in come countries and 

from 60 to 31 in middle-Income cou nlrics. 

During the past three decades, some 

Improvements have occurred in most of the 

middle-income countries of the world and 

Lusomc of the low-income countries as well. 

Throughout (he world, infant mortality has 

been cut in half, and average life expectancy 

has increased by ten years or marc. The 

wider availability of modern medical tech¬ 

nology, imp roved sanitation and rising 

incomes account for these changes. 

Hunger, malnutrition and famine 

Hunger, malnutrition and famine are 

major gin ha I so u roes of poor health, These 

problems are nothing new. What seems rn 

be new is their otent - ihe fact that sn 

many pen pic in the world today appear to 

be on the hrink of starvation (see figure 

11.2). A study by the United Nations World 

l:ood Program fUNWFP 2GGI] estimated 

that 850 million people go hungry every 

day, 95 per cent of them in developing 

countries. The programme defines 

'hunger' as edict of l.ftOEJ or fewer calories 
a day - an a mourn Insufficient to provide 
adults with the nutrients required Tor 

active, healthy lives. 

According to the World Food Pro¬ 

gramme study, 20Q million of the world's 

hungry are children under the age of five, 

who arc underweight because they tacit 

adequate (bod. Every year hunger kLLls an 

estimated 12 million children. As out- len- 

year-old child from the west African 

country of Gabon told researchers from 

the World Bank: 'When I leave for school 

in the mornings 3 don't have any breakfast. 

At noon there is no Lunch, in (he evening I 

get ri little Supper, and that is nut enough, 
So when I see another child eating, I watch 

him, and if he doesn't give me sonic thing I 

think I'm going to die of hunger' (Narayan 
1999), Yet more than three-quarters of all 
malnourished children under the age of 
five in the world's: low- and mitJdle- 

income countries live in countries that 

actually produce a food surplus (Lapps 

139ft], Tt has heen estimated that the 

area Lint (lie pop Lila tion of the Unilcd 

States spends on pet Fund each year (313 

billion| would eradicate much ol the 
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Figure 11.2 Hunger is a global problem 
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world's Illimani hunger fBread for the 

Worid Ins titutE 2005/. 

Most famine .mtl hunger today are the 

result of u combination of natural and 

social forces. Draught alone affects an esti¬ 

mated 100 million people in the ivorld 

tod ay. I u countries such as Su dan,. F.thio pi a, 

Eritrea, Indonesia. Afghanistan, Sierra 

[jeore. Guinea and Tajikistan, the combi¬ 

nation of drought and inlcrnal warfare has 

devastated ihod production, resulting in 

starvation and death for millions of people, 
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111 1 .alin America and (he Caribbean, 53 

million people Ml per cent of the pop u la - 

cion I are malnourished - a number that 

rises to ISO million (33 per centl in sub- 

Saharan Africa. and 525 million III? per 

cent} in Asia 1UNWFP2Q01], 

The AIDS epidemic has also conmh- 

uled to Uic prohlem of food shortages and 

hunger, tilling many woi ti ng.-j go adnlEs. 

A study by flic United Nations Food and 

Agricultural Association (PAD) has pre¬ 

dicted dial 1 IlVYAIDS-causcd deaths in 

r rial" lltjL 
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Every year hunger, resulting from hath natural and social causes, kills about 12 million 

children. 

the ten African countries most all lie Led by 

the epidemic will reduce the labour forte 

by2b percent by the year2020, Dl"the eslh 
mated 20 million people worldwide 

infected with HIV, SO percent live in devel¬ 

oping countries. According to lire I AO. tire 

epidemic can be devastating to nutrition. 
Food security rind .ii^rirulsnml prnrl union, 

affecting The entire society's ability to 

maintain and reproduce itself (UN FAD 

200 IK 
The countries affected by famine and 

starvation are for the most part loo poor to 

pay for new technologies that would 

increase their Fond production. Mor can 

they afford to purchase sufficient iood 

imports from elsewhere in the world. Al 

the same time, paradoxically, as world 

hunger grows, food production continues 

to increase. Between 1963 and 1999, for 

example, world production of grain 

doubled. Even allowing for the substantial 

world population increase over this 

period, the global production of grain per 
person Was 15 percent higher in EEJ99 than 

It was thirty-four years earlier. This 

growth, however, is not evenly distributed 
around the world, in much of Africa, feu 

example. Food production per person 

declined in recent years. Surplus food pro¬ 

duced in high-Income countries such as 

the United States is seldom affordable to 

the countries tha t need it most. 

Education and literacy 

Education and literacy arc important 

routes to economic development. Here, 

again, Lower-income countries are disad¬ 

vantaged. since they can seldom afford 
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Table 11,3 Difference in education and literacy; low-, middle- and high-income countries 

Lew 

Income level 

Middle 

Percentage of children ot official secondary school age 
(as defined in each country) enrolled in full-lime 
eduction, 1997 

51 7l 96 

Public expenditure on education as percentage ot GNP, 
1997 

3.3 d.B bA 

Percentage el males ewer the age el is. illiterate, 149-3 M IQ Q 

Percentage ul females over the age ol 15. illiterate, 199-6 43 20 0 

.Source: Wortd Bank (20DD-I) 

high-quality public eiLucaltori systems, .-^s 

a consequence, children in high-income 

countries are much more likely to gel 

schooling ib'.m 4i re chilli re ti In low'-Ihcoitlt: 

countries. and adulis in highdncortre 

countries are much more likely to he able 

in read and write [see table 114). While 

virtually all secondary school-aged males 

and females are still in full-time education 

in high-Income Cou nixies, in 1997. only “1 

per cent are in middle-inuumc countries 

and o nly ^ l per cent in low Income coun 

tries. In low-income countries. 30 percenl 
of male adulls and mImiom half of female 

Education play5 a crucial role in countries' economic development.. buL low-income nations'1 schools 
ere often underfunded. 

ten 
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adults tire unable to read and write. One 

reason for these differences is a sizeable 

gap in public expenditures on education: 

high-income countries spend a much 

larger percentage of their gross domestic 

product on education than do loiv- 

income countries (World Bank200-0-1 !■. 
Eiducatfun ts important for several 

reason^. I'irst, as noted, it contributes to 

economic growth, since people with 

advanced sc hoofing provide the skilled 

work necessary for high-wage industries. 

Second, education offers the only hope for 

escaping from the cycle of harsh working 

conditions and poverty, since poorly edu¬ 

cated people are condemned to Low-wage, 

unskilled jobs. Finally, educated people 

are less likely to have targe numbers of 

children, thus slowing the global popula¬ 

tion explosion that Contributes to global 

poverty 

Child labour 

Does chi d labour still Exist in the world today? 
According tu the United Nations International 
Labour Organization (JNILO), mure than 250 
million boys and girl-; between the ages of five 
and fourteen are working in developing 
countries, about one out o£ every four children 
in the world. 5c me 50 60 mil lion children 
between the ages of five and eleven work under 
hazardous conditions, child labour is found 
throughout the developing world - in Asia (61 
per cent of the children are engaged in la boor), 
Africa (32 percent), and Latin America (7 per 
cent), They Are forced to work because of a 
combination of family poverty, lack of education 
and traditional indifference among some people 
in many countnes to the plight of those who are 
poor Or Who die ethnic minorities (ILO 2000) 
UNICEF 2DDQ). 

Two-thirds oF working children labour in 

agriculture, with iho rest in manufacturing 
whu lesa le a ii d relii i I tra d e, rcslaura n Is u n d 
hotels, and a variety of services, including 
working as servants in wealthy households. At 
best, these children work for long hours with 
little pay and are therefore unable to go Co 
school and develop the skills that might 
eventually enable them to escape their lives of 
poverty, However, simply enforcing an 
immediate ban on all child labour, even it it 
were possible, might be counter productive. 
Child labour iso belter alternative to child 
prostitution or starvation, For example. The 
challenge is not just to end child Labour, but also 
tn move children From work into education, and 
to ensure that they are properly provided fur 
during their school years. Child labour must bo 
fought in o way that does not cause more harm 
tr> the children. 
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Th e worst Forms of Chi Id la b o u r -are haza rdous 
and exploitative. Work is earned out under slave¬ 
like conditions,, and children suffer a variety of 
illnesses and injuries, The- UMILO provides a 
grisly summary: 'Wounds, broken or complete 
loss oF body parts, burns and skin diseases, eye 
and hearing impairmentr respiratory and gastro¬ 
intestinal illnesses, fever, headaches from 
excessive heat in the fields or factories' (ILQ 
2000), 

A United Nations report provides several 
examples: 

fn Malaysia, children may work up to 17-hour 
days on rubber plantations, exposed to insect 
and snake bites. In the United Republic of 
Tanzania, they pick coffee, inhaling pesticides. In 
Portugal, children as young as twelve are subject 
to the heavy labour and myriad dangers of the 
construction industry. In Morocco, they hunch at 
looms lor long hours and little pay, knotting the 
strands oi luxury carpets for export In the United 
States, children are exploited in garment industry 
sweatshops. In the Philippines, young boys dive 
in dangerous conditions to help set nets for 
deep-sea Itahmg, 

Conditions in many factories are horrible: 

Dust from the chemical powders and strong 
vapours in both the storeroom and the boiler 
room were obvious,, , , We found 25Q children, 
mostly below ten years of age, working in a long 
hall filling, in a slotted frame with sticks. Row 
upon row of children, some- barely Five years old, 
were involved in the wort;. (UNICEF 1597) 

Ons form of child labour that is dose to 
slavery is ’bonded labour". In this system children 
as young as eight or nine are pledged by their 
p a rents to fa cto ry owners in exchange f o r sma I 
loans, These ohildren are paid so little that they 
never manage to reduce the debt, condemning 
them to a lifetime of bondage. One case of 
bonded labour that attracted international 
attention was that of Iqbal Masih. a Pakistani 
child Who, aL the age of four, Was sold into 
slavery by his father in order to borrow 600 
rupees (roughly H I6) lor the wedding of his first¬ 

born som, For six years, Iqbal spent most of his 
time chained to a carpet-weaving loom, tying 
tiny knots for hours on end. After fleeing the 
factory at the age of ten, he began speaking to 
labour organizations and schools about his 
experience. Iqbal paid a bitter price tor his 
outspokenness: when he was thirteen, while 
riding his bicycle in his hometown, he was 
gunned down by agents believed to be working 
for the oarpot industry 
(wvrw.freethechildren.org; Bobafc 1336), 

Abolishing exploitative child labour will 
require countries around the world to enact 
strong laws against the practice and be willing 
to enForte them. International organizations, 
such as the UMILO, have outlined a set oF 
standards for such laws to follow. In June 1999, 
the UNILQ adopted Convention lfi2r calling for 
the abolition of the ‘Worst Forms of Child 
Labour1. These are doFinod as including: 

* a 11 forms of slavery o r p racti ces si milar to 
slavery, such as the sale and trafficking of 
children, debt bondage and serfdom, and 
forced or compulsory labour, including forced 
or compulwry recruitment of chiIdren for use 
in armed conflict; 

* the use, procuring or offering of a child for 
prostitution, for the production of 
pornography, or for pornographic 
performances; 

* the use, procuring or offering of a child For 
itlicit activities, in particular for the production 
and trafficking of drugs as defined in the 
relevant international treaties; and 

* work that, by its nature nr the circumstances 
in which it is carried cut, is likely to harm the 
health, safety, or morals of children. (ILQ 
1999) 

Countries must also provide free public 
education and require that children attend 
school fult time (UNICEF 2000). But at least part 
of the responsibility for solving the problem lies 
with the global corporations that manufacture 
goods using child labour - and, ultimately, with 
the consumers who huy those goods. 
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Figure I 1.1 Percentage growth in GDP in selected East Asian countries, the United 

5la tes and the world as e wh □ le. 1060 -1 MO a n d I990-1009 

Source: World lank, (2D00-I): World Development indicators (2003) 

Can poor countries 
become rich? 

As we sew in chapter t, by the mid- 1970s, 

a number of lew-income countries in Past 

Asia were undergoing a process of Indus¬ 

trialization that appeared to threaten the 

global ecnnnm ic do m inn nee of rhe I Jni ted 

Stales and Europe (Arnsden I960). This 

process began with Japan In the l!)jlJs Init 

quickly extended to the newly industrializ¬ 

ing countries (NICs). that is, the rapidly 

growing economics of the world, particu¬ 

larly in East Asia but also in Latin America. 

The Past Asian NICs included Hong Kong 

In the 1060s and. Taiwan, South Korea and 

Singapore in [lie 107ds until 19110s. Other 

Asian countries began Lo follow in the 

1060s and the early 1900s. must nuLably 

China, but also including Malaysia, Thai¬ 
land and Indonesia. Today, most are 
middle-Income, and some - such us 1 long 

Kong, South Ktirea,Taiwan, and Singapore 
have moved up Lo the high-income cate¬ 

gory. 
Figure 11,3 compares the economic 

growth of seven East Aslan countries 
(including lapan) with the United States, 

I'm in I960 to 1099. These are all place* that 

were poor only two generations ago. The 
low- and middle-income economies of 

the East Asian region as a whole averaged 

7.7 per cent growth a year doring that 

period, a rate that is extraordinary by 

world standards [World Hank 3000-1}. By 

1909, the gross domestic product per 

person in Singapore was virtually the 

same us that in the United Stales. China, 

the world's most populous country, lias 
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one of the most rapidly growing econo¬ 

mies on 1 he planet. At an average annual 

growth rate of lf> per cent between I9BQ 

said IBM, I tie Chinese economy douhled 

Ln size. 

Economic growth in East Asia has not 

been without its costs, These have 

included the sometimes violent repres¬ 

sion of labour and civil rights, terrible 

factory conditions, the exploitation of an 

increasingly female workforce, the exploi¬ 

tation of ifflmIgt'jnt Workers from impov¬ 

erished neighbouring countries and 

widespread environmental degradation. 
Nonetheless, ihanks to the sacrifices of 

past generations of workers,, large 
numbers of people in these countries are 
prosperlng. 

How do social scientists account for the 

rapid economic growth in the East Asian 

NIGs, especially from the mid-1970s 

ihrough lo the mid - l999s? The answer to 
■ his question may hold some crucial 

lessons for those low-income countries 

elsewhere that hope to follow in the steps 

of the NKJs. Although the NICs' success is 

p-.ui ;■ due to historically unique factors it 

is also due to factors that could lead to a 

rethinking, about the causes of global 

inequality. To andereland Lhe rapid devel¬ 

opment of this region, we need to view 

these countries both historically and 

within the contest of lire world economic 

system today. 

The economic success of the East Asian 
NICs can be attributed to a combination 
of Factors. Some of these are historical, 

including those lhat stem From world 

political and economic shifts. Some are 

cultural. Still others have to do with the 

ways these countries have pursued eco¬ 

nomic growth. Some of the factors that 

aided their success arc as follows: 

! Historically. Taiwan, Sonde Kforen. Horijg 

Kong and Singapore were once port of 

colon ia I situations that, while imposing 

many hardships, also helped to pave the 

way for economic gratvlh. Taiwan and 

Korea were tied to the Japanese Empire; 

Hong Kong and Singapore were former 

British colonies. Japan eliminated large 

landowners who opposed Industrializa¬ 

tion,. and both Britain and Japan 

encouraged industrial development, 

constructed roads arid other transpor¬ 

tation systems, and built relatively 

efficient governmental bureaucracies in 
these particular colonies, Britain also 

actively developed both [long Kong and 
Si nga po re as tradi ng cen tres (Gold iMft: 
rum ings 1<3fl7). Elsewhere i ll the world - 

for example, in Larin America and Africa 

-countries thal arc today poor did not 

fare so well in their dealings with richer, 

m ore powerful nations. 

2 The East Asian region benefited from a 

long period of world economic growth. 

Between the 1950s and die mid-1970s, 

the growing economics of Europe and 

the Uni Led States provided a substantial 

market for the clothing, footwear and 

electronics that were increasingly being 

made in East Asia, creating a 'window of 

opportunity' for economic develop¬ 

ment, Furthermore, periodic economic 

slowdowns In the United States and 

Europe forced businesses to cut their 

labour costs and spurred the relocation 

of Factories to low-wage East Aslan, 

countries (Henderson and Appelhaum 

11592). One World Bank study [World 

Bank IMS) found that between 1979 

and IMft, wage Increases averaged .1 per 

cent yearly in developing countries 

where economic growth was ted by 

exports to wealthier countries, while 
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wages failed to Increase elsewhere in the 

developing world. 

3 Economic grou'th in this region loot: off 

at the high point of the Cold Wisri when 

the United Stales tind its allies, j'fi erect¬ 

ing a defence against Comm un ist China, 

provided generous economic and mili¬ 

tary aid. Direct aid and loans fuelled 

investment in Such new technulugies as 

transistors, semiconductors and other 

electronics, contributing to Lhe devel¬ 

opment of local Industries. Military 

assistance frequently favoured strong 
(often military) governments that were 
willing to use repression to keep labour 

costs low (Miras 1566; Cuming? 1997, 

1997; Cattails 1992). 

4 Spme sociologist’! argue that the eco- 

rtram ic s access of japan a pi d the Has t 

Asian NICsis due in part to their cultural 

traditions, in particular, their shared 

Confucian philosophy. Nearly a century 

ago. Max Weber (1977) argued that the 

Protestant belie!' in thrLI'l. i'rugaLity and 

hard work partly explained the rise of 

capitalism in Western Europe. Webers 

argument has been applied to Asian 

economic history. Confucianism, it is 

argued, inculcates respect for one's 

elders and superiors, education, hard 

work and proven accomplishments as 

the key to advancement as well as a will 

bigness to sacrifice today to earn a 

greater reward tomorrow. As a result of 
these values, the Weberian argument 

goes, Asian workers and managers are 

highly loyal to theft companies, suit mis¬ 

sive to authority, hardworking and 

succcss-oricntcd. Workers and. capital¬ 

ist!! alike are said to he frugal. Instead of 

living lavishly, they are likely to reinvest 

their wealth in i u rthcr economic growth 

[Berger 19K; Wo ngI98Gl, 

This explanation has some merit, but 

il overlooks the fact that businesses arc 

not always revered and respected in 

Asia. !3uring the late 1930s, pitched 

battles occurred between workers and 

ca pita lists in Japan - as they d id in Sou th 

Korea in the late l^aQs. Students and 

workers throughout the Last Asian NICs 

have opposed business rind govern¬ 

mental policies they fell to be unfair, 

often at the risk of imprisonment and 

sometimes even their lives iDeyu 1909; 

lib 109b), Furthermore, such central 
Confucian cultural values as thrift 

appea r to lie on the decline in Japan and 

the NICs. as young people - raised in the 
booming prosperity of recent year? - 

increasingly value conspicuous con¬ 

sumption over austerity and investment 

(Helm 1992). 

5 Many of the East Aston governments fol¬ 

lowed strong policies that favoured eco¬ 

nomic growth. Their governments 

played active roles in keeping labour 

costs low, encouraged economic devel¬ 

opment through tax breaks and other 

economic policies and offered free 

public education. We shall discuss the 

role of East Asian government policies 

l.iIVT in this chapter. 

Whether the growth of these econo¬ 

mics will continue is unclear, in 1997-6. 
a combination of poor Investment deci¬ 

sions, corruption and world economic 
conditions brought these countries’ 
economic expansion to an abrupt halt. 
Their stock markets collapsed, their 

currencies fell and the entire global 

economy was threatened. The experi¬ 

ence of ITong Kong was typical; after 

Ihirty-scvcn years of continuous 

growth, the economy stalled and its 

stock market lost more than half its 

>y right 
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value. ]1 remains to be seen whether the 

'Asian meltdown', as I he newspapers 

called it in early 199JS, will have a long¬ 

term effect on 1 tie region o r is me re ly a 

blip in its recent growth. Once their 

current economic problems arc solved, 

many economists believe, the newly 

industrializing Asian economies will 

resume their growth, although perhaps 

no t at the meteoric rates of the past. 

Theories of development 

What causes global inequality'! low can it 
be overcome? In the bos on pp. 406-7, we 

look at some of the Issues facing poor 
countries. In this section, we shall 
exam inti four different kinds of theory Hi at 

have been advanced over the years to 

explain development: market-oriented, 

dependency, world systems and state- 

cc lit red 1 henries. These theories have 

strengths and weaknesses. One shortcom¬ 

ing of all of them is that they frequently 

give short shrift So the role of women in 

economic development. By putting the 

theories together, however, we should lie 

able to answer a key question facing the B5 

per cent of the world's population living 

outside high-income countries: how can 

they move tip m the world economy? 

Market-oriented theories 

Forty years ago, the most Influential theo¬ 

ries of global Inequality advanced by 
British and American economists and 
sociologists were market-oriented theo¬ 

ries. These theories assume that the best 

possible acanomie consequences will 

result if individuals are free - uninhibited 

by any form of governmental constraint - 

Eo make their awn economic decisions. 

Unrestricted capitalism, if it is allowed to 

develop fully is said Eo be the avenue to 

economic growth. Government bureau¬ 

cracy should nut dictate which goods to 

produce, what prices to charge or how 

much workers should be paid. According 

to market-oriented theorists, governmen¬ 

tal direction of the economics of low- 

tncotne countries results in blockages to 

economic development. In this view, local 

governments should gel out of the way of 

development (ftusluw 1S6I; Warren 1980; 

Rank 1996). 

One of the most influential early propo¬ 
nents of such theories was W. W- It os tow. 
an economic adviser to former US Presi¬ 

dent John R Kennedy, whose Ideas helped 
shape US foreign policy towards Latin 
America during the Iflfios. Ros tow's expla¬ 

nation in one version of a market-oriented 

approach, termed 'modernization theory’. 

Modernization theory argues that Law- 

income societies can develop economi¬ 

cally only if they give up their traditional 

ways arid adopt modem economic insti- 

tutlans, tcchnolagics and cultural values 

that emphasize savings artel productive 

Investment. 

According to Elustow (1961], the Lratli- 
Eio mil cultural values and soda I ins Li Lul ions 
Of low-income countries impede their ecu - 

tiurnlc effectiveness- Pur example, many 
people in law-income ecu tithes, in 
Rcsiaw's view, lack a strong work ethic: they 

would sooner consume today than Invest 
for the future-Large families are also seen as 
partly responsible for 'economic backward¬ 
ness’ since a bread win nei with many 
mouths to feed can hardly be expected to 
save money for investment purposes. 

But In modernization theorists, the 

problems in low-Income countries run 

even deeper. The cultures of'such coun¬ 

tries, according to the theory, tend Eo 
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Issues in global ine-quaIity 

Poverty 

M&Slol sub Sdh-jrjn Africa is in the World 
Bvirik'if lowest income cutegury of less than 37G5 
Gross National income (GNO pm person pe> 
year. Ethiopia and Rurundi are the worst oFf with 
just J50 CMI per person. 

Even middle-income countries like Gabon 
and Botswana have sizeable sections of the 
population living in poverty. 

North AFrica generally iares better than sub- 
Saharan Africa. Here, the economies are more 
stable, trade and tourism are relatively high and 
AIDS is less prevalent 

Development campaigners are urging the C$ 
to reform the rutes on debt, aid and trade to 
help lift more Afncan nations out of poverty. 

Debt 

The Heavily Indebted Poor-Countries initiative 
(111 PC) was set up in 199G to reduce the debt of 
the poorest countries, 

Poor countries are eligible tor the scheme if 
they face unsustain abl e debt that cannQt be 
reduced by traditional methods. They also have 
to agree to follow certain policies of good 
governance as defined by the World Bank and 
the IMF. 

Once these are established the country is at 
"decision point' and the amount of debt relief is 
established. 

11 iti rs, of i he sche me say the pa ra meters are 
fun strict and more countries should be eligible 
for HIPC debt relief. 

This, map shows how much "decision point' 
111 PC cu u n Lri es spe n d on rep ay ing. deb Is a nd 
interest. 

Fourteen African Hi PC countries will have 
their debts totally written off under a new plan 
drawn up by the GS finance ministers. 

SPirars' hflp://newsijbocQ u k/l/sh * re d fs pl/hii /a fr i ■: a/05 /afr ica .economy,i'htm /poverty stm 
f" i:p.//nevui%bbc.co.uk/> ,‘"shj rad/tpl/hi/alrica/OS/nfrica en>nony/h!ni •/dubl.&tm 
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Aid 

Africa receive about a Third of the Total aid 
given by governments around the world, 
according to the Organization for Economic Co¬ 
operation and Development. 

Much of this has conditions attached, 
meaning governments must implement certain 
policies to receive the aid or must spend the 
money on goods and services from the donor 
country,. 

The World Bank, which is reviewing its 
conditionality policies, argues that aid is far 
more effective, and less vulnerable to 
corruption, when coupled with improved 
governance. 

There was a sharp drop in rich countries' 
relative spending on aid in the late f99Qs. 

The Make Poverty History campaign is urging 
the iifl to raise an extra 3Mb n more in aid per 
year and to enFnrce earlier pledges tor 
c eve loped countries to give O.TQtfo of their 
annual GDP in aid. 

Trade 

Africa is rich in natural resources such as 
minerals, timber and oil but trade with the rest 
of the world is often difficult. 

Factors include poor rnfrestructure, 
government mslabi ily, corruption and the 
impact of AIDS on the population of working ago. 

Poorer countries end agencies such as Qttfam 
also argue rhat international trade rules are 
unfair and favour the developed world. 

They say rich countries dump'subsidized 
products on developing nations by undercutting 
local producers. 

And they accuse tho World Trade Organization 
(WTO) of forcing developing nations to open 
their markets to the rest of the world but faiting 
td lower rich countries’ tariff barriers in return 

But the WTO says that low income countries 
lece ye special treatment, including exemption 
from some regulations that apply to richer 
nations. 

Sources http //news.bbc.co uk/l/sh a red /sp I /h 1/aft ic*/O 5/aFika _e co no m y/h tn» I / a id stm 
http://nemi.bt-i.co.jjk/l/iTi4ped/sp|/hT/nfrid/O5 /afiica acDnrsmy/TiIrrJ.i'tiadc-ilm 
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support 'fatalism' - a value system that 

views hardship and suffering as the 

unavoidable p Light of life. Acceptance of 

rule's lot in life thus discourages pea-pie 

from working hard and being thrifty in 

order to overcame their fate. In (his view, 

then, a country's poverty is due largely to 

the cultural failings of the people them¬ 

selves, Such failings are reinforced hy 

government policies that set wages and 

control prices and generally interfere in 

the operation of the economy, flow can 

low-income countries break out of their 

poverty? Bostow viewed economic 

growth as going through several stages, 

which he likened to the journey of an 

aeroplane: 

1 TVtt? traditional stage. This is the slags 

just described. It is characterised by low 

rates of savings, the supposed lack of a 

work ethic, and the so-called fatalistic 

value system. The aeroplane is not yet 

off the ground. 

2 Take-off to economic grmrth. The tradi¬ 

tional stage, Kostrov argued,, can give 

way to a second one; economic lake-off. 

This occurs when poor countries begin 

to jettison their traditional values and 

institutions and start Co save and invest 

money for ihe future. The role of 

wealthy countries, like the United 

States, is to facilitate this growth- They 

can do this lay financing birth control 

programmes or providing low-cost 

Loans for electrification, road and 

airport construction, and starling new 

industries. 

3 Drrwe to tech nological ma tiirity. Accord¬ 

ing to Roatow, with Ihe help of money 

and advice from high-income coun¬ 

tries. the aeroplane of economic growth 

would taxi down the runway, pick up 

speed and become airborne. The 

country would then approach techno¬ 

logical maturity. In the aero nautical 

metaphor, ihe plane would slowly climb 

tn cruising altitude improving its tech¬ 

nology, reinvesting its ircenlly acquired 

wea lilt in new industries and adopting 

the institutions and values of ihe liigh- 

income countries. 

4 High mass consumption. Finally, the 

country would reach ihe phase of high 
mass consumption. NuW people are 

able to enjoy the fruits of their labour by 
achieving a high standard of living- The 
aeroplane (country) cruises along on 

automatic pilot, having entered the 
ra iiks of high - income countries. 

Rostow's ideas remain influential. 

Indeed, perhaps the prevailing view 

among economists today, neo-liberalism, 

argues that free-market forces, achieved 

by minimizing governmental restrictions 

on business, provide ihe only route lo eco¬ 

nomic growth. Nco-libcralism holds that 

global free trade will enable- all countries 

of the world to prosperr elmimuLing 

governmental regulation is seen as neces¬ 

sary for economic growth to occur. Neo- 

liberal economists Lherefure cull for an 

end to restrictions Oil trade and often 

challenge minimum wage and other 
labour laws, as well as environmental 

restrictions on business. 
Sociologists, on the other hand, focus 

on the cultural aspect* of Rnstow’s theory: 
whether and how certain helieFs and insti¬ 

tutions hinder development |Davis 39*07; 

So I990|. These include religious values, 

moral beliefs, belief in magic, and folk tra¬ 

ditions and practices. Sociologists also 

examine other conditions that resist 

change; particularly the belief local cul- 
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lures have [hat moral decay and social 

unrest accompany business and trade. 

Dependency and world system 
theories 

Ifurlng the U3E10s. a number of theorists 

questioned market-oriented ex plana Lions 

of global inequality such as moderniza¬ 

tion theory. Many of these critics Were 

sociologists and economists from the low- 

income countries of Latin America anti 

Africa, Who drew on Marxist Ideas to reject 

die idea that their countries' economic 

underdevelopment was due to their own 

cultural or institutional faults. Instead, 

they build on the theories of Karl Marx, 

who argued Hut world capitalism would 

create a class of conn cries manipulated by 

more powerful countries, jusi as capital¬ 

ism within ecu ntrics leads to the cxplolta - 

lion of workers. The dependency theorists-, 

as 1 hey a r<: ca I led, a rgue that the poverty of 

low-income countries stems from their 

exploitation by wealthy countries and the 

multinational corporations that are based 

in wealthy countries, In their view, global 

capitalism locked (heir countries Into a 

downward spiral of exploitation and 

poverty. 

According 10 dependency theories, this 

exploitation began with colonialism, a 
political-economic system under which 

powerful countries established, for their 

own profit, rule over weaker peoples or 
countries. Powerful nations have colo¬ 
nized other countries usually to procure 

the raw materials needed for Ihcii facto¬ 

ries and lo control markets for the prod¬ 

ucts manufactured Ln those factories. 

Under colonial rule, for example, Ihc 

petroleum, copper, iron and food prod¬ 

ucts required by industrial economics arc 

extracted from low-income countries by 

businesses based in high-income coun¬ 

tries. Although colonialism typically 

involved European countries establishing 

colonics in North and South America, 

Alrica and Asia, some Asian countries 

(such as Japan) had colonics as well. 

Even though colonialism ended 

throughout most of the world after the 

Second World War. the exploitation did 

not: transnational corporations contin¬ 

ued to reap enormous profits from their 

bm riches In loW-income countries. 

According to dependency theory, these 

global companies, often with the support 
of the powerful banks and governments of 

rich countries, established factories In 

poor countries, using cheap labour and 

raw materials to maximize production 

costs without governmental Interference. 

In turn, the low prices set For lahour and 

raw materials prevented poor countries 

From accumulating the profit necessary to 

industrialize themselves. Local businesses 

that might compete with foreign corpora¬ 

tions were prevented from doing so, In this 

view, poor countries arc forced to borrow 

from rich countries, thus Increasing their 

economic dependency, 

Low-income countries are thus seen 

not as underdeveloped, hut rather as mis- 

devdnped (Frank 19B(j; Emmanuel 11371!]. 

With the exception of a handful of local 
politicians and businesspeople who serve 

the Interests of the foreign corporations, 
people fall into poverty. Peasants are 

forced to choose between starvation and 

working at near-starvation wages on 

Foreign-con tro Lied pi an rations and in 

foreign-controlled mines and factories. 

Since dependency theorists believe that 

such exploitation has kept their countries 

from achieving economic growth, they 

typically call for revolutionary changes 

right sri 3.1 
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that would push foreign corporations out 

of their countries altogether (e.g. Frank 

1969), 

While political and military power is 

usually ignored by market-oriented theo¬ 

rists, dependency theorists regard the 

exercise of power as central to enforcing 

unequal economic relationships. Accord¬ 

ing Lo this theory. Whenever local leaders 

question such unequal arrange men Is. 

their voices are quickly suppressed. 

Unionization is usually Outlawed, arid 

Labour organisers are jailed and some¬ 
times killed. When people elect a gov¬ 
ernment opposing these polcies, that 

government is likely to be overthrown by 

the country's military, often backed hy Hu: 

armed Forces of the industrialized coun¬ 

tries themselves.. Dependency theorists 

point to many examples: the role of the 

CIA in overthrowing the Marxist govern¬ 

ments of Guatemala in I9:i4 and Chile in 

197:5 and Ln undermining support for the 

Leftist government in Nicaragua in the 

1980s, In ihe view of dependency theory, 

global economic inequality is ill us hacked 

up by force: economicelites in poor coun¬ 

tries-, hacked by their counterparts in 

wealthy ones, use police and military 

power to keep the local population under 

Control, 

Brazilian sociologist Enrique Fernando 
Cardoso. tm« a prominent dependency 

theorist, argued more than twenty-five 
years ago that some degree of dependent 
development was nonetheless possible - 
that under certain circumstances, poor 

countries can still develop economically, 

although only in ways shaped by their reli¬ 

ance on the wealthier countries [Cardoso 

and Paid to 1979]. In particular, the 

governments of these countries eouid play 

a key role in steering a course between 

dependency and development {Evans 

1979]. As President of Brazil from 199 !> Id 

2003, Cardoso changed his thinking, 

calling for greater integration of Brazil into 

the global economy. 

During the last quarter of a century, 

sociologists have increasingly seen the 

world us a single (although often conflicl- 

rldden) economic system. Although 

dependency theories hold thul individual 

countries are economically Lied Co one 

another, WorM-syslem* theory, which is 

st jungly influenced by dependency theory, 

argues that the world capitalist economic 

system is rmt merely a collection nf inde¬ 

pendent countries engaged in diplomatic 

and economic relations with one another, 

hut must instead he understood as a single 

unit. The world-systems approach is most 

closely identified with the work of Imma¬ 

nuel WaJIcrstcin and his colleagues {WaJ- 

Icrslcin 197-1, 1990 and elsewhere'l. Waller- 

stein showed that capitalism has long 

existed as a global economic system, 

beginning with the extension of markets 

and trade in Europe in the fifteenth and 

sixteenth centuries. The World system is 

seen as comprising lour overlapping ele¬ 

ments [Chase-Dunn 1999): 

* a world market for goods and labour: 

* the division of the population into dlhf 
erent economic classes, particularly 

capitalists and workers; 
■ an international system of formal and 

informal political relations among ihe 
most powerful countries, whose com¬ 

petition with one another helps shape 

the world economy; and 

■ the carving up of the world into ihrrc 

unequal economic zones, with she 

wealthier zones exploiting the poorer 

ones. 
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World-systems theorists term these three 

economic zones 'core1,, 'periphery' and 

'semi-periphery1. All countries in ihe 

world system are said to fall into one of 

the three categories. Core countries arc 

the mo si advanced industrial countries, 

taking the Eton's shore of profits in the 

world economic system. These include 

lop an-1 lie United Stales and the Countries 

of Western Europe. Peripheral countries 

Comprise low-income, largely agricultural 

Countries that ore often manipulated by 

core countries for their own economic 

advantage. Exam plea of peripheral coun¬ 

tries are found throughout Africa and to a 

lesser extent in Latin America and Asia, 

Natural resources, such as agricultural 

products, minerals and oilier raw malerl- 

als, flow from periphery to core - as do the 

profits. The core, in turn, sells finished 

goods to the periphery, also at a profit. 

World-systems theorists argue that core 

countries have made themselves wealthy 

with this unequal trade, while at the same 

lime limiting the economic development 

of peripheral countries, finally, the semi* 

peripheral countries occupy an intermedi¬ 

ate position: these are semi-industrial¬ 

ized, mid die-income countries that 

extract profits from the more peripheral 

countries and in turn yield profits to the 

core countries. Examples of semi* periph¬ 

eral countries include Mexico In North 

America; Brazil, Argentina and Chile in 

South America; and the newly industrial¬ 

izing economies of East Asia. The semi- 

peripheiy, though to some degree con¬ 

trolled by the core, is thus also able to 

exploit the periphery. Moreover, Ihe 

greater economic success of the semi- 

periphory holds out to the periphery the 

promise of similar development 

Although the world system tends to 

change very slowly, once-powerful coun¬ 

tries eventually lose their economic power 

and others then take their place. For 

example, some five centuries ago the 

Italian city-states of Venice and Genoa 

dominated the wo rid capitalist economy. 

T hey were superseded by the Dutch, then 

the British and currently the United Slates. 

Today, in the View of some World-systems 

theorists, American dominance is giving 

way Lo a more ‘multi-polar1 world where 

economic power will be shared between 

the United Stoles, Europe and Asia 

(Arrlghi 1994), 

State-centred theories 

Some of rhti most recent explanations 
of successful economic development 

emphasize the rq]e of sta te policy in pro ¬ 

moting growth. Di fife l ing sharply from 

market-oriented theories, state-centred 

theories argue that appropriate govern¬ 

ment policies do not interfere with eco¬ 

nomic develo pment but rather can play a 

key role in bringing it about, A large body 

of research now suggests (.hat in some 

regions of the world, such ns East Asia, 

successful economic development has 

been slate-led. Even the World dank, tong 

a strong proponent of free-market theo¬ 

ries of development, has changed its 

till hiring about die rote of the state. In Its 
199" re port The State in a Changing 
Wortit the World Bank concluded chat 

without an effective state, 'sustainable 
develop me nt, both economic and social, 
is impossible'. 

Strong governments contributed in 

various ways to economic growth in the 

Fast Asian Xirs during Ihe 111 tilts and 

1990s [Appclbaom and Henderson 1992; 

Amsdcn, Kochanowicz ct al. 1904; World 

Hank 1997); 
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I East Asian govern meats have sometimes 

aggressively acted to ensure political 

stability, while keeping labour costs Ion-. 

Tilth lias been accomplished hy acts of 

repression, such as outlawing trade 

unions, banning strikes, jailing labour 

leaders and., in general, silencing ihc 

voices of workers. The governments of 

Taiwan, South Korea and Singapore in 

particular have engaged in such prac¬ 

tices. 

3 East Asia n guwrnmenIS he ivfnvf rlen tly 

sought to steer economic devdoftmsn tin 
desired directions. For example, state 

agencies have often provided cheap 

loans and tax breaks to businesses that 

invest Jn industries favoured by the 

government. Sometimes this strategy 

has backfired, resulting in bad loans 

held by the government (one of the 

causes of the region's economic prob¬ 

lems during the late IUiH'K>. Some 

governments have prevented busi¬ 

nesses from investing their profits in 

other cd uni rich, forcing them to invest 

in economic growth at home. Some¬ 

times governments have owned, and 

therefore controlled key industries, l-'or 

example, the Japanese government has 

owned railways, the steel industry and 

batiks? the South Korean government 

has owned banks; and the government 

of Singapore has owned a I t\ I nes and the 

armaments and ship repair industries, 

3 East Asian govwtitneflis haw often iwwi 
hea i-'f(v in wived in social programmes 

such as low-cost housing and universal 

education. The world's largest public 

housing systems (outside socialist or 

formerly socialist countries) have been 

in Hong Kong and Singapore, where 

government subsidies keep rents 

extremely low. As a result,, workers don't 

require high wages to pay for their 

bousing, so they can compete better 

with American and European workers 

in the emerging global labour market, in 

Singapore, which has an extremely 

strong central government, well-funded 

public education and training help to 

provide workers with the skills they 

need to compete effectively in the 

emerging global labour market. The 

Singaporean government also requires 

businesses and individual citizen alike 

to save a large percentage of their 
income for investment in future growth. 

Evaluating theories of 
development 

Each of rhe four sets of theories nf global 

inequality just discussed has its strengths 

and weaknesses. Together they enable llk 

to better understand the causes and cures 

for global inequality. 

Market-oriented theories recommend 

the adoption of modern capitalist institu¬ 

tions to promote economic development, 

as the recent example of East Asia attests. 

They further argue that countries can 

develop economically only if they open 

llieir borders to trade, and they Can clle 

evidence in support of this argument. But 
market-oriented theories also fail to take 

into account the various economic tic? 

between poor countries anti wealthy ones 
- ties that ran Impede economic growth 
under some conditions and enhance it 

under others. They tend In blame low- 

income countries themselves For their 

poverty rather than looking to the influ¬ 

ence of outside factors, such as the busi¬ 

ness operations of more powerful nations. 

Market-oriented theories also ignore the 

ways government can work with the 
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private sector to spur economic develop¬ 

ment. Finally, they fail to explain why 

some countries manage to take off eco¬ 

nomically while oLiters, remain grounded 

Ln poverty and underdevelopment. 

Dependency theories address ihe 

market-oriented theories1 neglect in con¬ 

sidering poor countries' ties with wealthy 

Countries by focusing on how Wealthy 

no Lions have econom ical ly exploited poor 

ones. However, while dependency theo¬ 

ries help to account For much of the eco¬ 

nomic backwardness In Latin America 

and Africa, they ate unable to explain the 
occasional success story among such law- 

income countries as Brazil, Argentina and 
Mexico or the rapidly expanding econo¬ 
mies of East Asia. Ill fact, some countries, 

once jn the low-income category, hatrc 

risen economically even in the p resence of 

moltinational corporations. Even some 

former colonies, such as Hong Kong and 

Singapore, both omcc depend cnl on Great 

Britain, count among the success stories. 

World-systems theory sought to overcome 

the shortcomings of dependency theories 

by analysing the world economy as a 

whole. Rather than beginning with indi¬ 

vidual countries, world-systems theorists 

loo k at the complex global web of political 

and economic relationships that influ¬ 

ence development and Inequality In poor 
and rich nations alike. 

State-centred theories .stress the 
governmental role In fostering economic 
growth. They thus offer a useful alterna¬ 

tive to both the prevailing market-orb 

l-iHi d i:11 i-.-'.'. iili their ■ -:ii1111..- i-■ .m 

states as economic hindrances, and 

dependency theories, which view states as 

allies of giohaI business elites in es pin i ting 

poor countries. When combined with the 

other theories - particularly wo rid- 

systems theory - state-centred theories 

can explain the radical changes now trans¬ 

forming the world economy. 

The role of international 
organizations and global 
inequality 

There are a number of international 

organizations whose work impacts on 

global poverty. The International Mone¬ 

tary FTttid (IMF) and the World Batik 

together known as the Bratton Woods 
Instltutlojis - were established during the 
Second World War. They are based in 

Washington, in the United States, and 
their membership is made up of govern¬ 
ments from across the world. The IMF is 

an organization of IHM countries. The 

main work of the IMF is in maintaining 

stability in the international financial 

system - most noticeably when it is called 

in to sort out a large debt crisis, for 

example In Argentina from 2QGI to 2003. El 

also works with governments across the 

world to improve their economic manage¬ 

ment, hut it is precisely that advice which 

is often criticized as causing some of the 

problems that poorer coun tries face fe.g. 

SligliLz 2002). 

The World Bank Group’s mission Is to 
fight poverty and improve the living, stan¬ 

dards of people in the developing world. If 
is a development bank which provides 

loans, policy advice, technical assistance 
and knowledge-sharing services to Inw¬ 
and middle-income countries lo reduce 

poverty. The World Rank is made up of a 

number of accounts providing relatively 

cheap finance - mainly loans - for its 

member governments. Recently, the hank 

has also started giving governments 

grants for specific programmes. It also 
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provides technical expertise alongside its 

Loans and grants. Both the World Bank and 

the IMF have been accused of promoting 

market-driven reforms lo Ihe detriment of 

poor countries and people, and hath have 

made an effort in recent years to concen¬ 

trate more on the elimination of poverty. 

One example o-f the newapproach taken 

by the World bank and IMP in recent years 

has been the initiative I known as UIFC - 

Heavily Indebted Four Countries Initia¬ 

tive! to grant debt relief lo many of tire 

poorest countries. Some countries had 

taken on so many Loans over a number of 
decades, which had attracted so much 

I me test, that they could not afford to pay 

them back. If they were to pay ttan back, 
jit full, il would probably have wiped out 

the resources (hat the countries' govern¬ 

ments had available for education, health 

and olhcr basic services. The HIPC Initia¬ 

tive was launched in 1996 to give those 

countries sufficient relief - funded by 

governments of rich countries, including 

tire UK - that they could deal with their 

debs burden as well as tackle poverty. A key 

element of this Initiative was tire require¬ 

ment for all co untries involved to produce 

and Implement a Poverty Reduction Strat¬ 

egy Taper. By 2CHM, twenty-five countries 

had taken part in the UlTC process. 

The United Nations, perhaps the best 
known of the International organizations. 
Includes a series of funds and pro¬ 

grammes. which work across the world to 
tackle the causes and effects of poverty, 
Examples include the United Nations 

Development Programme and United 

Nations Children's Fund, both based in 

New York, the World Food Programme in 

Rome and the World Health Organization 

(WHO) In Geneva. All have country offices 

across the world. ILach aims ta tackle diff¬ 

erent aspects of poverty. UNICEF's work is 

focused on girls' education, protection ol 

children and immunization,, as well as 

provision of clean water and sanitation. 

UNDP works with governments Ln poor 

countries io improve governance, includ¬ 

ing the rule of law. justice, state provision 

of basic services andl tackling corruption. 

Add perhaps another ten UN urbaniza¬ 

tions in anyone country and there is likely 

Lo be a complicated mix of organizations 

covering a number of Interrelated issues. 

One key concern is ihe spread of HIV and 

Its affects on economic, health.. Institu¬ 
tional capacity, family and social spheres. 

At least four UN organizations are there¬ 

fore Involved In tackling this problem. UN 
organisations generally suffer from low 

levels or core funding compared to their 

Brctton Woods cousins. Some UN organ¬ 

izations, like the WHO, arc also involved in 

setting international standards and 

unde rtaki ng. resea neb. 

One member of the UN family that has 

been under the spotlight in recent years is 

Lire World 'fir.de Organization. Based in 

Geneva, it regulates international Lrade 

Li]rough negotiations between its 148 

member governments and a mechanism 

fur resolving trade disputes. The current 

round of negotiations, launched in Doha 
I n, Os tar in iDWl. Is referred to by some as a 
'development round'. There is a wide¬ 

spread view thin the current International 
trading system Is not fair to poorer coun¬ 
tries and is constraining their economic 
devein ptnc n t. A pri in c aim of th esc negoti¬ 

ations is to rectify this through, for 

example, improved access for these coun¬ 

tries goods and services to others' ma rkels. 

The organizations above arc described 

as multilateral organizations, as they 

involve many, indeed the majority of, 
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countries. So-called bilateral donors are 

also involved Ln the reduction of global 

poverty. In (tie UK, thc government's 

Department for Internationa] Develop¬ 

ment fDflD), works with specific poor 

countries to meet the Millennium Devel¬ 

opment Goals.These goals were set out by 

the international Community in Lite late 

1990s. They include a series of targets, of 

which two of the most important are 

halving, between 1990 and 2015, the pro¬ 

portion of people Whose income is less 

than 51 a day and ensuring that, by 2015, 

all children will be able to complete a full 

course of primary schooling. Several of 

these targets ate unlikely to be met. In the 

UK. the worlt ofDflD Includes the provi¬ 
sion of gia ms and expertise i n Hie co u nny, 

as well as policy and advocacy at Ihe inter¬ 

national level io remove some of the struc¬ 

tural barriers to the reduction of poverty 

(tor example debt, trade rules and exploi¬ 

tation of resources]. 

Global economic inequality in a 
changing world 

Today the social and economic forces 

loading to a single global capitalist 

economy appear to be irresistible. The 

pri/Ldpal challenge tu this outcome - 

sodalistii ended with the collapse of die 

Soviet Union in 1991. The largest remain¬ 

ing .socialist country In the world today, 

the People's Republic of China, Is rapidly 

adopting many capitalist economic Insti¬ 

tutions and is the fas test-growing 

economy in the world. It Eh ton soon to tell 

how far the future leaders of China will 

move down the capitalist road. Will they 

eventually adopt a complete market-ori¬ 

ented economy or some combi nation of 

state controls and capitalist institutions? 

Most Ghina experts agree on one thing: 

when China, with its 1.2 billion people, 

fully enters the global capitalist system, its 

Impact wLIL be felt around Ihe world. 

China has an enormous workforce, much 

of which is well trained and educated and 

now receives extremely low wages-some¬ 

times less than one- twentieth of what UK 

workers earn io Comparable jobs. Such a 

wo rkforce will be extremely com puni tive in 

a global economy and will forex1 wages 

doWn front Los Angeles to London. 

What docs rapid globalisation mean for 

the ftnu re of global inequality? No soelolo ■ 
pst knows for certain, hut many possible: 

scenarios exist, For one, out world might 

be dominated by large, global corpora- 

dons, with workers everywhere comper¬ 

ing with one another at a global wage. 

Such a scenario might predict falling 

wages for large numbers of people in 

today's high-income countries and rising 

wages for a few in low-income countries. 

There might be a general levelling out of 

average income around the world, 

although at a level much lower than that 

currently enjoyed it] the United Kingdom 

and other industrialized nations, In this 

scenario, the polarization between the 

haves and the have-nots within countries 

would grow, as the whole world would be 

Increasingly divided Into those who 

benefit from the global economy and 

those who do not- Such polarization could 

fuel conflict between ethnic groups, and 

oven nations, .is those suffering from eco¬ 

nomic globalization would blame others 

for their p ligh t r El i rat a ltd Thom p son 1962: 

Wagar 1992 b 

On the other band, a global economy 

ca li LcL m ean grea Lcr opport u nity for every- 

□ nc, as the benefits of modern technology 

stimulate worldwide economic growth. 
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According to this more optimistic sce¬ 

nario, the more successful East Asian 

NICs, such as llong Kong Taiwan, South 

Korea and Singapore, arc only a sign of 

th i ngs to come. Ollier N [Cs such as M alay- 

sia and Thailand sviLL soon follow, along 

with China, Indonesia, Vietnam and other 

Asian countries. India, ihe world's second 

most populous Country, already boasts- ei 

middle class of around 200 null ion people, 

about a quarter of its total population 

(although roughly the same number live 

In poverty) (Kidteaml igyjj, 
A countervailing trend, however, Is the; 

technnlngy gap [feat divides rich and poor 

countries, which today appears to be wid¬ 
ening. making ii even more dllifrulr for 
poor countries to catch up. Die glnhal 

technology gap is a result oF Ihe disparity 

in weal ih between nations, but it also rein¬ 

forces illnsc disparities, widening the gap 

between rich and poor countries.. Poor 

countries cannot easily afford modern 

technology - yet, in the absence of 

modern technology, they face major bar¬ 

riers to overcoming poverty. They are 

caught in a vicious downward spiral from 

which it is dilTtcull to escape, 

Jeffrey Sachs, Director of the LarLh Insti¬ 

tute at Columbia University in New York, 

and a prominent adviser to many East 
European and developing countries, 
claims that the world Is divided Into three 

classes: technology Innovators, technol¬ 
ogy adopters and the technologically dis¬ 

connected (Sacha 2000) - 
Tech fn jlog}' f.n nova tors a re 1 hose regi mis 

that provide nearly all of the world's tech - 

nological inventions; they account for no 

more than 16 per cent oF the wo rids popu - 

Lation. Technology adopters arc (hose 

regions that arc able to adopt technologies 

invented elsewhere, applying them la pro¬ 

duction and consumption; they account 

for per cent of the world's population. 

Finally, the technologjicaUy disconnected 

are those regia ns that neither innovate no r 

adopt technologies developed elsewhere: 

they account for 35 per cert of the world's 

population, Note that Sachs speaks of 

regions rather than countries. Iti today's 

increasingly borderless World, technology 

use (or exclusion) docs not always respect 

national frontiers. Tor example. Sachs 

notes lliat technologically disconuected 

regions include 'southern Mexico and 

pockets of tropical Central America; the 
Andean countries; most of tropical Brazil: 

tropical sub Saharan Africa; most of the 

former Soviet Union aside from the areas 
nearest to European and Asian markets; 

landlocked parts oF Asia such as (Ire 

Ganges valley states of India; landlocked 

Laos and Cambodia: and the deep-inter¬ 

ior states oF China' (Sachs These are 

impoverished regions that Jack access to 

markets or major ocean trading routes. 

They arc caught in what Sachs terms a 

’poverty trap', plagued by 'tropical infec¬ 

tious disease, low agricultural productiv¬ 

ity and environmental degradation - all 

requiring technological solutions beyond 

Lhcir means' (Sachs 2000). 

Innovation requires 9 critical mast, of 

Ideas and technology to become self sus¬ 
taining. 'Silicon Valley', near San Fran¬ 

cisco in the United States, provides otic 
example of how technological innovation 
tends to he concen trated in regions rich in 
universities and high-tech firms. Silicon 

Valley grew up around Stanford Univer¬ 

sity an-d other educational and research 

institutions located soulh of San Fran¬ 

cisco. Poor countries, are ill-equipped to 

develop such high-tech regions. Sachs 

calculates that forty-eight tropical or 
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partly tropical countries, whose com¬ 

bined population totalled. 750 million, 

accounted for only forty-seven oi the 

51,3(10 patents granted in the USA to 

foreign inventors in 1397. Most poor 

countries Lack even a science adviser to 

their government. Moreover, these coun¬ 

tries are too puor to import computers, 

mobile phones, fax machines, Computer¬ 

ized factory machinery or other kinds of 

high technology. Nor can Lhey afford to 

Russian society now displays striking 

contrasts between rich and poor. 

License technology from ihe foreign com¬ 

panies that hold the patents. 

What can be done to overcame the tech¬ 

nological abyss that divides rich and [inor 

countries? Sachs calls cm wcaLthy, higg¬ 

le chnology countries to provide much 

greater financial and technical assistance 

to poor countries than they now do. for 
example. lethal infectious diseases such as 

malaria, measles and diarrhoea claim 

million of lives each year iri poor coun¬ 

tries,. The modern medical technology 

necessary to eradicate these illnesses 
would cost only $10 billion a year - less 
than $3." from every person who lives jn a 

high Income country, if the cost were 
shared equally, 

Sachs urges the governments of wealthy 
countries, along with international 

lending institutions, to provide loans and 

grants for scientific and technological 

development. Sachs notes Thai very little 

money is available to support research and 

development in poor countries. The World 

bank, a major source of funding for devel¬ 

opment proje cts in poor countries, spends 

only 560 Fnilliuua year supporting tropical, 

agricultural tir health research and devel¬ 

opment. Lty way of comparison Merck, Lite 

gijn l ]i h m rmaeCulira I cu rpo m Liun, spends 

thirty-five times that much ($i!,l billion) 

for research and development for Its own 
products. Even universities In wealthy 

nations could play a role, establishing 
hVoim ; -■ -i v.-;n: li Mini :i liin ii-'.lil ulrs 

ihiil would fnstet collaborative rcsearch 

projects. From computers and the Internet 

to hlotechnoLngy, the 'wealth of mil ion s' 

increasingly depends on modem informa¬ 

tion technology. As long as majoi regions 

of' the world remain technologically dis¬ 

connected, it seems unlikely that global 

poverty will be eradicated. 
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Tn (Tie most optimistic view, the repub¬ 

lics of ihc former Soviet Union, an well an 

the formerly socialist countries of Eastern 

Europe, will eventually advance into the 

l imit? of the high-income countries. Eco¬ 

nomic growth will spread to Latin 

America, Africa anti the res! of the world., 

Because capitalism requires that workers 

bo mobile, [lie remaining caste societies 

around the world will be replaced by 

class-based societies. These societies will 

experience enhanced opportunities for 

upward mobility. 
What is the future of global inequality? 

It is difficult in be entirely optimistic for 

now. Global economic growth has slowed, 

and many of the once promising econo¬ 

mies of Asia now seem to be in trouble. 

The Russian economy, in its move from 

socialism to capitalism, has encountered 

many pitfalls, leaving many Russians 

much poorer than ever. It remains to be 

seen whether the countries of the world 

will learn from one another and work 

together to create better lives for their 

peoples. What is certain is that the past 

quarter u[a century has witnessed a global 

economic transformation of unprece¬ 

dented magnitude. The effects of this 

transformation in (he next twenty-five 

yeans will leave few lives on the planet 

untouched, 

[f global Inequality is one of the most 

import ant i&sues facing die earth today, 

another Is the dramatic increase in the 
globe’s population In recent decades. 
Global poverty and population growth are 

tied together, for it is in some of the world's 

poorest countries that population growth 

is greatest. It is to a discussion of this phe¬ 

nomenon that we now turn. 

World population growth 

It was estimated that the Earth's six- 

biJlionth inhabitant was barn an 12 

October 1898. The world's population is 

booming - it has doubled since 19GO. An 

American expert on population studies. 

Ban I Ehrlich, calculated in the IFjGOh 

that if the rate of population growth at 

Lhul time were to continue, nine 

hundred years from now (nut a long 

period in world history as a whole) there 
would be htt.tiii(Kin,noo,ouri (&q 

quadrillion) people on the face of the 

earth. There would be one hundred 
people for every square yard of the 
Earth's surface, Including both laud and 

water. 

Thfl physicist ]. KT. Frcmlin worked nut 

that housing such a population would 

require a continuous two-thou sand- 

storey building covering the entire planet. 

Even in such a stupendous structure there 

wou ld only be three or four yards of floor 

space per person (Emnlin I9G4|. 

Such a picture, nf course, is nothing 
more than nightmarish ficliun designed 

Lo drive home how cataclysmic the con¬ 

sequences of Continued population 

growth would be. The real Issue is what 
will happen over the next thirty or forty 

years. Partly because governments and 

other agencies heeded tire warnings of 
Ehrlich and others,by Introducingpopu 

Uticrn control programmes, there are 
grounds for supposing I hat world popu¬ 

lation growth is beginning to trail off isec 

figure 11.4). Estimates calculated in the 
lafifts of the likely world population hy 

the year 2000 turned out to be inaccu¬ 

rate. The World bank estimated the 
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Figure II .4 Estimated and projected population at the world hy projection variant, 19bG-iD&D 

Sourer: UH (2M3a> 

world population to lie just over G billion 

Lit 20G0, compared to some earlier esti¬ 

mates of over J5 billion. Nevertheless, 

considering that a century ago there 

were only 1,5 billion people in the world., 

this still represents growth of staggering 

proportions, Moreover, the factors 

underlying population growth are by no 

means completely predictable, and all 

estimates have Co be interpreted with 

caution. 
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Population analysis: demography 

The study of population is referred to as 

demography. The term was Invented 

about a century and a half ago, at a time 
when nations were beginning to keep 
official statistics on the nature and distri¬ 

bution of their populations. Demography 

is concerned with measuring the size ol 

populations and explaining their rise or 

decline. Population patterns arc governed 

by three lactone births, deaths and migra¬ 

tions. Demography is customarily treated 

as a branch of sociology, because the 

factors Lhat influence (he level of births 

anti deaths in a given group or sueieLy, as 

well as migrations of population, are 

largely social and ail Lurid. 

Demographic work lends to be statisti- 

cal, AIL the developed nations today gather 
and analyse basic statistics.on their popu¬ 

lation* by carrying out censuses (system¬ 

atic surveys designed to find out about the 

whole populatlo n of a given cotm try). Rig- 
o rolls as the modes of data collection now 

are, even in these nations demographic 

statistics arc not wholly accurate. In the 

United Kingdom, there has been a popula¬ 

tion Census every ten years since ItfOI. 

The Census aims to he as ace mate as pos¬ 

sible,. but for various reasons some people 

might not be registered in the Dllicial pop¬ 

ulation statistics,, for example illegal 

immigrants, homeless people, LransienLs 

and others who for one reason or another 

avoided registration. In many developing 

countries, particularly those wiLh recent 

high rates of population growth, demo¬ 
graphic statistics are much more utire] I 

abie- 

Dynamics of population change 

Rates of population growth or decline am 
measured hy subtracting the mum her of 

deaths per thousand over a given period 
From the number of births pet’ thousand - 
this is usually calculated annually. Same 

European countries have negative growth 

rates - ill other words, their populations 

are declining. Virtually all of the industri¬ 

alized countries have growth rates of less 

than 0.!i per cent. Hates of population 

gruwlh were high in the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries in Europe and the 

United Stiilos. but have since Levelled off. 

Many developing countries today have 

rates of between 2 and 3 per cent (see 

figure 11.6 on p. 424). These may not seem 

Very different from the rales of the indus¬ 
trialized countries, but its fact, the differ¬ 
ence is enormous 

The maso-n for this is that growth in 

population is exponential There Is an 
ancient Persian myth that helps to illus¬ 
trate this. A courtier asked a ruler to 

reward him for his services by giving him 

twice as many grains of rice far each 

service than lie had given him the time 

before, starting with a single grain on the 

first square of a chess board. Believing that 

he was onto a good thing, the king com¬ 

manded grain to be brought up from his 

storehouse, 3Jy the twenty-first square, the 

storehouse was empty; the fortieth square 

required ten billion grains of rice 

(Meadows 1972]L in other words, starling, 

with one item ami doubling it, doubling, 

the result, and so on. rapidly leads to huge 
fi gores -1 l tv nil:: pi 4; 12ft. a nd sn on. in 

seven operations, the figure ha? grown by 

1213 times. Exactly the same principle 
applies to population growth. We can 

pyrighted material 
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Dembgra>phy: key concepts 

Among the basic concepts used by 
demographers, the most important are crude 
birth rates, fertility, fecundity and crude death 
roles. Crude birth rates are expressed os the 
number of liYe biritis per year per thousand of 
the population. They are tailed 'crude' rates 
because of their very general character. Grade 
birth rates, for exampler do not Hell us what 
proportion of a population aro male or female, or 
what ths age distribution of a population is (the 
relative proportions of young and old people in 
the population). Where statistics are col lected 
that relate birth or death rates to such categories, 
demographers speak af 'specific' rather than 
'crude' rates. For instance, an age-specifie birth 
rale might specify the number of births per 
thousand women in different age groups. 

If we wish to understand population patterns 
in any detail, the information provided by 
specific birth rates is normally necessary. Crude 
birth rates, however, aro useful For making 
overall comparisons-between different groups, 
societies and regions. Thus the crude birth rate 
in the United Kingdom in 2Q02 was eleven per 
thousand, Other industrialized countries have 
lower rates, such as nine per thousand in 
Germany, Russia and Italy. In many other parts 
□f the world, crude birth rates are much higher. 
In India, for instance, the crude birth rate is 
twenty-four per thousand.: in Ethiopia it is forty 
throe per thousand (<hhp:/Avww.u nicef.org/ 
i nfobyco u ntry/1 n d ex.htiril>3. 

Eirlh rates are an expression of the fertility of 
women. Fertility refers to how many live-bom 
children the average woman has. A fertility rate 
is usually calculated as the average number of 
births per thousand women ct childbearing age. 

Fertility is distinguished from fecundity, which 
means the potential number of children women 
are biologically capable of bearing. II is 
physically possible for a normal woman to bear 
a child every year during the period when she is 
capable of conception. There are variations in 
fecundity according to the age at which women 
reach puberty and menopause, both of which 
differ among countries as well as among 
individuals- While there may be families in 
which a woman bears twenty or more children, 

fertility rates in practice are always much lower 
than fecundity rates, because social and cultural 
factors limit breeding. 

Crude death rates {also called 'mortality 
rates') are calculated in the same way as birth 
rates - the number oF deaths per thousand of 
populati o n per yea r. Again, there a re in B| □ r 
variations among countries, but death rates in 
many societies in the developing world are 
falling to levels comparable to those in 
developed notions, the death rate in the United 
Kingdom In 20Q7 was Ten per thousand. In India 
it was nine per thousand; in Ethiopia it was 
eighteen per thousand. A few countries have 
much higher death rates. In Sierra Leone, for 
example, Ihe death rate is thirty per thousand, 
Like crude birth rates, crude death rates only 
provide a very general index of mortality (the 
number oF deaths in a population). Specific 
death rates give more precise information. A 
particularly important specific death rate is the 
intent mortality rate: the number oF babies per 
thousand births in any year who die before 
reaching the age of one. One of the key factors 
underlying the population explosion has been 
reductions in infant mortality rates. 

Declining rates of inFant mortality are the most 
important influence on increasing life expectancy 
- that is, the number of years the average person 
can expect to live. In 2003, life expectancy at birth 
lor women born in the UK was almost si years, 
compared with 76 years for men. This contrasts 
with 49 and 4S years respectively at the tu rn of 
the last century in I Ml, This does not mean, 
however, that most people born in I DO 1 died 
when they were in their forties. When there is a 
high Enfant mortality rate, as there is in many 
developing nations, the average life expectancy - 
which is a statistical average - is brought down. 
Illness, nutrition and the influence of natural 
disasters are other factors that influence life 
expectancy. Life expectancy has to be 
distinguished from life span, ’which is the 
maximum number of years that an individual 
could live. While life expectancy has increased in 
most societies in the world, life span has 
remained unaltered. Only a small proportion of 
people live to be one hundred or more. 

vriahte 
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Many oF the poorest countries in the world are experiencing massive population growth. 

measure this effect liy means of flic dou 

bling time, the period of time it take-, tor 

the population to double. A population 

growth of ] per cent will produce a dou¬ 

bling of numbers to seventy years. At2 per 

cent pro 11th, a population will double in 

thirty-five years, while at 3 per cenl It will 

double in twenty-three years. E*auL ILhdidi. 

who weis men tioned aL the HtEirL of this 

section, was so concerned about popula¬ 

tion groWlh precisely beCEui&e the dou¬ 

bling. time of the world population had 

been decreasing at an accelerating rate. It 

took, until lit 50for ihe population to rcacll 

one billion- During the next eighty years, 

by 1930, it doubled to two billion. Eie pre¬ 

dicted correctly ihat (lie ncxl doubling, to 

four billion, would occur by If57!i. 
i* 

Malthusianism 

In pre-modern societies, birthrates were 

very high by the standEirtLs of the Industri¬ 

alized world today. Nonetheless, popula¬ 

tion growth remained low until the 

eighteenth Century because there Weis j 

rough email balance l>etweenbirths and 
deaths. The general trend of numbers 
was upward, and there were sometimes 

periods of more marked population 

r rbhtec 
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increase. but these were fallcivcd hy 

increases- in death rates. In medieval 

Europe, for example, when harvests were 

bad, marriages tended In he postponed 

and tJie mimberofconeeplions leLl. while 

deaths increased. These ec mp lementary 

trends reduced the number of mouths to 

be fed. No p re-industrial society was able 

to escape from this self-regulating 

rhythm (Wrigley ISEiB.I. 

During, the period of die rise ofinduslri- 

ulism, many looked forward to a new nge 

In which scarcity wo u Id be a. phenomenon 

of the past- The development of modem 
industry. It was widely supposed, would 

create a new era of abundance. In his cele¬ 
brated work Eswy m the Principle of Pop¬ 
ulation (Maithus isi^Ei: nrig. |79fij. 

Thomas Mallhus criticised these ideas 

and initiated a debate about the conncc- 

lion between population and food 

resources that con tin ues In this d ay. At the 

lime Mallhus wrote, the population in 

Europe was growing rapidly. Mai thus 

pointed out that while population 

increase is exponential, fond supply 

depends on fixed resources that can be 

expanded only by developing new land.for 

cultivation. Population growth therefore 

(ends to Outstrip the means of support 

available. The inevitable outcome is 

famine, which, combined with the intiu• 

enoeofwai and plagues,, acts as a natural 

limit to population increase. Malthas pre¬ 
dicted that human beings would always 
live in circumstances of misery and star¬ 
vation, unless they practised what he 

called 'moral restraint'. His cure for exces¬ 

sive population growth was lor people 

strictly to limit (heir frequency of sexual 

interco urse. (The use of contraception he 

proclaimed to be a 'vice'.] 

For a while, Malthusianism was ignored, 

since the population development of the 

Western countries followed a quite differ¬ 

ent pattern from that which he had antic¬ 

ipated - as we shall sec below. Rates 

□f population growth trailed off in the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

Indeed, in the 1930s there were major 

worries Libotil population decline in many 

industrialized countries, including the 

UniLt'd Kingdom. The upsurge In world 

population growth in the twentieth 

century ha& again lent Some credence lo 

MaJthus's views, although few support 

them in their original version- Population 

expansion in developing countries see ins 

to be outsl ripping the resources that those 
countries can generate to feed their ciri- 

zenry. 

The demographic transition 

Demographers often refer to the changes 

in the ratio of births-to deaths in the indus¬ 

trialized countries from the nineteenth 

century onward as the demographic tran¬ 

sition. The notion was first explored by 

Warren Si. Thompson, who described a 

three-stage process in which one type of 

population stability would be eventually 

replaced by another as a society reached 

an advanced level of economic develop¬ 
ment (Thompson 1923). 

S/ttgpojw refers to the conditions char¬ 

acteristic of most traditional societies, in 
which both birth and death rates are high 
and the Infant mortality rale Is especially 
large. Population glows little, if at all, as 

the high number of births is more or less 

balanced by the level of deaths. Stafptwo, 

which began in Europe and the United 

States in the early part of'the nineteenth 

century - with wide regional variations - 

occurs when death rates fall while fertility 

>pyrighted material 
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Figure 1 1.6 Life expectancies in global perspective, 2002 

Source: World flank (20031 

remains high. This is therefore a phase of 

marked population gFowtlt. It is subse¬ 

quently replaced by sitr^e three, in which., 

with industrial development, birdh rates 

drop to a JcveL such that population is 

again fairly stable. 

Demographers da not fully agree about 

heiv Lhis sequence of change should be 

interpreted, or how long-la sting stage 

three is likely to be. Fertility in the Wstern 

countries has not been completely stable 

over the past century or so and there 
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remain considerable differences in Fertil¬ 

ity between the industrialized nations, 

as well as between classes cur regions 

within them. Nevertheless, it is generally 

accepted that this sequence accurately 

describes a major transformation in the 

demographic character nF modern soci¬ 

eties. 

The theory of demographic transition 

directly opposes the ideas of Thomas 

MaIthus. Whereas for Malthus, increasing 

prosperity would automatically bring 

Copyrighted material 
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Large numbers of children seem desirable to some families, such as this Family of Tajik refugees in 
Kyrgyzstan 

about population increase, the thesis of 

demographic transition emphasizes that 

economic development, generated by 

Industrialism, would actually Lend to a 

new ch. | i.ii librium of population stability, 

Prospects for change 

Fertility te maim high In developing world 

societies because traditional attitudes to 

Family size have been maintained. Having 

large numbers of children is often still 

regarded as desirable, providing ft source 

of labour on family-run farms. Some relig¬ 

ions arc either opposed to birth contra I or 

idlin.il the desirability nf having many 

children. Contraception is opposed by 

Islamic leaders in several countries and by 

the Catholic Church, whose influence is 

especially marked in South and Central 

America. The motivation lo reduce fOrti] 

I ty has not always been forthcoming even 
from political authorities. In 1&T4. contra, 

ceptives Were ban ru'd in Argentina as part 

of a program rile to double the population 
of the country as fast as possible; this was 
seen as a means of developing its eco¬ 
nomic a nd mill ta ry strengt h. 

Yet a decline in fertility levels has at iast 

occurred in some large developing coun¬ 

tries. An example is China, which currently 

has a population of about 1.3 hilLinn 

people - almost a quarter of the world's 

population as a whole. The Chinese 
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gnvernmcnl established out of the most 

extensive programmes of population 

control lha( any country has undertaken, 

with the object of stabilizing the country^ 

num It lte at close to their current level. The 

government instituted incentives (such as 

belter housing and free healthcare and 

education) lo promote single-child fami¬ 

lies, while families with mure than one 

child face special hardships (wages are cut 

for those who have a third child). In some 

cases the Chinese government's policy has 

had horrific unintended con sequences, ft 
traditional preference for boys, and a belief 

that males will look after their parents in 

their old age whereas females, once 

married, 'belong tor someone else, has led 

to some newborn girls being tilled by (heir 
families in preference to facing the penal¬ 

ties of having a second child. However, 

there is evidence that China's antenatal 

policies, however harsh they may appear, 

have had a substantial impact on limiting 

its population growth. 

China's programme demands a degree 

of centralized government control that is 

either unacceptable or unavailable in 

most other developing countries, In India, 

for instance, many schemes fo r promoting 

family' planning and the use of contracep¬ 

tives have been tried, hut with only rtla- 
lively small success. In iflUB India had a 
population of 7*3 million- By 2000, its 

population just lopped a billion. And even 
If its population growth, rate does dimin¬ 
ish, by 2fl50 India will ive Hie most popu¬ 
lous country in the world, with more than 

1.5 billion people. 
It is claimed that the demographic 

changes lhat will occur over the next 

hundred years will be greater than any 

dial have taken place in all of human 

history. It is difficult Id predict with, any 

precision the rate at which Ihe world pop¬ 

ulation will rise, but the United Nations 

has several fertility scenarios. The 'high' 

scenario plates the world's population ai 

more than 25 biliion people by 2 150. The 

'medium' fertility scenario, which the UN 

deems most likely, assumes itiEit fertility 

levels will stabilize at just over two chil¬ 

dren per woman, resulting in a world pop¬ 

ulation of 11LB billion people by 2 150. 

This overall population increase con¬ 

ceals TWo distinct trends. First, most devel ¬ 

oping countries will undergo the process 

of demographic transition described 

above. Tills will Insult In a substantial 

surge In die population, as death rates fall. 

India and China are each likely to sec theft 

populations reach 1.5 billion people. 

Areas in Asia, Africa and Latin America will 

similarly experience rapid growth before 

the population eventually stabilizes. 

The second trend concerns the devel¬ 

oped countries that have already under¬ 

gone demographic transition. These 

societies will experience very slight popu¬ 

lation growth,, if any at all, Ins tend, a 

process of ageing will occur in which ihe 

number of young, people will decline in 

absolute terms and the older segment of 

the population will increase markedly. 

This will have widespread economic and 
social Implications for developed coun¬ 

tries; as the dependency ratio increases, 

pressure will mount on health and social 

services- Yet. as their numbers grow, older 
people will alsoliave more political weight 

and may he able m push For higher expen¬ 

ditures on programmes and services of 

importance to them. 

The ageing of the population is dis¬ 

cussed in chapter b. 'Socialization, the 

Life Course and Ageing', pp. i7£-99. 

py rights m aterial 
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What will be (lie consequences of ihese 

demographic changes? Some observers 

see die matings of widespread social 

upheaval - particularly in Ihe developing 

countries undergoing demographic tran¬ 

sition. Changes in the economy and 

labour markets may protopt widespread 

internal migration as people in rural areas 

search fur Work The rapid growth of t iLies 

is likely la lead to environmental damage, 

new public health risks, overloaded infra¬ 

structures, rising crime and impoverished 

squatter settlements. 

Famine and food shortages are another 
seiious concern- As we saw in our discus¬ 

sion of global inequality [above) there are 
around ddri million people in the world 
suffering from hull go i o r under- n n u ri sb - 

me lit. As Ihe population rises, levels of 

food output will need to rise accordingly 

to avoid widespread scarcity. Yet it Is 

difficult to see how this can happen; many 

of the world's poorest areos arc particu¬ 

larly affected by water shortages, shrink¬ 

ing farmland and sail degradation - pro¬ 

cesses that reduce, raLhcr than enhance, 

agricultural productivity. It is almost 

certain that food production will tmt 

occur at a level la ensure self-sufficiency, 

Large amounts of food and grain will need 

to be im[sorted from areas where there are 

surpluses. According la the Food and Agri¬ 

cultural Organization [KAO), by 2010 

industrialized countries will be producing 

1,614 pounds of gram per person, com¬ 

pared to only 507 pounds per head In the 

developing wo rid, 
Teehnolngieal advances In agriculture 

and Industry are unpredictable, so no one 
can be sure how large a population the 
world might eventually he ahle to support. 

Yet even at current population levels, 

global resources may already be well below 

those required to create living standards in 

the Less developed world comparable to 

those of the Industrialized countries. 

Summary points 
1 The countries of the world can be stratified 

according to their par-person gross national 

income. Currently, 40 per cent of the world's 

population live in low-income countries, 

cd m pared with only 1! 6 per ce nt in h igh- 

income countries. 

2 An estimated 1.3 billirm people in the world, 

or nearly one in four people, live in poverty 

today, ant increase since the early 1980s. 

Marry are the victims of discrimination based 
on race, ethnicity or tribal affiliation. 

3 In general, people in high-income countries 
enjoy a far higher standard of living than 

their counterparts in low-income countries. 

They are likely to have more food to eat, less 

likely to starve or suffer from malnutrition 

and likely to live longer. They are far more 

likely to be literate and educated and 

therefore have higher-skilled, higher-paying 

jobs. Additionally, they are less likely to have 

large families, and their children are much 

less likely to die in infancy of malnutrition or 

childhood diseases. 

4 Such newly industrializing countries as Hong 

Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and South Korea 
have experienced explosive economic 

growth since the mid-1970s. This growth is 

due partly to historical circumstances, to a 

lesser degree to the cultural characteristics of 

these countries, and most important, to the 

central rale played by their governments. 
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Whether this growth will continue is now in 

question, given the economic difficulties 

some of these countries currently face. 

5 Mariteft'Oriented theories of ghbat 
inequality. Such as modernization theory. 

claim that cultural end institutional barriers 

to development explain the poverty of low- 
income societies, m this view, to eliminate 
poverty, Fatalistic attitudes must fee 
overcome, government meddling in 

economic affairs ended, and a high rate of 
savings and investment encouraged, 

S Dependency theories claim that global 

poverty is the result of the exploitation of 

poor countries by weallhy ones. Dependent 

development theory argues that even 

though the economic fate of poor countries 

is ultimateJy determined by wealthy ones, 

some development is possi b le with in 

dependent capitalistic relations, HforJfeF- 

ffteory argues that the capitalist 

world system as a whole - not just 
individual countries - must be understood if 

we hope to make sense of global inequality. 
World-systems theory focuses on the 
relationships of core, peripheral and semi¬ 

peripheral countries in the global economy 

and on long-term trends in the global 

economy, 

1 3rofe-cenrir&d theories emphasize the role 

that governments can play in fostering 

economic development. These theories draw 

cm the experience of the rapidly growing 

East Asian newly industrializing economies 

as an example. 

fl No one can say for sure whether global 

inequality will increase or decrease in the 

Future. It is possible that some levelling Out 

of wages will occur worldwide, as wages 

decline in wealthy countries and rise in poor 

countries. It is also possible that all countries 

will Some day prosper 45 the result of a 

unified global economy. 

3 Population growth is one of the most 

significant global problems currentfy faced by 

humanity Mo/lfftwj/crrtrsm is the idea, first 

advanced by Thomas Malrhus two centuries 

ago, that population growth tends to outstrip 

the resources available to support it. Unless 

people limited their frequency of sexual 

intercourse, he argued, excessive population 

growth wa u Id e nsu re a futu re of misery and 

starvation. 

10 The study of population growth is called 

demography. Much demographic work is 

statistical, but demographers are also 

concerned with trying to explain why 

population patterns take the form they do. 

The most important concepts in population 

analysis are birth rates, death rates, fertility 

end fecundity. 

11 The changes in population patterns are 

usually analysed in terms of a process of 

demographic transition. Prior to 

industrialization, both birth and death 

rates were high, During the beginning of 

industrialization, there was population 

growth, because death rates were reduced 

while birth rates took longer to decline. 

Finally a new equilibrium was reached 

with low birth rates balancing low death 

rates. 

12 World population is projected To grow to 

□ver 10 bn lion people by 2 9 SO. Most of this 

growth will occur in the developing world, 

where countries will undergo demographic 

transition and experience rapid growth 

before the populdtfon stabilizes. In the 
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developed world, population will grew only 

v ij:.hi y. Instead, a process of ageing will 

trends will have far-reaching implications for 

labour markets, welfare systems, food arid 

Water supplies, the natural environment and 

the conditions in urban areas. 

occur and the number of young people will 

decline in absolute terms. These population 

Questions for further thought 

1 Lf people in the poorest Countries were freed from absolute poverty, would it malLer 

llaut there are global billionaires? 

2 Can poor countries become rich? If so, bow? What, if anything, is preventing Lhem? 

3 [Joes responsibility for ending global poverty lie with people in the rich countries or 

lire poor? 

4 Why is the study of demography sociological? 

Was Molt Inis right after all? 

Further reading 

Titus Alexander. LfajirwMrrig Gtobal Apartheid: An Overview of World Politics 

[Cambridge; Polity. L99fi). 

Vie George and Robert Page (etls), Glohn J SwirtJ Prafcfenw (Cambridge: Polity, 2004), 

luige Liirraln. Thpvrtev trf Dewfopmm i: GtipfMUVm. CitbnUdism nad Depemfanvy 

[Cambridge: Polity, 
■Geoffrey bteNLeoll, Populaiton Hfe/gArs-hi ihe international Older [New York: Population 

Council, ISM). 
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Int0rnet links 

liojiiomiii lnec|U4]lly papers 

l’i i: |i:^www.eortnftm latjcom .'in eq qal |(y papers 

Tilt Global Site 

h ttp://wvnv„th.Dglobal 5ltc.ac.uk 

The IMF 

h Up;/ivtwv/A m f ,wr^ 

M a be IVwet ly History 

h tip:/iwww.make|Mvertyhistci ry.o rg 

The UtiLtcd Nations 

h tip:// i.',w.un. o rg 

The WorItl Hank (11 obdir-u i.ion rlamepage 

h rip:// wwtv.worMban kor^/ecu uom I i=|W ley/jlohal Ration I 
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N OW BY the power \csld in nic by 

the state of Maysiichij.seics us a 

J ustice of the peace, and most of all by the 
pOWe t' Of yOUr OWtl ]ove, 1 OOW pn I i ri>.:t: 

you married under the laws of Massachu¬ 
setts', Intoned the City clerk. Margaret 

Drury, shortly after 3 a.cn. on 37 May 2(itl‘t. 

'You may seal (his marriage with a kiss.' 

The c □ LipJc embraced. Marcia Kadisli, 

who had married her partner of eighteen 

years, was overjoyed: '[ Jeel alJ tingJy and 

wonderful', she said. ‘Ski much Lave. Can't 

you see i! rs jus! bursliug out Dime?' Jler 

partner said iL fell like "winning the 

lottery'. 

Yet the marriage caused great contro¬ 

versy in I he United States, 'The docu¬ 

ments being issued across Massachusetts 

may say "marriage licence” at the top but 
they am really death certificates For the 
institution oF marriage', said lames 

Dobson, head oF Christian group 'Focus 
on the Family' The reason For the contro- 

This was the very first sarnu-ses couple Lo be issued with a marriage licence in Massachusetts, a Her 

waitijlgin front of the iOWn hall building for 24 hours. 
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veiny was. that Marcia Kadlish's long- term 

partner was also a woman - Tanya 

McCioskcy. The couple was amongst the 

first same-sex: couples to he married 

under new laws in the US stale of Massa¬ 

chusetts. Throughout the day,, one pay 

couple after another filed out of the loeal 

town hall cluLching the newly Issued 

papers that would allow them to gel 

married. Outside, thousands of people 

had gathered to applaud the couples, mid 

Co Celebrate a right that many of them 

regarded as self-evident. 

The state of Massachusetts has often 
been at the cnsj> of liberal reforms hi the 

USA, In May 30114, after months of battles 
In unci out of the state Supreme Court and 
legis.Lal'ure. it became the first state to 

legs lize gay marriage. Allhough increasing 

numbers of people in the USA do accept 

that marriages between homosexuals 

should he recognized as valid by the law, 

the majority [fib percent in May 20CM) has 

consistently been against it (Gallup 2004}. 

Massachusetts joined the Netherlands, 

Belgium and large parts of Canada as one 

of the few places in the world where gay 

marriages are legally recognized. 

In many ways, huin□ sexuality lias 

become more normalized more of an 

accepted part of everyday society. Several 
countries, have passed legislation to 

protect the rights of homosexuals. When 

South Africa adopted its new constitution 

in lyyb it became one of the only coun¬ 
tries in the world constitutionally to guar¬ 

antee the rigilts of homosexuals. Many 

countries in Europe, including Denmark, 

the Nclhcriands and Spain, now permit 

homosexual partners to register with the 

shile and in claim most c-t the premguli'.vs 

of marriage. The UK government passed 

similar legislation in November 2001, 

giving gay and lesbian couples the chance 

to receive similar legal rights as married 

couples if they chose to register their part¬ 

nership at a civil ceremony. This includes 

social security and pension benefits, 

tenancy rights, possible parental respon¬ 

sibility for a partner's children, full recog¬ 

nition for life assurance, responsibility lo 

provide reasonable maintenance for part¬ 

ners and children, ihe same Lax treatment 

as married Couples and visiting rights in 

hospitals. 

More and more gay activists in Europe, 
tire USA and elsewhere are pushing for 
homosexual marriage to be fully legalized. 

Why do they care? After all. as we discuss 

i n chap ter 7. marriage beniree n heterosex - 
ual couples appears to he in decline. Acti¬ 

vists care because they want the same 

status, rights and obligations as anyone 

else. Marriage today is above all an emo¬ 

tional commitment, but as recognized by 

the state Lt also has definite legal implica¬ 

tions. It gives to partners important rights 

and responsibilities, of the kind given by 

civil partnerships in the UK.. 'Ceremonies 

of commitment' - nun-legal marriages - 

have also become popular among butb 

homosexuals and heterosexuals in 

America, bul don't confer these rights and 

obligations. Conversely, of course, these 

legal rights and obligations are one reason 
why many heterosexual couples note 

decide either to defer marriage or not to 

get married at all. 
Opponents of homosexual marriage 

condemn it as either frivolous or unnatu¬ 

ral. They see it as legitimating a sexual 

orientation which the state should be 

doing its best to curb. There are pressure 

groups in America dedicated to getting 

homosexuals to change their ways and 

marry people of the opposite sex, Some 
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still see homosexuality as-a perversion and 

arc violently opposed to any provisions 

that might normalize it. 

Yet the majority of gay people simply 

want to be seen as ordinary. They point 

out that homosexuals need economic and 

emotional security as much as others do. 

In his booh Virtually NormnI [1B95), 

Andrew Sullivan argues forcefully for the 

virtues of homosexual marriage. As a 

Catholic and a homosexual. Sullivan has 

agonized oVerliuW bis religious beliefs can 

be reconciled with his sexuality, i le argues 
that homosexuality Is at least in part given 
In nature - It is not usually something lliat 

Is simply "chosen'. To ash that someone 

renounce homosexuality is to ask that he 
or she give up t he chance of loving, and 

being loved, by another. That love should 

be capable of'expression inside marriage. 

If homosexuals are not to become an 

alienated minority, he concludes, gay 

marriage must he legalized. 

The possibility of legal gay marriage 

demonstrates how radically ideas about 

sexuality have changed in recent decades. 

After all, it was only in 1367 that male 

homosexuality was legalized in the UK. 

Uay marriage also raises questions about 

■sexual orientation; lu what extent is sexual 

orientation inborn and to what extent is it 
Learned? Many of the themes that we 
examitie In ibis chapter overlap with the 

questions raised In chapter 7. 'Families 
and Intimate Relationships’, Mu man sexu¬ 
ality is (led np with our Ideas about love 
and the question of what makes a good 

relationship. Increasingly people argue 

that a good relationship must be one 

between equals. Gay marriage has only 

become possible libra ugh a struggle 

against discrimination and inequality that 

is still continuing. 

We begin this chapter by discussing 

human sexuality and examine how sexual 

behaviour is changing in Western society. 

We then look more specifically at sexual 

orientation, and particularly at issues sur¬ 

rounding homosexuality in the West. This 

leads us to the broader issue uf gender, 

and raises questions of what it means to 

be a mart or a Woman in modern Society. 

We close with a discussion of gender 

inequality and look at how women's 

equality is increasingly finding it global 

expression. 

Human sexuality 

Ideas about sexuality are undergoing dra¬ 

matic changes. Over the Iasi tew decades 

in Western countries, important aspects of 

people's sexual lives have been altered in a 

fundamental way. hi traditional societies, 

sexuality was tied tightly to the process of 

re p rod uclicn. but in o li r eu rrent age, h has 

been separated from it. Sexuality has 

become a dimension of life for each Indi¬ 

vidual to explore and shape. If sexuality 

once was 'defined1 in terms of heterosexu¬ 

ality and monogamy in the context of 

marital relations, there is now a growing 

acceptance of diverse forms of .sexual 
behaviour and orientations In a broad 
variety of contests, as we saw in the dis¬ 
cussion of gay marriage above, 

Tn tills section, we explore some of 
the issues surrounding human sexual 
behaviour: the importance of biological 

versus social influences, how society 

shapes sexual activity and the influence of 

procreative technology. We then examine 

some of the recent trends in human sexual 

behaviour in Western society. 
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Biology and sexual behaviour 

Sexuality has long been can&ideicd a 

highly personal subject. Far this reason it 

Lh a ehallenging area for sociologists ta 

study. UntiJ recently, much of what we 

have known about sexuality earns from 

biologists, medical researchers and sexol¬ 

ogists. Scholars have also looked to the 

animal world in ;iri attempt to understand 

mure about human seXual behaviour. 

The re Is clearly a biological basis to sex¬ 
uality, because female anatomy differs 
from tha t of the male- There also exists a 

biological imperative to reproduce; other¬ 
wise, the human species would become 
extinct. Some snefobinlogiRts,. such as 

David lbtrash ()97£l!i, have argued that 

there is an evolutionary explanation for 
why men tend la he more sexually promis¬ 

cuous than women. His argument is that 

men arc biologically disposed to impreg¬ 

nate as many women as possible, while 

women want stable partners to protect the 

biological inheritance invested in their 

children. This is been use, while in on 

produce millions of sperm during a life¬ 

time, women only produce a few hundred 

eggs and have to carry the foetus within 

their body for nine months. Ills argument 
fes supported by studies of the sexual 
behavlour of aid mal* which claim to show 

that males are normally more promiscu¬ 

ous than females of the same species. 
Many commentators are dismissive of 

lids evolutionary approach. Steven Bose, 

For example, has argued that, unlike mast 

animals, human behaviour is shaped 

more by the environment than deter¬ 

mined hy genetically programmed 

instincts: "The human infant is born with 

relatively few of its neural pathways 

already committed' (Rose et al. 19S41. 

Rose argues that humans have an excep¬ 

tionally long infancy relative to other 

animals, which gives them far more time 

than other species to leant from their 

experiences. 

The claims of the sociobi a legists such as 

Itarnsh are fiercely contested, especially as 

regards any iruplicallous for human sexual 

behaviour. One thing clearly distingu ishes 

humans from animals, however. 1-luman 

sexual behaviour is- meaningful that is. 

humans u se and express their sexuality in a 

variety of ways. For humans, sexual activity 

Is much more than biological, ft is sym¬ 

bolic, reflecting who we are and the emo¬ 

tions w« are experiencing- As we shall see. 

sexuality is far loo complicated to be 

wholly attributable In biological traits. It 

must he understood in terms of the social 

meanings which humans ascribe to it. 

Social influences on sexual 
behaviour 

Most people, in all societies, are heterosex¬ 

ual - they look to (he other sex for emo¬ 

tional involvement and sexual pleasure, 

Heterosexuality in every society has histor¬ 

ically been (he basis of rn a mage and fa mil y. 

Yet there are many minority sexual tastes 

and Inclinations too. Judith Lorber (1994) 

distinguishes as many as ten different 

sexual Identities; straight (heterosexual) 

woman, straight man. lesbian woman, gay 
man, bisexual woman, bisexual man, 

transvestite woman (a woman who regu¬ 

larly d nesses as a man), transvestite man fa 

man who regularly dresses as a woman], 

transscKuaI woma n | a in a n who been m cs a 

woman], and transsexual man (a woman 

who becomes a man). Sexual practices 

themselves are even more diverse. 
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Among possible sexual practices are 

the following. A man or woman can have 

scs.ua! relations with women, men or 

both. This can happen one at a time or 

with three or more participating. One 

can have sex with oneself {masturbation) 

■or with no one (celibacy). Someone can 

have sexual relations with trans¬ 

sexuals or with people who erotically 

cross-dress, use pornography or sexual 

devices, practise sado-masochism (the 

erotic use of bondage and the Inflicting 

oFpani), have sex with animals and so oil 

CLorbet1 y«4). 

In all societies there ere sexual norms 

that approve of some practices while 

discouraging or condemning others. 

Members of a society learn these norms 

through socialization. Over llte last few 

decades, tor example, sexual no mis in 

Western cultures have been Linked to ideas 

of romantic love and family relationships. 

Such norms, however, Vary widely 

between different cultures. UomOsexual- 

ity is a case In point, home cultures have 

either tolerated or actively encouraged 

homosexuality in certain contexts. Among 

the ancient Greeks, for instance, the love 
of men for boys was idealized as the 
highest form of sexual love. 

Sexual norms differ across time and space. In Ancient Greece, relationships between men and boys 

were an accepted norm. 
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Accep ted types at sexual be havinur a Isa 

vary between different cultures, which is 

one way we know that most sexual 

responses are learned ralhci than innate. 

The mast extensive study was carried out 

fifty years ago by GldJan Turd and 1'rank 

beach [1951). who surveyed anthropolog¬ 

ical evidence from more than two 

hundred societies. Striking variations 

were found in whal is regarded as 'natural1 

sexual behaviour and in norms of sexual 

attractiveness. For example, m winu cul¬ 

tures, extended foreplay, perhaps lasting 

horns, is thought desirable and even nec¬ 

essary prior to intercourse: in others, fore¬ 

play Is virtually nun-existent. In some 

Whose body is the most attractive? In 

some cultures, a curvy rather than a 

skinny female body shape is thought to 

be more appealing. 

societies, it is believed that overly frequent 

intercourse leads la physical debilitation 

p r i llness. Among the Serna ng ol the So nth 

Pacific, advice on the desirability of 

spacing out love-making is given by the 

elders of the village - who also believe that 

a person with white hair may legitimately 

copulate every night. 

In must cultures, norms of sexual 

attractiveness (held by both females and 

males) focus more on physical looks for 

women than for men, a situation that 

seems to be gradual]? changing in the 

West as women increasingly become 
active: in spheres outside the home. The 

traits seen as most Important in female 
beauty, however, differ greatly. In the 

modern West, a slim, small body is 

admired, while in other cultures a much 

more generous shape is regarded as most 

attractive (as wc saw in chapter 3. 

'Health, Illness and DisabilitySome¬ 

times the breasts ace not seen as a source 

uf sexual h Lim ulus, wh erea s i n so me soci - 

ctics great erotic significance is attached 

to them, Some societies place great store 

on the shape of the face, while oliners 

emphasize the shape and colour of the 

eyes or the size and form of the nose and 

lips. 

Willis I sexuality is shaped by ihe society 

In which we live. It Is also shaped by the 
technologies available within that society, 

lx:low, wc examine some of the ways in 

which technological change affects sexual 
behavlo li i. 

Sexuality and procreative 
technology 

For hundreds of years, childbirth and 

child-rearing dominated the lives of 

most women. In traditional societies, 
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Oontracep [iun Was Ineffective or. in some 

.societies, unknown. Even in Europe and 

[he Uni Led Slates as Late as the eigh t¬ 
eenth century, it was common for 
women to experience as many as twenty 

pregnancies (often Involving miscar¬ 

riages and infant deaths). Improved 

methods of contraception have helped 

alter this situation in a fundamen tal way. 

Par from any longer being natural, it is 

almost unknown in the industrial coun¬ 

tries for women to undergo so many 
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Pit;ynAndes. Advances in contraceptive 
technology enable most women and 
men In central whether and when they 

choose to have children (see Figure 12.1]. 

Contraception is only one example of a 

procreative (ethnology. Some of the o ther 

areas in which natural processes have 

become social are described below. 

Childbirth 

Medical science has not always beer 

involved with the major life transilimis 
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from hirth to death..The medicalizatinn of 

pregnancy 4incl ihildhlrth developed 

slowly, as local physicians and midwivrs 

were displaced fry paediatric specialists. 

Today in the industrialized societies, mast 

births ofL'ur in a hospital with the help of a 

specialized medical team. 

For more or the medkalization of the 

body sac chapter y, 'Health, Illness and 

Disability', 

in thu past, new parents fusd to Walt until 

die day of birth to learn the sex of their 
baby and whether It would be healthy. 
Today prenatal tests such as the sono¬ 

gram (an Image of the Foetus produced by 
using ultrasonic waves) and amniocente¬ 
sis (which draws off some of the amnionic 

Fluid from around the foetus) can be used 

to discover structural or chromosomal 

abnormalities before the baby's birth. 

Such new technology presents couples 

and society with new ethical and legal 

decisions. When a disorder is detected, the 

couple are faced with the decision of 

whether or not to have the baby, knowing 

il may be seriously disabled throughout its 

Life, 

Genetic engineering, designer babies 

A great deal of scientific endeavour these 

days Is being devoted to the expansion of 

genetic engineering; that is. intervening in 

the genetic make-up of the foetus so as to 

Influence its subsequent development. 

The likely social Impact of genetic engi¬ 

neering is starting to provoke debates 

almost as intense as those that surround 

the issue of abortion. According to its sup¬ 

porters, genetic engineering will bring us 

many benefits. It is possible, for example, 

to Identify the genetic factors that make 

some people vulnerable to certain dis¬ 

eases. Genetic reprogramming will ensure 

that these illnesses are no longer passed 

on from generation to generation. It will 

be possible to design' bodies before birth 

in terms of skin colour, colour of hair and 

eyes, weight and so on. 

There could be no belter example of the 

mixture of opportunities and problems 

that the increasing socialization of nature 

creates for us than genetic engineering, 

Wlrat choices will parents make if they tart 

design their babies, and What limits 

should be placed on those choices? 

Genetic engineering is unlikely to be 
cheap. Will this mean that those who can 

afford to pay will be able to programme 
out from their children any traits they see 
as socially undesirable? What will happen 

to Ihe childicih of more deprived groups, 

who will continue Co be born naturally? 
Some sociologists have argued that diff¬ 

erentia] access to genetic engineering 

might lead to the emergence of a 'biologi¬ 

cal undcrclass'l Those who don't have the 

physical advantages genetic engineering 

can bring might be subject to prejudice 

and discrimination by those who do enjoy 

these advantages, They might have tli(lf]- 

culty finding employment and life or 

health insurance (Duster 19SQ). 

The abortion debate 

Perhaps the most controversial ethical 

dilemma created by modern reproductive 

technologies in modern societies is this; 
under what conditions should abortion be 

available to women? The abortion debate 

has become so intense, particularly in the 

United Slates, precisely because it centres 

on basic ethical issues to which there arc 

no easy solu tions. Those who arc Jpro- Li fc' 

believe that abortion is always wrong 

except in extreme circumstances, because 
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Lt is equivalent to murder. Par them, 

ethics] issues arc above alJ subject to the 

value that must be placed on human Life. 

Those who arc 'pro-choice' argue that the 

mother's control over her own body - her 

own right to live a rewarding life - must he 

the primary consideration. 

The debate has led Lu numerous epi¬ 

sodes of Violence. Can iL ever be resolved? 

At least one prominent social and legal 

theorist, Kunakl Dwurkin (199.1J, has sug¬ 

gested that It can. The intense divisions 

between those who are pro-life and those 
who are pro-choice, he argues, hide 
deeper mirces of agreement between the 

two sides, a nd in this tbete is ii source of 
hope- At previous periods of history, life 
was often relatively cheap. In current 

limes, however, we have come to place a 

high value on the sanctity of human Life, 

liaeh side agrees with this value, but they 

interpret ii differently, Ihe nne emphasiz¬ 

ing the interests of the child, the other the 

interests nf the mu then If the two sides can 

be persuaded that they share a common 

ethical value, Dwurkin suggests, a more 

Constructive dialogue may he possible. 

Sexuality in Western culture 

Western attitudes towards stomal boliav- 
lour wore for nearly two thousand years 
moulded primarily by Christianity, 

Although different Christian sects and 

denominations have held divergent views 
about the propel place of sexuality in Life, 

the dominant view of I lie Christian 

Church has been that all sexual behaviour 

is suspect except what is needed for repro¬ 

duction. At some periods. this view pro¬ 

duced an extreme prudishness in society 

at Large. But at other times, many people 

ignored or reacted against the Church's 

teachings, commonly engaging in prac¬ 

tices (such as adultery) forbidden bv relig¬ 

ious authorities. The idea that sexual 

Fulfilment can and should he sought only 

through marriage was rare. 

In the nineteenth century, religious pre¬ 

sumptions about sexuality became partly 

replaced by medical ones. Most of the 

early writings by doctors about sexual 

behaviour, however, were as stem as the 

views of the Church. Some argued Lhat any 

type of seXual activity unconnected with 

reproduction causes serious physical 

harm. Masturbation was said to bring on 
blindness. Insanity, heart disease and 

other ailments, while oral sex was claimed 

to cause cancer. In Victorian times, sexual 

hypocrisy abounded. Virtuous women 

were believed to he indifferent In sexual¬ 

ity. accepting the attentions of their hus¬ 

bands only as a duly. Yet in the expanding 

towns and cities, where prostitution was 

rife and often openly tolerated, " Loose' 

women were seen in an entirely different 

category front their respectable sisters. 

Many Victorian men who were on ilie 

luce of things sober, well-behaved citi¬ 

zens, devoted to their wives, regularly 

visited prostitutes or kept mistresses. Such 

behaviour was treated! leniently, whereas 

■respectable' women who look lovers were 
regarded as seandalous a nd were shunned 
i n |>u bite society if their behavi o u v «* me to 

light, The different attitudes towards the 

sexual activities of men and women 
formed a double standard, which has long 
existed and whose residues slill linger on 

today (Barnet- D ucrocq, 13921. 

In current times, traditional attitudes 

exist alongside much mnra liberal atti¬ 

tudes to wards sexuality, which developed 

particularly strongly in the ISfiDs. Some 

people, particularly those influenced by 
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JSTETIIOG OJ A trilT->l> PJOTflEi 

In Victoria n dmesra man could keep a mistress or visit a prostitute with impunity. A wo man who did 

the same would be considered totally unacceptable. 

Christian Leach in gs. believe (hat pre¬ 

marital sax Is wrong, and generally frown 
on all forms of soxtul behaviour except 

heterosexual activity iv i LbtLn the confines 

oF marriage aIttioug.h It Is now much 
more commonly accepted that sexual 
pleasure is e desirable and important 

Feature. Others, by contrast, condone or 

actively approve of pie-marital sex and 

hold to km nl attitudes towards different 

sexual practices (see tahle 12.]}. Sexual 

:ii Li tildes have undoubtedly become more 

permissive over the past thirty years in 

most Western countries. In films and plays, 

scenes are shown (hat previously would 

have been completely unacceptable, while 

pornographic material is readily available 

Lo mud adults who Want il. 

Sorutif behaviour; Kinsey's studies 

Vfe car speak much more confidently 
about public values concerning sexuality 

tha n we can about private practices, Id r by 

their nature such practices go mostly 

undocumented. When Alfred Kinsey 

began his research in the United States in 

the j9-llls and 1950s, it was the first Lime a 

major investigation of actual sexual 
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Table 13,1 Attitudes towards 5extra 1 relations , Great Britain, 1990 w 

Always 
wrong 

Mostly 
wrong 

Sometimes 
wrong 

Rarely 
wrong 

wot wrong 
at all 

otneB*1 All 

A man and a woman 
having sexual relations 
before marriage 

8 S 12 10 58 s 100 

A married person having 
sexual relations with 
someone oilier then 
their spouse 

52 20 13 1 2 4 100 

A boy and a girl having 
Sexual relations aged 
under 15 

56 24 1 1 3 3 3 100 

Sexual relations between 
two adulls of the same sex 

39 12 11 a 23 & 100 

■ People aged’ 19 and ove'were ashed whether they thought 4 Hfcrent type? of sbkihI Matrons were wrong, on a five- 
point scsde ranging from 'Always coring' to 'Not wrong at all'. 

b includes those who did not reply, Ihose who replied 'Don't know’, and Ihose responding 'Depends" or 'Varies". 

Source: Sociof nemfe 30 (2000) 

behaviour had been underrated!. Kinsey 

and his co-rcscarcheis faced condemna¬ 

tion from religious organixa.1ions, and his 

work Was denounced as JjJIcttu»r:%I in [lie 

newspapers and in Congress, but he per¬ 

sisted, and eventual!} obtained sexual life 

bistories of 18,(100 people, a reasonably 

representative sample of the white Ameri¬ 

can population (Kinsey 1948,19533, 
Kinsey's, results were surprising to most 

and shocking to many, because they 
revealed a great difference between the 

puli lie: expectations of sexual behaviour 

prevailing ai that time and actual sexual 

conduct. Elc- (mind that almost 70 percent 

of men had visited a prostitute, and 84 per 

cent had had pre-marital sexual experi¬ 

ence. Yet. following the double standard, 

40 per cent of men expec ted their wives to 

bo virgins at the Lime of marriage, More 

that] DO per cent of males had engaged in 

masturbation arul nearly 60 per cent in 

some form of oral sexual activity. Among 

women, around 50 per tent had had pre¬ 

marital sexual experience, although 

mostly with their prospective husbands, 

Some 60 per cent had masturbated, and 

the same percentage had engaged in oral- 

gen 1 tal contacts. 
The ga p beewee n publicly accep ted atll ■ 

tudes and actual behaviour itiai Kinsey's 
Findings demonstrated was pmbably 

especially great at that particular period, 
justa Ftcr 1 he Seen nd World Wa 1. A phase of 
sexual liberalization had hegun rather 

earlier, in Lhe 192tlH.wh.cn many younger 

people felt freed from the strict moral 

codes that had governed earlier genera¬ 

tions, Sexual behaviour probably changed 

a good deal, but issues concerning scxual- 

ity were not openly discussed in the way 

that has become familiar now. People par¬ 

ticipating in sexual activities Lhat were still 

strongly disapproved uf on a public level 
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concealed them, not realizing the full 

extent la which others were engaging in 

him i la r p radices. The more permissive cm 

of the L960s brought openly declared atti¬ 

tudes more into Line with the realities ol 

behaviour. Kinsey died in 195G, hut the 

Institute for Sex Research which he 

headed continues its research to this day. 

[I was renamed, the Kinsey Institute for 

Research in Sex, ■Gender and Reproduc¬ 

tion in I9ftl Id celebrate his contribution 

to research. 

Prostitution 

Prostitution can be defined as the granting of 
sexual favours for monetary gain, The word 
"prostitute' began to coma into common usage 
in the late eighteenth century. In the ancient 
world, most purveyors of sexuality For economic 
reward were courtesans, concubines (kept 
mistresses) or slaves. Courtesans and 
concubines often had a high position in 
traditional societies. 

A key aspect of m Odium prostitution is that 
women and their c lients are generally unknown 
to one another Although men may become 
regular custom ers", the relationship Es not 

initially established on the basis of personal 
acquaintance This was not true of most forms of 
the dispensing of sexual Favours for material 
gain in earlier times. Prostitution is directly 
connected to the break-up of small-scale 
ccmmunitiesr the development of large 
impersonal urban areas and the 
commercializing of social relations. In small- 
scale traditional communities,.sexual relations 
were controlled by their very visibility. In newly 
developed urban areas, more anonymous social 
connections we re easily estoblished. 

Prostitution today 

Prostitutes in the UK today tonne mainly from 
poorer social backgrounds, as they did in the 
past, but they have been joined by considerable 
numbers ■/ middle d-.ii.'.- women, 'ircnM^ing 
divorce rale has tempted some newly 
impoverished women into prostitution, In 
addition, some women unable to find jobs after 
graduation work in massage parlours, or Inca It- 
giil networks, while looking for other 
employment opportunities. 

A Doited Nations resolution passed in !9$1 
condemns those who organize prostitution or 

profit from the activities of prostitutes, but does 
not ban prostitution a& such. A total of fifty-three 
member states, including the UK, havE formally 
accepted the resolution, although their 
legislation on prostitution varies widely, (n some 
countries prostitution itself is illegal. Other 
countries, like Britain, prohibit only certain types, 
such as street soliciting or child prostitution. 
Some national or local governments license 
officially recognized brothels Or Sex parlours 
such as Ihe JEros centres' in Germany or Ihe sex 
houses in Amsterdam, in October 19a9 the 
Dutch Parliament turned prostitution into an 
official profession for the estimated 3D,000 
women who work in the sex industry. All venues 
where sex Eg sold will now be regulated, 
licensed and! inspected by local authorities. Only 
a tew countries license male prostitutes. 

Legislation against prostitution rarely 
punishes clients. Those who purchase sexual 
services are not arrested or prosecuted, and in 
court procedures Their identities may be kept 
hidden. There are far fewer studies of clients 
than of those selling sex. and it is rare for 
anyone to suggest - as is often staled or implied 
about prostitutes - that the clients are 
psychologically disturbed. The imbalance in 
research surely expresses an uncritical 
acceptance o( orthodox stereotypes of sexuality 
according to which it is Jnormal' for men to 
actively seek a variety of sexual outlets, while 
those who caler lor f liege needs are 
condemned. 

The global Jsex industry' 
Prostitution is part of the vn to-Umm industry ill 
several areas of the world - for instance, in 
Thailand and the Philippines. Package tours, 
oriented towards prostitution, draw men to 
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these areas from Europe, the United States and 
Japan, often in search of sex with minors - 
although these tours ate illegal m the United 
Kingdom. 

Sex tourism in the Far East has its origins in 
the provision of prostitutes for American troops 
during the Korean and Vietnam wars. 'Rest and 
recreation' centres were built in Thailand, the 
Philippines, Vietnam, Korea and Taiwan. Some 
still remain, particularly in the Philipp ines, 
catering to regular shipments of tourists as uuelD 
as to the military stationed in the region. 

A report published in by the 
International Labour Organisation (ILO) found 
that prostitution arid the StM. industry in 
Southeast Asia have taken on the dimensions of 
a fully fledged commercial sector, having grown 
rapidly over recent decades. Cheaper global 
travel arid the large differential iri the exchange 
rate between Asian and international currencies 
have made sex tourism more affordable and 
attractive to foreigners. Furthermore, the sex 
industry is linked to economic hardship. Some 
desperate families force their own children inter 
prostitution; other young people are unwittingly 
lured into the sex trade by responding 
innocently to advertisements tor 'entertainers' or 
'dancers'. Migration patterns from rural to urban 
areas are an important factor in the growth of 
the sex industry, as many women eager to leave 
their traditional and constraining hometowns 
grasp at any opportunity to do so. 

The ILQ report warns that many of the 
countries in which the sex industry is particularly 
widespread do not have a legal framework or 
social policies for handling its many 
consequences. Prostitution bears serious 
implications for the spread of AIDS and sexually 
transmitted diseases. It is also often associated 
with violence, criminality, the drug trade, 
exploitation and violations of human rights {Lim 
ldfla). 

Explaining prostitution 

Why does prostitution exist? Certainly it is on 
enduring phenomenon, which resists the 
attempts of governments to eliminate it. It is 
also almost always a matter of women selling 
sexual favours to men, rather than the reverse — 
although there are some instances, as in 
Hamburg, in Germany, where 'houses of 
pleasure' exist to provide male sexual services to 
women. Of course, boys or men also prostitute 
themselves with other men. 

No single factor cun explain prostitution, It 
might seem that men simply have stronger, or 
more persistent, sexual needs than women, and 
therefore require the outlets that prostitution 
provides. But this explanation is implausible. 
Most Worn on stem capable of developing their 
sexuality in a more intense fashion than men of 
comparable age. Moreover, if prostitution 
existed simply Eo serve sexual needs, there 
would surely be many male prostitutes catering 
for wo m en. 

The most persuasive general conclusion to 
be drawn is that prostitution expresses, and to 
some extent lieips perpetuate, the tendency of 
men to treat women as objects who can be 
used' for sexual purposes. Prostitution 

expresses in a particular context the inequalities 
of power between men and women. Of course, 
many other elements are also involved. 
Prostitution offers a means of obtaining sexual 
satisfaction for people whor because of their 
physical Shortcomings or the existence of 
restrictive moral codes, cannot find other sexual 
partners. Prostitutes cater for men who are 
away from home, desire sexual encounters 
without commitment or have unusual sexual 
tastes that other women will not accept. But 
these factors are relevant to the extent of the 
occurrence of prostitution rather than to its 
overall nature. 

Sexual behaviour after Kinsey 

In the the social movement!; I h ut 
challenged the existing order of things, 

like those associated, with countercultural 

or 'hippy' lifestyles, also broke with exist¬ 

ing sexual norms. These movements 
preached sexual freedom, and the inven¬ 
tion of the contraceptive pill for women 

allowed sexual pleasure to be dearly 
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separated from reproduction. Women's 

groups also started pressing lor greater 

independence from male sexual values, 

die rejection of the double standard and 

recognition of the need for women to 

achieve greater sexual satisfaction in their 

relationships, 

Until recently il was difficult to know 

ivIth accuracy lioW touch st-Xual behav¬ 

iour bad changed since the time of 

Kinsey's research. In the late ISJUUs, Liiliu.il 

Rubin interviewed a thousand Americans 

between the ages of thirteen and forty- 
eight to try to discover what changes had 

occurred In sexual behaviour and atti¬ 

tudes over die preceding sir I t ry years or so, 
According fo her findings, there were 
indeed significant developments. Sexual 

activity was typically beginning it a 

younger age than was- characteristic of the 

previous generation! moreover, the sexual 

pravliris nf uviii.gi is tun! id to l:r its 

varied and comprehensive as those of 

aduJls. There was still a double standard., 

but it was not as powerful as il had been, 

One of Lite mast important changes was 

Unit women hud come Lo expect, and 

actively pursue, sexual pleasure in rela¬ 

tionships. They were expecting Lo receive, 

not only Lo provide, sexual satisfaction a 

phenomenon that Rubin argues (1990) 
has major consequences for both sexes. 

Women are more sexually liberated 

than was once the case: but along with this 

development, which most men applaud, 
has come a new assertiveness that many 
men find difficult to accept. The men 

Ruhin talked to often said they felt inade¬ 

quate', were afraid they could 'never do 

anything right' and found it 'impossible fo 

satisfy women these days' (Rubin 1990). 

Men feel inadequate? Doesn't this 

contradict all that wc have come to 

expect? Tor in modern society, men con¬ 

tinue to dominate in most spheres, and 

they are in general much more violent 

towards worn en th an the o the r way round. 

Such violence is substantially aimed at the 

control and continuing subordination of 

women. Yet a number of authors - as wc 

see below in our study of EJob Connell and 

the gender order (pp, 462 7) have begun 

Lo argue that masculinity is a burden as 

much os a source of reward. Much male 

sexuality, some add. is compulsive rather 

than satisfying, if men were to stop using, 

sexuality as a means of control, not only 
women hut they them selves would gain. 

Theorizing sexuality 

Two reseaichili's at the Kinsey Institute. 

John Gagnon and William Simon, began In 

take a more theoretical interest in the data 

that they were dcaling with. In their highly 

influential honk Sexual Conduct (1973], 

the authors suggested the metaphor of a 

script was helpful in understanding 

human sexual behaviour. 

The metaphor of n script builds on the 
metaphor of a drama to explain everyday 

social Interaction, introduced, by Erving 
doffraan. (In chapter 5 we examined 

Coffmans dramaturgical analysis and 

looked at various examples of social inter¬ 
action where the metaphor Is appropri¬ 
ate.) Sex. argued Gagnon and Simon, Is 

also usefully analysed through the meta¬ 

phor of a. drama. There are elaborate rides, 
rituals and a metaphorical script to tell us 
the 'who, wliaf, where and when and even 

why wc have sex'. 

As Kinsey and his team showed, sexual 

behaviour includes an enormous diversity 

of'possible activities: Electing hetern- or 

homosexual encounters, prostitution, sex 

with a long-term partner and so on. For 
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humans, name of these sex acts occurs 

without Forethought or preparation. Each 

sexual act involves a sexual script to make 

It comprehensible. Take a meeting 

between a man and a female prostitute for 

Example. The sexual encounters will 

involve finding a suitable partner ticffto}, 

negotiation over the sexual act arid the 

price [tvftfll}, the finding of a location, 

such as a hotel or a brothel (rebere), the 

agreement to meet (ttdrtmj and. perhaps, 

sume explanation or justification of the 

action loneliness, relationship problems 
or companionship, for example ludty). 
This example uses a mans sexual encoun¬ 

ter with a prostitute, but any sexual act 
could have been applied. 

To Gagnon and Simon, a reading e-F the 

sex u a! script is crucia I if we want to under¬ 

stand human sexuality.The authors argue 

that these scripts lake three important 

forms: 'personal scripts' are carried within 

an individual's head and provide informa¬ 

tion about their own sexual desires; 'Inter¬ 

active scripts' are negotiated between 

sexual partners and involve explanation of 

roles: ‘histOrLCiil-CuIlkiral scripts' exist 

within a wider culture and provide (often 

unconscious) information on a person's 

role and the sexual expectations that exist 

within that culture. 

The work of Gagnon and Simon Is seen 
as the foundation of the "social-construc¬ 

tivist ' approach to sexuality. Social con¬ 
structionism was discussed In more detail 
in chapter 5 o n pp- 15-2-4, 

A new fidelity? 

In 1994 a team of researchers published 

The Social Organization of Sexuality: 

Sexual Practices in the United States, the 

must comprehensive study of sexuai 

behaviour in any country since kinscy. '['□ 

the surprise of many, their findings sug¬ 

gested an essential sexual conservatism 

among Americans. For instance, JB per 

ccnL of their subjects had had only one 

partner fur no partner at all] in the pre¬ 

ceding year and among married people 

the figure rises to 9G per cent. Fidelity to 

one's spouse is also quite common: only 

10 per cent of Women and fewer than 25 

percent of men reported having an extra¬ 

marital affair during their lifetime. 

According d> the Study, Americans 

average only three partners during tlielr 

■entire lifetime. Despite the apparently 

settled nature of behaviour, some distinct 

changes emerge from tills study, the most 

-significant being a progressive increase in 

the level of pre-marital sexual experience, 

particularly among women. In fact, more 

than 95 per cent of Americans getting 

married today are sexually experienced 

(La Lima nr 1994). 

The support for sexual fidelity which 

the researchers found in the USA also 

seems te he fa und in iJil- U K, A poll carried 

out in 2000 showed that 72 per cent of 

people considered it 'very wrong' and 21 

per cent ‘fairly wrong' to have sex with 

someone other than their partner. Per¬ 

haps not surprisingly, people who were 

religiously devout, and those who were 
widowed, considered it more wrong than 

the lion-religious and the single. Interest¬ 

ingly, it was the youngest group [those 
aged between fifteen arid twenty-four) 

wlm were most likely to agree that life in 

Rritain wo old he improved if people were 

more sexually faithful [MO Ell, 2000). Inti¬ 

mate relationships arc discussed in more 

detail in chapter 7. 

Surveys of sexual behaviour are Fraught 

with difficulties. We simply don't know 

how far people tell the truth about their 
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sexual lives when asked by a researcher. 

The Social Organization of Sexuality 

seems to show (hat Americans arc less 

adventurous in rheir sexual lives than they 

used is he at the time at the Kinsey 

reports. It may be that the Rinsey reports 

themselves were inaccurate, Perhaps the 

fear of AIDS has led many people lo 

restrict the range oT(heir seXusd activities. 

Dr perhaps for some reason people are 

more prone today Lo hide aspects of their 

sekual activities, We can not be sure. 

The validity of surveys of senna I 
behaviour became the focus of intense 
debate (Lewnntin IMS), Critics of the 

research just discussed Itiive asserted that 

such surveys do nut generate reliable infor¬ 

mation about sexual practice!!. Part of the 

controversy cenlred on replies From older 

people questioned. The researchers 

reported that -15 per cent of men aged 

between eigh ty and eighty-five years old say 

they have sex with their partner. The ciitics 

feel that this is so obviously untrue that it 

calls inlo doubt the findings of the whole 

survey. The researchers defended them¬ 

selves against the charge, anil received 

some support from specialists In Lhe study 

of older people, who accused the critics of 

h uvi rig []Ui!.a Li ve stereotypes of age i ng. ‘I he\ 

puln ted out. that In one study of older men 
Living outside institutions, 74 per cent were 
sexually active. One study in (act found that 

most men even In their nineties sustained 
an interest in sex. 

In the section below we focus our dis¬ 
cussion more specifically on sexual orien¬ 

tation. particularly on homosexuality, and 

examine some of the key debates, Issues 

and theories in this area on which sociolo¬ 

gists are working. 

Sexual orientation 

Sexual orientation concerns the direction 

of one's sexual or romantic attraction. The 

term 'sexual preference', which is some¬ 

times incorrectly used instead of sexual 

nriernation, is misleading and is to be 

avoided, since It implies that one's sexual 

or romantic attraction Is entirely a matter 

of personal Choice. As you will see below, 

sexual orientation In all cultures results 

fro m a complex Interplay o f bio logical and 
social factors not yet fully understood. 

The most commonly found sexual 

orientation In all cultures, including the 

United Kingdom, is heterosexuality, a 

sexual oi romantic attraction For persons 

of the opposite sex (hete/o comes from lhe 

Greek word meaning‘other’ nr 'difife re rtf). 

Homosexuality involves the sexual or 

romantic attraction for persons of one's 

own sex. Today, the term gay is used to 

refer to male homosexuals, lesbian for 

female homosexuals, and hi as shorthand 

for bisexuals, people who experience 

sexual or romantic attraction for persons 

of either sex, 

Orientation of sexual activities or feel¬ 

ings towards others of the same sex exists 

In all cultures. In some non-Western cul¬ 
tures. homosexual relations are accepted 
or even encouraged among certain 

groups. The Balak people of northern 

Sumatra, for example, permit male homo¬ 
sexual relations before marriage. Boys 

leave the parental home at puherty and 

sleep in a dwelling with a doxon or so older 

males who Initiate the newcomers into 

homosexual practices. In many societies, 

however, homosexuality is not accepted in 

such an open way. In the Western world, 

fur example, lhe prevailing Idea af the 
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homosexual is of' an individual clearly 

marked off in terms of his or her sexual 

c-nkIu-h from the majority ofihe population. 

In his studies of sexuality, Michel Fou¬ 

cault has shown that held re the eighteenth 

century, the nation of a homosexual 

person seems barely lo have existed (Fou¬ 

cault 1978}. The act of sodomy was 

denounced by Cbiine.li authorities and by 

the law; in England and several other 

European countries, it was punishable by 

death. IldWeVer, sodomy Was not defined 

specifically as a homosexual offence- It 
applied to relations between men and 
women, men and animals, as well as men 

among themselves. The term ‘homosexu¬ 

ality’ was coined in the l«6«®. and from 
titan mi. lio-monexuals were increasingly 

regarded as being a separate type of 

people with a particular sexual aberration 

(Weeks 1I9B6). Homosexuality became 

part of a 'medicalized' discourse; 51 was 

spoken ol i it e I i ideal terms as a psyc hiatric 

disorder or a perversion, rather than a 

religious 'sin'. Homosexuals, along with 

other ’deviants' such as paedophiles and 

transvestites, were seen as Suffering from 

a biological pathology that threatened the 

wholesomeness of mainstream society. 

For more on medicaliied perspectives 

see chapter 8, 'Health, Illness and Dis- 

aliilityV p, 253. 

The death penalty for unnatural arts' 
was abolished in the United States after 

independence, and in European countries 
in chelate eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries. Until just a few decades ago, 

however, homosexuality remained a crim¬ 

inal activity in virtually all Wfcstern coun¬ 

tries. The shift of homosexuals from the 

margins of society to the mainstream is 

not ycL complete, but rapid progress has 

been seen over recent years, as the discus¬ 

sion of gay marriage that opens this 

chapter shows. 

Is sexual orientation inborn or 
learned? 

Most sociologists currently believe that 

one’s sexual orientation - whether homo¬ 

sexual, heterosexual or something else - 

results from a complex interplay between 

biological factors and social learning. Since 

heterosexuality Is the norm for most 

people, a great deal of research has focused 
on why some people become homosexual. 

Some scholars argue that biological influ¬ 

ences are the most Important, predispos¬ 
ing certain people to become homosexual 

from hirth (Bell et al. 398]}. Biological 

explanations for horn□ sexuality have 

i neiuded differences in such things as brain 

characlcristics of homosexuals (Maugh 

and Zamichmv 1991} and the impact on 

foetal development of the mother's in utem 

hormone production during pregnancy 

(McTadden and Champlin 2000Such 

Studies, which are bused on small numbers 

uf eases, give highly inconclusive land 

highly controversial] results (liealy 2001). It 

is virtually impossible to Separate biologi¬ 

cal from, early social Influences in deter¬ 

mining, a person's sexual orientation. 

Studies of twins hold some promise for 

unde [standing If there is any genetic basis 

for homosexuality, since identical twins 

share identical genes. In two related 

studies, Bailey and Pi I lard (Bailey and 

Pillard 1991; Bailey 19931 examined 167 

pairs of brothers and M3 pairs of sisters, 

with each pair of silt lings raised iit the 

same family, in which at least one sibling 

defined him- or herself as homosexual. 

Some of these pairs were identical twins 
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(who share all genes], some were fraternal 

twins fwlia share some genes} and same 

were adapt]™ brothers or sisters (who 

share no genes]."die researchers reasoned 

that it sexual orientation is determined 

entirely by biology, then all of the identical 

twins should he homosexual, since their 

genetic make-up is identical. Among the 

fraternal twins, some pairs would be 

h ocnoBexual, since some genes art shared. 

The lowest rales of homosexuality were 

predicted for the adoptive brothers and 

sisters, 

The results of this study seem to show 

th.it homosexuality results from a combi- 

notion of biological and social lac tors, 

Among both the men and the women 

studied, roughly one out of every two 

identical twins was homosexual, com¬ 

pared with otic out of every five fraternal 

twins, and one out of every ten adoptive 

brothers and sisters-. In other words, a 

woman or man is live times more likely In 

be lesbian or gay If her or his Identical twin 

is lesbian or gay than if his or her sibling 

is lesbian or gay but related only 

through adoption. These results offer 

some support for the importance of bio¬ 

logical factors, since the higher the per¬ 

centage of shared genes, the greater the 

purcuji Luge of cases in which bo lb sib II n gs 

we re h o mosexti al, E lu weve r. si nee a p pro \ 

... h:.lf nl 11 k- nil..-11 r 11 ill iuodii-.-s 

and sisters of homosexuals were nut 

the ms elves homosexual a great deal of 

social learning must also ho involved; oth¬ 

erwise nnc would ex pect alt identical twin 

siblings of homosexuals to lie homosexual 

as wel L 

ft's clear that even studies of identical 

twins cannot fully isolate bio logical from 

social factors. El is often the c ase that even 

in infancy, identical twins are treated 

more like one another by parents, peers 

and teachers than arc fraternal twins, who 

in turn are treated more like one another 

than are adoptive siblings. Thus, Identical 

twins may have more than genes in 

common: they may share a higher propor¬ 

tion of similar socializing experiences as 

wel I, 

Homosexuality in Western 
culture 

Kenneth PEummcr. lit a classic study, dis¬ 

tinguished four types of homosexuality 

within modern Western cu lture. Or*a a i 

ho»\vwxtHtUfy r |*)7S) t* a passing homo¬ 

sexual encounter that does not substan¬ 

tially structure a person's overall sexual 

life. Schoolboy crushes and mulual mas- 

LuThation are examples. Situated activities 

refer to circumstances in which homosex¬ 

ual acts are regularly carried nui hut do 

not hccome an individual's overriding 

' d r Vi' ffui t/miJj: Jmihmg /j Girl' Folds litti yrJr, 

WVtH here, ar.r'rc sfnrcr, UY'tt V**4 Ui pi “ 
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preference. In settings such as prisons-or 

military camps, where men live without 

women, homosexual behaviour of this 

kind is common, regarded as a substitute 

for heterosexual, behaviour rather than as 

prefe rahle, 

Personalized homosexuality refers to 

individuals who have a preference for 

homosexual activities but who are isolated 

from groups in which this is easily 

accepted. J Lomoseauality here is a furtive 

activity, hidden aWaV from friends and col¬ 

leagues, ikmotiXittitiw as a way of life 

refers to individuals who have 'come out' 

and have made associations with others of 

similar sexual tastes a key pari of the lr lives, 

Such people usually belong to gay subcul¬ 

tures, in which homosexual activities are 

integrated into a distinct lifestyle. Such 

communities often provide the possibility 

of collective political action to advance the 

rights and interests of homosexuals. 

The proportion of the population [both 

male and female} who have had homosex¬ 

ual experiences or experienced strong 

inclinations towards homosexuality is 

probably much larger than those who 

follow an openly gav lifestyle, The prob¬ 

able extent of homosexuality In Western 

cultures first became known with the pub¬ 

lication of Alfred Kinsey's research, 
According to his findings, no more than 
half of all American men are completely 

heterosexual, judged by the lr sexual activ¬ 

ities and Inclinations after puberty. Of 

Kinsey's sample, R per cent had bean 

involved in exclusively homosexual rela¬ 

tionships for periods of three years or 

more. A further I ft per cent had engaged in 

homosexual and heterosexual activities 

more or Jess equally. Kinsey's most striking 

finding was that :!7 per cent of men had 

bad aL Least one homosexual experience to 

the level of orgasm. An additional 13 per 

cent had felt homosexual desires but had 

not acted on them. 

Rates of honiosexuality among women 

indicated by the Kinsey researches were 

lower. About 2 per cent of females were 

exclusively homosexual. Homosexual 

experiences were reported by 13 percent, 

while u further 15 per cent admitted they 

had fell homosexual desires without 

acting on them Kinsey and his colleagues 

Were startled by (lie level of homosexuality 

their studies revealed, so the results were 
rechecJwd using different methods, but 

tlm conclusions remained (he same 

(Kinsey 1W4JJ, 1.943), 
The results from The Soda! Qtgmizn- 

Han nfRexuality iLaurnsnn 1994) call into 

question the findings of Kinsey's study on 

the prevalence of homosexuality. In con¬ 

trast lo Kinsey's 37 per cent,, only 9 percent 

of men in the la ter study reported having 

had a homosexual encounter to the level 

□f orgasm, only about G per cent of men 

reported having homosexual desires 

(compared to 13 percent) and just under 3 

[►or cent reported a sexual encounter with 

another man in the preceding year. As the 

authors of this laler study acknowledged, 

the stigma that remains attached to 

homosexuality probably contributed to a 
general underreporting of homosexual 

behaviour- And. as one critic noted, the 

authors' random sample failed to address 
the geographical concentration of homo¬ 
sexuals In large cities, where they probably 
constitute dose to ID per cent of I he 

overall population (Laumann I9EM]. 

Lesbianism 

Male homosexuality generally receives 

more attention than lesbianism - homo¬ 

sexual attachment or activities among 
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women, Lesbian groups tend In be less 

highly organized than male gay subcul¬ 

tures and include a lower proportion of 

casual relationships. In campaigns for 

homosexual rights, Lesbian activist 

groups are often treated as if their inter¬ 

ests were idemical to those of male 

organizations. UuC while there is some¬ 

times close cooperation between mule 

gays and lesbians, there are also differ¬ 

ences, particularly where Lesbians arc 

actively involved in feminism. Some 

lesbian women came to feel that the gay 
liberation movement reflected the Inter¬ 

ests of me n, wli lie [|bera | and rad teal fem ■ 
Lnlsts were concerned exclusively with 

the concerns of middle-class, heterosex¬ 
ual women- Thus, a distinctive brand of 

Lesbian feminism emerged which pro¬ 

moted the spread of “female values' and 

challenged the established, dominant 

institution of male heterosexuality [Rich 

I9GI). Many gay women view lesbianism 

Less as a sexual orientation and more as a 

commitment to and form of solidarity 

with other women - politically, socially 

and personally (Seidman 1S97J. 

Attitudes towards homosexuality 

Attitudes of Intolerance towards homo¬ 
sexuality have been so pronounced in the 
past that if Is only duri ng recent years that 

some of the myths surrounding the 
subject have been dispelled, Homosexu¬ 
ality has long been stigmatized In the 
United Kingdom and around the world. 

CTTic concept of 'stigma' is discussed on 

p. 269] Homophobia, a term coined in the 

late IUfjIJs, refers tn an aversion or hatred 

of homosexuals and their lifestyles, along 

with behaviour based on such aversion. 

Homophobia is a form of prejudice that is 

reflected not only in overt acts of hostil¬ 

ity and violence towards lesbians and 

gays, but also in various forms of verbal 

ah use lhal are widespread in Ihitish 

culture- for exam pic, using terms like “fag1 

or '-queer' to insult a heterosexual male, or 

using female-related offensive terms Like 

'sissy' or “pansy' to put down gay men. 

Although homosexuality Is becoming 

more accepted, homophobia remains 

ingrained in many realms of Western 

socleLy; antagonism towards homosexu¬ 

al* persists In many people's emotional 

attitudes. Instances of violent assault and 

murder of homosexuals remain all ton 

common. 

See the issues raised in the section 

'Crimes against homosexuals', in 

chaplet 19, pp. 319-20. 

Some kinds of male gay behaviour 

might be seen as attempts to alter the 

usual connections of masculinity and 

power - one reason,, perhaps, why the 

heterosexual community so often finds 

them threatening. Gay men tend to reject 

lire image of the effeminacy’ popularly 

associated with them, and they deviate 

from this In two ways. One is through 

cultivating outrageous effeminacy a 

'camp' masculinity that parodies (he 
stereotype. The other Is by developing a 
'macho' image. This Also Is not conven¬ 

tionally masculine; men dressed as 
motorcyclists or cowboys are again paro¬ 
dying masculinity, by exaggerating it - 

think of Ihe 1970s band The Village 

People singing YMCA, for example inci¬ 

te Ison 

Some sociologists have investigated the 

effect of the AIDS epidemic on popular 

attitudes to homosexuality. They suggest 

that the epidemic has challenged some of 

>y right 
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The Village People demonstrate a particularly extreme parody at 'mache' forms et 

masculinity. 

the main ideological foundations of 

heterosexual masculinity. Sexuality and 

sexual behaviour, for example, have 

become topics of public discussion, from 

safe sex. campaigns backed by govern¬ 

ment funds to media coverage of the 

spread of the epidemic.The epidemic has 

threatened, the legitimacy of traditional 

Ideas of morality by drawing public atten¬ 

tion to the prevalence of pre-marital sea. 

extramarital affairsasid nun heterosexual 

relations In society. But most of all. in 

increasing the visibility of homosexuals;, 

rhe epidemic has called [he 'universality' 

of heterosexuality into question and has 

demonstrated that alternatives exist to 

the traditional nuclear family (Redman 

ISffG). The response has sometimes token 

hysterical and paranoid forms, however, 

Homosexuals are depicted as a deviant 

threat to the moral well-being of'normal 

societyIn order to preserve heterosexual 

masculinity as the tiOrJTt', it becomes 

necessary to marginalize and vilify the 
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perceived threat [ Flu the rfo rd and 

Chapman 1908). 

The movement for gay and 
lesbian civil rights 

Until recently, must homosexuals hid their 

sexual orientation, fur fear Lliat 'coming 

■uuE of the close!" n'uuld cost them their 

jobs, families and friends, and leave them 

open lo verbal and physical abuse. Yet, 

since tbe late i9!i0s. many homosexuals 

have acknowledged their homosexuality 

11 penly, and as we saw in the discuss!on of 

gay marriage that started this chapter, in 

some areas the lives of homosexual men 

and women have to a large extent been 

normalised (fteidman et a]. 1599). 

london, New York, San Prancisoor Sydney 

and many other large metropolitan areas 

around the world have thriving gay and 

leshisn communities. 'Coming nut' may 

be important not only for the person who 

does so, but for others in the larger society; 

previously 'closeted1 lesbians and gays 

come to realize (hey are nut alone, while 

heterosexuals are forced to recognize that 

people whom they have admired and 

respected are homosexual. 

The current global wave of gay and 

Lesbkn civil rights movements began 
partly as. an outgrowth of the social move ■ 
merits nF the 196Cs, which emphasized 

pride in racial and ethnic identity, One 

pivotal event was die Stonewall Riots in 
htne ]9fi9 in the United Slates, when New 
York City's gay community - angered by 

continual police harassment - fought the 

New York Police Department for two days, 

a public action that for most people (gay or 

not! was practically unthinkable [Weeks 

1977; D'Emilio ]983'|. The Stonewall Riots 

became a symbol of gay pride, heralding 

the 'cum ingout' of gays and lesbians, who 

insisted not only on equal treatment under 

the Law, hut also on a complete end to the 

stigmatization of their lifestyle. In 199*1, on 

the twenty-fifth anniversary ol Lhc Stone¬ 

wall Riots, 100,000 people attended the 

International March on the United 

Nations La Affirm the Human Rights of 

Lesbian and Gay People. It is dear that sig¬ 

nificant strides have been made, although 

discrimination and outright homophobia 

re main serious problems fu r many Lesbian, 

gay and bisexual people, 

Tiw re are enormous differences 
ivelween countries in the degree to which 

homosexuality Is legally punishable (see 
figure 12,2). In Africa, for example, male 
homosexual acts have been legalized in 
only a handful of countries, while female 

homosexuality is seldom mentioned in 

the Law at all. In South Africa, the official 

policy oF the former white government 

was lo regard homosexuality as a psychi¬ 

atric problem that threatened national 

security. Once it took power, however, the 

black government legislated full equality. 

In Asia and. the Middle Last, the situation 

is similar: male homosexuality is banned 

in the vast majority of countries, including 

all those (hat are predominantly Islamic, 

buropo, meanwhile, has seme of the most 

liberal laws In the world: homosexuality 
has been legalized In nearly all countries, 
and- as we saw above, several countries 
legally recognize same-sex marriages- 

Todsy there is a growing movement 
amund the world for the rights of homo¬ 

sexuals. The International lesbian and 

Gay Association (ELGA), which was 

Founded in 1978, today has more than 4tiG 

member organizations in around ninety 

countries (ELGA 29CM). It holds interna¬ 

tional conferences, supports lesbian and 

>pyrighted material 
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Ray social movements around the world, 

and lobbies international organizations. 

For example, it convinced the Council of 

Rn rope to require all ml Its member 

nations to repeal laws banning homosex¬ 

uality, in general, active lesbian and Ray 

social movements lend to thrive in coun¬ 

tries that emphasize individual rights and 

liberal slate policies (Frank and McEnea- 

ncy 1990.1, 

The advance in the rights of homosex¬ 

uals in many parts of the world has led to 

die emergence of queer theory, Queer 

theory builds upon the social construe’ 

donim approach to sexuality developed 

by Gagnon and Simon (see above, 
PP,44H), and is partly based on the 
work of luditli Hurler discussed in chapter 

4. The term 'queer', previously ail insult, 

emerged as a self-characterization of les¬ 

bians and gay men in the U9BGs. Queer 

theory argues rh at sociology is prejudiced 

towards heterosexuals and that non- 

hctcroscxual voices must be brought to 

the fore. Queer theorists argue that every 

major sociological topic (religion, the 

body, globalise Lion, elcj, as wel l as other 

subjects, including Literature and even 

Lesbian and gay studies, should bring 

queer voices to the centre to challenge 

the heterosexual assumptions that 
underlie much contemporary thinking 

(Epstein EQ02). 

So far, we have discussed men’s and 

women's sexualities, but we haven't asked 
wliaf Lwtii> a man, <n btfittg a woman 
means, h is to a discussion of gender lhai 
we now turn to look at some oF the 
answers to this, and other, questions. 

Gender 

You might Ihink that being a man or 

woman is simply associated with the sex 

of the physical body we are bom with. But 

like many questions of interest to soeiu le¬ 

gists, the nature of m&leness and female¬ 

rt ess is not so easily classified.This section 

examines the origins of the differences 

between men and women, before we go 

on. though. We need to make an important 

distinction, between and gender, Ln 

general, sociologists use the term sex to 

refer to the anatomical and physiological 

differences that define male and female 

bodies- Gender, by contrast, concerns the 

psychological, social anti cultural diffei- 

. iIn ..k-id ..Iv. i. i.-i o.-i 
is linked to socially constructed notions of 

masculinity and femininity; It is not nec¬ 

essarily a direct product of an individual's 

biological sex. Some people, for example, 

believe that they have been burn into the 

wrong bodies anti seek to 'put things right' 

by switching genders perl way through 

life, or following the lifestyles or dress of 

the other sex. The distinction between sex 

and gender is a fundamental one. since 

many differences between males and 

females are not biological in origin. 
Contrasting approaches have been taken 
to explain the formation of gender id en¬ 

titles and the social roles based on those 

Identities. The debate Is really one about 
how much lea rning there Is: some sc h olars 

allow moiii; prominence than others to 

social influences in analysing gender diff¬ 

erences. 

Sociological interpretations or gender 

differences and inequalities have taken 

contrasting positions on this question of 

sex and gentler. Three broad approaches 

pyrighted material 
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wLLI be explored below. First we shall look 

Eli argument tor a biological basis (□ 
behavioural differences between men and 

women. Next, attention will turn to theo¬ 

ries placing central importance on social¬ 

ization and (lie learning of gender roles. 

Finally, we shall consider the ideas of 

scholars who believe that both gender and 

seX haVe no biological basis, but are 

entirety socially constructed. 

Gender and biology: natural 
differences? 

Flow lb i ak difference in the bohavlom of 

women, and men the result of sen rather 
iliaii gentler? In other words, how much. are 
■hey the result nFhio|ngjeaj differences? A* 

we saw a hove in the section 'Biology and 

sexual behaviour' fp. >l37)h sonic authoiE 

hold that aspects of human biology - 

ranging from hormones to chromosomes 

lo h rain size to genetics - arc responsih Ic for 

innate differences in behaviour between 

men and women. These differences, they 

claim, can be seen in some form across all 

cultures, implying that natural factors are 

responsible for the inequalities between 

genders which characterize most societies. 

5tich researchers are likely Lo draw atten¬ 

tion to the fact, for example, that In almost 
all cultures, men rather than women take 
part in hunting and warfare- Surely, they 

argue, this indicates that men possess bio¬ 

logically based tendencies towards aggres¬ 
sion that women lack? 

Many researchers remain unconvinced 

by this argument. The level of aggressive¬ 

ness- of males, they say, varies widely 

between different cultures, and women 

arc expected to he more passive or gentle 

Ln some cultures than in others [Fishtain 

19671. Critics point out thiit theories of 

'natural difference' are often grounded in 

data on animat behaviour rather than in 

anthropological or historical evidence 

about human behaviour, which reveal 

variation over time and place. Moreover, 

they add, because a trait is more or less 

universal, it does nol follow that it is bio¬ 

logical in uriginr there may be cultural 

factors of u. general kind that produce such 

characteristics. For instance, in the major¬ 

ity of cultures, must women spend a 

significant part of their Ul'e-s caring for 

children and could not readily take part in 
hunting or war. 

Although the hypothesis that biological 

factors determine behaviour patterns in 

men and women cannot he dismissed, out 
of hand, nearly a century of research to 

identify the physiological origins of such 

an influence has been unsuccessful. There 

is no evidence of the mechanisms which 

would link such biological forees with the 

complex social behaviour exhibited by 

human men and women fConnell 1987]. 

Theories which see individuals as comply¬ 

ing with some kind of innate predisposi¬ 

tion neglect the vital role of social interac¬ 

tion in shaping bum an beha viour. 

Gender socialization 

Another route to take ln understanding the 

o rigl ns of gts odcr d i ffer ences Is the study of 

gender sociali ration the learning of 

gender roles with the help of social agen¬ 

cies such as the family and the media. Such 

an approach makes a distinction between 

biological sex and social gender-an infant 

is born with the first and develops the 

second. Through contact with various 

agencies of socialization, both primary 

and secondary, children gradually inter¬ 

nalize the social norms and expectations 

py righted material 
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which arc seen to correspond ivith their 

sex. Gender differences arc not biologi¬ 

cally determined, they arc culturally pro¬ 

duced. According to this vic-w. gentler 

Inequalities result because men and 

women arc socialized Into different rules. 

Theories of gender socialization have 

been favoured by functionalisls who see 

boys and girls as learning 'sen roles' and 

the male and female identities - masculin¬ 

ity and femininity - which accompany 

them (see below, pp, 4G7 S, ‘Functionalist 

approaches'). They are guided In this 
process by positive and negative sanc¬ 

tions, socially applied forces which reward 

or restral n Liehavlour. Fo r e.sa triple, a small 
boy could be positively sanctioned hi his 

hehavio u r ('What a. brave hoy you aret'}, or 

be the recipient of negative sanction 

(“Boys don’t play with dolls'). These posi¬ 

tive and negative reinforcements aid boys 

and girls in learning and conforming to 

expected sex roles. If an individual devel¬ 

ops gender practices which do not corre¬ 

spond to his or her biological sex - that is, 

they are deviant - tire explanation is seen 

to reside in Inadequate or irregular social¬ 

ization. According to this functionalist 

view, socializing agencies contribute to 

the maintenance of social order by over¬ 

seeing the smooth gender socialisation of 

new generations. 

This rigid Interpretation of sex roles and 

socialization lias been criticized on a 
number of fronts, Many writers argue that 
gender socialization Is not an inherently 
smooth process; different ‘agencies' such 

as the family, schools and peer groups may 

be at odds with one another. Moreover, 

socialization theories ignore the ability of 

Individuals to reject, or modify, the social 

expectations surrounding sex roles. As 

Connell has argued: 

VlH'm ui lv, ol KociiilittUmn' cxuinot produce 
mechanical effects In a growing person. 
Whan they do is invite tlw child it> partici¬ 
pate in social practice on given terms, The 
invitation may he, and nfcein is, raiemve 
uoiciiiircniird by heavy pressure lo aLd-pt. 
and jtu ineiulun ut am altemadve . . . Vet 
children do decline, or mure exactly start 
iriokirig their civil moves cm the terrain of 
gender, They may refuse heteToscsti ollty, , 
limy may sl'L iibun.1 blend i»g mas cull ne and 
feminine elements, for exam pile girls insist¬ 
ing cm competitive sport al school, They 
may stari a split in their own lives, for 
cjuimplc boys dressing in dTPg when by 
themsdve.s. They may mnstnict n, fantasy 
life at odds with their actual practice, winch 
is perhaps the commonest move <f nil. 
L19U7) 

[i is in’! porta lit to remember rhat humans 

are not passive objects or unquestioning 

recipients of gender 'programming', as 

some sociologists have suggested. People 

are active agents who create and modify 

roles for themselves. While we should be 

sceptical of any wholesale adoption of the 

sex roles approach, many studies have 

shown that to some degree gentler iden¬ 

tities are is result of social influences, 

Suciai influences on gender identity 

flow through many diverse channels; even 

parents Committed to raising their cliil- 

drenlna'non-isexlst' way find existing pat¬ 

terns of gender lea rtiing difiicu Lt n> combo t 

(Stathani iwsh). Studies of parent-child 

I rue tactions, fo r example, have shown Jk ■ 
run:i differences in line treatment of bays 

and girls even when the parents lrelleve 

their reactions to both arc the same. The 

toys, picture bonks and television pro¬ 

grammes experienced by young children 

all tend to emphasize differences between 

male and female attributes. Although Ibc 

situation is changing somewhat, male 

characters generally outnumber females 

pyrighted material 
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in rnosl children's hooks, television pro¬ 

grammes and films. Male characters tend 

eo play nacre active. adventurous roles, 

while females arc portrayed as passive, 

ex pee I am and domestically oriented 

(Weitzman 1972; Zammuncr 1987; Davies 

12,7 This young IVodaabe man, from the 
Cerewol in Niger, is taking part in □ formal 
dunce, The kohl on his lips and eyes, and 
his eye-rolling and .grinning arc thought to 
give him estra sex appeal to the young 
women of the WJodaabe. 

IflSJJ, Feminist researchers have demon¬ 

strated how cultural and media products 

marketed to you ng, audiences embody tra- 

ditional attitudes towards gender and 

towards the sorts of aims and ambitions 

girts and boil's are expected to have. 

Clearly, gender socialization is very 

powerful, and challenges In it can be 

upsetting. Once a gender is ‘assigned’, 

society expects individuals to act like 

'female?.' or 'males’. It Is in the practices of 

everyday life that these expectations are 

fulfilled and reproduced {Buttrdleu 1990; 

Lorber 1994). 

For more discussion of gender vcti-ili-M- 

tion, see chapter 6, 'socialisation, th* 

Life-couise and Ag-ejng1, pp. dfiS-7?. 

The social const iucii on of gender 
and sex 

In reeentyeaB, socSalfiatlo nattd gender role 

theories have been, criticized by a growing 

number of sociologist:!!. Rather than seeing 

sex as biologically delennined andgender as 

culturally learned, they a rgue tha t weshou Id 

view bath sex and gender as socially con¬ 

structed products. Not only is gender a 

purely social creation that lacks a fixed 

’essence", but the huma nbody itself is subject 

to social forces which shape and alter it in 

various ways. Wc can give our bodies mean¬ 

ings whic h c ha Ucngc what is usually thought 

ufas 'natural'. I nd ividua Is can choose Lo cun - 

struct and reconstruct their bodies as they 

please ranging, from exercise, die Ling, 

piercing and personal fashion, to plastic 

surgery a n 11 sex change operaLio 11 

for more on how individuals increasingly 

chose to construct their bodies, see 

chapter b, "Health, Pllness and disability'. 

Ticih 
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Technology is blurring the boundaries of 

dlir physical bodies. Thus, the argument 

goes, the human body and biology are not 

'givens', but are subject to human agency 

and personal choice within different social 

contexts. 

According to such a perspective, writers 

who focus on gentler roles and rule learn¬ 

ing implicitly accept that there fsa biolog¬ 

ical basis to gender differences. In the 

socialization approach, a biological dis¬ 

tinct Ion between the suSes provides a 

framework which becomes 'culturally 

elaborated' lit society Itself, lit contrast to 
tills, theorists who believe in the social 

construction of sex and gender reject all 

biological basis for gender differences. 
Gender identities emerge, they argue, in 

relation to perceived sex differences in 

society and in turn hdp to shape those 

differences. Fur example, a society in 

which ideas of masculinity arc character¬ 

ized by physical strength and 'temgb' atti¬ 

tudes will encourage men to cultivate b 

specific body image and set of manner¬ 

isms. in other words, gender identifies and 

sex. differences are inextricably I in keel 

within individual human bodies [Connell 

l9JT7:Scolt and Morgan 1993: litilbr 1999.1. 

Femininities, masculinities and 
gender relations 

Considering feminists' concern with 

women's subordination In society. It is 

perhsps not surprising that most early 

research on gender concerned itself 

almost exclusively with women and con¬ 

cepts of femininity. Men and masculinity 

were regarded as relatively straightfor¬ 

ward and unproblematic. Little effort was 

made to examine masculinity, the experi¬ 

ence of being a man, or the formation of 

male identities. Sociologists were mote 

concerned with understanding men's 

oppression of women, and their rote in 

maintaining patriarchy. 

Since the late ISSOs, however, greater 

attention has been devoted to critical 

studios of men and masculinity. The fun¬ 

damental changes affecting the role of 

women and family patterns in industrial¬ 

ized societies have raised questions about 

the nature of masculinity and its changing 

role in society. What dues il mean to be a 

man In late modem society? How are the 
traditional expectations and pres sores on 
men being transformed in a rapidly 

changing age? Is masculinity In crisis? 

Tn recent years, sociologists have 

become increasingly interested in the 

positions and experience of men within 

the larger older that shapes them. This 

sbiit with in the sociology of gender and 

sexuality has led In new emphasis on the 

study of men and masculinity within the 

overarching context ot gender relations, 

the societally patterned interactions 

between men and women. Sociologists 

are Interested to grasp how male iden¬ 

tities are constructed and what impact 

socially prescribed roles have un men's 

behaviour. 

R- W, Connell; fhe gender order 

Tn Gets dec-and Power (193?), The Men and 
ihe Bays (2t)CU) and Maxnllftfties (20U5J, 
Bob Connell sets forth one of the most 

com plot* theoretical accounts of gender 

His approach has heen particularly infl¬ 

uential in sociology because he has inte¬ 

grated the concepts of patriarchy and 

masculinity into an overarching theory of 

gender relations. According to Connell, 

masculinities are a critical part of the 

gender order and cannot Ire understood 

iDvriohl »rial 
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separate from it, or From (lie femininities 

which accompany them. 

Connell Lh concerned with how the 

social power held by men creates and sus¬ 

tains gender inequality. He stresses that 

cm p i ri cal evidence on gender ineq uality is 

not simply a 'shapeless heap of data', but 

reveals the basis of an 'organized fidd of 

human practice and social relations' 

through which women arc kepi in subor¬ 

dinate positions to men (Connell 1307), In 

Western capitalist societies, lie claims, 

gender relations are still defined by patri¬ 
archal power- Prom die Individual to the 
institutional level, various types of mascu¬ 

linity and femininity are ell arranged 
around a central premise: the dominance 
oF men over women. 

According to flonncll, gender relations 

arc the product of everyday interactions 

end practices. The actions and behaviour 

oF average people in their persona] lives 

are directly linked to collective social 

arrangements in society. These arrange¬ 

ments are continuously reproduced over 

lifetimes and generations, but are also 

subject to change. 

Connell sets forth three aspects of 

society which interact to Form a society's 

gender order pa [terns of power re la lions 

between masculinities and femininities 
that are widespread throughout society. 
According to Connell, tetaum pouter1 and 

caifmxis (personalSexual relationships] 

are distinct but interrelated parts of 
society thai work together and change in 

relation to one other. These three realms 

represent the main sites in which j*cndcr 

relations are constituted and constrained. 

Iubtfitr refers to the sexual division of 
labour both within the home (such as 

domestic responsibilities and child care) 

and in the labour market (issues like occu¬ 

pational segregation and unequal pay]. 

Power operates through social relations 

such as authority, violence and ideology in 

institutions, the state, the military and 

domestic life. Cnthexis concerns dynam¬ 

ics within intimate, emotional and per¬ 

sonal relationships, including marriage, 

sexuality and child - rearing. 

Gender relations, as they are enacted in 

these three areas of society, are structured 

on a societal level in a particular gender 

order. Connell uses the term gtrtdfrr 

regime to refer to the play of gender rela¬ 

tions in smaller settings, such as a specific 

institution. Thus, a Family, a neighbour¬ 

hood and a state all have the It own gender 

regimes. Martin Mac an Ghaill has con¬ 

ducted An important study on Hie forma¬ 

tion oF masculinities in one such gender 

regime - the school (sec box]. 

The gender hierarchy 

Connell ItL-lievcs that Lhcre arc many diff¬ 

erent expressions of masculinity and fem¬ 

ininity. At ibc level of society, these 

contrasting versions are ordered in a hier¬ 

archy which i-s oriented around one 

defining premise - (he domination of men 

over women (see figure 12.3 on p. 465]. 

Connell uses stylized 'ideal types' of mas¬ 

culinities and femininities in his hierarchy, 

At the top of the hierarchy Is hegemonic 

masculinity, which Is dominant over all 

other masculinities and Femininities in 

society, 1 lege monic refers to the eoncept of 

hegemony - [he social dominance of a 

certai n group, exercised not through buna 

Fcsrce. but through a cultural dynamic 

which extends into private Life and social 

realms. Thus, the media, education and 

ideology can all be channels through 

wli i c h begem □ ny is csca bLished. According 

to Connell, hegemonic masculinity is 
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Mitttitl Mat ail Cliaii: education and the formation! of inascufinities, and sexualities 

M&irtln Mac an Ghaill carried nut ethnographic 
research at a British state secondary school to 
explore its ^ender regime' - the way gender 
relations play out within the confines of the 
School, 

Drawing on Connell's work, Mac an Ghaill 
■was interested in how schools actively create a 
range of masculinities and femininities among 
students, Although he was particularly curious 
about tha Formation of heterosexual 
masculinities, he else investigated the 
experiences of a group of gay male students, 
Mac an Ghaill's findings, published in Tbs 
Making otMsst (1394). revealed-that the school 
itself is an institution characterized by gendered 
and heterosexual patterns, 

The prevailing 'regime' encourages the 
construction of gander relations among 
students which coincide with the larger gender 
order that is, a hierarchy of dominant and 
subordinate masculinities and femininities 
could he detected within the confines of the 
school. S o ci a I influences and practices as 
diverse as disciplinary procedures, subject 
a Ifn catin n, teather-student a nd 
student-teacher interactions, and surveillance 
all contribute to the Formation of heterosexual 
masculinities. 

Mac an G ha ill notes four emergent types of 
masculinity in the school sotting. The macho 
Tad& are a group of white, working-class hoys 
who are defiant of school authority and 
disdainful of the learning process and student 
achievers (see also chapter 1 lt "Education) 
p. 318). Mac an ChuiII concludes that the macho 
rads are undergoing m 'crisis of masculinity) as 
the manual] and unskilled/semi-skiilleci jobs 
which they once saw as defining their future 
identities are no longer available. This leaves the 
lads in a psychological and practical dilemma 
about their futures which is difficult For them to 
comprehend and even harder to resolve. 

The second group is made up of academic 

achievers who see themselves as future 
professionals. These boys are stereotyped by the 
"macho lads' {and teachers) as effeminate, 
"dickhead achievers'. The most common route 
taken by the achievers in handling the vicious 
stereotyping, according to Mac art G ha ill, is to 
retain confidence that their hard work and 
academic credentials will grant them a secure 
future. This forms the basis of their masculine 
identities. 

The Third group, the new enterprisers, are 
boys who gravitate towards subjects in the new 
vocational curriculum, such as computer 
science and business studies. Mac an Ghaill 
sees them as children of the new 'enterprise 
culture' which was cultivated during the 
Thatcher years. For these boys, success ip A- 
level exams is relatively useless for then 
emphasis on the market and their instrumental 
planning lor the future. 

The real Englishmen compose the final 
gm u p. They are them o&t troublesome of th e 
middle-class groups as they maintain an 
■ambivalent attitude towards academic learning, 
but see themselves es 'arbiters of culture', 
superior to anything their teachers can offer. 
Because they are oriented towards entry into a 
career, masculinity for the 'real Englishmen' 
involves the appearance of effortless academic 
achievement. 

in his study of homosexual male students, 
Mac an Ghaiill found that a distinctly 
heterosexual set of norms and values - based 
cm traditional relationships and nuclear families 

is taken for granted in all classroom 
■discussions that touch on gender or sexuality. 
This leads to difficult 'conFusions and 
contradictions' in the construction offender and 
sexual identities for young gay men, who can 
Simultaneously fed ignored and categorized by 
others. 
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associated first and foremost wi th hetero¬ 
sexuality and marriage. lint also with 
authority, paid work, strength a nd p hysical 

toughness. Examples of men who embody 
hegemon ic m asc u I iiilty ineIu de tJie action 
picture star, and now Governor of Califor¬ 

nia, Arnold ^chwararncggcG rappers like 
50 Gent and the entrepreneur Donald 

I'ruttip. 

Although hegemonic masculinity is held 
up as an ideal furm rj-f masculinity, only a 
leiv men m society can live up (oil, A large 

number of men. however. *rtH gain atlvan 
wge from hegemonic masculinity's do mi 
rl.iiit | ■: ■ ■ i" i 1111 ii: ill, |i;i -I i;: irii.il uiiivi. 

Connell refers to lids as die 'parrlarcluil 
dividend' and to those who benefit from it 
as embodying romplidt masculinity. 

Busting in a suItnrdi11alccE tr imioush ip 

Hegemonic 
masculinity 

Complidt Man powerful 
masculinity 

Subordinated 

masculinities 

Homosexual 
masculinity 

Suhoidtnated 

femininities 

£ mphasized 
femininity 

PejiStOinf 

h-mtnirttty 

Loss powerful 

Figure 12,3 The gender hierarchy 

to hegemonic masculinity arc anumher of 

subordinated masculinities end feminin¬ 

ities. Among subordinated masculinities, 

the most important is that of homosexual 

masculinity, lit a gender oi.der dominated 

by hegemonic masculinity, the homosex¬ 

ual is seen as (he opposite of the 'real man1; 

he does not measu re up to the hegemonic 

masculine ideal a rut often embodies many 

of the 'cast off traits of hegemonic mascu¬ 

linity. Humuseraral masculinity is stigma¬ 

tized. and ranks at the bottom of the 

gender hierarchy fur men. 

■: ! 11 n ■ i I:-pile-. : 11; : lire.. i. ,.ic ill 

formed in positions of subordination to 

hegemonic masculinity. One form of fens 
I trinity - emphasized femininity - is an 

important complement to hegemonic 

masculinity. It h oriented to accommo¬ 

dating the interests and desires of men 

and is characterized by "compliance, nur- 

ruranee and empathy'. Among young 

women if is associated with sexual recep¬ 

tivity. whi le a ruong older wo men it im pLi Lbs 

motherhood. Connell refers to Marilyn 

Monroe as both archetype and satirist of 

emphasized femininity, lie stresses (hat 

images of emphasized femininity remain 

highly prevalent in Lise media, advertising 

and marketing Campaigns. 

Tniatly, there tire subordinated feminin¬ 

ities which reject the version of empha- 
wed femininity outlined above, run on 

rhe whole, the overwhelming attention 
rkvoted to ma I plaining emphasized femi¬ 

ninity as the conventional norm in society 
means that other subordinated feminin¬ 
ities which resist convention ate not given 

voice. Women who have developed non- 

subnrdinated identities and lifestyles 

include feminists, lesbians, spinsters, 

mid wives, w itches, prostitutes and 

manual workers, The experiences of these 

py righted materi 
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resistant femininities, however, arc Largely 

'hidden tram hislory'. 

Change in the gen<1 er order: crisis 

tendencies 

Although Connell has set forth a clearly 

organized gender hierarchy, he rejects the 

view that gender relations are fked or 

.static. On the cu-nEiary. he believes dial 

they are the outcome of an ongoing 

process and are therefore open to change 

and challenge, lie sees the gender order in 

dynamic terms, Because lie believes (hat 
sen and gender are socially constructed, 

he argues dial people can change their 

gender orientations. By tills he does not 
necessarily mean that people can switch 
choir sexualities from homosexual to 

heterosexual and vice versa, although litis 

docs occur in some cases, hut that 

people's gender identities and outlooks 

are constantly being adjusted. Women 

who once subscribed to 'emphasized fem¬ 

ininity' might develop a feminist con¬ 

sciousness, for example. This constant 

possibility of change makes patterns of 

gender relations open Co disruption and 

subject to the power of human agency. 

While some sociologists suggest that 

Western society is undergoing a ’gender 

crisis'. Connell suggests that we ore simply 

in the presence of powerful tendencies 
cowards crisis. These crisis tendencies 

take three forms first, them Is the criifj of 

institutionalisation. By this. Connell 
means that Institutions which have tradi¬ 

tionally supported men's power - the 

family and (lie state - sire gradually being 

undermined. The legitimacy of men's 

domination over women is being weak¬ 

ened through legislation cm divorce, 

domestic violence and rape, and eco¬ 

nomic questions such as taxation and 

pensions. Second, there is a crisis of sexu¬ 

ality, in which hegemonic heterosexuality 

is Less dominant than it once was. The 

growing strength of women's sexuality and 

gay sexuality puts traditional hegemonic 

masculinity under pressure. Finally, there 

is a crisis qf Interest formation. Connell 

argues that there are new foundations for 

social interests which ■contradict the exist¬ 

ing gender order. Married wo men's rights, 

gay movements arid (lie growth of 'anli- 

sexigt' attitudes among men all pose 

tlireals to the current order. Connell 
Argues that the actions of Individuals and 

groups can bring shout change In the 

gender order. The crisis tendencies 

already in evidence witiiin the existing 
Older could hr exploited in order to bring 

about the eradication offender inequality 

[Connell 1987, 200S). 

More recently,. Connell has begun to 

examine the affect of gjoba lizal ion oil I he 

gender order. He argues llial gender ilsclf 

lias become globalized. This involves 

interaction between previously distinct, 

local gender orders as well as the creation 

of new arenas of gender relations beyond 

individual localities. 

Connell argues that there are several 

crucial new arenas of gender relations thaE 

play a part in the globalization of gender; 

transnational and multinational corpora¬ 
tions. which tend to have a strong gender 

division of labour and a mason line man¬ 
agement culture: international non¬ 
governmental organizations, such as ihe 
[ 1N agencies, wli ich arc also gendered and 

mainly run by men: the international 

media, which again has. a strung gender 

division of labour and disseminates 

particular understandings of gender 

through its output; and. lastly, global 

markets (in capital, commodities, services 

pyrighted material 
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and lahoor) which tend to be strongly 

gender-structured and can increasingly 

reach into local economics. 

To Connell the glchalizatinn of gender 

has resulted Ln interaction between local 

gender orders arid the new arenas of 

gender relations discussed above, so that 

it is now possible to talk of a ‘world gender 

order', lie argues that globalization pro¬ 

vides the content in which we must now 

think about the lives of men and the con¬ 

struction and enactment of masculinities 

In the future. 

Perspectives on gender 
inequality 

We have seen that gender is a socially 

created concept which attributes differ¬ 

ing social roles and Identities to men and 

women- Yet as the work of Bob Connell 

and Maimii Mae an Ghaill have shown, 

gender differences are rarely neutral - in 

aim ost all socle tics, grnd er is a signified nt 

form of social stratification. Gender is a 

critical factor in structuring (hu types of 

opportunities and life chances faced by 

Individuals and groups, and strongly infl¬ 
uences- the roles they piaj within social 

Institutions from the household to the 

state, Although the rales of men and 

women vary from culture to culture, there 

h no known Instance of a society hi which 

females are more powerful than males, 
Men's roles are generally more highly 
valued and rewarded than women's mbs: 

in almost ovary culture, women bear the 

primary responsibility for child care and 

domestic wn rk, wh i le men have read i tion - 

ally bo rnc responsibility for provid i ng the 

family livelihood. The prevailing division 

of’ labour between the sexes has led Id 

men and women assuming unequal posi¬ 

tions in terms of power, prestige and 

wealth. 

Despite the advances that women have 

made in countries around the world, 
gender differences continue to serve as 

the basis for social inequalities. Investigat¬ 

ing and accounting fur gender inequality 

has become a central euncem of sociolo¬ 

gists. Many theoretical perspectives have 

been advanced to explain men's enduring 

dominance over Women in the realm uf 

economies, polities, the family and else¬ 
where. In this section we shall review the 
main theoretical approaches to explaining 

the nature of gender inequality at the level 
of society, leaving our discussion of 
gender inequality in specific settings and 

institutions to other chapters of the hook 
(see box). 

Functionalist approaches 

As we saw in chapter I f'What is Sociol¬ 

ogy?*], the functional approach sees 

•society as a system of interlinked parts 

wh ich, when in balance, operate smoothly 

to produce social solidarity. Thus, func¬ 

tionalist and functionalist-inspired per¬ 

spectives on gender seek to show that 

gCrtder differences Contribute to social 
stability a nd Integration, While such views 
once commanded great support, they 

have been heavily criticized for neglecting 
social tensions at the expense of consen¬ 
sus; and for promulgating a conservative 
view of the social world. 

Writers who subscribe to the 'natural 

differences' school of thought tend to 

argue that the division of labour between 

men and women is biologically based. 

Women and men perform those tasks Jar 

which they are bio Logically best suited. 
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Thus, the anthropologist George Murdock 

saw it as hath practical and convenient 

that women should concentrate on 

domestic and family responsibilities while 

lucn work outside the home. On the basis 

□ fa cross-cultural study of more than two 

hundred societies, Murdock (1949) con¬ 

cluded that the sexual division of labour is 

present inall cultures.. While this is not the 

result of biological "programming', it is the 

must logical basis for tire organization of 

society. 

Talcoit Parsons, a loading functionalist 
thlnkei. concerned himself with tin* rale 
of the family In industrial societies 

(Parsons and Bales 1955). He was particu¬ 
larly interested hi the socialization of chil¬ 
dren. a nd believed th at stah |e, sup [hi rtjve 

families are the key to successful social¬ 

ization. In Parsons's view, Ibe family oper¬ 

ates most efficiently with a clear-cut 

sexual division of labour in which Females 

act in erpnesidiwroles, providing care and 

security to children and offering them 

emotional support. Men, an the other 

hand, should perform instrumental roles 

- namely, being the breadwinner in the 

family, because of the stressful nature of 

Litis rule, women's expressive and nurtur¬ 

ing tendencies should also be used to slu- 

billM and comfort men. This comple¬ 
mentary division of labour, springing 
from a biological distinction between the 

sexes, would ensure the solidarity of the 
family. 

Another functions list perspective on 

chi Id-rearing was advanced hv lolin 

Brnvlby (19-53U who argued that the 

mother is crucial to the primary- socializa¬ 

tion of children. If lire mother is absent, or 

Lf a child is separa ted from the mother a t a 

young age - a stale referred to as- maternal 

Exploring gender inequalities 

Sociologists dieline gender inequality as the difference 
in the status, power and prestige women and men 
have in groups, collectivities and scciElies. In thinking 
about gender inequality between men and women, 
one cad Aik the following questions: do women and 
men have equal access to valued societal resources - 
for example, food, money, power and time? Do 
women and men have similar life options? Are 
Women's and men's roles and activities valued 
similarly? These fundamental questions art- raised at 
many points throughout the text, as we make our way 
through the main themes that have attracted the 
interest of sociologists. You can find detailed 
discussions about gender issues in the following 
places: 

■ gene]tr in sot iologkd Iheery: t hapter 4, pp, 110— 12 

■ rttm-verbAl communication and gender: chapter 5r 

pp. 13-3-4 

* gender sociAlizatlon: chapter 6, pp. 159-72 
* gender ond health: chapter h, pp, 77&-R 
- gender and class: chapter 9, pp. 324-7 

- religion end gender: chapter 14, pp. 552-3 

- gender end achievement in school: chapter I7r 

pp. 71 5-2Q 

■ gender and crime: chapter 19, pp. SI5-2C! 

Gender and gender inequality are also centre I issues 
throughout chapter 7. 'Family and Intimate 
Relationships". 

deprivation - the child runs a high risk of 

being inadequately socialized. This can 

lead to serious social and psychological 

diflicullics later in life, including anti¬ 

social and psycho pa ihic tendencies. 

EJowlby argued that a child's well-being 

and m oil Lai lien I tli can be best guaranteed 

through a dose- personal and continuous 

relationship with its mother, lie did 

concede that an absent mother can be 

replaced by a 'mother substitute', but sug- 

vriahte 
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gcstcd that such a substitute should also 

be a woman - leaving little doubt about 

his view that the mothering role is a dis¬ 

tinctly female one. Bow I by a maternal 

deprivation thesis has beer used by some 

Eo argue that working mothers arc neglect¬ 

ful of their children. 

Evaluation 

FeminisEs-havc sharply criticized claims to 

a biolugbal basis to the sexual division of 

hi hour, arguing that there Is nothing 

natural or inevitable about the allocation 
of tasks in society. Women are not pre¬ 
vented From pursuing occupation* on the 

basis of any bio logical features; rather, 
humans are socialized Into roles that are 
culturally expected of them. 

Tht:re is a steady stream nF evidence to 

suggest that the maternal deprivation 

thesis is questionable - studies have 

shown that children's educational perfor¬ 

mance and personal development Eire in 

Faci enhanced when both parents are 

cm ployed at least pan o f the time outside 

the home. Parsons's view on the ‘expres¬ 

sive’ female has similarly been attacked 

by feminists and other sociologists who 

see such views as condoning the domina¬ 

tion of women in the home. There is no 

basis [o ihe belief that the Expressive1 
female Is necessary for the smooth opera¬ 
tion of the faml ly - rather. It Is a role which 

is promoted largely for the convenience of 
men. 

Feminist approaches 

The feminist movement has given rise to a 

large body of theory which attempt* to 

explain gender inequalities and set forth 

agendas for overcoming those inequal¬ 

ities. Feminist theories in relation eo 

gender inequality contrast markedly with 

□ lie another. Competing schools of femi¬ 

nism have sought to explain gender 

inequalities through a variety of deeply 

embedded social processes, such as 

sexism, patriarchy and capitalism. We 

begin by looking at the major strands of 

feminism in the UK during the twentieth 

century; liberal, socialist lor Marxist) 

and radical feminism. The dlisti notion 

between the different & tram Is of feminism 

has never been clear-cut, although Jt pro¬ 
vides a useful Introduction- The tripartite 
categorization has become les* useful in 

recent decades with (ho introduction of 
new forms of feminism that draw upon, 

and cut across, ihe earlier strands I hark* r 

I flfl"). We wi II conclude th is section with a 

brief examination of two important newer 

theories; black and postmodern lenii- 

nism. 

Liberal femin Ism 

Liberal feminism looks for explanations of 

gender inequalities in social and cultural 

at Lit udes. An i m purlant early contrib u.lion 

to liberal feminism came front the English 

philosopher John Siuari Mill iiti his essay 

Tfw Sttbjvctfon q/ Women (IB®). which 

called for legtil and political equality 

between the sexes, Including the right to 

vote. Unlike radical am.1 socialist Femi¬ 

nises, whose work we examine below, 

Liberal Feminists do not see women's sub¬ 

ordination as pare of a larger system or 

structure. Instead, iltey draw attention fo 

many separate factors wh ich ccmlrih u tc to 

inequalities between men and women. 

For example, in recent decades liberal 

feminists have campaigned against sex¬ 

ism and discrimination against women in 

mu 'n gnr 
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the workplace, educational institutions 

and the media. They Lend to focus their 

energies on establishi hr and protecting 

equal opportunities for women through 

legislation and other democratic means. 

Bn the UK, legal advances such as the 

liquEil Pay Act [ISTQJand the bex Disc rim - 

kiatton Act (11375) were actively sup purled 

by liberal feminist!;, who argued that 

enshrining equality in law is important to 

eliminating discrimination against 

Women. Liberal feminists seek to Work 

through the existing system to bring about 
reforms in a gradual way. In this iespect. 
they ate more moderate in their aim-* and 

methods than many radical and socialist 
feminists,, who call for an overthrow of the 
existing system. 

While liberal feminists hove contrib¬ 

uted greatly to the advancement of 

women over the past century, critics 

charge that they are unsuccessful in 

dealing with the root causes of gender 

inequality and do not acknowledge the 

systemic nature of women's oppression in 

society ISy foe using on (lie independent 

deprivations which women suffer - 

sexism, discrimination, (he 'glass ceiling', 

unequ al pay - liberal fetnin isls d raw only a 

partial picture uf gender inequality. 

Had leal feminists accuse liberal feminists 

of encouraging, women to accept an 
unequal society and its competitive char¬ 

acter. 

Socialist and Marxist femin km 

Socialist Feminism developed from Mail's 

conflict theory (introduced in chapter l, 

pp. 14-17), although Marx himself had 

little in say about gender inequality. It has 

been critical of liberal feminism for its pc r- 

ceivcd inability Do sec that there arc pow¬ 

erful in terests in society hostile to equality 

for women (Bryson 11393). Socialist femi¬ 

nists hove sought to defeat both patriar¬ 

chy and capitalism (Mitchell I £1(36). It was 

Marx's friend and collaborator Friedrich 

Engels who did more than Marx to provide 

an account of gender equality from a 

Marxist perspective. 

Engels argued lira! under capitalism, 

material and economic factors underlay 

women's subservience to men, because 

patriarchy (like class oppression) has its 
roots in private property, Engels argued 

that capitalism Intensifies patriarchy 

men's domination over women ■ by con¬ 
centrating wealth and power in the hands 

of a small number of men. Capitalism 
Intensifies patriarchy more than earlier 
social systems because il creates enor¬ 

mous wealth compared to previous eras 

which confers power on men as wage- 
earners as well as possessors and inheri¬ 

tors of property. Second, for the capita list 

economy to succeed, it must debne 

people - i n particular women - as consu¬ 

mers. persuading them that their needs 

will only be met through ever-increasing 

consumption of goods and products. Last, 

capitalism reties on women to labour for 

free in the home, earing and cleaning. Lb 

Engels, capitalism exploited men by 

paying low wages anti women by paying 
no wages. Payment for housework is an 

Important component of many feminists' 
belief, and Is discussed further in chapter 
IB, 'Workand Economic Life', 

Socialist feminists have argued iftatihe 
leformist goals of liberal feminism am 

inadequate. They have called for the 

restructuring of the family, the end of 

'domestic slavery' and the introduction of 

some collective means of carrying out 

child-rearing, caring and household 

maintenance. Following Marx, many 
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argued (hat these ends would be achieved 

through a socialist revolution, which 

would produce true equality under a 

stale-cetitred economy designed to meet 

the needs of all. 

Rad fcal feminism 

At the hear) UTradical feminism is Lhc belief 

EliiiE men are responsible for and benefit 

from, the exploitation of women, The anal¬ 

ysis of patriarchy - the systematic domina¬ 

tion of females by males is of central 

concern tu this branch of feminism. Patrl- 

arehy is viewed as a universal phenome¬ 
non that has, existed across time and cul¬ 

tures, Radical feminists often concentrate 
on the ft mily as one of the p rim ary sour ees 
of women's oppression in society They 

argue that men exploit women hy relying 

on the free domestic labour that women 

provide in the home. As a group, men also 

deny women access to positions of power 

and influence hi society. 

Radical feminists differ in their inter¬ 

pretations of the basis of patriarchy, hut 

most agree that it involves the appropri¬ 

ation of women's bodies Eirod sex.ualily in 

some form. Shulamilh Firestone [19711, 

an early radical feminist writer, argues 

(hat men control women’s roles in repro¬ 

duction and child-rearing. Because 
women are biologically able to give birth 
to children, they become dependent 

materially on men for protection and 
livelihood. This 'biological Inequality is 

socially organized in ihe nuclear family. 
Firestone speaks of a 'sex class' to 

describe women’s social position and 

argues that women can be emancipated 

only through the abolition of the family 

and the power relations which charac¬ 

terize it. 

Other radical feminists point to male 

violence against women as central to 

male supremacy. According to such a 

view, domestic violence, rape and sexual 

harassment arc all part of the systematic 

oppression of women, rather than iso¬ 

lated cases with their own psycho logical 

or criminal roots. Even interactions in 

daily life - such as nun-verbal communi¬ 

cation, patterns of lisLentng and iiiLer- 

rupting, and women's sense of comfort in 

public - contribute to gender inequality. 

Moreover, the argument goes, popular 

conceptions of beauty and sexuality are 

Imposed by men on women In order to 

produce a certain type of femininity- For 

example, social and cultural norms that 

emphasize a slim body and a caring, nur¬ 

turing attitude towards man help to per¬ 

petuate women's subordination. The 

'objectification' of women through the 

media, fashion and advertising turns 

women into sexual objects whose main 

role is to please and entertain men. 

Radical feminists do not believe that 

women can be liberated from sexual 

oppression through reforms or gnidual 

change. Because patriarchy is ei systemic 

phenomenon, they argue, gender equal¬ 

ity can only be attained by overthrowing 

the patriarchal order. 

The use of patriarchy as a concept for 
explaining gender inequality has been 
popular with many feminist theorists. In 

asserting that 'the personal Is political 
radical feminists have drawn widespread 
attention to the many linked dimensions 
of women's oppression. Their emphasis 

on male violence and the objectification 

of women has brought these issues into 

the heart of mainstream debates about 

women's subordination. 

Many objections can be raised, 

however, tu radical feminist views. The 
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Many radical and soda list feminists aigue that 'lads' mags-'such as these, as well as harder core 

pornography, perpetuate women's subordination to men 

main one. perhaps, Is dim the concept of 
patriarchy as It has been used is inade¬ 

quate as a general explanation for 

wn men's oppression. Radical feminists 

have fended to claim that patriarchy has 

existed throughout history and across 

cultures - that it is a universal phenome¬ 

non. Critics argue, however, that such a 

nonce prion of' patriarchy docs not leave 

room for historical or cultural variations, 

It also ignores the important influence 

that race, class nr ethnicity may have on 

the nature of women's subordination. Eli 

other words, i.S is not possible Uf see patri¬ 

archy as a Universal phenomenon; doing 

so risks frtoUigl&d re^lucfioRtim - attribut¬ 

ing all the complexities or gender inequal¬ 

ity' to a simple distinction between men 
and women. 

Sylvia Wslby has advanced an impor¬ 

tant reconceplualL^ation of patriarchy 

[sec box;. Walby argues that the notion of 

patriarchy remains a valuable and useful 

explanatory tool, providing that it is used 

in certain ways. 

Black fan intern 

Do the versions of feminism outlined 

above apply equally to the experiences of 

both while and non-white women? Many 

Mark feminists, nmi feminists from devel¬ 

oping countries, claim they do not. they 

argue that ethnic divisions among 

women nre not considered by the main 
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Temimsi schools of thought, which, arc 

oriented to the dilemmas of while, pre¬ 

dominantly middle-class women living in 

Industrialized societies, it is not valid, 

they claim, to generalize theories about 

women's subordination as a whole from 

the experience of a specific group of 

women. Moreover, the very idea that Lhere 

is a 'unified' form of gender oppression 

that is experienced equally by all women 

is problematic. 

Dissatisfaction with existing forms of 

feminism has led to lltc emergence of a 

strand of thought which concentrates on 

the particular problems facing black 

women, in the foreword to her personal 

Sylvia Walby: theorizing patriarchy 

The idea of patriarchy has been central to many 
feminist interpretations offender inequality. Eut 
as an analytical tbol. Ft has a Iso been criticised 
for Failing to explain changes and diversity in 
gender Inequality, Surely, critics argue, we 
cannot speak of one uniform and unchanging 
system of oppression for all of history? Sylvia 
Walby is one theorist who believes that the 
concept of patriarchy is essential to- any analysis 
of gender inequality, Bur she agrees that many 
criticisms, of it are valid. In Theorizing Patriarchy 
(1950), Walby presents a way of understand!ng 
patriarchy that is more flexible than its 
predecessors, it allows room for change over 
historical time, and for consideration of ethnic 
and class differences. 

For Walby, patriarchy is "a system of social 
structures and practices in which men dominate, 
opp ress amd exploit women' {1990:2D), $he 
sees patriarchy and capitalism as distinct 
systems which interact in different ways - 
sometimes harmoniously, sometimes in tension 

depending on historical conditions. Capitalism, 
she argues, has generally benefited from 
patriarchy through the sexual division of labour. 
But at other times, capitalism and patriarchy 
have been at odds with one another. Far 
exam pie, in wartime, when women have 
entered the labour market in greet numbers, lhe 
interests of capitalism and patriarchy have not 
been aligned. 

Walby identifies six structures through which 
patriarchy operates. She recognizes that a 
weakness oF early Feminist Ititory was the 
tendency to focus on one 'essential' cause of 
women's oppression, such as male violence or 
womens role in reproduction. Because Walby is 

concerned with the depth and 
interconnectedness of gender inequality, she 
sees patriarchy as composed of six structures 
that are independent, but interact with one 
another. 

1 Production relations in the bouse hold 
Worn on's unpaid domestic labour, such as 
housework and child care, is expropriated by 
her husband (or cohabitee}, 

1 Paid work Women in the labour market 
are excluded from certain types of work, 
receive lower pay, and are segregated in less 
skilled jobsv 

3 The patriarchal state I n its polici es and 
priorities, the state has a systematic bias 
towards patriarchal interests. 

4 Male violence Although male violence is 
often seen as composed of individualistic 
acts, it iis patterned and systematic. Women 
routinely experience this violence, and are 
affected by it in standard ways. The state 
effectively condones the violence with its 
refusal to intervene, except in exceptional 
cases. 

B Patriarchal relations in sexuality Ihis is 
manifested in 'compulsory heterosexuality' 
and in the sexual double- standard between 
men and women (in which different 'rules1' 
for sexual behaviour apply). 

6 Patriarchal cultural institutions A va riety of 
institutions and practices - including media, 
religion and education - produce 
representations of women 'within a 
patriarchal gaze'- These representations 
influence women's identities and prescribe 
acceptable standards of behaviour and action. 
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Waltoy distinguishes two distinct forms of 
patriarchy. Private patriatehy is domination of 
women which occurs within, the household at 
tiie- hands of an individual patriarch II is an 
exclusionary strategy, because women are 
essentially prevented from taking part in public 
life. Puhlie patriarchy, on tfie other hand, is more 
collective in form. Women are involved in public: 
realms, such as politics and the labour market, 
but remain segregated from wealth, power and 
status, 

Walby contends that at least in Britain, there 
has been a shift in patriarchy - both in degree 

and form -- from the Victorian era to present 
day. She notes that the narrowing of the wage 
gap and the gains in women's education 
demonstrate a shift in the degree of patriarchy, 
but do not signal its defeat. If atone time 
women's oppression was found chiefly in the 
home, it is now located throughout society as a 
whole — women are now segregated and 
subordinated in all areas of the public realm. In 
other words, patriarchy has shifted in form from 
private to public As Walby quips: liberated from 
th e home, wc men now have the who le of 
society in which to be exploited. 

memoirs, American black feminist hell 

hooks [always written with lower case 

Letters) argues; 

Many feminist thinkers writing and talking 
about girlhood right now like to suggest Hwii 
black gi rls have better self-esteem titan their 
white counterparts. The measurement of 
this difference is often that black girls are 
more assertive, speak, more, appear more 
confident- Vet in traditional swthem based 
hkicklifc, il was and LxespecletJ ofgirls lobr 
articulate, to hold ourselves with dignity. 
Our parents and teachers were always 
urging us to stand u p right and speak dearly, 
These imils were meant tn uplift the ran;. 
They were nol necessarily liailx exsndaled 
iviib building female self-esteem. An out¬ 
spoken girl might still fed that she was 
worthless because her skin was mol lighl 

nr her h^Lr (lie Tigltt lexiune. Those 

:irL" llii' vuriutflus Mini ithile re'-enrefiers 

often do not eonsdde/ when they measure 
the seLF-esceem of black fern ales with a yard¬ 
stick that was designed based, on values 
lunergiiig I'mra white i::<pcricriid:. ilniokr; 

1997) 

Black feminist writings tend to empha¬ 

size history - aspects of the pasL which 

inform the current problems facing black 

women. The writings of American black 

Feminists emphasize the influence uf the 

powerful legacy of slavery, segregation and 

the civil rights movement on gender 

inequalities in the black community. They 

point oul that early black suffragettes sup¬ 

ported the campaign for women's rights, 

but realized that the question of race could 

nuL be ignored: black women were discrim¬ 

inated against on the basis of their race and 

gender. In recent years, black women have 

not been central to the women's liberation 
movement, in pari because 'womanhood' 

dominated their identities much less than 
concepts of race did, 

hooks has argued that explanatory 
frameworks favoured Ivy white feminists - 

for example, the view of the family as a 

mainstay of patriarchy-may not be appli¬ 

cable in black communities, where the 

family represents a main point of solidar¬ 

ity against racism. In other words, the 

o p pressi □ m of b lac k womcit may be fn und 

in different locations compared with that 

of while women. 

Black fcminislH contend, therefore, that 

any theory of gender equality which -dues 

not Luke racism into account cannot be 

expected 1-u explain black Women's 

oppression adequately. Class dimensions 
are another factor which cannot be 

V rights 
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neglected in tine case of many black 

women. Some black feminists have held 

that the strength of black feminist theory 

is iis focus on the interplay between race, 

class and gender concerns. 15Liek women 

ore multiply disadvantaged, they argue, 

on the basis of their colour, their sex and 

their class position. When these three 

factors interact, they reinforce and inten¬ 

sify one another (Urewcr 1993). 

Postmodern feminism 

Like black feminism, postmodern femi¬ 

nism challenges the idea that there Is a 

unitary basis of identity and. experience 

shared by all women- 

Postmodern approaches in sociology 

were introduced in chapter 4, 
pp. 11S-17. 

This strand of feminism draws on the cultu¬ 

ral phenomenon of postmodernism in the 

arts, architecture, philosophy and econom¬ 

ics. Some of the roots of postmodern femi¬ 

nism are found in the work of Continental 

theorists like Derrida (1978. 19B1). Lucan 

i 1995) and de Beauvoir (1949). Postmodern 

feminists reject the claim that then.1 is a 

grand theory that can explain thu position of 

women in society, or that there is any single, 

universal essence or category of 'woman.'. 
Consequently, these feminists reject (lie 

accounts given by others to explain gender 
inequality-such as patriarchy, race or class 

- as 'esAewiftlisf (Beasley i»99). 
Instead, postmodernism encourages 

the acceptances of many different stand¬ 

points as equally valid. Rather than there 

existing ait essential core to womanhood, 

there are many individuals and groups, all 

of whom have very different experiences 

(heterosexuals, lesbians, black women, 

working-class women, etc.). The 'other¬ 

ness' of different groups and Individuals is 

celebrated in all its diverse forms. Empha¬ 

sis on Ihe positive side of ‘otherness' is a 

major theme in postmodern feminism, 

and symbolizes plurality, diversity, dlETcr- 

enceand openness; there are many truths, 

roles and constructions of reality Hence, 

ihe recognition of difference (of sexuality, 

age and mte, for example) is central to 

postmodern feminism. 

As Well aS ihe recognition uf difference 

between groups and individuals, postmod¬ 
ern feminists have stressed the i ra portance 
of'deconstructitmi’. hi particular, they have 

sought to deconstruct male language and a 

masculine view of the world- In Its place, 
postmodern feminists have attempted to 

create fluid. open terms and language 

which more closely reflect women's-experi¬ 

ences. E:or many postmodern feminists, 

men see the world in terms of pairs or 

binary distinctions Cgond versus had', 

'right versus wrong', 'beautiful versus ugly', 

for example). Men, they argue, have cast 

tire male as normal, and female as a devia¬ 

tion from i(. The founder uf modem psy¬ 

chiatry Sigmund rncud. fur example, saw 

women as men who lacked a penis and 

argued that they unvied males fen possess¬ 

ing one. In this masculine world-view, the 

Female is always cast in the role of die 

'other'- Deconstruction Involves attacking 

binary concepts and recasting their oppo¬ 
sites In a new and positive manner. 

Tor Freud's views on gender socializa- 

tio-n, see chapter 5. pp. 172-3. 

Postmodern feminism is said to have the 

most difficult relationship with the previ¬ 

ous strands of feminism discussed above 

(Carrington 1LM5, !99&>. This is Largely 

because of its belief that many feminists 

py righted material 
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may be misled in assuming tb.it it is pos¬ 

sible Ln provide overarching explanations 

for women's oppression and to find steps 

towards; its resolution. 

The influence of feminist movements has 

had a profound effect on Western societies, 

but increasingly, it is challenging gender 

inequality in other areas of the world. We 

Conclude with a brief discussion of gender 

in an increasingly globalized world. 

Conclusion: gender and 
globalization 

In this chapter, most of our discussion has 
focused on notions of gender with In 
Western industrialized societies:. We have 

seen how the women's movement has 

given rise to a powerful body of socio logi - 

cal theory to make sense of persistent 

gender inequalities and to advance 

agendas for overcoming them, feminism 

Is not merely an academic exercise, 

however; nor is it restricted, to Western 

Europe and North America. Lti today's 

Increasingly globalized world, there is a 

good chance that those who become 

active in the Jiritish women's movement 

will come in to contact with women pursu- 

I ng otliu r fern I nisi St ru ggles overseas. 

The women’s movement, of course, Is 
not simply ?t Western European or Ameri¬ 

can pbeftometitui. In China, for example, 

women are working to secure ’equal 
rights, employment, women's role In pro¬ 
duction. and women's participation in 

polities' (7-hang and Xu 1365]. In South 

Africa, women played a pivotal role in the 

battle against apartheid anti are Fighting in 

the post-apartheid era to improve 'the 

material conditions of the oppressed 

majority; those who have been denied 

access to education, decent homes , health 

facilities, and jobs' (Kemp ct al. 1965). In 

Peru, activists have been working for 

decades to give women a .greater 'opportu¬ 

nity to participate Ln public life1 [Blondet 

1995), while ‘in Russia, womens protest 

was responsible for blocking till.- passage 

of legislation that Lite Russian parliament 

Considered in 1992 that encouraged 

women to stay home and perform 

“socially necessary labour" ' [Basil 1995). 

Al though partlcl p an Is I n Women's move - 

merits have, for many years, cultivated ties 
to activists In other countries, the number 

and Importance of such contacts has 

Increased with globalization. A prime 
forum for the establishment of cross* 
national contacts has been chit United 

Nation's Conference on Women, held four 

times since 1975. [There are now proposals 

for a fifth conference to be held before 

2010.) Approximately S0.0G0 people - of 

whom more than two-thirds were women- 

attended the mast recent conference, held 

in Beijing, China, in L9B5. Dele gales from 

18) nations attended, ale ng with represen¬ 

tatives Drum thousands of nongovern¬ 

mental organizations. Seeking ways to 

'ensure women's equal access to economic 

resources including land-, credit, science 

arid technology vocational I mi rung, infer* 

(nation, communication and markets', 

conference participants spent ten days lis¬ 

tening to presentations on the state of 

women worldwide, debating ways to 
Improve (heir condition, and building pro¬ 

fessional and personal lies to one another. 

Mallika Dutt, one of the attendees, wrote in 

the journal Feminist Studies that 'for most 

women from I he United St ates, Beijingwas 

an eye-opening, humbling, and transfor¬ 

mative experience. US women were star¬ 

tled by the sophisticated analysis and 
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well-organized and powerful voices of 

women fro mother parts of the world' fDutt 

190S]. At the 5a.me 1 i me, According to Dutt, 

many of the conference participants LeFt 

Leijing with a 'sense of global solidarity, 

pride, and affirmation" (19B6). 

The Platform for Action finally agreed to 

by the conference participants called on 

Che countries of tbu world to address -such 

issues as ; 

* the persistent and increasing burden oT 

poverty on women; 
* violence against wo men; 
* the effects of armed or other kinds of 

conflict on women; 

* inequality between men and women in 

the sharing of power and decision¬ 

making; 

* stc rcotypin g of women; 

* gender inequalities in the management 

of natural resources; 

* persistent discrimination against and 

violation of the rights of the girl child. 

Must women's movements have ail 

international orientation (o be effective? 

Are women's interests essentially the same 

throughout the World! What might Tenth 

nlsm mean to women In the developing 
world? These and many nr Inn questions 

ate being holly debated as the process of 
globalization continues apace. 

Summary points 
1 While there is dearly A biological basis to 

human sexuality, most sexual behaviour 

seems to be learned rather than innate. 

Sexual practices vary widely between and 

within cultures, in the West, Christianity 
has been Important in shaping sexual 

attitudes, In safeties with rigid sexual 
cades, double standards and hypocrisy are 

common. The gulf between norms and 

actual practice can be tremendous, as 
studies of sexual behaviour have shown. In 

the West, repressive attitudes to sexuality 

gave way to a more permissive outlook in 

the I 9<60s, the effects of which are still 

obvious today. 

2 Most people m the world are heterosexual, 

yet there a re a Isa many minority sexual 

tastes and inclinations. 11 u mu sexuality 

seems to exist in all Cultures, dnd in recent 

years altitudes towards homosexuals have 

become more relaxed. In some countries 

laws have been passed that recognize 

homosexual unions and grant gay couples 
the same rights as married people. 

3 Sociologists distinguish between sex and 

gender. Sex refers to the biological 

differences between male and female 

b □ dies, wii le ge n d=r ca n corns th e 

psychological, soda I and cultural differences 

between men and women. 

A Some people argue that differences between 

men and women are geneticalfy determined. 

However, there is no conclusive evidence to 

suggest a biological basis to gender 

differences. 

5 Gender socialization refers to the learning of 
gender roles with the help of agencies such 
as (he family and the media. Gender 

socialization is thought to begin as won as 
art infant is born. Children learn and 
internalize the norms and expectations that 

are seen to correspond to their biological 
sex. In such a way, they adopt rsex roles' and 
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the male and female Identities {masculinity 

and femininity) that accompany them. 

6 Sejm* sociologist belitvc that both sex and 

gender are socially constructed products that 

can be shaped and altered in various Ways. 

Not only does gender lack a fixed 'essence', 

but the very substratum of the human body 

can be changed through social influences 

end technological interventions. 

7 Gender i n equa lity refers to the d ifferen ces i n 

status., power and prestige enjoyed by 

women and men in various contents, tn 

explaining gender inequality, functionalists 

have emphasized that gender differences 

and the sexual division of labour contribute 

to social stability and integration. Feminist 

approaches reject the idea that gender 

inequality is somehow natural. Liberal 

feminists have explained gender inequality 

in terms of social and cultural attitudes, such 

as sexism and discrimination. Radical 

feminists argue that men are responsible for 
the exploitation of women through 
patriarchy - the Systematic domination of 

Females by males. Black feminists have seen 

factors such as class and ethnicity, in 

addition to gender, as essential for 

understanding the oppression experienced 

by non-while women, 

B Ge nder relatio ns refer to societal ly patterned 

interactions between men and women in 

society. Some sociologists have argued that a 

gender order exists in which expressions of 

masculinity and femininity are organized in a 

hierarchy that promotes the domination of 

men over women. 

9- In recent years more attention has been paid 

to the nature of masculinity. Borne observers 

believe that wide eccm jm c and social 

transformations are provoking a crisis of 

masculinity in which men's traditional roles 

are being eroded 

Questions for further thought 

1 Would It he either possible or desirable to eliminate gender differences In society? 

2 is It possible to rate in gender differences will 1st eliminating gender Inequalities? 

3 I low Jo factors such us class, ethnicity acid sexual orientation shape our experience 
of gender? 

A What new kinds of masculinities and femininities are likely to emerge in Lhe next few 

decades in response to broader processes of social change? 

5 In what ways is social interaction structured around an assumed heterosexual norm? 
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UN I IL.HJ ST over a decade ago, So liL ] i 

A Tri i.:;; wa s governed by a parthujid ; i 
system of forced racial segregation , Under 
apartheid, every South African was clas¬ 

sified Into one of four categories: white 
(descendants of European Immigrants), 

'colon red’ (people whose descent is traced 

from members of more than one 'race'], 

Asian and black. The white South African 

minority, comprising some 13 percent of 

the populalimti ruled over the non-white 

majority. Mon-whites had no vote and no 

representation in the central Roverninent, 

Segregation was enforced at all levels of 

society, from public places like wash¬ 
rooms ami railway carriages, Lo residential 

neighbourhoods and schools. Millions of 

blacks were herded into so-called ‘homo- 

lands’, well away from the main cities, and 

worked as migrant labourers In gold and 

diamond mines. 

Apartheid wres encoded mi law, bur 

enforced through violence and brutality 
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The National Party, which formalized 

apartheid, after coming to power in 1946, 

used law-enforcemcni and security 

organs Co suppress all resistance to the 

a pa rchei d regi utc. Opposition groups we re 

outlawed and. political dissidents we re 

detained without trial and often tortured. 

Peaceful demonstrations frequently 

ended in violence. After years of interna¬ 

tional condemnation, economic and cul¬ 

tural sanctions, and growing domestic 

resistance, the apartheid regime began to 

weaken. When R W, de Klerk became Pres- 
blent of South Africa In inherited 
a country that was deep In crisis and virtu ¬ 

ally ungovernable. 
In 1390, tie Klerk lifted the ban on the 

African National Congress (ANC). the 

main opposition party, end freed its 

leader. Nelson Mandela, after twenty - 

seven years of imprisonment. A scries of 

complex negotiations Followed, paving 

the way for South Africa's first national 

eleeliun involving hath whites and nou- 

whiles. On 27 April 199-3 the ANC received 

an overwhelming f?2 per cent of the vote 

and Nelson Mandela became South 

Africa's first post-apartheid president. 

The task facing Mandela and the ANC 

was enormous. In a country of thirl Ly-eighl 

million people, nine million were impov¬ 

erished and twenty million lived without 
electricity. Unemployment was wide¬ 

spread. More than half the black popula¬ 
tion was illiterate and Infant mortality 
rates were more than ten times higher 
among blacks Ihan among whites. Bui 

besides being a profoundly unequal 

society in material terms, South Africa was 

also a highly divided one. Decades of ideo¬ 

logical rule premised on a belief in racial 

superiority Left the country scarred and in 

desperate need of reconciliation. The 

atrocities of the apartheid regime 

demanded redress, and the culture of 

racial oppression had to be dismantled. 

Ethnic tensions within the African popu¬ 

lation flared up in violent outbreaks and 

threatened la lead to civil war. 

During his presidency, which ended in 

I GSR, Mandela diligently laid the ground - 

work fur the emergence of an equitable, 

multi-ethnic society. The constitution 

adopted in 19R& is one of the most pro¬ 

gressive In the World, outlawing all dis¬ 

crimination on the basis of race, or etfmk 

■or social origin, or religion and belief, 
alongside sexual orientation, disability 

and pregnancy. Mandela's repealed calls 
for a ‘newr patriotism1 sought to rally both 
'nervous whites' and impatient blacks' 

into a common nation-building project. 

Dissenting political groups, such as the 

Zulu-based Inkatha Freedom Fatty (IFF], 

were brought into government in order to 

reduce ethnic and political tensions that 

couhi lead to violence. 

One of the most notable events to occur 

during Mandela's presidency was aimed at 

addressing the legacy of the apartheid 

past, beginning in April 1R9G and ending 

in July 1396, the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission (1RC) held hearings in com¬ 

munities across South Africa to examine 
tlie abuses of human rights which had 
occurred under apartheid-The Nobel lau¬ 

reate Archbishop Desmond Tutu led the 

TRC in investigating acts and. abuses com¬ 
mitted between iMtiand 11934-More than 
21,1.100 testimonies were given and 

recorded; sessions were open to the public 

and covered extensively in the media. The 

THC! hearings were designed to uncover 

the realities of the apartheid era - from the 

most horrific In the most banal - for all to 

see; they were not intended to serve as 
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Nelson Mandela being siworn in as President of Smith Africa in. 3994, after twenty-seven years, fn 

prison. 

I mis. wr Lu mete mil punishment;*. I hose 

who committed crimes under apartheid. 

Including policemen und security Author¬ 

ities. were offered Amnesty bn return for 
chdr honest testimonies and sin- 'full dis 
ckisuP? of all relevant Informa tion, 

The Truth and Reconciliation Coni mis - 

-Jon published a 3,FjM-page report of its 

findings in isthii. Not surprisingly, the 
apartheid government was identified as 

the main perpetrator of human lights 

abuses although transgressions commit¬ 

ted by otlirF organizations, including Lhc 

ANC, were also noted. Some have criti¬ 

cised the TRC as little more than an 

archive ofapartheid-era crimcsh unable to 

'right the Wrongs’ (hut had Occurred. But 
many others believe that the very process 
hj f gnthering test irri urues from 1 hose who 

committed abuses and from those wlio 
were abused brought Into focus the 
i nj Li si i ces of rhe a p arth r-td era. 

Certainly the TRC could not overcome 

single- h andedly the decades of racial divi¬ 

sion and discrimination. South Africa 

remains a fractured society and continues 

to struggle against bigotry and intoler¬ 

ance. A scries of 'transformation bilk' 

passed in 2000 outlawed hate speech, and 

established a series of 'equality courts' to 

hear charges of racial discrimination. Yet 

the THC hearings were a powerful episode 

fm\- 1 Lfe^fC 
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Ln South Africa's post-apartheid history 

slid established a new standard for open¬ 

ness and honesty in addressing racial divi¬ 

sions. The TRC forced attention to be paid 

to the dangerous consequences of racial 

hatred and,, through its own example, 

demonstrated the ptwer of communica¬ 

tion and dialogue in the process of recon¬ 

ciliation. 

En Lhis chapter we shall investigate the 

notions o["‘race’ ami ethnicity and tines. - 

tlon why racial and ethnic divisions so fre¬ 

quently produce social con HI its as they 

have done in South Africa and m any other 

societies. After considering the ways that 

soda I scien tists understand and ttse the 

concepts of race and ethnicity, we shall 

turn to llw topics of prejudice, discrimina¬ 

tion anti racism anti discuss sociological 

interpretations that help to explain their 

persistence, from there, we will address 

models of ethnic integration and explore 

examples of ethnic conflict. In the final 

sections of the chapter, wc will turn to 

ethnic dive rsity and ethnic relations in the 

United Kingdom and Europe, paying par¬ 

ticular attention to trends in immigration 

and patterns of ethnic inequality, before 

examining migration on a global level, 

Key concepts 

Race 

Race Is one of the most complex concepts 

in sociology, not least because of Ihe 

contradiction between its everyday usage 

and its scientific basis for absence 

thereof). Many people today helieve, mis¬ 

takenly, that humans can be readily separ¬ 

ated Into biologically different races. This 

Is not surprising considering the numer¬ 

ous attempts by scholars and govern¬ 

ments, like that of South Africa (discussed 

above) before the ending of apartheid, to 

establish racial categorizations of the 

peoples of the world. Some auLhors have 

distinguished four or five major races, 

while others have recognized as many as 

three dozen. 

Scientific theories of rate arose in the 

late eighteenth and early nineteenth cen¬ 

turies. They were used to justify the 

emerging social order, as England and 

other Bu hyp can nations became Imperial 
powers ruling over subject territories and 

populations. Count loseph Arthur de 

Gobineau (EflltHSZ), who is sometimes 
called the father of modern racism, pro¬ 

posed the existence of three races: white 

(CiTJJCfl.ua fi>, black (Npgrnid) and yellow 

(Afon^o/ord). According to dc Gobineau, 

the white race possesses superior intelli¬ 

gence, morality and will-power: it Is 

these inherited qualities that underlie 

the spread of Western influ cnee across the 

world. The blacks, by contrast, arc the 

Least capable, marked by art amnid 

nature, a lock of morality and emotional 

instability, The ideas of dr Gobineau and 

fellow proponents of scientific racism 

later influenced Adolf I-Iltler, who trans¬ 

formed them Into the hi oology of the Nazi 

party, and other wh I te supreme cl st gnu tips 

such as the Kii-Klux-IQan In the United 

States and the architects of apartheid En 

South Africa. 

In the years following the Second World 

War, 'race science' has been thoroughly 

discredited. In biological terms there are 

no clear-ent "races ', only a range of physi¬ 

cal variations in human beings. Differ¬ 

ences Ln physical Hype between groups of 

human beings arise I ram population 

inbreeding, which varies according to the 
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degree of con tact between different social 

nr cultural groups. Human population 

groups arc a continuum. The genetic 

diversity with in papulations that share 

visihJc physical traits is as great as the 

diversity between them. By virtue of these 

facts,. the scientific community has virtu¬ 

ally abandoned the concept uf race Many 

■social scientists Concur, arguing llial race 

is no thing more than an ideological con¬ 

struct whose use in academic circles only 

perpetuates the commonly held belief 

I 111 I il 11:: "i i ImiiI:imi: ;i g-mintling <Mi!i"- 

199S), Other social scientists disagree, 
claiming that race as a j n-neopt has 

meaning to many people, even if iis bio¬ 
logical basis has been discredited. For 

sociological analysis, they argue, race 

remains a vital, if highly contested 

concept. Some scholars therefore choose 

to use the word 'race' in inverted commas 

to reflect its misleading, but cnmnion- 

pLacc, usage. 

Wbat is race, then, if it dues not refer to 

biological categories? There are clear 

physical differences between human 

be i ngss, and so me o f t h e£e d ifferentcB arc 

inherited, But llie question of why some 

differences and not others become 

matters for Social discrimination and 

prejudice bus nothing lu do with biology. 

Racial differences, therefore, should be 

understood as physical variations 

■singled owl by the members of a cotrnnw* 

nlty or society as socially significant. 

Differences in skin ctitoiib for esatuple, 

arc created as significant, whereas differ¬ 

ences. in colour of' hair arc rot. Race can 

be understood us a set of social relation¬ 

ships which allow individuals and 

groups to be located, and various attrib¬ 

utes or competencies assigned, on the 

basis erf biologically grounded features. 

This photograph of former US Secretary of State Colin 

Powell and former Kenyan President Daniel a rap Moi 

illustrates the huge variation in actual skin lone of 

people (Jestribed us bljck'. 

EtEicial distinctions are more than ways of 

describing Intman differences - they are 

also Important factors in the reproduc¬ 

tion of patterns of power and Inequality 
within society. 

The process by which unde rxl;i ridings 

of race are used to classify Individuals or 
groups of people is called racial iiation. 

Historically, radali^atiou meant that 
certain groups of people came to be 
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Labelled as constituting distinct biological 

groups or the basis of naturally occurring 

physics! features (as in the ideas set forth 

by Je Cobincau). During the period of 

history from the fillccnlh century on¬ 

wards, as Europeans came Into increased 

contact with people from different regions 

of the world, attempts were made to 

systematise knowledge by CalegOrliing 

and explaining built natural and social 

phenomena. Non-European populations 

Were 'ritualized' In Opposition Co the Eu.ru- 

peart ‘while race'. In some Instances this, 

radahsatlon took on 'codified' instiru- 
lion.il forms, as in the case nf slavery In the 

American colonies and. apartheid in South 
Africa- More commonly, however. every- 
day social institutions became raeiali^ed 

in a da facto manner. Within a racialized 

system, asp eels of individ u als' daily lives - 

Including employment, personal rela¬ 

tions, housing, healthcare, education and 

legal representation-Are shaped and con¬ 

strained by their own racializcd positions 

within that system. 

Ethnicity 

While Lite idea of race mistakenly implies 

some thing fixed and biological, the 

concept of ethnicity Js an idea that is 

purely social In meaning.- Ethnicity refers 
to the cultural practices and outlooks of a 

given community of people that sol them 

apart from others. Members of ethnic 

groups see themselves as cnlturally dis¬ 
tinct From other groups in a society, and 

arc seen by those other groups to be so in 

return. Different characteristics may serve 

to distinguish ethnic groups front one 

another, but the most usual are language, 

history or ancestry (real or imagined!, 

religion and styles of dress or adornment. 

Ethnic differences are wholly learned, a 

point that seems self-evident until we 

remember how often some groups have 

been regarded as 'bom to rule' or 'shift¬ 

less', "unintelligent' and so forth. In fact, 

there is nothing innate about ethnicity; it 

is a purely social phenomenon that is pro¬ 

duced and reproduced overtime. Through 

■socialization, young peuple assimilate the 

Lifestyles, norms and beliefs of Lheir com¬ 

munities. 

[■or many people, ethnicity is central to 

Individual and group Identity, but its sig¬ 

nificance can ¥wy among Individuals. It 

can provide an important thread nfconti¬ 

nuity with the past and is often kept: alive 

through lire practl ce of cultural fra dltlons. 

Every year, for instance, the excitement 

and virtuoso displays of Carnival evoke 

the Caribbean on the streets of Hotting 

lllll, in London. As another example, 

third-generation Americans of Irish 

descent may proudly identify themselves 

as liish-American, despite having lived 

their entire lives In the United States, Irish 

traditions and customs are often passed 

down through generations of families and 

in ihe larger Irish community, Although it 

Is maintained within tradition, ethnicity is 

not static and unchanging, Rather, i.t is 

fluid and adaptable to changing circum¬ 

stances, In the case of Irish Americans, for 

instance, it is possible to see how popular 

customs from Ireland have been main¬ 

tained but transformed in the context of 

American society. Tire boisterous St 

Pat rick's Day pa rades in many 11ft cities are 

one example of how Irish heritage has 

been recast with a distinctly American 

Flair. Similar examples eon be found 

around the globe in eases where popula¬ 

tions - as a result of migration, war, shift¬ 

ing labour markets or other factors - have 
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'Black' identity 

The use of the term 'black' to describe 
individuals and populations has undergone 
Hundomental transformations over the years and 
remains highly contested. For a long time, 
‘bljcfer Was a derogatory IdboF assigned by 
whites. Only in the 1960s did Americans and 
Britons ofr African descent 'reclaim'the term and 
apply it to themselves in a positive way. 'Black' 
became a source of pride and identity, rather 
than a mlui s ur. rhe slogan 'block is beautiful' 
and the motivational concept of 'black power' 
were central to the black liberation movement, 
These ideas were used to counier the symbolic 
domination of 'whiteness' ever 'blackness1. As 
the term 'blackr became mom accepted within 
British society, it began to be applied to non¬ 
whites who were not of African descent - 
pa rti cu la rly Asia n 5. T he term 'b la ckr was m o re 
than simply a label, however,: il also contained 
an underlying political message. Because 'black' 
people had alll experienced racism and 
exclusion at the hands nt the white population, 
there was a call for them to mobilize around 
tlheir common black identity in pushing for 
change. 

In the late i9BOs some scholars and 
members of ethnic minority groups began to 
challenge the use of the term 'black' to refer to 
the non-white population as a whale-. While 
acknowledging that nun whites have shared a 

common oppression, they argue that the term 
'black' obscures the differences between ethnic 
groups. 

According to opponents of the term, more 
attention should be paid Lo the distinctive 
■experiences of individual ethnic minority groups, 
rather than presuming a shared experience. 
Tariq Modood has been one of the leading 
critics, arguing that the term ‘block1 is used too 
loosely - sometimes meaning only people of 
African descent and other times referring 
collectively to Asians as well, he believes that 
the term over-emphasiuesoppression based on 
skin colour and neglects the large amount of 
racism that is culturally based. According to 
Modood, Asians tend not lo see themselves as 
'black' hecause of the powerful connotations 
between the term 'black'and the exponents of 
people of AFrican origin Finally, Modood points 
out that 'black' implies an essential identity 
which is inherently false. Non-white populations 
possess many diverse identities, just as do 
groups within the so-called 'white' population 
[Modood 1334). 

There is no c lear consensus about the use oF 
the term ■'black1 in sociology. lAtifle the criticisms 
raised by Modood and others are surely valid, 
the term black' remains a useful way to speak 
about the shared experience of white racism 
Lh lit most ri on -whites have encountered. Recent 

mixed to produce ethnically diverse onm- 

munities. 

Sociologists often favour the term 'eth¬ 

nicity' over the term 'race' (discussed 

above). because it is a eoncep L that is com - 

plctcly social in meaning. However, refer¬ 

ences to ethnicity and ethnic differences 

can be problematic, especially if they 

suggest rcml rasl with a 'non-ethnic' norm. 

In Britain, far example, ethnicity is com¬ 

monly used to refer to cultural practices 

and traditions if ml differ from 'indige¬ 

nous' British practices, The term 'ethnic' is 

Applied to realms ait diverse as cuisine, 

clothing, music and neighbourhoods In 

designate practices that are 'non-British'. 

Using ethnic lahels in this collective 

manner risks producing divisions 

between 'us' and them' where certain 

parts of the population arc-seen as 'ethnic1 

and others arc not. In fact, ethnicity is an 

attribute possessed by alt members af a 

papulation, not merely certain segments 

of it, Yet, as we shall see, in practice ethnic¬ 

ity is most often associated with minority 

groups within a population, 
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trends within jCKtology, however, seem to 
support Modood's concerns. Writers associated 
with the postmodern school tend to highlight 

the differences between various ethnic minority 
groups, rather than dwell on the significance ot 
a collective block' identity. 

US athletes highlighted awareness of black identify and caused controversy 'with their black power 

salutes on the medals rostrum of the 1Q63 Olympic Carnes in Mexico City. 

Minority groups 

The notion of minority groups (often 

ethnic minorities} is widely used in sociol¬ 

ogy and is more than .1 merely numerical 

distinction. There arc many minorities in 

a statistical sense, such as people nversis 

feet fall or wearing shoos bigger than size 

32, hut these are not minorities according 

to the socle logical concept. 3n sociology, 

members of a minority group arc disad¬ 

vantaged when compared with the domi¬ 

nant group la group possessing more 

wealth, power and pFesLige) and have 

some sense of grvitp soHdartty, of belong¬ 

ing together. I'he experience of being [lie 

subject of prejudice and dlscrlmiiiatloii 

usually heightens feelings; of common 

toy ally and interests. 

Thus sociologists frequently use the 
term 'minority’ in a non-litoral way to 
refer to a group's subordinate position 

ii iiin .'. i', rather ih.m it- 1:um 1 vii ,il 

r rial" lltjL 
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representation. There are many cases in 

which a 'minority" is in fact in ihe major¬ 

ity. In some geographical areas such as 

Inner cities, ethnic minority groups make 

up the majority of the population, hut arc 

nonetheless referred to as ’minorities". 

This is because ihe term "minority' cap¬ 

tures their disadvantaged positions. 

Women are sometimes described as a 

minority group, while in many countries 

of the world they form the numerical 

majority. Yet because Women lend lo be 

disadvantaged In comparison with men 
[the 'majority'), the term is applied to 
them .is well. 

Members of minority groups often tend 

to see themselves as a people apart fiom 
the majority. They ane usually physically 

and socially isolated from the larger com¬ 

munity. They lend to he concentrated in 

certain neighbourhoods, cities or regions 

of a country. There is little interma rriage 

between those in the majority and 

members of the minority group, or 

between minority groups, People within 

the minority sometimes actively promote 

endogamy (marriage within ihe group) in 

order to keep alive iheir cultural distinc¬ 

tiveness. 

Some scholars have favoured speaking 

of 'minorities' to refer collectively to 
groups that have experienced prejudice at 

the hands of the 'majority' society- The 

term ‘minorities' draws attention to the 
pervasiveness of discrimination by high¬ 
lighting (he commoiiall ties lvetwieen expe¬ 
riences of various subordinate groups 

within society. As an example, disablisl 

attitudes, anti-Semitism, homophobia 

and racism share many features in 

common and reveal how oppression 

against different groups can take similar 

forms. At the same lime, however, speak¬ 

ing collectively of'minorities' can result in 

generalizations about discrimination and 

oppression that do not accurately rollert 

the experiences of specific groups. 

Although homosexuals and Pakistanis arc 

both minority groups irt London, the way 

in which they experience subordination in 

society is farfnum identical, 

Mimy' minorities are both ethnically 

and physically distinct from the rest of the 

population. This is the case with West 

Indians and AslilnS in Britain, fur example, 

and with African-Americans, Chinese and 
other groups In the United States, As we 
noted ahnveJn practice the designation of 

a group or a set of traditions as "ethnic 
occurs somewhat selectively. While West 
Indians in Britain and African-Americans 

in the United Slates are clear examples of 

ethnic minorities. Britons and Americans 

uf Italian nr Polish descent arc less Likely to 

be considered ethnic minorities. Fre¬ 

quently, physical differences such as skin 

colour are the defining factor in designat¬ 

ing an ethnic minority, As we shall see in 

this chapter, ethnic distinctions arc rarely 

neutral, but are commonly associated 

with inequalities of wealth and power, as 

well as with antagonisms between groups. 

Prejudice and 
discrimination 

The concept of race Is modem, but preju¬ 

dice and discrimination have been wide¬ 
spread in human hislory, and we must first 

clearly distinguish hetween them. Preju¬ 

dice refers to opinions or attitudes held by 

members of one group towards another. A 

prejudiced person's preconceived views 

are often based on hearsay rather than on 

direct evidence, and are resistant to 
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Sudanese model Alex Wek is a rare black 

Face iri the Western Fashion industry, 

change even in the fact ul new informa¬ 

tion. People may harbour favourable prej¬ 

udices about groups with which (hey 

Identify and negative prejudices against 

others. Someone who is prejudiced 

against a particular group will noi deal 

with iIn members impartially. 

Pro judlccs a it: often grounded in stereo¬ 

types, fixed and inflexible characterize- 

cions of a group of people. Stereotypes are 

often applied to ethnic minority groups, 

such as the notion that all black men are 

na rurally athletic or that all. Hast Asians a re 

hardworking, diligent students,. Some 

stereotypes contain a grain of truth; others 

arc simply a mechanism of displacement, 

in which feelings of hostility nr anger arc 

directed against objects (hat ate not the 

real origin of those feelings. Stereotypes 

become embedded in cultural under¬ 

standings and are difficult to erode, even 

when they are gross dislurLiorrs- of reality. 

The belief [luit single mothers are tie pen¬ 

dent on welfare and refuse to work is an 

example of a persistent stereotype that 

lacks basis in fact. A great number ofslrtgje 

mothers <ln work, and many who receive 

welfare benefits would prefer to work but 
have no access to Child care- Scapegoating 

Is common when two deprived ethnic 

groups come into competition with one 

another For economic rewards. People 

who direct racial attacks against ethnic 

minorities, for example, are otter in an 

economic position similar to theirs. A 

recent poll found that half of all people 

who felt 'hard done by' believed that 

immigrants and ethnic minorities were 

getting priority over them (MORI, 200d; 

The Economist, 20 February 20CM). They 

blame ethnic minorities For grievances 

whose real causes lie elsewhere, 

Scapegoating is normally directed 

against groups that are distinctive and rel¬ 

atively powerless, because they make an 

easy target- Protestants, Catholics, lews. 
|i4ians. black Africans. Muslims, .gypsies 

and oihers have played die u nwl Fling role 
of scapegoat at various times throughout 
Western history. Scapegoating frequently 
involves projection, the unconscious 

attribution to others, of one's own desires 

or characteristics. Research has consis¬ 

tently demonstrated that when (he 

members of a dominant group practice 

violence against a minority and exploit it 

sexually, they are likely to believe that Lhe 
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minority group Lcs-clf displays those [rails 

of sexual violence. For instance, in apart¬ 

heid South Africa, the belief that black 

males are exceptionally potent sexually 

and that black women ait; promiscuous 

was widespread among whites, black 

males were thought to be highly danger¬ 

ous sexually to while women - while in 

fact, virtually all criminal sexual contact 

was initiated by while men against black 

women (Simpson and Yiriger IMG). 

If prejudice describes attitudes and 

opinions dwrimimlion refers to actual 
behaviour towards another group or indi¬ 
vidual. Discrimination can he seen in 

activities that disqualify members of one 
group Emm opportunities open toothers. 

as when a black Briton is refused a job 

made available to a white person. 

Although prejudice is often the basis of 

discrimination, the two may exist separ¬ 

ately. People may have prejudiced atti¬ 

tudes that they do not act on. FquaJJy 

important, discrimination does not nec¬ 

essarily derive directly from prejudice. For 

example, while hOuse-buVens might steer 

away from purchasing properties in pre¬ 

dominantly black neighbourhoods nut 

because of attitudes of hostility they [night 

have towards those who live there, but 
because of worries about declining prop¬ 

erty values. Prejudiced attitudes, in this 

case Influence discrimination, but in an 

indirect fashion- 
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Racism 

One widespread form i>F prejudice is 

racism - prejudice based an socially sig¬ 

nificant physical distinctions, A racist is 

someone who believes that some individ¬ 

uals are superior or i nferior to a there on 

the basis- of raviaHired differences. Racism 

Ls commonly thought of as behaviour or 

altitudes- held by certain individuals or 

groups. .'In Individual may profess racist 

beliefs or may Join in with a group* such as 

a white supremacist organization, which 

promotes a racist agenda. Yet many have 

argued that racism Is more than simply 

the ideas held by a small number of 

bigoted individuals. Rather, racism is 

embedded in the very structure and oper¬ 

ation of society. The idea of institutional 

racism suggests that racism pervades all 

□ f society's structures in ii systematic 

manner. According to this view, institu¬ 

tions such as the police, the health service 

and the educational system all promote 

policies that favour certain groups while 

discrim i nating aga inst others. 

The idea of institutional racism Was 

developed in the United Slates in the late 

19{ills by civil rights campaigners who 

believed that racism underpins the very 

fabric of society, rather than merely rep re ■ 

stiming the opinions of a small minority 

(Omi and Winant 1994), in subsequent 

years, die existence of institutional racism 

came So be widely accepted and openly 

acknowledged in many set tings. An impor¬ 

tant investigation into the practices of the 

The persistence of racism 

Why has racism, flourished? There are severe 
reasons. One important factor leading to 
modem racism was simply the invention and 
diffusion of the concept oF race itself. Quasi- 
racfsE attitudes have been known to exist for 
h u n d re ds af years. But the notia n of in re as a 
set of filled traits emerged with the rise of 'race 
science', which we have discussed. The notion of 
the superiority of the white race, although 
completely without value factually, remains a 
key element of white racism. 

A second reason for the rise of modern 
racism lies in the exploitative relations that 
Europeans established with non-white peoples. 
The slave trade could not have been carried on 
had it not been widely believed by Europeans 
that blacks belonged to an inferior, even 
subhuman, race. Racism helped justify colonial 
rule over non-white peoples and denied them 
the rights oF political participation that were 
being won by whites in their European 
homelands. Some sociologists argue that 
exclusion from citizenship remains a central 
feature of modern-day racism as well. 

A third reason concerns the large-scale 
migration of ethnic minorities to Britain, Europe 
and North America - regions which were 
previously predominantly while (with the 
exception oF indigenous people oF North 
America). As the post-war economic boom 
faltered in the mid-1970s* and most Western 
economies moved From being short of labour 
(and having relatively open borders) to having 
large numbers of people unemployed, some 
members of the native population began to 
believe that immigrants were filling limited jobs 
and claiming welfare that they believed they 
were entitled to. Immigrants hetame an easy 
scapegoat for dissatisfied natives, often 
encouraged by the media. In practice, this 
widely held fear is largely a myth. Immigrant 
workers tend not to displace local workers, but 
are more likely to complement them by doing 
the work that local people reject, by providing 
valuable additional skills or creating jobs. 
Similarly once they are allowed to work, 
immigrants arc likely to make a net contribution 
fo lho government budget as taxpayers. 

vriahte Serial 
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Ijondon Metropolitan 1*0 lice Service, in the 

I ijjIi L of the murder of Step lien Lawrence 

(see bos below), found institutional racism 

to he pervasive within the police force and 

criminal justice system (Macphcrson 19991. 

in culture and the arts, institutional racism 

has been re vealed in spheres such as televi ¬ 

sion broadcasting (negative or limited por¬ 

trayal of ethnic minorities in programming) 

and the international modelling industry 

[industry-wide bias against non-white 

fashion models). 

The murder of Stephen Lawrence and the Macphetson Report 

[n 1995, a black teenager, Stephen Lawrence, 
was killed in a racially motivated attack at the 
hands of five white youths as he was waiting at 
a bus stop with a friend in south-east London. 
Unprovoked, the young men fell! on Lawrence, 
stabbed hi rn twice and left him on the 
pavement to die. That no one has been 
convicted of his murder has been seen as a 
gross miscarriage of justice and a testimony to 
the pervasive racism in the low enforcement and 
Criminal justice systems, 

The commission which inquired into the case 
concluded that the investigation into Lawrence's 
murder was mishandled from the very start 
(Macpherson 1399). Police arriving on the scene 
mad« little effort to pursue Lawrence's attackers 
and displayed a lack of respect for his parents, 
denying them access to information about the 
case to which they were entitled]. An erroneous 
assumption was made that Lawrence had been 
involved in a street brawl, rather than being an 
innocent victim of an unprovoked racist attack. 
Police surveillance of the suspects was poorly 
organized and conducted with a 'lack of 
urgenc/; searches of the suspects' dwellings. For 
trample, were not performed thoroughly, 
despite tips describing where weapons might be 
concealed. Senior officers who were in a 
posdicm to intervene jn the case to correct such 
mistakes failed to do so. During the course of 
the investigation and subsequent inquiries into 
it, police withheld vital information, protected 
one another and refused to take responsibility 
for mistakes. 

Due to the perseverance of Lawrence’s 
parents, three of the suspects were brought to 
trial in f99E, but the case collapsed when a judge 
ruled that the evidence presented by one witness 
was inadmissible. Jack Straw; wtio wa5 then 

Home Secretary, announced a full inquiry into the 
Lawrence case in 1997; the findings of the inquiry 
were published in 1999 in the Macpherson 
Report The authors of the report were 
unequivocal in their findings: 'The conclusions to 
be-drawn from all the evidence in connection 
with the investigation of Stephen Lawrence's 
racist murder are dear. There is no doubt but that 
there were fundamental errors. The investigation 
was marred by a combination of professional 
incompetence, institutional racism and a failure 
of leadership by senior officers:1 

The charge of institutional racism {discussed 
on p. 493} was one of the most important 
outcomes of the inquiry. The authors of the 
report eon eluded that not only the- Metropolitan 
Police, but m-any other institutions including the 
criminal justice syst&m, are implicated in a 
'collective failure . . . to provide an appropriate 
and professional service to people because of 
their eolour, culture or ethnic Origin. It earn be 
seen or detected in processes, attitudes and 
behaviour which amount to discrimination 
through unwitting prejudice, ignorance, 
thoughtlessness, and racist stereotyping which 
■disadvantage minority ethnic people' 
(Uacpherson 1999), The Macpherson Report 
concluded that ?t is incumbent upon every 
institution to examine their policies and the 
outcome of their policies' to ensure that no 
segment of ihe population be disadvantaged. 
Seventy recommendations were set forth for 
improving the way in which racist crimes are 
policed. These included race-awareness training 
for police officers, stronger disciplinary powers 
to remove racist officers,-clearer definitions of 
what constitutes a racist incident, and a 
commitment to increasing the total number ot 
black and Asian officers in the police force. 
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From 'old racism' fo 'new racism' 

lust as the concept of biological trace has 

been discredited, old-style 'biological' 

racism based, on differences in physical 

traits is rarely openly expressed in society 

today. The end to legalized segregation in 

the United States and the collapse of 

apartheid in Soulh Africa were important 

turning points in the rejection of biologi¬ 

cal racism. In both of these cases, racist 

□ Ltitudes were proclaimed by directly 

associating physical traits with biological 

inferiority. Such blatantly racist ideas are 

rarely heard today, except in the cases of 

violent hate crimes or the platforms of 
certain extremist groups, But this Is not to 
say that racist attitudes have disappeared 

from modern societies, Rather, as some 
scholars argue, they have been replaced 
by a moire sophisticated new racism (or 

cultural racism], which uses, the idea of 

cultural differences to exclude certain 

groups (F!a rVer 15>H 1). 

Those who argue that a 'new racism' has 

emerged claim that cultural arguments 

are row employed instead of biological 

ones in order to discriminate against 

certain segments of (he population. 

According to tills view, hierarchies of 

superiority and inferiority are constructed 

according to the values of the majority 

culture. Those groups that Stand apart 

from the majority can become marginal¬ 

ized or vilified for their refusal to assimi¬ 

late. It is alleged that new racism has a 

dear political dimension, Prominent 
examples of new racism can be seen lit the 

efforts by some American politicians to 

enact official English-only Language poli¬ 

cies and in the conflicts in France over 

girls who wish to wear Islamic head- 

scarves to school (see chapter 14, p. $5ft 

for more on this controversy). The fact 

that racism Eh increasingly exercised on 

cultural rather than biological grounds 

has led some scholars to suggest that ivc 

Live in an age of'multiple racisms", where 

discrimination Lh experienced differently 

across segments of the population (hack 

10951. 

Sociological interpretations of 
racism 

-Some of the concepts that are discussed 
above - such as stereotypical thinking, 
displacement and projection - help 

explain prejudice and discrimination 
through psychological mechanisms. They 
provide an account of the nature of preju¬ 

diced and racist attitudes and why ethnic 

differences matter ho much to people, hut 
they tell llh lit tle about the social processes 

involved in racism. To study such pro¬ 

cesses. ivc must call cm sociological ideas. 

Elh nocen t rtsm,&fuup closure u ntf 

allocation of resources 

Sociological concepts relevant to ethnic 

conflicts on a general level arc those of 

elhnocentrism, ethnic group closure and 

resource allocation EthnOctntrism is a 

suspicion of outsiders combined with a 

tendency to evaluate the culture of others 
I n term s of o lie's own culture- Virtually a II 

cultures have been ethnocentric to some 
degree, and It Is easy to see howethnocen- 
trism combines with stereotypical 
thought discussed above (p. I). Outsid¬ 

ers arc fhmighl of as aliens., barbarians or 

morally and mentally inferior. This 

was how most civilizations viewed the 

members of smaller cultures, for example, 

and the attitude has fuelled innumerable 

ethnic dashes to history, 

pyrighted material 
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F.th no centrism and group closure. or 

ethnic gmup cIdsli re, In.1*] ucntty go together. 

'Closure1 refers to the process whereby 

groups maintain boundaries separating 

themselves From others. These boundaries 

are formed by means of exclusion devices, 

which sharpen die divisions between one 

ethnic group and another llinilh 19G9I. 

Such devices incl ude ll.mLting.or prohibiting 

intermarriage between the groups, restric¬ 

tions on social contact or economic 

relationships like trading, and the physical 

separation of groups fas in the case of 

ethnic ghettos). Black Americans have 
esperienced all three exclusion devices: 

racial Intermarriage has been illegal in 
some states, economic and social segrega- 
Hop was enforced by law in the South, and 

segregated black ghettos hi ill exist in most 

major cities. 

Sometimes groups of equal power 

mutually enforce lines of closure: their 

members keep separate from each other, 

but neither group dominates ihe other. 

More commonly, however, one ethnic 

group occupies a position of power over 

another. In these circumstances, group 

closure coincides with resource allocation, 

instituting inequalities in the distribution 

■of wealth and material goods, 

Some of the fiercest conflicts between 

ethnic groups centre on the lines of 
closure between them precisely because 

these lines signal Inequalities in wealth, 
power nr social standing, The concept of 
ethnic group closure helps ns understand 
both the dramatic and the more insidious 

differences that separate communities of 

people from one another - not just why 

the members of some groups get shot, 

Lynched, beaten up or harassed, but also 

why they don't get good jobs, a good edu¬ 

cation or a desirable place to live. Wealth, 

power anti social status are scarce 

resources - some groups have mote of 

them than others. To hold on tn their dis¬ 

tinctive positions, privileged groups 

sometimes untlcrlLilu: extreme acts of vio¬ 

lence against others. Similarly, members 

of underprivileged groups may also turn 

Lo viufence as a means of tryi ng to imp rove 

their oWn situation. 

Conflict theories 

Conflict theories, by contrast, are con¬ 

cerned with the links between racism and 

prejudice on the one hand and relation* 
ships of powrer and inequality on the other. 

Early conflict approaches fo racism were 

heavily influenced. Ijy Marxist Ideas, which 

saw the economic .system as the determin¬ 

ing hi cl nr for .ill nthrr uspvvls nl'snrim. 

Some Marxist theorists held that racism 

was a product of the capitalist system, 

arguing that the ruling class used slavery, 

colonization and racism as tools for 

exploiting labour [Cox 1959]. 

Later, neo-Marxist scholars saw these 

early formulations as loo rigid and sim¬ 

plistic and suggested that racism was nut 

the product of economic forces alone, A 

set of articles published in 1982 by the 

Birmingham Centre for Contemporary 

Cultural Studies, The Empire Strike* Back, 
takes a broader view of the rise of racism. 

While agreeing that chi; capitalist explolta* 

lion of labour Is one factor, John Solomos. 
Paul Gilroy and others point to a variety of 

historical and political influences which 

led to th e emergence of a specific brand of 

racism in Britain in the 1970s and 19150s. 

They argue that racism is a complex and 

multifaceted phenomenon involving Ihc 

interplay of ethnic minority and working- 

class identities end beliefs. In their eyes, 

racism is much more than simply a set of 
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oppressive ideas enacted against Ihe non- 

white population by powerdli 1 elites, ;lJail 

J9B2|, 

Ethnic integration and 
conflict 

Many states Jn llie world today are charac¬ 

terized by multi-ethnic populations, 

Often they have evolved in Lids, way over 

the course of centuries, borne Middle 

Eastern and Central European states, for 
example, like Turkey or Hungary, are eth¬ 
nically diverse as a result of long histories 

of changing borders, occupations by 
foreign powers and regional migration. 
Other societies have become multi-ethnic 
more rapidly, as a result of deliberate poli¬ 

cies encouraging migration, or by way of 

colonial and imperial legacies. 

En an age of globalization and rapid 

social change, the rich benefits and 

complex challenges of ethnic diversity are 

confronting a growing number of states. 

International migration is accelerating 

with the further integration of the global 

economy; the movement and mixing of 

human populations seems sure to inten¬ 

sify in years to come. Meanwhile, ethnio 

tensions and conflicts continue to flaw in 
societies around tin? world, threatening to 

lead to the disintegration of some multi¬ 
ethnic states arid hi tiling, at protracted 

violence in. others, I low can ethnic diver¬ 
sity Iks accommodated and cite outbreak 
oF ethnic conflict averted? Within multi¬ 

ethnic societies, while should be the rela¬ 

tion between ethnic minority groups and 

tbe majority population? There are three 

primary models of ethnic integration that 

have been adopted by multi-ethnic soci¬ 

eties in relation to these challenges: 

assimilation, ihe 'melting pot and, finally, 

cultural pluralism or multiculturalism. It 

is important to realize that these three 

models are ideal types, and in practice are 

not easy do achieve. 

9de-bI types were discussed in chapter I, 

"What is Sociology?', p IS. 

Models of ethnic integration 

Thu first aVenue is assimilalion. meaning 

that Immigrants abandon their original 
customs and practices, moulding their 
behaviour to the values and norms of the 

majority- An assimilation 1st approach 

demands that immigrants change their 
language, dress, lifestyles and cultural out¬ 

looks as part of integrating into a new social 

order. In the United Stales, which was 

farmed asa 'nation of immigrants', genera- 

tions oFim migrants were subjected to pres¬ 

sure to become 'assimilated* in this way, 

and many of their children became more or 

less completely 'American' asa result. Most 

official policies in the UK have been aimed 

al assimilating immigrants into LSritisli 

society. Of course, even if minorities Cry to 

assimilate, many are unable to do so if they 

are ravialized or if their attempts are 

reb uffed whether it be in employment or 

dating or any other context, 
A second model Is that of the melting 

pot. Rather than the traditions of the 

Immigrants being dissolved in fa vow of 

those dominant among the pre-existing 
population, they treconre blended to form 

new, evolving cultural patterns. Nol only 

arc differing cultural values and norms 

'brought in' to a society From the outside, 

but diversity is also created as ethnic 

groups adapt to the wider social environ¬ 

ments in which they Imd themselves. One 

py righted material 
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Britain's favourite dish: a symbul of its 

'milling poT eullurts? 

often-cited literal example of a melting- 

pot c li I Lure is the chicken tikfca masala, a 

meal invented in Indian restaurants in the 

UK. Ihe chicken likka is an Indian dish, 

and the masala saiioe Was added 10 satisfy 

dir desire of Brill $3) people to have gravy 

served un their moat. In 21)01 the meal was 

famously described by the former Foreign 

Secretary' Robin Cook tlS4t>-2005}, as a 

'British national dish (Cook 

Many have believed that the melting- 

pot model is the most desirahle outcome 

of ethnic d Iverslty. Traditions and customs 
of immigrant populations am not aban¬ 

doned. but contribute to and shape a con¬ 

stantly transformin'* social milieu. 1 [ybrid 

forms of cuisine, fashion, music and archi¬ 

tecture arc manifestations of the melting- 

pot approach. To a limited degree, Ibis 

model is an accurate expression oi aspects 

of American cultural development, 

Al:Inmgh the Anglo' culture has remained 

the pre-eminent tine, i ts character i n some 

p art reflecls the im pact o f the m ary differ¬ 

ent groups that now com pose the Ameri¬ 

can population. 

Th e th ini mode 1 is th at o: cultural pm ral- 

ism. in which ethnic cultures are given lull 

validity to exist separately, yet participate 

in the larger society's economic and polit¬ 

ical Life. A recent cmtgruwtlr of pluralism is 

rnullieu]tur«liSFti. in which ethnic groups 

exist separately and equally The United 

States and other Western countries are 

pluralistic in many senses, but ethillcdiff- 

erctices have for the most part been assum 

elated with Inequalities rather than equal 
lmt independent membership in the 

national eojiimimlty, Et does seem at least 

possible to create a society in which ethnic 

groups aivf separate but equal, as is dem¬ 

onstrated by fhvilzerland, where French, 

German and Italian group* coexist in Ihc 

same society. 

In Britain and elsewhere in Europe, the 

leaders of most ethnic minority groups 

have increasingly emphasized the path of 

pluralism. To achieve 'distinct but equal' 

status will demand major struggles, and as 

yet this is a very distant opticus. LLlmic 

minorities arc still perceived by many 

peuple as a threat: to their job. their safety 

and the 'national culture'. The scapegoat¬ 

ing of ethnic minorities is a pend*lent ten¬ 

dency, With ilit: young in Western Fiurope 
quite often still holding similar prejudices 

to those of ij kkr gene ra liens, e th cjic ml no r 

Hies In most countries face a fttture ofcon - 

tinned discrimination, in a social climate 

characterized by tension and anxiety. 

Ethnic conflict 

Ethnic diversity can greatly enrich soci¬ 

eties. Multi-ethnic states arc often vibrant 

and dynamic places that are strengthened 
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fry (he varied contrihutionaaf (heLr inhab¬ 

itants. But sucli states can also he fragile, 

especially in the lace of internal, upheaval 

or external threat. Differing linguistic, 

religious and cultural backgrounds can 

become fault-lines lhat result in open 

antagonism, between ethnic groups. 

Sometimes societies with long histories of 

ethnic lulcranee and integration can 

rapidly become engu lied in ethn re conflict 

- hostilities between different ethnic 

groups or comm unities. 

i'lkis was the case in die former YUgpala- 
via in die 1990s. a region renowned for its 
rich muld-e tlrolo heritage The Balkans 

have long been the crossroads of Europe. 
Cent (tries of migration and the rule of 
successive empires have produced a 

diverse, intermixed population com¬ 

posed predominantly of Slavs (such as 

the Eastern Orthodox Serbs), Croats 

(Catholic), Muslims and lews. After 1391, 

alongside major political and social trans¬ 

formations following the fall of commu¬ 

nism, deadly conflicts broke out between 

ethnic groups in several areas of the 

former Yugoslavia. 

The conflicts in the former Yugoslavia 

involved aUempls at ethnic cleansing the 

Creation of ethnically homogeneous areas 

through the mass expulsion of other 
ethnic populations, Croatia, for example, 

has become an Independent "mono- 

etbnlc:' state after a costly war hi which 
thousands of Serbs were expelled from tin? 
country. A war which broke out in Bosnia 
in 1932 between Serbs, Groats and 

Muslims involved the ethnic cleansing of 

the Bosnian Muslim population at the 

hands of the Serbs. Thousands of Muslim 

men were forced into internment camps 

and a campaign of systematic rape was 

carried out against Muslim women. The 

war in Kosovo in 1999 was prompted by 

charges that Serbian forces were ethni¬ 

cally cleansing (he Kosovar Albanian 

(Muslim| population from the province. 

In both Bosnia and Kosovo, ethnic 

candid became internationalized. Hun¬ 

dreds of thousands of refugees spilled over 

into neighbouring areas, further destabi¬ 

lizing (he region. Western states inter¬ 

vened botli diplomatically and militarily 

to protect the Ini man rights of ethnic 

groups Which had become targets of 

ethnic cleansing. In the short term, -such 

Interventions succeeded in quelling the 
systematic violence. Yet they had unin¬ 

tended consequences as well. The Fragile 
peace in Bosnia was maintained, but only 

through the piesence of peacekeeping 

troops and the partitioning of the country 

into separate ethnic enclaves. In Kosovo, a 

process nf reverse ethnic cleansing' 

ensued after the NATO bombing cam¬ 

paign in 1999. Ethnic Albanian Kosovars 

began to drive the local Serb population 

out of Kosovor the presence of UN-led 

'Kfor* troops proved Eo be inadequate to 

prevent ethnic tensions from reigniting„ 

Ethnic cleansing involves the forced 

relocation of ethnic populations through 

UiTgeLed violence, harassment, threats and 

campaigns of terror. Genocide, by contrast, 
describes the systematic elimination of 

one ethnic group at the hands of Another. 

The term 'genocide' has often been used to 
describe the process by which. Indigenous 
populations in North and South America 
were decimated after the arrival of Euro¬ 

pean explorers and settlers. Disease, forced 

relocation and campaigns of violence 

destroyed many native populations, 

although the extent to which this was 

systematically planned remains contested. 

The twentieth century witnessed Lhc 

Copyrighted ma 
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emergence of 'organized' genocide and 

carries the dubious distinction of being 

the most 'genocLtlal" century in history. In 

the Armenian genocide of 13I5-23, more 

than a million Armenians were tilled at 

the hands of (he Ottoman Turks. The Nazi 

Holocaust resulted In the death of more 

than Six million jews and remains the must 

horrific example of the planned ex term i- 

na tin n of one c dime group by anot h lt The 

ethnic Hutu majority in Rwanda launched 

a genucldal campaign against the ethnic 

Tutsi minority in 1934, claiming the lives 
of more than 8UlhW>Q individuals within a 
span of three months. Mots than two 

million Rwandan refugees spilled over 
Into neighbouring states, heightening 
ethnic tensions in countries such as 
Burundi and 7.ain: {now Congo}. More 

recently, government lucked Arab militia 

have been accused of ethnic cleansing: in 

Suda n after an uprising hy 1 he some oi l he: 

black population of the Western region ol 

Darfur in 2003. Reprisals by the militia led 

to the loss of at least 70,000 Jives anil left 

around two million people home Less 

(United Nations figures, JiE3C News, 2005-). 

it lias been noted Lhat violent conflicts 

around the globe arc increasingly baaed 

on ethnic divisions, as the examples of 

Rwanda and Sudan show. Only a tiny pro- 
portion of wars now occur between stales: 

die vast majority of conflicts are civil wars 
with ethnic dimensions, in a world of 
I increasing interdependence and com pet I ■ 
tion, international factors become ever 
more Important in shaping ethnic rela¬ 

tions, while the effects of'internal cLhnic 

conflicts arc felt well outside national 

borders. As we have seen, ethnic conflicts 
attracl international attention and have 

sometimes provoked physical interven¬ 

tion. International war crimes tribunals 

have heen convened to investigate and try 

those responsible for the ethnic cleansing 

and genocide in Yugoslavia and Rwanda. 

Responding to and. preventing ethnic 

conflict has become one of the key 

challenges lacing both individual states 

and international political structures. 

Although ethnic tensions are often experi¬ 

enced, Interpreted and described at the 

local level, they or1 increasingly taking cm 

national and international dimensions. 

Migration and ethnic 
diversity in the UK 

Immigration 

While we may think of immigration to 

Britain as a phenomenon of the twentieth 

century, it is a process whose roots stretch 

back to the earliest stages of written 

history and beyond. The considerable 

number of Irish, Welsh and Scottish 

names scattered among the English 

people today is a reminder of the tradi¬ 

tional flow of people from the 'CelLie 

fringes' to the urban centres of England, in 

Lhe early nineteenth century, long before 

the advent of major immigration from 

distant colonies, developing Etiglit.iL cities 
attracted migrants from the less prosper 
ous areas of the British Isles. 

The spread of Industrialization, how¬ 

ever, was drastically to transform migra¬ 
tion patterns within the country as well as 
International immigration to England. 

The growth of opportunities for work in 

urban areas coupled with the decline of 

household production in the countryside 

encouraged the trend towards rural- 

urban migration. Demands within the 

labour market also gave new impetus to 

>y right 
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The ethnic Hutu majority in Rwanda claimed the lives of more than 800,000 Tulsis during Lhe genocide 

Of 1994, 

immigration from abroad. Although Irish, 

Jewish null black ctuiim unit!os enisled In 

Britain tongbefore to the industrial Revo¬ 
lution. liie surge of Opportunity radically 

altered the scale and scope ul interna' 

tJonaE Immigration, New waves of Dutch. 
Chinese, Irish and black Immigrants 
helped to ci.iiisIni ni the sodo-economic 

dimute in Fnglrmd. 

A more recent large wave of ianmtg.ru- 

[ion In UrStaicj occurred when die Nu/i 

persecutions of the early 193Q& sent a gen¬ 

eration of Luropean Jews fleeing west¬ 

wards In safety. One survey estimated that 

SC.Nt.Hjo lews settled in the UK between 

l$33aad iy:«, but the re? L figure may well 

havtf been higher. Retween urn and iHjW 

some JiOFMCl refugees arrived from Central 

Tier lKjN. 
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Europe, and a further 7ft,000 came during 

the war itseLf. By May 1945, Europe faced 

an unprecedented refugee problem: mil¬ 

lions of people had become refugees. 

Several hundred thousand of these settled 

in Britain, 

in the period, afler the Second World 

War Britain experienced immigration on a 

east scale most of the new residents 

came from the Commonwealth countries 

in response In job opportunities. There 

Was a marked shortage uf labour in post¬ 

war Britain: for a while, employers were 

keen to attract Immigrant labour. In addi¬ 
tion to rebuilding the country and 

ectmainy follow 11 ig die d es true!lon o [ l lie 

wa« i mins trial expansion was providing 

British workers with tmprecedeitted 

mobility and creating a need for labour in 

unskilled and manual positions. These in 

governing circles were influenced by the 

notion of Britain's great imperial herbage, 

and therefore felt that people from the 

West Indies. India, Pakistan and ihc 

former colonies in Africa were ail British 

subjccL'- and entitled Lo-settle in Britain, 

Use influx of immigrants was aided by the 

adoption of the 1948 British Nationalitt 

Act. which granted favourable immigra¬ 

tion rights lo citizens of Commonweal lb 

countries. 
With each wave of Immigration, ethnic 

minorities radically changed, the religions 
make-up of (lie UK. British cities, In par¬ 

ticular. are now multi-ethnic and relig¬ 
iously diverse. In tire nineteenth century 

immigrants from Ireland swelled the 

number of Catholics in the UK, particu¬ 

larly in cities such as Liverpool ordasgow, 

where many of them Retried. In the post¬ 

war period large-scale immigration from 

Asia increased the number of Muslims 

(many of whom originate from the Largely 

Im m igration bn n gs a b o ut new ideas of what it means lo 

be British., at all levels of society, as this image of a blade 

Queen Elizabeth suggests. 

Muslim countries of Pakistan and Bangla¬ 

desh/ and Hindus fmost of whom have 

originated from Indio; in the UK. Immi¬ 

gration has created new questions about 

wliai it means to be British and how ethnic 

and religious minorities can integrate fully 

in British society. 

Religious diversity in the UK is discussed 

in more detail in chapter i 4, 'Religion in 

Modem Society', 
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Immigration policy in Britain since 
the 1960s 

file [-160:- marked the slur< of a gradual 

rolling back of (he notion dial Inhabitants 
of rise British Empire had die right to 

bnimigrate (o IfriLain and claim dtkeu- 

shlp- Afth.oug.3i the changing contours of 

die labour market may have played some 

role In the new restrictions on immigra- 
rion.il was also a response urn die backlash 

against the influx of immigrants on the 

part of many white Britons. In particular, 
working people living in the poorer areas 
eo which the new immigrants gravitated 

were sensitive to the disruptions that 

immigration caused, to their own everyday 

Lives. Attitudes to the newcomers were 

often hostile. The l9!iB Xottinglfiliriots in 

which whiEc residents attacked black 
immigrants were a testament to the 

strength of racist attitudes* 

form otc on urban riots, sec chapter 25, 

Cities and Urban Spaces', pp. 912-14. 

Thu growing uliorus of calls for immi¬ 

gration control were echoed In a famous 
phrase from Enoch Powell, a Conservative 
front-bendi m inister at the rime. In a 

■ FBL * \ ■ j 

There was a rise in Commonwealth immigrants coming to Britain after the Second World War in 

response to a national labour shortage, but they often faced racism, immigration was later restricted. 
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speech in Birmingham,. Powell envisaged 

an extraordinary growth In the non-white 

population in ESritain: 'Like the Romans. 1 

scent In see "the River Tiher flawing vvi tit 

much hlttad".' A Gallup poll shelved that 

75 per cent of the pop u laiion ivcnc broad ly 

sympathetic !o POwellk views. 

Anti-racist campaigners and writers 

have argued thud British immigration 

policy is racist and discriminatory against 

non-whites. Beginning in 19G2 with the 

Commonwealth Immigrants Act, a series 

of measures were passed which restricted 

entry and settlement rights for non- 

whites, while protecting the ability of 

whites to enter Britain relatively freely, 

Even among citizens of Commonwealth 
states, immigration laws discriminated 

against inh.ilMt.inls of Itic predominantly 

non-white 'New Commonwealth' states, 

while preserving the rights of immigrants 

from 'old Commonwealth countries such 

as Canada and Australia. The introduction 

of the 'patriality principle^ in the 190S 

Commonwealth [milligrams Act meant 

that in order to claim British citizenship, a 

citizen of a Commonwealth country must 

have been bom, adopted or naturalized in 

the UK, or have a parent or grandparent 

who met those criteria. On the whole, such 

requirements made immigration much 
more possible for whites than for non- 

whites, 

A Britlsii Nationality Act passed in 1981 

tightened op the conditions under which 

people from former or existing dependent 
territories could enter the UK. British citi¬ 

zenship was separated horn citizenship of 

British dependent territories. A category of 

'British Overseas Citizens' was created, 

referring mainly Eo people living in Hong 

Kong, Malaysia and Singapore; they were 

not entitled to settle in the UK, and their 

children could not inherit their citizen¬ 

ship. Commonwealth citizens, who could 

previously register as British citizens after 

living in the country for five years, now had 

to apply for naturalization under the same 

conditions as people from anywhere else 

in the world. Other restrictions on entry 

and right of residence were also added. 

Legislation introduced in 1988 and I99G 

increased these restrictions even further.. 

As opportunities for immigrants Lu 

enter the Country have declined, Britain 

has also reduced the possibilities fur 

asylum-seekers, to enter the country-To be 

granted asylum. an individual must claim 

that being forced to leave Hie country 
would break obligations that the govern- 
ment has do them under the Uni led 

Nations JOo liven tion and P ml non I relati ng 

to the Status of Refugees'. Under this 

agreement, signed in 1951, notions arc 

oh liged to protect refugees who are fleci ng 

persecution in their own ecu nlry and I neat 

them at least as well as other foreign 

nationals on Lhcir territory. Legislation on 

asylum was passed, in 1991 introducing 

stringent checks on people claiming 

refugee status, including fingerprinting, a 

reduction in access to free legal advice and 

the doubling of fines levied on airlines 

which bring in passengers not holding 

valid visas. The 1993 Asylum and Immi¬ 
gration Appea Is Act has Led to an Increased 

number of refusals anti to an escalation of 

rhe number of asylum-seek* re held in 

detention centres fo r long periods of time 
The RIM! reported a tiL percent decrease 

in immigration in the period 20DA-5. 

In icccnl years the issues of ethnicity 

and immigration have moved up 11te polit¬ 

ical agenda considerably In the 1JK (and 

other rich nations, see below]. Surveys 

Imve shown that the proportion of Britons 

pyrighted material 
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% a wnat ar-e the mastfUihar imp&ilsftr issues fating Britain today? 

Figure 1 5,1 The rise in public concern about race and immigration (hase: c. 2,ODD 

British adults) 

Saurce: MORI (tO February 2D03) 

whoscc Lracc' or 'immigration1 as the most 

important issue facing the country rose 

from around 5 per cent tor most of the 

19U0s. to 39 per cent during a peak in 

public concern in May 2002 (See figure 

33,1), This placed race and immigration 

second aril],' to the NH5 ass the most 

important issue of the lime. As opportu¬ 

nities fur people able to enter the UK as 

immigrants were cut off- there was a sharp 

rise In the number of people seek¬ 
ing asylum. Depictions, particularly in 

tabloid newspapers, of 'bogus' asylum- 
seeters 'swamping' the UK have helped rn 
create a distorted image of immigration 

and asylum. Surveys have found that, 

although the UK hosts just 1.9 fi percent of 

the world's asylum-seekers and refugees, 

the puhlic estimated a number len times 

higher, believing, an average, that Britain 

hosts nearly a quarter 123 per cent) of the 

world's refugees and asyium-seekers 

(MORI, 17 June 2002). Surveys also found 

that respondents grossly overvalued the 

financial aid that people looking for 

asylum in the UK receive, estimating that 

an asylunusedker receives £113 a week to 

live on. In facl:. when that survey was 

earned out in 2-00CS, a single adult Seeking 

asylum received £36,54 m week (then In 

vouchers) to lie spent At designated stores 
(MORI. 23 October 2000). 

New E Abo m has introduced three new 

pieces of legislation covering Immigration 
and asylum since their election in 1997-The 
iPfUS Immigration and Asylum Act tight¬ 

ened the criteria used to decide whether 

asylum-seekerswere allowed to remain in 

the country and attempted to streamline 

the asylum process. The 2002 Nationality, 

Emm ignition and Asylum Act, which built 

on the government's White Paper Secure 

py righted material 
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Borders, Safe Haiten: In tegra ti&n with 

Diversity \2M2], scl new requirements for 

pea pie wanting British citizenship, includ¬ 

ing £ basic knowledge of life in the UK, 

citizenship ceremonies and a pledge of 

allegiance. The Act alsa provided far the 

housing of asylum-seekers in specially 

built accommodation centres dispersed 

aru u rul the country. a measure widely dill - 

cized by refugee groups. The voucher 

system- under which asylum-seekers were 

given Vouchers rather than cash, Was also 

brought to an end by die Act, The system 
had been widely condemned as stigmatiz¬ 

ing refugees. 

The concept of stigmatization is dis¬ 

cussed in chapter B, 'Health,, illness and 

Disability' p. 269. 

A further piece of legislation, the 2CKM 

Asylum and Immigration Act. made 

asylum still more difficult to claim, again 

attempted Id streamline the system and 

introduced new penalties for those 

involved In people trafficking. Immigra¬ 

tion emit rul became an important issue 

Le] the run-up to the 2005 general elec¬ 

tion. 

Ethnic diversity 

Ethnic minority groups now make up 

almost a per cent of the overall British 
population (I9MSO HUM). As we have 

seen, immigration has been a significant 
factor in shaping the country's ethnic 

composition. But it is important to note 

that in our currant age immigration is now 

responsible for a declining proportion of 

the minority ethnic population. For every 

ethnic group, children arc much more 

likely to have been born in Britain than 

older members. This marks an important 

shill away from an 'immigrant population' 

to a non -wh i tc Bri tis h p a pnlati a n wi th i u 11 

citizenship rights. 

The 1991 Census marked She firs t time 

that respondents were asked to classify 

themselves in ethnic terms. Prior to this, 

data about the elbnic composition of the 

population had been determined accord¬ 

ing to information on the place of birth of 

the ‘head of the household'. Yet, as a 

growing percentage of (he ethnic minority 

po pulullo n came lu Be Bom in Bri Ui I n. this 

approach was deemed inadequate. “Self- 
classification’ measures of elbnic group 

membership have now become siandard 

for most official surveys and studies, such 
as the Labour Force Survey (LFSL Yet 
liecause the ethnic classifications used in 

studies do not always correspond with 

one another, comparing data across 

studies can be difficult (Mason 1995). The 

number of peop le belonging In the largest 

ethnic minority groups, according to the 

2001 Census, is shown in figure 13.2. As 

always, it is necessary to be cautious about 

Lite accuracy of official statistics. Tor 

example, respondents' understandings of 

their own ethnicity may Be more complex 

Lhan the staled 'options' or categories on a 

survey (Moore 1995). This is particularly 

true in the case of individuals of mixed 
eilrnlc backgrounds. 

The 2[i»i Census showed that Britain's 

ethnic minority population, now number¬ 

ing more tluan million people, Is con¬ 

centrated primarily in the most densely 

populated urban areas of England (see 

figure 13.3). More than 75 per cent of 

ethnic minorities live in Greater London, 

the West Midlands. Yorkshire and Hum¬ 

berside, and Lhc North-West and Mersey¬ 

side [Strategy Unit 2003). In London, 29 

per cent of all residents arc non-white. By 
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David Goodhart;: ethnic diversity versus the welfare state? 

In a controversial article published In February 
2003, David Goodhart, the editor of Prospect 
magazine, argued that there is a trade-off 
between an ethnically diverse society and one 
that has the suiidvriiy between citizens that 
allows it lo have a decani welfare system to 
protect those in need. To Goodhart, people are 
willing to pay taxes - to go towards pensions or 
Unemployment benefit, for example - if they 
believe that they are pitying to help people who 
are in some way like themselves; people who 
share- at least common values and assumptions, 
Goodhart called this trade-off Jthe progressive 
dilemma' which faces all those who want both a 
diverse and a solidarislic society, 

As evidence of this trade-off. Goodharl 
pointed to the Scandinavian countries, such as 
Sweden and Denmark, which historically have 
the world's most generous welfare stales. He 
argued that it has been possible to build large 
welfare systems in these countries because they 
are Fairly socially and ethnically homogeneous, 
so people are prepared to pay more in taxes. In 
contrast, welfare states have been weaker m 
eth nieel ly m o re divided cou ntries such as l he 
United State?, 

Goodhart asked if there is a 'tipping point' 
that occurs somewhere between the proportion 
of the population in Britain who belong to an 
ethnic minority group (fewer than one in ten 
people) end that of United States (which is, 
nearer one in three), where a wholly different 
US-style society is crea ted: that is, onE with 
sharp ethnic divisions and a weak welfare state, 
l ie suggested that for Lhis tipping point lo be 
avoided! aod for fadings of solidarity towards 
incomers nor lo be overstretched, it is important 
that there are limits to the number of people 
allowed to enter the country and that the 
process of asylum and immigraison is Seen to be 
transparent and under control (Goodhart 2004). 

Goodharfs thesis has been heavily criticized. 
The sociologist Saskia 5assen has argued that in 

the long run, integration of immigrants does 
happen, and that, broadly speaking, immigrants 
face the same sort of difficulties in becoming 
accepted today as they did In previous centuries. 
Historically, all European societies have over 
time incorporated many, if not all, the major 
foreign immigrant groups. Past experience 
shows that it has often taken no mare than a 
couple of generations to turn 'them into Jus' - 
the community that car experience solidarity in 
Goodhart's analysis (Sassen 2004), 

The political Theorist Bhikhu Parekh has also 
attacked Goodlha rrrs thesis. One of the 
arguments that Parekh put forward is that 
Goodhatl gets the relationship between 
solidarity and the redistribution of the welfare 
state the wrong way round, Goodhart is 
convinced that solidarity is a necessary 
precondition of redistribution. Thai is a half 
truth, argued Parekh; one could just as plausibly 
say that redistribution generates loyalty, creates 
common liFe experiences and so on, and 
therefore paves the way for solidarity. The 
relation between the two is far more complex 
than Goodhart suggesls in his article (Parekh 
2004}. 

Bernard Crick, another political theorist and 
an adviser to the former Home Secretary David 
0lunkett, asked Goodhart, JSolidarity of what?' 
Goodhart discusses solidarity in Britain, but. 
Crick noted, if Goodhart had talked of the 
United kingdom (instead oF Britain), it might 
have reminded him that we have been a 
multinational and a multi-ethnic slate fora long 
time, Dual identities arc something many of u$ 
are used to fling with. Nowadays, the dual 
status of bemg British and Scottish,. Welsh, Irish 
or English is fully accepted. The question does 
mol concern either solidarity or loss of identity: 
our identity lies partly in being a member of 
more lhan one group Britishness can accept 
more diversity than Goodhart realizes (Crick 
2004}. 
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Figure 13..2 Non-white ethnic groups in the UK,'2001 

Source: Census jULT: DW£ (JOO&a) 

contrast, the more rural regions such uh 

the North-East and South-West have an 

ethnic minority population of lens than 2 

per cent fOfTirc of National Statistics 

2002b!. Many members of ethnic minor¬ 

ities Jo not live in the inner city by choice; 

they moved there because such areas were 

least favoured by the while population. In 

many cities a process of suburbanization 

occurred, anil empty properties became 

available as whites moved out. 

For more on suburbanization,, see 
chapter Jlr 'Litis-i and Urban Spaces' 

Ipp, 9CKB-9. 

The £001 Census also showed that 
people from the non-white ethnic 

groups had a younger age structure than 

the white population in the UR. The 

'Mixed' group were the youngest, with 

half under Ehe age of sixteen. The 

'Bangladeshi", 'Other Black' and 'Pak¬ 

istani1 groups also had young age struc¬ 

tures, with more than a third of each of 

these groups under sixteen years old 

(ONS 2000a]. in terms of gender, the 

composition of most ethnic minority 

groups is more balanced between the 

sexes than in previous limes. In earlier 

years, the bulk of immigrants, particu¬ 

larly from New Commonwealth coun¬ 

tries, such as India and the Caribbean, 

were men tarter policies favoured immi¬ 

gration for the purpose of family reunifi 

cation, a shift which helped to equalize 
the proportions of men and women in 

many ethnic minority groups. 
The above descriptions of ethnic diver¬ 

sity in Britain can he taken as only the 

broadest Indicators of extremely complex 

and diversified patterns wilhin the popu¬ 

lation. Increasingly, sociologists and 

scholars From ether disciplines are 

emphasizing the need to focus on differ¬ 

ences between 11 ritain's ethnic minority 

groups, rather than speaking generally 
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Figure 13.5 Regional distribution of the non-white population in the UK, April 2001 (*ti} 

Source: ONE (1002b} 

about the experience of ethnic minorities. 

As we shall see In the following section on 

rate andl inequality, black and Asian 

people in Britain are disadvantaged as a 

whole in comparison with the while pop¬ 

ulation, but there is ninth differentiation 

among, ethnic minority groups that bears 
close examination, 

Ethnic minorities and the labour 
market 

Employment is a crucial area for mOnilor- 

i ng Lite effects u f social and ecortomit dis - 

advantages due to factors such as gender, 

age, class and ethnicity. Studies on the 
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position of ethnic minoritiEs in rliE labour 

nidrkiz-f have revealed patterns of disad¬ 

vantage in termsol occupational distribu¬ 

tion. wage levels, discrimination in hiring 

and promotional practices, and unem¬ 

ployment rates. We shall consider some of 

these themes in this sodium 

Trends in occupational patiSrtiS 
tine? i960 

The earliesL national survey of ethnic 

minorities in Britain, which was con¬ 

ducted l>y rlie Policy Studios institute 
rps| j in the tysos. found that most recent 
immigrants were clustered disprepor- 

rlunately In man11a] oocupations wirhi11 a 
■. M 1111fiIii■ i ul indii'.li *l >. I.i'll rlm-.v 

recent arrivals, who possessed qualifica¬ 

tions from their countries oF origin 

tended Co work in (ohs incommensurate 

with their abilities, Discrimination on the 

basis of ethnic background was a 

common and overt practice, wtih some 

employers refusing to hire non-white 

workers, or agreeing to do so only when 

Lhere whs a shortage of suitable white 

Workers. 

liy ihe l97Qs. employment patterns 
had shifted slightly. The second RSI 

report In [374 showed (hat members of 
ethnic minority groups continued to 
occupy semi-skilled or unskilled manual 
positions, although a growing numbm 

were employed in skilled manual robs, 
I VP.', villi: v i-.il'>:-: II:!-, v. i r i ■ II piv.viMrd 

it) professional and managerial posi- 

ten 
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lions. Regardless of changes in legisla¬ 

tion to prevent racial discrimination in 

hiring practices,, research found ihal 

whites were consistently offered Inter¬ 

views and joh opportunities in prefer¬ 

ence to equally qualified non-white 

applicants, 

The third iJSI national! survey of ethnic 

minorities, in 1982, found that. With the 

exception of African-Asian and Indian 

men, ethnic minorities were suffering 

rates of unemployment that Were twice us 

high as for whites due to the general eco¬ 

nomic recession, which had a strong 

impact on I tic manufacturing sector. 

Qualified nan-whites with fluent English, 

however, were increasingly entering 

white-collar positions, and on the whole 

there was a narrowing In the wage gap 

between ethnic minorities ami whites, 

Starting in the Late 1970s a growing 

number of ethnic minorities Look up soif- 

cmploymenl, contributing to higher earn¬ 

ings anil lower levels of unemployment, 

especially among Indians and African 

Aslans. 

Globalisation and everydaty life: ethnic minorities and the new economy1 

Because of file high concentration of ethnic 
minority workers in manufaduring and industry, 
many observers have suggested that the decline 
of the industrial economy has had a 
disproportionate irnpacL on this segment of the 
population. Higher rates of unemployment, they 
argue, ate a re-flection of the effects of economic 
restructuring cm ethnic minority workers, since 
they are Hess skilled and more vulnerable. The 
shift of the British economy from one based on 
industry to one driven by technology and the 
service sector (the 'new economy'} has been 
harmful to ethnic minority workers who are less 
well equipped to make the transition into new 
occupations. 

This conventional view has boon challenged, 
however, by findings such as those of the PSI 
surveys and comparisons of Labour Force Survey 
and Census statistics figanski and Payne 1999). 
These studies have demonstrated that certain 
non white groups have in Fad attained high 
levels of economic and occupational success in 
recent decades, in much the same 'way as 
successful white workers. The process of 
economic restructuring, they argue, has actually 
contributed to reducing the gap between ethnic 
minority and white populations in the labour 
market This is because large-scale 
fra nsfoimati □ ns with in the eco no my have 
tended to embrace both ethnic minority and 
white populations. 

Using date from three decades of Labour 
Force Surveys and Censuses (1971, 1981 and 
199 I), Paul Iganski and Geoff Payne found that, 
as a whole, ethnic minority groups experienced 
lower levels of job loss than did the rest of the 
industrial labour force. Between 1971 and 1991 
the manufacturing- jobs that were lost by non¬ 
whites accounted for 12 per cent of those 
economically active in 1971, while among the 
overall workforce the figure was 14,4 per cent, 
iganski And Payne note that there were 
significant disparities within this overall trend - 
for example, between men and women and 
also across industrial sectors. But on the whale, 
1 hey found that the move to the ‘new economy' 
tended lo sweep up non-whites and whites 
alike in a way that narrowed the gap between 
them. According to Iganskr and Payne, there is 
now a substantial non-white population in 
Britain whose occupational structure is changing 
in ways that are indistinguishable From that of 
the majority white population. 

Iganski and Payne (1999} are careful to point 
out that the substantial gains made by certain 
ethnic minority groups should not bo mistaken 
for the end of occupational disadvantage. 
Bather, they contend, this 'collective social 
mobility' demonstrates that the forces of [post- 
industrial restructuring are stronger than those 
of racial discrimination and persistent 
disadvantage. 
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Recent findings 

llecent invEsligafions of ethnic minorities 

in Ihc OK have revealed more than ever 

before the divergent employment trajec¬ 

tories of different ethnic groups, For 

example, the governments Strategy Unit 

found that Indians and Chinese arc, on 

average, out-performing whites in the 

labour market. However, other groups are 

doing less weLk Pakistanis. Bangladeshis 

and black Caribbean* experience, on 

average, significantly higher unemploy¬ 

ment anil lower earnings than whiles 

(Strategy Unit 2003). 

As well noting the diversity in 

■employment statistics between ethnic 

minority groups, the fourth T'ftl survey, 

published In 193T, also found that among 

non-white women, employment patterns 

vary strongly. Carihhean women are much 

Less likely to he in manual work than are 

white women, while Indian women, like 

Pakistanis, tend to occupy primarily 

manual jobs. There is a much higher level 

of economic activity among Caribbean 

and Indian women, while Pakistani and 

Bangladeshi women arc less active in Lhc 

labour market. On average Caribbean and 

Indian Women tend to have slightly higher 

full-time earnings than do white women, 

although among Indian women there is a 

sharp polarization between those on rela¬ 

tively high incomes and those who arc on 

low Incomes (Modood et al-1597). Figure 

IS.4 shows how much unemployment 

rates for men and women vary across cliff 

erent ethnic backgrenmds- 

The most successful non-whites, as 

measured in terms of level of income, are 

those South Asians who arc self-cm ployed 

□ r small employers. The proportion of 

people in this category has risen steadily 

over Ibe past twenty yea rs: India it men and 

women arc now more than twice as likely 

to be self-employed than whites. Studies 

indicate Ibat discrimination among wage 

and salary cm p love rs is one rcasa n for the 

ovc rre p resen ta Lion of ethnic minorities in 

self-employment {Clark and Drinkwater 

1390], Asian corner shops and oLher forms 

of Asian-run business have become such a 

prominent aspect of British society that 

some have suggested that they could lead 

an economic revival of haner-dty areas. 

Tariq Modood lias explained the 'Indian 

economic success' as the result of hard 
wo i k. comm unity and fa in ily suppo rtr and 

tin.' high priority granted to education 

(Modood 1931). 
It jn important not In overstate tire pros¬ 

perity and potenti al Impact of South Asian 

small businesses, however. Many self- 

employed Asians work extremely long 

hours - up to sixty or eight); hours per 

week - for relatively Jtrw levels of overall 

income. They arc registered as self- 

employed. but are in effect cm ployed by 

other members of the family who run the 

business; and they do not have the usual 

advantages that employees enjoy of sick 

pay. paid holidays and employer contribu¬ 

tions Co National Insurance, 

Advances within the occupational 
structure are not always matched by 

Increased representation at the top levels 

of power. Despite the fact that a liigheT 

number of ethnic minorities occupy 
white-colls i professional positions than 
was the case previously, there appears to 

be a 'glass ceiling' which prevents all bul a 

|; i. -111. ■ imm I hi- vihni; minorities 

From advancing to the top positions 
within targe companies and organiza¬ 

tions. In general, ethnic minority men - 

even the most highly qualified - are only 
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Figure 13.1 Unemployment rates in Great Britain: by ethnic group and serf,. 200]/2 

Source: QN5 (2QQ2b), p. 12 

half as likely u white men to be repre¬ 
sented among: the top Id percent of jobs 
by power, status and earnings fMndnnd at 

al. 1997). 

Housing 

3-clinic minorities in Britain tend to experi¬ 

ence discrimination, harassment and 

material deprivation in the bousing 

market. Since the early calls for immigra¬ 

tion controls, housing lias been at I he 

forefront of struggles over resources 

between groups ard tendencies towards 

ethnic closure. One reason For this may be 

that housing is a highly symbolic metier - 

it indicates status, provides security and 

interweaves with overall livclihcmd. As 
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with employment patterns, differentials in 

the quality and type of housing vary across 

ethnic pro Lips. Although the non-white 

population as a whole is mote disadvan¬ 

taged limn whiles in terms of ho Lisin r, this 

is far from a unified picture. Certain 

proups, such as those of Indian origin, 

have attained very high levels of home 

ownership, while others are clustered dis¬ 

proportionately in substandard accom¬ 

modation or the social housing sector 

(Raldift'u 1999). 

A number of factors contribute to 

housing differentials between non-white 

and white populations, end among non- 

white groups. Racial harassment or 

violent attacks, which are still frequent not 

only in Britain but across Europe, arc 

likely to encourage a certain degree of 

ethnic segregation in housing patterns, 

Non-white families with the means to 

moVe into more affluent, predominantly 

white neighbourhoods may be dissuaded 

from doing su because of ethnic hostility. 

Another factor relates to the physical Con¬ 

dition of housing. In general, housing 

Social capital and ethnic minority employment 

A recent way of thinking about the way that 
groups relate to wider communities has 
deyalopd From the concept of social capital. 

The idea of social capital is discussed in more 
depth in chapter 16, 'organizations and Net- 
worits' pp. 67S-I9. 

Broadly speaking, social capital metrics attempt 
Co measure how well connected individuals are 
to their comm uni lies., anti to their society more 
broadly. Measures of social capital are divided 
into two types, 'bridging' and 'bonding'. Bridging 
social capital consists of networks that link the 
members of a given social group with the wider 
society, whereas bonding social capital links 
members of the social group with each other 
(Putnam 2000}. 

The distinction between bridging andi 
bonding social capital may be important in 
understanding the labour market fortunes of 
ethnic minorities. Bridging social capital is likely 
to be of considerable importance in the process 
of a job search, particularity for employment 
fields such as the media where recruitment is 
principally by word of mouth. An ethnic minority 
individual who is-socially isolated will, almost by 
definition, lack this bridging social capital and 
therefore lack access to some employment 
opportunities. It is quite possible that a lack oF 
these bridging social networks will limit the 

chances of obtaining work with white 
employers. 

On the other hand, geographically 
concentrated ethnic minorities, such as the 
Pakistanis and Bangladeshis, may develop 
higher levels of bonding social capital. This may 
provide a basis for u successful local economy 
and may lead to group economic success via 
that route. The members of these minorities 
may thus gain opportunities with co-ethnic 
employers that they lack with white employers. 
Entrepreneurship is relatively high among 
Pakistanis and Bangladeshis. Bonding social 
ca pita I may thu s com pe nsale, i n pa rl, fo r la ck of 
bridging social capital. 

However, the correlation between social 
isolation and geographical concentration on 
the one hand and labour market performance 
on the other is not always precise. Whilst lack 
of bridging social capital might perhaps help to 
explain the large disadvantages for Pakistanis 
and Bangladeshis, it is not dear how it can 
explain the fact that disadvantages are also 
quite large for black Caribbeans, who are 
socially perhaps the most integrated of all the 
visible ethnic minorities (as indexed, for 
example, by (heir rates of intermarriage with 
white people). Chinese relative economic 
success is also quite hard to explain by this 
kind of argument. 
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occupied by ethnic m inority groups trends 
in he ill greater disrepair then Hi.il of the 

while papulation- A high proportion of 

Pakistanis and Bangladeshis live in 

accommodation thai is overcrowded 

(because of the large average size nf' their 

households!; their housing also tends to 

be more susceptible to damp and mere 

Likely to lack central heating. 

People of Indian origin, by contrast, 

arc us Likely as whiles to occupy 

detached or Semi detached homes and 

are less likely than other ethnic groups to 

reside in inner*city neighbourhoods. 

AFrk:!iri*Ciribbfcisrt households. Oh tine 

other hand, are much more likely to rent 
accommodation In the social housing 

sector, rather than become home- 

owners. This may be related to the high 

proportion of lone-pa rent families 
within this ethnic group. 

How can ethnic differenluik in housing 

be understood? Some sociologists have 

argued that as a result of the competitive 

processes in the housing market, ethnic 

minorities have emerged as a distinct 

'housing class' (Hex and Moore l!iS7). 

According to such an approach, the chal¬ 

lenges facing minority groups - from eco- 

numk disadvantage to racial discrimina¬ 

tion mean that they have few options 

and little chance Eo exert control over their 

housing position. Ethnic minorities are 

eSi!seiittally forced to make do wilh Inade¬ 

quate housing because they have few or 
no choices in the matter- While there are 
certainly many constraining circum¬ 

stances which disadvantage ethnic 
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The Nottirg Hill Carnival takes piece In an area of London that became home to large numbers at 

West Indian im-migrants when they first settled in Britain The rising cost of housing in Notling Hili 

means that many African' Caribbean people have now moved out of the area. 

minorities in the housing market, it would 

bo wrong 1o imply that they are simply 

passive victims ot‘discriminatory or racist 

forces. Patterns and practices change over 

time through the choices made by social 

actors, Discrimination can also become 

ati impetus for creative action. 

The criminal justice system 

Since tile 196QS members Of ethnic iiihim 

try groups have been represented In ever 
greater numbers within the criminal 
justice system, both as offenders end 

victims. Comparextlc their distribution in 

Liic overall population, erlmic minorities 

arc over rep re sc nied in prisons, tn 2052, IG 

per cche of male prisoners in England and 

Wales were from an ethnic minority group 

(I LMSD20M). 

'['here is reason to believe I hat members 

of ethnic minority groups suffer from dts- 

cfiiiinuiLory treatment once they are 

within the criminal justice system, There 

is a higher rate of custodial sentencing 

among non-whites, even In cases where 

there fire few or no previous convictions, 
Ethnic minorities are also more likely 
to experience discriminarlon or racial 

attacks once imprisoned. Seme scholars 
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have pointed out that the admi nisi rat ion 

of the criminal, justice system is over¬ 

whelmingly dam Lnated by whiles. A small 

percentage oF practising lawyers arc black, 

and blacks com pose Jess than 2 percent of 

the police force (Denney 199E], 

Non-white groups are u3l vulnerable to 

racism of one kind or another - Including 

racially motivated attacks. Most escape 

such treatment, but tor a minority the 

eiperlence can be d islu rb-i ng,and b rotal.lt 

has been estimated Lhat racially motivated 

Incidents represented 12 per cent ol all 
crime against minority ethnic people 
(compered with 2 per cent for white 

people) (Office of National Statistics 

20U2t>). According to the British Crime 
Survey, the estimated number of racially 

motivated offences in Tin gland and Wales 

Fell from 300,000 in 199S to 290.000 in 

1999. The number of racially motivated 

incidents against black, 11Lilian. Pakistani 

and Bangladeshi people also fell, from 

145,000 in 1995 to 98,000 in 1999 (ibid.). 

The liritish Crime Survey also found that 

emotional reactions to racially motivated 

incidents were generally more severe ihan 

for non-racially motivated incidents, In 

3999- 42 per cent of victims of racially 

motivated crime said that they had been 

'very much affected' by the Incident, com¬ 
pared will) 19 per cent of victims of other 
sorts of crime. Bhicfc victims were most 

likely to report being 'very much affected', 
55 per cent compared with 41 percent for 
both Asian snd white victims (ibid-). 

How can we account For these patterns 

of crime and victimization? As we will sec 

in chapter 19 ('Crime and Deviance], 

crime is not evenly distributed among the 

population. There appears In be a distinct 

spalial element to patterns of crime and 

victimisation. Areas that suffer from 

material deprivation generally have 

higher crime rates and individuals living 

in such regions run b greater risk of falling 

victim to crime. 

The deprivations to which people 

exposed to racism are subject both help to 

produce, and are produced by, the decay¬ 

ing environment of the inner cities (see 

also chapter 21. 'Giles and Urban 

Spaces'). I Lore, there are clear correlations 

between race, unemployment and crime. 

Which tend to Centre particularly on Lite 

position of young males from ethnic 
minoiJty backgrounds. Through the polit¬ 
ical ami media creations of 'moral panics' 

about crime, a public link has been estab 
llshed between race and crlme, 

Ihe Idea ol a ' moral panic1 is discussed 

in chapter 19, 'Crime and Deviance’, 

p. 902. 

Yet the experience of many people from 

ethnic minorities, and particularly young 

men, is that it is precisely they who arc Lhc 

'objects of violent exploitation' in iheir 

encounters with whites and to some 

extent also, unfortunately, the police. 

Police racism 

Sociological studies have been instrumen¬ 

tal in revealing racist attitudes among 

police officers. In the 1900s, a study of 
police by Boger Graef (i'l«9 | concluded th at 

police were 'actively hostile to all minority 
groups". IIe noted the frequency with which 
officers would use stereotypes and racial 
slurs when speaking about ethnic minor¬ 

ities. During 111l- 199Qs,, several high-profile 

incidents in Britain and the United Slates 

raised awareness about police racism in 

ways that no study ever could. The racist 

murder of Stephen Lawrence in 1993 (see 

the box above, p. 49T) has significantly 
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altered the nature of the debate over racism 

in Britain by demonstrating that it is not 

restricted to certain individuals,, but can 

pervade entire institutions. 

Following the publication of the Mac- 

phcrsmi Report into the Stephen Law¬ 

rence murder in 1999, Jack Straw, the then 

home Secretary, challenged police to 

become 'champions of a multicultural 

society^, Many of the report's seventy rec¬ 

ommendations were acted on within a 

year of its publication, alt ho ill’ll critics 

have claimed that change is nut occurring 
quickly enough. In the first year after the 

report, more than one-third of police 

forces had not hired any additional black, 
o r Asia n officers a nd (lie number of ethnic 
minority officers bad Fallen in pine our of 

forty-three forces Ln England and Wales. 

There have also been indications of an 

'anti-Macpberson backlash' among some 

segments of She law-enforcement com¬ 

munity, who believe that the report 

unfairly targeted police {Fitzgerald. 2001). 

In the light of incidents like the murder 

of Stephen Lawrence, it is hardly surprising 

thal research confirms thaL hostility to the 

police is a common phenomenon among 
ethnic minorities (Keith 1993). To some 

eatelit, Such altitudes are simply the result 

of direct experience; the attitudes of young 
blacks In particular are shaped by the polic¬ 
ing strategies they encounter. The fourth 

I’SI survey {discussed on pp,5l£ 13], 
found that only a quarter of the respon- 
d ents who had been racially a (tacked in the 
previous year chose to report the attack to 

the police. Half of those who did turn to the 

police were dissatisfied with the treatment 

they received. Many felt that the police 

response showed that they had no real 

interest in knowing about or investigating 

the incident | Mo-da ad ct al. 1997). 

Ethnic minorities arc in the greatest 

need or protection by police and the 

criminal justice system because they am 

more likely to he victims of crime than 

whites, but there are some indications 

that law- enforcement policies seem to 

have a racial character that targets non- 

whtlesi so-called 'stOp-and-£earch' poli¬ 

cies. for example, lend to target bun- 

whiles disproportionately, The number 

of 'stop-and-search' procedures against 

ethnic minorities fell after the publica¬ 

tion of the Macpherson Report In 1999, 
but has since risen as police forces 

became more sensitive to the risk of ter¬ 

rorism. This has led to a rise In the 

number of cases where British Asians, 
some of whom are Muslim, have been 

slopped and searched, with police using 
new powers granted Lo them under the 

2M&Terrorism Act. 

In London, ;l recent report found that 

black people were eight tunes and Asian 

people were live limes more likely to be 

slopped and searched than white people 

(Metropolitan Police 2004 L 

Other aspects of ethnic minority life- in 

the UK are discussed elsewhere n the 

book. Ethnicity and ageing is discussed 

n chapter 9, pp. 190-1; ethnicity and 

health in chapter 8r pp. 270-9;and eth 

nicity and education in chapter 17, 

pp. 721-3. 

Immigration and ethnic 
relations in Continental 
Europe 

Like Britain, most other European coun¬ 

tries have been profoundly transformed by 
migration during the twentieth century. 
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Large-scale migrations look pLace in 

Europe- during the first two decades after 

the Second World War. The Mediterranean 

countries provided the nations in the 

North and West with cheap labour. 

Migrants moving from areas like Turkey, 

North Africa., Greece and southern Spain 

and Italy were fora period actively encour¬ 

aged by h ost countries facing acute short¬ 

ages of Labour Switzerland,. Germany, 

Uelgium and Sweden all have considerable 

populations of migrant Workers. At the 

same time, countries that used to be colo¬ 

nial powe rs experienced a n, Inti ttx of immi - 
grants from the it former colonies; this 

applied primarily to Prance (Algerians) 
and the Netherlands (Indonesians), as well 

as the UK. 

Labour migration into and within 

Western Europe slowed dnwn appre¬ 

ciably as the post-war boom turned into a 

recession in the laic It] 70s. E3ut since I he 

fall of the Berlin Wall in 19SEl and the 

transformations occurring in the coun¬ 

tries of Eastern Europe and the former 

Soviet Union. Europe has witnessed the 

birth of what hits? been termed the new 

migration. This 'new migration' has been 

marked by two main events. First, the 

opening of borders between East and 

West led to the migration of some five 

million people in Europe between tMii-i 
and I5HJ4, Second, war and ethnic strife in 

the former Yugoslavia has resulted In a 
surge of approximately live million refu¬ 
gees Into other regions of Europe (Koser 
and l.utz IGflfl). The geographical pal- 

terns of European migration have- also 

shifted, with the lines between countries 

of origin and countries of destination 

becoming increasingly blurred.. Co Lin- 

I Ties in Southern and Central Europe 

have become destinations for many 

migrants, a notable departure from 

earlier immigration trends. 

Another feature of the ‘new migration' is 

that of ethnic 'unmixing'. In (he former 

Soviet Union, the former Yugoslavia and 

in some Central European states, shifting 

borders, changing political regimes or the 

outbreak of conflict have led to migrations 

on the principle of'ethnic affinity'. A clear 

illustration of this can he seen in the case 

of the thousands of elhtiic Russians who 

found themselves living in newly inde¬ 

pendent countries - such as Latvia, 

Kazakhstan arid Ukraine - following the 

break-up of the Soviet Union, Many of 

them are choosing to migrate back, lo 
Russia a? part of a process of ethnic 
li nm ixi n g (RruJhake r 195>&). 

Migration and the European 
Union 

As part of the move towards European 

integration, many of the earlier barriers to 

the free movement of commodities, 

capital and employees have been 

removed. This has led to a dramatic 

increase iit regional migration among 

European countries. Citizens of countries 

iri the European Union including die ten 

new member -States, largely from East 

Europe, that Joined the EU in May 2CIHJ4 - 

now have the tight to work in any other EIJ 

country. Professionals with highly devel¬ 
oped skills and qualifications have joined 
the ranks of asylum-seeker* and eco¬ 
nomic migrants as the largest groups of 

European migrants. With this shift, schol¬ 

ars have noted a growing polarization 

within the migrant population between 

the 'haves' and the 'have-nots'. 

Migration into the EIJ from non-EU 

countries has became one of the most 
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pressing issues on Che political agenda in a 

number of European sta tcs. As the process 

□ f European integration continues, a 

number of countries have dissolved inter¬ 

nal border controls with neighbouring 

slates as part of the Schengen agreement, 

which came into force in 1995, Fifteen 

countties have now signed up to the 

agreement, which means that they now 

only monitor their external borders and 

allow free entry from neighbouring 

member stales (see figure 13.5,1. This 

leconfigtiration oF European border con¬ 

trols has had an enormous impact on 

Illegal immigration Into the EU and on 

cross-border crime. Illegal immigrants 
able to gain access to a Schengen state can 
move unimpeded thmughoui the entire 

Schengen zone. 

Since most EU states have now limited 

legal immigration to oases of family 

reunification, instances of illegal immi¬ 

gration have heen on the increase. Some 

illegal migrants enter the ELU legally as stu ¬ 

dents or visitors and overstay their visas, 

but a growing number of illegal immi¬ 

grants are smuggled across borders. The 

International Centre for Migration Policy 

Development estimates that 400.000 

people are smuggled imlu Lite LiU annually. 

Italy's long coastal bonder lias been coal- 
sidered one of the most porous in Europe, 
attracting illegal immigrants from nearby 

Albania, cho Former Yugoslavia, Turkey 
and Iraq. Since joining the Schengen 

agreement. Italy has tightened its external 

border significantly. Germany, which 

receives a disproportionate share of 

illegal immigrants and applications from 

asylum-seekers, has been working with 

the governments in Poland and the Czech 

Republic to strengthen controls on their 

eastern borders. 

The racism that is-associated with anti- 

immigration sentiment has produced 

some explosive incidents in Europe and 

the 1990s saw a revival in the electoral 

fortunes of far-right parties in several 

European countries, including France. 

Switzerland, Italy. Austria, Denmark and 

Lhe Netherlands, In I he UK, the first- 

past -Lhe-post system to elect Members 

of Parliament, where only one candidate 

is returned in cadi constituency, pre¬ 

vents minor parties from Win rung seals 

In the I burse of Commons. However, 
support For the far-right British National 
Party Is at Its highest point since the 

1970s, and the party has several seats on 
local councils, The anti-immigration UK 
Independence Party has also seen a 

surge in popular support, winning 12 

scats in the 20EM elections for the Euro¬ 

pean Parliament. 

The tightening of control over the *new 
migrants' is nut taking place in a vacuum, 

however. Informal responses to changes 

in immigration policies occur in the 

trafficking and smuggling networks. 

Trade in human migrants has become 

one of Lhe fastest growing categories of 

organized crime in Europe, Just as such 

criminal groupings manage to shut Liu 

drugs, weapons ami stolen goods across 
borders, they sure also capable of smug¬ 
gling illegal immigrants by various 

means, Migrants and smugglers join 
together in drawing on the knowledge 
.and experience of other migrants In 
making choices about their own move¬ 

ments. In this sense, policy restrictions 

seem to be provoking new forms of resis¬ 

tance (Kqserand Lutz Iflflfl). 
The risks that migrants take in search 

of a belter Life often have tragic conse¬ 

quences, for example when fifty-eight 

pyrighted material 
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Figure i the Schengen zone countries (in red) 

Chinese people suffocated in a lorry in 

Dover off the Frglislt coast hi June 2fn5(S, 

or when at least twenty-six people died 

on an overcrowded Libyan boat attempt- 

imp to land in Sicily, off the coast of sou th¬ 

em Italy, in August 2004. Because pf the 

illegal nature of most of this migration, 

the number of people who actually die 

attempting to enter the West is difficult 

to gauge, but one recent survey esti¬ 

mated that up (o 4,000 migrants drown 

at sea every year as they attempt to flee 

Copyrighted material 
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persecution or poverty. The research sug¬ 

gests that around 2„MQ people die annu¬ 

el Jy in the Mediterranean trying to reach 

Puropc, and similar number arc though! 

to die on crossings la Australia and the 

United Steles - the two other main desti¬ 

nations for 'boat people' {Guardian, 9 

October 2004). 

Global migration 

So far we have concentrated on rtceru 
immigration into Europe. but European 

expansionism centuries ago initiated a 
targe-scale movement of populations 

which formed the basis of many of the 

world's multi-ethnic societies today. Since 

these initial waves of global migration, 

human populations have continued to 

interact and mis in ways that have funda¬ 

mentally shaped the ethnic composition 

of many countries, [n this section we shall 

consider concepts related to global migra¬ 

tion patterns. 

Migratory movements 

Although migration Is not a new phctiom 

enon, It Js one that seems lo be accelerat¬ 
ing as part of the process of global Integra- 

i ion. Wo rkhvide ui IgralJo 11 parten is can be 

In the UK, fears about 'bogus asylum-seekers' have been linked to concerns about national security, 

especially in the years after II September 2001 This picture shows immigrants who have been 

smuggled illegally into the UK, 
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seen as one reflection of the rapidly 

changing economic, potitical and cultural 

ties between countries. It has been esti¬ 

mated that around l7Smillicn people cur¬ 

rently reside in a country other than where 

they were bom. equivalent to around 3 per 

cent of the world's population (Inlerna- 

tioruti Migration Report 2002}, prompting 

some scholars Co label this the ‘age of 

migration' (Castles and Miller 1393]. 

Immigration, the movement of people 

into a country to settle, and emigration, 

the process by which people leave a 

country to settle In another, combine to 
produce global migration pattern* 

Uniting countries id origin and countries 
of destination, Migratory movements 
add to ethnic and cultural diversity in 

many societies and help 1o shape demo¬ 

graphic, economic and social dynamics. 

The intensification of global migration 

since the Second World War, and particu¬ 

larly in more recent decades, has trans¬ 

formed immigration into an important 

political issue in many countries. Rising 

immigration rales in many Western soci¬ 

eties have challenged commonly held 

notions of national identity and have 

forced a m-esaminalion of concepts of 

citizenship. 

Scholars have identified four models of 
migration to describe the main global 

population movements since ttMS- The 
classic model of migration applies io 
countries such as Canada, the United 
States and Australia, which have devel¬ 

oped as 'nations oF immigrants'. In such 

cases, immigration has been largely 

encouraged End the promise of citizen¬ 

ship has been extended to newcomers, 

although restrictions and quotas help to 

Li Lttit the a nnual inta kc of imm Lgrants. The 

colonial male! of immigration, pursued 

by countries such as France anti IItc 

United Kingdom, tends to favour Immi¬ 

grants from former colonies over those 

from other countries. The large number of 

immigrants to Britain in the years after the 

Second World War from Commonwealth 

countries, such as Indio or Jamaica, tv li¬ 

vened this tendency. 

Countries such as Germany, Switzer¬ 

land and Belgium have followed a third 

policy - the guest workers model. Under 

such a Scheme. Immigrants are admitted 

Into the country on a temporary basis, 

often in older to fulfil demands within the 

labour market, hue do not receive citizen - 

ship tights even after long period® of set¬ 

tlement. 

Finally, illegal forms of i mmigralion am 

becoming increasingly common as a 

result of tightening immigration laws in 

many industrialized c nullities. Immi¬ 

grants who are able lo gain entry into a 

country cither secretly or under a ‘non- 

i mm ignition' pretence are often able to 

Live illegally outside the realm of official 

•society. Examples of this can be seen in the 

large number of Mexican ‘illegal aliens' in 

many Southern American states, or in the 

growing international business of smug¬ 

gling refugees across national borders {as 

we saw above], 
In examining, recent trends In global 

migration. Stephen Castles and Mark 

Miller (19W3> Identified four tendencies 
that they claim will characterise migration 
patterns In coming years; 

1 Acceleration Migration across borders 

is occurring in greater numbers than 

ever before. 

2 Dioersijication Most countries now 

receive immigrents of many different 

types. In contrast with earlier times 

ipvriah ;*n, 
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when particular Forms of immigration, 

such as labour immigration or refugees, 

were predominant. 

3 Globalization Mi goal ion has become 

more global in nature, involving a 

greater number of countries as both 

senders mid recipients !see figures 13,7 

and 13 JJ. 

4 Femt/ttedttan A growing number of 

migrants are women, making, contem¬ 

porary migration much less male-dom¬ 

ino led than in previous times. The 

increase In fema.lt migrants is closely 

related to changes in the global labour 
market, including tire growing demand 

for domestic workers, the expansion of 

sea tourism and Trafficking' in women 
(sec chapter l£, "Sexuality and Gender', 

pp. 44ft—"7], and the 'mail-order brides' 

phenomenon. 

Globalization and migration 

Whal arc the forces behind global migra¬ 

tion and Iidw are they changing as a result 

of globalization? Many early theories 

about migration Focused on so-called 

push and pull factors. 'Push factors' 
referred to dynamics within a country of 

origin which Forced people to emigrate, 

Such os War. famine, political Oppression 

or population pressures, 'Pull factors', by 
contrast, were those features of destina¬ 

tion countries which attracted Immi¬ 
grants: prosperous labour markets, better 
eve rail living conditions and lower popu¬ 
lation density, for example, could "puli' 

immigrants from other regions. 

Mare recently 'push and puli' theories 

oF migration have heen criticized for 

offering overly simplistic explanations of a 

complex and multifaceted process. 

Instead, scholars of migration are increas¬ 

ingly Looking at giolntl migration patterns 

as 'systems' which are produced through 

interactions between macro-level and 

micro-level processes. Whi Ic this idea may 

sound com plicated, it is actually quite 

simple. Macro-level factors refer to over¬ 

arching issues such as the political situa¬ 

tion in an area,, the laws and regulations 

controlling immigration and emigration, 

or changes in the international economy, 

Micro-level factors, on the other hand, are 

concerned With the toso u roes, knowledge 

and understandings that the migrant pop¬ 
ulations themselves possess. 

The intersection of macro- and micro- 

processes can be seen in the case of 
Germany's large Turkish Immigrant com¬ 
munity. On the macro-level are factors 

such as Germany's economic need for 

labour, its policy of accepting foreign 

'guest workers" and the state of the 

Turkish economy which prevents many 

Turks from earning at the level they would 

wish. At the micro-level are the informal 

nctvvD rks a nd channels of m u tual sup p ort 

within the Turkish community in 

Germany arid the strong links to family 

and friends who have remained in Turkey, 

Among potential Turkish migrants, 

knowledge ibullt Germany and 'Social 

capital1 - human or comm unity resources 
that can be drawn on - help to make 
Germany one of the most popular desti¬ 

nation countries, Supporters of the 
migration systems approach emphasize 
that no one factor can explain the process 
oF migration. Rather, each particular 

migratory movement, like 1 hat between 

Turkey and Germany, is llte product oFan 

interaction oF macro- and micro-level 

processes. 

Copyrighted material 
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Figure 13.7 -Global migrations, 194S 73 

Sourtf: CjbL ui (I OSS), p. G7 

Global diaspora? 

Another way to understand gEriba! migra¬ 

tion patterns is through the study of dias¬ 

pora^. This terra refers to the disiperiial of 

an ethnic population from an oripinaL 

homeland into foreign areas, often in a 

fo reed manner or under traumatic 

Circumstances, fiefercnceti are often mode 

to the Jewish and African diaspora* to 

describe the way in which these popula¬ 

tions have become redistributed across 

the globe as a result of slavery and geriu- 

c de. Although nietiibersof a diaspora are 

by definition scattered geographically. 

they are held together by factors such as 

shared history a collective memory of tine 
original homeland or a common ethnic 
identify which is nmlim-d ami preserved. 

Rnliin Cohen has argued that diaspnras 

occur in a number of diverse forma, 
although the mosr commonly cited csram- 

pti-R are those which occurred involuntar¬ 

ily as a result of persecution and violence, 

in Giobai Diaspora* (1997], Cohen adopts 

a historical approach and identifies five 

different categories of diaspora according 

to the fo tecs underLyi ng the original popu - 

latinn dispersion; is re rim (for example, 

Afrieats. Jewish and Armenian); imperial 

(British); labour [Indian};- trade!('hinese); 

TFohtec iriai 
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figUKS !3,8 Global migratory movements from 1973 

Source: Cdillti drid Milldr {199.3).. p. £ 

and vuhttrai {Caribbean]. In certain of 

these cases, such as that of die Chinese, 

taj-ge- scale population movements 

occurred on a voluntary basis, not as the 

result of a defining traumatic event. In 

reality, as Cohen admits. dl*se categories 

are overlapping and diaspoias occur for a 

variety of reasons. 

Despite the diversity of forms, however, 

ail diaspora? share certain key features. 

Co h en suggests that all diasporus meet the 

following criteria: 

* a forced or voluntary movement from 

an original homeland to a new region nr 

regions; 

* a shared memory about die original 

homeland, a commitment ro its preset 

vation and belief in the possibility of 

eventual return, 

* a strong ethnic identity sustained over 

time and distance; 

* a sense of solidarity with members of 

the same ethnic group also living in 

areas of the diaspora; 

* a degree of tension in relation la the 

host societies; 

* the potential for valuable and creative 

contributions to pluralistic host societies. 

Some scholars have accused Cohen of 

Lrymg Lo simplify complex and distinctive 

Tiohtec 
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migration experiences into a narrow typol¬ 

ogy, by associating 'categories' of diasporas 

with particular ethnic groups. Others ergmc 

■hat his conceptualization of diaspora is 

not sufficiently precise for the analysis he 

undertakes. Ycl despite these critiques, 

Cohens study is valuable for demonstrat¬ 

ing. that dkspuras are not static, hut are 

ongoing processes of maintaining collec¬ 

tive identity and preserving ethnic culture 

Lri □ rapidly globalising world. 

Conclusion 

In our globalizing world, ideas and 
people - are flowing across bonders In 

greater volumes than ever before in 

history. These processes are profoundly 

altering the societies in which wc live. 

Many societies arc becoming ethnically 

diverse for Lhc flrst timer others are finding 

that existing patterns of mulli-ethnicity 

ere being transformed or intensified, hi all 

societies, however, individuals are coining 

Into regular contact with people who 

think differently, look different and live 

differently from themselves. These inter¬ 

actions arc happening in person, as a 

result of global migration, os well as 

through the images that are transmitted 

through the media and Internet. 

Some welcome this new ethnic and cul¬ 

tural complexity as a vital component of a 

cosmopolitan society. Others find it dan¬ 

gerous and threatening. Those who main¬ 

tain a fundamentalist outlook on the 

world seek refuge in established tradition, 

and reject dialogue with those who are 

41 Efe re nt {sec chapter 14. "Itellglo iY). Many 

of the ethnic conflicts that are raging 

across the globe today can bo seen as 

expressions of this kind of fundamentalist 

approach. Onr: of lhc main challenges 

facing our globalizing world is howto gen¬ 

erate a society llial is more cosmopolitan 

in nature. As the patient efforts of the 

Truth and Reconciliation Commission in 

South Africa have shown, creating a forum 

for □ pen a nd res p ectful co mm u nicatlo n is 

a difficult, but effective, first step Ln Initial¬ 

ing racial reconciliation. 

Summary points 
3 Race refers to physical and other 

characteristics, such as skin colour and 

intelligence, treated by members of a 

community Or society as socially significant 

Ma ny popular be li efe a b o ut race a re 

mythical, There are no dear-cut 

characteristics by means of which human 

beings can be allocated to different races. 

2 Sections of a population form ethnic groups 

by virtue of sharing common -cultural 

characteristics which separate them from 

others in that population. Ethnicity refers to 

Cultural differences that set one group apart 

from another. The main distinguishing 
characteristics of an ethnic group are 

language, history or ancestry, religion and 

styles of dress or adornment, Ethnic 
differences are wholly learned, although they 

are sometimes thought of as 'nature 11 

i A minority group is one whose members are 

discriminated against by the majority 

population in a society, Members of minority 

groups often have a strong sense ol group 

solidarity, deriving in part from the collective 

experience of exclusion. 
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4 Racism means fa Isely ascribing i n h anted 

chara cteristics of personality or behaviour to 

individuals of a particular physical 

appearance. A racist is someone who 

believes that a biological explanation can be 

given for characteristics of inferiority 

supposedly possessed by people of one 

physical stock or another. 

5. Institutional racism refers to patterns of 

discrimination that have became structured 

into ousting social institutions. 

6 New racism describes racist attitudes that 

are expressed through nations at cultural 

difference, rather than biological inferiority. 

7 Three models of ethnic integration have 

been adopted by multi-ethnic societies. In 

the model of assrmilationr new immigrant 

groups adopt the attitudes and language of 

the dominant community. In a melting pot. 

the different Cultures and truHooks uf the 

ethnic groups in a society are merged 

together. Pluralism means that ethnic groups 

exist separately and are seen as equal 

participants in economic and political life. 

B MuIri-ethnic states can be fragile and 

sometimes experience episodes of ethnic 

canfllicr. Ethnic cleansing is a form of ethnic 

co nfli ct in wh ich efhni ca lly homogeneo us 

areas are created throu gh the mass 

expulsion ot other ethnic groups. Genocide 

describes the systematic elimination of one 

ethnic group at the hands of another. 

$ Immigration has led to the existence of 

numerous different ethnic groups within 

Britain, the USA and Other industrial 

countries. In Britain, ethnic minority groups 

as a whole experience disadvantages in 

relation to the white population - in areas 

such as employment, income, housing and 

crime. However, patterns of inequality 

have been shifting and there are now 

many differences, between ethnic 

minority groups, with some groups having 

largely attained parity with the white 

population, 

IQ The new migration refers to altered patterns 

of migration in Europe that have resulted 

from the end of the Cold War, prolonged 

ethnic conflict in the farmer Yugoslavia, and 

the deepening of European integration. 

Illegal immigration has been increasing as 

opportunities for legal immigration into the 

EU have gradually been limited. 

11 Migration is the movement of people from 

one region or society to another For the 

purpose of settlement, Global migration, the 

movement of individuals across national 

borders, has increased in the years following 

the Second World War and is further 

intensifying with globalisation. Diaspora 

refers to the dispersal of an ethnic 

population From an original homeland into 

foreign areas, often in a forced manner or 

under traumatic circumstances. 
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Questions for further thought 

1 Should the concept of rate be discarded in sociology? 

2 Why Is racism so difficult to define? 

3 Why do seme people in the CJ EC still hold racist Attitudes to this day? 

4 How might an unprejudiced person find himself or herself acting in a discriminatory 

way? 

g Es it possible far all ethnic groups to he equal participants in social and political life? 
Why or why not? 

G Is a 'melting-pot' culture possible in Britain? 

7 Should you be able to live and work anywhere in the world? 
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WHEN MONICA Bessitrai, an illiterate 

mother of five From North Bengal in 

India, visited the Catholic nuns at the Mis¬ 

sionaries of Charity lit Calcutta It was to 

seek their blessing before site tiled, She 
had what she thought was a malignant 
tumour in her stomach that modern 

medical treatment had tailed to cure. Id 

was 5 September L9£lfi, exactly one year 

alter the death of Mother Teresa* the nun 

awarded Lhe Nobel Prize For her work with 

the sick and poor and the founder of Lhe 

Missionaries of Charily. The nuns prayed 

for Ek'sara and placed a medallion on her 

stomach that had been blessed by Mother 

Teresa. I he lump disappeared overnight- 

Bcsara recalls shat she had been suffer¬ 

ing with a 'splitting headache, day arid 

night, and the lump in the stomach was 

unbearably painful, She remembers a 

service at the church to commemorate the 

anniversary of Mother Teresa's deoth- it is 

there'she sald;T had the vision. Mother's 
death -picture was lying nest to the altar. I 
saws light like this [she points at a camera 

flash j coming nut nf the pin Litre. Only I saw 

It. At 1 fl.ni. I got up and Found that Lhe 

lump had disappeared as had the head¬ 

ache. 1 walked the nest morning like a 

normal person.' 

To Monica Bcsara and the nuns at the 

Missionaries of Charity* this was a miracle. 

A medical team sent out by the Catholic 

Church to investigate agreed. The nuns 

issued a statement savin" that "Clod has 

worked his miracle through Mother 

[Tcrcsal and we are ho very happy'. The 

Pope, as head of the Catholic Church, 

accepted that a miracle had taken place 

and dude rad the beatification of Mother 

Teresa. Lhe firm] sLep before sainthood 

normally attained after the Pope's 

approval df a second miracle. The beatifi¬ 

cation Went ahead to celebrations around 

the world In October aw*i. In Albania. 
Mother Teresa's country of origin, the day 
want observed as a national holiday and 

2004 was declared Mother Teresa Year, In 
her adopted co u titry oF I tulla* priests cele - 
Imbed special Masses across the country, 

children paraded on Calcutta's streets* and 

the ceremony, held al the Vatican in Italy, 

was broadcast live on national television, 

In Fin me, films, musicals, cartoons and 

exhibitions, were shown celeb rating 

Mother Teresa's life, and her relics have 

been put dit clisplay. 

Despite the Catholic Church's insis¬ 

tence, not everyone is convinced that 

Monica Besara's recovery was a miracle. 

Probir Ghosh is founder of India's Science 

and Rationalists' Society, which spe¬ 

cialise-* In exposing holy men who dupe 

ordinary Indians Into paying for miracle 

cures-11is organization claims a member ■ 

slnp of more than 2o,DtlD people and lias a 

mandate co 'free poor and Illiterate 

Indians from superstition' Ghosh has a 

simple solution for Resara's dramatic 

recovery: "lhe medication had started 

having effect, when the so-called 

“miracle" happened.' Doctors who treated 

Besara al various hospitals in Eicngal 

made similar statements, and questioned 

whether the growth was actually a cancer- 
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cuts tumour or smiicltiinj' morn benign. 

Ghosh argued that 'Mother Teresa wan a 

great KO'tiJ and I think it is an insult to her 

legacy to make her sainthood dependent 

on bogus miracles. Jt should Ire linked 1o 

her great work among the poor.' 

At times, religion and science seem to 

be a( odds with one another. The debate 

around the miracle of Monica besara 

shows! that a religious outlook ami 

modern rationalist thought exist in an 
uneasy state of tension. With die deepen 
big of modernity, a rationalist perspective 

has conquered many aspects of our exis¬ 
tence; its hold seems unlikely ro he weak¬ 
ened fn tile Foreseeable future. Yet there 
will always, he reactions against science 

and rationalist thought, lor they remain 

silent on such fundamental questions as 

the meaning and purpose ofltFc. it is these 

matters which have always been al Lhc 

core of religion and have fuelled the Idea 

offaiin a ri emotional leap into belief. 

Religion huji had a Strong hold over the 

lives of human beings for thousands of 

years. In one form or another, religion is 

found in all known human -■ one tie s, Use 

curliest societies on record, of which we 
have evidence only through archaeologi¬ 
cal remains, show clear (wees nr religious 

symbols and ceremonies. Cave drawings 
suggest that religious beliefs and practices 
existed more than 4fMHHS years ago. 
Throughout subsequent history, religion 

fm\- lltjL 
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lias continued to be a central part of 

human experience. influencing how we 

perceive and react to ihc environments in 

which we live. 

Why has religion been such a pervasive 

aspect of human societies? How is its role 

chanping in tale modern societies? Under 

what conditions does religion unite com¬ 

munities. and, under what conditions dues 

it divide them? How can religion have such 

a purchase on individuals’ lives that they 

are prepared to sacrifice themselves for Its 

Ideals.? These are the questions, that we 
shall try to answer Iti this chapter- In order 

to do sor w« shall have to ask what religion 

actually Is. and look fit some of the differ 
eiu forms that religious beliefs and pi ac¬ 

tions rake. We shall also consider the mein 

sociological theories of religion end 

analyse the various types of religious 

organization that can he distinguished. 

Throughout, we will consider Lhc fate of 

religion in the modern world: for it has 

seemed to many observers that, with the 

rise of science and modem industry, rclig- 

iun today has-become a less centra I force 

In social life than It was prior to the 

modem age, 

Sociological theories and 
ideas 

The sociological study of religion 

The study of religion is a challenging 

enterprise which places quite special 

demands o n the sociologies I imagination. 

In a nalysing religious practices, we have to 

make sense of the many different beliefs 

and rituals found in the various human 

cultures. We must he sensitive to ideals 

that inspire profound conviction Ln 

believers, yet at the same lime take a bal¬ 

anced view of ihcm. We have to confront 

ideas that seek the eternal, while recogniz¬ 

ing that religious groups also promote 

quite mundane goals - such as acquiring 

finance ursolic i ting for followers. We need 

to recognize the diversity of religious 

beliefs and modes of conduct, but also 

probe into the nature of religion as a 

general phe no men □ n, 

Sociologists define religion as a cultural 

system of commonly shared beliefs and 

rituals that provides a sense of ultimate 
meaning and purpose by creating an Idea 
of reality that is sacred, all-encompassing 

and supernatural (Durkhelm lU05r Berger 
iiysT; Wuthnow i9&»). There are three key 
elements in this definition: 

t Religion is a form of culture. Culture 

consists of the shared beliefs, values, 

norm? and ideas that create a common 

identity among a group of people. Relig¬ 

ion shares, all of these characteristics. 

2 Religion in mlves beliefs that take the 

form of ritualized practices. All religions 

thus have a behavioural aspect-special 

activities in which believers take part 

and that identify them as members of 

the religions community. 

3 Perhaps mwf fmpvrUml, reifgian pro- 

I'idcs a tense of purpose a feeling dial 
lite Is ultimately meaningful. It does so 

by explaining coherently and compel- 
lingly what transcends ot overshadows 
everyday life, in ways that other aspects 
of culture (such as an educational 

system or a helieF In democracy] typi¬ 
cally cannot (Gccrtz 1973; Wuthnow 

What is absent from the sociological defi¬ 

nition of religion is as important as what is 

included: nowhere is Lhcrc mention, of 
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God. We often thin k o f theism, a belief in 

one or more supernatural deities (the 

term originates from the Creek word for 

God}, as basic to religion, but tbis is not 

necessarily the case. As we shall see later, 

some reLiplans, such as ESuddhism. belie™ 

in the existence of spiritual forces rather 

chan a particular Cod. 

How sociologists think about 
religion 

When sociologists study religion, they do 

m as sociologists and not as believers (or 
disbelievers) in any particular faith- This 

stance has several Implications for the 
sociological study of religion: 

] Sociologists are not concerned with 

ivhetltcr religions beliefs rire trite or false. 

From a socm logical perspective, relig¬ 

ions a re regarded not an being decreed by 

Cod but as being socially constructed by 

h li man beings. As a result, sociologists 

put aside their personal beliefs when 

they study religion. They are concerned 

with the human rather limn the divine 

aspects of religion. Sociologists ask: I low 

is the religion organized? What are its 

principal beliefs ami values? How is it 
related to the larger society? What 

explains its success or Failure In recruit¬ 
ing and retaining believers? The question 
of whether a particular belief Is 'good' or 

'true', however important It may be to the 
believers of the religion under study, Is 
not something that sociologist are able 

to address as sociologists. (As individu¬ 

als, they may have strongopinions or Ihc 
matter, but one hopes that as sociologists 

they can keep these opinions from 

biasing their research.} 

2 Sociologists arc especially concerned 

ivtlh ihc social organization of religion. 

Religions are among the most impor¬ 

tant institutions in society. They are a 

primary source of the most deep-sea ted 

norms and values. At the same lima, 

religions are typically practised through 

an enormous variety of social forms. 

Within Christianity and Judaism, for 

example, religious practice often occurs 

in formal organizations. such as 

churches ur synagogues. Yet litis is not 

necessarily true of such Asian religions 

as Hinduism and Buddhism, whore 

religious practices are likely to occur in 

ihe home o r some ocher natural setting, 

The sociology of religion Is concerned 

with how different religious Institutions 
and organizations actually function. 

The earliest European religions were 

often indistinguishable from the large i 
society, as religious beliefs and practices 

were incorporated into daily life. This is 

-till true in many parts of the world 

today. In modern industrial society, 

however, religions have become estab¬ 

lished in separate, often bureaucratic, 

organizations, and so sociologists focus 

on the organize lions through which 

religions must operate in order to 

survive (Hammond 1SS2), As we shall 

sec below, this institutionalization has 

even led Soule sociologists to view relig¬ 

ions In the United States and Europe as 

similar to business organizations, com¬ 

peting with one another for members 

{Warner 1993). 

3 Sociologists often view religions as a 

major source of social solidarity. To the 

extent that religions provide believers 

with a common set of norms and 

values, they are an Important source of 

social solidarity. Religious beliefs, 

rituals and bonds help In create a Jmora l 

c □ mm li n ity' in which all members 
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know how to behave towards one 

another £Wuthnoiv l&BftJ. If a single 

religion dominates a society, it may be 

an important source of social stability. If 

a society's members adhere to numer¬ 

ous competing religions, however, 

religious differences may lead to desta¬ 

bilising, social conflicts. Recent exam¬ 

ples of religious Conflict withloa society 

include struggles between Sikhs, 

Hindus and Muslims in Indlar clashes 

between Muslims and Christians in 

Bosnia and other parts of the former 
Yugoslavia: and 'hate crimes' against 
lews. Muslims and other religious 

minorities In the United States. 
4 Sociologuu tmd mexplmn tfw appeal of 

religion in terms of social /Vjfffi rather 

than in terms of purely persona!, spiri¬ 

tual or psychological factors. Fo r many 

people, religious belief's arc a deeply 

personal experience, involving a strong 

sense of connection with forces that 

transcend everyday reality. Sociologists 

do not pupation the depth of such feel¬ 

ings and experiences, but they are 

unlikely Lu limit themselves to a purely 

spiritual explanation of religious com¬ 

mitment. A person may claim that he or 

she became religious when God sud¬ 

denly appeared in a vision, hut sociolo¬ 

gists are likely to look for more earthly 
explanations. Some researchers argue 

that people often 'get religion when 

their fundamental sense of a social 
order is threatened by economic hard¬ 

ship, Loneliness, loss or grief, physical 

suffering, or poor health fllerger l£lfi7; 

Schwartz ll970r Clock I97G: Stark and 

Bainliridge I !Jfih). In explaining the 

appeal of religious movements, sociolo¬ 

gists are more likely to focus on the 

problems of the social order than on Lhc 

psychological response of the individ¬ 

ual. 

Theories of religion 

Sociological approaches to religion arc 

still strongly influenced by the ideas of the 

Lhree 'classical1 sociological theorists: 

Marx, Dtllkheim and Weber. None of the 

three was himself religious, and all 

thought that the significance of religion 

would decrease in modern times, bach 

believed that religion is In a fundamental 
sense an illusion, The advocates of differ ■ 
erit faiths may be wholly persuaded of 

the valid I ty of the beliefs they hold and the 
rituals In which they participate, yet the 
very diversity of religions and 1 licit 

obvious connection to different types of 
society, the three thinkers held, make 

these claims inherently implausible. An 

individual born into an Australian society 

of hunters and gatherers would plainly 

have different religious beliefs from 

someone born into the caste system of 

India or the Catholic Church of medieval 

Europe. However, as we shall see below, 

although the classical sociologists agreed 

In tills respect, they developed very differ¬ 

ent theories when it came to studying the 

role =u f religion in socle ty, 

Marx: religion and inequality 

In spite of his Influence on the subject, 

Karl Marx never studied religion In any 
detail. His ideas mostly derived from the 

writings of several early nine teen Ih- 

century theological and philosophical 

authors. One of these was Ludwig Feuer¬ 

bach, who wrote a famous work called TVte 

Essence of Christianity £1957]. According 

to Feuerbach, religion consists oF ideas 

and values produced by human beings in 
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the course of their cultural development, 

but mistakenly projected on to divine 

forces or Rods, because human beings do 

not fully understand their own history, 

they tend to attribute socially created 

values and norms to the activities of gods. 

Thus the story of the ten commandments 

given to Moses by Uod is a mythical 

Version of the origin of the moral precepts 

which govern the Jives of Jewish and 

Christian believers. 

So long as Wo do nut understand the 

mature oF the religious symbols we our¬ 
selves have created. Feuerbach argues, we 
sir e condemned to he prisoners of forces of 

history we cannot control Feuerbach uses 
the term ’alienation' to refer to the estab¬ 
lishing of gods or divine forces distinct 

from human beings, lfumanly created 

values and Ideas come to be seen as the 

product of alien or separate beings - relig¬ 

ions forces and gods. While tbe effects of 

alienation have in the past been negative, 

die understanding of religion as aliena¬ 

tion. according to Feuerbach, promises 

great hope for the future. Once human 

buings realize that the values projected on 

Co religion are really their own, those 

values become capable of realization on 

this earth, rather than being deferred to an 

afterlife. The powers believed to be pos¬ 
sessed. by God in Christianity can be 
appropriated by human beings them¬ 

selves. Christian* believe that while God Is 

all-powerful and all-loving, human beings 
themselves are imperfect and flawed. 
However, Ihc potential foT love and good¬ 

ness and the power to control our own 

lives. Feuerbach believed, are present in 

human social institutions and can be 

brought to fruition once we understand 

their true nature. 

Mara accepted the view that religion 

represents human self-alienation. It is 

often believed that Mars was dismissive of 

religion, but this is far from true, Religion, 

he writes, is the 'heart nf a heartless world' 

- a haven from the harshness of daily 

reality. In Mars's view, religion in its tradi¬ 

tional form will, anti should, disappear; 

yet this is because the positive values 

embodied in religion can become guiding 

ideals for improving the lot of humanity 

on this earth, ncdbecause these ideals and 

Values themselves are nils taken. We 

should not fear the gods we ours elves have 

created, and we should cease endowing 
them with values we ourselves can realize. 

Mara declared, in a famous phrase, that 

religion has been the opium of the 
people', Tteligioii defers happiness and 
rewards do the afterlife, teaching the 

resigned acceptance of existing condi¬ 

tions in this life. Attention Is thus diverted 

away from inequalities and injustices in 

this world by the promise of what is to 

come in the next, Religion has a strong 

ideological element: religious beliefs and 

values often provide justifications of 

inequalities of wealth and power. For 

example, the teaching that 'the mcch shall 

inherit the earth' suggests attitudes of 

humility and non-resistance to oppres¬ 

sion, 

Di trkheim:fu n ctionaiistn ami 
religious ritual 

In contrast to Mars. Emile Durlrfielm 
spent a good p art of his Intellectual career 
silidying religion, concentrating particu¬ 

larly on religion in small-scale, traditional 

societies. Durkheim’s work. The Elemen¬ 

tary forms of the Religion?, Hfe [ M97fi 

[1912|h is one of the most influential 

studies in the sociology of religion. Durk- 

heim does not connect religion primarily 
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With social inequalities of power, hut 

relates it So tire overall nature of the insti¬ 

tutions of a society. He bases his work on a 

study of totemism as practised hy Austra¬ 

lian Aboriginal societies, and he argues 

that toSemism represents religion in its 

most 'elementary' or simple form - hence 

the tiLle of his book. 

A totem Was originally an uni retell. or 

plant taken as having particular symbolic 

significance for ei group. It is a sacred 

object, regarded With veneration and. sur¬ 

rounded by various ritual activities. 
Durkheini defines religion in terms of a 
distinction between the sacred and the 

profane. Sacred objects and symbols, he 

holds, are treated as apart from the 
routine aspects of existence, which are 

the realm of the profane. Fating the 

totemic animal or plant, except on 

special ceremonial occasions, is usually 

forbidden, and as a sacred object the 

totem is believed to have divine proper¬ 

ties which separate Lt completely front 

□ titer animals that might be hunted, or 

crops gathered and consumed. 

Why is the totem sacred? According (o 

Durkhcim, Lt is because it is the symbol ol 

the group itself: it stands for the values 

central to (be group or community, The 

reverence which people fed for ihe totem 

actually derives from the resped they hold 

for centra] social values. In religion, the 

object of worship is actually society itself. 

Durfchebn strongly emphasized that 

religions are never just a matter of helief. 

All religion involves regular ceremonial 

and ritual activities in which a group of 

believers meets together. In collective cer¬ 

emonials,, a sense of group solidarity in 

affirmed and heightened. Ceremonials 

take individuals away from the concerns 

nf profane social life into an elevated 

Durkhcim argues tnat rituals like the Puja ceremonies in 

Calcutta mark out the spiritual from the ordinary, but in 

doing so reinforce key social values. 

sphere, in which they feel in contact with 
higher forces, These higher forces, attrib¬ 

uted to totems, divine influences or gotis, 

arc really the expression of the influence 

of tfie collectivi ty over the Individual. 
Ceremony and ritual, in rhtrkhcim's 

view, are essential In bin ding the members 

of groups together. This is why they arc 

found not only in regular situations of 
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warship, hut ulna in ilic various life crises 

when major social transitions arc experi¬ 

enced - for example, birth, marriage and 

death. In virtually all societies, ritual and 

ceremonial procedures are observed on 

such occasions. Durldiclm reasons that 

collective ceremonials reaffirm pro up sol¬ 

idarity a L a lime when people are forced to 

adjust to major changes In their lives. 

Funeral rituals demonstrate that the 

values of the group outlive the passing of 

particular individuals, and so provide a 

means for bereave people to adjust m 

their altered circumstances. Mourning is- 
tint the spontaneous expression of grief- 

or, At least, ft Is only so for those personalty 
affected by the death. Mourning Is a duty 
imposed by the group. 

in smell traditional cultures, Durkheim 

argued, almost all aspects of life are per¬ 

meated by religion. Religious ceremonials 

both originate new ideas and categories of 

thought, and reaffirm existing values. 

Religion Lh not just a series of sentiments 

and activities: it actually conditions the 

modes oj thinking of individuals in tradi¬ 

tional Cultures, liven the most basic cate¬ 

gories of tho ugh L, i ncluding how time and 

span; are thought of, were first framed in 

religious terms. The concept of time', for 

Instance, wps originally derived from 
counting die Intervals Involved In relig¬ 
ious ceremonials. 

With the development of modern soci¬ 
eties, Durkheim believed, the influence 
of religion wanes. Scientific thinking 
increasingly replaces religious explana¬ 

tion. and ceremonial and ritual activities 

come to occupy only a small part of indi¬ 

viduals' lives. Durkheim agrees with Marx 

that traditional religion - that is, religion 

involving divine forces or gods - Is on the 

verge of disappearing. 'The old Rods are 

dead', Durkheim writes. Vet he says that 

there is a sense in which religion, in 

altered farms, is likely to continue. Even 

modem societies depend for their cohe¬ 

sion on rituals that reaffirm their values; 

new ceremonial activities can thus be 

expected to emerge to replace the old. 

I.Ultkheini is Vague about what these 

might he, hut it seems that he lias in mind 

the celebration of humanist and political 

values such as freedom, equality and 

social cooperation. 

Wcher: world religions and social 

change 

Duifchelm based his arguments on a very 

small range of ■examples, even though he 
c|a i m s hut ideas apply to religion I n general. 

Max Weber, hy contrast, embarked on a 

massive study of religions worldwide. No 

scholar before or since has undertaken a 

task of such scope. Most of his attention 

was concentrated on what lie called the 

world religions - those that have attracted 

large numbers of believers and decisively 

affected Lire course of global history. He 

made detailed studies of Hinduism, bud¬ 

dhism. Taoism and ancient Judaism 

(Weber 1951, 1352.. 1958. 196J), and in The 

PnriesUtnt Efhtc «ntt the Spirit of Capital- 

km (ISfTGJ and elsewhere, lie wrote exten¬ 

sively about the Impact of Christianity oil 

the history of the West. Ha did not. 

however, complete Ins projected study of 

■slam. 

Welter's writings on religion differ from 

those of Durkheim in that Ihcy concen¬ 

trate on the connection between religion 

and social change, something to which 

llurkheini gave little attention. They con¬ 

trast with the work of Marx because Weber 

argues that religion Is not necessarily 

a conservative forcer on the contrary. 
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religiously inspired mevemants have 

often produced dramatic social Iransfor- 

mations. Thus Protestantism - particu¬ 

larly Puritanism - was the source of the 

capitalistic outlet ok Jbund in the modern 

West. The early entrepreneurs were 

mostly Calvinists. Their drive to succeed, 

which helped initiate Western economic 

development. Was originally prompted by 

a desire to serve God. Material success was 

for them a sign of divine favour. 

Weber saw his research uu the World 

religions m a single p reject- E S Is discussion 
of the impact of Pro teat autism on the 
development of tin.: West is part n F a com - 

prehensive attempt to understand the 
Influence oF religion cm social and eco¬ 
nomic life ill varying cultures. Analysing 
the Faslern religions, Weber concluded 

that they provided insuperable harriers to 

the development of industrial capitalism, 

such as took place in the West. This is not 

because the non-Western civilizations arc 

backward: they: have simply accepted 

values different from those which came to 

predominate in Hu rope. 

in traditional China and India, Weber 

pointed out, there was at certain periods a 

significant development of commerce, 

manufacture and urbanism, but those did 

not generate the radical patterns of social 
■change involved In the rise of Industrial 

capitalism In the West. Religion was a 

major i nil uente hi irrli Hilling s uch change, 

Foi example. Hinduism is what Weber 
called an 'other-worldly’ religion, mat is 

to say. its highest values stress escape from 

the toils of the material world to a higher 

plane of spiritual existence. The religious 

Feelings and motivations produced by 

Hinduism do not focus on controlling or 

shaping the material world. On the con¬ 

trary, Hinduism sees material reality as a 

veil hiding the true concerns to which 

humankind should be oriented. Confu¬ 

cianism also acted to direct cfFort away 

from economic development, as this 

came to be understood in the West, 

emphasizing harmony with the world 

rii [her then p re inn ting active mastery of it, 

Although China was for a Long while the 

m ost powerful and culturally most devel¬ 

oped civilization in the world, its domi¬ 

nant religious values acted, as a brake on a 

strong commitment to economic devel¬ 

op trie lit for Its own sake. 

Weber regarded Christianity as a srriiwi- 
tinti nligton, involving (lie belief ihat 

human beings can be 'saved' if they adopt 
the beliefs of the religion and follow its 

moral tenets. The notions of sin and of 

being rescued from sinfulness by God’s 

grace arc important here. They generate a 

tension and an emotional dynamism 

essentially absent from the Pastern relig¬ 

ions. Salvation religions have a 'revolu¬ 

tionary1' aspect. While the religions of the 

Bast cultivate an attitude of passivity in 

Lhe believer towards the existing order. 

Christianity involves a Constant struggle 

against sin, and hence can stimulate revolt 

against the existing order of things. Relig¬ 

ious leaders - like (estlS - arise, who 

reinterpret existing doctrines in such a 
way as to challenge the prevailing power 
structure. 

Critical assessment of The classical 
views 

Marx, Durfcheim. and Weber each iden¬ 

tified so me important general characteris¬ 

tics of religion, and in some ways their 

views complement one another. Marx was 

right to claim that religion often has ideo¬ 

logical implications, serving to justify the 

i nte rests a l ruling ere ups aL t he expense of 
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others: there are innumerable instances of 

this in history.Take as an example the infl¬ 

uence of Christianity on the European 

colonialists' efforts to suhject olher cul- 

tures to their rule. The missionaries wlie 

sought io rn overt 'heathen' peoples in 

Chris Lion beliefs were no doubt sincere, 

yet the effect of their teachings was to 

reinforce lIk' destruction of traditional 

cultures and. the imposition ofwhltc dom¬ 

ination. 1'he various ChrisLian denomina¬ 

tions almost all tolerated] or endorsed, 

slaver>' hi the United States and other 
parts of the world up to the nineteenth 
century. Doctrines wore developed that 

claimed slavery was based on divine law, 
disobedient slaves being guilty of an 
offence agalnsl Cod as well as their 
masters. 

Yet Weber was certainly correct to 

emphasize the unsettling, and often revo¬ 

lutionary, impact of religions ideals on 

pre-established social orders. Despite the 

churches' early support for slavery in the 

United States, many church leaders later 

played a key role in the fight to abolish it. 

Religious beliefs have prompted main 

social movements seeking to overthrow 

unjust systems of authority, playing a 

prominent part, for instance, in the civil 

rights movements of the 19&0S. in the 

United States, Religion has also influenced 
sod? I change - often prewoldng much 

bloodshed - through the armed clashes 
and wars fought for religious motives. 

These divisive influences of religion, sn 
prominent in history, find little mention in 

Durfcheim’s work. DurkhcLm emphasised 

above all the role of religion in promoting 

social cohesion. Vet it is not difficult to 

redirect his ideas towards exp lai ning re lig- 

Laus division, conflict and change as well 

as solidarity, After all, much of the strength 

of feeling which may he generated against 

other religious groups derives from the 

co mm i Lme nt to religious values genera ted 

within each community of believers. 

Among the most valuable aspects of 

Durkhcims writings is his stress on ritual 

and ceremony. All religions involve regular 

assemblies of believers, at which ritual 

prescriptions are observed. As he rightly 

points outh ritual activities also mark 

the major transitions of life - birth, entry 

to adulthood ^rituals associated with 

puberty are found in many cultures), mar¬ 
riage and death (van Gentiep 19-77}. 

I p the rest of rids chapter we shell mate 

use of Ideas developed by all three 
authors. First, we shall outline the major 
world religions and the different types of 

religious organization. Then we will go on 

to discuss I ho sociological debate over 

secularization, the idea that religion is 

becoming less significant in Industrie I 

societi es. From there we will then consider 

some of the developments in world relig¬ 

ion which challenge the idea of seculariza¬ 

tion - namely the rise of new religious 

movements and the power of religious 

fundamentalism. 

Real world religions 

In traditional societies, religion usually 

plays ;.j ■central part in social life- Religious 

symbols and rituals are often integrated 
with the material and artistic culture of the 

society - music, painting or carving, 

dance, storytelling and literature. In small 

cultures, there is no professional pricst- 

11 nod, hut there are always certai n Individ - 

llbIh who specialize in knowledge of'relig¬ 

ious (and often magical} practices. 

Although there are various sorts of such 
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specialists, one common type is the 

shaman (a wond originating among North 

American Indians). A shaman is an indi¬ 

vidual believed to be able to direct spirits 

or non-natural forces through ritual 

means. Shamans arc sometimes essen¬ 

tially magicians rather than religious 

Leaders, however, and are often consulted 

by individuals dissatisfied, with what is 

offered in the religious rituals of the com- 

muni Ly. 

Totem ism and animism 

Two form * of religion found frequently in 

smaller cultures are totem ism and 

animism. Tin- word 'totem’ originated 
among North American Indian tribes., hut 

has been widely used to refer io species of 

animals or plants believed to have super¬ 

natural powers. Usually each kinship 

group or elan within a society lies its own 

particulartotem,with which various ritual 

activities are associated. Totcmic beliefs 

might seem alien to those living in indus¬ 

trialized societies, yet in certain relatively 

minor contexts, symbols similar to ill use 

of tolemism are familiar - as when a sports 

team has an animal or plant for its 

emblem; mascots are totems, 

Animism is a belief In spirits or ghosts, 

thought to populate the same world as 

human beings. Such spirits may be seen as 
either benign o r malevolent, and may hifi - 

uence human behaviour In numerous 
respect*. In some cultures, for example, 

spirits are believed to cause illness or 

madness, and may also possess or lake 

over individuals, in such a way as to control 

their behaviour. Animistic beliefs ate not 

confined In small cultures, hut arc found 

to some degree in many religious settings. 

In medieval Europe, ihosc believed to be 

possessed by evil spirits were frequently 

persecuted as sorcerers or witches. 

Small, seemingly 'simple1 societies fre¬ 

quently have complex systems of religious 

belief. Totemism and animism are more 

common among these societies than in 

larger ones, but some small societies have 

far more complex religions. The Nuer of 

southern Sudan, for instance, described 

by E, E, Evans-Pritchard [19561, have an 

elaborate set of theological ideas centred 

on a 'high god' ur 'sky spirit . Religions 

which incline towards monotheism {belief 
In one god), however, are found relatively 
infrequently among smaller traditional 

cultures. Most are pantheistic - (here Is a 

belief In many gods. 

Judaism, Christianity and Islam 

The three most influential monotheistic 

religions in world history arc Judaism, 

Christianity and Islam. All originated in 

the Middle East and each has Influenced 

the others, 

Judaism 

Judaism is the oldest of the three religions, 

dating from about 1000 BCE. T he early 

Hebrews were nomads, living in and 

around ancient Egypt. I heir prophets, or 

religious leaders, partly drew their Ideas 
freon existing religions beliefs In die 

region, but differed in tlreir commitment 

to a single, almighty Cod. Most of their 
neighbours were polytheistic. I'he 

Hebrews believed that God demands obe¬ 

dience to strict moral codes, and insisted 

on their claim to a monopoly of truth, 

seeing their heliefs as the only true relig¬ 

ion (Zeiilin ifJSrtJ. 

Until the creation of Israel, not long 

after the end of the Second World War. 
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there was no stale of which Judaism was 

die official religion, Jewish coni muni ties 

survived in rurirpe, North Africa and Asja, 

although they were frequently persecuted 

- citIminating in lIre morder of miELions of 

Jews, hy the Nazis in concentration camps 

during Che war. 

Christian Sty 

Many Judaic views were taken over and 

incorporated ew part of Chnslinnily, Jesus 

was an Orthodox Jew. and Christianity 

began as a sect of Judaism; il is not dear 

dial lesus wished Co found a distinctive 

religion His disciples came to think, of him 

as 1 lie Mcssidft - a Hebrew word meaning 

‘tlic anointed', the Greet term for which 

was 'Christ' - awaited by die Jews. Paul, a 

Greek-speaking Roman citizen, was a 

major initiator of the spread of Christian¬ 

ity. preaching, extensively in Asia Minor 

and Greece, Although ihe Christians were 

at fir'd savagely persecuted, I he Emperor 

Cu i w Ui nl i no e\ ert Luo 11 y adop Led C h ri s - 

Lisnicy as I It e o flicia I religion of the Mom an 

Empire. Christianity spread lo become a 

dominant force in We Sierra culture fr>r the 

next two thousand years. 

Christianity today commaiwts a greater 
number of adherents, and is more genet*' 

ally spread across the world, shun any 

other religion (see figure E4-1). Ovei a 
thousand million individuals regard 

them selves as Christians, bur there are 

many divisions in terms of theology and 

church organization, the main branches 

being Roman Catholicism, Protestantism 

and Eastern Orthodoxy. 

Islam 

The origins of its lam, today the second 

largest religion in the world (see figure 

14,1), overlap with those of Christianity, 

Islam derives from the teachings af the 

prophet Muhammad in the seventh 

century ce, The single God of blutu. Allah, 

U believed to hold sway over all human 
and ns tore I life-The Pillars of Islam a re the 

five essential religious duties of Muslims 

(as believers In Islam are called!. The first 

is the recitation i>f the Islamic creed: 

‘There is no god hut Allah, and Vluhain- 

mad eh the apostle of Allah.1 The second, is 

the saying of formal prayers live times 

each day, preceded by ceremonial 

washing. The worshipper at these prayers 

must always lace to wards die holy city of 

Mecca in Saudi Arabia, no matter how tar 

Tiqh 
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Non-religious 12,7% 

Atheists 2.5% - 

Ethruo icligionists 3.8% 

Buddhists 5.9% - 

Chinese folk 6.4% - 

New religionists 1.7% 

Sikhs 0.4% 

Jews 0.2% 

Others 0.4% 

Figure N.l Religinus adherents as a percentage at we rid population, 7000 

Jounce; barren, Kun'in and Johnson, w&rkt Cfirstion En<y<lapedki (Oxford Lhwfflrsity Hress. 20013, p 4 

away that is. The th bd pillar i s the living of 

alms (money to the poor), sot out in 
Islamic law. which has often been used as 
a source of taxation by the state. The 

fourth is ilio observajtce of Ramadan, a 

month of fasting during which no food or 
drink may be taken during daylight. 
Finally, there Is the expectation that every 
be hew: i will attempt, at least once, to 
make a pilgrimage to Mecca. 
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Muslims believe that Allah spoke 

I tiro ugh earlier prophets - including 

Moses and Jesus - before Muhammad, 

whose teachings most directly express his 

will. Islam has come to he very wide¬ 

spread,. having some thousand million 

adherents throughout the world. The 

majority are concentrated in North and 

East Africa. Lhc Middle East and Pakistan. 

The religions of the Far East 

Hinduism 

There are major contrasts between 
hide ism, Christianity and Islam, and the 

religions of the Far East. The oldest of all 
the great religions still prominent In the 
world today is Hinduism, the core beliefs 

nF which date back some sis thousand 

years. Hinduism is a polytheistic religion. 

It is so internally diverse that some schol¬ 

ars have suggested that it should be 

regarded as a cluster ol' related religions 

rather than a single religious orientation; 

many local cults and religious practices 

are linked by a few generally held beliefs. 

Most Hindus accept the doctrine of the 

cycle of reincarnation - the belief that all 

livi tig beings are part of an e ter mi I p recess 

of birth, death and rebirth. A second key 

feature Is tiie caste system, based on the 
belief that Individuals are born Into a par¬ 
ticular position in a social and ritual hier¬ 

archy. according to the nature of their 
activities In previous incarnations-A diff¬ 

erent set of duties and rituals exists for 

each caste, and one's fate in the next life is 

governed mainly by how well these duties 

ere performed Ln this one. Hinduism 

accepts the possibility of nume mus differ¬ 

ent religious standpoints, not drawing a 

clear line between believers and non¬ 

believers. There arc more than 7f>0 million 

Hindus, virtually all living on llic Indian 

subcontinent. Hinduism docs not seek to 

convert others into 'true believers', unlike 

Christian it).' a ltd Islam. 

Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism 

The cl hi cal religions of the East en¬ 

compass Buddhism, Conflict tin Fsrrr and 

Taoism. These religious have no gods. 

Mo ther, they emphasize ethical ideals (hat 

relate the believer to the natural cohesion 

and unity of the universe. 

Buddhism derives From the teachings 
of Skid be rtha Gautama, the Buddha 
('enlightened one'), who was a Hindu 

prince in a small kingdom in south Nepal 

In the sixth century hce. According to the 

Buddha, human beings can escape the 

reincarnation cycle hy the renunciation of 

desire. The path oF salvation lies in a life oi 

sell-discipline and meditation, separated 

From the tasks of the mundane world.. The 

overall objective of Buddhism is the 

attainment aiNiritana, complete spiritual 

fulfilment, The Buddha rejected Hindu 

ritual and the authority of the castes. Like 

Hinduism. Buddhism tolerates many local 

variations, including belief in local deities, 

not insisting on a single view. Buddhism 

today is a major influence In several slates 

in the Jar East, including Thailand, 
Burma, Sri Lanka, China, japan and Korea, 

Confucianism was the basis of the 

culture of the ruling groups In traditional 
China. ‘Confucius' (the Latinized form of 
the name K'ung Ftt-lzu). lived in the sixth 
century nc.it, the same period as Buddha. 

GonFucius was a teacher, not a religious 

prophet in the manner of the Middle 

Eastern religious Leaders. Confucius is not 

seen by his followers as a god, but as 'the 

wisest of wise men'. Confucianism seeks to 

ad jus t h u man Li fc to the inner harm □ my of 
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nature, emphasizing the veneration of 

ancestors. 

Taoism shares similar principles, stress¬ 

ing meditation and non-violence as 

means to the higher life, Like Confucius, 

B.ao-tzu, the founder of Taoism, was a 

teacher rather Lhan a religious prophet, 

Although some elements survive in the 

beliefs arid practices of many Chinese, 

both Confucianism and Taoism hove Lost 

much of their influence in China as a 

result of determined opposition from the 

government, 

Religious organizations 

The sociology1 of religion has concerned 

itself with non-European religions since 

its origins in the writings of Durkheim and 

Weber. Nonetheless, there has frequently 

been a tendency to view all religions 

through concepts anti theories lhat grew 

onl of the European experience. Eror 

example, notions Jike denomination or 

sect presuppose the existence of formally 

organized religious institutions; they are 

of questionable utility in the study oT relig¬ 

ions that emphasize ongoing spiritual 

practice as a part of daily life o-r that pursue 

the complete integration oT religion with 

civic and political life. In recent decades, 

die re has been an effort io create a more 

comparative sociology of religion, one 

that seel® to understand religious tradi¬ 

tions from within their own frames of ref¬ 

erence (Wilson 19(52; Van tier Veer 1994), 

Early theorists such as Max Welter 

(Weber 19(B), Ernst Trneltsch (Troeltsch 

1931) and Richard Niebuhr (Niebuhr 

1929} described religious organizations as 

falling along a continuum, based on the 

degree to which they are well established 

and conventional: churches Lie at one end 

[they arc conventional and well estab¬ 

lished}, cults lie at the other (they are 

neither) and sects fall somewhere in the 

middle. These distinctions were based on 

the study of European and US religions. 

There is much debate over how well they 

appJy to the non-Christian world. 

today, sociologists are aware that the 

terms Siffifand cuff have negative connota¬ 

tions, and this is something they wish to 

avoid, for this reason, contemporary soci¬ 

ologists of religion sometimes use the 

phrase mm- religious tfiovemcn ?s to char¬ 

acterize novel religious organizations that 
lack the respectability that comes with 

being well established for a long period of 

time (Hexham and Pmewe 199?: Hadden 
1997). 

Ch urches and sects 

All religions involve communities of 

believers, hut Ihcre are many different 

ways in which such communities are 

organized. One mode of classifying relig¬ 

ious organizations was first put forward by 

Max Weberand his colleague, the religious 

historian limslTroeltsch (Troeltsch 1981). 

Weber and Troeltsch distinguished 

between churches and sects. A chinch is a 

large, well-established religious body 

like the Catholic Church or the Church of 

England. A sect Is a smaller, less highly 

organized grouping of committed believ¬ 

ers. usually setting Itself up In protest 
against what a church has become - as 

Calvinist* or Methodist* did. Churches 
normally have a forma], bureaucratic 

structure, with a hierarchy of religious 

officials, and tend to rcprcsenl the conser¬ 

vative face of religion, since they arc inte¬ 

grated into the existing instilutional order. 

Most of their adherent* are like their 

parents in being church members. 
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Seers ere comparatively small; they 

usually aim at discovering and following 

'the erne way', and (end to withdraw from 

the surroundingsociety into communities 

of their own. The members nf sects regard 

established churches as corrupt. Most 

have few or no officials, all members being 

regarded as equal participants, A small 

proportion, of people are born into seels, 

but most actively join them in order to 

further their beliefs. 

Denominations and calls 

Other authors have further developed tin? 
church/sect typology as originally set out 

by Weber and Tteeltsch, One of these is 

Howard Reciter {19SO), who added two 
further types: the denomination and the 

cult. A denomination is s sect which has 

'cooled down' and become an institution¬ 

alized body rather than an active protest 

group. Sects which survive over any period 

of time inevitably become denomina¬ 

tions. Thus Calvinism and Methodism 

were sects during their early formation, 

when they generated great fervour among 

(heir members; but over the years they 

have become more 'respectable1. Denomi¬ 

nations are recognised as more or less 

legitimate by churches anti exist alongside 

them, quite often cooperating harmoni¬ 
ously with them. 

Cults resemble sects, but have different 

emphases-They are the most loosely knit 

and transient of all religious organiza¬ 
tions. being composed of individuals wlm 

reject what they see as the values of the 

outside society. Their focus is on individ¬ 

ual experience, bringing like-minded 

individuals together. People do not For¬ 

mally join a cult, but rather Id llow particu¬ 

lar theories or prescribed ways of 

behaviour. Members are usually allowed 

to maintain other religious connections. 

I.ikc sects, cults quite often form around 

an inspirational leader. Instances of cults 

in the West today would include groups of 

believers in spiritualism, astrology or 

transcendental meditation. 

A tragic example of a cult built around 

an inspirational leader came to light in the 

USA in 1993. David Korcsh, who led the 

branch Davidian religious cult,, claimed to 

be a messiatt. He was also allegedly stock¬ 

piling illegal Weapons, practicing polyg¬ 

yny a fid having sex with some of the 

children living in the group's com pound in 
Waco, Texes. Up to eighty members of the 

cult (including nineteen children! burned 
to death as a lire engulfed theh complex 
when it came under assault by officials 

from the lift government after a lengthy 

armed stand-off. Controversy remains 

over whether the fire was ordered by 

Korcsh, who reportedly preferred mass 

suicide to surrender, or whether the 

actions of the federal authorities caused 

the tragedy 

It should be obvious that what is a cult in 

one country may well be an established 

religious practice in another. When Indian 

gurus (religious teachers] bring their beliefs 

into the United Kingdom, whaL might be 

considered an established religion in India 
Is regarded as a cult In the UK. Christianity 
began as an indigenous cult In andent ietu- 

salem, and in many Aslan countries today 
Evangelical Protestantism Is regarded as a 
cult imported from the West, and particu¬ 
larly ihc United States. Thus, cults should 

not ha thought of as 'weird'. A leading soci¬ 

ologist oi religion, Jeffrey K. Eladden. points 

out ■:ni1?7;i that all the approximately 

100.000religions tha t humans have devised 

were once new; most if not all were initially 

despised cults from the standpoint of 
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respectable religious belief of ihe limes. 

Jesus was cmdlied because KIs ideas were 

So threatening to the established order of 

the Roman-dominated religious establish- 

n i enl of a nelent Judaea. 

Movements 

Religious move mu i its. repio&ent a subtype 

nFsocial movement in general. 

Social movements are discussed in mor* 

-detail in chapter 20, 't’olitks., Goe*rn- 

ment and. Terrorism', pp. B67-71. 

A reLigious movement is- an association of 

people who join together to spread a new 

religion or to promote a new interpreta¬ 

tion of an existing religion. Religions 

movements are larger than sects and 
loss exclustvist in their membership - 

although tike dm relies and sects, move¬ 

ments and sects lor cults) are net always 
clearly distinct from one another, In feet. 

sill mv's i:'i'.I eiilli rs.il >. « Li-.silinl ;:s id 

ious movements, Examples of religious 

movements include the groups that origi¬ 
nally Founded and spread ChmUantcy in 

the first century, the Lutheran movement 

that split Christianity in Europe about 

1,500 years later and the groups involved 

in the more recent Islamic Revolution 
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(discussed in more detail taler in Lhe 

chapter). 

Religious movement tend in pass 

through certain definite phases of devel¬ 

opment. In the first phase, the movement 

usually derives i ts life and cohesion from a 

powerful leader. Mils Weber classified 

such leaders as charismatic, that is. having 

isEispirallonal qualities capable of captur¬ 

ing the imagination and devotion uf a 

mass of followers. (Charismatic leaders in 

Webfct’s formulation COUld include politi¬ 
cal as well as religious figures - revolution¬ 

ary China's Mao Tsc-tung for example, as 
well as Jesus and Muhammad.) The 

leaders of religious movements are usually 
critical of the religious establishment and 
sect to proclaim a new message, in their 

early years, religious movements are fluid; 

they do not have an established authority 

system. Their members arc normally in 

direct contact with the charismatic leader, 

and together they spread the new teach¬ 

ings. 

The second phase of development 

occurs following the death oJ the leader, 

lia rely does ei new charismatic lender arise 

from the masses, so this phase is crucial, 

The movement is now faced with what 

Weber termed the ‘fOutlrilz&tiOri of 

charisma'. To survive. It has to create for- 

mfidzed rules and procedures, since it can 
no longer depend on the centre l tole of the 

leader in Hirgattlzlng the followers, Many 
movements fade away when their leaders 
die or lose their influence. A movement 
lhar survives anti takes on a permanent 
character becomes a church. In other 

words, it becomes, a formal organization 

of believers with an established authority 

system and established symbols and 

rituals. The church might itself at some 

later point become the origin of other 

movements that question its teachings 

and cither set themselves up in opposition 

□ r breek away completely. 

New religions movements 

Although traditional churches have been 

experiencing a decline in membership ill 

recent decades, we see below in figures 

14.3 and 14.4 (p. 563) that other forms of 

religious activity have been on the rise. 

Sociologists use the term new religious 

movtrtiertls to refer collectively to the 

broad range of religious and spiritual 
groups, cults and sects that have emerged 
i n Western goli ntries. i n clu ding Hu Un I ted 

Kingdom, alongside mo Inst re am rellg 
ions- New religious movements encom¬ 

pass an enormous diversity of groups, 

from spiritual and self-help groups within 

the New Age movement to exclusive sects 

such as the Hare Kristinas (International 

■Society for Krishna Consciousness). 

Many new religious movements arc 

derived from the major religious tradi¬ 

tions which we discussed above, Hindu¬ 

ism, Christianity and Buddhism. while 

others have emerged from traditions that 

were almost unknown in the West LLntil 

recently. Seme new religious movements 

are essentially new creations of the charts - 

nLi.ilk; leaders whu head their activities. 

Tills. Is the case, for example, with the 
Unification Church led by the h eve rend 

Sun Myung Moon, who Is seen by his sup¬ 
porters as a messlah, and whose church 
claims 4.5 million members- Membership 
in new religious movements mostly con¬ 

sists oF converts rather than individuals 

brought up in a particular faith. Members 

more often than not are wel I educated and 

from middle-class backgrounds. 

Most new- religious movements in 

Britain originated in the United States or 
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the Past, although a lew, such as the 

Acthcrius Society (founded in 1055} and 

the TinLn Foundation {founded in 1971), 

were established in Bril a in. Since the 

Second World War, the United Stales has 

witnessed a far greater proliferation of 

religious movements than at any previous 

time iti its Eiistory. including an unprece¬ 

dented Series of mergers and divisions 

between denominations,. Most have been 

short-lived, but a few have achieved 

remarkable following*. 

Various theories to explain die popular* 
I ty of new religious move nients have been 
advanced- Some observers have argued 

that they should be seen as a response to 
the process of liberalization and secular* 
jjjilion within society and even within na- 

ditional churches. People who feel that 

traditional religions have become ritualis¬ 

tic and devoid of spiritual meaning may 

Find comfort and a grealer sense of com¬ 

munity in smaller, less impersonal new 

religious movements. 

Others have pointed to new religious 

movements as an outcome of rapid social 

change [Wilson 19352). As traditional 

social nomas are disrupted, people search 

for both explanations and reassurance. 

The rise of groups and sects that empha¬ 

size personal spirituality, for example, 

suggest that many individuals feel a need 
to reconnect with their own values or 

beliefs in the face of instability and uncer¬ 
tainty, 

A further factor may be that new relig¬ 
ious movements appeal to people who 

feel alienated from mainstream society. 

The collective, communal approaches of 

sects and cults, some authors argue, can 

offersuppon anda sense n {belonging. Tor 

example, middle-class youths arc not 

marginalized from society in a material 

sense, but they may feel isolated emotion¬ 

ally and spiritually. Membership in a cult 

can lieEp tn overcome this feeling of alien¬ 

ation [Wrallis lEHM). 

New religious movements can be 

understood as falling into three broad cat¬ 

egories; ivorld-njjtrm fag, nvrid-rejecling 

and ivoffd-accamrT7odaltng movements, 

bach is based cm the relationship of the 

individual group Lo the larger social world. 

World-affirming movements 

WorM'ttffirming movement*are more akin 

to m If- help or tlx ra py groups the n to con * 
veurionai religious groups. They arc 

movements that often lack rituals, 

churches and formal theologies, turning 
their focus oil members' spiritual well¬ 

being. As the name suggests, wo rid- 

affirming movements do not reject the 

outside world or its values. Rather, they 

seek to enhance their followers’ abilities to 

perform anti succeed in that world by 

unlocking human potential. 

The Church of Scientology is one 

example of such a group. Founded by L. 

Eton Hubbard, the Church of Scientology 

has grown from its original base in Califor¬ 

nia to include a large membership in 

countries around the world, Scientolo¬ 

gists believe we are all spiritual beings, but 

have neglected our spiritual nature. 

Through training that makes them aware 

of their real spiritual capacities, people 

can recover forgotten supernatural 

powers, clear their minds and reveal their 

full potential. 

Many strands of the so-called New Age 

movement fall under the category of 

world-affirming movements. The New 

Age movement emerged from the 

counterculture of the lOGCls and I970sand 

encompasses a broad spectrum of beliefs. 
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practices and ways a f Life. Pagan teach i ngs 

(Celtic, Druidic, Native American and 

others], shamanism, farms of Asian mysti¬ 

cism. Wiccan rituals and Zen meditation 

arc only a Pew aP the activities that arc 

ihaught of as 'New Age". 

On the surface, the mysticism of the 

New Age movement appears to stand in 

stark contrast to the modem Societies in 

which it is favoured. Followers of New Age 

movements seek out and develop alterna¬ 

tive Ways of life in order to cope with the 

challenges of modernity. Yet New Age 

activities should not Lie Interpreted a$ 

simply a radical hreak with the present. 

They should also he seen as part of a large i 

cultural trajectory that awmjjff/Sesaspects 

nr mainstream culture. In late modem 

societies, individuals possess unpar¬ 

alleled degrees of autonomy and freedom 

co chart their own Lives. In this respect, the 

aims of the New Age movement coincide 

closely with the modem ape: people are 

encouraged to move beyond traditional 

values and expectations and to live their 

Lives actively and reflexively. 

World-rejecting movements 

As opposed. Lu world-affirming groups, 

world-rejecting movements are highly crit¬ 

ical of the outside world. They often 

demand significant lifestyle changes from 

their followers - members may he 

expected to live ascetlcally, to change their 

dress or hairstyle, or to follow a certain 

diet. World-rejecting movements are fre¬ 

quently exclusive, in contrast to world - 

affirming movements, which tend to he 

inclusive Ln nature. Some wo rid-rejecting 

movements display characteristics of total 

institutions; members arc expected to 

subsume their individual idenlitics in that 

of the group, to adhere la strict ethical 

codes or rules and to withdraw from activ¬ 

ity in the oulsidc world. 

Most of the world-rejecting movements 

place far more demands cm their 

members. In terms of time and commit¬ 

ment, than do alder established religions. 

Some groups have been known to use ihe 

technique of "love bombing' to gain llic 

individual's- total adherence A potential 

convert is overwhelmed by attention and 

constant displays oTinstant affection until 

he or she is drawn emotionally Into the 

group, Sonic new movements, hi fact, 
have been accused of brain washing their 
adhe re nts - seeking to contm | their minds 

In such a way as to rob them of the eapac- 
I ty fo r i ndepende nt decision - m ski ng- 

Many world-rejecting cults and sects 

have come under Ihe intense scrutiny of 

state authorities, the media and the 

public. Certain extreme cases of world- 

rejecting cults have attracted much 

concern. For example, the Japanese group 

Aum Shlnrikyo released deadly sarin gas 

into the Tokyo subway system In 199-j, 

injuring thousands of commuters and 

killing twelve people. ( Ihe cult's leader. 

ijhoku Asahara, was sentenced to death 

for ordering the attacks by the Japanese 

courts in February 2D(H.J The Branch 

Da vidian cult In the United. States l.dis- 
cussed above, p. 547] also grabbed the 

world media's attention when it became 
embroiled in a deadly confrontation wi th 

US authorities In 1993 after accusations of 
child abuse and weapons stock-piling. 

World-accommodating movements 

The third type of new religious movement is 

the one most like traditional religions. 

World-accommodating movements lend to 

emphasize the importance of inner relig¬ 

ious Life over more worldly concerns, 
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Members of such groups seeklo reclaim the 

spiritual purity that they believe has been 

lost in traditional religious settings. Where 

followers of world-rejecting and world- 

affirming groups often alter their lifestyles 

In accordance with their religious activity, 

many adherents csf world-accommodating 

movements carry on in their everyday lives 

and careers with Little visible change. One 

example ofa world-accommodating move¬ 

ment is Rentecoslallsm. PentecoElalists 

believe that the Holy Spirit can be heard 

through Individuals who are granted the 

gift of 'speaking In tongues'. 

Christianity, gender end sexuality 

Churches and denominations, as the pre¬ 

ceding discussion has indicated, arc relig¬ 

ious organizations wiLh defined systems 

□ f authority. In these hierarchies, as in 

other areas of social life, women are 

mostly excluded from power, This is very 

clear in Christianity, but it Ls also charac¬ 

teristic of all the major religions. 

More than ei hundred years ago, Eliza¬ 

beth. Cady Stanton, an American cam¬ 

paigner for womens rights, published ei 

series of coin men taries tin the Scriptures, 

entitled The Ubmnni litbte. In her view, 

the deity had created women and men as 
beings of equal value, and the Bible should 
Fully reflect this fact. Its 'masculinlsf char¬ 

acter. sire believed, reflected not the 
authentic word of God, but the fact that 
the Bible was written H men. In lft7t). the 
Church of England established a Revising 

Committee to revise and update the hilili- 

cal texts; but as Stanton pointed out, the 

committee contained not a single woman. 

She asserted that there was no reason In 

suppose that God is a man, since it was 

clear in the Scriptures that all human 

beings were fashioned in the image of 

God. When a colleague opened a women's 

rights conference with b prayer to 'God, 

our Mother', there was a virulent reaction 

from the church authorities. Yet Stanton 

pressed ahead, organizing a Women's 

devising Committee in America, com¬ 

posed of twenty-three women, to advise 

her in preparing The Womaiit Bible, which 

was published in 1 BBS. 

A century later the Anglican Church is 

still hugely dominated by men. although 

recently this has begun to change. In the 

Church of England between 19157 and 
|f]5>2 women ware allowed to be deacon¬ 

esses, but not permitted to be priests. 
Although they were officially part of the 

|ajty, they were not allowed to conduct 

certain basic religious rituals, like pro¬ 

nouncing blessings or solemnizing mar¬ 

riages. In 19*92, after increasing pressure, 

particularly From women inside the 

Church of England, the Synod (governing 

assembly! voted to make the priesthood 

open to women. The decision is still 

opposed by many conservatives in the 

Anglican Church, who argue that the full 

acceptance of women is a blasphemous 

deviation from revealed biblical tniLh and 

a move away from eventual reunification 

with the Catholic Church. As a result of the 

decision to allow women priests, some 

people decided to withdraw from the 

Church of England, often convening to 

Catholicism, l%n years later around a fifth 

of priests lit the Church of England are 

women, and it is expected that there will 

soon he mom women priests than men 

priests. In |uiy 2BOG, the Church of 

England voted to begin the process that 

would allow women lo become bishops, a 

decision strongly opposed by several 

senior figures in the Church. 
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The Catholic Church has been more 

conservative in its attitude !□ women than 

theChurch of England,. and persists in for¬ 

mally supporting inequalities of gender. 

Calls for the ordination of women have 

been consistently turned down by the 

Catholic authorities, fn 1977 the Sacred 

Congregation for the t Joe trine of the Faith, 

in Rome, declared formally that women 

were not admissible to the Catholic priest¬ 

hood, I lie reason given was that Jesus dill 

not cal l a Woman to be one of h is disci p Its. 

In January 2004 seven women, wlua had 
been ordained as priests by rebel Argen¬ 
tinean Bishop, R o in ulo Antonin Brasehi, 

were excommunicated from the Church 

and their ordinations overturned by the 
Vatican- pope John Paul 11 • I!:JltLI—IMJO-fj.] 

encouraged women to recall their roles as 

wives and mothers, attacked feminist 

ideologies which assert that men and 

women are fundamentally the same and 

supported policies prohibiting abortion 

and the use of contraception which place 

further Limitations on women's freedom 

(Vatican 2004J„ 

Controversy in the Anglican Church in 

recent years has shifted away from gender 

Co the issue of homosexuality and the 

priesthood. Homosexuals have long 

served In the Christian Church, but with 

their sexual Inclinations either sup¬ 

posed. ignored or unobserved (The 

Catholic Church still holds to the position 

set out In 1961 that those 'affected by tire 

perverse inclination' towards homosexu¬ 

ality must lie burred from Inking religious 

vows or heing ordained.) Other Protestant 

denominations have introduced liberal 

policies towards homosexuals and openly 

gay clergy have been admitted to the 

priesthood in some of the smaller denom¬ 

inations. The Evangelical Lutheran Church 

in the Netherlands was the first European 

Christian denomination to decide that les¬ 

bians and gays could scree as pastors in 

1972. Other denominations, such as the 

United Church of Canada (i n I98B) and the 

Norwegian Church (in 2000), have also fol¬ 

lowed su i t. 

The controversy over Lite admission of 

homosexuals to ihe priesthood came to 

the fore in the UEi in June 20015 when Ur 

Jeffrey John, an acknowledged homosex¬ 

ual living a celibate life, Was appointed 

Bishop of Reading, 1 te eventually declined 

to take ihe post after his appointment 

caused a bittgi tow within the interna¬ 

tional Anglican Church- In August aW3 
the rank and file of the Anglican Church in 

America voted to elect an openly gay 

bishop, Reverend Canon Gene Robinson 

of New Hampshire. A conservative lobby 

group. Anglican Mainstream, has now 

been created to lohhy against the appoint¬ 

ment of gay clergy and the issue remains 

unnexo Ivcd. 

Secularization and 
religious revival 

Secularization 

As we have seen, one view shared by early 
sociological thinkers was that traditional 

religion would become more and more 
marginal to the modern world. Marx. 
Durkhelm and Welrer all believed that a 
process of secularisation was hound to 

occur as societies modernized and 

became more reliant on science and tech¬ 

nology in control and explain ihe social 

world. Secularization describes the 

process whereby religion loses its influ¬ 

ence over the various spheres of social Life. 

/ righted a 
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Many places ot worship have nnw been put to different use, such as this discount carpet 

store m Arm ley in the north of England. 

Th e debate over th e secularization thesis 

is one of the most comples areas in the 

sociology of religion. In the most basic 

terms, there is disagreement between sup- 

pm-tens, of th e seen I ari/al ion thesis - who 

agree with seclology's Founding fathers 

and see religion as diminishing in power 

and importance i n the modem world - and 

opponents of the concept, who argue that 

religion remains a significant font1, albeit 

□ f'te n in new and n nfamilier fo rm s. 

The enduring popularity of new relig¬ 

ious movements presents a challenge to 

Lite seudamaLiun Lliesis. Opponent!; of 

die thesis point to the diversify 4irid dyna 

mis m of new religious inovotnem* and 

argue that religion and spirituality remain 
a central facet of modern life. As tradi¬ 

tional religions lose their hold, religion Is 

not disappearing, hut is being channelled 

in new directions. Nor all scholars agree, 

however. Proponents of the idea oF secu¬ 

larization point out that these movements 

remain peripheral to society as a whole, 

even if they make a profound impact on 

the! ives of their individual followers. New 

religious movements are fragmented and 

relatively unorganised; they also suffer 

from high turnover rates as people are 

attracted to a movement for some lime 

and then move on to something new. 

Compared to a serious religious com in It- 

Tiohtec iriai 
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tut nt. they argue, participation in a new 

religions movement appears Jit tic mine 

Elian a hobby or lifestyle choice. 

The sociological debate 

Secularization is a complex sociological 

concept i n part because there is Little con¬ 

sensus about how <he process should be 

measured. Moreover, many sociologists 

employ definitions of religion which do 

not coincide- while some argue that relig¬ 

ion is best understood in terms of the tra¬ 
ditional church, others argue that a much 

broader view must be taken to Include 
dimensions such as personal spirituality 

and deep commitment to certain values. 

These differences In perception will nec¬ 
essarily influence arguments for or 

;■= pj-n i nst seciila riza lion. 

Secularization tan be evaluated accord¬ 

ing to a number of aspects or dimensions. 

Some of them are objective in nature, such 

as the level of membership of religious 

organizations. Statistics end official 

records can show how many people- 

belong to a church or other religious body 

and are active in attending services or 

other ceremonies, As we shall see, with the 

exception of the USA, the Industrialized 

Countries have alt experienced consider¬ 

able secularization according to this 

index. The pattern of religious decline 
seen in Britain is found in moat of Westein 

humpCr Including Catholic countries such 

as France or Italy. More Italians than 
French attend church regularly and par¬ 
ticipate in the major rilLials-fnueli as Faster 

communion), but the overall pattern of 

declining religious observance is similar 

in both eases. 

A second dimension of secularization 

concerns how far churches and other 

religious organizations maintain their 

jocecTl influence, wealth and prestige. In 

earlier times, religious organizations 

could wield considerable influence over 

governments and social agencies, and 

commanded high respect in the commu¬ 

nity, How far is this still the case? The 

answer to the question is clear. Even if we 

confine Ourselves to the last century, we 

see thui religious organizations have pro¬ 

gressively lost much of the social and 

political influence they previously had - 

and the trend is Worldwide, although there 

are some exceptions. Church leaders can 
no longer automatically expect to be Infl¬ 
uential with the powerful- While some 

established churches remain very wealthy 
by a ny standards, a tid new religious move - 
meuts may rapidly build up fortunes, the 

material cireuinstances of many long¬ 

standing religious organizations arc inse¬ 

cure. Churches and temples have to be 

sold off, or arc in a state of disrepair. 

The third dimension of secularization 

concerns beliefs and values. We can call 

this the dimension of religiosity. Levels of 

church-going and the degree of social Infl¬ 

uence o t churches are obvi u usly not nec¬ 

essarily a direct expression of the beliefs or 

ideals people hold. Many who have relig¬ 

ious beliefs do not regularly attend ser¬ 

vices or take part in public ceremonies; 

conversely, regularity of such attendance 

or participation does not always imply the 

hold! ng of strong rellgio us views people 

may attend out of habit or because It is 

expected of them in their community. 

As in the other dimensions of secular¬ 

ization, we need an accurate understand¬ 

ing of til ll past to sec how Jar religiosity has 

declined today. Supporters of the secular¬ 

ization thesis argue that, in the past, relig¬ 

ion was far more important to people's 

daily Jives than it is today. The church was 
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In the UK, Church attendance has dropped dramatically over the InsL hundred years or so, and the 

overage *ge of tho congregation has risen considerably. More recently, however, seme denominations 

have reported a rise in attendance, 

at the hear! of local affairs and was a 

strong influence within family and per¬ 

sonal life. Yet critics of the thesis contest 

this idea, arguing that just because people 

attended church more regularly does not 

necessarily prove that I hey were more 

religious. In many traditional societies, 

including medieval Europe, commitment 

to religious belief was less strong and less 

important in day-to-day life than might be 

supposed, Research Into English history, 

for eaunipl.e, shows that lukewarm com¬ 

mit mead to religious beliefs was coni man 

among the ordinary people. Religious 

sceptics scent to have been found in most 

cultures, particularly in the larger tradi¬ 

tional societies [Ginzburg 19&Q). 

Yet there can be no doubt at all that the 

hold of religious ideas today is less than was 

generally the case in the traditional world - 

particularly if We include under the term 

'religion' the whole range Of the supernatu¬ 

ral in which people believed, Most of us 

simply Jo rlul any longer experience our 

environment ;■ s permeated by diviile Or 

spiritual entities- Some of the major ten- 

rricih 
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sions in the world today - Like those afflict¬ 

ing the M Lddlc East, Chechnya and Sudan - 

derive primarily, cr in some part, from 

religious differences. Hut the majority of 

conflicts and wars tire now mainly secular 

in nature - concerned with divergent polit¬ 

ical creeds or material interests. 

Hearing in mind these three dimensions 

of secularisation,, let us review1 some 

recent trends in religion in Britain and the 
United States and consider how they 

support or contradict the idea of secular¬ 

ization- We begin though with a brief 
account of the development of religion In 
Europe- 

Religion in Europe 

The influence of Christianity was a crucial 

element in the evolution of Europe as a 

political unit One possible; border to what 

we now define as Europe is down the line 

of the first great split in European Chris¬ 

tian thought in the eleventh century, 

between Catholic and Eastern Orthodox 

forms of Christianity. Orthodox Christian¬ 

ity is still the dominant religion in many 

East European countries, including Bul¬ 

garia, Belarus, Cyprus, Georgia. Greece, 

Rumania, Russia, Serbia and Ukraine. 

hi Western Europe the division of the 
continent into Catholic and Protestant in 
dre sixteenth century marked a second 

great rupture hi Christian thought. Tills 
process, known as the Reformation, is 
inseparable from the division of Western 

Europe into the relatively stable patch- 

work of modem nation-states lhat we still 

sec on the map today. Very broadly. 

Western Europe divided itself into a Prot¬ 

estant North (Scandinavia and Scotland}; 

a Catholic South (which includes Spain, 

Portugal, Italy and Franc c, as well as 

Belgium and Ireland further north} and 

several more or Jess denominationally 

mixed countries (Including Britain and 

Northern belaud, the Netherlands and 

Germany). 

The Reformation took different farms in 

different countries, but was unified by the 

attempt to escape the influence of the 

Pope and the Catholic Church. A Variety of 

denominations of Protestantism, and 

relations between Church and State, 

emerged in Europe. Below We glv'e a brief 

sketch of religion In some of die major 

Western European nations., 
The fiordte can n trio* (Sweden. Norway, 

Denmark, Finland and Iceland) have a 
snne church (the Lutheran Stare Church of 
Northern Europe).The population i-. char- 

actetved by a high rate of church mem¬ 

bers hip. bui a low Deed of bath religious 

practice aod acceptance of Christian 

beliefs. These countries have been 

dcst ri bed as "bclongi ng withou L believing' 

(as table Li.l shows). Particularly in 

Sweden the dose relationship between 

Church and State is now being ques¬ 

tioned. Many people find the idea of d 

rhurch that is specialty privileged by the 

state map prop dale in a n increasingly eth - 

nicdlly and culturally diverse country. 

Germany can still he characterised as 
being divided between Catholicism and 
ProtestenUsm, However, this is now chal¬ 

lenged, first, by a growing Muslim popula¬ 
tion (see below, figure 14.2) and second, by 
an Increase in the number of people who 

da i 111 00 religious allegiance. This second 

point is partly explained by the reunifica¬ 

tion of East and Mfcat Germany after the fall 

of the Berlin Wall in Iflftfl, and the suppres¬ 

sion of Christianity in the former Commu¬ 

nist countries oi Eastern Europe, including 

East Germany. 

py righted 
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Table 14,t Frequency of church attendance in Western Europe, 1990 pto) 

At least Once a Once a Christmas. Once a Never 
once □ week month or more month Easter, etc, year 

European average 

Catholic errantries 

29 10 3 5 40 

Belgium 23 a 13 4 52 

Fra nee 10 l 17 7 39 

Ireland 31 7 a 1 5 

Italy 40 13 23 A 19 

Portugal 33 a s 4 47 

Spa in 

Mixed countries 

33 m 13 4 36 

Great Britain 13 10 12 S 36 

Netherlands 2 1 lO 13 5 47 

Northern Ireland 49 IB 6 7 10 

West Germany 

Lutheran enuntriev 

Denmark 

19 

ID 

15 16 9 41 

Finland - 

Iceland 9 

Norway 10 

Swede n to 

5£njf£!?: Ashford aiK3 Ttmms (1992)j reproduced in Dave (2000}, p. 9 

Fra nee is la rgely a Catholic country. Lntl 

It is far more like the Protestant countries 

□ f Northern Europe in demonstrating low 

levels of religious belief and practices (see 

table 14.1). Of all the countries of Western 

Europe, France has the strictest separa¬ 
tion between Church and Slate, The 
French state is strictly secular and refuses 

to privilege any religion or denomination. 

This takes in the exclusion of discussion of 

religion in ail state institutions. Including 
a hoit on religious education in state-run 

schools. This strict separation between 

Church and Stare also led to the controver¬ 

sial ban on conspicuous' religious items 

in French school which came into place in 

September 20CM, and particularly affected 

those Muslim girls who wore headscarves. 

Unty. Spifrin and Portugal are largely 

Catholic. They demonstrate higher levels 

of religious belief and practice Hum most 

o ther European countries, especially tho se 

in the north (See table 14.1J. The Catholic 

Church, Eased inside Italy, enjoys a high 

level of influence in oil of these countries. 
In Italy, Catholicism is privileged above 

other denomination* and religions. In 
Spain, the Catholic Church was instru¬ 

mental In supporting the political right in 

the civil war which led to General Franco’s 

dictatorship between L9.39 and 11175. 

Them Is no official link between State and 

Church in Spain, although Che Catholic 

Church is privileged by its dominance in 

terms of numbers. In Portugal, despite 

some constitutional reform in the 1970s, 
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the Catholic Church still has a degree of 

influence in law ( Davie 20D0J. 

Religious minorities 

Europe is also home to sizeable nor- 

Christian religious minorities. Although 

lews have been present in Europe for cen¬ 

turies, their recent history has been hound 

up with anti-Semitic discrimination and 

genocide. 

Racism and discrimination are discussed 

in more detail in chapter 13, 

In the years after (lie Second Word War, 

ms ny Jews who had survived the h oloca u st 

left Europe for the newly created state of 

Israel. These facto rs mea ntthat (lie number 

of laws living in Europe fell dramatically 

during the twentieth century from 9-6 

million in I Lib? in fewer than 2 million by 

themid- 1990s (as tabLe H.2ahowsl. 

[n the twentieth century global migra¬ 

tion. partly shaped hy Europe's colonial 

history, has also led to the development of 

sizeable nan-Judeo-Christian minorities 

across the whole of the European conti¬ 
nent for the first lime. Of these. Islam is by 

far the largest non-Christian faith, with at 

least six roil lion members in Europe, 

making up urOUftdJ percent of its popula¬ 

tion. (Figure 14.2 shows the migration of 
Muslims Into Europe ami their country of 
origin.) The colonial links between France 

and North Africa account for a sizeable 
French Muslim population of three to four 

million- Germany, by contrast, has large 
numbers of Muslim migrant workers from 

Turkey and South-East Europe. Britain's 

Musli in pop li lat ion. as wo shall see below, 

comes largely from the former British 

Empire countries of the Indian subconti¬ 

nent (Davie 2000). Below we develop a 

wider picture of religion in the UK. 

Religion in the United Kingdom 

Before 200 1, questions about religion had 

not been included in the Census for 150 

years. The most recent Census therefore 

provides a much more accurate portrait of 

religion in IfriLain than earlier assess¬ 

ments, which hadl been based urn -surveys 

of public opinion and reports from indi¬ 

vidual denominations. I he 2001 Census 

found that around 79 per tent of Lite UK 

population reported having a religion, and 
almost 72 per cent of people described 
themselves as Christian. Oilier religions in 

the UK have far fewer adherents than 
Christianity, Islam Is the nest most 

common faith - almost 3 par cent of the 

population describe themselves as 

Muslim. Other significant groups Include 

Hindus, Sikhs, Jews and Buddhists, each 

accounting for less than I per cent of the 

total population (see table Id .31, 

The extent to which people identified 

with a religion varied around the UK. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, given its his Lory 

as a site of religious conflict,, people in 

Northern Ireland were more likely to say 

that they identified with a religion (B6 per 

cent) than those in England and Wales (77 

per cent) and In Scotland (ts? per cent), 
About lb per cent of the UK population 
stated thfu they had no religion- This cat¬ 

egory Included agnostics and atheists, (it 
also included tire 39U.uoy people - less 
than 1 per cant - who described their 

religion as J|edi', inspired hy a hoax email 

campaign, reported in the media, which 

falsely claimed that the belief system at 

the centre of the Star Wars films would 

receive official government recognition if 

enough people cited it on their Census 

forms.) 

Copyrighted material 
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Table 14,2 lewisfi populations in Europe, 1937-94 

1537 1540 1967 (094 

Austria 191/300 11 .ODC* 12,500 7/300 

Belgium 65,1300 45/300 4 0,&&0 31.60U 

Bulgaria 49,000 44,200 5/300 1,900 

Czechoslovakia 357,000 55/300 15.000 7,600' 

Denmark a.500 5,500 6/1 DO 6,400 

Estonia'7 4,600 — — 3,500 

Finland 2,000 2/300 1,750 3,300 

France 300,000 225,000 535,000 530,000 

Germany 500,000 153,000=■ 50/300 55,a0O 

Great Britain 330,000 370,000 400.000 295,000 

Greece 77,000 10/300 6,500 4,BOO 

II ungary 400,000 145,000 30.000 56.000 

Ireland {Republic) 5,000 3,900 2,900 3,2DO 

Italy 49,000 S3,000" 35,000 31,000 

Latvia' 05,000 — - 1 B/300 

Lithuania' 155,000 - - 6,500 

Luxe mborurg 1,500 500 500 600 

Netherlands 140,000 20,000 30.000 25.000 

Norway 2,000 750 1/300 1/100 

Poland 3,250/300 215/300 21.000 6/300 

Portugal n/a 4/300 I.000 300 

Romania 950,000 420,000 100,000 10,000 

Spain n/ a E/300 6/300 12/300 

Sweden 7,500 15,500 13/100 16,500 

Switzerland 10,000 35,000 20.(300 19,000 

Turke^ 50/300 40,000 35,000 16/300 

US5R/CISd 2,669,000 1,971/300 1,715/300 812/300 

Yugoslavia 71/300 12/100 7,00(3 3,500* 

Total 5,648,100 3,098,350 3,115,650 1,980,000 

Aforfe: These figures, eellsted hewn many sinurees, are cd vailing reliability and in some eases are svbjeei in a wide margin 

of error a id Interpretation. This warning applies particularly to ihe figj-es far I '3 -1G, a year In which there was considerable 

Jewish population rwnwnont It must also bo borne m mi»d that the boundaries of many European countries changed 
betircen 1937 and 11346. 

n/a — nut available, 

“ includes 'Displaced Persons'.b Total for Ciedi Republic and Slovakia.= Ba>be States included in USSR, between 1941 and 

1991, * EjjcI udes Asiatk regions,b ToIbI for former VugosJavia. 

Source: Waaaetsteiri £1996); repaaduced isi Da-ne (2D0D), p. 123 

vriohl nal 
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Figure 14.2 Mumber of European Muslims originating from specifies countries and total Islamic 

population of European destination countries, c. 1900 

.Source-: UertnvBC a.id Peach (1097); reproduced Fti Davie lULiDLU, p .I'iH 

Although over 70 per cent of the UK 

population describe themselves as Chris¬ 

tian, a far smaller figure regularly go to 

church. According to the 1G5L Census of 

religion, about ■■u per cent of adults in 

England and Wales attended church each 

Sunday; by I SOU this had dropped to :s5 

pai cent, hy 1S50 to 20 per cent and by 

2000 Lo 0 per cent. [The decline in Angli¬ 

can church membership is slmwn in figure 

111) The main British denominations 

lost ,'Ln average 5 per cent of churchgoers 

during the 19AOs, with the most substan¬ 

tial decline (of 8 per cent) among ho man 

Catholics. There are now some signs that 

this trend is slowing, [n Greater London, 

for example;, a I tendance at Anglican 

churches fell by per cent during Lise 

I guns, bu t rose by 3 per cent beiwee n I 3m 
and i yatt. Outside (he Church of England. 
Baptists increased then attendance 

figures by ll per cent between 1TO and 
igSR - see figure M4 (The Economist, 2] 

Becemhcr 2t)Ut». 

The general trend in decline in church 

attendance, however, is somewhat un¬ 

even. A difference exists, for example 

between Trinitarian and non-Trinitarian 

churches. Trinitarian churches, which 

include Anglicans, Catholics, Methodists 

and Presbyterians, among others, arc 

those that believe in the unity of the Trinity 

v,/ T1 cl 
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Table 14.3 Those who described themselves 

England and Wales0 

as 'Belonging to a religion' in the 2001 Census, 

Thousands Percentages 

Christian 373i& 70 

Muslim 1.M7 3rO 

Hindu 552 LI 

Sikh 329 0.6 

Jewish 260 0.5 

Buddhist 144 QJ 

Other 151 03 

All religions 4D„322 77.5 

No religion 7,709 14.8 

Religion not stated 4,011 7,7 

All no religion/not stated 11,720 22.5 

' The question was voluntary. with tkk bo-Jt optscwi-s, and asked Wiat is your religion^ 

Source: Social Treads 34 (2D04), p. 209 

lit oi)« God, Memberihip of Trinitarian 

churches fell from 8,3 milllun in 1670 m G,5 

rn illion in 19^4, 1 tow ever, there was an 

Increase in the membership of some 

non "Trinitarian churches, such as the 
Mormons: and die lehnvali's Witnesses, 

ever the same period (see table ] 4.4). 

Among ethnic minority populations, 
attends nee at church and religious ser¬ 

vices has also been rising. A number of 

'new religious movements' (sec above, 

pp. 543-52] have also attracted followers 

in Britain. 

There is a discernible pattern lo religion 

in the UK in terms of age, sere, class and 

geography, Generally, older people are 

more religious Ilian those in younger age 

groups. Church-going among young 

people reaches a peak a t (he age of fifteen., 

after which average levels of attendance 

slump until people reach their thirties anti 

forties and enthusiasm is revived; church- 

golng thereafter rises with Increasing age, 

Women are more likely to he involved hi 

organized religion than men- In Anglican 
churches this is only marginally flic case, 

but in Christian Science churches, for 

example, women outnumber men by four 
to one. 

In general, church attendance and 

professed religious belief are higher 
among more affluent than among poorer 

groups. The Church of England has been 

called ‘the Conservative Party at prayer', 

and there is still some truth in this. Cath¬ 

olics are more likely to be working class, 

Th is class orientation shows itself in 

voting patterns: Anglicans tend to vote 

Conservative and Catholics to vote 

Labour, asilo many Methodists, Method¬ 

ism having originally been closely con¬ 

nected with tile rise of the Labour Party. 

Religious participation also varies widely 
according lo where people live; To per 

cent of adults in Merseyside and 32 per 

cent in Lancashire are church members. 

vriahte 
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Figure ] 4,5 Tot^| Anglican membership In Brirair»r 1900-3000 {in millions) 
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Figure 14,4 Percentage change in church attendance in Greater London, 1373 38 

Source: Jibe fcanor™* (21 December 2000) 
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Table 14.4 UK religious comm unities 1975-20-05 {tn millions) 

D enom inationa 1 grou p 1975 I9BG 19&5 1990 1995 2000 2005 

Anglican 29..31 29.01 ib.b2 2B.6J ia.42 2®.i3 2G.21 

Roman Catholic 5.6 5.7 5.7 5.7 5,9 5.8 5.8 

OrthcdoK 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 

Presbyterian 3,4’ 3.3* 3.2s 3.22 3.1s 2.92 2,9? 

Baptist OS1 0.5* th52 0.5f O.B2 0.5! 0.51 

Methodist 1,72 1.6* L53 1,5* M3 1.32 LI3 

All other churches 1.0 1.2 LI 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.3 

TotaS Tr/mtafian 41.9 417 41.4 41.2 403 40.7 40.5 

Ncn-TdnUarian 0.7 0.8 If) 1.1 1.3 1.4 t A 

TotaS Christian 42.5 42.5 42.4 42.3 42.2 42. J 41.9 

Muslim 0.4 0.71 0.0s 1.31 3.4s 1.6J 1.7s 

Hindu 0.42 0.S2 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.&2 0.6E 

$IMl 0.11 0,11 D.22 0,21 0.3J 0.31 Q.42 

Jew 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0,3 

Buddhist 0.0 0.1 O.l O.l O.l 0.2 0.2 

Other religions 0.1 0.1 O.l 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 

TotaS a IS religions 44.0 44.3 44.6 44. B 45.0 45 2 45.3 

Percentage of population; 

Christian 7& 76 74 74 73 72 70 

Muslim 1 1 2 2 2 3 J 

All other religion® 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 

70(47 afi religions 79 79 79 79 77 77 7£ 

* fistirn ati* 0 Rei'isnd lijjurn '■ Previous, y included P-uddhisft 

Source: UlXH tteUgiavs Trends 4 (2003/4). p 2,2 

compared with onty 9 [>cr cent in Hunt- occur there involve only a minority froth 

burside and 11 per cent in Nutting hum- either faith, but are often acute and 

shire. One reason for this is Lmmigration violent. The influence of religion in .North- 

- Liverpool hns a largo po p ula lion u 1 ? Irish ern Ireland is not easy to disentangle from 

Catholic®, just a® North London is a focus Other factors involved in the antagonisms; 

for Jews and Bradford for Muslims at id the belief there In a ‘united Ireland', In 

Sikhs. which Hire and Northern Ireland would 

[n terms of their consequences for d?y- become one state. Is generally held among 
Co day behaviour, religious differences are Catholics and rejected by Protestants, But 
much more marked in Northern Ireland political considerations and Ideas of 

than anywhere else in Britain-The dashes nationalism play an important role along- 

between Protestants and Catholics which side religious heliefs. 
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Religion in the United States 

Compared do the citizens of other indus¬ 

trial nations Ami-rkjii^ ..n- nuusualh, 

religious. With few exceptions, '(lie United 

Stales has been the most God-believing 

and! religion-adhering, lumlainenlallst, 

and religiously traditional country in 

Christendom Iwherel more new religions 

have been born . . . than any other 

country' {Upset 199T), According to 

public opinion polls, around three orn of 

every five Americans say that religion is 

'Very important' in their own life and at 

any given time around 40 per cent will 

have been to church in the previous week 

(Gallup 2ftfl4)-The overwhelming majority 

of Americans reportedly believe in God 

and claim rhey regularly pray, the majority 

ones or more limes a day (Genrer lfS94, 

IMS.). Seven out of ten Americans report 

that they believe in an afterlife (Roof and 

McKinney 1998; Warner 1993'U 

The US government does not afTicEalLy 

collect data on religious affiliation, but a 

picture can he drawn from occasional 

government surveys, ptiblic opinion palls 

and chinch records. These show that the 

Uni Led Stales is the must religiously diverse 

country in lire world. with more tliafi 1,500 

distinct religions (Melton 19B9), Despite 

this variety, surveys also reveal that (lie 

majority of Americans define themselves 

as Christian and belong to a relatively small 

number of religious denominations- 

About 52 per cent of Americans iden¬ 

tify themselves as Protestants and 24 per 

cent as Catholics, Ollier significant relig¬ 

ious groups Include Mormons, Muslims 

and Jews (Pew 20(12). The Catholic 

Church has shown by far the largest 

Increase in membership, partly because 

of the immigration of Catholics from 

Mexico and Central and South America. 

Yet the growth in Catholic Church mem¬ 

bership has also slowed in recent years, 

as same followers have drifted away, 

either teasing eo identify themselves as 

Catholics or shifting to Protestantism, 

Although Catholics continue to grow in 

number, the percentages who attend 

church have shown a sharp decline over 

the past few decades, beginning in the 

ILHiOs and levelling off in (lie mid-1970's. 

One of (he main reasons was the papal 

encyclical of riWli. which reaffirmed the 
ban on the use of contraceptives among 

Catholics, The encyclical offered no 

leeway for people whose conscience 

allowed for the use of contraceptives. They 
were faced with disobeying the church, 

and many Catholics did just that. A survey 

in the USA found that three-quarters of 

■Catholic women of child-hearing age use 

contraception and 95 per cent of all Cath¬ 

olic women who have ever had sex have 

used contraception at some point in their 

lives (.National Survey of Family Growth 

1995,1. In addition, a recent poll found (hat 

50 per cent of American Catholics reject 

the notion that the- Pope is infallible when 

he leaches cm matters of morals, such as 

birth control and abortion (Gallup 20051, 

A large preportion of Catholics have there¬ 
fore come to doubt or defy the Church's 

authority ove r various areas of their lives, 

A clearer picture of religious life In the 

USA can he obtained if we break down 

the large Protestant category into major 

subgroups. According to surveys, the 

largest Protestant denomination in the 

USA is made up of Baptists-, who account 

for are u nd 15 pe r cent o f the pop u Latino 

- about a third of a LI Protestants. Other 

significant Protestant, groups include 

py righted material 
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Content pwsry approaches; 'religious economy' 

One sF the most recent and influential 
approaches to the sociology of religion is 
tailored to Western societies, and particularly the 
United Stales,, which offers many different faiths 
from which to pick and chouse. Taking their cue 
from economic theory, sociologists who Favour 
the religious economy approach argue that 
religions can be fruitfully understood as 
organizations in competition with erne another 
for followers (Stark and Bainferidge 1997; Finke 
and Stark I96B, 1992; Moore 1594), 

like contemporary economists who study 
businesses, these sociologists argue that 
com pell lion is preferable to monopoly when it 
comes to ensuring religious vitality- This position 
is exactly opposite to those of the classical 
theorists, Marx, Durkheim and Weber assumed 
that religion weakens when it is challenged by 
different religious or secular viewpoints, 
whereas the religious economists argue that 
competition increases the overall level of 
religious involvement In modern society. 
Religious economists believe this to be true for 
two reasons. First, competition makes each 
religious group try that much harder to win 
followers. Second, the presence of numerous 
religions means that there is likely to be 
something for just about everyone, l.n culturally 
diverse societies a single religion will probably 
appeal to only a limited range of followers* 
while the presence of Indian gurus and 
fundamentalist preachers, in addition to more 
traditional churches, is likety to encourage a high 
level of religious participation. 

This analysis is adapted from the business 
world, in which competition presumably 
encourages the emergence of highly specialized 
products that appeal to the very specific 
markets. In fact, (he religious economists borrow 
the language1 of business in describing the 
conditions that lead to the success or failure of a 
particular religious orga dilation. According to 
Roger Finke and Rodney Stark (1992}, a 
successful religious group must be well 
organized for competition, have eloquent 
preachers who are effective'sale? repsrin 

spreading the wo rtf, offer beliefs and rituals that 
are packaged as an appealing product, and 
develop effective marketing techniques. 
Religion, in this view, is a business much like 
any other. Television evangelists have been 
especially good businesspeople in selling their 
religious products. 

Thus religious economists such as Finke and 
Stark do not see competition as undermining 
religious beliefs and thus contributing to 
secularization. Rather, they argue that modern 
religion is constantly renewing itself through 
active marketing and recruitment.. Although 
there is a growing body oF research that 
supports the notion that competition is good for 
religion (Stark and Baimbridge i960., 1995; Finke 
and Gtark 1997), not all research comes to this 
conclusion (Land etal. 1999). 

The religious economy approach 
overestimates the extent to which people 
rationally pick and choose among different 
religions, as it they were shopping around far a 
new car or a pair of shoes. Among deeply 
committed believers, particularly in societies 
that tack religious pluralism, it is not obvious 
that religion is a matter of rational choice. In 
such societies,, even when people are allowed to 
choose among different religions, most are likely 
to practise their childhood religion without ever 
questioning whether or not there are more 
appealing ahernatfves. Even in The United States, 
where the religious economy approach; 
originated, sociologists may over!oak the 
spiritual aspects of religion if they simply 
assume that religious buyers are always on 
spiritual shopping sprues, A study of baby 
boomers in the USA (the generation born in the 
two decades after the end of the Second World 
inter) found that a third had remained loyal to 
their childhood faith, while another third had 
continued to profess their childhood beliefs 
although they no longer belonged to a religious 
o rga ntizatio n. T h us o n ly a thi rd were actively 
looking around for a new religion, making the 
sorts of choice presumed by the religious 
economy approach (Roof 1993). 

y named 
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MclhadiSils <7 per centb Lutherans fS per 

cent) Presbyterians f9 per cent), Fente- 

costalists £2. per cent), Episcopalians [2 

per cent) and Mormons and letter-Day 

Sain ts (I per cent) [Alt IS 2 DO! |. 

Several studies have nored thata change 

has taken place in recent decades in the 

composition of the Protestant Chuteh in 

America. .Membership of the liberal, or 

mainstream, American churches, such as 

cite Lutherans, Episcopalians lAngUcans}, 

Methodists and Presbyterians, is in 

decline;, However, there has been an 
Increase in die membership of conserve ■ 
live, or non ^traditional. Ptotestant 

churches such as (lie Pentecostalists and 

the Srmthem Baptists (Hoofand McKinney 
1990: Jones et al. Z(H>2\. 

These figures are important because 

they indicate the growing strength of con¬ 

servative Protestants in the United States. 

Conservative Protestants emphasize a 

literal interpretation of the Bible, morality 

in daily life and conversion through evan¬ 

gelizing. They can be contrasted with the 

more historically established liberal Prot¬ 

estants. who (end to adopt a mo re flexible, 

humanistic approach to (heir religious 

practices. Somewhere in between are 

moderate Protestants. 

The conservative denominations inspire 
deep loyally and commitment, and They are 
highly effective in recruiting new members, 

particularly young, people. Twice as many 
people belong to conservative Protestant 
groups as liberal ones, and conservative 
Protestants may soon outnumber moder¬ 

ates as well fltoof' and McKinney 199£». 

Liberal Protestantism in particular has 

suffered. The age mg mem bers of the liberal 
Protestant denominations have not been 

replaced by new young fn-Llowcrs, commit¬ 

ment Is lew and some current members are 

switching to other faiths. Black Protestant 

churches also continue ten thrive in the 

United Slates, as their members move into 

the middle class and a degree of economic 

and political prominence {Roof and McKin¬ 

ney 199 D; i-'inke and Stark 19S2). 

The Protestant Church in the USA has 

also seen a huge rise in evangelicalism, the 

belief in spiritual rebirth {being 'born 

again1). Evangelicalism can be seen in par( 

as a response to growing secularism, relig¬ 

ious diversity and, hi general, the decline 

of once core Protestant values in American 
life (Wuthnow In recent years, there 
has been an enormous growth in evangeli¬ 

cal denominations, paralleled by a decline 
in the more mainstream Protestant relig¬ 
ious affiliations. Many Piotestanis are 

dearly seeking the more direct, personal 

and emotional religious experience prom¬ 

ised by evangelical denominations. 

The US President. George W. Bush, is a 

born-again Christian, and has said that his 

faith helped him to overcome a drink 

problem earlier in life and to start afresh. He 

has likened America's international rule 

after (he teTTurisL attacks on the USA uri 11 

September 2001 to a battle against forces of 

evil, Bush's born-again Christianity is refl¬ 

ected in his conservative views on gay mar¬ 

riage and abortion, I ils evangelical religious 

values were vital in helping him to win a 
second term as President In November 2004. 

when he gained the support of the vast 
majority of evangelical Christians in the 

USA who saw these moral issues as cruelal- 

Ihe controversy surrounding gay marriage 

in the States is discussed in chapter 12r 

'Sexuality and CendeY, pp. 434-6. 

Evangelical organizations are good at 

mobilizing resources to help achieve their 

religious and political objectives, as the 

py righted material 
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The USA has witnessed a dramatic growth in Evangelicalism. The support at evangelical Christians 

helped George W. Bush into puwer. 

2M'I presidential election demonstrated. 

In 1 hl": hMsine&s-likc language used by the 

LeligLDLLH economists [sec box on p. !54»B|, 

they have proved to be extremely compet¬ 

itive 'spiritual entrepreneurs' in the 'relig¬ 

ions marketplace' [Hatch EBBS], .Radio and 

television have provided important new 

marketing technologies, used by same 

evangelicals to reach a much wider audi¬ 

ence than was previously possible. Called 

Televangelists' because they Conduct their 

evangelical ministries on the television;, 

cliese ministers depart from many earlier 

evangelicals by preaching a 'gospel of 

prosperity': r]ie belief that God wants the 

faithful to be financially prosperous and 
satisfied, rather than to sacrifice and 

suffer This approach differs considerably 

from the austere emphasis on hard work 

and self-deniat ordinarily associated with 

traditional conservative Protestant beliefs 

[Hadden and. Shu pc J 037: Bruce 1990). 

Luxurious houses of worship epitomized 

by HoberL FJ. Schuller's Crystal Cathedral 

in Garden Grove, California, provide I he 

televised settings for electronic churches, 

whose congregants arc geographically 

dispersed and are united primarily by 

1111 ■■ 111 s t>f tiectrunic tecl i oology- Theology 

and fund raising are the staples of tele 

vangetlsm. which must support not only 

I he television ministries themselves, bm 

also schools, universities, theme parks 

and sometimes the lavish lifestyles of Its 

preachers. 

The electronic preaching of religion has 
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become particularly prevalent in [.atari 

America,, where North American televi¬ 

sion programmes are shown. As a result, 

Protestant movements, most of them of 

the Pentecostal kind, have made a dra¬ 

matic Impact on such countries as Chile 

and Brazil, which are predominantly 

Catholic (Martin 1990). 

Although some evangelicals combine a 

thoroughly modern lifestyle with tradi¬ 

tional religious beliefs, others strongly 

reject many contemporary beliefs and 

practices. Fundamentalists are evangel I- 

cals who are anti-modern in many of their 
beliefs, calling fnr strict codes of morality 

and conduct, These frequently include 
taboos against drinking, smoking and 
other 'worldly evils', ;L fit* lief in hihlical 

itil';-llihility and a sirring emphasis on 

Christ's impending return to earth 

(Palmer 1989). Their 'old-time religion' 

clearly distinguishes good from evil and 

right front wrong [Roof and McKinney 

1990}. The rise in Christian fundamental¬ 

ism is discussed below [pp, 575-7). 

In the debate over secularization, the 

United btates represents an important 

exception to the view that religion is 

declining in Western societies. While on 

the one hand the UbA is one of the must 

thoroughly 'modernized' oouiilrle»f li is 

also characterized by some of the highest 
levels of popular religious helief and 

membership in the world- Steve Bruce, 
11 tie of the leading advocates of the secu¬ 
larization thesis, lias argued that the per¬ 
sistence of religion in the URA can lie 

understood In terms of cultural transition 

(Bruce 1996). In cases where societies- 

undergo rapid and profound demo¬ 

graphic or economic change, Bruce sug¬ 

gests, religion can play a critical role in 

helping people adjust to new conditions 

and survive instability. Industrialization 

came relatively late to the United States 

and proceeded very quickly, he argues, 

among a population that was composed 

of a great diversity of ethnic groups. In the 

USA, religion was important in stabilizing 

people's identities and allowed a smoother 

cultural transition into the American 

'melting put'. The USA is by no- means 

alone in placing a great deal of emphasis 

on Lhe importance of religion,, as figure 

14,5 Illustrates. 

Evaluating the secularization 
thesis 

There Is little question among sociologists 

that, considered as a long-term trend, 

religion in the traditional church has 

declined in most Western countries - with 

the notable exception of the USA. The infl¬ 

uence of religion has diminished along 

each of the three dimensions of secular¬ 

ization, much as nineteent h-century soci¬ 

ologists predicted it would. Should we 

conclude that they and later proponents 

of the secularization thesis were Correct? 

Has the appeal of religion lust its grasp 

wiLh the deepening of modernity? Such a 

Conclusion would be questionable for a 

number of reasons, 
First, the present position of religion in 

Britain and Hither Western countries is 

much more complex than supporters of 

the secularization thesis suggest, Helig- 
lous and spiritual belief remain powerful 

and motivating forces in many people's 

l ives, even if they do not choose In worship 

formally through the framework of the tra¬ 

ditional church. Rome scholars have sug¬ 

gested that there has been a move towards 

'believingwithout belonging" [Davie 1994) 

- as we have seen in our discussion of 

»ri 
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Figure 143 The importance given to- religion in selected countries (percentage of adult 

population saying religion is 'very important' in their lives) 

Source: Paw Research Centre f7Ul.i.:'l 

religious belief In tin: UK. people maintain 
a helieF in God or a higher force, but prac¬ 

tise and develop their faith outside Institu¬ 
tionalized forms of religion. 

Second, secularization cannot be meas¬ 

ured according to membership in main¬ 

stream Trinitarian churches alone. To do 

so diseounis the growing role of nor- 

Westcrn faiths and new religious move¬ 

ments, bolh internationally and within 

industrialized societies. In liritain. for 

trample, active membership within tradi¬ 

tions L churches is falling, yet participation 

among Muslims, Hindus, Slkhfi, Jews, 

evangelical 'born-again' believers and 

Orthodox Christians remains dynamic.. 

Third, there seems to be little evidence 

of secularization in noil-Western soci¬ 

eties, In many areas oF the Middle East, 
Asia. Africa and India, a vital and dynamic 

I s Li m ic fu nda m entalism cha I lenges We sc - 

ermization. When Ihc Pope toured South 

America, mi Elions, of Catholics there 

enthusiastically followed his progress. 

Eastern Orthodoxy has been enthusiasti¬ 

cally re-embraced by citizens in parts of 

the former Soviet Union after decades of 

repression of tJie Church by the Commu¬ 

nist leadership, T his enthusiastic support 

for religion around the globe is. unfortu¬ 

nately, mirrored by religiously inspired 

conflicts as well. Just as religion can be a 

,nv riahl 
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source of solace and support, it has aJ&o 

been and continues to be at the origin of 

inlense social struggles and conflicts. 

One can point to evidence both in 

favour of and against the Idea of secular¬ 

ization. It seems clear that secularization 

as a concept is most useful in explaining 

changes that arc occurring within the Ira- 

rJillonal churches today both in terms of 

declining power and influence and in 

regard to internal secularizing processes 

affecting, for (Mampie. the role of Women 

and gays. Modernising forces In society at 
large are being left within many trad I- 
tioii.ilreligious Institutions, 

Above all, however, religion in the late 

modern world should he evaluated 

against a backdrop of rapid change, 

instahi lity and diversity. Even if tradi tiona l 

Forms of religion are receding to a degree, 

religion still remains a critical force in our 

social world. The appeal oF religion, in its 

traditional and novel forms, is likely to be 

long-lasting. Religion provides many 

people with insights into com pies ques¬ 

tions about life and meaning that cannot 

be answered satisfactorily with rationalist 

perspectives. 

It is not surprising then, that during 

these times of rapid change, many people 

look For and find answers and calm in 

religion. Fundamentalism Is perhaps the 

clearest example of this phenoraenon- 

Yet. increasingly, religious responses to 
change are occurring In new and ttnfam11 ■ 
iar forms: new religious movements, 

cults, sects and 'Mew Age' activities. While 

these groups may not 'look like' forms of 

religion on the surface, many critics of the 

secularization hypothesis believe that 

they represent transformations of relig¬ 

ious belief In the face of pro Found social 

change. 

Religious fundamentalism 

The strength of religious fundamentalism is 

another indication that secularization has 

not triumphed Ln the modern world. The 

term fundamentalism can be applied in 

many different contexts. La describe strict 

adherence to hi sal of principles or beliefs. 

Religion* funitnmenlnSisni describes the 

approach taken by religious groups which 

call lor the literal interpretation of basic 

scriptures or tests and believe that the doc¬ 
trines which emerge from such readings 
should be applied to ell aspects, of social, 

economic and political II fe, 

Religious lundamentflLists believe that 

only one view - their own - of the world is 

possible and that this view is the correct 

one: there is no room for ambiguity or 
multiple interpretations. Within religious 

Fundamentalist movements, access to the 
exact meanings oF script uresis restricted in 

a set of privileged ‘interpreters' - such as 

priests, clergy or other religious- leadens, 

This gives these leaders a great amount of 

authority - not only in religious matters, 

bu t i n secular ones os well, Heligious funda¬ 

mentalists Inive become powerful political 

figures in opposition movements, within 

mainstream political parlies {including in 
the United Stales] and as heads of state {for 
example in Iran. see chapter 20. p. 353). 

Religious fundamentalism is a relatively 
new phenomenon - It Is only In the lasl 
two to three decades that the term has 
entered common usage. It has arisen 

largely in response to globalization. As the 

Forces. oF modernization progressively 

undermine traditional elements of I he 

social world - such as the nuclear family 

and the domination oi women by mc-n - 

fundamentalism has arisen in dele nee of 

rightec 
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traditional beliefs. In a gLobalij-ing world 

which demands rational reasons, funda¬ 

mentalism insists on faith-based answers 

and references to ritual truth: fundamen¬ 

talism is tradition defended in a tradi¬ 

tional way. Fundamentalism has more lo 

del wilh how beliefs are defended ami jus¬ 

tified. than with Lite content of the beliefs 

themselves. 

Although fundamentalism sets itself in 

opposition Lo modernity, it also employs 

modern approaches In asserting ills 

beliefs, Christian fundamentalists in ihe 
United Slates, for example, were among 
the first tfi use television as a medium for 

spreading their doctrines; Islamic funda¬ 
mentalists fighting Russian forces in 
Chechnya have developed websites to set 

forth their views; Hindutva militants in 

India have used the Internet and email to 

pro mote a feeling □ f' 11 indu idem i ty 

In this section we shall examine two of 

the must prominent forms of religious 

fundamentalism. In the last thirty years, 

Islamic and Christian fundamentalism 

have hulls grown in strength, shaping the 

■contours of bulb national and interna¬ 

tional politics, 

Islam ic fundarn entatism 

Of the early sociological thinkers, only 

Weber might have suspected that a tradi¬ 

tional religious system like Islam could 

undergo a major revival and become else 

basis of important political developments 

in the late twentieth century; yet this is 

exactly what occurred in the LfJftUs in Tran. 

In recent years, Islamic revivalism has 

spread, with a significant impact on other 

countries,including Pgypl. Syria, l^hanen, 

Algeria, Afghanistan and Nigeria. What 

explains this large-scale renewal ui'IslamT 

Tb understand the phenomenon, we 

have to look hoth to aspects of Islam as a 

traditional religion and to secular changes 

that have aEfecled modem states where its 

influence is pervasive. Islam, like Christian¬ 

ity, is a religion that has continually stimu¬ 

lated activism; the Koran - the Islamic holy 

scripturc - is fu II u f instructions to believers 

Lo 'struggle In the way of (iod. This struggle 

is against both unbelievers and those who 

introduce corruption into the Muslim com¬ 

munity,, Over the centuries there have been 

successive generations of Muslim reform¬ 

ers. and Islam has become as internally 

divided as Christianity, 

Shiism split from the main body of 

orthodox Islam early In Its history and has 
remained influential- Sid Ism has been the 
official religion of Iran (earlier known as 

Persia) since the sixteenth century and 

was the source of' the ideas behind the 

Iranian revolution. The Shiites trace their 

beginnings to Imam All, a seventh- 

century religious and political leader who 

is believed to have shown qualities of per¬ 

sonal devotion to tied and virtue out¬ 

standing among the worldly rule is of the 

Lime. All s descendants came to be seen as 

the rightful leaders of Islam, since they 

were held to belong to the prophet 

Muhammad's family, unlike the dynasties 

actually in power. The Shiites believed 

that the rule of Muhammad's rightful heir 
would eventually be Instituted, doing 

away with the tyrannies and injustices 
associated with existing regimes. Mu ham - 
mad's Imii would he a leader directly 
guided by find, governing in aecondsnee 
with the Koran. 

There are Large Shiite populations in 

other Middle Pastern countries, including 

Iraq, Turkey an-d Saudi Arabia, as well as in 

India and Pakistan. Islamic leadership in 

these countries, however, is in the hands 

>py righted material 
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■NXC- 

Tho three most prominent tedders of the 

Isldmic revolution in Iran Ayatollah 

Khomeini Jin the foreground}., Ayatollah 

Ali Khamenei and then President 
Hasherm Rafsanjani - I a ok down From a 

p aster over a street in Teh ra n 

dF the majority, the Sunni. The Sunni 

Muslims follow the 'Beaten Path', a series 

oF traditions deriving From the Korun 

which tolerate a considerable diversity of 

opinion in contrast (o the more rigid lv 

defirted views of Lite Shiites. 

Islam and the West 

During the Middle Ages, there was a mom 

or less constant struggle between Chris¬ 

tian Europe and the Muslim, stales, which 

conSrolled large sections of what became 

Spain, Greece* Yugoslavia, UuLgaria and 

Komania. Must of the lands conquered by 

the Muslims were reclaimed by the Euro¬ 

peans, and many of I heir possessions in 

North Africa were in fact colonized us 

Western power grew in the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries. I hese reverses were 

i ::iIi 111:1: c Mn-.l i■'I■ i:111 h id : 1 .11 

itatlon, which Islamic believers held Lobe 

the highest mid most advanced possible, 
transcending all others. In The lare nine¬ 

teenth century, the inability of I bo Muslim 

world effectively to restsl the spread of 

Western culture led to reform movements 

.seeking In restore Islam to its original 

purity and strength. A key idea was dial 

Is la nt s h o u Id respond to Lbe Western cha I - 

Lengc by affirming the identity of iLs own 

beliefs and practices. 

This idea has been developed in various 

ways In the Iwcnticth century, and formed 

a backdrop Lo the Islamic revolution in Iran 

of 1979-9. The revolution was fuelled ini¬ 

tially by internal opposition lo die Shall of 

Iran, wire had accepted and I tied So 

promote forms of modernization modelled 

oil (lie West fur example, tend reform, 
extendh ig the vote Co Wo m on ti iid devoid p - 
lug secular education. The movement that 

overflow the Shell brought together 
people of diverse interests, by no means all 

of whom were attached to Islamic Funda¬ 

mentalism, hut a dominant figure was rhe 

Ayatollah Kim me ini, who provided a 

radical reinterpretation nf Shiite ideas. 

Following the revolution, Khomeini 

established a government organized 
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according to tradiKonaL Islamic law. 

Etc!i"inn. as- specified in the Karan, 

became the di reel basis of all political and 

economic Life. Under Islamic law - sharia 

- as it was revived, men and women arc 

kept rigorously segregated, women ere 

obliged to cover their bodies and heads in 

public, practising hoitio&ejtualt; are sen! 

to the firing squad and adulterers are 

stoned to death. The strict code is accom¬ 

panied by a very niilicnalislic outlook. 

Which sets itself especially against 

Western Influences- 
The aim of the Islamic; Republic In Iran 

was to Islamic tze the stale - to organize 

government and society so that Islamic 
teachings would become dominant in all 
spheres. The process was by no means 

completed, however, and there forces 

emerged to act against it. Zubaida (19961 

has distinguished three sets of groups now 

engaged i n struggLc wi th nnc a n n ther. The 

radicals wan t In c arry on wi Lh a ltd deepen 

the Islamic revolution. They also believe 

that the revolution should be actively 

exported to other Islamic countries. The 

tiunserva lives are made up mostly uf relig¬ 

ious functionaries, who think that the rev¬ 

olution has gone far enough. El has given 

them a position of power m society which 

they wish, to bold on to. The (.mq'rnarisus 

favour market reforms and die opening up 
o f the econo my to foreign I investment and 

cmde. They oppose the strict imposition of 

Islamic codes on women, the family and 
flue legal system. 

The d r-al h of th e Ayatollah K h ome ini in 

1969 was a blow to radical and conserva¬ 

tive elements in Iran: his successor, Aya¬ 

tollah AM Khamenei, retains the loyalty of 

Iran's powerful mullahs freligious leaders), 

but is increasingly unpopular with 

average Iranian citizens, who resent Lhc 

repressive regime and persistent social 

ills. The fault-lines ivilhin Iranian society 

between pragmatists and others came to 

the surface g u i te c learty n ndcr the re-form - 

minded presidency of Mohammad 

Khatami [1997-2005]. Khatami's adminis¬ 

tration was characterized by disputes with 

conservatives who largely managed to 

hamper Khatami's attempts at reform of 

Lranian society. The election of Tehran’s 

deeplj conservative mayor Mali mend 

Ah nta dine jail, ay President in 2005. 

decreased tensions between, the country's 
religious and political leadership, hut 
Increased tensions with the West. 

The spread of Islamic revivalism 

Although the ideas underlying the Iranian 

revolution were supposed to unite the 

whole of the Islamic world against the 

West, governments of countries where the 

Shiites are in a minority have not aligned 

themselves closely with the situation in 

[ran. Yet Islamic fundamentalism has 

achieved significant popularity in most of 

these other slates, and various forms of 

Islamic revivalism elsewhere have been 

stimulated by it, 

Although Islamic fundamentalist move¬ 

ments have gained influence in many 

countries In North Africa, the Middle Lust 
and South Asia over the past ten to fifteen 
years, they have succeeded in coming to 

power in only two other states. Sudan lias 
been ruled since 19&9 hy H assail al- 
Tnrabi’s National Salvation Front The fun¬ 

damentalist Taliban regime consolidated 

its hold on the fragmented state of Afghan¬ 

istan in 1999 but was ousted from power :it 

the end of 21'KVL by Afghan opposition 

forces and the US military. Tu many other 

sla tes, Islamic fun da incntahst groti gs li avc 

gained influence hut have been prevented 
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from rising to power. In Egypt, Turkey and 

Algeria, for example, Islamic fundamcntal- 

i.sl uprisings have been suppressed by the 

si ale o r the m ili tary. 

Many have worried that the Islamic 

world is heading for a confrontation with 

those parts of the world that do not share 

Els beliefs. The political scientist Samuel 

Huntington (1936J hiss argued that strug¬ 

gles between Western and Islamic views 

might become part of a worldwide ‘clash 

of civilizations' with the ending ofllie Cold 

War and with Increasing, globalization. 
According to Huntington, the nation■stau? 
is no longer the main influence In interna¬ 

tional relations; rivalries and conflicts will 
therefore occur between Larger cultures or 
civilizations. 

We saw examples of hlieli conflicts 

during the 1990s in the former Yugoslavia, 

In llosnitt and in Kosovo, where the 

Bosnian Muslims and Albanian Kosovars 

fought against the Serbs, who represent 

an Orthodox Christian culture. Such 

events have heightened awareness of 

Muslims as a world community; as 

observers have no Led; 'Uusnia lias 

become a rallying point for Muslims 

throughout the Muslim world. . . . |ll| has 

Created and sharpened the sense of pola¬ 

rization and radicalIzution in Muslim 

societies, while at the same time increas¬ 

ing the sense of being a Muslim' {Ahmed 

and Donum I994S, 

The wars in the former Yugoslavia are 

discussed in more detail in chapter I3d 

"Race, Ethnicity and Migration', p. 499. 

In the ho me way, the American-led war 

In Iraq became a rallying point for radical 

Musi irciH after the invasion in 2003. As an 

explanation ol the causes ol the terrorist 

attacks on New York and Washington on 

II September 2001, the American deci¬ 

sion to oust the Islamic regime in Afghan¬ 

istan and the revival of religious resistance 

to the US presence in Iraq after 2003, 

Huntington's thesis gained widespread 

media attention. 

At the start of the twenty-first century, 

Islamic opposition is still building up in 

slates such as Malaysia and Indonesia, 

several provinces within Nigeria have 

recently Implemented sharia law, and the 

War hi Chechnya has attracted the partici¬ 

pation of Islamic militants who support 

tire establishment of an Islamic state in 

tire Caucasus, Members of Osama bin 

Laden's al-Oaeda terrorist network come 
from all over tire Muslim world- Islamic 

symbolism and forms of dross have 

become important markers of identity for 

the growing rumber of Muslims living 

outside the Islamic world. Events such as 

the Gulf War and the 9/11 terrorist attacks 

in New Yurt and Washington have pro¬ 

voked variable but intense reactions 

wiLhin the Islamic world either against or 

In response to the West. 

Islamic revivalism plainly cannot be 

understood wholly in religious terms; it 

represents in part a reaction against the 

impact of ihe West and is a movement of 

national or cultural assertion. It Is doubt¬ 
ful whether Islamic revivalism, evert In Its 
most fundamentalist forms, should be 

seen only as a renewal of traditionally held 

Ideas. What has occurred Is something 

more complex. Traditional plattices and 

modes of life have been revived, hut they 

have also been combined with concerns 

that relate specifically to modem times. 

Christian fuiidam en tat ism 

The growth of Christian fundamentalist 

religious organizations in the UK and 
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Europe, buL particularly marked in the: 

United States, is one oi the most notable 

features oi the past few decades. Funda¬ 

ments lists believe I bat the Bible, quite 

bluntly, is a workable guidebook for poli¬ 

tics. government, business, families and 

all of lhe affairs oi mankind (Capps 1990). 

The Bible is taken as infallible by funda¬ 

mentalists- ]ls contents are eMpresSiutiS-of 

the Divine Truth, fundamentalist Chris¬ 

tians believe in the divinity of Christ ami in 

the pussib i lit;, 0 f the SalvatId n o Tone's sci uI 

through the avctiiHuuw: nf Cluist as pri¬ 

sons l saviour, Fundamentalist Christians 

are committed to spreading their message 

ami converting those who haw not yet 

adopted the same beliefs. 

ClnisriJin fund amenta I ism is a reaction 

against liberal theology and supporters of 

'secular humanism' - those who ‘Favour 

the emancipation of reason, desires and 

instincts i n opposition to faith ami obedi¬ 

ence to Cod's command' [Repel 11994]. 

Christian fund amenta I ism sets itself 

against the 'mural crisis' wrought by mod¬ 

ernization - the decline of (he traditional 

family, the threat fo individual morality 

and the weakening relationship between 

ma n and God. 

In the United States- beginning with the 

Steve tend lerry Fill Well-s Moral Majority ill 

rlie iMTris. some fundamentalist groups 

became Increasingly Involved in what has 

been termed the New ChrlstJati lilght' in 

national politics, pa mentally in rlie con 

servalive wing nf the Republican Party 

(Simpson i9fS5; Wootlriim lUfiH: Kiocnlf 

and Nelson 199]), Falweit noted 'five 

major p roll Ic ms that have political to use- 

qucnces, Thai moral Americans should be 

ready to face: abortion, homosexuality, 

pornography, humanism, the fractured 

family' (in Kcpcl 1994), Taking concrete 

In 2005, a number of Christian groups protested in an 

attempt to prevent the feeding and hydralton Lubes 

from being removed from lem Sdiiavo, a badly braid’ 

damaged Florida woman. 

action, the New Christian Right aimed Hist 

at the nation's schools., lobbying law¬ 

makers or t lhe content oT school curricula 

and (eying to overturn the ban on prayer in 

school and moved quickly to support 
Operation Rescue, lhe mil Him I organiza¬ 

tion which blockades abortion clinics. 
Fundamentalist religious organizations 
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are □ puiverful force in the USA and have 

helped to shape Republican Party policies 

and rhetoric during the Reagan and both 

Hush administrations. 

ferry FalwcIL initially blamed Lhc 9/11 

terrorist attacks on New York and Washing- 

lon on ‘sinners' in the USA . He commented 

un lirvt; television; '0 really behove Lhat (lie 

pagans, arid (he abortionists, and the femi¬ 

nists, and the gays and I lie lesbians who are 

actively trying to make lluvl an alternative 

lifestyle. the [American Civil Liberties 

Union|, Poopk For the American Way [both 
libera l organizations! r all of them, who have 
tried to secularize America, ] point the 

finger in their face and say "you helped (Ids 

happen"’' {CMN, 14 September ZOO!), 

Although he later apologized for these 

remarks, he caused further controversy by 

staling that 'Mohammad was a terrorist. 1 

read enough by both Muslims and nort- 

Musiims 'In decide} that he was a violent 

man, a man of war' (BEC„ 13 October 2002). 

Again, he apologized for the remark, bul it 

was too late to stop sectarian rioting 

between Hindus and Muslims reacting 

against his claims in Solapuif, Western 

India, which left at least eight people dead. 

Not surprisingly, his comments Led to wide¬ 

spread condemnation hum Islamic leaders 

around the world. 

Prominent preachers on the New Chris¬ 
tian Right have founded a number of uni¬ 

versities to produce a new generation of 
'counter*elite' schooled In fundamentalist 
Christian beliefs and able to take up prom¬ 
inent positions in the media, academia, 

politics and the arts. Liberty University 

(founded by lerry FalwcJI), Oral Roberts 

University, Rob [nlies University anti others 

confer degrees in standard academic disci¬ 

plines, taught within the framework of bib¬ 

lical infallibility. On campus, strict ethical 

standards arc maintained within students' 

private lives and sexuality is channelled 

towards marriage alone: 

To anybody who has spen I som e time on the 
Liberty eajlfrptts, it is □ sinking speclade. 
The do/rnmorles are single-sex, and sirlci 
surveillance, a mixcu re of coercion and sdf- 
discLpline, is practised, French kissing is for¬ 
bidden, and any sexual Hint ion* between 
unmarried student* are punished by expul¬ 
sion. (Married couples live m town.) Bur 
kissing on the cheek Is permitted^ and 
couples are free to hold hands, though mol 
to put an arm round the partner^ waist Stu - 
drnts witlingly defend this sexual spll-disci- 
IiliiLL-ivlieri <{u«s(intiml ahcrnl it by u visdlinjt 

stranger: they maintain total repression 
would be bound to lend 1o deviant piactLces, 
in particular to homosexuality, which [Ihey 
snyl Ls rife inn tA'isI Fundamentalist unifW 
Mly ill which all flirting Is forbidden. On the 

other hand, the- expression of sexual desire 
would go against the spirit of the educa¬ 
tional aim* oh he university. 

[Kepd 1994) 

The Christian fundamentalist move¬ 

ment in the United Slates draws support 

from across ihu country, bul there is a 

strong regional element. Thu American 

Soutli hit become known (he "Bible Belt' 

-d swath of land located below the agricul¬ 

tural 'caltle belt', 'mates belt' and 'coUurt 

belt". Many of America's best-known and 

most Influential evangelists are based in 

the southern anti mid-western states of 

Virginia, Oklahoma and North Carolina. 

The most influential fundamentalist 

groups in the United Stales are the South¬ 

ern Baptist Convention, the Assemblies of 

Cod, and the Seventh-Bay Adventists. 

Conclusion 

In a globalizing age that is in desperate 

need of rnulLial understanding and dia¬ 

logue, religious fundamentalism can be a 

pyrighted material 
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of contrasting traditions and hclieFs arc 

coming into contact with one another 

more than ever before. Ah the unquestion¬ 

ing acceptance of traditional ideas 

declines, we must all live in a more open 

and reflective way - discussion and dia¬ 

logue are essential between people of 

differing beliefs. They are the main way in 

which Violence can be Controlled or dis¬ 

solved. 

destructive force. Fundamentalism is 

edged with the possibility of violence - in 

the cases of Islamic and Christian funda¬ 

mentalism. examples of violence inspired 

by religious -allegiance are not uncom¬ 

mon.There have been a number of violent 

clashes over ihe past Few years between 

Islamic and Christian groups in Lebanon, 

Indonesia arid other countries. Yet in an 

increasingly cosmopolitan world, people 

Summary points 
1 Religion exists in all known societies, 

although religious beliefs and practices vary 

From culture to culture. All religions involved 

set of symbols, inventing Feelings of 

referents, linked to rituals practised by a 

community oF believers. 

2 Sociological approaches to religion have 

been most influenced by Ihe ideas ol the 

three 'classical1, thinkers: Marx, Durkheim and 

Weber. All held that religion is in a 

fundamental sense an illusion and that Ihe 

’other' world which religion creates is our 

world, distorted through the lens of religious 

symbolism. However, each viewed the role 

of religion in society very differently: 

■ to Marx, religion contains a strong 

ideological element: religion provides 

justification for the inequalities of wealth 

and power found in society; 

■ to Durkheim, religion is important because 

of the cohesive Functions it serves, especially 

in ensuring that people meet regularly to 

affirm common beliefs and values;; 

■ to Weber, religion is important because of 

the role it plays in social change, 

particularly the development of Western 

capitalism. 

3 Tolemism and animism are common types 

oF religion in smaller cultures, m totem ism, a 

species of animal or plant is perceived as 

possessing supernatural powers. Animism 

means a belief in spirits or ghosts, 

populating the same world as human 

beings, sometimes possessing them. 

4 The three mast influential monotheistic 

religions {religions in which there is only one 

God} in world history are Judaism, 

Christianity and Islam. Polytheism (belief in 

several or many gods} is common mother 

religions. In some religions, like 

Confucianism, there are no gods or 

supernatural beings. 

5 Churches are large and established religious 

bodies, normally with a formal bureaucratic 

structure and a hierarchy oF religious officials. 

Sects are smaller, less forma I groups of 

believers, usually set up to revive an 

established church. IF a sect survives over a 

period of time and becomes 

institutionalized, it is called a denomination, 

Cults resemble sects, hut are more loosely 

knit groups, which follow similar practices, 

but not within formal organizations. 

0 Secularization refers to the declining 

influence of religion. Measuring the level of 
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secularization is complicated, because 

several dimensions of change are involved: 

level of membership of religious 

organizations, their social status, and 

people's personal religiosity. Although the 

influence of religion has definitely declined, 

religion is certainly not on the verge of 

disappearing, and continues to unite as well 

as to divide people in the modern world, 

1 Ratos of regular church attendance in the UK 

and most other European countries are low. 

In the United States, by contrast, a much 

highsr propoitian of the population goes to 

church regularly. Far more people in the UK, 

Europe and the U5A say they believe in God 

them attend church regularly. 

id Although traditional churches have been 

experiencing a decline in membership in 

recent decades, many new religious 

movements have emerged alongside 

mainstream religions, New religious 

movements encompass a broad range oF 

religious and spiritual groups, cults and 

sects. They cart be broadly divided into 

wo rid-affirming movements, which are akin 

to self-help groups; world-rejecting 

movements, which withdraw from and 

criticize the outside world: and world 

accommodating movements, which 

emphasise inner religious life over worldly 

concerns. 

9 Fonda m enta lism has becom e com men 

among some believers in different religious 

groups across the world. 'Fundamentalists' 

are called this because they believe in 

returning to the fundamentals of their 

religious doctrines. Islamic fundamentalism 

has affected many countrias in the Middle 

East following the 1979 Islamic revolution m 

Iran which set up a religiously inspired 

government. Christian fund amen to ism in 

the United Stores is a reaction against 

secular values and a perceived moral crisis in 

American society. In their efforts to convert 

non-believers, fundamentalist Christians 

hove pioneered the 'electronic church' the 

use of television, radio and new 

technologies to build a following. 

Questions for further thought 

] Can miracles happen in the modern world? 

2 How cuit a religion be distinguished from a political or mo nil belief sys turn? 

3 Ls religion likely to mean Something different to women than it does to men? 

4 tn what ways tan religion be a force for both social stability and social change? 

E How reasonable is it lo characterize religiosity in Britain nr the United Stales as 

' b L-ti c ving withcu t be Ion ging? 

6 What is it about the modern world which has given rise to the growth of new religious 

movements? 
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ON I] SEPTEMBER 2Wlr terrorists 

hijacked three plane s and used them 
cn attack sites in Washington and New 
York- The Timing of The attacks was such 

that when a plane crashed into die second 
of the Twin Towers In New York, around 
twenty minutes after the first rower had 

been struck, it is estimated that a global 

audience of two billion watched the 

incident on television in real time. Almost 

140 years earlier, in 1365, the actor John 

Wilkes Booth assassinated EJfi President 

Abraham Lincoln in a Washington theatre, 

it took twelve days before the news 

reached London, The ship carrying the 

message from the United States was met 

by a smaller boat off the sOLtih coast of 

Ireland and the news was telegraphed to 

London from Cork, still beating the ship 

by three days. (It wasn't until the 1950$ that 

a dedicated mans-oceanic cable existed to 

carry telegraphs instantly across the 

Alls tide-although long-wave radio (tans- 

iii m\11 n be twee 11 conlinejus becuine (>\ 

sible in rln- early twentieth eenmry.) 
In the twenty-fl rst century, comm uni - 

cations technology is such that inform a- 
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Do you know Osama Bin I.a den's face 

balter than that of yo u r nExt-door 

neighbour1? 

lion can be shared Instantaneously, ami 

by ml Elions of people simultaneously, 

almost anywhere around ihe world. Com¬ 

munication - the Sransfer of Information 

from otto individual or group to another, 

whether ill speech or thro ugh the mass 

media of modern times - is crucial to any 

society. One influential early theorist of 

communication media was the Can adieu 

author Marshall McLuhan. According ta 

McLuhan, Lbc medium as the message' 

lliat is to say. society is influenced much 

more hy the type of the media than, by the 

content, or the messages, which the m edia 

convey. A society in which satellite televi¬ 

sion plays an important part, for exam pie, 

is obviously a very different medium from 

one that relics on the printed word carried 

aboard an ocean liner. livery day life is 

experienced differently in a society in 

which the television, belaying news 

instantaneously from one side of the globe 

to the ot her, plays an i rnporlail L role to one 

that relies on horses, ships Or the tele¬ 

graph wire, for example. The electronic 
media, according to MeLuhan. are treat’ 
iii],; a global village - people throughout 

the world see major events unfold and 
hence par riel pare in them together. For 
billions of people around the world the 

image of Osama Bin Laden, the man 

blamed for masterminding the terrorist 

attacks on New Turk and Washington, is 

more instantly recognizable to them than 

their next-door neighbour. 

We live today in an interconnected 

world in which people experience the 

siime events from many different places. 

I hanks to globalization and the power of 

cunnnu rural ions technology, people from 

Caracas to Cairo are able to receive the 

same popular music, news, films and tele¬ 

vision programmes, LVemy-fottr hour 

news channels report on stories as they 

occur and broadcast coverage of rhe 

unfolding events for the rest of she world 

to sue. Films made in Hollywood or Hong 
Kong roach audiences around the world, 

while celebrities such as David Beckham 

and Tiger Woods have become household 

names on every continent. 

For several decades, we have been wit¬ 

nessing a process of convergence in the 

pm duct ion, distribution and consump¬ 

tion of information* Whereas at one lime 

if 
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ways of communicating, such as print, 

television and film,, were relatively self- 

contained spherics, they have now become 

intertwined to a remarkable degree. The 

divisions between loims of communica¬ 

tion are no longer as drama tic as they once 

were: television, radio, newspapers and 

telephones are undergoing profound 

transformirtloits as a result of advances in 

technology and the rapid spread of the 

Internet. While newspapers remain 

central to our lives, the Ways they are orga¬ 

nised and deliver their service* are chang¬ 

ing. Newspapers can be read online, 
inohile telephone use is exploding, and 

digital television and satellite broadcast¬ 
ing services allow an unprecedented 
diversity of choice for viewing audiences. 

It is the Internet, however, thru is at Lhe 

heart of this communications revolution. 

With the expansion of technologies such 

as voice recognition, broadband trans¬ 

mission, web casting and cable links, the 

Internet threatens to erase the distinc¬ 

tions between traditional forms of media 

and to become the conduit for the delivery 

of information- entertainment, advertis¬ 

ing and commence to media audiences. 

It] this chapter, we'll study the transfor¬ 

mations affecting mass media and com¬ 

munications us part of globalisation. The 
mass media Include! a wide variety of 

Furnas. Including television, newspapers, 

films, magazines, radio, advertisements, 
video games and CDs- These are referred 
to tut 'mass' media localise they reach 
mass audiences - audiences comprised of 

very large numbers of people. 

We begin the study of the mass media 

by considering some nF the forms it can 

take. We discuss older, more traditional 

forms of media, such as the press, cinema, 

radio and television, before looking at Lhc 

recent development of new forms of 

media tike the Internet. Second, wc shall 

explore some of the key theoretical per¬ 

spectives on the media. Next, wc look at 

the some of the issues surrounding mass 

media and society, suchas bias, the effects 

of the media and audiences. Last, we look 

at the development of Lite mass media in a 

global age. 

Traditional and new media 

An important precursor to the mass inertia 
was rlie invention of the printing press in 

the m id -fifleenl h century, whi eh m ade 1 he 

high-speed reproduction of texts possible 

for the first time. Yel. although technolog¬ 

ical advances played a crucial part in the 

development of the mass media, the influ¬ 

ence of social, cliitural and economic 

factors must also be taken into account. 

The mass media could only develop in 

societies with a relatively free press end an 

educated and wealthy enough population 

Lo lake advantage of it, Jo the last few 

years, new technologies, such as the Inter¬ 

net. have revolutionized the mass media 
and wider society loo, In the next section 

we look at the development of new forms 

of media; tirs-t, we examine the rise of the 
mass media In the UK. by looking at briefly 

al the press, film, radio and television. 

Traditional media 

The press, 

The development of Lhc press in Britain 

during the nineteenth century occurred at 

a time or political and social unrest. The 

government exerted its control over lhc 

emerging newspaper industry through 

strict laws on libel and sedition, which 

Tight 
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proven ted politico I agitation: at the same 

lime, a stamp tax: was imposed id ensure 

that newspapers were only affordable by 

the well-off. The stamp tas hatl unin¬ 

tended consequentch. as illegal and inex¬ 

pensive pamphlets emerged, spreading 

radical views amongst the newly indus¬ 

trial working class. The biggest of these 

pamphlets, such ns WUllarP C&bbelt's 

weekly Political Register, outsold the 

official, 'stamped' press many times over 

(Hall 1982]. 

'flu.1 stamp tax - condemned by Its 

opponents as a 'tax on knowledge' - was 
finally repealed in 10-15 alter a aerie-1! of 

reductions, leading many writers to hail a 
golden era of British journalism marked 
by a 'transition from official to popular 

control" (Fioss 107:1]. An alternative view 

was p Lit forward by lames Curran and Jean 

Seaton challenged this view in their his¬ 

torical account oF the British press, Prui-er 

Without Responsibility (2003k They saw 

the repeal of the stamp lax lih an attempt 

to break the popularity of the radical press 

and to boost the sales of more 

'respectable1 newspapers, for Cu rra n anti 

Seaton the repeal of the stamp to did not 

introduce a new era of press freedom, but 

a tlme of repression and Ideological 

control this time by market forces rather 
than government, {The Issue of media 

control Is discussed below, pp. -$l1-at)-) 

The newspaper was a fundamentally 
Important development in the history of 
modern media, because It packaged many 
different types of information in a limited 

and easily reproducible Format. News¬ 

papers contained in a single package 

information an current affairs, entertain¬ 

ment and consumer goods. The cheap 

daily press was pioneered in the United 

States. 

The one-cent daily paper was originally 

established in New York and then copied 

in other major eastern US cities. Ely the 

early I SOU?, ihcic were city or regional 

newspapers covering most of the Ameri¬ 

can sta tes; in contrast to the smaller coun¬ 

tries of liurope, national newspapers did 

not develop. The invention of cheap news¬ 

print was Clio key to the mass diffusion of 

newspapers from the late nineteenth 

century onwards. 

Curran and Seaton have noted Lbat 

extra revenue from advertising enabled 

the cove r p rices to fall dramallro Lly d urlng 

this period, making the newspaper afford¬ 

able for all. They also argue that advertis¬ 

ing undermined flue radical press as 

advertisers tended to place announce¬ 

ments iit papers to which they were politi¬ 

cally sympathetic,, and to select papers 

with a smaller circulation and a wealthy 

readership, ralher than radical papers 

with a higher circulation which sold to 

readers who would be unlikely to afford 

the product advertised (Curran and 

Seaton 20031. 

By the early twentieth century new 

types of national newspaper had emerged 

in the (Jk, such as the Daily Mail, Daily 

Express, Mirror and the News o] the World, 

selling a mixture of news, entertainment 
and patriotism to a largely working-class 
readership. The 77*1 wand Daily Telegraph 

provided more serious news analysis for 
wealthier readers. Ownership of much of 

the news media by tills srage was concen¬ 
trated amongst a handful of rich entre¬ 

preneurs. By the 1980s Ijoids Beaverbrook, 

Camrose, Kamslcy and Ro therm ere 

owned IQ per cent of'British natio nal and 

local daily papers and 30 per cent of the 

Sunday papers. Critics have argued that 

the 'press barons', as they became known, 
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used their ownership of national news¬ 

papers to promote their own political 

causes and a moil ions (Curran and Seaton 

2003). (Wc discuss the issue of media own¬ 

ership further below: see pp. S9B-6D] .'| 

E-’or half a century or mouc, newspapers 

were the chief way of conveying informa¬ 

tion quickly and comprehensively to a 

mays public. Their Influence lias waned 

with the rise of radio, cinema and - much 

more important - television arid, increas¬ 

ingly. the Internet, Figures fur newspaper 

readership suggest that die proportion of 

people who read a national daily paper in 
Britain has declined since the early l&fibs. 

Among, men, the proportion of dally 
newspaper readers dropped from 7fi per 

cent in nun m 60 per cent in read¬ 

ers hip levels are somewhat lower among 

women, but a similar drop - from SB per 

cent to 31 per cent - has taken place 

(HM 30 20(10], 

Online communication might well bite 

further into newspaper circulation. Hews 

information is now available online 

almost instantaneously and is constantly 

updated during the course of the day. 

Many newspapers can also be accessed 

and read online free of charge. 

Film 

The first film to be shown to paying cus¬ 
tomers was in 1693in Paris, France, where 
[lie Lumlfere brothers Arrival of the Train 

in La CtomSmiion caused viewers to flee 
from their seats as the screen slowly filled 
with an oncoming steam engine. Whilst 

the print media in the UK developed 

slowly ever many decades, film and the 

cinema arrived much faster. The first 

cinema in the UK opened in 1606 and by 

19I I there were more than five hundred in 

London alone. Cinema tickets could be 

afforded try all classes and the decline in 

working hours and rise in unemployment 

in the late 1920s meant the cinema-goers 

soon formed a mass-audience. 

Audience demands weie soon leading 

cinemas to screen two new programmes a 

week, each consisting of two films, a 15- 

movie atid the main feature. The demand 

fur new films led studios- to chum Out pro¬ 

ductions to tight schedules, These films 

Lended to be formulaic and created by 

bureaucratic organizations with a high 

degree of specialization and division of 

labour. 

Bureaucracy >t further discussed >n 

chapter is. 'Qrgamiations and Net¬ 
works'. pp. 633-46.) 

As the industry became more commer¬ 

cialized a 'star system' emerged, with 

studios encouraging interest in the per¬ 

sonal lives of actors like Maty PickFordand 

Rudolf Valentinov whose appearance in a 

dim would ensure a bos-oEfiec hit. 

By 1B25. 95 per cent of the films shown 

in the UK were American. Cinemas were 

increasingly controlled by the American 

studios which owned the distribution 

rights to Aims. I he studios could oblige 

cinemas to bulk-buy future productions, 

effectively freezing out competitors. As 

with die print media, ownership had 
become largely concentrated amongst a 

few large corporations. The American 
production of the films raises questions 
about cultural imperialism and the mass 
media, which we return to helow (see 

pp. 626—301. 

Radio and television 

As audiences, we interact differently with 

the radio and television from how we do 

with the cinema. Radio and television 
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Paul Julius Reuter initiated a prototype 

newsservice in Paris in 13-13, using carrier 

pigeons as well as the electric telegraph 

in his network. By 1923, the company he 

founded, Reuters, was transmitting news 
by radio. 

enters the household In a way that die 
cinema cannot- Neither do these media 
demand the attention that film does, lis¬ 

tening to the radte, in particular, is com¬ 

bined with other activities in the everyday 

lives nf its audience-must radio is Listened 

to in the morning as part of the ritual of 

preparation for the day. Television and 

radio also have an immediacy which film 

tines not; they can report events, as they 

did the terrorist atLaeks in the USA ill Sep¬ 

tember 2G0]. from almost anywhere in the 

world Lo a mass audience as they happen. 

In the UK, radio was quickly In ken 

under the control of a public monopoly, 
Which by 1326 had become known as- the 

British Broadcasting Corporation iDBC). 
Radio provided the organisational model 
for television broadcasting in the Ills, and 

the BBC remains a public organization to 
this day. funded by licence fees charged to 
every household that «wns a television 
set. For some years the BBC was the only 

organization permitted Eo broadcast 

either radio or television programmes in 

the UK. This policy ivas relancd with the 

introduction ol commercial television in 

the I9!i0s- dependent on advertising for 

its revenue, rather than the licence Ice - 

and later a host of commercial radio sta¬ 

tions. 

The first Directur-tlmcral of the BBC, 

Mm Keith (later Lord Keithi, a strict Pres¬ 

byterian Christian, imposed his values 

rigidity on the organization. To Keith the 

purpose of the BBC was to Inform, 
educate and entertain': It could be added, 

in that order, As the historian A. J, P. Taylor 
h as written. Bel tit used 'the brute force of 

monopoly to stamp Christian morality on 
tlu: British people' |cited in Curran and 

•Beaton 2303). It was during this period 

that the distinctive role of the BBC as a 

public-service broadcaster developed. 

(The fulure of public service broadcasting 

in the UK is discussed further on p. ■Gli.) 

The number of television sets in the UK 
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and the amount oF time that people spend 

viewing them increased dramatically from 

the LOGOs onwards. Television uo-w domi¬ 

nates the ether media. If the current 

trends in TV watching cenlinuc, hy the age 

□ f eighteen the average child barn today 

will have spent mere time watching televi¬ 

sion than in any other activity except 

sleep. Virtually every household now pos¬ 

sesses a TV set. In the UK, every day 

around 03 per cent oT adults watch televi ¬ 

sion {liMSG 2004), and the average set is 

switched on for between three and six 

hours pet1 day. Much, tire same is true in 
ether West European countries and in the 

USA, [ndivid uo Is aged fo u r and ever in the 

UK watch an average of twenty’live hours 
of television a week. Older people watch 

twice as, much television as children, 

perhaps because they are not in school 

and ga to bed later in the evening, and 

people from lower social classes watch 

more than those from the lop three social 

classes (sec figure 15.1), 

Television and social life 

Several media theorists have been highly 

sceptical about the effects that a seem¬ 

ingly ever-increasing diet of television lias 

had on the population: two Well-known 

accounts have been provided by Robert 
Putnam In his recent works on social 
capital and Nail Postman (lftf i-2fiQ31 in 

his tellingly titled book .AmasiR# Our¬ 

selves to Death: Public Discourse in the Age 

nf Shoo/ Business (IflfUl). 

All 
irldrviiijdlL: 

Figure 1 5J Number of hours of television viewed per household per day, by age and social class, 

January-March 2003 

Source: Adapted from Gfeom (MHO), p J2 
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To Postman, television presents serious 

Issues as entertainment because, in his 

phrase, 'the form excludes the content'. lly 

this, be means that television as 'the form' 

is a medium that is incapable of sustaining 

serious ‘content'. For Postman, rational 

argument is best carried on in the form of 

the printed word, which is capable of sus ¬ 

taining Complex and serious content. He 

harks back to the nineteenth century as 

an 'age of reason*, when the written word 

Was dominant. Postman's argument con¬ 

tains some similarities with Marshall 
McLuharTs claim that ‘the medium is the 
message' (see p- although Postman 

is much mure sceptical than McLuhan 

about the benefits of electronic inertia. To 
Postman, the medium of prim creates a 

rational population, whereas the medium 

of television creates an entertained one. in 

a society dominated by the television, 

news, education and politics are all 

reduced la entertainment, so that we ate, 

as the title of his book indicates, doing 

nothing more than 'amusing ourselves to 

death’, 

Although Postman's book is fiercely 

argued, it has been criticized, as being 

based on Impression rather than empiri¬ 

cal research. This criticism cannot he lev¬ 

elled tit the work of the American political 
theorist Robert Putman. 

Putnam's thesis on the decline el "social 

capital" 1* examined in mutt detail In 
chapter 16, 'Organisations artel Net¬ 

works1,. pp. 675—9. 

lily social capital, as we have seen, Putnam 

is referring to useful social networks, a 

sense of mutual obligation and trust¬ 

worthiness, an undenstandingofthe norms 

that govern effective behaviour and. in 

general, p then social resources that enable 

people to act effectively. Putnams account, 

put forward in his book Bawling Alone 

(2000) and elsewhere, is based on research 

in the United States, where he finds signifi¬ 

cant decline in social capital aver the Iasi 

fow decades. Putnam flOOG] suggests a 

culprit for that decline: tcleviskin. 

PuLtiam points out that In 1950, around 

[be lime measures of social Capital peaked, 

barely 10 per cent of Americans had a tele¬ 

vision set in their homes; by 1959. this 

figure had risen to 90 percent. Studies esti¬ 

mate that the average American now 
watches roughly four hours of TV every 
day (nut including periods when television 

Is merely playing In the background), A 
conservative estimate of television 
Viewing in the USA means thal ibis one 

ael ivity now absorbs arn u nrt If) pcT ce n t of 

the average American's free time. Putnam 

notes that this massive change in the way 

Americans spend their lives coincided pre¬ 

cisely with Ihc years nl' declining social 

capital. 

Putnam argues that the link between 

mass television watching and the erosion 

uTsuciat capital is nut merely circumstan¬ 

tial., Taking other facts into consideration, 

such as education, age and gender, TV 

viewing is strongly and negatively related 

to social trust and group membership, 
Using the same criteria, the correlation of 
newspaper reading to social trust and 

group membership is positive. 
One reason Putnam suggests for why TV 

viewing erodes social capital is the effect 
of programme content nil viewers. For 

example, studies suggest that heavy 

watchers of TV arc unusually sceptical 

about the benevolence of other people - 

by overestimating crime rates forexampfo. 

Putnam concludes: 'Just as the erosion of 

the ozone layer was detected only many 
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years after the proliferation of the 

chlorofluorocarbon^ that caused it, so Ion 

the erosion of America's social capital 

became visible only several decades after 

the underlying process had begun,' 

Although Putnam warns against nostalgia 

for the 1950s, Jte argues that it is time for 

critical reflection on the effects of techno l- 

ugleson our lives {Putnam 1935], 

New media 

In Ills book: Being Digital U9&5), the 

founder of die media laboratory as the 

Massachusetts, Institute of Technology, 

Nicholas Negroponte, analyses the pro¬ 

found Importance of digital data In current 

communications technologies. Any piece 

of information, i ncluding pictures, moving 

Images and sounds, can be translated 

through a binary system into 'bits'. A bit is 

either I or III. For instance, the digital rep re - 

■scntatlu n of i, 2,. 3,4, 5, is L, 10,11, 100„ I01, 

etc. Digitization - and speed - is at the 

origin of the development of multimedia: 

whal used to be different media needing 

different technologies [such as visuals and 

sound} can now be combined on a single 

medium [DVD and PCs, etc.), In recent 

years the processing power of computers 

has doubled every eighteen mouths. Tills 

means, for example, that it Is now possible 

to watch films and listen to music via the 

Internet, Digitization also permits the 

development of interactive media, allow- 

I tig individua Is actively to participate in. o r 

structure, what they see or hear, hi this 

section we coniine the profound impact 

that digitization has had on the media. 

Digital television 

Since the beginning of the twenty-first 

century, television broadcasting technol¬ 

ogy has been undergoing a revolution, 

with the transfer of programme transmis¬ 

sion From analogue to digital. Analogue TV 

is the 'old' system of broadcasting that has 

been used to transmit signals to television 

sets around the country since the 194 Os, It 

converts sound and pictures into waves, 

which are transmitted through the air and 

picked up by tin1 aerial on the roof of the 

ho use □ r o n lop of 1 he television, 

DigiLal TV works by transforming pic¬ 

tures and sound into information that b 

understood by a computer, Digital trans¬ 

missions are received in throe ways: 
through the TV aerial And a decoder (often 

a set top box), via a satellite dish or via 

cable. The television acts like a computer 
and converts this Information hack into 

pictures and sound- Broadcasters and 

service providers argue that digital televi¬ 

sion not ciuly means more channels, hut 

also a hotter quality of sound and pictures 

and additional services. Digital TV offers 

the possibility of, for instance, interactive 

television the Internet, home shopping 

and home banking. The arrival of digital 

TV has also created the possibility of single 

units that merge the personal computer 

with the television, although these are not 

yet widely in use. 

in the UK, the government hopes that 
all viewers will have transferred from ana¬ 
logue to digital television by £012. when 

the transmission of television on analogue 
frequencies is expected to stop. All nans- 
missions from then on will be digital. By 
2LI0:|, one-third of Ifk households had 

already switched to digital television. 

The number of television channels 

available to British audiences has been 

increasing as a result of advances in satel¬ 

lite, cable and digital technology. In 2009, 

one service provider, Sky, offered a 
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Dig ha I and satellite television gives viewers a seemingly endless chore of viewing. 

monthly subscription package th:u gave 

the viewer a. choice of 137 channels. The 

introduction of digital television on to the 

UK commercial market in 199B greatly 

increased the- proportion ol viewers sub¬ 

scribing lo pay television. In 2003. 20 per 

cent of British households subscribed 1u 

satellite television, while 9 per cent sub - 

seiIbe11 m cable television (Ofeom 2on:-;:i 

77; ? In fern t-f 

Although we have conceutrated so far on 

newspapers, film and television, the 

media cannot bethought of only in those 

terms. One of the most fundamental 

aspects of the media concerns the very 

Infrastructure through which Information 

is communicated and exchanged. Some 

important technological advances during 

the second half of the twentieth century 

have Completely transformed the face of 

telecommunications - the communication 

of information, sounds or images a La dis¬ 

tance through a technological medium. 

New communications technologies 
stand, for example, behind profound 

changes In the world's money systems and 
stuck markets, Money i s no longer gold, o r 
the cash in your pocket. Mete and more. 
money has become cll-l:[ionic, scored ill 

computers i n the world's banks. The value 

of whatever cash you do happen to have in 

your pocket is determined L?y the activities 

of traders on elecfmnically linked money 
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markers. Such markets have beer created 

only aver the last Jew decades; they ate the 

pro duct of a marriage between computers 

and satellite communication technology. 

'Technology1, Lt has been said, "is rapidly 

turning the stock exchange into a seam¬ 

less global market, open 24 hours e day' 

(Gibbons 1990}. 

Four technological trends have contrib¬ 

uted to these developments; first, the con¬ 

stant ImprtrvemenL in the capabilities of 

Computers, together With declining costs; 

second, digitization of data (discussed in 

relation to television on pp-493-5). 

making possible the integration of com - 

ptiter and telecommunlrations technolo¬ 

gies: third, satellite communications 

development; and fourth, fibre nplies-, 

which allow many different messages to 

travel down a single small cable. The dra¬ 

matic comm uoicatlcns explosion of recent 

ivarsslmxvs nip >ij,;ns -bv.-iiig down. 

The origins of the internet 

By the early lfJBOs, Lt was becoming clear 

that the future lay not with the individual 

persona] computer *PQ but with a global 

system of interconnected computers - the 
Internet. Although many computer users 

may not have realized it al the time, the KJ 

was quickly to become little more than a 
point of access to events happening else 
whore - events happening cm a network 

stretching across the planet, a network that 

Is not owned by any individual or company. 

The potential ui the Internet for th* 

growth of International activism is 

explored in chapter 2DJ 'Politics, Govern¬ 

ment and Terrorism' pp. B7tH. 

The Internet originated during the Co Id 

War period that preceded I9fl9. The 'Net' 

developed out of a system used in the Pen¬ 

tagon, the headquarters of the American 

military, from 1969. This system was first 

of all named the AH PA net, after the Penta¬ 

gon^ Advanced Research Projects Agency. 

The aim was limited. The ARPA sought to 

allow scientists working, on military con¬ 

tracts in different parts of America to pool 

Lheir resources ami to share the expensive 

equipment they wurv using. Almost as an 

afterthought, its originators thought up a 

way of sending messages Lou - thus elec¬ 

tronic mail. 'email', Was bom- 

The Pentagon Internet consisted of five 
hundred computers until the early iwtns. 

all located In military laboratories and 

university computer science depart¬ 
ments. Othei people in universities then 
started catching on, and began using the 

system for their own purposes. ISy 1967 Ihe 

Internet had expanded to include 2H.Qf)0 

host computers, at many different univer¬ 

sities a nil research labs. 

The spread of commercial Internet 

service providers (ISPs) lhal offer dial-up, 

and later broadband, access through 

modems has fuelled the growing propor¬ 

tion of households with online capabil¬ 

ities. Online services, electronic bulletin 

boards, chat-moms and software libraries 

were put onto the net by a bewildering 

variety of people, initially mainly situated 
In the United. States, bm now all over the 
world- Corporations also got In on the act, 

In 199-1 companies overtook universities 
as the dominant users of the network. 

The best-known use of the Internet is 

the World Wide Web |mvw], Indeed, like a 

cuckoo in a nest, it threatens to take over 

i ts host.The web is in effect a gloha I inulti- 

ntedia library. Il was invented by a soft¬ 

ware engineer at a Swiss physics Oah in 

1990; the software that popularized it 

across the worLd was written by an uodcr- 
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Figure 15,2 Household! in the UK with horn a internet attest 1938-2004 ps>) 

Source: Natural -statistics Onfira (2004) 

graduate at the University of Illinois. Users 

generally navigalcthc web with the help of 

an Internet 'browser'- a software pro gram 

that allows individuals to search for infor¬ 

mation, Locate particular sites or web 

pages, and mark those pages for forum ref¬ 

erence. Through the Web. il Is possible tu 

download a wide variety of documents 

and programs, from government policy 
papers to anti-vi™ software to computer 
games. As websites have grown in sophis¬ 

tication, they have become a feast For the 

senses. Many are adorned with Intricate 
graphics and photographs, or contain 

video and audio files. The well also serves 

as the main interlace for 'c-oammcrce1* - 

business transactions conducted online. 

With ihc spread of home-based personal 

computers access So the Internet In the UK 

has grown considerably in recent years. Ily 

the second quarter of 2004, 52 per cent of 

households in the UK (12,8 million} could 

access the Internet from home, compared 
With just 9 per cent (2.2 million} in the same 

quarter of 1981} see figure 15,2, 

According to a surrey by die National 
Office of Statistics, the most common use 
of the Internet among UK adults who had 

used it during the previous three months 

was email (AFi per cert) and finding infor¬ 

mation about goods ot services (82 per 

cent). The most frequent place of access 

was the person's own home per cent), 

followed by their workplace (42 per cent). 
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Table lirT Internet users around the world: per 1,000 people {2001) 

All developing countries 40.3 

Least developed countries 2.B 

Arab States 20J0 

East Asia and the Pacific 60.0 

Latin America and the Caribbean 01.2 

South Asia 14.9 

Sub-Saharan Africa 9.0 

central and Eastern Europe and the as 7I.G 

OECD 383,1 
High-income OECD <150.5 

High human development 382.0 

Medium human development 37.3 

Low human development 5.9 
High income 445.E 

Middle income 59.5 

Low Income 13.0 

World 99.4 

Sdurre; UNDP (2004} 

In July 20<M, :17 per cent of adults had 

never used die Internet (HMSO 20CM), 

How many people are actually con¬ 

nected to tJiD Internet globally is 

unknown, but the United Nations esii- 

mates that by 2000 around 10 per cent of 

the world's population were Internet 

users - and that number is rising last. 

However, this access to Lbe Internet is 

highly uneven (see table 15.1). In 2002, 

although 45 per cunt of people in high- 

Lncome countries, such as those in 

Western Europe or North America, were 

classed as liitcmei users, only around 1,3 
per cent of people Jn low-income coun 
cries, which includes much of A frica, were 

classified as such. 

The impact of the Internet 

In a world of quite stunning technnlngi- 

cal change, no one can he sure what Ihc 

future holds. Many see the Internet as 

exemplifying the new global order 

emerging; at the close oF the twentieth 

century. Exchanges on the Internet take 

place in cyberspace. Cyberspace means 

the space of interaction formed hy the 

global network of computers that 

compose the Internet. In cyberspace, wc 

are no longer people', hut messages on 

one another's screens.. The Internet pro¬ 

vider no certainty about other people's 

identity, whether they are male or female,, 

or where they are. There Is a famous 

cartoon about the Internet, which Ii4s a 

dog sitting Jn front of a computer. The 
caption reads; 'The great tiling about the 
Internet is that no one knows you are a 

dog-r 
The spread of the Internet across the 

globe has raised important questions foi 

sociologists. The Internet Ls transforming 
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I lie contours of daily life - blurring the 

boundaries between the global and local, 

presenting new channels for communi¬ 

cation and interaction, and allowing 

more and more everyday tasks to be 

carried out online, Vet at the same time as 

it provides exciting new opportunities to 

explore the social world, the Internet also 

threatens to undermine human relation¬ 

ships and communities, Although the 

'informationage' is still in its early stages, 

many sociologists are already debating 

the complex dm plications of the Internet 
for Is tv modem societies. 

Opinions on the effects of the Internet 

on social interaction fall Into two broad 
categories- On the one hand are those 

observers who see the online world ns 

fostering new forms of electronic rela¬ 

tionship that til her enhance or supple¬ 

ment existing face-lo-lace Interactions. 

While travelling or working abroad, 

individuals can use the Intcrncl to com¬ 

municate regularly with friends and rel¬ 

atives at home. Distance and separation 

become more tolerable. The Internet 

also allows the Formation of new types 

of relationship; "anonymous' online 

users can meet in '‘chat-rooms' and 

discuss topics of mutual interest. These 

cyber contacts sometimes evolve Into 
fully fledged electronic Friendships or 
even result In face-to-face meetings, 

Mamy Internet users become pari of 
lively online communities that are qual¬ 
itatively different from those they 
inhabit Ln the physical world. Scholars 

who see the Internet as a positive addi¬ 

tion to human interaction argue that it 

expands and enriches people's social 

networks. 

On the other hand, rot everyone takes 

such an enthusiastic outlook. As people 

spend more and more time communicat¬ 

ing online and handling their daily (asks 

Ln cyberspace, it may be that they spend 

Less time interacting with one another in 

the physical world. Borne sac in legists fear 

that the spread of Internet technology 

will lead to increased social isolation and 

atomization. They argue that one effect of 

Increasing Internet access in households 

is that people are spending Less 'quality 

time' with their families and friends. The 

Internet Is encroaching on domestic life 

as the lines between work ami home are 

blurted: many employees continue to 

work st home after hours - checking 

email or finishing tasks that they were 

unable to complete during the day. 

Human contact Is reduced, personal rela¬ 

tionships suffer, traditional forms of 

entertainment such as the theatre and 

books fall by the wayside, and the fabric 

of social life is weakened. 

The Internet also raises challenging 

questions about personal identity, 

creates new terms ot community and 

new possibilities (or democratic panici 

potion. These issues are discussed in 

chapter 5, 'Social Interaction and Every¬ 

day Lilc', pp, 15A-7. 

How arc we to evaluate these contrast¬ 
ing positions? Most certainly, there are 
elements of truth on both sides of the 

debate. The Internet is undoubtedly 
broadening our horizons and presents 
unprecedented opportunities for making 
contact with others. Vet the frenzied pace 

at which it Ls expanding also presents 

challenges and threats to traditional 

Forms oF human interaction. Will the 

Internet radically transform society into 

a fragmented, impersonal realm where 

humans rarely venture out of (heir 
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homes and lose their.ibility to communi¬ 

cate? It seems unlikely. Ahaut fifty years 

ago, very similar fears were expressed as 

television hurst onto the media scene. In 

The Lonely Crarivf [19611, ar Influential 

sociological analysis of American society 

in the 1950s, David Riesman and his col¬ 

leagues expressed concern about the 

effects of TV on family and community 

Life. White some of their fears were well 

placed, television and the mass media 

haVe also enriched the social world in 

many ways. 
Just as with television before It. the 

Internet has aroused both It opes and the 

fears. Will we lose our Identities In cyber 

space? Will computerized technology 
dominate us, rather than the reverse? Will 

human beings retreat into an anti-social 

■online world? The answer to each afthese 

questions, fortunately, is almost certainly 

'no' As wc saw earlier in the discussion on 

the 'compulsion of proximity' in chapter 

5 fpp. 157-B'l, people don't use video con¬ 

ferencing if (hry can get together wit)] 

others in an ordinary way, Business exec¬ 

utives have for more forms of electronic 

communication available to them than 

ever before. At the same lime, the number 

of filce-to-fate business conferences has 

shot up, 
The sociologist Manuel Caslolls argues 

that the Internet will continue to grow 

because It allows networks to flourish, For 
Caste!!?, networks are the defining organ¬ 
izational structure of outage. 

Castells’ work is discussed in more 

detail in chapter 16. 'Organizations and 

Netoorks'r pp. 671-3. 

The inherent flexibility and adaptability 

nf networks give them enormous advan¬ 

tages over older types of rational, hier¬ 

archical organizations. Caste I Is argues 

that the Internet gives businesses the 

capability for global cnordination of 

decentralized and highly complex activ¬ 

ities. For individuals, the Internet will 

enable new combinations of work and 

self-employment, individual expression, 

collaboration and sociability, and For 

political activists it will make It possible 

for networks of individuals to combine 

and co-operate and spread their message 

around the World, Playing on McLlibans 

idea that 'the medium is the message" 
Castells argues that now. 'the network is 
the message' (2Gb ]}- 

Theoretical perspectives 
on the media 

In this section wc examine two of the most 

influential lIicotuLicit] approaches to the 

study of the mass media ■ functionalism 
and conflict theory and Introduce sortie 

of the important recent ccmtrlbutltms io 
the debit te, 

Functionalism 

In the mid-twentieth century, function¬ 
alist theorists such as Charles Wright 
and Harold Laswoll focused on the 

ways In which the media function hi 

Integrating society (Wright I95i.»r Laswell 

functionalist thought was introduced in 

chapter 1, 'What is Sociology?', pp. 20-2. 

Following the media theorist Denis 

McQuail [2.0001, several of the most 

important social functions of die media 

are reviewed below: 
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1 Information The media provides us 

wi111 el continuous llir.v of information 

about the world, from webcams and 

ratlin reports that alert us to traffic jams, 

to roiling weather reports, the stock 

market and news stories about issues 

that a [feet ns personally. 

2 Correlation The media explains, and 

helps US to understand the meaning of 

the information it gives us. It provides 

support for established social norms 

and has an important role in die social¬ 

ization of children, (Socialization is dls- 
cussed further in chapter &.) 

A Continuity The media has s function 

In expressing cite domlnatri culture, rec¬ 
ognizing new social developments and 
forging common values. 

4 Entertainment The media provides 

amusement, diversion and reduces 

social tension. 

5 iVfoPj"Jlrzj2 ft on To encourage economic 

devciopment. work, religion or support 

in times of war, the media can campaign 

to mobilize society to meet these objec¬ 

tives. 

In recent decades functionalist theories 

of the media have fallen into decline-, in 

particular. they were criticized for viewing 

(lie audience ay passive recipients rather 
than active interpreters of a media 
message- (More recent and sophisticated 

accounts of audience response are dis¬ 

cussed beloWp pp. Wjft- tn.i Furthermore, 

functionalism has been dismissed for 
doing nothing more than describing tins 

media, rather than explaining it. As func¬ 

tionalist theories of the media declined in 

popularity, other form r of analysis came 

tn the fore, in particular conflict 

approaches influenced by Marxism. 

Conflict theories 

In Europe, conflict approaches to the mass 

media have been popular. Below, we look 

at two of the most important theories of 

the media from a broadly Marxist stand¬ 

point: the political economy approach and 

the cultural industry approach. Other 

approaches that have been influential 

within this framework include the work of 

the Glasgow Media Group (which We 

examine on pp. gw-bj. 

Po liiica l economy approaches 

Political economy approaches view the 
media as an Industry, and examine the 
way in which the major means ofeommu- 

nieation have come to be owned by 

private interests. The ownership oF the 

media has often been concentrated in the 

hands of a few wealrhy media magnates - 

tlie dominance of the press barons in the 

pre-war British press (discussed on 

pp. 587-3] provides one example. In the 

global age% the ownership of the medio 

crushes national borders. Below, wc profile 

the- Australian-born media mogul Itupert 

Murdoch, the owner of Sky and oLiter 

media institutions Ipp. 627-81. 

Advocates of s political economy view 

argue time economic Interests work to 

exclude those voices that lack economic 

power. Moreover, the voices that do survive 

are those that are least likely to criticize the 

prevailing distribution of wealth (Golding 
and M u i dock I 99" |. Th Is view was fam nusly 

advanced by the American radical Moam 

Chomsky, in Media Control: TTie Spetftu> 
lilar A-chieuertient nf Propaganda (1991), 

Chomsky is highly critical of the dominance 

of large corporations over the American and 

global media. ForChomsky. ihcirdominancc 
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Rupert Murdoch's company, Neuvs Corporation, operates on sis continents, Its holdings indude 

the Mows of the Wo fid. the £'un, part of Twentieth Century Fok, KarperCollins and Sky - amongst 

many other major media. 

results in the light control of luformatloN 

given to the public. During tho Cold War, 

these corporations controlled information 

to crea tear lunate o f Fear oft he Soviet Union. 

Since the collapse of the USSR in 1991, 

C horns ky argues that the corporately owned 

media have created new Fears, such as global 

terrorism, and that these fears, have 

prevented real issues, such as the unaccount - 

abi lily of cu rporatin ns ur the lack of democ¬ 

racy in (lie USA. from being discussed. 

The cultural Industry 

Members of the Frankfurt School, such as 

Theodore Aden iiu •: 1903 fi9J. were highly 

critical of die effect of mass media on the 

moss population. The Frankfurt School 

[established in die l M2 Us; consisted of a 

loose group of theorists inspired hy Man: 

who nevertheless argued that Mart's 

views needed radical revision. Among 

other things, they held that Mars had not 

given enough attention to the influence of 

culture in modern capitalist society. 

Members of the Frankfurt School 

argued that leisure lime had been indus¬ 

trialized I li ey m ade an extertsave slu dy of 

what they called the 'culture Industry", 

meaning the enlerLainment industries of 
film. TV, popular music, radio, news¬ 
papers an^l magazines fllotkhckmer and 

Adorno 2dtM]b Tliey argued that die pro- 
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ductinn of culture hi.nl become just ns 

standardized and dominated by the desite 

for profit as other industries. In a mass 

society, the leisure industry was used to 

induce appropriate vaiucs amongst the 

public: leisure was no longer a break form 

work, but a preparation for it. 

Members oft he Fran kfurt School argued 

dial the spread of the culture indlifitry, with 

its undemanding and standardized prod¬ 

ucts, undermined the capaci ty of indlvid 11 - 

ills fur critical and independent thought. 

Art disappears, swamped by commercial¬ 

ization - 'Mozart's Greatest flits' - and 
culture is replaced by entertainment. As 

LazarsFeld and Merton commented on die 
USA In the 1950s: 'Economic power seems 
to have reduced direct exploitation find to 
have turned to a subtler type nr psycho log¬ 

ical exploitation1 {cited in Curran and 

Seaton 2 OB). 

Recent theories 

Jurgen Habermas: the public sphere 

The German philosopher and sociologist 

Jurgen J labermas is linked la the Frank¬ 

furt School of social thought. Habermas 

took, up some uf these themes initiated by 
the Frankfurt School, huL developed them 
hi a different way, lie has analysed die 

evolution of the media from the early 

eighteenth century up to the present day. 
tracing die emergence - and subsequent 
decay - of the public sphere' (|9S9). The 

public sphere is an arena of public dehale 

in which issuer; of general concern can he 

discussed and opinions formed. 

According to Habermas, the public 

sphere developed first in Ihc salons and 

coffee houses of London. Paris and other 

lluropcan cities fane of these salons is 

depicted in chapter 1 on p. 6b People used 
to meet to discuss issues of the moment. 

Folitica l debate became ;l matter of partic¬ 

ular importance. Although only small 

numbers of the population were Involved, 

Habermas argues that the salons were vital 

to the early development of democracy, for 

they introduced the Idea of resolving polit¬ 

ical problems through public discussion, 

The public sphere - at least In principle - 

involves individuals coining together as 

equals In a forum for public debate. 

However, the promise offered by the 

eariy development &F the public sphere. 
Habermas concluded, has not beep fully 

realized. Democratic debate in modern 

societies Is stifled by the development of 

the culture industry. The spread of mass 

media and mass entertainment causes Ihc 

public sphere to become largely a sham. 

Polities is stage-managed in Parliament 

and the media, while commercial inter¬ 

ests triumph over those of the public. 

'Public opinion' is not formed through 

open, rational discussion, but through 

manipulation and control - as, for 

exam pie. in advertising. 

Habermas's writing is discussed in more 

detail in chapter 4. Theoretical Thinking 

in 5oc in logy',- pp. 116- 19. 

Jean Baudrillard; She world of 
hyperreality 

One of the iiiosr Influential current theo¬ 
rists of the media is the postmodernist 
French author lean Eiaudrillard. whose 

work lias heon strongly influenced by the 

ideas of McLuhan, who was discussed 

earlier this chapter ip. 5fS5). Baudrillard 

regards the impact of modern mass media 

as being quite different from, and very 

much more profound than, that of any 
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technology. The coming of' the mass 

media, particularly electronic media such 

as television,, has transformed the very 

nature of our lives. TV docs not jitist 'repre- 

scntr the world to us; it increasingly defines 

what the world in which we live actually is. 

Consider us on example the trial of CL J, 

SimpSOn, a celebrated court case that 

Unfolded in L-us Angeles In 1994 5. 

Simpson originally became famous os ari 

American football star, but later became 

known around (he world as a result of 

appearing hi several popular films., 
Including (ho Mated Gun series. He was 
accused of the murder of his wife Nicole, 

and after a very long dial was acquitted. 
The case became compulsive TV 

viewing For 5)5 million Americans, who 

watched Simpson evade arrest as his car 

sped along a California highway for sixty 

miles. EVot only was his arrest televised, his 

trial was also broadcast live on UR televi¬ 

sion. and watched around the globe, 

including in llritain. In America, six televi¬ 

sion channels showed continuous cover¬ 

age of the trial. More Lhan 90 per cent of 

the US television audience claimed to 

have watched the trial, and 142 million 

people heard the 'not guilty" verdict deliv¬ 

ered on 3 October 1995. More than 2.000 

reporters covered the (rial, and mote than 

flO books have been written about it. 
In media terms, if was (lie trial of the 

century. The trial was not confined to Hie 
courtrooms li was also a televisual event 

linking millions of viewers ami commen¬ 

tators in the media. It is an Illustration of 

what Fla li dr Ward, calls ‘hyperreality'. There 

is no longer a 'reality' [the events in the 

courtroom) which television allows us to 

see; the "reality' is actually the string of 

images on the TV screens of the world, 

which defined Lhc trial as a global event, 

lust before the outbreak of hostilities in 

the first Gulf War in 1991, llaudrillard 

wrote a newspaper article cntitled 'The 

Gulf War cannot happen'. When war was 

declared and a bloody conflict took place, 

it might seem obvious that ftaudrillard 

had been wrong, Not a bit of it, After the 

end of the war, ISaudrillard wrote a second 

article; 'The Gulf War did nut happen'. 

What did he mean? tie mean! that the war 

was not like other wars LhaL have hap¬ 

pened in history. It Was a War of the media 

age, a televisualspectacle, in which., along 
with oilier viewers throughout the world. 
George Rush Senior and former President 

of Iraq Saddam Hussein watched the 
coverage by CNN to see what was actually 

’happening’. 

BaudriHard argues that, in an age where 

the mass media arc everywhere, in effect a 

new reality - hyperreality - is created, 

composed of the i ntermingli rig or peop Ic's 

behaviour and media images. The world 

of hyperreality is constructed of simulacra 

- images which only get their meaning 

from other images and hence have no 

grounding in an "externa] reality". A 

famous series of advertisements for Silk 
Gut cigarettes, for example, didn't refer to 

the cigarettes at all, but only to previous 

ads which had appeared In a long series, 
No political leade r today can win an elec¬ 
tion who doesn't appear constantly on 

television; the TV Image of the leader Is the 
'person7 most viewers know. 

John Thompson: the media and 
modern society 

□ rawing in some pari on the writings of 

Habermas, John Thompson has analysed 

the relation between the media and the 

development of industrial societies 

[1990, 1995}. From early forms of print 
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Most of what v:e know about politicians comes from the television, or what we read in the 

newspapers. 

through to electronic communication, 

Thompson argues, the media have 

played a central role in the develop me nl 

of Eiiudern institutions The main found¬ 

ers of sociology, including Mark, Weber 

ant I LHirkhe i rrt, Thom pso n bel i eves, gave 

Ido little attention to the role of media in 

shaping oven the early development of 

modern society. 

Sympathetic to some of the ideas of 

Habermas. Thompson Is also critical of 

him, aili* is of the Frankfort School and of 

Baudrillard. The Frankfurt School's atti¬ 

tude tn the culture industry was tom iiega- 

tive. The modcrji mass- media, Thompson 

chinks, do not deny us the possibility of 

critical thought: in fact, they provide us 

wills many farms of information lu which 

we couldn't have had access before, In 

Common with the Trank fort School, 

Habermas treats us too much as the 

passive recipients of media messages, In 

Thompson's words: 

Media messages are commonly discussed 
by individuals in llic count! ol rereplion 

and Suhsequel'll lo ll. . . . 3They] arc Lnms- 

Fornseil through an ongoing process of 
idling and rerelJlng, Interpretation and 
^interpretation. com men In ry. I Hugh ter and 
criticism. • . By risking hold of messages 
and mu [Indy :mi ur|hnraLlnp Ijil-iu min nur 

Jives ... we are constantly shaping and 

ivriohtec 
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Thompson's theory of the media depends 

an a distinction between three types of 

interaction [see table l&J!], Face-la-face 

interaction, such an people talking at a 

party, is rich in dues used by individuals to 

make sense of what others say |see 

chapter 5. 'Social Interaction and Every¬ 

day Life'!. Medirtttvl infertlclian Involves 

die use of a media technology - paper, 

electricii] connections, electronic 

impulses. Characteristic of mediated 

Interaction is that It Is stretched out in 

time and 3j>;tce - It goes well beyond the 

oortteifts of ordinary face-to-face interac¬ 

tion. Mediated interaction takes place 

between individuals in a direct way — for 

instance, two people talking on the tele¬ 

phone - but there isn't an opportunity for 

the same variety of clues, 

,\ third type of interaction is mediated 

quasi-fnteraeftan. This refers Lo the soil of 

Social relations created by the mass 

media. Such interaction is stretched 

across time and space- bill it doesn't link 

Individuals directly: hence the term 

'■quash Interaction-The two previous types 

are 'dialogical': Individuals communicate 

In a direct way. Mediated quasi-interac¬ 

tion is 'monologlca ['; a TV progra mme, for 

example, is a one-way form of communi¬ 

cation. People watching the programme 

may discuss it, and perhaps address same 

remarks to the TV set - hut, of course, it 

doesn't answer hack. 
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Table 15,1 Types of interaction 

Interactional 
characteristics 

Face-to-lace interaction Mediated interaction Mediated quasi-interaction 

ipace-time 
constitution 

Content of co-presence; 
shared spatial-temporal 
reference system 

Reparation ol contexts; 
exts n dec avai lab ilfty in 
time and space 

Separation of contexts; 
extended availability in 
time and space 

Ran^e af symbolic 
cues 

Multiplicity of symbolic cues Narrowing of the range 
□1 symbolic cues 

Narrowing of the range 
of symbolic cues 

Action orientation Oriented towards specific 
others 

Oriented towards specific 
others 

Oriented towards an 
indefinite range of 
potential recipients 

Dialogical/ 
monolog'cal 

Dialogical Dialogical Monologltal 

Sourer: ThampaDn (I93S/. p. 465 

Thompson's point is n n r th.it: the third 

type comes to dominate the other two - 

essentially the view taken by Haudrillard. 

Rather, all three types intermingle in our 

lives today. The mass media. Thompson 

suggests, chan nc the balance between the 

public and the private In our Lives, bring¬ 

ing more into the public domain than 

before, and often leading to debate and 

cont reversy. 

Ideology and the media 

The study of the media i s closely related to 

ihe impact of ideotogy in society, ideology 

refers to the influence of Ideas on people's 
beliefs and actions. The concept has been 

widely used in media studies, as well as In 
other areas of sociology, but It has also 
long been controversial. The word was 
first coined by a French writer, Desfutt de 

Tracy, in the late 1700s. He used it to mean 

a 'science of ideas’. 

In I he hands of later authors, however, 

the term became used in a more critical 

way. Mars, for exampie, regarded ideology 

as 'false consciousness'. Powerful groups 

are able to control the dominant ideas cir¬ 

culating in a society so as to justify their 

own position. Thus, according to Mart, 

religion is often ideological: it leaches the 

poor to be content with their lot. The 

■social analyst shouLd uncover the distor¬ 

tions of ideology so as to allow the power¬ 

less to gain a true perspective on their lives 

- and lake action to improve their condi¬ 

tions of life. 

Thompson calls de Tracy's view the 
neutral conception of ideology and Mora's 

view the crlifad conception of ideology. 

Neutral conceptions 'characterize phe¬ 
nomena as ideology or Ideological 

without implying that these phenomena 

are necessarily misleading, illusory or 
aligned with the interests of any particular 

group'. Critical notions of Ideology 'convey 
a negative, critical or pejorative sense' and 

carry with them 'an implicit criticism or 

condem nation’ (1990; 53-4 )- 
Thompson argues, that Ihe critical 

notion is to be preferred, because it links 

ideology with power. Ideology is about the 

exercise of symbolic power-how ideas are 
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used to hides justify or legitimate the inter¬ 

ests df'dom i mart grau ps ini he social older. 

tn their studies, members of the 

Glasgow Media Group, discussed below, 

were Ln effect analysing ideological 

aspects of TV news reporting and how it 

biased covered. They found that news 

tended to favour the government and 

management at (he expense of the strik¬ 

ers. In general, Thompson believes, mass 

media - including nut only the news but 

all Varieties of programme content and 

genre greatly expand the scope of ideoh 

ogy in modern societies- They reach mass 
audiences and are. in his terms, based on 

'quasi-interaction’ - audiences cannot 

answer back in a direct way. 

Bias and the media: the 
Glasgow University 
Research Group 

TV n£w$ 

Sociological studies of television have 

given a good dual ofalltnlion to its cover¬ 

age of the news. A substantial proportion 

of the population no longer reads news¬ 

papers; TV news is thus a key source of 

information about what goes Cut in tile 

world. Some of the best-known - and most 
controversial- research studies concerned 

with television news have been those 
carried out by the Glasgow University 
Media Group. Over the last ihree decades, 
the group lias published a scries of works 

critical of the presentation of the news, 

including Bad News, More Bad News, 

Realty Rad News and War and Peace Neuss. 

They followed similar research strategies 

in each of these books. allhough they 

altered the focus of their investigations. 

End News [G lasgow Media Group U376]. 

their first and most influential hook, was 

based on an analysis of TV news broad¬ 

casts on the three [JE£ terrestrial channels 

available at that time between January 

and June 1375. The objective was to 

provide ei systematic mid dispassionate 

analysis of the content of the news anil the 

way's in Which it was presented, Bud News 

concentrated on (he portrayal of indus¬ 

trial disputes. 1'he later books concen¬ 

trated more on political coverage and oil 

the Falkland* War of 1SJU3, 
Tire conclusion of Bad Nem was that 

irews about industrial relations was typi¬ 

cally presented In a selective mid slanted 

fashion. Terms like 'trouble' 'radical' and 

'pointless strike' suggested anti-union 
views. Th e effecis of strikes;, causi ng dis rup- 

tion for the public, were much mote likely 

to be reported oil than their causes. Film 

material that was used veiy often made the 

activities ofprolcstcrs appear Irrational and 

aggressive. Ebr example, film of strikers 

stopping people entering a factory would 

Focus on any confrontations that occurred, 

even iL"they were very infrequent. 

Bad News also pointed out ibnt (hose 

who construct the news act ass 'gatekeep¬ 

ers' for what guts On the agenda Ln other 

words, what the public hears about at all, 
Strikes in which them were active confron¬ 
tations between, workers and manage¬ 

ment, for instance, might get widely 
reported. More consequential anil long- 
lasting industrial disputes of a different 
sort might be largely ignored. The view of 

news journalists, Ihe Glasgow Media 

Group suggested, tends to reflect their 

middle-class backgrounds and supports 

the views of the dominant groups in 

society, who inevitably see strikers as dan¬ 

gerous and irresponsible, 
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The works of the Glasgow Media Group 

wore much discussed in media circles as 

well as in the academic community. Some 

news producers accused the researchers 

of simply exercising their own biases, 

which they thought lay with the strikers. 

They pointed out that,, while Had Neivs 

Contained a chapter on 'The trade unions 

and the media', there Was no chapter on 

'Management and the medial This slum Id 

have been discussed, critics of the 

Glasgow Media Group argued, because 

news journalists are often accused by 

management of organizations facing 

strikes of bias against them, rathe■ than 

against the strikers. 

Academic critics made similei points. 
Martin Harrison (ISflS) gained access to 

transcripts of 1TN news broadcasts for the 

period covered by the original study. On 

this basis he argued that the five months 

analysed in the study were not typical. 

There was an abnormal number of days 

Lust because of industrial action over the 

period, it would have been impossible fur 

the news to report alt of these, and there¬ 

fore the tendency Co focus on the more 

colourful episodes was understandable. 

In Harrisons view, the Glasgow Media 

Group was wrong li> claim that news 

broadcasts concentrated too much on the 
effects of strikes. After all, many more 

people are normally affected by strikes 

than take part in them. Sometimes mil- 

I lons of people find their lives dIsru pted by 
the actions of Just a handful of people. 

Finally, according to Harrison's analysis, 

some of the assertions made by the Medio 

Group were simply false. For exam pic, 

contrary in what the Group stated, the 

news did normally name the unions 

Involved in disputes and did say whether 

a r no t the strikes were p ITlcLiI d r n no iTtcial. 

In replying to such criticism, members 

of the Group noted that Harrison’s 

research had been partly sponsored by 

ITN, possibly compromising his academic 

impartiality. The transcripts scrutinized 

by I larrison were nut complete and some 

passages were Included that ITN did not in 

fact broadcast at all. 

In recent years, members of the 

Glasgow Media Group have carried out a 

range of further research studies. The 

latest edition of the Bad iVerr-s series. Bad 

New from Israel (Philo and Berry ZOtN.l, 

exam I tied televisfco ti news reporting of the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The study was 

carried out over s two-year period and was 
supported by several senior television 

news broadcasters and journalists who 
were involved in panel discussions with 

members of an 8u0-person sample audi¬ 

ence. As well as looking at the television 

coverage of the conflict, Ihc au thors were 

interested in how the coverage related to 

the understanding, beliefs and attitudes of 

the audience. 

The study concluded that the television 

news Coverage of the conflict confused 

viewers and substantially featured Israeli 

government views, the study found a bias 

towards official 'Israeli perspectives',, par¬ 

ticularly on 13 ESC 1, where Israelis were 

Interviewed or reported more than twice 

as much Palestinians. In addition. 
American politicians who supported 
Israel were often featured. The study also 
found that the news gave a strong empha¬ 

sis to Israeli casualties, relative to Palestin¬ 

ians falthough two to three times more 

Palestinians than Israelis died). There 

were also differences in the language used 

by journalists to describe Israeli and Pales¬ 

tinian attacks. For example, journalists 

would often describe Palestinian acts as 
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'terrorism', line when an Israeli group was 

reported as trying to bomb a Palestinian 

school, they were referred to as 'extrem¬ 

ists' or 'vigilantes' (Philo and Berry 2CWH |. 

Bad \Teum from Israel also argued that 

there was little mverage devoted to the 

history or origins of the conflict, The great 

majority of viewers depended on this 

nows us their main source of inform alien. 

The gaps in their knowledge closely par¬ 

alleled die ‘gaps' in the news. The survey 

argued that, again, dtix Worked against Lite 

Palestinians, by giving the impression that 
the problems "started' with Palestinian 
action (Philo and Berry 2tW4}. 

In their earlier volume, Getting the 
Message. the Glasgow Media Group cob 
leered together recent research on news 

broadcasting. The editor of the volume, 

John Eldridgc, points cot Ihal the debate 

provoked by the original work of the 

Glasgow Media Group still continues 

[1993). To say what woo Id count as objec¬ 

tivity in news reporting will always be 

difficult. As against those who say that the 

idea of objectivity makes no sense (see 

'Ltaudrlllard: the world of livpurreality 

pp, GCU-2 above], Etdridgc affirms the 

i importance of ton Lin u i ng to look at media 

products with a Critical eye. Accuracy in 

news reporting can and must be studied. 
After all. when the football results ate 
reported, we expect them to be accurate. A 

simple example like this. Eldridgc argues, 
reminds us that Issues of truth are always 
involved in news reporting. 

Yet the point holds that the news is 

never just a ’description" of what 'actually 

happened' on a given day or in a given 

week. The "news" is a complex construc¬ 

tion llial regularly influences what it is 

'about'. For example, when a politician 

appears on a news programme and makes 

a comment about a controversial issue - 

say, the state td the economy and what 

should be done about it - that comment 

itself becomes 'news' in subsequent pro¬ 

gram mcs. 

Audiences and media 
effects 

The effect chat ideological bias has on the 

audience depends upon tlie theoretical 

position one takes over the role of the 
Audience In the mass media. Tlete. we turn 
to the question through S brief analysis of 

audience studies. 

Audience studies 

One of the earliest, and the most straight¬ 

forward, models at'audience response is 

the hypodermic model. This compares Ihe 

media message to a drug injected by 

syringe. The model is based on the 

assumption Lhat the audience (patient) 

p assivdy and d i ret tly accep Lx the mess a ge 

and does not critically engage with it in 

any way The hypodermic model also 

assumes that the message is received and 

interpreted in more or less the same way 

by all membenf of society. The concept of 
narcotization, associated with the Frank 
furt School (see pp. 600-1), draws on the 

hypodermic model, Under this view, the 
media Is seen as 'drugging' the audience, 
destroying its ability to drink critically 
about the wider world (Marcuse lflfid). 

The hypodermic model is now out of 

fashion, and was often little more chan an 

11 ns Lai ed ass u mption in the wo rks of early 
writers on the mass media. However, Ihe 

model's assumptions about the media can 

still be found in the works of cuntcmpo- 
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The hypodermic model assumes, that media messages are passively received by viewers. Such ideas 

are often implicit in arguments about the effects of television on children. 

ran1 writers who are sceptical about the 

effects of the mass media on modern 

socie Ly- 

Critics of lEil: hypodermic mu del have 

pointed nut that lr fakes no account of the 

very diffe renl response!; chat different 

audiences have til lEse media, treating 

them as homogenous and passive. Most 
theorists now argue that audience 
responses go through various stages. In 

rlretr work on audience response, Katz and 

l.azarsfeld drew on studies of political 
broadcasts during If ft presidential elec¬ 

tions, and argued that audience response 

ls termed through a iwa-step flail', the first 

step is when the media reaches the audi¬ 

ence: the second conies when the audi¬ 

ence interprets the media through their 

social interaction with influential people 

'opinion leaders' who farther shape 

audience response (Katz and Lazarsfeld 

1935,1. 

Liter models assume a more active role 
for an audience In response to the media. 
The g/vjrtjfoviHfWf j)iodr?f looks ;lt rise ways 

in which different audiences use the 

rned ia In m ec t the i r own needs (I nit t9M]. 

Audiences may use the media to learn 
more shout the world they live in - finding 

out about the- weather or slock, market lor 

example. Others may use the media to 

help with their relationships-, to feel part of 
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a fictional community (from watching TV 

soaps, for example), nr to get on with 

friends and colleagues who also watch the 

same programme. [We discuss soap 

operas in the box opposite! Critics of this 

model have argued that it assumes ihai 

audit nee needs already exist. not I hat they 

are created by the media. 

Later theories of audience response 

have Looked at Lite ways in which people 

actively interpret the media. Stuart Hall's 

account of rvt.vpdvn theory focuses on the 

way hi width an audience's class and cul¬ 
tural background affects that way In which 

i t makes sense of different med la "tests' - a 

term that is used to encompass various 

forms, of media from hoots and news¬ 

papers to films and CDs. Some members 

of an audience may simply accept the pre¬ 

ferred reading'encoded' in a text - such as 

a news bulletin - by its producer. This pre¬ 

ferred reading, Hall argues, is likely to 

reflect the dominant or mainstream ideol¬ 

ogy (as the Glasgow Media Group, whose 

work is discussed above on pp. GOG-8, 

found). However, Ed all argues that the 

understanding of ei text also depends on 

the cultural and class background of the 

person interpreting it. Other members of 
an audience may tEike an oppositional' 

reading of 4 text, because (heir social posi¬ 

tion places them In conflict with the pre¬ 
ferred reading- For example, a worker 

i tivolved i n stri ke action o r a member of an 

ethnic ml norlty Jsflkely to take a n opposI ■ 
cions Heading of.s taxi such as a news story 

on industrial or race relations, rather than 

accept the dominant reading encoded in 

the text by its producer (Hall 1980). 

Following Hall, recent theories have 

focused on the way in which audiences 

filter information through their own 

experience (Ha Horan 1370). The audience 

may link different media 'tests' (pro¬ 

grammes or genres, for example) or use 

one type of media to engage with another 

- questioning what they are told on the 

television compared to the newspaper 

(Fiskc 1988). Here the audience has a 

powerful role, far removed from the hypo¬ 

dermic model. T he tnierprelaltve model 

View's audience response as shaping the 

media through its engagement or rejec¬ 

tion o f its oti Lpu L 

Media effects 

The perceived effects of the media are 

manifold. The med is has been blamed for 

alienation, copy-cat killings, producing 

apathy amongst the population, reinforc¬ 

ing prejudices and trivializing important 

issues (Watson 2003]. Of course, the 

extent to which wc blame the media for 

negative effects depends upon the view 

taken of how active or passive an audience 

is, as wc have seen above. In this section 

we Look at two areas in which the media is 

said to have a negative effect; violence and 

pornography. 

The media and motence 

The incidence of violence in television 

programmes Ls well documented. The 

most extensive studies have been carried 

out by Gerbnerand bis collaborators, who 

analysed samples of prime-time and 

weekend day-time television for all the 

major American networks each year after 

1967. The number and Frequency of 

vie lent acts and episodes or violence were 

c halted For a range o 1 types of p rojrrn mine. 

Violence is defined in the research as ihe 

threat ar use of physical force, directed 

against the self or others, in which physi¬ 

cal harm or death is involved. Television 
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4 genre created hy radio and television came to 
be called 'soap opera' - now TV's most popular 
type of programme. Of the most watched IV 
shows in Britain each week, almost all are soaps 
- EmtEnders, Coronation Sfrerf and many 
others. Soap operas fell inlo various different 
types, or subgenres, at least as represented on 
British TV. Soaps produced in the LfK, like 
CPrortdfrbn jtrcrJ, tend to be gritty and down to 
eurth, often concerned with the lives of poorer 
people. Second, there are American imports, 
many of which, like Qaflas or Cymrsjy in the 
1 '360s, portray individuals leading more 
glamorous lives. A third category is made up of 
Australian imports, such as Neighbours. These 
tend to he low-budge! productions, featuring 
middle-class homes and lifestyles. 

Soaps are like IV as a whole: continuous. 
Individual stories may cornu to an end, and 
different characters appear and disappear, but 
the soap itself has no ending until it is taken off 
the air completely. Tension is created between 
episodes by so-called 'cliff-hangers'. The episode 
stops abruptly just before some key event 
happens and the viewer Pus to wait until the 
neat episode to see how things turn out- 

A basic part of the genre of soap opera is that 
it dem a nds regu la r viewing on the pa rt of 
whoever watches it A single episode makes very 
little sense. Soap operas presume a history, 
which the regular viewer knows - he or she 
becomes Familiar with the characters, with their 
personalities and their life experiences.The 
threads, which are linked to create such a 

soaps for the most part do not look at larger 
social or economic frameworks, which impinge 
only from the outside. 

Sociologists have put differing views forward 
as to why soap operas are so popular - and they 
are popular across the world, not only In Britain 
or America, but also in Africa, Asia and Latin 
America. Some think that they provide a means 
of escape, particularly where women, (who 
watch soaps in greater numbers than men) find 
their own lives dull or oppressive. Such a view is 
not particularly convincing, though, given that 
many soaps feature people whose lives are just 
as problematic. More plausible is the idea that 
soap operas address universal properties of 
personal and emotional life. They explore 
dilemmas anyone may face, and perhaps they 
even help some viewers to think more creatively 
about their own lives. The sociologist Dorothy 
Hobson, in her bookSocrp Opera, has written 
That soaps work not because they are escapist, 
but "because the audience has intimate 
familiarity with the characters and their lives. 
Through its characters the soap opera must 
connect with the experience of its audience, and 
its content must be stories of the ordinary 
{Hobson 2002). 

Questions 

1 Do you watch soap operas! Explain why or 
why not from a sociological perspective. 

2 How do functionalist and conflict theories 
explai n th e pop u la rity of soa p c peras? 

Genres, audience response and soap operas 

history, are a hove alii personal and emotional - 

drc.ma emerged as highly violent in char¬ 

acter: on average, 60 percent of such pro¬ 

grammes contained violence, vvitli a rate 

of 7,5 violent episodes per hour. Children's 

programmes showed ever higher levels of 

violence, although killing was less com¬ 

monly portrayed. Cartoons contained the 

highest number of violent nets and epi¬ 

sodes of any type of television programme 

(Gerbner 1979, HOT; Gunter l9tS5), 

In what ways, if at all, does the depiction 

of violence influence (he audience? F. S. 

Anderson collected the findings of sixty- 

seven studies conducted over the twenty 

years from 11356 to 1976 investigating the 

inline nee of TV violence on tendencies (o 

aggression among children. About three- 

quarters of the studies claimed Lu find 

some such association. In 20 per cent of 

case* ilierewere no clear-cut results, while 
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Lti 3 per cent of the researches the investi¬ 

gators concluded that watching television 

violence actually decreases aggression 

(Anderson 1977; Liebert ct til. 13B2). 

The studies Andersen surveyed, how¬ 

ever, differ widely in the methods used, 

the strength of the association supposedly 

revealed and the definition of ‘aggressive 

behaviourIn crime dramas featuring vio¬ 

lence (and in many children's cartoons) 

there are underlying themes of justice and 

retribution. A far higher proportion of 

miscreants arc brought to justice hi crime 

dramas than happens with police iimstl- 

gat Ions in real life, and in cartoons 

harmful or threatening characters usually 

tend to get their‘just deserts - It does not 

necessarily follow tlui lvjgh levels of the 

port rayal of violence create d i rettly im i ta - 

tivc patterns among those watching; who 

arc perhaps more influenced by the 

underlying moral themes. In general, 

research on the effects of television or 

audiences has tended to treat viewers - 

children and adults - as passive and 

undiscrimmating in their reactions to 

whirl they see. 

Although most studies have not found a 

Link between television violence and vio¬ 

lence in real life, the issue has remained a 

controversial one, In the USA, an amend - 
mem to the Telecommunications Act 
forced almost all televisions made after 

19519 to have a built in 'V-Chip’ (the V 
stands for 'violence'], tun electronic device 
that enables parents to filter violent and 
sexually explicit material bom the pro¬ 

grammes their children watch on TV. The 

television industry liras asked to develop a 

rating system, similar to one used in films, 

to use with the V-Chip (Signori? Hi 2003]. 
Studies have found, however, that 

although parents express strong concerns 

about what their children watch on televi¬ 

sion. few bother to turn on their televi¬ 

sions V-chip fAnncnhcrg Center 2003). 

There wasa joke that the parents would be 

unable to wort out how to turn the V-chip 

on or off without their young son or 

daughter showing them how. 

Pornography 

The debate about the effects of pornogra¬ 

phy has many similarities to discussions 

about the media effects of violence. Leg a I 

regulation of sexually explicit pictures has 

a kmg history. In the USA legislation, 
known as, the Comstock laws, was passed 

In the late nineteenth century, banning 
sexually expllcii material, which It 

defined as material ihal would offend iho 

senaihiiity of a young girl [Grossherget el. 

13931. 

From the late J970s the Jinks between 

pornography and sexual violence against 

women began to be Increasingly debated, 

especially amongst feminists. The argu¬ 

ment was put forward that pornography 

objectifies women and users of pornogra¬ 

phy are muni likely than non-users Lu- be 

sexua I ly vio ie lit towards women. The fem¬ 

inist writer Kubin Morgan summed (his up 

concise ly with Lite comment; Tomogra¬ 

phy Is the theory, and rape the practice1 
(Morgan 1994). 

5ee chapter 12, 'SewalHy and Cender', 

pp. 471 -2, (or mure about uidical femi¬ 
nists' views. 

Sociological research into this area has 

generally attempted to assess if a causal 

link exists between the use of pornogra¬ 

phy and sexual aggression. A report for 

the American Psychological Association 

found that, amongst adults, whilst then: 

are no antisocial effects to viewing erotica, 
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or sexually explicit materials that are not 

violent or degrading to women, repeated 

exposure to actualized violence does 

desensitize users to the severity of rape 

and reduce emotional reaction Id the 

depicted victim {Huston et aL 1992). As 

the expansion of the Internet makes por- 

nugm p hie and violent materials ever mo re 

easily available, questions about audience 

responses and media effects are increas¬ 

ingly important. 

The control of the media 

Political control 

Public broadcasting and the BBC 

In most countries the state has heen 

directly involved with the administration 

of television broadcasting. In Britain the 

Rritish Rrnadcasting Corporation,, which 

initiated ihc first television programmes 

ever produced, is a public organization, 

funded, as we have already seen, by 

Licence fees paid by every household that 

owns a Set. for some years the UI3<J was 

the only organization permitted to broad¬ 

cast either radio or television programmes 

in Britain, buModay, alongside the two ter¬ 

restrial BBC TV stations. BBC 1 and 2, 

there exist three terrestrial commercial 

television cha tine Is (1TV, Channel land 5}. 

Only the BBC is funded by the licence fete; 

the commercial channels rely on revenue 
generated by advertising. The frequency 
and duration of advertising is controlled 

by law, with a maximum of six minutes per 

hour These regulations also apply to sat¬ 

ellite channels, wbieh. became widely 

available to subscribers in the lElfiOs. (The 

future of the BBC] is discussed in the box 

on p. G14.) 

In the USA the three leading television 

organizations are all commercial net¬ 

works - the American Broadcasting 

Company {ABC], Columbia Broadcasting 

System ICES) and the National Broad¬ 

casting Company (NBC). Networks arc 

limited by law to owning no mure than 

five licensed stations, which in the case 

of these three organizations are in the 

biggest cities. The 'big three' together 

reach over a quarter of all households 

through llicir oWn stations. Some tWu 

hundred affiliated stations are also 
attached to each network, comprisingSfO 
per cent of the seven hundred or so TV 

stations in the country, The networks 
depend for their Income on selling 

advertising time. The National Associa¬ 

tion of Broadcasters, a private body, lays 

down guidelines shout the proportion of 

viewing time per hour to be devoted to 

advertising: 9.3 minutes per hour during 

'prime time' and IB per hour at other 

periods. TV companies use regularly col¬ 

lected statistics (ratings) of how many 

people watch specific pro grammes in 

■setting advertising fees. The ratings also. 

□ f course, strongly influence decisions 

on which programmes Lo continue to 

show. 

Tits powe r of publicly run tele vision stti - 

dons has been reduced since the advent of 
multi-channel TV, DVD and video, and the 

arrival of services such as. Sky» (which 
com bines a dl git* l video recorder a nd sat ■ 
ellite receiver to find and record pro¬ 
grammes the viewer has expressed an 

interest in, effectively creating a personal¬ 

ized channel}. In return tor a subscription 

Fee or one-off payment Fora digital set-top 

box, today’s television watcher can select 

from a multiplicity of channels and pro¬ 

grammes, In such circumstances people 
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Increasingly do their own "programming', 

constructing personal viewing schedules 

rather tJian dependi]iR on the prcsupplicd 

network scheduling. 

Digital, sateJIite and cable arc altering 

the nature of television almost every¬ 

where. As these make inroads into the 

domains of the orthodox terrestrial televi¬ 

sion channels, it will become yet more 

difficult far governments £o control the 

The future of the BSC 

The position; of The BBC - like that at public 
broa d casters in m ost other ca u ntri es - is unde r 
strain and has been ifie subject of much 
Controversy. The future of the BBC has become 
problematic because of the fragmentation of its 
audience. The development of digital 
technology has meant that literally hundreds of 
eemmerrial cable and satellite channels have 
become available which threaten the 
dominance of the SBC, From hiving a monopoly 
of the British television audience until the 
launch of com me real te levi si o n in the mid- 
19 50s th c B EC’s s ha re of the tenestria I 
television audience had fallen to around JO per 
cent by 2003, As the number of B&C viewers 
falls, more people have started to question why 
they have ta pay the licence fee - particularly it 
they do not watch EEC television ar I'Stem to 
BBC radio stations, 

During I he 1990s the BBC, along with other 
public monopolies such as the National Health 
Service, was put under considerable pressure te 
become more effi ci e nt: a n d market-orientated. 
Sirfohn BirEr Director-General from 1992 to 
1999, intio d u«d a n interna l rrvarkef givi ng 
programme-makers treedom to huy resources 
like camera crews from outside the BBC; he also 
developed the BBC's commercial activities and 
dra m utical ly cut the costs of p rogra m m c 
rod king., often through job cuts (Bom 2004}. 

Critics ut public monopolies have suggested 
that this does not go tar enough and have 
pushed for the BBC to be privatized. For 
example, David El stein, the former chief 
executive of Channel 5, argued in a recent report 
commissioned hy the Conservative Parly thanhe 
BBC should become a subscription service to 
those who wish to use it and the licence fee 
should be abolished (2004). So far, the idea of 
wholesalepiwatiiation has been resisted. 

Many people believe that it is important far 
the BBC to stay in public ownership. Yet, as 
some commentators have noted, the effects of 
deregulation in the environment in which it 
operates, as well as financial pressures, have 
turned the 6&C into a commercial system which 
preserves pari of its original public service 
element. Supporters of ihe BBC argue that os 
Lfn.' television sector is deregulated, the role of 
the BBC becomes ever more imporlant, 
particularly in keeping programme standards 
high, and - now that people ever the age at 
seventy-five get free TV licences reachi ng 
socially excluded portions of the population, As 
a former Director of Policy and Planning for the 
BBC conn merited: 

i here are real lears that more will mean worse, 
that competition will fragment audiences and 
investment across multiple outlets, leading to 
tabloid values and to a nation divided between 
those who embrace the new services and those 
who either cannot afford to or do not wish to do 
so. The challenge tor public policy is to deliver 
the best oF both worlds; to drive growth and Co 
sustain quality. (Currie and Sine* 1999) 

Despite the fallout tram the Hutton Inquiry in 
2004 (see box apposite), which caused the 
resignation of several senior figures in the 
organization, the government has guaranteed 
the Future of the BBC, at least in the short Term. 
A report from OfcDm. the government's media 
industry regulator, stressed the importance of 
the BBC in providing programming that is'high 
quality, original, innovative, challenging, 
engaging and widely available', and have 
recommended that the license fee survives until 
at least 201 6 (Ofcam 2003). 
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content or TV' as. they have characteristi¬ 

cally done- Lli the past. For example, the 

cl-bcIi of Western media seems to have 

played a part in the circumstances that 

produced the revolutions of 1989 in 

Eastern Europe. 

For more about the effects of o global¬ 

ized media, sec chapter 20 Politics, 

Cove rnment and Terrorism', pp. 6 IS-30. 

The Iraq dossier raw 

To rally support far war, the Prime Minister's office 
published a dossier of charges against Iraq in 
September 2002. IL claimed, among other things, that 
Iraq could deploy weapons of mass destruction 
(WUD) within 45 minutes. 

Yet with no WMD used by Iraqi forces in the ensuing 
war and none found, the dossier's veracity came under 
suspicion. One of its allegations, which George Bush 
made purl of his 2M3- State of-thc-union address, was 
discredited by intelligence sources, Then, in- June 2003, 
a BBC journalist accused Alistair Campbell, Tony Blair's 
chief spin-doctor, of having "sexed upJ the dossier 
against the wishes of Britain's security services (in 
particular, inserting the r45-mimjte' claim), 

A pa rfiamentary investigation dee red Mr Campbell 
of this charge [he resigned in August 2DD3), But the 
BBC refused to back down, sparking a furious row with 
the government. This to ok a tragic turn when a 
government scientist [Hr David Kelly], who'd been 
exposed as the mein source of the BBCs story, 
com mitted sol cide. An nou i ry i itto h is death, wh ich 
reported in January 2004, cleared the government of 
"wiring up' Ihe dossier and largely - but not wholly 
vindicated the scientist's employers, the Defence 
Ministry, Criticism was instead heaped on the BBC, 
prompting the resignations of its director-general and 
chairman of governors. 

A related inquiry into inte ligence failures, headed by 
Lord Butler, in July 2004 cleared Hie government of 
any deliberate attempt to mislead Parliament, But it 
d d suggest that Mr Blair was prepared to exaggerate 
what turned out to be fairly thin evidence to bolster 
the case for □ war. 

Source: The Economist (5 April 200 5) 

An ti-mDuopoly measures 

Ah the authors of Had Nat's pointed nut, 

(see above;, pp. those who construct 

the nIFIVFI act as 'gatekeepers' for what gets 

on the agenda. News stories Ihut are suc¬ 

cessfully broadcast or published arc not 

always chosen according to some simple 

criterion of ncwsworthy-ncss. fun nudists 

are well aware that they must find stories 

that fit with the agenda of the organization 

they work for, and these news organizations 

may have political agendas of their own - 

they are nut just in the business of selling, 

goods but of Influencing opinions, For this 

reason tire rise and mlluunce of tire media 
entrepreneurs and (he large media coin pa - 

riles worries many, The proprietors of such 
corporations, like Rupert Murdoch {see box 
cm pp. 527-ftj. male no secret of (heir polit¬ 

ical vjews, which inevitably aye a cause of 

concern to political parties and other 

groups holding different political posi tions. 

Recognizing this, all countries have pro- 

visions that seek to control media owner¬ 

ship. Hut how tight should these be? And 

given the global character of media enter¬ 

prises, can national governments in any 

case have mneh hope of co ntrolli ng them? 

The issue of media regulation is mure 

complex chuij might appear at first sight. it 

•seems obvious that il is in the public inter¬ 

est LhaL there should he a diversity of 
media organizations* since this is likely to 

ensure that many different groups and 

political perspectives can be listened to, 
Yet placing limits on who can own what, 

and what forms of media technology they 

can use, might affect the economic pros¬ 
perity of the madia sector. A country that is 

too restrictive might find itself left behind - 
the media industries are one of the fastest 
growing sectors of the modern economy. 
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Critics csf media concentration say that 

the Large media companies wield exces¬ 

sive power. Businesses,. on the other hard, 

argue that if they arc subject to regulation 

they cannot make effective commercial 

decisions and will Jose out in global com¬ 

petition. Moreover they ask, who is to do 

the regulating? Who is to regulate the reg¬ 

ulators? 

(Jnt guiding thread of rnetl ia regu lation 

policy might be the recognition that 

market dominance by two or three large 

media companies simultaneously threat¬ 

ens both proper economic competition 
and democracy - since the media owners 

are unelected, I listing anti-monopoly 
Legislation can be brought into play here, 
although it diffeis widely across Europe 

and other industrial countries. 

Competitiveness means pluralism, or 

should do - and presumably pluralism is 

good For democracy. Yet is pluralism 

enough? Many p □ i nt to the USA in arguing 

that having a plurality of media channels 

dues not guarantee -qualify and accuracy 

of content fas Chomsky's criticisms, dis¬ 

cussed above, demon-si rate}. Some see the 

maintenance rjf a strung public broad¬ 

casting sector as of key importance in 

blocking Llie dominance of the large 

media companies, Yet public broadcast¬ 

ing systems, which in 13-rUainare Led by the 

BBC, CJfUale their uWn problems. In most 

countries they themselves used to he a 

monopoly and in many countries were 

effectively used as a means of government 

propaganda, The question of who Is to 

regulate the regulators comes up here 

with particular force. (The issue of govern¬ 

ment attempts to control the mass media 

and democratization In China is discussed 

in the bos.) 

Globalization and everyday life: censorship and the media in China 

The contradictory nature of globalization is 
illustrated dearly in Chino, a country tfwf is 
undergoing rapid cultural and economic 
transformation under rbe watchful aye of fbe 
Chinese Communist Party. 

tn the \Q8Qs, the Chinese government 
oversaw the expansion of a national television 
system and encouraged the purchase of 
televisions by its cifijens. The government saw 
televisio n broadcasting os c means of uniting 
the co unity and promoting party authority. 
Television, however, con be a volatile medium. 
Not only is it not possible for television 
broadcasting to be tightly controlled rn an age 
of satellite based channel.'s, but Chinese 
audiences have demonstrated thou willingness 
to interpret TV content in ways that run contrary 
fp goremmenf irtfertfwfls \tall 1337). 

tn interviews ivirb a hundred Chinese 
families, James Lull found that Chinese 
audiences, like other populations under 
Communist regimes, were 'masters of 
interpretation, reading between the fines in 

order to pick up the less obvious messages'. In 
his trtferuiewdv Lull noted t/rat iiis rajpwnfcflls 
would not onfy describe what they watched, but 
how they watched it: 'Because viewers frncuv 
that the government often bends and 
exaggerates its reports, they become skiiled of 
imagining the true situation. What is presented 
what ts left out, what is given priority bow 
things are said - all these modes are noticed 
and interpreted sensitively.' 

Lull concluded that many of the messages 
seer? by Chinese audiences on TV - primarily in 
imported films and cam mentor - ran contrary 
to the way of life and opportunities available in 
their own society. Seeing television ccm-renf 
emphasizing individuality an d the consumer 
society, many Chinese viewers felt their own 
options were constrained in real fife. Television 
conveyed to Chinese audiences that other social 
systems seemed to function more smoafbty and 
offer greater freedom than their own. 

/Wore recently, the Internet and other new 
communication technologies have posed fresh 
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challenges for the Chinese* goi/ernmepr. White 
some people contend that these new media wit/ 
help people circumvent slate controls, others 
maintain fAuf ffte state censer ate likely to 
keep pace with technological acAomres, 

The Great Firewall of China' 
The Chinese effort to censer the Internet is a 
feat of technology, legislation and manpower. 
According fo the BBC, which is almost 
completely blocked m'ithin the "greet firewall ot 
China' {as it is known among techies), BOrCJcZlO 
different Chinese authorities 'do nothing but 
monitor traffic on the internet'. No single law 
exists to permit this mass invasion of privacy and 
proscription ot free speech. Rather, hundreds of 
articles in dozens of pieces of legislation work to 
obfuscate the mandate of the government to 
maintain politico order through censorship. 

According to Internet Filtering in China in 
2it04-£o05:A Country Study, the most rigorous 
survey of Chinese internet Altering to date, 
China's censorship regime extends from the 
fatpipe backbone io the sired: cyber-cafd 
Chinese com mu nidations infrastructure allows 
packets of da ta to be filtered at "choke points" 
designed into the network, while on the street 
liability for prohibited content is extended onto 
multiple parties author, host, teador to 
chilling effect, All this takes place under the 
watchful eye of machine and human censors, 
the latter often volunteers. 

The ramifications of this system, as the Open 
Net Initiative's John Parky stressed when hr: 
delivered a report to the US-China Economic 
and Security Review Com mission in April, 
'shnuld be of concern to- anyone who believes in 
participatory democracy". The ONI found that 6Q 
per cent ef sites relating to opposition politico! 
parties were blocked, as were 90 per cent of 
sites detailing the Nine Commentaries, a series 
of cold m ns a bout the Chi n ese Comm u nist Pa rty 
published by the Hong Kong-based Epoch Times 
and associated by some with the banned 
spiritual movement Falun Cong. 

The censorship does not end at the World 
Wide Web. New internet-based technologies, 
which looked to lend hope to free speech when 
ONI filed its Iasi report cm China in 2002, are 
also being targeted. Although email censorship is 

not OS rampant as many {including the Chinese 
themselves) believe, blogs, discussion forums 
and bulletin boards have all been targeted 
through various measures of state control. 

Whal I hen, of China's 94 million web surfers? 
One discussion thread at Slashdot, the well- 
respected and popular discussion forum for 
lech no-libertarians, is telling. When a well- 
meaning Westerner offered a li st of links 
prefaced with "assuming that you tan read 
Slashdot, here are a few web pages that your 
government wduId probably prefer you not to 
read', one poster. Hung Wei Lo responded: "1 
have traveled to China manylimes and work 
with many Hi E's [temporary workers from 
outside US] from all parts ot China. All ot them 
are already quite knowledgeable about all the 
information provided in the links above, ar.d 
most do- not hesitate to engage in discussions 
about such topics over lunch. The Fact that you 
feel all 1,5 billion Chinese are most certainly 
blind to these pieces of information is a direct 
result of years of indoctrination of Western {Cm 
assuming American^ propaganda.' 

Indeed, anti-Japanese protests [in 2005] have 
been cited by some as an example of how the 
Chinese people circumvent their state's diligent 
censorship regime using networked 
technologies such as mobile text messages 
(SMI), instant messaging, emails, bulletin 
boards and blogs to communicate and organize. 
The a rgu m ent he re ot co u rse is th at the 
authorities were ambivalent towards these 
protests - One blogger reports that the state 
senl its own 5M5 during the disturbances? We 
ask the people to express your patriotic passion 
through the right channel, following the law and 
maintaining order.' 

China will have to keep up with the slew of 
emerging technologies making untapped 
networked communication more sophisticated 
by the day. . . . Judging by the past record, it 
cannot be assumed that the state censorship 
machinery evil I not be able to meet these future 
challenges. 

Source: Hogge (2005). This article was originally 
published on the independent online magazine 
<http://iArWW/opendemo c racy. net^>. Re p rinted 

by permission of open Democracy 
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Ore issue that co m piicates the question 

af media regu lation is 1 lie very rapid rate 

□ f technological change. The media arc 

constantly being transformed, by technics I 

Innovations, and forms of technology, 

which were once distinct, are now fusing 

together. If television programmes arc 

watched via the Internet, for example, 

what type of media regulation applies? 

Among member slates of the European 

Union the question of media and telecom¬ 

munications convergence b at the fore - 

front of debater While some see the need 

for coordinated legislation that would 

harmonize telecommunications, broad¬ 

casting and Information technology 

across Europe, this lias been difficult to 

bring about. The mle of the Ell in media 

regulation remains weak. The current 

policydccumcnl 'Television without fron¬ 

tiers' was origin ally due to be revised again 

i n 2ft02, blit h as since hocn pos tpnned as 

debate continues. 

The global media and democracy 

In Lheir work tin (lie global media, Exlward 

Herman and Robert McChcsnry (1997) 

explore the effects of international media 

cm (he workings of democratic states. On 

the one hand, the spread of global media 

sources can successfully put pressure on 
authoritarian governments to loosen their 

hold over state controlled broadcasting 
outlets- As It becomes increasingly 
difficult to contain media products within 
nalinnul borders, many 'closed' societies 

are discovering that the media can 

become a powerful force in support of 

democracy (see hex about China). Even in 

a multiparty political system like that of 

hid ia, wc saw that commercialization oi 

television allowed more prominence for 

the views of opposition politicians. The 

global media have allowed for the wide¬ 

spread dissemination of viewpoints such 

as individualism, (he respect for human 

rights and promoting; the rights of minor¬ 

ities. 

Yet Herman and McGhesney also stress 

Lire dangers of the global media order and 

the lineal it poses to the healthy function¬ 

ing of democracy. As the global media 

become increasingly amten Lra ted and 

COtnmerchiltaed, they urn;roach on the 

functioning of the important 'public 
sphere' In the way described by Habermas 
[sec p, GOL above). Commercialised 

media, they claim, are beholden to the 
power of advertising revenue and. are 
compelled to favour content that guaran¬ 

tees high ratings and sales. As a result, 

entertainment wit! necessarily triumph 

over controversy and debate. This form of 

sell'-censorship by the media weakens 

citizen pari id pal ion in public affairs and 

undermines people's understandings of 

public issues, According lo Herman and 

McChesncy. the global media are little 

more than the 'new missionaries of global 

capitalism'; non-commercial media space 

is steadily being La ken over by (hose who 

are eager to put it to Lbu 'best economic 

use' (1 lerman 1 flBit-j. In their eyes, the 

'culture nf entertainment' promoted by 

media institutions is steadily shrinking 

the public sphere and undermining the 
work! tigs of democracy, 

The media in a global age 

As ivt: have seen throughout Ibis hook, I he 

Internet is one of the main contributors to 

- and manifestations of - current pro¬ 

cesses of globalization. Yet globalization Is 
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also transforming the international reach 

end impact of other forms of media as 

wllLL. in this section wc will consider some 

of the changes affecting the mass media 

under conditions of globalization. 

Although the media have always had 

international dimensions - such as the 

gathering of news stories and the distribu¬ 

tion of films overseas until the 1970s 

most media companies operated within 

specific domestic markets in accordance 

with regulations from national guVem- 

Eiie ms. Hie media hid ust ry was also differ¬ 

entiated Into distinct sectors - for the 
most pan, cinema. print media, radio and 

television broadcasting all operated Inde¬ 
pendently of one another. 

In the past three or fnui decades, 

however, profound transformations have 

taken place mill in the media industry. 

National markets have given way to a fluid 

glohal market, while new technologies 

have icd to the fusion of forms of media 

that were once distinct. By the start of the 

twenty-first century, the global media 

market was dominated by a group of 

about twenty multinational corpora Lions 

whose roie in the production, distribution 

and marketing of news and entertainment 

could be felt in almost every country in the 

world. 

fit their work on globalization. David 

Held and Ills colleague (1999) point to 

five major shifts chat have contributed to 
bringing about the global media order: 

I Increasing concentration of ownership 

The global media is now dominated by a 

small number of powerful corporations. 

The small-scale, independent media 

companies have gradually been incor¬ 

porated into highly centralized media 

conglomerates. 

2 A shift from public to private ownership 

Traditionally, media and telecommuni¬ 

cations companies in almost all coun¬ 

tries were partially or fully owned by the 

state. In the past few decades, the liberal¬ 

ization □ f the business environment and 

the relaxing of regulations have led to the 

privatization (and Commercialization) of 

media Companies in many countries. 

3 Transnational corporate structures 

Media companies no longer operate 

strictly Within national boundaries. 

Likewise, media ownership rules have 
been loosened to allow cross-border 
investment and acquisition, 

4 Diversification over « wrtety of tnedto 
products The media Industry has 
diversified and is much less segmented 

than In previous times. Enormous 

media conglomerates, such as At'I 

Time Warner (profiled below}, produce 

and distribute a mix of media content, 

including music, news, print media and 

television programming. 

5 /I growing number of corporate media 

mergers There has been a distinctive 

trend towards alliances between com¬ 

panies in different segments of the 

media industry, letecommunicaliuns 

firms, computer hardware fiiu.I software 

manufacturers, and media 'content' 
producers are Increasingly Involved in 
corporate mergers as media forms 

beco me incieasi ngjy integrated. 

The globalization of the media has thrust 

'horizontal' forms of communications to 

centre stage. If traditional media forms 

ensured that communication occurred 

within the boundaries of nation-states 

in a ‘vertical' fashion, globalization is 

Leading to the horizontal integration of 

communications. Not only arc people 
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making connections with one anotherat a 

grass-roots level, LriI also media products 

me be i lift disse minated widely due to new 

harmonized regulatory frameworks, own¬ 

ership policies and transnational market¬ 

ing strategies. Communications and 

media can now mote readily extend 

themselves beyond < Ke: confines of indi- 

vidua[ eon nl des (Srebrenmy-Muhammad! 

el al 1997). 

Yet Like Other aspects of global society, 

the new information order bu> developed 

unevenly and reflects divisions between 
die developed societies and less devel¬ 

oped countt-kR. fti this sedlnn we shaLI 

explore the dimensions of media global 
Izalloji before considering arguments by 
some commentators that the new global 

media order would be better described as 

'media imperialism'. 

Music 

As David Held and his colleagues have 

noted, in their investigation into the glo¬ 

balization of media and communications, 

'the musical form is 011c ilia L lends itself to 

globalization more effectively than any 

u Liter' 11999:351). Th i:s is because m usic is 

able to transcend the limitations of 

written and spoken language to reach and 
appeal to a mass audience. The global 

music industry, dominated by a small 

number of multinational corporations, 
has been built on Its ability to find, 
produce, market and distribute the 
musical a hi I i tics of llio use n ds o f art is ts In 

audiences around (he world. The growth 

of (celt no logy - from personal stereo 

nystems In musictelevisinit (slieh as MTV) 

to the compact disc - have provided 

newer, more sap histicated ways for m usic 

to be distributed globally. Over recent 

decades, an 'institutional complex' of 

companies has developed as part of the 

global marketing and distribution of 

music. 

The global industry in recorded music Is 

one of the most concentrated. The five 

largest firms - Universal (which absorbed 

Poly Gram in 19991, Time Warner (dis¬ 

cussed on pp. 623 5 below), Sum: EMI 

and Bertelsmann - control between 150 

and 90 per cent of all music sales interna¬ 

tionally I. Herman and McCliesney 1997), 

Until January 2009, when It announced a 
merger with Time Warner. EMIT was the 
only company among the top five thai was 

not part of a larger media conglomerate. 
The global music industry experienced 
substantial growth during the mid-1990s, 

with sales in developing countries partic¬ 

ularly strong, prompting many of the top 

companies 1o sign more local artists in 

anticipation of Further market growth. 

However, as we shall see below the music 

industry has been challenged by the 

arrival of the Internet, which allows users 

to illegally share music for free mure easily 

and extensively than before. 

The growth of the global music industry 

in the post-war period has been due pri¬ 

marily to the success of popular music 

originating mu inly in America and Britain 

ami the spread of the youth cultures and 
subcultures that Identify with It (Held et?L. 

1999). The globalization of music, there¬ 
fore, has been one of (he main forces In the 
diffusion of American and British stylus 

and music genres to international audi¬ 

ences. The USA and the (IK are the world 

leaders in the export of popular music, 

with other countricR having much Lower 

levels of domestic music production. 

While some critics argue that the domina¬ 

tion of the music industry by these two 
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countries unde rmines the success of local 

musics] sounds and traditions, it is impor¬ 

tant to remember that globahzaliau lh a 

two-way street. The growing popularity of 

'world music1 - such as 1 lie- phenomenal 

success of Latin-inspired sounds in the 

United. States-is testimony to Lire fact that 

globalization leads to cultural diffusion in 

mil directions. 

The Internet and the music industry 

The Internet has changed many aspects of 

cur daily lives; from our leisure pursuits to 

the way business Is conducted- For "trad I- 
lionsl' media companies, such as the 

music Industry, the Internet presents both 
an enormous opportunity and a serious 
threat 

Although the music industry is becom¬ 

ing ever more concentrated in tlie hands 

of a few international conglomerates, 

some observe i f, believe that it is the most 

vulnerable link within the 'culture indus¬ 

try'. This is because the Internet allows 

music to he shared and downloaded digi¬ 

tally, rather than purchased from loeal 

music stores. The global music industry is 

currently mainly comprised of a complex 

neLwurk of factories, distribution chains, 

music shops and sales staff. 11" the Internet 

removes the need for all these elements by 

allowing music to be marketed ami down¬ 
loaded directly, what mill be left of the 

music industry? 

The music Industry Is now attempting 

lo come to terms with the effects n f d igifr L- 

ization. Global music sales have been 

Falling, with annual record sales down 

From $-'1t) billion (£22 billion| lo f :5tf billion 

(£.17 billion) between 2DM and 2G04. The 

sector has undergone large-scale redun¬ 

dancies and has been forced lo restruc¬ 

ture. Many in the music industry claim 

that the illegal swapping of music files, 

such as MP3s, over the Internet is one ol 

the major causes of this Loss of revenue. 

Research by the British Phonographic 

Industry 111 PI) found that eight million 

people in the UK claim to he downloading 

music, *52 per cent of them using illegal 

sites (.1115(1. 7 October 200d), Although 

attempts are being made lo impose light 

controls on the replication of legally pur¬ 

chased music, the pace of technological 

change is eclipsl ng the ability of the Indus - 

try to curtail piracy. 
One case that attracted much attention 

in 200(1 was the Napster case. Napster is a 

software program that allows people to 
trade hies over the Internet - Including 

music copied to hies on other sharers' 

computers. The record industry filed 

several lawsuits against the small 

company behind Napster, eventually 

Ford ng it to stop p rotiding the file- sharing 

software. However, since the victory over 

Napster the music Industry has had mixed 

fortunes in its court actions against the 

companies that support file-swapping on 

the Internet. In 200 J, a UJj judge ruled (hat 

two file-swapping networks-, Cirokster and 

Morpheus, were not responsible for the 

legal status of files traded on their systems, 

but the Legal battle continues. 
As well as attacking the companies that 

create file-sharing software the music 

Industry has gone after individual com¬ 
puter users who Illegally share music files. 
In 2004, the ESP] issued a statement claim¬ 
ing it would sue individual music Fans who 

swapped song files over the Internet. This 

Follows similar action by the Recording 

Industry Association of America (RIAA), 

which by 2004 had sued more than 5,700 

downloaded. In 2002. the KIAA took action 

against a college student in Michigan, 
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USA, who ran a network offering more 

than SliD.OOn files - the equivalent of more 

than 4 3 .QGO albums (UI3Ch 7 Oe tober 2MH1. 

As well as attacking illegal file sharing, 

the music industry has begun to adapt to 

tJie challenges of (lie Internet by offering 

Legal download services, The download¬ 

ing is legal because royalties are paid on 

the songs to record labels and artists. The 

Internet has seen a large increase, cata¬ 

lysed by the advent of the portable „VIP3 

player, particularly Apple's iPod, and by 

the rise hi tire number of online compa¬ 

nies ofle ring songs that can be legally pur¬ 

chased and downloaded. By the end of 

scum, more than 125 million legal down¬ 

loads ofsongshad been purchased and an 

official music download chart' had been 

established. After initial rejection of the 

Internet by the music industry, by the 

mid-2QOOs its successful adaptation to 

selling music through legal downloading 

was perceived by many in the industry to 

be crucial to its future (BBC, 28 June 

2004), 

Cinema 

There Lire diffcreril ways tu assess the glo- 

bulizisikm of cinema. One way is to con¬ 

sider where films arc produced and die 

sources of ti n and tig thac s u ppon them, By 
such criteria, there has unquestionably 
been a process of globalization in the 

cinema Industry- According to studies by 
the United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organization £IJNR$CQ), 

many nations possess- Lhc capacity to 

produce films. In the 1980s approximately 

twenty-five countries were produci ng fifty 

nr more films a year, while a small handful 

nf countries - the United Stales, Japan, 

South Korea, Hong Kong and India-Jed all 

the others in producing more than ISO 

films a year (Held cl al. I999|. 

Another way to assess the globaliza¬ 

tion o f circm a is to consider the extent to 

which nationally produced films arc 

exported to other countries. In the 1920s, 

when feature films first saw the light of 

day, Hollywood made four-fifths of all 

films screened In the World; today, the 

United btates continues to be the Largest 

Influence in the cinema industry. (After 

the United States, the ueXI largest export- 

era of films are India, France mid Italy,) 

The governments of many countries 

provide subsidies to aid their own film 

Industries, but no other country rivals 

the United States as an exporter of 

feat Lire films. As figure 1A.::S shows, the 

top -grossing films of all time at (he inter¬ 

national (non-US) box office were all US 

films. In 2003, for instance, American 

films dominated fhe UK box office, 

accounting for almost (52 per cent of 

takings; films solely originating in (lie 

UK, by contrast, accounted for just 2,5 

per cent of money taken (UK Him 

Council, 2008]. 

Hollywood studios generate well over 

half of their revenues from lhc overseas 

lIisEribuIiou of films. Ln an effort to 

Increase [lie siae of foreign audiences 
further, these studios are Involved In 
building multiplex cinemas around the 

world. Global box office revenues are fore ■ 

cast to rise to S25-B billion (£14 billion) by 
2t)11], nearly double the lW.i total, as ibe 
audiences increase. The spread of video 

and more recently DVD players globally 

has also increased the number of people 

who are now able regularly to watch Holly¬ 

wood films. 
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Raoh USA films 
Country 

Vear ai origin 

1 Tilailfc 1997 USA 

£ L-srd ol Ihe flings. The Return el We Klrfl £003 USA 

a Harry PcilWr and we Sorcerer's Straw £001 «u>SA 

4 Harry Pallnr and Ihc Churnbcr d1 Encrets MAS USA 

3 bird Dl line flings: The Tw* T-CwerS- £002 USA 

5 Jurassic Park 1993 USA 

7 L/afl el We flings: The Fellowship <jt ihs Bing eooi USA 

U Finding Nett: £003 USA 

El Independents Day 1996 USA 

10 SIbu Wars- EpsoHa I: The Phantom Menace 1999 USA 

Nco-U£A lilma 

44 Sen to Chlhito no kemlhaKuah 

He The Fid Manly 

SO Tulf Waddings ai d -a Fur'ieidl 

90 Budget Jones" Diary 

£54 

211 

191 

153 

Figure 15.5 Top-grossing films of all time at the international {non-US) boa office. April 2004 

Source: Wstcrncl Movie Datobase <ht!p://wwwj indbxqm/Topf>; LfNDP (££>041. p. 97 

Media 'supereqm panics' 

In January 2000 two of the World's must 

in fluent I Lil media companies joined 

together its what was the largest corporate 

merger the world hart ever seen. In a ties I 

worth 3337 billion, ihe world's biggest 

media rnmpany. Time Warner, and the 

world's largest Internet service provider, 

America Online (AOL), announced their 

inlcnlinu to ere air rlie 'world's first fully 

integrated media and communications 

company for the Internet Century' The 

merger brought together the enormous 

media 'content1 owned by I ime Warner - 

including newspapers and magazines, 

film studios and TV stations - with ihe 

powerful Interne L distribution Capabilities 

ij f AO U whose sub-scripllu n base exceeded 

(wen ty ■ live in I Ilian peop le In fifteen coun¬ 
tries at the time of the merger. 

The merger generated enormous 

excitement In financial markets, as It 
created the world's fourth largest 
company. But even more than its size, the 

deal attracted great attention as the first 

major union between 'old media' and 

'new media'. The origins of Time Warner 

date back to 1923 whom Henry Luce 
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founded Time magazine,, a weekly pulili- 

cation that summarized and interpreted 

the voluminous, amount of information 

contained in daily newspapers. The over¬ 

whelming success of Time was soon fol¬ 

lowed by (he creation of (he business 

magazine fortune in 1930 anil the photo¬ 

graphic magazine Life in 1936. Over Lite 

course of tbu twentieth century, Tune Inc. 

grew into a media corporation embracing 

TV and radio stations, the music industry 

the vast Warner Brothers movie arid 

cartoon empire, and the world's first 

twenty-four-hour news channel CNN, At 
the rime of the merger. Time Warner's 

annual turnover was $26 billion; 120 
million readers read its magazines each 
month and the company owned rhe rights 

to an archive of 5 ,70Q films, as well as, some 

of the most popular network television 

pro gram ittes. 

[f the history of Time Warner closely 

mirrored the general development of 

communications in the twenty-first 

century, the rise of America Online is 

typical of the 'new media' of the informa¬ 

tion age. founded in I9B2. AUL initially 

offered dial-up Internet access charged at 

an hourly rate. By 1994 i( had L mi Dion 

subscribed users;after Introducing unlim¬ 

ited Internet use for a standard monthly 
fee in 1995, Its membership soared to 4,5 
million. As the number of ttsers continued 

CO grow - a million people were using AOL 

by 1997 - (he company embarked on a 
series of mergers, acquisitions and alli¬ 

ances, which consolidated its position as 

the pre-eminent Internet service provider. 

CompuServe end Netscape were both 

purchased by AO I „ a joint venture with the 

German company Bertelsmann in 1995 

Led to the creation of AOL Europe, and an 

alliance with Sun Microsystems has 

allowed AOL to enter the realm ofe-cnm- 

mcicc. 

The merger between the two compa¬ 

nies was set to create a $350 billon multi¬ 

national, AOl .-Time Warner, bringing 24 

million AOL subscribers. 120 million mag¬ 

azine renders and the television channels 

CNN, HfSO and Warner Brothers all under 

one corporate ruof. Yet the merger has, so 

far, suffered grave difficulties. Jit particu¬ 

lar, AUL was never able lo meet its ambi¬ 

tious subscriber or revenue targets and 

the technological spin-offs from combin¬ 

ing, film and Internet technologies were 

slow to materialize. As investors adjusted 

their expectations of what the corporation 

could achieve, flic media giant looked in 

imminent danger of being forced into a 

break-up. lit 2002, the company posted a 

loss of almost 3100 billion. That loss 

resulted in the company dropping AUL 

from the company name in 2003. 

The decline of AOL is now believed to be 

stabilizing and the company is claiming 

success in more traditional media such as 

cable atari films. Yet much of the 

com pariy's icnmedSa lo accom pllshm on Is 

after 2002 relied upon the success of The 

Lord of ihe Rings film trilogy. With nn guar¬ 

anteed blockbuster films in tlie produc¬ 

tion pipeline at Time Warner, and. the 

Internet service provider Industry becom¬ 
ing increasingly competitive, some ana¬ 

lysts arc wondering bow certain the future 

Is for the world's largest media company, 
The Implications of the AO Li1 Time 

Warner merger will not be clear for some 

time, yet already Ihe lines have been 

drawn between those wIid sec the deal as 

unleashing exciting new technological 

potentials and those who are concerned 

about the domination of the media by 

large corporations. The enthusiasts see 
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Iho merger as an important slop towards 

ihc creation of media supcrcom panics' 

that can dcJivcr direct to people's homes, 

through the Internet, ah the news shows, 

TV programmes,, films and music they 

want, when they want them. 

Not everyone agrees, however, that the 

idea of media supertom panics is one that 

should be aspired to Where enthusiasts 

see a dream-, critics sense a nightmare, As 

media corporations become ever more 

Concentrated, centralized and global in 

their teach, [here is reason to be con¬ 
cerned that the important role of the 
media ;is a lot urn for free speech- espies- 

sion and debate will he curtailed, A single 

company that controls both the content- 
TV promtsmines, music, film a, news 

sou tecs - and the means of distribution is 

in a position of great power. It can 

promote its own material (the singers and 

celebrities it has made famousS, it can 

exercise self-censorship (omitting news 

stories that might cast its holdings or cor¬ 

porate supporters in a negative light], and 

it can 'cross-endorse' products within its 

Own empire ill the expense of those 

outside it, 

The vision of the Internet in the hands 

of several media conglomerates stands in 

staik contrast [0 [lie idea of a free mid 

unrestricted electronic realm held out by 
Internet enthusiasts just a few years ago. 

In its early years, die internet was viewed 
by many as an Individualistic realm where 
usees co u Id roam freely, sea rchlug fo r and 
sharing information, making connec¬ 

tions, and interacting outside the realm of 

corporate power. The Looming presence of 

corporate media giants and advertisers 

has threatened this, however. Critics 

worry that the rise of corporate power on 

the Internet will drown out everything 

but the 'corporate message' and may lead 

to the Internet becoming a restricted 

domain accessible only to subscribers. 

It is difficult to assess these competing 

□ pinions; almost cerlainly there is truth in 

both perspectives. Media mergers and 

technological advance arc sure to expand 

the way communications and entertain¬ 

ment are organized and delivered. Just as 

early media pioneers in film and music 

were influenced by the rise of TV networks 

and I h e music JnduS Lry, so the interne L age 

will provoke more dramatic changes In the 
mass media: in coming years, audiences 
will have much gieater choice about what 

they consume and when, But concerns 
about corporate domination of the media 
are not misplaced- Already there are 
accounts of media conglomerates avoid¬ 

ing cove rage of unfavourable news stories 

relating to partner com panics. Arguments 

for keeping the Internet free and open are 

grounded in important convictions abmU 
the value uf an unrestricted public space 

where ideas can be shared and debated. 

It is important tn remember that there 

are lew inevitabilities in the social world. 

Attempts at total control of information 

sources, and distribution channels rarely 

succeed, either because of anti-trust legis¬ 

lation aimed at preventing monopolies, or 

through the persistent and creative 

responses of media users who sock out 

alternative information routes. Media 
consumers are not 'cultural dopes' who 

can be man I pulated effortlessly by corpo - 
rale interests: as the scope and volume of 

media forms and content cap and, individ¬ 

uals are becoming more, not leas, skilled, 

in interpreting and evaluating the mes¬ 

sages and material they encounter. 
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Media imperialism? 

The paramount position of the industrial- 

Lzet) counlri es . above aJl the U lilted Statcs, 

in llic production and diffusion of media 

has led many observers to speak id media 

imperialism (t\g. Herman and McChesney 

,2003). According to this view, a cultural 

■empire has been established, Ijtss devel¬ 

oped countries are held to be especially 

Vulnerable, because they Inch the 

resources to maintain their own cultural 
independence. 

The hefldciuarrefs of the world's twenty 

largest media conglomerates are all 
Located In industrialized nations; the 
majority of them are In the United Stares. 

Media empires such as AO].-Time Warner, 

Disney/ABC and Viacom arc al] US-based. 

Other large media corporations - apart 

from the Murdoch empire profited in the 

box - include the Japanese Sony Corpora¬ 

tion. which owns CBS Records and 

Columbia Pictures; the German Bertel¬ 

smann group, owner of RCA Kecordsand a 

large US-based seL of publishing, compa¬ 

nies; and the Mondaduri, a publishing 

house controlled by the television corpo¬ 

ration Owned by Silvio Berluscunii. the 

Italian Prime Minister land one of the 

world's forty richest individuals see 

chapter 11, p, 365). 

Through the electronic media, Western 

cultural products, have certainly become 
widely diffused round ihr globe. As we 
have seen, American films are available 

around the world, as is Western popular 

music. Plans to build a Disney theme park 

in Hong Kong were announced in IMS. 

The park, expected Co cost 3:53 billion is 

due to open in early 2DOG and will largely 

replicate American attractions, rather 

than reflect local culture. As the chairman 

of Disney theme parks indicated, this may 

be just the beginning: ‘If there is only one 

Disney theme park in a country with 1.3 

billion people, (hat doesn't compare very 

well to five theme parks in the US with 

only a population of 2 GO million (quoted 

in dinings ISM], 

It Is not only the more popular enter¬ 

tainment fur ms (bat are at issue, 

however. Control of the world's news by 

the major Western agencies, it has been 

suggested, mentis the predominance of a 

'First World outlook’ in the information 

conveyed Thus it has been claimed that 

attention h given to the developing world 

In news broadcasts mainly In times of 

disaster, crisis or military confrontation, 

and that the daily files of other types of 

news kept on the industrialized world arc 

not maintained for developing world 

coverage. 

The global spread of Western, and espe¬ 

cially American, culture has led lo resent¬ 

ment in some regions and has contributed 

to a surge in anti-American sentiment in 

many parts of the world. 

Resistance and alternatives to the 
global media 

While the power and reach of the global 
media are undeniable, there are forces 

within all countries dim can serve to slow 
rise media onslaught and shape the nature 
of media products in a way that reflects 

local traditions, cultures and priorities. 

Religion. Intuition and popular outlooks 

arc ail strong brakes on media globaliza¬ 

tion, while local regulations and domestic 

media institutions can also play a role in 

limiling the impact of global media 

sources. 

pyrighted material 
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Media entrep reneurs.; Rupert Murdoch 

Rupert Murdoch is an Australian-horn 
entrepreneur who is the head at one ot the 
world's largest med a empires. News 
Corporation's holdings include nine different 
media operating on six continents. By 2001 
News Corporation's turnover was El6.5 billion 
and it employed 34,UQ0 staff (BBC, !6 July 
200 I}. In October 2CHM, ABC News reported the 
annual Lumover as E29 b lliori. 

Murdoch established News Corporation in 
Australia before moving into the British and 
Amei can markets in the 19Sqs, His initial 
purchases of the Mews oftha Worid and the 
Sun in Britain in 1969 and CheJYckV York Posi in 
the mid 1370s paved the way fur a dramatic 
expansion in later acquisitions, tn the USA 
atone, News Corpora tine's hold igs now 
include more tfiar 13G newspapers. Murdoch 
turned many of these newspapers towards 
sensationalist^ journalism, building cm 
the three themes of se.<, crime and 
sport. The Sunf far example, became 
highly successful, with the highest 
rirc u la ti o n of any doi ly Eng lish-la op ua ge 
newspaper in the world, standing at 
arnund 3,4 million copies easily in mirf- 
2004. 

In the 19S0s Murdoch started to 
expand into television, establishing Sky 
TV, a satellite arid cable chain that, after 
initial reverses, proved commercially 
successful, he also owns bd per cent oF 
the Star TV network based in Hong 
Kong. Its declared strategy is to 'control 
the Skies' in Satellite transmission over 
an area from Japan to Turkey, taking in 
the gigantic markets oF Ind.a and China. 
It transmits five channels, one of which 
is BBC World News. 

In 1965. Murdioch buughi u huIf 
interest in Twentieth Century Fox, a film 
company that owns the rights to more 
than 2.000 films. His Fox Broadcasting 
Company started up in 1907 and has 
become the Fourth major television 
network in the United Slates efter A ESC, 
CBS and NBC. Murdoch now owns 
twenty-two US television stations, which 

account for over 4g per cent of TV households in 
The United States. He controls twenty-five 
magazines, including the popular TV Guide, and 
acquired the US-based publishers, Harper and 
Row now renamed I ISrperCullins in 1387. 

an recent years Murdoch has invested heavily 
in the profitable digital satellite television 
industry, particularly through his ownership of 
Sky and coverage oF live sporting events such as 
basketball and live premiership football. 
According to Murdoch, sports coverage is News 
■Corporation's 'battering ram'for entering new 
media markets (Herman and MoChesney 1337). 
Because spotting events are best viewed live, 
they lend 1 hem selves to the 'pay-per-view' 
format that k profitable both for Murdoch and 
tor advertisers. Cam petition to? broadcasting 
rights to key fixtures is intense between News 
Corporation and Other media empires as the 

An bittorit 
bniMiiRifrtfntnt 
fnm Britain^ 
Hal newspaper 
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global demand for sport eclipses other kinds of 
events. 

Governments can cause trouble tor Murdoch, 
because, at l«ast within their awn boundaries, 
they can introduce legislation limiting media 
cross-ownership - that is,, a situation where the 
same firm owns several newspapers and IV 
stations. The European Lin ion has also 
expressed concern about the dominant position 
of very large media companies. Vel Murdoch's 
power is not easily contained, given its global 
spread. He is weighty' enough to influence 
governments, bunt it is in the nature of the 
telecommunications business that it is 
everywhere and nowhere. Murdoch's power 
base is very large, but also elusive. 

In a speech given in October 1994, Murdoch 
took on those who see !his media empire as □ 
threat to democracy and freedom of debate. 
‘because1 capitalists a re always trying to stab 
each other in the back,' Murdoch argued, 'bee 
ma rkets do not lead to mo nop olios. Essentia IIy, 
monopolies can only exist when governments 
support them,' 'We at News Corporation',. he 
went on to say, 'are enlightened.' lie discovered 
Ihat in India., where Star television 

transmissions could be picked up, thousands of 
private operators had invested in satellite 
dishes and were selling Star programming 
illegally, Well, what we should do, Murdoch 
argued, is applaud! News Corporation, he 
concluded, looks forward ro 'a long partnership 
with these splendid entrepreneurs" (Murdoch 
1994). 

Murdoch was for a while the hood of the 
largesl media organization the world has 
known. In 1935, however, he was overtaken 
when the Disney Company and ABC merged. 
The Disney Chairman at [he time, Michael 
Eisner., mode it clear that he wonted to compete 
Wifh Murdoch in the rapidly expanding markets 
of Asia. Murdoch's response to the merger was, 
They are twice as big as me now." Then he 
addled: 'A bigger target.' The merger of AOL and 
Time Warner presented another target for 
Murdoch, but it yearns d»tr that he will not 
shrink from the challenge. The chief executives 
of Disney, Time Warner and Viacom have all 
noted that Murdoch is the media executive they 
respect, and fear the most - and whose moves 
they study most carefully (Herman and 
McChesney 1997),, 

Ali Mohammad! tiMna] investigated the 

response of Mamie countries to ilie forces 
or media globalization. The rise of inter¬ 

national electronic empires thst operate 

across state borders is perceived as a 

threat to the cultural identity and national 

interests of many Islamic stales. Accord¬ 

ing to Mohammadi, resistance against the 

incursion of outside media Forms has 

ranged from muled criticism to the out¬ 

right banning of Western satellites. The 

reaction to media globalization and the 

action taken by individual countries in 

large part reflect their overall responses 

towards the legacy of Western colonialism 

and the encroachment of [node roily. In 

Allah sing Islamic responses to media glo¬ 

balization. Mohammad! divides stares 

Into three broad categories: modernist, 

mixed and traditional. 
Until the mid-1960s, most television 

programming in the Islamic world was 

produced and distributed wilhin national 

borders or through Arabsal - the pan-Arab 

satellite broadcasting network composed 

of twenty-one slates. The liberalization of 

broadcasting and the power of global sat¬ 

ellite TV have transformed the contours of 

television in the Islamic world. The events 

of the IU9I Gulf War made the Middle East 

a centre of attention for the global media 

Industry and significantly affected televi¬ 

sion broadcasting and consumption 

within the region as well. Satellites spread 

rapidly, with Bahrein, Egypt. Saudi Arabia. 

Kuwait, Dubai, Tunisia and Iordan all 

vriahte nal 
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Aljazeera has become one of the most popular channels in the Middle East 

bunching satellite channels by 1993- 13 y 

[he end of the decade, mosl Islamic s-Laius 

Eiail established ihelr own satellite chan¬ 

nels. as well as accessing global media 

programmes. 

Aljazeem is the largest and most contro¬ 
versial Amble news channel In the Middle 
Cast, offering new* coverage twerriy-fb u r 
haunt a day. Founded in IMG, and based 
In Qatar, the Aljazee m news network Is the 
Fastest gi owi mg network a mo 11 g A i nli c.ti i n 
muni ties and trahje-speaking people 
around the world. Some critics have 
argued that Aljazccra is overly sensational, 
and shows Loo much violent and emotion¬ 

ally charged footage from war zones, as 
well as giving disproportionate coverage 
to furidrimenuUsi anti extremist groups. 
Its political programmes are most 
popular, but other shows covering culture, 
sport and health help to Increase the 
channel's audience share, 

in ..‘ rsliiiMK- Molrs. ;hr rlu nH-. :md 

materiel dealt until on Western television 
have created tension. Programmes relat¬ 
ing to gender and human rights issues are 
particularly cnnfmversial: Saudi Arabia, 
For example, no longer supports BRC 
Arabic because of concerns over its cover¬ 
age of human right- issues. Three Islamic 

r rial" lltjL 
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change threatens to swamp our Elvch. The 

often died notion of an 'information 

superhighway' suggests an orderly road 

map, whereas the impact of the new tech¬ 

nologies often feels chaotic and disrup¬ 

tive. 

Yet the arrival of the wired-up world, 

Llms far a L any ra.ec. hasn't produced any of 

[he overwhelmingly negative scenarios 

predicted by some sceptics, 'Big Brother' 

hits no L emerged as a result of the Internet; 

rather to the contrary, It has promoted 

decentralization and individualism. In 

spite of the enormous hype surrounding 
the potential collapse of the global com¬ 

puter Infrastructure at the turn of the nil I 

lennlum - from die so-called 'Y£K bug’ - 
the moment passed relatively unevent¬ 

fully. Finally, hooks and other "pre-elec- 
tronie" media look unlikely to disappear 

Bulky as it is this hook is handier to use 

than e computerized version would he. 

Even Bill Gates has found it necessary to 

write & book to describe ihc new high-tech 

world he anticipates, 

states - Iran, Saudi Arabia ant! Malaysia - 

have banned satellite access to Western 

television. Iran has been the staunchest 

opponent of the Western media, branding 

it a source of'cultural pollution' and the 

pro motion of Western consumer values. 

Such strong responses are in the minor¬ 

ity, however. Mohamiuadiconcluded that, 

although Islamic countries have respon¬ 

ded to media globalization by attempting 

to resist or provide an alternative, most 

have found it necessary to accept certain 

modifications to their culture m order to 

maintain tlielrown cultural Identity, In his 
eyes, the 'traditional 1st approach', such as 

that favoured bv Iran and Saudi Arabia, Is 

losing ground to responses based on 

adaptation and modernization (Moll am- 

madi 

Conclusion 

As individuals,, wc don't cunirol techno¬ 

logical change, and the sheer pace ofsuch 

Summary points 
1 The mass media have coma to play a 

fundamental role in modem society. The 

mass media are media of communication - 

newspapers, magazines, television, radio, 

cinema, videos, CDs and other forms - 

which reach mass audiences, and their 

iniluenee on our lives is prefound. The 

media not only provide entertainment, hut 

provide and shape much of the information 

wo act on in our daily lives. 

2 The newspa pers were among, the most 

important of early mass media. They 

continue to bo significant, but othor, 

newer media, particularity television and 

the Internet, have supplemented them, 

3 Next to the Internet, television is the most 
important development in the media over 

the past forty years, in most countries the 
state has been directly involved in the 
administration of television broadcasting. 

Satellite and cable technology are altering 
the natu re of tel evision i n tunda m enta I ways.; 

public television broadcasting is losing 

audience share as a multiplicity of channels 
become available, and governments have 

less control over the content of television 
programmes. 
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4 In recent years, advances in new 

communications technology have 

transformed telecommunications - the 

communication of teat, sounds or images at 

a distance through a technological medium. 

Digitisation, fibre optics and satellite systems 

work together to facilitate multimedia - the 

combination of several media forms in a 

single medium - and interactive media, 

which allow individuals actively to participate 

in what they see or hear. Mobile telephones 

are currently at the forefront of innovations 

in telecommunications. 

5 The Internet is allowing unprecedented 

levels of interconnectedness and interactivity. 

The number of worldwide Internet users has 

been growing rapidly and the range of 

activities that can be completed online 

continues to expand. The Internet is 

providing exciting new possibilities, but 

some worry that it may undermine human 

relationships end communities by 

encouraging social isolation and anonymity, 

€ The media industry has become globalized 

over the past three decades. Several trends 

can he noted: the ownership of media is 

increasingly concentrated in the hands of 

large media conglomerates; private 

ownership of media is eclipsing public 

ownership; media companies operate across 

national borders; media companies have 

d ive rsified th eiT activiti es; a n d media 

mergers have become more frequent. The 

global media industry - music, television, 

cinema and news - is dominated by a small 

number of multinational corporations. 

7 The sense today of inhabiting one world is in 

large part a result of the international scope 

of media and communications, A world 

information order an international system oF 

the production, distribution and consumption 

of informational goods - has come into 

being. Given the paramount position of the 

industrial countries in the world information 

order, many argue that developing countries 

are subject to a new farm of media 

impe rialism. Many critics worry that 

concentration of media power in The hands of 

a few companies or powerful individuals 

undermines the vvorkings of democracy. 

fl A range of different theories of the media 

have been developed. Ilnnis and Me Lukian 

argued that the media influence society 

m ore in te rm s of how they co m m u nicale 

than in what they communicate. In 

McLuhan's wordsy Jtlhe medium is the 

message': TV, For example, influences 

people's behaviourand attitudes because it 

is so different in nature from other media, 

such as newspapers or books. 

9 Other important theorists include Habermas, 

Baudrillard and Thompson. Habermas points 

to the role of the media in creating a "public 

sphere' - a sphere of public opinion and 

public debate, Baudrillard has been strongly 

influenced by Micluhan, Me arg;ued that The 

new media, particularly television, actually 

change (he 'reality'we experience. 

Thompson argues that the mass media have 

created a new form of social interaction - 

'mediated quasi-interaction1 - that is more 

limited, narrow and one-way than everyday 

social interaction. 
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Questions lor further thought 

1 intiould governments seek, to protect nSljdml cull u res by lint iting ihe s p rend of 

sa tellitc and cable TV? 

2 Does the Internet undermine atithoritarian governments? Is it different from older 

media in this? 

3 If your only source of information was soap operas, in what ways would your view of 

yo li r country he disto rted □ r incom p letc? 

Elas the concentration of ownership in the music industry Led to a reduction in 

cu nsumer choice? 

f> Will die globalization ofcommunication improve our understanding of cultural 

differences or annihilate those differences? 

Further reading 

Chris Barker, Television, Globalization and Cultural Identities (Buckingham: Open University 

Press, 1999), 

Timothy E, Cook, Governing with the tows; The News Merita as a PatUiotd Institution 
(Chicago; The University1 of Chicago Press, 1999). 

David Croteau and Will km Hoynes. Media Society, :trd edn (London: 2093). 

David Deacon, Michael Pickering, Peter Golding and Graham Murdock, Remarehiug 

Communications: A Practical Guide to Methods z’ft Media and Cult it ml Analysis \ La ndou: 

Arnold, I9M), 

Law rence Gros^bci^, Ellen Wartclla end D, Charles Whitney, Mediamaking: Mass Media in a 

Popular Cuhtre (kind on; Sage, 1998). 

Denis McQubS, MewrCDmrnriinioiWfUn T^eOfJ, 4th edn |London; Siige. 2090). 
|;irm*s Slevln. The Internet and Society (Cambridge: Polity, 3000], 
|ahn Thompson, The Media and Modernity team bridge: Polity, ] 95t3>. 

lames Watson, Media Communication, 3rd edn (Basingstoke: Macmillan,2003]. 
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Internet links 

FoundailoiiforlnFoniiallun Pulley Itesnsirch (UK) 
h ie p:/i www.fi pj-.ftt's 

The Modernist loumals Project 

htlp://wvn,v.rnodpoijrri.brawn,cdLi 

News Watch 

h Up://wvrw.ti ew/SWfi ixh .utg 

OECD i l : r Homepage 
htip:/Avwiv.oecd.orR/topic/U,2l>BEireii 2friy_374_i7rjy,OO.html 

Thueoryorg 

h tip://wvrtvdhcaiy,□ rg li k 
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HAVJi YOU over ealert in u McDonaldsf 

(liatices are thatyouhave. Ne:ci time 

dw t you're there. study how the restaurant 
is organised- Compared to nflier restaii- 

wots, one of ihe mo.si obvious differences 
you'll notice is how efficient the:: whole 

process is, or at least appears to he - you 

can go in hungry and leave Puli Lti almost 

no time at all. You go straight In the 

counter and get given your food there, 

instead of a waiter showing you to your 

tali Ic and taking you r order. If y o u c h n se to 

cat in, til ere are no tablecloths and onl}1- a 

minimum o f cutlery. Aside from the tray, 

anything you need to eat your fuud. and 

the wrapping that the food arrives in, is 

disposable. At the end of the meal, you 

Cake your packaging to the bin and throw it 

away. In fact, the food and service at 

McDonald's can be easily quantified and 

calculated. McDonald's aims to give 'more 
bang For the buck' - you buy 'value meals’, 

'Eslg Macs' or ’large fries’, And the service Is 
measurably fast too. The Founder of 
McDonald's, hay Kroc, aimed to get a 

burger and milkshake to customers in less 

tha n fifty second s. 

If you look behind the counter, you're 

likely to see that the members of staff each 

work on a specialized and quite straight¬ 

forward job: one makes die fries, another 

flips the b urgers, a third p u ts the h u rger in 

a bun and adds the salad. You might also 

notice how much of the process is auto¬ 

mated - milkshakes arc made at the press 

of a button, the deep fryers work al set 

temperatures and timers Jet the staff know 

when the food is ready; even the tills have 

buttons for each item, so staff do not have 

Lo barn prices. 

If you have visited a McDonald's restau¬ 

rant abroad, as well as at home, you will 

have noticed I hat there are very few differ¬ 

ences between them The Interior decora¬ 

tion may vary slightly? the language 

Tiqh 
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spoken will differ from country to cou ntry, 

bul the layout, the menu, the procedure 

for ordering, the staff uniforms, the tables, 

I he packaging and the 'service with a 

smite' are virtually identical- The McDon¬ 

ald^ experience is designed to be uniform 

and predictable whether you are in 

London or Lima, No matter where they are 

luirateil, visitors to McDonald’s know that 

they can expect quick service arid a 

product that is filling and consistent in 

any of the mure ihanAO.lHlO restaurants in 

119 countries worldwide (McDonald's 

2004). 

The American sociologist George Rimer 

C191IJ, 1903, IOMJ5J argues that McDonalds 

provides a vivid metaphor of the transfor¬ 

mations taking place in industrialized 

societies. He argues that what tve are wit¬ 

nessing is the 'McDonsldization' of 

society. According to ttitzer, McDonald- 

ization Is The process by which the princi¬ 

ples of the fast-food restaurants arc 

coming to dominate more and more 

sectors of American society as well as the 

rest of the world’, dilzer uses the four 

guiding principles fur McDonald’s rustaii- 

rants - efficiency,. calcttlabiiity, uniformity 

and eunlrad through automation - to show 

(hat our society is becoming ever mure 

’rationalized’ with tittle, lllitzer’s argu- 

me rrt is strongly Influenced by Max Weber, 

whose theory of rationalization Is dis¬ 

cussed further on pp. llt-ia.) Jikzer is 

keen to point out that he has no special 

desire to pick on McDonald^- McDonald’s 

is simply the most obvious example of this 

process - and besides, he notes, 

’McDonaldization1 is more catchy than 

’Burger Kingjzation’ or 'fttarhucklzalinn'. 

Ritzciv like the classical sociologist Max 

Weber before h Lm, is fca rful of the harmful 

effects of ratiDnalizatioil. E3c- argues that 

McDonaldization spawns a series of irra¬ 

tionalities - which he calls the 'irrational¬ 

ity of rationality'. These irrationalities 

include damage to our health (from a 

'high caloric, fat, cholesterol, salt, and 

sugar content' diet) and lo the environ¬ 

ment - think of all the packaging that is 

thrown away with each meal. Most of all. 

Itiliter argues. McDonaldization is “deiiu- 

ma nbri ng.'. We file fa rward i n queues to get 

a burger as IT on a conveyer belt, whilst 

staff un [lie other side uf the counter 

repeat die same specialized task again and 
again like robots oil an assembly IIne- 

The study and theoiy of organizations is 

an important aspect of sociology, It was a 
central concern of tlie classical sociologist 
Mas Welte i (whose Ideas Ritzer drew 

upon). In Ihis chapter, we examine what 

sociologists say about organization, and 

ask whether theories like Weber's still hold 

true in a world characterized by loose net¬ 

works. 

Organizations 

People frequently bend together to pursue 

activities that they could otherwise not 

readily accomplish by themselves. A pnn- 

d pal means for aocomphsliJn g such coup - 
endive actions Is the organization, a group 

with an Identifiable membership that 

engages In concerted collective actions to 
achieve a common purpose {Aldrich and 
Marsden l9isfl). An organization can lie a 
small group of people who know each 

other face to face, hut it is more likely In be 
a larger, impersonal one: universities, 

religious bodies and business corpora¬ 

tions (like McDonald’s discussed at the 

start of this chapter) are all examples of 

organizations, Such organizations are a 

Copyrighted material 
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-central feature of all societies, and their 

st udy is a core concern of' sociology today. 

Organizations lend to be highly formal 

In modem industrial arid post-industrial 

societies. A formal organization is one that 

is rationally designed to achieve its objec¬ 

tives, often by means of explicit rubs, reg¬ 

ulations and procedures. The modern 

bureaucratic urbanisation, discussed later 

Ln this chapter, is a prime example of a 

formal Organization. As Max Weber first 

recognized in the ISOT-s (see Weber 19791, 

there litis been a long-term rising (rend in 
Curape and North America towards 
formal oionizations This is in part the 

result of the fact that formality is often a 

requirement for legal standing, For a 
college nr university to he legally accred¬ 

ited, Jot example, it must satisfy1 explicit 

written standards governing everything 

from grading policy to faculty perfor¬ 

mance to fire safety. Today, formal 

organizations arc the dominant form of 

u rganization through □ ut the enti re wo rid. 

Most social systems in the traditional 

world developed over lengthy periods as a 

re suit of custom arid habit Organizations, 

on the other hand, are mostly designed - 

established with definite aims in view and 

housed in buddings or physical settings 

specifically constructed in help realize 
those aims. The edifices in which hospi¬ 

tals. colleges or business firms carry on 
their activities are mostly custom built. 

In current times, organizations play a 

much more Important part In our every¬ 

day lives than was ever true previously. 

Resides delivering us into this world, they 

also mark our progress through it and sec 

us out of it when we die. Even before we 

arc horn, our mothers, and probably our 

fathers too, are Involved in classes, preg¬ 

nancy check-ups and so forth, carried out 

wilhin hospitals and other medical organ¬ 

izations. Every child bom today is regis¬ 

tered by a government organization, 

which collects information on us from 

hi rib to death. Most people today die in a 

hospital - not at home, as was once the 

ease - and each dt-Eilh must be forntEiliy 

registered with the government too. 

It is easy to See why organ izations are so 

important to us today, hi the pre-modern 

world, families, close relatives and neigh- 
b o Lies p nuvided for mos t needs food, the 

Instruction oF children, work and leisure- 

time activities, In modern limes, the mass 
of the population U much more interdi?- 

penctent chan was ever the case before. 
M any of cun requ i re ments are s upplled by 
people we never meet end who indeed 

might live many thousands of miles away. 

A tremendous amount of coordination of 

activities and resources - which organiza¬ 

tions provide - is needed in such circum¬ 

stances. 

The tremendous influence organiza¬ 

tions have come to exert over our lives 

cannot bo seen as wholly beneficial. 

Organizations often have the cFfect of 

Liking things out of our own hands and 

pulling Lhem under the control of officials 

or experts over whom we have liltle influ¬ 

ence. For instance, we are all nsq*tfr&i to 
do certain things the government tells us 
to do - pay taxes, abide by laws, go off to 

fight wars - or face punishment. As 

sources of social power, organizations can 
thus subject the Individual to dictates she 
or h e may he powe rlens to resist. 

Oifidnirations as bureaucracies 

Max Weber developed the first systematic 

Interpretation of the rise of modern 

organizations. Organizations, he argued. 

py right 
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arc ways of coordinating the activities of 

human beings, or the goods they produce, 

in a stable way across space and time. 

Weber emphasized lltal the development 

of rj rganizations depends o n tbe con tied of 

inform alien, and he stressed the central 

importance of writing in ibis process: nn 

organization needs written rules fur its 

functioning, and files in which its 

’memory1 is stored. Weber saw organiza¬ 

tions as- .strongly hierarchical, with power 

tending to be COncertirated it the top. Was 

Weber right? If In: WfiS, ft matters a great 

deal to us a LI, For Weberdetecteda clash as 
well as a connection between modern 

Bureaucracy - the giant power wielded by 

pygm ies? 

organizations and democracy that he 

believed had far-reaching consequences 

for social life. 

All large-scale organizations, according 

to Weber, tend to he bureaucratic in 

nature. The word ’bnreancracy’ was 

coined by a Monsieur de Gournay in 1745, 

who added the word bit refits meaning 

both an office and a w riling table, to cratfp. 

a tern] derived from the Greek verb 

meaning To rule’. Bureancrocy is thus the 

rule of officials, The term Was first applied 

only to government officials, Lute It was 
gradually extended to refer to large organ- 

i natio ns in general. 

Prom the beginning, clu- concept was 

used in a disparaging way. Pe Gournay 
-.poke of the developing power of officials 

as Lan illness, called lui reawmania’. The 

French novelist Hmiorfi dc Balzac saw 

bureaucracy as‘the giant power wielded hy 

pygmies’. The Czech author E:ranz Kafka 

gave a nightmarish depiction of an imper¬ 

sonal and unintelligible bureaucracy tn his 

novel The Trial, first published in 1925, 

This surL of view lias persisted into current 

times: bureaucracy is frequently asso¬ 

ciate d with red tape, inefficiency and 

wastefulness, Other writers., however, have 

seen bureaucracy in it different light as a 

model of carefulness, precision and effec¬ 

tive ad ml nl&t ration, Ehueuucracy. they 

argue. Is in fact the most efficient form of 

organisation human being# have devised 

because in bureaucracies all tasks are reg- 
li Intel I Ivy strict rules of procedure. Weber’s 

account of bureaucracy steers a way 

between these two extremes. A limited 

number oi bureaucratic organizations, he 

pointed out, existed in the traditional civil 

Lzations. For example, a bureaucratic 

officialdom in imperial China was respon¬ 

sible for Lhc overall affairs of government. 
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F3u1 it is only in modern times that bureau¬ 

cracies have developed fully. 

According to Weber, the expansion oi 

bureaucracy is inevitable in modern soci¬ 

eties: bureaucratic authority is the only 

way of coping with the administrative 

requirements ol targe-scale social 

systems However, Weber also believed 

that bureaucracy exhibits a number of 

major failings, as we wilt see. which have 

Important implications For the nature of 

modern social life. 

In order to study the origins and nature of 
the expansion of bureaucratic organiza¬ 
tions, Weber constructed an ideal type of 

bureaucracy, (Idmi here refers not to what is 
most desirable, Ton ro a pure form of 
bureaucratic organization. An ideal type is 

an ahslracl description constructed by 

:tr ten Lulling certain lea lutes of real cases sd 

as to pinpoint their most essential charac¬ 

teristics.;'Weber 11-379| listed several charac¬ 

teristics oFthc ideal type of bureaucracy: 

I There is a elcar-eut hierarchy of author¬ 

ity, s uch I hat tasks in the organ ha Lion a re 

distributed as official duties' A bureau¬ 

cracy looks like a pyramid, with the posi¬ 

tions of highest authority at the top, 

There is a chain of command stretching 

from Lop to bottom, thus making coord r 

mated decision making possible. Each 
higher office controls and supervises the 

one below km the hierarchy. 
Z Written rules govern the conduct of 

officials at all levels, of the organization, 
This does not mean that bureaucratic 

duties are just a matter of routine. Tire 

higher the office, lire more the rules tend 

to cue cm pass a wide variety oF cases and 

demand flexib ility in their interpretation. 

3 Officials are full time and salaried. Each 

job in the hierarchy has a definite and 

In the business world, end in other organization^ 

informal networks may hr- (reared by people who get 
together during out-of-work hours. 

fixed salary ai niched tu it. Individuals 

are expected to make a career within the 

organization. Promotion is possible 

based on cap ability, seniority or a 

m ixture of die two, 

q There Is a separation between the tasks 
of an official within ihc organization 

and his IIfp outside. Tlm home life of iFre 
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official is distinct from bis activities in 

the; workplace and is also physically sep¬ 

arated from it. 

5 No members of I he organization own 

the material resources with which (hey 

operate. The development of bureau¬ 

cracy, according to Weber, separates 

workers Iram the contraL of their 

means of production. In traditional 

communities, farmers and craft 

workers usually had control over their 

processes of production and owned the 

tools they used. In bureaucracies, 

officials do not own the offices they 
work In. the desks they sit at, or the 

office machinery they use. 

Weber believed r|i at the more an organ - 

izalion approaches the ideal type of 

bureaucracy, the more effective it will be 

Ln pursuing the objectives for which it was 

established. He often likened bureaucra¬ 

cies to sophisticated machines operating 

by the principle of rationality [see chapter 

I]. Yet he recognized that bureaucracy 

could be inefficient and accepted that 

many bureaucratic jobs-are dull offering 

Little opportunity for the exercise of crea¬ 

tive capabilities. While Weber feared that 

the rationalization of society could have 

taegailve consequences. lie concluded 

that bureaucratic routine and the author¬ 

ity of officialdom over our lives are prices 

we pay for the technical effectiveness of 

bureaucratic organizations. Since Weber's 

lime, the rationalization of society lias 

become more widespread. Critics of this 

development who share Weber's initial 

concerns, such as George RLtzcr, whose 

accou ii t of the Me Do n aldizat i n n of society 

was discussed in the introduction to this 

chapter, have questioned whether the 

efficiency of rational organizations comes 

at a price greater riian Weber could have 

imagined. 

Formal and informal relations 
with in bureaucracies 

Weber's analysis of bureaucracy gave 

prime place to formal relations wiLhin 

organization!;, the relations between 

people as stated In the rules of the organ¬ 

ization, Weber had little to say about the 

informal connections and small-group 

relations [hat may exist in all organiza¬ 

tions, Butin bureaucracies, Informal ways 

of doing things often allow for a flexibility 
that con Idn"t otherwise he achieved. 

In a classic study, Peter Blau (I953-) 
looked at informal relations in :j govern - 

me n t age ncy w|i ose task was to i n vestjga te 

possible income-tax violations. Agents 

who came across problems they were 

unsure haw to deal with were supposed to 

discuss them with their immediate super¬ 

visor; the rules of procedure stated that 

they should not consult colleagues 

working at the same level as themselves, 

Must officials were wary of approaching 

their Supervisors, however, because they 

felt this might suggest a lack of compe¬ 

tence un their part and could reduce their 

promotion chances. Hence, they usually 

consulted one another, violating the 

official rules. This not only helped to pro¬ 
vide concrete advice; it also reduced the 

anxieties Involved in working alone, A co¬ 
hesive set of loyalties often found In small 

groups developed among those working 

at the same level. The problems these 

wo rters faced, Blau cone ludes, we re p rah - 

ably coped with much mo re effectively as 

a resu It.The group was able to evolve infor¬ 

mal procedures allowing For more initia¬ 

tive and. responsibility than was provided 

for by the formal rules of the organization. 

pyrigh 
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Informal networks lend to develop ataLI 

Levels of organizations. At the very tap, 

persona!! ties and connections may be 

more important than the formal situa¬ 

tions in which decisions are supposed to 

be made. E:or example, meetings □('bonds 

of directors and shareholders supposedly 

determine die policies of business corpo¬ 

rations. in practice, a [eW members of the 

board often really run tire corporation, 

making their decisions informally and 

eSpeoting the bomd to approve them. 

Informal networks of this sort can also 

stretch across different corporations. 
Business leaders from different firms fre¬ 

quently consult one another in an Infor¬ 
mal way and may belong to tftesame clubs 
and leisure-time associations. Informal 
networks are discussed later in this 

chapter in more detail, on pp. 670-3. 

John Meyer and Brian Rowan (1977) 

argue that formal rules and procedures in 

organizations arc usually t|uite distant 

from the practices actually adopted by the 

organizations' members. Formal rules, in 

their view, are often 'myths' that people 

profess to follow but that have little sub¬ 

stance in reality. They serve to legitimate - 

to justify - ways in which tasks are earned 

out, even while these ways may diverge 

greatly from how tilings are 'supposed to 

be done’ according to the rules. 

Formal procedures. Meyer and liowan 

point out, often have a ceremonial or 
ritual character, People will make a show 
nf conforming to them in order to get on 
with their real work using other, more 

informal procedures. For example, rules 

governing ward procedure in a hospital 

help justify how nurses act towards 

patients. For example, a nurse will faith¬ 

fully fill in a patient's chart hanging at the 

end of the bod, but wi ll check the patient^ 

pm gress by means of other, i nfonmal crite¬ 

ria - how well the person is looking and 

whether he or she seems alert and lively. 

Rigorously keeping up the charts 

impresses the pel Ictus and keeps the 

doctors happy, blit Is not always essential 

to the nurse's assessments. 

Deciding how far in formal procedures 

generally he Ip-ur hinder the effectiveness 

of organizations is not a simple matter, 

Systems that re sc mb Le Weber's ill ea l ty pe 

tend to give rise Hj a forest of unofficial 

ways of doing things. This is partly 
because the flexibility that is Lacking 
ends up being achieved by unofficial tin¬ 

kering with formal rules. For those In dull 
jobs, inform al p roeedu res often a too help 
to create a more satis.fyingwork environ¬ 

ment. Informal connections between 
officials in higher positions may be effec¬ 

tive in ways that aid the organization as a 

whole. On the other hand, these officials 

may be more concerned about advanc¬ 

ing or protecting their own interests than 

furthering those of the overall organiza¬ 

tion. 

The dysfunctions of bureaucracy 

Robert Merton, a functionalist scholar, 

examined Weber's bureaucratic ideal type 

and concluded that several elements 
Inherent In bureaucracy could lead to 
harmful consequences for the smooth 

functioning of the bureaucracy itself 
(Merton 1957J. lie referred to these as 
'dysfu .net in ns of bureaucracy' 

Fur more on functionalism, see chapter 

l, 'What is ioci o logy?', pp. 20-2. 

F:irst. Merlon noted that bureaucrats are 

trained lo rely strictly on written rules and 

procedures. They are not encouraged In 

be flexible, Id use their own judgement in 

pyrighted material 
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making decision!; or to seek creative solu¬ 

tions; bureaucracy is about managing 

cases according in a set of objective crite¬ 

ria. Merton feared that this rigidity could 

Lead to bureaucratic ritualismt a situation 

in which the rules arc upheld at any cost, 

even in eases where another solution 

might be a belter one for the organization 

us a whole 

A second concern of Merton's is Lhal 

adherence to the b urea Lit ratio rules could 

eventually lake precedence over the under¬ 

lying organizational goals, Because so 
much «mphasls is placed on (lie correct 
procedure, it is possible to lose sight of the 

big picture- A bureaucrat responsible for 

processing Insurance claims, for example, 
might refuse to compensate a policy-holder 

for legitimate damages, citing the absence 

or incorrect completion of a form, in other 

v. iru |ii\.n t --i11c. ila- claim cnru-ctK •.:!;! 

crime to Hake precedence over the needs of 

the client who has suffered a loss. 

Merton foresaw the- possibility of 

tension between the public and bureau¬ 

cracy in such cases. This concern was not 

entirely misplaced. Musi of us Interact 

with large bureaucracies on □ regular basis 

- frocn insurance companies lo local 

government lo the Inland he venue, Not 

Infrequently, we encounter situations In 
which public servants and bureaucrats 
seem to be unconceined with our needs. 

One of the major weaknesses of bureau¬ 
cracy Is the difficulty It has in addressing 
cases i hat need special treatment and 
consideration. 

Organizations as median istic and 
organic systems 

Gan bureaucratic procedures he applied 

effectively to all types of work? Some 

scholars have suggested that bureaucracy 

makes logical sense for carrying out 

routine tasks but that it can be proble¬ 

matic ii: contests where Hie demands oi 

work change unpredictable In their 

research on innovation and change in 

electronics companies. Tom Burns and G. 

M, Stalker (1930 found that bureaucracies 

are of limited effectiveness in industries 

where flexibility and being on (he culling 

edge are prime concerns, 

Burns and Stalker distinguished 
between IWo types of organization; 

Merfmntsttc and organic, Mechanistic 
organizations are bureaucratic systems in 
which there is a hierarchical chain of 

commatidr with communication flowing 
vertically through clear channels. Each 
employee is responsible for a particular 
task: once (he (ask is completed, respon¬ 

sibility passes onto the next employee. 

Work within such a system is anonymous, 

with people at the top and (hose at the 

bottom rarely in communication with one 

another. 

Organic organizations,, by contrast, are 

characterized by a looser structure in 

which the overall goals of (he organization 

take precedence over narrowly defined 

responsibilities, Communication flows 

and directives are more diffuse, moving 

along many trajectories, not simply verti¬ 
cal Himes, Everyone Involved In the organ¬ 
ization Is seen as possessing legitimate 

knowledge and Input (hat can be drawn 
on In solving problems; decisions are not 
the exclusive domain of people at th e top. 

According to Burns and Fhalker, o rgaric 

organizations arc much better equipped 

to handle the changing demands at' an 

innovative market, such as telecommuni¬ 

cations, computer software or biotechnol¬ 

ogy. The more fluid imenial structure 

means (hat they can respond more quickly 

Copyrighted material 
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and appropriately In shifts In the market 

and can cn-mc up with solutions more 

creatively and rapidly. Mechanistic organ¬ 

izations ate better suited to more tradi¬ 

tional. slabic forms of production that are 

Less susceptible ta swings in the market. 

Although their study was first published 

forty years ago,. It is highly relevant to 

present-day discussions of organizational 

change (see the -section 'beyond bureau¬ 

cracy?' below, pp. 00^-9). IStirna and 

Stalker foreshadowed many of the Issues 

chat have taken centre stage In recent 

debates over globalization, flexible spe¬ 

cialization and debureaucratlzatlon, 

Bureaucracy versus democracy? 

Even in democracies like ihe UK, govern¬ 

ment organizations hold enormous 

amounts of information about us, from 

records of our dates of birth, schools and 

universities attended and jobs held, to 

data on income used for lax collecting, 

and information used for issuing drivers' 

Licences and allocating National Insu¬ 

rance numbers. Since we don't always 

know what information is held on us. unci 

which agencies arc holding it. people fear 

that such surveillance activities can 

infringe on the principle of democracy. 

These fears Formed the basis of George 

Orwell's famous novel, I9&4, in which the 

.state. 'Big Brother', uses surveillance of Its 

citizens to suppress internal criticism and 
the difference of opinion normal in any 
democracy. 

Recent proposals to introduce identity 

cards in the UK from 20ftBrand make them 

compulsory after 2013, have focused these 

concerns. The new cards are likely to 

contain a photograph of the card-holder, 

their name, address, gender, date of birth 

and a microchip which would hold bio¬ 

metric information, such as lire person's 

fingerprints, iris image or facial dimen¬ 

sions. Critics have expressed concerns 

that a national central database which 

contains information about people's iden¬ 

tity will not be secure and will pose a 

threat to people's rights to privacy and 

freedom from discrimination. Supporters 

of identity cards argue that some types of 

surveillance may actually protect the prin- 

ci p Le o f democracy. Proponents of identity 

curds argue that their introduction will 

make it easier to carry mu surveillance for 

terrorists, for example, which will protect 

democracy and enable it to function. 

Tire diminishing of democracy with the 

advance of modern forms of organization 

was something that worried Weber a great 

deal. What especially disturbed him was 

the prospect of rule by faceless bureau¬ 

crats. How can democracy be anything 

other than a meaningless slogan in ihe 

face of the increasing power that bureau¬ 

cratic organizations are wielding over us? 

After all, Weber reasoned, bureaucracies 

are necessarily specialized and hierarchi¬ 

cal. 1‘huse near the bottom of the organ¬ 

ization inevitably find themselves 

reduced to carrying out mundane tusks 

and have no power over what they do; 

power passes to those at the top, Weber's 

student Robert Michels (19&7) invented a 

phrase, which has since become famous, 

to refer to this loss of power; in Large-scale 

organizations, end more generally a 

society dominated by organizations, he 

argued, there is an iron law of oligarchy 

[ollganeby mcans ruIc by the few). Aceond- 

ing to Michels, the flow of power towards 

the top is simply an inevitable part of an 

increasingly bureaucratized world-hence 

the term 'iron law'. 

Was Michels right? It surely is correct to 

pyrighted material 
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is bureaucracy really that bad? 

As Ihe sociologist Paul tin Clay admins, These are 
not the best days tot bureaucracy'. As we have 
seenr since the term 'bureaucracy' was coined, it 
has bean used in a negative way. Iran 
influential recent bunk, in Profse of Birremrcmejr 
(2000), du Gay resists this attack. Whilst 
recognizing that bureaucracies can and do, of 
course, have slaws, he seeks to defend 
bureaucracy against the most common lines of 
criticism directed against it. 

First, du Gay argues against the claim that 
there are ethical problems with the idea of 
bureaucracy. He singles out the sociologist 
Zygmunt Bauman's book on the holocousl as an 
important account of this view. Bauman believes 
that it was only with the development oi the 
bureau erotic institutions associated with modern 
society that horrendous acts like the holocaust 
in the Second World War became possible. The 
planned genocide of millions, of people by the 
Nazis in the final Solution could only happen 

once institutions were in place that distanced 
people from taking moral responsibility for their 
actions. Rather than being a barbaric explosion 
of violence, Bauman argues, the holocaust could 
happen because ratio mil bureaucratic 
Institutions had emerged that separated discrete 
tasxs from their consequences. German 
bureaucrats, and; particularly the SS, would focus 
on carrying out their allotted tasks to the best of 
Thc-ir abilities, and cm following Orders for 
example, making sure that a railway line had 
bee n built, or that a grou p n F p eople was moved 
from one part of the conntry ta another - rather 
Ilian questioning the whole rationale behind 
mass murder (Bauman 1989}, 

As we have seen, Bauman believes that 
responsibility is d luted in a bureaucracy. Du Gay 
Pel.eves quite the opposite. For the holocaust to 
happen, du Cay contends, the Nads had to 
overcome the legitimate and ethkal procedures 
integral to bureaucracy. On Cay argues that 
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bureaucracies have am important ethos, which 
includes the equal and impartial deal merit ot all 
citizens regardless of their values. To du Gay the 
holocaust came a bout whom the- racist 
convictions of Naiis overcame the impartial 
application of rules that is essential to a 
bureaucracy. 

Du Gay also seeks to defend bureaucracy 
□gainst a second line of attach by rejecting what 
he see& m the current fashionable talk of lhe 

need for entrepreneurial reForm of 
bureaucracies,, especially public services. He 
stresses that the ethos of bureaucratic 
impartiality is being undermined by an 
increasingly politicized civil service, enthusiastic 
to get the job done in the way that pleases 
politicians, rather than following a bureaucratic 
framework that ensures administrative 
responsibility for the public interest and 
constitutional legitimacy {du Gay 2ddd), 

say chat iarge-stale organisations involve 

the centra|L?,i ng of power. Yet there jt good 

reason to suppose that the 'iron law of oli¬ 

garchy1 Is not quite so hard and fast as 

Michels claimed. The connections 

between oligarchy and bureaucratic cen¬ 

tralization ate more ambiguous than he 

supposed. 

We should recognize first that unequal 

power is nut just □ function of size, as 

Michels presumed. In modest-sized 

groups there can also be very marked 

differences of power, In a small business, 

for instance- where the activities of 

employees are directly visible 10 the 

directors, much tighter control might be 

exerted than in offices In larger organiaa- 

ckms. As organizations expand in slse. 

power relationships often in fact become 
looser. Those at the middle and lower 

levels may have little influence over 

general policies forged at the top. On the 

■ocher hand, because of the specialisation 

and expertise involved in bureaucracy, 

people at the top also lose control over 

many administrative decisions, which 

arc handled by those lower down. 

in many modern organizations, power 

is also quite often openly delegated down¬ 

ward from superiors to subordinates. In 

many large companies, corporate heads 

are so busy coordinating different depart- 

inents, coping with crises, ami analysing 
budget and forecast figures that they have 

lilt It: time for original thinking. They hand 

over consideration of policy issues to 

others helow them, whose task Is to 

develop proposals about them. Many cor¬ 

porate leaders frankly ad mil that for the 

most part they simply accept the conclu¬ 

sions given to them. 

The physical setting of 
organizations 

Most modern Organizations function in 

specially designed physical settings-. A 

building that houses a particular organ¬ 
isation possesses specific features rele¬ 

vant to the organisation's activities, but it 

also shares important architectural char¬ 
acteristics with buildings of other organ¬ 
izations. The architecture of a hospital, 

for instance, differs, in some respects 

from that of a business firm or a school. 

The hospital's separate wards, consulting 

looms, operating rooms and offices give 

the overall building a definite Layout, 

while a school may consist of class¬ 

rooms, laboratories and a gymnasium, 

Yet there is a general re semblance: both 

arc likely to eontain hallways with doors 

leading olf and to use standard decora¬ 

tion and furnishings throughout,. Apart 

' rights 
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From <lie differing dress of the people 

moving through the corridors, the build¬ 

ings in which modern organizations are 

usually housed have a definite sameness 

Co them. And they often look similar from 

die outside as welt as within their interi¬ 

ors. It would not he unusual to ask. on 

driving past a building. Is that a school?’ 

and receive the response. No. Us u hos¬ 

pital.’ 

Michel Foucault's theory of organ¬ 
izations: the cannot of time and 
space 

Mid id Fokcs li 11 sh owed 1 h at the a iv-h in:i- 

ti.ire of an organization is directly Involved 

wi Lh its social make-up and system of 

authority (Foucault 197 L, 1979k By study¬ 

ing the physical characteristics of organ¬ 

izations. we can shed new light on the 

problems Weber analysed. The odices 

Weber discussed abstractly are also archi¬ 

tectural settings - rooms, separated by 

corridors, the buildings of large firms are 

sumellrues actually Constructed physi¬ 

cally as a hierarchy, in which the more ele¬ 

vated one's position in the hierarchy of 

authority, die nearer Lo the Cop of the 

building one's office l=s; die phrase 'die top 
Hoof' is sometimes used to mean those 
who hold ultimate power in the oiganlza- 

doii. 

The physical organization of this 194Us typing pool means that the workers are kept under dose 

surveillance. In modern organizations, surveillance tends to take new forms. 

vrtohtec 
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In many other ways, the geography of 

an organization will affect ith functioning, 

especially in cases where systems rely 

heavily an informal relationships. Physi¬ 

cal proximity makes forming groups 

easier, while physical distance can polar¬ 

ize groups, resulting in a 'them' and 'us1 

altitude between departments. 

Surireiitance in organizations 

T he arrangement of rooms, hallways and 

u p en spaces In an o rguiitea lion's b u I Idi 11gs 

can provide basic clues to Iww Its system 
of authority operates. In some organiza¬ 
tions, groups of people work collectively 

In open settings- Because of the dull, 
wpetl tive n am re of certain W nds of i iidus - 
trial work, like assembly-line production, 

regular supervision is needed to ensure 

that workers sustain the pace of labour. 

The same Is often true of oilier types of 

routine work, such as that carried out by 

customer service operators in call centres, 

who often have their calls and activities 

monitored by their supervisors, Foucault 

laid great emphasis on how visibility, or 

lack, of it. in the architectural sellings of 

modern organizations, influences and 

expresses patterns of authority. Their level 

of vi sibility determines how easily subor¬ 

dinates can be subject to what Foucault 

calls surveillance, die supervision of activ¬ 

ities in organizations. In modern organ¬ 

izations, everyone, even in relatively high 

positions of authority, is subject to surveil¬ 

lance: but the more lowly a person is, the 

more his or her behaviour tends to be 

closely scrutinized. 

Surveillance lakes several forms. One is 

Line direct supervision of the work of sub¬ 

ordinates by superiors. Consider the 

example of a school classroom. Pupils sit 

at tables or desks, often arranged in rows, 

all in view of the teacher. Children are sup¬ 

posed to look alert or otherwise be 

abso ihed In theii work. Of course, how far 

this actually happens in practice depends 

on the abilities of the teacher anti the 

inclinations of the children to conform to 

what is expected of them. 

A second type of surveillance is more 

subtle but equally important. It consists of 

keeping files, records., and case histories 

about people's work lives. Weber saw the 

importance of written records (nowadays 

often computerized? in modern organiza¬ 

tions but did not fully explore how they 

can be used to regulate behaviour. 
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Fmployee records usually provide com¬ 

plete work histories, registering personal 

details and often giving character evalua¬ 

tions. Such records arc used to monitor 

employees' behaviour and assess recom¬ 

mendations for promotion. In many busi¬ 

ness firms, individuals at each level in lhe 

organisation prepare annual reports on 

(lie performance of those in [he levels jus! 

below them. School records and college 

CnmscripLs are also used to monitor indi¬ 

viduals' performance as they OJuVe 

through the organize don, Records are 
kej:u on file for academic staff, too, 

Lastly, there Is self-surveillance, where 

assumption* about the survelHance by 

others change ones behaviour and limit 

what one does. Think or the example used 

ahove of the telephone operator in a call 

centre. The operator will often have no 

way of knowing whether calls are being 

monitored, or how often supervisors 

Listen in to phone conversations. Yet, 

operators are Li kely to assume that they arc 

under surveillance from management and 

JSensors Indicate that No, 2 cubicle has been 

occupied for eighteen minutes. Do you requite 
assistance?' 

so keep ca I Is short, efheien t a ml forma I. in 

Line with the company guidelines. 

Organizations cannot operate effec¬ 

tively if employees' work is haphazard. In 

business firms, as Weber pointed out, 

people arc expceted to work regular 

hours. Activities must be consistently 

coordinated in lime andi space, some¬ 

thing. promoted buLh by (he physical set¬ 

tings of organizations and by the precise 

scheduling of detailed timetables. Time¬ 

tables regularize activities across (Jme 

and space - In Foucault's words, they 

'efficiently distribute bodies' around the 
organization. Timetables are a condition 

of organizational discipline, because they 

slot the activities of large numbers of 

people together. If a university did not 

Strictly observe a lecture timetable, for 

example, it would soon collapse into 

complete chaos. A timetable makes pos¬ 

sible the intensive use of time and space: 

each can be packed with many people 

and many activities. 

Undersunwilbitice: the prison 

Foucault paid a great deal of attention Id 

organizations, tike prisons, in which indi¬ 

viduals arc physically separated for long 

periods from (lie outside world In such 

organizations, people arc Incarcerated 

kept hidden away from the external 
social environment. A prison Illustrates in 

clear detail (he nature of surveillance 

because It seeks to maximize control over 
Inmates' behaviour. Foucault asks: '[s it 

surprising that prisons resemble factories, 

schools, harraeks, hospitals, which all 

resemble prisons?' Uoucault 197131. 

According to Foucault, the modern 

prison has its origins in the Panopticon, 

an organization planned by the philoso¬ 

pher and social thinker Jeremy Lii'iuham 

,1/ righted 
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In the nineteenth century. 'Panopticon' 

was the name Bcnlham gave to an ideal 

prison he designed, which he tried on 

various occasions to sell to the British 

government. The design was never fully 

imp lemoned, but some of its main prin¬ 

ciples were incorporated into prisons 

built in the nineteenth century in Europe 

and the United States. The Panopticon 

was circular in shape, with the cells built 

around the outside edge, in (he Centre 

Was an Inspection toWei. TWu windows 

were placed in every cell, one facing the 
Inspection tower find the oilier facing 
oulside. The aim of the design was to 

make prisoners visible to guards at all 
times. The windows in the tower itself 
were equipped with Venetian blinds, so 

that while the prison staff con Ld keep Ihc 

prisoners under constant observation, 

they them selves could be Invisible. 

The limits of surveillance 

Foucault was right about prisons. Even 

today, most prisons look remarkably like 

the Panopticon. Hu was also right about 

the central rote of surveillance in modem 

societies, an issue that has become even 

more important now because of the 

growing ins pact of information and com¬ 

munication's technologies, We live In what 
some have called the surveillance society 

(Lyon D<J9>4) - a society in which informa¬ 

tion about our lives Is gathered by all types 
of organizations. 

But Welter's and Foucault's arguments 
that tli-e most effective way to run an 

organization is In maximize surveillance - 

to have dear and consistent divisions of 

authority - is a mistake, at least if we apply 

ii to business firms, which don't (as 

prisons do) exert total control over 

people's lives in closed settings. Prisons do 

A prison built following Genl ham's model of the 

Panopticon. 

not actually make a good model fororgan- 

izations as a whole. Direct supervision 

may work tolerably well when the people 

involved, as in prisons, are basically 

host lie to those in authority over them and 

do not want to be where they ate. But hi 

organizations where managers desire 
others to cooperate with them I n reach I ng 

common goals, the situation is different, 
Too much direct supervision alienates 
employees, who feci they are denied any 

opportunities For involvement in the work 

they do (Sahel ISftZ; Grint 20051. 

This is one main reason why organiza¬ 

tion* founded on the sort* of principle 
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forimilated by Weber and Foucault, such 

as large factories involving assembly-line 

preduel Ion and rigid authority hier¬ 

archies, eventually ran into great difficul¬ 

ties. Workers were not inclined to devote 

themselves to their work in such settings; 

continuous supervision was in fact 

requ irvd to get them to work reasonably 

hard at all. hut il promoted resentment 

and antagonism, 

People are also prone Lo resist High 

Levels of scirveilEun.ce in the second sense 

mentioned by Foucault; the collection of 

written information about them- That 

was one of the maim reasons why the 

Soviet-style communist societies broke 

down. In these societies, people were 

spied on regularly either by the secret 

police or by oilier* in the pay of the secret 

police - even including relatives and 

neighbours. The government also kept 

detailed information on its citizenry in 

order to e lam p down a n passible ap posi - 

Cion la their rule. The result was a farm of 

society that was politically authoritarian 

and. towards the end, economically 

inefficient. The whole Society did indeed 

come almost to resemble a gigantic 

prison, with all the discontents, conflicts, 

and modes of opposition prisons gener¬ 

ate- and from which, in the end, the pop¬ 

ulation broke free. 

Organizations that span the 
world 

For the first time in history, organizations 

have heccmic truly global in scale. Infor¬ 

mation technologies have rendered 

national borders less meaningful!, since 

they can no longer contain key economic, 

cultural and environmental activities. As a 

consequence, international organizations 

are expected to continue to grow in 

number and importance, providing a 

measure of predictability and stability in a 

world where nations arc no longer the all- 

powerful actors they once were (Union of 

International Associa lions 199G-7J. 

Sociologists therefore study interna¬ 

tional organizations in order to under¬ 

stand better hoW il Is puss ill Ic to create 

institutions that span national borders 

and what their effects will be, Some suciol- 

ugbls even argue llial global organiza¬ 

tions will push the ivorM's countries to 
become more and more alike (Thomas 
i&fi?; Scntf and Meyer 11-194: McNeely 

m»5). 
International organizations are not 

new, however. For example, organiza¬ 

tion* concerned with managing trade 

across borders have existed for centu¬ 

ries. The Hanseatic League, a business 

alliance among German merchants and 

cities, was one such organization, domi¬ 

nating trade in the North and Baltic Seas 

from the middle of the thirteenth 

century to the middle of the seventeenth 

century. But it Was not until the creation 

of the short-lived League of Nations in 

131 Ei that truly global organizations, 

With elaborate bureaucracies and 

member nations, around the world, were 

formed. The United Nation*, created in 

1345, is perhaps the mo-st prominent 

modern example of a global Ofgaiii?,it- 

tlotl- 

Sonologists have divided international 

organizations into two principal type*: 

international governmental organiza¬ 

tions comprise national governments, 

while international non-governmental 

organizations comprise private organiza¬ 

tions. We will consider each of these sep¬ 

arately. 
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in tenia tiona l govern men ta! organ • 
izations 

T he Cirsi type of global organization i s the 

international governmental organization 

(TGO], a type of international organization 

established by treaties, between govern¬ 

ments for purposes of conducting busi¬ 

ness between the nations making up its 

membership, Such organizations emerge 

for reasons of national security (both tlie 

League of Nations and the United Nations 

were created after highly destructive 

world wars), the regulation of trade (for 

e&auipte. by the Work! Trade Organiza¬ 

tion), social welfare or human rights or, 
increasingly, environmental protection. 

Some of the most powerful IGOs coday 

were created to unify national economies 
Into large and powerful trading blocks. 
One of lhc most advanced IGOs is the 

European Union (EU't, whose rules since 

May 200-1 have governed twenty-five Euro¬ 

pean member states. The Ell was fnrmed 

to create a single European economy, in 

which businesses could operate freely 

across borders in search of markets and 

labour and workers coultl move freely in 

search of jobs, liU members have common 

economic policies and. since 2002. twelve 

of them even share a single currency ithe 

euro). Not all Europeans welcome this 

development, hoWeVer, arguing that it 

means that member countries will eventu¬ 
ally surrender most of ilielr economic 
decision-making Co the EU as a whole- 

IGOs can also wield considerable mili¬ 

tary power, provided that their member 
nations are willing to do so. The North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and 

the UN, for example, used the full weight 

of their members' combined military 

might against Iraq during the first Gulf 

War in 1691, and again in Kosovo., in the 

former Yugoslavia, in 1996. Yet since 

nations ultimately conrroJ theirown use of 

military force, there arc limits to the 

authority of even the most powerful mili¬ 

tary IGOs, whose strength derives from 

the voluntary participation of their 

member nations, in (be face of violent civil 

strife in Busina and the African countries 

of Somalia and Rwanda, for example, UN 

peacekeeping efforts have proved largely 

Ineffective. 

IGOs often rend to reflect Inequalities in 
power among their member nations- For 
e>:s m p le. the UN Security ConnciL is respnn - 

slide for mainlining international peace 
and security and Is therefore the most pow¬ 
erful organisation within the IJN. its five 

permanent members include Britain, the 

United States, China. France and Russia, 

giving these countries significant control 

over the Security Council's actions. The 

remaining ten countries are elected by the 

UN General Assembly for two-year terms 

and therefore have less ongoing power than 

the permanent members. 

At the beginning of the twentieth 

century, there were only about three 

dozen iGOsin the world, although data for 

that time are sketchy. By 190], when Con¬ 

sistent reporting criteria were adopted, 

there were l.twg: by lam there were 1,830 
(Union, of Inter national Associations 

1996 T). Today It is estimated that there 
are as ni any as 5,500 Inlet national govern¬ 
mental organizations (Union of Interna¬ 
tiona I Organizations 2fl02}. 

international rz on -govern m en tni 
organizations 

The second type of global organization 

is the international non-governmental 

organization fONGO), which consists of 
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International organizations established 

by agreements between the individuals or 

private organizations making up their 

membership. Examples Include thelnler- 

nationaJ Sociological Association, the 

International Council of Women and the 

environmental group Greenpeace, Ah with 

IGUs, the number of INGOs has increased 

explosively in recent years from fewer 

than two hundred near Lite beginning of 

the twentieth. century to about 15.000 in 

Che mid-1990s (Union of International 

Associations. 1996 71. Today there are an 

estimated 31.LOG international nun- 

governmental organizations (Union of 

International Organizations 2002 J. 

In general, INGChs arc primarily con¬ 

cerned (vith promoting die global inter¬ 

ests of their members. Largely through 

influencing the UK, other IKGOs or indi¬ 

vidual governments. They also engage in 

research and education and spread infor¬ 

mation by means of international confer¬ 

ences. meetings and journals, INGOs have 

succeeded in shaping the pul ides of pow ¬ 

erful nations. 

Using your sociological imagination; a company of the past or future? 

The world has changed. Our customers have 
changed. Wo have to change, too.' Brave words 
From Jim Cantalupo, [Former] chairman and chief 
executive of McDonald's.. - [who died in 2004- 
He] promised investors... that the world's 
biggest fast-food chain no longer wanted io be 
bigger than everybody else, just better. 

It is a promise the company will struggle to 
keep, in January [2003] McDonald's announced 
its first quarterly less since going public in 1965, 
Comparable store sales in America,, stagnant for 
the past decade, have been falling (or 12 
months. McDonald's, once a byword For good 
service, has been ranked (lie worst company For 
rustomei satisfaction iin America tor nearly a 
decade - below even health insurers andi banks. 
The group's share price has slumped from more 
than 543 in 1 399, to huVur around a ten-year 
low Of 512 . . . 

iven moire damming, Mr Cantallupo and 
Charlie Bell |Cantalupa's successor until his awn 
early death from cancer m 2(105], his number 
two and heir-apparent, spent much of their 
presentation promising improvements in the 
basics oF restaurant management-cleanliness, 
service and staff prodactivity - just to keep 
customers coming back. Under Mir Greenberg, 
McDonald's did not even have a system For 
monitoring standards, so as to avoid trouble 
with franchisees. A grading system and 'mystery 
shopper' policy are now in place,, and the group 

promises to get tougher on its owner-operators. 
The menu too has been a mess. It will be 

slimmed, so to speak There will be fewer 
confusing meal choices and more healthier, 
premium products such as salads, yoghurts 
and sliced fruit. Although if has long denied 
that its food Is linked to obesity, McDonald's, □ 
firm that is oil a bool image, has finally twigged 
that its, brand is under tFireat from its 
unhealthy reputation. In a confusing attempt 
to be all things to all people (something Mr 
Contalupa said he wants to avoid) the group 
plans to offer 'champagne taste on a beer 
budget, with new premium-priced Foods, 
even as it declares value 'part olihe brand 
heritage'. Advertising and store amhience are 
getting an overhaul too; the group's classier 
French stores may be a model. Less classy is 
Mr Bell's idea lo aim Ronald McDonald, the 
group mascot (and apparently the second 
most-recognized icon in America after Santa 
Glaus) at young adults, a 'key demographic' 
aFter children, 

All Ihils leaves many investors wondering 
whether McDonald's really 'gets ft', as Mr 
Gantalupo kept insisting in his presentation. 
With the nse of 'Fast casual' restaurants such as 
gourmet sandwich shops. The McDonald's 
offering looks increasingly outdated, The group's 
most recent genuine menu hit was the 
introduction of Chicken McNuggets in 1933. 
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cow. 

Mi.Duii.iIiJ1. has been trying to reinvent ilselF in racenl years, following a f^ll in sales. This new-look 
London branch is now virtually indistinguishable from a baaot«ffee shop- 

TraiKhisees, used to ID-lS.c.r annual growth 
--J fat margins, have seen their profits come 

ressure and have been alienated by 
,j executed initiatives from headquarters, 

such as the expensive new 'Made far Yrm' 
kitchens that they had to buy . 

ironically, Ray Kmc, who founded an^ — 
expanded McDonald's as much by buy 
renting property as by selling Hamburg 
left the group a gold mine to exploit, Peter 
Oakes, an analyst at Merrill I ynch, notes that the 
group awns 7Sk< ot the buildings and 404'a of 
the land at its 30,000 in cations. He calculates 
that Lho land alone, which has a buok value of 
54 billion, would fetch 512 billion (before tax) 
today. That value could be exploited through a 
saJe-and-leaseback programme . . . 

Add it all up and McDonald's could easily 

hand several billion dollars back to its investors, 
Given the looming danger of obesity litigation 
a no a backlash against marketing 'unhealthy' 
food lo children, returning supersized lumps of 
in o n ey to sharehold m now coufd come to- look 
farsighted. Alas, it may take m'''c ',h™™ 11 
tap to mifkthis particular c; 

‘Did somebody say a loss?' The Economist 
(IQ Apdf 2003) 

Questions 

1 Is a process of'deMcDonaldilation under 
way in favour of more adaptable network 
enterprises? 

i Is McDonaSd's negating its 'guiding 
principles': efficiency, ca leu lability, uniformity 
and control through automation? 
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One pmmimciK land highly sueeos&ful] 

example of an IK'CO is the International 

Campaign to Ban Landmines [ICBL). The 

campaign, along with its. founder Jody 

Williams, was awarded the Nobel Peace 

Prize in 1997 for its success in getting a 

majority of the world's countries to agree 

to a treaty banning the devastating use of 

landmines. The Nobel Prize committee 

commended the campaign for changing'a 

vision to a feasible reality1,, adding that 

This Work lias grown into a convincing 

example of an effective policy for peace 

that could prove decisive In the interna¬ 

tional effort for disarm ament’ (ICBL 

2001). 
The ICBL is affiliated with more than a 

thousand other IN GO?, in some sixty 
countries. Together they have focused 

public attention on the dangers posed to 

civilians of the more than 10Q million 

anti-personnel mines that are a deadly 

Legacy of former wars, fought in Europe, 

Asia and Africa. These mines arc unlike 

other weapons. They can remain active 

for decades after a war, terrorizing anti 

(rapping whole populations. Eli Cambo¬ 

dia, for example, fertile croplands have 

been mined, threatening with starvation 

farmers who are not willing to risk notion 

(hist could reduce them Or (heir families 
lo a shower of scraps. The campaign's 
efforts resulted in a treaty1 banning the 

use, production, stock-piling and transfer 

of anti-personnel landmines, The treaty, 
which became International law in 
March LfJM, is supported by I lift coun¬ 

tries. 

Although they ere lar more numerous 

than ICrOs and have achieved some suc¬ 

cesses. INGOs have far less Influence, 

si]KLL legal power (includingenforcement] 

ultimately lies with governments. In the 

effort to ban Landmines, for instance, 

although most of the major powers in the 

world signed the treaty, the United States, 

citing security concerns in Korea, refused 

to do so, as did Russia. Some INGOs, like 

Amnesty International and Greenpeace, 

have nonetheless achieved considerable 

Influence. 

Eco n om i c orga n izati on 5 

Modern societies are, in Mart’s term, cap¬ 

italistic- Capital ism I s a way of organizing 

economic life that Is distinguished by the 

following important features: private 

ownership of the means of production; 
profit as Incentive; free competition for 

markets to sell goods, acquire cheap 

materials and utilize cheap labour; and 

rcs-ilcss expansion and investment to 

accumulate capital. Capitalism, which 

began to spread with the growth oF the 

Industrial Revolution in the early nine¬ 

teenth century, is a vastly mere dynamic 

economic system than any other that pre¬ 

ceded it Ln history. While the system has 

had many critics, like Marx, it Is now the 

most widespread form of economic 

organization in (he world. 

So fur in this chapter, we have been 

looking at work mostly from the perspec¬ 

tive of occupations and employees. We 

have studied patterns of work and the 

factors Influencing the development of 

trade unions. 1 [ere. we concern ourselves 

with th,e nature or the business firms In 

which the workforce is employed, (It 

should, however, also be recognized Chat 

many people today arc employees of 

government organizations, although we 

shall not consider these here.) What is 

happening to business corporations 

today, and haw are they run? 
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Corporations and corporate power 

Since Hie turn of the twentieth century, 

modern capitalist economies have been 

i ncreasingly influenced by the rise of large 

business corporations. A recent survey of 

tire world's top two hundred corporations 

showed that between I9J53 and 1999 their 

combined sales gTew from the equivalent 

of 25 per cent to 27,5 per tent of world 

GDH During the same period, the profits 

of these corporations grew 3G2.4 per cent, 

while the number of people they employ 

grew by Only 14.4 per cent (Anderson and 

CaVartagh ZOOnj, 

Of course, there still exist thousands of 
smaller firms and enterprises within the 
British economy, hi those companies, the 

Image of the entrepreneur - the boss who 

owns and rttns the firm - Is by do means 
obsolete. The large corporations are a diff¬ 

erent matter. Ever since Adolf Boric and 

Gardiner Means published their cele¬ 

brated study The Modern Corporation and 

Private Property in Che 1930s, Lt has been 

accepted that most of the largest firms arc 

not run by those who aivn them (see EScrlc 

and Means 19971. Ln theory", the large cor¬ 

porations are the properly uf their share¬ 

holders, who have the right to make all 

important decisions. But llerle and Means 

argued that since share ownership is so 

dispersed, actual control has passed into 

the hands of the manager who run firms 

on a day-to-day basis. Ownership of the 

corporations IS thus, separated from their 

COn trof- 

Whether run by owners or managers, 

the power of fho major corporations is 

very extensive. When one or ii handful of 

firms dominate in a given industry, they 

often cooperate in setting prices rather 

than Freely competing wilh one another. 

Thus, the giant oil companies normally 

follow one another's lead in the price 

charged for gasoline. When unc firm occu¬ 

pies a commanding position in a given 

industry, it is said to be in a monopoly 

position. More common is a situation of 

oligopoly. In which a small group of giant 

corporations predominate. In situations 

of oligopoly, firms are able more or less to 

dicta tc the Cc rms on whic h they buy goo ds 

and services from the smaller firms that 

are their suppliers. 

Types of co rpo rare nip italism 

There have been three general stages in 

the development of business corpora¬ 
tions. although each overlaps with the 

others and all continue to coexist today, 

The first stage, characteristic of the nine¬ 

teenth and early twentieth centuries, was 

dnminuted by family capitalism. Large 

firms were run either by individual entre¬ 

preneurs or hv members of the same 

family and then passed on tu their descen¬ 

dants. The famous corporate dynasties, 

such as the Sainsbuiys in the UK or the 

Rockefellers in the USA, belong in this cat¬ 

egory. These individuals and families did 

not just own a single large corporation, 

but held a diversity of economic interests 

and stood at the apex of economic 

empires. 

Most of the big firms founded by entre¬ 

preneurial families have since become 

public companies - that Is. shares of their 
stock are traded o n the open market -and 
have passed into managerial control. IUit 

important elements of family capitalism 

remain, even within some of the word's 

largest corporations, such as the Ford car 

company, whose ChieF Executive is 

William Clay Ford. |r, the great-grandson 

of Henry Ford who founded the company, 
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Among small films, such as local shops 

run lay their owners, small plumbing and 

house-pain ting businesses and su forth, 

family capitalism continues to dominate. 

Some of these firms, such as shops that 

remai n in the hands of the same fami ly for 

two or more generations, ore also dynas¬ 

ties on a minor scale, however, the small 

business sector is a highly unstable one, 

and economic failure is very common; the 

proportion of firms owned by members of 

the same family for extended periods is 

minuscule. 

In the large corporate sector, family 

capitalism was increasingly succeeded by 

managerial capitalism. ;\s managers came 

to have more and more Influence through 

(he growth of very large firms, ihe entre¬ 

preneurial families were displaced. Tin: 

result has been described as the replace¬ 

ment of the family in the company by the 

company itscIF. The corporation emerged 

as a more defined economic entity, hi 

studying the two hundred largest manu¬ 

facturing corporations in the United 

States, Michael Allen found that in cases 

where profit showed a decline, family- 

controlled enterprises were unlikely to 

replace their chief executive, but 

manager-controlled firms did so rapidly 

C Allen 19EU). 

There is no question that managerial 
capitalism has left an indelible imprint on 

modern society. The large corporation 
drives not only patterns of consumption 
but also the experience of employment in 
contemporary society - it is difficult to 

imagine how different the work lives of 

many Britans would be in the absence of 

large factories or corporate bureaucracies. 

Sociologists have identified another area 

in which the large corporation has left a 

mark on modern institutions, Welfare cap¬ 

italism refers to a practice that sought to 

make the corporation - rather than the 

state or trade unions - the primary shelter 

From the uncertainties of the market in 

modem industrial life. Beginning at the 

end of the nineteenth century, large firms 

began to provide certain services to their 

employees, including child care, recrea¬ 

tional facilities, profit-sharing plans, paid 

holidays, unemployment insurance and 

life insurance. These programmes often 

11ml a paternalistic bent, such as that 

sponsoring 'home visits' for the 'moral 

education' oF employees- Viewed In less 
benevolent terms. a major objective of 

welfare capitalism was coercion, as 
employers deployed a II ma nne r of tactics - 
including violence - to avoid unionisa¬ 

tion. 

in his study of the [IS labour movement, 

Sanford Jacoby 0997) argues that conven¬ 

tional histories typically suggest that 

welfare capitalism met its demise in the 

Depression years of the 1930s, as trade 

unions achieved unprecedented levels of 

influence and as President Franklin 

honsevell's New Deal administration began 

to guarantee many of the benefits provided 

by firms. In contrast to this standard inter¬ 

prets Lion, Jacoby argues that welfare 

capitalism did not die but instead went 

underground during the apex of the labo ur 
move m out, In fi i ms that avoided u nlonlza - 

non during thf period between the 11130s 
and lSBtJs - like the US-based companies 
Kodak. Seats, and Thompson Products - 

welfare capitalism was modernized, shed¬ 

ding blatantly paternalistic aspects and 

routlnizing benefit programmes. When the 

union movement began to weaken after 

197ft, these companies offered a model 1o 

many other firms, which were now able lo 

press their advantage against Flanking 
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unions, reasserting the role of' the firm is 

'industrial manor'. 

Despite the overwhelming importance 

of managerial capitalism In shaping the 

modem economy, many scholars now see 

emerging the contours of a third, different 

phase in the evolution of the corporation, 

They argue (hat managerial capitalism has 
today partly ceded place to instilutianol 

capitalism This term refers to the emer¬ 

gence of a consolidated network of busi¬ 

ness leadership, concerned not unly with 

decision-making within single firms, but 

also with the development of corporate 

powe r beyond the m - Institutio rial cs pi ts I - 

I sin Is based on the practice of corpora¬ 
tions holding shares In other firms. In 
effect, interlocking hoards of direelors 

exercise control over mwch of the corpo¬ 

rate landscape. This reverses the process 

of increasing; managerial conlro], since 

the managers' shareholdings are dwarfed 

by the large blocks of shares owned by 

other corporations. One of the main 

reasons for the spread of in stituti □ nal cap - 

itaJistn is the shift in patterns of invest¬ 

ment that has occurred Over the past thirty 

years. Rather than investing directly by 

buying shares in a business, individuals 

now invest in money market, trust, insu¬ 

rance and pension funds that are con 
trolled by large financial organizations, 

which in turn invest these grouped 

savings in Industrial corporations, 

Tratufin tio n a I corporations 

With the intensifying of globalization, 

most large corporations now operate i n an 

international economic context. When 

lin1. v l-il'li" h hum 11i s In nvi: .'i \'. i Lil 

countries, they are referred to as multina¬ 

tional or transnational corporations. Trans¬ 

national is the preferred term, indicating 

that these companies opeialc across many 

different national boundaries. 

The largest transnationals are gigantic; 

their wealth outstrips that of many coun¬ 

tries. Half □ f the hundred Largest economic 

units in the world loday are nations; the 

other half are transnational corporations, 

The scope of these companies' operations 

Is staggering The six blind red Largest 

transnationals account for more than one- 

fifeh of the to Lai industrial and agricultural 

production m [lie global economy; about 

seventy tire responsible for half of total 
global sales vDkkcn iaya), The revenues of 
the largest two hundred companies rose 

tenfold between the mld-llTFGs and the 
L990s, reaching S9.5 trillion in In 

ZOfKt ii was estimated that the world's top 

ten pharmaceutical companies controlled 

ovci 53 per centofthe global market share. 

Over the past twenty years, the transna¬ 

tionals" activities have become increas¬ 

ingly global: only three of the world's 

largest companies in 1950 had manufac¬ 

turing subsidiaries in more than twenty 

countries; some fitly do so today. These am 

still a small minority; most of the transna¬ 

tionals have subsidiaries in two to five 

countries. 

Of the Lop two hundred cum panics in 

the year ZObD, US corporations domi¬ 
nated the list, with 92 slots (41 per cent of 
the total); Japanese firms came second, 

with 41 slots (Anderson and Gavanagh 
2 tMjO)r However, the proportion of Ameri¬ 
can companies in the top two hundred 
has fallen significantly since 1360, when 

just five Japanese cnrpnratinns were 

included in that list. Contrary tn common 

belief, three-quarters-of all foreign direct 

investment is between the industrialized 

countries. Nevertheless, the involve¬ 

ments of transnationals in developing 
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world countries arc extensive, with brazil, 

Mexico and India showing ihe highest 

levels of foreign investment. The most 

rapid rate of increase in corporate invest¬ 

ment by Jar has been in the Asian newly 

industrializing countries |NICs) of Singa¬ 

pore, Taiwan, Hong Kong, South Korea 

and .Malaysia, 

The reach of the transnationals in 

recent decades would not have been pos¬ 

sible without advances in transport and 

Communications. Air travel raw allows 

people to move around the world at ;i 

speed that would have seemed Inconceiv¬ 

able even sixty years ago. The develop¬ 

ment oT extremely huge ocean-going 

vessels (superfreighters}, together with 

containers ilui can be shifted direcily 

from one type of carrier to another, makes 

possible ihecasy transport of bulk materi¬ 

als. 

Telecommunications technologies now 

permit more or less instantaneous com¬ 

munication from one part of the world to 

another Satellites have been used for 

commercial telecommunications since 

1965. when the first one in use could cam 

2^0 telephone conversations at unce, 

Current satellites can carry at least 12.000 

simultaneous conversations!! The larger 

transnationals now have their own satel¬ 
lite-based communications systems. The 

Mltsuh Ishi corporation, for insia tice. h as a 

massive network, across which 5 in 11 Non 
words are transmitted to and from its 
headquarters In Tokyo each day. 

Types of transnational corporations 

The transnationals came to assume an 

increasingly important place in the world 

economy over the course of the twentieth 

century. They arc of key importance in the 

International division of labour - ihc spe¬ 

cialization in producing goods for Ihc 

world market that divides regions Into 

zones of Industrial or agricultural produc¬ 

tion or high- or low-skilled labour (FrBbel, 

Heinrichs ct al. I973r Me Michael 19961. 

lust as national economics have become 

increasingly concentrated - dominated by 

a limited number of very large companies 

so too has the world economy. In ihe 

case of (lie United Kingdom and several of 

the other leading industrialized countries, 

[lie firms that dominate iialiunally also 

have it very wide-ranging. InternationaL 
presence. Many sectors of world produc¬ 
tion (such ss agribusiness) are oSigtiftolm 

production is controlled by three or four 

corporations that dominate the market. 
Over the past Iwn nr three decades, inter¬ 

national oligopolies have developed in Ihc 

automobile, microprocessor and elec¬ 

tronics industries, and in the production 

of some other goods market ed worldwide. 

El. V. Perimutter fl972] divided transna¬ 

tional corporations into three types. One 

consists of ethnocentric transnationals, in 

which company policy is set and, as far 

as possible, put into practice from a head¬ 

quarters in the country of origin. 

Companies and plants that the patenLcor¬ 

poration owns a round the world are cultu¬ 

ral extensions of the origin;! ting coin puny 

Its practices are standardized across the 
globe, A second category Is (hat of poly- 
centric transnational*, where overseas 

subsidiaries are managed by tocal firms in 
each country The headquarters In the 
en li ntry o r cn li ntries n F o rigi n of I he m; Jin 

company establish broad guidelines 

within which local companies manage 

their own affairs. Finally, there are geocen¬ 

tric transnationals, which arc interna¬ 

tional in their management structure. 

Managerial systems arc integrated on a 
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Globa! basis, and higher managers are very 

mobile, moving from counliy la country 

as needs dictate. 

Of all Iransnationab, Japanese compa ¬ 

nies lend to be the most strongly ethno¬ 

centric in Perlm utter's terms. Their world¬ 

wide operations are usually controlled 

tightly from I he parent Corporation, 

sometimes with the dost; involvement of 

tiie Japanese government. The Japanese 

Ministry of Internationa I fra tie and J ndus - 

Cry IMITIJ plays a much more direct purl in 

die overaedng of lapanese-based foreign 
enterprise than Western governments do. 

MITT has pmduced a series of develop¬ 

ment plans coordinating the overseas 
spread oflapanese firms over the past two 
decades. One distinctive Japanese type of 

transnational consists of the giant trading 

companies or saga shasha. These arc 

colossal conglomerates whose main 

concern is with the financing and support 

of trade. They provide financial, organiza¬ 

tional and information services to other 

co mpa nics. About half of Japanese cx po rts 

and imports are routed through, the ten 

largest svgo shuslui. Some, like Mitsubishi, 

also have large manufacturing Interests of 

their own. [Japanese corporations are dis¬ 

cussed further on pp. below. J 

Pin nning on a world scat? 

The global corporations have become the 

first organizations able to plan on a truly 
world scale. Pepsi and Coca-Cola adverts, 
for example, reach billions of people 
across the globe. A few companies with 

developed global networks are able (o 

shape the commercial activities of diverse 

nations. Richard Barnet and John tTiva- 

oagh {LOil-11 argue that there a re fb ur webs 

of Interconnecting commercial activity in 

the new world economy; the Global Cultu¬ 

ral Bazaar, the Global Chopping Malt, I he 

Global Workplace and tJie Global fin.un¬ 

cial Network. The Global Cultural Bazaar 

is the newest of the fhu r, but is already the 

most extensive. Global images and global 

dreams are diffused through movies, TV 

programmes, music,, videos, games, toys 

and T-shirts, soldona worldwide basis. ALi 

oVer the earth, even in lire poorest devel¬ 

oping, world countries, people are using 

Lire same electronic devices to-see or listen 

to thesaineCummendally produced songs 

and shows. 
The Global Shopping Mall Is a 'plane- 

tarysupei market with a dazzling spread of 

tilings to eat, drink, wear and enjoy', 
according to Barnet and Cavanagh, It is 
more exclusive than the Cultural Ra?,aa* 
because the poor haven't the resources to 

participate - they have the status only of 

window shoppers. Of the G.S billion 

people who make up the world's popula¬ 

tion 3.5 billion Jack the cash or credit to 

purchase any consumer goods. 

The third global web. the Global Work¬ 

place, is the increasingly complex global 

division of labour that affects all of us. It 

consists of the massive array of offices, 

factories, restaurants and millions of other 

places where goods are produced and 

consumed or information Is exchanged, 

This web Is closely bound up with the 
Global Financial Network, which it fuels 

and Is financed by- The Global Financial 
Network consi&te of billions of bits of 
Information stored in computers and por¬ 

trayed on computer scree ns. ti entails 

almost endless currency exchanges, credit 

card transaciions, insurance plans, and 

the buying and selling of slocks and 

shares. 
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The targe corporation: the;same, but 
different 

Tlurfir ;iit: big differences between the 

Earj^t: i in | mention of (lie first decade! of the 

twenty-first century and its counterpart of 

the mid-twentieth century. Many of the 

neim.es are the same - General Motors, 

lord and 113 M for examp le - but these have 

been joined by other giant firms, largely 

unknown in the 1330s such as Microsoft 

and Intel. T hey all wield great power and 

their lop executives still inhabit the large 

buildings dial dominate so many oily 

centres, 

Eiiil below die surface of similarities 

between today and half a century ago, 

some profound transformations have 

taken place I lie origin uf these transfor¬ 

mations Non In ih-it process we have 

encountered often in Hus book: globally 

cjfsn. Over Hie past fifty years, the giant 

corporations have he come more and 

more caugliE up in glnhtd coin petition; as 

a result, their internal composition, and in 

a way ebeir very nalurc, has aimed. 

Former US labour Srciclary Robert 

Reich has- written: 

Underneath, all is changing, America's core 
corporation no longer plans and imple¬ 
ments ihe production ol <i Imgc volume »l 
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^oi.'ils Sind services; It im kmger invcxlx in u 

vast array of fueiwles, machinery, bahoraia- 
rt-es, inventories, and other tangible assets; 
it no longer employ* armies of production 
wuritent ;smS middle k". el mimiijrrrH. . . .In 

foci., the mri.' purpura I a cm a jk no hanger eren 

American. U la, Increasingly, a facade, 
behind which teems an array of decentral¬ 
ised groups and subgroups continuously 
contracting with similarly diffuse working 
uilI Is all uVer the World. | Itelcti 193 ]) 

The products of the transnational com¬ 

panies similarly have an international 

character. When is something ‘Made in 

Britain' or any other country and when is it 

not? There is no longer any clear answer. 

In chapter 1. 'Globalization and the 

Changing World' (pp, 67-8), we looked 

at Ihc example ol Barbie, the all Ameri 

can doll. 

The large corporation Is less and less a big 

business and more an 'enterprise web’ a 

central organization (hat I Inky smaller 

firms together, IBM. for example- which 

used to be one of the most jealously self- 

sufficient of all large corporations, in die 

iMtsris and early lsatis joined with dozens 

of llS-hased companies and more than 

eighty foreign-based firms to share strate¬ 

gic planning and cope with prod union 

problems. 

Some corporations remain strongly 

bureaucratic and arc often centred in Lhc 

country in which they first became estab¬ 

lished. However, most arc no longer so 

clearly located anywhere. The old transna¬ 

tional corpora lion used Lo wo rk mainly 

from its national headquarters, from 

where its overseas production plants and 

subsidiaries were controlled, Now. with 

the transformation of Space and lime Idis- 

eusstsd In chapter 3. 'Social Interaction 

and Everyday Life', pp, 147 30), groups 

situated hi any region of the world are 
able, via telecommunications and com¬ 

puters, to work with others, Nations still 
try-' to ill 11 nonce flows of information, 

resource* and money across their horde rs. 

Bui modern communications technolo¬ 
gies make this increasingly difficult, if nod 

impossible. Knowledge and finances can 

be transferred across the world as elec¬ 

tronic blips moving at the speed of light. 

Barbie's packaging says that she is 'Made 

In China', but as that chapter showed, her 

body and wardrobe Span the globe In their 

origins, from (ho Middle to the Far East, 
lrefore she is eventua «y sold In the United 

States, or shipped on again for sole else* 
where. 

IVornen a riff the corporation 

Until two or three decades ago, organiza¬ 

tional studies did not devote very much 

attention to the question of gender. 

Weber's theory of bureaucracy and many 

of the inllucntlal responses lo Weber that 

came in subsequent years were written by 

men. and presumed a model of organiza¬ 

tions that placed men squarely at the 

centre, The rise of feminist scholarship in 

Lhe 11370s, however, it'd lo examinations of 

gender relations in all the main institu¬ 

tion* in society, including organisations 
and bureaucracy, Feminist sociologists 
not only focused on tire imbalance of 

gender roles within organizations, they 
also explored the ways In which modern 

organizations themselves had developed 
in a specifically gendered way. 

Feminists have argued that the emer¬ 

gence of the modern nrga n ixurion and the 

bureaucratic career was dependent on a 

particular gender configuration. They 

paint Lo two main ways in wh ie h gender is 

embedded in the very structure of modlcrn 
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“Tfa?f M'ljf cl |i« rrjtort, Barbara, BitJ fitter fhc tr*r<. 
jpcjJr different languages, I pmbabty didtt'l underttand 

n nxird o/ rl." 

organizations. I:irst. bureaucracies arc 

characterized by occupational gender 

segregation. As women began to enter the 

Labour market in greater numbers, they 

tended to be segregated into categories of 

occupations that were Low paying end 

Involved routine work. These positions 

were subordinate to those occupied by 

menand did not provide opportunities far 

women to be promoted. Women were 

used as a source of cheap, reliable labour, 

but were not granted the same opportu¬ 

nities as men to build careers. 

Second, the Idea of a bureaucratic 
career was In fuel a nfdte career in which 

women played a crucial supporting role. 
At the workplace, women peifc.. ilie 
routine Essks - aa clerks, secretaries and 

office managers - thereby freeing up men 

to advance their careers. Men could con¬ 

centrate on obtaining promotions or 

landing big accounts because the female 

support staff handled much of the busy 

work. Lit the domestic sphere, women also 

supported the bureaucratic career Jry 

caring for the home, the children and the 

man's day-to-day well-being. Women ser¬ 

viced the needs of the male bureaucrat by 

allowing him to work long hours, travel 

and focus solely on his work without con¬ 

cerning himself with personal or domestic 

issues. 

As a result of these two tendencies. early 

feminist writers argued, modem organ¬ 

izations have developed as male-domi¬ 

nated preserves in which women are 

excluded front power, denied opportu¬ 

nities to advance their careers and vied 

mixed on the basis of their gender through 

sexual harassment and discrimination. 

Although most early feminist analysis 

focused on a common set of concerns - 

unequal pay. discriinination, and Ehe male 

bold on power - then: was no consensus 

about tiie best approach to take in 

working lor womrnt equality. Two of the 

Leading feminist works on women and 

organizations exemplified the split 

between liberal and radical feminist per¬ 

spectives. 

One important liberal perspective was 

Kosabelli Muss Kanter's Afen and Irt'y.rrre-n 

af the Corporation 11977:, one of the earli¬ 

est examinations of women in bureau - 

trade sell! raj's. Kan ter Invest! gated llte 

position of women Ira corporal Ions and 

analysed the ways In which they were 

excluded from gaining power-She focused 

on 'male Eiomosodabklhy' the way an 

which men successfu Lly kept power within 

a closed circle and allowed access only to 

those who were part of she same close 

group. Women and eihuic minorities ivene 

effectively denied opportunities for 

advancement and were slim, out of rhe 

social networks and personal relation¬ 

ship! that were crucial for promotmns. 

Although kanter was critical nf these 
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gender imbalances within modern corpo¬ 

rations, she was not entirely pessimistic 

about the future. In her eyes, the probtrin 

was one of pmeer. rot gender. Women 

were in a disadvantaged position, not 

because they were women per he. but 

because they did not wield sufficient 

power within organizations. As greater 

numbers of WOttien emne to assume pow¬ 

erful roles, according to Ranter; the imbal¬ 

ances would be swept away, tier analysis 

Can be described as a liberal feminist 

approach because she is primarily con¬ 
cerned with equality of opportunity and 

ensuring that women ere permitted to 

attain positions comparable with those of 
men. 

An alternative approach was presented 

by the radical Feminist Kathy Ferguson in 

The fiemmisf Case Agpinst Bureaucracy 

(1934).. which differs greatly from that of 

Ks liter. Fepgnson did not see the gender 

imbalance within organizations as some¬ 

thing that could be resolved with the pro¬ 

motion of more women to positions of 

power, in Ferguson's view, modern organ¬ 

izations were fundamentally lainled by 

male values and patterns of domination. 

Women would always be relegated to sub¬ 

ordinate roles wlLhin such structures, she 

argued, The only true solution was for 

women to build their own organizations 
on principles very different from those 

designed by arid for men. Women, she 

argued, have the capacity to organize in a 
way that Is more democratic, participa¬ 
tory and cooperative than men. who are 

prone to authoritarian tactics, inflexible 

procedures and an insensitive manage¬ 

ment style. 

Debates about conflict and power 

within organizations arc an important 

issue in the sociology of organizations. 

In chapter 18 f pp.756-62) we discuss 

one aspect oF this, gender in equality in 

the workplace, in more detail. 

Beyond bureaucracy? 

Bureaucracies still exist aplenty in the 

West, and sociologists such as George 

Etilzer, whose thesis on the 'McDonaldiza- 

litKi' of Society we looked at the start of this 

chapter argue that bureaucracy sldl 

characterizes organizations hi Western 

societies. However, others believe that 

although Weher's model of bureaucracy, 

mirrored by that of Foucault, may once 

have held good, it Is now starting to look 

archaic. Numerous organizations are 

overhauling themselves to become less, 

rather than more, hierarchical. 

In the 19GOs, Burns and Stalker con¬ 

cluded that traditional bureaucratic struc¬ 

tures can stifle i nnovatlon and creativity in 

cutting-edge industries (sec pp. GtS-4): in 

today's electronic economy, few would 

dispute the importance of these findings. 

Departing from rigid vertical command 

structures, many organizations are turn¬ 

ing to 'horizon Lai, collaborative models in 

order to become mure Ileaibte and 

responsive to fluctuating markets, In this 

section, we shall examine some of the 
main forces behind these shifts, including 

globalization and the growth of informa¬ 
tion technology, and consider some of the 
wiays in which late modern organizations 
are reinventing themselves in the light of 

the changing cireu ms lances. 
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Organizational change: the 
Japanese model 

Many of the changes that can now be wit¬ 

nessed in organizations around the world 

wore first pioneered amongst same of the 

large Japanese manufacturing corpora¬ 

tions, H'udh as Nissan and Panasonic. 

Although the Japanese economy suffered 

in the ] SUO-u, it lias been phenomenally 

successful during most of the post-war 

period. This economic success was often 

attributed to the distinctive characterise 

(ics o Tla rge Japanese co rp ora lions which 

differed substantially from most business 

Inns in tiie West-As we shall see, many of 

the organization;!] characteristics asso¬ 

ciated with Japanese corporations have 

been adapted and modified in other reun¬ 

ifies in recent years. 

The organization el Japanese business 
contains important overlaps with the 

move to post-Fordism, discussed in 

chapter JR, 'Work and Economic Life', 

pp, 7BI—E. 

Japanese companies have diverged 

from the characteristics that Weber asso¬ 
ciated with bureaucracy in several ways: 

0 Bouom-up derision-making The big 

Japanese corporations do no! form -:i 

pyramid of authority its Weber por¬ 

trayed ltr with each level being respon¬ 

sible only to the one above, Rather, 
workers low down in Ihe organisation 

are consulted about poli cies being con¬ 

sidered by management, and even the 
top executives regularly meet them. 

2 hess sjiecialization In lapanese organ¬ 

izations, employees specialize much 

less than their counterparts in the West. 

Vo u rig; workers entering a firm in a m an - 

agement training position will spend 

the first year learning gem-rally how 

the various departments of She firm 

operate. They will then rotate through a 

variety of positions in both local 

branches and national headquarters ill 

order to gain experience in the many 

dimensions of the company's activities. 

By she time employees reach the peak of 

their careers, some thirty years after 

having begun as a trainee, they will have 

mastered all die important tasks, 

:s /ob tecurify The large corporations in 
Japan are committed to the lifetime 

employment of those they hire: the 

employee Is guaranteed a job. Pay and 
responsibility are geared to seniority - 

how many years a worker Iras been with 

the firm - rather then to a competitive 

struggle for promotion. 

•I Group-oriented production At all 

levels nf the corporation, people are 

involved in small cooperative 'teams', or 

work groups, The groups, rather than 

individual members, are evaluated in 

terms of their perform ante. Unlike their 

Western counterparts, the ’organization 

charts’ of Japanese companies-maps of 

the authority System - show only 

gru u pS, iml indivkl u u.l posl lions. 

5 Merging of iwjrffc and private Itivt In 
Weber’s depletion of bureaucracy, there 

Is a clear division between tire work of 

people within ihe organization, and 
then activities outside. This is in fact 

true of most Western corporations, in 

which the relation between firm and 

employee is an economic one. Japanese 

corporations, hy contrast, provide idr 

m any of their cm ployces’ needs, ex peer¬ 

ing in return a high level of loyalty to the 

firm. Workers receive material benefits 

'rights 
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from the company over and ah ova tiioir 

salaries. The electrical Firm Hitachi, for 

example, studied by Ronald Dorc 

{1973k provided housing for all unmar¬ 

ried workers and nearly half of its 

married male employees. Company 

loans were available for the education of 

children and to help with the cost of 

Weddings and funerals. 

Studies of Japanese-run plants in Jjrilain 

ancl the United Stales I mil cate that 'bottom - 

up' deelsJon-uiakfoig does work outside 
Japan. Workers seem to respond positively 
to the greater level of involvement these 

plants provide (White and Trevor 1WB3>. It 
seems reasonable to conclude, therefore, 
[hat the Japanese model does carry some 

lessons relevant to the Weberian conception 

of bureaucracy. Organizations that closely 

resemble Weber’s ideal type are probably 

much less effective than they appear on 

paper, because they do not permit lower- 

level employees to develop a sense of 

Involvement and autonomy in relation to 

their work tasks. 

Until recently, many lirilish and Ub 

business writers looked to the Japanese 

corporation as a model that Anglo- 

American companies should follow 

(Hutton 13135 k The slowdown in the Japa¬ 
nese economy during the r-iyos has led 

many experts to question this assump¬ 

tion. The commitment and sense of ■obli¬ 
gation that many Japanese companies 

traditionally had towards their staff may 

have encouraged loyalty, hut it has also 

been criticized as inflexible and uncom¬ 

petitive. As we have seen, dHiring much of 

the post-war period core workers in Japa- 

nese companies could expect io be with 

the same company their entire working 

Lives, d ismissab or redund ancics we re re re 

and ambition for promotion was not par¬ 

ticularly encouraged. The economic prob¬ 

lems facing the country from the early 

1990s, which only now appear In be 

easing, have meant that the future of Japa¬ 

nese business is torn between traditional¬ 

ists, seeking to preserve the old system, 

and radical capitalists supporting reform 

towards a mure competitive, individualis¬ 

tic model of business (kreedman 2001). 

The transformation of 
management 

Most of tire components of the Japanese 

model' described above come down to 
issues of management, While it is impos¬ 
sible to ignore specific production-level 

practices developed by Ihc Japanese, a 

large part of the Japanese approach 

focused on management-worker rela¬ 

tions and ensured that employees at all 

levels felt a personal attachment to the 

company. The emphasis on teamwork, 

consensus-building approaches and 

broad-based employer participation were 

in stark contrast In traditional Western 

farms of management that were more 

hierarchical and authoritarian. 

In the IBlfOs, many Western organiza¬ 

tions introduced new management tech- 
n.kpies In order to boost productivity and 
eon’ijietittven.ess- Two popular branches of 

management theory - Immttrt n-ioura- 
management and the corpora te culture 
apf»wcii - Indicated that rhe Japanese 
model had not gone unnoticed in the West. 

The tirsl of these, human resource manage¬ 

ment (HRiVtl, is a style af management 

which regards a company's workforce as 

vital to economic competitiveness: if the 

employees are not completely dedica ted to 

Lhc firm and its product, the firm will never 

,nu mgm 
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be a leader in its field. In order to geneira.lt' 

employee enthusiasm and commitment, 

the entire organizational culture must be 

retooled so that workers feel they have an 

investment in the workplace and in Iht 

work process. According to 13KM. human 

resources issues should nol be the exclu¬ 

sive domain of designated 'personnel 

officers', but should be a top priority For all 

members o f company management, 

EIFLlVl is based on the assumption that 

there is no serious conflict within the 

company between workers and employers 

and Ihcre is therefore little need for trade 

unions to represent She workforce. 

Instead, E l It M presents the company as an 

integrated whole, the only rivalry being 

that with its competitor firms. Instead of 

dealing with its workers through negotia¬ 

tion with trade unions, companies using 

Globalization and everyday life-: the computerization of the workplace 

For businesses competing in the global 
economy, investment in information technology 
- computer and communications equipment - 
is a necessity, Firms in the financial Sector rely 
heavily on computers to engage in transaction? 
in international financial markets: 
manufacturing firms depend on 
communications equipment to coordinate 
global production processes; and the customers 
of consumer services firms demand twenty- 
four-liL-iui-a-day access to their amounts by 
telephone or the Internet. In short, information 
technology has become part of the basic 
infrastructure of business. 

While some of these technologies have made 
workers' fives easier, there is reason to worry 
that the new high-tech workplace may erode 
their power and rights, First, business reliance 
on information technology may undermine 
coalitions among workers. There is great 
demand today for employees with high-tech 
skills, whereas those who finish school or 
further education with few such skills find 
themselves eligible only for a limited number of 
positions. Increasingly there are coming to bo 
two ’classes" o-f employees in firms: a privileged 
class with high-tech skills and another class 
relegated to lower-status work. But when 
employee's negotiate with management over 
such issues as wages. hours and benefits, 
employee unity is essential for securing 
concessions. Will high-tech workers side with 
lower-skilled employees in workplace disputes, 
or wil they be more likely to side with 

management? The status of worker rights and 
benefits in the future may well hinge cm the 
answer to this question. 

Second, in part because new 
communications technologies allow the branch 
offices and production facilities of multinational 
firms to communicate easily with ore another, a 
higher proportion of manufactured goods is 
coming to be produced on a transnational basis 

a situation that may make- individual worker? 
more easily replaceable. Robert Reich, who 
served as US Labour Secretary under President 
Clinton, provides the Following example of a 
global production process: 

Pi*ti*ic>n i<e-b&tkey equipment is designed In 
Sweden, financed In Canada, and assembled In 
Cleveland and Denmark tor distribution in North 
America and Europe, respectively, out ot alloys 
whose molecular shuclure was researched and 
patented in Delaware and fabricated in Japan, 
An advertising campaign is conceived in Britain; 
film footage is shot in Canada, dubbed in Britain, 
and edited in New York. (Reich 1991) 

Although high-tech, high-skilled workers will he 
needed to carry out many aspects of the 
production process, these skills may no longer 
give workers the same bargaining power vis-a- 
vis management that skilled craftsmanship 
carried with if in previous eras. Because the 
manufacturing process has now been broken 
down into many small components, and 
because each of these compunents is carried 
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out al a different production facility, the number 
oF sk: I Is that any a ne worker must have is more 
limited lhan was the case in previous eras, 
making it easier for companion to replace 
contentious workers. Co m m u rticalions 
technologies thus arguably further the process 
that the Marxist schotar Harry Brauerman (197^) 
called Jtbe de ski I ling of labour'. 

Third, the nature of workplace surveillance is 
Nicely to change substantially as information 
tec lino logy becomes even more important for 
business. Employers have always watched their 
employees closely, monitoring performance, 
seeking to improve efficiency, chocking to make 
sure they do not Steal. 8ut US a greater 
proportion of work comes to be done by 

computer, the capacity nf managers to scrutinize 
the behaviour oF their employees increases. 
Computerized performance evaluations, scrutiny 
of employe email and enhanced management 
access to personal employee information such 
an Orwellian scenario becomes ever mere likely 
as Itie role of information technology in the 
workplace expands. 

Questions 

1 Do you think these dangers are real, or is the 
impact of information technology on 
organisations essentially be nig n for 
employees? 

2 what Itcps. if any, do you think tan bo taken 
to counter these trends? 

% 

tn modern open-plan offices like these, employers can still keep workers under 

dose surveillance. 

y rig risen aicrial 
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(he techniques of HEM hi-l1: In individual¬ 

ize their workforce by providing individual 

contracts and pcrfoicc-rclaled pay. 

Recent studies have shown that whilst 

workers may comply with the did men of 

HEM at work, many arc privately cynical 

about the assumption of corporate unity 

that underlies it (Thompson and Findlay, 

1999). 

The second management trend - creat¬ 

ing a distinctive corporate culture - is 

closely related to hitman resource man¬ 

agement, In order to promote loyally to 

the company and pride in its work, the 

company's management works with 

employees to build an organizational 

culture involving rituals, events or tradi¬ 

tions unique to that company alone. 

These cultural activities are designed to 

draw all members, of the firm - from the 

most senior managers ta the newest 

employee - together so that they make 

common cause with each other and 

strengthen group solidarity. Company 

picnics or fun days', 'casual Fridays' (days 

on which employees can 'dress down') and 

company-sponsored community service 

projects are examples of techniques for 

building a corpora le culture. 

in recent years, ;i number of Western 

Companies have beet] founded according 

to (lie management principles described 

above. Rather than constructing them¬ 

selves according to a traditional bureau¬ 
cratic model, companies like the Saturn 
car company in the United Slates have 
organized themselves along these new 

managerial lines. At Saturn, for example, 

employees at all levels have the opportu¬ 

nity to have spelts in positions in other 

areas of the company in order to gain a 

better sense of the operation of the firm as 

a whole. Shopftaor workers spend time 

with the marketing team, sharing insights 

inlo the way in which the vehicles are 

made. Sales staff rotate ihmugh (heservic¬ 

ing department to become more aware of 

common maintenance problems lhai 

might concern prospective buyers. Repre¬ 

sentatives from both sales and the shopfl- 

ourare involved in product design Leiims 

in order lo discuss shortcomings- which 

the management may not have been 

aware of in earlier models. A corporate 

culltitt: fucused on friendly and kuoWb 

edgeable customer service unifies 
company employees and enhances the 
sense of company pride. 

The study of networks 

Social networks 

There in an old saying that 'it's not what 

you know, it's dehoyou know'. This adage 
expresses the value of having 'good con¬ 

nections'. Sociologists refer (o such con¬ 

nections as networks - all (he direct and 

indirect connections that link a person or 

a group with other people or groups. Your 

personal networks thus include people 

you know directly (such as your friends] as 

well as people you know indirectly (such 

as your friends' friends). Personal net¬ 

works often Include people of similar race, 

class, ethnicity and other types of social 

background, although there are excep¬ 

tions. Fo r example, if you subscribe to an 
online mailing list. you are part of a 

network that consists of all the people on 
the list, who may he of different racial or 

ethnic backgrounds and genders. Because 

groups and organizations can also be net¬ 
worked - foT example, all the alumni oF a 

particular university - belonging to such 

groups can greatly extend your reach and 

influence. 
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Sac cal groups arc an important source 

for acquiring networks; but not alt net¬ 

works arc social groups. Many networks 

I tick the shared expectations and common 

sense of identity that arc Lhc hallmark of 

social groups, L:or example, you arc not 

Likely to share a sense of identity with the 

subscribers to an online mailing list, nor 

wiU you probably even know the neigh - 

L>ours of most of your co-workers at die 

office, even though they Would form part 

of your social network, 

Ne tworks se lvs u.s In many ways. Soclol ■ 
ogjst Mark Gr&novettet (1973} demon- 

stnited that there can he enormous 

strength, in weak nes. particularly among 

higher socioeconomic groups- G-ranovei- 

tcr showed that upper-level professional 

and managerial employees arc Likely to 

hear about new jobs, through connections 

-•uch as distant relatives nr remote 

acquaintances. Such weak ties ran be of 

great benefit because relatives or act] u ain- 

tanees tend to have very different sets of 

connections from those of closer friends-. 

whose social contacts are likely to be 

similar to one's own. Among lower socio¬ 

economic groups. Granovetter argued, 

weak ties are not neceSSitrlhi bridges to 

other networks and so do not really widen 

opportunities {Marwien. and Lin l$£2: 

Wellman et el- Knoke t$9d), After 

graduation from college, you mm rely on a 

pmiiI Jvj',1 arand a snongfiV m find a job. 

Put it may prove more b-enafiml If ic 

happens that your friend at college went 

TFQP IlEJC 
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tn M-hinil with ihr inu-1r ■ in ihe 

organization where you arc seeking work. 

Mast people rely on iheir personal net¬ 

works in order to gain advantage^ bul not 

everyone has equal access to powerful 

networks, Some sociologists argue, for 

example, that women's business and polit¬ 

ical networks am weaker than mens, so 

(hat Women's power in these spheres, is 

reduced (Brass 1985J. Several of the best- 

known public schools in the UK. such us 

Eton and I (arrow, only admit buys, 

thereby denying women access to power¬ 
ful connections formed by pupils during 

their school years. In general, soeioln^sts 

have Found that when women look for 
work, their job market networks comprise 

fewer ties than dn mens, meaning that 

women know fewer people in fewer occu¬ 

pations (Marsdcn 1987; Moore 1980]. 

Meagre networks tend to channel women 

into female-typical jobs, which usually 

offer Jess pay and fewer opportunities for 

advancement (Russ and Res kin 1882; 

Drenlea 1998).. Still, as more and more 

women move up into higher-level posi¬ 

tions. the resulting networks- can foster 

further advancement. One study found 

that women are more likely to be hired or 

promoted into job levels LhaL already have 

u high proportion of women (Cohen er al. 

1990b 

Networks confer more than economic 

advantage. You are likely to rely on your 
networks for a broad range of contacts, 
from obtaining access to your Member of 
Parliament to finding a dole. Similarly, 

when you visit another country your 

friends, school or religious organization 

may steer you to their overseas connec¬ 

tions, who can then help you find your 

way around in the unfamiliar environ¬ 

ment. U'lim you graduate from school nr 

further education, your alumni group can 

further extend your network of social 

support. 

Networks ft ml info rmation 
technology 

As wr have seen, networks are very old 

forms of human practice,, hut for the 

sociologist Manuel Caslells, networks, 

powered by the development of informa¬ 

tion technology and particularly of ihc 

Internet, ;ire the defining organizational 

structure of our age. The inherent flexibil¬ 
ity and adaptability of networks gives 
them enormous advantages over older 

types of organization. In the past, rational, 
hierarchical bureaucracies of the kind 
Weber described proved to he highly suc¬ 

cessful at using resources to meet the 

organization's goals. Networks, in con¬ 

trast, were unable to coordinate functions, 

focus on specific goals or accomplish 

given tasks as successfully as bureaucra¬ 

cies. To Castclls, the enormous advances 

in computing and technology during ihc 

last quarter of the twentieth century, 

which created what he calls the 'Internet 

Galaxy' i2001b changed all that. The 

arrival of the Internet means that data can 

now be processed instantaneously in 

almost any part of the world; there is no 
need for physical proximity between those 

involved. As a result, the introduction of 

new technology has allowed many com¬ 

panies to "re-engineer' their organiza¬ 

tions! structure, becoming more decen¬ 
tralized. and reinforcing I he tendency 

towards smaller, more flexible types of 

enterprises. [These changes have aJsa led 

tn a rise in homeworking. as we will see nn 

pp. 773—<1.) 

Traditionally, identifying the boundar¬ 

ies of organizations has been fairly 
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straightforward. Urbanizations were gen¬ 

erally located in defined physical spaces, 

such as an u flier building, a suite of ran ms 

or, in llse case of a hospital or university, a 

whole campus. The mission or tasks an 

organization aimed 10 fulfil Were; also 

usually clear-cut. A central feature of 

bureaucracies, lor example, was adlier- 

rrusru to a defined set of responsibilities, 
and procedures foe carrying them out, 

Weber's view of bureaucracy was that of a 

self-contained unit I hat intersected with 

outside entities at limited and designa ted 

points. 

We have already seen how the physical 

boundaries of organir.alin-ns arc being 

went away by the capacity of new infor- 

nta Lion technology to tra nsec ltd cd untrirs 

and time zones. But the same process is 

also aflecting the work, that organizations 

do and file way in which dE is coordinated. 

Many organizations no longer operate as 

independent units, as they onee did A 

growing number are finding dial their 

operation* run more effecti vely when lhey 

are linked Info a web i>f complex relation - 

slope with other organizations and com- 

panics. No longer is there a clear dividing 

line between the organisation and outside 

groups. Globalization, information tech¬ 

nology and trends in occupational pat¬ 

tern!; alt mean that organizational boun¬ 

daries are more open and fluid than they 

once were. 

I n The Riseaf the Network Society (1996), 

Castrlls argues shat ihe 'network enter- 
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prise' is the organizational form best 

soiled to a global, information economy. 

By this, tic means that il is increasingly 

impossible for organizations - be they 

Large corporations or small businesses - to 

survive if they arc no! pari of a network. 

Whal enables the process of networking to 

occur is [lie growth of information tech¬ 

nology- organizations around the World 

are able to locate each other, enter readily 

Into contact and coordinate joint 

activities through an electronic medium. 

Caalells cites several examples of org.an- 

National networking and emphasizes that 
they have originated in diverse cultural 

and institutional contexts. According to 
Caatells. however, they all represent diff¬ 
erent dimensions of a fundamental 
process' - the disintegration of the tradi¬ 

tional, rational bureaucracy. 

Although there arc many examples of 

organizations as networks, Lei us consider 

an illustrative case. The sociologist 

Stewart Clegg studied the clothing relab¬ 

els bene tlon. At first glance, you migh t not 

think that Benetton, with its 5.000 outlets 

around the world, is particularly different 

from any other global fashion brand, but 

in fact Benetton is ail example of a partic¬ 

ular type of network organization I bat is 

inside possible by advances In information 

technology. The Benetton outlets around 
the world ore licensed franchises run by 

Individuals who are not employed by tsen- 
etton directly, hut who are part of a larger 
complex devoted to making and selling 
Benetton produces. 

The entire operation Is based on a 

network principle: the central Benetton 

firm in llaly subcontracts orders for prod¬ 

ucts to a variety of manufacturers based 

on demand from its franchises round the 

globe. Computers Link the various parts of 

the network, so that, at Che Couch of a till 

button at, for example, fhe Moscow outlet, 

information is relayed back to the head¬ 

quarters in Italy about the shipments ic 

needs. Whereas other international 

fashion retailers introduce identical sets 

of products into all their shops worldwide, 

Benetton's structure allows il Lo customize 

cutlers fur individual franchises. Rather 

than entering into regular contracts with 

suppliers, Benetton can react Lo the 

market anil call on its loose network of 

collaborating partners to provide services 
when needed (Clegg 1990). 

Is tire combination of infonmiiori tech¬ 

nology wllh networks taking us com¬ 

pletely away from Weber’s pessimistic 

vision of che future of bureaucracy? We 

should be cautious about such a view. 

Bureaucratic systems are more internally 

fluid titan Weber believed and are iu-c Leas - 

ingly being challenged hy other, less hier¬ 

archical farms of organization. But, as 

Ritzer shows in his thesis on the McDo- 

naldization of society they probably won't 

disappear altogether, like the dinosaurs. 

In the near future, there is Likely to be □ 

continuing push and pull between ten¬ 

dencies tuwards large size, impersonality 

and hierarchy in organizations on the one 

hand, and opposing Influences on die 
other. 

How do organizations and 
networks affect your life? 

Social capital; the ties that bind 

One of the principal reasons people join 

organizations is to gain connections and 

increase ihelr influence. The time and 

energy invested in an organization can 
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bring welcome returns. Patents who 

belong to a Patcnl-Tcacher Association, 

tor example, are more likely to be able (o 

influence school policy than those who do 

not belong. Tltc members know whom to 

call, what to say and how to exert pressure 

an school officials., 

Sociologists call these fruits of organiza¬ 

tional membership social capital, the 

social knowledge and connections (fiat 

enable people to accomplish tlieir goals 

and extend (heir influence. Alt lie ugh the 

Idea of social capital can be traced back to 
antiquity, ihe expression entered main¬ 

stream academic discussion in the |.ite 

ISUOs, In Europe, the concept was portico 
lo rl y associated with tlie French sociologist 
Pierre Eiourdien (whose use of the term is 

discussed in chap terfl, pp. 321 —41. The last 

decade has seen an explosion in the use of 

the term ‘social capital', sparked by the 

influential work nfthe American political 

scientist Robert Putnam [1995,- 2000/. 

Social capital includes useful social net¬ 

works, a sense of mutual obligation and 

trustworthiness, an understanding of the 

norms that govern effective behaviour 

and, in general, other social resou rces that 

enable people lo act effectively. For 

example, university students often 

become active m the student union or 

newspaper partly because they hope to 
learn social skills and make connections 

that will pay off when they graduate, They 
may. for example, get to Interact with lec¬ 

turers and administrators, who then will 

support them when they are looking for a 

job or applying for postgraduate courses. 

Differences in social capital mirror 

larger social inequalities. In general, for 

example, men have more capital (liar 

women, whites more than non-whites, the 

wealthy more than the poor The social 

capital gained from being educated at a 

public school, such as Eton or Harrow in 

the UK, is an important reason why many 

parents send their children there, but. as 

iit these eases the schools are single-sex 

and fee-paying, capital is limited to 

wealthy males, Attendance at these 

schools gives the pupils access lo powerful 

social, political and. business resources 

later in life, helping to extend their wealth 

and influence. Differences in social capim! 

can also be found among countries. 

According to the World Bank (ZOCH), coun¬ 
tries with high levels of social capital, 
where businesspeople can effectively 

develop the 'networks of trust" that foster 
healthy economies, are more likely to 
experience economic growth. An eyaniple 

is the rapid growth experienced by many 

East Asian economics in the 1900s, a 

growth some sociologists have argued was 

fuelled by strong business networks. 

Robert Pulnam completed an extensive 

study of social capital in the Untied States 

and distinguished two types of social 

capital: bridging social capital, which is 

outward-looking and inclusive, and 

bonding social capital, which is inward- 

looking and exclusive, bridging social 

capital unifies people across social cleav¬ 

ages, The capacity to unify people can be 
seen In such examples as the civil rights 
movement, which brought blacks and 

whites together In the struggle for racial 
equality, and inter-faith religious organ¬ 
ization*. Bonding social capital reinforces 
exclusive Identities and homogeneous 

groups: it can be found in ethnic fraternal 

organizations, church-based women's 

rending groups and fashionable country- 

clubs [Putnam 2000). 

People who actively belong to organiza¬ 

tions are more likely to foci ‘connected1; 
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they feel engaged, able to ‘make a differ¬ 

ence'. From the standpoint of the larger 

society, social capital, the bridging form in 

particular: provides people with a feeling 

that they are part of a wider community, 

and one that includes people who arc diff¬ 

erent from themselves. Democracy flour¬ 

ishes when social capital is strong. Indeed, 

cross-national stirVey evidence suggests 

that levels of civic engagement in the 

United Stales, where Putnam's research 

"iViis based, are among lire highest in ilie 

world (Putnam IMS, mm, But there is 
equally strong evidence that during the 
past thirty nr so years, the ties of political 

involvement, club membership and oilier 
forms of social and civic engagement that 
bind Americans ini one another have sig¬ 
nificantly diminished. Could il be that 
democracy is being eroded as a result? 

Bowling alone: an example of 
declining social capital? 

Putnam argued that participation in 

organizations provides many Americans 

with such social capital as the ability to 

coop crate wit h others for mulu al b mdi L, a 

sense of trust and a feeling of belonging to 

the larger Society. This kind of social 

Capital i s esStm Li al for effective cm Izv n ship. 
Yet. according to Putnam, these social ties 
are rapidly lessening in American society 

(see table Lb, l). One subtle but significant 

sign of this decline (Putnam l«95.2Q(W), is. 
seen In American bowling alleys: more and 
more people are bowling a lone these days. 

Putnam points, nut that league bowlers 

consume three limes as much beer and 

pizza as solo bowlers, a fact which suggests 

to him that the former spend more time 

socializing, perhaps even discussing civic 

issues. Bowling alone, according to 

Putnam (2000), is symptomatic of the loss 

of' eo mm unity to day: 

The most whimsical yet discomfiting evi¬ 
dence of social disengagement in contem¬ 
porary America lhat 1 have discovered is 
this; more Americans are howling today 
than ever hel lithi, bn I him ding in organized 

leagues lies plummeted in the last decade or 
so Between t&SO and 19SS the total number 
of bowlers in America increased by lb 
percent, while Ir-ngue bowling decTrasrd by 
40 percent, ijlwsl this bo liniughL a wholly 

trivial example. I should, note that neatly 80 
million Americans went bawling al llcasl 
once in 1993. nearly a third more than voted 
in the 1994 Congressional elections and 
muglil y [li t Kami: iilj pi he? as daim lual lend 
church regularly... .] 

For the first two-thirds of die twentieth 
century a powerful tide bore Americans into 
ever deeper cnipigrnu-nl in the llilc nflheir 

nmnn unities. hut a lew decades ago — 
silently, without warning- that tide reversed 
and we were ca'Hrtaken by a treacherous rip 
current. Without at firs1 noticing, we have 
burn pulled apart from one aiMltiri and 

I ruin out clou rltu Pities over Llle last thinli of 

die century. 

Putnam paints out that not only has 

bowling in organized leagues declined, 

but organizational memberships of all 

sorts have dropped by as much as 25 per 

cent since the 1970S. Jrt the USA, parent- 

teacher associations, the National Federa¬ 
tion of Women's Clubs, the League of 

Women Voters and the Red Cross have all 

experienced membership declines of 
roughly 5G per cent since the l&BOs. 
Putnam reports (hat in 1974. about one in 
four adults regularly volunteered his or 

her time in such associations; today, ihc 

number is closer to one in five. Social 

organizations such as the [.ions Club and 

Masons have also experienced member¬ 

ship declines. Along with these organiza¬ 

tional declines,, fewer people in the USA 
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Table I'M Twenty-year declines in polilkal and community participation, T973/4-1995/4 

Activity Percentage decline 

Service as an nflicer of sorne club or organiiatian tj 

Work lor a political party XI 

Service on a committee lor some local organization 39 

Attendance at a public meeting on town nr ached affairs 35 

Attendance at a political rally or speech 34 

D c live ry of a spe cch 24 

Writing to a congressman or senator 35 

Signing a petition 22 

f.1 embeiship in a 'better government' group 19 

Holding or running lor pol ideal atfice 16 

Writing a letter to the newspaper 14 

Writing an article for a magazine or newspaper 10 

ftirtii'cjpotforr in of teojf one of these 12 a cowries 25 

jGurcr: f.: In,’ n (ZULU]), p. 4S 

report that they socialize with rheir neigh - 
Ivn li o; iir Fc;e: I tbar most people can be 

tousled. 

Such declines in organizational mem¬ 

bership, neighbour I i ness and trust in 

general have hocn paralleled by a decline 

in democratic participation. Voter turnout 

in ptesidcntiaJ and parliamentary elec¬ 

tions in the USA fell considerably since its 

peak in the late 19GO-y (although it rose 

again during the highly polarized presi¬ 

dential elec lion between George Hush 

Punier and John Kerry in 20041. Similarly, 

attendance ill public meetings concerning 

education or civic affairs has dropped 

sharply since the 1970s, and three out of 

four Americans today toll pollsters that 
they either 'never' trust the government or 

do so only'sometimes' (Putnam 1995), 
Putn-im argues that even In those 

organizations with increased member¬ 

ship, such as the American Association of 

Retired Persons (AARIt with million 

members!, the statistics are deceiving: the 

vast majority of these organizations' 

niembers simply pay theii annual dues 

and receive a newsletter. Very few 

members actively participate, failing lo 

develop the social capital Putnam regards 

as an important underpinning of democ¬ 

racy. Many of the roost popular organiza¬ 

tions today, such as keep fit programmes 

or weight watchers' groups, emphasize 

personal growth mid health rather than 

collective goals [O benefit society as a 

whole. 

There are undoubtedly many reasons 

fur llicse declines, Pur one thing, women, 

who were traditionally active In voluntary 

organizations, are mote likely to hold a job 

than ever before. For another, people are 

Increasingly disillusioned with govern¬ 

ment amd less likely to think that their vote 

counts. Furthermore, people now spend 

more time com muting and so use up time 

and energy that might have been available 

for civic activities. Eiul Lhc principal source 

of decliningcivic participation, according 
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Eo Putna m, is. simple: television .Them any 

hours people upend at home alone in the 

USA watching TV has replaced social 

engagement in the community. 

Is Europe also soffering the same 

decline In so ci ill ca p i ta I? In a sn cvcy of the 

literature on social capital (2000). David 

lialpem. at ihe lime an adviser lu the 

British Prime Minister Tuny Blair. argued 

thal it would be wrong to assume that all 

countries are following America's declin¬ 

ing levels of social capital- I Saltern 

stressed that trends In social capital differ 

between countries and dial different indi¬ 

cators give a different picture- In general, 

Halpern found. Sweden, the Netherlands 

and Japan show stable or rising levels of 

social capital, whereas for Germany and 

Prance the indicators are more mixed. 

However, Halpern concludes rhai social 

capital in the UK, along with Australia and 

ihe USA, has declined significantly in the 

Last few decades. 

Evidence fu r a fall In social capital in the 

UK is manifold. In recent decodes the 

me mberetiip ofseveral im porta nl associa¬ 

tions in Ih iLain has fallen dramatically. In 

particular, trades unions, traditional 

Women's organizations - such as the 

Women’s Institute churches, youth 

groups and service organizations have all 

seem the I r memberships fall. There is also 
evidence that there is a steady decline in 

political engagement. Voter turnout in 
general elections fell from a peak of am per 
cent in 1951 <o Just 5ft per cent in 2001 
(before rising slightly in 2005). Only46 per 

cent of eligible voters turned out For the 

2004 European elections. As Halpern 

(2.G05) lias noted,, people In [lie (IK are also 

less likely to give money to charity than in 

the past, and less likely to trust their 

neigh bn mrs. The proportion of people 

describing their neighbourhood as one 

where people do things together and try 

to help each other1 tell from 43 per cent in 

\!J!5i to just 2fi percent in I HUB. 

Looking at Europe as a whole, the evi¬ 

dence for a decline in social capital is far 

more mixed than in the USA, Hubert 

Putnam, lire most influential of the theo¬ 

rists on social capital, is nut particularly 

hupeful. JLe writes: 'Some evidence sug¬ 

gests thal Europe Is about Lo follow the 

American pattern with a lag of a few 

decades. Europe may have a social capital 
"cold’ but not yet the full-blown Ameri¬ 
can "pneumonia".’ 

Conclusion 

The organizations and networks that 

people belong to exert an enormous in! I li¬ 

enee over their lives. As we have seen in 

this chapter, conventional groups appear 

to be losing ground in people's daily lives. 

For example, today's students are Jess 

likely to Join civic groups atid organiza¬ 

tions - or even vole - then were their 

parents, a decline that may well signal a 

Lower commitment to their communities. 

Some sociologists worry LhaL this signals a 

weakening of society Itself, which could 
bring about social I n stability. 

An we have also seen, the global, 

economy and Information technology are 
redefining group life In ways chat are now 
beginning to be felt- for instance, ihe 
older generation of workers is likely to 

spend much of their careers in a relatively 

small handful of long-lasting, bureau¬ 

cratic organizations: the younger genera¬ 

tion is much more likely to be part of a 

Larger number of networked, 'flexible' 

ones. Many cf today's group affiliations 
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will be creeled tlimu fih the Internet or 

through other fenns of communication 

that are developing all the time. It will 

becom e increasingly easy to conned witli 

Like-minded people anywhere on the 

planet creating geographically dispersed 

groups around the world, whose 

members may never meet each oilier 

face-lu-face 

How will these trends affect the quality 

of social relationships-? JHur neatly all of 

human history, must people have inter¬ 

acted exclusively with others who are 

close at hand. The Industrial Revolution, 

which facilitated the rise of large, imper¬ 

sonal bureaucracies where people knew 

one another pncrrly if at all, changed the 

nature of social interaction. Today,, the 

information revolution is once again 

changing human interaction. Ibmorrow’s 

groups and organisations could provide a 

renewed sense of communication and 

social intimacy - or they could spell 

further isolation arid social distance. 

Summary points 
1 All modern organizations are in some degree 

bureaucratic in nature. Bureaucracy is 

characterized by a dearly defined hierarchy 

of authority; written rules governing the 

conduct of officials (who work fulltime For a 

salary); and a separation between the tasks 
oF the official within the organization and life 

outside it, Members oF the organization do 

not own the material resources with which 
they operate. Max Weber argued that 

modern bureaucracy is a highly effective 
means of organizing large numbers of 

people, ensuring that decisions are made 

according to- general criteria, 

7. Informal networks rend to develop at all 

levels both within and between 

organizations. The study of these informal 

ties is as important as the more formal 

characteristics on which Weber concentrated 

his attention. 

3 The physical settings of organizations 

strongly influence their social features. The 

architecture of modem organizations is 

closely connected to surveillance as a means 

of securing obedience to those in authority. 

Surveillance reFers to the supervision of 

people's activities, as well as to the keeping 

of files and records about them. Self- 

surveillance reFers to the- way people limit 

their behaviour because of the assumption 

that they are under surveillance. 

4 The work of We ber a nd M khels 5de ntifi es a 

tension between bureaucracy and 
democracy, On the one hand, there are long¬ 
term processes of the centralization of 

decisisn-making associated with the 

development of modern societies. On the 

other, one of the main features of the past 

two centuries has been expanding pressures 

towards democracy. The trends conflict, with 

neither one in a position of dominance. 

5 Modern organizations have evolved as 

gendered institutions, Women have 

traditionally been segregated into certain 

occupational categories that support the 

ability of men to advance their careers. In 

recent years, women have been entering 

professional and managerial positions in 

greater numbers, but some believe that 

women have to adopt a traditionally male 

management style on order to succeed at 

top levels, 
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6 Large organizations have started to 

restructure themselves over recent years to 
become less bureaucratic and more flexible. 

Many Western Firms have adopted aspects of 
Japanese management systems: more 
consultation of lower-level workers by 

managerial executives; pay and responsibility 
linked to seniority; and groups, rather than 
individuals, evaluated Eor rheir performance. 

7. Two important forms of global organization 

are international governmental 
organizations: (ICOs) and international non¬ 

governmental organizations (IMGOs). Both 

play an increasingly important role in the 

world today, and IGQs - particularly the 

United Nations - may become key 

organizational actors as the pace of 

globalization increases. 

fl The modern economy is dominated by the 

large corporations. When one firm has a 

commanding influence in a given industry, it 
is in a monopoly position When a duster of 
Firms wields such influence, a situation of 

oligopoly exists, Through (heir influence on 
government policy and on the consumption 
of goods, the giant corporations have a 
proFound effect on people's lives. 

9 Corporations have undergone profound 
transformations in recent years because of 
Increasing world interdependence, or 

globalization. The modern corporation is 

increasingly an enterpnse web of many 

smaller firms linked together, rather than a 

single big business. 

10 Multi natioral or transnational corporati □ ns 
operate across different national boundaries, 
The largest Of them exercise tremendous 

economic power Half of (he one hundred 
largest economic units are not countries, but 
privately owned companies. 

i i New information technology is changing the 
way in which organizations work. Many tasks 
can now be completed electronically, a fact 
that allows organizations to transcend time 

and space. The physical boundaries of 
organizations are being eroded by the 
capabilities of new technology. Many 
organizations now work as loose networks, 
rather than as self-contained independent 

units. 

12 Networks constitute a broad source of 

relationships, direct and indirect, including 

connections tha t may be extremely 

important in business and politics, Women, 

ethnic minorities and lower-income people 
typically have less access to the most 

influential economic and political networks 

than do men in the UK, 

U Social capital refers to the knowledge and 
corrections that enable people to cooperate 
with one another for mutual benefit and 

extend their influence. Some social scientists, 
who have focused their studies on the USA, 
have argued that social capital has declined 

since the 1 970*5, a process they worry 

indicates a decline in commitment to civic 

engagement. 
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Questions for further thought 

1 WhaL arc- the advantages of being dealt wilts in a bureaucratic manner? 

2 Why du people in organizations su frequently depart from formal pruveduittT 

3 What dc schools, hospitals and prisons have in-common? 

4 Arc large organ izalinns "fundareien ta lly tain tad'1 hy m ala values? 

F> Flow do network organisations manage to he everywhere and nowhere? 

6 Why Is there such a complex relationship between bureaucracy and democracy? 

Further reading 

/.ygmuru Haumaii, Modernity ntui the Holocaust (Cambridge: Polity, 2CM):t). 

Manuel Casiefls, The Rise of the Network Society [Oxford; Blackwell, I99G). 

Stuart □eggr Modem Organizations. Oijfanization Studies in the Postmodern Woritl [London; 

Sago. 1090). 

Paul Du Gay. In Praise of Democracy: Weber, Organization, Ethics (London: Sage, 2000], 

David Lyon, The Electron ic Eye'- TheRiseofSirrveiiUjrtce Society (Cambridge; F-olitjv 1904). 

Internet links 

Center for the Sociology e*F Organizations It :N Ittv. Paris) 

h ttp:/ Avwwjcso.edu 

Electronic Journal of Radical Organ ization Theory, including back issues online 

h up-/ Avww. m ngt.wailt ato.ac.nz/rescarcti/cjTO U 

Foucault site 
11 rtp:/ Avww.qul .eel u .au/edu/cpol t femcaul t/1 mks.h on 

Social Capital Gateway 

h ttp:/ Avww.soekl ca pitalgatewai'.org/ 
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IpJ 19EU5 Shaun had IWo Veits left ill 

11rIrnary $cliool, lie was hard-working, 
poor, white and working class and had 
clear ideas shout his secondary educa¬ 

tions Tm gonna go to Westbnry because 
my mate Mark% going there and my girl¬ 
friend _Sultan Boys' is like one o f the 
worst schools around here, only tramps go 

there." A year later, Shaun was not so 

certain: ‘1 might not fret into Wesl bury cos 

it's siblings and how far away you live and 

[ haven't got any siblings I here and [ live a 

Little way out so I might have to go on a 

waiting list_I might go to Sutton Boys' 

instead 'cos all my mates are going there.' 

Shaun's headteacher Mrs Whittjoker. 

Imd Ll> I i.l him that We si bury would he far 

too risky a choice as he lived on the edge of 

its catchment area. Shaun and his. mother 

resigned themselves lo apply m g lt> Sul Lon 

Boys'- Shaun’s mother was bitterly disap' 

pointed. but she accepted the advice: 1 
could have wept at the thought of him 

going to Sutton, bur what choice dJd we 
have "cos Mrs Whlttickei said we didn't 

have any'?' Shaun a ml his m other worried 
about the reputation of Sutton Boys'. Ag 

fricih •- 
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Shaun Mid: 'Mymum and i think. 1 he stan¬ 

dards mij'hi he too low because people 

|llh1 bun k and everythi ng at Sulton.1 

Eiefore he be Rail secondary school, 

Shaun and his mother had 'loth of serious 

discussions' about haw Shaun could still 

do well at Sutton boys' despite its poor 

reputation. Maura, his mother, said: 

'We'Ve had surnu real heart to hearts. lie's 

putting a brave face on it but 1 can sec how 

worried he is. I've said you jiust have to 

Wo rk 1 W ice as hard to do Well i f you go to a 

school like that rather than somewhere 

like Westbury where the kids expect lo Ret 

on with their work instead of mucking 

about all the ciiiie,’ Shaun too. is deter¬ 

mined not 'to gel dragged down' ami will 

'work in u ch ha rder because li ke il's seen n - 

dary and the most important schooldays 

of your lift because that's when you're 

comiiiR up to your GCSEls'. 

Over the nest few years Shaun faced 

constant tension between being tough in 

the playground and hardworking in the 

classroom. Just before the move to secon¬ 

dary school, Shaun's main rationale for 

accepting that Sutton boys mighL be a 

reasonable school fur him was that lots of 

his friends were also Ruing there. At the 

end of his first term in secondary scliool 

Shaun says that his friendships with some 

people had ch anged, I le says that lie couId 
no longer he friends with David, Ids best 

friend from primary school, because 
whereas, before: 

WheneverDaVjil iv:ik ill 1 ront»le!ivi<ttsi ligtil 1 

was always there lu help ElUii. We iilv.'uv* 
helped each other or if someone need-ud us 
for a light Rut here now I'm not redly into 
fighting- Fighting ain't nolhing hut trouble 
.si: I In,1 arid keep) out ufit. - . . Fighting is li:r 
I he kids who OujlC wish I tu lean! acid don't 
want iodci w el L ai school and i don't want i® 
be like that. 

Shaun teas suspended twice from his 

primary school for iiRhling, and had a 

Local reputation for being "tough' which 

he saw as vital to sustain if he was to 

survive in Sutton Bays'. Yet in order to 

succeed academically, Shaun bad deliber¬ 

ately So set himself apart from the rest of 
his peer group; ‘All the other kids were 

spitting spil balls out of paper at the 

teacher and I just sat down and tried tu 

take no noticed The only other two boys 

'to keep their heads duWn and try and get 

on with their work' were outsiders' to the 

local male worklng-clsss culture. One was 
American and. In Shaun's words, 'dead 

clever’The other was Portuguese and his 
parents were actively looking to place him 
in another school- Shaun had continually 

to prove to his peers that he was sti II rea Uy 

'a lad’ and to avoid being reclassified as a 

'geek'. 

As a result, on the estate and in the play¬ 

ground. Shaun resurrected Itis old self, in 

contrast to his displays of hard-working, 

non-conformity in the classroom, He 

reclaimed a very different identity as 

'lough' and us 'a skilful footballer1, which 

redeemed - most of the time - his 'gecki- 

ness' in the classroom. This brought 

Shaun into conflict with his mother, who 

worried about hniu hanging Out With the 

wrong crowd. At secondary school, the 
tension between academic work and 

being one of the lads grew and Shaun 
wo u Id sometimes wish he wa s yo u nge r: 

llVrjteUmji ImuIit liEie;ms«! ike snme boys, 
yeah, like- cuuple af my friends, yeuh, 
they go 'Oh, you are teacher’s pet' and all 
that Right? WhalT Am I teacher's pci 
because I do my work and Idli you Ini to 
shut up when you ;tH! diking and mis™ is 
trying to talk? And they Ru, 'yeali £0 you'iu 
still a teacher's pet'. Well. If you don't Liken 
go away, inni t. 

>pyrighted material 
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•fsha un's s to ry, co M in a series of interviews 

with the sociologist Diane Reay between 

1997 and 200]. raises many issues that 

preoccupy lls in this chapter and we 

return to Shaun lit several points over Lhc 

coming pages. In particular, Shaun's 

account nf the transition from primary to 

secondary school raises questions about 

[he links between education and wider 

social structures, such as class and gende r 

(Reay 2002]. 
We begin Lius chapter with the Wider 

question; 'What Is education fort' before 
Investigating the origins and development 
of the educational system lit Britain and 

considering the recent political debates to 
which education has given rise, including 
several nf the issues that affected Shaun, 

such as parental 'choice" in secondary 

schools, school standards and howto cope 

with failing schools. We then review some 

of the main theoretical approaches to 

education before addressing Lhe question 

of inequalities in education, considering 

its intersection with gender, ethnicity and 

class. We also examine some of the ways in 

which education is being transformed 

through changes in technology and lhe 

new demands of Lhe global knowledge 

economy. The chapter will conclude with 

some thoughts Oil the nature of intelli¬ 

gence and lhe Importance of lifelong 
teaming. 

The importance of 
education 

Why is education an important issue for 

sociologists? For Duridieim, one or social - 

ogys founding figures, education played 

an important role in the socialization of 

children. 

Durkin?ini's Functionalist approach to 

sociology was introduced in chapter I. 

What is SociologyTi, pp. 12-14 

Most importantly, for Durkhcim. 

through education, and particularly by 

learning history, children gain an under¬ 

standing of the common values Lri society, 

until up a multitude of separate individu¬ 

als. These common values will include 

religious and moral beliefs, and a sense of 

self-discipline, Durkheim believes that 

education enables children to- Internalize 

tlie social titles tint contribute to the 

fnnctf nning n f sodety. 

Iit industrial societies, Durkheim 
argues (1925). education also has another 
function in the socialization of children: 

it teaches the skills needed to perform 

specialist occupations. In traditional 

societies, occupational skills could be 

learnt within the family. As society 

became more complicated and a division 

of Labour emerged in the production of 

goods, an education system developed 

that could puss on the skills needed Lo fill 

Lhe Various specLaUieed, occupational 

ro les. 

A different functionalist approach to 

education is found in the works of thu 

American sociologist Falcon Parsons, 
Whereas Durkheim was concerned with 
the way in which nineteenth ’Century 

French society was becoming Increas¬ 

ingly Individ ualis tic and argued that edu¬ 
cation created social solidarity, in the 
mid-twentieth century Persons believed 

that the function of education was to 

instil the value of individual achievement 

in a child. This value was crucial to the 

functioning of industrialized societies, 

but it could not be learnt in the family. 

Families treat children in a purlieu ia r way, 
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A child's status in the family is ascribed: it 

is largely fixed from birth. Eiy contrast, a 

child's status in school is largely achieved. 

In schools, children are assessed accord¬ 

ing to universalstandards, such as exams. 

For Parsons, the function nf education is 

Co enable children Id move from tlic parti¬ 

cularistic standards. of the family Co the 

universal standards needed Jn modern, 

ailu11 society. According to Parsons, 

schools, like wider society, largely operate 

On a meritocratic basis: children achieve 

their status according, to merit tor worth) 
rathet than according to their sex, race or 
class (Parsons and Bales 1Q5G). However, 

as we shall see. Parsons's vkw that schools 
operate on meritocratic principles has- 
been subject to much criticism. Sociolo¬ 

gists influenced by social conflict theories 

have highlighted the ways in which 

ascribed inequalities are reproduced in 

the education system. 

The importance ol education and peer 

relations in socialization Is discussed 

further in chapter Br 'Socialisation, the 

Life-Course and Ageing, pp. 167-3. 

Education in the UK 

Until a century and a half ago, and even 
more recently, the children of the wealthy 

were educated by private tutors. Most of 
the population had no schooling what¬ 
soever until the first few decades of the 
nineteenth century, when in European 

cnuntrlDS and the lirilcd Slates, systems 

of primary schools began to be con¬ 

structed. 

The process of industrialization and the 

expansion of the cities served fo increase 

demands fur specialized schooling. 

People now work In many different occu¬ 

pations, and work skills can iid longer be 

passed on directly from parents to chil¬ 

dren. The acquisition of knowledge 

becomes increasingly based on abstract 

learning (of subjects like maths, science, 

history, literature and so forth), raLher 

than cm the practical transmission of 
specific skills. In a modem society people 

have to be furnished with basic skills, such 

as reading, writing and calculating and a 

general knowledge of their physical, social 

and economic environment; and It Is also 
Important that they luiow how to learn, so 
that they am able to master new. some¬ 

times very technical, forms of informa¬ 

tion.. 

Origins and development 

Ait In i ugh the nindcrn educational system 

Hrsl took shape in most Western societies 

in the early part of the nineteenth century, 

Eritain was much more reluctant than 

most other countries to establish an inte¬ 

grated national system. LLy the mid- 1300s, 

Holland, Switzerland and the German 

states had achieved more or less universal 

enrolment iti elementary schools, hul 

England and Wales full far short of such a 

target. Education in Gotland was some* 

what more developed- 

Between 1670 (when compulsory edu¬ 

cation was first established in Britain) and 

the Second World War. successive govern¬ 

ments increased expenditure on educa¬ 

tion, The minimum school-Leaving age 

lose from ten to fourteen, and more and 

more schools were built, but education 

was not really considered to be a major 

area for government intervention. Most 

schools were run hy private or church 

authorities under the supervision of local 

pyrighted material 
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government hoards. The Second World 

War changed this attitude. Recruits to the 

armed forces were given ability and learn¬ 

ing tests: the results slartlert the author¬ 

ities by showing a low level of educations L 

skills, Concerned about prospects for 

post-war recovery, the government began 

Co rethink the existing educational system 

(Halsey 1907), 

In the years before 1944, the vast 

majority of liritish children attended a 

s i rig I e fre e scltuul, thee Le mentis ry s ch o o l. 

cmtlll the age of fourteen. Secondary 

schools existed alongside the elementary 

system, but parents had to pay. This 

system divided children clearly along 

LI nes o f soda I els ss - children fro m poorer 

backgrounds were almost all confined to 

elementary schooling. I jess than 2 per 

cent of the population attended univer¬ 

sity. The Education Act of 19‘i4 initiated 

several major changes, including free 

secondary education for a LI. the raising of 

the school-leaving age to fifteen and a 

commitment to equality of opportunity 

in education. Education became a major 

responsibility of elected local govern¬ 

ment. 

Asa result of the 1344 Ac L, the majority 

of local education authorities adopted 

academic selection as a means of provid¬ 

ing secondary education tailored to chi I 

die n s needs. Selection at the age of 

eleven - the age of transition from 

primary to secondary school - was sup¬ 

posed to sort out the more able children 

from the others, regardless of social back¬ 

ground. For most pupils, results in the so- 

called 'eleven-plus' examination deter¬ 

mined whether they went on to grammar 

schools [which provided a highly aca¬ 

demic curriculum) or to secondary 

modern schools (which had a mix of 

general and vocational learning). A 

minority of children also went either to 

technical schools or to special schools. 

The option of staying on at school until 

seventeen was available for alt those who 

were regarded as qualified and who 

wanted to continue their education, 

Lty the 19GCs - partly as a result of soci- 

o logical research il hud become clear 

Lhat the results of the eleven-plus system 

had not cumc up Eu expectations. The 

CroW tlier Report of 1353 showed that 

only 12 per cent of pupils continued in 

school until the age of seventeen, and 

early leaving was shown to he more 

closely related to class background than 

to academic performance. Hie Labour 

government that was returned to power 

in nili-t was committed to establishing 

comprehensive schools and to abolishing 

the division between grammar and sec¬ 

ondary modern, thereby also putting an 

end to the eleven-plus examination. The 

schools would thus mix together children 

of diverse class backgrounds. However, 

there was contusion over what the com¬ 

prehensive school should offer; 

'grammar schools for all' or a completely 

new type of education? No one solution 

was found to (he problem, ami different 

school;? and region* developed their own 

approaches. Some local authorities resh 

ted the change, and in a few areas 

grammar Schools still exist, 

Since the early ISffWs state education 
has been strongly affected by ihe Jolting 
transition from a situation in which labour 

power was in short supply and (here were 

demands on the schools to provide the 

skills die economy needed, in one in 

which there was too much - leading to a 

time of rising unempiayme ill and reduced 

government revenue. Educational expan- 

pyrighted material 
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Sion, which had characterized the whole 
of tin! post-svar period. was Suddenly 

replaced by contraction and attempts at a 

reduction in government expend It tire. 

The percentage of general government 

expenditure on education roue steadily 

from 7.3 per cent in 1933 to 13.3 percent 

L>y | $73. Bui by t$7« this figure had fallen 
to 12.2 percent, and, with the exception of 

a drop Lo I I per cent in the mid-l&BOs, 

education spending as a share of the 

government total has remained at around 

12 per cent ever since. (This figure, 
however disguises the iricFcus-es in ex.puil- 

diture on educitikui in recent years as total 

welfare spending increases; see pp. 633-5 
below. i 

Secondary education and politics 

Fdncatioti ha long heen a political bal [ le - 

ground and continues lo be so to this day. 

j't protracted debate has centred on the 

impact of comprehensive schooling - on 

k 
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The 'public' schools 

The public schools in Britain ate an oddity in 
mofe ways than one. They are not 'public' at all 
but,, on the contrary, private, fee-paying 
institutions. The degree of independence they 
have from the rest of the education System and 
the key rote they play in the society at large 
marks them out From the systems of other 
countries. There ate some private schools, often 
linked la religious denominations, mall Western 
societies, but in no other society are private 
schooleither so exclusive or so important as in 
the UK. 

Reform Act, all state schools have tn follow a 
standard national curriculum, which involves 
testing pupils at the ages of seven, eleven, 
fourteen and sixteen. Representatives from the 
foe paying schools wore involved in the Creation 
of the national curriculum. Yet these schools do 
not have to follow it. The fee-paving schools can 
teacn whatever they wish and have no 
ob ligation Lo Lesl children. Most have op Led to 
ruHow the national curriculum, but some have 
simply ignored it. 

The public schools are nominally 
subject. Co state supervision, but in fact 
few major pieces of educational 
legislation have effected them, They were 
■eft untouched by the 1944 Act, as they 
were by the selting up oF the 
comprehensive schools; and the brge 
majority stayed single-sex schools until 
relatively recently, rhere ere about 2,}gg 
Fee-paying schools in England, educating 
some b percent of the popu lation. They 
include a diversity of different 
organizations,from prestigious 
establishments such as Eton, Rugby or 
Charterhouse, through to so-called minor 
publ c schools whose names would be 
unknown to most people. 

Tho term public School' is limited by 
some educationalists to a group oF the 
major fee-paying schools. These include 
those schools which are members of the 
Headmasters' Conference (HMC), 
originally formed in 1B7V. Initially there 
were only fifty stimuli. In the Conf-ercrtcc. 
The number has now expanded to more 
than 240. Schools like those listed above 
- Eton, Rugby and the rest - are 
mem bees. Individuals who have attended 
HMC schools tend to dominate the higher 
positions in British society. A study by Ivan 
Reid and others, for example, published 
in S99!r showed that 94 per cent of 
fudges, 70 per cent of bjnk directors and 
49 per -cent of top civil servants had 
attended an, HMC school {Reid T991). 

Asa result of the 193o Education 

Eton College schoolboys in their very traditional school 
uniform. 
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educational standards and on inequalities 

in the wider society. Originally. compre¬ 

hensive education attracted support from 

both ends of Ihe political spectrum. 

However, it was the Labour government, 

as mentioned, which set the system into 

motion and therefore support for compre¬ 

hensive education has tended to be asso¬ 

ciated much more with lire political left 

that] with the right. The architects of com¬ 

prehensive education believed that the 

new Schools Would provide fur greater 

equality of opportunity than was possible 
in selective education. They did not give 
much thought t* the curriculum as such., 

being more concerned with equality of 
access. 

Education policy under the Conser¬ 
vatives. 1970-97 

When Margaret Thatcher became Prime 

Minister in IS7II, the Conservatives 

became more vocal in their criticisms of 

comprehensive schooling. They believed 

that grammar schools should not have 

been allowed more or less to disappear, as 

had happened with the introduction of 

the comprehensive system. Whilst many 

in the Labour Party during the post-War 

period had argued that grammar Schools 

were socially divisive. Conservatives were 

determined to create a greater variety of 

schools at the secondary level, with a eor- 

respondltigjy greater scope for parents tu 

choose the luiture of their children's edu¬ 

cation. 

In the late Minus. Maigarel Thatcher 

started speaking: of creating a ’revolution' 

in the running of schools. Suc h a revolu ¬ 

tion was due In dismantle Ihc giant com¬ 

prehensive system and reduce the power 

of the local education authorities diet 

were responsible for running them. The 

Thatcher 'revolution' in education can be 

understood in the contest of what she, and 

many of her supporters, saw as a wider 

economic and moral decline in British life 

that was evident hy the 1970s. She 

believed that the comprehensive system 

was failing to encourage family1 values 

and was producing students withoul ihc 

skills needed to create a vibrant and inter¬ 

nationally competitive economy. She also 

believed that the comprehensive system 

Was often run Inefficiently by unnecessar¬ 

ily large government bureaucracies. 

The lyttB Education Act introduced -sig¬ 

nificant reforms - some of which met with 

great opposition, A national curriculum 

was established which specified a univer¬ 

sal framework of teaching for the state 

sector. The Introduction of the national 

curriculum was strongly resisted by some 

groups in the teaching profession, who 

were opposed to such standardized 

testing and who felt the curriculum to be 

unnecessarily confining. Teachers took 

strike action against the tests in (he 

-summer of 1993. 

The IStBJl Education Act also introduced 

a new- system of school management, 

called the ‘local management of schools'. 

The devolution of the administration of 

schools was tu balance the Inevitable cen¬ 

tralization involved in the national curric¬ 

ulum- A new gjtsiip of City Technology 

Colleges iCrCsj and grant-maintained 

schools was also to be established. Grant- 

maintained schools would have the 

choice to 'opt out' of local authority 

control and receive funding directly from 

the state -effectively becomings business 

bunded from central government- They 

would also have the right to selec t up to 50 

per cent of their student intake on Lhe 

basis of ability. Critics claimed that this 

py righted material 
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would exaggerate existing inequality 

among schools and undermine the 

egalitarian principle of comprehensive 

schools, in 1992 a new funding agency was 

established which was gradually to take 

□vc r the provision of places in schools that 

opted out. Ln the White Paper detailing the 

tasks of tlie agency, the government said 

that it hoped 'that over lime all schools will 

have become grant-maintained* -in other 

words, would have Opted out. By 1993, 

however, only 1,0(H) schools had done so 

out of a total number of 23,000 ante 

schools. 

Evaluation 

With the ir-ffiR Act. the Conservative 
govern merit sought to introduce an 

element of market competition into edu¬ 

cation, as it had done in other spheres 

(sec chapter 10, pp. 370—I). 6c linn Is would 

become subject to the rules of supply and 

demand, competition and consumer 

choice. In general., the changes aimed to 

empower the ‘consumers' of education 

(parents and children) over the 'produc¬ 

ers' (the teachers). School heads were 

given greater (inaneial responsibilities, 

and schools were permitted to ‘opt out' 

from the control of local education 

authorities to become 'independent state 
schools'. League tables were Introduced, 
ranking i ho performance of schools. In the 

belief that this would instil competition, 
and allow parents to make an informed 

decision In choosing schools lor [heir chil¬ 
dren. 

Geivirtx ct al. (1995) examined the mar- 

ketization of the education system in a 

range of fifteen schools in three neigh¬ 

bouring Local Education Authorities 

(LEAs] in London. They found (hat the 

Conservative government's educational 

reforms were creating a shift from com¬ 

prehensive to market values within the 

education system. For example they 

argued that schools were particularly keen 

to ifttract children who were likely to do 

well in their GCSE exams, boosting the 

sdinars overall ranking in (he league 

Lables. Schools also increased Lhe ir efforts 

at marketing, for example by producing 

glossy brochures, even when this meant 

that funding had to be transferred, from 

less profitable areas, such as the Leaching 

of children with apodal Educational 
Needs {SEN). 

Gswirtz et a|.. focused their research on 

the issue of parental choice over which 

school their children went to, The 
research fo u nd ths [. con 11 a ry l o Pa i so ns’s 

understanding; of the education system as 

a meritocracy (examined above, 

pp. G8£-7), for many parents the choice 

over which school their child attended 

was severely limited, as we saw with 

Shaun's mother in Lhe introduction to this 

chapter, The researchers argued that the 

extent of school choice largely depends 

upon parents' social class and Cultural 

capital. 

The term 'cultural capital' was intro* 

duccd m chapter 9, ‘Stratification and 

Class', p. 322, 

They argued that it was possible to distin¬ 

guish I Lice broad groups of parents from 

their Ability to choose schools: 

I PjivUcg&if$kiiled dumsew are able to 

spend time looking at and researching 

the different options, and consulting 

widely with leachers And other parents. 

These patents arc also confident in 

using the appeals system if Lhcir child Ls 

not accepted at his or her first-choice 
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school. This .group would sometimes 

plan ahead, and make sure their child 

attends a primary school that is a feeder 

for a successful secondary school. 

1 Spfni-skilled choosers arc also engaged 

in actively selecting a sc he el. but are 

unable to engage in the market to the 

extern of the previous group. They don't 

have die same cultural resources, such 

as informed friends with knowledge of 

how the system works, to draw upon 

and are therefore less Confident about 

the process. As a group, they are less 
likely to appeal if their fiisi choice is 
rejected and more likely to accept news 

stories and hearsay about a school than 

the first group. 

A Discflnneciati choosers, while interested 

In their childrens welfare, tend to see 

schools as broadly similar, and often will 

leave the final choice tn the child. They 

have Its?, capacity to gel involved with 

the education market and will often 

choose the closest school. This choice 

might be the only feasible one if the 

parents do noL have a car and public 

transport is inadequate. 

F.durn lion polity u nder New Labour, 
1997- 

Tv the surprise of some, Including teach¬ 
ers' unions, some elements of the Con¬ 
servatives' education reforms have 

remained Intact under New Labour. For 
example, the remaining grammar 

schools have been left untouched, f deci¬ 
sion that has raised questions among 

scholars and educators who see grammar 

schools as substantia IJy loivcri ng the per¬ 

form an ee of loea I com prehensive schools 

by siphoning off the most able students. 

Also. New Labour has agreed with the 

Conservatives that mixed ability teaching 

within schools should be abandoned in 

favour of streaming or setting. [Schools 

iliac use streaming split pupils into 

several hierarchical groups according to 

ability, which then stay together for all 

lessons. Setting means putting pupils of a 

similar ability together for certain lessons 

- so that there can be different top and 

lower sets for maths and for English, for 

example.] The theory is that children of 

different abilities can progress aL the 

quickest possible rate for them l.see Gill- 

born and Voutidell's discussion of ‘the 

new IQIsm' below, pp. 723-ti. for a critical 
view of this). Under New Labour, gram- 

maintained schools, originally set up by 
the Conservatives, h^ve now become 
Foundation Schools, and arc back under 

the control of their [.ocaI Education 

Authorities. However, these schools 

retain a large degree of the Independence 

which they had previously had from 

centraland local government. 

On becoming Prime Minister in 1997, 

Tony Blair claimed that education, educa¬ 

tion and education' would lop his political 

agenda. Blair acknowledged that stan¬ 

dards of British schooling as measured fay 
international comparisons (see pp. 701-3 

below.1, were not high and that further 

educational reform Is a necessary priority. 
In a White Paper. Exwltence in Scfitwfc. 
published soon after arriving in office in 
1997, New Labour committed Itself to 

defending and modernizing comprehen¬ 
sive schools. The White Paper called for 
intervention to he limited in schools that 

succeed and creative ways In attain good 

results, but acknowledged the need Jor 

government intervention in Ihe case of 
schools with chronically sub-stand and 

performance. 

New Labour has introduced a number 
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of new and often controversial initiatives 

aimed at improving the perfdnnance of 

British state schools. Although state 

funding on education has risen since 19S7 

(see figure 17.1 )„ New [jbour has rejected 

many of the conventional arguments from 

teachers" unions and commentators on 

the left that poor educational perfor¬ 

mance is straightforwardly an outcome of 

inadcq uate spending and high conceit tra- 

(a - Hislorwai and loretasl education enenang in real Iwme, l97&'9-2&:‘7iie (2DW/5 ericas! 

ibi Historical and forecast education spending as a share of nalisoal income. i97e.'9-20D7''a 

Figure 17,1 Spending Pit education in the UK since 1979 

Source: Son^ mads 15 (2005), p. 17 
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linns of disadvantaged students In certain 

schools. A variety of approaches has been 

used In raise educational standards. Mew 

Labour has emphasized the importance of 

good teaching methods and slro mg Leade r- 

ship by head teachers as the keys to educa¬ 

tional reform. A National College for 

School Leadership was--officially launched 

in November 2DtMJ. aimed at providing 

cnrccrdevelopincnt and supportfbrexist- 

bag and aspiring school Leaders. 

in primary schools. Literacy and Numer¬ 

acy Strategies: were introduced, to ensure 
that all children gained a solid grounding 
in core subjects The introduction dally 

literacy and numeracy hours was an 
Important parr of this, dedicating time to 

the dci. I’Ll pi ip; :d skill?. Ill II lid.r-H' la’ul 

maths. The literacy and Numeracy Strate¬ 

gics have now been expanded to form a 

Primary Strategy, which sets out standards 

in English, mal henna tics anti science. 

There has been a move towards encour¬ 

aging competition and diversity amongst 

schools in order to drive up standards. 

Grant-maintained schools, as we saw 

above, have become Foundation Schools 

and have retained a high degree of inde¬ 

pendence, Specialist schools have been 

introduced which focus on particular 

areas of the curriculum., technology, arts 
or maths, for example. These schools aw 
allowed to select up to 10 per cent of their 

Intake according to a pupil's ability in 
these specialist areas. 

City Academies have also lieen created 

in deprived areas and are heavily oversub¬ 

scribed. At the starl of 2Q0J/5 them were 

seventeen of them across England. Spon¬ 

sors from the private or charitahle sector 

provide 2ft percent of the start-up costs of 

an academy, up to a maximum of two 

million pounds. The state then pays the 

rest. The sponsors then run the academy, 

which is funded by the taxpayer. Several 

companies, ini’I tiding private schools and 

religious groups, have shown an interest 

in running academies. The schools arc 

free for pupils, who must be chosen from 

the Local comm unity, However, critics 

claim thisl the government's generous 

funding of academics dm ins resources 

from other schools, New Labour has also 

been rigorous in its policy of school 

Inspections. Where schools are deemed to 

be fulling, government agencies are able 

to intervene directly to take over the 

running of the school. In some cases, 

falling schools have reopened as City 

Academies. 

Several measures designed to end 

poverty have an effect on education. Eoi 

example, Education Action /ones were 

created in areas of high deprivation. 

Under this scheme, schools, Local author¬ 

ities and local businesses were asked to 

get together to discuss ways of tackling 

the problems of under-achievement in 

deprived areas. In these zones, money 

from government and the private sector 

could be used to attract more teachers 

through offers of higher pay, and tackle 

wider problems associated with social 

exclusion, By 2Q(H there were forty-seven 
Education Action Zones across England, 

Social exclusion and education are dis¬ 

cussed in more detail below, on 

pp. 7*1-3. Social exclusion is also a 
theme of chapter 10. 

Higher education 

There are large differences between soci¬ 

eties in the organization oF higher educa¬ 

tion (education after school, usually at 
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Globalization and everyday life: lifelong learning 

New tachnologios and the rise of lha knowledge 
economy are transforming traditional ideas 
about work and education. The sheer pace of 
technological change is creating a much more 
rapid turnover of jobs Ilian once was the case. 
As we have seen in this chapter, and Mil See 
again in chapter 16 ('W&rfc and Economic Life')., 
trai ning and Ike attainment of qualifications is 
now ocCuming Throughout people's fives, rather 
than just once early in life. Mid-career 
professionals are choosrng to update their skills 
through continuing education programme? and 
internet-based (earning. Many employers now 
allow workers to participate in on-the-job 
training as a way of enhancing loyalty and 
i m p roving 1 he c o m pa ny ski lls b ase. 

As out society continues to transform, the 

traditional beliefs and institutions that underpin 
it arc: dlsu undergoing change. The idea of 
education - implying the structured 
transmission of knowledge wi'thin a formal 
institution - is giving way to a broader notion of 
'learning' that takas place in a diversity of 
settings. The shift from 'education' 10 'learning' 
is not an inconsequential one, Learners aie 
active, curious social actors who can derive 
ins ghis from a multiplicity ot sources, not just 
within an institutional setting. Emphasis on 
learning acknowledges that skills and 
knowledge can he gained through all types of 
encounters - with friends and neighbours, at 
seminars and museums, in conversations at the 
local pubr through the Internet and other media, 
and so forth. 
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Tin.' siiTfr in emphasis towards life-long 
learning can already be seen within schools 
themselves, where there is a growing number of 
opportunities for pupils to learn outside the 
confines cd the dossroum, The boundaries 
belween schools and ihe outside world are 
h making down, not only via cyberspace, but in 
the physical world as well, 'Service learning',. tor 
example, has become a mainstay of many 
American secondary schools. As part of their 
graduation re-qui cements, pupils devote a certain 
amount of time to volunteer work in the 
community. Partnerships with iocal businesses 
have also become commonplace ir the UK and 
U5A, fostering interaction and mentor 
relationships between adult professionals and 
pupils. 

Lifelong learning should and must play a role 
imthe move towards a knowledge society. Not 
only is it essential to a well-Etamed, motivated 
workforce, but learning should also be seen in 
fclatiun to wider human values. Learning is both 
a means and an end to the development of a 
rounded and autonomous setf-education in the 
sendee of selt-developmerit and seif- 
understanding. There is nothing utopian in this 
idea; indeed, it leffeets the humanistic ideals uf 
education developed by educational 
philosophers, An example already in existence is 
the 'university of the third age', which provides 
relrnec people with the opportunity to educate 
themselves as they choose, developing whatever 
irite rests they care to follow. 
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university or college]. In snmc countries, 

all universities and colleges are public 

agencies, receiving their funding directly 

from government sources. Higher educa¬ 

tion in France,, for instance, is organized 

nationally, with centralized control being 

almost as marked as in primary and sec¬ 

ondary education. All course structures 

haVe to be Validated by a national regula¬ 

tory body responsible to the Minister of 

11 igher Education. Two types of degree can 

be gained, one awarded by the individual 

university, the other by the state, National 
degrees are generally regarded as more 
prestigious and valuable than those of 

specific universities, since they are sup¬ 
posed to conform to guaranteed uniform 
standards. A certain range of occupations 

in government arc only open to the 

holders of national degrees, which arc also 

favoured by most industrial employers. 

Virtually all teachers in schools, colleges 

and universities in Trance arc themselves 

state employees. Kates a f pay and the 

broad framework of teaching duties are 

fitted centrally. 

The United States is distinctive among 

developed countries in terms of the high 

proportion of colleges and universities 

that are in the private sector. Private 

organizations make up 54 per cent of 

organization* of higher education in the 

United Slates. These include some of the 

most prestigious universities, such as 
Harvard. Princeton and Yale, The distinc¬ 
tion between public and private in Ameri¬ 

can higher education, however, is not as 

clear-cut as is the case in other countries. 

■Students at private universities arc eligible 

for public grants and loans, and these uni¬ 

versities receive public research funding. 

Public universities often possess substan¬ 

tial endowments, and may he given dona¬ 

tions by private firms. They also often 

obtain research grants from private indus¬ 

trial sources. 

The system in Britain 

The liritish system of higher education is 

considerably more decentralized than 

Lhat of France, but mure unitary than that 

of the USA. Universities and colleges tin.: 

government financed, and teachers at all 

levels of the educational system have their 

salaries determined according to na tional 

wage scales. Yes there is considerable 
diversity in sin- organization of Institu¬ 
tions and curricula. 

There were twenty-one universities in 
Britain In the immediate pre-war period. 
Most of the universities at this rime were 

very small by today’s standards, fn SM7, 

the total number of undergraduates in 

British universities was only slightly 

greater than the number of full-time uni¬ 

versity academic staff in I9£l {Halsey 

2000). Between Ifl'tS and I97G Lhc higher 

education system in Britain grew to be 

four times as large. The older universities 

were expanded, and! new universities - 

labelled ‘red-brick1 - were built (such as 

Sussex, Kent. Stirling and York), A binary 

system was set up with the creation of 

polytechnics. This second layer of higher 
education became relatively large, com¬ 
prising some four hundred colleges 

offering a wide range of courses. The poly • 
technics concentrated more on vocational 
courses than the universities. The Council 

for National Academic Awards was 

created as a validating body to ensure that 

their degrees were of a uniform standard. 

Today, British institutions of higher 

education have what has sometimes been 

called a ‘standard coinage’. This means 

that a degree from Leicester or Leeds, at 
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Undergraduate: 
Fidl-Ome 

— Undergraduate 
Parti-tima 

Postgraduate: 
Fuii time 

Postgraduate: 
Furl-Urne 

Figure 1 J.7 Students in further and higher education: by type of course, lS7D-2aai 

jOWrce: Social Trend's J4 ( Jl.11.14). p. 44 

least in theory, is of the sains standard as 
otic from Cambridge, DsFortl or London. 
Vcl Oxford and Cambridge are noted for a 

highly selective intake, about half of 
whom come From 1'ec-paying ;,i. bools. An 

Oxford or Cambridge degree confers a 
greater chance of a profitable career than 
a qualification, from most other univer¬ 

sities. The number of Hrilish Students in 
higher education has grown significantly 
from a century ago. Ln 1300 *'! there were a 

mere 25,0(10 students in full-time higher 
education. By 1371 (he number hud 
increased more than eighteen times to 
457, nw, and tills figure lies continued to 

grow substantially since (as figure 17.2 
shows}. By ZOO 1/2 there were almost 1.2 

million luII-time undergraduate students 
in higher education In the (IK. The 
number of students enrolled in part-time 
undergraduate and postgraduate courses 

at higher education institutions has also 
Increased enormously. 

Social class background influences the 

likelihood of a person carrying on into 

higher education. Despite increasing from 
a participation rate of 1L per cent in 
1991/2 to 19 percent in 2001/2, participa¬ 

tion From the working class remains well 
below that of students From non-manual 

classes. Participation rales for the non- 
manual social classes increased from 35 
per cent to 50 per cent u-ver the same 

period (see figure 17,3}. The debate about 
access !□ education for the children of 
working-class parents lias been central to 

the debates about how higher education is 
funded. 

The debate about funding 

White the number of students m higher 
education has expanded massively, 
government spending has not grown at 
the same rate. The result has been a crisis 
in funding for higher education (see Figure 
17.4}. Funding in British universities per 

student fell by 29 pei cent in real terms 
between 1 fi7#5 and 19G9, and by a further 
39 per cent between 19G9 and 1993. A 

report issued in 1997 by the National 
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Figure 173 Participation rates in higher education in Britain: by social class, 1991-2007 

Sauna?: Sadat rrcnrfs $4 £3004), p. 4-5 

fkiiiimitree nf Inquiry into Higher EJuca- 

cion concluded Idol the expansion and 

improvement of higher education would 

he impossible under existing Funding 

arrangements. 

At the heart of the debate about higher 

education funding is the question of who 

pays. The two main possible sources of 

Large-scale investment into universities 

are the general taxpayer and those who 

experience and benefit from higher edu¬ 

cation: the students. Some argue that, 

given Lite social and economic benefits 

dial higher education provides society 

with, the gap in university funding 

should be met by the taxpayer. Where 

would we he without university-trained 

medical professionals and teachers, for 

example? 

Others counter that there should be a 

Limit to which those taxpayers who do not 

go to university should have to pay for 

those who do. Graduates enjoy many 

□> 
D6 

Figure I 7.4 Publidv planned Fundiog per FTE HE 

student in England, 19S39-20CH (at 1999-2000 prices.} 

.Source: <wwwplflnningjfjd.uk/pub/En^i«ti_put>lic_Furulinghtm> 
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career advantages - financial and ron- 

(inancial - dial nan-graduates do not. A 

recent survey found that Eiritish graduates 

earn 59 per cent more than non-gradu¬ 

ates,. one of the highest premiums for 

gaining a degree in developed countries 

(tiBCU, 2004). Although the New Labour 

administration lias increased funding for 

higher education from thu general tax¬ 

payer it has largely accepted the argument 

dial students, as the primary beneficiaries 

of a university education, must pay a 

greater share of their university costs. 

A decision was made that from the 
l99fU3 academic year, students enrolling 

in higher education institutions In the UK 
were required to contribute a fee (set at 
£1,000 a (erm at the time) towards their 

tuition emits. However, many people 

argued dial having lo pay fees as they 

entered university would deter students 

from poor backgrounds from applying, as 

well ok alienate many middle-class 

parents, who resented having to pay out 

such large sums of money in one lumpsum. 

Asa result, up-front payment of tuition 

fees has row been abolished In the UK. 

From 2000. universities are allowed to 

charge up lo £3,000 a year in ‘top-up fees' 

for undergraduate courses. Students will 

repay the money on a zero-rate of real 

interest loan, after they graduate and are 

earning mo re than a set a mount, currently 

set at £15,090, Students are still able tu 
lake out loans to cover living expenses, 

and these will be repaid along with the 
Loan for the fees. A graduate's debt will lie 

written off after twenty-five years if i t is not 

repaid, in order lo safeguard people who 

don't wort or who go into low-paid profes¬ 

sions. 

Some people have criticized the idea 

that some universities arc free Lo charge 

higher fees than other's. They aryuc that 

prestigious universities will he able to 

charge more, attract belter staff and gel 

belter facilities, and they fear that a two- 

tier system will develop. They argue ihai 

students from low-income families would 

opt for the cheaper universities and 

courses. Many critics of (he policy don’t 

believe that fees at the most prestigious 

universities will stay at £3,000 for long. 

Ministers have responded Lo Lhis criti¬ 

cism by making a commitment nut lo 

ra ise the £3,1)09 limit on annual fees until 
29IH At the earliest, and even then it will 

require a voie in both houses of parlia¬ 

ment- The government lias also created 

tire Office for Fair Access (Offa). to make 
sure dial m university can charge high 

fees without widening access for working- 

class and ethnic minority students. Grants 

have also been reinstated for the poorest 

thi n! of stu dents a ltd a suhsta nl ial p m po r- 

tion of their fees have been waived. The 

government has also promised that an 

independent review of lop-up fees will be 

held after three years. 

Comparative perspectives on 
British education 

How does the British education system 
compare to that overseas? It Is difficult to 
draw dlreci comparisons internationally, 

for there are wide differences between 
countries, both In the number of years 
children arc expected lo he In school 
and in ways of organizing educational 
system s. 

Compared with the other wealthy coun¬ 

tries: ihai form the Organization of Eco¬ 

nomic Cooperation and Dcvelopmcnl 

(OECD), the UK has a high proportion of 

young children in education ! 81 percent 
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df 3-4-year-olds). The [JK also ranks 

highly in lends of spendlng per prs- 

primary school child (US$7,535 per pupil 

per year com pared with an OECD average 

of 0534,137). However, the ratio at'pupils 

to teaching staff at the pie-primary level in 

the United Kingdom is, al.27:1 , the highest 

among OECD countries [which have an 

average of just 15:1) 

At primary school, expenditure pur pupil 

Is slightly below the GECD average. On tire 

oliter hand, pupils spend Lunger In school 

than hi oilier countries (W59 hours in 

England and 1,000 hours in Scotland for 

9-11-year-olds for example, well above the 

0 CCD itveragje of 75Z and bus]tours respec¬ 
tively). There are also reasonably high 

ratios of pupils lo reaching staff in the UK 

system 120:1 in the United Kingdom com¬ 

pared with 17:1 at IhcOECD average Icvcll. 

Al secondary school, expenditure pci 

student is again he low the OECD average 

[USES,933 compared to US$6,510]. Here, 

unlike in primary schools, the pupil to 

teaching staff ratio is, at 15:1, only slightly 

above the OECD average of 14:1. 

In tinu with ihu policies of both the Con¬ 

servative government after 1979 and New 

Labour after 1907, discussed above 

(pp, fi93 5), schools in England have a 

comparatively strong role In decision- 
making, It has been calculated that 95 per 

cent of all decisions Analysed by the sur¬ 

veyors were taken At school level, com¬ 
pared to a much lower OECD average of 42 
per cent [OECD £004), 

Flow do these statistics relate to educa¬ 

tional achievement when compared wild 

similar countries? A large-scale survey of 

IS-year-olds- in OECD countries carried 

out by the Programme for International 

Student Assessment has found that UK 

teenagers compare reasonably well with 

those from other countries in terms of 

proficiency in reading, maths and science 

(see tabic 17.11. In reading, English stu¬ 

dents achieved similarly to those in Aus¬ 

tralia, Japan and Sweden, for example, and 

scored slgnifica nlly better (ham Era ncc and 

Germany, In only two countries, Finland 

and Canada, did 15-year-olds do signifi¬ 

cant ly bet ter I h an in England (PISA. 20OU). 

English students also did significantly 

better than the OECU average in buth 

mathematical anti scientific literacy, aver¬ 

aging 529 and 533 points respectively 

similar so the scores from Australia. 
Canada. Finland and New Zealand- Only 

Japan and Korea did significantly better in 

both mathematical and scientific literacy 
and only Korea In scientific literacy. 

English students did much better in both 
maths and science than students in. for 

example, Denmark, Ireland, the USA and 

Germ any. 

Tn England, girls scored significantly 

higher than boys in reading literacy - a 

finding that was repeated in ail the partic¬ 

ipating countries (differences in gender 

Achievement Sr the UK are discussed in 

more detail below, pp, 715-201. The rela¬ 

tive disadvantage of boys was smaller in 

England than in most other Countries. 

Gender differences were not Indicative of 
a country's good or poor performance In 

the assessment overall. The two countries 

with the smallest differences between 
boys and girls were Korea and Mexico; the 
former had a similar score lo that of 
Engla nd, whereas the latter h ad tli a lowest 

literacy score of all the participating coun¬ 

tries. In both maths and science gender 

differences were much less marked than 

in reading. In England, boys scored 

slightly higher than girts, on average, hut 

the differences were minor (PISA, 2QOO|. 
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Theories o! schooling and 
inequality 

As we saw from Shaun's stury .:H. Lhc tiiart of 

this chapter, education and inequality ant 

vela ted. Shaun came from a poor back¬ 

ground, and. didofl gel into the school his 

mother warned him to. tie then had to 

struggle to get on in class, when roost of 

his friends were mi interested or even 
hostile io academic achievement. This 
section reviews a number of different 

ways In which sociological theorists have 

attempted to account for social inequal¬ 

ities in education. They can all be seen as 

concerned with 'social reproduction' in 

and through education, hut in ralher diff¬ 

erent ways, ivan TLlieh stresses the effects 

informal processes al work through, what 

he rails, 'the hidden curriculum': Basil 

Bernstein emphasizes the significance of 

Language; Pierre Buunlieu examines the 

relationship between the cultures of 

school and home; and Paul Willis looks at 

the effects of cultural values in shaping 

pupil attitudes to education and labour. 

Tire later thinkers discussed In tills 

section, Robin fisher and Richard 

Edwards, draw upon all these Ideas in 

various wavs, but develop them Further in 

terms of culture and the complexities of 

Identity construction (including sexuality 

and ethnicity) in the modem world, it 

should be noted how strongly cultural 

issues aie Focused upon lltese different 

approaches. 

Ivan li!ich:the hidden curriculum 

One of the most controversial writers on 

educational theory was Ivan IJLicit 

C192G-2002). He is noted for his criticisms 

of modem economic development, which 

lie described as a process whereby previ¬ 

ously self-sufficient people arc dispos¬ 

sessed of their traditional skills and made 

to rely on doctors for their health, teachers 

for their schooling, television for their 

entertainment and employers for their 

subsistence, 

Mich's views on health were discussed 

in chapter 8, 'Health, Illness and Disabil¬ 

ity', p. 2&2. 

ILLleh 11973] argued that the very notion 

of compulsory schooling - now accepted 

throughout the world - should Bre ques- 

tkmed- lie stressed the connection 

between the development of education 

and the requirements of the economy for 

discipline and hierarchy, lie argued that 

schools have developed to cope with four 

basic tasks: the p revision of custodial care, 

the distribution of people among occupa¬ 

tional roles, the learning of dominant 

values and the acquisition of socially 

approved skills and knowledge. In relation 

to the first, the school has become a custo¬ 

dial organization because attendance is 

obligatory, and children are 'kept off the 

streets' between early childhood and their 

entry in Lo wo rk. 

Much is learnt in school which has 

nothing to do with tire formal content of 

lessons- Schools tend to inculcate what 

[Rich called 'passive consumption’ - an 

u ticrirlcal acceptance of tire existing social 

order - by the nehtre of tire discipline and 

regimentation they involve.These lessons 

arc not consciously taught: they are 

implicit in school procedures and organ¬ 

ization. The hidden curriculum teaches 

children that their role in life is 'to know 

their place and to sit still in it' (Illieh 1973). 

ILIidi advocated dcsclhooling society. 

y right 
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Literacy in global focus 

Literacy is the baseline' of education. Without it, 
schooling cannot proceed. We take it for granted 
in the West that the majority of people ore 
literate, bu^ as has been mentioned, this is only 
a recent development in Western history, and in 
previous times no more than a tiny proportion 
□f the population had any literacy skills. 

In seme countries only a small minority of the 
population have any reading or writing skills. 
This tan be partially explained by ihe absence of 
universal education in some countries, Tel even 
it the provision of primary schooling were to 
increase with the level of population growth, 
illiteracy will not be much reduced! for many 
years, because a high proportion of illiterates are 
adults The absolute number those wh o 
cannot read or write iis actually rising. 

Illiteracy has a strong gender dimension, 
especially in the poorest countries of the world, 
Nigh rates of female illiteracy are linked strongly 
to poverty, infant mortality, high fertility rates 
and low levels of economic development. A 
combination af traditional culture and economic 
pressures keep many girls out of school: rural 
families tend to be more traditional and less 
supportive of women's education. But in large 
Families, it is expensive to educate all the 
chilldrenr so girls are often sacrificed in favour of 
educating boys. 

Although many countries have instituted 
literacy programmes,, these have made only a 
small contribution to a problem of large-scale 
dimensions. Television, radio and the other 
electronic media can be used, where they are 
available, to skip the stage of learning literacy 
skills and convey educational programmes 
directly to adults. But educational programmes 
are usually I ess popular than commercialize d 
entertain men!. 

During the period of Colonialism, the colonial 
governments regarded education with some 
trepidation. Until the twentieth cenlury, most 
believed indigenous populations to be too 
primitive to be worthy of educating. Later, 
education was seen as a way of making local 
elites responsive to European interests and ways 
of life, But to some extent, the result was to 
Fome nt discoutsnt a nd rebellion^ since the 

majority of those who led anti-colonial and 
nationalist movements were from educated 
elites who had attended schools cr colleges in 
Europe. They were able to compare first-hand 
the democratic institutions of the European 
countries with the absence oF democracy in (heir 
lands of origin. 

The education that the colonizers introduced 
usually pertained to Europe, nolle the colonial 
areas themselves. Educated Africans in the 
British colonies knew about the kings and 
queens of England, read Shakespeare, Milton 
and the English poets, but knew next to nothing 
about their own countries' history or past 
cultural athievements. Policies of educational 
reform since the end of colonialism have not 
completely altered the situation even today. 

Partly as a result of th e I ega cy of coto n ia I 
education, which Was not directed towards the 
majority oF the population, the educational 
system in many developing countries is top- 
heavy: higher education is disproportionately 
developed, relative to primary and secondary 
education. The result is a correspondingly 
overqualified group who, having attended 
colleges and universities, cannot find white- 
collar or professional jobs. Given the low level of 
industrial development, most of the better-paid 
positions are in government, and there are not 
enough of those to go around, 

In recent years, some developing countries, 
recognizing the shortcomings of the curricula 
inherited from colonialism, have tried to redirect 
their educational programmes towards the rural 
poor. They have had limited success, because 
usually there is insufficient funding to pay for the 
scale of the necessary innovations. Asa result, 
countries such as India have begun programmes 
of self-help education. Communities draw on 
existing resources without creating demands for 
high levels oF Finance. Those who can read and 
write and who perhaps possess job skills are 
encouraged to take others on as apprentices, 
whom they coach in their spare time. 

The Imks between literacy and development arc 
also discussed in thupler 1 ir '{jlutwil lnequ*lilyJ, 
pp. 39B-U0D. 

vriahte 
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Compulsory schooling is a relatively 

recent invention, lie pointed ou t : there is 

no reason why it should he accepted as 

somehow inevitable. Since schools do not 

promote equality or Lhc development ol 

Individual creative abilities, why not do 

away with them in tfcieii current form? 

litich did not mean by this thar all forms of 

educational organization should be abol¬ 

ished. Everyone who wants to learn 

yrighted material 
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should he provided with access to avail¬ 
able resources - at any lime in clieir lives, 

not just in their childhood or adolescent 

years. Such a system should make it pos¬ 

sible for knowledge to be widely diffused 

and shared, not confined to specialists, 

learners should not have to submit in a 

standard curriculum, and they should 

have personal choice over whal they 

study. 

y rights aterial 
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What all thi s means in practical terms is 

not wholly clear. In place of schools-, 

however. Iliich suggested several types 

of education a 1 framework. Material 

resources for formal Learning would be 

sinned in libraries, rental -agencies* labora¬ 

tories and information storage banks, 

available to any student, 'Communica¬ 

tions networks' Would be sol up, providing 

data about the skills possessed by difler- 

ent individuals and whether they would 

bu willing to train o there or engage in 

mutual kaml tig. activities, Stude tuts would 

be provided with vouchers, allowing them 

to use educational services as, and when 

they wished. 
Are iliese proposals wholly utopian? 

Marty would say so. Vet if, as looks pos¬ 

sible, p aid wo rk is subsea min I ly red uced o r 

rcstrucl u red in the fu turc, they a ppear less 

unrealistic. Were paid employment to 

become less central to social life, people 

might instead engage in a wider variety ol 

pursuits. Against this backdrop, some of 

lllich's ideas make good sense. Ethical ion 

would not be just a form of early training, 

confined to special irisLiluLions-, but would 

became available Bo whoever wished to 

Eake advar Lage of it. 

I Hick's ideas of the IE)7Ds became fasli- 

kt ruable again wl tli the rise o f i tew oomiuu - 

nications technologies. As we have seen, 
some believe that computers and line 

Internet can revolutionize education and 
reduce Inequalities. 

Basil Bernstein: language codes 

Like Lllich, the sociologist basil Bernstein 

was interested in the way in 

which education reproduces inequalities 

in society. Drawing on conflict theory 

(introduced on pp, H—17J hem stein 

(197S) era mined inequality in education 

through an analysis nf linguistic skills. In 

the 1970s Bernstein argued ilia! children 

from varying backgrounds develop differ¬ 

ent codes, or forms of speech, during their 

early lives, which affect their subsequent 

school experience, Hr was not concerned 

with differences in vocabulary or verbal 

skills, as these are usually thought of; his 

interest was in systematic differences in 

ways id using language, particularly in the 

contrast between poorer ami Wealthier 

children. 

The speech of working-class child ten. 

Bernstein contended, represents a 

H'.-A rioted code -a way of using language 

containing many unstated assumptions 
that speakers expect others to know. A 

restricted code i s a type of speech tied to 

its own cultural setting. Many working- 

class people live in a strong familiaL or 

neighbourhood culture, in which values 

and norms are taken for granted and not 

expressed in language. Parents lend to 

socialize their children directly by the use 

of rewards or reprimands to correct their 

behaviour. Language in A restricted code is 

more suitable for communication about 

practical experience than for discussion of 

more abstract ideas, processes or relation¬ 

ships. Ilcstrlcted code speech is thus 

characteristic of children growing up in 
lower-class families, And of the peer 

groups In which they spend their dine. 

Speech Is oriented rn the norms of the 
group, without anyone easily being able to 

explain why they follow the patterns nf 

behavin u r they do. 

The language development of middle- 

class children, by contrast, according to 

Bernstein, involves the acquisition of an 

elaborated code - a style of speaking in 

which the meanings of words can be indi- 

pyrighted material 
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Children who have been given reasons and explanations for their behaviour me more likely tu be able 
to master the elaborate language codes used in school, which is the key to academic success. 

virtualized msuii the demands, of parlieu- 

tar situations. The ways in which children 

from middle-class backgrounds learn to 

lihc language arc less hound m particular 

contexts; the child is able more easily to 

generalize and express abstract idea*-. 

Thus middle-class mothers when con¬ 

trolling their children, frequently explain 

the reasons arid principles that underlie 

their reactions to the child's behaviour. 

While a working-class mother might tell a 

child off for wan ling U> eat loo many 

sweets by shlipty saying Mu more sweets- 

lb- \i:■ u!' ,i III a- .-Ills'. .Il l ... 

likely to explain that eating too many 

■sweets I* bad for One's health arid the Slate 

uf one's teeth. 

Children who have acquired, elaborated 

trades of speech, Bernstein proposes, arc 

more able to deal with the demands ol 

formal academic education than those 

confined to restricted codes. This docs not 

intjaly that working-class children have an 

‘inferior’ type of speech, or that their 

codes of language are ’deprived', Kather, 

the way in which they use speech dashes 

wiLh the academic culture of the school. 

Those who have mastered elaborated 

codes fit m u eh more eus i ly into the schout 

environment. 

There Is evidence to back up Bernstein’s 
theory, although Its validity is still debstled, 
Joan Tough (lSf76j studied the language of 

wotkliig-cliiss and middle-class children. 

Tiqh 
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finding systematic differences. She backs 

up Bernstein's thesis that working-class 

children generally have less experience of 

having their questions answered, nr of 

being offered explanations about the rea ¬ 

soning of others, The same conclusion 

was reached in subsequent research by 

BarbaraTteard and Martin Hughes (1984). 

Bernstein's ideas help us Understand 

why those from certain socio-economic 

backgrounds tend to be 'under-achievers' 

at school. The following traits have been 

associated with restricted, code speech, all 
of them Inhibiting a child's educational 
chances; 

1 The child probably receives limited 

responses to questions asked at home, 

and therefore is likely to be both less 

well informed and less curious about 

the wider world than those mastering 

elaborated codes. 

2 The child will lind it difficult to respond 

to the unemotional and abstract lan¬ 

guage used in teaching* as well as to 

appeals to general principles of school 

discipline, 

3 Much nfwhal the teacher says is likely to 

be incomprehensible, in language used 

in a way the child is not accustomed Co. 

The child may attempt to cope with this 

by translating the teacher's language 

i nto someth I ng s lie or he Is fa miliar wi th 

- hut then could fall to grasp the Very 

principles the teacher Intends to 

convey. 

4 While the child will experience litclfl 
difficulty with rote on "drill" learning, she 

or he may have major difficulties in 

grasping concapiual distinctions 

involving generalization anti abstrac¬ 

tion. 

Pierre- Bourdieu: education dnd 
cultural reproduction 

Pc rhttps the m osl ilium i ual i ng way of con¬ 

ned ing some of the themes of these theo¬ 

ry Lical perspectives is through the conce pt 

of cultural reproduction (Bourdieu and 

Pas sc ran 1977; Bourdicu I9BG. 19&B). Cul¬ 

tural reproduction refers to the ways in 

which schools, in conjunction with other 

social institutions, help perpetuate social 

and economic Inequalities across the gen 

orations. The concept directs onr atten¬ 

tion to the means whereby, via what lliich 

called 'tiic hidden curriculum’ [see above], 

schools influence the learning of values, 
attitudes and habits. Schools reinforce 

variations in cultural values and outlooks 

p i eked up ea rly i n life; when child non leave 

school, 1 h ese have the effect of lirn i ting the 

opportunities of some, while facilitating 

those of others- 

Bourd icu's view on class and social 

capital ere discussed in more detail in 

chapter 9, 'StraliFicatian and Class', 

pp. 121-4. 

The modes of language use identified by 

Bernstein no doubt connect with such 

broad cultural differences, which underlie 

variations In 1 merest* and tastes, children 

from lower-class backgrounds, and often 

from minority groups, develop ways of 

talking and acting which clash with those 

dominant in the school- Schools impose 
rules of disci]] line nn pupils, the authority 

of teachers being oriented towards aca¬ 

demic learning- Working-class children 
experience a much greater cultural clash 

when they enter school than those from 

more privileged homes. The former find 

the msclves in effect in a foreign cultural 

vriohl 
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environment. Not only are I hey less- likely 

to Ire motivated towards, high academic 

performance; their habitual modes of 

speech end action,, as Bernstein holds, do 

not mesh wi th those of the teachers-, even 

it' each is trying their bes t to co mm u nicalc. 

Children spend long hours in school. As 

lilich stresses. they learn much more there 

than is contained in the lessons they are 

officially taught. Children gel an early 

taste oL" what the world of work will be I ike. 

learning lhal they are expected Co be 

punctual and apply themselves diligently 

to the tasks which those in authority set 

For them (Welsh and Westergaard ihsm). 

Learning to labour: Paul Willis's 
analysis of cultural reproduction 

A celebrated discussion of cultural repro¬ 

duc'd □ it is provided in the repo rt of a field - 

work study carried out hy Pali 1 Willis in a 

school in Birmingham (1977). Although 

the study was conducted three decades 

ago. it remains a classic sociological inves¬ 

tigation. 

The question Willis set out to investi¬ 

gate was how cultural reproduction 

occurs - or, as he put it, 'how working- 

class kids get wo rki ng-duss jobs. It is often 

thought that, during the process of 

schooling, children from lower-class or 
minority backgrounds simply come to see 

that they 'are not clever enough' to expect 
to get highly paid or high-status Jobs in 
(heir future work lives. In other words, the 
experience of academic failure teaches 

them to rccogn izc their intellectual limita¬ 

tions; having accepted their 'inferiority1, 

lliey move into occupations with limited 

earner prospects. 

As Willis pointed,out, this interpretation 

docs not conform at all in the reality of 

people's lives and experiences. The 'street 

wisdom' of those from poor neighbour¬ 

hoods may be of little or no relevance to 

academic success, but involves as subtle, 

skilful and complex a set of abilities as any 

of the intellectual skills taught in school. 

Tew if any children leave scliuoJ thinking, 

Tin so stupid that it's fair and proper for 
me to be slacking boxes in a factory all 

day.’ If children from less privileged back¬ 

grounds accept menial jobs, without 

feeling themselves throughout life Lo be 

Failures., there must be other factors 
toiYolved- 

Wlllls concentrated on a particular 

boys' group in the school, spending a lot of 
time with iltem-The members of the gang, 
who called themselves 'the lads’, worn 

white; the school also contained many 

children from West Indian and Asian 

bttckgrnundls. WiJlis found that the Lads 

had a it acute anti perceptive understand¬ 

ing of the school's authority system - but 
used this to light lhat system rather limn 

work wilh it. They saw the school as an 

alien environment, but one they could 

manipulate 10 iheir own ends. They 

derived positive pleasure from the con¬ 

stant conflict - which I hey kept mostly to 

minor skirmishes Lhey carried on with 

teachers, They were adept at seeing (lie 
weak points of the teachers’ claims to 
authority, as well as where they were vul¬ 

nerable as individuals, 

In class, for instance, the children were 
expected to sh still, ire quiet and get on 
with their work. Hue the lads were all 

movement, save when the teacher’s stare 

might Freeze one of them momentarily; 

they would gossip surreptitiously, or pass 

open remarks that were on the verge of 
direct insubordination hut could be 

explained away if challenged. 

iDvridh 
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The lads, recognized that work would he 

much like school* but they actively looked 

forward to it. They expected to gain no 

direct satisfaction from the work environ¬ 

ment. but were impellent for wages. Far 

from taking the jobs they did - in tyre- 

fitting, carpet-laying, plumbing, painting 

and deco rating - from foe lings of inferiority, 

they held oil altitude uT dismissive super¬ 

iority towards work, as they had towards 

school* They enjoyed the adult status that 

came from Working.but Were nut Interested 

Iti 'making a cn tee r' for themselves As Willis 

points out. work in blue-collar settings 

often involves quite similar cultural fea¬ 

tures to those the lads created in their 

counter-school culture - banter* quick wit 

and the skill to subvert the demands of 

authori ty figures when necessary. Only laic r 

in their lives might (hey come to sec them¬ 

selves as trapped in arduous, unrewarding 

labour. When they have families, they might 

perhaps look back on education retrospec¬ 

tively, and see it - hopelessly - as having 

been the only escape. Vet if they (ry Co pass 

tikis view on to their own children, they are 

likely (o have no more success than tlidr 

own parents did- 

Learning not to labour; 'macho lads' 

More than two decades after Willis conducted 
his study on 'the lads' in Birmingham, another 
sociologist, Mairtin Mac an Gihaill, investigated 
the experiences of young Working-class men at 
the Parnell School in the West Midlands (1994}. 
Mac an Chain was pafticuiiacly interested fo how 
male students develop specific forms of 
masculinity in school as part of their passage to 
manhood. His account was influential cm Diane 
Reay, whose account of Shaun's transition from 
primary to secondary school began this chapter, 
M ac a n G hai II was i utent on undersea n d img how 
working-class boys in the early 1930s viewed 
their own transitions to adult life and prospects 
for the future. Unlike Willis's lads* the boys at the 
Parnell School were growing up in the shadow 
of high unemployment, the collapse of the 
manufacturing base in the region, and cutbacks 
in government benefits for young people. 

Mac an dhaiII found that the transition fo 
adulthood for young men at the Parnell School 
was much mote fragmented than that 
experienced by lAtfl lis's lads twenty-five years 
earlier. There was no longer □ deair trajectory 
stretching Irom school info wage labour, Many 
of the boys in the school saw the post-school 
years as charactenied by dependency (on family 
in particular}, 'useless' government training 
schemes, and an insecure labour market not 

favourable to young manual workers. There was 
widespread confusion among many of the 
students as to how education was relevant to 
their futures. This confusion manifested itself in 
very different responses to schooling - while 
some of the male peer groups tried to chart 
upwardly mobile paths for themselves as 
a ca de mic a c hievers o r 'new en te rp ri sers', othe rs 
Wert Openly hostile to schooling altogether. 

Of the four peer groups Mac an Ghaill 
identified at the school, the 'macho lads' were 
the most traditionally working-class group in the 
school. The macho lads had coalesced as a 
group by the time they became teenagers: the 
group's members were in the botfom iwo 
academic ’sets' for all subjects, Their attitudes 
towards education were openly hostile - they 
shared a common view that the school was pari 
of an authoritarian system that placed 
meaningless study demands on its captive 
students. Where WlINs's 'lads' had found ways to 
manipulate the school environment to their 
advantage, the macho lads were defiant about 
iheir role within it. 

The macho lads Were stun by the school 
administration as the most 'dangerous' anti- 
scho□ I peer group at Parnell School, Teaefters 
were encouraged to deal with them Using more 
overtly authoritarian means than they might 

Copyrighted material 
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with other students. The macho lads' symbolic 
displays of working-class masculinity - such as 
curtain clothing hairstyles and earrings wort 
banned by the school administration. Teachers 
were invoked in the 'surveillance' of students, 
by constantly monitoring them ;nthe hallways, 
instructing them to look at me when I'm talking 
to your and tailing them tu Jwalk properly down 
the corridor', 

Secondary school for the macho- lads was their 
'apprenticeship'in learning to be tough. School 
was not about the 3 R's (reading, writing and 
arithmetic), hut about the 3 P's (fighting, fucking 
and football}, 't no king after your mates' and 
'sticking together' were key values in the macho 
lads' social world. School became a contested 
territory, much like the streets. The macho fads 
regarded teachers in the same way they did law 
enforcement (with open disdain) and believed 
that they were the main source of conflict within 
the school. They refused to affirm the teachers' 
authority within the school setting, and were 
i onvitveed thai ihey were constantly being 'set 
up'to be punished disciplined or humiliated, 

Like tiTftllis's 'lads’, the macho lads also 
associated academic work and achievement wiEh 
som el hm g inferio r and effem i note. Th c students 

who excelled scholastically were labelled 
dickhead achievers'. Schdchwork Was rejected out 

of hand as inappropriate fur men, As one madio 
lad, Leon, commented: The work you do here is 
girls" worts. It's not real work, It's [ust tor kids. They 
|lhe teochersj try to make you write down things 
about how you feel It's none of their fucking 
business' (Mac an G hail I iwq, p, 59) 

Mac an Chain's, work demonstrates how the 
macho lads', more than other male peer groups, 

were undergoing a particular 'crisis of 
masculinity' This is because they Were actively 
developing an 'outdated' working-class 
masculinity that centred around manual waged 
labour - at a time when a secure future in 
manual labour had all but disappeared. 
According to Mac an Ghaill, the macho lads 
continued to fantasize about the 'full 
employment' society which their fathers and 
uncles had inhabited. Although some of their 
behaviours came across as hypermascul ine and 
therefore defensive, they were grounded 
squarely in a working-class world-view which 
had been inhorited from older generations. 

The formation of masculinity is discussed in 
chapter I Z, 'Sexuality and Gender^ pp. HSJ-7. 
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Postmodern approaches to 
education 

By the ] 90 Ok many sociologists had begun In 

turn away from social conflict theories 

towards postmodernism. (Some of the main 

ideas behind postmodernism were intro- 

duccdinchapter4, pp. 114-17.) One impor¬ 

tant account of wbat postmodernism 

means for education is found in Ehc work of 

tliu British sociologists Robin Usher and 

Richard Edwards. To Usher and Edwards, 

theories of education chat are based on 

functionalist or oonflict theory are 'muil- 

emist’. They accept a 'meta-narrative1 that 

education spreads rational beliefs-ln place of 

pre-modern superstitions- Implicit in this 

view of education is a view of progress. Evdn- 

cation enables individuals to chink freely 

and racionally. which makes social progress 

and innovation possible. As postmodern¬ 

ists. Usher and Edwards reject Ihis mefa- 

narrativc. They are sceptical of the c laim Lhat 

science and reason can answer alt human 

problems or that there isany one truth. They 

see no reason why one currle u linn shu u Id be 

taught rather that! any other, or why some 

subjects aremore important than others-, 

Usher and Edwards's Critique ofmodem 

education leads to the question, 'What 

would a postmodern education system 

look 11 kef Although they discuss Several 

possibilities, the one that they are most 

sympathetic to is the development of a 

system that accepts the cultural pluralism 

and diversity that are central lo the con¬ 

cerns of poslmodernist thinkers. This 

system would give individuals the 

freedom to shape their own educational 

programmes, though lifelong Learning or 

the exploration of cultural difference for 

esum pie fUsher a nd Edwards 1994). 

imitsuiv :■ 11 ::i lIisi. 11--s iiuqiulir, 

in education - including gender, ethnicity 

and class - go i ng on from there lo analyse 

some further theories ahout perform ance. 

Inequality and education 

Thu formal curriculum in schools, apart 

from participation in games, no longer 

distinguishes in any systematic way 

between buys and girls. I l uWever, there are 

various other 'points of entry' for the 
development of gender differences in 

education- These include teacher expec¬ 

tations, school rituals and other aspects of 
a hidden curriculum, as noted by Illicit 
above. Although rules ate gradually loos¬ 

ening, regulations which compel girls to 

wear dresses nr shirts in school form one 

ef'thc most obvious waysin which gender- 

typing occurs. The consequences go 

beyond mere appearance. As a result of 

the clothes she wears, a girl lacks the 

freedom to sit casually, to join in rough 

and tumble games, or sometimes to ninas 

fast as she is able 

Although this again is changing, school 

Lexlbouks also help to perpetuate gender 

images. Until recently it was common for 

storybooks in primary sdiools to portray 

boys as showing Initiative and indepen¬ 

dence. while girls. If they appeared at all. 

wore more passive anti watched their 

brothers. Stories written especially fur 

girls fi fien Itave an elemen t ofadven Eure in 

them, but ihis usually takes the form of 

intrigues or mysteries in a domestic or 

school setting. Boys' adventure stories are 

more wide-ranging, having heroes who 

travel off to distant places or arc sturdily 

independent in other ways. At the secon¬ 

dary level, females have tended to be 
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PTflreeniagea. 1-1::r. pDTialcs 
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Figure 17.6 CiCE A-level or equivalent entries for y^ung people in the UK:1 by selected 

subject, 2001/2 (%) 

■* Pupils in schools and students in further education institutions aged 16-15 at ttis stmt of the academic 
y±Ai in England and in Northern Ireland, and aged 17 in Wetea. Pupib in Scotland generally ail highers 
one year earlier and tie figures relate to the result d pupib In Yeai 55/55 

* England and only 

Source: SocvdJ Francis 34 £2004), p, 44 

'Invisible in most science find maths text¬ 
books, perpetuating the view thin these 

are 'male subjects’, 
Gender differences in education are 

also very obvious when one looks at 

subject choice in schools. The view that 

some subjecls arc: more suitable tor hoys 

or for girls is a common one. The sociolo¬ 

gist Becky Francis has argued that girls ace 

more likely to be encouraged Into less aca¬ 

demically prestigious subjects than boys 

£1000). There is certainly a marked differ¬ 

ence in the subjects they chose to pursue. 

In 200 If 2. around 75 per cent of young 

people aged sixteen to eighteen who 

entered For an A-levd [or equivalent} in 
physics and in computer studies in the 

UK,, and GW per cent of those entered for 

maths, were male. By comparison, around 

7t> pe r ce nt of entries for soda I studies and 
English literature, ami 95 per cent of 

entries for home economics, were female. 
The differences are shown In figure I7.fi. 

Gender and) achievement in 
school 

For ma ny yea rs, gi rls o n average did better 

than boys in terms of school results until 

they reached the middle years of secon¬ 

dary education. They then loll behind; 

boys did belter in exams eiL the ages of 

sixteen and eighteen, and at university. 

Until the late 1990s, girls were less likely 

than hoys to attain the three A levels nec¬ 

essary for admission to university and 

were entering higher education in smaller 

numbers titan boys, Concerned about 
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such Inequalities. feminist researchers 
conducted a number of Important studies 
into how gender influences the learning 

process. They found that school curricula 

were often male-dominated and that 

teachers were devoting more attention to 

boys than to girls in the classroom. 

In recent years, however, the debate over 

gender tn schools has undergone a dra¬ 

matic reversal, 'Under-achievingboys" are 

now cme of t h c main s u bj eels of conversa - 

lion among educators and policy-makers 

alike. Beginning in (lie early 19S0s, girls 

began consistently to outperform boys in 

alt ureas and at till levels of the British edu¬ 

cational system (as table 17.2 and figure 

17.7 show!. Similar findings have been 

reported from America. Young women in 

Lhe USA me more likely than young met] E« 

go further In school, get a college educa¬ 

tion and go on to do a postgraduate degree 

[as figure 17.H on p. 71 fi shows). 

The p roblem of'tailing boys' has been 

seined on with great concern because it is 

seen to lie linked to a host of larger social 

problems such as crime, unemployment, 

drugs and lone parenthood. In com hi na¬ 

tion these factors have amuunted lo vibat 

has been described as the 'crisis in mas¬ 

culinity1 (discussed in chapter 12, 

pp. dG2—71 and explored above by Mairtin 

Mat on tfhoill. Boys who leave school 

curly, or with pour educational results, nru 

less likely to find good jobs and create 

stable families. As Britain's economic 

profile continues Lo change, fewer 
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Table 17-2 Pupils reaching or exceeding expected standards: by Key Stage and sex, England, 
2004 fst) 

Teacher assessment Tests 

IfoyS Girls Beys Girls 
Key Stage 1 

English 

Reading 0-1 0-9 81 83 

Writing 7R ftfl 73 B7 

Mathematics 

Science 

08 

BA 

91 

91 

39 92 

Key Stage 2 

English 69 30 72 83 

Mathematics 7S 70 74 74 

Science 02 34 33 SB 

Key Stage 3 

English 6? 77 34 77 

Mathematics 72 70 72 74 

Science E9 72 S3 37 

Source: Social Tttiidi 35(2005}r p. 3B 

r jpila achieving live Or hiOre GC5E yi sides 
A'-C or eeuivaleni 

Young people ftchiev&rg wooi more GCE 
A-levels or equivalent 

Figure 17,7 Male and female differences in educational attainment in the UK, 1992/3-2002/3 

Sourer: ONS (2flMc)r p. 5 
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—*— High Sufiuiji or ramri?: Male 

■ High ScJioqi or more; F^maiq 

—*■— Some CalliKjeLSf more Male 

■Goirie Calle-gfi-'2r mert Female 

~*— Bachelor's Degree or higher 
Male 

— Bachelor's Degree or higher 
Female 

Figure I7.B Percentage of 25-29*year olds by level of education completed in the USA by gender, 

selected years, 1971-2003 

Source: cMrf Treads {<Vrww.ehiidtrendsdatabdnk..Drg/pdf/6_FOF|idl» 

unskilled manual jobs are available for 

young men with weak educational back 

ground!!. Meanwhile, a large proportion - 

up to 70 per eenr - of jobs thal are being 

created in the rapidly growing service 

see Lor arc being filled by women. 

txphf ini ay; th e gender grip 

A variety ef explanations have been 

advanced to account for the turnaround 

in gender performance over the past 

decade. One factor that must be taken into 

account in explaining girls' achievement 

in school is the influence of Lhe women's 

movement on their self-esteem and 

expectations. Many girts presently in 

school have grown up surrounded by 
examples of working women - indeed 
many of their own mothers work outside 

die home. Exposure to these positive role 

models Increases girls' awareness of 

career opportunities a nd challenges tradi ¬ 
tional stereotypes of women as house¬ 

wives. Another result of feminism is 

that teachers and educationalists have 

become more aware of gender discrimina¬ 

tion within the educational system, in 

recent years, many schools have taken 

steps to avoid Render stereotyping in the 

classroom, to encourage girls to explore 

traditionally 'male1 subjects,, and to 

promote educational materials that Lire 

free of gender bias. 

Some theories to explain the Rentier gap 

in schools centre on the difference in 

learning styles between boys and girls. 

Girls are often regarded as better orga¬ 
nised and. more motivated than hoys: they 
are also seen as maturing earlier, fine 

manifestation of this is that girls tend to 
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relate to one another try talking a ltd using 

verbal skills. Boys, on the other hand, 

socialize in a more active manner - 

through sport, computer games and 

hanging out in the school playground - 

and tend to be more disruptive in the 

classroom, These broad patterns of 

behaviour seem to be reaffirmed by teach¬ 

ers in the classroom, who may have lower 

expectations for boys than for girls, and 

Lndu Ige b uys' disrupliuns by paying m o re 

intention to them. 

Another line of reasoning, focuses on 
'Laddlstit' - a set of attitudes and outlooks 
shared by many boys that is auti-ednea- 

(ion a ml a nt I • learn I tig {the studies carried 
out by Paul Willis and MAlirln Mac an 
Ghaill, discussed on pp. ?l l -19 above, 

provide evidence for these I henries). 

Many see high rates of exclusion and 

truancy among boys as rooted in the 

belief that lean ting is 'uncooL'. The then 

schools minister, Stephen Byers, com¬ 

mented in 1950 that ‘wc must challenge 

the Saddisii, anti-learning culture ^vhicJi 

has been allowed to develop over recent 

years a rid should nut simply accept with a 

shrug of the shoulders that boys will be 

boys' 

hr unsterach ieuetti en t realty aboi 11 

gender? 

Sonic scholars question the enormous 

amount of attention - and resources 
being directed at under-achieving boys, 
They argue that the gender gap in lan¬ 
guage shills is one that ran he found the 

world over. Differences that used to he 

ascribed to boys' 'healthy idleness' are 

now provoking a firestorm of'controversy 

and frantic attempts to improve boys' 

results. As national performance targets, 

League tables and international literacy 

comparisons proliferate - drawing differ¬ 

ences out into the open for all to see - 

'equal outcomes' in education have 

become a to p priority. 

All this attention to troys, critics argue, 

serves to hide other forms of Inequality 

within education. Although girls have 

forged ahead in many areas, they are still 

less likely Lhan boys lo choose subjects in 

school leading to careers in technology, 

science and engineering. Boys pull ahead 

in science by about the age of eleven and 

continue to outperform girls through to 

university: in subjects such as chemistry 

and computei science, which are central 

to economic growth in the present 

economy, they continue to dominate. 

Although women may lie cm citing higher 

education in greater numbers, they con¬ 

tinue to be disadvantaged in the job 

market in camparison with men who hold 

the same levels of qualification {rpsLein 

19901. 

Mare than gender, some scholars argue, 

factors such as class and ethnicity 

produce the greatest inequalities within 

the educational system. Tor example, 

comparisons in achievement by pupils 

across social class reveal that 70 per cent 

Of children from the top professional class 

receive five Or more pass grades, com¬ 

pared with only l A percent from working- 

class backgrounds- Concentrating upon 

'failing boys' is misleading, critics 

contend, since men continue to dominate 
positions of power hi society. The under- 

achievement of working-class hoys, they 

argue, may have less to do with their 

gender than with the disadvantages of 

their social class. 
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Gender and higher education 

As we saw above ipp. £95—70 L), (here have 

been substantial increases in the number 

of students In lumber education in recent 

decades. One significant aspect of Ihe 

expansion in higher education is the 

increase in the nil mber of female students. 

In 2GD1 ,r2 .5G per rent of full-lime and part- 

time students in higher education were 

Female. This is a reversal of the position 

j List a few decades- ago. when there were far 

more male students than female [as figure 

17.9 shows). Ety2CH)l 12 t here wen: six limes 

as Miany female students in higher educa¬ 

tion than in l aTti .■ I r bu t only two and a half 

times as many male students. 

Woiiitfis organizations In Britain mid 

elsewhere have often attached sex discrim¬ 
ination in school and higher education. 
Women still find themselves heavily 

under-represented among the teaching 

staff in colleges and universities, especially 

i n senior posts, hi 2fiU2/Li, although women 

made up39 percent of academic staff, only 

26 per cent of senior lecturers and 

researchers were women and there were 

1,560 women professors, accounting lor 

jusl over M per cent of the total. However, 

there is a trend towards greater gender 

equalily in higher education. The figures 

quoted here mark a S..7 per dent rise in the 

number of female academies, and a L0 4 

per cent leap in Lhc number of female pro¬ 

fessors, over the year before (HEtiA 20C4]. 

With men occupying more Of [be senior 

positions iii higher education Institutions, 
women, on average, are paid significantly 
less. A recent survey found that average 

pay foT women is lower than for men at 
♦-very univeisity In the UK. Across the uni¬ 
versity sector as a whole, women earn on 

average more than £a,flLI() less than men, 

and the gender difference in pay is signifi¬ 

cantly larger at some institutions [TWEE, 2 

September 2(>Q>iJ. 

-*— Male; Full-lilrle 

undergraduate 

■— Male: Pad-lime 
undaqpaduate 

A fonitte Full limn: 
undnryaduate 

X Female Parr-liine 

undergraduate 

Figure 17.4 Students in higher education: by sex, 1470/1 -2001 /2 

Eourre: Sl.iliV.ii1 Trends 14 (2004), p. 44 
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Ethnicity and education 

Sociologists have carried out a good deal 
of rnsBarrh into the educational fort u lies, 

of ethnic minorities in brilain. Govern¬ 

ments have also sponsored a series of 

investigationsr an important earlier 

account was Education /hr All, the report 

of the Swann Committee in ]3B5. The 

Swann lie port found significant differ- 

uncus in average levels of educational 

success between groups From JifTeretii 
ethnic backgrounds. Children from Black 

Caribbean Families tended to fare worst In 

school, as measured by formal academic 
attainments. They had Improved from ten 

years earlier, however. Asian children did 
as well as white children, in spire of the 

fact that or average the families from 

which they came were economically 

worse off than white families (Swann 

Committee lOSS). 

Subsequent research indicates that the 

picture has shifted, however. Trevor Jdiics 

carried out research which indicated that 

children from all minority group back¬ 

grounds were more likely than white chil¬ 

dren to continue in full-time education 

from Lhe ago of sixlecti to nine Lee n, Only 

37 per cent of white children Stayed on in 

education In laea-sy, com pared to 43 per 

cum from West Indian backgrounds, 30 

per cent of So u th Aslans and. 77 per cent of 
Chinese, In spite of this apparently posi¬ 
tive picture, Jones suggested something of 
a negative reason. Many members of 

ethnic minority groups might stay ojt in 

education because of the problem of 
findings job. (Jones 1.993) 

On the whole, members of ethnic 

minority groups arc not under-repre¬ 

sented In British higher education. People 

from India]! and Chinese backgrounds 

arc, on average, significantly more likely to 

have a degree qualification or higher than 

those from other ethnic backgrounds. 

Men who defined themselves as 'Mixed 

Race1' and women who defined themselves 

as 'Black (11 lack British and Asian (Asian 

liritish' were slightly less likely to have 

gained a degree or higher qualification 

than the national average (I IMSO 2004), 

Sociaiexclusion and schooling 

As we have seen elsewhere In this book, 
social exclusion has become a topic of 
great interest for sociologists over the past 

decade, There has been growing aware¬ 
ness and concern ove r the nu mber of cli 11- 
dren o u tside the ed ucafio it system. Within 

the sociology' of education, connections 

arc often drawn between the exclusion of 

students from school and other phenom¬ 

ena such as truancy, delinquency, poverty, 

limited parental supervision and weak 

rmumiLmenis to education. 

Exclusion rates have been increasing in 

recent years. In 2001/2, more than 10.000 

children in Great Britain were perma¬ 

nently excluded from schools, (this 

marked a decline from 1990(7 when more 

than 13,000 children were permanently 

excluded), The number of hoys perma¬ 
nently excluded outnumbered girls by 
nearly five to one in 2001/2, Exclusion 

rates also differ according to ethnicity (sue 

figure i7,io). To 2002^ the highest perma¬ 
nent exclusion rates in England were 
among black Caribbean anti other black 

pupils, with rates of thirty-seven and 

thirty-two exclusions per ten thousand 

pupils of compulsory school age, respec¬ 

tively. (However, these figures were nearly 

half the rates of 1996(7 when seventy-eight 

and seventy-one pupils per ten thousand 
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FfgUrO 17.10 Permanent exclusion rates: by ethnic group, England, 2002/3* 

* The number ul pecnaitemexclusions per IQ0DD pupils (headcount) in wth ethnic group in piinfidiy, 
secondary end special schools (endriding dually registered pupils in spedal schools} fo* compulsory 
sdionl npn 

Sauncc: .Socto/ Trends Sa (2UU4), p. d'l 

were excluded, respectively.) Rates of per¬ 

manent exclusion were Lowest for Indian 

iind Chinese pupils. Findings from Ameri¬ 

can spehonts reflect a similar disparity in 

exclusion rates between black pupils and 

students from other ethnic backgrounds, 

Ln the USA, mote than BO per cent of 

American schools have adopted 'zero toler¬ 

ance' policies towards disruptive students. 

Following a series of school shootings, A 
nationwide investigation Into the results of 

such policies has, revealed that black stu¬ 

dents are being excluded From schools at 
rates disproportionate to their represent- 
riort within student bodies - and at a rate 

unlikely to be due simply to disruptivcticsF 

in school. In San Francisco, black students 

account for 52 per cent of exclusions, ycl 

make up only 16 per cent of school enrol¬ 

ment In Phoenix, where the black prj-pula- 

LLdu is 4 pci rent, black students make up 21 

percent ofciclusions.Howcan the high rate 

of exclusions among black male pupils be 

explained? A number of Factors ore likely to 

be involved. It is possible that in individual 

settings, exclusion policies are applied fin a 

racial!) discriminatory way. 

The links between social exclusion dud 

ethnicity are discussed in more detail In 

chaplet 10r ■'Poverty, Social Exclusion 

and Welfare' pp. 35Q-1. 
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U lr important also in consider hcsw 

rales of school exclusion may reflect much 

broader patients oF exclusion and disad¬ 

vantage with i n Rccicty. As we have seen 

elsewhere,, many young people arc 

growing up under challenging conditions, 

with a tuck of adult guidance and supporL. 

Traditional notions of masculinity are 

under threat ami there is riu stable Vision 

of the future. For yu ung peu p It growing up 

against this turbulent backdrop, schools 

may' appear irrelevant or too authoritative 

rather than a site for opportunity and 

advancement. 

IQ and education 

The discussion so Far has not co 11 side red 

the issue uF inherited differences Ln ahilily, 

and the assertion by some that variations 

Ln educational attainment and in subse¬ 

quent nccupational position and Income 

directly reflect differential intelligence, in 

such circumstances, it is argued, there 

might in fact be equality of opportunity in 

the school system, with people finding a 

level equivalent to their innate potential. 

What is intelligence? 

For many years psychologists have 

debated whether there exists a single 

human ability which can be called Intelli¬ 
gence, and, if so. how far it rests on 

Innately determined differences. Intelli¬ 
gence is difficult to define, because it 
covets many different, often unrelated, 
qualities. We might suppose, for example, 

that the 'purest' form of intelligence is the 

ability to salve abstract mathematical 

puzzles. However, people who are very 

good at such puzzles sometimes have low 

abilities in other areas, such as grasping 

the narrative af history or understanding 

art. Since the concept has proved to be so 

resistant to accepted definition, some 

psychologists have proposed (and many 

educators have by default accepted) that 

intelligence can simply be regarded as 

'what IQ tests measure' (IQ, intelligence 

quotient, meaning a measure uf intelli¬ 

gence). The unsatisfactory nature of this is 

obvious tmuu because the definition of 

intelligence becomes wholly circular. 

Most IQ tests consist of a mixture of 

Conceptual and computational problems. 

The tests are constructed so that the 

a vertigo score Is lOd points: anyone 

scoring below Is rhtH labelled as having 

'below average Intelligence', and anyone 

scoring above lus 'above-average Intelli¬ 

gence'. In spite of the fundamental diffi¬ 

culty In measuring intelligence, IQ tests 

arc widely used in research studies, as well 

as in scha□ Is end businesses. 

iQ and genetic facto rs 

Scones on [Q tests do in fact correlate 

highly with academic performance 

(which is not surprising, since the tests 

were originally developed 10 predict 

success in school), They therefore also 

correlate closely with social, economic 

and ethnic differences, since these are 

associated with variations in levels of edu¬ 

cational attainment, White students score 
better, on average, than blacks or 

members of other disadvantaged minor¬ 

ities, An article published by Arthur Jensen 
in the 1960 s caused a furore by attributing 

IQ differences between blacks and whites 

in part lo genetic variations (Jensen ID67, 

1979}. 
Wore recently, psychologist Diehard 

f. Hcrrnstcin and sociologist Charles 

Murray hove reopened the debate about 

IQ and education in a controversial way. 
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They argue in their hank TVte fle/f Curve: 

Intelligence and Class Structure in Ameri¬ 

can Life (1954] that the accumulated evi¬ 

dence linking IQ to genetic inheritance 

has now become overwhelming. The 

significant differences in intelligence 

between various racial and ethnic groups, 

they say, must in part be explained in 

terms of heredity. Most of the evidence 

they quote comes from studies carried out 

Let the USA. According Lo Mermslein and 

Murray, such evidence Indicates that 

.some ethnic groups on average have 

higjier IQs than other group*. Asian Amer¬ 

icans. particularly Japanese Americans 

and Chinese Americans, on average 

possess higher IQs than whites, though 
the difference is not large. The average IQs 

of Asians and white*, however, are sub¬ 

stantially higher than those of blacks. 

Summarizing the findings of L5& studies, 

Horrnstein and Murray find an average 

difference of sixteen IQ points between 

these two racial groups. The authors argue 

that such differences Ln inherited intelli¬ 

gence contribute in an important way to 

social divisions in American society. The 

more clever an individual is., the greater 

the chance that she or he mil rise in the 

social scale. Those at the (op are Lliere 

partly because they are cleverer than the 

rest of the population from which it 
follows that those at the bottom remain 

there because, on average, they are not so 

clever. 

Critics of Horrnstein and. Murray deny 

that IQ differences between racial and 

ethnic groups are genetic in origin. They 

argue that differences Ln [Q result from 

social and cultural difference*. IQ tests, 

they point out, pose questions - In do with 

abstract reasoning, for example - more 

Likely to be part of the experience of more 

affluent white students than of blacks and 

ethnic minorities. Scores on IQ tests may 

also be influenced by factors that have 

nothing to do with Ibc abilities suppos¬ 

edly being measured, such as whether the 

testing is experienced as stressful, 

Research has demonstrated that African- 

Americans scute six points lower on IQ 

Lesls when the tester Is white than when 

the tester Is black (Karnin 1977], 

Observations of deprived ethnic minor¬ 

ity groups hi oilier countries such as the 

'untouchables' In India, the Maoris In New 
Zealand and Bunkum In of Japan - 

strongly suggest that the IQ variation!? 

between African-Americans and whites In 
the United Slate* result from social and 

cultural differences. Children in all of 

these groups score an average of ten to 

fifteen IQ points below children belonging 

to the ethnic majority. This conclusion 

receive* further support from a compara¬ 

tive study of fourteen nations (including 

the United States) showing that average IQ 

scores have risen substantially over the 

past half century for the population as a 

whole. IQ tests are regularly updated. 

When old and new versions, of the tests are1 

given to the same group of people, they 

score significantly higher on the old tests. 

Present-day children taking LQ tests from 

the jyrm out scored 1930* groups by an 

average of fifteen points - just the bind of 

average difference that currently separ¬ 
ates blacks and white*, Children today are 
not Innately superior in Intelligence lo 

their parents or grandparents; the shift 

presumably derive* from increasing pros¬ 

perity and social advantage*. The average 

social and economic gap between whites 

and African-American* is at least a* great 

as that between the different generations-, 

and is sufficient to explain the variation in 
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IQ scores. Al the same time, average scores 

for whole groups do nothing to predict the 

level of intelligence of any particular 

member of that group. While the varia¬ 

tions between individuals that influence 

scones on [Q tests may in part be genetic, 

that some races are on average cleverer 

chan others remains unproven and 

improbable. 

The Belt Curve H'nrs 

In Tin: Bell Civ rue WTtrv (Fraser 109*51. a 

number of noted scholars got together to 

examine (he Ideas of Herrnstefn and 

Murray. Thu editor of (he volume 

describes BvH Curve as ‘the most 

Incendiary piece of social science to 

appear in the last decade or more'. The 

claims a ml assertions in the work 'have 

generated flash Hoods of letters lo the 

editor in every major magazine and news¬ 

paper, not to mention the over-the-afr 

commentary on scores of radio and teJcvi - 

sion shows' (Fraser l^S, p. 3}. 

The biologist Stephen Jay Clou Id 

£1941-2002), contri bulor to 7Tie Beil Curve 

iVirre. argued that I te rms Lein and Murray 

arc wrong on four major counts. He dis¬ 

puted I heir claims that intelligence eat] be 

described by a single IQ number, that 

people can be meaningfully ranked along 
a single scale of Intelligence, that Intelli¬ 

gence derives substantially from genetic 

inheritance and that It cannot be altered. 
I Ie showed tin t each of these a ssump i ii > ns 
is questionable. 

Howard Gardner, another contributor, 

argues that a cen tury of research lia s dis¬ 

pelled the notion of 'intelligence' as a 

general category. There are only 'multiple 

intelligences' - practical, musical, spatial, 

mathematical and so forth. C>( h or l □ lit rib - 

Li tors to The lie It Curve litres claim that 

there is no systematic relation between IQ 

scores and later job performance.' Racist 

pseudoscience', is their common reaction. 

Gould concludes: 

we must fight Mil? doctrine of ThvHeil Gutve 
both because It Is wrung and because it wLlI, 

if activated, cut off all possibility of proper 

nu durance for everyone's intelligence, Of 

course, v.-c cannot all be rorket scientists or 
brain sunpmris, but chose who can't rn.glil 

be rock musicians nr professional athletes 

(and gain far more social prestige and salary 

thereby}. |ibid,tp, 22} 

The New IQ ism 

In their article Tlie New IQism: Intelli¬ 

gence, "Ability’ and the Rationing of 
Education' (2Q0I) David Glllhorn and 
Deborah Youndell argue that although 

measures of IQ a re re re ly used ck pi id tiy in 

education these days, educationalists now 

use the term 'ability' in a very similar way. 

Gillbom and Yomidell argue that Ihc use 

of the term "ability' systematically disad¬ 

vantages black and working-class stu¬ 

dents in schools 

The authors carried out surveys in two 
London schools over two years ill the in id- 

IfhJCK They interviewed and observed 

teachers, and pupils in their third and final 

years at secondary school. Al both Schools 

they .surveyed, the authors found teaching 
was heavily shaped around the A-to-C 
economy'. By this phrase, they meant that 

schools were aiming to get as. high a pre¬ 
port ion of pupils as possible to obtain live 
or more grades A to C at GCSE- Tills Is the 
case because the proportion of pupils 

meeting this benchmark is one of the key 
criteria on which schonls are rated in the 

government's annually published official 

league tables. As the headmaster of one 

school noted in a memo to staff: "The best 

thing we can do is to get the greatest 
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possihlc proportion achieving the rtve 

high-grade benchmark." 

Although this seems a praiseworthy 

aim, Gillbom and VbundcU found that it 

pul teachers under pressure lo spend 

more time on those pupils they think ere 

able to achieve five or more OCbKs at 

grade C or above. The effect of this was 

clmt 'both schools a re increasingly ration¬ 

ing the time and effort they expend on 

different groups of pupils'. Teachers had 

Eu make a choice over which pupils have 

die ability to get the five good GCSE 

grades - and they gave these pupils mosi 

attention. The authors found 111 at In both 

schools teachers' notions of a pupils 

'ability' determined whether they saw 
that pupil as a likely candidate la gain five 

nr more CrGSFs. From their interviews 

and observations of teachers and pupils, 

Gillbom and Youndell gained a clearer 

Idea of what teachers meant hy this term. 

They found that ability' was viewed as 

something fixed and which determined 

the potential of different pupils las one 

headteacher remarked; LYcu cant give 

■someone ability can you? You can't 

achieve more than you're capable of can 

you?1}. It was also found that teachers 

Often believed that ability could be meas¬ 

ured objectively. At one school, pupils 

were given a 'cognitive ability' test when 

they arrived, which teachers took as a 
good Indication of GCSE performance 

Later on. 
OtCl/H) rn and Youndell found (hat in 

both the schools they-studied, pupils com¬ 

plained that 'certain peel's arc favoured 

over others'. These are the pupils who are 

deemed to have ability. They tended to be 

white and middle class. Gillborn and 

Youndell interviewed one teacher who 

commented that poorer, out-of-work 

parents do not have the same expecta¬ 

tions for their kids from education that 

"middle class'' or your upwardly mobile 

working class parents are going to have". 

Thus, class and parental expectation add 

to a teacher's assessment of a pupils 

'ability'. The authors also noted Lhat they 

'observed many occasions when 11 lack 

pupils seemed Lo be dealt with more 

harshly or to face lower expectations than 

Lheir peers uf other ethnic backgrounds". 

These beliefs about which pupils had 

ability, the authors argued, constituted an 

unwitting discrimination against black, 

and working-class children. 

The unofficial assessments by teachers 

of which pupils had ability meant that 
black and working- class ch lid ren were less 

likely than white and middle-class chil¬ 

dren to be entered for higher-level GCSEs 

(in which the top marks are awarded.) The 

teacher's view of the pupil's ability also 

pLaved an important role in determining 

which set they ended up in., with black and 

working-class children, who had been 

doing work of the same standard as their 

white, middle-class peers, more likely to 

end up in lower sets, The result, unsurpris¬ 

ingly, is Lhat fewer black and working-class 

pupils geL five GCSCs above grade C. thus 

reinforcing the teacher's assessment of 
their ability, hi one of the schools, for 
example, it; per cent oF black pupils 

attained five or more GCSEs above C level, 
compared to 35 per cent of while pupils. 
These results ate typical of the national 

pattern, which sees black ami working- 

class pupils do worse academically than 

the average. 

Tn this way, argue Chilli run and Youn- 

deli, the assumptions about 'ability' are 

the same as the beliefs about intelligence 

which saw a 'tripartite' division of British 
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secondary schools (into grammar techni¬ 

cal and secondary modem) in earlier gen¬ 

erations. TJill authors also argue that such 

belieis have informed New Labour^ think¬ 

ing on education. Since Labour was 

elected in 1997, it has continued <□ 

support 'setting' in schools to group pupils 

according 1u ability. The authors argue 

that It is these assumptions about ability 

thal play a significant role in the big differ¬ 

ences in levels of achievement between 

different classes and ethnic groups. 

Glllborn and Youndell conclude that 
their studies show that although most 
edocaiioralists would disagree strongly 

with the idea that intelligence is large!} 
Inherited, pur forward in books like The 
IMI Cm Tin*, in one sense at least, thehere- 

ditarians have ivon. Without any genuine 

debate the British education system is 

Increasingly returning tu policy and prac¬ 

tice that lakes for granted Ihcassumptions 

proposed by TQists like Hcrrnstein and 

Murray.' To Gillboni and Voundell. the 

familiar social divisions (especially those 

of race and class) a rc reappearing through 

language that appears to Stress the indi¬ 

vidual 'ability' of pupils, but actually relies 

on unstated prejudices about group iden¬ 

tities. 

F.m os to wii md i n fprtjpnonal in teffi- 
gence 

In his book Emotional 
Daniel Goleman has tried, to move the dis- 

cushion away from the debate about [Q. 

Golem an has argued that 'emotional Intel¬ 

ligence' might he at least as important as 

iQ in determining how we fare in our lives. 

Emotional intelligence refers to how 

people use their emotions - the ability to 

motivate oneself, to have self-control, 

enthusiasm and persi stence. By and large, 

these i| li a lilies aren't inherited ami the 

more children can be taught them, the 

more chance they have of making use of 

their intellectual capabilities. According 

to Coleman, "The brightest among us can 

founder on shoals of unbridled passion 

and unruly impulses: people with high IQs 

can he stunningly poor pilots of their 

private Lives' (Ibid, p. 33). This is one 

reason why measures of ordinary intelli¬ 

gence don't correlate very well with subse¬ 

quent achievement. 

Thus one roseardi study followed 
ninety-five Harvard students who gradu¬ 
ated in the 1940s. By the time they reached 

middle age. those who had achieved high 
IQ test scores in college were only slightly 
more successful than lower-scoring stu¬ 

dents in terms of their careens. Another 

piece of research looked at the other end 

of the IQ scale. Four hundred and fifty 

buys, two-thirds from families mr welfare, 

and all from a slum area near Harvard, 

were studied. A third of the group had IQs 

below 90. Again, IQ had only a small con¬ 

nection with their subsequent careers. J-'or 

example. 7 percent of men with an JQ of 

less than 80 were unemployed, but so were 

7 per cent with an IQ over 100. Chfldhoud 

abilities such as handling emotions and 

gutting on well with Others were butter 

predictors. As Howard Gardner has put it: 

IrUerptirsonul nUEilligiiriLE! is I he ability to 
niidetsiaad utlii'i people, what main ates 
diem, hem1 they work, how to work coopera¬ 
tively with them, Successful salespeople, 
pul ilichnvi, (eiLche-TS, dininisn.s arid relig 

Sous ikkIits are all likely lo Lie jcii IK id nal:-, 
'ivrib high degrees oF interpersonal Intelli¬ 
gence. lutrapersontil intelligence ... Is a 
capacity to Form an accurate, veridical 
in idle id onrself ;md Ur be rihle to limi that 
mud td to operate effecdvely In life. [1993, 

p. 9) 
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We have to revise csur ideas of intelli¬ 

gence to include the divnoity of factors 

that matte for success in life. Something 

similar can he said of education itself. 

Education is a hmailer notion than that of 

formal schooling. It ran aJsn no longer be 

regarded as a stage of preparation before 

an individual enters work. As technology 

changes, necessary skills change- and 

even if education Ls seen from a purely 

vocational point of view - as providing 

skills relevant to Work most observers 

agree that lifelong exposure to education 

will he needed In the future. 

Education and new 
communications 
technology 

The spread nf information technology is 

already influencing education in schools 

in a number of different ways- The knowl¬ 

edge- economy demands a computer liter¬ 

ate workforce and it is increasingly clear 

that education can, and must, play a criti¬ 

cal role in mecti ng ih is need. Whi Le ho use - 

hold computer ownership has risen 

sharply in recent years, many children still 

donut have access to a computer at home, 

For tills reason, schools are a crucial 

forum for young people its learn about and 

become comfortable with the capabilities 

of computers and online technology. 

Technology in the classroom 

As we saw earlier in this chapter, the rise of 

education in it? modern sense was con¬ 

nected with a number of other major 

changes happening in the nineteenth 

century. One was the development of 

printing and the arrival of 'hook culture'. 

The mass distribution of hooks, news¬ 

papers and other printed media was as 

distinctive a feature of the development of 

industrial society as were machines and 

facto ries. Education provided the skills of 

literacy and numeracy, giving access to the 

world of printed media. Nothing is more 

characteristic of the school than the 

schoolbook ur textbook. 

In the eyes of many, all this is set Co 
change with the growing use of computers 

and multimedia technologies in educa¬ 

tion, Will the digital media Increasingly 

replace the schoolbook? Atul will schools 
still exist in anything like the form in 

which they do today if children turn cm 
their computers In order to learn, rattier 
than listening to a teacher? The new tech¬ 

nologies, it is said, will not just add to the 

existing curriculum' they will undermine 

and transform it. For young people now 

arc already growing up in an infnrmadem¬ 

and media-related society and arc much 

more familiar with its technologies than 

most adults are - including their teachers- 

Over recent years, th e use of technology 

in education has been utterly trans¬ 

formed. In the UK there has been a series 

of national initiatives aimed at moderniz¬ 

ing and computerizing British schools, 

figures 17,11 to 17,14 show the dramatic 
rise In Information and communication 
technology in schools in England, which 
meant that by 21102 practically all schools 

were connected to the Internet. 
Some observers speak of a 'classroom 

revolution' - the arrival oF'desk-top virtual 

reality' and Ihe classroom without walls. 

There is Little question that computers 

have expanded opportunities in educa¬ 

tion. They provide the chance for children 

to work independently, to research topics 

with the help of online resources, and to 
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benefit from educational software that 

allows them Lo progress at their own pace. 

Vet the vision (or nightmare] of class¬ 

rooms of children teaming exclusively 

through individual computers has not yet 

come (□ pass, in fact, the 'classroom 

without walls' louks some way off, 

Even if there were enough computers tu 

go around at school or In the home lurid 

although the number of pupils per com¬ 

puter is falling dramatically, this is still not 

the case see figure 17.12]. most teachers 

see computers as a supplement to iredl- 

tiortal lessons, rAllicr than as a replace¬ 
ment fhv them. Pupils ear use computers 

to complete tasks within the standard cur¬ 
riculum. such as producing a research 
project h'ji investigating current events, 

hut few educators sec information tech¬ 

nology as a medium that can substitute for 

Learning from and interacting with human 

teachers. The challenge for teachers is 

learning to integrate new information 

technologies into Lessons in a way that is 

meaningful and educationally sound. 

The arrival of e-universities? 

Pack in 1971. tiritain's Open University 

pioneered the use of television in distance 

learning, in higher education. Its pro¬ 

grammes are broadcast by the BBC early in 

the morning and late at iright- Students 

combine these with written mace rials, 
work by correspondence, meetings with a 

personal tmor and summer courses with 

other students. In this way they can take 

high-quality degree courses hum home - 

and often while still doing a job. The OU 

has become the UK's largest university, 

and increasingly it isaddinglbe Internet to 

its range - but it remains committed to a 

mis: o: e no i tinier- with its lilIme-. 

The Internet now appears to be trans¬ 

forming education in an even more pro¬ 

found way than television did more than 

three decades ago. This approach was, 

and is, being pioneered by the University 

of Phoenix in the United Sta tes. Founded 

in 1999, it is the largest accredited univer¬ 

sity in the USA. Yet, unlike must Large 

American universities, it cannot boast a 

grassy campus, a sprawling Library, a foot¬ 

ball team ora student centre. The "G9.CHJ0 

■students enrolled at the university meet 

and Interact predominantly across the 

Internet - the University of Phoenix's 
’online campus' - or at one of more than 

fifty 'learning centres' located In large 
deles throughout North America. 

The University of PhoexilJf offers more 

than a dozen degree programmes which 

car be completed entirely online, making 

students:' actual geographical location 

irrelevant. Online 'group mailboxes' sub¬ 

stitute for physical classrooms: rather 

than making presentations nr discussing 

ideas in person, students post their work 

in the electronic classroom for other stu¬ 

dents and the instructor tu read. An elec¬ 

tronic library is available for students to 

complete (heir research and reading 

assignments. At the start of each week, the 

course Instructor distributes tire week's 

reading list and discussion topics elec¬ 
tronically, Students complete the required 

work according to their own schedules - 

they can access the 'electronic: classroom 
at any hour of day or nigjit - and instruc¬ 
tors mark assignments and return them io 

students with comments. 

[t is not simply the medium of learning 

that is distinctive al Ihe University of 

Phoenix. The university only admits stu¬ 

dents who arc over twenty-three years of 

age and who are employed at a workplace. 
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Eiii.ii 11 the structure anil the content of the 

university's offerings are aimed at adult 

professionals who want new skills and 

qualifications, hut need to complete lids 

continuing education in a way that does 

not conflict with their busy personal and 

professional lives, l-'orthts reason , courses 

are taught in intensive five-to eight-week 

blocks and are run continuously through¬ 

out the year, rather than according to an 

academic calendar. 

There is one more Important Way in 

which the University of Phoenix h differ¬ 
ent from traditional universities - it Is a 
for-profit Institution owned by a eoipor¬ 

tion called Apollo Communications.. A 

decade after iis creation, the University of 
Phoenix was making an average profit of 

112J million a quarter. As we saw in our 

discussion of City Academies above 

(p. G^fd, a growing miiubcrol'cducational 

i nstiru tions i n Britain as well as the llni ted 

States arc drawing on private rather than 

public management. Outside organiza¬ 

tions with expertise in management, or in 

the production and distribution of tech¬ 

nology, are becoming involved in the 

educational system as consultants or 

administrators. 

The flexibility and convenience of Inter¬ 

net-bused learning cannot be denied, but 
the approach Is not without Its. critics, 
Many argue that there Is no substitute for 

face-to-face learning in a truly interactive 
environment Will future generations of 
learners be little more than networks of 
anonymous students known only by their 

online user names? Will skills-oriented, 

practical studies undermine the impor¬ 

tance of abstract reasoning and learning 
'for learning's sa kc'? 

(ilobt.Ji?;iLii:iiL and Li-chnolugical advance 

have also enabled the creation of a global 

market in higher education. Although 

higher education has always had an inter¬ 

national dimension - thanks to overseas 

students, cross-national research projects 

and international scholarly conferences - 

radically new opportunities are emerging 

fur collaboration among students, academ¬ 

ics and educational institutions scattered 

round the globe. Through Internet-based 

learning and the formation of e-universi¬ 

ties'. education and! qualifications arc 

becoming more accessible Loa global audi¬ 

ence, Credentials, certificates and degrees 

can now he acquired outside the world of 
physical classrooms and traditional educa¬ 

tional establishments. A range of compet¬ 
ing Institutions and companies - some 

commercially based - are rapidly entering 

the global education market. More than 

ever before, knowledge and learning are 'up 

to r grabs.'. 

Even conventional universities .ire 

taking steps to become 'c-universities' as 

well - consortia of institutions are sharing 

their academic resources, research facil¬ 

ities. teaching staff and students online. 

Universities around the world arc 

acknowledging the benefits of these part¬ 

nerships ivilh other institutions whose 

offerings complement theiruwn. As schol¬ 

arship and technological Innovation pro¬ 

liferate. it is Impossible lor even the most 

el i re institutions to stay o n top of advances 

In all disciplines. Through online partner¬ 
ships. they can pool their expertise and 
make it available to students and 
researchers within the consortium. Stu¬ 

dents in London. For example, can access 

online libraries in San Francisco, email 

specialized academic staff elsewhere lo 

have questions clarified and collaborate 

on research projects. 
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Conclusion: (he future of 
education 

New curnmunicEiLion technologies create 

enormous new possibilities in education, 

I hey allow (Iill possibility dial formal edu¬ 

cation cart escape the confines of the 

clus-srOOrtl or lecture ball and teach new 

students anywhere In (be world, regnrd■ 
less of age. gender or class, However, 

rather [bail beluga liberating and egalkar- 

Is a new "computer underclass" emerging 

in poorer countries'? 

inn three critics have pointed out that new 

informaiion a ittl co m munico.tin it techno I- 

ogics may act to reinforce educational 

inequalities. Information poverty might 

be added to lJic- material deprivations and 

inequalities that education, can serve to 

reproduce, and discussed in this chapter, 

The sheer pace of technological change 

arid the demand of employers for com¬ 

puter-literate workers may mean that 

those who are technologically competent 

'leapfrog1 over people who have little 

experience with computers. This threat of 
a divide between those who are techno- 
logically qualified .11111 those who are not 

reinforces the Importance of lifelong 

learning [discussed on pp. to cope 

with the new challenges of lib! in the infor¬ 

mation age. 

Some already fear the emergence of a 

'computer underclass' within Western 

societies. As the global economy becomes 

increasingly knowledge-based, there is a 

real danger that poorer countries will 

become even more marginalised because 

of the gap between the information rich 

and information pour. 

Some have argued that Internet access 

has become lire new line of demarcation 

between the rich and the pout, Internet 

users made up less [ban 4 per rent or the 

population of Latin America, East Asia, 
Eastern Europe, the Arab state* and sub- 

Saharan Africa in 2.000. In the same year, 
54 per cent of the US population were 

Iniemet users. (UNDP20011, 

In Tot mac inn technology enthusiasts 

argue that computers need not result in 

greater national and global inequalities - 

that their very strength lies in their ability 

to draw people together and to open up 

new opportunities. Schools in Asia and 

Africa that are lac king textbooks and 
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qualified teachers car benefit from the 

Internet, it in claimed. Distance learning 

programmes and collaboration with col- 

Lcagues overseas could be the key to over- 

routing poverty and disadvantage. When 

technology in pul in the hands of smart, 

creative people, they argue, Lhe potential 

is limitless. 

While [ethnology can be breathtaking 

and 11pen important doors, it has to be 

recognised that there is no such thing as 

art easy 'Lechtao fLs.h, Underdeveloped 

regions struggling with in ass Illiteracy 

and lacking telephone lines an<1 electric¬ 

ity need an improved educational infra¬ 

structure before they tail truly benefit 

from new technologies that enable dis¬ 

tance learning programmes. As we have 

seen throughout this chapter, education 

systems can reproduce inequalities, 

such as class and gender. New informa¬ 

tion and communication technologies 

may servo to eitucerhaLe these divisions 

whilst creating new ones; however,, if 

managed properly, new technologies 

offer eJicllltig liberating mid egalitarian 

possibilities for education systems 
around the world, 

Summary points 
1 Ed u sat ion i n its modern form, anvo Iving the 

instruction of pupils in specially designated 

school premises, began to emerge with the 

spread of printed materials and higher levels 

of literacy. Knowledge could be retained, 

reproduced and Consumed by more people 

in more places. With industrialization, work 

became more specialized, and more people 

acquired abstract knowledge in addition to 

the practical skills of reading, writing and 
calculating. 

2 The expansion of education in the twentieth 

cenlury was closely tied to perceived needs 
for a literate and disciplined workforce. With 
the move to a knowledge economy, 
education will become even more important. 

As opportunities for unskilled manual 

workers decrease, the labour market will 

require workers who are comfortable with 

new technology, can acquire new skills and 

are able to work creatively. 

3 Following the 1944 Education Act, everyone 

in the UK had the opportunity for free 

secondary education, and the school-leaving 

age was raised to fifteen. State secondary 

education was shared among grammar 

schools, secondary modern schools and a 

'small number of technical schools. The 
eleven-plus examination became the means 
of separating pupils betwee n types of state 

schools according to a bilily. 

4 I n the 196Qs the com prehensile school system 
for secondary education was introduced.The 
eleven-plus exam was abolished, along with 

m ost gram mar sdhoo Is a n d all seconda rv 

moderns- In recent years,- (he comprehensive 

system has itself come under much attack. 

Critics feel that the comprehensive^ have not 

achieved the educational standards their 

initiators hoped for. 

5 Higher education has expanded significantly 

in Britain since the Second World War: new 

institutions have been built ('red brick' 

Universities) and student enrolment has 

risen, particularly among women. Higher 
education in Britain is undergoing a Funding 
crisis, however. Many students now take out 

loans in order to fund their higher education 
costs. 
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t Various sociological theories have had an 

impact on interprotations cf education and 

schooling. According to- Bernstein's theory, 

children who have acquired elaborated 

codes of speech are more able to deal with 

the demands of formal education than those 

confined to restricted codes, 

7 The formal school curriculum is onfy one 

part of a more general process of cultural 
reproduction influenced by many Informal 

aspects oF learning, education and school 

settings- The 'hidden curriculum' plays a 
significant role in cultural reproduction. 

8 The organization of and teaching within 

schools have tended to sustain gender 

inequalities. Rules specifying distinct dress 

for girls and boys encourage sex-typing, as 

do texts contarning established gender 

images. Despite these lingering tendencies, 

girls have been consistently outperforming, 

beys in all levels of the education*I system 

for the past decade. Concern about 'failing 

buys' has been linked to larger social issues 

such as crime, unemployment and absent 

fathers - although some believe that the 

attention i& misleading. 

9 Because intelligence is difficult to define, 

there has been a great deal of controversy 

about the subject Some argue that genes 

determine the average IQs of groups; others 

believe that social influences determine 

them. The weight of evidence appears to be 

on the side of those arguing for social and 

cultural influences. 

ip Mew technologies and the knowledge 

economy are changing our understandings 

of education and schooling: formal 

education is giving way to the notion of 

lifelong learning. There are growing 

opportunities for individuals, throughout 

their lifetimes, to engage in learning activities 

and training outside the traditional 

classroom. 

11 Information technology is being integrated 

into educational processes - in the 

classroom, through the establishment of 'e 

Universities' *rtd with the expansion of 

Internet-based learning, there are concerns 

that those who are not computer literate, or 

who do not have access lo new technology, 

may suFfer from a form of information 

poverty' 

Questions for further thought 

1 What is education for? 

2 Can cd ucati □ n overro me sorlni ineq lls Jitics? 

3 What policies should be adopted to encourage wider participation In higher 

education? 

A Do modem technologies make the dcschooling of society either likely or desirable? 

5 How might the 'hidden curric ulum appear in the electronic classroom? 

0 Should schools arid colleges place more emphasis on the development uf urnulional 

Intelligence? 
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18 Work and Economic 
Life 



J OCX GY MAUL his firs I brume mush- 

room 4.1.) fi'.m gjni.si. sk on a Monday 

morning in January lJtfrn, The foreman 
;tiQW«d lilm howi "Now get thee belly w*U 

set up egoists! flatbe bed/ he said, feel 
ptanted -.i>liil on r'Flmn, an' rip into >m.' 

loclrey ripped into them. Tlie machim-iv 

sparked and screeched end a bronze 

mushroom valve tor 3 steam-driven 

engine: dropped into a bn's. "Ow many do 

t' avc to do?' Jockey us ked innocent ly.'' Ow 

many stars in ‘cavcrT said the foreman, 

and walked away. 

Jockey was fifteen then. The job was a 

promotion - a step up from making tea 

and running errands round ihe factory in 

Salford, near Ma nchester. Jockey never did 

another job for sixty-one years. After hrs 

flrsl few years he joined the trade union. 

When he was twenty-five Ills Teel went 

through the floorboards below him. file 

joiner came to fix them, jockey excused 

himself: 'T gotta press down yet we - It 

wear*.' 'Don't apotoglsaid the joinei. 

'll.'- nut my bleed In' floor," The boards 

broke again in UJ(H7 and thim hi i MI fi. In 

1918 Jockey bed three days off - ‘Spanish 

'flu', he apologized; 'couldn’t 'old my 'cad 

up - and he look two more in 1935, when 
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his ivifc died. During sinty-nnc years with 

ihc company, lie missed five days of ivork. 

When lie was sc verity-six, shortly after 

the end oF the Second World War. and a 

week after making tiis millionth valve, the 

worn cut floor collapsed under him once 

more. 'That 5 all I was waiting for', he said, 

lie flicked off the lathe and went over to 

the foreman, a man young enough Lo be 

his grandson, 'I'm finis hirf up at the 
weekend, George', he called over the noise 

of the machinery, Thu men bought him an 

armchair when he left: An' when you've 

worn t'seat out o' that,’ they said, well 
send the joiner to put some boards inf 

Laic Friday afternoon the foreman intro 

duced him to the new apprentice: Must put 
him in the way of il, will yef?' he asked. 

Jockey smi led: 'fiilhee,' he said to the boy, 

'there's not much to il. Get thee belly well 

set against L'lathe bed new, feet solid on 

c'floor, an" rip into 'em!' 

The nature of work has changed mas¬ 

sively since Robert Roberts described 

loekey's working life in his classic, first¬ 

hand account of life in a Salford slum 

during the firs-i. quarter of Ihc twentieth 

century (1971k for many of us. Jockey's 

work life is unrecognizably different from 

our own. This chapter explores the devel¬ 

opment of work in modem society and 
looks at the structure of modern econo 

mates. From here, we examine some more 
recent trends in work. First, however, we 
must look more closely at what Is actually 
understood when we use the term work'. 

What is work? Paid and 
unpaid work 

We often tend to think of work as equiva¬ 

lent to having a paid job, as the notion of 

being 'out of work' implies, hut in fact this 

is an oversimplified view. Non-paid labour 

(such as housework or repairing one's own 

car] looms large in many people's lives. 

Many types of work do not conform to 

orthodox categories of paid employment. 

Much uf the work done in the informal 

economy, for example, is not recorded in 

any direct Way in the official employment 

statistics. The term informal economy 

refers Lo transactions outside the sphere of 

regular employment, sometimes involv¬ 

ing the exchange of cash for services pro¬ 
vided, but also often involving the direct 
exchange of goods or services. 

Someone who comes round to mend a 
Leaking pipe, for example, maybe paid in 
cash, without any receipt being given or 

derails of the job recorded. People 

exchange 'cheap' - that is to say pilfered 

or stolen - goods with friends or asso¬ 

ciates in return for other favours. The 

informal economy includes not only 

'hidden1 cash transactions, but many 

forms of self-provisioning which people 

carry cm inside and outside the house. 

Do-it-yourself activities, domestic 

machinery and household tools, for 

Instance, provide goods and services 

which would Otherwise have lo be pur¬ 

chased (Gershuny and Miles 19EU1, 
I fo use work, wh kch h as trn dill cm a lly been 

carried out mostly by women. Is usually 

unpaid. But it is work, nevertheless - 
often very hard and exhausting work, [see 
box). Voluntary work, for charities or 
other organisations, has an important 

social role. Having a paid job is impor¬ 

tant for ail the reasons listed above - but 

tiro category of ‘work' stretches more 

widely. 

Wc can define work, whether paid or 

unpaid, as being the carrying out of tasks 

py right or 
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rcLjutrinp ihc- cipendiluic of mental and 

physical effort, which has as its objective 

the production of goods and services that 

eater to human needs. An occupation, nr 

job, is work that is done in exchange for a 

tegular wage or salary. Til all cultures, work 

is the basis of the economy. The economic 

system consists of institutions that 

provide for the production and distribu¬ 

tion of goods and services. 

Housework 

Housework in it? current form came into 
existence with the separation of the hnme and 
workplace (Oakley 1974). With industrialization, 
home became a place of consumption 
rather than production of goods. 
Domestic work became Tmtisibl*' as 
"real work" was deFined increasingly as 
that which receives a direct wage. 
Housework has traditionally been seen 
as the domain of women, while the 
realm of 'real work' outside the home 
wo? reserved for men, In i|us 

women has nm declined very markedly, even 
since the introduction oF la hour-saving 
equipment such as vacuum cleaners, washing 

am si on Dt saoour - me way in wmen 
responsibilities al home arc shared by 
hou sthold mem bets was <] ufte 
sti aiglitfo rwar d. Women should ered 
most, if not alf, of the domestic tasks, 
while men 'provided' for the family by 
earning a Wage. 

rbe period of the development of a 
separate 'home' *l?o ?aw other changes 
EeFore the inventions and facilities 
provided by industrialization influenced 
the domostie sphere. Work in the 
household was hard and exacting,. The 
weekly wash, tor example, was a heavy 
and demanding task. The introduction 
hot and cold running water into homes 
eliminated many time-consuming task 
previously water had to be carried 
the home end heated there, as it still is 
m much of the developing world. The 
piping of electricity and gas made coal 
and wood stoves obsolete, and chores 
such as the regular chopping of wood, 
carrying of coal and constant cleaning of 
the stove were largely e immated. 

Yet. surprisingly, the average amount 
of time spent on domestic Work by 

Women often work a 'double shift' at home and in paid 

employment. 
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machines- and dishwashers. The amount af time 
British women nat in paid employment spend 
on housework has remained quite constant over 
the post hailf century, Household appliances 
eliminated some idthe htMu'm i lie-i's. i;11r new 
tasks were created in Itheir place. Time spent an 
chiild care, stocking up the home with purchases 
and meal preparation all increased. 

Unpaid domestic labour is of enormous 
significance to the economy, it ha? been 
estimated that housework accounts for 
between 55 and dt) per cent of the wealth 
created in the industrialized countries. The 
findings of a national survey of time-use 
published in 2002 eslimatod that if housework 
in the UK was paidr rt would he worth ETQQ 
billion to the UK economy (Office of National 
Statistics 2002). Domestic work props up the 
rest of the economy by providing free services 
on which many of the population in paid work 
depend. 

Yet housework itselF has. problematic 
dimensions. Anne Oakley's £1$^) classic 
investigation into housework as a form of work 
showed that fulkfme devotion 'to domestic 
tasks can be isolating:, alienating and lacking in 
intrinsic satisfaction. Housewives in her study 
found domestic tasks highly monotonous and 
had difficulty escaping self-imposed 
psychological pressure to meet certain 
standards which they established for their work. 

forms of paid and unpaid work are closely 
interrelated, a5 housework's contribution to the 
overall economy demonstrates. One of the main 
questions of interest to sociologists is how the 
growing involvement of women in the labour 
market has affected the domestic division of 
labour. If the quantity of domestic work has not 
diminished but fewer women are now full-time 
housewives, it follows that the domestic affairs 
of households must be arranged rather 
differently to-day. 

The social organization of 
wo rk 

One of the most distinctive characteristics 

of the economic system of modem soci¬ 

eties is the existence of a highly complex 

division of labour: work has become 

divided into an enormous number of 

different occupations Ln which people 

specialize. In traditional societies, non- 

ugrloultural Work entailed Lite mastery of a 

craft. Craft skills were learned through a 

Lengthy period of apprenticeship, and the 

W-urker normally carried out all aspects of 

the production process from beginning to 

end, For example, a metalworker makings 

plough would forge the iron, shape it end 

assemble the implement itself. With tin: 

rise of modern Industrial production, 

most traditional crafts hove disappeared 

altogether, replaced by skills that form 

purl oTkirger-scale production processes. 

Jockey, whose life story we discussed at 

the begltiming of this chapter, is an 

example. He spent bis whole working 

career on one highly specialized task; 

other people in (he factory dealt with 

n ther specific tasks. 

Modern society has also witnessed a 

shift in the location of work. Before indus¬ 

trialization, most work took place at linmc 

and was completed collectively by all the 

members of the household. Advances in 

industrial technology, such as machinery 

operating on electricity and coal, contrib¬ 

uted to the separation of work and 

home, Factories owned by entrepreneurs 

became the focal points of industrial 

development; machinery and equipment 

were concentrated within thorn and the 

mass production of goods began io eclipse 

small-scale artlsanshlp based In the 

home- People seeking Jobs In factories, 

y rights 
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like lackey, would he I rained to perform a 

•specialized task end would receive e wage 

tor this work. Employee performance was 

overseen toy managers, who concerned 

themselves with implementing tech¬ 

niques for enhancing worker productivity 

and -discipline, 

The contrast in the division of labour 

between traditional and modem soci¬ 

eties is truly extraordinary, Even in the 

largest traditional Societies, there usually 

eSisCed no more than twenty or thirty 

major craft trades, together with such 

specialized roles as merchant, soldier 

and juriesl. In. ? modern industrial 

system, there are literally thousands of 

distinct occupations.The UK Census lists 

snnre 2QrfH3[> distinct jobs in the British 

economy: In traditional communities, 

most of the population worked on farms 

and were economically sell-sufficient. 

They produced their own food, clothes 

and other necessities of life. One of the 

main features of modem societies, by 

contrast., is an enormous expansion of 

economic interdependence, We are all 

dependent on an immense number of 

other workers - today stretching right 

across (he world - for the products and 

services that sustain our lives. With few 

exceptions, the vast majority of people in 

modern societies do not produce the 

food they eat. the houses they live In or 

die in ateriiil goods they constime. 

Early sociologists wrote extensively 

about the potential consequences of the 

division of labour - both for individual 

workers and lor society as a whole. Karl 

Marx was one of the first writers to specu¬ 

late that rhe development of modern 

industry would reduce many people's work 

to dull, uninteresting tasks. According to 

Marx, the division of labour alienates 

human beings front their work. For Mara, 

alienation refers to feelings of indifference 

or hostility not only to work, but to the 

overall framewo rk of industrial prod uc tion 

within a capitalist setting. In traditional 

societies, he pointed out, work was often 

exhausting - peasant farmers sometimes 

had to toil from dawn to dusk. Yet peasants 

held a real measure of control over their 

work, which required much knowledge 

and skill. Many industrial workers, by con¬ 

trast, have little control over their jobs, 

only contribu ting a fraction to the creation 
of the overall product, and they have no 
i nine n re ove ■ howor to who m jr is even tu- 

ally sold, Marxists would argue that for 
workers like Jockey, work appears as so me - 
thing alien, a task that must lw carried mu 

in order to cam an income hut I hat is 

intrinsica lly unsatisfying. 

□urkheim had a more optimistic 

outlook about Ihe division of labour, 

although he too acknowledged its poten¬ 

tially harmful effects. According to ]>urk- 

heim. the specialization of roles would 

strengthen social solidarity within com¬ 

munities. Bather than living as isolated, 

self-sufficient units, people would be 

linked together througli their mutual 

dependency. Solidarity would be en¬ 

hanced through multi i.l fractional relation 
ships of production and consumption, 
Durkheim saw this arrangement as a 

highly functional otic, although he was 
also aware that social solidarity could be 
disrupted If change occurred too rapidly. 
Fie referred to this resulting sense of 

normlessrcss as anomie. 

Vou may Find it useFuD to look at the 

overview of Durkheim and Mara's writ¬ 

ings in chapter 1, Tflhat is Sociology? 

pp. 12-17. 

iny 'ngnt 
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Taylorism and Fordism 

Writing some two centuries ago, Adam 

Sm i th, -one of ihc founders of modem cco- 

nomics, identified advantages that the 

division of labour provides in terms of 

increasing productivity. His most famous 

■ivu rk, The Hen (if: of Nn ttu-nv (17761, opens 

with a description of the division of labour 

in a pin factory. A person working alone 

could perhaps make 20 pins per day. By 

breaking down dial worker's task into a 
number of simple operations, however, 
(err workers carrying, nut specialized johs 

in collaboration with one another could 
collectively produce 4B,Q<Hi pins per day, 
The rale of production per worker, in 

other words, is increased from 20 to4,ftOQ 

pins, each specialist operator producing 

249 times more than when working ala nc. 

More thou a century later, these ideas 

readied their most developed expression 

in til*.- writings of Frederick Wi iikJow Tayin r 

£1065-1915), an American management 

consultant. Taylors approach to what he 

called 'scientific management' involved 

the detailed study of industrial processes 

in order to break them down into simple 

operations that could be precisely timed 

and organized- Taylorism, ds scientific 

management came to be called, was not 

merely an academic study. Tt was a system 

of production designed to maximize 

industrial output, and It hart a widespread 

Impact not only on the organization of 

industrial production and technology, hut 

also on workplace politics as well. In par¬ 

ticular, Taylors time-and-motinn studies 

wrested control over knowledge of the 

productions process from the worker and 

placed such knowledge firmly in the 

hands of management, eroding the basis 

on which craft workers maintained auton¬ 

omy from their employers [Bravcrman 

1974]. As such, Taylorism has been widely 

associated with the deskilling and degra¬ 

dation of labour. 

The principles of Taylorism were appro¬ 

priated by the industrialist Henry Ford 

il EOT-1947). Lord designed his first auto 

plant at Highland Park, Michigan, in Odd 

to manufacture only one product - the 

Model T Kurd - involving the introduction 

of specialized tools and machinery 

designed for speed, precision and simplic¬ 
ity of ope ration. One of Ford, 's most slgnlti ■ 
cant innovations was the introduction of 

the assembly line, said co have been 
Inspired by Chicago slaughterhouses, in 
which, animals were disassembled section 

by section oil a moving line. Each workei 

on Ford's- assembly line was assigned a 

specialized task, such as fitting the left¬ 

side door handies as the car bodies moved 

along the line. By 1929, when production 

of the Model T ceased, more than 15 

million cars had been produced. 

Ford was among the first to realize that 

mass production requires nntss markets. 

He reasoned that if standardized com - 

modules such as the automobile were to 

be produced on an ever-greater Scale, the 

presence of consumers who were able to 

buy those commodities must also be 
assured- In 1914, Ford wok the unprece¬ 

dented step of unilaterally raising wages at 
his Dearborn, Michigan, plant to $5 for an 
eight-hour day - a very generous wage at 
the time and one that ensured a working- 

class, lifestyle that included owning such 

an automobile. As Harvey remarks: 'The 

purpose of the five-dollar, eight-hour day 

was only in parr to secure worker compli¬ 

ance with the discipline required to work 

the highly productive assembly-line 

Copyrighted material 
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system, h Was cu Incidentally meant to 
provide workers with sufficient Income to 
consume the mass-produced products 

the corporations wore about to turn out in 
ever vaster quantities'(I larvey lit&y), Ford 
also enlisted the services of a small army 
of social worker who were sent into the 

homes of workers in order to educate 

them in the proper habits of consump¬ 

tion. 

Fordism is the name given to designate 

the system of mass production tied to the 

cultivation of mass markets. In certain 

contexts, the term has a more specific 

meaning, referring to a historical period in 

tire development of post-Second World 

War capitalism. Jn which mass production 

was associated with stability in labour 

relations and a high degree of unioniza¬ 

tion, Under Fordism, firms made long- 

term commitments to workers, and wages 

were tightly linked to productivity growth. 

As such, cotlffctiv# iNirgaining agreements 

- formal agreements negotiated between 

firms and unions that specified working 

conditions such as wages, seniority rights, 

benefits and so on - closed a virtuous 

circle that ensured worker consent to 

automated work regimes amt sufficient 

demand for mass-produced ctimmod- 

ities. file system is generally understood 

to have broken down in the 1970s, giving 

y rights 
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rise to greater flexibility and insecurity in 

wo rking co ndilions. 

The lim Eta lions of Taylorism and 
Fordism 

The reasons far the demise of Fordism are 

complex and intensely debated. As Arms 

in a Variety of industries adopted FordLst 

production methods, the system encoun- 

tered certain Limitations. At one lime,, it 

looked os though Fordism represented the 

likely future of Industrial production as a 

whole, But this has not proved to be the 

ease. The system can only be applied suc¬ 

cessfully in those Industries, such as cat 

manufacturer that produce standardized 

products lot large markets. To set up 

mechanized production lines is enor¬ 

mously expensive, and once a Fordisi 

system is established, it is quite rigid; to 

alter a product, for example, snhstanfi.il 

reinvestment is needed. Fordist produc¬ 

tion is easy to copy if sufficient Funding is 

available to set up the plant. Hut firms in 

countries where labour power is expen¬ 

sive find if difficult to compete with those 

where wages are cheaper. This was one of 

the factors originally leading to the rise of 

Che Japanese tar industry (although Japa¬ 

nese wage levels today are no longer low) 

and subsequently chat of South Korea, 

The difficulties with Fordism and Tay- 

lo ri-sui exte nil beyond the need for expen¬ 
sive equipment, however, Fordism and 
Tayloi Ism me what some industrial sociol¬ 

ogists call low-trust systems. Jobs are set 

by management and are geared to 

machines. Those who carry out the work 

tasks are closely supervised and are 

allowed little autonomy of action. In order 

to maintain discipline and faigh-qnalityr 

production standards, employees ate con¬ 

tinuously monitored through various sur- 

vciliance systems. 

Surveillance within work and other organ¬ 

izations is discussed in chapter 16, 'Orga¬ 

nizations and Networks', pp. 

This constant supervision, however, 

tends to produce the opposite of its 

Intended result- the commit merit and 

morale of workers is often eroded because 

they have little say in the nature of their 

jobs or In hoW they are carried out. In 

workplaces with many low-trust posi¬ 

tions. (he level of worker dissatisfaction 
and absenteeism Is high, and Industrial 

conflict is common,. 
A high-trusi system, by contrast. Is one 

in which workers are permitted to control 

the pace, and even the content, of then 

work, within overall guidelines. Bn eh 

systems arc usually concentrated at the 

higher levels of industrial organizations. 

As we shall see, high-trust systems have 

become more common in many work¬ 

places in recent decades, transforming the 

very way we Lhink about the organization 

and execution of work. 

The changing nature of 
work and working 

The globalizing of economic production, 

together with die spread of Information 
technology, is site rl ng the n at u re i if the jobs 
most people do. As discussed In chapter 9. 
die proportion of people working in hluc- 

collar jalis in industrial countries has pro¬ 

gressively fallen. Fewer people work in fac¬ 

tories than before. New jobs have been 

created in offices and in service centres 

such as supermarkets and airports. Many 

□f these new jabs arc filled by women. 

pyrighted material 
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Industrial conflict 

There have long been conflicts between workers 
and those in economic and political authority 
over them. Riots against conscription and high 
taxes and food riots at periods of harvest failure 
were common in urban areas of Europe in the 
eighteenth century. These 'pre-modern' forms of 
labour conflict continued up to not much more 
than a century ago in seme countries. For 
example, there were food riots in several large 
kalian towns in 1868 (Geary 1881). Such 
traditiona l forms of confrontation were not just 
sporadic, irrational outbursts of violence: the 
threat or use of violence had the effect of 
limiting the price of grain and other essential 
foodstuffs (RudA 1964; Booth 1977), 

Industrial conflict between workers and 
employers at first tended to follow these older 
patterns. In situations of confrontation, workers 
would quite often leave their places of 
employment and form crowds in the streets; 
they would make their grievances, known 
through their unruly behaviour or by engaging in 
acts of violence against the authorities. Workers 
in some parts of France in the iate nineteenth 
century would threaten disliked employees with 
hanging (Holton 1978), Ljse of the strike as a 
weapon, today commonly associated with 
organized bargaining between workers and 
management, developed only slowly and 
sporadically, 

Strikes 

LVe can define a strike as a temporary stoppage 
of work by a group of e m ployees i n □ rde r to 
express a grievance or enforce a demand 
(Hyman 1984). All the components of this 
definition are important in separating strikes 
from other forms of opposition and conflict. A 
strike is temporary, since workers intend to 
return lo the S4me job With the Same employer; 
where workers quit altogether, lhe term strike is 
not appropriate. As a stoppage of wofk, a strike 
is distinguishable from an overtime ban or 
‘slowdown'. A jj.roup of workers has to be 
involved, because a strike involves collective 
action, not the response of one individual 
worker. That those involved are e/rapftiyees 
serves to separate strikes from protests such as 

may he conducted by tenants or students. 
Finally, a strike involves seeking to make known 
a grievance or press a demand; workers who 
miss work lo go to a soccer match could not be 
said to be on strike. 

Strikes represent only one aspect or type of 
conflict in which workers and management may 
become involved. Other closely related 
expressions of organized conflict are lock-outs 
(whore the employers rather than the workers 
bring about a stoppage of work), output 
restrictions and clashes in contract negotiations, 
Less-organized expressions of conflict may 
include high labour turnover (where employers 
regularly replace old staff with new), 
absenteeism and interference with production 
machinery. 

Workers choose to go out on strike for many 
specific reasons, They may be see king lo gain 
higher wages. Forestall a proposed reduction in 
their earnings, protest against technological 
changes that make their work duller or lead to 
lay-offs, or obtain greater security af 
employment. However, in all these 
eireumstances the strike is essentially a 
mechanism of power:, a weapon oF people who 
are relatively powerless in fhe workplace and 
whose working lives are affected by managerial 
decisions over which they have little or no 
control. II is usually a weapon of Iasi resort', to 
be used when ether negotiations have failed, 
because workers on strike either receive no 
income or depend on union funds, which might 
be limited. 

Trade unions 

Although their levels of membership and the 
extent of their power vary widely, union 
organizations exist in all Western countries, 
which also all legally recognize the right of 
workers lo strike in pursuit of economic 
objectives, Why have unions become a basic 
feature of Western societies? Why does union- 
management conflict seem Lo be a more or less 
ever present possibility ?■, industrial sellings? 

In the early development of modern industry, 
workers in most countries had no political rights 
and! little influence over the conditions of work 

Copyrighted mater 
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Figure 10.1 proporticin of people m employment who are members of a Trade union, UK/ 
i?aa-2Doo 

• Data she? 1P3S trcm the r.'rrtHkntiw OffScw's Annual KepwSs ar* for Great B'iSain only, see technical note for further 
irli»rndU»'i about ll <1,: Id SbucD. NuLa: Data hsva not been .s-Jss. i-.ud Bo relied Ihe ptisL-2001 GtnsiB population estimate! 

Source: QMS (>£*ScJ, p. 133 

in which they ifoucid thema*lues. Unions 
developed as a means ol redressing Ihe 
i m ha la n ce of power between wo rkars and 
employers. Whereas workers had virtually no 
power as individuals, through collective 
orga n iiatio n th sir i nflu e nee wa s co nsi d era b ly 
increased, employer can. do without the 
labour of any particular worker, hut not wilhoul 
that of all or most of the workers in a factory or 
plant. Unions were originally mainly 'defensive' 
organizations, providing the means whereby 
workers could counter the overwhelming power 
that employers wieIded ovef their lives. 

Workers today have voting rights in the 
political sphere, and there are established forms 
of negotiation with employers, by means of 
which economic benefits tan be pressed for and 
grievances expressed. However, union influence 
exists primarily in the form of a veto power, both 
at (he level of the local plant and nationally. Iri 
Other Words, Using the resources at their 
disposal, including the right lo strike, unions tan 
only bioc* employers' policies or initiatives, not 
h e Ip f o rmulate th em i n th e fi rat place. There are 
exceptions to this,, for instance where unions 
and employers negotiate periodic contracts 
covering conditions of work. 

The post-Second World War period witnessed 
a dramatic reversal in the positions of unions in 

advanced industrial societies, in most developed 
countries, the period from 1950 to I9fl0 was e 
time of steady growth in union density, a 
statistic that represents the number of union 
members as a percentage of the number of 
people who could potentially be union 
members. In the late 1970s and early rflds over 
£D per cent of the British workforce were 
unionized. High union density was common in 
Western countries for several reasons. First, 
strong working-class political parlies created 
favourable conditions for labour organization. 
Second, bargaining between firms and trade 
unions was coordinated at the national level 
rather than occurring in decentralized fashion at 
sectoral or local levels. Third, unions rather than 
the slate directly administered unemploymenl 
insurance, ensuring that workers who tost their 
jobs did not leave the labour movement. 
Countries in which some combination but not 
all three of these factors were present had lower 
rates of union density, ranging from between 
two-fifths to two-thirds of the working 
population (figure 16.1 shows the rise and fall of 
trade union membership during the twentieth 
century), 

from a peak in the lSTQSj unions began to 
suffer a decline across ihe advanced industrial 
countries, including in the UK. There are several 
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prominent explanations far the difficulties 
confronted by unions since I9BU. Perhaps the 
most common is the decline of the older 
manufacturing industries and Hit rise of the 
service sector. Treditiorwlly, manufacturing has 
been a stronghold tor labour, whereas jobs in 
services are more resistant to unionization. 

However, this explanation has come under 
scrutiny. Sociologist Bruce Western (Western 
in37} argued (hat such an explanation cannot 
account for the experience of the 1970s, which 
was gen era Ilya good period far unions 
(although not in the United States) and yet was 
also characterised by a structural shift from 
manufacturing to services. Similarly, a significant 
share ot growth in service sector employment 
has occurred m social! services - typically public 
sector union :obs. As such, Western argued that 
declines in unionization within manufacturing 
may bo mure significant than declines across 
sectors, 

Several explanations are consistent with the 
tall In union density within, as well as between, 
industries. First, the recession in world economic 
activity, associated with high levels of 
unemployment, particularly during the linos, 
weakens the bargaining position of labour. 
Second, the increasing intensity of international 
competition, particularly from Far Eastern 
countries, where wages are often lower than in 
the West, also wakens unions' bargaining 
powers. Third, the rise to power in many 
countries of right-wing governments, such as the 
British Conservatives led by Margaret Thatcher, 
who came to office in 1975 and launched on 
aggressive assaull On unions in the T9SOs. The 
unions came out second-best in several major 
strikes, notably the crashing of the National 
Union of Miners in the UK in 19S4. LFn ion- 
protected Working conditions and wages have 
been eroded in several major industries over the 
pasl twenty-five years. 

in 1984, British miners embarked on a protracted fight over pit closures. 
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Decline in union mem heirship end influence 
is something at a general phenomenon in the 
industrialized countries end is not to be 
txplained wholly In terms of political pressure 
applied by right-wing governments against the 
unions, Unions usually become weakened 
during periods when unemployment is high, as 
was the case in the UK for much of the ISSOs 
and 1990s: trade union membership for both 
men and women stood at 29 per cent in June 
7UQ.S (Socicr/ Trends 35, 3005). Trends towards 
more flexible production tend to dimmish the 
force of unionism, which flourishes more 

extensively where there are many people 
working together in large factories. Still, trade 
unionism remains a powerful force in most 
Western countries. The power of the unions to 
drive a hard bargain for their members was seen 
in the UK during the strikes by fire-fighters in 
7DD2 and 2003. In that dispute, a demand for 
increased pay by the Fire Brigades Union was 
met by an equally strong demand for more 
flexibility in working practices by the New 
Labour government. (The flexibility of working 
practices is a key the me m the second half of 
this chapter.) 

Gender inequality in the workplace is 

discussed further in chapter 16, 'Organi¬ 

zations and Networks', pp 756-9. 

Women and work 

Throughout history, men and women 

have Contributed to producing and repro¬ 

ducing the social world around them, 

both on a day-to-day basis and over long 

periods of rim e. Yet the nature nfthis part¬ 

nership and Ihe distribution of respon¬ 

sibilities within it has taken different 

forms over time. Until recently, paid work 

in Western countries was predominantly 

the sphere of men. Over the past few 

decades this situation has changed radi¬ 

cally: mure and more women have moved 

into the labour force. In must western 

countries, Russia and China, women are 

now around a quarter less likely to work 

outside the home than men [see figure 

38.2J, 3 Luwever, reports in the UK suggest 

that three ■ quarters o f the Wo rising fe rnale 

population are engaged in part-time, low- 

paid. work; clerical, cleaning, cashiering 

and catering (Women in the Workplace 

2UD4). 
In tire following sections, we look at the 

o ri gins and hu p liealions of I h is phe nome - 

non - one of the most important transfor¬ 

mations happening in modern society at 

the present time. We also consider some of 

the changes in the world rtf work that have 

taken place with the decline of Fordism 

and Taylorism, before examining some of 

the must important contemporary Issues 

in the sociology of work. 

Women and the workplace: the his¬ 
torical view 

For the vast majority of the population in 

pre-industrial societies (and many people 

in ihe developing world?, productive 

activilies and the activities of the house¬ 

hold were ncit separate. Production was 

carried on either in the home or nearby, 

and all members of the family partici¬ 

pated in work on the land or in handi¬ 

crafts-, Women often had considerable 

influence within the household as a result 

of their importance in economic pro¬ 

cesses. even If they Were excluded from 

the male realms of politics and warfare. 

Wives of craftsmen and farmers often 

kept business accounts and widows quite 

commonly owned and managed busi¬ 

nesses. 

dna rite 
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Much of this changed with I lie Repara¬ 

tion of the workplace from Lhc home 

brought a bn ut by the develop men! of 

modern industry. The movement of pro¬ 

duction into mechanized factories was 

probably the largest single factor. Work 

was done at the machine's pace by individ¬ 

uals hired specifically for the (asks in 

question, so employers gradually began to 

contract workers as individuals rather 

than families. 

With lime and the progress of industri¬ 

alization,. an Increasing division was 
established between home and work¬ 
place. The idee of separate spheres - 

public and private - became entrenched 
i n popular attitudes. Me n. by me rlt o f the! t 

employment outside the home, spent 

more time in the public realm and became 

more involved in local affairs,. politics and 

the market. Women came to be associated 

with 'domestic' values and were respon¬ 

sible for tasks such as child care, main¬ 

taining the home and preparing food for 

Lire family, Thu idea that 'a woman's place 

is in the home' had different implications 

For women at varying levels in society, 

Affluent women enjoyed the services of 

maid*, nurses and domestic servants. The 

burdens were harshest For poorer women, 
who had to cope with the household 

chores as well as engaging in Industrial 

work to supplement their husbands' 

Income- 

Figure IB.5 Employment rates in ihe UK: by sea (%) 

Source: serial Trends 35 (2005), p. 4- 
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Rates of employment of women outside 

the home,. tor ell classes, were quite Jow 

until well into the twentieth century. Even 

as late as 1910, in Britain, more than a 

third of gainfully employed women were 

maids or house servants. The female 

labour force consisted mainly uf young 

single women, whose wages, when they 

Worked in factories or offices, Were often 

sent by Llieir employers direct to their 

parents. Once married, they generally 

withdrew from the labour force and con¬ 

centrated on family obligations. 

The growth in women's economic 
activity 

Women's participation in the paid labour 
force has risen more or has continuously 

over the last century. One major influence 

was the labour shortage experienced 

during the First World War. During the war 

years, women carried out many jobs pre¬ 

viously regarded as ihe exclusive province 

of men. On returning from the war, men 

again took over most of those jobs, but the 

pre-established pattern had been broken. 

Eli the years since the Second World 

War, the gender division of labour has 

changed dramatically. The UK employ¬ 

ment rate that is. the proportion of 

working-age people who are lu employ- 

me nt rose from -5b per cent to 7t> per cent 

for women between IT?a and £<KW, lit 

contrast Hi* UK employment rate for men 
fell from 92 per cent to 79 per cent In the 
same period.Thus ihe gup l>erween men's 

and women's employment rates Fell from 

35 per cent in 1971 to just 9 per cent in 

2001 (this is shown in figure lfl.lt). This 

narrowing of the gender gap looks likely to 

continue to rise even more in the years to 

come. As ivc will see below (pp. 757-91, 

much of the increase in women's eco¬ 

nomic activity has been in part-time 

work. 

There are a number of reasons why the 

gap in economic activity rates between 

men and women have been closing in 

recent decades. First, there have been 

changes in the scope and nature of the 

tasks that hiiVe traditionally been asso¬ 

ciated with women and the 'domestic 

sphere'. As the birth rate has declined and 

the average age of childbirth has increased, 

many women now take on paid work 
before having children and return to woifc 
afterwards Smaller families have meant 

that tire time many women previously 
spent at home caring for young children 

lias been reduced, The mechanization ^ 

many domestic tasks has also helped to cut 

down the amount of time that needs In be 

spent to maintain the home. Automatic 

dishwashers, vacuum cleaners and wash¬ 

ing machines have made the domestic 

workload less labour-intensive. There is 

also evidence that the domestic division of 

labour between men and women is being 

steadily eroded over time, although women 

certainly still carry out more domestic tasks 

than men [see below). 

There arc also financial reasons why a 

growing number of women have entered 
the labour market. 1 Ire traditional nuclear 
fam I ly m octel - com posed of a m ale bread - 

winner, female housewife and dependent 
children - now accoirnu for o roly a qua rre r 
of families in Britain. Economic pressures 
on lire household, including a rise in male 

unemployment, have led more women to 

seek paid work. Many households find 

that two incomes a re required in nrdei to 

sustain a desired lifestyle. Other changes 

in household structure, including high 
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rates of singlehood and childlessness an 

well as a growth in Lone-mother house¬ 

holds, has meant that women outside cra- 

dirional families have also been entering 

the Labour market-either out of choice or 

necessity. Additionally, recent efforts to 

reform welfare policies, both in Mrilitin 

and Lire United States, have aimed to 

support women Including lone mothers 

and married women with small children - 

in entering paid work 

finally, it is Important 1-0 note that 

many women have olio sen to enter the 

labour market out of a desire for per¬ 

sonal fulfilment and In response to the 

drive for equality propelled forward by 

i h e wo me rVs on n ve m e n i of The i «eii is n nd 

1970s. Having gained legal equality with 

men, many women have seized on 

opportunities to realize these rights in 

their own lives. As we have already 

noted, work is central in contemporary 

society and employment is almost 

always a prerequisite for Jiving an inde¬ 

pendent Life, In recent decades women 

have made great strides towards parity 

with merir increased economic activity 

has been central to this process fCrnmp- 

ton 1997). 

Gemterand inequalities at work 

Despite possessing formal equality with 

men, women still experience a number of 

inequalities in tlie labour market, In this 

section We will look at three of the main 

inequalities for Women at work; occupa¬ 

tional segregation, concentration in part- 

time em ployment, and the wage gap, 

Occupational segregation 

Women workers have traditionally been 
concentrated in poorly paid, routine 

occupatl o ns- Many of these Jobs are h Lghly 
gendered - tltat Is, they are commonly 
seen as ’women's work'- Secretarial and 

caring jolts (such as nursing, social work 

and child care; arc overwhelmingly held 

by women and arc generally regarded as 

'feminine' occupations. Occupational 

gender segregation refers to the fact that 

men and women arc concentrated in diff¬ 

erent types of jobs, bused on prevailing 

understandings of what is appropriate 

'male' and 'female' work 

Occupations dominated by wo men tend 1o be the lowest paid. 
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Occupational segregation has been 

seen to possess vertical and horizontal 

components. Vertical segregation refers to 

the tendency for women lo be concen¬ 

trated in jobs with little authority and 

room for advancement, while men occupy 

morn powerful anti influential positions. 

Horizontal segregation refers to the ten¬ 

dency for men and Women to occupy diff¬ 

erent categories of job, for example, 

wo mutt largely dom inate in domestic and 

routine clerical positions, while men are 

clustered lit semi-skilled and skilled 
manual positions. Horizontal segregation 
can he pronounced- More than 9fi per cent 

oF women's employment (compared to 17 
per cent of men's) In the UK in J&9 1 fell 

inlo four occupational categories clerical, 
secretarial, personal services and 'other 

elementary' (Crompton 1337). in IMS, 26 

per cent oi women were in routine white- 

collar work, comps ted with only ft per cent 

of men, while 17 per cent of men were in 

skilled manual work compared with only 

2 per cent of women [HM5Q 1939). 

Changes in the organization of employ¬ 

ment as well as Sex-role stereotyping have 

contributed Lo occupational segregation. 

Alterations in the prestige and Lhe work 

tasks of'clerks' provide u good example. In 

9 3150. i n the U R, 91:3 per cent of tie rks were 
men. To be a clerk, was often to have a 

responsible position, litvolvl ng knowledge 

of accountancy skills arid sometimes car¬ 
rying managerial responsibilities- Even 
the lowliest clerk liad ;■ certain status in 

the outside world-The twentieth century 

has seen a general mechanization of office 

work (starting with the introduction of the 

typewriter in the late nineteenth century}, 

accompanied by a marked downgrading 

of the skills and status oi 'clerk' - together 

with another related occupation, that of 

'secretary' - into a low-status, low-paid 

occupation. Women came to fill these 

occupations as the pay and prestige asso¬ 

ciated with them declined. In I99fl nearly 

90 per cent of clerical workers and 96 per 

cent of alt secretaries In the UK were 

women. However, the proportion of 

people working, as secretaries has fallen 

uVer thu post I wo decades. Computers 

have rep laced type write rs and m any m an - 

tigers now do much of their letter-writing 

and otiier tasks directly onto the com¬ 

puter. 

Concentration in part-time work 

Although increasing number* of women 

now work full rime outside the home, a 
large numbei are concentre ted in part- 

time employment. In recent decades, 

opportunities for part-time work have 

grown enormously, partly as a result of 

labour market reforms to encourage 

flexible employment policies and partly 

due to the expansio n of the service sector 

(Crompton 1997), 

Part-time jobs are seen as offering 

much greater flexibility for employees 

than full-time work. For this reason they 

are often favoured by women who are 

attempting to balance work and family 

obligations. In many cases till* can be 

done successfully, and women who might 
otherwise forgo employment become 

economically active, Yet pari-time work 

carries certain disadvantages, such as low 
pay, job insecurity and limited opportu¬ 
nities for adva n cement. 

Part-time work is attractive to many 

women and much of the growth In 

women's economic activity in the post¬ 

war period can he attributed to this. By 

itGC'l there were 5.2 million women in the 

UK in part-time employment, compared 
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to just 1.2 million men (HMSO 2005). In 

this respect Britain is somewhat distinc¬ 

tive: among industrialized nations, the UK 

Lias one of' the h i ghest ral es of fema Ic pair! - 

time cm plnyment. 

Soria legists have Long debated the phe¬ 

nomenon of women's part-time employ¬ 

ment anil sought to explain Lhe strength of 

this pattern in Britain compared to other 

countries. Surveys have revealed that 

part-time jobs are poorly paid, insecure 

and often more flexible for the employer 

than for Hie employee, Vet, when asked, 
most female part-time workers say they 
are satisfied with \i art-time employment. 

The main reason given for working part 
ciiin- by those questioned is (he fact dial 
they prefer not to work full [inn-. 

Sonic scholars have argued th.it there 

arc different 'types' of women - those who 

arc committed to work outside the home 

and those who are uncommitted to work, 

viewing the traditional sexual division of 

labour as unobjectionable (Hakim 199G]. 

According to such an approach, many 

women happily choose to work part time 

in under to lullil traditional domestic uhli- 

gDlions. However, there is an important 

sense in which women have little choice. 

Men. by and large. do nut assume prime 

responsibility for the rearing of children, 
Women who have dial responsibility (as 
well a? other domestic obligations, as we 

saw In the bos above, pp, 742-3J but still 
want, or need, to work In paid jobs inevita¬ 
bly find part-time work a more feasible 
option. 

The wage gap 

The average pay of employed women in 

hrilain is well below that of men, although 

the difference has narrowed somewhat 

over the past thirty years. In 1970 women 

in full lime employment earned G3 pence 

far every pound earned by a man working 

full-time; by 1SV99 it bed risen to 04 pence. 

Among women working part-time, the 

gap reduced from 51 pence Id 50 pence 

over the same period of time. This general 

tendency towards closing the "wage gap' 

has rightly been seen as a significant step 

In the move towards equality with men, 

Several processes have affected these 

trends. One significant factor is that mure 

women are moving mlo higher-pay Ing 

pro Sessional posi firms tha n was ea rile r the 

case. Young women with good qualifica¬ 
tions are now as likely as their male 

counterparts to land lucrative jobs. Vet 
this progress at the top of the occupational 
structure is offset hy the* enormous 

increase in the number of women in low- 

paid part-time jobs within the rapidly 

expanding service sector. 

Occupational segregation by gentler is 

one of the main iaetors in the persistence 

of a wage gap between men and women. 

Women are over-represented in the more 

poorly paid job sectors; more than 45 per 

cent of women earn less than £100 pounds 

per week, compared la just over 20 per 

cent of men. Despite some gains, women 

also remain under-represented at the top 

of the income distribution; id per cent of 
men earn more than £500 per week, com¬ 
pared to only 2 per cent of women (Rake 
2000], 

The Introduction of a national mini¬ 
mum wage in 1999 l>f fT-tati per bout for 
wnrkera over the age of twenty-two) also 

helped to narrow the pay gap between 

men and women, since many women arc 

concentrated in occupations such as 

hairdressing and waitressing, which for a 

long time have paid below the level at 

which the- minimum wage was set. It was 
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estimated that nearly 2 million people 

enjoyed a pay raise of app roximalcly 30 

percent after the minimum wbjjc was first 

introduced. Regular rises to I he minimum 

wage since its introduction [which is set to 

reach £5.35 per hour for workers over the 

age of twenty-two from October 20MO 

have further benefited women in low-paid 

jobs. The benefits of the minimum Wage, 

however, du not negate the fact that a large 

proportion of women Mill work in jobs 

which pay at or slightly above the 

minimum wage, and there ate still many 

men and women who are employed (I I le¬ 

gally) to work for less than the minimum 

wage - ear ■ il rigs on which it h exceedingly 
difficult to live, especially with dependent 
children. 

One manifestation of this is the fact that 

a substantial proportion of women iit tire 

UK Live in poverty. This is particularly true 

oF women who are heads of households. 

The percentage of women amongthc poor 

has risen steadily in recent years. Poverty 

(ends, to be especially acute for wo uteri 

with very small children who need con¬ 

stant care. There is a vicious circle herer a 

woman who can obtain a reasonably well- 

paid pub may be financially crippled by 

having to pay fur child care, yet if she starts 

working part lime, her earnings drop, 

whatever career prospects she may have 

had disappear, and she also loses other 

economic benefits - such as pension 

rights - which full-time workers receive. 

Taken over a womans lifetime, the wage 

gap produces striking differences in 

overall earnings, A recent study carried 

out in the 1990s (Rake 2000) found that a 

mid-skilled woman, For example, would 

experience a "female forfeit' oi nmic lhan 

£240.000 over her lifetime. The female 

forfeiL refers to how much less a woman 

will earn over a lifetime than a man with 

simiiar qualifications, even if she has no 

children. The amount a woman will 

cam varies with her qualifications. For 

example, a childless women with no qual¬ 

ifications can be expected to earn 

£518.000 during her working life; if she is a 

graduate, she can expect to earn more 

tbari double that amount her 'female 

forfeit' will be relatively low and she will 

riot Suffer the 'mother gap', the gap 

between the earn ings of a Woman with no 

children and a woman with children (sec 
figure 1&.4). By contrast, a low-skilled 
mother of two will be likely to have a 

'mother gap' of approximately E2ti5,(.HJD 

(compared with what an equivalent man 

wou |d earn). as against £ 140.000 for a mid - 
skilled woman and £10,080 for a liiigh- 

skillcd woman - to add to her 'female 

ForFcit'. Women in the last two categories 

are more likely In return to work quickly 

and to use day-care facilities when the 

children are young (Rake 2000). 

Cfrangcj itr the domestic division of 
labour 

One of the results of more women enter¬ 

ing paid work is that certain traditional 

family pat terns arc being renegotiated. 

The 'male breadwinner' model has 

become die exception rathe i than the 

rule, and women's growing economic 

independence lias meant that they are 

better placed to move out of gendered 

ro Ics at home IF they choose to do so. Both 

in terms of housework and financial deci¬ 

sion-making, women's traditional domes¬ 

tic roles are undergoing significant 

changes. There appears to he a move 

towards mote egalitarian relationships in 

many households, all hough women con¬ 

tinue to shoulder Lhc main responsibility 
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The pay divide 
The three categories of 

typical worn cn' 

Earnings teraonr In 

1M r n c a tegonr ■; 

T)^ f?R*ik forfeit - hgw 
much Ii?5i the woman 
would earn in a lifetime 
Wan a ma-n witJi similar 

qualKicattiufj. even rf sf* 
had n<? children 

The mofhsr gap - hew 

much less the woman 

would earn in o life time 

ihon o woman with 

s miter qua I itirations ■ ..t 
no rh fdren 

7h» pamnt gap - h™ 
moth Ip5s thfl woman 

wouic ram than a man 

with s miter qua lif;■ 
rations, i a -hi' 

ten,ate fqrfeis and 

mother g?p rpmbimtri, 

Mn Low s. k -11 

Irft school with no 

qua iintiatiorv;, wock? a? .t 

■chop .-iwrctant Mamet at 31 
ond hos first ch Id at 12 rind 

second at 1\i I akes n ne 

jean in ,i I out of the: tebaur 

market and works parc-timr- 

for ,a further 7H near?, 

Mrs Mid-skill 
has d IrwIs/GCSKs and 

work? in a rlprirai |ob. e.g 

as n swretery Marrip-c at 2* 
and "os first ch Id at 2-3 and 

second at 31 , Out of the 

la hour markes altogether 

for jusc two years and works 

part-time for a further 12, 

Mrs High-skill 

is a graduate and a 

professional, e g a tearhr- 

hfcarrie? at 23, has first Child 

at 3-3 and second at 33. 

Works pari time for pest a 

year, working full-time for 

the rest of dor working lif e. 

£241, 

£140, 

£381,0 

Figure 1 0,4 The 'female forfeit', the 'mother gap' and the ■‘parent gap' in women's lifetime earnings. 

Sources’; Guencfon (2f februnry 2000}r k.ake (2-000) 

for most housework. The exception to Itiih 

seems la be small household repairs, 

which men arc in ore likely to carry out, 

Surveys have found that women sLill 

spend nearly 3 hour? a day on average on 

ho use work (excluding shopping and child 

care), This compares with the 1 hour 40 

minutes spent by mem {Office of National 

Statistics 2W3|, 

Studies show that married women 

employed outside the home do less 

domestic work than others, although they 

almost always bear the main responsibil¬ 

ity for care of the home. The pattern of 

their activities is of course rather different. 

They do more housework in the early 

evenings anti lor longer hours at week¬ 

ends than do (hose tvilio are Tull-lime 

housewives. 

This issue is examined in more detail in 

chapter 7, 'Families and intimate Rela 

litimhip?1,, pp, 2 i fl-19. 

There is evidence ihat even this pattern 

may he changing, however. Men me con- 

11 touting mo i e to do-mestl c wo? k \ h an 1 h ey 
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have in the past., although scholars who 

have investigated the phenomenon argue 

dial the process is one of‘tagged adapta¬ 

tion' ((jershuny 1994). fSy this it is- meant 

that the renegotiation of domestic tasks, 

between men and. women is p roceedlng 

mure slowly than Wu-men's entry into the 

labour market, Research has found that 

the division of labour within households 

varies according to factors such as clsss 

and the amount of time the woman 

spends in paid work. Couples from higher 

social classes lend lo have a more egalitar¬ 

ian division of labour, as do households in 

which the woman is working ill 11 time. On 

the whole, men arc taking on a greater 

amount uf responsibility around the 

home, but the burden is still not equally 

shared. 

A survey conducted by Warde and J Lea- 

theringlon (1993) in Manchester revealed 

that the domestic division of labour was 

more egalitarian among young couples 

than Hinting those of older generations. 

The authors concluded that over time, 

gender stereotypes are loosening. Young 

people who were mised in households 

with parents who attempted to share 

domestic tasks were more likely to imple¬ 

ment such practices in their own lives. 

Vngler and Paid (]494) examined a diff¬ 

erent aspect of the domestic division of 

Labour - l h at of house-lie Id fine iteial 'm an - 

age men t' systems. Their study sought to 

Copyrighted materia! 
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understand whether women's access In 

money and Eo control over spending deci¬ 

sions Imd become more egalitarian hvLtJi 

the increase in female employment. 

Through Interviews with couples in sis 

different llritlsb communities, they found 

the distribution of financial resources to 

be, on the whole, done more fairly than in 

[he past, but (hat it remained Interlinked 

with class issues. Among higher income 

couples, ‘pooled’ finances tended Co be 

managed jointly and there Was a greater 

degree of equality In accessing money and 
making spending decisions. The more a 

woman contributes to the household 

financially, the greater the level of control 
she exercises over financial decislons. 

Tn families with lower income, women 

were often responsible For the day-to-day 

management of household finances, hut 

were not necessarily in charge of strategic 

decisions ahoi.it Itlielecting anti spending. 

Bn these eases. VogJcr and Fahl noted a 

tendency for women to protect their hus¬ 

bands' access Eo spending money while 

depriving themselves of the same right. In 

other words, there appeared to be a dis¬ 

junction between women's everyday 

control over finances and their access to 

money. 

Post-Fordism 

In Decent decades, flexible practices have 
been Introduced in a number of spheres. 
Including product development produc¬ 

tion techniques, management style, I he 

working environment, employee involve¬ 

ment and marketing. Croup production, 

prnblem-solvi ng leams, mu Iti- tasking and 

niche marketing are just some of Che strat¬ 

egies that have been adopted by compa¬ 

nies attempting to restructure themselves 

under shifting conditions. Some com¬ 

mentators have suggested that, taken col¬ 

lectively, these changes represent a radical 

departure from the principles of Fordism; 

they contend llmt we are now operating in 

a period that can best be understood as 

post-Fordism.The phrase was popularized 

by Michael Fiore and Charles Sabel In The 

S'ecpnd Industrial Divide fl9fl4), and 

describes a new era of capitalist economic 

production in which flexibility and inno¬ 

vation are maximized an order to meet 

market deuiatids for diverse, customized 

products. 

The Idea of post-fin iriism is somewhat 

problematic, however. The term is used to 
refer to a set of overlapping changes that 
are occurring not only ill the realm of work 

and economic life, hut throughout society 

as a whole. Some writers argue that tbe 

tendency towards post-Fordism ran be 

seen in spheres as diverse as party polities, 

welfare programmes and consumer and 

lifestyle choices. While observers of con¬ 

temporary society often point to many of 

the same changes, there is no consensus 

about the precise meaning of pusl- 

E'ortUsm or. indeed, if this is even the best 

way of understanding the phenomenon 

we are witnessing. 

Despite tbe confusion surrounding the 
term, several distinctive trends within the 
world of work have emerged in recent 

decades that seem to represent a clear 
departure from earlier Feudist practices. 
These include the decentralization of 
woTfc into non-hierarchical team groups, 

the idea of flexible production anti mass 

customization, the spread of global pro¬ 

duction and the introduction of a more 

flexible occupational structure. We shall 

first consider examples of (he first three of 

these trends, before looking at same crili- 

py righted materiel 
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ciHins of Ihe pnst-Fordist thesis. Flexible 

working patterns will then he addressed in 

the section 'Current trends in the occupa¬ 

tional structure’. 

Group production 

Croup production - collaborative work 

groups in place of assembly lines - has 
sometimes been used in conjunction with 

automation as a way of reorganizing work 

The underlying idea is to increase worker 

motivation by letting groups of Workers 

collaborate in team production processes 
rather than requiring each worker to 

spend the whole day doing a single repeti¬ 

tive task, like inserting the screws In die 
door handle of a car. 

An example of group production is 
quality circles (QCsj, groups- of between 

five and twenty workers who meet regu¬ 

larly to study and resolve production 

problems. Workers who belong to QCs 

receive extra training, enabling them to 

contribute technical knowledge tc the dis¬ 

cussion of production issues. QCs were 

initialed in the United Skates,, taken up by 

a number of Japanese companies, then 

rcpopulafiled in Western economies in 

the l9Ms. They represent a break from the 

assumptions of Tflyiorism, since they rec¬ 

ognize that workers possess the expertise 
to contribute towards the definition and 

method of the tasks they carry out. 
The positive effects of group production 

on workers can include die acquisition of 
new skills, increased autonomy, reduced 
managerial supervision and growing 

pride in the goods and services that they 

produce. ] lowever, studies have identified 

a number of negative consequences of 

team production. Although direct mana¬ 

gerial authority is Less apparent in a team 

process, other forms of monitoring exist, 

such as supervision by other team 

workers. The American sociologist Laurie 

Graham went to work on the assembly line 

at the Japanese-owned Subaru-Isuzu car 

plant based in Indiana, in the USA, and 

found that peer pressure from other 

workers to achieve greater productivity 

was relentless. 

For mare on Japanese models oF 

business organization, see chapter 

1 &, "Organizations and Networks', 

pp, G&5-&, 

One co-worker told her that after initially 
being enthusiastic .shout the team 

concept, she found that peer supervision 
Wii s Just a new means of management 
trying to work people Jtn death'. Graham 
(IMS) also found that Subaru-Isuseii used 

tlie group-production concept as a means 

of resisting trade unions, their argument 

being that if management and workers 

were on the same "team’, then there should 

be no conflict between the two. Tn other 

words, the good 'team player' doesn't com¬ 
plain, At the Subaru-Is uzu plant that 

Graham worked in. demands for higher 

pay or reduced responsibilities were 

viewed as a lack of employee cooperative - 

ness. Studies like Graham's have led sod u I - 

ogbts to conclude that while team-based 
production processes provide workers 
with opportunities for less monotonous 

forms of work, systems of power and 
control remain tire same in the workplace. 

Flexible, production and mass cus* 

One of the most important changes in 

worldwide production processes over I he 

past few years has been the introduction 

uf computer-aided design and flexible 

production. While Taylorism and Fordism 

tnv 'ngnt 
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Even where preduclson has become customized, elements ot the production line can stiJI exist. 

were successful :it producing in as.1; |imd- 

llcIs filial were ell the same} tor mess 

markets, they were unable to produce 

small orders of goods, let alone goods spe¬ 

cifically made tor an individual c unto Liter. 

The limited ability of Taylorist and Ford is I 

systems So customize their products is 

reflected in Henry Ford's famous quip 

abou t the first mass-p roduced car; ‘People 

can have the Model T In any colour so 

long as it's black.' Computer-aided 

designs, coupled In other types of cum - 

Eutier-based technology, have altered this 

■situation in a radical way- Stanley Davis 

|5r-;■ ks, of the emergence of 'mass cus¬ 

tomizing': the new technologies allow the 

large-scale production of hems designed 

for particular customer's. Five thousand 

shills origin he- produced on an assembly 

line each day. It is now possible to custo¬ 

mize every one of the shirts just as quickly 

as, and at no greater expense Ltum. pro¬ 

ducing five thousand identical shirts 

(Davis 1993). 

While flexible production has produced 

benefits fur cutmUTLCiX and the economy 

as a whole, the effect on workers has not 

been wholly positive. Though workers do 

learn new skills and have less monoto¬ 

nous jobs, flexible production can create a 

completely new set of pressures which 

result from ihe need to coordinate the 

GOm plex production process canefu fly and 

p? produce rhe results quickly, Laurie 
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Graham’s- study of the Subaru-Isuzu 

factory documented instances when 

workers were left waiting until the Jast 

minute for critical parts in the production 

process. As a result* employees were 

forced lo work Longer and more intensely 

to keep up with the production schedule, 

witboti L additional co mpensatlun. 

Technology' such us the Internet can be 

used Lo solicit information about individ¬ 

ual consumers and then manufacture 

products to their precise specifications. 

Enthusiastic proponents argue tliai mass 

customization offers nothing short of a 

new Industrial Revolution, a development 

as momentous as the introduction of 
mass production techniques ir» the previ¬ 

ous century- Sceptics, however, are quick 

to point our that as currently practised, 

mass customization only creates the illu¬ 

sion of choice - in reality, the options 

available to the Internet customer are no 

greater than those offered hy a typical 

mail-order catalogue [Collins 2000). 

One of the manufacturers that has 

taken mass customization the farthest is 

Dell Computer. Consumers who Want lo 

purchase a computer from the manufac¬ 

turer must go online - the company does 

not maintain to Lu.il outlets and navigate 

Dell's website, Customers can select the 
precise mbc of features they desire, After 
the order is placed, a computer is custom 

built according to specifications and then 

shipped - typically within days. In effect. 
Dell has turned traditional ways of doing 
business upside down: firms used lo huild 

a product first* then worry about selling it; 

now, mass customizers like Dell sell first 

and build second. Such a shift has impor¬ 

tant consequences tor industry. The need 

Co hold stocks of parts on hand - a major 

cost for manufacturers - has been dramat¬ 

ically reduced. In addition, an increasing 

share of production is outsourced. Thus, 

the rapid transfer of Information between 

manufacturers and suppliers - also facili¬ 

tated by Ini erne L technology - is essential 

to the successful implementation of mass 

customization. 

Global production 

Changes in industrial production include 

riot only fromproducls are manufactured, 

bill also where products ;ire mu.ni.ifnc- 

(tired, as we saw with the example of the 
Ba tb lo doll (chapter a, pp. 57-8), for much 
of the twentieth century, the most impor¬ 

tant business organizations were large 
manufacturing firms that controlled both 
tlw: making of goods and their final sales. 
Giant automobile companies such as Ford 
and General Motors in the USA typify this 

approach. Such companies cm ploy tens ol 

thousands of factory workers, making 

everything from individual components 

to the final cars, which arc then sold in the 

manufacturers-' showrooms. Such manu¬ 

facture-dominated production processes 

are organized as large bureaucracies, 

often controlled by a single firm. 

During the past twenty or thirty yeans, 

however* another form of production lias 

become Important-one that lo controlled 
by glam retailers. In re taller-dominated 

production, firms such ss the American 

retailer Wal-Mart which m 'mm was the 
world's second largest corporation - buy 
products From manufacturers, who in turn 
arrange to have their produces made hy 

independently owned Factories. 

The American sociologists Edna Bons- 

cich and Richard Appelbaum (2(MH>)shnw 

that in clothing manufacturing, most 

manufacturers actually employ no 

garni enl workers at ail. instead, they rely 

>pyrighted material 
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an thousands of factories around line 

world to make their clothing, which they 

then sell in department stores and other 

retail outlets. Clothing manufacturers do 

not own any of these Jactories and there¬ 

fore are not responsible for the conditions 

under which the clothing is made, Two- 

thirds of nil clothing sold in America is 

made In fa dories ouLsklu the United 

Slates, where workers a re paid a fraction of 

US wages, iln China, workers are lucky to 

make $40 just (Tver £20 a month.) Bun- 

acicli arid Appelbauna argue that such 

competition, has resulted in a global 'race 

to the bottom' in which reedier-'? and. man¬ 

ufacturers will go to any place on earth 

where they can pay the lowest wages pns- 

sihls. One result is that much of the cloth¬ 

ing we buy today is likely to have been 

made in sweatshops by young workers - 

probably teenage girls - who get paid 

11:1>-■ |)i: 1111 k:- Ini’  king I.'>0 hi11;: 111' .iI ll- 

letie shoes that sell for tens, if not hun¬ 

dreds, of pounds. 

The globalization cl production is dis¬ 

cussed in chapter 2, pp, 57-8, and 

global in:quality is discussed in chapter 

10. 

Criticisms of post- Fa nlism 

While acknowledging that transforma¬ 
tions are occurring in the world of work, 

some commentators reject the label post- 

Fordism' One common criticism is that 

post-Fordist analysts a re exaggerating the 

extent to which Fordist practices have 

bean abandoned. What we ate witnessing 

is not a wholesale transformation, as 

advocates of post-Fordism would have us 

believe, hut the integration of some new 

approaches into traditional Fordist tech¬ 

niques. This argument has been adopted 

by those who claim we are actually experi¬ 

encing a period of'neo- Fordism' - that is, 

modifications to the traditional Fordist 

techniques (Wood 1969). 

It has been suggested that the idea of a 

smooth linear transition from E-ordisI to 

post-Fordist techniques overstates (he 

Lrue nature of work at both ends. Anna 

Pullerl [1908) has argued tha t Fordist tech¬ 

niques were never as entrenched as some 

would have us believe. It is also an exag¬ 

geration, she contends, that the age of 

mas* production lias passed In favour of 
total flexibility. She points nut that mass 
production techniques still dominate in 

many Industries, especially those that are 
aimed at consumer markets. According to 
Pollen, economic production has always 

been characterized by a diversity of tech¬ 

niques rather than a standard, unified 
approach. 

Current trends in the 
occupational structure 

The occupational structure across all 

industrialized countries has changed very 

substantially since the beginning of the 

twentieth century. At the start of the twen¬ 

tieth centuty (he labour market was dom¬ 

inated by blue‘-collar manufacturing jobs, 

but over time the balance has shifted 
towards white-collar positions in the 

service sector. Figure 10.5 (p. 770) shows 
the gradual decline of maim fact uring 
woi V and the rise of service Industries in 
the Ilk since the late 1S7()s. In the UK in 

190b, more than three-quarters of the 
employed population was in manual 

[blue-collar) work. Home 2J3 per cent of 

these were skilled workers, 35 per cent 

semi-skilled and 19 per cent unskilled 

White-collar and professional jobs were 

ynghl aier ial 
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Work and technology 

The relationship between technology and work 
has long been of interest to sociologjists. How is 
□ ur experience of work affected by the type of 
technology that is involved? As industrialisation 
has progressed., technology has assumed an 
ever-gteater role at the workplace - from factory 
automation to the computerization of office 
work. The current information technology 
revolution has attracted renewed interest in this 
question. Technology can lead lo greater 
efficiency and productivity, but how does it 
affect the way work is experienced by those who 
carry it out? For sociologists, one of the main 
questions is how the move to more complex 
systems influences the nature of work and the 
institutions in which it is performed. 

Automation and the skill debate 

The concept of automation, or programmable 
machinery, was introduced in the mid-l MOs, 
when Christopher Spencer, an American, 
invented the Automat, a programmable lathe 
that made screws, nuts and gears. Auto me tier 
has thus far affected relatively few industries, 
but with advances in the design of industrial 
robots, its impact is certain to become greeter, A 
robot is an automatic device that can perform 
functions ordinarily done by human workers. 
The term "robot' comes from the Czech word 
robuhr, or serf, popularized about fifty years ago 
by The playwright Karel apek. 

The majority of The robots used in industry 
worldwide are to be found in automobile 
manufacture. The usefulness of robots in 
production Thus far is relatively limited, because 
their capacity to recognize different objects and 
manipulate awkward shapes is still at a 
rudimentary level. Yet it is certain that 
automated production will spread rapidly in 
coming years; robots are becoming mure 
sophisticated, while Iheit costs are decreasing. 

The spread of automation provoked a heated 
debate among sociologists and experts in 
industriol relations over the impact of the new 
technology on workers, their skills and their 
level of commitment to their work. In his 
i nltu e ntia I /) iienatmn and Freedom (1 964), 
Robert Blauner examined the experience of 

workers in four different industries with varying 
levels of technology. Using the ideas of 
Durkheim and Marx, Blauner operationalized the 
concept of affenrrfwn and measured the extent 
to which Workers in each industry experienced it 
in the form of powerlessness, meaninglessness, 
isolation and self-estrangement. He concluded 
that workers cm assembly lines were the most 
alienated of all, but that levels ef alienation were 
somewhat lower at workplaces using 
automation, in other words, Blauner argued that 
the introduction of automation to factories was 
responsible for reversing the otherwise steady 
trend towards increased worker alienation. 
Automation helped to integrate the workforce 
and gave workers a sense of control over their 
work that had been lacking with other forms of 
tech n o logy. 

A very different thesis was set Forth by Harry 
Braverman in his famous Lob or and Monopoly 
Copitvi (1974), m Braver man's eyes, automation 
was part of the overall 'deskilling' of the 
industrial labour force. By imposing TaylorisT 
organizational techniques and breaking up the 
labour process into specialized tasks, managers 
were able to exert control over the workforce. In 
both industrial settings and modern offices, The 
introduction of technology contributed to this 
overall degradation of work by limiting the need 
for creative human input, Instead, all that was 
required was an unthinking, unreflective body 
capa b le of en d lessly ca rrvi ng o ut th e sa m e 
unskilled task. 

Braver man's work on deskilling of labour is 
echoed in George Ritzer's account ot low skill 
'MeJobs' discussed in chapter 16,"Organizations 
and Networks', pp. 636-7. 

A newer study sheds some more light on this 
debate. The sociologist Richard 5ennelt (1998) 
studied the people who worked in a bakery that 
had been bought by a large food conglomerate 
and automated with the introduction of high - 
lech machinery, Computerized baking radically 
altered the way that bread was made, Instead 
of using their hands to mix The ingredients and 
knead the dough, and I heir noses and eyes to 
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judge wheel Che bread was baked,, the bakery's 
workers had no physical contact with the 
materials or (he loaves of bread. In fact, the 
entire proc-e-^s was controlled and monitored via 
computer screen. Computers decided the 
temperature and baking time of the ovens. 
While at limes the machines produced 
excellent-quality bread, at other times the 
results we re burnt, blackened loaves. The 
workers at this bakery (it would he erroneous 
to call them bakers) were hired because they 
were skilled with computers, not because they 
knew how to bake bread. Lromi ca Ify, these 
workers used very few of their computer skills. 
The production process involved little more- 
than pushing buttons on a computer. In fact, 
when at one point the computerized machinery 
broke down, the entire production process was 
Halted because none oF the bakery's 'skilled1 
workers was lrained or empowered to repair 
the problem. The workers whom Sennert 
observed wanted to be helpful, to make things 
work again, but they could riot, (because 
aulomotion hud diminished their autonomy. 
The introduction of computerized technology in 
the workplace has led to a general increase in 
all workers'' skills, but has also led to a 
bifurcated workforce composed of a small 
group of highly skilled professionals with high 
degrees of flexibility and autonomy in their jobs 
and a larger group of clerical, service and 
production workers who lack autonomy in their 
fobs. 

The skill debate is very difficult to resolve, 
however. Both the conceptualization and 
measurement oF skill ore problematic. As 
feminist researchers have argued, what 
constitutes 'skill1' is socially constructed 
(Steinberg 1 990). As such, conventional 
understandings of "skilled' work tend to reflect 
the social status of the typical incumbent of the 
job, rather than the difficulty of the task in an 
objective sense. The history of occupations is rife 
with examples of jobs in which the very same 
task was assign ud a different skill level (and 
even renamed) once women entered the Field 
(Reskim and Roos 1990). The same, of course, 
holds for other low-status workers, such as racial 
minorities. Even where gender and racial biases 

are not in operation, skill has multiple 
dimensions; the same job may be downgraded 
on one dimension while simultaneously 
upgraded on another (Block 1990). Thus, 
opinions a& to whether automation has 
deskilled work depend on which dimension of 
skill is examined. In his comprehensive review of 
the skill debate, Spenner {1933) notes that 
studies that have examined skill in terms of the 
substantive complexity of tasks have tended to 
support the 'upskillimg' position, whereas those 
that have examined skill in terms of the 
autonomy and/or control exercised by the 
worker have (ended to find that work has in fact 
been "’deskilled' through automation (ZuboFF 
0933; Valias and Beck; 11936). 

Information technology 

The opposing perspectives of Blauner and 
Bra vermin, discussed above, on the eFFuets of 
automation are echoed today in debales over 
the impact of information technology (IT) in the 
workplace. Certainly there is little question that 
the Internet, email, teleconferencing and c- 
comtnerce are changing the way in which 
companies do business. But they are also 
affecting the way in which employees work on a 
daily basis. Those who take am optimistic 
approach, as Blauner did, argue that information 
technology will revolutionize the world of work 
by allowing new, more flexible ways of working 
to emerge. These opportunities will permit us to 
move beyond the routine and alienating aspects 
of industrial WOrk rntO a mure liberating 
informational age. giving workers greater control 
over and input into the work process, 
Enthusiastic advocates of technological 
advances are sometimes referred to as 
'technological detenuinisls', because they 
believe in the power of technology to determine 
the nature and shape of work itself. 

Others are not convinced that information 
technology w II bring about an entirely positive 
transformation of work. As Shoshana Zuboff 
(1983) concluded in her research into the Use of 
IT in firms, management can choose to use IT 
towards very different ends. When embraced as 
a creative, decentralizing force, information 
technology can help to break down rigid 

yriahte 
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hierarchies, engage more employees in 
decision-making and involve workers more 
closely in the day-to-day affairs of the company. 
On I he other fund, it tan just as easily be used 
as a way to strengthen hierarchies and 
surveillance practices. 1 he adoption of IT in (he 
workplace can cut down on face-to-tace 
interactions, block channels of accountability 
and transform an office into a network of self- 
contained and isolated modules, Such *n 
approach sees the impact of information 
technology as influenced by the uses to which it 
is put end the way in which those using the 
technology understand its role. 

The spread of information technology will 
certainly produce exciting and heightened 
opportunities for some segments of the labour 
force. In the fields of media, advertising and 
design, for example, IT both enhances creativity 
in (he professional realm and introduces 
Flexibility into personal work styles, it is qualified, 

valued employees in responsible positions for 
whom the vision at wired wo rkers and 
telecommuting comes closest to being realized. 
Yet at the other end of the spectrum there ore 
thousands ol low-paid unskilled individuals 
working in cal: centres and data-entry 
companies. These positions, which are largely a 
pen d u ct of the le! eco m m uni cations exp losion in 
Teccnl years, ore characterized by degrees of 
isolation and alienation that rival those nF 
firaverman's deskilled workers. Employees at 
call centres that process travel bookings and 
frnancial transactions work according to strictly 
standardized formats where IhcTE is little or no 
room for -employee discretion or creative input, 
employees are closely monitored and their 
interactions with customers are tape-recorded 
for 'quality assurance'. The information 
revolution seems to hove produced a large 
number of routine, Unskilled jobs cm A pur with 
(hose of the industrial economy. 

Has the adoption of IT in the workplace in fact deskilled employees such as these call centte 
workers? 
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- Males manufacturing - Males services 

- Females manufacturing - females services 

Figure 1 (L5 Employee jobs: by indosfry and sex at June each year, 1976-2QQ0 

(millions.) 

Sourer: DNS (2503a) 

reLalively few in numher. Ey the middle of 

the century, manual workers made up less 

than two-111 inis n-F the pn pulat inn in paid 

Labour, and non-manual work had 

expanded correspondingly. 

There is considerable debale over why 

such changes have occurred. The reasons 

seem Lo be several. One is the continuous 

introduction of labour-saving machinery, 

culminating in the spread of information 

technology in industry in recent years, 

Another is the rise of manufacturing 

industry outside the West, particularly in 

the Tar East- The older Industries In 
Western societies have experienced major 

cutbacks because of their Inability to 

compete with the more efficient Tar 
Eastern producers, whose labour costs are 
lower. 

economic giowth and development art 
discussed in chapter to, 'Poverty, Social 

Exclusion and Welfare', pp. 402-13 

The knowledge economy 

Taking Ihese figures into account, some 

observers have suggested that what is 

occurring today is a transition lo a new 

type of society lhal is no longer based pri¬ 

marily on industrialism. We are entering, 

they claim, a phase of development 

beyond the industrial era altogether. A 

variety of terms have been coined to 

describe ill is new social order, such as the 

pyiy-/ntj!j»'frfef suffer» the information 

rigeand the neat economy. The term chat 

has come into most common usage, 

however, Is ilie knowledge economy. 

:\ precise definition of the knowledge 

economy is difficult to formulate, but in 

yncih: 
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general terms, it refers to ait economy in 

which ideas, in format ion and 'onus of 

knowledge underpin innovation and eco¬ 

nomic growth, A knowledge economy is 

one In which much of (lie workforce Is 

involved not in the physical production or 

distribution of materialgoods,but In rbelr 

design, development, technology, ma rket- 

mg, sole end servicing- These employees 

can be termed knowledge workers. The 

knowledge economy is dominated by the 

constant flow of information and opin- 

Lnns, and by the powerful potentials of 

science end technology. As Charles l.cad- 

beaterhas observed: 

Most of us make our money from thin air: 
we produce nothing that can be weighed, 
touched nr easily measured. Our output is 
not stockpiled at hitrbuura, stored In ware¬ 
houses or shipped Ln railway cats. Most of us 
earn our Livings providing service, judge¬ 
ment, information and analysis, whether in 
a telephone call centre, a lawyer's olfice, a 
government department or a scientific 
laboratory We are all m the thin air busi¬ 
ness, (Ltwy, p. rii.l 

How widespread is the knowledge 

economy at the start of die twenty-first 

century? A recent study by the Orgastic - 

don for Economic Cooperation and 

Development has attempted to gauge the 

extent of the knowledge economy among 

developed nations by measuring the per¬ 

centage oFeach country's overall business 

output that can he attributed to knowl¬ 

edge-based industries (see figure lfi.fi]. 

Knowledge-based industries arc under¬ 

stood broadly to include high technology, 

education and training, research and 

development, and the financial and 

investment Sector, Among OhCD coun¬ 

tries as a whole, knowledge-based indus¬ 

tries accounted fur more than half uf ail 

business output In the in i d -1 9 90s, 

Western Germany Inula high figure of 5B.B 

per cent, ami the Doited States. Japan, 

Britain. Sweden and France were all over 

5b per cent, 

investments Into the knowledge econ¬ 
omy - in the form of pubic education, 
spending on software development, and 

research and development - now com¬ 

prise a significant part of many countries' 

budgets. Sweden, for example, invested 

10.6 per cent of its overall gross domestic 

product ill to the knowledge economy in 

1995. France was a close second because 

vriahte 
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of ils extensive spending nn puli Ik educa¬ 

tion. 

Admittedly, the knowledge economy 

tc-txiaiUK a difEicu]l phenomenon to inves¬ 

tigate - both quantitatively and qualita¬ 

tively, It is easier to measure the value of 

physical things than 'weightless' ideas, Yet 

It is undeniable that the generation and 

application of knowledge is becoming 

increasingly central to the economies of 

Western societies. 

Multi-skilling 

One of the beliefs of post-Fordlsr com¬ 
ine n fetors Is, Hi At new fa rm s of work a llow 

employees to Increase the breadth of their 
skills by engaging in a variety of tasks, 
rather than performing one specific task 

over anti over again. Group production 

and teamwork arc seen as promoting a 

'multi-ski Lied' woifcfb tee ca pablc of cairy - 

ing out a broader set of responsibilities. 

This in turn leads to higher productivity 

and better quality goods and services; 

employees who arc able to contribute to 

their jobs In multiple ways will be more 

successful in solving problems and 

coming up with creative approaches. 

The move towards 'multi-skilling has 

Implications for the Idling process. If at 

one time these were made largely oil Lite 

basis of education and qualifications, 
many employers now look for individuals 

who ate adaptable and can learn new 
skills quickly. Thus, expert knowledge of a 

particular software application might not 

be as valuable as a demonstrable ability to 

pick up ideas easily. Specializations are 

often assets, but if employees have diffi¬ 

culty in applying narrow skills creatively in 

new contexts, they may not be seen as a 

benefit in a flexible, innovative workplace. 

A Joseph Rowntrcc Foundation study 

on TYte Future of Work <Meadows IMS) 

investigated the types of skill which arc 

now sought by employers. The authors of 

the study concluded that in both skilled 

and unskilled occupational sectors, 'per¬ 

sonal skills' are increasingly valued. The 

ability Co collaborate and to work inde¬ 

pendently, Lo take the initiative and to 

adopt creative approaches In the face of 

challenges are among the best skills an 

individual can bring Co a job. In a market in 

which Consumers' individual needs are 

increasingly catered for, It Is essential chat 

employees In a range of settings from the 

service sector to financial consulting be 

able to draw cm "personal skills' at the 

workplace, nils "downgrading' of techni¬ 

cal skills, according to the authors of the 

study, may be most ditfienh far workers 

who have long worked in routine, repeti¬ 

tive work in which ‘personal skills' had no 

place. 

Training on the job 

Multi-skilling, is closely tied up with the 

idea of employee training and retraining. 

Rather than employing narrow specialists, 

many companies would prefer to hire 

capable non-specialists who are able to 

develop new skills on the jub. As technol¬ 

ogy and inarket doma nils change, core pa ■ 
nies retrain their own employees as 
needed Instead of bringing in expensive 

co ri su Itan is or replacing exbtirig staff wl th 
new employees, Investing in a core of 

employees who may become va Lu able life¬ 
long workers is seen as a strategic way In 

keep up with rapidly changing times. 
Some companies organize on-the-job 

training through job-sharing teams. This 

technique allows skills training and men¬ 

toring to take place al the same time as 

work Is getting done: an IT specialist 

y right 
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The Internet, laptops and home 

computing have made working from 

heme possible forsome workers, but 

bringing the office into the heme has its 

drawbacks. For example, some employees 

Feel under pressure to work longer hours 

than before, while some employers are 
riot convinced that their employees are 

working hard enough, and undervalue 

thesr performance. 

might he paired t'nr severs] weeks with o 

company manager in order for each to 

learn some of the other's skills. This form 

of' [mining is cost-effective, as it docs nor 

significantly lessen working hours and 

allows all employees involved tn broaden 

their skills base. 

Training on the job can bean important 

Way for Workers lu develop their skills mid 

career prospects. but it is important In 

note that training opportunities arc not 

equally available to all workers. The Eco¬ 

nomic amt Social Research Council 
(ESRC) cohort studies of young people 

born in lySHaud i5t7t> round that em ploy - 

eesalready posseting qualifications were 
much more likely to receive training on 
the joh than rheii cmmterp.irc* who were 

without qualifications (F.SRC 1997J; Such 

si u dies suggest thal the re is m o re con lino - 

ing incest men t in those who are already 

the mosL highly qualified, while those 

without qualifications suffer from fewer 

op port u nicies. Training also has an Impact 

on wage levels; among the L970 cohort, 

work-based training increased employee 

earnings by an average of 12 per cent. 

Honteuforking 

Homeworking allows employees to 

perform ssume or all of their rtSpOdSlblb 

I ties fro m ho me, often via a coinp tuer con ■ 
nested to the Internet, In johs which do 

not require regular contact with clients or 
co-workers. such as computer-based 
graphic design work or copy-writing for 

adverb semen ts, employees Find that 

working from home allows them to 

balance non-work responsibilities and 

perform more productively! The phenom¬ 

enon of 'iviied workers" seems sure to 

grow in the years to come as technology 

radically changes the way we work. 
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One example of these changes in prac¬ 

tice Is the Helsinki Virtual Village dis¬ 

cussed in chapter 21, 'Cities and Urban 

Spaces', pp. 92 4-5. 

Although working at home has become; 

mare accepted in recent years, it is not nec¬ 

essarily favoured by all employers. It is much 

more difficult to monitor lmi employee's 

work when they are out of the office; for this 

reason, new types uf control are often 

placed on humeworkere in order Lu ensure 

that they do not abuse tholr 'freedom', 

Workers might he expected to check In reg¬ 
ularly with the office, for example, nr to 

submit updates on their work more fre¬ 

quently than other employees. 

For more discussion ol surveillance in 

the work place,see chapter 16, 'Organ¬ 

izations and Networks', pp. 640-51. 

While there is great enthusiasm aImut 

the potential of ‘home offices', some 

scholars have cautioned that a significant 

polarization is likely to emerge between 

professional homeworkers who pursue 

challenging, creative projects from home, 

and largely unskilled homeworkers who 

perform routine jobs sneli as typing or 

data entry from home. Were such a schism 

Co develop, women Would be most likely to 
be concentrated among tire lower ranks of 
homeworkers (Phizacklea and Wdlkowitz 

1995), 

The end of the career for life and the 
rise of the portfolio marker 

In light of the impact of the global 

economy and the demand for a 'flexible1 

labour force, some sociologists and econ¬ 

omists have argued that more and more 

people in the Future will become portfolio 

workers. They will have a 'skill portfolio* - 

a number of different job skills and cre¬ 

dentials - which they wili use to move 

between several jobs and kinds of job 

during the course of their working lives. 

Only a relatively small proportion ol 

workers will have continuous 'careers' in 

the current sense. Indeed, proponents 

argue, the idea of a ‘job for life' is becom¬ 

ing a thing of the past 

Same see this move to the portfolio 

worker in a positive light; workers will not 

be stuck m the same job for yearn, on end 

and will be able to plan their work lives in 
a creative way (Handy 1994). Others hold 
that 'flexibility in practice means that 

organizations can hire and tin; more or 
less at will, undermining any sense of 
security their workers might have. 

Employers will only have a short-term 

commitment to their workforces and will 

be able to minimize the paying of extra 

benefits or pension rights. 

A reeenl study of Silicon Valley, Califor¬ 

nia, claims that the economic success of 

the area is already founded on the portfo¬ 

lio skills ufits workforce.The failure rate of 

firms in Silicon Valley is very higfn about 

three hundred new companies are estab¬ 

lished every year, but an equivalent 

number also gu bust. The workforce, 

which lias a very high proportion of pro¬ 
fessional and technical workers, has 
learned to adjust to this. The result, the 

authors say, Is that talents and skills 
mlgjate rapidly from one firm to another, 
becoming more adaptable on the way. 

Tech n i ml s pecialis ts become coos u I to n ts, 

consultants become managers, employ¬ 

ees become venture ca pita Lists - and hack 

again (Rah rami and Eva ns Lfl&fi). 

Am ong young people, cspecia lly cons u I - 

tents and specialists in information tech¬ 

nology. there does seem to be a growing 
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tendency towards portfolio work. By some 

estimates,. young graduates in the UK can 

expect to work in eleven different jobs 

using three different skill bases over tlic 

course of their working Lives. Yet such a sit¬ 

uation still remains the exception rather 

than the rule. Employment statistics have 

not shown the great rise in employee turn¬ 

over that one Would expect with a large- 

scale shift towards portfolio wort, Surveys 

carried out in the ]SkSOy revealed that full- 

time Workers in Britain and the USA 

which have die most deregulated labour 

markets among industrial countries - 

spent as long in each joh as they were 

doing ten years before (The Economist 'll 
May 1995). The reasons seem to be that 

managers recognize that a high degree of 

turnover among workers is costly and had 

For morale, and that they prefer to retrain 

their own employees rather than bring in 

new ones, even if this means paying above 

the market rate. In their hook, Built la Last 
£199-1), James Collins and Jerry Porras ana ¬ 

lysed eighteen American companies 

which had continuously outperformed the 

stock-market overage since 192 G, They 

found that these companies, far from 

hiring and Bring at will, had followed 

highly protective policies towards their 

staff, Only two of these companies over the 

period studied brought fti a chief executive 

from the outside, compared to thirteen of 

the less successful corporations Included 

In the research. 
These findings do not disprove the ideas 

of those who speak of the arrival of the 

portfolio worker. Organizational downsiz¬ 

ing is a reality, throwing many thousands of 

workers who may have thought they had a 

lifetime job onto the labour market, lb find 

work again, they may be forced to develop 

and diversify their skills. Matty, particularly 

older people, might never be able to find 

jobs ca mparable to those they held bclore, 

or perhaps even paid work at ail. 

Other aspects ol modern work are dis¬ 

cussed in chapter 16, "Organ izatio ns a nd 

Networks', including issues to do with 

management of modern business 

■organizations, such as the development 

oF human resource management and 

concentration on corporate culture. 

Job insecurity, 
unemployment and the 
social significance of work 

While new ways of working present excit¬ 

ing opportunities for many people, they 

can also produce deep ambivalence on 

the part of others who feci that they are 

caught up in a runaway world. As we liave 

seen hi this chapter, tile labour market Is 

undergoing profound change as part of 

the shift from a manufacturing to a 

•service-oriented economy. The wide¬ 

spread Introduction of information tech¬ 

nology Is also provoking transformations 

in the way organizations structure them¬ 

selves, Ihe type of management style that 

is used and the manner in which work 

tasks arc delegated and canied out. Rapid 

change can be destabilizing; workers in 

many different types ol occupation now 

experience job insecurity and a sense of 

apprehension about both the futuresafety 

of their work position and their role within 

the workplace. 

In recent decades, the phenomenon of 

job insecurity has become an important 

topic of debate within the sociology of 

work. Many cprnmentators and media 

sources have suggested that there has been 

py rights 
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The declining importance of work? 

Persistent unemployment, job insecurity, 
downsizing, portfolio careers, part-time work, 
flexible employment patterns:, job sharing: it 
seems that mure than ever people are working 
in n cm-Standard ways, ur ire not in paid Work at 
all! Perhaps it is time to rethink the nature of 
work and in particular the dominant position it 
often has in people's lives. 

Because we so closely associate ''work' and 
■'paid employment', it is sometimes difficult to 
see what options might exist outside this view. 
The French sociologist and social critic Andr£ 
Gorz is one analyst who has argued that in the 
future paid work will play a less and less 
important part in people's lives, Gorz bases his 
views on a critical assessment of Mark's 
writings. Mar* believed that the working class - 
to which mare and more people would 
supposedly belong would load a revolution 
that would bring about a more humane type of 
society, in which work would be centra! to the 
satisfactions life has to offer. Although writing as 
a leftist, Gorz rejects this view. Rather than the 
working class becoming the largest grouping in 
society (as Marc suggested) and leading a 
successful revolution, it is actually shrinking. 
Blue-collar workers have now become a 
minonty - and a declining minority - of the 
Labour force. 

It no longer makes much sense, in Gori's 
view, to suppose that workers can take over the 
enterprises of which they are a part, let alone 
seize state power. There is mo real hope of 
transforming the nature of paid work, because it 
is organized according to technical 
considaratio ns which are unavoidable if an 
economy is to be efficient. The point now', as 
Gorz puts it, is to free oneself from work' {1962, 
p. 67). This is particularly necessary where work 
is Organized along Taylorisl lines, or is u(h«rhiw 
oppressive on dull. 

Rising unemployment, together with the 
spread of part-time work, Gorz argues, has 
already created what he calls a non-class of 
non-workers', alongside those in stable 
employment, Most people, in fad, are in this 
'nom-clas®;, because the proportion of the 

population in stable paid jobs at any one time is 
re latively sm all - if we exclude th e yo u ng, the 
retired, the ili and housewives, together with 
people who are in part-time work or 
unemployed. The spread of information 
technology, Con believes, will further reduce 
the numbers of full-time jobs available. The 
result is likely to be a swing towards rejecting 
the 'pToduclivist1 outlook of Western society, 
wilh its emphasis on wealth, economic growth 
end material goods, A diversity of lifestyles, 
followed outside the sphere of permanent, paid 
work, will be pursued by the majority of the 
population in coming years. 

According to Gorij we are moving towards 
a 'dual society', In one sector, production and 
political administration will he organized to 
maximize efficiency. The other sector will be a 
sphere in which individuals OCCUpy 
themsdves with a variety of non work pursuits 
offering enjoyment or personal Fulfilment- 
Perhaps more and more individuals will 
engage in life planning, by which they arrange 
to wort in different ways at different stages of 
their lives. 

How valid is this viewpoint? That there are 
major changes going on in the nature and 
organization of work in the industrialized 
countries is beyond dispute. It does seem 
possible that more and more people will 
become disenchanted with 'productivismr - the 
stress on constant economic growth and the 
accumulation of material possessions. It is surely 
valuable, as Gorz has suggested, to see 
unemployment not wholly in a negative light, 
but as offering opportunities for individuals to 
pursue their interests and develop their talents. 
Vet, thus far at least, progress in this direction 
has been slight: we seem to be far from the 
situation GurZ envisages. Wilh women pressing 
for greater job opportunities, there has been a 
rise, not A fell, in the numbers of people actively 
interested in securing paid employment. Paid 
Work remains for many (he key to generating 
the material resources necessary to sustain a 
varied life. 
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a steady increase in job insecurity far .some 

thirty or more years and thal this insecur¬ 

ity has now reached unprecedented 

heights in industrialized countries. Young 

people can no longer co unt on a see Lite 

career with one employer, they claim, 

because the rapidly globalizing economy 

is leading to ever more corporate mergers 

and corporate ' downsizing s', where 

employees are Laid off. The drive far 

efficiency and profit means that those with 

few ski Us or the “wrung*" skills are rele¬ 

gated io insecure, marginal jobs that are 
vulnt ialjle to shifts hi the global markets. 
Despite the benefits of flexibility at the 

workplace. the argument continues, we 
now live In a 'III re-a neb fire' culture where 
the idea of a 'job for life' no longer applies. 

The social significance of work 

For most of t|Hr work occupies a laiger part 

of our lives than any othei single type of 
activity. We often associate the notion of 
work wi tit ciru dgery - with a set of tasks 1 h al 

we want to minimize and, if possible, 

escape from altogether. Work has more 

going for it than drudgery, however, or 

people would not feel so lost and dis¬ 

oriented when they become unemployed. 

How would you feel if you thought you 

would never get a job? in modern societies, 

having a job is important for maintaining 

self-esteem, Even where work conditions 

are relatively unpleasant, and the tasks 

dull, work tends to be a si mclu ri ng e lemen! 

in people's psychological make-up and the 

cycle of then dully activities. Several char- 

aclerlscics of work are relevant here. 

1 Motley A Wage or salary is the main 

resource many people depend on to 

meet their needs. Without an income, 

anxieties about coping with day-to-day 

life multiply. 

2 Activity level Work often provides b 

basis far the acquisition and exercise of 

skills and capacities. Even where work is 

routine, it offers a structured environ¬ 

ment iti which a person's energies may 

be absorbed. Without it, the opportu¬ 

nity to exercise such -skills and capac¬ 

ities may be reduced, 

3 l/orfary Work provides access; to con¬ 

texts that contrast with domestic sur- 

rem iull tigs. In the working environment 
even when the tasks ate relatively dull, 
people may enjoy doing something dif¬ 

ferent from home chores. 
4 Temporal umcmw Tor people in 

regular employment, tile day is usually 

organized around the rhythm of work. 

While this may sometimes be oppres¬ 

sive, it provides a sense of direction in 

daily activities. Those who are our of 

work frequently find boredom a major 

problem and develop a sense of apathy 

about time. 

5 Social con tads The work environme nt, 

of tun provides friendships and op pu rlu - 

nities to participate in shared activities 

with others. Separated from the work 

selling, a person's circle of possible 

friends and acquaintances Is likely to 

dwindle. 

S Personal identity Work Is usually 

valued for the sense of stable soda I 

Identity it offers. For men In particular, 
self-esteem is often bound up with the 
economic contribution they make to 

the maintenance of the household. 

Against the backdrop of fills formidable 

lisf, it is not difficult to see why being 

without work m ay undermine individuals' 

confidence in their social value. 
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The rise in job insecurity 

in 1993 the Joseph Rnwntrcc Foundation 

published the results □! the Job Insecurity 

and Work Intensification Survey CJIWiS], 

which drew on in-depLh interviews-with 540 

working Britons from shOpfloor woikens- to 

senior managers. The Study was designed to 

assess the extern of job insecurity and to 

gmige its import both in the workplace and 

In families and communities The authors of 

chustudy found that job Insecurity had been 

on the rise in Britain since I9fifi. will) (he 
most Intensive period nl' growth occurring 

among blue-collar workers In the lace 1970* 
and rj8t)s. Despite a general economic 

recovery beginning in the mid-fMQs,, 

however, job insecurity continued to grow. 

The study concluded that job insecurity had 

reached its highest point since the Second 

World War (Hu rchdl IMS]. 

The survey also era mined the types of 

worker who bad experienced greater or 

lesser levels of insecurity with the passing 

of time. The authors found that in ihe 

mid-1990s the greatest increase in job 

insecurity occurred, among non-manual 

workers From 1980 to 1999, professionals 

-shifted from the most secure occupational 

group to the least secure, while manual 

workers experienced somewhat lower 
Levels of job Insecurity- One of the main 

sources of this Insecurity appeared to be a 
lack of trust In management. When asked 
i f ma n a getne n c Ion ked out fori he e m ploy - 

■ees' hest interests, 44 per cent of respon¬ 

dents claimed that they did so only a little' 

or 'not at all" (Burchell 19931. 

Most scholars agree that joh insecurity 

ts not a new phenomenon. The disagree¬ 

ment surrounds the extent to which it has 

become more pronounced in recent years 

andr more importantly, which segments of 

the working population experience job 

insecurity most acutely. Some critics 

argue that studies like the HUTS project 

are nothing more than an unwarranted 

response to perceived job insecurity 

among tire middle classes. 

The 'insecure middle': h job insecur¬ 
ity exaggerated? 

In die late 1970s and 1990-s Britain experi¬ 

enced an econumk- recession that proved 

to be particularly harmful to Cradiliomi] 

mamifacturing industries. Roughly one 
million jobs were lost during this time in 

sectors such as, steel, shipbuilding and 
coal-mining. It wasn't until the l Ships and 
into Ihe |99(1h that professional and mana¬ 

gerial workers had Ihciir first large-scale 

exposure to job insecurity. Corporate take¬ 

overs and Lay-offs have affected the 

hanking and finance sector; [he spread of 

the information age has cost many civil ser¬ 

vants their jobs, as systems arc streamlined 

Lhraugh the use of computer technology-, 

if manufacturing workers had become 

accustomed Lo living with the threat of 

redundancy; while-collar workers were 

less- prepared for the changes affecting. 

Lheir occupations. This unduly among 

professionals led some to speak of 'the 

insecure middle', The term was used to 

describe white- tolls r workers whose fa I th 

I rii the stability of their jobs meant that 
rlsey had taken on significant financial 

coni moments such assignable mortgages, 
private education for children or expen¬ 

sive bobhies. Because redundancy had 

never crossed their minds before, the 

sudden spectra of unemployment caused 

them to experience enormous anxiety and 

insecurity. Job insecurity soon became a 

'buzz' topic in the media and in proffcs- 
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siuiiaI circle s idl liu some li eli nW i.lai^ 

was an overrcacrlon when compared to 

rhe more chronic Insecurity cxjieiiencfid 

by flie working classes. 

The harmful effects of job insecurity 

The fob Insecurity and Work intensifica¬ 

tion survey (Rurchcll el al. 15)139) Found 

that ibr many workers job insecurity is 

much more than a tear of redundancy, It 

also enrompasses anxieties about the 

transform aliort of work iLsetf, anil the 

effects of that transformation or employ¬ 

ees' health arid personal life. 

The study revealed that workers are being 

asked to lake on more and more responsibil¬ 

ity at work as organizational structures 

become less bureaucratic and decision- 

m akicig is spread dm mgl 111ut the wo rkplace. 

Yet at die same time that the demands on 

them are increasing many workers see thcl r 

rha ocas of p mmotiou decreasing [see figu re 

10.7). Th is combinainn leads workers to 

feel iha t they air 'losing control' over impor¬ 

tant features of' their job. such as the pace of 

work and confidence in their overall career 

progression. 

The sc-cioleghE Paul do Cay argues For 

the importance oi bureaucracy in pro 

vidiog accountability and moral respon 

sibil ity against inereas in&ly entrep reneu 

rial and flexile work practices. His 

argument ji discussed in more delail in 

chapter 16, '{hg.snijra1.ions ond Net- 

works'r pp. 645-E. 
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Livir g to work of working to live? 

For some analysts, the end of the millennium 
should have witnessed a colossal change in 
patterns of work - or rather the lack of work - to 
the point where there wouId be no economic 
stimulus to immigration As Jenkins and 
Sherman insisted in 1979: 'It is impossible to 
over-dram atue the forthcoming crisis.. . . Mow 
we have inflation, a slump and rising 
unemployment In fpFteen or twenty years time 
we shall have a boom, minimal inflation, high 
growth and the largest unemployment in our 
history, , , a jobs holocaust1 (1979, p, ia?), 

Well we certainly have not reached the 
worker less economy • but have we instead 
arrived in a plane where the kind of relationship 
we have to work has changed beyond all 
recognition? . r , 

White it is easy to scoff af fhe pessimism of 
{author* such as Jenkins and Sherman] It 
remains the ease that the contemporary 
perception of job insecurity appears to be 
almost as high as the unreality of job insecurity 
they predicted. D. Smith (1997, p. 39), for 
instance, compared the relative insignificance of 
newspaper stories about insecurity in 1986 
{when unemployment in Britain was much 

higher than a decade later) with its 
preponderant presence in 1996, by which time 
stories about job insecurity had increased I DD- 
foId. According to the Observer {1 6 lune 1396), 
40 per cenl Of British employees feared for their 
jobs, while 60 per cent argued that insecurity 
had been rising. . .. 

Yet, despite claims to the contrary, job 
tenure in Britain only marginally decreased 
between 1975 and 2000 (from 6 to 5,5 years), 
with women's tenure aclually increasing (Gregg 
and Wadsworth,. 1999; Nolan, 7000: 3; Green 
(2000) suggests that in the 1070s the average 
job tenure was 10 years and it remained stuck 
at 9.5 in 2000), Indeed, in the allegedly worst 
period of the "neurotic nineties, tenure actually 
increased over the rate of the 'erratic eigh|iesr, 
. . . SD per cent of British employees remain in 
permanent jobs, and 26 percent of employees 
have remained with the same employer For 
more than ten years. Indeed, most people can 
probably look Forward to staying with the same 
employer for, at fhe very least, four or five 
years. 

Source: Crint (2ffl>5), pp. 325-7 

A second harmful dimension lo pub secur¬ 

ity can he seen In workers’ personal lives. 
The study found a strong correlation 

between job insecurity and poor overall 

health. This link is substantiated by data 

from the British Household Panel Survey, 

which showed that people's mental and 

physical health continues In deteriorate 

with episodes of prolonged job insecurity. 

Rather than adjusting to the insecure con¬ 

ditions, workers remain anxious and under 

constant stress. This pressure from work 

seems Lo transfer into the home environ¬ 

ment: those workers reporting high levels 

of job insecurity also tended to experience 

tensions aL home (EurthelLet al. 1996), 

Unemployment 

Bates of unemployment have line Lua Led 

considerably over the course of tins 

century, In Western countries, unemploy¬ 

ment reached a peak in the early 193-Os, 

wi th some 20 per cent of the labour force 

being out Of WOJfk in Britain. The ideas of 

the economist John Maynard Keynes 
(HSB3-im) strongly Influenced public 
policy In Europe and the United Stares 

during the post-war period, Keynes 
believed (hat unemployment results from 
a lack of sufficient purchasing power to 

buy goods, so that production is nut 

Copyrighted material 
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Promotion prospects 

n.5 change 

;i IfiJiiE 

1SW 
dctreau: 

27% 

Figure 18,7 Employees experiencinge 

change in responsibilities end promotion 

prospects at work 

Soarcej; BurchfU et si (1999) 

stimulated and Fewer workers :m; needed: 
governments eon intern-™ in increase 
: I iI: - . ■ I II ■ dL-ill i'll ill ill i.n 1( nrUlim, 

leading to the creation of new fobs. Slate 

management of economic lire, many 

came lo believe, meanl that high rales ol' 

unemployment belonged to rhe past. 

Commitment to full employment became 

port of government policy in virtually all 

Western societies. Until the ]37ds, these 

policies seemed successful and economic 

growth was more or less continuous. 

During (he 1370s and 3380s, unemploy¬ 

ment rates proved difficult to control in 

many countries and Keynesianism was 

largely abandoned as a means of trying to 

regulate economic activity. 1,-or abouL a 

iptiirter of a Century after the Second 

Wo rid Wa r, the li ri Lish unem p loym cut ra te 

was less than 2 per cent, it rose as high as 

12 per Cent in the early lEUSOs. then Tell. 

Increasing again at the end of the decade, 

From The mid- to late-iWds, unemploy¬ 
ment in Britain once again began to 

decline: by ZEM35 It Mood m just under 5 per 

cent. 

Analysing un em ploymen t 

Interpreting official unemployment statis¬ 

tics, however, is not straightforward {sec 

figure Ift.SO. Unemployment is not easy to 

define. Jl means 'being out of work’, but 

'ivorlt' here means 'paid work', and 'work 

in a recognized occupation'. People who 

arc properly registered as unemployed 

may engage in many forms of productive 

activity, like pain Ling the house or tending 

the garden. Many people are in part-time 

paid work, or only in paid jobs sporadi¬ 

cally; the retired are not Co tinted as 

'unemployed'. 
Many official statistics are calculated 

according to the definition of unemploy¬ 
ment used by the International Labour 
Organization ;il 0;i. The fl.O’s, measure of 

unemployment refers to individuals who 

arc wi thoui a job, who arc ava i la bit to star! 

work within two weeks and who have 

attempted in look For a job within the pre¬ 

via us month. Many economists think this 

standard unemployment rate should be 

supplemented by two other measures. 
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Population aver school leaving ago 

-[- 

Fully Under- Strictly Sami- Mdithrr employed 

amplnyad employed unernplnyeri ijncmptoyrd new unem ployed 

Employed 
■'-*-* 

Economically active 

Figure l Q,b A taxonomy of possible employment, unemployment end non-employment states 

5&Liree: Sinclair {1S07J, p. 2 

Tigcouraged workers” are those who 

won Id like a jot), hut who despair of getting 

one and thus have given up Looking. 

'Involuntary part-time workers' are 

people who cannot find a full-time joh 

even though they want one. 

General unemployment statistics arc 

also complicated by the Fact (hat they 

encompass two different 'types' of unem ¬ 

ployment. Frictional unemployment, 

sometimes called ‘temporary mi employ¬ 

ment'. refers to the natural, short-term 

enLry and exit of individuals into and out 

Of the labour market fur rea-Sui'iS such AS 

switching jabs, searching for a position 

after graduation, or a period of poor 

health. Structural unemployment, by 

contrast, describes joblessness, which 

results From targe shifts in the economy, 

ralhcr than circumstances affecting par¬ 

ticular individuals. The decline of heavy 

industry in Britain, for example, contrib¬ 

uted to a higher level of structural unem¬ 

ployment. 

Trends in unemployment in the UK 

Variations in the distribution of goyern- 

meril-dufiried unemployment within 

Britain aw well documented, Uneinploy- 

ment is higher For men than for women, At 

Copyrighted material 
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Figure 10.9 Unemployment: by gender, UKr 1997-2002 

Source: DNS fjpgaa) 

the triad of 2002 there were 092.000 

men unemployed, compared to t>22,MOW 

wo mien. as tignre i 8.9 shows. Unem ployed 

me ii were almost twice as I i ktily as wo n n.m 

In have previously bean in work. Women 

registering for unemployment were ten 

timea more likely than men to have been 

al home caring for children or the house¬ 

hold!. 

On average, ethnic minorities have 

higher unemployment rates than whites. 

Lrhnie minorities also have much higher 

rates of long-term unemployment than ihc 
rest of the population. However, these 

general trends hide a large amount of 

diversity in Unemployment rates among 

ethnic minority groups (See figure 1010!’. 
Unemployment among the white popula- 
lion stood at under 5 per cent in 2CMJ.V4, 

with the lowest rate of 3. H per cent recorded 

in the south. For Indians, the rate was only 

slightly higher than this at around 7 per 

cent one of the factors which leads some 

to suggest that the British Indian popula - 
tjon has nearly attained socin-economic 

parity with the while pn-puhuion. For all 

other minority ethnic groups, unemploy¬ 

ment rates were between two and three 

rimes higher than those for white men.The 

unemployment ran: among Bangladeshis 

was the highest, al 2D percent for men and 

24 percent for women. 

Voting people, particularly in minority 

ethnic groups, are especially affected by 

unemployment. Over 40 per cent of Ban¬ 

gladeshi men In the U K under the age of 

twenty-five were unemployed in 2001/2. 

Amongst the ocher ethnic minority 

groups., the unemployment rate for young 
men ranged between 25 and 31 percent. 

This compared with a rate of 12 pci cant 

for white men of the same age. 

yngnt *rial 
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Ffg.Ur* 10,10 Unemployment ratesr by ethnic group and sea, UK, 2001/2 

Source: DNS (2004d) 

A substantial proportion of young 

people are among Lite long-term urtem- 

plowed, especially members uf minority 

groups: and mure than half (he male 

teenage unemployment involves those 

out of work for six months. or more. New 
govern meat Initiatives are targeted at 

young people aged eighteen to iwenly- 

fonr wlm have heen claiming joh-seekers' 

allowance for more than six months. The 

long-term unemployed are now offered 

stills training, assistance in searching for 

jobs and opportunities for subsidized 

work. 

Social class and unemployment rates 

arc correlated. According to the ESRC 

cohort study for young people born in 

1370, those people whose fathers were 

from social classes I or 11 experienced the 

lowest rates of unemployment, Those 

whose fathers were from social class Vi or 

who were raised by lu-ne mothers, had the 

highest rates of unemployment. Including 

a high proportion of people who had 
never been In work at all (ESItC 1997). 

line in ploy m ant rates are also linked to 

educational qualifications. Surveys in the 
UK have shown that the higher the level 
of qualification, the lower (lie unem¬ 

ployment rate. In spring 2003 the unem¬ 

ployment ra(e among those wilh no 

qualifications was over three times that 

of (hose with a degree or equivalent 

(Regional Trenrfs SB, 2 OKI). 

ovriahted materia 
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The experience of uneniploymen t 

The experience of unemployment can he 

very disturbing do those accustomed In 

having secure jobs. Obviously, the imme¬ 

diate consequence is a loss of income. The 

effects oF this vary between countries, 

because of contrasts in the level of unem¬ 

ployment benefits. In countries where 

there is guaranteed access to healthcare 

ami other welfare benefits, unem ployed 

individuals may experience acute finan¬ 

cial difficulties but remain protected by 

the slate, in some Western countries, such 

a£ the United States.. unemployment 

benefits last a shorter time and healthcare 
is not universal, making the economic 
strain on those without work correspond¬ 

ingly greater. 
Studies of the emotional effects of 

unemployment have noted that people 

who arc unemployed often pass through a 

series of stages as they adjust Id their new 

status. While the experience is nl course 

on individual one, the newly unemployed 

often experience a sense of shock, Fol¬ 

lowed by optimism about new opportu¬ 

nities. When that optimism is not 

rewarded, as is often the case, individuals 

call slip into periods of depression and 

deep pessimism about themselves and 

ihek employment prospects. If she period 

of Unemployment Stretches on, the 

process of adjustment is eventually com¬ 
pleted. with Individuate resigning them¬ 

selves to the realities of their situation 

C Ash ton iSftG), 

The strength of communities and social 
lies can be undermined by high levels of 

unemployment. hi a classic sociological 

study in the I9S0&, Marie Jahoda and her 

colleagues investigated the case of 

Marienthal, s small town in Austria experi¬ 

encing mass unemployment after the 

rlosurc of the local factory (laliuda ct al. 

1372). The researchers noted how ihc 

Long-term experience of unemployment 

eventually undermined many of the com¬ 

munity's social structures and networks, 

People Were less active in civic affairs, 

•spent Less time socially with one another 

and even visited the town library Jess fre- 

t[uen illy, 

It is important to note that the experi¬ 

ence of unemployment also varies by 

social class- For those at the lower end of 
the income scale, the consequences of 

unemployment may he felt mostly finan¬ 
cially- If has been suggested that middle- 
class individuals find unemployment 

damaging primarily in terms of their 

social, rather than their financial, status. A 

Forty-five-year-old lecturer who is made 

redundant may have acquired enough 

assets to get by comfortably during the 

initial phases of unemployment, but may 

struggle to make sense of what unemploy¬ 

ment means for their future career and 

worth as u professional, 

Conclusion: the "corrosion 
of character'? 

Thirty years ago, in a study of blue-collar 

workers In Boston, USA, the sociologist 
Richard Sen nett drew up a profile of 

Enrico, an Italian Immigrant who spent his 
winking years as a janitor in a downtown 

office building. Although Enrico did not 

enjoy the poor conditions and meagre pay, 

his job provided him with a sense of self- 

respect and an 'honest' way In provide for 

his wife and children. Ele cleaned toilets 

>Dvnont€ 
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arid mopped floors clay in and day out far 

fifteen years before being abLe to afford a 

house in a suburb of the city. Although it 

was not glamorous, his work was secure, 

his pah was protected by a union and 

linrico and his wife could confidently plan 

their future and that of their children, 

Lnrico knew well in advance exactly when 

he Would retire and hoW' much money he 

would have at his disposal, As Serine tl 

noted,. Lnrico's work 'had one single and 

durable purpose, the service of his family'. 
Although Enrico was proud of Ills honest 

hard work, he did no t wa tit the same fnt u re 
for his children. It was important ro Enrico 

chat he create the conditions for hta chil¬ 
dren to be upwardly mobile, 

As Sennelt discovered fifteen years later 

in a chance meeting with Enrico's son 

Eli co, the children did become more 

mobile. Rico finished his Erst degree in 

engineering before going on to business 

school in Mew York, tn the fourteen years 

following his graduation, ELico buik up a 

highly lucrative career and rose to within 

the top 5 per cent of the wage scale, Rico 

and his wife Jeanette have moved no fewer 

than four times during their marriage in 

order to advance their respective careers. 

In taking risks and being open to change, 

ItR'u ami Jeanette have adapted to the cur- 

Indent times and have become affluent as 

a result. Yet. despite their success, the 

story is not an entirely happy one, Rloo 

and his wife worry that the\ are close to 

'losing control of their lives’. As a consul- 

taut. Hkn Teels a lack of cnniml over time 

and bis work: contracts are vague and 

always changing, Iill has no fixed role, and 

his fate is largely dependent on the for¬ 

tunes and pitfalls of networking, leanette 

similarly feeLs that she baa only a tenuous 

hold on her job. She manages a team of 

accountants who are geographically 

divided: some work at home, some at the 

office and some thousands of miics away 

in a different branch of the company. En 

managing this 'flexible' team. Jcaneitc 

cannot rely on face-to-face interactions 

and personal knowledge of an individual's 

work. Instead, she manages from afar, 

using email and [drone culls, 

in moving around the country, Ri co and 

JeancLie’s; meaningful friendships have 

fallen by live Way side; new neighbours and 

com i mm Liles know nothing about their 

pasts, where they come from or who they 

are as people. As Rf: n nett writes: The fugi¬ 

tive c|uidJty of friendship and local com 
rmmlty form the background to the most 
irnpo riant of Rico's in net wn tries, his 

family.' Ar home Rico and Jeannette find 

that their work lives interfere with their 

ability to fulfil their goats as parents. 

Hours are long and they worry that they 

neglect their children. But more trouble¬ 

some than juggling time and schedules, 

however, is the concern that they arc 

setting a disorienting example. WJtile 

trying to leach their children the value of 

hard work, commitment and long-term 

goals- they fear that their own lives tell a 

different story. Rico and JeanetLc aru 

examples uf the short-term, flexible 
approach to work that Is Increasingly 

favoured in contemporary society. Their 

work histories are characterised by con¬ 

stant movement, temporary commit¬ 

ments and short-term Investments In 
what they are doing. The couple realizes 

that, in our current runaway society, The 

qualities of good work arc not the qualities 

of good character'. 

To Senncti. the experiences of Rico and 

his wife |ea linette illustrate some of the 

consequences of the flexible approach to 

pyrighted material 
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work foir employees" personal lives, and 

characters. In his book The Corrosion of 

Character (L9AB1, he argues lhal (he 

growing emphasis on flexible behaviour 

and work in g styles can produce successful 

results, but inevitably leads also to both 

confusion and harm. This is because the 

expectations placed cm workers today - la 

be flexible, adaptable, mobile and willing 

Co lake risks - directly contradict many of 

Che core features of strung character; 

loyally, pursuit of long-term goals, com¬ 

mitment, tim si and purpose. 
Sentieti suggests that these types of 

tension are Inevitable in (ho new era of 

flexibility; although flexibility is praised 
for giving wo risers more freedom to shape 
their individual life trajectories, Bennett 
argues that it also imposes rigid new con¬ 

straints. Rather than committing to a life 

career, workers arc now expected la work 

fluidLy iti teams, entering and exiling, 

moving from task to task, loyalty becomes 

a liability rather than an asset. When life 

becomes a series nf' discrete jobs rather 

than a coherent career, long-term, goals 

are eroded, social bunds fail to develop 
and trust is fleeting. People can no lunger 

judge which risks will pay off in the end 

and the old 'rules' for promotions, dismis¬ 

sals, and reward no lunger seem lu apply. 

For Sen tie it, the central challenge for 
adults In flic present era Is how io lend a 

life with long-term goals in a society which 

emphasizes the short lerrn. In his eyes, 
features nf (he "new capitalisin' corrode 
elements of persona) character which 

bind people together. 

Summary points 
1 Work is the carrying out of tasks, involving 

the expenditure of mental and physical 

effort, which have as their objective the 

production'of goods and services catering 

far human needs. Many important kinds of 

work - like housework or voluntary work - 

are unpaid. An occupation is work which is 

done in exchange for a regular wage. Work 

is in all cultures the basis of the economic 

system. 

2 A distinctive characteristic of the economic 

system of modern societies is the 
development of a highly complex end 

diverse division of labour. The division of 

labour means that work is divided into 
different occupations requiring 

specialization, One result is economic 
interdependence: we are all dependent on 
each other to maintain our livelihoods. 

5 Industrial production was made more 

effi dent with the introduction of Taylorism, 

or scientific management - the belief that all 

industrial processes can be divided into 

simple tasks that can be timed and 

organized. Fordism extended the principles 

of scientific management to mass production 

tied to mass markets. Fordism and Taylorism 

Can be seen as low-trust systems that 

increase worker alienation. A high-trust 

system allows workers control over the pace 

and content of their work. 

4 Union organizations, together with 

recognition of the right to strike, are 
characteristic feelures of economic life in all 
Western countries, Unions emerged as 

defensive organizations, concerned to 

provide a measure of contra I for workers 

over their conditions of labour. Today, union 

leaders quite often play an important role in 

formulating national economic policies. 
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5 In rece nt years Fo rdist p racti ces have b Ee n 

replaced by more flexible operating 

techniques in many industrialized Countries. 

The term 'post-Fordism' is favoured by some 

to describe the current period of economic 

production in which flexibility and innovation 

are maximized in order to meet market 

demands for diverse, customized products. 

6 So me speak of the'd eath of the ca reef and 

the arrival of the 'portfolio1 worker - the 

worker who has a portfolio of different skills 

and will be able to move readily front job to 

job. Such workers do exist, but for many 

people in the workforce, 'flexibility1' is more 

likely to be associated with poorly paid jobs 

with few career prospects. 

7 Unemployment is a recurrent problem in the 

industrialized countries. As work is a 

structuring element in a person's life, Ihe 

psychological experience of unemployment 

is often disorienting, 

8 The effects of job insecurity can be as 

debilitating as the actual experience of being 

unemployed. Job insecurity is a sense of 

apprehension an employee feels about the 

future safety of his or her jo b a n d ro le at the 

workplace. Job insecurity has risen sharply 

among the middle classes, although some 

believe that anxiety over job insecurity is 

greatly exaggerated. 

Questions for further thought 

1 Could modern societies operate without a division of labour? 

2 Why are sums activities deemed le be work and others rial? 

3 If Taylorism and Kurd ism were so efficient, why hove they recently been in decline? 

4 If you were e portfolio worker, would your portfolio be large enough to keep you in 

work? 

f> Why docs Rico’s life differ so much front 111 cl of Enrico? 

Further reading 

Keith Grint, The Sociology ofWork:A/t Introduction, 3rd edn (Cambridge: Polity, 2U05J. 

Keith Grint, WbrJt an d Soriefr: A Reader (Cambridge; Polity, 2000), 

Nell J. Smeisex and Richard SwedbL-rg (eds). The Handbook- of Economic Sociology:Princeton; 

Princeton University Press, 1994), 

R Ttiompswi] and C. W:Lrhursl (eris), WvrEpUicvxofiEe EuUtf*\,\ kuitulmills. IbisLngstwke: 

Macmillan ESusIlWS, ]9HB). 
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internet links 

imemarloniU Labour Organization 
i i It 11i' w'i'i iV.i !t>.i11 jj 

The- Work Faundadoii 

h thcworkround aria n ;ca m f 

SQSIG Sociology of Work 

h up;//www-soslg,ac.uk/roads/iubjeef I isling/world-cat> vwiuu'o rk-hUni 
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Crime and 
Deviance 



WHY DO people tummkl crimes? A 

century ago, most people who 
(houghr about the Issue believed tlmi 
sttnif people were just biologically crimi¬ 

nal. The Italian criminologistCesate Lam- 

broso, wording In the lBTds, even believed 
that criminal types could be identified hy 

certain anatomical features. He investi¬ 

gated the appearance and physical char¬ 

acteristics of criminals, such as the shape 

of the ski]]] and forehead, jaw size and arm 

length, and concluded that they displayed 

trails held over from earlier stages of 

human evolution. Lombrosos pictures 

showing the physical characteristics of 

criminals a re shown here. 

Lombrosos ideas became thoroughly 

discredited, and seem almost comical to 

us today, although slightly more sophisti¬ 

cated variants on Ids biological explami- 
Hon of crime have resurfaced at various 

points over the last century. A later theory 

distinguished three main types of human 
physique and claimed that one type was 
directly associated with delinquency. 

Muscular, active types (mesomorphs), the 

theory went, are more aggressive and 

physical, and therefore more likely to 

become delinquent than those of I kin 

physique (ectomorphs) or more fleshy 

people (endomorphs) (Sheldon 1919; 

■Glucck and Glucck 1956). 

Again, such views have also been widely 

criticized. Even if there were an overall 

relationship between bodily type and 

delinquency, this would show nothing 

about the influence of heredity. People ol 

the muscular type may be drawn towards 

T [otum — JVlTii-i-r Mirvf h Tl 

Criminal types, as presented in his book Cfiomme 

eriminef, by Cesare L&mbraso (1B36-19D9): a robber 
from: Naples, a forger from Piedmont, an assassin, 
Cartouche, whose criminal tendency is not specified, a 

brigand's wile and! a poisoner. 
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criminal activities because these offer 

opportunities for the physical display of 

athleticism. Moreover, nearly all studies in 

this Held have been restricted lo delin¬ 
quents in reform schools, and it may he 

that the ton ['her. athletic-looking delin¬ 

quents are more liable to be sent tu such 

schools than fragile-looking, shinny ones. 

Some Individuals might be inclined 

towards Irritability and aggressiveness, 

and this could be reflected in crimes of 

physical assault on others, Vet there is nu 

decisive evidence that any traits oF per¬ 
sonality are inherited in this way. and. 
even if they were, !h*ir connection to 

criminality would at most be only a 
distant one. 

If biological approaches lo criminology 

do not satisfactorily answer our question: 

'Why do people commit crimes?' is 

psychology more successful? Psychologi¬ 

cal approaches In criminality have 

searched for explanations of deviance 

within the individual, not society. But 

where biological approaches focus on 

physical features which predispose indi¬ 

viduals to crime, psychological views con¬ 

centrate on personali ty types. Much early 

criminological research was carried out in 

prisons and other institutions, such as 

asylums, hi those settings, ideas about 

psychiatry were influential- Emphasis was 

placed on Hie distinctive trails of crinil- 

eieiIs Including'feeble-miiidedness' anti 
‘moral degeneracy', I fans Eysenck (1964), 

for example, has suggested that Abnormal 

mental states are inherited; these can 

either predispose an individual to crime or 

create problems in the process of social¬ 

ization. 

Some have suggested that in a minority 

of individuals, an amoral, or psycho¬ 

pathic, personality develops, Psychopaths 

arc withdrawn, emotionless characters 

who act impulsively and rarely experience 

sensations of guilt. Some psychopaths 

delight in violence for its own sake. Indi¬ 

viduals with psychopathic traits do some¬ 

times commit violent crimes, but there arc 

major problems with the concept of the 

psychopath. It isn't at all clear that psycho¬ 

pathic trails are inevitably criminal. 

Nearly all studies of people said to possess 

these characteristics have been of con¬ 

victed prisoners, and their personalities 

Inevitably tend to bo presented negatively. 
If we describe the same traits positively 

the personality type sounds quite differ¬ 

ent, find there seems no reason why 

people of this sort should be Inherently 
criminal, 

Psychological theories of criminality 

can at best explain only some aspects of 

crime. While some criminals may possess 

personality characteristics distinct from 

the remainder oi Ihe pop u Lai ion, it is 

highly improbable that the majority of 

criminals do so, There are all kinds of 

crime, and it is implausible to suppose 

that those who commit them shine some 

specific psychological characteristics. 

Elolh biological and psychological 

approaches Lo criminality presume that 

deviance Is a sign of something 'wrung' 
with the Individual, rather than with 
.society. They sec crime as caused by 

factors outside an individual's control, 

embedded either in the body or the mind, 
ThereForc. IF scientific criminology could 
successfully identify the causes of crime, 

it would be possible to treat those causes. 

In this respect, both biological and 

psychological theories nf crime a re positi¬ 

vist] n nature. As we learned in our discus¬ 

sion of Auguste Comte in chapter 1. posi¬ 

tivism is the belief that applying natural 

py righted material 
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scientific methods to the study of the 

social world can reveal its baste truths. In 

the ease of positivist criminology, this led 

to the belief that empirical research cou ld 

pinpoint the causes of crime and in turn 

make recommendations about how to 

eradicate it, 

Early positivist criminology came under 

great criticism from later generations of 

scholars. They argued that any satisfac¬ 

tory account of the nature of crime must 

be sociological, for what crime is depends 

11 n the social I ns tim lions of a society, Over 
lime, attention shifted away from individ¬ 
ualistic explanations of crime, of the kind 

we have looted at above, to sociological 
riieo ties tire t stress the social a tid culture I 
cn iuext i n wh i ch cri me a rid deviance ta kes 

place. Any full answer In our question: 

'Why do people commit crimes?' must be 

sociological, and it is most Likely to start by 

questinning I lie terms implicit in the 

question. What do we mean by crime and 

deviance? 

In this chapter we Look at several soci¬ 

ological explanations for crime and 

deviant behaviour, l-irel, however, we look 

more closely at what we mean by terms 

such as 'deviance' and 'crime'. Later in the 

chapter we examine crime in the UK. 

before turning to some of the Important 
issues concerning the victims and perpe¬ 
trators of cri me. 

Basic concepts 

Deviance may he defined as non-confor¬ 

mity to a given set of norms that arc 

accepted by a significant number of 

people in a community or society. No 

society, as has already been stressed, can 

be divided up in a simple way between 

those who deviate from norms and those 

who conform Id them. Most of us on some 

occasions transgress generally accepted 

rules of hchaviour. We may, for example, 

have at some point committed minor acts 

of theft, like shoplifting or taking small 

items from work - such as office nolcpa- 

per and pens - for personal use. At some 

point in our lives, we may have exceeded 

the speed limit, made prank phone calls or 

smoked marijuana. 

Deviance and crime are rot synony¬ 

mous, Although In many cases they 

overlap. The concept of deviance is much 

broader Ilian that of crime, which refers 

only id in)rt'conformist conduct that 

breaks a law. Many Forms of deviant 

behaviour are not sanctioned by Law. 

Thus, studies of deviance mi ghl examine 

phenomena as diverse as mi I Lira lists 

(nudists], rave culture and New Age travel¬ 

lers. 

The concept of deviance can be applied 

both to Individual behaviour and io the 

activity of groups, An illustration is the 

Hare Krishna cult, a religious group whose 

beliefs and mode of life are different from 

those of the majority of people in Britain, 

file cult was first established in the lUOOs 

when bril Prabhllpada came to the West 

from India to Spread the word of Krishna 
consciousness. He aimed Ills message 
particularly at young people who were 

drug users, proclaiming that one could 
'stay high all (he time, discover eternal 
bliss' by following his teachings. Tire Hare 
Krishnas became a familiar sight, dancing 

and chanting in the streets, running vege¬ 

tarian cafes and distributing literature 

about their beliefs to passers-hy. They are 

generally regarded in a tolerant light by 

most of the population, even if thei r views 

seem somewhat eccentric. 
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The I Jan; Kristinas represent tin 

example oi ;l deviant subculture. Although 

their membership today has declined 

from ils peak some years ago, they have 

been able to Survive fairly easily within the 

■ivitier sot ic LV I lie (> rg;.: rl \y.» bon is We alt I ■ v. 

financed by donations from members and 

sympathizers. Their pusition diverges 

from fhar of another deviant subculture, 

which might be mentioned here by way of 

conir.TRt: that of the permanently home¬ 

less. People who are down-a ltd-out live mi 

the streets by day, spending their lime in 

paries oi In public hyi|din;;s. They may 

sleep outside or find refuge in shelters. 

Most of the permanently homeless eke curl 

a difficult existence on the hinges of the 

wider society. 

I wo distinct, but related disciplines are 

engaged in the study of crime and devi¬ 

ance. Criminology concerns ilseli with 

forms of behaviour that are sanctioned by 

criminal law. CrimirtOlegists are often 

It lie rested in techniques fur measuring 

crime, trends in crime rates and policies 

aimed at reducing Crime Within commu¬ 

nities. The sociology of deviance draws on 

criminological research, hi.it also invest i- 

pales conduct v, Inch lies beyond the realm 

nf criminal law. Sociologists studying 

deviant behaviour seek to understand 

why certain behaviours are widely 

IT-.i'iL idl'd .!-■ di-via:ll it lid ItOW lll'-c 

notions oi deviance are applied differen¬ 

tially to people within society. 

The study of deviance, therefore, directs 

Ticih KC 
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our attention to social power, as-well as In 

the Influence of social class - the divisions 

between rich and poor. When we look al 

deviance from or conformLly to social 

rules or norms, we always have to bear in 

mind the question, whose rules? As we 

shall see, social norms are strongly influ¬ 

enced by divisions of power and class. 

Explaining crime and 
deviance; sociological 
theories 

In contrast to some areas of sociology ill 

which a particular theoretical perspective 
has. emerged over time as pre-eminent, 

many theoretical strands remain relevant 
to the study of deviance. Having looked 

briefly at biological anti psychological 

explanations, we will nnw turn to the four 

sociological approaches that have been 

influential within the sociology of devi¬ 

ance: fanctionalist theories, interactionist 

theories, conflict theories And control theo¬ 

ries. 

Norms and sanctions 

We follow social norms mostly because, as a result of 
socialization, we are used to doing so. All social norms 
are accompanied by sanctions that promote 
conformity and protect against non-conformity. A 
sanction is any reaction from olhcrS to the behaviour 
of an individual or group that is mean! io ensure 
compliance with a given norm. Sanctions may be 
positive (the offering of rewards for conformity) or 
negative (punishment for behaviour that does not 
conform), Sanctions can be levied formally or 
informally, formal sanctions are applied by a specific 
body of people or an agency lo ensure that a particular 
set of norms is followed. The moin types of formal 
sanction in modern societies are those represented by 
the courts and prisons. A law is a formal sanction 
defined by government as a rule or principle that its 
citizens must follow; it is used against people who do 
not conform. 

Informal sanctions are less organized and more 
spontaneous reactions to non-conformity. A studious 
pupil who is teased by classmates For working too 
hard,, or who is accused ot being a 'nerd'when he or 
she refuses to go out in the evenings, experiences a 
type of informal sanctioning. Informal sanctioning 
might also occur, For sample, when an individual who 
makes a sexist or racist comment is met with 
disapproving responses from friends or co-workers. 

Functionalist theories 

Functionalist theories see crime and devi¬ 

ance resulting from structural tensions 
and a lack, of moral regulation within 
society. IT the aspl radons held by individu¬ 

als and groups hr society do not coincide 
with available rewards, this disparity 

between desires and. fulfilment will be Felt 
in Itic deviant motivations of some of its 

members. 

Crime and anomie: Ditikheim and 
Merton 

As we saw in chapter 1, the notion of 

anomie was First introduced by Emile 

Durkhcim, who suggested that in modern 

societies traditional norms and standards 

become undermined without being 

re placed by new ones. Anom le exists w hen 

there are no clear standards lo guide 
behaviour in a given area of sedal life. 

Under such circumstances, Durkbeim 
believed, people feel disoriented and 
anxious: anomie Is therefore one of the 
social Eu: tors influencing dispositions to 

suicide. 

PurWiejm saw crime and deviance as 
social facts; lie believed both of them to be 

inevitable and necessary elements In 

iikkUj n - :i. i, tie-. iuiiiil. n. I Hii'kln im. 

people in the modern age arc less con- 
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si rained than they were in traditional soci¬ 

eties. Because there is mote roam for indi¬ 

vidual choice in the modem world, it is 

inevitable that there will he some non¬ 

conformity. Durlcheirn recognized that 

there would never be a complete consen¬ 

sus in any society about the norms and 

values which govern it, 

Deviance is also necessary for society, 

according to Durklieim; it fulfils, two 

important functions. First, deviance has 

an fldfiprfrT function. By introducing new 

ideas and challenges Into society, devi¬ 
ance is a n i nnovative fo i ee. It brlng,s about 
change. Second. deviance promores 

boundary mftlvfMrtrttt between "good' 
and Hba rt' be h aviaius In society. A crl minfi l 
event can provoke a collective response 

that heightens group solidarity and cla¬ 

rifies social norms. For example, residents 

of a neighbourhood facing a problem with 

drug dealers might join together in the 

aftermath of a drug-related shooting and 

commit themselves to maintaining the 

area as a dm g- free zone, 

Dnrkheim's ideas on crime and devi¬ 

ance were influential in shifting attention 

from individual explanations to social 

forces. His notion of anomic was draw non 

by the American sociologist Robert X. 

Merton, who constructed a highly influen¬ 
tial theory of deviance that located die 
source of crime within the very struct ure 

of American society (Merton 1957}, 
Merto n i nortltied the concep t of a tiomie 

So refer to the strain pm on individuals' 

behaviour when accepted norms conflict 

with social reality. In American society - 

end to sonic degree in other industrial 

societies - generally held values empha¬ 

size material success, anti the means of 

achieving success are supposed to be self- 

disciplinc and hard work. Accordingly, 

people who really work hard can succeed, 

no matter what their starting paint in life. 

This idea is not Ln fact valid, because masl 

oF (he disadvantaged are given only 

Limited conventional opportunities for 

advancement, or none at all. Vet those 

who do not 'succeed1 ftntl themselves con¬ 

demned for their apparent inability to 

make material progress, hi this situation, 

there is great pressure to Uy to get ahead 

by any means, legitimate or illegitimate. 

According to Merlon, then, deviance is a 

by-product of economic inequalities and 

the Lack of equal o pport u ni cies, 

Merfon identifies live possible reactions 

to the tensions between socially endorsed 
values and tire limited mea ns of achieving 
them- Cnnfnrmisa accept both generally 

licit! values anti the conventional means 

of realizing them, whether or not they 

meet with success. The majority of Lhc 

population tall into this category, fnnaita- 

lars continue to accept socially approved 

values butusc illegitimate or illegal means 

to follow them. Criminals who acquire 

wealth through Illegal activities exemplify 

this lypu. 

Ritualists conform to socially accepted 

standards, although they have lost sight of 

the values behind these standards. The 

rules are followed for their own sake 

without a wider end In view, in a compul¬ 

sive way, A ritualist would be someone 

who dedicates herself to a boring job. even 

though I r has no career prospects and pro¬ 

vides few rewards, ftattaatistt have aban¬ 

doned tlic competitive outlook altogether, 

thus rejecting hoth the do mine ill values 

and the approved means of achieving 

them. An example would be the members 

of a self-supporting commune. FinaLly, 

rebels reject both the existing values and 

the means but wish actively to substitute 
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111.:'.', i; i'll- ..lul l'i ■«. ;ir -" r: i: l I In.- i,.l 

system. The members of radical political 

groups tall into tills category. 

Merton's writings addressed one of the 

main puzzles in the study of criminology: 

at a time when society as a whole is 

becoming more affluent, why do crime 

rates continue to rise? E5y emphasizing the 

contrast between rising aspirations and 

persistent inequalities, Merton points to a 

sense rtf rti&lfiw deprivation as ail impor¬ 

tant element In deviant behaviour. 

the* idea ol relative da privation was dis¬ 

cussed in chapter 10, 'Poverty, Social 

Exclusion and Welfare' pp. 341-3. 

Subcultn ml explanatio ns 

l.ater researchers located deviance in 

terms of subcultural groups that adopt 

norms that encourage or reward criminal 

behaviour. I.ike Merton, Albert Cohen saw 

the contradictions within American 

society as the main cause of crime. But 

while Merton emphasized individual 

deviant responses to the tension between 

values and rue Lins, Cohen saw the 

responses occurring collectively through 

subcultures. In DeUnifuent Ifrtys (1955), 

Cohen argued that boys in the lower 

working, class who are frustrated with their 

positions in life often Join together in 
delinquent subcultures-, such as gangs. 

These subcultures reject middle class 
values and replace them with norms that 
celebrate defiance, such as delinquency 
and -ntheracls of non-conformity. 

Richard A. Onward and Lloyd E. Ohlin 

agreed with Cohen that most delin¬ 

quent youths emerge from the lower 

working class. But they argue that the hoys 

most at Lrislt" arc those who have neverthe¬ 

less internalized middle-class values and 

have been encouraged, on the basis of 

their ability, lo aspire towards a middle- 

class future. When such boys arc unable to 

realize their goals, they are particularly 

prone to delinquent activity. In their study 

of boys' gangs, (Howard and Ohlin found 

that delinquent gangs arise in subcultural 

Cum muni Lies where the chances of 

achieving success; legitimately are small, 

such as among deprived ethnic minor¬ 

ities. 

Deft n ing deviance 

Many people take if fur granted that a 
well-structured society is designed to 

prevent deviant behavior from occurring, 
But. as we have seen, functionalists fol¬ 

lowing Emile Durkheim argued otherwise, 

Durkheim helieved that deviance has an 

important part to play in a well-ordered 

society. Ele argued that by defining what is 

deviant, we become aware of what is not 

deviant and thereby become aware of the 

standards we share as members of a 

society. It is not necessarily Lhc case. then, 

that we should aim to eliminate deviance 

completely. It is more likely that society 

needs to keep it within acceptable limi ts. 

Seventy years after Durkheim's work 

appeared, Lite sociologist Km ]■ ril.su n pub¬ 

lished lVtfyTi.'rtr4 Pnriiam, a study of devi¬ 
ance m New England In the United States 
during the seventeenth century. Eriks on 

sought 'to test [Durkheim’s] notion that 

the number of deviant offenders a com¬ 
munity can afford to recognize is likely lo 
remain .stable over time'. His research led 

him to conclude that: 

a community's capacity for handling devi¬ 
ance, Lei ua say, can be roughly cslimalcd by 
oiuniiim its prison ml Ik anil hospital Iji-i:'., 
Us |mjLl emeu and psych ludis-l*. Ils courts 
lull I lLi olcs.. . . The agencies con trol 
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utLoii seem In dcllne [heir joh :is that ol 

l. li u. deviance within bcunds rather 
[hen obliterating italtogether. [1365) 

Erikson advanced the hypothesis that 

societies need their quotas of deviance 

and that they function in such a way as to 

keep them intact. 

What does a -society do when the 

amount of deviant behaviour goto out of 

hand? in 'Defining Deviance Down', a con¬ 

troversial article written in LQ93, ten years 

before his death, the American academic 

and politician Daniel Patrick Moyrdhan 
argued that the levels of deviance in US 
society had increased beyond the point 

that it could afford to recognize- As a 
result, we have been 'redefining deviance 

so as to exempt much conduct previously 

stigmatised',, and also quietly raising the 

'normal" level so that behaviour seen as 

abnormal by an earlier standard is no 

longer considered to he so. 

How has American society gone about 

this? One example that MoynLhari gave 

was the deinstiI utio.ii iiLiziuio.il movement 

within the mental health profession that 

began in the ISaDs. Instead of being forced 

into institutions, the mentally ill were 

treated with tranquillizers and released. 

As a result, the number of psychiatric 

patients In New York dropped from93,000 

in 1955 to 11,000 by 1992, 

Wh* t happened to si I of those psychiat¬ 

ric patients? Many of thorn became the 

homeless people who we see sleeping 
rough in New York- In "defining deviance 
down' people sleeping on the street are 

defined not as insane, but as persons 

Lacking affordable housing. At the same 

lime, the "normal' acceptable level of 

crime has risen. Moynihan points nut that 

after the St Valentine's Day massacre in 

1929. in which seven gangsters were mur¬ 

dered. America was outraged. Today, 

violent gang murders are so common that 

there is hardly a reaction. Moynihan also 

secs the under-reporting of crime as 

another form of "normalizing' it. As He 

concludes; 'We are getting used to a lot of 

behaviour that is not good for us.' 

Evaluation 

Functionalist theories rightly emphasize 

connections between conformity and 

deviance in different social contexts. Lack 

of opportunity for success In the terms of 

die wider society is the main differential■ 
ing factor between those who engage in 

criminal behaviour and these who do net. 
V.V should be cautious, however, shout 
the idea that people in poorer commu¬ 

nities aspire to the same level of success as 

more affluent people. Most tend to adjust 

their aspirations to what they see as the 

reality of their situation. Merton, Cohen 

and Onward and Ohlin can all be criti¬ 

cized for presuming that middle-class 

values have been accepted throughout 

society. It would, also be wrong to suppose 

that a mismatch of aspirations and oppor¬ 

tunities is confined to the less privileged. 

There are pressures towards criminal 

activity among other groups loo, as indi¬ 

cated by die so-called white-collar crimes 

of embezzlement, fraud and tax evasion, 
wlileh we will study Is ter. 

Interact ion ist theory 

.Sociologists studying crime and deviance 

in the interaction^ tradition focus on 

deviance as a socially ccnsLructed phe¬ 

nomenon. They reject the idea that there 

are types of conduct that are inherently 

'deviant'. Rather, intcracticmlsts ask how 

behaviours initially come to he defmed as 
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deviant and why certain groups- a ml nor 

others are Labelled as deviant. 

Labelling theory 

One of the most important app roaches lo 

the understanding of criminality is called 

labelling theory. Labelling theorists inter¬ 

pret deviance notes a sOtofcharac Leris tics 

fif individuals or groups, but as n process 

of interaction between deviants and non- 

deviants. In their view, we must discover 

Why some people come to be tagged with 

a 'deviant' label In order to on dent and the 

nature of deviance itself. 
People who represent the forces of law 

and older, or are able to Impose defini¬ 

tions of conventional morality on others, 

do most of the labelling. The labels that 

create categories of deviance thus express 

the power structure of society. By and 

Large, the rules in terms of which deviance 

is defined are framed by the wealthy lor 

the peer, by men for women, hy older 

people for younger people, and by ethnic 

majorities for minority groups. For 

example, many children wander into 

tuber people's gardens, steal fruit or play 

truant, In an affluent neighbourhood, 

these might be regarded by parents, teach¬ 

ers and police alike us innocent pastimes 

of childhood, In poor areas, they might be 

seen as evidence of tendencies towards 
juvenile delinquency. Once a child Is 

labelled a delinquent, he or site Is stigma¬ 

tized as a criminal and is likely to he con¬ 
sidered untrustworthy by teachers and 

prospective employers. In both instances 

the acts are Ihe same, but they arc 

assigned different meanings. 

Howard Becker is one of the sociologists 

most closely associated with labelling 

theory. He was concerned to show how 

deviant identities are produced 11 trough 

labelling rather than through deviant 

motivations or behaviours. According to 
Etccker. 'deviant behaviour Is behaviour 

that people so label'. He was highly critical 

of criminological approaches which 
claimed a clear division between 'normal' 

and 'deviant', For Becker, deviant behav¬ 

iour is nut the determining factor in 

becoming 'deviant'. Rather there are pro¬ 

cesses unrelated to the behaviour itself 

which exercise a great influence on 

Whether or nut ti person is labelled as 

deviant- A person's dress, manner of 
speaking, or country of origin could lie the 

key factors that determine whether or not 

the deviant label is applied. 
Labelling theory came to he associated 

with Becker's studies of marijuana 

smokers (Becker I&G3). In the early IlGfiOs., 

smoking marijuana was a marginal activ¬ 

ity within subcultures rather Ilian the life¬ 

style choice it is today. Becker found that 

becoming a marijuana smoker depended 

on one's acceptance into the subculture, 

close association with experienced users 

and one's altitudes towards non-users. 

Labelling not only affects how others 

see an individual, but also influences the 

individual's sense of self. Edwin Lemert 

(1^72} advanced a model tor understand - 

I rig how deviance can either coexist with 

or become central to one’s Identity. Lemert 
argued that, contrary to what we might 

thin k, deviance i s actua fly qu I te com rncm 
place and people usually get away with it, 
For example, seme deviant acts-, such as 
traffic violations, rarely come to light, 

while others, such as small-scale theft 

from the workplace, are often overlooked', 

[x:inert colled Ihe initial act of transgres¬ 

sion primary deviance. Tn most cases, 

these acts remain 'marginal' to (he 

person's self-identity-a process nceurs by 
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lathis unconventional dresser more likely to he labelled 'deviant' than I he bungee jumper? 

>.',liii:h the deviant -iel is normalized. In 
some eases, however, normalization does 

not occur and the person is labelled as a 

criminal m delinquent- lemert used the 

term secondary deviance to describe cases 

where individuals come to accept the 

Label and sec themselves as deviant. In 

such instances, the label can become 

central to a person's identity and lead to a 

continuation, or intensification ut the 

devia nt bchavio u r. 

lake, for example, Luke, who smashes a 

shop window while spending a Saturday 

! ight ou t on the town wit h h is friends-The 

act may perhaps be called the accidental 

result of over-boisterous behaviour, an 

excusable characteristic of young men, 

E.ukc might escape with a reprimand and o 

small fine. If he is from a 'respectable' 

background, this is a likely outcome. And 

the smashing of the window slays at the 

level of primary deviance if the youth is 

see n a s someone of'good charao Lei wh o cut 

this occasion became Loo rowdy. If, on the 

other hand, the police and coufLs hand out 

a suspended sentence arid make l.uke 
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re-part to a social! worker, the incident 

oouLd become the first step nit the road to 

secondary deviance. The process of'learn¬ 

ing; to be deviant' tends to be accentuated 

by the very organizations supposedly set 

up to correct deviant behaviour - prisons 

and social agencies, (Lemert's studies on 

'The Saints and the Ho ugh necks' are dis¬ 

cussed further in Lite bcuE on p 910) 

EwhMtion 

Labelling theory is Important because it 

I le^l ns from the assumption dial no act is 
Intrinsically criminal. Definitions of crimi■ 
nality are established by die powerful, 

through the formulation of laws and their 

Interpretation by police, courts and correc¬ 
tional institutions. Criiics of labelling theory 

have sometimes argued that there are 

certain acts that are consistently prohibited 

across virtually all cultures, such as murder, 

rape and robbery. This view is surely incor¬ 

rect: in Britain, ffese instance, killing is not 

always regarded as murder. In times of war, 

killing of the enemy is positively approved; 

u ntil recently, the laws in B ritain did not rec¬ 

ognize sexual intercourse forced on a 

woman by her husband as rape, which also 

shows that labelling changes over Lime. 

We can criticize labelling theory even 

more convincingly on oilier grounds. 

Tlrst, in emphasizing the Active process of 

Labelling, labelling theorists neglect the 

processes that lead to acts defined as 

deviant- For labelling certain activities as 

deviant is not completely arbitrary: differ¬ 

ences in socialization, attitudes and 

opportunities influence how for people 

engage in behaviour likely Id be labelled 

deviant. Far instance, children from 

deprived backgrounds are more likely 

than richer children to steal from shops. It 

is not the Labelling that leads them to steal 

in the Hist place so much as the back¬ 

ground from which they coittc. 

Second;, it is not clear whether labelling 

actually docs have the effect of increasing 

deviant conduct. Delinquent behaviour 

tends to increase following a conviction, 

bus is this the result of the Labelling itself? 

Other factors, such as increased interac¬ 

tion with other delinquents or learning 

about new criminal opportunities, may be 

involved. 

Deviaricy amplification 

LesSe Wilkins (1964) was interested in the ramifications 
of 'managing' a deviant identity and integrating it into 
one's daily life. He suggested that the outcome of this 
process is often devtancy amplification. This refers to 
the unintended consequences that con result when, by 
labelling a behaviour as deviant, an agency of control 
actually provokes more of that same deviant behaviour, 
If the label ed person incorporates the label into bis or 
her identity through secondary deviance, this is likety to 
provoke more responses frem agencies of control. Tn 
other word?, the ve«y bohaniour that was seen as 
undesirable becomes more prevalent, and those 
lahellee as deviant become even more resistant to 
change. 

The bread effects of deviancy amplification have 
been illustrated in an important work by Stanley Cohen 
called Folk Dev^fe and ,11 ora I Panics f 1H BO), In this 
classic study, Cohen examined how police attempts to 
control certain youth subcultures in the UK during the 
1560s - the so-called Mods and Rockers - only 
succeeded in drawing additional attention to them and 
making them more popular among youth. The process 
of labelling: a group as outsiders and troublemakers - 
in an attempt to control them - backfired and created 
even larger problems for law enforcement. Excessive 
and se nationalistic media coverage of the Mmis and 
Rockers led to a moral panic - a term used by 
sociologists to describe a media-inspired over-reaction 
towards a certain group or type of behaviour. Moral 
panics often emerge around public issues that are 
taker* a? symptomatic of general social disorder; moral 
panics have arisen in recent years over topics such as 
youth crime and 'bogus' asylum-seekers. 
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Conflict theories 'the new 
criminology1 

The publication of 7Vrf New Criminology 

by Taylor, Walton and Young in 1973 

marked an important break with earlier 

theories of deviance. Its authors drew on 

elements of M artist thought tu argue that 

deviance is deliberately chosen and often 

[jolttical in nature. They rejected (he idea 

that deviance is 'determined by factors 

such as biology, personality, anomie, 
social disorganization or labels. Rather, 
(hey argued, individuals actively choose in 

engage in deviant behaviour In response 
to the Inequalities of the capitalist system. 
Thus, members of countercultural groups 

regarded as deviant" - such as supporters 

of the black Powc r or gay libera tior m eve - 

mcnls- were engaging in distinctly politi¬ 

cal acts which challenged the social order. 

Theorists of new criminology framed their 

analysis of crime and deviance in terms of 

iht structure of society and the preserva¬ 

tion of power among the ruling class. 

The broad perspective set forth in The 

Nen' Criminology was developed in 

specific directions by other scholars. 

Hiuml Ihill ami others at the Birmingham 

Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies 
conducted an important study on a phe¬ 
nomenon which attracted enormous 
attention in the early 197t>s in Britain the 

crime of 'mugging". Several high-profile 
muggings wore broadly publicized and 

fuelled widespread popular concern 

ah out an explosion in street crime. 

Muggers were overwhelming portrayed as 

black, contributing to the view that immi¬ 

grants were primarily responsible for the 

breakdown of society. In Policing the Crisis 

£19761, Hall and his colleagues argued that 

the moral panic about muggings was 

encouraged by both the state and the 

media as a way of deflecting attention 

away from growing unemployment, 

declining wages and other deep structural 

flaws within society. 

Around the same time, other criminolo¬ 

gists examined the formation and use of 

laWs in society and argued Lliat Law's are 

tools used by the powerful to maintain 

their own privileged positions. They 

rejected the idea that laWs are 'neutral' 

and are applied evenly across the popula¬ 

tion, Instead, they claimed that as 

Inequalities increase between the ruling 

class and the working class, law becomes 

an ever more Important Instrument for 

ilie powerful to maintain order. This 

dynamic can he seen in the workings of 

the criminal justice system, which had 

become- increasingly oppressive towards 

working-class 'offenders'; or in tax legisla¬ 

tion which disproportionately favoured 

the wealthy. This power imbalance is not 

restricted to the creation of laws, however, 

The powerful also break laws, scholars 

have argued, but are rarely caught. These 

crimes on the whole are much more sig¬ 

nificant than the everyday crime and 

delinquency which attracts the most 

attention, but fearful of the Implications 

of pursuing 'white-collar' criminals, law 

enforcement instead focuses its efforts on 

less powerful members of society, such as 

prostitutes, drug users and petty thieves 

(Pearce |97& Chambliss 197ft), 

These studies and others associated 

with 'new criminology' were important in 

widening the debate about crime and 

deviance to include questions of social 

justice, power and politics. They empha¬ 

sized that crime occurs at ell levels oi 

society and must be understood in the 
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context of inequalities and competing 

interests between social groups. 

Left ReciUstn 

In the IRBQs, a new strain of criminology 

emerged. Known as New Left or Loft 

Realism, it drew on some of the neo- 

MaHiiil ideas of die new criminologist* 

■discussed above, bu L distanced Itself from 

'left idealisls' 'whom they saw as romanti¬ 

cizing deviance and downplaying die teal 

fear of Crime fell by much of (he popula¬ 

tion. For a long while, many crimirrolo- 

gist? tended to minimize the Importance 

nf rises in official crime rates.They sought 

to show that the media created unneces¬ 

sary public disquiet about the issue, or 

argued (hat most crime was a disguised 

form of protest against inequality, [.eft 

Realism moved away from this position, 

emphasizing that the increases in crime 

had actually occurred, and that the public 

was right la be worried by them. Left Real¬ 

ists argued that criminology needed to 

engage mure with the actual Issues of 

crime control and social policy, nn liter 

than debate them abstractly (Lea and 

Young 1B84; Matthews and Young I9BGL 

Left Realism drew attention to the 

victims of crime and argued that victim 

surveys provide a more valid picture of the 

estenc of crime than official statistics 

[ Evans 1992). Such surveys revealed llut 

crime was a serious problem, particularly 

In Impoverished Inner-oily areas. Left 

Realists pointed out that rates of crime 

and victimization were concentrated in 

marginalized neighbourhoods - deprived 

groups in society were at a much greater 

risk of crime than others. The approach 

draws on Merlon and Cloward and Oblin 

and others to suggest that, In the inner 

cities, criminal subcultures develop. Such 

subcultures do not derive from poverty as 

such, hut from their exclusion from the 

wider community. Criminalized youth 

groups, for example, operate at the 

margins of 'respectable society* and pit 

themselves against it.The fact that rates of 

crime carried out by blacks have risen over 

recent years is attributed to the fact that 

policies of racial integration have failed. 

The ideas ol relative deprivation and 

social exclusion, discussed in chapter 

10, provide some of the important theo¬ 

retical underpinning Left Realism, 

To address these trends in crime, Left 

Realism advanced 'realistic' proposals for 
changes in policing procedures. Law 

enforcement needs to become more 

responsive to communities, it is claimed, 

rather than relying on 'military policing' 

techniques which alienate public support, 

[.eft Realists have proposed 'minimal 

policing' whereby locally elected poiicc 

authorities would be accountable to citi¬ 

zens.. who would have a larger say in 

setting (he policing priorities for their 

area., Furthermore, by spending mo re lime 

investigating and clearing up crimes, and 

less time on routine or administrative 

wot}:., the police can regain the trust of 

local communities, On the whole, Left 
Realism represent* a more pragmatic and 
policy-oriented approach than many of 
the criminological perspectives which 

preceded it. 
Critics nf left Realism accept ihe impor¬ 

tance of the stress on victimization. Rut 

they argue that Left Realism focused on 

individual victims only within the narrow 

confines of the political and media -driven 

discussions of the 'crime problem'. These 

narrow definitions of crime focus on the 

most visible forms nf criminality, such as 

pyrighted material 
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Left. Realists- accept that the way cnme is 

constructed may be the product of 

unequal power relations in society, but 
emphasize its very real and harmful 
effects, often for the very poorest people 

and communities. 

Control theories 

Control theory posits that crime occurs as 

a re suit of a n im baianc r b rlwccn i mpu Iscs 

towards criminal activity and the social or 

physical controls that deter it. It is- less 

interested in individuals' motivations for 

Carrying out crimes; rather, >1 is assumed 

that people act rationally and that, given 

the opportunity, everyone would engage 

in Jovian! ae(s. Many types of crime, it is 

argued, are a result of 'sltuiiciondl tied 

sinns’-a person sees an opportunity and 
is motivated to act. 

One of rl«; most well known control 

theorists, Travis HirscM lias aiguert (liar 
hitmans are fundamentally selfish beings 

who make calculated decisions about 

whether or not to engage in criminal activ¬ 

ity by weighing the potential benefits and 

risks of doing so. In Ca uses of Delinquency 

(L969), Hirschi claimed that there are- four 

types of bemtl which link people to society' 

and law-abiding behaviour: attachment, 

commitment, involvement anil belief. 

When truffle lenity strong. these elements 

help to maintain social control and con¬ 

formity by rendering people cm free to 

break ru le s. I f these bo rids w 11 h so vie Ly a re 

weak, however, delinquency and deviance 

may result. Hltselii's approach suggests 
that delinquents are often Individuals 

whose low levels of self-control are a result 
of Inadequate socialization at home or at 
school fCottfiedson and I licsehi ISWft). 

street crimes, whilst neglecting other 

offences, such as those carried cut by the 

slate or corporations fWalton and Young 

aem 

Right Realism 

The rise to power oF Margaret Thatcher in 

Efrilain and Ronald Reagan in the United 

Slates in the Late LP7Ds led to vigorous 

,law-and-ordcrr approaches to crime in 

both countries, often described as Right 

Ticih Ke¬ lt lr 
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Realism. Thus approach to the study of 

crime is still influential, particularly in the 

U G A under th ll Presidency of Gc □ rge 1] llhJi 

lunior. The perceived escalation of crime 

and delinquency we re Jinked to moral 

degeneracy, the decline of individual 

responsibility derived from dependence 

on the welfare slate and permissive 

education, the collapse of the family and 

communities and the wider erosion of tra¬ 

ditional values (Wilson 1075). Public 

debates and extensive media coverage 

centred on the crisis of violence and law¬ 
lessness which was threatening to grip 

society. 

To Right Realists, deviance was por¬ 
trayed as an individual pathology-a set of 
destructive lawless behaviours actively 

chosen and perpetrated by individual 

selfishness, a lack of self-control and 

morality. They were dismissive of the ‘the¬ 

oretical' approaches In the study of crime 

discussed elsewhere in th is chapter, espe¬ 

cially those that linked crime to poverty. 

Conservative governments in the UK and 

USA. inlliienced by Right Realism, began 

to intensify law enforcement activities. 

Police powers were extended, funding for 

the criminal justice system was expanded, 

and long prison sentences were increas- 

Irigly relied on as the most effective deter¬ 

rent against crime. 

'Situational' crime prevention-such as 

cei reel hardening and surve illance systems 

- has been a popular approach to 'manag¬ 

ing’ the risk of crime (Void et al. 2W2), 

Such techniques are often favoured hy 

policy-makers because they arc relatively 

simple to introduce alongside existing 

policing techniques, and they reassure cit¬ 

izens by giving the impression llial deci¬ 

sive action against crime is being taken. 

Vet critics argue that because such tech¬ 

niques do not engage with the underlying 

causes of crime - such as social inequal¬ 

ities, unemployment and poverty - their 

greatest success lies in protecting certain 

segments of the population against crime 

and displacing delinquency into other 

realms. 

One illustration of this dynamic can be 

seen in the physical exclusion of curtain 

categories of people from common spaces 

in art attempt to reduce crime and the per¬ 

ceived ris k of crime. In response to feel¬ 

ings of insecurity among the population at 
large, public spaces In society - such as 
libraries, parks and even street corners - 

are Increasingly being transformed into 
'security huhides'. Risk-management 
practices, such as police monitoring, 

private security teams and surveillance 

systems, are aimed at protecting the 

public against potential risks. In shopping 

precincts, tor example, security measures 

are becoming more prominent as part of a 

’contractual bargain' between businesses 

and consumers. In order to attract and 

maintain a customer base, businesses 

must ensure the safety and coruforL of 

their clients. Young people tend to be 

excluded from such spaces disproportion¬ 

ately because they are perceived as a 

greater threat co security and are statisti¬ 
cally mote likely to offend than adults. As 
part of creating' locations of trust' for con - 

sumers, young people find that the public 

spaces open to them are shrinking. 
Police forces have also ltcen expanded 

in response to growing crime. When crime 

rates are on the rise, there is almost inevi¬ 

tably public clamour for putting more 

police ‘on the street'. Governments eager 

to appear decisive on crime tend In favour 

increasing the number and resources of 

the police in an attempt Lo deter crime. 
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The popularly held view of policing is that 

it is the cornerstone of maintaining Law 

and order. But what is the role of the police 

in actually contra lling cri me? It is not dear 

that a greater no mber of potLee necessarily 

Iran slates into lower crime rates. In the 

United Kingdom., official statistics on the 

crime rale and number of police cast 

doubt on the Link between the I Wo. This 

raises several puzzling questions, IT 

increased policing does not prevent 

offending. wh\ do the public demand a 

visible police presence1? What role does 
policing play in our society? 

Can? rolling cr \m t* 

Some control theorists sec the growth of 

crime as an outcome of (he increasing 

number of opportunities and targets tor 

crime in modern society. As the papula - 

lion grows more affluent. and consumer¬ 

ism becomes more central to people's 

lives, goods such as televisions, video 

equipment, computers, cars and designer 

clothing - favourite targets for thieves - 

are owned by more and more people. Hes- 

IdcnLial homes are increasingly left cm pi} 

during the daytime as more and more 

women take on employment outside the 

home. 'Motivated offenders' interested in 

committing crimes can select from a 

broad in nge of 'suitable targets' 

Res jio ii<ll tig to such -shifts, ma ny ofikla l 

approaches to crime prevention In recent 
years have focused on Limiting the oppor¬ 
tunities lor crime eo occur. Central to such 
policies is the idea of target hardening - 

making it more difficult Jot crimes In lake 

place by intervening directly into potential 

'crime situs tin ns'. For example, laws 

requiring steering locks in all new cars arc 

Intended Id reduce opportunities for car 

thieves. In some areas, public telephones 

have been fitted with tougher coin hoses to 

deter opportunistic vandals. The installa¬ 

tion of closed circuit television (CCTV) 

systems In c ity centres and public spaces is 

another attempt to deter criminal activity. 

Control theorists argue that, rather than 

changing the criminal, the best policy is to 

take practical measures to control the 

cri rri Inal s ubi IJ Ly to com mi! cri m c. 

Target hardening techniques, com¬ 

bined with zero tolerance policing, have 

gained favour among politicians in recent 

years and appear to have been successful 

in some contexts in curtailing cri me- Zero 

tolerance policing targets petty cri me and 

forms of disruptive conduct, such as van 

dallsm. loitering, accosting people for 

money and public drunkenness. Police 

crackdowns on low-Level deviance are 

thought to produce a positive effect in 

reducing more serious forms of crime las 

we see below in Ehc discussion of the 

"broken windows' theory)- Eiut criticisms 

□f such an approach can also be made. 

Target hardening and zero tolerance 

policing do not address the underlying 

causes of crime, but are aimed at protect¬ 

ing mid defending certain dements of 

society from its reach. The growing popu¬ 

larity Of private security services, car 

alarms house alarms, gourd dogs and 

gated communities has led some people 

to believe that we are living In an 

'anno tired society', who re segments of the 

population feel compelled to defend 

themselves against others. This tendency 

is occurring not only in Britain and I he 

United States as Ehc gap between ihc 

wealthiest and the most deprived widens, 

but is particularly marked in countries 

such as the former Soviet Union, South 

Africa and 11 nnzi I. where a 'fo rtress menta I - 

ity' has emerged among the privileged. 
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There is- another unintended conse¬ 

quence of such policies: as papular crime 

targets are 'hardened', patterns of crime 

may simply shift from one domain to 

another, for example, the steering Locks 

that were made compulsory for all new 

cars in the UR were not required on older 

cars. The result was that carl hefts shifted 

primarily from newer models (o older 

ones. Target hardening and Kero tolerance 

ap prune lies- run the risk of displacing 

Criminal offences from Ire tier protected 

areas Into mote vulnerable ones. Neigh¬ 
bourhoods that are poor or lacking in 
social eohesion may well experience a 

growth in crime and delinquent y as 
affluent regions increase their defences. 

The theory of'broken windows' 

Target hardening and srero mLcnmcr 

policing are based on a theory known as 

'broken windows' (Wilson and Kclliug 

H3ft2'|. The theory is based on a study 

made in the 1960s hy the American social 

psychologist Philip Zimbande, who aban¬ 

doned cars without licence piates and 

with their hoods up in two entirety differ- 

ent social settings: the wealthy commu¬ 

nity' of Palo Alto, California, and a poor 

neighbuuthouil inlhelironx. New Yurk. Iri 

buLh places, as soon as passers-by, regard¬ 

less of class or race, senseol ihul fhe cars 

were a ban do tied and chat Lrio one cared", 

the care were vands I I zed (Zimbardo IS6®h 

Physical signs of social disorder can lead to more serious crime, according to the 'broken windows' 

thesis. 
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FxtrapoLaling from this study, the authors 

of the 'hmken windows" theory argued 

that any sign of social disorder in a com¬ 

munity, even the appearance of a broken 

window, encourages more serious crime 

to flourish. One unrepaired broken 

window is a sign that no one cares, so 

b re a Id ng mo re windows - that is. com mil - 

(lng more serious crimes is it rational 

response by criminals to ibis situation of 

social disorder. As a result, minor acts of 

deviance cun load Id a Spiral of crime and 

social decay (Felson 1994), 
Since tSse Late 19fll)s, the 'broken 

windows' theory has served as the basis 

for new policing, strategies that aggres¬ 
sively focused on 'minor' crimes stich as 
drinking or using drugs in public, and 

traffic violations. Zero tolerance policing 

has been widely introduced in large Amer¬ 

ican cities, following its success in reduc¬ 

ing crime in New York City, when it was 

pioneered by Mayor Rudolph -Giuliani 

during Iris term inoffi.ee between 199-1 and 

2001. Starling with an aggressive cam¬ 

paign Lo restore order in the city subway 
(underground], the .New York Police 

Department expanded its zero tolerance 

approach lo the streets, lightening restric¬ 

tions on beggars, the homeless, street 

vendors and the owners of adult book¬ 
shops mid clubs. Not only did rates for 

standard crimes (such as muggings and 

theft) decline dramatically, but the homi¬ 

cide rate fell to its lowest level in almost a 
century. 

One important flaw of the 'broken 

windows' theory is- that the police are Left 

to Identify 'social disorder' however they 

want. Without a systematic definition of 

disorder, the police arc authorized to set 

almost anything as a sign of disorder and 

anyone as a threat. In fact, as crime rales 

fell throughout Ihc 1990s, the number of 

complaints of police abuse and harass¬ 

ment went up, particularly by young, 

urban, black men who fit the 'profile' of a 

potential criminal. 

Theoretical conclusions 

Whit! should wc conclude from Lius survey 

u f theories of cri me'f We m ust finit recall a 

point made earlier; ever though crime is 

only one subcalegory u-f deviant behaV- 

kujjf as a whole, it covers such a variety of 
forms of a elivlty - from shopll Fti ng a ba r of 
chocolate (o mass murder - that It is 

unlikely that we could produce a single 
theory that would account for at! forms of 
criminal conduct. 

The contributions of the sociological 

theories of crime arc twofold. First, these 

theories correctly emphasize the continu¬ 

ities between criminal anti 'respectable' 

bchavio ur. The contexts in wh Lch particu¬ 

lar Cypl-h of activity arc seen as criminal 

and punishable by law vary widely. I bis is 

almost certainly linked Eo questions of 

power and. inequality within society. 

Second, all agree that context is im porta nt 

in criminal activities. Whether someone 

eugiig.es in a criminal act or comes Lo be 

regarded as a -criminal is influenced Fun¬ 

damentally by social learning and social 

surroundings. 

In spiie of Its deficiencies, label ling 
theory is perhaps the most widely used 
approach to understanding crime and 
deviant behaviour. This theory sensitizes 

us to the ways in which some activities 

conic to be defined as punishable in Jaw, 

and the power relations thal Fnrm such 
definitions, as well as to the clrcu instances 

in which particular individuals fall foul of 

the Law. 
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The way in which crime is understood 

directJv affects the policies developed to 

comba t it. ]:or eiiiiin p Le. i f crime is seen -as 

the product ol deprivation or social disor¬ 

ganization, policies might be aimed at 

reducing poverty and strengthening social 

services. If criminality is seen as voluntar¬ 

istic, or freely chosen by individuals, 

attempts to counter it will take a different 

form. We shall now examine recent crime 

trends in the UK and consider some of the 

policy responses 10 them. 

"We find that Jo/itf, as a indety, arc to bldr,we, 

but only the defendant is guilty," 

Linking micro- and macrosoqology: The Saints and the Roughnecks' 

the connections between the processes by 
Which deviant behaviour occurs and the larger 
class structure were noted by William Chambliss 
in a famous study, The Saints and the 
Roughnecks' (1973). Chambliss studied two 
groups ol delinquents in an American school 
one timm upper-middle-class Families ('the 
Saints') and the other from poor families (The 
Roughnecks'). While the Saints were constantly 
involved in petty crimes such as drinking, 
vandalism, truancy, and theft, none ol their 
members was ever arrested. The Roughnecks 
were involved in similar criminal activities, yet 
they were constantly in trouble with the police. 
After Chambliss concluded that neither group 
was more dflfinquent than the oilier, he looked 
to other Factors that could explain the different 
reaction of the police and the broader 
community to these two groups. 

Chambliss found, fot example, that the upper 
class gang had oars and thus were able to 
remove themselves From the eyes of the 
cc m m unity. The I owe r-class boysr th rough 
necessity, congregated in an area where 
everyone in the community frequently saw 
them. Chambliss concluded that differences of 

this sort were indicative of the class structure of 
society, which gave certain wealthier groups 
advantages when if came to being labelled as 
deviant. For instance,, the parents of the Saints 
saw their sons' crimes as harmless pranks, while 
the parents of The Roughnecks acquiesced to 
the police's labelling of their sons' behaviour as 
criminal. The community as a whole also 
seemed to agree with these different labels. 

These boys went on to have lives consistent 
with this labelling, with the Saints living 
conventional middle-class lives end the 
Roughnecks having continual problems with the 
law. As we saw earlier in the chapter (p. 001), 
this outcome is linked to what Lemert called 
'secondary deviance', because it is thought to 
result from the inability of a person to carry on as 
'normal' once he has been labelled as Jdevianf. 

Chambliss's study is widely cited by 
sociologists for showing the connection 
between macrosodiological factors like social 
class and micmsociological phenomena such as 
how peop le become labe II ed as devia nt. Th is 
study provides an example of how difficult it is 
to- isolate micro- and macro-level factors in the 
social construction of deviance. 
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Patterns of crime in the 
United Kingdom 

As measured by statistics of crimes 

reported to the polite, rates of crime in the 

IJ K increased enormously over the tvventi - 

elb century, Frior to the 1920s there were 

fewer th an 100,000 u ffe rices recorded each 

year in England iind Wales; this number 

had reached 50Q.OOOby 1950. and peaked 

Lit 5,0 million by 1992. levels of recorder I 

crime more tlum doubled between 1977 

and 1992, 
Since the mid- 1990s overall the uumher 

of crimes committed In the UK appears to 
have levelled off- Measures such as the 
British Crime Survey (discussed on 

pp. 8 12-1 &], have shown a considerable 

Fall in the overall amount of crime face 

figure 19.11. According to recent data, the 

risk of becoming a victim of crime is at its 

lowest for more than twenty years | Clegg 

ct ill. 20051- The end to rising crime figures 

has taken many experts by surprise. The 

causes behind it, and whether this trend is 

sustainable, arc still uncertain. 

Despite recent falls shown in the statis¬ 

tics on crime. there remains a widespread 

perception amongst the population that, 

over lime, crime has grown more preva¬ 

lent and serious I Nicholas et a I. 2005), 

Recently, it has been reported that levels of 

Worrt about Lhe main types of crime have 

been falling, although anxiety about anti¬ 

social behaviour remains more stable 
(Clegg ef al. 2905). If at one time crime was 

seen as some titling marginal or excep¬ 
tional. In recent decades it has become a 
more prominent concern in many 

people's lives. Surveys shtjw that people 

are now much more Fearful of crime than 

in earlier times and arc experiencing 

heightened anxiety ahoul going out after 

Figure 19,1 Recorded crime in England and Wales, 1981-2004 

* BCS records number of incidents mentioned in interviews with public 
1 Recalled crime Is ana! ■ ape-led offences recorded by police 
■. Ohange in Home Office counting rules in 1996/9 

iNew Cn'me recording sland-ard impelled in JUU'J 

bouncer GSC (2P05) 
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dark,. ahmii their homes being burbled 

end about becoming the victims of vio¬ 

lence. People arc reportedly also more 

worried about m o re low- level binds of dis - 

order, such as graffiti, drunken rowdincss 

and groups of teenagers hanging about on 

the streets, 

How much crime actually exists and 

huW Vulruenible is the population to it? 

What is being done to curb crime? These 

questions have become highly contested 

in the last few decades as media coverage 

nf crime has risen along with public 

outrage, and as successive governments 

Have promised to Jget tough on crime' But 
untangling the nature and distribution of 
crime, let a tone policies to address it. have 
proved to lie far from straightforward. 

Crime and crime statistics 

To determine the extent of crime and the 

most common forms of criminal offence, 

one approach is to examine the official 

statistics on the number of crimes which 

the police actually record, Since such sta¬ 

tistics are published regularly, there would 

scent to be no difficulty in assessing crime 

rales - but this assumption is quite erro¬ 

neous. Statistics about crime and delin¬ 

quency tire probably the leasl reliable of 

all officially published figures on social 
Issues. Criminologists have emphasized 

chat we cannot take statistics on crime at 
face value- 

First, the most basic limltatlo n of staffs - 

tics based on reported crime is that I he 

majority of crime* never get passed on to 

the police at all. There are many masons 

that people decide not to report a crime 

bis table JB. I shows). Even in cases where 

a victim is wounded, more than half the 

cases arc not reported <u the police; 

victims claim, for example, that it is a 

private affair or some thing they have dealt 

with themselves. Crime may go unre¬ 

paired for other reasons. Borne forms of 

criminal violence, for example, are more 

'hidden' than others. Physical and sexual 

abuse often takes place behind closed 

doors in the home, or in can; institutions 

or prisons. Victims may' fear that they 

wort'l be believed by the police, or that the 

abuse will get worse. As we will see below, 

[he Victims uf domestic violence, fur 

example, are often extremely reluctant to 

report the crime to police. Some people 

assume that the crime in too trivial to be 

taken to the police, or think that the police 

wouldn't be able to do anything about it 

anyway. A large proportion of car draft is 

reported, however, because lira owner 

needs to have done so in order to claim on 

insurance policies. 

Second, of the crimes that are reported 

to the police, many are not recorded in the 

statistics. Il has been estimated that 

although per cent of crimes do get 

reported to the police, just 20 per cent are 

recorded; this figure does, however, vary 

depending on the crime 1I5CS 20KV3), 

This can occur for a number of reasons. 

The police may be sceptical of the validity 
of some information about purported 

crimes that comes their way, or the victim 
may not want to lodge a formal com¬ 

plaint, 
The overall effect of partial reporting 

and partial recording of crimes is that the 

official crime statistics reflect only a 

portion of overall criminal offences. The 

offences not captured in official statistics 

are referred to as I he hidden figiti'e of unre¬ 

corded crime. 

Perhaps a more accurate picture of 

crime in the United Kingdom comes from 
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Figure If ,2 Estimate of percentage of crimes committed thal are actually repeated lo Ihe polite 

Souks\ Nicholas et el, (2005) 

the annual British Crime Survey (BCS). 

which measures levels nfcrlme in England 

and Wales by asking people about crimes 

which they have experienced over the last 

year. As a result, the BCS includes crimes 

which are not reported to or recorded by 

the police, and it can be seen as an impor¬ 

tant alternative to police records. 1'hc 

survey is based on interviews with people 

living in private households, who arc 

asked about their experiences of crime in 

the last twelve months. Each year, the 

survey involves a representative survey of 

about ^10.000 adults across the UK (sec 

figure 19.2). Although there ate differences 

In the rates tif growth and decline for 

varying types of offences, with some 

figures suggesting a recent rise in violent 

crime, the overall trend in both the BCS 

and the figures for recorded crimes, has 

been downwards since the mid- lEl'JCK 

Surveys such as the BCS arc known as 

victimization studies. While they are valu¬ 

able indicators,, (he data from victimiza¬ 

tion studies, must also be treated with 

caution, In certain instances the metho¬ 

dology of the study itself may result in 

significant under-reporting, t he BCb is 

conducted through interviews in respon¬ 

dents" homes, This might mean that a 

victim of dumcElic violence, fur example, 

would tioi report violent Incidents in the 

pre sence of the abuser, or where the abuse 

has taken place- What is more, the survey 

,1/ righted a 
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tines nnt include people under Ihc use of 

sixteen. nr who arc homeless nr live in 

some kind nf institution, such as a care 

home. This is particularly important, as 

other research has shown that these 

groups can he particularly prone to bring 

victims of crime, as wc discover below, 

Another important source of informa¬ 

tion about crime are self-report sLudits, in 

which people are asked to admit anony¬ 

mously' if they have ever committed an 

offence. Of course, these studies could 

also s u lifer from under-itportlmg, as par¬ 

ticipants might be unwilling to report an 

offence for fear of the conseqijojicos. 

Over-reporting could also take place, 

perhaps because of a bad. memory or 

through 0 desire to show off. 

Victims and perpetrators of 
cri me 

Are some individuals or groups more 

likely to commit crimes, or to became the 

victims of crime? Criminologists say 'yes' 

- research and crime statistics show that 

crime and victimization are not ran¬ 

domly distributed among the popula¬ 

tion. Men are more likely rliu.ii women, 

for example, to comm It crimes; the young 
ate more often Involved In crime than, 
older people. 

The likelihood of someone becoming a 

victim of crime Is closely linked to the area 
where they live. Areas suffering from 
greater material deprivation generally 

have higher crime rates. Individuals Irving 

in inner-city neighbourhoods run a much 

greater risk of becoming victims nf crime 

than do residents ol more affluent subur¬ 

ban areas. That ethnic minorities are con¬ 

centrated disproportionately in inner-city 

regions appears to he a significant factor 

i n t heir higher ra tes a f victimization. 

Gender and crime 

lake other areas of socio logy, criminoloRica I 

studies have traditionally ignored half the 

population, feminists have been correct in 

criticizing criminology for being u male- 

dominated discipline in which women are 

la rgely ' invislble' in both then rulicaI consid¬ 

erations and empirical studios. Since the 

1970s many Important feminist works have 

drawn attention to die way In which cri mi 
mil transgressions by women n«ui In diff¬ 

erent contexts from those of men. and how 
women's experiences with the criminal 
justice system ere influenced by certain 
gendered assumptions about appropriate 

male and female roles. Feminists have also 

played a critical role in highlighting tire 

prevalence of violence against women, 

both at home and in public. 

Male am! female crime rales 

The statistics on gender and crime ore 

startling. According to recent tlalii, only 

about Ifl percent of all known offenders in 

linglantl and Wales are female (Home 

Office 2003). There is also an enormous 

imbalance in the ratio of toe u to women hi 

prison, not only in Britain but In all the 

industrialized countries. Although the 

number of women In custody in England 
and Wales has risen in recent years, by 173 

per cent between 1992 and 20&2, women 

still constitute only a liny percentage of 

prisoners overall: around A percent of the 

total prison population fHomc Office 

2003). There are also sharp contrasts 

between t he types of crime thn L me n and 

women commit. As figure 1&.3 illustrates, 

women are much more likely to commit 

y rights 
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Figure 19,3 Offenders found guilty at all c&url^ or cau tinned for indictable oFfenees, 2002 (%> 

Sauree: H*rne Office (2Q0J) 

theft, usually from shops, than violent 

Crimes. 

Of course, it may Lie that the real gender 

difference in crime rates is Less than Lite 

official statistics show. Olto Poliak (19501 

suggested as much, contending that 
certain crimes perpetrated by women 
fend to go unreported. He saw women's 
predominantly domestic role as providing 

chem with the opportunity to commit 
crimes at hnine arid in [he privste sphere. 

Poliak regarded women as naturally 

dcceilFul and highly skilled at covering up 

their crimes. This, he argued, was 

grounded in biology, as women had 

Learned to hide the pain and discomfort of 

menstruation from men and were also 

able to fake interest in sexual intercourse 

in a way that men could not. Poliak also 

argued that female offenders are treated 

more leniently because male police 

officers tend to adopt a ‘chivalrous’ atti¬ 

tude towards them (Poliak 19504. 

Poliak's portrayal of Women as conniv¬ 

ing and deceptive Is based in groundless 

stereotypes, yet the suggestion that 
women are treated more leniently by the 

criminal justice system has prompted 

much debate and examination. The chiv¬ 

alry thesis lias been applied hi two ways. 

First, it is possible that police and other 

officials may regard Female offenders as 

less dangerous than men, and let pass 

activities for which males would be 

arrested. Second, in sentencing for crimi ¬ 

nal offences, women tend to be much less 

likely to be imprisoned then are male 

offenders. A number of empirical studies 

have been undertaken to test the chivalry 

thesis, but the results remain inconclu¬ 

sive. One of the main difficulties is assess¬ 

ing the relative influence of gender com¬ 

pared to other factors such as ajje. class 

and race. For example, It appears that 

older women offenders tend to be treated 

less aggressively than their male counter- 

m 
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parts. Other studies have shown that black 

women receive worse treatment than 

while women at the hands of the police. 

Another perspective thal has been 

adopted by feminists examines how social 

understandings abemt 'femininity' affect 

women's experiences in the criminal 

justice system. Frances Heidensohn(1995J 

has argued that Women are treated more 

harshly in cases where they have allegedly 

deviated from the norms of female sexual¬ 

ity For example, young ^jj]s who are per¬ 

ceived to be sexually promiscuous are 

more often taken into custody than boys, 

In such cases, women are seen as 'doubly 

deviant' - not only have they broken the 

law, but they have also flouted 'appropri¬ 

ate'1 female bahavjour. hi such cases they 

arc judged less on the nature nf the offence 

and more antheir 'deviant' lifestyle choice. 

Heidensohn and others have pointed out 

the double standard within the criminal 

j llsI i t e syslc in: where male aggression and 

violence is seen as a natural phenomenon, 

explanations for female offences are 

sought in 'psychological’ imbalances. 

In an effort to make female crime more 

'visible1, feminists have e undue ted a 

number uf detailed Investigations on 

female criminals from girl gangs to 

female terrorists to women in prison, Such 
studies have shown that violence is nut 
exclusively a characteristic of male crimi¬ 

nality. Women arc much less likely than 
men to participate in violent crime, but 
women do commit similar acts of vio¬ 
lence. 

Why, then, are Female rates of criminal¬ 

ity so much lower than those of men? 

There is some evidence that Female law¬ 

breakers are quite often able to escape 

coming before the courts because they are 

able to persuade the police or usher 

authorities to see their actions in a partic¬ 

ular Light. They invoke what has been 

called the 'gender contract' - the implicit 

contract between men and women 

wh ereby to be a woman is to be erratic and 

impulsive, on the mic band, and in need of 

protection, on the other (Worrall 1990). 

According Lu this view, it Is argued that the 

polite arid courts act chivalrously, and do 

not seek to punish women for behaviour 

which would be considered unacceptable 

in men. Other research suggests that par- 

tlculfir women, such as (hose who do not 

Live up to the norms of femininity, may 
end up heing treated more harshly. 

Women perceived as 'bad mothers', for 
example, may receive more severe penab 
ties from the courts (Carlen l . 

Vet differential treatment could ho idly 

account for the vast difference between 

male and female rates of crime. The 

reasons arc almost certainly the same as 

those that explain gender differences in 

other spheres. There arc, of course, 

certain specifically 'female crimes' - most 

notably, prostitution, for which women 

are convicted while their male clients are 

noL 'Male crimes' remain 'male' because 

uf differences in socialization and 

bueuuse men's activities; and involve¬ 

ments. are still more non-domestic than 
tholie of most women. As we saw with 
Poliak's approach, gender difference in 

crime often used to be explained by sup¬ 

posedly Innate biological or psychological 

differences - In terms of differential 

strength, passivity or preoccupation with 

reproduction. Nowadays ‘womanly’ qual¬ 

ities. are seen as largely socially generated, 

in common with the traits nf'masculinity'. 

Many women are socialized to value diff¬ 

erent qualities in social life fearing lor 

□ Ihers and the fostering of personal 
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rdalinnships) from those valued try me Ics. 

Equally important, through (lie Influence 

□ f ideology Lind ether feel □ rs - such an Lhe 

idea afthe ‘nice girl' - women's behaviour 

is often kept confined, and controlled in 

ways that male activities arc not. 

liver since the late nineteenth century 

criminologists have predicted I ha l gender 

equal tea lion Would reduce or eliminate 

the differences in criminality between 

men and women, hut as yet crime remains 

a gendered phenomenon. Whether or not 

[lie variations between female and male 
crime rates will one day disappear, we still 

cannot say with any certainty. 

Crinteand the 'crisis of masculinity* 

The high levels of crime found in p»i«T 

areas of large cities arc associated particu¬ 

larly with rhe activi tics of you ng men. Why 

should so many young men in these areas 

turn to crime? Some answers we have 

already touched on. Boys are often part of 

gangs from an curly age. a subculture in 

which, some forms of crime are a way of 

Life. And once gang members are labelled 

as criminals by lire authorities, they 

embark on regular criminal activities. In 

spite of the existence today of girl gangs, 

such subcultures are fundamentalh mas¬ 

culine and Infused with male values of 

adventure, excitement and comradeship. 

in chapter 12 ('Sexuality and Gender'), 

we d lscussed the notion that modern sod ■ 
elles are witnessing a 'crisis of masculin¬ 
ity' If tl one time young men could look 
forward confidently to lifetime earners 

and a slab It role as the family breadwin¬ 

ner, this role has become much more 

elusive for many men. Shifts in the labour 

market have made unemployment and 

job insecurity a tangible threat, while 

women a re growing increasingly indepen¬ 

dent financially, professionally and other¬ 

wise. Connell's ideas about 'hegemonic 

masculinity1 (sec pp. -*162—71 have been 

drawn on by many sociologists and crimi¬ 

nologists to explain how violence and 

aggression can be seen as an acceptable 

facet of masculine identity. 

Crimes against women 

There are certain categories of crime 

where men are overwhelmingly I he 

aggressors and Women the vicLims. 

Domestic violence, sexual harassment, 

sexual assault and rape are crimes in 

which males use their superior social ot 

physical power against women, While 

each of these has been practised by 
women against men, they remain almost 

exclusively crimes carried out against 

women. It is estimated that 25 per cent of 

women arc victims of violence at some 

point in their lives, hut all women face the 

threat of such crimes cither directly or 

indirectly. 

Fur many years, these offences were 

ignored by the criminal justice system; 

victims had Lu- persevere tirelessly to gain 

legal recourse against an offender. Even 

Loday. the prosecution of crimes against 

women remains far from straightforward. 

Yet feminist criminology bus done much 
to raise awareness of crimes against 
women and to integrate such offences 

Into mainstream debates on crime, In this 

section we shall examine the crime of 
rape, leaving discussions of domestic vio¬ 
lence and sexual harassment to other 

chapters [seechapter 7r 'Families and Inti¬ 

mate Itelatinns-hips'. and chapter 10, 

"Work and Economic Life’). 

The extent of rape is very difficult to 

assess with any accuracy. Only a small pre- 

purtion of rapes actually come to the alter - 
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fion of the police and arc recorded in the 

statistics. ]]i LU99- the police recorded 7,B09 

offences as rape. The ESritish Crime Survey 

estimates that the real figure is in fact much 

higher, bn! for the reasons discussed 

above, it is likely that (lie BCB also fails to 

count accurately incidences of rape. 

Until 19B1. as we hove already noted, 

rape within marriage was not recognised 

In Britain. In a ruling delivered in 17-M. Sir 

Matthew Hale declared that a husband 

'cannot be guilty -of rape committed by 

fihnself upon his lawful wife, for by their 

mutual matrimonial consent .and contract 

the wife hath given up herself in this kind 

(into her husband which she cannot 

retract' (quoted in Halleral, 1984, p. 20}, 
This fm initiation remained the law in 

Fngland and Wales until a decade ego 

when the House of lords ruled that in 

modern times, the notion that a husband 

has the right to force him sc lion hiswife is 

unacceptable. 

There are many reasons why a woman 

might choose not to report sexual violence 

Co the police. The majority of women who 

are raped either wish Co pul the incident 

out of their minds, or are unwilling to par¬ 

ticipate in what can be a humiliating 

process of medical examination, police 

iulerrugutiuri and courtroom cross-exam- 
inflation- The legal process often cakes a 
long time and can be Intimidating-Court¬ 

room procedure Js public and the victim 

must come face to face with the accused. 
Proof of penetration, the identity of the 

rapist and the fact lhal the act occurred 

without the woman's consent all have to 

be forthcoming. A woman may feel that 

she is the one on trial, particularly if her 

own sexual history is examined publicly, 

as Is often the case. 

Over the last few years, women's groups 

have pressed for change in holla legal and 

public thinking about rape. They have 

stressed that rape should not be seen as a 

sexual offeree, but as a type of violent 

cri me. It is not just a p hysica I a Hack bu t an 

assault on an individual's integrity and 

dignity. Jlapc is dearly related to the asso¬ 

ciation of masculinity with power, domi¬ 

nance and toughness. It Is not fur the most 

part the result of overwhelming sexual 

desire. buL of Lite ties between sexuality 

and feelings of power and superiority. The 

sexual act Itseir is less significant than the 

debasement of the woman. The camps igii 
has had some real results in changing 

legislation, and rape is today generally 
recognized in law to be a specific type of 
criminal violence. 

There is a sense in which all women are 

victims of rape. Women who have never 

been raped often experience anxieties 

similar to those who have. They may be 

afraid to go out alone at nighir even on 

crowded streets, and may be almost 

equally fearful of being an their own in a 

house or Hat. Emphasizing the close con¬ 

nection between rape ei nd orthodox male 

sexuality. Busan ESrown miller (1975) lias 

argued that rape is part of a system of male 

intimidation that keeps all women in fear. 

Those who arc not raped tire affected by 
the anxieties, thus provoked, and by the 
meed to he much more cautious In every¬ 

day aspects of life clian men have to be. 

Crimes against homosexuals 

Feminists, have pointed out that under¬ 

standings- of violence are highly gendered 

and arc influenced by ‘common-sense' 

perceptions about risk and responsibility, 

because women arc generally seen as less 

able to dele ltd themselves against violent 

attack, common sense bolds that they 
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should modify their behaviour in order to 

reduce the risk of becoming a victim of vio¬ 

lence. For example, not only should 

women avoid waiting in unsafe neigh¬ 

bourhoods alone and at night, but they 

should be careful not to dress provocatively 

orlo behave in a manner that could be mis¬ 

interpreted. Women who fall to do so can 

be accused of'asking For trouble'. In a court 

setting, their behaviour can be taken as a 

mitigating factor in considering the perpe¬ 

trator's act of Violence (Dubasli and 

Dobash 1932; Richardson and May 1S93), 

It has been suggested that a similar 
'common-sense' logic applies in the case 

of violent acts against gay men and les¬ 
bians. Victimization studies reveal that 

homosexuals experience a high incidence 

of violent crime and harassment. A 

national survey of 4,000 gay men and 

women Id mid Ihat in the previous five 

years, 33 per cent of gay men and 23 per 

cent of lesbians had been the victim of ill 

Least one violent attack. In all, a third had 

experienced some form of harassment, 

Including threats or vandalism, and an 

overwhelming 73 per cent hod been ver¬ 

bally abused in public | Mason and Palme r 

I99G: Richardson and May 1099 j. 

Diane Richardson ami Hazel May have 

argued that because homosexuals remain 
stigmatized and marginalised in many 
societies, there is a greater tendency for 

them to be treated as 'deserving' of crime, 
rather than as innocent victims, Hsna«< 
sexual relationships arc still seen as 
belonging 1o the private realm, while 
heterosexuality is the overwhelming norm 

in pubLic spaces. According to Richardson 

and May, lesbians and gay men who 

deviate from this private-public contracl 

by displaying their homosexual identities 

in public are often blamed for making 

themselves vulnerable to crime. There is a 

sense Ihat introducing homosexuality 

into the public sphere represent a form of 

provocation. Crimes against homosexuals 

led to calls by many social groups for the 

adoption of ‘hate crime' legislation to 

protect the human rights of groups that 

remain stigmatized in society. These calls 

were enacted upon in the Criminal Justice 

Act of 2003, which allowed judges in 

England and Wales to increase a sentence 

If an assault Was motivated by homopho¬ 

bia. Similar legislation lias been intro¬ 
duced in Scotland and Northern Ireland. 

Youth and crime 

Popular fear about crime centres on 

offences such as Ihei't, burglary, assault 

and rape - 'street crimes' that arc largely 

seen as the domain of young working- 

class males. Media coverage of rising 

crime ratesoficn focuses oit 'mora(break¬ 

down1 among young people and high¬ 

lights such issues as vandalism, school 

truancy and drug use to illustrate the 

increasing 'permissiveness' in society. 

This ec|nation of youth with criminal 

activity is not a new one, according to 

some sociologists. Young people are often 

taken us. an indicator of the health and 

welfare of society liself- 

Officlal statistics about crime rates do 

reveal high rates of offending among, 

young people. According to self-report 

studies, fewer girls than boys admit to ever 

having committed, an offence, as figure 

10.4 illustrates. (As we saw on p. ft 15, 

studies based cm self-reported data can be 

unreliable.] For boys, the peak age of 

offending tends to be around 10. For girls, 

this is lower, tending to peak around IF 

(see figure 10.31, 
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Age 

Figure 19.4 Prevalence at offending by age end sex (Mai) 

Sowm?; Home Office (inn*) 

According Ic this. data, it might seem 

that □ [lending by young people is a big 

problem. Yet we must approach assump¬ 

tions about youth and crime with some 

caution, as John Muncic has noted ;I999|. 

Ho argues that 'moral panics' about youth 

criminality may not accurately reflect 

social reality. An isolated event involving 

young people and crime can he trans¬ 
formed symbolically into a full blown 
'crisis- of childhood' demanding, lough 

'law and order' responses. The high- 
profile murder of two-year-old lames 
Bulger in I9&3 by a pair of ten-year-old 
boys is an example of how moral outrage 

can deflect attention away From larger 

social issues. In the Bulger ease, clotted 

circuit video cameras in a shopping centre 

captured the Image of the older boys 

Leading the small child by the hand, which 

etc bed the case into the public conscious¬ 

ness. According to Muncic. the brutal 

murder was a watershed event in political 

and media portrayals of youth crime. Even 

young children were seen as potentially 

violent threats. The ten-year-old boys 

were labelled 'demons', ‘monsters' and 

‘animals'. Less attention was paid to the 

personal histories of the offenders or to 

the fact that, despite early indications of a 

propensity to vlo Itnce and self-aggression 

In one of Lhe boys, no interventions had 

been made C M unde 19S91. 

Similar caution can be expressed about 

the popular view that most youth crime is 
drug-related. Munelc has noted the 

common assumption that robberies, for 

example. are committed by young people 
in order to finance drug habits. Recent 

studies reveal that drug and alcohol use 

among young people has become rela¬ 

tively ‘normalized' (Parker et al. 1996). 
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100,000 population by age group 2003 

Source: home Office (■JUU^) 

A 2UU3 survey of more than 10.000 school 

children aged between eleven ancl fifteen 
tor the Deps rtmenl of Health revealed th at 

U pot cent were regular smokers, 25 per 
cent had drunk alcohol In, the last week, Z\ 
per cent had taken drugs in the last year, 

and »t per cent had used 'Class A" drugs, 

such as cocaine or heroin 111□ El 2003). 

Trends in drug use have shifted away 

from 'hard' drugs such as heroin, and 

towards co mbinations of substances such 

as amphetamines, alcohol and Ecstasy, 

Ecstasy in particular has become a 

'lJfestyle' drug associated with the rave 

and club subcultures, rather than line 

basi s of an expensive, ad di cl ive halri L The 

'war on drugs'. Mu tide argues, serves to 

criminalize large segments of the youth 
population who ere generally law-abiding 
[M u ncifl I 9:t9 J. 

Analysis of youth criminality is rarely 
straightforward. Where crime implies a 

transgression oF law, youth criminality is 

often associated wilh activities that, 

strictly speaking, arc not crimes. Anti¬ 

social behaviour, subcultures and non¬ 

conformity in young people may he 

regarded as delinquency, but they are not 

in fact criminal! conduct. Critics ergue that 

the recent introduction of Anti-Social 

Behaviour Orders (ASUOtO will criminalise 

ordinary, borderline nuisance behaviour 

LJi.;i 1. for many is a normal part of growing 

up. 
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Whits-collar dime 

Although there is a tendency in associate 

crime withyoung peapLc, cspcciaLLy males 

in the lower classes, involvement in crimi¬ 

nal activities is by no means confined to 

this segment of the population. The 

World's largest energy trading company 

Enron collapsed in 2001 after the discov¬ 

ery that false accounting was disguising 

huge debts I lie company’s bankruptcy 

caused the loss of thousands of jobs 

around the world. Several nF its senior 

stuff, including the company’s id under 

Kenneth Lay, were arrested. A similar 

scandal at communications giant Wo rid - 

Com, in 2Q02r shows that wealthy and 

powerful people carry out crimes whose 

consequences can be much more far- 

reaching than the often petty crimes of the 

poor, 

The term white-collar crime was first 

introduced by Edwin Sutherland (LBeSj. 

and refers tu crime tliiit is carried out by 

rlinse in the more affluent sectors of 

Powerful men like Kenneth Lay. founder of Enron, rarely find themselves in the dock, even though 

their actions potentially have much more serious consequences than the types of crime usually dealt 

with by the courts. 

ten 
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.society. The term covers many types of 

criminal activity, including. lax frauds, 

illegal sales practices, securities end land 

fraud?,, embezzlement, the manufacture 

or sale of dangerous products, as well as 

straightforward theft, Of enurse most 

while-collar crime is not as grand as that 

which occurred nL Enron or WorldCom. 

The distribution of while-collar crimes is 

even harder to measure than that of other 

types of crime; most forms of this crime do 

not appear in (he official slarisstics at all. 

We can distinguish between white-collar 
crime arid crimes of the powerful, White- 
collar crime mainly Involves (lie use of a 

middle class or professional position to 
engage in Illegal activities. Crimes of the 
powerful arc those in which (he authority 

conferred by a position is used in criminal 

ways- as when an official accepts a bribe 

to favour a particular policy. 

Although it is regarded by the author¬ 

ities in a much more tolerant light than 

crimes of the less privileged (several of 

those convicted in I he Enron scandal 

avoided serving time in jail], ihe cost of 

white-collar crime is enormous. Ear more 

research has been carried oul on white- 

collar crime in the United States than in 

Britain. In America, i t has been calculated 

chat the amount of money Involved in 
white ■collar crime (defined as tm fraud. 

Insurance frauds, home improvement 

frauds and car repair frauds) is forty times 
as great as dial In ordinary crimes against 
property (robberies, burglaries, larceny, 
forgeries and ear 1 hefts| (President's Com¬ 

mission on Organized Crime LfifWi). 

Corporate crime 

'ionic criminologists have referred to cor¬ 

porate crime to describe the types of 

o(fence which arc committed by largecor- 

'KidtbMks, embezzlement price fining, bribery 

.this is an extremely bujh-crima area.* 

Reproduced by pecmisrifKi of Sidney Harris. 

porations in society. Pollution, mislabel¬ 

ling and violations of health and safety 

regulations affect much larger numbers of 

people than does petty criminality. The 

increasing power and influence of large 

corporations. and Llieir rapidly growing 

ginhiiI reach, means thuL our lives arc 

touched by them in many ways. Corpora ■ 
Lions are involved in producing the cars 

we drive and Ihe food we eau, They also 
have an enormous impact on the natural 
environment and financial markets, 

aspects of life which affect all of us. 

Gary Slapper and Steve Tombs (1999) 

h ave reviewed both quail tir.nive a nd qual¬ 

itative studies of corporate crime and have 

concluded thata large itumher of corpora¬ 

tions do nol adhere to the legal regulations 

which apply to ihcm. Corporate crime is 
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not confined to a few 'bad apples', they 

claim, but is pervasive and widespread. 

Studies have revealed sis types of violation 

linked to large corporations: administra¬ 

tive [paperwork or non-compliance), 

environments] [pollution, permits viola¬ 

tions), financial [tat; violations, illegal 

payments), labour (working conditions, 

hiring practices), manufacturing I pro duel 

safety, labelling) and unfair trade piac tires 

(anti-competition, false advertising). 

Victimisation patterns in corporate 

crime are not straightforward. Sometimes 
there are 'obvious' victims, as in cases of 
environmental disasters like the spill at 

the Bhopal chemical plant In India, or the 

health dangers posed to women by sin- 
cone breast Implants. Recently, those 

injured in rail crashes or relatives of those 

who were killed have called for the execu¬ 

tives of the companies responsible for the 

track and trains to be brought to trial 

where the companies have shown negli¬ 

gence. 13ut very often victims of rnrporate 

crime do nol see themselves as such, This 

is because in 'traditional' crimes the pm- 

unity between victim and offender is 

much closer - It is difficult not to recog¬ 

nize that you have been mugged! In the 

case of corporate Crime, greater distances 

in time and space mean that victims may 
not realise they have been victimized, or 
may not know how to seek redress for the 

crime. 

The effects of corporate crime are often 

experienced unevenly within socle ty. 

Tbosie who arc disadvantaged by other 

types of'socio-economic inequalities tend 

to suffer disproportionately. For example, 

safety and health risks in the workplace 

lend to ha concentrated most heavily in 

Low-paying occupations. Many of the risks 

from health-care products and pharma¬ 

ceuticals Jiave had a greater impact on 

women than on men, as is the case with 

contraceptives or fertility treatments with 

harmful side-effects (Shipper and Tombs 

1999). 

Violent aspects of corporate crime are 

less visible than in cases of homicide or 

assault, but are fust as real - and may on 

occasion he much mure serious in llidr 

consequences, For example, flouting reg¬ 

ulations concerning the preparation of 

new drugs, safety In the Workplace urpol¬ 

lution may cause physical harm or death 

to large numbers of people. Deaths from 
hazards at work far outnumber murders, 

although precise statistics about Job acci¬ 
dents are difficult to obtain. Of course, we 
cannot assume that all, or even the ms jo r- 

Lty, of Ihese deaths and injuries arc I he 

result of employer negligence in relation 

to safety factors for which they arc legally 

liable. Nevertheless, there is some basis 

for supposing that many are due to the 

neglect of legally binding safety regula¬ 

tions by employers or managers. 

Organized crime 

Organized crime refers to forms of activity 

that have many of the characteristics of 

orthodox business, but are illegal, Orgu- 
nised crime embraces smuggling, illegal 
gambling, the drug trade, prostitution, 

large-scale theft and protection rackets, 
among other activities. It often relies on 
violence or tire tjtreat of violence to 
conduct its activities. While organized 

crime has trad i I ion. illy developed within 

individual countries in culturally specific 

ways, it has become increasingly transna¬ 

tional in scope. 

The reach of organized crime is now felt 

in many countries throughout the world, 
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Globalization and everyday life: drug-traffklting 

Mow easy is it to purchase marijuana? Is there 
ever a drug-free pop festival? lamentable as it 
may seem 1o some, most young people in 
Britain have relatively easy access to illegal 
drugs. 

Whet factors determine the availability of 
illegal drugs in your community? The level of 
police enforcement is important; of course, as is 
the eaten! of 'ocaI demand. But no less 
important is the existence oF networks of 
traffickers able to transport the drugs From the 
countries where they are grown to your home 
town. These networks have been able to 
flourish, in pari, because of globalization. 

While the cultivation of marijuana may be just 
a matter of someone's back garden, almost all 
of the world's coca plants and opium poppies 
are grown in the Third World. Billions are spent 
each year to assist Third World nations with 
eradication efforts, but, despite this.massive 
expenditure, there is little evidence that 
eradication or interdiction efforts have 
significantly decreased the supply of illegal drugs 
in Britain and other European countries. Why 
have these efforts failed? 

Cine answer is that the profit motive is simply 
too great. Farmers struggling to scratch out a 
living for themselves in Bolivia or Peru, 
members of the Colombian drug cartels and 
low-level dealers on our streets and in our clubs 
all receive substantial monetary rewards for 
their illegal activities. These rewards create a 
strong incentive to devise ways around anti¬ 

drug efforts, and to run the risk ot getting 
caught. 

An oth era nswer - one recently di scu ssed at a 
summit attended by leaders of the eight major 
industrial powers is that drug traffickers have 
been able to take advantage of globalization. 
First, in their attempts to evade the authorities, 
traffickers make use pf all the communications 
technologies that are available in a global age. 
AS One commentator put it. drug traffickers 'now 
use sophisticated technology, such as signal 
interceptors, to plot radar and avoid monitoring 
. . . [and] they can use lanes, computers and 
cellular phenes te coordinate their activities and 
make their business run smoothly'. Second, the 
globalization of the financial sector has helped 
create an infrastructure in which Targe sums of 
money can be moved around the world 
electronically in a rnotter of seconds, making it 
relatively easy to ■’launder' drug money (that is, 
to make it appear to have come from a 
legitimate business venture). Third, recent 
changes in the policies of governments 
designed to allow the freer flow of persons and! 
legitimate goods across international borders 
have increased the opportunities for smuggling. 

At the same time, globalization may create 
new opportunities for governments to work 
together to combat drug-trafficking. Indeed, 
world leaders recently called for greater 
internatfomail cooperation in narcotics 
enforce men!, stressing the need For information 
sharing and coordi nated enforce m ent eff□ rts. 

but historically il Inis been particularly 

strong in a handful of nations. Jn America, 

for example, organized crime is a massive 

business, rivalling any of the major urlhu- 

dofc sectors of econotfilc enterprise, such as 

the ear industry. Ma tin rw t and local crim inaI 

organizations provide illegal goods and ser¬ 

vices lo mass consumers. Illicit gambling 

on horse races, lotteries and sporting events 

represents ilie greatest source oF income 

generated lay organized crime in the United 

States. Organized crime has probably 

become so significant: in American society 

because of an early association with - and 

in part a modelling on - the activities of 

Ltie Indus! rial 'robber barons' of Lhe late 

nine teen Lit century Marty of the early 

Industrliillsis made fortunes by exploiting 

immigrant labour, largely ignoring legal 

regulation* on Working conditions and 

often using a mixtures!corruption and vio¬ 

lence to build their Industrial empires. 
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Although we have little systematic- 

information on organized crime in the 

United Kingdom, it is known that exten¬ 

sive criminal networks exiat in areas of 

London and other large titles. Some of 

these have international to mice t ions. 

London in particular is a centre fur crimi¬ 

nal operations based in the United States 

and elsewhere, 'Triads' (Chinese gang¬ 

sters, originally front I Long Kong and 

Southeast Asia) and Yarilk-s' (drug dealers 

With links to the Caribbean) are two of the 

largest criminal networks, but other orga¬ 

nized crime groups from Eastern Europe. 

South Am.eric* and West Africa are 

Involved in money-laundering, drug- 
trafficking. and fraud schemes. 

Organized crime in Britain is more 

complex than it was some years ago. There 

is nu single national organization linking 

different criminal groups, but such crime 

has become more sophisticated lhan ever 

before. For example, some of the larger 

criminal organizations find ways of 

Laundering money through the big clear¬ 

ing banks, In spile of the procedures 

intended to foil them; using their 'clean' 

money, they then invest in legitimate busi¬ 

nesses. Police believe that between £2.5 

and £4 billion of criminally generated 

money gasses through UK batiks each 

year. 

The elm aging j\ice ofo rgati ized 
crime 

In End of Millennium (ish3tt). Manuel 
Can tells argues that the activities of orga¬ 

nized crime groups arc hecomingincreas¬ 

ingly international in scope. He notes that 

the coordination of criminal activities 

across borders, - with the help of new 

information technologies - is becoming a 

central feature of the new global economy. 

Involved in activities ranging from the 

narcotics trade to counterfeiting tn smug¬ 

gling immigrants and human organs, 

organized crime groups arc now operating 

in flexible international networks rather 

than within their own territorial realms. 

According to GastcILs, criminal groups 

set up strategic alliances with one another. 

The International narcotics trade, 

weapons-iraflicking, the sale of nuclear 

material and money-laundering have all 

become 'linked' across borders and crime 

group*, Criminal organizations tend to 
base their operations lit 'low-risk’ coun¬ 
tries where there are fewer threats t« their 

activities. In recent years, the former 
Soviet Union lias been one of the main 
points of convergence for international 

organized crime. Die flexible nature of 

this networked crime makes it relatively 

easy fo r crime groups to evade the reac h of 

Law enforcement initiatives. If one crimi¬ 

nal 'safe haven' becomes more risky, the 

'organizational, geometry' ran shift to 

form a new pattern, 

The international nature of crime has 

been felt in the United kingdom. Japanese 

Yakuza gangs and Italian and American 

mafia operators have established them¬ 

selves in Britain. Among the newest arri¬ 

vals are criminals from the former Soviet 

Union. Some commentators believe that 

the new Russia n mafia is the worlds most 

dangerous organized crime syndicate. 
The Russian criminal networks are deeply 
Involved In money-laundering, linking up 
their activities with Russia's largely unreg¬ 

ulated bonks. Some think the Russian 

groups may come to be the world's Largest 

criminal networks. They have their basis 

in a mafia-riddled Russian state, where 

underworld 'protection" is now routine 

for many businesses. The most worrying 
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possibility is lhat Russia's new mobsters 

ere smuggling nuclear materials on an 

international scale, materials taken from 

the Soviet nuclear arsena 1. 

Despite numerous campaigns by the 

government and the police, ike narcotics 

trade is one of the most rapidly expanding 

international criminal industries, having 

an 4i nil uat grow ill ra Le of m ore than Id per 

cent in the 13150s and early 1390s and an 

extremely high level of profit. Heroin net¬ 

works Stretch across the bar East, particu¬ 

larly South Asia, and are also located in 

North Africa, the Middle East and Latin 

America. Supply lines also pass through 

Parts and Amsterdam, from where drugs 
are commonly supplied to Britain, 

Cybercrime 

Not only is imternaiionaj organised crime 

greatly facililalcd by recent advances in 

information technology, it also seems 

certain Lhat the information and tele¬ 

com muni cations revolution will change 

the face of crime in fundamental ways. 

Advances in technology have provided 

exciting new opportunities mid benefits, 

but they also heighten vulnerability to 

crime. While it Is difficult to quantify the 

extent of cyber crime criminal acts com¬ 

mitted with the help of information tech¬ 

nology it is possible to Outline some of 
the major forms It appears to he taking. 
P- N- Grabosky and Bussell Smith (istGft) 

have identified nine main types of tech¬ 

nology-based crime: 

I illegal interception of' telecommuni¬ 

cations systems means that eaves¬ 

dropping has become easier. This has 

implications ranging from kpou.se- 

manifcoring1 to espionage. 

2 There is heightened vulnerability to 

electronic vandalism and terrorism. 

Western societies are increasingly 

reliant on computerized systems; inter¬ 

ference with such systems - from 

hackers or human-made computer 

viruses. Fur example - could pose 

serious security hazards. 

3 The ability to steal [elecommu mentions 

services means that people can conduct 

illicit business without being detected, 

or id in ply manipulate le locum and 

mobile phone services in order to 

receive free or discounted telephone 

calk. 

4 Telecom privacy is o. growing p robkm. It 

has become relatively easy to violate 
copyright rules by copying, materials, 

software, films and CDs. 

5 11 is dilfk u It lo con Lru I po nmgraphy and 

offensive content in cyberspace. Sexu¬ 

ally explicit material, racist propaganda 

and instructions for building incendiary 

devices can all be p laced on, and down¬ 

loaded from, ihc internet. 'Cyberhtalk¬ 

ing' can pose not only virtual, but also 

real threat* to online users. 

fi A growth in telemarketing fraud has 

been noted, fraudulent charity schemes 

and investment opportunities are diffi¬ 

cult (0 regulate- 

7 There is an enhanced risk of electronic 
funds-transit!i' crimes. The widespread 

use of cash machines, e-commerce and 
'electronic money’ on the Internet 
heightens the possibility that some 
transactions will be intercepted. 

« Electronic money-laundering con be 

used to "move' Lhc illegal proceeds From 

a crime in order to conceal their origins. 

9 Telecommunications can be used to 

further criminal conspiracies. Because 

of sophislicatcd encryption systems 
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and high-speed data transfers-, it is 

di fficult far law enforcement agencies to 

intercept information about criminal 

activities. This has particular relevance 

to new international criminal activities. 

There are indications that cyhcrcrime is 

already on the rise. Internet-based fraud 

was the fastest growing Category of crime 

in Britain in the late 199Os., In the year up 

Co September 19139, fraud and forgery rose 

by 29 per cent an increase of 70.009 

offences over the course of one year, 'The 

Increase has been attributed to the growth 

i in 1 nternet - based crime. 

The global reach »F telecommunica¬ 
tions Ctrl me poses pa rticular cha lie ng.es fo r 
law enforcement- Criminal acts perpe¬ 

trated in one country have the power to 

affect victims across the globe. As Grabo- 

slcy and Smith (1B9B) note, this has trou¬ 

bling implications for detecting and! pros¬ 

ecuting crimes. It becomes necessary for 

police From the countries involved to 

Crimes of the future 

Imagine a world in which physical cash no longer 
exists, all personal possessions are tagged with 
electronic chips and your personal identity is your most 
valuable asset. According to a report entitled Jusf 
around die Comet, published by the Department of 
Trade and Industry {DTI 20D0), crime will soon be 
thoroughly transformed by advances in technology. 
Within two decades, the report suggests, many goods 
such as cars, cameras and computers will become less 
attractive targets for theft because they will be 
programmed to operate only in the hands of their legal 
owners. Personalized identities' - such as computer 
chips, PIN numbers and security codes - will become 
ubiquitous. They will be essential for conducting online 
transactions, using 'smart cards' (virtual cash) and 
passing through security systems. According to the 
report, cases of'identity fraud" and thefts of personal 
identities will proliferate as more and more aspects of 
life become based in high technology. 

determine the jurisdiction in which the 

act occurred and to agree on extraditing 

the offenders and providing the ncccssary 

evidence for prosecution. Although police 

cooperation across national borders may 

improve with the growth of cybcnciimc, at 

present cybencriminals have a great deal 

of return to manoeuvre. 

AC a time when financial, commercial 

arid production systems in countries 

around the world are being integrated 

electronically, rising levels of Internet 

fraud anti unauthorized electronic Intru¬ 
sions and the constant threat of computer 
viruses are serving as potent warnings of 

the vulnerability of existing computer 
security systems. From the US Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to the 

lapanese government's new anli-hacker 

policeforcc, governments are scrambling 

to contend with new and elusive forms of 

cross-national computer activity. 

Prisons: the answer to 
crime? 

The underlying principle of modern 

prisons is to 'improve' individuals and 

prepare them to play a fiL and proper part 

in society once released, Prison, and a 

reliance on long prison sentences. Is also 

seen as a powerful deterrent to crime. For 

tills reason, many politicians eager to 

'get tough' on rising crime rates have 

favoured a more punitive justice system 

and the expansion of prison facilities. Do 

prisons have the intended effect of 

'reforming" convicted criminals end pre¬ 

venting new crimes from heingcommit¬ 

ted? It is a complex question, as we shall 

see, but evidence seems to suggest that 

they do not.. 
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Figure II-9.6 Prison population in England and Wales, I99G-2003 

.Source: .SociW Ifand? j4 (3004), p. M-fl 

The British criminal justice system litis 

become more punitive in recent years. As 

figure 19,6 shows, the prison population 

has been rising steadily: in 2003 there 
were 73.U09 people in prison service 

facilities in England and Wales., an 

Increase of more than 23,000 since 1090. 

England and Wales had a greater propor¬ 

tion ciF its population imprison ad (139 

per lOCU'H'K}) than any other country in 

the European Union, before ten new 

countries were admitted in 20CM. (The 

Figures for Scotland and Northern Ireland 

are measured separately and are both 

lower than for England and Wales.) En 

contrast to the figure for England and 

Wales, Germany has a prison population 

of just 96 per 100.900 and Prance 85 per 

IOO..OOO {Home Office 2003). English arid 

Welsh courts also tend to assign longer 

prison sentences to offenders than do 

courts in other European countries. 

Some critics fear that Britain is following 

too closely in the path of the United 
States - by far the most punitive nation 
among industrial countries (see box on 

pp. 631-2). 
Prisoners are no longer generally physi¬ 

cally maltreated, as ivas. once common 

practice, hut they do suffer many other 

types of deprivation. They arc deprived 

not only of their freedom, but also of a 

proper income, the company of their fam¬ 

ilies and previous friends, heterosexual 

relationships, their own clothing and 

uLher personal items. They frequently live 

in overcrowded conditions, and have to 

accept strict disciplinary procedures and 

the regimentation of their daily lives 

(Stern 1089). 
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Living in these conditions Lends to drive 

a wedge between prison inmates and the 

ciuiddc sueiviy: dny tMiino: culjuM their 

behaviour to the norms of that society. 

Prisoners have to come to terms- with an 

environment quite distincl from 'the 

outside', and the habits and attitudes they 

team in prison are quite often exactly the 

Opposite Of those they are supposed to 

acquire, I-or instance, they may develop a 

grudge against ordinary citizenry, learn to 

accept Violence as normal, gain contacts 

tviili seasoned criminals which they main¬ 

tain when freed, and acquire criminal 

skills about which they previously knew 
III ill . r Ml I In-, ie'l■,'■■:| p: i: :ii|', ;:ir -.erne 

times referred to as 'universities of crime. 
It is therefore not surprising that rales of 

recidivism - repeat offending by those who 

have been in prison before - arc disturb¬ 

ingly high. Over 60 per cent of ali men set 

free after serving prison sentences in Lise 

UK are tea crested within four years of thei r 

original crimes. 

While the evidence seems to show that 

prisons do tiol succeed in rehabilitating 
prisoners, there remains enormous pres¬ 

sure to increase ihe number of prisons 

and Lo toughen prison sentences for many 

crimes. I he prison system as overcrowded, 

prompting calls; for ihe construction of 
new facilities. Yet critics argue that not 
only are prison-building programmes an 

unreasonably expensive burden for tax¬ 
payers to bear. In add I don they will lavs 
litllc impact cm the crime rate. 
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Figure 19.7 Number of people under sentence of death in the LISA, 

1955-2003 

Saum: US Gum-su of Justice (VUIM) 

than £UD,(J(J0 people and costs S35 billion 
annually to maintain. It has aba became 
partially privatized, with private companies now 
able to win government con tracts ta build and 
administer prisons to accommodate the growing 
inmate population. Critics charge that a 'prison- 
industrial com plea' has emerged: large numbers 
of people - including bureaucrats, politicians 
and prison employees - have vested interests in 
the existence and further expansion of the 
pnson system. 

Support for capital punishment (the 'death 
penalty') is high in the United Slates. In 2004, 
71 per Cent of adults surveyed Said that they 
believed in capital punish menu 26 per cent 
opposed if- T hb represents a significant shift 

from 1 S6E, when 42 per 
cent oF those surveyed 
supported I he death 
penalty and 47 per cent 
were opposed (Gallup). 
The number of individuals 
awaiting execution has 
climbed steadily since 
1977 when the Supreme 
Court upheld state capital 
punishment laws (see 
figure 19.7). At the end of 
200-3, more than 3,300 
prisoners were on 'death 
row'. Of Ihese, 99 pci Cent 
were men. i& per cent 
were white and 42 per 
cent were black (US 
Bureau of Justice 1993), 

Proponents of tough 
sentencing point to Ihe 
overall drop in crime in 
the United Slates over the 
past decade as proof that 

prisons work, Critics disagree, ■claiming that the 
reduction in crime can be explained by other 
factors, such as the strong economy and low 
unemployment They argue that high rates of 
incarceration are breaking, up Families and 
com mi unities unnecessarily, More than a 
quarter of African-American men are either in 
prison or under the control of the penal 
system. Some hCJ per cent of individuals 
imprisoned in the United States are serving 
sentences for non-violent drug-related crimes. 
Critics Charge that such gross imbalances prove 
that incarceration is no longer a measure oF 
'last resurf - prison is now turned to as the 
solution for all social problems. 

Some campaigners for penal reform 

argue that there should he a shift away 

frum punitive justice towards forms, uf rei¬ 

terative justice. 'Restorative justice' seeks to 

raise awareness among offenders of the 

effects of lhajr crimes through 'sentences' 

served within the community. Offenders 

mighl he required to contribute to commu¬ 

nity sendee projects or to engage in medi¬ 

ated reconciliation sessions with victims. 

Rather than being separated from society 

and shielded from the aftermath of their 

trim i rial acts, criminals treed to be exposed 

to die costs of crime In a meaningful way. 

There are no easy answers Lo the debate 

over whether Or not prisons 'work'. 
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Although prisons tin- not seem to succeed 

in rehabilitating prisoners, it is possible 

Chat they deter people from committing 

crimes. While those who are actually 

imprisoned have not been delerted, the 

unpleasantness of prison life mi pill well 

drier others. There is an almost intractable 

problem here for prison reformers. Making 

prisons thoroughly unpleasant places lu 

be in probably helps deter potential 

offenders, IniL iL makes the rehabilitating 

goals of prisons extremely difficult to 

achieve, (The harshness of prison life can 
also have unintended consequences, like 
the tragic death of hsqih Scfioles dis¬ 

cussed In the box below,) But the less harsh 
that prison conditions are. she more 
imprisonment loses its deterrent effect. 

While prisons do keep some dangerous 

individuals off the streets, evidence suggests 

that we need to Hud other means la deter 

c rime. A sociological interprets tion of c rime 

makes ii clear that there arc no quick, foes. 

The causes of crime arc bound up with 

structural conditions of society, including 

poverty the condition of the inner tides and 

the tie Lerloraling li fe cii cuiuk Lances of many 

young men While short-term measures, 

such as reforms (hat make prisons places of 

rehabilitation rather than simply incarcera¬ 

tion. and experiments with alternatives to 
prison, such a: community work schemes, 
need to bo further explored, for solutions to 

be effective they must address the Longterm 
(Cunie 19&U). 

Self-harm and suicide in prison; tbe death of Joseph Scholes 

Joseph hod an unsettled childhood arid became 
a disturbed young boy. He had allegedly been 
-sexually abused from an early age and was 
seeing a psychiatrist and taking medication at 
the lime of his arrest. Joseph was depressed, 
had begun to Self harm and have periodic 
suicidal thoughts. 

Do 3P November 20m he was voluntarily 
taken into the care of social services and placed 
in a children's home, Sin days later, he went out 
With a group of children from Lhc homo and was 
involved in a series of mobile phone robberies. 
He- was subsequently arrested and charged with 
robbery. Both victims and other witnesses 
accepted that Joseph's involvement in these 
incidents was peripheral; there was nu 
suggestion that he had used or threatened 
violence. 

As the robbery trial date drew nearer, Joseph 
became more depressed and agitated. Two 
weeks before his court appearance he slashed 
his face with a knife mo re than limes, The 
deepest wound, across his nose,, cut right down 
to the bone. The walls in his room had to be 
completely repainted as they were covered in 
blood. 

Prior to Joseph's sentencing, Ihe judge at 
Manchester Crown Court was alerted to 
Joseph's vulnerability, his experience of sexual 
abuse and history of suicidal and self-harming 
behaviour. 

Joseph was unfortunate to be tried at a lime 
of heightened public anxiety over street crime, 
The Lord Chief Justice had issued sentencing 
guidelines which were widely interpreted as 
requiring an automatic custodial sentence for 
such crimes. On March 2002 Joseph was 
sentenced to a two-year dete ntion and training 
order The judge stated in open court that be 
wanted the warnings about Joseph's self¬ 
ha rmi ng and h istory of sexua I abu se 'most 
expressly drawn to the attention of the 
authorities'. 

After sentencing, the responsibility tor 
Joseph's care transferred to the Youth Justice 
Beard <VJE}, which was informed of Joseph's 
history - most nutobly, his suicide attempt and 
self-harming behaviour, People involved in 
Joseph's care urged the VJB to place him in local 
authority secure accommodation where he 
would have access to the necessary intensive 
care and support. Despite his vulnerability, the 
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YJB placed him in Prison Serwce 
accommodation at Stoke Heath Young Offender 
Institution (YOI)r claiming that no suitable 
alternative placement was available. Joseph's 
mother Yvonne subsequently telephoned Stoke 
Heath YQI to EnForm them that he had been a 
victim of sexual abuse, was depressed and 
unstable with a history of self-harm and suicidal 
be hairiour. 

On arrival at Stoke Heath to I, Joseph was. 

stripped oF his clothings including his underwear, 
and placed in a garment like a horse blanket 
with stiff Velcro fastenings. At the inquest, 
members of the jury and the coroner were 
visibly shocked when the garment was shown in 

court and the si rip of clothing was described by 
a child care expert as 'dehumanizing". 

During his short time in Stoke Heath YQ] he 
was kept in virtual Seclusion and was nut 
offered any meaningful dctiwly, He was told that 

he would later be put on the main wing with 
other prisoners, a prospect that horrified him 
because of his history at sexual abuse. Joseph 
took his own life in March 2002. 

A lack of dose observation and unsafe 
conditions in Joseph's cell meant that he was 
able to hang himself from a sheet tied to the 
bars of his window. He was just nine days into 
his prison sentence - -. 

A two-week inquest into Joseph's death was 
held in April spew , , , prwestigaitprsj into 
Joseph's death were unanimous in their opinion 
that prison seprice accommodation was 
completely unsuitable For Joseph as it did not 
have the resources and facilities to cope with 
someone so vulnerable, 

Source: toques!, November 2004 
(<htfp mJ f\nquest-gn.a p c. □ rg/pdf/Jo sep hOb20 

SchoI«sRtj20tnq|u i ryWOb rief i ng^i2W4.pdf>) 

The Howard League tor Penal .Reform, a 
pressure group working for the reform of the 
penol system, carries out research on criminal 
justice issues, including Analysis of prison 

conditions, During 2DD3 it Found that ninety-tour 
men and women took their own lives in prison 
in England and Wales: 

- fourteen women killed themselves: the 
high est n u m b er ot women ever to take thei r 
lives in a single year; 

* thirly-cme young prisoners aged twenty-five 
years and under killed themselves: a third of 
the prisoners were on remand and 3 per cent 
were immigration detainees; 

* five prisons experienced more than four 
deaths during 2003: Birmingham (4); 
Blokenhurst (5); Nottingham (4); Winchester 
(4); and Styal (4). 

Anita Dock ley, the Assistant Director at the 
Howard League said: 

It is shameful that so many men and women in 
prison take their own lives. Yet sadly the Howard 
League does not anticipate the numbers falling 
while the prison population continues to surge 
and the system remains under such stress. The 
number of prison suicides will only tall when the 
numbers in prison arc radically reduced and the 
strategies lor dealing with suicide and seK-ha*rn 
are properly realized, we call on the government 
to act immediately to reduce the number al 
people behind bars. 

The ability to implement prevention measures 
in prison must surely be jiven even greater 
prominence, especia lly when there 1$ evidence 
of a national decline in suicide rates and among 
vulnerable psychiatric patients where prevention 
measures arc starting to take effect. 

Source; Howard League for Penal Reform 
(2004) 

Question* 

1 is prison ever a suitable plate For the 
punishment oF young offenders? 

2 How should society deal with minor 
crimes? 

3 Why has the number of prisoners risen in 
recent years in the UK? 
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Conclusion: crime, 
deviance and social order 

If would lie :l miniate Id regard crime and 

deviance wholly in a negative light. Any 

society which recognizes that human 

beings have diverse values and concerns 

must find space for individual!; or groups 

whose activities do not conform to the 

norms followed by Lhe majority. People 

Who develop tieW Ideas, in politics, science, 

an or other fields, are often regarded with 

suspicion or hostility by those who follow 

orthodox ways. The political ideals devel¬ 

oped In the American Revolution, for 

example - freedom of the Individual and 

equality of opportunity - were fiercely 

resisted by many people al the time, yet 

they haw now become accepted across the 

world. To deviate from the dominant 

norms of'a society takes courage and reso¬ 

lution, but it is often crucial in securing 

processes □ f change which arc later seen to 

be in the general interest. 

Is 'harmful deviance' the price a society 

must pay when it allows Considerable 

Leeway for people to engage in non-con¬ 

formist pursuits? Tor example, are high 

rates of criminal violence a cost which is 

exacted in a society in exchange Jdr the 

individual liberties its citizens enjoy? 

Some have certainly suggested as much, 

arguing that crimes of violence arc inevi¬ 

table ina society where rigid definitio ns of 

conformity do not apply, lint this view 

does not hold much water when exam¬ 

ined closely. In some societies that recog¬ 

nize a wide range of individual freedoms 

and tolerate deviant activities (such as 

Holland), rates of violent crime are low. 

Conversely, countries where the scope of 
Individual freedom Is restricted (like some 
Latin American societies] may show high 

levels of violence, 
A society that Is tolerant towards 

deviant hehavjnur need not suffer social 

disruption. A good outcome can probably 

only be achieved, however, where Individ¬ 

ual lihu.-Hil-h are joined to -ml id justice in 

a social order where Inequalities arc not 

glaringly large and in which everyone has 

a ciiancc to lead a full and satisfying Life. 

If freedom is not balanced with equality, 

and if many people find their lives Largely 

devoid of self-fulfilment, deviant behav¬ 

iour is Likely to be channelled towards 

socially destructive ends. 

Summary points 
1 Deviant behaviour refers to actions which 

transgress commonly held norms. What is 

regarded as deviant can shift from time to 

tithe and place Lc placer 'normal behaviour 

in one cultural setting may be labelled 

'deviant' in another. The concept of deviance 

is broader than that of trime, which refers 

only to non-conformist conduct that breaks a 

law. 

2 5a nctionS, formal or informal, are applied by 

society to reiriForee social norms, Laws are 

no rm & defined and enforced by 

governments. 

3 biological and physical theories have been 

developed claiming to show lhat crime and 

other forms of deviance ere genetically 

determined: but these have been largely 

discredited- Sociologists argue that 

conformity and deviance are differently 
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defircd in different social contexts. 

Divergences of wealth and power in society 

strongly influence what opportunities are 

open to different groups oF individuals and 

what kinds of activities are regarded as 

criminal. Criminal activities are learned in 

much the same way as law-abiding ones, 

and in general are directed towards the 

same needs, 

4 Functionalist theories see crime end 

deviance as produced by structural tensions 

and a tack fit moral regulation within society. 

Durkheim introduced the term renomie' to 

refer to a feeling of anxiety and 

disorientation that comes with the 

breakdown of traditional life in modem 

society. Robert K. Merton extended the 

concept to include the strain felt by 

individuals Whenever norms conflict with 

social reality. Subcultural explanations draw 

attention to groups. Such as gangs, that 

reject mainstream values and replace them 

with norms celebrating defiance, 

delinquency Or itOrt-COnfOrihity. 

5 Labelling theory (which assumes that 

labelling someone as deviant will reinforce 

their deviant behaviour) is important 

because it starts from the assumption that 

no act is intrinsically criminal (or normal). 

Labelling theorists are interested in how 

same behaviours come to be defined as 

deviant and why certain groups, but not 

others, are labelled as deviant. 

b Conflict theories analyse crime and deviance 

in terms of the structure of society, 

competing interests between social groups, 

□nd the preservation of power among elites. 

7 Control theories posit that Crime OCcuiS 

when there are inadequate social or physical 

controls to deter it from happening. The 

growth of crime is linked to the growing 

number of opportunities and targets for 

crime in modern societies, The theory of 

broken windows suggests that there is a 

direct connection between the appearance 

of disorder and actual crime. 

5 The extent oF crime in any society is difficult 

to assess, as not all crimes are reported- The 

'hidden figure" of unrecorded crime refers to 

offences not captured in official statistics, 

ykrimijatinn studies (surveys which ask 

respondents if they have been the victims of 

any crime during the previous year) reveal 

the discrepancy between official crime rates 

and people's actual experiences. 

9 Rates of criminality are much Idwer for 

women than for men, probably because of 

general socialization differences between 

men and women, plus the greater 

involvement of men in non-domestic 

spheres. Unemployment and the 'crisis of 

masculinity1 have been linked to male crime 

rates. In some types of crime, women ore 

overwhelmingly the victims, Rope is almost 

certainly much more common than the 

official statistics reveal. There is a sense in 

which all women are victims of rape, since 

they have to rake special precautions for 

their protection and live in fear of rape. 

Homosexual men and women experience 

high levels of criminal victimization and 

harassment, yet they are often seen as 

’deserving" of crime rather than innocent 

victims because of their marginalized 

position in society. 

10 Popular fear about crime often focuses on 

street crimes, such as theft, burglary and 

assault, lhat arc largely the domain oF young, 

working-class males. Official statistics reveal 
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high Tates of offeree among young people, 

yet we should he wary of moral panics about 

youth crime. Ps^uch deviant behaviour among 

youth, such as anti-social behaviour and 

non-conformity, is not in tael criminal, 

1T White-collar crime and corporate crime refer 

to crimes carried out by those in the more 

affluent sectors of society. The consequences 

of such crime can he mo re far-reaching than 

the petty crimes of the poor, hut there is less 

attention paid to them by law enforcement. 

Organized crime refers to institutionalized 

farms of criminal activity, in which many of 

the characteristics of ortho doi organizations 

appear, but the activities engaged in are 

systematically illegal. Cybercrime describes 

criminal activity (hat is carried out with the 

help of information technology, such as 

electronic money-laundering and Internet 

fraud. 

12 FrifionS have developed partly to protect 

society and partly with the intention of 

'reforming1- the criminal. Prisons do not seem 

to deter crime, and the degree to which they 

rehabilitate prisoners to face the outside 

world without relapsing into criminality is 

dubious- Recidiwsm refers to repeat 

offending by individuals who have been in 

prison before. Alternatives to prison have 

been suggested, such as community-based 

sentencing. 

Questions for further thought 

1 How mipjht the actions of someone labelled as 'deviant' be interpreted differently 

from the actions of a 'norma]" person? 

2 Why might victim surveys provide a more valid picture of the extent of crime than 

□ tlicial statistics? 

3 As women increasingly enter the poblic sphere, are changes in female criminality 

inevitable? 

4 Is the corporate executive a more typical criminal than an unemployed youth? 

5 F low is cri me n Efected. by processes &f globs Liza don? 
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IN FEBRUARY 2003, global protests look 

place against die impending war In Iraq 

(see box on pp. In London, more 
tlian one million people took to the 

streets: the country's largest etrer demon¬ 
stration. Simi];ai size demonstrations took 
place in Rome and Barcelona, with smaller 

marches taking place in cities around the: 

world from New York to Bangladesh. 

Rough estimates put the total number of 

protestors glohally at up to ten million, in 

sixty countries {Guardian, IS February 

2003}. 

What made the coordination of millions 

of people marching on the same day in 

cities all over the world possible was the 

development of the media. Discussion of 

the likelihood of war dominated the tele¬ 

vision and newspapers for months before 

the event. and plans uF the anti-war deni- 

11 nstradoa were dreula ted by the media in 

advance. Anti-war groups were able to 

mobilize supporters from a range of diff¬ 

erent backgrounds through emails and 

an n o u nee ments on webs ites- 

The people who marched in February 

2003 were brought together by a variety of 

concerns. Same argued that, although 

democracy is the hast model, exporting 

Western-style democracy to the Middle 

Fast by force contradicted Its basic values. 

Others saw the war in Lhc Middle hast as a 

thinly veiled excuse for the West to get 

hold of a stable source of oil In the Ilk. 

many feared that involvement in a US-led 

war would mate Britain more, not less, 

likely to be the target of terrorist attacks 

like the ones suffered by Londoners oil 7 

July 2005- [see pp. 873-Blh Another issue 

Lhat mobilized Support against the war 

was the failure of the pro-War govern¬ 

ments to persuade the United Nations to 

pass a resolution explicitly allowing them 

to use force against Iraq Fur its nun-com¬ 

pliance with earlier UN resolutions- When 
war with Iraq eventually began in Match 
20ft3r without explicit authorization from 

the United Nations, critics, argued that It 

was lllegltima te. 

This chapter discusses many of (he 

themes that emerged out of these protests 

and the subsequent war. We begin with a 

discussion of important, but contested, 

concepts in political sociology; in particu¬ 

lar we examine the concept of power. We 

the n look at the remarkable global spread 

of democracy over the last two decades 

and at issues of global governance. Next 

we highlight some of the crucial changes 

in British party politics in recent decades, 

including the rise of Thatcherism and of 

New Labour, From party politics we move 

on to pulJtbes in a wider sense, with a dls- 
cttsslon of social movements, such as 
those behind the anti-war protests dis¬ 

cussed above, and we look at some of the 
wavs hi which these movements are 
affected by globalization and dunging 
technology. In many cases pressure for 

increased democracy has heen tied to 

nationalist movements In create a power¬ 

ful political Force, so next we examine the 

rise of nationalism. Wc conclude with a 

discussion of one of the major issues in 

p□ Utical sociology today: terrorism. 

ynghl 
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In February 2005 hundreds of thousands of people rook to the Streets 10 protest against 

EPse impending war in Iraq. 
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Debating basic concepts in 
political sociology 

Politics, government and the 
state 

Many people find politics mmole and 

uninteresting, viewing it ns the preserve, 

most often, of middle-aged men in West¬ 

minster, Brussels or Washington. Under 

this view, politics concerns Lhe means 

whereby power b used, to affect the scope 
and content of governmental activities. 
Vet politics is a contested concept and the 

sphere of the political may range well 
beyond that of government itself. The 
anti-iv.n movement, with which we 

began Ibis chapter, is a political move¬ 

ment. as arc many of the groups, net¬ 

works and organizations (such as those 

composed of environmentalists or femi¬ 

nists) that arc discussed elsewhere in this 

book. 

Whether we like it or not, however, all of 

our Lives are touched by what happens in 

the political sphere - even in the narrow 

sense of governmental activity. Govern¬ 

ments influence quite personal activities 

and. in times of war, can even order US to lay 

down our lives lor aims they deem neces¬ 

sary- The sp here orgovernment is the sphere 

of political power-All political life b about 

power: who holds It. how they achieve it mid 
what they do with It, Below the concept of 
power Is examined more closely. 

Where I here is a political apparatus of 

government [institutions like a parlia¬ 

ment or congress, plus civil service 

officials) ruling over a given territory, 

whose authority is hacked by a legal 

system and by the capacity to use military 

force to implement its policies, we can say 

that a state csisls. All modern societies are 

nation-states. That is, they arc states in 

which the great mass of the population 

consists of citizens who regard themselves 

as part of a single nation. Nation-states 

have come into existence at various times 

in different parts of the world (for 

example, the United Slates in 1770 and the 

Czech Republic in 1993).Their main char¬ 

acteristics. contrast rather sharply with 

Lhose of nun-in Jus trial or traditional ti vil- 

Lzatlons, such as those described in 

chapter 2 ('Globalization and the Chang¬ 
ing. World T. They are: 

’ Somvtertfy The territories ruled by 

traditional states were always poorly 
defined, tire level nfcomml wielded by 

lhe central government being quite 

weak. The notion of sovereignty- that a 

government possesses autho rlty over an 

area wilh a clear-cut border, within 

which it is the supreme power - had 

little relevance. All nation-slates, by 

contrast, are sovereign states, 

* Citizenship En traditional slates, most 

of 11 if population ruled by lhe king or 

emperor showed little awareness of, or 

interest in. those who governed them. 

Ncilher did they have any political 

tights t>r influence. Normally only the 

dominant classes or more affluent 
groups felt a sense of belonging to an 

overall political comrnuiiIty. In modern 
societies, by contrast, most people 
living within the borders of a political 
system are citizens, having common 

rights and duties and regarding fhem- 

selvcsas part of a nation. While there are 

some people who are political refugees 

or are 'state-leas', almost every one in lhe 

world today is a member of a definite 

national political under. 

,rw mgm 
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* Nationalism Nation-stales are: asso¬ 

ciated wllh the rise of nationalism, 

which ear be defined as a set of symbols 

and beliefs providing the sense of being 

pari of a single political community. 

Thus, individuals feel a sense of pride 

and belonging in being, British, Ameri¬ 

can- Canadian, Russian, or whatever. 

These ere: the feelings that gave Impetus 

to the quest of the Last Timorese far 

Independence. Probably people have 

always fell some kind of identity with 

social groups of one form or another 

their family, village or religious commu¬ 
nity. Nationalism, however, made its 
appearance only with die development 
of the modern state, li Is the main 

expression of feelings of identity with a 
distinct sovereign community. We will 

explore the phenomenon of national¬ 

ism in greater detail towards the end of 

this chapter. 

Power 

The meaning, nature and distribution of 

power are central issues for political soci¬ 

ologists. One of sociology's founding 

figures. Mas Weber [whose work we 

looked at in chapter 1. pp. 17 19), gave a 

general definition of power as 'the chance 

of a man ora number of men to realise 
tlnelr own will in a command action even 

against the resistance of others who are 
participating In the action' (Gerth and 

Mills 194$). To Weber, power is about 

getting ynur own way, even when others 

don't want you to. 

Many sociologists have followed Weber 

in making a distinction between forms of 

power that are coercive and those that 

have a utharity. Sceptics about the 2003 

war in Iraq, for example, often criticized 

[be American-led invasion because it did 

not have explicit authority front the 

United Nations, so they viewed the war 

as illegitimate - a coercive use of power. 

Most forms of power are not based solely 

on force, but are legitimated by some form 

u f ei li Lhority, 

Max Weber's discussion of power 

focused on distinguishing between differ¬ 

ent cat ego ries -or "ideal types' - of author¬ 

ity. For Weber, there were three sources 

of authority: traditional, charismatic and 

rational-legal, Traditional authority Is 

power legitimized through respect for 

long-established cultural patterns Weber 

gives die example of hereditary family rule 

of nobles in medieval Europe. 

By co nCrast, cha ri&matic a uthtsri fy te nds 

to disrupt tradition. It is drawn from I he 

devotion fell towards a leader by bis or her 

subordinates who believe that the Leader 

possesses exceptional qualifies that 

inspire devotion. Charisma', to Weber, is a 

trait of personality. Jesus Christ and Adolf 

Hitler are often given as examples of indi¬ 

viduals with charismatic authority. Yet 

charismatic authority can be exercised in 

more mundane ways too: the authority of 

certain teachers, for example, may be in 

[►art charismatic. In Weber’s view, must 

.societies In the past were characterized by 
traditional authority structures which 
were periodically punctuated by bursts of 

charisma, 

In the modem world. Weber argued, 
traditional authority was increasingly 
being rep laced by > a tional-legal an thnrity. 

This is power lhal is legitimated through 

legally enacted rules end regulations. If 

is found in modem organizations and 

bureaucracies (discussed in chapter 

IS), end in government, which Weber 

described as Lhc formal organisations that 

py righted material 
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dlrccl Ihc political life of a society {Gertfi 

and Mills 194B). 

Stephen Lukes: radical alternatives 

An alternative and. radical view of power 

has been proposed by the sociologist 

Stephen Lukes 11974), In his classic 

account Lukes offers a three-dimensional 

vieW of power. The first dimension sees 

power in terms of the ability to make deci¬ 

sions to go one's own way in observable 

conflicts: for example, if the government 

had changed its suppo rt for m 11 it ary Inter¬ 

vention in Iraq in response in the anti-war 
protests; in February 2tnKt, ii would ire evi¬ 

dence that the protestors had power, 
However. Lukes argues, the concept of 
ptvwe r is m u eh wide i the n I Ii is. 

A second dimension to power concerns 

the ehiLily do control what issues arc 

decided upon. By this, Lukes means that 

groups or individuals with power can 

exercise it, not by making a decision, hut 

by limiting the alternatives available to 

others. For example, one way in which 

authoritarian governments (such as in the 

Asian nation of Singapore: See p. 1548) 

exert their power is by placing restrictions 

on whal the press can report. In doing so, 

they are often able to prevenL certain 

grievances - such as international con¬ 
demnation of their use of judicial corporal 
punishment - from lire coming Issues 

within the political process. 
Lukes argues rim there is also a I bird 

dimension of power, which Ire calls the 
'manipulation of desires' He asks: Is it not 

the supreme exercise of power to gel 

another or others to have the desires you 

want them to have - that is. to secure their 

compliance by controlling their thoughts 

and desires?' [1974). He points out lhat 

this docs not necessarily mean brain¬ 

washing. Our desires can also he manipu¬ 

lated in more subtle ways. Marxists have 

sometimes argued, for exam pie, that capi¬ 

talists exercise power over workers by 

shaping their desires, through die media 

and other means of socialization. In take 

on (he role of worker and mass consumer, 

Drawings distinction between the differ¬ 

ent dimensions of power, Lukes is able to 

present a wider definition of that than 

offered by Weber. For Lukes; 'A exercises 

power over W when A affects !! In a manner 

contrary to fTs interests' {Ibid,), This still 
leaves the question, how do we know what 
Jfs interests are? Lukes admits that ibis is 

ultimately a matter of opinion, Still, his con 
ceptfon of power has been influential in 
alerting sociologists to the different diman- 
si n ns ilia t lire exercise of power involves. 

Foucault and power 

The French sociologist Michel Foucault 
[192G-MJ has also developed a highly Infl¬ 

uential account of power, far removed 
from Webers more formal definition- Fou¬ 

cault argued that power was nod concen¬ 

trated in one Institution, such as the state, 
ot held by anyone group of individuals. Tie 

argued that these older models of power, 

including that of Stephen Lukes, relied on 

fixed identities. Power was held by groups 

that were easily identifiable: for example, 

the ruling class (for Marxistsl or men [for 

feminists), instead. Foucau It argued power 

operates at all levels of social interaction, 

in all social institutions, by ail people, 

Foucault's thought was introduced in 

chapter 4, Theoretical Thinking in !>eki 

olog/, pp. 1 Id-17, and his account of 

power in organizations is discussed in 

chapter 16j ‘Organizations and Net¬ 

works', pp- §47-52, 
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To Foucault, power and knowledge are 

closely tied together, and serve to rein¬ 

force one another. The claims to knowl¬ 

edge of a doctor. Tor Example, are also 

claims to power as they are put into prac¬ 

tice in an institutions] context, such as a 

hosp i Lb I. The increase i n knowledge about 

health ami illness gave power to doctors 

Who could claim authority over patients. 

Foucault describes the development of 

'discourses', which provide ways of 

discussing power and knowledge - ;i 

'Foucauldiiiii' {someone who supports 

Foucault’s arguments) might talk about 

'medical discourses'. Tor example (see 

p, 2ES0), 
Foucaults Ideas have gained popularity 

as political sociology lias shifted away 

from straightforward conflict theories {set: 

p. 22), especially economic interpreta¬ 

tions of Marxism, towards forms of politi¬ 

cal struggle based on identity, such as 

gender or sexuality {Foucault 13-67, I STS |. 

Foucault's account breaks down the 

simple division introduced above 

between authoritative and coercive forms 

of power [see p, 3-=3 5.1, as power is under¬ 

stood os something found in all social 

relations rather than someth mg. exercised 

by dominant groups. Foucault's concep¬ 

tion of power therefore widens the con¬ 

ception o f the polk leal. Critics of Fauci u It. 
however, argue that whilst he provided a 

highly subtle account of the way In which 

power op-erates In everyday soda] Inter- 
actions, hbt hazy conception of the term 
underestimates the concentration of 

power in structures such as the military or 

social class. 

Having looked at rival conceptions of 

power, we now concentrate in this chapter 

do the way in which power Ls exercised in 

formal polities. In Lhc next section we turn 

from discussions of political power to 

their exercise, by examining two forms ol 

political system. 

Authoritarianism and democracy 

Throughout history, societies have relied 

un a variety of political systems, liven 

today, at the start of the tWenty-firs! 

century, countries around the world con¬ 

tinue to organize themselves according to 

different patterns and configurations. 

While most .societies now claim to be 
democratic - that Is to say, they are ruled 
ivy- the people - other forms of political 

rule continue to exist, In this section we 
shall profile democracy and authoritar¬ 

ianism, two of the basic types of political 

system. 

Authoritarianism 

If democracy, which we examine below, 

encourages the active involvement of citi¬ 

zens in pul ideal affairs, in authoritarian 

states popular participation is denied or 

severely curtailed. Ira such societies, Lite 

needs and interests of the stale are priori¬ 

tized over those of average citizens and no 

legal mechanisms have been established 

for opposing government or for removing 

a leader from power, 

Authoritarian governments exist today 

in many countries, some of which 

profess to he democratic. Iraq- under the 

leadership of Saddam Hussein until 
was an example of an authoritarian 

state where dissenl was smothered and 

an inordinate share of national resources 

was diverted for the benefit of a select 

Few. The powerful monarchies in Saudi 

Arabia and Kuwait and the leadership 

□ f Myanmar {Burma} strictly curtail 

citizens1 civil liberties and deny them 
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meaningful participation in government 

affa i rs. 

The Asian nation of Singapore is often 

cited as, an example of so-called 'soft 

authoritarianism'. This is because the 

ruling People's Action Party maintains a 

tight grill on power hut ensures a high 

quality of life for its citizens by intervening 

in almost all aspects oTsociety, Singapore 

is notable for its safely, its civil order and 

the social inclusion of ali citizens. Singa¬ 

pore’s economy is successful, the streets 

are clean, people are employed and 

poverty is virtually unknown. However, 
despile (ha high standard of living in 

material terms, even minor transgressions 
such, as dropping litrer or smoking in 
puhljc are punishable by stiff finest them is 

tight regulation of the media, access to the 

Internet and on the ownership of satellite 

dishes; the police possess extraordinary 

powers to detain citizens for suspected 

offences and the use of corporal and 

capital judicial punishments is common. 

Despite this authoritarian control, 

popular satisfaction with the government 

has been high and sudul inequalities are 

minimal in comparison with many other 

countries. While Singapore may be lacking 

in democratic: freedoms, tire country's 

brand of authoritarianism is different 
from those of more dictatorial regimes, 
leading the writer William Gibson to 

■describe the Island as 'Disneyland with 
the death penalty". 

Democracy 

The word democracy has its roots in the 

Greek term demakratin, the individual 

ports of which are demos, {'people") and 

kraios, ["rule"]. Democracy in Us basic 

meaning is therefore a political system in 

which the people, not monarchs or aris¬ 

tocracies, rule. This sounds straightfor¬ 

ward enough, but it is not. Democratic 

rule has taken contrasting forms at 

varying periods and in different societies, 

depending on how the concept is inter¬ 

preted, Ear example, the people' has been 

variously understood to mean all men, 

owners of property, white men. educated 

men, and adult men and women, In some 

societies the officially accepted version of 

democracy is limited to tire political 

sphere, whereas in others It Is extended to 

broader areas of social life. 

The form that democracy takes in a 

given context Is largely an outcome of how 
irs values and goals a ns understood and 
prioritized. Democracy is generally seen 

as the political system which is most able 

to ensure political equality, protect liberty 

and freedom, defend Lhc common inter¬ 

est. meet citizens' needs, promote moral 

self-development and eliable effective 

decision-making which rakes everyone's 

interests into account {Held 1986], The 

weight that is granted to these various 

goals may influence whether democracy 

is regarded first and foremost as a form of 

popular power (self-government and self- 

regulation) or whether it is seen as a 

framework for supporting decision¬ 

making by others (such as a group of 

elected representatives}. 

Participatory democracy 

ri'i participatory democracy (or direct 

democracy)* decisions are made commu¬ 

nally by those affected by them. This was 

the original type of democracy practised 

in ancient Greece. Those who were citi¬ 

zens. a small minority of the society, regu¬ 

larly assembled to consider policies and 

Tight 
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A show -of miBtary strength at a May Day parade in North Korea, The country is perhaps (he most 

politically isolated in The world, and its leader one ehhe most authoritarian. Head of State Kim Jeng-il 
has recently decreed that men's hair may fee no more than live centimetres in length. Balding men 

over the age of fifty are allowed an additional two centimetres fora Jcomb-overr. 

mate major decisions. Participatory 

democracy is of limited Importance in 

modern societies, where Ihc mass of the 

population have political rights, and it 

would be impossible for everyone actively 

Co participate in the makingofull die deci¬ 

sion?; that affect them. 

Vet some aspects of participatory 

democracy do play a pari in modern soci¬ 

eties. Ismail communities in New trig la rid, 

In the noil I i-eastern pari uf lEie United 

States, continue the traditional practice of 

annual ‘town meetings'. On these desig¬ 

nated days, all the residents of the town 

gather together to discuss and vote on local 

issues that do not fall under state or federal 

government jurisdiction. Another example 

of participatory democracy’ is the holding 

u f rede rer id a. when 111 e peu pie eitp less t lie I r 

views on a particular issue. Direct consulta - 

lion of large numbers of people is made 

possible by simplifying [he issue down 

Yiah lltjL 
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to one nr two questions to he Answered. 

Referenda arc regularly used at the national 

level in some European countries to inform 

important policy decisions. There were ref¬ 

erenda Ln severaJ European ca Lintrics in 

2005 over whether they should sign up to 

the proposed European Constitution. The 

U E also agreed to hold n vote, but the defeat 

of the proposal in France and the Nether¬ 

lands in May 2005 destroyed any immedi¬ 

ate hopes of the treaty being adopted and 

Led to the suspension of plans for a British 

referendum. They have also been used to 

decide contentious Issues of secession in 

ethnic nationalist regie its such as Quebec, 

the predominantly French-speaking prov¬ 

ince of Canada. 

Representative democracy 

Practicalities render participatory democ¬ 

racy unwieldy ana large scale., except in 

specific instances such as a special refe¬ 

rendum. More common today is represen¬ 

tative democracy, political systems Ln 

which decisions affecting a community 

art- taken, riot by its mem bore as a whole, 

but by people they have elected for this 

purpose. In the area of national govern¬ 

ment,. representative democracy Lakes the 

form of elections to congresses, parlia¬ 

ments or similar national bodies, ftepre- 

semathe democracy also ex is is at other 

levels whore collective decisions are 

taken, such as In provinces nr states within 

an overall national community, cities, 

comities, boroughs and other regions. 

Many large organizations choose to run 

their affairs using representative democ¬ 

racy by cloetlnga small executive com mil- 

tee io take key decisions. 

Countries in which voters can choose 

between two or more parties and in which 

the mass of the adult population has Lhc 

right to vote arc usually called liberal 

democracies. Britain and the other 

Western European countries, the USA, 

Japan, Australia and New Zealand all fall 

into this category. Many countries Ln the 

developing world, such as India, also have 

liberal democratic systems, and, as we 

shall see, this number is growing. 

The global spread of 
democracy 

When political sociologists of the Future 

loot hack on the LfJtUns and 1 Wrts, cue his¬ 

torical development In particular Is likely 
to stand ou r: the rtemoctadzatlon of many 
of the world's nations. Sj nee the early 19fifK, 

a number of countries in Latin America, 

such as Chile, Bolivia and Argentina, have 

undergone the transition from authoritar¬ 

ian military rule to a thriving democracy. 

Similarly, with the collapse of the Commu¬ 

nist bioc in ISfly, many East European 

states- Russia, Poland and CzechosLovakia, 

for example - have become democratic. 

And in Africa, a number of previously 

undemocratic nations - including Benin. 

Ghana. Mozambique and South Africa - 

have Come to embrace democratic ideals, 

in the mid-1970s, imne than two thirds 
of all societies Ln the world could be con 
side red authoritarian. Since that time, the 

situatkui has shifted markedLy now less 

than a third of societies are authoritarian 

1 n nature. Democracy Is no longer concen - 
trated primarily in Western countries, but 

Is now endorsed, at least in principle, as 

the desired form of government in many 

areas of the world. As David Held (IMti) 

has noted, "democracy has become lhc 

fundamental standard oF political legiti¬ 

macy Ln the current era'. 

ynghl 
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Ed this section we will consider the 

global spread of liberal democracy and 

advance some possible fijcplaiiatiom Km 

its popularity. We will then move cm to 

i' -nii ■ i: ■.;iiiu' dl' I In- mi-ir |)nil>li!ills 

democracy faces in the contemporary 

world. 

The Jail of Communism 

For a long while, the political systems of 

the world were divided between liberal 

democracy and communism, as found in 

the former Soviet Union and Eastern 

Furopv {and which still exists- in China and 

a few other countries]. For snitch yf the 

twentieth century, n large proportion of 

tin: woiId's population lived under politi¬ 

cal systems that were communist or 

socialist in orientation. The hundred years 

following Marx's death in lfUir! seemed 

to bear out his prognosis of the spread 

of socialism and workers' revolutions 

around the globe. 

Communist states regarded themselves 

as democracies, although I he systems in 

these countries differed greatly from wha! 

people in 1 hll West understand by democ¬ 

racy. Communism was essentially a 

system of one-parly rule, Voters were 

tfqF IlEJl 
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given 4 choice not between different 

|.>artLc-K but between different candidates 

□ flbc same party “ the Communist Party; 

there was often only one candidate 

running. There was thus no real choice at 

all The Communist Party was easily Lhc 

most dominantpnwerin Soviet-style soci¬ 

eties: il controlled Hot just the political 

system blit the economy as well. 

Almost everyone in the West, from 

trained scholars Lo overage citizens, 

believed that the communist systems 

were deeply entrenched and had become 
a permanent feature of global politics, 
Few people, if any, predicted the dra- 

made course of events that began to 
unfold in 198U as one communist regime 
after the other collapsed in a series of 

'velvet revolutions'. What had seemed 

Like a solid and pervasively established 

system of rule throughout Eastern 

Europe was thrown off almost overnight. 

The Communists lost power in an 

accelerating sequence in the countries 

they had dominated for half a cen¬ 

tury: Hungary, Poland, Bulgaria, East 

Germany, Czechoslovakia and Romania. 

Eventually, the Communist Party within 

the Soviet Union itself lost control of 

power. When the fifteen constituent 

republics of the USSR declared their 

Independence In 1991, Mikhail Gorba 
ohev. the last Soviet leader, was rendered 

a 'president without a state'. Even in 
China, the students and others protesting 
in Tiananmen Square in I9ft9 seemed to 
shake the Communist Party's grip on 

power until they were brutally dispersed 

by the aim y. 

Since the fall of the Soviet Union, pro¬ 

cesses of democratization have continued 

to spread. Even among what were some of 

the world's most authoritarian stales, 

signs of democratization can he delected. 

Afghanistan was controlled by the Soviet 

Union after their troops invaded in 1979. 

The USSR occupation ended ten years 

la ter, after fierce rests tanc e from the muja- 

hidin |Muslim guerrilla warriors], During 

the early 1990s the country was the site of 

infighting between warlords composed of 

mujahidin factions. By 1996 the Taliban 

had seized control of most of the country 

and he gun the creation of a 'pure Islamic 

state , They introduced at] extreme inter¬ 

pretation of Islamic law, bringing hi public 
executions and amputations, forbidding 
girls from going to school and women 

from working and banning frivolous, 

entertainment. Following the events of 
Eti'll, the IPSA successfully fed efforts In 

topple the Taliban, which it linked m the 

terrorist attacks. In late 2001, Hamid 

Karxal was chosen as Chairman of the 

Afghan Interim Authority, becoming Pres¬ 

ident in June 2002, and he set about 

gaining approval for a new constitution. 

The constitution was signed in January 

2904 and provides a strong executive 

branch, a moderate role for Islam and 

basic protections- for human rights. The 

first elections in Afghanistan were held in 

October 2004 and resulted in kurxai 

winning a five-year mandate at. President. 
In China, which contains abou t a fifth of 

the world's population, the communist 

government is facing strong pressures to 
become more democratic. Thousands of 
people remain In prison In China for ihe 
non-violent expression of their desire fui 

democracy [sec box on the Internet and 

democratization, p. -B55). Bui there arc 

still groups, resisted by the Communist 

government, working actively to secure a 

transition to a democratic system. In 

recent years, other authoritarian Asian 

pyrighted material 
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The triumph pf democracy; the end pf history? 

The writer whose name has come So be synonymous 
with the phrase 'the end -at history5 is Francis 
Fukuyama (1969). Fukuyama's classic and highly 
contested conception of the end of history is based 
0(1 the worldwide triumph of capitalism and liberal 
democracy. In the wake of the 1989 revolutions in 
Eastern Europe,. The dissolution of the Soviet Union 
and a movement towards multi parly democracy in 
other regions, Fukuyama argued., the ideological 
battles of earlier eras are over. The end oF history is 
the end of alternatives. No one any longer defends 
monarchism, and fascism, is a phenomenon of the 
past. So is communism, for so long the major rival of 
Western democracy. Capitalism has won in its long 
struggle with socialism, contrary to Marne's prediction, 
and liberal democracy now stands unchallenged, we 
have reached Fukuyama asserts, 'the end point of 
mankind's ideological evolution and [the] 
universalisolion of Western democracy as the final 
form of human government5. 

Fukuyama's thesis has provoked critical responses, 
yet in some sense he has highlighted a key 
phenomenon of our lime. At present, there is no 
-sizeable electorate or mass movement able to 
envisage Forms of economic and political 
organization beyond that of the market and liberal 
democracy. Although this currently seems to he the 
case, however, it seems very doubtful that history has 
come to a stop in the sense that we have exhausted 
all alternatives open to us. Who can say what new 
forms of economic, political or cultural! older may 
emerge in the future? Just as the thinkers ot medieval 
times had no inkling of the industrial society that was 
to emerge with the decline of feudalism, so we can t 
at the moment anticipate how the world will change 
over l he coming cenluty. 

Questions 
1 What did Fukuyama mean by his phrase the end 

of hrstory5? 
l Was Fukuyama right to argue that we had reached 

'the end of history'? 
3 If we a re n am .in a post-cc m m u n ist era, what 

political alternatives are open to us? 

stales, such as Myanmar, Indonesia and 

Malaysia, have also witnessed growing 

democratic movements. Some of these 

calls for greater freedoms have been met 

with violent responses. Nonetheless, the 

'globalization of democracy' rontinues 

apace aroun d the world. 

This genera] trend towards democracy 

is not fixed in stone. For some countries in 

the former Soviet bloc, such as Poland, llie 

Czech lie public, Hungary and tire Llaltk 

slale-s, liberal democracy appears to be 

taking a firm hold, while In others, such as 
the former Central Aslan republics of the 
Soviet Union. Yugoslavia and even Russia, 

democracy remains fragile, Indeed, dem¬ 
ocratic political institutions have been 
shown to he fragile and vulnerable at 

various poinds in history. In Iran, lor 

example, one of dhe world's most militant 

Islamic states, papular discontent with 

the powerful mullahs (religious leaders) 

led to the election ol reformist President 

Mohammed Khatami in 1997 with over70 

per cent of the vote, it seemed as if democ¬ 

racy was coming. Lo Iran, Khatami was 

likened Lo Mikhail Gorbachev, as-a leader 

who recognizes that popular yearnings fo r 
democracy - if left unaddressed - will 

result Lri the collapse of the system iLself, 

However, Khatami only succeeded in 

Ini reducing limited reforms after religions 

conservatives regained control oF parlia¬ 

ment, and In June 20dS one of their 
member. Mahmoud Almradinejad, was 
elected President, leaving prospect* for 

Further democratic reform highly unlikely. 

The recent history of Iran shores Ihat ive 

should nol assume that democratization 

is an irreversible process. Yet the fact ihat 

democratization is tied to larger glohaiiz.- 

ing Forces is reason For optimism about Lhc 

future of democracy. 

name 
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Far more on the Taliban, terrorism and 

the risks that It creates For democracies, 

see pp. S7S-0S 

Explaining the popularity of 
democracy 

Why has democracy become so popular? 

One frequently cited explanation is (hut 

other types of pa Li Lira] role have been 

attempted and. have failed - that democ¬ 

racy lias proved itself to be the 'best' polit¬ 

ical sy stem, It seems clear that democracy 
Is a better Form of political organization 
than authoritarianism, bur this alone does 

not adequately explain the recen t wo ves of 
democratization. While a Full explanation 
For these developments would require a 

detailed analysis of the social a ltd politics I 

situations in each country that led up to 

the transition to democracy, there can be 

little douht but that globalizing processes 

have pLaved an important role in this 

trend. 

First, the growing number of cross- 

na Liana I cultural contacts that globaliza¬ 

tion has brought with it has invigorated 

democratic movements in many coun¬ 

tries, A globalized media, along with 

advances in communications technology 

has exposed Inhabitants of many iiodi- 

democratic nations to democratic ideals, 

increasing internal pressure on political 

elites to hold elections (see the box on 
democratization and the Internet oppo- 
site. Of course, such pressure does not 
automatically res u 11 from the diffusion of 
the notion of popular sovereignty. Mora 

important is that with globalization, news 

of democratic revolutions and accounts of 
themobilizing processes that Lead lo them 

are quickly spread on a regional level. 

News of the revolution in Poland in 1509, 

for example, look little lime to travel lo 

Hungary, providing pro-democracy acti¬ 

vists them with a useful, regionally appro¬ 

priate model around which to orient Lhcir 

work. 

Second, international organizations 

such as the United NaLions and the Euro¬ 

pean Union - which. In a globalized world, 

come to play an increasingly important 

role - have put external pressure o n non - 

democratic states lo move in democratic 

directions. fTlre European Union is 

profited In the box on pp, esii-U,] In some 

cases, these wganizutions have been able 
to <jsl: trade embargoes, tire conditional 

provision of loans for economic develop ■ 
ment and stabilization, and diplomatic 
manoeuvres ofvarious kinds to encourage 

the dismantling of authoritarian regimes. 

Third, democratization lias been Facili¬ 

tated by the expansion of world capital¬ 

ism. Although transnational corporations 

are notorious lor striking deals with dicta¬ 

tors, corporations generally prefer to do 

business in democratic states - not 

because of an inherent ph i lose phiea I pref¬ 

erence for political freedom and equality, 

but because democracies tend to be more 

stable than other kinds of states, and 

slability and predictability are essential 

for maximizing pro fils. Because political, 
economic and military elites, particularly 
1 n rhe developing world and In the former 

Soviet Union, are often anxious i« Increase 
levels of International trade ami to 
encourage transnationals to set up shop in 

their countries, they have sometimes 

pursued a democratic agenda of their 

own, leading to what the political sociolo¬ 

gist Barrington Mao re (IMftk once called 

'revolutions from above'. 

It is true that if globalization were the 

sole cause of the most recent wave of 

pyrighted material 
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democratization, mil cau ill ties today 

would be democratic. The persistence of 

authoritarian regimes in such countries 

as China, Guha and Nigeria suggests that 

globalizing forces arc not always suffi¬ 

cient Eo force a transition In democracy. 

But democratic moves are afoot even in 

several of these countries, leading sonic 

socioJogisEs to argue that under the influ¬ 

ence of globalizal i a n, many more nations 

•.’.'ill become democratic in the years to 

come. 

Globalisation and everyday life: the Internet and democratization 

The Internet is a powerful democratizing force. 
It transcends national and cultural borders, 
facilitates the spread of ideas around the globe 
and allows Jike-minded people to find one 
another in the realm of cyberspace, More and 
more people in countries around the world 
access the Internet regularly end consider it to 
be important to their lifestyles. Yet the dynamic 
spread of the Internet is perceived as a threat 
by governments - especially authoritarian ones 
- that recognize the potential of online activity 
to subvert state authority, Although the 
Internet has been allowed to exist more or less 
freely in most countries, some states have 
begun to take steps to curb its usage by 
citizens. 

By the end of 2003, jus| eight years after 
the Internet became commercially available, 
the number of Internet users in China had 
reached 79.5 million, amd this total continues 
to rise rapidly, In the eyes of the Chinese 
Communist leadership, the Internet presents a 
dangerous threat to state security by allowing 
political opposition groups to coordinate their 
activities. 

In response to the rapid growth of the 
Internet, the Chinese government has 
introduced scores of regulations, closed 
thousands of Internet cafds, bLocked emails, 
search engines, foreign news and politically 
sensitive websites, and introduced a filtering 
system for web searches on a fist of 
prohibited keywords and terms. Nevertheless, 
it appears that Internet activism! is continuing 
to grow in China as fast as the controls are 
tightened. 

in 2004 Amnesty international reported: 

Signing online petitions, calling lor reform and 
an end to corruption, planning to set up a pro- 
democracy party, publishing 'rumours about |the 
disease] 5AR5", communicating with groups 
abroad, opposing the persecution fll lire 
[religious m overmen 11 Falun Gong and tailing lot 
a review of the 1909 crackdown on the 
democracy protests are all examples of activities 
considered by the authorities to be 'subversive' 
or to 'endanger state security'. Such charges 
almost always result in prison sentences. 

In an earlier report Amnesty estimated that 
'30r(KK> state security personnel are reportedly 
monitoring websites., chat rooms and private 
email messages" f7QG3). 

Other governments have reached similar 
conclusions. The Burmese government has 
announced a ban on lhe disseminetion of 
information "detrimental to government' through 
The Internet or email. The Malaysian authorities 
demanded that cybercafes keep lists of all 
individuals who use [heir computers. Religious 
conservatives in the Iranian government forced 
The closure of hundreds of inter net cafes in late 

and inlroduced new rules requiring 
proprietors to restrict customers' access to a 
long list of "immoral and anti-lslamic sites'. 

Questions 

1 How does the Internet differ From older forms 
of technology in acting as a democratizing 
force? 

2 [f the Internet is promoting the spread of 
global democracy, is it also promoting a 
global ■culture? 

Copyrighted material 
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Democracy in trouble? 

Ah democracy in beL'uming so widespread, 

we ]]] i I'Ks cxpect it to be working in a highly 

successful way. Yel such is not I he case, 

Almost everywhere, democracy as in some 

difficulty. Eh is is riot only because it is 

proving diHici.ill to set up ts stable ckuiiu 

era tie order In Russia mid other former 

Communist societies. Ijorruicf&cy seems to 

be In trouble in ms main countries oforigln 

- the UK as a good example. In Britain, like 

other Western cottnirie-s. the number of 

people who vote in European, general and 

Local elections has declined considerably 

since the early IJHSrts (see table 20-L). 

It has been argued that the decline in 

voting shows Ihal people in the West seem 

have Ensi hum in (hose In power: an me 
academies and politicians- have talked 

about a wider 'crisis of trust' In society. 

The philosopher Onora O'Neil i2DW2.i 

sums up this view: 

Id Aimst and si^piei nri have spread ncrciss 

□II :iT4ias 'll lilt, and xupptnadly With I 

reason. CirUeiis, ll is said, n« longer trust 

governments, orpotlncians, or ministers, ei 
Ihc poLice, or the courts, or the prison 
service, Consumers, ii is said, no longer 
I mil business, c:s|;T<iuik' Lu^ business, 01 

ilielr products. bone of u». 11 is said, dusts 
hanks, or Insurers, or pension providers, 
Pa dents, n ss said, no longer trust doclors 
. , , and in particular no longer trust hospi¬ 
tals nr bospiiial cnri.siilhinls. 'I.nss rr trust'is, 
ins-bon, a cliche uf uui ilnaes. 

ten 
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Table 20,1 UK general elections; 
electorates and turnout 1945-2005 

Year Turnouts W 

1945 72-6 

1950 63.9 

1951 62,6 

1955 76.0 

1959 76.7 

1964 77,1 

1966 75.6 

1970 72.0 

Feb 1974 76.B 

Oct 1974 72.0 

1979 76Jd 

1903 72.7 

1967 75.3 

1992 77,7 

1997 71.5 

2001 59,4 

2DD5 EU 

■ Tckl Valid Uult ds -3 perc?nldjje tif the- ll Lietvi .Cl- 

Sauror: <http:/A™w.c-lpflqrnl reform,org.uk/ 

publii:ii1ians/sb3L&tics/tuincu1s.htrn> 

accessed 30.6.05 

Pvidence seems to conti i m a loss of trust, 

at least when it comes to party politics. In 

the UK, for example, surveys have been 

carried out in general election years that 

ask voters if tlnry trust the govcrnmcnl to 

pul national interests above party inter¬ 

ests, 'all or most of the time': the number 

of people who said they did not trust the 

government on this issue fell from -37 per 

cent in IS87, to 013 per cent in 1992 to 28 

per cent irt 2001 foiled In Skidmore arid 

Kurkin 2W3l, 

Some have argued that trends Uke these 

Indicate that people are Increasingly seep- 

ties l of traditional forms of ft uthority. Con¬ 

nected to this has been a shift in political 

values in democratic nations from ‘scar¬ 

city values' to 'post-materialist values' 

(Tnglcharl 1997). This means that after a 

certain level ol economic prosperity has 

been rcachceh voters become concerned 

Less with economic issues than with the 

quality of their individual Las opposed lo 

collective} lifestyles, such as the desire fur 

meaningful work. As a result, voters Eire 

generally loss interested in national poli¬ 

tics, except fur issues Involving personal 

liberty, 

The last few decades have also been a 
period In which. In several Western coun¬ 

tries, the welfare state lias come under 
attack. Rights and benefits, fought for over 
long periods, have been contested and cut 
back. Right-wing parlies, such as the Con¬ 

servatives in the LJK or the Republicans in 

the USA, have attempted So reduce Levels 

of welfare expenditure in their countries. 

One reason for (his governmental 

retrenchment is the declining revenues 

available to governments as a result of the 

general world recession that began in the 

early 1970s. Yet there also seems to have 

developed, an increasing scepticism, 

shared nut only by some governments but 

by many of their citizens, about the effec¬ 

tiveness of relying on the state for tire 
provision of many essential goods and 
services. This scepticism is based on the 

belief that the welfare state Is bureau - 
era do, alienating and inefficient, .arid that 
welfare benefits can crests perverse con¬ 
sequences that undermine what they were 
designed to achieve. 

Global governance 

As the American sociologist Daniel hell 

has observed, national government is loo 

py righted material 
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Km-aH to respond to Ibc h ig q uostions, such 

as the inllucncc of global economic com¬ 

petition or the destruction of the world's 

environment; but it has hecomc ton big to 

deal with, the small questions, issues that 

affect particular cities or regions i|BcLl 
19471. Governments have little power, for 

Instance, over the activities of guiiit busi¬ 

ness corporations, the main actors within 

the global economy, A British corporation 

may decide to shut down Its production 

plants in [lie UK and shift production to 

Malaysia, as vacuum-cleaner maiiuFac- 
tuner Dyson did In 2002 for example. in 

order to lower costs and compete more 

effectively with other corporations. The 

result is that British workers loss their 
jobs. They are likely to want the govern¬ 

ment to do something, hut national 

governments are unable to control pro¬ 

cesses bound up with the world economy. 

All tin: government can do is try to soften 

the blow, for example, by providing unem¬ 

ployment benefits or job retraining. 

Globalization has created new risks; the 

spread of weapons of mass destruction, 

pollution, terrorism and international 

financial crises, for example. These issues 

cannot he managed by nation-stales alone 

and international governmental organiza¬ 

tions (ICrOs). like the World Rank, World 

Trade Organization and the United 

Nations, have been created as a way of 

pooling global risks. These organizations 

form the basis for discussions about global 

governance. Globu.l governance Is not 

about creating government on a global 

level. Instead it is concerned with the 

framework of rules, needed Co tackle global 

problems, and the diverse set of Instliu- 
lions (Including both International organ¬ 
izations and national governments) 

needed to guarantee this framework of 
rules. Many of the global organizations 
already in place tn tackle Hie.se problems 

lack democratic accountability. For 

example, the UN Security Council has 

fifteen members, of which five are perma¬ 

nent: the USA, Britain, France, China and 

Russia - several of the world's most power¬ 

ful countries. For any resolution to be 

passed the Council requires nine votes, 

Including the votes of all five perma¬ 

nent members. The UN did not back a 

The European Union 

the- historical roots of Hie European union lie in 
the Second World War, The idea of European 
integration was conceived to prevent such 
destruction from ever happening again. The 
Stilish wartime Prime Mini-star Winston Churchill 
tailed for a 'United Stales of Europe1'in 1946. 
The first practical moves to-wards European unity 
were proposed by the french foreign Minister 
Robert Schuman in a speech on 9 May 1950. 
This date, the 'birthday1 of whal is now the Eli, is 
celebrated annually as 'Europe Day', 

Inirially., the European Union (EU) consisted 
of just six countries: Belgium, Germany, France,, 
Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands. 

Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom 
joined in 1073, Greece in i9fii, Spain and 
Portugal in I&B&, Austria, Finland and Sweden in 
1995. In 2004 the biggest ever enlargement 
look place with ten new countries joining, 
mainly from Eastern Europe. Bulgaria and 
Romania are also expected join the ELJ in the 
next few years, and membership talks are 
beginning with Turkey. 

In the early years, m uch of th e co □ p era ti □ n 
between EU countries was about trade and the 
economy, hut now the I u also deals with many 
other subjects of direct importance for our 
everyday life. EU agencies deal with areas as 
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diverse as cithers' rights, security, job creation, 
regional develop merit and environmental 
p refection. EU m em ber cc u ntn es are 
democratic, and must be committed to working 
together for peace and prosperity. 

Some people, especially in file UK, are 
concerned that membership of the £U 
undermines national sovereignty - that is, the 
i ndep a nden ce and abi lily Cor se lf-gpvernmen t - 
of ■existing states, while others argue that the EU 
is not much more than another international 
body like the United Nations or the World Trade 
Organization. 

Defenders of the EU argue that both the 
accounts above are inaccurate. They argue that 
the EU is an organization whose Member States 
have set up common institutions to which they 
delegate some of their power so that decisions 
on specific mailers of joint interest can be made 
clL'inocrjtically at European level. All EU 
decisions and procedures are based on the 
Treaties, which are agreed by all the EU 
countries. This poo ing of sovereignty is also 
called 'European integration'. 

I III ore five EU iiisli1111i:i'is. i.-,ir !i p .:yi-iy .1 

specific role: 

■* European Parliament (elected by the peoples 
of the Member States): 

■* Council of the European Union (representing 
(he governments of the Member States); 

■* European Commission (driving Force and 
executive body); 

* Court of Justice (ensuring compliance with the 
few); 

* Court of Auditors (controlling sound and 
lawful management at the ELI budget). 

These are flanked by five other important 
bodies: 

* European Economic and Social Committee 
(expresses the opinions of organized civil 
society on economic and social issues); 

* Committee of the Regions (expresses the 
opinions of regional and local authorities); 

■* European Central Bank (responsible for 
monetary policy and managing the euro); 

■ European Ombudsman (deals with citizens' 
complaints about maladministration by any 
EU institution Or body)) 

* European Investment Bank (helps achieve EU 
objectives by Financing investment projects). 

A number of agencies and other bodies 
complete the system, 

The growlh ot the EU gave European leaders 
the opportunity to overhaul the organization's 
basic documents. In 2002 a constitutional 
convention was launched, chaired by former 
Trench President VaiGry Ciscard d'Estaing. The 
EU constitution, or "constitutional treaty' which 
it produced, pulled together various treaties into 
a single document and committed members to 
closer cooperation on defence and immigration, 
amongst others things, and to stewardship 
under a single EU president. Defeat of the 
constitution in referenda in France and the 
Netherlands in 2Q0S (see p. 050) seems tD 
have ended the hopes of those in favour of 
closer European political integration for the 
time being, 

Supporters of the European Union argue 
that it has delivered half a century of stability, 
peace and prosperity. It has helped to raise 
living standards, built a single Europe wide 
market, launched the single European 
currency, the euro, and Strengthened Europe's 
voice in the world. The EU fosters co¬ 
operation among the peoples of Europe, 
promoting unity while preserving diversity and 
ensuring that decisions are taken as dose as 
possible to the citizens. In the increasingly 
interdependent world of the twenty-first 
century, it will be even more necessary for 
every European citizen to cooperate with 
people trom other countries in a spirit of 
curiosity, tolerance and solidarity. 

Sources.1 The European Union at a Glance': The 
Economist (3 June 2005. 23 June 2005) 

Questions 

I Is the European Union better equipped to 
deal with politics in a global age than the 
naiiort*stale? 

7 Does the EU have a "democratic deficit'as 
some ciitics have claimed! 

3 Does membership of the EU challenge 
national identity? 

4 fslhe UK's mombership of the EU beneficial? 
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resnlutinn explicitly a llowing force against 

Iraq in 2003, because France threatened to 

veto it. This was one of the main grounds 

cited by critics of the war. who condemned 

it as an illegjtim ate use of power, as ivc saw 

at the start of this chapter. The views of the 

vast majority of the world’s poorer coun¬ 

tries were Largely irrelevant tu the debate. 

Wo discuss the emergence ol IGOs in 

chapter 16, 'Organizations and Net* 

works', pp. 652=5. 

What, then, Is the fate of democracy in 

an age when democratic governance on a 
state level seems Ill-equipped to deal with 

the flow of events? Some observers 

suggest that there Is little to be done, that 
government cannot hope in control the 

rapid changes occurring around us, and 

that the most prudent course of action is 

to reduce the role of government and 

allow market forces to guide the way. 

The British sociologist David Held con¬ 

tests this view. Held 120041 argues that in b 

global age we are in need of more, not Less, 

government. Yet effective governing in our 

present era demands a deepening of 

democracy, at the level of the nation-slate 

as well as above and below it, Held main¬ 

tains that a global social democracy is 

needed to face the new challenges that 

globalization brings. This involves making 

global organizations accountable, in the 

same way that democratically elected 

governments are accountable to their 

electorsre in national elections. Held 

argues lhot the Foundations ait: already in 

place for a global social democracy. The 

International Criminal Court, which was 

set up to prosecute and bring to justice 

those responsible for the worst global 

crimes (such as genocide, crimes against 

humanity and war crimes), and the Uni ted 

Nations both provide good foundations, 

although the latter needs to be made more 

democratically accountable. These insti¬ 

tutions foster a vision of a world in which 

basic human rights are protected and a 

peaceful process for resolution of differ¬ 

ence is agreed upon, The existence of 

Lhese organizations marks the entrench¬ 

ment Of the Values of the equal dignity and 

worth of all humans., 

In Held's view, global Social democracy 

will be achieved through multi-layer 

governance In which many organizations 
operate together at different levels: local, 
national and glnhal. Whilst states were 

once the main actors in International pol¬ 
itics. through their beads and foreign rniiv 
istars, tbs primary actors now include 

administrative agencies, courts and legis¬ 

latures as well. Think of how crucial the 

Secretary-General of the UN, Kofi Annan, 

has been in international politics, for 

example. Held also argues that non¬ 

governmental organizations, such as 

Oxfam and Amnesty International, as well 

as new social movements can also play air 

important role in the creation of global 

social democracy, Below, we turn from 

global questions to look at party politics in 

Lhe UK, and we examine some of thu 

major changes in British politics in recent 
decades, 

Party politics in the UK 

British electoral politics have changed sig¬ 

nificantly over the past three decades. The 

Labour and Conservative parties have 

each come under increasing pressure 

front dwindling membership rates, Lnivcr 

resources a ltd a Loss of voting support. The 

Labour Parly managed successfully to 
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The Iraq War and atler 

After the iiiiIF War in 1901, Iraq was subjected to 
UN-imposed sanctions and weapons 
inspections. But Saddam Hussein rebuffed UN 
inspectors in November 1539, leading to a four 
day bombardment of Iraq by American and 
British fortes, 'he Allies who were already 
p atr□ lling n o-fly zo nesp ove r n □ rthem a nd 
southern Iraq :a stop attacks on dissident 
m i n o ritie s m ai n Loi n ed a IoW ieve! ai r battery to 
sliflo Iraq's anti .fitcraft fire 

Sanctions ultimately failed to dislodge 
Saddam Busse'n, whose resilience sowed 
confusion in the West. They were instead 
disastrous for ordinary Iraqis, even after a 
mitigating oil for food programme was 
introduced in 1095 (and especially since |the 
terrorist Attacks an New York and Washington 

on] September 1 Ith TTC3DI). America and Britain 
Tried to impose "smart sa n ctions'o n Iraq, but 
these efforts fa ii ed. a n d in May 2DD2, the U N 
slightly eased sanctions on Iraq. 

The September 1 llh terrorist attacks changed 
America's thinking about Saddam [The US 
Presidentj Ceorge Bush [who took office in early 
2DD1] . .. pushed for Saddam's ejection, and he 
vowed to act if the UN did not. After much 
diplomatic Wrangling, the UIN Security Council 
approved a ■■uongly worded resolution calling 
on Saddam to allow unconditional weapons 
inspections. Saddam accepted,, and inspectors 
began work in November 2002. But America 
and Britain concluded that hie was defying the 
Security Cou ncr( (the ugh after the we r it tu rned 
oul Ihat he had no active illegal weapons 
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programme) and despite objections from France 
and others, launched a war or March 20th 
2003. Three and a half weeks later, coalition 
forces had wen, and Mr Bush was fuming. his 
attention to the long and expensive task of 
reconstruction, 

Coalition forces have struggled to restore 
order to Iraq since ousting Saddam Hussein , . 
Hopes that Saddam's capture and the killing of 
flic sons would bring calm have proved ill- 
founded. Evidence of torture by American troops 
has led many to wonder it thei* presence is the 
prolb em rather than tihe solution. But Iraqi 
troops are sti I not ready to shoulder the burden 
of providing security. 

in June 2DD4 control of Iraq's sovereignly 
passed! from the Coalition. Provis,onal Authority 
to an interim government led by lyad Aliawi. 
This struggled to improve Iraq s security, despite 
being a bit to call upon Foreign military muscle 
and financial aid, Iraq's general election in 
January 2<Xl5 was a huge, and largely peaceful, 
step towards building the Arab world's first 
democracy. The new government will be 
dominated by theShia majority - though to 

legislate if will need to work with the Kurds and 
even the Sunni minority. If has one year to write 
a constitution that knits the country together 
before new elections, arc held. 

Meanwhile, the country's infrastructure is 
heing repaired and improved,, and plans are 
afoot to privatize its moribund state-owned 
industries. But private investors are unlikely go 
open their purses until violence abates and a 
secure legal Framework is in place. International 
lenders are holding off until questions about 
Iraq's responsibility for debts are answered. 

Sources: The Economist 
OB October 2004, TO March 2005) 

Questions 

1 What policies should the West have cm "rogue 
stales' like Iraq? 

2 Was a pro emplive attack on Iraq justifiable? 
3 Did the war in Iract make terrorism more or 

less likely? 
A Is it possib e to fight terrorism through 

conventional war? 

reinvent rise If and. returned to power in 

1997, repealing Its genera! election 

success In soul and mi.>, white the Con¬ 

servative Party continues to face record 

lows in membership levels and an ageing 

base of supporters. 

Several factom ere importent for under¬ 

standing the experience of the main 

parlies over the past three deeades. The 

first factor is structural: the proportion 

of the economically active population 

involved in traditional blue-collar occu¬ 

pations has dropped considerably. There 

is little doubt that this has eroded some 

traditional sources of support for Labour, 

such as working-class Comm unities and 

trade unions. 

A second factor is the split that occurred 

in die Labour fart y at the beginning of the 

13005, which led Lu the founding of the 

Social Democratic Party (SD?). which 

merged with the Liberal Party In ii-ush io 

form the Liberal Democrats, In recent 
general elections, Britain's 'third party' lias 

achieved significant support and drawn 

votes away from the two main parties. Fm 

much of the post-war period, the Liberal 

Party had only a small mini her of scats in 

Parliament (ranging from a low of G to a 

peak of 23 in 19S3). Since 1397 this figure 

has risen, In die general election of 2005 

the Liberal Democrats won 02 scats in the 

House of Commons (out of a total of 646) 

and gained over 2 I percent of the popular 

vote, 

A third I rdluc iice was that uf the Conser¬ 
vative Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, 

in post from 1979 Lo 1990. The vigorous 
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programme of change initiated by 

Thatcher and her cabinets expressed a sig¬ 

nified n( move from earlier Tory philoso¬ 

phy. Thatcherism' gave prime emphasis 

to restricting the noic of the state In eco¬ 

nomic life, end made faith In market 

forces the basis of both individual liberties 

and economic growth. One way in which 

the slate Withdrew from the economy Was 

through the privatization of public com¬ 

panies, many of which had been national¬ 

ized after the Second World War. The sale 

of shares hi British Telecom, British Gas, 

British Steel. British Airways and British 
Petroleum drew a wide responses. The 

advantages of prival Izaticm of th Is sort a re 
claimed to be several- It Is held to reintro¬ 
duce healthy economic competition in 

place of unwieldy and ineffective public 

bureaucracies, reduce public expenditure 

and end political interference in manage¬ 

rial decisions. The privatization policies 

begun by Thatcher have had an enduring 

impact. At first, they were hotly constcsted 

by the Labour Party. Later, however, 

Labour abandoned its hostile stance and 

came Lo accept that much of this trend 

was irreversible. 

However, after she had wan a crushing 

victory in the election of 19Q7, Thatcher's 

popularity among the electorate began to 
decline sharply, Key factors were the 
unpopularity of the 'poll tax' (officially 

called the Comm unity Charge, a tax not 
based on Income or property but 'per 
bead’] and the slide of the economy into 
recessi n it. hi I 9 fits Th atelier was sureceded 

as Prime Minister by fehn Major, who 

himself resigned when the Conservatives 

were finally beaten by Labour in the 1997 

general election. Under M ajor, the Conser¬ 

vatives conlinurd to privatize state enter¬ 

prises, even where such plans were less 

than popular with the electorate. British 

Rail was divided and sold off by private 

tender, for example, a It liuugh surveys 

showed that the majority of the population 

did not support such a programme. 

A fourth factor in understanding the 

experience of the main parties over the 

past three decades was the emergence of 

'New Labour during die mid-1990s. New 

Labour has marked a substantively new 

approach. Lo British politics, as we shall see 

below. 

New Labour 

Partly In response to the impact of 
Thatcherism, arid partly as a reaction to 
wider global events, including the Inten¬ 
sifying of global economic competition, 
the Labour Party began to shift its ideo¬ 

logical outlook. This process was initiated 

under Nell Kinnock, who resigned IVom 

the Labour leadership after the party lost 

the election of 1992, and continued under 

|ohn Smith, until his premature death, 

Tony Blair became leader of the parly in 

1994 and Immediately embarked on 

further far-reaching internal reforms, 

Christening his reformed party New 
Labour. Blair led a successful campaign 

within the party to abolish Clause 4 - a 
clause In the party's constitution which 
committed it to widespread public own¬ 

ership of industry, 
Labour thus gave formal recognition to 

the central importance of th* market 

economy, which Thatcher had been so 

determined to expand. In so doing, the 

party made changes similar to those 

which have happened in most other 

socialist parties in Western Europe. A deci¬ 

sive influence here has heen the dissolu¬ 

tion of communism in the Soviet Union 
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and Eastern Europe. The outlook of Lhe 

Labour Party has always been quite differ¬ 

ent from that of com monism - die level oi 

state ownership of industrial enterprise in 

the communist societies was much greater 

than anything the Labour Parly ever envis¬ 

aged, Yet most people accepted that the 

disintegration uf communism was also a 

signal Lliri t less extreme ideas of socialism 

also needed to be radically overhauled, 

The Idea that a modern economy can be 

'managed' by direct state control - an Idea 

central both to communism and 'Old 
Labour' socialism - now appears obsolete, 

The election of 1997 which brought 

New Labour to power represented one of 

tin- largest electoral shifts In Britain in the 
twentieth century - a 111.3 per cent swing 

from Conservative to labour - and pur an 

end to eighteen years of Conservative 

Party rule. The Labour Party captured 4 19 

parliamentary scats (compared to 165 lor 

the Conservatives!,, giving them their 

largest ever majority of 179 seats. The 

l ories' share of the total UK vote {JO,7 per 

cent) was their lowest since 1832, it 

marked a sleep drop from lire fairly stable 

levels of support enjoyed by Conservatives 

even earlier in the decade. In 1992, for 

example, the Tories won 41.9 per cent of 

the vote. Labour's continued electoral 

success in the general elections of ZOOl 

and 2005 is Lint:, in part, to the Conserva¬ 

tives' failure to raise their share of the vote 
to the levels they had previously enjoyed. 

The 2001 general election sate Labour 
returned to power with anotbei landslide 

majority of I seal s. Perha p s the most sig¬ 

nificant difference compared with the 

IM7 general election was the lower 

turnout-just 59.4 percent of those eligible 

to vote (Young 200-1; see also figure 20.]]. 

Tony Blair Immediately pledged la eon- 

tinue the programme of revitalization of 

public services that New Labour had 

begun in 1997. Despite his desire to foeus 

on investment in the UK, much of the 

debate during the 2901 Parliament 

revolved around the controversial decision 

to support the U5-lcd invasion of" Iraq, a 

policy with which Tony tilair was strongly 

associated. Partly as a result of the debate 

surrounding the reasons for the invasion, 

Lhe popularity of Blair and New Labour fed 

during this term. 

See pp. aei-2 (or more on lhe war in 

Iraq. Terrorism and the 70QI attacks on 

the USA Ate cfceussed on pp, &T9-98, 

Labour was returned to power a third 
time in the general election of May 2(185, 

hut with a reduced majority of fi5. Turnout 

remained low,, at just fiT.li pci cent. There 

were signs that opposition to the war in 

Iraq had cost labour many seats. The 
party's share of the vote fell significantly in 

constituencies with high Muslim popula¬ 

tions, who, as a group, were particularly 

opposed to the war, Often these voles event 

Lo the Liberal Democrats who, in contrast 

to the main parties, had opposed military 

action in Iraq. In ISethnaKireon and Bow. a 

former Labour MR George Galloway, over¬ 

turned a large Labour majority' to win the 

seat on an anil war ticket for the newly 
formed Respect Party. The Conservative 

Party polled just 32,J per cent of the UK 
vote, well short of the figures that they had 
commanded whilst in power. Following 
the election, the Conservative leadri 
Michael Howard resigned lo be replaced in 

December 2005 by David Cameron (the 

party's Fourth leader in just over eight 

years]. Labour's vote also fell In nine n ut of 

the ten constilucncies with the highest 

student pop ulalions, reflecting opposition 
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'Are you sabsiied or diss-at slied vkilh the v^ay Mr Elajr is doing his job as 

■B 
ld 

Figure JOJ Satisfaction with Tony Blair and key events, I994-20D4 

JjdLTce: MORI PolltsCdl Mnrtlwr: SadfilbdiOn Ratings L979-3005 

amongst many Students to tiiition fees 

(see chapter 17, pp, @s*si -70i), with (Ik- 

Liberal Democrat vote gaining signifi¬ 

cantly In ?LI ol those seat? (Mallows-Facer 

et si. 2005). However, in winning a third 

general election. Tony Blair had equalled 

Margaret Thatcher's three election victo¬ 

ries- a feat never previously achieved by 

the Labour Party - and he promised that 

his third term would be bis last as Prime 

Minister. 

Sum: corn men la. tors, including myself, 

have described New Labour's project as 
part of a third wav’ (Gidderw 19941), We 
will look at sortie of the key Ideas behind 
the [bird way below. 

Third ivay politics 

After coming to power,. New l.ahour 

embarked on an ambitious course of 

political reform and modernization. While 

maintaining a commitment to the values 
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■of social justice and-solidarity, Ihe govern - 

iue nt so u ghl la engage wit Ji the re a litres of 

the new glaba) order, h recognized that 

the old politics was out of lire with the 

ctiallcn ges of the new cia. [ jke m □ re I han 

a dozen other European governments, 

New Labour wanted to move beyond the 

traditional political categories of left and 

right and embark on a new brand of 

centre-left politics, because this approach 

tries lo avoid customary political divides, 

It often referred lo as third WAy politic*, 

There sire six. main dimensions to third 

wav politics: 

1 Reconstruction of government Active 

government is required to meet the 
needs of a rapidly changing world, yet 

government should not be exclusively 

associated with top-down bureaucra¬ 

cies and national policies. Dynamic 

forms of management anti administra¬ 

tion, such as those sometimes found in 

the business sector,, can work with 

government in defending and revitaliz¬ 

ing the public sphere. 

2 She cifiihm tl ng ofcivtl society Govern - 

mrnt and the market alone are not 

enough to solve the many challenges in 

late modern societies, Civil MXrety the 

realm, outside the State and rcliirkel - 
must lie strengthened and joined up 
with, government and business. Volun¬ 

tary groups, families and civic associa¬ 
tions can play vital roles In addressing 
community issue* from crime to educa¬ 
tion. 

3 fleconstruc/iort of the economy The 

third way envisages a new mixed 

economy characterized hy a balance 

between government regulation and 

deregulation. It rejects the neo-liberal 

view that deregulation is the only way lo 

ensure freedom and growth. 

4 Reform of the welfare sta te While it is 

essential to protect the vulnerable 

through Ihe provision of effective 

welfare services, the welfare state must 

be reformed in order to become more 

efficient. Third way politics looks 

towards a 'society of care', while 

acknowledging that old forms of welfare 

were often unsuccessful in reducing 

inequalities, anil controlled, rather than 

empowered, the poor. 

5 Ecological modernization Third way 

politics rejects the view that environ¬ 

mental protection and economic 

growth aie Incompatible. There are 

many ways that a commitment to 

defending the environment can gener¬ 

ate jobs and stimulate economic devel¬ 

opment. 

Reform of the glaital system In an era of 

globalization,, third way politics looks to 

new forms of global governance. Trans¬ 

national associations can bad to 

democracy above the level of the 

nation-staLe anil can allow greater 

governance of the volatile international 

economy. 

Third way politics emerged against the 

backdrop of a double political crisis. A* 

was noted earlier. the revolutions of iMftS 

revealed that socialism was not a viable 

approach to economic organization, yet 

the unchecked enthusiasm fm the free 

market favoured by non.-liberal conserva¬ 

tives was also flawed. The modernizing 

agenda of third way polities adopted in 

Britain and elsewhere was an aitempi to 

renew social democracy by responding 

creatively to the forces of globalization. It 
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sought In harness-the energy hehind these 

transformations to revitalize the workings 

of government and democracy. 

Supporters of third way polities have 

argued that it has now moved beyond the 

double political crisis from which it origi¬ 

nally emerged* Many of its supporters see 

U as the main challenge to ihe conserva¬ 

tive agenda of President Dush and the 

lie publican Party in the United States, and 

the only way to negotiate successfully the 

processes of gJobaltSSillort that are radi¬ 

cally dm ngi 11 g our world. 

This idea of finding a third way in poli¬ 
ties, however, has been widely criticlzed- 

Many Conservatives sec the new politics 

as la rgely empry of content - polltical pos¬ 
turing rather than a policy programme 

with real hjte. Some on the more tradi¬ 

tional kit, on the other hand, argue that 

the third way does too little to deal with 

problems of inequality and insecurity. 

They hold that "Old Labour'is still superior 

to the new version. ( For an account of the 

third way, see Giddens 1998.2001,2002.) 

Political and social change 

Political life, ns the above discussion shows, 

b by no means carried on only within the 
orthodox framework of political parties, 
voting and representation in Legislative and 

govern men tal bodies ■ It often happens that 
groups find that their objectives or ideals 
cannot in* achieved within, or are actively 
blocked by, this framework. Despite the 

spTcad of democracy described above, the 

persistence of authoritarian regimes in 

many countries - such as China, Turkmeni¬ 

stan and Cuba - reminds us that effecting 

change within existing political structures 

is not always passible. Sometimes political 

and social change can only be brought 

about through recourse to non-orthodox 

fti rm s of political acl i on. 

The most dramatic and far-reaching 

exam pie of non-orthodox political action 

is revolution - the overthrow of an existing 

political order by means of a mass move¬ 

ment, using violence. Revolutions are 

tense, exciting and fascinating everts; 

understandably, they attract great atten¬ 

tion. Yet fuc all of their high drama, revolu¬ 

tions occur relatively Infrequently, Tire 

must common type of non-orthodox 
political activitytakes place through uncial 

movements - collective attempts to 
further a common Interest or secure a 
common goal through action outside the 

sphere of established institutions. A wide 

variety of social movements besides those 

Leading to revolution, some enduring, 

some transient, have existed in modem 

■societies. They are as evident a tea ture of 

the conlcmporary world as arc the format, 

bureaucratic organizations they often 

oppose. Many contemporary social move¬ 

ments are international in scope, and rely 

hcavi ly on the u se of i nfonna tion techno I - 

ogy in linking. Local campaigners to global 

Issues. 

Globalization and social 
movements 

Social movements come in all shapes and 
sizes. Some are very small, numbering no 
more Ihan a few dozen members; others 

may include thousands nr even millions of 

people. While some social movements 

carry on their activities within the laws of 

the society in which they exist, others 

operate us illegal or underground groups. 
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It is characteristic of protest movements, 

however* that they operate near the 

margi ns of what is defined as legally per¬ 

missible by governments at any particular 

time or pJaee. 

Social movements often arise with the 

aim of bringing about change on a public 

issue, swell as expanding civil rights for a 

segment of the population, in response to 

social movement countermove me nts 

sometimes arise in defence of Lite status 

quo, The campaign fur Womens right to 

abortion, for example, lias been vocifer¬ 
ously challenged by anti-abortion ('pro- 

life') activists,, who argue that abortion 

should be illegal, 

Often, laws or policies ere altered as- a 
result of the action of uncial movements. 

Theses changes in legislation can have far- 

reaching effects. Far example, it used to be 

illegal for groups of workers to call their 

members out on strike, and striking: was 

punished with varying degrees of severity 

in different countries. Eventually, how¬ 

ever, the Laws were amended, making the 

strike a permissible tactic of industrial 

conflict. 

Social movements are among the most 

powerful forms of collective action. VVeLI- 

organized, persistent campaigns can 

bring about dramatic results. The Ameri¬ 

can civil lights movement, for example, 

.succeeded in pushing through Important 

pieces of legislation outlawing racial seg¬ 

regation in schools and public places. The 

fe ml nisi movement scored important 

gains for women in terms oF economic 

and p optical equality. Tn race nr yearn, 

environmental activists have won impor¬ 

tant concessions from governments and 

corporations, as in the case of the Brent 

Spar oil installation (profiled in chapter 

22. The Environment and Risk', pp, 947). 

New sncinl movements 

Over the last fnur decades there has been 

an explosion of' social movements in 

countries around the globc.Thcsc various 

movements - ranging from the civil rights 

and feminist movements of the 1960s and 

1970s to the anti-nuclear and ecological 

movements of the 1990s to the gay rights 

campaign of the 1090s and later-arc often 

referred to by commentators as new social 

movements (NSMs|. This description 

seeks to differentiate contemporary socia l 

movements front those that preceded 

them In earlier decades. Many observers 

argue that NSMsare a unique product of 

tore modern society and ate profoundly 

different in their methods, motivations 

and orientations From forms of collective 
action in earlier times- 

The rise of new social movements in 

recent decades is a reflection at'the chang¬ 

ing risks now facing human societies. The 

conditions are ripe for social mnvemeius, 

as increasingly traditional political insti¬ 

tutions find it harder to cope with the 

challenges before them. They find it 

impossible to respond creatively to the 

negative risks facing I he natural environ¬ 

ment from nuclear energy, the burning of 

fossil fuels or experimentation in bio- or 

nanotechnology. These new problems 

and challenges ore ones which existing, 

democratic political Institutions cannot 
hope to fix. and as a result they are fre¬ 

quently ignored or avoided until IL is- too 

late and a full blown crisis is at hand, 

The cumulative effects of tlrese new 

challenges and risks is a sense that people 

are 'lasing control' af their lives in Ihc 

midst of rapid change. Individuals feci less 

secure and more isolated - a combination 

which leads to a sense of powerlessncss,. 

pyrighted material 
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A number of social movements have yarned prominence in recent years, such as this protest in Seattle 

in 1939 against the World Trade Organization. 

fly contrast, corporations. governments 

Litm.1 the media appear to foe dorn.ina.tlng 

more and more aspects of people's lives, 
heightening the sensation of a runaway 

world. There is a growl ngsenae tha t, left to 

Its own logic, globalization will present 
evei greater risks tin citizens' lives. 

See the discussion ni globalization and 

risk in chapter 22, 'The Environment and 

Risk', pp. 9 BJi-7 

We can view new soda] movements in 

terms nt'a 'paradox of democracy'. While 

faith in traditional politics seems to he 

waring, the growth of NSAIs is evidence 

that citizens in late modern societies are 

[jol apathetic or uninterested in politics, 

as is sometimes claimed. Katlief there is a 

belief ihal direct action and participation 

I s mure useful than reliance on politicians 
and political systems. More than ever 
before, people are supporting social 

movements as a way of highlighting 
com plt:v nio ra I iss u es a nd p u tr| ng ih em at 

the centre of social life. In this, respect, 

Nii Vis are helping to revitalize democracy 

in many countries. They are at the heart of 

a strong civic culture or civil society - Lhc 

sphere between the slate and the market¬ 

place occupied by family, community 

associations and other non,-economic 

institutions. 
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Technology-and social 
movements 

In recent years, two of the most influential 

forces in late modern societies - informa¬ 

tion technology and social movements - 

have come together, with astonishing 

results, [n OUT current informa Li un age. 

social movements around the globe are 

able to join together in huge regional and 

International networks comprising non¬ 

governmental organizations, religious and 
humanitarian groups, human rights asso¬ 
ciations. consumer protection advocates, 

environmental activists and others who 
campaign in the public interest. These 
electronic nctwo rks now h ave the un p rece - 

denied ability to respond immediately to 

events as they occur, to access and share 

sources of information, and to put pressure 

cm corporations, governments and inter¬ 

national bodies as part of their campaign¬ 

ing strategics. The enormous protests 

against the war in Iraq in cities around the 

world in February 200,'i, fur example, were 

organ tied in large part through Internet- 

based networks, as were the protests 

ouLside the meeting of world leaders in 

Genoa in 2(H) I, and the protests that look 

place 3ii Seattle In IS1B9 iigaltiSl the World 

Trade Organization (see bon on the tiller- 

net and demociarlzatio n above on jijj. 655). 

The Internet has been at die fore front of 

these changes, although mobile phones. 
Fax machines and satellite broadcasting 
have also hastened their evolution. With 
the press of a button, local stories are dis¬ 

seminated internationally. Grass-roots 

activists from iap.in to Bolivia can meel 

online to share informational resources, 

exchange experiences and coordinate 

joint action. 

This last dimension - the ability to coor¬ 

dinate international political campaigns - 

is the one which is the most worrying for 

governments and the most inspiring to 

participants in social movements. In the 

last two decades, the number of1 interna¬ 

tional social movements' has grown stead¬ 

ily with the spread of the Internet. From 

global protests In favour of cancelling 

Third Worldi debt to the international cam¬ 

paign to ban la i id mines (which culmi¬ 

nated in a Nubel Peace Prize 1, the Internet 

has proved its ability to unite campaigners 

across national and cultural borders. Some 

observers argue that the Information age 

is witnessing a 'migration' of power 

away from nation-states into new non¬ 

governmental alliances and coalitions. 

Policy advisers in think-tanks such as 

the RAND Corporation fin the United 

States) have spoken of'nctwars' - large- 

scale international conflicts in which it is 

information and public opinion that are 

the stakes in the contest, rather than 

resources or territory. Participants in 

ncLwars use the media and online 

resources Lo shape what certain pOpula- 

Lions know about the social world. These 

online movements are often aimed at 

spreading Information about corpora¬ 

tions. government policies or the effects of 
hitemiUlotifd agreements to Audiences 

who may otherwise he unaware of them, 

For many governments even democratic 
ones - tie (wars are a frightening and 
elusive tlireal. As a US Army report has 
warned' "A new generation of revolution¬ 

aries, radicals and activists are beginning 

to create informationage ideologies in 

which identities and loyalties may shift 

from the nation state to the transnational 

level of global civic society' (quoted in the 

Guardian, IB January 2000], 

Tight 
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Are such, fears, misplaced? There are 

reasons to think that social movements 

have indeed been radically transformed 

in recent years. In The Poiver of Identity 

£1897], Manuel Casfclls examines Ihe 

cases of three serial movements which, 

while completely dissimilar in their con¬ 

cerns and objectives, have all attracted 

international attention Co their cause 

through the effective use of information 

technology. Ihe Mexican Zapatista 

rebels, the American ''militia' movement 

am.I the Japanese Auin Shlnrlkyo cult 

have all used media skills in order to 

spread their message of opposition to the 

effect* of globalization and to express 
their anger at losing control over their 
own destinies. 

Aecording to t’aslelis, each of these 

movements relies on information tech¬ 

nologies as its organizational Infrastruc¬ 

ture. Without the Internet, lor example, 

the Zapatista rebels would have remained 

an isolated guerrilla movement in south¬ 

ern Mexico, Instead, within hours of their 

untied uprising in January 1994. local, 

notional and international support groups 

had emerged online to promote the cause 

of the rebels anti Lo condemn the Mexican 

government's brutal repression of the 

rebellion- The Zapatistas used telecom - 
mu ideations, videos and media Interviews 

lo voice their objections to trade policies, 

such as the North American Free Trade 

Agreement (NAPTA). which further 

exclude Impoverished Indians of ihe 
Oaxaca and Chiapas areas from the 

benefits of globalization. Because their 

cause was thrust to the forefront of the 

online networks of social campaigners, 

the Zapatistas wctc able lo force negotia¬ 

tions with the Mexican government and 

to draw international attention la Lhc 

harmful effects of free trade on indigenous 

populations. 

Theories of nationalism 
and the nation 

Some of the most important social move¬ 

ments in the contemporary world are 

nationalist movements. The sociological 

thinkers of the nineteenth and early twen¬ 

tieth centuries displayed little interest in or 

concern with nationalism. Mart and Durfc- 

heim saw nationalism as above all a 

destructive tendency and argued that the 

increasing economic integration produced 

by modern Industry Would cause Its rapid 

decli ne. Only Max Weber spent much Lime 

analysing nationalism or was prepared lo 

declare himself a nationalist, Hut even 

Weber failed to estimate the importance 

that nationalism and die idea of the nation 

would have in the twentieth century. 

Ac the start of die twenty-first century, 
nationalism Is not only a live, but-In some 
parts of the world, at least - flourishing. 

Although the world has become more 

interdependent, especially over the past 

thirty or forty years, this interdependence 

has not spelled Ihe end of nationalism. In 

some respects,, it has probably even 

helped to intensify it. 

The resurgence of nationalism in the 

former Vugoslavia is described in 

chapter 'Race Ethnicity and Migra¬ 

tion', pp. 496-50(1. 

Itecent thinkers have come up with 

contrasting ideas ahout why this is so. 

There are also disagreements about Lhc 

stage of history at which nationalism, the 

nation and the nation-state came into 

being. Some say they have much, earlier 

origins than others. 
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Nationalism and modern society 

Perhaps the leading: theorist ol national¬ 

ism is Ernest Gellncr (1925-9S). Celine r 

(1930) argued that nationalism, the ration 

and nation-slate are all produets of 

modern dvJJiiation, whose origins lie in 

[he Industrial Revolution of the late eight¬ 

eenth century, Nationalism-, and the feel¬ 

ings or sentiments associated with it, do 

not have deep roots in human nature. 

They are the products of die new large- 

scale society that Industrialism creates, 

According to GeHiier. nationalism as such 

Is unknown In traditional societies, as is 

The idea of the nation. 

There are several features of modern 

societies lhal have led to the emergence of 

these phenomena. First, a modern indus¬ 

trial society is associated with rapid 

economic development and a complex 

■division of labour. GcILner points nut t hat 

modem industrialism creates the need for 

a much more effective system of slate and 

government than existed before. Second, 

in the modern slule, individuals must 

interact all die time with strangers, since 

the busts of society is no longer the local 

village or town, but a very much larger 

unit. Maks education, based on an ‘official 

language' taught in the schools, Is the 

main means whereby a large-scale society 

can be organised and kept unified, 

Celiner’s theory has been criticised in 

more than one respect. ]t \$ a functionalist 

theory, critics say.which argues that edu¬ 

cation functions to produce social unity. 

As with the functionalist approach more 

generally, this view tends io underesti¬ 

mate the role of education in producing 

conflict and division. Gellner's theory 

does not really explain the passions that 

nationalism can, and often docs, amuse. 

The power of nationalism is probably 

related not just to education but also Io its 

capacity lo create an identity for people - 

something that individuals cannot live 

without. 

The need for identity is certainly not 

just born with the emergence of modern 

Industrial society. Critics therefore argue 

that GelLner is wrongto separate national¬ 

ism and the nation so strongly from pre- 

modem times. Nationalism is In sumo 

ways quite modem, but it also draws on 

sentiments and forms of .symbolism that 
go back much further Into the past. 

According to one of the best-known 

current scholars of nationalism. Anthony 

Smith (190$), nations tend lo haw: direct 

lines of continuity with earlier ethnic 

communities, or what he calls ethnics. An 

ethnic is a group that shares ideas of 

common ancestry, a common cultural 

identity and a link with a specific home¬ 

land. 

Many nations, Smith paints out, do 

have pre-modern continuities, and at 

previous periods of history there have 

been ethnic communities that resem¬ 

ble nations. The Jews, for example, have 

formed a distinct ethnic for more than 

iMMft years, At certain periods, lews clus¬ 
tered ui communities that had some of the 
characteristics of nations. In it-sats, follow¬ 

ing the genocide oF Jews during the 

Second World War. the state of Israel was 
founded, marking the culmination of the 

Zionist movement, whose aim was to 

create a homeland For lews scattered 

around the world, [.ike most other nation- 

states, Israel was not formed from just a 

single ethnic. The Palestinian minority in 

[sraei traces its origins to a quite different 

ethnic background and claims that the 

py right 
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creation of the Israeli state has displaced 

the Palestinians from their ancient home¬ 

lands - hence their persistent tensions 

with Jews in Israel and the tensions 

between Israel and most surrounding 

Arab states. 

Different nations have followed diver¬ 

gent patterns of development in relation 

lu ethnics. In some. Including most of the 

nations of Western Europe, a single ethnic 

expanded so as to push out earlier rivals. 

11ms in France in tire seventeenth century, 

several oilier languages were spoken and 
different ethnic histories were (Inked to 
them. As French became the dominant 

language, most of these rivals subse¬ 
quently disappeared. Yet remnants of 
(hem persist in a few areas. Due is the 

Basque country overlapping the French 

and Spanish frontiers. The Basque lan¬ 

guage is quite different from either French 

or Spanish, and the Basques claim a separ¬ 

ate cultural history of their own. Some 

Basques want their own nation-stale, 

completely separate from. France and 

Spain. While there has been nothing like 

the level oL" Violence seen in Other areas - 

such as East Timor, or Chechnya in south¬ 

ern Russia - separatist groups in the 

Basque Country have spuradically used 

bombing campaigns to further their goal 

of independence. 

Nations without states 

The persistence of well-defined ethnies 
within established nations leads in the 

phenomenon of nations without states. In 

these situations, many of the essential 

characteristics of the nation are present, 

bul those who comp rise I lie nation lack an 

independent political community. Separ¬ 

atist movements like those in Chechnya 

and the Basque country, as wallas those in 

many other areas of the world - such as in 

Kashmir in northern India - are driven by 

the desire to set up an autonomous, self- 

governing state. 

Several different types of nations with¬ 

out states can be recognized, depending 

cm Lhe relationship between the ethnic 

and the larger nation-state in which it 

exists (Cuibernau I9S9). First, in some 

situations, a nation-state may accept the 

cultural differences found among its 

minority or minorities and allow them a 

certain amount of active development, 

Thus in Britain- Scotland and Wales are 

recognised .as having histories and culm 

ral features partly divergent from the rest 

of the Ilk, and 1o some exlent have their 

own i11-1il..iii;.1-. ' 1 nihijuril\ of Si mLs, 

for instance, arc Presbyterians, and Scot¬ 

land has long had a separate educational 

system from that of England and Wales. 

Scotland and Wales achieved further 

autonomy within the UK as a whole with 

the setting up of a Scottish Parliament 

and a Welsh Assembly in VH9B. Similarly, 

the Basque country and Catalonia [the 

area around Barcelona in northern 

Spain] are both recogniv.ed as 'auluno- 

rnous communities' within Spain. They 

possess their own parliaments, which 

have a certain number of rights and 

powers. In both Britain and Spain, 

however, much power still remains in the 

hands of the national governments and 
parliaments, located In London and 

Madrid respectively. 

A second type of rations without states 

consists of those that have a higher degree 

of autonomy. In Quebec (the French- 

speaking province of Canada! and FLand- 

lts [the Dutch-speaking area in the north 

of the Netherlands], regional political 
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Chechen rebels were responsible for the hostage siege at the school in Bestan, in Russia, which 

resulted in massive ioss of life. 

bodies have [he power In take major deci¬ 

sions, without actually being fully inde¬ 

pendent. As in the cases mentioned untiei 

rhc Hirst type, they also contain nationalist 

movements agitating tor complete inde¬ 

pendence. 

Thirdly, there are some nations which 

more or less completely lack recognition 

from the state that contains them. Eli such 

cases, the larger nation-state uses force in 

order to deny recognition to the minority, 

The fate of the Palestinians is one example 

of such a grt>up. Others Include the libe- 

tatts in China and the Kurds, whose home ■ 

land overlaps parts of Turkey, Syria, Tran 

and Iraq. 

The Tibatans and Kurds date their cul¬ 

tural history hack over many centuries. 

The history of Tibet is strongly hound up 

with particular forms of Buddhism that 

have flourished there. The Tibetan leader 

in exile, the Dalai Lama is at the centre of 

movements outside Tibet which aim to 

achieve a separate Tibetan state through 

non-violent means. Among the Kurds, on 

Lhe other hand, several independence 

movements, mostly also located abroad, 

proclaim violence as the means ofachl&v- 
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ing their ends. The Kurds have a 'parlia¬ 

ment in exile' in Brussels, but this does not 

have the support of all of the separatist 

movements. 

[n the ease of the Tibetans and Kurds, 

there is little chance of achieving even 

Limited autonomy unless the govern¬ 

ments of the nuLion-states involved 

decide at some point to change their exist¬ 

ing policies. But in other instances it is 

possible that milionaL minorities might 

opt Tor autonomy within, rather than 

complete Independence from, the states 
iti which they ain located. In the Basque 
country, Catalonia and Scotland, for 

example, only a minority of the popula¬ 
tion currently supports complete inde¬ 
pendence. h'i Quebec, a provincial refe¬ 

rendum in 19'jfi on independence from 

Canada was defeated when it failed to gain 

the necessary popular voles. 

National minorities and the 
European Union 

Irt the case of national minorities in 

Europe, the European Union has a signifi¬ 

cant part to play. The European Union was 

formed through allegiances created by the 

major nations uf Western Europe. Yet a key 

element of the philosophy of the EU is the 

devolution of power to localities and 

regions. One ofits explicit goals Is to create 
a 'Europe of the regions'. This emphasis Is 
strongly supported by most Basques, 
Scots, Catalans end other national mliwr- 
i ty gm u ps. Me m be rs nF these gm u ps often 

Feel resentment about Ihe ways in which 

parts of their culture or institutions have 

been lost,, and they wish to retrieve them. 

They look to the EU as a means of foster¬ 

ing their distinct identities. Their right to 

relatedirectly to EU organisations, such as 

the European Parliament or European 

courts of law, might give them sufficient 

autonomy to be satisfied that they are in 

control of their ntvn destinies, l ienee it is 

at least conceivable that the existence of 

theEU will mean that national minorities 

might give up on the ideal of complete 

Independence in favour of a cooperative 

relationship both with the larger nations 

of which they arc a part and with the EU, 

(The basic roles and functions of the EU 

are introduced above, pp. fl50-9,J 

Nations and nationalism in 
developing countries 

In most of the countries of the developing 
world, the course followed by nation alism. 
the nation and the nation-state has been 

different compared with that of the indus¬ 

trial societies. Most less developed coun¬ 

tries were once colonized by Europeans 

and achieved independence at some 

point in the second halt' of the Iwcnticth 

century. In many of these countries, boun¬ 

daries between colonial administrations 

were agreed arbitrarily in Europe and did 

not take into account existing economic, 

cultural or ethnic divisions among the 

population. The colonial powers defeated 

dr Subjugated the kingdoms and tribal 
groupings exist Ing on cbe African, subcon 
tinem. in India and other parts of Asia, and 

set up their own colonial administrations 

or protectorates. As a consequence, each 
cn lony was 'a collection of peoples a nd o Id 
states, or fragments of ihesc, brought 

together within Lhc same boundaries' 

(AkLntoyc 197G, p. 3). Most colonized 

areas contained a mosaic of ethnics and 

other groups. 

When erstwhile colonics achieved their 

independence, they often found it difficult 

iDvnohte 
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to create a sense of nationhood and 

national held nging. Although nationalism 

played a great part in securing the inde¬ 

pendence of colonized areas, it was largely 

confined to small groups of activists. 

Nationalist ideas did not influence the 

majority of the population, liven today 

many postcolunifll slates am continually 

threatened by internal rivalries arid com¬ 

peting, claims- to political authority. 

The continent that wav must Completely 
■colonized Was Africa- Nationalist moVe- 

ntents promoting Independence In Africa 
following the Second World War sought to 
free the colonised areas from European 

domination, Once tills, had been achieved, 

the new leaders everywhere faced die chs I - 
knge of trying to create national unity. 
Many of the leaders in Lhc I95ftsand t!lt>fls 

had been educated in Europe or the USA, 

and there was a vast gulf between them 

and their citizens, most of whom were illit¬ 
erate. poor and unfamiliar with the rights 
and obligations of democracy. Under colo¬ 

nialism, some cLhnic groups had pros¬ 
pered more than other*; these groups had 
different interests and guals and legiti¬ 

mately saw each other as enemies. 
Givi! ware broke out in a number of 

pot-tcolonial states in Africa, such as 

Sudan, Zaire and Nigeria, while ethnic 
rivalries and antagonisms characterized 
many others both in Africa and Asia. In the 

case of Sudan, about ■sn per cent of the 
population claimed Arabic ethnic origins, 
will 1st In other regions of (lie country- par¬ 

ticularly in the south, most of the popula¬ 

tion were black- and Christian or animist 

in their religious bclieis. Once die nation¬ 

alists took power, they set up a pro¬ 

gramme for national integration based on 

Arabic as I he national Language. The 

attempt was only partly successful, and 

the stresses and strains it produced arc 

still visible [as wc saw in our discussion of 

ethnic conflicts, such as those in Rwanda 

or Darfur in Western Sudan- in chapter 13, 

pp. 498-500). Many of the wars that have 

taken place on the African continent since 

imii. ii tcviu e are :i diiwl ivurii ' ' diffi¬ 

culties like these. 

Nigeria is another example of the Issues 

involved, I he country has n population of 

some 130 million people; roughly one out 

of every four Africans is a Nigerian. Nigeria 

was formerly a firithh colony and 

achieved Its independence on i October 

I960. The country Is made up of three 

main ethnic groups; Yoruba, Ibo and 

Elans*. Soon after Independence In 1956, 

armed struggles developed in the country 

between different ethnic groups. A mili- 

taiy government was set up and since then 

periods nf civilian government have alter¬ 

nated with phases of military rule. In 1967 

4L civil war broke nut in which one area, 

Biafra, sought independence from the rest 

of the country, The separatist movement 

was suppressed by the use of military 

forte, with much loss o f life. Successive 

governments have a ttempted to build up a 

clearer sense of national identity around 

the theme of 'motherland Nigeria', hut 

creating a sense of national unity and 

purpose remains difficult- The country 

possesses large reserves of oil and petro¬ 

leum, but remains largely mired Inpoverty 

and still in the grip of authorityrian rule. 

In summary, most states in the develop¬ 

ing world came: into being as a result nf 

different processes of nation formation 

from those that occurred in die industrial¬ 

ized world.States were imposed externally 

on areas that o ften had no prior cultural or 

ethnic unity, sometimes resulting in civil 

war after independence. Modern nations 
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Amy Chuit: 'How Exporting free Market Democracy Breects Ethnic Hatred and Global Instability1 

Many commentators have argued that the best 
way to reduce ethnic conflicts, like those 
discussed above, is to establish democracy and 
□ free market. They argue that this would 
promote peace by giving everyone a say in 
running the country and by giving them access 
to the prosperity [fiat comes from trading with 
others. In an influential book, World on Firs: 
How Exporting Free Market Democracy Breeds 
Ethnic Hatred arid Ghbai Instability (2003), 
.Amy Chua,, a professor at Vale University in the 
United States, contests this view, 

Chua’s starting point is that in many 
developing countries a small ethnic minority 
enjoys disproportionate economic power, One 
obvious example is the white minority (hat 
exploited the non-white ethnic groups in 
apartheid South Africa. Chua argues that the 
massacre of Tutsis by Hutus in Rwanda fra 1994 
and the hatred felt by Serbs towards Croats in 
former Yugoslavia -were also partly related to the 
economic advantage enjoyed by the futsis and 
the Croats in their respective countries. Another 
example that Chua often uses concerns the 
Chinese ethnic minority in Indonesia. 

The pro-market reforms of the former 
Indonesian dictator, General Suharto, particularly 
benefited the country's small Chinese minority. 
In turn, Chinese-lndonesians tended to sup part 
the Suharto dictatorship. In ID0-0,the year that 
mass pro-democracy demonstrations forced 
Suharto out of office, Chinese-Jndonesians 

controlled 70 per cent of Indonesia's private 
economy, but made up lust 3 per cent of its 
population. The end of Suharto's regime was 
accompanied by violent attacks against the 
Chinese minority, who Were perceived as 
'stealing.' the country's indigenous wealth. Chua 
writes: The prevailing view among the priixumi 
[ethnic] majority was that it was 'worthwhile to 
lose 10 years of growth to get rid of the Chinese 
pro b lem o nee and fo r al I",’ 

As General Suharto's dictatorship collapsed, 
the USA and other Western countries called for 
the introduction of democratic elections. Yet, 
Chua argues that introducing democracy to 
countries with what she calls 'market dominant 
minorities', such as the Chinese in Indonesia, is 
not likely to bring peace. Instead, Chua argues 
that the competition for votes in a democracy is 
likely to lead to a backlash from the country’s 
ethnic majority. Political leaders will emerge 
who seek to scapegoat the resented minority 
end encourage the ethnic majority to 'reclaim' 
the country's wealth for the 'true' owners of the 
nation, as the prtbumi majority in Indonesia did 
agafrrellhe Chinese minority. 

Chua's account shows us thar although 
democracy and the market economy are in 
principle beneficent forces, they must be 
grounded in an effective system of law and civil 
society, Where they are nolras in many parts of 
rhe developing world, new and acute ethnic 
conflicts can emerge. 

have arisen most effectively ei ther i n areas 

that were never Fully colonized, or where 

there was already a great deal of cultural 

unity - such as Japan, Korea or Thai land. 

Nationalism and globalization 

How docs globalization affect nationalism 

and national Ideality? The sociologist 

Andrew Pilkingtun has examined this 

question (2002). lie argues that national¬ 

ism is actually quite a now phenomenon, 

despite the fact trial many of its support¬ 

ers claim to be members of nations with 

histories stretching hack into the mists ol 

time. Until relatively recently in historical 

terms, humans survived in small settle¬ 

ments, largely unaware ot what goes on 

outside their own groups, and the Idea of 

being members uf a larger notion would 

have seemed alien to them, J’likmpton lias 

argued that It Was only later, from the 

eighteenth century'' onwards, with the 

development of mass communications 
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and media, that the idea of a national 

community developed and spread. 

To Filkington Lt was during this period 

that national Identities were "constructed'. 

Social constructionism is discussed in 

chapter 5, 'Social Interaction and Every¬ 

day Life', pp- 152-4. 

Crucial in developing a Sense of nation¬ 

hood, for Filkington, was the existence of 

some 'Other', against which national iden¬ 

tity Was formed. Central in shaping a 

(Protestant) British. Identity, Pilklngton 
argued, was the existence of (Catholic) 
France. Pilkington documents how a 

sense of Britishness spread downwards 
from the country's elite to the rest 
of society as levels of literacy spread 

throughout the whole population and as 

communications technology enabled the 

spread ofideas. 

if national identity is socially con¬ 

structed. as Filkington argues, then id 

is possible that it will change and 

develop. One of the main factors in 

changing national identity today, Piiking- 

Cun contends, is globalization. In his view, 

globalization creates conflicting pressures 

between centralization and decentraliza¬ 

tion. On ihe-orte hand, the powers of some 

business organizations ami political units 

(such as multi national corporations or 
transnational organizations like the EU) 
become mon concentrated, whilst on tlic 

other, there Is pressure for decentraliza¬ 
tion (think of the collapse and fragmenta¬ 
tion cl ihe Soviet Union or the desire for a 

separate Basque nation in Spain, for 

example), As a result, Pilkinjrton argues, 

globalization creates a dual threat to 

national identity: centralization creates 

pressures from above, particularly with 

the growing pox vers of the European 

Union, and decentralization creates pres¬ 

sures from below, through the strengthen¬ 

ing of ethnic minority identities. In the 

UK, one response to this has been to 

reassert a narrow understanding of 

Britishness. Filkington cites the example 

of John Townsend, a former Conservative 

Party MR who advanced a strongly anti- 

European. white, English-speaking- Viexv 

of Engl Mi. national Identity. Filkington 

argues that a parallel response is also 

found amongst some members of ethnic 

minority groups xvithlu the UR. who. 

feeling excluded from a British Identity, 

have strengthened theii local identities 
and asserted their differences from otheT 

ethnic groups, 
A second response to globalization, 

which Pi II: in Eton clearly believes to he a 

healthier one, is to accept that there are 

multiple identities - to argue, for example, 

that it is possible to be English, British and 

European at the same time. Filkington sees 

evidence of this approach in the nexv 

'hybrid identities' of ethnic minority groups 

in the UE, whose identities merge different 

cultures, l-or Filkington, we must challenge 

Lite first nationalist response to globutiza- 

tion - which often leads to the retreat into 

religious fundamentalism or cultural 

racism by representing the nation in an 

ethnically inclusive way and encouraging 

hyphenated Identities, such as British* 
Asian. To Pllkington, globalization leads to 

contradictory pressures and contradictory 
responses for national Identlcy. 

The nation-state, national identity 
and globalization 

In some parts of Africa, not inns and 

nation-si ales arc not fully formed. Yet in 

other areas of the world some writers arc 

already spea king of the 'end a f the na tion- 

slate' in the face of globalization. Accord- 

ynghl 
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Log to the Japanese writer Kcnichi Ohmac, 

as a result of globalization we increasingly 

live in a "borderless world' in winch 

nation a] identity is becoming weaker 

COhmac 199T>r see also p. 61), 

How valid is thin point of view? All stales 

are certainly being affected by globalising 

[jrocesscs. The very rise of 'nations 

Without slates'; as discussed, above, is 

probably bound up with globalization,, As 

globalization progresses, people ofieri 

react by reviving local Identities, in an 

effort to achieve security In a rapidly 
changing world- Nations have less eco¬ 

nomic power of their own than they used 

to have, as a result of the spread of the 

global marketplace. 

Vet jt would iVr he accurate to say that 

we are witnessing tine end of the nation¬ 

state. in some ways, the opposite is the 

case. Today, every country in the world is 

a nation-state or aspires to bo one - the 

nation-state lias bee onto a universal 

political form Until quite recently, it sliil 

had rivals. For most of the twentieth 

century; colonized tineas and empires 

existed alongside nation-stales. Many 

sociologists have argued that the last 

empire only disappeared in 1990 with the 

collapse of Soviet communism, and 

others still see the United. States as art 

empire (Ferguson 2004). The Soviet Union 

was effectively at the centre of an empire 

embracing its satellite states In Eastern 
Europe. Now till of these have become 
Independent nations, as have many areas 
inside what was formerly the Soviet 

Union. There are actually far more sove¬ 

reign nations in the world today than 

there were twenty years ago. 

During much of the last century, 

nationalism and issues surrounding 

nations without states were often asso¬ 

ciated with the use of terrorism as a politi¬ 

cal weapon, below wc discuss terrorism, 

and leek at how the concept has changed 

in recent years. 

Terrorism 

At around !J:4 5 a.m. on 11 September 2M1 

a passenger plane un a ruuLine flight 

across the United Stales was hijacked by 

terrorists and flown into the North Tbwer 

of the World Trade Center in NeW York. 

Minutes later, another hijacked plane hit 

die South Tower, within an hour causing 
both buildings to collapse and killing 

thousands of people beginning their 
working day. Approximately sn hour later 

a third plane was flown into the Pentagon, 

the headquarters of the US military, killing 

hundreds more people. A fourth plane, 

believed to be heading for the White 

House in Washington. DC, the seal of 

executive power in the USA, crashed into a 

field in rural Pennsylvania after passen¬ 

gers took on their hijackers. All the planes 

hijacked or ] 1 September were owned by 

one of two American Companies; United 

or American Airlines, The targets selected 

by the hijackers - the World Trade Center, 

the Pen lit gun and I he While House were 

chosen for a purpose; to strike at the heart 

o f American economic, military a nd polit ■ 
leal power, 

President George W, bush's response to 
the attacks was to declare a 'war on terror", 
A month laier came the first major mlII- 
tary response in Ibis war'; an attack by a 

coalition of countries on Afghanistan in 

Asia in Oclobcr 2001. Afghanistan, as we 

have ;-1-!-II ,ihnV. Wiis ill llv linn; i ilk:;11'iV 

fundamentalist Islamic government, the 

Taliban, which had often supported the 

actions ot'al-Qaeda. the terrorist organiza¬ 

tion that carried, nut the II September 
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attacks and where many of i(s members 

hull trained, 

Tile years following the attacks r>Ei New 
York and Washington saw several further 
brut ill acts u fterrori sin fd r wh ids a I ■ Qaeda 

claimed responsibility, -An attack on a 

nightclub on tiie Indonesian island iiribiM 

in October 2W2 killed more than £00 
people, many of Them young tourists, on 

holiday from nearby Australia. Bombs on a 

train in Madrid. Spain, (hiring die 

morning rush hour killed around 200 

comm Liters in March 2fHM. hr London. !>2 

people died and several hundred mare 

were injured after a coordinated series of 

explosions occurred on three under¬ 

ground trains and a bus in July 200S. Ter¬ 

rorism after II September2001 reflects a 

new security environment in which a new 

form of terrorism, potentially more deadly 

than any before, became possible. It is to 

tin* concept of 'terrorism' chat we now 

turn. 

The origins of tenor and 

terrorism 

The word terrorism has its origins in the 

Pi each devolution of Thousands of 

people - originally aristocrats, hut later 

many more ordinary citizens - were 

hunted down hy 1 lie- political authorities 

and executed by the guillotine. The term 

'(error' was not invented hy (he revolu¬ 

tionaries themselves, but by the cuumer- 

rcvnlutionarics: (lie people who despised 
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the Trench Revolution and what it stood 

for, and. who believed that the blood¬ 

letting which wen Lon was a form of lerror- 

izing the population (liqueur 2003). 

'Terror', in the sense of the use of violence 

to intimidate, was used extensively in the 

twentieth century, for example by the 

Nazis in Germany or the Russian secret 

police under Stalin. However, this kind of 

use of violence predates the origins of the 

term in Lhe french Revolution. 

Although the term ‘terror’ Was not 

coined until ihe eighteenth century, the 

phenomenon of terrorizing people 
through violence Is a very old one. In 

ancient civilizations, when one army 

invaded a city held by the enemy it was 
tint at all uncommon for them to r&7/£ the 

entire city to the ground and kill all the 

men, women and children In the city. The 

point of this was not jus I physically to 

destroy the enemy, but alsn In create terror 

in those living In other cities and demon¬ 

strate the power which that terror repre¬ 

sented. So the phenomenon of using 

violence with the Idea of terrifying popu¬ 

lations. especially civilian populations, is 

obviously older than the term. 

Social scientists disagree over whether 

the term “terrorisin' can be a useful 

Concep t (hat is, wlie titer it can be used in 

a reasonably objective way; It is a notori¬ 

ously difficult rerm to define. One issue 

concents (ho shifting moral assessments 

people makeofteiTOrism and terrorists. It 
Is often said that 'one persons terrorist is 
another person's freedom tighter'. Il ls also 

well known that people who were terror¬ 

ists at one point themselves can later 

come to condemn terror just as violently 

as they practised it. h could he said, with 

some neserva tions, that the ca rly history ol 

the state of' Israel, for example, was punc¬ 

tuated by terrorist activity, but in the 

twenty-first century the Israeli leadership 

is self-declarcdly part and parcel of the 

'war on terror', and regards terrorism as its 

primary enemy. It is only a few decades 

since the former South African leader 

Nelson Mandela was wildly reviled as 

potential terrorist, but he Is now one of the 

most revered political figures of recent 

Limes, for terrorism to be a useful term, it 

must be freed as far as possible from mora l 

Valuation that shifts across Lime Or the 

perspective of the observer, 

A second Issue in looking for a useful 
conception of terrorism concerns the role 

of the state, Can states be said to practise 

terrorism'? States have been responsible 

for far m ore deaths in hum an h isto ry than 

any other type of organization. States have 

brulally murdered civilian populations; in 

modem times, states have carried out 

something comparable to the raxing of 

cities that occurred in traditional civiliza¬ 

tions. For example, towards lhe end of the 

Second World War, the Allied fire bombs 

largely destroyed the German cily of 

Dresden; hundreds of thousands of 

people died, Many historians argue that 

Lhe attack on Dresden happened at a point 

in the war, when it was of no strategic 

advantage to the Allies, Critics of the Allies' 

action argue that the purpose of the 

destruction of Dresden was to create 

terror and fear hi German society and 

thereby weaken the resolve of Its citizens 

to carry on the war. 

Tt is sensible to restrict the notion of ter¬ 

rorism to groups and organizations 

working outside the state. Otherwise, the 

concept becomes loo close to that of war 

more generally. In spite of the problems 

noted above, many argue that a neutral 

definition can be found. Wc can define 
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Heavy concrete blacks have been placed in front of the Houses of Parliament to try to protect it liram 

terrorist attacks. 

terrorism as 'any action |by a non-slate 

organization! • . . that is intended lo cause 

death or serious bodily barm to civilians 

or xiorl-uomljatatlts, when the purpose of 

such an act. by its nature or context. 1$ to 

intimidate a population, or to compel a 

government or an International organize 

(ion to do or to abstain From doing any art' 

(.■\nand Panyarachun oral.2004). En other 

words, terrorism concerns attacks on 

civilians designed in persuade a govern - 

me nr to alter its policies, or to damage its 

standing in the world. 

Old- and ncw-styIc terrorism 

Terrorism, ;ls ii: has been described above, 

can be distinguished from aets of violence 

designed to terrorize in previous periods 

of history, such as the ancient razing oi 

cities. Terrorism is connected to changes 

in communications technology, To terror¬ 

ize populations un a fairly wide spectrum, 

information about the violence has lo 

reach those populations affected quite 

quickly. 3t wasn’t until the rise of modern 

Tfohtec 
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communications in the kite nineteenth 

century that this became possible. With 

the invention of the electronic telegraph., 

instantaneous communication became 

possible, transcending time ant! space, 

before this time, information could take 

days or even months to spread. For 

example, as we saw in the introduction to 

chapter 15, news of Abraham Lincoln's 

assassination took many days to reach the 

UK. Once instantaneous communication 

Is possible, s\ rnbullc acts of terrorist vio¬ 

lence can occur tlmt can be projected at 

distance - it Is not only the focal popula¬ 
tion that knows about them. 

Old >$tyfie terroisn1 

We can draw a distinction between nld- 

;ind new-slyLe terrorism. Old-style ferror- 

ism was dominant far most of the twenti¬ 

eth century and still exists today. This kind 

of terrorism is largely associated with the 

rise of nationalism and with the establish¬ 

ment of nations as sovereign, territorially' 

bonded entities, which predominantly 

occurred from the late eighteenth century 

onwards in Europe, as we discussed above 

(pp. 877-8), 

In all nations, boundaries are fixed 

somewhat arbitrarily, uithoras lines on a 

map, as they were by Wes tem colonizers m 
Africa and Asia, or through conquest, 
battle and struggle. Ireland, for osample. 

was brought into the United Kingdom in 

liMO, leading to Independence struggles, 
which resulted in the partition of the 

country into Norlh and South in I he early 

1828s. A patchwork of nations mapped 

d u t by colon ial admin i-straters. a r lbunded 

on force, has led in various eases to 

nations that do not have their own slate - 

that is. nations with a claim to having a 

common cultural identity, but without Lhc 

territorial anti state apparatus which nor¬ 

mally belongs to a nation. Most forms ol 

old-style terrorism are linked to nations 

without states. 

The point of old-style terrorism is lo 

establish states in areas where nations do 

not have control uf the territory's state 

apparatus, This is true, fur example, of 

Irish nationalists, such as the Irish Repub¬ 

lican Army (IRA}, and basque nationalists, 

such as ETA, in Spain The main issues are 

territorial integrity and Identity In the for¬ 

mation of a state, Old-style terrorism Is 
found where there 4 re nations without 
states and where terrorists are prepared to 

use violence to achieve their ends, Old 
style terrorism Is fundamentally local 
because its ambitions are local. It wants to 

establish a stale in a specific national area. 

In recent years, old-style terrorism has 

also often had an in tcrnalio nat com ponent 

to it as it draws on support from outside 

countries. For example, Libya, Syria and 

some Eastern European countries, as well 

as groups within the United Stales, have, in 

varying degrees, supported the terrorist 

acts of (lie IKA in Northern Ireland and 

Basque separatists in Spain, But although 

old-style terrorism might involve a wider 

global rietworkolsuppu rturs for its funding 

or in filtering arms or drug* to buy weap¬ 
onry. Its ambitions are local. 

As well as being limited in its ambitions, 

old-style terrorism is also limited in its use 
of violence, For example, although many 
people have Inst their lives as the result of 
the conflict in Northern Ireland, the pro¬ 

portion of people killed as a result of ter¬ 

rorism since the Troubles' recommenced 

in the 1678s, including British soldiers, ls 

on average Jess titan those who have died 

in road accidents. With old-style terror¬ 

ism, although the numbers uf people 
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maimed and killed arc significant the use 

of violence is limited, because the aims of 

this kind of terrorism arc also relatively 

limited (fearsome and horrific 1hoLLfj.lt this 

violence still is). 

Iraa.dd.itkm, the strong moral compulsion 

generated by national identity makes old- 

s ly It" terrorism difficult to combat, lls 

Ifiitkb governments hoVe found In recent 

decades in Northern Ireland. Nationalism, 

as we hove seen, has a strong energizing 

CO m p onent to il, Th e myth of national Ideh* 

lily can continue to fuel devotees of a move¬ 
ment itiat seeks to establish a stare In cases 
where a nation exists without one. In case* 

where tin;re are contested claims on Hie 
same territory, historical experience reveals 
chat a settlement is often especially difficult 

to reach. This has heen true of the long 

struggle in Northern Ireland, where rhcie is 

canfldctlng pressure from unionists who 

want to remain pad of she UK and national¬ 

ist groups that want to be part of Ireland. 

A fundamental distinction can he 

drawn between old- and new-slyle terror¬ 

ism (Tan and Hanrakrishna 2002). New- 

siyle terrorism in made possible by llie 

changes in communicalions technology 

[bat arc driving gjubaliza licm, and it has a 

glubal spread. Tins- type of [erroris-m is 

most famously associated with the Islamic 
fundamentalism of ah Qaeda {see box), 
although it is by no means limited to it. [t 

Is to si discussion of new-style terrorism 
that we now turn. 

Al-Qaeda's origins and links 

AH-Qaeda, meaning 'the bass', was created in 
T08B as Soviet forces withdrew from 
Afghanistan and Osama Bin Laden and his 
colleagues began looking for new jihads [a 
term loosely translated as holy struggle or war)- 
The organization grew out of the network: of 
Arab volunteers who had gone to Afghanistan 
in the [§80s to fight under the banner of Islam 
against Soviet communism. During the anti- 
Soviet jihad. Bin Ladon and his fighters 
received American and Saudi funding. Some 
analysts believe Bin Laden himself had security 
training from the CIA. The Arab Afghans', as 
they became known, wore battle-burdened and 
highly motivated. 

in the early is^qs, al-Qaeda operated in 
Sudan. After 1996, its headquarters and ab□ ut a 
dozen training camps moved to Afghanistan, 
where Bin Laden forged a dose relationship 
with the Taliban, The US campaign in 
Afghanistan, which started in late 2001, 
dispersed the organization and drove it 
underground as its personnel were attacked and 
its bases and training camps destroyed. 

Cells across the world 

The organization is thought to operate ill forty to 
fifty countries, not only in the Middle East and 
Asia but also in North America and Europe. In 
Western Europe there have heen known or 
suspected cells in London, Hamburg, Milan and 
Madrid, These have been important Centres for 
recruitment, fundraising and planning 
operations 

for training, the group favours lawless areas 
where it can operate freely and in secret. These 
are believed to have included Somalia, Yemen 
and Chechnya., as well as mountainous areas of 
Afghanistan. There have also been reports of a 
secret training camp on one of the islands of 
Indonesia. 

Unlike the lightly-knit groups of the post, such 
as the Red Brigades in Italy or the Abu Nidal 
group in the Middle East,. al-Qaeda is loosely 
knit. It operates across continents as a chain of 
interlocking networks. Individual groups or cells 
appeal to have □ high degree of autonomy, 
raising their Putin money, often through petty 
crime, and making contact with other groups 
only when necessary. 

vriahte 
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Defining al-Qaeda? 

This loose connection between groups has 
raised a question of definition, when we talk 
about al-Qaeda, do wo refer to an actual 
organization or are we now talking about 
sometching dosEir to an idea? 

Attacks like the May £003 bombings in 
Riyadh and the attack on Israeli tourists in 
Mombasa in 2003 are widely attributed to al- 
Qaeda, But were these attacks in any way 
planned or financed or organized by Bin laden 
or the organization he is still believed to lead? 

Some analysis have suggested that the word 
al-Qaeda i& now used to refer to a variety of 
groups connected by little more than shared 
arms, ideals and methods. We dor however, 
know that several radical groups are or have 
been formally affiliated with al-Qaeda. The most 
important is the radical wing of the Egyptian 
group Islamic Jihad, whose members took 
refuge in Afghanistan and merged with al- 
Qaeda. Its leader is Aymon al-Zawahri, a ruthless 
Egyptian believed to be the brains behind al- 
Qaeda and the mastermind of many ot its most 
infamous operations. These include the attacks 
on two US embassies .in Afnca in I99B and the 
9/11 attacks in New Yarik and Washington, 

There are also believed to be links with 
militant Kashmiri groups; the Islamic Movement 
of Uzbekistan, or I MU; the Abu Sayyaf group in 
the Philippines; and the CIA, or Armed Islamic 
Group, in Algeria and its radical offshoot known 
as The Salatist group, or CSPC. 

War on terror' 

Western policeforces and intelligence agencies 
have had some successes in breaking up al- 
Qaeda cells, closing down front companies and 
freezing assets as part of the 'war on terror". 
Some of its to p ea d ers h ave been ki lied o r 
captured, and interrogations of some members 
at Guantanamo Bay have (uither weakened the 
organization. However, uprooting the 
organization in its entirety is a highly camples 
and frustrating task. 

In a recent report on Iraq and the war on 
terror, the Oxford Research Group noted that 
despite the detention of many ol its members, 
al-Qaeda 'remains vibrant and effective'. Mast 
I ru si rating! y, the fate and whereabouts of 
Osama Bin Laden himself is still a deep mystery, 

Source: [tec (2Q July 3004) 

New-styie terrorism 

Ncw-stylc terrorism differs from old-style 

terrorism in several ways, first, in respect 

ofthe scope ofits claims. One of the distin¬ 

guish! rig features of al-Qaeda'a view of the 

world, for example, is that it has global 

geopolitical aims: it seeks to restructure 

world society. Haris of the al-Qaeda lead¬ 

ership have Wauled to reconstruct an 

Islamic society stretching from the Indian 

subcontinent Info Europe. This would 

Involve establishing Islamic governments 

throughout the Middle East and the 

recapture of North Africa. Al-Qaeda^ sup- 

parcel's argue that over the last millen¬ 

nium the West has expelled Islamic groups 

from those areas to which il has a legiti¬ 

mate claim. These areas include the 

Balkans and those parts of Spain that were 

previously ruled by the Moara {Muslims 

originally from North Africa who con¬ 

trolled much of Spain between the eighth 

century and Lhc fifteenth century). Large 

expanses of what we now regard, as Europe 

were previously Islamic, ruled either by 

the Ottoman Empire or from North Africa. 

Al-Qaeda alms to re-establish the global 

role of Islam in these regions and areas. So 

whereas old-style nationalism Is local and 

linked to pariteu lar slates - normally quite 

small states - new-style terrorism Is global 
in its ambitions, ft wants to reverse the 

tide of wo rid power. 
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There is a characteristic tension between 

modernism and anti-modernism in rite 

world-view of al-Qacda arid similar terror¬ 

ist organizations, [n attempting to re¬ 

establish the Islamic dominance ol large 

parts of Europe, the Middle East and Asia 

that existed in an earlier age, they make 

great use of modern eommunkaLions in 

Order to Criticize modernity', and, attempt 

to reverse wliat they see as the moral 

degeneracy of modern Western society 

(Gray 2003}. 

Second, new-style terrorism ill tiers 
from nld-style terrorism in terms of its 
orga n Itjnn.il si ru cm re. Al though carefu I 

not to take this parallel too far, the sociol¬ 
ogist Mary K&ldor lias pointed out several 
similarities hetween ihc infrastructure oi' 

new terrorist groups, norahly al-Qaeda, 

and international non-governmental 

organizations (NC-Os), such as Oxfam or 

Friends a f 1 lie Ha rlh. 

NCOs are discussed In mare detail in 

chapter 16, 'Organizations and Net¬ 

works'. pp. 6S2-5. 

Eli its organizational structure, al-Qaedu 

deploys the same global forms of organ¬ 

ization as do many NGOs- Both new 

terrorist organizations and NGOs like 

Friends, of the Earth are driven by a sense 
11 f mission and. com mil men t- This sense of 
mission and commitment allows a fairly 

loose global organization to flourish 
(Giaslus et al. 2002), 

Roth NGOs and new terrorist organiza¬ 
tions are based on networks, of the kinds 

discussed by Manuel Castells isee chapter 

IG„ pp. ST 1—3). They arc highly dcecniral- 

ized structures. There is a lot of autonomy in 

Local cells and these can reproduce without 

necessarily having any strong direction 

from tilt- centre. The American attacks on 

Afghanistan in2001 substantially weakened 

al-Qaeda's leadership, but the organization 

remains strong: because of its moral convic¬ 

tion. This drives a sense of mission that can 

keep ceils functioning even when some 

aspects of the overall organization have 

been weakened or broken. 

Terrorist organization and NGOs both 

also have a global spread uf supporters in 

many countries. Experts on terrorism dis¬ 

agree over the extent to which al-Qaeda 

survived the American led attack on 

Afghanistan in 2n»iP but It lias been esti¬ 

mated that cliere are still albQaeda cells in 
around sixty countries. drawing on 

approximately 20,000 people who are 
willing to die violently for the cause, most 

of whom exist semi-autonomously from 

the centre. 

Et can also be noted that new terrorist 

groups and NGOs both work with states. 

No NGO could flourish completely as a 

non-state organization. They all have 

some contacts and support from states 

and this is true. Kaldor argues, of new- 

style terrorise organizations loo. The 

Libyan involvement in the bombing of a 

passenger plane that landed on the Scot¬ 

tish village of Lockerbie in 1983 provides 

One example of this. Of course, the 

analogy between new terrorist organiza¬ 

tion and NGOs cannot toe taken too far: 
tout in their organlaal1oii.il structures and 

shared sense of admittedly very different 
missions, al-Qaeda could be seen as a 
malign ki nd of NGO. 

The third and last way in which old- and 

new-style terrorism differ is over means. 

Old-style terrorism, as we saw above, had 

relatively limited objectives, and as a 

result the violence involved was normally 

fairly limited too. New-style terrorism 

scents much more ruthicss inthc means it 
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Ls prepared to use. Al-Qaeda wchsites, for 

example, (alb In extremely destructive lan¬ 

guage of 'the enemy' - that is, principally 

the United States, but In some extent the 

Went as a whole. These will often explicitly 

say that terrorist acts should he carried out 

that kill as many people as possible, This 

ruthlessness Is evident, for example, in the 

founding statement of al-Qaeda from 

1898, which claims; 

The ruling m kill (he Americans and their 
allies -civilians and jtfcWliiry'— Is an Individ 
ual dmy for every' Mu slim who can do it Ln 
any cou niry in which his possible to do it, in 
order to Liberate (he .Muslim holy sices ®F 
thcl ol-Aqsa Mosque and the Holy Mosque 
| Merrill Irtnsi [hair grip, :■ iilI lit tinier I nr 

their armies lu move- uui of ell she lands or 
Islam, defeated end unable to threaten any 
Muslim. 

(Ci ted i n Holliday £002. p 2 J 9) 

This is very different from the more 

I ini He d use erf violent means cha racte ristic 

of old-style terrorism. There arc some 

cases where the two overlap, as pii Chech¬ 

nya in the former Soviet Union, for 

example, which turned from a separatist 

struggle io a recruiting ground for newer 

forms of terrorism. 

Terrorism and war 

I low should we respond to (he threat of 

new-style terrorism? Terrorism of Ihc kind 

see it on 11 September 2001 raises difficult 

questions for political sociologists. Can 

terrorism be fought like conventional 

wars? The coalition that attacked Afghani¬ 

stan in 2001 did destroy at least some ol 

the al-Qaeda terrorist networks. Yet 

despite some successes against new-style 

terrorism through conventional warfare, 

critics are surely right to argue that ill 

many cases the levels of violence, aims 

and organisational structure uf new-style 

terrorist groups differential* them from 

conventional enemies such us hostile 

marlo tip states- Tills has led some sociolo¬ 
gists and political scientists to question 

the concept of a 'war on terrorism’, The 
war on Iraq launched In 2003 (see bo* on 
pp. 861-2) was in part justified, especially 

in the USA, by concerns that Iraq was 

developing weapons that would be used 

to supply terrorist organizations. The 

debate about whether terrorism can he 

tackled through convent in nal warfare 

raises further difficult questions regarding 

the relationship between terrorism and 

nation-stales, like Afghanistan, that have 

supported il. In turn, this leads to ques¬ 

tions about global governance. Ln a global 

age, what international support and proof 

is needed in order to act to prevent a per¬ 

ceived threat? Arid wliat are the best Insti¬ 
tutions to deal with a global terrorist 

threat? 
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Summary points 
1 The term 'government' refers to a political 

apparatus in which officials enact policies 

and make decisions. 'Politics' is the means 

by which power is used and contested to 

affect the scope and content of government 

activities. 

2 A slate exists where there iis a political 

apparatus., ruling over a given territory, 

whose authority h hacked by a legal system 

and by the ability to use Force to implement 

its policies. Modem states are nation-slates, 

characterized by the idea of citizenship, Ihe 

recognition that people have common rights 

and duties and are aware of their pad in Ihe 

state, and nationalism, the sense of being 

part of a broader, unifying political 

community. 

i Power, according to Max Weber, is the 

capacity to achieve one's aims even against 

the resistance of others, and often involves 

the use of force. Since Weber, several 

alternative understandings of the concept 

have also been advanced. A government is 

so d to have authority when its use of power 

is legitimate. Such legitimacy derives from 

the consent of those being governed. The 

most common Form of legitimate 

govern in enl is democratic, but other 

legitimate forms are also possible. 

4 in authoritarian states, popular participation 

is denied or severely curtailed. The needs 

and interests of the state are prioritized over 

those of average citizens and there are no 

legal mechanisms in place for opposing 

government or for removing a leader From 

power. 

5 Democracy is a political system in which the 

people rule. In participatory democracy {or 

direct democracy), decisions are made by 

those affected by them. A liberal democracy 

is a representative democracy where all 

citizens have the vole and can choose 

between at least two parries. 

ft The nu m bee of cou ntrfes with dem ocraric 

governments has rapidly increased in recent 

years, due in large part to the effects of 

globalization, mass communications and 

competitive capitalism. But democracy is not 

without its problems: people everywhere 

have begun to lose faith in the capacity of 

politicians and governments to solve 

problems and to manage economies, and 

political participation in the electoral system 

is decreasing. 

7 British politics was profoundly changed by 

the impact of Thatcherism - a set of 

doctrines associated with Margaret Thatcher, 

the Conservative Prime Minister from 1975 

until 1990. Thatcherism involved a belief in 
the desirability of cutting back on the role of 
the Stale and of encouraging free market 

enterprise. 

ft The Labour Party has undergone major 

changes over the past twenty-five years. 

Under the leadership of Tony Blair in 

particular, 'New Labour has moved away 

from older socialist notions, including 

nationalization and planned economic 

enterprise. After coming to- power in 1997, 

Mew Labour pursued a course of political 

reform, and modernization that moves 

beyond traditional left-right1 politics.This 

new brand of centre-left politics is often 

referred to as 'third way' politics. New 

Labour was re-elected in 2001 with a large 

majority, and again in 2005, bul with a 

reduced majority. 
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9 Social movement; involve a collective 

attempt to further common interests through 

Collaborative action outside the sphere of 

established institutions, The term Jnew social 

movements' is applied to a sel of social 

movements that have arisen in Western 

countries since the 1950s in response to the 

changing risks facing tinman societies. Unlike 

earlier social movements, N$Ms are single¬ 

issue campaigns oriented to non-material 

e nds and they draw su p p □ rt ho m across 

class lines. Information technology has 

become a powerful organizing tool for many 

new social movements. 

10 Nationalism refers to a sel of symbols and 

beliefs that provide the sense of being part 

of a single political community. It emerged 

alongside the development of the modern 

state. Although the founders oF sociology 

believed that nationalism would disappear in 

industrial societies, at the start of the twenty 

First century it seems to be flourishing. 

‘Nations without states' refer to cases in 

which a national group tacks, political 

sovereignly over the area it claims as its own. 

11 Old-style terrorism is most often associated 

with nations without states, Mew-style 

terrorism draws on globalization and differs 

from old-style terrorism in rts scope, 

organization structure and means. 

Questions for further thought 

1 Why should sociology concern itself with the study of politics? 

2 Why are liberal democracy and capitalism so often found together? 

3 If Western nations are so committed to democracy, why in many countries do such 

Low numbers turn out Eo vote? 

4 Whst is 'new' shout' New [niln u r'? 

!"> How do social movements make use of existing social and political institutions? 

n Are nation-states becoming unimportant with t he advance of globaliza tion? 

7 What is the relationship between globalization and terrorism? 
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LONDON. ALONG with New York und 
Tokyo, Is one of the world's ’global 

chles’. a command centre for the world's 
economy, with influence far beyond the 

UK’s national borders (Sassen 2001). 
These global elites are die headquarters 
For large, transnational corporations, as 

well as a profusion of financial, technolog¬ 

ical ami consulting services. The UK's 

capital has a resident workforce of some 

3.4 million, which is supplemented 

Further by a large number of comm Liters. 

London also has an unrivalled cultural 

and artistic heritage, helping to confirm its 

place as a vibrant and dynamic capital - 

almost 30 million tourists come to slay for 

a night or more each year 

The UK’s capital city is also home to 

more than 7 mi Hi on people, who speak 

[■lore I ban three hundred Languages 

between them, and Its population has 

been I increasing by an average of around 
nineteen thousand each year for the 
past twenty years. London’s migration 
levels have resulted in a young popula¬ 
tion* with a Far greater proportion of 

people between the ages of twenty and 

forty-four than elsewhere in the UK 

(ON5, Rkbi an London, IttHJH). Young 

people move to cities like London For 

many reasons - work, education, 

culture, or perhaps Id escape from the 

conformity and provincialism of life 

outside the city. 

Yet, despite the rich opportunities that 

big cities offer, many people find them 

lonely or unfriendly places. One distinc¬ 

tive characteristic of modern urban Life is 

the frequency of interactions between 

strangers. Liven within the same neigh - 

b u urhuod or blocku f flats, it V u nil kely that 

people will know most of their neigh¬ 

bours. If you live in a town or city, think 

about the numberoFlimes that you inter¬ 

act with people who you don't know every 
day. The list might include the bus driver, 
people working in shops, other students 

and even people you exchange glances 

with in the street- This fact alone makes 

life in cities today different from life else¬ 

where or during earlier times in history. 

Social interaction in modern societies is 

studied in chapter 5, 'Social Interaction 

and Everyday Life'. 

In this chapter, we shall first consider 

so me of the main theories of urbanism Lhat 

have been developed to understand this 

process, from there, we will study the 

origins of cities and (lie vast growth in the 
numbers of city dwellers that has occurred 

over the past century, and some of the 

Important trends In urbanisation around 

the world- Not surprisingly, globalization is 
having an enormous impact on cities and 

we shall consider some of the d Imensions of 
this process In the linal parts of the chapter. 

Theorizing urbanism 

Many of the early sociologists had a fasci¬ 

nation with the city and urban life. The 

classical sociologist Max Weber even 

wrote a hook called The City (published 

Tight 
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Everyday life in the city bombards the 

individual with new images, impressions 

and sensations. 

posthumously in 1921.} in which he traced 
flic conditio ns that nude modern cnpjlal- 

Lsm possible back to the medieval. 

Western city. Other early theorists were 

more concerned with the way in which the 

development of the city changed the 

social as well as the physical environment. 

The work of Georg Simmet and Ferdinand 

I dnnies provided two of the most impor¬ 

tant early contributions to urban sociol¬ 

ogy, and is discussed in the box On p. ISFHi. 

These thinkers deeply influenced later 

urban sociologists, Hubert Ehnk, fur 

example, a key member of the Chicago 

School, to which we turn below, studied 

under Simmcl in Germany at the (urn of 

die twen ticth ce nr u ry. 

The Chicago School 

A number of writers associated with the 

University of Chicago front the 192£>s to the 

1940s, especially Hubert Park, truest 

liurgess and Louis Wirth. developed ideas 

Whibh were for many years the chief basis 

of theory and research in urban sociology. 

Two concepts developed by the Chicago 
School are worthy of special attention. 

One I*. the so-called ecological approach in 

urban a nab sis; the other i-. the character¬ 
ization of urbanism as a way of lire, devel¬ 

oped by Wirth (Wirth m&\ Park 1052). 

Urban ecology 

Ecology is a term taken from a physical 

science: the study of the adaptation of 

plan I and animat organisms to their envi¬ 

ronment. This is the sense in which 

'ecology‘ is used in the context of prob¬ 

lems uf the environment in general (see 

chapter 22, 'The Environment and disk). 

In the natural world, organisms tend Lobe 

distributed in systematic ways over I he 

terrain, such that a balance or equilibrium 
between different species 3s achieved. The 
Chicago School believed that the siting of 

majoruib'in settlement* and the distribu¬ 
tion of different types of neighbourhood 
within them can lie understood in terms 

of similar principles. Cities do not grow up 

at random, but in response to advanta¬ 

geous features of the environment. For 

example, large urban areas in modern 

societies tend to develop along the shores 

of livers, on fertile plains or at the inter¬ 

section of trading routes or railways. 
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Early theorist* of urban life 

Georg Simmel arid the 'mental life of the 
city' 

One of the earliest theorists of city life was the 
Orman sociologist Georg S>mmd, who 
provided an account of how the city shapes its 
inhabitants? 'mental lite'. In The Metropolis, and 
Modern Life {1903} Simmel argued iihat city life 
bombards the mind with images and 
impression^ sensations and activity, This is 'a 
deep contrast with the slower, more habitual, 
more smoothly flowing rhythm' of the small 
town or village. Simmel believed that city 
dwellers protect themselves from 'the 
unexpectedness ot vioiemi stimuli'' and the 
assault of 'changing images" by becoming 
become blase and disinterested. They tune out 
much of the buizthat surrounds them, focusing 
on whatever they need lor in order to get by. The 
result of this blase attitude, thought Simmel, is 
that although city dwellers are part ol the 
'metropolitan crush'they distance themselves 
from ore another emotionally. With his account 
oflife in the modern metropolis, Simmel 
provides a sociological explanation to those who 
complain about the unfriendliness or loneliness 
of city living. 

Perch nan d Idntries: from Gemeinscfiaft to 
Gesettschaft 

Ferdinand Tftnnies, a contemporary of Simmel 
was also concerned with the effect of city life on 
the individual He argued that urbanization, 
which occurred with the Industrial Revolution, 
irredeemably changed social life. He charted 
with sadness the gradual loss of what he called 
Cememsdwfir or community (l BH7), which he 
characterized as based on traditional, close-knit 
ties, personal and steady relationships between 
neighbours and friends, and a clear 
understanding o-F one's social position 

Cemeinscfwfr, Tunnies argued, was being 
replaced by CeselSschaft. He characterized this 
as a kind of society or association based on 
transitory and instrumental relationships. The 
transformation of social life built around 
community to one built around association h 
part ot the modern shift to a more individualist 
society. In this society, relationships are generally 
specific to a particular setting and purpose, and 
only take into account a part of the person. For 
example, if we take a bus in the city, our 
interaction with the driver is likely to be limited 
to a brief exchange at the door of the bus as we 
pay, and our use for him will be limited to bis 
ability to get us to our destination. To lorries, as 
well as to Simmel, the city is a place full of 
Strangers. 

'Once set up/in Part's words, 'a city is, it 
seeing, a great sorting mechanism which 

, , , Infallibly selects out of the population 
as a whole the individuals best suited to 
live in a particular region or a particular 
milieu' (l&5£h p. 79). cities become 

ordered in In 'natural areas', (h rough pro¬ 

cesses of competition. Invasion and suc¬ 

cession - all of which occur in biological 

ecology. IF we look at the ecology of a lake 

in the natural environment, tve find lhal 

competition between various species of 

fish, insects and other organisms operates 
to reach a fairly stable distribution 

between them- This, balance is disturbed if 
new species 'Invade'- try to make rhe lake 
their home. Some of the organisms which 
used to proliferate in the central area of 

the lake are driven out to suffer a more 

precarious existence around its fringes. 

The invading species are then successors 

in the central sections. 

Patterns of location, movement and 

relocation in cities, according to the ceo- 
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logical view, have « similar form. Different 

neighbourhoods develop through the 

adjustments made by inhabitants as they 

struggle to gain their livelihoods. A city can 

be pictured as a map of areas with distinct 

and contrasting social characteristics, in 

the initial stages of the growth of modern 

cities, industries congregate at sites suit¬ 

able l"ur tin* raw materials they need close 

to supply Iities, Populations cluster 

around these workplaces, which come 1u 

be Increasingly diversified us> the number 

of the city's Inhabitants grows, flit, 

amenities thus developed become corre¬ 
spondingly more attractive, -and greater 

competition develops For their acquisi¬ 

tion. Land values and property taxes rise, 

making it difficuli I'm families to carry on 

living in the central neighbourhood, 

except i n cram ped cond i tions o r in ti ecay- 

ing housing where rents are still low. The 

centre becomes dominated by businesses 

and entertainment, with themoreaEllucnt 

private residents moving out to newly 

forming suburbs around the perimeter. 

This process follows transport routes, 

since Lhese minimize the time taken in 

travel I lug to work; the areas between these 

routes develop more slowly. 

Cities can be seen as formed in concen¬ 

tric rings, broken up itilu segments, tn the 

centre are the inner-city areas, a mixture 
of big business prosperity and. decaying 

private houses. Beyond these are longer 

established neighbourhoods, housing 

worJcers employed In stable manual occu¬ 

pations. Further out still a re the suburbs in 

which higher income groups tend to Live. 

Processes of invasion and succession 

□ccLir within the segments of the concen¬ 

tric rings. Thus, as property decays in a 

central or near-centra] area, ethnic minor¬ 

ity groups might start to move into it. As 

they do so, more of the pre-existing popu¬ 

lation start tu leave, precipitating a whole¬ 

sale flight 10 neighbourhoods elsewhere in 

the city or out Lo the suburbs. 

Although for a period the urban ecology 

approach fell into disrepute, iL was later 

re v i veil ;i i id dal ■ n i :.i ted I n the writ Inga of a 

number of authors, particularly Amos 
Hawley (i«5«, Rather than con- 

cent rating un competition For scarce 
resources, as his predecessors had done. 
Hawk!1, LimpllfislEfid the st\md*^yendpt\i^ 

of different city areas. Difjiaren nation - the 

specialization of groups and occupational 

roles - is the main way in which human 

beings adaptto their environment. iTroups 

on which many others depend will have a 

dominant role often relict;ted in their 

central geographical position. Ebusiness 

' WV fijer tf»‘ r'tfjv-. h hrfjn ru tfitttmf it? (!)4t rrvVr- 
ftstf nf a brjf^T t‘fntinntitily. H 
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groups., for Example, like large harks, or 

insurance companies, provide key services 

far many in a community, and hence arc 

usually to he found in the central areas of 

settlements. Hut the zones which develop 

in urban areas, Hawley points out, arise 

from relationships not just of space, but of 

time, business dominance, for example, is 

expressed not only in patterns of land use. 

but also in the rhythm of activities in daily 

Life - an illustration being the rush hour. 

The ordering in time of people's daily lives 

reflects the hierarchy of neighbourhoods 

I n the city. 

The ecological approach has; been as 

important for the empirical research it has 
helped to promote as for its value as a 
theoretical perspective. Many studies, 

both of cities and of particular neighbour- 

hands, have been prompted by ecological 

thinking, concerned, ior example, with the 

processes of 'invasion' and 'succession' 

mentioned above. However, various criti¬ 

cisms can justifiably be made.The ecolog¬ 

ical perspective tends to undercut p hasizc 

the importance of conscious design and 

planning in city Organization, regarding 

urban development as a 'natural' process, 

The models of spatial organization devel¬ 

oped by Park. Burgess and their Colleagues 

were drawn From American experience, 
and tit only some types of city in the United 
States, let alone cities tn Europe, Japan or 

die developing world, 

Urbanism as a way of life 

Wirth's thesis of urbanism as a way of life is 

concerned less with the internal differen¬ 

tiation oi cities than with what urbanism 

is as o form of social existence. Wirth 

observes: 

The degree to which ihc contemporary 
world may be said 1o be ‘u rbate Ls not fully or 

accurately ntemiurad by the pmpuciion ■ 11 
die total population living In cities. The infl¬ 
uences which fines exert on the social life of 
man are greater than the ratio of the urban 
population ivnuid indicate; lor 111 ;■ cityisnnl 
only i ncrciLxukglu lhe dwelltnft-place aitci the 
workshop of modem, man, but It Is the 
initiating and controlling centre of eco¬ 
nomic, pel infill and cultural lift ihat lias 
drawn the most remote communities of the 
world Into us u.rljit ;i i id wtfveh diverse areas, 
peoples and. activities into a cosmos, i 193B, 
p. M'li 

tn cities, Wirth points out, large numbers 
of people live In close proximity to one 
another, without knowing most of the 

others personally - a fundamental con¬ 
trast to sin all. traditional villages. Most 
contacts between city dwellers a re fleering 

and partial, and are means to other ends, 

rather than being satisfying relationships 

in themselves. Interactions wilb salespeo¬ 

ple in shops, cashiers in hanks or ticket 

collectors on trains arc passing encoun¬ 

ters, entered into not for their own sake 

but as means to other aims. 

Since those who live in urban areas tend 

Lu be highly mobile, there are relatively 

weak bonds between them. People arc 

Involved in many different activities and 

situations- each day ■ the 'pace of life' is 

farter than In rural Areas. Competition pre¬ 

vails over cooperation- Wirth accepts that 

the density of social life In cities Loads to 
the formation of rieighLiomhoods having 
distinct characteristics, some of which 
may preserve the characteristics of small 
communities. In immigrant areas, for 

example, traditional types of connections 

between families are found, with most 

people knowing most others cm a personal 

basis. The more such areas are absorbed 

into wider patterns nfeity life, however, the 

less these characteristics survive. 
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Wirth's ideas have deservedly enjoyed 

wide currency. The impersonality of many 

day-to-day contacts in modern cities is- 

undeniable - and. In some degree,, this is 

true of social life in general in modem 

societies. Wirth's theory is important for 

its recognition that urbanism is not just 

[jiirl of a Society, but expresses and influ¬ 

ences the nature of the voider social 

system. As peels of the urban way of life are 

characteristic of social life in m odem sod - 

elles as a whole, no l just the activities of 

those who happen to live In big cities, Yet 
Wirth's ideas also have marled limita¬ 

tions. Like the ecological persjtecflve, with 

which It has much in common, Wirth's 

theory is based mainly cm observations of 
American cifjes, yet generalized to urban¬ 

ism everywhere. Urbanism Is not the same 

at all times and places. As has been men¬ 

tioned, for example, ancient cities were in 

many respects quite different From those 

Found in modern societies. Life For most 

people in the early cities was not much 

more anonymous or impersonal than for 

[host- Jiving in village communities. 

Wirth also exaggerates, the impersonal¬ 

ity of modern cities, Commitnilies involv¬ 

ing close friendship or kinship links are 

mure persistent within modern urban 

communities cliati he supposed. Everett 
Hughes, a colleague of Wirth's at the Uni 
versify of Chicago, wrote of Ins associate: 

' Louis used to say all those things about 
how the city Is Impersonal - while living 
with a wlmle clan of V\n and, Friends on a 
vary personal basin' (quoted in Kasanda 

and Janowitz I97dj. Croups such as those 

Herbert Cans £1962) tails 'the urban vil¬ 

lagers' are common in modern cities. His 

urban villagers’ are Italian-America ns 

living in 211 inner-city Boston neighbour- 

hood. Such ‘white ethnic1 areas ate prob¬ 

ably becoming less significant in Ameri¬ 

can cities than they onte were, bust they 

are being replaced by inner-city commu¬ 

nities involving newer immigrants. 

More importantly, neighbourhoods 

involving close kinship and personal ties 

seem often to be actively created by city 

lifer they are nol just remnants of a pre¬ 

existing way of life which survive for a 

period in the city, Claude Rselier (19(H) 

has [»ut forward an interpretation of why 

large-scale urbanism Lends actually to 

promote diverse subcultures, rather than 
swamp everyone within an anonymous 
mass. Those who live in cities, he points 

out, are able to collaborate with others of 
similar backgrounds ot Interests to 
develop local connections; and they can 

join distinctive religious, ethnic, political 

and other subcultural groups. A small 

town or village docs not allow the develop¬ 

ment of such subcultural diversity. Those 

who form ethnic communities within 

cities, for ins Lance, might have- little nr no 

knowledge of one another in their land of 

origin. When they arrive, they gravitate to 

areas where others from a similar linguis¬ 

tic and cultural background are living, and 

new sub-community structures are 

formed. An artist might find few others to 

associate with in a village or small town, 
but In a large city he or sire might become 
part of a significant artistic and intellec¬ 

tual subculture. 
A large city is a 'world of strangers', yet it 

supports creates personal relation¬ 
ships. This is not paradoxical. We have to 

separate urban experience into the public 

sphere of encounters with strangers and 

the more private world of Family, friends 

and work colleagues. It may be diflicult to 

'meet people" when one first moves to a 

large city. ESut anyone moving to a smalt. 
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established rural coin muni tv may find the 

friendliness of' the inhabitants largely a 

matter of public politeness — it may take 

years to become 'acceptedThis is not so 

in the city. As Edward KrupaE has com¬ 

mented; 

the urban egg . , has a harder shell to 
crack Lacking the occasion and ciieiim- 
stanee* Fen making an eptreie, m any person* 
who see each other duy sdier day at u buscu 
railroad station, in a cafeteria or passing in 
the hallways at work, never become any¬ 
thing more than 'familiar strangers'. Also, 
wmt people may remain totally cm she 
«uIsicle hcLTiu'ir they lark s-aiaal skills nr 
intdaitve. Vet the overwhelming evidence Is 
that because of the diversity of strangers - 
each on e is n ptJtcn i ial Iri end - and the wid e 
ningei cif lifestyles and in ferrets in Ihti rty, 
)K'li|itc1 dn move from the outside in. And 
•once they are ijii the hisldo ui onu groupor 

networks the possibilities for expanding 
their connections multiply gready As a 
mMill, I he evid enc:e i ndica les Mint ihepri:-! 

Live .ajifPiirLunilies iil Ihe city ollen wem tci 

□ULWeLgli lhe LOl'iilralJlIiig forces, allowing 
people to develop and maintain satisfying 
rolnrjnnships. (1905, p- Wl 

Winh's Ideas retain Mme validity. bin 
Lti the Light of SMhs-ecnient contributions i( 
is clear that they ape over-generalized. 
Modern cities frequently involve imper¬ 

sonal, anonymous social relationships, 

but they arc also sources of diversity- and, 

some times, ini i maey. 

Urbanism and the created 
environment 

More recent theories of urbanism have 

stressed that it is not an autonomous 

process, hur has to he analysed in relation 

to major patterns of political arid eco¬ 

nomic change. The two Leading writers in 

urban analysis, David Harvey (1973, 1^32, 

13851 and Manuel Castells 41977. 1683), 

have both been strongly influenced by 

Mars. 

Hanvy: i he restructuring of space 

□rawing on broadly Marxist ideas, David 

Harvey has argued that urbanism is one 

The modem city may seem paradoxical, with 

contradictory potential lo be impersonal yelalso highly 

soeiable. London's China Town is erne example of how □ 
tight knil ethnic communily cun create intimacy in n city, 

and also contribute to its diversity. 
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aspect of the created environment bro u ght 

about by the spread of industrial capital¬ 

ism, In traditional societies, city and coun¬ 

tryside were clearly differentiated. In the 

modern world, industry blurs the division 

between city and countryside. Agriculture 

becomes mechanized and is run simply 

according to considerations of price and 

profit, just like industrial work, and tliis 

process lessens the differences in modes 

of social life between urbati and rural 

people. 

In modern urbanism, Harwy points 
out, space is continually ftvr/mvpml. 11 hi 

process is determined by where large 

firms choose to place their factories, 

research and development centres and so 
forth: by the controls asserted by govern - 

me ills over both land and industrial pro¬ 

duction; and by the activities of privalc 

investors, buying and selling houses and 

land. Business ti nn h. for exam pie, a re con - 

start!)' weighing up the relative advan¬ 

tages of new locations against existing 

ones. As production becomes cheaper in 

one area than ill another, or as the linn 

moves from one product to another, 

offices and factories will be closed down in 

one place and opened up elsewhere. Thus 

at one period, when there are consider¬ 

able profits to be made, there may be a 

spate of office- block building In die centre 
of large cities- Once the offices have been 

built, and the central area 'redeveloped', 
investors Look for potential for further 
speculative building elsewhere. Often 

what is profitable in nine period will not be 

so in another, when the financial climate 

changes. 

The act ivi t ies of private h rune buyers a re 

strongly influcnced by how fa r, a ml where, 

I— ii:i.■ ■—■ Ifiil .'l - ls buy up Lml. ;is wvll 

by rates of leans and taxes fixed by local 

and central government After the Second 

World Wrar. for instance, there was a vast 

expansion of suburban development in 

major cities in the United States,. This was 

partly due to ethnic discrimination and 

the tendency of whites to move away from 

inner-city areas, However, it was only 

made possible, Harvey argues, because of 

government decisions to provide tax con¬ 

cessions to home buyers and construction 

firms, and by the setting up of special 

credit arrangements by financial organiza¬ 

tions, These provided the basis for the 
building and buying of new ho tnes on the 
peripheries of cities, and at the same time 

promoted demand for Industrial products 

such as the motorcar. In England, the 

growth in stae and prosperity of towns and 

cities in the south in the post-war period is 

directly connected to the decline of older 

industries In ihe north, and the conse¬ 

quent movement of' investment to new 

i ndustria I oppn rtun i tics. 

Criifefis; urbanism amt social move¬ 
ments 

Like Harvey, Cast ells stresses that like 

spatia l form uf a society is closely Jin ked to 

the overall mechanisms of its develop¬ 

ment. To understand cities, we have In 

grasp the processes whereby spatial forms 
are created and transformed, The layout 
and architectural features of cities and 

neighbourhoods express struggles and 
conflicts between different groups In 
society. In other words, urban environ- 

ments represent symbolic and spatial 

manifestations of broader social forces. 

For exam pic. skysc rapers may be built 

because they are expected to provide 

profit, but the giant buildings also 'sym¬ 

bolise the power of money over the city 

through technology and self-confidence 

py righted material 
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and are the cathedrals of' the period of 

rising corporate capitalism1 ;Cas tells 1983, 

p, 183). 

[n contrast to the Chicago sociologists, 

Castclls secs the city not only as a distinct 

location - the urban area - but as an inte¬ 

gral part of processes of collective con¬ 

sumption. '.vbich in turn are an inherent 

aspect of industrial capitalism. Schools, 

transport services and leisure amenities 

are ways in which people collectively 

'consume' the products of modern Indus-- 

cry, The taxation system influences who is 

able to buy or pern where, and who builds 

where, Large corpora dona, hanks and 
insurance companies, which provide 

capital for building projects, hare a great 
deal of power over these processes. But 

government agencies also directly affect 

many aspects of city life, by building roads 

and public housing, planning green belts, 

on which new development cannot 

encroach, and so forlh. The physical 

shape of dues Is thus a product of both 

market forces and the power of govern¬ 

ment. 

EJul the nature of the created environ¬ 

ment is not just the result of the activities 

of wealthy and powerful people. Cattells 

Stresses the importance oT the struggles of 

underprivileged groups to idler the it living 

conditions. Urban problems stimulate a 
range of social movements, concerned 
with improving housing conditions., pro- 

testing against air pollution, defending 

parks and green belts and combating 

building development that charges the 

nature of an area. For example, Castclls 

studied I he gay movement in San 

Francisco, which succeeded in restructur¬ 

ing neighbourhoods around its own 

cultu ral vain es- alinwing many gay d rgan - 

tuitions, clubs and bars to flourish - and 

gained a prominent position in local 

politics. 

Cities. Harvey and Castclls both empha¬ 

size, arc almost wholly artificial environ¬ 

ments,. constructed by people. Even most 

rural areas do not escape the influence of 

human intervention and modem technol¬ 

ogy, for human activity has reshaped and 

reordered ifro World of nature. Food Is not 

produced for loco! inhabitants, but for 

national and international markets; arid in 

mechanized [arming, lund is rigorously 

subdivided and specialized in its use, 

ordered Inlo physical patterns which have 

l i i He nelationsh ip lo natu re I features of the 

environment, Those who live on farms 

and in isolated rural areas are economi¬ 

cally, politically and culturally tied to the 

larger society, hrvwarer, different some of 

their modes of behaviour may be from 

those of city dwellers. 

Evaluation 

The views of Harvey and Castclls have 

been widely debated, and their work has 

been important in redirecting urban anal¬ 

ysis. in contrast to the ecologists' 

approach, it puls emphasis nut on 

'natural' spatial processes, but on how 

laud and she created environment reflect 
social and economic systems of power. 
This ms ita 9 significant shift of emphasis, 

Vet the ideas of Ilatvey and Castells are 
often stated In a highly abstract way. and 
have not stimulated sneli a large variety of 
lesearcTi studies compared with the work 

of the Chicago School. 

In some ways, the views set out hy 

Harvey ami Castells and those of the 

Chicago School usefully complement 

each other, and can be combined to give a 

comprehensive picture of urban pro- 

pyrighted material 
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like anything else, Sand and properly can t>e bought and sold, reflecting social and economic systems 
of power. 

cesses. The contrasts between city areas 
described in urban ecology do exist, as 

does the overall impersonality of city life. 

13ut Ihcsc arc more variable than Ihc 

members of the Chicago School believed, 

and are primarily Rovcrncd by the social 

End economic influences analysed by 

Harvey and Cartel Is. John Logan and 

Harvey Molotch I19B7’ have sugRcstcd an 

approach that directly connects the per¬ 

spectives of authors like Harvey and Cas¬ 

te Ik wtili some features of the ecological 

standpuint. I hey agree wills Harvey and 

CasLulls that brood features of economic 

development, sitetching nationally and 

Internationally, affect urban life in quite a 

direct way. But these wide-ranging eco¬ 

nomic factors, they argue, are focused 

through Local organisations, inlhiding 

neighbourhood businesses, banks and 

government agencies, together with the 

activities oFindividual house buyers. 

[faces - land and buildings - arc 

bought and sold, according to Logan and 

Molotch,. just like oilier goods in modern 

societies, but the markets which struc¬ 

ture city environments arc influenced by 

how different groups of people warn to 

kvriah llEJl 
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Line the pro pert)' they buy and sell. Many 

tensions and conflicts arise as a result of 

this process - and these are the key 

factors structuring city neighbourhoods. 

For instance, in modern cities, Logan and 

Molotcti paint out, Large financial and 

business firms continually try to intensify 

land use in specific ureas, J he more I hey 

■cun do so, (he more there are opportu¬ 

nities for land speculation and for the 

profitable eonsUnction of new buildings. 

These companies ImVu little concern with 

die social and physical effects of lhelr 
activities cut a given neighbourhood - 
with whether or not, for example, attrac¬ 

tive older residences are destroyed 10 
make room for large new office blocks. 
The growth processes Fostered by big 
firms Involved in property development 

often go against the interests of local 

businesses or residents, who may 

attempt actively to resist them. People 

come together in neighbourhood groups 

in order ra defend their interests as 

residents. Such local associations may 

campaign fur Lhe extension of zoning 

restrictions;, block new building 

encroaching an parks, or press for more 

favourable rent regulations. 

The development of the 
city 

Although there were great cities in the 
ancient world, like Athens and Home in 
Europe, city life, as we row know it, is vary 

different from that experienced in previ¬ 

ous ages. As early sociologists like SimmcL 

and Tfinnies showed, the development of 

die m odern city changed the way in which 

humans feLt end thought about the world 

and the ways in which they interacted 

with o ne another. In this section we kio k a t 

the advance of the city from its beginnings 

in traditional societies to the most recent 

trends in urban development, both in lhe 

West and globally. 

Cities in traditional societies 

Thu World's first cities appeared about 

3500 QCE, in the river valleys of the Nile in 

Egypt, the Tigris and Euphrates in what is 

now Iraq, and the Indus In what is today 

Pakistan, Cities In traditional societies 
were very small by modem standards. 

Bahylon, for example, one of the largest 

ancient Near Eastern cities, extended over 

an area of only 3-2 square miles and at Its 
height, around 2QCM1 pre. probably num¬ 

bered no more that LSrQM-20,flM people. 

Rome under Emperor Augustus in the first 

century ucc was easily the largest pre- 

rtiodem city outside China, with some 

306,000 in habitants - roughly the popula¬ 

tion of Coventry or Doncaster in the UK 

today. 

Most cities of the ancient world shared 

certain common features. They were 

usually surrounded by high walls that 

served as a military defence and empha¬ 

sized lhe separation of the urban commu¬ 

nity from the countryside. The central 

area of die city was usually occupied by a 

religious temple, a royal palace. govern¬ 

ment and commercial buiklings acid a 

public square. This ceremonial, com met ■ 
dal and politics! centre was sometimes 

enclosed within a second, tuner wall and 

was usually ten small to hold more than a 

minority of the citizens. Although it 

usually contained a market, the centre 

was diffcrcnl from lhe business districts 

found al the core of modern cities, 

because the main buildings were nearly 

>DvriQhl nal 
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always religious and political fSjoberg 

3 9 GO. 1363; Foi 19S-4: Wheatley 1971). 

The dwellings uflhe ruling class nr elite 

tended to be concentrated near Lhc centre. 

The less privileged groups lived towards 

the perimeter of the city or outside the 

walls, moving inside if lhc city came under 

attack. DifFeren l ethnic and reli gious com - 

mnnUiesi were often allocated to separate 

neighbourhoods, where their members 

both lived and worked. Sometimes these 

neighbourhoods Were also surrounded by 

walls. ComrEiuiilCHtllous among dty dwell¬ 

ers weie erratic. Lack! ng any fo rm i >f print¬ 
ing press, public officials had to shorn at 

die lops of their voices to deliver pro- 

nmincomcms. ’Streets' wows usually strips 
of land on which no one had yet built. 
few traditional civilizations boasted 

sophisticated road systems linking 

various cities, but these existed mainly for 

military purposes, and transportation tor 

ihe most part was slow and limited. Mer¬ 

chants and soldiers were the only people 

who regularly travelled over long dis¬ 

tances. 

While cities were the main centres Tor 

science, the arts and cosmopolitan 

culture, their influence over lhc rest of the 

Country was always weak. No more than a 

tiny proportion of the population lived In 
the cities, and the division between cities 

and countryside was pronounced, By fat1 

the majority of people lived In small rural 
communities and rarely encountered 
marc than the occasional state off dal or 
merchant from the towns. 

Industrialization and urbanization 

The contrast between the largesl modern 

cities and those of pre-modern civiliza¬ 

tions is extraordinary. The most populous 

cities in the industrialized countries 

number almost 20 million inhabitants. A 

conurbation - a cluster nf cities and towns 

forming a continuous network - may 

include even larger numbers of people. 

The peak of urban life today is rep resented 

by what is failed the megalopolis, the 'city 

ofclties'. The term was originally coined in 

ancient Greece to refer to a city-state that 

was planned to he the envy of all civiliza¬ 

tions, but in current usage it bears little 

relation to that utopia. Thu term was first 

applied In relation to the north-eastern 
seaboard of the United States, a conurba¬ 
tion covering some 45b miles from north 

of Boston to below Washington, DC. In 
this region, about id million people live at 
a density of more than 700 persons per 

square mile. 

Britain was the first society to undergo 

industrialization, a process that began in 

the mid-eighteenth century. The process 

of industrialization generated increasing 

urbanization - lhc movement of the popu¬ 

lation into towns and cities, and away 

from the land. In 1BOO. fewer that] 20 per 

cent of I he British population lived in 

towns or cities of more than IQ-.OOO inhab¬ 

itants, LJy 1900. this proportion had risen 

to 74 per cent. The capital city, London, 

was home to about 1.1 million people in 

lWin; by the beginning of the twentieth 

century, it had increa sed 1 n size to a popu - 

Union of more than? million, London was 
then by far the largest city ever seen in the 

world- li was a vast manufacturing, com 
mercia I and fine ncial centre at the heart nf 
a still-expanding Eirilish Empire. 

The urbanization of most oLher Euro¬ 

pean countries and lhc United States took 

place somewhat later-hut in some cases, 

□ nee under way, accelerated even faster. 

In 1 BOO, the U niced Sta tes wa s a mo re iu ra l 

py righted material 
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society than tin- leading Eli Lap can coun¬ 

tries at the same (Late. Less titan JO per 

cent of the population Lived in commu¬ 

nities with populations of more than 2,500 

people. Today well over three-tlLUtrlers of 

American* do so. Between ]U0t> ami isww, 

tiie population of New York leapt froi]] 

SO.rHJU people t04,& million. 

Urbanisation Is now a global process, 
ihio which developing countries are 

i ncrcaslngly being draWTl. In 19 Stl, only ttO 

percent nf the world’s population were 

urban dweller*: by ,200m. ibis had reached 

47 per cent -2.3 billion people - and by 

2033 it is exported tn reach 60 per cent - 5 

bill ion people. At current rates of'chanpc, 

die number of people living in urban areas 

will overtake the number of people in rural 

areas hv 2007. Most urbanization is now 

taking place in the developing world. The 

Lirbiin population of the less developed 

regions is expected to rise by niore than 2 

billion people between zotto and 2bb0 

From around 2 to 4 billion, by Contrast, as 

table 2 L. I shows, the urban population of 
developed regions Is expected to increase 
m uch more sknvfy, from 0,3 billion in2000 
to l bi 11 iojr i n 2d:30 (UN 2(>u 11. 

The development gf the modern 
city 

Only a! the turn of the twentieth century 

did statisticians mid social observers 
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Table 21 ,1 Urbanization of regions of the world by levels of development, 1950, 1975, 3900 and 
7070 (projected) 

Population (billions) 

1950 1975 2000 2030 

Total population 

World 3.57 4.07 6.06 8,27 

More developed regions 0.01 1.05 1.19 1.22 

Less developed regions 1.71 3.02 4.B7 7j05 

Urkijrt popiileUiiQff 

World D.75 1.54 2.86 4.90 

•More developed regions 0.45 0.73 0.90 1.00 

Less developed regions 0.30 0.81 1.96 3.36 

Rural population 

World 1.77 2.52 3.19 3.29 

.More developed regions 0.37 0.51 0.79 0.21 

Less developed regions 1.40 2.21 2.90 3.00 

Source; UW (2001) 

begin to distinguish. hotwee n the town and 

tin.-city. Cities with large populations were 

recognized to be usually more cosmopoti- 

uin than smaller centres, with their LnflLi¬ 

enee extending beyond the national 

society of which they were a part. 

The expansion of cities came about 

because of population increase, plus the 

migration of outsiders frum farms, villages 

und small towns, This migration was often 

international, with people moving from 

peasant backgrounds directly into d Lies in 

die other countries. The Immigration of 

vety large numbers of Europeans from 

poor farming backgrounds to the United 
Stales is the most obvious example. 

Cross-national immigration into cities 

was also widespread between countries in 

Europe itself Peasants and villagers 

migrated to tlie (owns fas they are doing 

on a massive scale in developing countries 

today) bcca use of Lack a f op p □ mini tics in 

the rnral a leas, coupled with the apparent 

advantages and attractions of cities, where 

it was rumoured that the streets were 

'paved with, gold' {jobs, wealth, a wide 

range of goods and services}. Cities, more¬ 

over, became concentrated centres of 

financial and industrial power, entrepren¬ 

eurs sometimes creating new urban areas 

almost from scratch. 

The development of modern cities has 
hod an enormous Impact, not only on 
habits and modes of behaviour, but on 

patterns of thought and feeling. From the 

time when large urban agglomerations 
first formed. In the eighteenth century, 
views about the effects of cities on social 

life have hecn polarized. Some saw cities 

as representing 'civilized virtue’, the fount 
of dynamism and cultural creativity. For 

these aulhors, cities maximize opportu¬ 

nities for economic and cultural develop¬ 

ment, and provide the means of living a 

>ynghl Ferial 
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i i. mu ■ ruble mi.: .1:iI'-, i. i;. ixi-.Uin-r. 

Others have branded the city ssa smoking 

Inferno thronged with aggressive and 

inuliuilK :Iini-■ 11..I crowds. i i-.KI!■.-:I wiih 

crime, violence, corruption and poverty. 

As cities mushroomed In size, many 

people were horrified to see that inequal¬ 

ities; and urban poverty seemed to inten¬ 

sify correspondingly. The extent of urban 

poverty and the vast differences between 

city neighbourhoods were among the 

main factors Chat prompted early sud- 

o Logical analyses of urban life, Unsurpris¬ 

ingly, (be first major sociological studies 

of, and theories about, modem urban 

conditions originated in Chicago, a city 

marked by a phenomenal rate of develop- 

ment - it grew from a virtually uninhab¬ 

ited area in the IfklQs to a population of 

well over 2 million by 1900 - and by very 

pronounced inequalities. 

Recent urban trends on Britain 
and the USA 

In this section, we consider some of the 

main patterns in Western urban develop¬ 

ment in the post-war era, using Britain 

and the United Stales as exam pies. Atten¬ 

tion will Focus on the rise of suburban 

areas, die decline of Inner-city areas and 
strategies aimed, at urban renewal. 

Siiintrixmizaiinn 

In the USA. the process of suburbamia- 

tion reached Us peak in the 13&05 and 
lUtitls. The centres nT cities during lltnse 
decades had a 10 per cent growth rate, 

while that oF the suburban areas was ^10 

per cent. Most of the early movement to 

the suburbs involved white families. T he 

enforcement of racial mixing in schools 

can be seen as a major factor in the deci¬ 

sion of many whites to decamp from 

inner-city areas. Moving to the suburbs 

was an attractive option for families who 

wished to pul their children in all-white 

schools. Even today. American suburbs 

remain mostly white. 

However, the white domination uf sub¬ 

urbia in the United States is being eroded 

as mure and more members of ethnic 

minorities move there. An analysis of data 

Crum the US 2000 Census showed that 

racial and ethnic minorities make up 27 

per cent of suburban populations, tip 
from 19 per cent In 1990, Like the people 
wild began the exodus to suburbia In the 

1950&. me m bers of m inorlty e tlmlc gro u ps 
who move to die suburbs are mostly 
middle-class professionals. They move in 

search of better housing, schools and 

amenities. According to the chairman of 

the Chicago Housing Authority, 'subur¬ 

banization isn't about race now; it's about 

class. Nobody wants to be around poor 

people because of all the problems that go 

along with poor people; poor schools, 

unsafe streets, gangs' (quoted in De Witt 

1994]. 

in the UK. many uf the suburbs around 

London grew up between the two world 

wars, and clustered round new roads and 

links by underground train* thin could 

bring commuters; into the centre- Some 

converts to tho big city life have looked 

with disdain on the huge expanses of sub 

urbia. with, Its semi-detached villas and 
well-tended gardens blanketing the 

fringes of English cities. Others, like the 

pool John Betjeman f 1i, have cele¬ 

brated the modest eccentricity of the 

.i n li iv: ture fil ilie suburbs. and (lie 

impulse to combine the employment 

opportunities of the city with a mode of 

life connected in practical terms with 

pyrighted material 
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Many Victorians saw the newly industrializing cities such as Manchester and Leeds as sewers of 

degeneration and vice. 

OWner-oCCupatlon and car ownership, 

anil in terms of values With traditional 

fun lily life. 
En Britain, I he migration of the residen¬ 

tial 11 Ui lion from central dtv ureas to 

outlying. suburbs and dormitory towns 

ftowtis outside (liecity boundaries lived in 
mainly by people who work in the city ) or 
villages in the Ifl7fh and early IHHOh 

meant that the population of Greater 
London dropped by about half a million 

over the period. In the industrial towns of 

the North, the.1 rapid loss of manufacturing 

industry during this period also reduced 

the population of Inner-city areas, At the 

same time, many smaller cities and towns 

g)ttW quickly for example, Cambridge, 

Ipswich. Norwich, Oxford and Leicester, 

The 'flight to the suburbs' lias had dra¬ 

ma tie implications for the health and 

vitality of both British end American 

urban centres, as we shall see, Suburban- 

izalinn has also affected men and women 

differently an we see in the hox overleaf. 

yngnte 
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"Engendering' the city 

Writing from a feminist perspective., severe] 
authors have examined how the city reflects the 
unequal gender relations in society,, and have 
looked at ways to overcome this. 

id Beall •(1996) has noted that if social 
relations, in this case between men and women, 
are underpinned by power, then cities 
demonstrate the correlation between power 
and space in terms of what gets built, where it is 
built, how and for whom, Beall writes that'Cities 
are literally concrete manifestations of ideas on 
Ev?w society was, is and! hew it should he'- 

The growth ol the city in the nineteenth 
century is associated with gender separation, 
Public life and space was dominated by men, 
who were free to travel through the city as they 
wanted. Women were not expected to be seen 
in most public places, and those that were, were 
Iikely to be regarded as prostitutes or 'street 
walkers1'. 

As the process of suburbanization began, the 
gender separation grew even clearer. liVhitsr the 

male head of the family commuted into the city 
cm a daily basis, the women (wives) were 
exp acted to rema in at home to care for th e 
fam i Iy. Tra nsp o rt li n ks we re bui It for trove I 
between the suburbs end the city centra, but 
little though! was given by their male designers 
to transportation within the suburbs, as a re sail 
of which it was more difficult for women lo 
leave home (Greed! 1994), 

Elizabeth Wilson has argued, however, that the 
development of (he city was not all bad for 
wo men, She believes that seme feminists have 
reduced the role of women in the city to that of 
victims. In fact, Wilson contests, the development 
of I he city provided opportunities that non urban 
forms of life could not give- With the emergence 
of female white-collar work in th* city and later 
the expansion of the service industry, women 
increasingly entered the workforce. The city 
offered women employment as an escape from 
unpaid labour in the house that did not exist 
outside urban life (Wilson 2QD2), 

inner- city- decay 

In the USA, Ihc severe inner-city decay, 

which, ties marked alt large cities over the 

past Few decades, is a direct eon sequence 

of the growth of the suhu rtas. The move - 

me lit of hlgh-inc-mne groups away from 

the city has meant a loss of their local tax 

revenues. Since those that remain, or 

replace them, include many living in 

poverty, there Ls little scope for replacing 

that lost income. If rates ate raised in the 

central city, wealthier groups and busi¬ 

nesses lend tt> HiOVe further out. 

This situation is worsened by the fact 

that the building stock in central cities 
becomes more run‘■down chan in the 

suburbs, crime rates rise arid there is 
higher unemployment- More must there¬ 

fore be spent on wel Fa re services, schools, 

the upkeep oF buildings and police and 

fire services. A cycle uf deterioration 

develops in which the more suburbia 

expands, (he greater become the prob¬ 

lems of the1 city centres. In many Ameri¬ 

can urban areas, the effect lias been 

dram atlc particularly in the old* r citl etk 
such as New Vo i k. Bosto n or Wash i ngton. 

DC. hi some neighbourhoods In these 

cities, the deterioration of property Is 
probably worse than In lsrgjs urban areas 
anywhere else in the industrialized 

world. Decaying tenement blocks and 
hoarded-up and burnt-out buildings 

alternate with empty areas oF land 

covered i n ru bble. 

Tn Britain, inner-city decay has been 

less marked than in the United Slates. Yet, 

some in ncr-cily a reas are as dilap idated as 

many neighbourhoods in American cities. 

An important Church of England report. 

ynahtE 
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Fatih in the City [lir&dj, described rln- 

Inner-city areas bit bleak terms: 

Urey walls, IjiU'rud streets. board l-lI-up 
windows, graffiti, ienialition and debris arc 
the drearily standard Ib-oturc- nF the districts 
and parishes wilJi which we are concerned 
. . . llie dwell i:i|{N in ihc in nerd I its ax? older 
111 hii elsewhe/t Kauglilv one-quartex of 
MjLglariii's houses were built before ] S Li). but 
the proportion, in the inner areas ranged 
I'mm 10 Ins Mt per uimi 1. 

□ ne reason for ihc decay in Britain's inner 

cities is the financial crises that have 

affected many of these areas. From the late 

3970'S OiiWunJs, central government pul 

strong pressure on local authorities lo 

Limit their budgets and lo cut local ser¬ 

vices, even in inner-city areas most 

subject In decay. I .nerd authorities (hat 

exceeded nationally set expenditure levels 

rnuLd be penalized, This led In intense 

cunllicts between the government and 

many of tire Councils that ran distressed 

inner-city ureas, when (hey could not 

meet their set budgets. The introduction 

of the Holl lax (officially called the Com¬ 

munity Charge) under Mrs Thatcher's 

Conservative guv err 11 a ent further affected 

local government finances, Although the 
Poll Tax was finally repealed because of 

widespread opposition, including large 
demonstrations Jit several elites during 
idem, many city councils found them¬ 

selves wilh less revenue than before and 

were compelled to cut back on what were 

Largely regarded as essential services. 

Inner-city decay in the 11K is a Isa rela ted 

to changes in Ihc global economy. 

Recently industrialized countries such as 

Singapore, Taiwan or Mexico often have 

much cheaper labour costs than countries 

like the UK which can moke them an 

attractive location for manufacturing 

industry. In response to this, over the lost 

few decades, some already Industrialized 

nations, for example, Japan and l West) 
Germany, shifted their economies to the 
kinds of activity that require a high level of 

capital Investment and a highly skilled, 
well-educated workforce, fti his classic 
study, /rtsfde rfce lnnt?r-City (E9&J). Paul 
Harri son has examined the im pae t of these 

global changes upon Hackney, still one of 

London's poorest boroughs. The 1970s saw 

a dramatic decline in Hackney's manufac¬ 

turing sector, paralleling a national 

decline. The number of manufacturing 

jobs in (he borough dropped from 45,500 
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in 1973 ta 27r40Cl in 1981 - a f.ill nf'4D per 

cent. Until the mid-1970s Hackney's male 

unemployment rale was roughly level with 

the national average; by I9AJ it had risen to 

17.1 per cent 150 per cent above the 

average]. As the number of people nut of 

work increased, su too-did the number of 

people living in poverty. Harrison sum¬ 

marizes the effects of such a concent rat ion 

uf disadvantaged people; 

fl.luc'iit i^nVeinmenl p*jur in tesourciiS and 
somerimes m the quality of staffing; a poor 
health service, since doctors cannot find a 
derent accommodation or m uch m the way 
ul'pnvale practice; a I m,v Level nPeduciilionai 

allaumie:il disc prLulLiiily Lu prior limue 

backgrounds and the luw average ability in 
schools; and, finally; high Levels of crime, 
vandalism and family breakdown., and, 
wherever connmunities uf divergent cul¬ 
ture 3 live I ngrl her, conflicts bused on relig¬ 
ion or race. 

fsometimes these nmliiplc disadvantages 

overlap to such an extent that they hurst 

forth openly in the form of urban conflict 

and riots. 

For more on the problems arising from 

inner-city decay, see pp- 317-21, on the 

'underclass' <snd pp, 356-65 on social 

exclusion. 

Riots 

in an uracd globalisation, populaticm move¬ 

ment and rapid change, large cities have 

become concentrated and intensified 

expressions of the social problems that 

afflict society as a whole. All ton often, the 

'invisible" fault-lines within cities, generally 

created by unemployment and racial 

tension, undergo the equivalent of social 

earthquakes. Simmering tensions flare 1o 

the surface, sometimes violently in the form 

of riots, Lnotingund widespread destruction. 

This occuircd in the USA, in Ihc spring 

of 1!S92 when riots engulfed parts of Los 

Angeles. Henry Cisneros, then Secretary of 

the Department of blousing and Urban 

Development, flew rsul to the city to inves¬ 

tigate at first hand what was going on: 

What 1 saw was a city in which smoke was 

a very where 11 sm died of burning wi re and 

plastic, The smoke was so ibirf? If™ it 
oh sc ii red the lights of a helicopter cLtdlng 

directly overhead. Sirens screamed every 

few seconds, as strike team s of fi re engines 

escorted by Cali Fornia highway patrol cars - 

literally convoys of twenty vehicles, the 
patrol cars hi proled Liu: lirulighlers raced 

from one fire to the next. . . . Los Angeles 
that Thursday night was truly Ihe urban 
apocalypse in a kind of smoky orange, an 
assault on, all of ihe senses, people wide 

eyed, alluuL panic .ii•• I one .uud sound 

away (1993} 

Riots have afflicted British nelghbcmr- 
Imods an well; for example, Rrivton in 

South London in L9ftlr l‘?8!i and 11)9!»; Ply 
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Rioting in Bradford in July 2001 was sparked by local tensions between white and ethnic 

rri i no rily co m m u nilies. 

Ln Cardiff in LliiUi" and Oldham, Burn Icy 

end Lidgel Green in Bradford in 20(J L.The 

2001 riots involved clashes between 

members of different cultural and ethnic 

backgrounds, attacks upon the police and 

the destruction of property. 

Endowing the riots in 2006, the govern¬ 

ment scL up a Community Cohesion 

Review Team, chaired by Ted Caritlc, to 

produce r. report into the causes of the 

riots. Tlie report found a deep polarization 

between different ethnic cun mi unities In 

Britain's urban areas, It argued dial many 
aspects or people’s everyday lives com¬ 
pounded this -spill; for example, having 

separate educational arrangements, vol> 
u niai y bodies. e rnptoyment pai term. 
places of worship and language. A Muslim 

of Pakistani origin, interviewed for the 

report, summed this up, saying: 'When I 

leave this meeting with you 1 will go home 

and nor see another white face until I 

come back here next week.' The report 

argued: 

In such a dim are, thrre; h-n? keen link 
=i1 I«:tii pt liMlevdop clear values whu:h liwiur, 

i.ii whatti means Eobc actrlzen of n nmde ii 

multi-racial Limatn and many still look 
buck wands to some supposed Ey halcyon 

ir :i moon ni||.ura soriely, or aitcrom 

hvelyiimk Ii • Uitiir tnunlry [U iri^m I’ursciiri; 

fotJti of iiLl iiliCV. 

The report suggested that greater commu¬ 

nity cohesion it needed, based upon 

knowledge of, contact between, and 

respect for, the various cultures thru make 

up the UK To do this it 'is also essential to 

establish a greater sense of ciLixenship, 

rricih 
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based an (a few} common principles 

which are shared and observed by all sec¬ 

tions of the community. This concept of 

citizenship wn li Lei a Iso p lace a h ighcrvaluc 

an cultural differences.' To achieve these 

aims, the report called fora well- resourced 

national debate, heavily in Clue need by 

younger people, and expressed Lite hope 

chat this debate would load to a new con¬ 

ception of citizenship, creating a more 

coherent approach Lo issues like educa¬ 

tion, housing, regeneration and employ¬ 

ment- There were also suggestions for the 
prepa ra tion of loca I Vo mmu nlty cohesion 
plans', the pm motion of cross-cultural 

contact in order to foster respect and 

explode cultural myths and the establish- 
men t of a new Community Cohesion Task 

Porce to oversee these developments 

[Independent Report of Lhc Community 

Cohesion Review Teem 2001). Ethnic ten¬ 

sions fuelled by decaying infrastructure 

and housing led to rioting in many French 

cities in late 2005. ncigniling debates across 

Europe on immigration and relations 

between ethnic groups (see pp. 497—6}. 

Urban renewal 

What him! uf approach should local, 

regional and national governments lake in 

addressing the complex problems crip¬ 
pling Inner cities? Elow cart tin? rapid 

expansion of outlying suburban areas he 
checked to prevent the erosion of green 
areas and countryside? A successful urban 
renewal policy Is particularly challenging 
because it demands simultaneous action 

on multiple fronts. 

In the UK. a range of national schemes - 

involving, for example, grants for the reha¬ 

bilitation of houses hy their owners or tax 

incentives to attract business - have been 

introduced to try to revive the fortunes of 

the inner cities. Over the last few decades 

a range of government programmes has 

been launched tJiat pursue different 

methods of urhan regeneration. The Con¬ 

servative government's Action far Cities 

programme of lf?3W, for example, looked 

more to private investment and free 

market forces Lo generate improvement 

than to stale intervention. However, the 

response from business was much weaker 

than had been Anticipated because uf the 

seen]irig intractability of many of lhc 

problems facing the Inner cities, there lias 

been a tendency for programmes to be fre¬ 
quently dropped or replaced when results 

are not i|mck to arrive. 
Studies Indicate that, apart from the 

odd showpiece project, providing incen¬ 

tives and expecting private enterprise to 

do the job is ineffective as away of tackling 

the fundamental social problems gener¬ 

ated by the central cities. So many oppres¬ 

sive circumstances come together in the 

inner-city, that reversing processes of 

decay once they have go L under way is in 

any case exceedingly difficult. Investiga¬ 

tions into inner-city decay, such as the 

Scar man Report on the 1SB1 E5rixton 

riots, have noted, the lack of a coordi¬ 

nated approach Lo inner-city problems 

[SeanTusil ItSJUEJ, Without major public 
expenditure which Is unlikely t& be 
forthcoming from government - the pros¬ 

pects for radical Improvement are slender 
Indeed (Macgregorand Ptmlolt 15W1). 

The Labour government elected In 1997 

has launched two main regeneration 

funds: lhc new deal for communities and 

the neighbourhood renewal fund. Other 

sources of funding focused on specific 

activities arc also important in aiding 

urban renewal, including money from the 

National Lottery, funding for action zones 
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in health, employment and education, 

srid Housing Corporation cash lor new 

social housing, 60 per cent of which has to 

support regeneration schemes. An impor¬ 

tant difference between current pro¬ 

grammes and earlier schemes Is that the 

earlier projects tended to focus cm physi¬ 

cal aspects of regeneration,, particularly 

housing, Whereas Haler programmes have 

tried Co stimulate both social and eco¬ 

nomic re general ion. 

The new deal for communities Is the 

Labour government’s flagship regenera¬ 
tion scheme. It was Launched In I99B and 
there are currently thirty-nine commu¬ 

nities with projects across the UK. So for. 

around £2 billion has been committed to 
these projects over a period of tan years. 

The main goal of live programme is to 

reduce disadvantages i n the poorest areas 

by focusing an five specific issues: poor 

j □ b prospects, h i gh levels of crim e, educa - 

lional under-achicvcment, poor health, 

and problems with housing and the phys¬ 

ical environment, 

The Neighbourhood Renewal Fund, 

which began in 200 L, will be targeted ul 

the most deprived areas. ESy 2005. around 

£1.675 billion had been committed to the 

Fund. Money is given as extra help lo meet 

government targets for reducing Inequal¬ 
ity. The Neighbourhood Renewal Tund 
alms to enable the eighty-eight most 

deprived authorities, hi collaboration 
with their Local Strategic Partnership, to 
improve services, narrowing the gap 
between deprived areas and the rest of 
Fngla nd (Neighbourhood Renewal Unit 

20011. 

A number of questions remain about 

the cflfec tivcncss of regent re don sc hemes. 

How can top-down government pro¬ 

grammes gain the bat king and involve¬ 

ment oflocal people that is usually crucial 

to their success? Can public cash really 

stimulate local economics and create 

jobs? How can regeneration schemes 

prevent displacing problems from one 

area to another (Weaver 2(1011? 

Gentriftcallon and ‘urban recycling’ 

Urban recycling the refurbishing or 

replacement of old buildings and new 

uses for previously developed Laud - has 

become common in large cities. Occa¬ 

sionally this. has. been attempted as part of 
plannI mg pmgra m mes. b u t more often i t is 
the result nf genlrif i cation - the re n ova rion 

o f buildings Iridl la pldated city neighbou r- 
hoods for use by those In higher income 
groups, plus the provision of amenities 

like shops and restaurants In serve them. 

The gentrificatfior of inner-city areas has 

occurred Ln many cities in Britain, the USA 

and other developed nations, anti seems 

set to continue in years to come. 

In the USA. the sociologist Elijah 

Anderson analysed the impact nf gcunifi¬ 

cation in his book. Streetwise; Hnce, Class, 

and Change in «n Urban Community 

(19B0), White the renovation of a neigh¬ 

bourhood generally increases its value, it 

rarely Improves the living standards of its 

current low-lucome residents, who are 
usually forced to move out- In the Phila¬ 
delphia neighbourhood that A tide rerun 

studied, many black residences, were con¬ 
demned. fording more than a thousand 
people lo leave. Although they were told 
that then properly would be used tnhuild 
low-cost housing that they would be 

given the first opportunity to buy. Large 

businesses and a high school now stand 

there. 

Tbc poor residents who continued to 

Live in the neighbourhood received some 

y right Tier ial 
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benefit in the Ibmi of improved schools 

and police protection, but Ibe resulting 

increase In taxes and rents finally forced 

them to leave fora more affordable neigh- 

ba urhood, m usl a Ite it i n(c a reas of greatc r 

social exclusion. [Sleek residents inter¬ 

viewed by Anderson expressed resent¬ 

ment at the influx of 'yuppies', whom they 

held responsible fur the changes that 

drove the poorer people away. 

The while newcomers had come to ihe 

oily in search oTcheap 'antique' housing, 

closer access to then city*basetl jobs. and 

a trendy urban lifestyle- They professed 
to he 'open-mitided' about facial end 

ethnic differences; In reality, however, 
little fraternizing tool; place between the 
new and old residents unless they were of 

the same social class. Since the hlack res¬ 

idents were mostly poor and the white 

residents were middle class, class differ¬ 

ences were compounded hy ethnic ones. 

While some middle-class blacks lived in 

the area, most who could afford to do so 

chose a inure suburban lifestyle,, fearing 

that they would otherwise receive from 

whites the same treatment that was 

reserved for (Ite black underclass. Over 

time, (he neighbourhood was gradually 

transformed Into a white middle-class 

enclave. 

One reason behind gentrlficafIon is 
demographic- Young professional people 

are choosing to marry and start families 
later In life; as. a result, more housing is 
needed for Individuals .sod couples, rather 
than families, lo the 1JK. Ihe government 
predicts that an additional 3.U million 

households will form between JflPG and 

2021 (Urban Task Force IflDS). Recau.se 
young pen pLe are having families later and 

their careers often demand long hours in 

inner-city office buildings, life in suburbia 

becomes more of an Inconvenience Ilian 

an asset. Affluent childless couples- arc 

able to afford expensive housing in refur¬ 

bished inner-city areas and may even 

prefer to build lifestyles around the high- 

quality cultural, culinary and entertain¬ 

ment options available In city centres. 

Older couples whose children have left 

home may also he tempted buck Into 

inner-city areas for similar reasons. 

It is important Lo note that the process 
of gentrifiCatiOn parallels another trend 

discussed earlier: the transformation of 
the urban economy from a manufacturing 

to a service -Industries b*se. Addressing 
the concerns of the victims of fhes* eco 
nomie changes Is cri tical for the survive I of 
the cities. 

In E. on do it, Docklands has been a 

notable example of “urban recycling'. The 

London's Docklands has become j prime exam pie of 

'urban recycling'. 
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Docklands area in Fast London occupies 

some eight and a liall square miles of ter¬ 

ritory adjoining the Thames-deprived of 

Lis economic function by dock closures 

and industrial decline, Docklands is do sc 

to the financial district of the CLly of 

London, but also adjoins poor, working- 

class areas on the other tide. From the 

33G0s onwards there Were intense battles 

- which continue today - about what 

should happen lo Lite area. Many living in 

or close to Docklands favoured redevel¬ 

opment by means of community devel¬ 

opment projects, which would protect 

Hie interests of poorer residents. In the? 

event, with die settling up of the Dock¬ 

lands Development Corporation in israi. 

Hie region became a central part of the 

Conservative government's strategy of 

encouraging private enterprise to play 

ihe prime part in urban regeneration. 

The constraints of planning require¬ 

ments and regulations were deliberately 

relaxed. The area today Ls covered in 

modern buildings, often adventurous in 

design. Warehouses have been converted 

into luxury Huts, and new blocks have 

been constructed alongside them. A very 

Large office development, visible from 

many other parts of London, has been 

constructed at Canary Wharf, Vet amkl 

tlitr glitter there are still dilapidated 

buildings and empty stretches of waste¬ 

land, Office space quite often lies empty, 

as do same of the new dwellings which 

have proved unsaleable at the prices they 

were originally projected to fetch. The 

boroughs of the Docklands have some of 

the poorest housing in the country, but 

many people living in such housing argue 

that they have benefited little front the 

construction Lhat has gone on around 

them. 

On pp. 919-Si we look at the role oF 

sport In urban regeneration through the 

example of Manchester's 2002 Com 

monwealth Games. 

In the USA, developers are buying up 

abandoned industrial warehouses in cities 

from Milwaukee Lo Philadelphia and con¬ 

verting them into expensive residen Lial lo fts 

and studio apartments. The creaLion of 

vibrant public spaces within the blighted 

urban centres of Baltimore and Pittsburgh 

has been heralkted as a triumph -of urban 

renewal, Yer. It is difficult to conceal the 
deprivation that remains in neighbour¬ 

hoods just blocks away from these revital¬ 
ized city ce litres. 

Arguing against developments such as 
Doc klands in his honk About the history of 

the city. Tike Conscience of the Eye (1393), 

Richard Sennett has argued that attempts 

should he made by mba n pla n ucts to pre - 

serve, or to return to, what he calls "the 

humane city'. The large, impersonal build¬ 

ings in many cities turn people inwards, 

away from one another, but cities can turn 

people outwards, putting them into 

cu ntact wit h a variety of cuitu res and ways 

u f Li fe. We should seek lo create city stree ts 

that are not only unthreateriing hut also 

'full of Life', In a way that Traffic arteries, for 

all their rushing vehicular motion, are not’. 
The suburbs n shnppl ug mall wl tli its stern - 

durdlzed walkways arid shops Is just as 

remote from The humane city’ as Is the 

traffic highway- Sennett argues that we 

should instead draw our inspiration from 

older city areas, like those Found in many 

Italian city centres, which are on a human 

scale and mis diversity with elegance of 

design. 
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Urbanization in the developing 

world 

The world's urban population could reach 

almost S billion people by 2030. As table 

2Ll,onp, 907, shows, the United Nations 

estimates that almost 4 billion of these 

urban dwellers will be residents of cities in 

the developing world, As the map of llie 

world's 'megacities' shows [see figure 

21,1), most of the twenty-EWo cl Lius pro¬ 

jected to have more than ID million real■ 
i lent* in SMlS ate located In the developing 
wovld- 

Manuel CastelLs (1996) refers to meg# 
cities as one of the main features of thi rd 
millennium urbanisation- They arc not 

defined by their size alone - although they 

are vast agglomerations of people - but also 

by their role as connection points between 

enormous human populations and. the 

global economy. Mcgacilics arc intensely 

concentrated pockets of' activity through 

which politics, media, communications, 

finances arid prod tic lion flow. According to 

CaslellsK megadllc* function as magnets 

for the countries or regions in which they 

are located. People are drawn towards largo 

urban areas for Various reasons; within 

megacitles are (hose who succeed In 
tapping Into the global system and those 
who do not. Besides serving as nodes in the 

global economy, megacities also become 
'depositories of all these segments of the 
population who fight to survive'. 

Figure 21.1 The 22 cities expected to have 10 million or more inhabitants by 2015 

Source: UN (2003) 
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Why is the rale of urban growth in the 

world's lesser developed regions so much 

higher than elsewhere?Two factors in par¬ 

ticular must be taken into account. First, 

rales of population growth are higher in 

developing countries than they arc in 

industrialized notions (see chapter 22, 

'The bnviromnent anti ttisik'h Urban 

growth is [yelled by high fertility rates 

among people already living in cities. 

Second, there is widespread internal 

migration from mral areas to Urban ones 

- as In the case of the developing, 1 long 
Kong-Guangdong megacity profiled in 
(he box. People are drawn to cities in the 

developing world either because their 
irsditlonal systems of rural production 
have disi ntegra t« d, or beca use the u ihan 

areas offer superior jolt opportunities. 

It Lira] poverty prompts many people In 

try their hand at city life.They may intend 

to migrate to the city only for a relatively 

short time, aiming to return to their vil¬ 

lages once they have earned enough 

money, borne actually do return, but 

must And. themselves forced lo stay, 

having for one reason or another lost 

their position in their previous commu¬ 

nities. 

Challenges of urbanization in the 
developing world 

Economic implications 

As a growing number of unskilled and 

agricultural workers migrate to urban 
centres, the formal economy often strug¬ 
gles lo absorb the influx into the work¬ 

force. In most cities in (he developing 

world, it is the informal economy that 

allows those who cannot find formal work 

lo make ends meet. From casual work in 

manufacturing and construction to small- 

scale trading activities, the unregulated 

informal sector offers earning opportu¬ 

nities to poor or unskilled workers. 

Informal economic opportunities are 

important in helping thousands of fami¬ 

lies to survive in urban conditions, hut 

they have problematic aspects as well. The 

informal economy is unlaxcd and unregu¬ 

lated. Il is also less productive than die 

formal economy. Countries where eco¬ 

nomic activity is concentrated in this 

sector foil lo collect much-needed 

revenue through ta&ijillun. The low level of 

productivity' also hurts the general 
tcc nomy - the pro portion of the GDI* gen ■ 

by informal economic activity h 

much lower than the percentage of the 

population involved in the sector. 
The nET:l> (Organization of Economic 

Cooperation and Development) estimates 

that a billion new jobs will he needed by 

2025 to sustain the estimated population 

growth in cities i n the develop i ng world. It 

is unlikely that all of these jobs will be 

created within the formal economy. Some 

development analysts argue that atten¬ 

tion should be pnid to formalimig or regu¬ 

lating (lie Large informal economy, where 

much of the 'excess workforce is likely to 

cluster in the years lo come. 

Environmental challenges 

The rapidly expanding urban areas in 

developing countries differ dramatically 

from cities In the Industrialized world. 
Although cities everywhere are faced with 
envlrcinmental problems, those in devel¬ 
oping countries are confronted by partic¬ 

ularly severe risks. Pollution, housing 

shortages, inadequate sanitation and 

unsafe water supplies are chronic prob¬ 

lems for cities: in less developed countries. 

[lousing is one of the most acute prob¬ 

lems In many urban areas, Cities such as 
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Calcutta and Sin ruuln aid massively com - 

Rested; ibe rate of internal migration is 

much too high for the provision of perma ¬ 

nent housing. Migrants crowd into squat¬ 

ters' zones, which mushroom around the 

edges of cities. In uifaa n a reas i n the West, 

newcomers are most likely to settle close 

Co the central parts of (he city, but the 

reverse Lends to happen in developing 

countries., where migrants populate what 

tins been called the 'septic fringe' of the 

urban arcus. Shanty dwellings made of 

socking or cardboard are set up Around 
die edges of rhe dty wherever there Is a 

little space. 

In Sio Paulo, It Is estimated that there 

was a M million shortfall in habitable 

homes in I99fi. Some scholars estimate 

that the shortage is as high as2U million, if 

the definition of "habitable housing' is 

interpreted more strictly. Since the I9£0s, 

the chronic deficit of housing in SSo Paulo 

has produced a wave of unofficial ‘occu¬ 

pations' of empty buildings. Groups of 

unhoused families initiate 'masssquats' in 

abandoned hotels, cilices and govern¬ 

ment buildings Many families believe 

that it is better to share limited kitchen 

and toilet facilities with hundreds of 

Others (hau to live on the streets or in 

/covins the makeshift shanlyiowtis on 
the edges of die city, 

City and region?I governments in less 

developed countries am hard-pressed to 

keep up with the spiralling demand feu 
housing- In cities such as sito Paulo there 

are disagreements among housing 

authorities and in cal governments about 

how to address the housing problem. 

Some atgue that the most feasible route is 

to improve conditions within Ihc faitelas- 

to provide electricity and running water, 

pave the streets and assign postal 

The making of a megacity 

One nf the largest urban settlements in, history is 
currently being formed in Asia in an area of 50,000 
square kilometres reaching from Hong Kong to 
mainland China, the Pearl River Delta and Macao. 
Although the region has no formal name Or 
administrative structure, by (995- il bad already 
encompassed a population of 50 million people. 
According to Manuel Castellsrit is poised to become 
one of Lhe mosl significant industrial, business and 
cultural ccnlres of the century, 

Castells points to several interrelated factors that 
help TO explain the emergence of this enormous 
conurbation First, China is undergoing an economic 
transformation, and I long Kong is erne of the most 
important 'nodal points'linking China into the global! 
economy, Next, Hong Kong's rote as a global business 
and financial centre has been gnawing as its economic 
base shifts away from manufacturing towards sennees. 
Finally, between the mid 19S0s and the mid-1 990s. 
I long Kong industrialists initiated a dramatic process of 
industrialization within the Pearl River Delta, More than 
ti million people are employed in 7D.0DD factories and 
10,(1100 firms. The result of these overlapping processes 
has been on 'unprecedented urban explosion' {CostalIs 
1996). 

addresses. Others fear that makeshift 

shantytowns are I undo mentally uninhab¬ 

itable and should ho demolished to make 

way for proper bousing lor poor families. 

Congestion and over-development in 

city centres lead So serious environmental 

problems in many urban areas. Mexico 

City is a prime example,There, 94 percent 

of Lite city consists of built-up areas, with 

only G per cent of Band being open space. 

The area of 'greerl Spaces parks and 

open si re iclies of green land is fa r below 

Lhat found in even (he most densely popu¬ 

lated North American oc European cities. 
Pollution Is a major problem, coming 
mostly from (lie cars, buses and (rucks 
which pack ihc inadequate! loads, of the 

city, (lie rest deriving from industrial po]- 
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I li ed firs. I r h as heen e::-.ri m afed tlm e Ei ving in 

Mevico City in equivalent to smoking Forty 

cigarettes a day. in March niy^. pollution 

reached one of its highest levels ever. 

Whereas an ozone level of jus! under iflO 

points was deemed 'satisfactory1 For 

health, in that month she level climbed to 

39B points. The government had to order 

factories to close down for a period, 

schools were shut and 40 per cent of cars 

were banned Irani the streets on any one 

day. 

■social effects 

Many urban areas in the developing world 

arc overcrowded and under-resourced. 

Poverty is widespread and existing social 

services cannot meet the demands for 

healthcare, family planning advice, edu¬ 
cation and training, flu- unbalanced age 

distribution in developing countries adds 

to (heir social and economic difficulties. 

Compared Ih.i icidiJsIdallMd coiiiitries. a 

much larger proportion of die population 
In the developing wmlri is under fin? age of 

fifteen. A youthful population needs 

support and education, but many (level- 
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aping countries lock the resources to 

provide universal education. When their 

families arc poor, many children must 

work full time, anti ethers have la scratch 

a living as street chiJdncn. begging for 

whatever they can. When the street chil¬ 

dren mature, most became unemployed, 

homeless or both. 

The future of urbanization in the 
developing worUl 

Dn considering the Scope of the challenges 

facing urban areas in developing coun¬ 
tries, It can be difficult to see prospects for 
change and development- Conditions of 

life In many of the worlds large si cities 
seem likely to decline even further in the 
year.s in come. Rut the picture is pod 
entirely negative. 

E:irst, although birth rates remain high 

in many countries, they arc likely to drop 

in the years In come as urbanisation pro¬ 

ceeds. This in torn will feed into a gradual 

decrease In the rate of urbanization itself. 

On West Africa, for example., the rate of 

urbanization should drop to 4-2 pet cent 

per year by 2020, down from an annual 

rate of G.3 per cent growth over the previ¬ 

ous three decades. 

Population growth is discussed fur¬ 
ther in chapter 1 I,. "Global Inequality',. 

pp, 416-20- 

Seeond, globalization is presenting 
Important opportunities for urban areas 
in developing countries. With economic 
integration, cities around the world are 

able to enter international markets, to 

promote themselves as locations for 

investment and development, and to 

create economic links across the borders 

of nation-states. Globalization presents 

nitc of the most dynamic openings for 

growing urban centres to become major 

forces in economic development and 

innovation. Indeed, many cities in the 

developing world are already joining Ihe 

ranks of the world's 'global cities', as wc 

shall sec shortly. 

Cities and globalization 

In pre-modem Limes, cities were self-con¬ 

tained entitles that stood apart from the 
predominantly rural areas in which they 

were located- Hoad systems sometimes 
linked major urban areas, bur travel was a 

specialized affair For merchants, soldiers 
and others who needed to cross distances 
Wilh any regularity. Conn muni catjon 

between cities was limited. The picture: in 

the first decade of the twenty-first century 

could hardly he more different. Globaliza¬ 

tion has had a profound effect on cities by 

making: them more interdependent and 

encouraging the proliferation of horizon¬ 

tal links between cities across national 

borders. Physical and virtual ties between 

cities now abound, ami global networks of 

cities arc emerging, 

So me p eoplc have predicted 1 hat global¬ 

ization and new com rnun I cat ions techno I - 

ogy might lead to the demise of cities as we 
know them - the Helsinki Virtual Village 
profiled in the box p resides one possibility. 

This is because many of the traditional 
functions of cities ca n now be ca rri ed out in 

cyberspace rather than in dense and con¬ 
ges ted u than a l eas. l:o r exs tuple, fi no ncia I 

markets have gone electronic, e-com- 

merec reduces the need for both p rod ueers 

and consumers lo rely on city centres and 

'c-commuling' permits a growing.number 
of employees to work from ho me rather 

than in an alike building. 

pyrighted material 
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Yet, thus t;irr such predictions have nest 

been borne out. Rather than undermining 

cities, plobaJizati.cn is transforming them 

into vital hubs within the global economy. 

Urbun centres have become critical, in 

coordinating information flows, manag¬ 

ing business activities and innovating new 

services and technologies. There has been 

a simultaneous dispersion and concentra¬ 

tion of activity and power within a set of 

cities around the globe (tavlells 1996). 

Global cities 

The mle nf cities in the new g|nha| order 

has bee n attracting a great deaI of at tentlon 

from sociologists- Cdobalizatlon is often 

though t of in terms nf a d u ;ili ty lierween the 

national level and the global, yet it is the 

largest cities of the work! that comprise the 

main circuits through which globalization 

occurs (Sasscn ISflftl. The functioning of 

the new global economy is dependent on a 

set of central locations with developed 

informational, mfrascmctu res and a 'hyper- 

conccnliatio n‘ of facilities, It is in such 

points that the ‘work' of glubalizEiLiun is 

performed and directed. As business, 

production, advertising and marketing 

assume a global scale, there is an enormous 

amount of organizational activity that 

must be done In order to maintain and 

develop these global networts- 

SaskJa Sasseri has been one of the 

leading contributors to the debate on 

cities a ltd globalization- She uses the term 

global city 1 o refer to u ih an centres I hat a re 

home to the headquarters of large, trans¬ 

national corporations and a superabun¬ 

dance oF financial, technological and con¬ 

sulting services. In The Global Cfry(199l}, 

Sassen based her work mi the study of 

three such cities: New York, London and 

Tokyo. The contemporary development nf 

the world economy, she argued, has 

created a novel strategic role for major 

cities. Most such cities have long been 

centres of international trade, hut they 

now have four new traits: 

1 They have developed into 'command 

posts' - centres of direction and policy¬ 

making -for the global economy, 

2 Such cities an: the key locations for 

financial arid specialized service firms, 

which have become more important in 

influencing economic development 

i ban Is manufacturing, 

3 They are the sites of production and 
innovation in these newly expanded 
Industries 

4 These cities are markets nn which I he 

‘products' nf financial and service 

industries arc bought, sold nr otherwise 

disposed oF. 

New York, London and Tokyo have very 

different histories,, yet wc can trace com¬ 

parable changes in their nature over ihe 

past two or three decades. Within the 

highly dispersed world economy of today, 

cities like these provide for central control 

of crucial operations, (.ilobal oilier are 

much more than simply places of coordi¬ 

nation, however; they are also contexts of 

production. What Is Important lie re Is not 
the production of material goods, but the 

production of the specialized services 

required by business organizations for 
administering ndices and factories scat¬ 
tered across the world, and the production 

of financial innovations and markets. Ser¬ 

vices and financial goods arc the 'things' 

the global city makes. 

The downtown areas of global cities 

provide concentrated sites within which 

whole clusters of 'producer?' can work in 

pyrighte 
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lining- yoyr sociological imagination; the Helsinki Virtual Village 

Jari Mlelpnen and his colleagues have a motto: 
Sanoisto tekaibin, which loosely translates to 
'Don't talk - make it happen-.' Mielonen bs Chief 
Technology Officer of Sonera, Finland's leading 
telecommunications company and a no of 
Europe's most aggressive players in the wireless 
market. 'Everyone's been talking about 
possibilities' he says. "Nobody's been saying, 
'This is iL Touch and feel. Try it.UJ 

That's why tie and a group of businesspeople, 
academics and city planners, are collaborating to 
turn a new development on the tussocky shore 
of the Gulf of Finland into the world's first 
wireless community. It's a simple but intriguing 
idea: give the workers and residents of a new 
Helsinki suburb a state-of-the-art wireless 
infrastructure and the very latest wireless 
services; to log on, locals won't even need a PC 

just a mobile phone. Then stand back and 
watdh how the info-age town of the future 
actually lunctions. 

The site, known as Arahianranta (Arabia shore), 
is a Hat, windswept, mostly barren expanse 
named for the pottery works that once stood 
there. Even before Mielonen and his colleagues 
started hatching prams to turn the area into a 
wireless wonderland, it has been earmarked by 
the city of Helsinki for development as a tech hub. 
If all goes as planned, by 201C the locution will be 
home to about 12,000 residents and 700 IT 
companies with some 3,(TOQ employees, along 
with 4,DUG students enrolled at local universities. 
It will also be home to a real-world experiment in 
community networking that '.vil! untangle some of 
the most pressing questions about the social 
effects oF pervasive connectivity, will the constant 
availability of wireless connection make 
communities more cohesive, or more isolated? 
How will people balance privacy concerns with 
the obvious advantages of extended wireless 
reach? And how much connectivity once it 
becomes the status quo - will people really went? 

Construction has already begun on the first 
wave of new office buildings and homes . . . 
Alongside Ihe concrete and steel pilings, 
another, less visible, framework is being built 
here by Sonera and its partners - ifrM, local 
software producer Digia, and the European- 

based Symbian Alliance, a joint effort involving 
Ericsson, Motorola, Nokia, Matsushita and Psion. 
They are creating wtiat they call Helsinki Virtual 
Village, a wireless interactive community for the 
entire suburb of Arubianranta. IIVV will include a 
local area network and a wide range of services 
available through broadband fiber-optic cable 
and wireless links, which will be accessible 
anytime, anywhere. Users will be able to 
participate in HW via any wireless handsel, as 
well as by PC and digital TV, 

For instance, residents could consult their 
personal calendar wherever they happen to be - 
in front of a computer at the office, watching TV 
at home, or using a mobile phone on the go. 
The envisioned menu of offerings will let them 
create their own social organisations, office 
networks, or mobile commerce opportunities, 
and a profiling system will let them control and 
update their personal data minute by minute . . . 

Now HW is throwing mobility into the mix, 
making communication casual and unobtrusive. 
IBM Nordic's Kurt L-bnnqvist, who has watched 
his children grow up in a mobile-tech world, 
believes Finnish society has changed forever. 
Young people can be spontaneous about making 
social plans, he says. On the streets, they're 
continually sending a stream of messages back 
and forth to their friends: 'Where R UT’ 'Let's 
meet/ 'C U nl the bar.' Lonnqvisl believes his 
children have become freer about the way they 
lead their lives than his generation is. They live 
with mobility every day. It's a way of life.' 

At the Helsinki University of Technology, 
sociologist Time Kopomaa has tried to trade 
these changes in Finnish society. 'Spontaneity is 
something that is going to stay, he says. It's a 
new generation that has grown up with these 
devices, and their lives are bound up with them.' 
He studied groups of young phone users and 
noted several differences in lifestyle. Today's 
society may be more casual, but that doesn't 
mean social ties are disappearing. In fact, he 
found that phones are drawing people together 
in new ways. Young 'lelesurfers' often have 
larger social circles than non-phone-users, Close 
friends or relaifves are in almost constant 
contact with each other, tending to share 

vriahte 
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* 

Is motile phone use an Integra I pert of modern city living? 

experiences as they happen. For friends, this has 
brought a new sense of te I e-intimacy; for 
parents, reassurance, 

Kopomaa believes the new wireless intimacy 
affects the workplace as well. The mobile phone 
softens the structure of the working day'', ho 

'Workers don't have to plan- ■so rigidly 
anym ore - each d a y ca n unf ol d as m e eti n gs a re 
set up when needed^ 

Source: Shaw {2001) 

Questions 
I The planne rs of Helsinki Virtu al Vi llage 

describe the town as □ technological utopia. 
Do you think mobile phone connectivity uviII 
drastically change life in the ways they 
describe? What effects, have mobile phones 
already had on our society? 

1 What might be the unintended consequences 
of mobi le phone usage? 

3 Are people really more connected because of 
mobile phones? How could mobile phone 
technology make people more Isolated? 

□py righted mafe 
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close interaction, often including pcnnnsl 

contact, with one another. In the global 
city, local firniH mingle with nationaL and 

multinational organizations, including: a 

iuu][i|]lici1y of In reign companies. Thus 

350 foreign banks have offices in New York 

City, plus2,500 utherforeign financial cor¬ 

porations^ one out of even,1 four bank 
employees in the city Works fur a foreign 

hank, Global cities compete with one 

another, but they aho constitute an Inter¬ 

dependent system- partly separate from 

die nations in which they are located, 

Other authors have built on Sassen's 
work, noting that as globalization pro¬ 

gresses, more and more cities are Joining 
New York. London and Tokyo in the ranks 
nT the "global city'. Casiells has; described 

the creation of a tiered hierarchy of 
world cities - with places such as Hong 

Kong. Singapore, Chicago, Frankfurt, Los 

Angeles, Milan, Zurich and Osaka serving 

as major global centres lor business and 

financial services. Beneath these, a new 

set of 'regional centres' is developing as 

key nodes within the global economy. 

Cities Such as Madrid, Sao Paulo. Moscow. 

Seoul, Jakarta and Buenos Aires arc 

becoming important hubs for activity 

within the so-called 'emerging markets' 

Inequality and the global city 

The new global ■economy is highly proble¬ 
matic In many ways. Nowhere can this be 
seen more clearly than in the new dynam¬ 
ics of inequality visible williin the global 

city. The juxtaposition between the central 

business district and impoverished inner- 

city areas of many global cities should 

be seen as interrelated phenomena, as 

Hasson and others remind us. The 'growth 

sectors' of the new economy - financial 

services, marketing, high technology - are 

reaping profits lar greater than any found 

within traditional economic sectors. As 

the salaries and bonuses of the very 

affluent continue to climb, the wages of 

those employed to clean and guard their 

offices Eire dropping, Sasscn argues that 

we are witnessing the 4valorization' of 

work located ;.il the forefront of the new 

global economy, and the 'dcvalorization1 

of work which occurs behind the scenes. 

Deprivation and social exclusion are dis¬ 
cussed! in chapter IQ, "Poverty, social 
Exclusion and Welfare' and inequality in 

chapter 11, 'Global Inequality', 

Disparities In profit-making capabilities 
aye expected in market economies, but the 

magnitude of the disparities; in the new 

global economy Is having a negative effect 

an many aspects of the social world, from 

housing to the labour market. Those who 

work in finance and global services receive 

high salaries, and the areas where they live 

become gent rifled. At the same time, 

orthodox manufacturing jobs are los t, and 

the very process ofgerLrifl.cation creates a 

vast supply of law-wage jobs - in restau¬ 

rants, hotels and boutiques. Affordable 

housing Is scarce in gertrifled areas, 

forcing an expansion of low-ln.come 
neighbourhoods. While central business 

districts are ihe recipients of massive 

I n (luxes of investment hi real estate, devel - 
op mam r and telecommunications, margi¬ 
nalized areas arc lefi with few resources. 

Within global cities, a geography oF"cen¬ 

trality and marginality' is taking shape. 

Alongside resplendent affluence, (here is 

acute poverty. Yet although these two 

worlds coexist side by side, the actual 

contact between them can be surprisingly 

minimal, As Mike Davis has noted in his 
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study of [.ns Angeles, there h as hecna 'enii- 

scIdlis hardening' of ihc city surface against 

rhc poor [Davis 1990, p. 2321. Accessible 

piiibLic spaces have been replaced by walled 

cd in pounds, neighbourhoods guarded by 

electronic surveillance, and 'corporate 

citadels'. In Davis's words; 

To red ucl? Diinlsjct with liii loud tables, ijrlii.i i 

redevelop tnenr has converted mu vital 
pedestrian streets into traffic sewers and 
transFormed public pants into temporary 
receptacles For tbe homeless and ivretcbcd. 
Tlie American oily ... is lieln^ syxtematl- 

Luliy lurried inside out - or, raitier, outside 
in. Tbe valorized spaces of the new mega- 
srruelunrs and snper-maJOs are concen¬ 
trated In Ihe ccnlcr. street Frontage is 
denude public activity is sorted Into 
strictly [ilulilujlmI eompartments, and di- 
culation is internalized in corridors under 
the gtutcoFprivato police 

According to Davis, Life is made as 'unlive¬ 

able' os possible for the pnorest and mnst 

marginalized residents of [jds Angeles. 

Benches at bus stops are barrel-shaped Id 

prevent people from sleeping on them, 

the number of public toilets is fewer than 

in any other .North American city, anil 

sprinkler systems have been installed in 

many parks Co deler the homeless from 
Living it] them. Police and city planners 

have attempted to contain the homeless 
population within certain regions of die 
city, hut in periodically sweeping through 

and confiscating makeshift she Iters, they 
have effectively created a population of 

'urban bedouins'. 

Governing cities in a global age 

I .ike globalization, u rha nlzafion is do uble- 

edged and contradictory. El has both crea¬ 

tive and destructive effects on cities. On 

doc hand, it allows for the concentration of 

people, goods, services and opportunities. 

Bui at tbe same time, it Fragments and 

weakens ihe coherence of places, tradi¬ 

tions and existing networks. Alongside the 

new potentials created by centralization 

and economic growth are Lhc dangerous 

effects of marginalization, Not only in 

developing countries, but in industrialized 

ones as Well, many city dwellers operate on 

the periphery, outside the realm of formal 

employment, the rule of law and civic 

culture (Burjiiand Cas Lulls 1^97), 

Mfltuiging the global 

Although global|zatinn is aggravating 

many of the challenges facing cities 

around the world, il is also making room 

For cities and local governments to play a 

revitalized political role. Cities have 

become mure important than ever before 

as nation-states are increasingly unable to 

manage global trends. Issues such as eco¬ 

logical risk and volatile financial markets 

are opera ting at levels far above that of the 

nalion-sLater individual countries - even 

the most powerful - are too ’small' to 

c&unler such forces. Vet nation-states also 

remain too 'Large1 to address adequately 

the rich diversity of needs found within 

cosmopolitan urban areas. Where the 

nation-State Is unable E0 act effeCEively, 

Local am.1 city governments may he more 

'agile forms for managing tire global' 

(Borjii and Cnsrells 195*7.1, 

$ee Also the rise of social movements in 
response to political and social change: 

in Chapter 2D, "Politics, Cowerntnent and 

Terrorism" pp. £67-71. 

I nidi Borja and Manuel HasteHs (I A£l7) 

argue that there- arc three main realms in 

which local authorities can act effectively 

to manage global forces. E:irst, cities can 

Copyrighted material 
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contribute to economic productivity end 

competitiveness by menacing the local 

'habitat' - the conditions and facilities 

that form the social base for economic 

productivity. Economic competitiveness 

in the new economy depends on a 

productive qualified workforce: to be pre¬ 

ductive. that workforce needs a strong 

educational system for its children- good 

public transport, adequate and affordable 

housing, capable law enforcement, effec¬ 

tive emergency se rVlces a nd vlbrun L cultu - 

rail resources, 

Second, cities play an Important role in 
ensuring socio-culture I integration within 

diverse multi-ethnic populations. Global 
cities bring together individuals from 

dozens of countries, varying religious and 

linguistic backgrounds, and different 

socio-economic levels. IJ' the intense plu¬ 

ralism fa Lind within cosmopolitan cities is 

not countered by forces of integration, 

fragmentation and intolerance can result. 

Especially in cases where the effectiveness 

□ f the nation-states for promoting social 

cohesion is compromised for historic, lin¬ 

guistic or other reasons, individual cities 

can be positive forces lor social integra¬ 

tion. 

Third, cities are important Venues for 

political representation and manage- 
mem. Local authorities have two Inherent 

advantages over the nation-state in man¬ 
aging global Issues; they enjoy greater 
Legitimacy with those they represent, and 
they have more flexibility and room for 
manoeuvre than national structures. As 

we saw sec In chapter 20 ['Politics, 

Government and Terrorism"!, many citi¬ 

zens feel that national political systems do 

not adequately represent their interests 

and concerns. In cases where the nation¬ 

state is too distant to represent specific 

culture I or regional interests, city and Inca I 

authorities arc more accessible forums for 

political activity. 

Cities as political economic and 
social agents 

A great many organizations, institutions 

and groups cross paths within cities. 

Domestic and international businesses, 

potential investors, government bodies, 

civic associations, professional groups, 

trade unions arid others meet a ml form 

links in urban areas. These links can lead 

to collective and Joint actions in which 

cities act as social agents In political, eco¬ 

nomic, cultural and media spheres. 

Examples of cities as economic actors 
have heen increasing ill recent years. In 

Europe, beginning with the recession of 

the 1970s, cities have banded together to 

promote investment and generate new 

forms of employment. The Furoeities 

movement which now encompasses 

Europe's fifty largest cities was formed in 

1989. Aslan cities such as Seoul, Singapore 

and Bangkok have been particularly effec¬ 

tive as economic actors, acknowledging 

the importance of speed of information 

about international markets and the need 

fur flexible productive and commercial 

Structures. 

Some cities construct medium- and 

long-term strategic plains to address the 

complex challenges before them, Under 

such plans, local government authorities, 

civic groups and private economic agents 

can work together to refurbish the urban 

infrastructure, organize a world-class 

event or shift the employment base away 

fro in industrial enterprises to knowledge- 

based ones. Birmingham, Amsterdam, 

Lyon, Lisbon, Glasgow and Barcelona arc 

examples of European cities that have 

>y right 
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carried out successful urban renewal pro¬ 

jects with the help of strategic plans. 

The ease of Barcelona is particularly 

noteworthy, launched in 1984?. the Barce¬ 

lona 200LI Economic and Social Strategic 

Plan bcought together public and private 

organizations under a shared vision and 

action [dun for transforming the city. Hie 

Bartelumi municipal government and ten 

additional bodies (including the chamber 

of commence, the university, the city port 

authority and trade unions} have been 

overseeing the implementation of the 

plan's thiree main objectives: to connect 
Barcelona into a network of European 

cities by Improving the communication 

and transport Infrastructure, to Improve 
tin: quality of |j|e of Barcelona's inhabitants 

and to make the industrial and service 

sector more competitive, while promoting 

pro mLsing new cctmcim ic sectors. 

One of the cornerstones or the Barcelona 

2(M5Cl plan look place in 1992 when the city 

hosted the Olympic Games. Staging the 

Olympics allowed Barcelona to "interna¬ 

tionalize1 itself: the city 's assets and vision 

were on display fur the whole world to see. 

In the case of Barcelona, organizing a 

world-class event was crucial on two 

fronts; it enhanced the profile of Lhc city in 

the eyes of the world acid it generated addi¬ 

tional enth iisiusrn Willi I n the city fur com - 

pleting the urban transformation [Bcuja 

and Castdls 1997). Sport can now play an 

Important part in urban regeneration 

(Taylor ei ul-19961, Member of the Interim ■ 
denialOlyinpIc Committee wore imp ressed 

by (lie importance placed on regeneration 

In London’s successful bid fur the 2012 

Olympic Games. London's plan for 2012 

focuses on the ^generation of around iUU 

acres of land in lhc Stratford area of East 

London, one of lhc most deprived areas in 

the UK. In the box below, we Look at the 

20412 Commonwealth Games as a catalyst 

for urban regeneration in Manchester. 

Using your sociological imagination: sport and urban regeneration 

Why Manchester may rue the day it won 
the Commonwealth ■Camos 

The Commonwealth Games, first staged in 
19.30 to celebrate the pride of the British 
Empire, are extracting an unwelcome modem 
cost on the citizens of Manchester who now 
fare increased council tax bills and cuts in 
services as the city attempts to make up a 
E45m funding shortfall for the event it hosts 
next summer. 

While organizers mark the one-year 
countdown to the opening of the games today - 
proclaiming they wil regenerate Manchester 
and leave a sporting legacy that includes s-tate- 
of-lhe art facilities - residents and councillors 
are protesting that they ere paying the ultimate 

price with grass-roots facilities and services 
facing closure. 

Residents' groups and opposition politicians 
in Labour-controlled Manchester city council 
claim that cuts have already started to bite, 
lea ding to at ieast 14 offices of the housing 
department being shut and u number of 
redundancies among council staFF. Twcf 
swimming pools are to be closed in east 
Manchester while a boxing club in Wit hen shew 
is having to move after having its funds 
withdrawn as concern mounts that the council is 
taking a massive financial risk in underwriting 
I ho entire tost of the games, 

Manchester council has confirmed that it is to 
take out a £IOm commercial loan and use 
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Will !he Manchester Commonwealth Games he remembered as the 'Regeneration Games'? 

valuable financial reserves as a way to fund the 
games and make up any shortfall. According to 
some reports, any profits front Manchester 
Airport, which is owned by the lutal authority 
could also be diverted towards funding the 
games. 

Councillors and residents claim that council 
taxes could eventually be increased because of 
Che huge financial commitment taken or by Cfit 
city council in total, ihe council i*. to spend 
esnm on running the Commonwealth Games. 
Originally it was only committed to spending 

However, last month it was ordered by 
irernmcnt to contribute an extra £45m 
became apparent (hat there would be a 

mass'.ve shortfall. 
A government-backed report by the 

millionaire businessman Patrick Carter, who was 
commissioned to examine the finances of the 
games. Found that there was a El 10m Funding 
gap, u was eventually decided (hal the 
government would contribute £30.,,d 

England - which distributes sports lottery 
money - another t^om and £4£m would be 
provided by Manchester city council. 

Simon Ashley, leader of the Liberal Democrats 
on Manchester city council said: 'We were 
promised that the Commonwealth Games 
would not affect services or council tax but this 
is not true. We are very concerned at the 
fina nda I ma n i gem o nt of the games and the 
impact Hus is going to haue on the city. 

The council has to find an extra £45m and 
this haste come from somewhere and in total is 
going to spend £80m. This is a massive financial 
risk for the council to take but it should be Up to 
central government to fund large sports projects', 

'Swimming pools and housing offices are 
being dosed and services are being cut. It you 
are spending millions on the gomes it 
means you are not able to spend it cm anything 
«be.', , 

Source; Vivek Chaudhary, Guardian 
(25 July 2001) 
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The prat and cam of Month Otter staging the 
Commonwealth Games 

■ regeneration of east Manchester; 
■ i n crease in tourism - possibly I million visitors 

during Games.; 
* I17P million be spent on new venues, 

including new sta dium For M ancheste r City FC 
and new pool in east Manchester; 

* ESm to be spent on cosmetic improvements 
of city; 

* 5,000 new jobs, most of them temporary; 
* enhanced image of city throughout world; 
■ increase in council tax; 
* £ 10 n i commercia l oan; 
■* Iwo swimming pools and one boning club to 

dose; 
* l a offices in housing department to close? 
■ S6 staff to be made redundant; 

■* profits from Manchester airport could bo 
diverted to Fund gomes; 

- cou n dl eu ts 9i kely i n futu re. 

The regeneration games? 

Around the corner front Manchester's impressive 
Commonwealth Games stadium, lies a row of 
terraced houses. Red brick shining out against 
the mid-summer groom, they were once the 
epitome of a northern inner-city community - 
classic Coronation Street, in fact. But now Ben 
Street's main features are the grim metal 
shutters over windows and an eerie, ghost-town 
like silence. 

The contrast tMth she Sports City complex just 
ha If a mi le away, whe re much of the 
Commonwealth Gatfies events Were staged, is 
striking. Now many residents are wondering 
whether the Games - hailed as a success when 
they were staged a year ago - will prove equally as 
successful in improving their lives in the long tErrn. 

The dly council certainly seems La think so. 
Only last week it announced the Games, had 
created £,300 new full-time jobs, an annual 
b o osf of £ 1 Sun i n to u rist i n come and £570m 
regeneration money for east Manchester. But for 
Bill Booth, who has lived in the suburb of 
Clayton for 27 years, questions remain,,. 

A brand new canalside apartment block is 
also currently being built - but Mr Booth says 
they ore not the answer. He said: *The new jobs 

are I□□ per cent welcome and I don't mind the 
new apartments being built, which will bring 
new people into the area. But my big fear is that 
those now properties will be too expensive for 
the locals. All of this regeneration, is it for the 
people who have lived here most of their lives?' 

Jim Larkin, who lives in Bank Street, Clayton, 
has similar fears. He said: 1 could see poorer 
people being forced out into poorer areas and 
the problems we've had here being replicated 
elsewhere. I just hope that I he whole feeling 
that came from the games keeps on expanding.' 

Both mem cite the Games as the best thing to 
happen to east Manchester in decodes. And in 
nearby Beswfck, people Fike Barbara Taylor, who 
runs a Homewatch group, have mainly positive 
things to say. She said: Tt's put Beswick on the 
map and made people realize that we aren't 
bu n dit co u ntry anymore. Th ore's b ee n a lot of 
money spent on the private and council 
properties which will be transferred to a social 
landlord. Also, while I'm not too sure people feel 
a sense of pride at this time, they aren't talking; 
about moving away anymore. They can sec a 
fori.ifor themselves and for -lieii i hildren' 

Veronica Powell, 74, who has lived in Beswick 
all of her life, is equally optimistic. She said: 'It 
was absolutely wonderful that we got the 
Commonwealth Games, it's the beginning of 
whet's going to continue For this area. Ten years 
ago we had a really bad time because we had 
horrible flats and maisonettes, and a big Fear of 
crime. The rebui ding that they are doing and 
the hotels that are going to spring up will bring a 
diFFerent kind of people in, but it's going to bring 
money into the area, Once we get the Metro 
|tra ms| he re, go i ng into rVlanch ester tor wo rk wi IE 
be easy-peasy. It's going to be quite profitable 
for us, II f h i nk." 

Source: David Green, SBC News Online, 
Tilanchester {IB July 2DD3) 

Questions 

1 What role should existing residents have in 
urban regeneration? 

1 Who should pay for urban regeneration? 
3 Was Manchester right to bid (or the 

Commonwealth Games in 2002? 
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The role of mayors 

As cities assume new importance in the 

global system, the role oF city mayors is 

also changing. Mayors of Jargc cities arc 

able to provide a type of personalized 

leadership that can be crucial in promot¬ 

ing urban agendas and raising a city's 

international profile. In several prominent 

cases in which cities have successfully 

transformed their image, the role of the 

city mayor has been decisive. The mayors 

■at’ Lisbon mid Barcelona, for example, 

were driving farces behind efforts to 

elevate their cities ta the ranks of the 

world's major urban centres. Likewise, 
mayors lit smaller cities can play a crucial 

role In making the city known Internation¬ 

ally and In attracting new economic 

investment. 

The growing importance of city mayors 

can also be seen in the [JK. After it came to 

power in 1997, the Labour government 

announced its intention to devolve author¬ 

ity over London's affairs to an elected 

mayor. Since the abolition of the Greater 

London Council by Mrs Thatcher in 1986, 

the city had not had its own local adminis¬ 

tration.. Ken Livingstone became London's 

first elected mayor in May 2000. Elc has 

since pursued a distinctive set of policies 

v. Inch include investment in public trans¬ 

port Ipaidfor IriparL through a congestion 

charge against must vehicles emerbig 

central London during weekday working 

hours) arid fin increase ail affordable 

housing for "key workers' such as teachers 

and nurses- Livingstone strongly supported 

London^! successful bid to host the 20.12 

Olympic Games. He believes the Games will 

'provide a major catalyst for change and 

regeneration'In the city. Regeneration was a 

central Issue in the Barcelona Olympics in 

1992 and the 2002 Manchester Gnmmon- 

wcaith Games [London Plan 2004). The 

success of the Manchester Commonwealth 

Games in re generation was debated in the 

box an pp. 929-31. 

In the United States, city mayors have 

become a powerful economic and politi¬ 

cal force in recent decades. As gun-related 

Violence has soared in American cities, 

more than twenty city mayors have aban¬ 

doned reliance on federal attempts to pass 

gun control legislation ami have filed law¬ 

suits against die gun manufacturers on 
behalf of their cities, New York mayor 

Rudolph Giuliani generated a firestorm of 

controversy but grudging respect from 

many - by implementing tough law and 

Older’ policies aimed at lowering crime 

rates. New York's violent crime rate 

dropped dramatically during the 1990s; 

strict 'quality of life' policies aimed at the 

homeless population transformed the 

face of New Vorfc's busy streets. After the 

terrorist attacks on 11 September 2091. 

Giuliani's determined leadership set the 

tone for the world's media, and he was 

named /‘7'mem agamies Person of I he Year 

for 20D1. 

In Britain and other countries, mayors 

are enjoying increased Influence as 

spokespeople for their cities and regions, 

City mayors are often able to shape the 

p ol icy age nda for a was that lie outside the 

city limits by entering Into agreements 

with communities in the general metro¬ 

politan area. These types of partnerships 

can be drawn on in attracting foreign 

investment, for examp le, or in bidding to 

play host to a world-class event. 
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Conclusion: cities and 
global governance 

Cooperation between titles is not 

restricted to the regional level. There is a 

growing acknowledgement that cities can 

and should play a significant rule in 

LuklressiiiE International political, eco¬ 

nomic and social issue*.. Informal and 
formal network* of cities are emerging as 

globalising forces draw disparate parts of 
the world more closely together. The prob¬ 

lems fad ng the world's largest d ties a re not 

isolated ones; they are embedded in the 

larger contest of a global economy, inter¬ 

national migration, new trade patterns 

and the power of information Cecil oology. 

We have noted elsewhere that the com¬ 

plexities of our changing world arc 

demanding new forms of democratic 

international governance. Networks of 

cities should figure prominently among 

these new mechanisms. One such struc¬ 

ture already exists - a World Assembly oi 

Ci ties and Local Authorities is convened in 

parallel to Lhc UN's Habitat conference, 

bodies such as the World Assembly 

pru raise to a I low Lhe grad md Integration of 

city organisations inLo structures pres¬ 

ently composed of national governments. 

The heightened Involvement of cities 

has the potential to democratize Interna¬ 
tional relations; it may also make them 
more etfi cfent. As the;; w<vi Id's 111 ha n pupil - 

Intlon continues to grow, more and more 
policies ami reforms will need to be tar- 
gcilcd a I populations Living in urban areas;. 

City governments will he necessary and 

vital partners in these processes. 

Summary points 
1 Ea rly approaches To urban sociology ware 

dominated by the work ol the Chicago 

School, whose members saw urban 

processes in terms of ecological models 

derived from biology. Louis Wirth developed 

the concept of urbanism as a way of liFe,. 

arguing that city life breeds impersonality 

and social distance. These approaches have 

been challenged, without being discarded 

altogether Critics have pointed out that city 

life isn't always impersonal: many dose, 

personal ties can be formed and sustained in 

urban neighbourhoods. 

2 The more recent work of David Harvey and 
Manuel Castells connects patterns of 
urbanism to the wider society, rather than 
treating urban processes as self-contained. 

The modes of life people develop in cities, as 

well as the physical lay-out of different 

neighbourhoods, express broad features of 

the development of industrial capita ism. 

3 In traditional societies, only a small minority 

of the population lived in urban areas, in the 
industrialized countries today, between n.: 
and 90 per cunt do SO. Urbanism is 

developing very rapidly in the developing 
world a? well, 

a The ^pension of suburbs and dormitory 

towns has contributed to inner-city decay. 

Wealthier groups tend to move out of the 

centre of the city to live in low-rise housing 

and more homogeneous neighbourhoods. A 

cycle of deterioration is set under way, so 

that the more suburbia expands, the greater 

are the problems faced by those living in the 

inner cities. Urban recycling - including the 

refurbishing of old buildings to put them to 
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new uses - has become common in many 

large dtres. 

5- Massive processes of urbArt development Are 

occurring in developing eounlries. Cities in 

these Societies differ in major respects from 

those of the West, and are often dominated 

by makeshift illegal housing, whore 

conditions of life are extremely 

i m p overished. The i nfarm al econ o my is 

pronounced In many cities in the developing 

world, Governments often cannot meet the 

growing demands of the population for 

education, healthcare and family planning. 

6 Cirti es a re bei ng stru ngly i ntlu e nee d by 

globalization. Global cities are urban centres, 

such os Mew York, London and Hong Kong, 

that are home to the headquarters of large 

corporations and a superabundance of 

financial, technological and consulting 

services. A set of regional cities, such as 

SOOtil, MOSCOW and S50 PALilo, Are 

developing as key nodes oF the global 

economy. 

7 As cities become more important wf thin the 

global economy, their relalionshfp with 

outlying regions is altered- Cities become 

disconnected from the region and nation in 

which they are located and horizontal links 

with other global cities take on greater 

significance. Global cities are characterized 

by high leveb of inequality. Great affluence 

and abject poverty coejtisl side by side, but 

contact between the two worlds can be 

minimal. 

& The rule of cities as political and economic 

agents is increasing. City governments Art 

positioned to manage the effects of some 

global issues bettor than national 

governments, Cities can contribute to 

economic productivity and competitiveness, 

promote social and cultural integration, and 

serve as access! b le ven ues for political 

activity. Some cities construct strategic plans 

to promote the city's profile by hosting a 

world-class event or carrying out urban 

renewal and economic development 

programmes. City mayors are becoming 

important politico forces for advancing 

urban agendas. 

9 As globalization progresses, the role of cities 

in addressing inter national issues is likely to 
grow. This is because many of the problems 

facing large cities are linked to global issues 

such as economic integration, migration, 
trade, public health and information 

technology. Regional and international 

networks of ciries are emerging and may 

become more actively involved in forms of 

global governance currently composed of 

nation-states. 
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Questions for further thought 

9 Eh the city a plate of sliflUgersIf 

2 What is the influence oflhe Ohio go School u ri nwTV recent Eli inking about urban life? 

3 Why do groups come into conflict over resources in cities? 

4 Elavc attempts -at urban renewal in the UK been successful? 

5 Should the Third World's 'megscitics- stop urbanizing because of the oppressive 

social conditions this process creates? 

G Why has there been so m uch reccnl enthusiasm for the concept of elected city mayors? 
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Jl .f:?> I BEhCJltEi one o'clock* British lime, 
ojl Busing Day in o-rnhig Lhot>4, the 

Largest earthquake in forty years occurred 
beneath the Indian Ocean- The eartl^ 

quake shifted the seabed and displaced 
hundreds of cubic kilometres iwater. A 
large wave caused by the tremor,. known as 
a tsunami, began moving across the 
Indian Ocean away from the quake's epi¬ 

centre at a speed of around five hundred 

miles an hour. As it neared the coast. Ihc 

tsunami slowed dramatically to just thirty 

miles per hour and began to increase in 

height. The tsunami reached the nearest 

landmass, Aceh in northern Indonesia, 

just fifteen minutes alter the initial quake, 

in many plates dealroving everything in 

its pith and sweeping debris hundreds of 

metres inland. Thailand was hit after 

ninety minutes, Sri Lanka after two hours, 

the Maldives after three arid a half hours 

and, finally, the wave reached the African 
ooast. th ottsfi tids of ntlies from the eplcen ■ 
tre nf the quake, some seven hours afrei 

the earthquake that caused lb 
The scale of the tragedy was not imme- 

diately apparent. By the eod of Bo*ing Day 

it was reported that 12,1'Jt'H'i people had 

been killed, including several holidaying 

friph 
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Westerners. A few weeks later the United 

Nations estimated that more than 17>, ODQ 

people had died. Mast deaths were in 

Indonesia, where it is thought that around 

H54XQOO people lost their lives. Figures for 

the total number of people killed around 

the Indian Ocean van1 hugely, but the 

Uiitlth Red Cross has estimated a death 

lull closer (u the region of a Staggering 

] million., in Sri Lanka more that] 30,000 

people were killed, mure (hart a thousand 

of Whom drowned when art 00-tonne train 

was lifted off its tracks and submerged 
under water, hi India just under 10,000 
people are thought to have died- Travel- 

11 rig west, the wave caused devastation as 
far away as Africa, killing around 140 
people along the continent's east const. 

Many millions of people around the 
bidian Ocean were left homeless. 

The Boxing Day tsunami was a global 

disaster, and shows how, in a globalized 

world, events thousands of miles away 

have a great Impact on our lives. Although 

ihe vast majority of people kilted in the 

tsunami were locals, several thousand 

were Wes Lerners, m any of whom had been 

enjoying an idyllic Christmas break in the 

region. The tsunami claimed the lives of 

34® people who were British citizens or 

had close links with the UK; the greatest 
toss of British lives in any one Incident 
since the Second World War and far 

greater than the number of Britons whu 
died in the terrorist attacks In New York 
and Washington In £001- The high Ins* of 
life amongst Westerners reflects the pro¬ 

cesses of glohalization. Thailand, where 

lliohI holiday-makers were killed, has only 

became a destination For mass tourism in 

the last two decades, as people From the 

rich world become increasingly prepared 

to travel further afield tor their holidays. 

The relief effort was also global in scope. 

In the days after the catastrophe the 

world's news stations beamed pictures 

and reports of the suffering around Lhc 

planet. In rich countries millions of dollars 

were donated by the general public and by 

governments, which also agreed that debt 

repayments from (he Worst hit countries 

■should be suspended, and which sent 

offers of troops- and expertise to the 

region. In early January 2005, millions of 

people across Europe Stopped what they 

were doing to take part Iti a three-minute 
silence in memory of those killed. 

The environment as a 
sociological issue 

Why should sociologists be in tries ted in 

episodes such as this? Surely the tsunami 

was a wholly natural event, an example of 

the massive power of nature? Yet sociolo¬ 

gists can and must take a direct interest in 

pur relation to nature - to the physical 

environment in which we live. First, soci¬ 

ology can help us- to understand how 

environmental threats are distributed. 

Although the tsunami In Asia killed people 

from all over the globe, as we saw above, 

most of the people who died were native 

to the coastal regions around the Indian 

Ocean. If it had occurred In (lie richer 

countries of die Pacific Ocean, the Pacific 
Tsunami Warning System based In the 
American state of Hawaii would have 
quickly alerted the emergency authorities 

in the endangered countries where the 

Infrastructure should be in place to move 

people away from the coast before a wave 

strikes. [An early warning system will now 

be built for the Indian Ocean, with money 

from Western donors,} The distribution of 
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risk from the environment varies with 

other types of environmental Ih reals loo. 

Although global wiirmiiiRi for example, 

wi I I affect cveryonc on the p lanet, it ivill do 

so in different ways. (Global warm inland 

its likely affects arc discussed on 

pp. 953-9) Flooding kills many more 

people in low-lying, poor countries, such 

as tSaiigladesb, w here housing and emer¬ 

gency infrastructure are less aide to cope 

with severe weather than in the UK. for 

example. In richer countries, such as the 

USA, the Issues raised by global warming 
for policy-makers are likely to concern 

Indirect effects, such as rising levels of 

immigration as people try to enter the 
country from areas more directly affected, 

Second, sociologists can provide an 

account of how patterns of human 

behaviour create pressure on the natural 

environment fCylkc 1993). Although the 

Dosing Day tsunami was not a result of 

human action, many environmental chal¬ 

lenges wc discuss in this chapter are. Tor 

example, the levels of palluLion produced 

by industrialized countries would, cause 

catastrophe if repeated in the world's 

poorer, non-industrial nations, (We look 

at Lhis issue in more detail in our discus¬ 

sion of the limits to gruwLh and sustain¬ 

able development below. l If the impover¬ 
ished sectors of the world are to catch up 

with the richer ones, then citizens, of the 
rich world are going to have to revise their 

expectations about constant economic 
growth- Some Jgreen' (environmentalist) 

authors argue that people in the rich 

countries must react against consumer¬ 

ism and return to simpler ways of life if 

global ecological disaster is to be avoided 

(see, Jot example, Schumacher 1977; Stead 

and Stead 199S], They argue that rescuing 

the global environment will thus mean 

social as well as technological change. 

Given the vast global inequalities that 

exist, there is little chance that the poor 

countries of the developing world will sac¬ 

rifice their own economic growth because 

of environmental problems created 

largely by the rich ones, Sociology enables 

us to study how environmental problems 

are linked to changing social trends , 

in this chapter, wc look at some of the 

wider threats to the natural environment - 

most of them, unlike the tsunami, cornu 

From human beings themselves. Wo ask 
whether cur rem levels of consumption are 
sustainable, and examine some of the 

major threats to our environment, includ 
mg pollution, waste and resource deple¬ 
tion. We then look at some of the major 

environmental risks that wa face today. 

Our common environment 

Questions about the harmful impact of 

human beings an the natural world, such 

as global warming and the destruction of 

Lhe world's rainforests, have come Lo be 

known as environmental ecology Public 

concern about I be environment has led to 

Lhe formation of 'green' parlies and non¬ 

governmental Organizations, like Friends 
of the Earth and Greenpeace, which cam¬ 
paign a ton nd en vjrormi ental Isa ues- While 

there are varied green philosophies, a 
common thread is the concern to sake 

action to protect tire world's environment, 
conserve rather than exhaust its resources 

and protect the remaining animal species. 

Are there limits 10 growth"? 

One important influence on the rise of 

green movements, and on public concern 

y right 
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shout environments! problems, can he 

traced hack to el famous report firs I pub¬ 

lished in the early 1370s - The Limits la 

Growth, published by the (.'Huh of Home 

(Meadows ct aJ. 1972k The Club of Home 

was a group of industrialists, business 

advisers mid civil servants funned in the 

Italian cap i La], It commissioned a study 

that used computer modelling techniques 

Co make predictions about the conse¬ 

quences of continued economic growth, 

population growth, pollution and the 

depletion of natural resources. The com¬ 
puter model showed what would happen 
if tlm trends that were established 

between mOtJ and 1W70 continued to die 
yea r 1 ] 00, The computer p rejections we nr 
altered to generate a variety of possible 

consequences, depending on different 

rates of prowl It of the factors- considered. 

The researchers found that each time they 

altered one variable, there would eventu¬ 

ally be an environmental crisis. The main 

conclusion of the Club of Rome report was 

that rates of industrial growth arc not 

compatible with the finite nature of the 

earth's resources ami the capability of the 

planet to carry population growth and 

absorb pollution. The report painted la 

(lie un sustain ability of current levels of 

growth in 'population, industrialisation, 

pollution, food production and resource 

depletion', 

The Club of Rome report was widely 

criticized, and even the original authors 

later came to accept that some of the crit¬ 

icisms were justified.The method used by 

the researchers, focused on physical limits 

end assumed existing rates ol growth and 

technological innovation. The report did 

not sufficiently take into account Ihc 

capacity of human beings to respond in 

environmental challenges through tech¬ 

nological advances or by political means. 
Moreover, (lie critics pointed out, market 

forces can act to limit the over-exploita¬ 

tion of resources. As an example, if a 

mineral like magnesiuin starts to become 

scarce, its price wall rise. As its price rises, 

it will he used less, and producers might 

even find a way of dispensing with it alto¬ 

gether should costs rise too steeply. What¬ 

ever its limitations, the report made a 

strong impact on public consciousness, H 

served La make many people aWare ul" the 

damaging consequences which Industrial 
development and technology can have, as 
well as warning about the perils of allow¬ 

ing different forms of pollution to develop 
unchecked-The report served as a catalyst 
for the burgeoningenvironmental move¬ 

ments, discussed in chapter 20, pp. L. 

The basic idea of The Ijmits to Growth 

was that there are both social and natural 

influences limiting, how far the earth can 

ahsorh continuing economic develop¬ 

ment and population growth. The find¬ 

ings of the Club of home report were 

used by many groups to suggest that eco¬ 

nomic development should be severely 

curtailed in order to protect the environ¬ 

ment, Yet such a view was criticised by 

others us implausible and unnecessary. 

Economic develop men t can be and 
should be promoted, they argued, 
because It is the means of Increasing the 

world's wealth. The less developed coun¬ 

tries can never hope to catch tip with the 

richer ones if they are somehow barred 
from their own processes of industrial 

growth. 

S u sta i na b I e d eve topruent 

Rather than calling for economic growth 

to be reined in, more recent developments 
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i mi n mi (lie notion of sustainable develop¬ 

ment. The term was first introduced in a 

I9B7 report commissioned by the United 

Nations, OitrCamppeon Future. This is also 

known as the EJrundtland Report, since 

the organising committee that produced 

the report was chaired by Gto Harbin 

[5ti i Mill, la ml. at that time Prime Minister of 

Norway. The authors of the report argued 

that Lhe use of the Earth's resources by the 

present I’fiKTUUm as ui:■-uin-i111:■: 

Over th e niu rse isf ibe 1w«:n litilh ten Iilf;- th e 
rdadonsbtp between ihe human world and 
the planet that sustains it has undergone a 
profound change . ,, major, unintended 
changes are occurring in the atmosphere, in 
ssoils. in waters, among planls and anininls, 
iiud In die relatlonstilps among all of these. 

I Ere kmc ofchangeisoutstripping thesbiliry 
of scientific disciplines and our eunrenl 
capabilities 1o assess and advise. It is 
frustrating the attempts of political and cco 
ikhhii: in KLilu Items, Lvhicih tvnb.'cd in ;i dill' 

tiL'i'.r, more fragmented world, to adapi and 
cops, , . To keep options open for future 
generations, the present generalion must 
lj«g,in now, n nd brgin logcthrr, nann rally 
;iml in Lem illii mlly. 

Sustainable development was defined as 

Hie use L>f renewable resources to promote 

economic growth, the protection of 

animal species and biodiversity, and the: 

commitment to maintaining clean air, 

water and land. The Hrundtland Commis¬ 

sion regarded sustainable development as 

'meeting the needs of the present, without 

compromising tire abitity of future gener¬ 

ations to meet their own needs'. Sustain¬ 

able development means I hit growth 

should, al least ideally, be carried, on in 

such a way as to recycle p hysical resources 

rather than deplete them, and Co keep 

levels of pollution to a minimum. 

Follow!tig tire publication of Oar 

Common Future, the phrase sustainable 

development' came to he widely used 

both by environmentalists and by 

govern me nts. It was emp loyed at the UN 

Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 

and has subsequently appeared in other 

ecological summit meetings organized 

by the UN. such as the World Summit on 

Sustainable Development in Johannes¬ 

burg in 2002. Sustainable development is 

also one of the Millennium Development 

Goals (MUGS] which have been agreed 

by lit] slates around the World us they 

ahn to reduce many forms of poverty in 
tlie coming, decades. The is;levant MDGs 
Include the integration of the principles 

of sustainable development into country 
policies and programmes, die reversal of 

the loss of environmental resources, the 

reduction by half of tire proportion of 

people without sustainable access to 

safe drinking water and achieving a sig¬ 

nificant improvement in the lives of at 

least LUIJ million slum dwellers - all by 

2020. 

For more- on the Millennium Develop¬ 

ment Goals, sec chapter 11, 'Global 

nequality', p. 3 I 5. 

The brundtland Report attracted much 

criticism, just 4S the report of the Glub of 

Horne h ad done some quarter of a century 
earlier, Critics see the notion of sustain 
able development as too vague tund as 

neglecting the specific needs of poorer 
countries. According to the critics, the 
Idea of sustainable development tends to 
focus attention only on the needs of riche i 

countries; ii does not consider the ways in 

which the high levels of consumption in 

the more affluent co unifies are satisfied at 

the expense of other people. For instance, 

demands on Indonesia to conserve its 

rainf□ rests could be seen as unfair. 

pyrighted materia 
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because Indonesia has a greater need than 

I he Industrialized countries for Ihe 

revenue it must forgo by accepting cen¬ 

se rvatient. 

Consumption, poverty and the 
environment 

Much of tin; debate surrounding [be envi¬ 

ronment and economic development 

hinges on the issue of consumption pat¬ 

terns. Consumption refers to the guods, 

services, energy and resources that are 
used up by people, institutions and soci¬ 

eties. |i is a phenomenon with both posi¬ 

tive a ml negative dimensions, On the one 

hand, rising levels of consumption around 
(be world mean that people are living 

under better conditio ns than in times 

past. Consumption is linked to economic 

development - as Jiving standards rise, 

people are able In afford more food, cloth¬ 

ing, personal items, leisure time, holidays, 

cars arid so forth. On the other hand, con¬ 

sumption can have negative impacts as 

well. Consumption patterns can damage 

thu environmental resource base and 

exacerbate patterns of inequality, 

The trends in world consumption over 

the course of the twentieth century are 

startling. By the «nd of the century private 

and public consumption expenditures 

amounted to around 24 trillion dollars - 

twice the level of 1H75- and six times that of 

095b, Iji (tKH.j, world consumption levels 

were Just over 1.5 trillion dollops (UNDP 

IMflJ. Consumption rates have been 

growing extremely rapidly over the past 

thirty years. In industrialized countries, 

consumption per head lias been growing 

at a rate of 2.3 per cent annually: in East 

Asia growth has been even faster- 6,1 per 

cent annually, 33y contrast, ibe average 

African household consumes 20 pci cent 

Less today than it did thirty years ago. 

There is widespread concern that the con¬ 

sumption explosion has passed by the 

poorest fifth of the world's population. 

The inequalities in consumption 

between the world's rich and poor arc sig¬ 

nificant. North America and Western 

Europe contain only around 12 percent of 

the world's population, hut their private 

consumption - the amount spent on 

goods and services at the household level 

is over SO percent of die world’s total, lit 
contrast, the world's poorest region - sub- 

Saharan Africa, which contains around 11 

per cent of the total global population 
hits just a 1-2 per cent share of the world's 
total private consumption (see table 22.11. 

Environmentalists argue (bat current 

consumption patterns arc not only highly 

unequal, but they also arc having a severe 

impact on the environment. Fur example, 

the consumption of fresh water has 

doubled since 1990, the burning of fossil 

fuels, which is the main contributor to 

global warming discussed below, lias 

almost quin I nuk'd in the past fifty years 

and the consumption of wood is up by 40 

per cent from twenty-five years ago. Pish 

stocks are declining, wild species are 

becoming extinct, water supplies are 
diminishing and wooded areas are shrink 

ing in sise. Patterns of consumption are 

riot only depleting existing natural ele¬ 

ments. hut are also contributing to iheli 

degradation through waste products and 

harmful cmissions (UNTIE hunt). 

Finally, although the rich arc tha world's 

main consumers, the environmental 

damage that is caused by growing con¬ 

sumption lias the heaviest impact on the 

poor. Ah wc will sec when wc discuss 

global wanning ipp. 953-91, the wealthy 
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Ta We 21.1 Consumer s p en-d i rtg and pop u lotion: by reg io n, l 9D9 (■*») 

Region Share □! world 
population 

Share of world private 
consumption expenditures 

United Stales and Canada 5.2 Si 3 

Western Europe 6,4 28.7 

East Asia and Radii c 32.9 21.4 

Latin America and the Caribbean 8. S 6.7 

Eastern Europe and Central Asia 7.9 13 

South Asia 22.4 2.0 

Australia and New Zealand 0.4 13 

Middle East and North Africa 4.1 1.4 

Sub-Sahairan Africa 10.9 tJ2 

Source: Wurldivateh Institute (2004) 

lire in abetter position to enjoy tin: many 

benefits, of consumption without having 

to deal with its negative effects- On a local 

level, affluent groups can usually afford to 

move away from problem areas, leaving 

the poor to hear most of the costs. Chemi¬ 

cal plants, power stations, major loads, 

railways and airports are often sited close 

to low-income areas. On a global level, we 

can sec a similar process at work: soil deg¬ 

radation, deforestation, water shortages, 

lead emissions and air pollution are all 

concentrated within the developing 

world. Poverty also intensities these envi¬ 

ronmental threats. People with Tew 

resources have little choice but to max¬ 

imize the resources that are available to 

them- As a result, more and more pres¬ 

sures are put on a shrinking resource hase 

as the human population increases. 

Sources of threat 

As we have seen, there arc many different 

Global environmental lbrevis confronting 

the contemporary world. These can be 

roughly divided into two- basic sorts: pol¬ 

lution and waste products that are 

released into the environment and the 

depletion of renewable resources. 

Pollution and imste 

Air pollution 

Air pollution, caused by toxic emissions 

into the atmosphere^ is thought to claim 

more than 2,7 million lives per year. Il is 

possible Lo make a distinction between 

two types of air pollution: "outdoor pollu¬ 

tion' - produced mainly by industrial pol- 

luLanCS and automobile emissions - and 

'indoor pollution, which is caused by 

burning fuels in the home for heating and 

cooking, traditionally, air pollution has 

been seen as a problem ihatalflicts indus¬ 

trialized countries, with then greater 

numbers of factories ami motorized vehi¬ 

cles. In recent years, however, attention 
has been drawn to the dangers of "indoor 

pollution’ In the developing world- It Is 
believed that more than 90 per cent of 

deaths linked to air pollution occur inlhe 

developing world. This is because many of 

the fuels that are burned by pen pie in 

developing countries, such as wood and 

dung, arc not as clean as modern fuels 

such as kerosene and propane. 
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Until the 11liii>.tIe of the twentieth 

century, air pollution in Britain was 

caused primarily by the widespread 

burning of coal, which emits sulphur 

dioxide and thick black smoke into the 

atmosphere, Cool was used extensively In 

heat homes, and to a somewhat lesser 

client in factories. In 195b, in an attempt 

to reduce smug, a Clean Air Act was paused 

to regulate emissions from chimneys, 

Smokeless types of fuels, such as kero¬ 

sene, pro pane and natural g.os, were pru- 

nioled arid are now used widely In Britain 

and other Industrialized countries. 

Since the the main source of air 

pollution lias been the growth In ihe use of 

motorized vehicles- Vehicle emissions ere 

particularly harmful because they enter 

the aim ensphere at a much lower level than 

emissions From chimneys. Ah Figure 22.1 

shows, the range of emissions that arc pro¬ 

duced by different types of vehicle is quite 

targe. Gars, which account for some $0 pc r 

cent of travel in Europe, have a particu¬ 

larly harmful impact on the environment. 

Tor this reason, attempts to reduce air pol¬ 

lution in many industrialized countries 

have focused or the use of low-emission 

travel alternatives such as passenger 

trains, high occupancy buses and the 

pooling of cars. 

Air pollution has been linked to a 

number of health problems among 

humans, including respiratory difficulties, 

cancers and lung disease. Although 

outdoor pollution has long been asso¬ 

ciated with iildustrialiiC-d countries. It is 

growing rapidly in the developing world. 

As countries undergo rapid processes 

of industrialization, factory emissions 

Increase and the number of vehicles on 

the roads also grows. In many developing 

countries, leaded petrol is sail] in use. 

although it has been phased out in much 

nf the developed world. Levels of air pollu¬ 

tion arc particularly high in many areas oi 

Tastem Europe and the former Soviet 

Union. 

Air pollution does not only affect the 

health of human and animal populations; 

C.irsi'liijht trucks 

fcLni^fnrns 

Passenger trains 

Air Lr.iud 

I wn occupant small car Sijiglc-ncLupapt light truck 

4 
High prcopsnry 

•city bus Low-Occupancy high comfort 

si I D 
Wun-1oii:l electricity -High-speed tram, tea1-filed eleiltrtdry 

M.rdHum h nu I Long Ih nu I 

« 
-1-1-1-1 

ihort haul 

0 2C 40 50 30 ICO 

Grams of carhaaAonne-km 

Figure 12,1 Emissions caused by moving one tonne, one kilo-metre 

Sources. i F PC. From Guortfran Education- (35 lanua-y 3GOO), p. 11.: Gapttk. Michael Agar, Jenny 
^"{i Iny, Cirnph in Nrai. 
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Lt also has a damaging impact nr other 

element of the ecosystem. One harmful 

en nseq Lienee of air pollu lion is acid rain. a 

phenomenon, which occurs when sulphur 

and mitogen oxide emissions in one 

country drift across borders and produce 

acidic rainfalls in another. Acid rain is 

harmful to forests, crops anti annual life, 

and loads to the acidification of lakes. 

Canada, Poland and the Nordic countries 

have been particularly hard hit by acid 

tain. In Sweden, fur example, 20,000 lakes 

■ ■in of a total of y o.ooo have been acidity. 
Like many environmental throats, add 

rain is difficult to counteract because it is 

transnational In Its origins and conse¬ 

quences, Much of the acid rain in eastern 
Caned a. for example, is helieved to he 

linked to industrial production in the slate 

of New York, across the US-Canadian 

border. Other countries suffering from 

acid rain have similarly found that it is noi 

within theirconlrol to tackle the problem, 

since its origins lie across national 

borders. In some instances, bilateral or 

regional agreements have been concluded 

i n un a Hemp L to reduce I lie sever! ty of ac id 

rain. Yet emissions remain high in some 

areas and are growing quickly in the dove I- 

o p i ng world 

The box on Breni Spar opposite pro¬ 

vides. one case study of how practices of 
polluting can be challenged and changed 

by environmental activism, 

Water pollution 

Throughout history, people have 

depended on water to fulfil a hosl of 

important needs - drinking, cooking, 

washing, irrigating crops, fishing and 

many other pursuits. Ah In nigh water is 

one of the moat valuable and essential 

natural resources, it has also suffered 

enormous abuse at the hands of human 

beings. For many years, waste products - 

both human and manufactured - were 

dumped directly into rivers and oceans 

with barely a second thought. Only in the 

last half century or so have concerted 

efforts been made in many countries to 

protect the quality of water- to preserve 

Lhe fish and wildlife that depend on it, and 

ensure access to clean water fur the 

human population. Regardless of these 

efforts, Water pollution remains a serious 

problem In ma ny pans, of the world, 

One of the Millennium Development 
Goals set Ivy the United Nations Is to 

'reduce by Imlf the proportion of people 
without access to safe drinking writer by 
201 J>. Water pollution can he understood 

broadly to refer Lo the contamination of 

the water supply by elements such as toxic 

chemicals and minerals, pesticides or 

untreated sewage. It poses the greatest 

threat to people in the developing world.. 

Currently, more than mic billion people 

around the world lack access to safe drink¬ 

ing water and mure than two billion lack 

sanitation. Sanitation systems remain 

underdeveloped in many of the world's 

poorest countries and human waste prod¬ 

ucts are often emptied directly into 

streams, rivers arid lakes. The high levels of 
bacteria that result from untreated sewage 
lead to a variety of wa ter-borne diseases, 

such as diarrhoea, dysentery acid hepatitis. 

Some two billion cases of diarrhoea are 
caused annually by contaminated water: 

five million people die each year from diar- 

rhoeal diseases. Progress is heing made lo 

improve access to the world's resources of 

water During the S9ftQs, nearly one billion 

people gained access to safe water and the 

same number to sanitation fUNDP 2002; 

sec also figure 22.21, 

Tight 
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Environmental activism: Green peace, $heH and the Brent Spar 

Environmental groups have been involved in 
many high-profile campaigns in recent years, ft 
ratable success was Greenpeace's campaign 
□gainst the plans oil the ail multinational Shell lo 
dump its Brent Spar cil installation on the 
seabed in 1999. 

Three years after an t Ith-hour reprieve as she 
was lowed toward a watery grave, the end 
Finally came yesterday for Brent Spar, the oil 
installation ‘iiat was Ihv balllesite for an 
environmental war, it had been destined lo be 
sunfc in the Atlantic, until a massive and 
successful campaign by Greenpeace to stop "he 
dumping. 

Yesterday, however, the- first moves were 
made to take it opart to allow it to h? recycled 
and, after 77 years as a North 5ea: loading and 
storage hurry, become a quayside For Femes in 
NOrMray. The l&GG-Lsrirte 'top sides', the section 
of the install itfon visible above the water, was 
lifted off by one oF the largest floating cranes in 
the world, the I Ilia If, It will be taken ashore to 
be dismantled and scrapped at Vikaneset, near 
Kj el me land, north-east of Stavanger. 

Over the ntstsix months, the Spar will be 
raised in the water and its hull, longer than a 
football pitch floating on its end, will be cut into 
rmgs. They will be cleaned and placed on the 
seabed at Mekjarvik. Idled with ballast, and 
completed with a concrete 
surface to form the new quay. 

fhe environmentally friendly 
destruction of the rig will co^T 
Shell £45m, compared to £4.5m 
for dumping. 

Greenpeace oil expert Jan 
Risp-e ns said they we re deli ghtec 
the work had finally begun: Th>is 
is the best possible solution. IL 
protects the oceans..it creates 
jobs, and il reuses the materiel' 

Greenpeace acrivisis occupied 
the redundant rig in 1995 when 
it was moored in the North 5ea 
awaiting a tow to the Atlantic. 
They were removed but boarded 
il again during the journey to the 

intended destination- '.lass public support was 
generated hy the Greenpeace campaign across 
Europe, and Shell eventually abandoned their 
plans after petrol stations were boycotted and, 
or the Continent, attacked with firebombs and 
bullets [an act Greenpeace sirongly 
condemned[. ... 

Early nest year, a specially adapted barge, tlhe 
H05I, also operated by flee re ma. will go to Vats 
to (if! the Spar vertically for slicing and for the 
rings to be transported to Mekjarwifc, where the 
1 hi alt will position them for the new quay 
foundation. The quay is scheduled lo be 
complete by the end of neat year. 

Source: Graeme Smith., 'Beginning of end: for 
Rrent £par; fco-battl eg round to be Ferry 

terminal', The Herald (Glasgow), 
2& November 1998 

Questions 

I Gan new social movements make a difference 
to the actions of multinational corporations, 
or are cases like [tie Brent Spar decisions af 
minor importance? 

? To whom do multinational corporation* owe 
responsibility? 
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Figure 11.2 Petcentage of population with access, to saFe water: by country, 7DDD 

bounce: Mature, -=:ht1p ;//www.-'i0tvre.con'/nature/Focus/Wter7rnap.htiinF> 

In induslrlalb-ed countries. fiscs of 

water pollution are often caused by the 

overuse of fertilizers In agricultural areas. 

Over a period of years.. ni (rales. from chem¬ 

ical pesticides scop into the ground water 

supply: neatly 25 pci; cent of groundwater 

in Europe shows lewis of contamination 
higher than that deemed permissible by 

the European Union (UNDP 199ft). Some of 

the most polluted water can be found near 

former industrial areas, where traces of 

mercury, lead and other metals have 

lodged in the sediments and continue 

slowly to emit pollutants into the water 

supply over a period of years. 

The f|iia!Ltv a I rivers in most Western 

industrialized countries has been improv¬ 

ing in reeen (years, In Eastern Europe and 

the former Soviet Union, however, river 

pollution remains a very real threat, 3-our- 

fifths of the Water samples taken fro m two 

hundred rivers in the former Soviet Union 

revealed levels of contamination fliar were 
dangerously high. 

Tfdh iLltfC is I 
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Solid waste 

Next time you visit a supermarket, toy 

store or fast-food restaurant, pay atten¬ 
tion to the amount of packaging that 
accompanies the products you sec there. 

There arc few things you can buy without 
[jackaging in our present age. Although 
(here are dear benefits to packaging in 

terms of displaying goods attractively and 
guaranteeing the safety of products, there 
are enormous drawbacks as '.veil One of 

die clearest indicators of Increasing con¬ 

sumption is the growing amount of 
domestic waste - what goes into our 

rubbish bins be I n g produced worldwide. 
Where the developing countries gener¬ 
ated I0li-3.f0 kilograms of domestic solid 

waste per capita in the early ifjfUJs. the 
figure was 414 kilograms for the European 
Union and 720 for North America (UNDE 

OMaj. There have been increases in both 
the absolute amount of waste produced, 
and the amount produced per person, in 

countries around the world. 
The industrialized societies have some¬ 

times been called Throw-away societies' 

because the volume of items discarded as 
a matter of course is so large. According la 
government statistics, households in 

England and Wales each produce 22 kilo¬ 
grams of waste per week, In of die 
i!7 million tonnes of waste that wore pro¬ 

duced, smj per cent was domestic. Approx¬ 
imately «5 percent of solid waste was sent 
to landfills (HMSO 2000). In most coun¬ 
tries of the industrialized world, waste col¬ 
lection services ere almost universal, but it 
is becoming increasingly difficult to 

dispose of the enormous amounts of 
refuse, handfuls are quickly filling up, and 

many urban areas have run out of disposal 

room for domestic waste. 

In the EJK. the government set a target of 
recycling 40 per cent of municipal waste 
by 2005. However, in 2001-2 jiust 12 per 

ccnl of household waste was recycled, 
compared with 7 per cent in 199ti-7. 
[luring the same period, the amount of 

waste produced by each household in 
England increased by 17 per cent (HMSEJ 
2004,1. Although this amount of recycling 

may seem low compared to the overall 
amount of domestic waste that is pro¬ 
duced, a large proportion of what is 

thrown away cannot be easily reprocessed 
or reused- Many kinds of plastics widely 
employed in food packaging simply 

become unusable waste? there is no way of 
recycling it. and it has to be buried in 
refuse tips where it remains for centuries. 
1'ah le 22.2 shows how waste is managed in 
England. 

En the developing world, the greatest 

problem with domestic waste at the 
present time is the lack of refuse collection 
services. It has been estimated that 20 in 

50 per cent of domestic waste in the devel¬ 
oping world goes uncollected. Poorly 
managed waste systems mean LhaL refuse 

piles up in the streets, contributing to the 
spread of disease. With the passing of 
time. ii( is very likely that the developing 

world will face problems with waste dis¬ 
posal that arc even more acute than the 
current situation in the industrialized 
countries. As socle ties become richer, 

there Is a gradual shl ft fro m organic waste, 
such .is food remains, m plastic and syn¬ 
thetic materials, like packaging, ituil lake 
much In uger to decom pose. 

Depletion of resources 

Human societies depend on very many 
resources from the natural world - for 

example, water, wood, fish, animals and 

py righted material 
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fable 22.2 Management of municipal waste, England: by method 

1996/7 1998/9 2000/1 2001/2 

Laodtill 20,631 21,534 21,039 12,317 

Incineration with energy from waste 1,446 1,117 2,391 2,459 

Recycled/composted" lr7M> 2,525 3.44fi 3,9137 

Other1, 761 160 102 140 

ToiaS 24t58Q 26,337 2Q,Q57 2S.S2J 

* Includes household and non-bcmwhold sources collected for recycling or for wnlralirad composSitg; home composting 
o'jt'natr': arr not includrd in Hits Kiln! 

h findudes rndrraretiofl without energy from waste and refuse derived fuel manufacture. Excludes any processing prior to 

landfilling and nwtetials sent to materials redannation fadliSes (MRF$) 

Source: HM50 (2DD4) 

phi rat life, The.se elements ue often 
termed renewable resources, because lit a 
healthy ecosystem they replace them¬ 

selves automatically with the passing of 
time, Yet if the consumption of renewable 
resources gets out of balance or too 

extreme, there is a danger that they will be 

depleted altogether. Some evidence sug¬ 

gests that such a process may be occur¬ 

ring. The deterioration of renewable 

resources is of great concern to many 

environ men talists. 

Water 

Yuu may not think of water as a deplelablc 

resource - after all, i t constantly repteni shes 

itself through rainfall, If you live in Europe 

or North America, yuu probably don't give 

much thought to your ivator supply at all, 

except occasionally when restrictions are 
put on its use in the summer months Yet for 

people in many parts of the world, access to 
a constant water supply is a more chronic 
and severe problem. in some densely pn p u - 
la ted regions, the high demand for wafer 

cannot be met by available water resources. 

In the arid climates of North Africa and the 

Middle Fast, for example, the pressure on 

water supply Is acute and shortages have 

become commonplace1. - his trend is almost 
su re to i nte osi IV i it the t «.i is to come, 

There are several reasons why this is so, 
The first Is that much of the projected 
world population growth over the next 

quarter-century fdiscussed further in 

chapter II, pp. 48-24) is Likely to be con¬ 

centrated in areas that arc already experi¬ 

encing problems with water shortages. 

Furthermore, much of this growth will 

occur in urban areas, where the infrastruc¬ 

ture will struggle to accommodate the 

water and sanitation needs of this 

expanded population. 

Global warming also has a potential 

impact on the depletion of the water 

supply. A* temperatures rise, more Water 

will be needed for drinking and irrigation, 

Vet It is also likely that groundwater may 
not replenish Itself.is rapidly as before and 

that rates of evaporation may also 
Increase, Finally, changes In climate pat- 

terns which may accompany global 
warming will he likely to affect existing 

patterns of precipitation, altering access 

to water supplies in ways that are quite 

unpredictable. 
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Soil dcgnidiition end desertification 

According to the 1993 UN Human Devel¬ 

opment Report, a third of the world's pop¬ 

ulation lives more or Jess directly from the 

tand - on the food they can grow or gather, 

and the game they can faith. Because 

they are largely dependent or I lie earth, 

they are particularly vulnerable iu 

changes affecting iheir ability to live off 

i he land. In many areas of Asia and Africa 

ilia! are experiencing rapid population 

growth, the problem of Mail degratlatIon 

threatens to Impoverish millions of 

people- Soil degradation is the process by 

Area of degraded 
srsi| by rL?!ji(.in. 

1990s (millions of 
hectares.) 

North America 
158 

Europe 
219 

Latin America 
■S Caribbean 
243 |iuh-5aharan 
Africa 
434 

Total land 
area 

Russia and 
Indonesia 

Total land 
area of 

South Asia 

Figure 22,1 The magnitude of soil 

degradation 

SiurCe: UNDP (I93€), p. 74 

which the quality of the earth is worsened 

and its valuable natural elements are 

stripped away through over-use, drought 

n r i nadc l| ual e fertilizatin n. 

The long-term effects of soil degrada¬ 

tion are cxEremcly severe and difficult 

to reverse. In areas where the soil has 

been degraded, agricultural productivity 

declines and there is le^s arable land avail 

able per head. It becomes difficult or 

Impossible lu keep cattle or other live¬ 

stock because of a lack nT fodder. In many 

Instances, people are forced to migrate in 

search of more fertile land, Desertification 

refers to instances of intense land dogia- 

dailon which result iu desert like cotidl* 

dons ew-er large areas. This phenomenon 

I!. i ,.(I>. rIm Iv:I lv 11 i 11 :i\ ,nlililif; 111: ::i 

the size of Russia and Indonesia com¬ 

bined f see figure 22.3] - putting more than 

110 countries at risk. 

Deforeslation 

Forests are an essential clement of the 

ecosystem: they help to regulate water 

supplies, release oxygen into the atmos¬ 

phere arid prevent soil erosion. I hey also 

runt rib utc to many people's livelihoods us 

sources of fuel, food. Wood, oils. dyes, 

herbs and medicines Vet despite their 

crucial Importance, more than a third of 

the earth's o rigs rial for ests 11 a vu now d Isa]) 

peared- Deforestation describes the 

destruction of forested land, usually 

through commercial logging. Deforesta¬ 

tion c la i m tid lb mill ion h ecta res of la nd in 

the UJttlJs, wi th the largest amounts occur¬ 

ring in Tatin America :md the Carihhcan 

(losing 7.'1 in Litton hectares) and sub- 

Saharan Africa (losing 4-1 million hec¬ 

tares) . 

Although many types of forest arc 

involved in the process oil deforestation, 
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[lie Li[c of tropical rainforests has 

attracted the greatest attention. Tropical 

rainforests, which cover some 7 percent of 

the earth's surface, arc home to a great 

number of plant and animal species that 

contribute to the earth's biodiversity - the 

diversity of species of life forms. They are 

also home to many of the plunLs and oils 

from which medicines are developed. 

Tropical rainforests arc currently shrink¬ 

ing at a rate of a p proxi m ately I p er cent a 

year, and may Well disappear altogether by 

die e rid o f this ce ni u ry If cu rre ni ire rul* ii re 
not halted, hi many areas of South 
America where tropical rainforests are 

most extensive, rainforests have been 

burned to make room for more land to 
graze cattle. In other areas of the world, 

such as West Africa and the South Pacific, 

the international demand for exotic hard¬ 

woods has fuelled the destruction of rain¬ 

forests. Trends in i ncreas i ng consume ptinn 

therefore encourage developing countries 

to export their natural commodities - a 

process which results in both environ¬ 

mental destruction and a loss uf biodiver¬ 

sity. 

Deforestation has both human and 

environmental costs. Ln terms of human 

costs, SOmc poor Communities which 

were previously able to sustain or supple¬ 
ment fheir livelihoods through forests me 
no longer able to do so. Deforestation can 
further impoverish marginalized popula¬ 

tions. who rarely share in the enormous 
revenues generated hom the granting of 
logging rights and the sale of timber. The 

environmental costs of deforestation 

include soil erosion and floods: when they 

are intact, mountainous forests perform 

the important function of'absorbing and 

recycling much of the water from rainfall. 

Once the forests are missing, rain cas¬ 

cades off the slopes, causing floods and 

then drough ts. 

Risk, technology and the 
environment 

Humanity, get down on your knees;1, yell 

the hoardings advertising Pny. the 2002 

novel by Michael Crichton, author of best¬ 

sellers such as JrrraffSicfVrrfcand creator of 

[lie popular TV series ER {Tfte Ecvnvmisl? 5 

December £002). In Prey, Crichton creates 

a wo rid i it wh ieh the unin tended effects of 
a scientific experiment cause catastrophe. 

A cloud of luuiopartlcta - day robots, 
each smaller titan most grelns of dust - 
escapes from a laboratory. The cloud is 

self-sustaining, seh-reproducing, and 

learns from experience. It has been pro¬ 

grammed tn act as a predator, and as it 

grows, it becomes more deadly by ihc 

minute. All attempts to capture or destroy 

the cloud arc failing, and worse, humans 

are its prey. 

Crichton's novel abo u! m i niscu le robots 

is the stuff of scicnco-liction. Util nano¬ 

technology is an exciting new area Ln 

science a ltd technology. A nanometre is 

one-billkmlh of a metre, and a broad defi¬ 

nition uf nanotechnology Involves any¬ 
thing tlutl can be precisely Fabricated with 
d i me nsions of less the n i no nanometres {a 

single hum an hair Is arc u rid ah, non nano ■ 
metres wide). So far. nanotechnology's 
Impact has been modest. It Is currently 
used, for example, to make skin creams 

more transparent and ski wax more slip¬ 

pery. 

Some writers have worried about the 

negative risks associated with nanotech¬ 

nology. Besides the alarms raised by 

scicncc-ficliDit writers like Michael Crich- 
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ton, Home scientists have worried that if 

the technology could Lie made for nano¬ 

size particles to self'-replicate, they ’could 

spread like hlowing poller, replicate 

swiftly, and reduce the biosphere to dust 

in a matter of days. Dangerous replicators 

could easily be too tough, small, and 

rapidly spreading to stop - at leasL if we 

make no preparation.' This threat has 

become known as the 'grey goo problem' 

CDresler 1992), Others have worried that 

Nanotechnology collld be used for mili¬ 

tary or terrorist uses. Nanotechnology 

devices could perhaps one day h« built 

(hat selectively target only certain geo¬ 

graphical areas or groups of people with 

certain genes {Joy ZQUb). Another concern 
is that uauosize particles could be 

breathed in, causing damage to (he body, 

perhaps accumulating in ihc lungs like 

asbestos. 

If Ihcse disasters were likely, then it 

would scent that the negative risks of 

further development in nanotechnology 

would far outweigh the positives. How¬ 

ever, enthusiasts for nanotechnology are 

investigating whether it could be used to 

improve the delivery of cancer-fighting 

drugs or whether nanoscale carbon could 

be used to increase the speed and power of 

computer circuits. Richard Smalley, a 
Nobel prize'Whining chemist, has even 

suggested that one day nanotechnology 

could be used In solar panels to solve the 
world’s enetgy problems. 

Discussions of nanotechnology and 

other innovations in science and tech¬ 

nology raise important questions for 

sociologists. Aswc have seen above, scien¬ 

tific and technological change increas¬ 

ingly present us with different risks - had, 

good and in-between, from grey goo in 

unlimited and safe energy. 

Elu m ans have always had to Face risks of 

one kind or another, but today's risks arc 

qualitatively different from those that 

came in earlier times. Until quite recently, 

human societies were th realened by enter - 

nol risk - dangers such as drought, earth¬ 

quakes, families and storms that spring 

from the natural world and are unrelated 

Co tbo actions of humans. Today, huWeVer. 

wc arc increasingly confronted with 

various types of manufactured risk - risks 

(hut are created by the impact of our oWn 

knowledge and technology on the natural 

world- A.s we shall see. m any environ men¬ 

tal and health risks facing contemporary 

societies aw Instances of manufactured 

risk; they arc the outcomes of our own 

interventions, into nalui*. The advent of 

nanotechnology' which we looked at 

above is one example of how manufac¬ 

tured risk has spread; below, ivc look at 

two more cases - the controversies sur¬ 

rounding global warming and genetically 

modified food. 

Global warming 

August 1003 was the hottest August on 

record in the Northern hemisphere. Many 

people argued, that the hoi weather was 

an example of how global warming was 
affecting the Earth's climate-The effects of 

tlu> heat were catastrophic. The Earth 

Policy Institute, an environmental think- 
tank, has estimated that the heat wave 
killed more than SS.Ofirt people In Europe. 
France suffered the worst losses. It was 

estimated that 14,302 people died from 

causes attributable to the high tempera¬ 

tures - with older people being particu¬ 

larly vulnerable [New Scientist, ID 

October 2003). Scientists have recently 

estimated that global warming kills about 
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160,000 people every year, wilh children 

in developing countries being most at 

risk. It has been estimated that the 

numbers dying from Lhe "sade-effectf,' of 

climate change, such as malaria and mal¬ 

nutrition, could almost double by 2020 

[New Scientist, 1 October 2003}. The 

British Prime Minister. Ibny Blair, has 

argued that climate change is it] the 'long 

term, the single most important issue that 

we faeeasa global community' [speech at 

the launch of the Climate Group, 27 April 

2004). Here we Look at the causes behind 
global warming and examine its Likely 

consequences in more detail. 

What is global warming? 

Global warming is regarded hy many 

people to be the most serious environ¬ 

mental challenge of our time. If' many 

scientific predictions are true,, it has Lhe 

potential to alter irreversibly the function¬ 

ing of the earth's climate and to produce a 

scries of devastating environmental con¬ 

sequences which will be felt worldwide. 

Global worming refers to the gradual rise 

in the earths average temperature due to 

changes in the chemical composition of 

the atmosphere. Il is believed to be caused 

in large part by humans, because the gases 

that have built up ami altered the earth's 

atmosphere are ones that are produced in 

great quantities by human activities. 

The process of global wanning is closely 
re La led. to tire Idea of tire greenhouse effect 

- the build up of heat-trapping green¬ 
house gases within the earth's atmos¬ 

phere. lhe principle is a simple one. 

Energy from the sun passes through Lhe 

atmosphere and heals the earth's surface. 

Although most of the solar radiation is 

absorbed directly by the earth,some of ills 

rellectcd back. The greenhouse gases act 

as a barrier to this outgoing energy, trap¬ 

ping heat within (lie earth's atmosphere 

much like the glass pane Is of a greenhouse 

(see figure 22.‘l}. This natural greenhouse 

effect Is what keeps the earth's tempera¬ 

tures at reasonably comfortable tempera¬ 

tures-at about CD degrees Fahrenheit, If It 

were not for the role of greenhouse gases 

in re mining heat, the earth would be a 

much colder place, with an average tem¬ 

perature of around 0 degrees Fahrenheit. 

When concentrations of atmospheric 

greenho use gases rise, however, the green - 
house effect is Intensified and much 
wa rmer temperatures are prod uced. Since 

the start of industrialisation, the concen¬ 

tration of greenhouse gases has risen sig¬ 
nificantly. Carbon dioxide, the main 

greenhouse gas. has seen its concentra¬ 

tions increase the most-by around 20 per 

cent since 1AB0. Methane concentrations 

have doubled, nitrous oxide concentra¬ 

tions arc up by about 15 per ecu! and 
greenhouse gases that are not naturally 

occurring (see bos opposite) have been 

generated by human industrial develop¬ 

ment. Most scientists agree that the large 

increase in carbon dioxide in the atmos¬ 

phere can be attributed to the burning of 

fossil fuels and other human activities, 

such as Industrial production, Large-scale 
agriculture, deforestation, mining, land 
fiLls and vehicle emissions, 

Figure 22,5 (on p. 556.1 shows the 

upward trend in surface temperatures 

since the lute nineteenth century hy chart¬ 

ing them against the average temperature 

in the- period I!i61-90 in Central England 

and globally. During the whole of the 

twentieth century, seven out of the ten 

hottest years on record occurred during 

the 1990s - with 1998 being the warmest 

year ever recorded. 
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Figure 51.4 Th e g reenh o use effect 

Source-: rrnijr^l-1nn:n'ia. Protection A^cji-ry ii'iibsitL1- 

What are greenhouse gases 

Soms greenhouse gases occur naturally in the 
atmosphere, while others result from human 
activities. Naturally occurring greenhouse gases 
include water vapour, carbon dioxide, methane, 
nitrous wide and ozone. r.ertain human 
activities, however, add to the levels of most of 
these naturaily occurring gases. 

Carbon dioxide fs released to 5he atmosphere 
when solid Waste, fossil fuels (oil, noLurol gas 
-dried CO ft I), jrtl wood and wood products arc 
burned. 

Methane is emitted during the production 
and transport of coal, natural gas and oil. 
Methane emissions also result from the 
decomposition df organit wi-.t--:■ in sulii-i wvdr 
landfills, end the raising of livestock, 

Nitrous oxide is emitted during agricultural 
and industrial activities, as well as during 
combustion of solid waste and fossil fuels. 

Greenhouse gases that are riot naturully 
occurring include byproducts of foam 
production, refrigeration and air conditioning 
called chicrofluorocarbons (CFCs), as well as 
hydrolluorocarbems (MFCs) and 
perfluorocarbons (PFCs) generated by industrial 
processes. 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
Global Warming Site 

htt p ;//ivww. cpa.gov/gfobj I warn i ng/climate/ 
indejK.htm 
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Figure 22.5 Difference in average surface temperature 1861-2002: comparison with 
1961-90 avenge, global and central England, (degreescentigrade} 

Source: 0N5 

The potential consequences of global 
warm ing 

If global warming is indeed taking place, 
llie consequences are likely to lie devas* 
Eating. The local effects, on the UK for 

example, are difficult to predict, as global 
weather patterns change. However, some 

of rhe potentially harmful effects world¬ 

wide include: 

I Rising sea levels Global wanning may 

cause the polar ice caps tD melt and the 

oceans to warm and expand. As glaciers 

and nthcr forms of land ice melt* sea 

levels will rise. Cities lliat are near the 

coasts or in low-lying areas will be 

flooded and become uninhabitable. If 

sea levels were to rise by one metre, Ban* 

gladesh would lose 17 per cent of its 

tutai lard area, Egypt would Jose 12 per 

cent and the Netherlands would lose G 

per cent (UNDP 199fl). The Indian 

Ocean tsunami, which we discussed at 

the beginning of this chapter* would 
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have caused considerably more devas¬ 

tation il sea levels were higher than they 

are today. 

2 Desertification Global warming may 

contribute to large tracts of fertile land 

becoming desert. Sub-Saharan Africa, 

the Middle host and South Asia will he 

further affected by desertification and 

Intense soil erosion. 

3 The spread of disease Global warming 

may extend the geographical range and 

[lie seasonality fur organisms, such as 

mosquitoes, which spread diseases like 
malaria and yellow fever- If tempera- 
tu i es, we re to rise hy 3-3 degrees Celsius, 

the number of malaria cases could 
increase by 50 to 00 million per year 

4 Pour harvests Agricultural yields may 
fall in many of the poorest areas of the 

world if global warming progresses. 

Populations in Southeast Asia, Africa 

and I .a [iri America would be likely Lo he 

most affected. 

5 Changing climate pa items. Climate 

patterns that have been relatively stable 

for thousands of years may undergo 

rapid disruptions because of global 

warming, Forty-six million people cur¬ 

rently live in areas that could be 

destroyed by sea storms, while many 

0 liters may suffer from fluods mild hu rrl ■ 
can.es. 

Fi Geof.miitica! instability A report pub¬ 

lished for the US Department of 
Defence warned that, at their must 
abrupt, the effects of climate change 
discussed above could lead to disputes 

or even wars between nations as they 

attempt to protect their increasingly 

limited agricultural, fresh water and 

energy resources. The report cautions 

that mass migration could occur as 

people Bitempi to move to those regions 

which posses the resources to adapt to 

climate change (Schwartz and Randall 

200-3). 

Some trends associated with global 

warming seem la be moving much faster 

than scientists originally predicted. In 

December 1909. for example, a study hy 

satellite showed that the Arctic ice-cap is 

shrinking much mare rapidly than scien¬ 

tists previously believed - a process that 

could hove dramatic cffecLs on the world 

d imate in cum i rig years, him i larly. i ri early 

2(H)2 two huge tee shelves Larsen B and 

Thwaites glacier tongue - Collapsed in 

Antarctica, shattering. Into thousands of 

Icebergs within days. It Is possible that the 

reduction lit Ice Is the result uf nptural 

changes, but whatever its origins the ice 

seems to be melting at an extraordinary 

pace- Measurements show that the North 

ftile sea-ice has thinned by 4(3 per cent in 

recent tic cades In (he summer end 

autumn, and decreased by 10-15 per cent 

since the 1950s in Lhc spring and summer. 

Global snow cover has shrunk by 10 per 

cent since the lSGifs, and mountain gla¬ 

ciers have sharply retreated. 

Responses to tSle risk of global 
ivann tug 

lror a long time the thesis of global 

warming was disputed. Some scientists 

doubted whether the claimed effects were 

real, while others held that changes in the 

world's climate could be the result of 

natural (rends* rather than the outcome of 

human intervention. However, there is 

now a strong consensus behind the view 

that global warming is indeed occurring 

and that the greenhouse effect is Co blame. 

In January 2000 a panel of eleven climate 

experts from diverse sclent 11c fields 
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released one of She most extensive reports 

yet produced on the subject. All were in 

agreement iliat global warming is a real 

phenomenon. They concluded that the 

surface temperature of the earth Juts risen 

between 0.7 and IA degrees Fahrenheit 

(0.4 to fl.JJ degrees Celsius) in the fast 

century. The increase in temperature has 

been particularly high ever (he past 

twenty years. 

As flgtire22J3 shows, gl obal e missions of 

carbon dioxide have been increasing ol an 

alarming rate. I'he industrial countries 

currently produce far more greenhouse 

gases than the tie wl n p i ng wo rid, with the 

United States emitting more carbon 

dioxide than any other single country. The 

production of greenhouse gases, b not 

limited to the developed world, however. 

Emissions from the developing world arc 

also increasingly rapidly, particularly in 

countries that arc undergoing rapid 

Industrialization anti are expected to 

equal those of industrialized countries 

until2M5. 

At a world ecological summit hedd in 

IPS? in Kyoto, in Japan, agreement was 

reached to cut greenhouse gas em.isj.iuns 

significantly by 20E0. Under (he terms of 

the protocol, industrialized nations com¬ 

muted themselves to a range of targets tc 

reduce emissions between ltspo. tire base 
year, and 2010 World targets range from 

an average 0 per cent cm for most of 
Europe le ;i maxim urn 10 per cent 
increase foi re-eland and art 0 pL!i cent 

increase for Australia. (The (ISA originally 

committed itself to a 7 percent cut.) Many 

scientists claim that this- target was too 

mndesi. and argue that emissions must be 

cut by as much as 7(3 or 8(3 per cen( if 

serious climatic consequences are to be 

avoided. Whatever governments tin (o cut 

Per capita CO; emissions, 1955 

U5A 

Canada 

Germany 

Japan 

South Africa 

Nleaifo 

China 

&r frill 

0 7 U 2t 
Metric tons yeafy 

Gin-hud CO1! CftilvildriS 

Figdr* 22.6 CO. emissions in industrialized ond less 

developed areas of the World 

Source: UNDP (1996), p. J 
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emissions, it will he smite rime before the 

effects of global wanning are altered. It 

lakes more than a century for carbon 

dioxide to be removed from the atmos¬ 

phere through natural processes. 

In 2001, the new US President. George 

W. Bush, refused in ratify the Kyoto Proto¬ 

col. arguing that it would damage the US 

economy. AFter some debate, inosit Other 

nations agreed! to go ahead without the 

United Stales, in spite of it being the 

World's largest producer of greenhouse 

gases. Talks Jn Bona In Germany and Mar¬ 
rakech In Morocco later In £001 finally 
agreed the increasingly complicated fine 

print of the protocol and signatory nations 
were urged to ratify the deal in their 

national legislatures by the end of 2\V.\2. 

In recent yearn, several of the large si pro¬ 

ducers of greenhouse gases have success¬ 

fully cut emissions, including the UK, 

Germany, Chino and Russia - although 

Russia's cuts can largely be explained by 

the decline in its economy. 

As with many new forms nf manufac¬ 

tured risk, no one can be sure what the 

effects of global warming wi It be. Its 

causes a re so diffuse and its precise conse¬ 

quences are d i ffieull to calcula te. Would a 

'high' emissions scenario Indy result in 

widespread natural disinters? Will stabi¬ 
lizing die level of carbon dioxide emis¬ 

sions protect moat people in ihe world 

from the negative effects of climate 
changes? Is It possible that current pro- 

cesses of global warming have already 
triggered a series of further climatic dis¬ 
turbances? We cannot answer these ques¬ 

tions with any certainty. The earth's 

climate is extremely complex and a variety 

of factors will interact to produce different 

consequences in individual countries at 

varying points across the earth. 

Genetically modified foods 

As we saw in chapter II (p. 83C1 

million people around the globe go 

hungry each day. The process of global 

warming may contribute tu increased 

desertification and poor harvests and has 

lead to Fears that food shortages may 

become even more widespread, In some 

oF the world's most densely populated 

areas-, people are highly dependent on 

staple food crops such as rice whose 
stocks are dwindling. Many worry that 
present farming techniques tail! not be 

able to produce rice yields sufficient to 
support the growing population- As with 
many environmental challenges, the 

tlire.it ol'famine is nol evenly distributed. 

The industrialized countries have exten¬ 

sive surpluses of grain. It is the poorer 

countries, where the population growth is 

projected to be greatest, that grain short¬ 

falls ere likely to bee chronic problem. 

Some people believe that the key to 

averting a potential Food crisis may lie in 

recent advances in science and bio tech¬ 

nology. By manipulating the genetic com¬ 

position of basic crops, such as rice, it is 

now possible to boost a plant's rate of 

photosynthesis and to produce bigger 
crop yields. This process Is known as 
genetic modification: plants that are pro¬ 

duced in such a way are called genetically 

modified organisms (GMOs). Genetic 
modification can be carried out for a 
variety of purposes- not only to enhance 

the crop yield. Scientists, have produced 

GMOs with higher than normal vitamin 

content, for example: other genetically 

modified crops are resistant In commonly 

used agricultural herbicides that are used 

to kill the 'weeds round them, as well as 
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Insects and Fongai a lull viral pests. Food 

products that tire made from, or contain 

traces of. genetically modified organisms 

are kirown as CM foods. 

CM crops are different from anything 

that has existed before, because they 

involve transplanting genes between dif¬ 

ferent organisms. This is a much more 

radical Intervention into nature than the 

u Lder metho ds of cross-breeding tbat h ave 

been used For manV years. GMQs Lire pro¬ 

duced by techniques of gene splicing (hut 

can be used to transplant genes between 
animals as well as plants. For Instance, in 

recent experiments human genes have 

been introduced into farm animals., such 
as pigs, with a view to eventually providing 

replacement parts for human ira implants. 

Human genes have even been spliced into 

plants, although the GM crops that have 

been marketed so far do not involve this 

kind of radical hinengin coring. 

Scientists claim that a CM strain of 

'supcr-ricc1 could boost rice yields by as 

much as 35 per cent. Another strain calk'd 

'golden rice' - which contains added 

amounts of vitamin A - could reduce 

vitamin A deficiency in more than 120 

million children worldwide. You might 

think that such advances in biotechnology 

would be welcomed enthusiastically by 
people around the world. Bui, In fact, the 
Issue of genetic modification has become 

one of the most controversial Issues of our 
age. For many people, hi highlights file fine 
line tlut exists between the benefits of 
technology anti scientific in novation, on 

the one hand, and the risks of environ¬ 

mental destruction, on the other. 

Controversy oner GM foods 

The saga of GM foods began Ditty a few 

years ago when some of the world's 

lending chemical and agricultural firms 

decided that new knowledge about the 

workings of grncs could transform the 

world's food supply.These companies had 
been making pesticides and herbicides, 

but wanted 1o move into what they saw as 

a major market for the future. The Ameri¬ 

can firm Monsanto was the leader in 

developing much of the new technology'. 

Monsanto bought up seed companies, 

sold off its chemical division and devoted 

much of its energies to bringing the iieW 

crops to file market. Led by its then Chief 
Executive Robert Shapiro. Monsanto 
la unclied a giga nflc adve rising ca mpa Ign 

promoting the benefits of its GM crops to 
farmers and to consumers. The early 

responses were jusl as the company had 
confidently anticipated. By early IflSS. Ji5 

per cent of the soya beans and 35 per cent 

efthe maize produced in the United States 

contained genetic alterations. Genetically 

modified crops at that point were already 

growing on 35 million hectares of land 

across the world - an area one and a half 

times the size of 11:ritain. In addition to 

NorLh America, GM crops were being 

widely grown in Ch i na. 

Monsanto's sales campaign stressed a 

number of positive virtues of GM foods. 

The company claimed that GM crops 

could help Feed the world’s poor and could 
help reduce the use of chemical pollu¬ 
tants., especially the chemicals used in 

pesticides and herbicides. Tr is claimed, for 
example, that GM potatoes need 4ft per 

cent less chemical insecticide them would 

lie required using traditional farming 

techniques. Biotechnology, according lo 

Monsanto, will allow us to grow better- 

quality crops with higher yields while at 

the same time sustaining and preceding 

the environmen t. 
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Cteenpeace has Led wme of The anb-GM pretexts in recent years, such as this 
attack an a Field of genetically modified corn in Norfolk. 

Since GM craps are essentia IK 'p"i<‘ 

new. no one tail be certain abotti what 

their effects will be once they are Intro¬ 

duced into the environment. Many eco¬ 

logical and consumer groups became 

concerned about the potential ■ isks 

Involved with the adaption nF this largely 

untested technology. Con corn ahout GM 

foods was especially widespread in 

iiuropc. In Britain, hostility ta the com¬ 

mercial growing oi GM crops was stimu¬ 

lated by the findings of ]>r Arp ad. Pusztai, 

an internationally renowned geneticist 

working in a government laboratory in 

Scotland. In ins research. Dr RusaUii had 

tested po t;i LOus n ilFi a gene iu f a pa rt ic u la r 

natural insecticide Inserted a protein 

known as lectin, extracted from a certain 

type of flower. The results Indicated tliai 

rats which ate the GV1 potatoes aspsrj- 

emced significant damage to their 

immune systems and reduced organ 
growth. Dr Pns?-tai"s findings were criti¬ 

cised by other leading scientists and he 

was dismissed from Jiis posl at the govern - 

ment laboratory a.ftcF speaking on televi¬ 

sion about his worries concerning GM 

Loads. 

By this time. GM foods had became a 

front-page story tn the news almost every 

day. Numerous TV and radio debates, chat 

Shows and phone-ins Were organised to 
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discuss the issue. Many mem hare of Lhe 

British public registered their antagonism 

to CM crops; some even engaged in 'direct 

action', pulling CM crops out of' the 

ground at official trial sites across the 

country. Similar responses occurred in a 

range of other Euro pean countries, These 

eventually spread back to the USA, where 

there had previously been Utile debate. In 

the UK, seven out of the eight major 

supermarket chains changed their policy 

on GM foods. Five of them imposed a 

complete ban on GM ingredients in their 
own-brand products, which is still in 
place, and all of them insisted on better 

labelling in their stores. Two large compa¬ 
nies, Unilever and Nestis, announced (hat 

they would withdraw their acceptance of 

genetically modified foodstuffs. Some 

farmers in lhe USA who had been engaged 

in the large-scale cultivation of CM crops 

changed back to conventional crop pro¬ 

duction. A survey in 20Q,t showed that !>9 

per cent at' the UK population strongly 

agreed that genetically modified foods 

should be banned (l-IMSO 2905]. 

The protests of environmentalists and 

consumer groups had a major impact on 

the fate of Monsanto, and caused a serious 

decline in its share value. Robert Shapiro 

appeared On television to admit that his 

company had made major mistakes: 'We 

have probably irritated and antagonized 

more people than we have persuaded’, lie 

said. 'Our confidence in this technology 
and our enthusiasm For it has, I think, 

been widely seen-and understandably so 

-as condescension or indeed arrogance.' 

It was an extraordinary turnaround from 

the world-heating ■confidence with which 

he had spoken only a Few months before. 

Monsanto was forced to drop altogether 

one at Its most controversial plans - Lhe 

idea oF using a gene called 'the terminator". 

This gene would have ensured that seeds 

which Monsanto sold to farmers would be 

sterile after one generation. The farmers 

would have had to order seeds each year 

from the company, Critics of Monsanto 

claimed that die company was trying to 

lure farmers into a form of 'hiusLivery*. 

Genetically modified Food continues to 

generate controversy in Europe and large 

parts of Africa. The European Union 

refused patents of new GM craps between 

lmrh and ZWA. The complete moratorium 
was raised in 2004 when import* of a 

further GM mate crop were approved, 

and a scheme was Introduced to label 

foods containing GM products. However, 
the EU's act ions ware ton slow fin the big 

CrVl producers, particularly in the United 

States, who filed a complaint against the 

EU's Failure to authorize the commercial¬ 

ization of GM crops with the World Trade 

Organization In May 2003, claiming that 

the European position had no scientific 

basis and broke free trade laws (Tokc 

2004]. 

In Africa, GM food aid has run into 

trouble. In 2002, Zambia refused Let accept 

American food aid donations of corn and 

soya because much of It was genetically 

modified, Zambia's; president, Levy Mwa* 

nawasar called the imports 'poison’. By 
2U04 Zambia had been joined by Zim¬ 

babwe, Malawi, Mozambique. Lesotho 

and Angola In refusing genetically 
modified Food aid- 

EvaiuaTingthe risks of GM foods 

Despite the assertions of the GM produc¬ 

ers, no onecan possibly say with certainty 

that genetically modified crops are risk¬ 

free. The genetic code is highly compli¬ 

cated - adding new genes into plants or 
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organisms could produce as yet unpre¬ 

dicted diseases or other harmful conse¬ 

quences. Because the technology is so 

unknown, new findings and discoveries 

arc being uncovered with startling fre¬ 

quency. In May 2&QQ. the British govern¬ 

ment admitted that thousands of acres of 

Conventional oilseed rape that had been 

planted by farmers had in fact been 'con¬ 

taminated' as G.M crops pollinated those 

nearby. German research published just 

Weeks later Claimed that a gene cum monly 

usedi to modify1 oilseed tape had Jumped 

the species barrier into die guts of bees. 
In the short period between thesa two 

startling revelations, Monsanto itself 
acknowledged that its modified soybeans 
- the GMH that has been cultivated most 

extensively for commercial purposes - 

contain unexpected gene fragments that 

had previously gone undetected. 

Such findings reinforce what many 

environmental activists have been 

warning for some time. Although genetic 

modification may have enormous poten¬ 

tial benefits, the risks involved ore unpre¬ 

dictable and difficult to calculate. Once 

released into the environment, GMOs 

may set off a string of knock-on effects 

that will be difficult to monitor and 

control. In the face of this dilemma, many 
environmentalists favour what is often 

termed the precautionary principle. This 

principle proposes that where there is 
sufficient doubt about the possible risks of 
new dap rtures, it is better to stick to exist - 

mg practices than to change them. 

Despite the concerns of environmental¬ 

ists, the amount of land given over to 

growing C,VI crops has continued to 

increase dramatically in recent years, par¬ 

ticularly in the developing world, where 

the environmental movement is not as 

strongly established and Laws restricting 

the growth of CM crops are generally less 

strict [see figure 22.7 overleaf J. 

Some writers have pointed out the par¬ 

allels between GM foods and nanotech¬ 

nology (discussed earlier in this chapter). 

Jeffrey Matsuura, an American academic, 

has argued that the nanoLechnologv 

industry should learn from the public 

backlash surrounding GM foods, Assess¬ 

ing Lhe debate about GM Foods, Matsuura 

(21)0^) iirgLiOs that in the uarly days the 

biotechnology Industry made two mis¬ 

takes: first It tried to ignore public con¬ 
cern* and then it attempted to address 

(hem through purely rational arguments. 

Matsuura argues rhat the nanotechnology 
industry is currently following a similai 

path. Instead of this, he believes, nan¬ 

otechnology's proponents should launch 

an aggressive public relations campaign, 

based on both rational and emotional 

arguments to win support. Ele argues that 

immediate action to promote nanotech¬ 

nology is necessary in order to avoid the 

type uf public backlash that could impede 

the development of the technology and 

Lead to significant economic losses. 

However, Matsu Lira's argument ignores 

the negative risks that new technologies 

cun firing and footrsec narrowly on their 

potential, largely economic, benefits. In 
the next section, we look at a broader 

approach to the idea of risk, taken by the 

German sociologist Ulrich Beck, 

The global 'risk society" 

Nanotechnology, the debate over geneti¬ 

cally modified foods, global warming and 

other manufactured risks, have presented 

individuals with new choices and chal¬ 

lenges in their everyday lives. Because 
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Figure 2^,7 Globa! area of genetically modified crops 

Source: I5AAA ('2003} 
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Manufactured risk and the wrvwsl of humanity 

In 2PD3 Martin Rees, the Sritish Astronomer Royal, 
published a book provocatively called Our Final 
Century, subtilled with the question: "Will the human 
race survive the twenty-first century?1 Rees argues 
that (he explosive advances in science and 
technology seen for example in bio-, cyber- and 
nanotechnology and in the exploration of space, do 
not just offer exhilarating prospects for the future, but 
□Iso contain what he calls a dark side. 

Scientificadvancement can have unintended 
consequences, as we have seen, and Rees's book 
examines the likelihood of catastrophic scenarios 
where human civilization dies out. Rees describes 
some of the apocalyptic risks that could occur with 
the new science of the twenty-first century: these 
include nuclear holocaust, caused by terrorists or 
nations and terrorist use nt biological weapons or 
laboratory errors that create new diseases. 

Rees's conclusions are sobering. He separates the 
long term from the short term, in the short term, 
which he defines as the next twenty years, he Is 
prepared to bet on a major catastrophe killing over a 
million people (though he fervently hopes that he 
will be wrong in his assessment). Returning to the 
subtitle &f his book, Rees argues, over the next 
hundred years - which he calls the long term - he 
gives humanity a SO/5D chance of surviving the 
twe nty-f i rst ce ntu ry. 

The prognosis may seem desperately pessimistic, 
but Rees argues he hopes his book will 'stimulate 
discussion on how to guard (as far as possible) 
against the worst risks, while deploying new 
knowledge optimaIty for human benefit'. 

there is no road in ap tot hese new da nge rs, 

individuals, countries and transnational 

organizations must negotiate risks as the} 

make choices about how lives are to be 

lived, L5 ecu use there are no definitive 

answers about the causes and outcomes 

of such risks, each individual is forced tu 

make decisions about which risks lie or 

she is prepared to take. This can he 0 

bewildering endeavour. Should we use 

food and raw materials if the It production 

or consumption might have a negative 

impact on our own health and on the 

natural environment? Even seemingly 

simple decisions about what to cat are 

now made in the context of conflicting 

information and opinions about the 

pruduel's relative merits and drawbacks, 

Ulrich Heck [1932) has written exten¬ 

sively about risk and globalisation and 

sees these feelers contributing to the for¬ 

mation of a global risk society. As techno¬ 

logical change progresses more ami more 

rapidly and produces new forms of risk, 

we must constantly respond and adjust 
to these changes. The risk society, he 

argues. Is not limited to environmental 
and health risks alone: It includes a whole 
series of interrelated changes within con¬ 

temporary social life.: shifting employ¬ 

ment patterns, heightened job insecurity, 

the declining influence of tradition and 

custom on self-identity, the erosion of 

traditional family patterns and the 

democratization of personal relation¬ 

al p s. Because perso rial futures are m uch 

Less fixed than they were in traditional 

Societies, decisions of all kinds present 

risks for individuals, Getting married, for 

example, is a more risky endeavour today 

than it was at a time when marriage was a 

lifelong Institution, Decisions about edu¬ 
cational qualifications and career paths 
can also feel risky; It Is difficult to predict 

what skills will be valuable in an 

economy that Is changing as rapidly m 

ours is. 
According to Beck (IMS), an important 

aspec t of the risk society is lhat its hazards 

arc nal restricted spatially, temporally or 

socially. Today's risks effect ell countries 

and all social classes: they have global, no! 

merely personal, consequences. As we saw 

above, many forms of manufactured risk. 

vriahte nal 
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such as those concerning human health 

and the environment, crass national boun¬ 

daries. The explosion ai the Chernobyl 

nuclear power plant in Ukraine in I966 

provides a dear illustration of this point. 

Everyone living in the immediate vicinity of 

Chernobyl- regardless of age. class, gender 

or stains - was exposed, to dangerous levels 

ofradiiiLion. At the same time, the effectSuf 

the accident stretched far beyond Cherno¬ 

byl itself - throughout Jiurope and beyond, 

abnormally high levels of radiation Were 

detected long after tine explosion, 

Looking ahead 

As we stand In the first decade of a new 

century, we cannot foresee whether the: 

coming hundred years, will be marked by 

peaceful social and economic develop¬ 

ment orhya mu ltiplication of glnhal prob¬ 

lems - perhaps beyond the ability of 

humanity to solve. Unlike the sociologists 

writing two hundred years ago. we see 

clearly that modem industry, technology 

and science are by no means wholly 

beneficial in their consequences, as the 

discussion of Martin Itees's pessimistic 

predictions for the twenty firvt century 

show {see bos), Scientific and technologi¬ 
cal developments have created a world 
dial contains risks that make possible 

huge gal ns ami losses, Especially In the 

developed world, the population is 
wealthier tlun ever before, yet the whole 
world is closer to ecological disaster. 

Should we resign ourselves to an atti¬ 

tude of despair? Certainly not. If there is 

one thing sociology offers us, it is a pro¬ 

found consciousness, of the human 

authorship of social institutions. We see 

the possibility of controlling our destiny 

and shaping our lives for tlie better, 

unimaginable to previous generations. 

The idea of sustainable development, 

which was discussed above, has helped 

promote some important innovations in 

the environmental field. These include in 

particular (he concepts of eco-efficiency 

and ecological modernization. LLco- 

efficiency means developing technologies 

that are effective in generating economic 

growth, but which do so at minimal cost Co 

the environment. Even as late as the 1900s, 

when (he Bmndtland Report appeared- k 
w?s widely assumed that most forms of 

Industrial development and ecological 

protection are Incompatible, The central 
Idea Involved In the thesis of ecological 
modernization is that rliis assumption is 

false. The use oF eco-efficient technologies 

can produce forms of economic develop¬ 

ment that combine economic growth with 

positive policies for the environment. 

The possibilities offered by ecological 

modernization can be illustrated by refer¬ 

ence to the waste disposal industry - the 

industry that.gets rid of the tonnes of waste 

products that industries and Consumers 

generate every clay. Until recently, as we 

saw above, most of this waste was simply 

processed and buried. Today, however, the 

whole industry is being transformed. 

Techno logical developments make It 

much cheaper to produce newsprint from 

recycled paper than from wood pulp, as 

used to he the case- Hence there are good 

economic reasons, as well as environmen¬ 

tal ones, to use and reuse paper rather than 

endlessly cutting down trees. Not just indi¬ 

vidual companies, but whole industries 

are actively pursuing the goal of 'inti 

waste' - that is, the complete recycling of 

ail waste products for future industrial use. 

The carmakers Toyota and Honda have 
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already-reached a level of ft5 percent recy¬ 

clability for the car parts they use. In this 

ca nrex t, waste is no La ngcr j ust the harmful 

dumping of m atcriab, but a resource for 

Industry and,, to some extent, a means oi 

driving further technological innovation. 

Significantly, some of the major contri¬ 

butions to recycling, and therefore to sus¬ 

tainable development, have come from 

areas with a heavy concentration of infor¬ 

mation technology industries, such as Cal¬ 

ifornia's Silicon Valley. Information tccli- 

nolugy, unlike many older forms of 

industrial production. Is environmentally 
clean-The more it plays a part in industrial 

production, the greater the likelihood that 

harmful environmental effects will he 

reduced. Tim consideration could haw 

some bearing on the futu re development of 

the world's poorer societies. In sonic areas 

of production, at least, it might be possible 

for them to achieve rapid economic devel¬ 

opment without the pollution produced by 

rhe older industrial economics, because 

information technology will play a much 

greater role. 

Even the strongest advocates of ecologi - 

cal modernisation are forced to admit that 

rescuing the global cnvinonmcnl is likely to 

require changes in the levels of inequality 

that now exist in the world. As we have 

seen, industrial countries currently 

account for only about one-fifth of the 

world's population. Yet Lhev are respon¬ 

sible for over 7a per cent of the emissions 

thill serve to pollute the atmosphere and 

hasten global warming. The average 
person In the developed world consumes 
natural resources at tan times the rate of 

the average Individual in less developed 
countries. Poverty is itsolf a prime contrll> 
utnr to practices that lead to environmen¬ 

tal damage in poor countries. People living 

in conditions of economic hardship have 

no choice but to make maximum use of the 

local resources available to them. Sustain¬ 

able development therefore cannot beseem 

in separation from global inequalities. 

Summary points 
l There are few aspects of lh* natural world 

trial have not been affected by human 

activity. All societies are now Faced by 

concerns over environmental ecology - how 

best to cope with and contain environ manta I 

damage in the face of the impact of modern 

industry and technology. The idea of 'limits 

to growth’,, popularized in the 1970s, is that 

industrial growth and develop men! is not 

compatible with the finite nature of the 

earth's resources. Sustainable development, 

by contrast, holds that growth should occur, 

but in such a way as to recycle resources 

rather than to deplete them. 

2 Rising worldwide consumption patterns are 

a reflection of economic growth, but they 

also damage environmental resources and 

exacerbate global inequality. Energy 

consumption and the consumption of raw 

materials are vastly higher in the Western 

countries than in other areas of the world. 

Yet the environmental damage caused by 

growing consumption has the most severe 

impact on the poor. 

3 There are many sources of enviranmentaI 

threat. Some are linked to pollution and 

waste products released info Hie 

atmosphere: air pollution, acid rain, water 
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pollution and unrecyclable solid waste. 

Other environmental threats involve the 

depletion of renewable natural resources, 

such as water, soil and Forests, reducing 

biodiversity. 

4 Eeo-eFfiefeoey refers to technologies that 

generate economic growth at minimal cost 

to the enviro n ment. Eco logical 

modernization js the belief that industrial 

development and ecological protection are 

not incompatible, 

5. Mast environmental issues are closely 

connected with risk, because they are the 

result of the expansion of science and 

technology. Genetically modified crops are 

produced through the manipulation of a 

plant's genetic composition. Global warming 

refers to the gradual rise in the earth's 

temperature caused by rising levels of 

carbon dioxide and other gases in the 

atmosphere. The potential consequences of 

global warming are severe, including 

flooding, the spread of disease, extreme 

weather and rising sea levels. Global 

warming presents potential risks to all 

humankind, but efforts to counter it are 

difficult to organize because its causes and 

potential consequences are so diffuse. 

& CM foods are controversial: genetic 

modification may have enormous benefits 

for the relief of hunger and malnutrition, but 

the technology involved is new and may 

also carry risks for humans and the natural 

environment. The precautionary principle 

proposes that where there is sufficient 

doubt about possible risks, it is better to 

adhere to existing practices rather than to 

forge ahead. 

Questions tor further thought 

1 Is science or society to Manic for environmental damage? 

2 Gan thl": hidivi dual make a difference in an e. ra oFglohs I risks? 

' [a it fair to im pose ' lim i ts to growth" on developing on u ntries when the West has 

largely completed its industrialization? 

4 Given the greenhouse effect, is a move tn nuclear power a sensible risk to rate? 
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Glossary 

Absent father A father who, an a result of 

divorce or for other reasons, has li ttle or 

no contact with his children. 

Absolute poverty Poverty as defined hi 

terms of the minimum requirements 

necessary to sustain a healthy exis¬ 

tence, 

Achieved ■■lulus Social status based on an 

Individual's effort, either than treks 

assigned by biological factors, Exam- 

ples of achieved sCa Lus JntlbJ de' Veteran', 

'graduate' or 'docto r‘. 
Affective individualism The belief in 

romantic attachment as a basis for con¬ 

tracting marriage ties. 

Age-grade The system found in small fra" 

rl it ion al cult u res according ini which 

people belonging In a similar age group 

arc categorized together and hold 

similar rights and obligations. 

Ageing The combination of biological, 

psychological and social processes that 

affect people as they grow older. 

Ageism Discrimination or prejudice 

against a person on the grounds of age. 

Agencies of serialization Groups or social 

contexts with In which processes of 

socialization Lake place, The family, 

peer group s, schools, the media and the 

workplace are all arenas In which cub 

Until learning occurs. 

Agrarian societies Societies whose means 

of subsistence is based on agricultural 

production (crop-growing!- 

Alienation The sense that our own abili¬ 
ties, as human beings, me La ken over by 

other on tides. The term Was originally 

used by Mat* to refer to rise projection 
of human powers onto gods, Subse- 
q gently he e mplnyed the term to refer to 

the lossofeoiitrnlon the part of workers 

over the nature of the labour task, and 
over the products of their lahnur. Feuer¬ 

bach used the term to refer to the estab¬ 

lishing of gods or divine forces distinct 

from human beings. 

Alternative medicine Also referred In as 

complementary medicine, this 

approach In the treatment and preven¬ 

tion of disease encompasses a wide 

range of healing techniques which lie 

Outside of, or overlap with, orthodox 

medical practices, Alternative or com¬ 

plementary medicine embodies n holis¬ 

tic approach to health, addressing both 

physical and psychological elements of 
an individual's well-being. 

Animism A belief that events in the world 
ate mobilized by the activi ties of spirits. 

Anomie A concept used by DnriJtelm to 

describe feelings of aimlessness and 
despair provoked by the processes of 

change in the modern world which 

result in social norms losing their hold 

over individual behaviour. 

Apartheid The official system of racial seg¬ 

regation established in South Africa in 

1946 and practised until 1994, 
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Ascribed status Social status hased on bio¬ 

logical factors, such as race, sex or ape. 

Assimilation The acceptance of a minority 

group by a majority population. Ln 

tvhic K the group takes on the values and 

norms of the dominant culture. 

Asylum-seeker A person who has applied 

fur refuge in a foreign country due to a 

fear o f religious or puli Lieu] persecution 

in bis □ r her country o f origin. 

Authoritarian states Political systems in 

Which the needs and interests of tine 

state lake priority over those of average 

citizens, and popular participation in 

political Affairs |s severely limited or 

denied. 

Authority Following M ax Weber. many soci¬ 

ologists have argued chat authority is the 

legitimate power which one person nr a 

group holds over another. The element 

of legitimacy is vital to this understand¬ 

ing oF authority and is the main means 

by which auth n rity is distinguished from 

the mare general concept of power. 

Power can he exerted by the use of fa rce 

or violence. Authority, by contrast, 

depends on the acceptance by subordi¬ 

nates of the right of those above them to 

give them orders or directives. 

Automation Production processes moni¬ 

tored anti controlled by machines with 
only minimal supervision f01111 people. 

Back region Alt area away from Trent 

region’ performances, characterized by 
Ervlng Goftman. where individuals are 
Able to relax and lrahave in an Informa I 
way. 

Bias Generally a preference or an inclina¬ 

tion, especially one that inhibits impar¬ 

tial judgment. In statistical sampling or 

testing, an error caused hy systemati¬ 

cally favouring some outcomes over 

others. 

Binuclear families A family structure in 

which a child has parents living Ln two 

different homes after separating, both 

of whom are involved in the child's 

upbringing. 

Biodiversity The diversity of species of life 

forms. 

Biomedical model of health The seL of 

principles underpinning Western 

medical systems a nd practices. The bio - 
medical model of health defines dis¬ 

eases objectively, In accordance with 

the presence of recognized symptoms, 
and believes that the healthy body can 
be restored through scientifically based 

medical treatment. The human body Is 
likened to a machine that can be 
returned to working order with iha 
proper repairs. 

Bisexual A11 o 1 i. 1 station of sexua I activities 

or feelings towards other people of 

either sex. 

Black feminism A strand of Feminist 

thought which highlights the multiple 

disadvantages of gender, class and race 

that shape the experiences of non- 

white women, black feminists reject 

the idea of a single unified gender 

oppression that is experienced evenly 

by all women, and argue that early 

feminist analysis reflected ihe specific 

concerns of while, middle-class 
women. 

Bureaucracy An organization of a hienu 
ch lea I sort, which tales Ihe form of a 
pyramid of authority The term 'bureau¬ 
cracy' was popularized by Max Weber. 

According So Weber, bureaucracy is Ihe 
mos-l efficient type of large-scale 

human organization, As organizations 

grow in size, Weber argued, they 

inevitably tend to become more and 

marc bureaucratized. 
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Capital punishment The slate-sanctioned 

execution of a person who has been 

convicted of a crime that is punishable 

by death. Capital punishment is com¬ 

monly known as ibe 'death penalty'. 

Capitalism A system of economic enter¬ 

prise based on market exchange, 

'Capital' refers lo any asset, including 

money, property arid machines, which 

can he used to produce commodities 

fur sate or invested Iri a market with the 

hope of achieving a profit. Nearly all 

industrial societies today are capitalist 
in orientation - their economic systems 
are based nit free enterprise and on eco¬ 

nomic competition, 
Capilan&ts Those who own companies, 

land nr stocks 0 nd shares, u sing these to 

gene-race economic returns. 

Caste A form of stratification i n which an 

individual's social position is fixed at 

birth and cannot be changed. There is 

virtually no intermarriage between the 

members of different caste groups. 

Causal relationship A relationship in 

which one slate of affairs- (the effect) 

is brought about by another (the 

cause]. 

Causation The causal influence of one 

faclor on another. Causal factors in 

sociology Include tiie reasons Individu¬ 

als give for what they do, as well as 

external influences on their behaviour. 

church A large bod;, of people belonging to 

an established religious organisation, 
Churches normaUyhave a formal struc¬ 

ture, with a hierarchy of religious 

officials, and the term is also used tbr 

the building where their religious cere¬ 

monials are held. 

Citizen A member of a politic:tl commu¬ 

nity, having both rights and duties asso¬ 

ciated. with that membership. 

Civil Inattention The process whereby 

individuals who are in the same physi¬ 

cal set ting of inter actio n demonstrate to 

one another that they are aware of each 

other's presence, without being cither 

I hrea tening or ovcr-fric ndly. 

Civil society I'he realm of activity which 

lies between the stale and the market, 

including the family, schools, commu¬ 

nity associations and non-economic 

institutions. 'Civil society', or civic 

culture, is essential To vibrant denuj- 

e tatic societies. 

class Although It Is one of the most fre¬ 
quently used concepts in sociology, 

there Is no clear agreement about how 
the notion should best he defined- Per 
Marx a class was a group of people 
standing in a common relationship to 

the means of production. Weber also 

saw class as an economic category, but 

stressed its interaction with social status 

and the affinities of 'party1, in recent 

times, some social scientists have used 

occupation extensively as an indicator 

of social class, others have stressed own¬ 

ership of properly and other wealth; slill 

others are lacking to lifestyle choices. 

Clock time I ime as measured by (he clock 

that is, assessed in terms of hours, 

minutes and seconds, before the Inven¬ 

tion of clocks, time reckoning was based 

cm events in the natural world, such as 

the rising and setting of the sun. 

Cognition Human thought processes 

Involving perception, reasoning, and 

remembering. 

Cohabitation Two people living together in 

a sexual relationship of some perma¬ 

nence. without being married to each 

other. 

Cold War The situation of conflict between 

the United States and th e Soviet Union, 

pyrighted m 
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together with their allies, which existed 

from, (Iil- late 19-IOs until HtSO. It whs a 

'Gold War1 because the two sides never 

act ually engaged in military confronta¬ 

tion with each other. 

Collective consumption A concept used by 

Manuel Cast-ells to refer to processes of 

consumption oT common goods pro¬ 

moted by ihe city, such as transport 

services and leisure amenities. 

Colonialism The process whereby Western 

nations established their rule In parts of 

the world away from their home territo¬ 
ries, 

Communication The transmission inlb r- 

tnadoti from one Individual or group to 
another. Communication Is die neces¬ 
sary basis of all social interaction, hi 

tace-to-Face coil texts, communication 

is carried on by the use of language, but 

also by many bodily cues which Individ¬ 

uals Interpret in understanding what 

others say and do. With the develop¬ 

ment of writing and of electronic media 

like radio, television or computer trans¬ 

mission systems, communication 

becomes to varying degrees detached 

from Immediate contexts of face-to- 

face social relationships. 

Communism A set of political ideas as sod - 

ated with Marx, as developed particu¬ 
larly by Lenin, and Institutionalized in 
China and. until 1990, in Hie Soviet 

Union and Eastern Europe. 

Comparative questions Questions con¬ 

cerned with the drawing of compar¬ 

isons between one context in a society 

and another, or contrasting examples 

from different societies, for the pur¬ 

poses of sociological theory or 

research. 

Comparative research. Research that com¬ 

pares one set of Iindings an one society 

with the same type of Findings on other 

societies. 

Conplicit masculinity A term associated 

with R. W. Donnell's writings on the 

gender hierarchy in society. Compiled 

masculinity is embodied by (he many 

men in society who do noi themselves 

live up to the ideal of hegemonic mas¬ 

culinity, yet benefit from its dominant 

position in the patriarchal order. 

Compulsion of proximity The need felt by 

individuals to interact With others in 

face-to-Face settings. 

Concrete operational stage A stage of cog¬ 

nitive development, as formulated by 

Piaget, in which the child's thinking is 
based primarily on physical percep¬ 

tion of the world. Fn this phase, the 

c h Lid is i u?t yet cap able of dealing wi th 

abstract concepts or hypothetical situ¬ 

ations. 

Conflict theories A sociological perspec¬ 

tive that focuses on the tensions, divi¬ 

sions and competing interests present 

in human societies. Conflict theorists 

believe that die scarcity and value of 

resources in society produces conflict 

as groups struggle to gain access to and 

control those resources. Many conflict 

theorists have been strongly influenced 

by the writings of Man. 

confluent lave Active and contingent love, 

as opposed to rtie 'forever' qualities of 

romantic love. 

control theory A theory which sees crime 
as the outcome of an Imbalance 
between impulses towards criminal 

activity and controls which deter it. 

Control theorists hold that criminals arc 

rational beings who will act to maximize 

their own reward unless they arc ren¬ 

dered unable to do so through cither 

social or physical controls. 

pyrighted material 
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Controls A statistical or experimental 

means of holding some variables con¬ 

stant in order to examine the causal 

influent r mI ill-in i'--. 

Conurbation A clustering of towns or 

cities into an unbroken urban environ¬ 

ment. 

Conversation analysis The empirical study 

of conversations;, employing, tech¬ 

niques drawn from dime methodology. 

Conversation analysis examines tic tails 

of naturally occurring conversations to 

reveal the organisational principle a of 

talk and its role in the production and 

reproduction of social order- 
tore <cunities According to world 

systems theory, the most advanced 
Industrial countries, which coke the 

lion's share of profils in the world eco¬ 

nomic system. 

Corporate crime Offences committed by 

large corporations in society. Examples 

of corporate crime include pollution, 

false advertising, and violations of 

health and safety regulations, 

Corporate culture A branch of manage¬ 

ment theory that seeks to increase pro¬ 

ductivity and competitiveness through 

the creation of a unique organizational 

culture involving all members of a firm. 

A dynamic corporate culture Involving 

compa tty events, rl uiaIs and t renditions - 

is thought to enhance employee loyally 

and promote group solidarity. 
Correlation A regular relationship between 

two dimensions or variables, often 

expressed in statistical lernts. Correla¬ 

tions maybe pnsi tive nr negative. A pos¬ 

itive correlation between two variables 

ex i sis where a high Tank on one variable 

is regularly associated with a high rank 

on the other. A negative correlation 

exists where a high rank on one variable 

is regularly associated with a low rank 

on the other. 

Correlation coefficient A measure of the 

degree of correlation between two vari¬ 

ables. 

Cosmopolitan A term describing people or 

societies that share many social quali¬ 

ties- as a result of constant exposure to 

new ideas and Values. 

Created environment Those aspects of the 

physical world deriving from the appli¬ 

cation of technology. Cities aro created 

environments, featuring constructions 
established by human beings to serve 

their needs -including roads, railways, 

factories., offices, private homes and 
other buildings. 

Crime Any action that contravenes the 

laws established by a political authority. 

Although wc may tend to think of'crim¬ 

inals' as a distinct subsection of the 

population, there arc few people who 

have not broken the law in one way or 

a nother duri ng the course of their Jives. 

While laws are formulated by state 

authorities, it is by no means unknown 

for those authorities to engage irk crimi¬ 

nal behaviour in certain contexts. 

Criminology The study of forms of behav¬ 

iour thjl are sanctioned bv criminal law. 

Crisis of masculinity Thu belief, held by 

some, that traditional forms of mas¬ 
culinity are being undermined by a 

combination of contemporary infl¬ 

uences. provoking a critical phase in 
which men are unsure of themselves 
and their role in society. 

Crude birth rate A statistical measure rep¬ 

resenting the n umber of births wi thin a 

given population per year, norms lly ca I - 

dilated in terms of the number of births 

per thousand members. Although the 

crude birth rate is a useful index, it is 
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only a general, measure, because if does 

not specify numbers of births In relation 

to age distribution. 

Crude death rate A statistical measure rep¬ 

resenting the number of deaths that 
occur annually in a given population 

per year, normally calculated as the 

ratio of deaths per thousand members, 

Crude death rates give a general indica¬ 

tion of the mortality levels of a commu¬ 

nity or society, but are limited in their 

usefulness because they do not lake 

into account die age distribution, 

Cult A fragmentary religions grouping, to 
which Individuals are [oosely affillflled. 

hut which lacks any permanent struc¬ 
ture. Cults quite often form round an 

inspirational leader. 
Cultural pluralism The coexistence of 

several subcultures within a given 

society on equal terms. 

Cultural reproduction The transmission of 

cultural values and norms from genera¬ 

tion to generation. Cultural reproduc¬ 

tion refers to the mechanisms by which 
continuity of cultural experience is sus¬ 

tained across time. The processes of 

schooling in modern societies are 

among the main mechanisms of cul¬ 

tural reproduction, anil do not operate 

solely th ro ugh wlnt t Is. t;i u glit hi conrscs 

of formal instruction, Cultural repro¬ 
duction occurs lit a more profound way 

tlirough the hidden curriculum 

a spec is of behavtou i learnt by i ndividu - 
als in an informal way while at school 

Culture of poverty The thesis, popularized 

fay Oscar [.ewis, that poverty is not a 

result oi individual inadequacies, but 

the outcome of a larger social and cul¬ 

tural atmosphere Lnlo which successive 

generations of children are socialized. 

The 'culture of poverty' refers to Lhe 

values, beliefs, lifestyles, habits and tra¬ 

ditions that are common among people 

living under conditions of material dep¬ 

rivation. 

Culture The values, ceremonies and ways 

of Life characteristic of a given group. 

Like the concept of society, the notion of 

Culture is very widely used in sociology, 

us Well as In the oilier social sciences 

[particularly anthropology). Culture is 

one of the most distinctive properties of 

human social association. 

cybettrime Criminal activities by means of 

electronic networks, or Involving the 
use of new information technologies. 

Electronic money laundering, personal 
identify theft, electronic vandalism 
anti monitoring electronic correspon¬ 
dence are all emergent forms of cyber- 

crime. 

Cyberspace Electronic networks of inter¬ 

action between individuals :u different 

computer terminals, linkin'? people at a 

level - in a dimension - that has no 

regard for territorial boundaries or 

physical presence, 

Dcburraucrati ration Decline in the pre¬ 

dominance of Weberian-stylc bureau¬ 

cracies as the typical organizational 

form within modern society. 

DKtiiTnmcnii f ital i on In the context of 

welfare provision, the degree to which 
welfare services are free of the market. 

In ;i predominantly decern modified 
system, welfare sendees such as educa¬ 
tion and healthcare are provided to all 

anti arc not linked to market processes, 
Tn a commodified system, welfare serv¬ 

ices are treated as commodities to be 

sold on the market like other goods and 

services. 

Deforestation The destruction of forested 

Jand, often by commercial logging. 
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Degree of dispersal The range or distribu¬ 

tion of a scl of figures. 

Dcinstitutionalnalicm The process hy 

which hulivid iulIk cared lor in state 

facilities arc returned to their families or 

to community-based residences. 

Democracy A political system providing 

for the participation of citizens in polit¬ 

ical decision-making, often by (he elec¬ 

tion of representatives to governing 

bodies. 

Demogrflphk transition An IrilerpriSIJiLton 

of population change, which holds that a 
stable ratio of births to deaths is achieved 
once a certain level of economic pros¬ 

perity has been reached. According to 
this notion, in prt-industrial societies 
there is e rough balance between hinhs 
and deaths, hecaose population increase 

is kept in check by a lack of available 

food, and by disease or war. In modem 

societies, hy contrast, population equi¬ 

librium is achieved because families are 

moved by economic incentives ta limit 

the number of children. 
Demography The study of the characteris¬ 

tics of human populations, including 

their size, composition and dynamics. 

Denomination A religious -sect which has 

lost its revivalist dynamism, and has 

become an institutionalised body, com¬ 
mand l tig the adherence of significant 

number; of people. 
Dependency culture A term popularized by 

Charles Murray to describe Individuals 
who rely on slate welfare provision 

rather than entering the labour market. 

The dependency culture is seen as the 

outcome of the 'nanny slate' which 

undermines individual ambition and 

people's capacity For self-help. 

Dependency ratio The ratio of people oi 

dependent ages (children and the 

elderly) to people of economically 

active age-s. 

Dependency theory Theory of economic 

development derived From Marxism 

arguing thet the poverty of low-income 

countries steins directly from their 

exploitation by wealthy countries and 

Lhe transnational corporations that are 

based in Wealthy countries. 

Dependent variable A variable, or factor, 

causally influenced by another [the 

Jndepe nden L Va rlable). 

Desertification Instances of Intense land 
degradation resulting lit desert-like 
condition* over large aitoas. 

Developmental question* Questions 

posed by sociologists when looking At 

the origins and path of development of 

social institutions From the past to the 

present. 

Deviance Modes of action which do not 

conform to the norms or values held hy 

most of the members oi a group or 

society. What is regarded as 'deviant' is 

as widely variable as the norms and 

values that distinguish different cul¬ 

tures and subcultures from one 

another. Many forms of behaviour 

which are highly esteemed in one 

ton text, or by one group, are regarded 

negatively by others, 

Deviancy amplification The unintended 

consequences that can result when hy 

labelling a behaviour as deviant, an 
agency of control actually provokes 

more of the same behaviour. For 

example, the reactions of police, the 

media and the public In perceived 

acts of deviance can "amplify' the 

deviance itself, creating a spiral of 

dcviancy'. 

Deviant subculture A subculture whose 

members have values which differ sub- 
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slantiallyfrom those of the majority in a 

society. 

Diaspora The dispersal of an ethnic pop 11 - 

lation from an origins] homeland into 

id tcign areas, often in a forced manner 

or under traumatic circumstances. 

Discourses The Frameworks uF thin king in 

a panic Li Ear area of social Life. For 

ins la nee, ihu discourse of criminality 

means how people in a given society 

think and talk about crime. 

DisetimituriiOrt Activities ihul deny to the 

members of a particular group 

resources tar rewards which can be 
obtained by others- Discrimination lias 

it* be distinguished from prejudice, 
although the two are usually quite 
closely associated, [t can he the case 

that individuals who are prejudiced 

against others do not engage in discrim¬ 

inatory practices against them; con¬ 

versely, people may act in a discrimina¬ 

tory fashion even though they are not 

prejudiced against those subject to such 

discrimination. 

Disengagement theory A Functionalist 

theory of ageing that holds that it is 

functional for society to remove people 

from their traditional roles when they 

become elderly, thereby freeing up 

those roles for others. 
displacement The transferring of Ideas or 

emotions from their true source to 

another object. 

Division of labour The division of a pro* 

dnotion system Into specialized work 

tasks or occupations, creating eco¬ 

nomic interdependence. Alt societies 

have at least a rudimentary form of divi¬ 

sion of labour, especially between the 

tasks allocated to men and those per¬ 

formed by women. With the develop¬ 

ment of industrialism, however, the 

division of labour became vastly mom 

com pies than in any prior type of pro¬ 

duction system. In the modern world, it 

is international in scope. 

Doubling time The time it takes for ll par¬ 

ticular level □ F pop u lation to doubic. 

Dramaturgical analysis An approach to the 

study of social Interaction based on the 

Use Of metaphors derived from the 

theatre. 

Dysfunction Features of social life that 

challenge or create tensions in a social 

system, 

Etc-efficiency The development of tech¬ 
nologies that generate economic 

growth. but wh I eh do so at mLnimaL cost 
to the environment. 

Ecological modernization Economic 

growth and development that incorpo¬ 

rate positive policies for the environ¬ 

ment. Supporters of ecological modern¬ 

ization believe that in tlus trial 

development and ecological protection 

are not incompatible. 

Economic interdependence The outcome 

of specialization and the division of 

labour, when self-sufficiency is super¬ 

seded and in dlviduals depend on others 

to produce many or must of the goods 

they need to sustain their lives. 

Economy The system of production and 
exchange which provides for the mate¬ 
rial needs ofliirtlvidtta Is living in a given 

society. Economic institutions are of key 
Importance in all social orders. What 

gees on In the economy usually infl¬ 
uences many other aspects nf social life. 

Modern economies differ vciy substan¬ 

tially from traditional ones, because the 

majority of the population is no hunger 

engaged in agricultural production. 

Education The transmission at' knowledge 

from one generation to another by 
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means of direct instruction. Although 

educational processes exist in all saci- 

elics, it is only in the modern period 

that mass education has taken the form 

of schooling- that is. instruction in spe¬ 

cialized educational environments in 

which individuals spend several years 

of their lives. 

Egocentric According Co Piaget,, the char¬ 

acteristic quality of a child during the 

early years of her life. Egocentric think¬ 

ing involves understanding objects and 

events In the environment solely in 
terns of the child's own position. 

Elaborated code A form of speech involv¬ 

ing the deliberate and constructed use 
of wo ids to designs 11 ■ precise mee nlngs. 
and adaptable to various cultural set¬ 

tings. 
Embourgemsenrent thesis The process by 

which bourgeois aspirations, and a 

bourgeois standard ami style of Life, 

becomes institutionalized in the 

working class. Marxists have argued 

that this phenomenon undermines 

working, class consciousness and frus¬ 

trates working class attempts to create 

social change. 

Emigration The movement of peo p le oil L of 

one country in order Lo settle in 

another, 

Emotional Intelligertce The ability of fildl 

vl duals to use their e in otions to develop 

qualities such as empathy, self-control, 

enthusiasm and persistence- 
Emphasized femininity A term associated 

with It. W, Connell's writings on the 

gander hierarchy in society. Empha¬ 

sized femininity forms an important 

complement to hegemonic masculinity, 

because it is oriented in accommodat¬ 

ing the interests and needs of men. 

Many representations of women in the 

media and advertising embody empha¬ 

sized femininity. 

Empirical investigation Factual inquiry 

carried out in any given area of socio¬ 

logical study. 

Encounter A meeting he tween two or mo re 

individuals in a situation of face-4 u-face 

interaction. Our day-tb-day lives can be 

seen, as a series of dlfftrent encounters 

strung, out across the course of the day. 

In modern societies, many of the 

encounters We have with others involve 

stranglers rather than people we know 

well. 
Endogamy The forbidding of marriage or 

sexual relations outside one's social 
group, 

Environmental ecology A concern with 

preserving Ihe integrity of ihe physical 

environment in the face of the impact of 

modem industry and technology. 

Epidemiology The study of the distribu¬ 

tion and incidence of disease and 

illness within the population. 

Estate A farm of stratification involving 

inequalities between groups of individ¬ 

uals established by law. 

Ethical religions HeLigitms which depend 

on the ethical appeal of a 'great teacher' 

[like Buddha or Confucius], rather than 

on a belief ill supernatural beings. 

Ethnic cleansing The creation of ethnically 
homogeneous territories through, the 

mats expulsion of other ethnic popula¬ 
tions. 

Ethnicity Cultural values and norms which 

distinguish the members of a given 

group From others. An ethnic group in 

one whose members share a distinct 

awareness of a common cultural iden¬ 

tity, separating them from other groups 

around them. In virtually all societies 

ethnic differences are associated with 
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variations in power and material 

wealth. Where ethnic differences arc 

atso regarded as racial, such divisions 

are sometimes especially pronounced. 

Ethnie A term used, by Anthony Smith to 

describe a "roup that shares ideas of 

common ancestry, a common cultural 

identi ty and a link, with a specific home¬ 

land. 

Ethnoccnlric Understanding the ideas or 

practices of another culture in terms of 

those eif one’s oWn culture. Ellinoecnlric 

judgements fall to recognize the true 

qualities of other cultures. An ethm> 

centric Individual is someone who is 

unable, or unwilling, to look at other 
cultures in their own terms. 

Ethnography Tire study eF pen pie at first - 

hand using participant observation or 

interviewing. 

Eth.no mothodology The study of how 

people make sense of what others say 

and do in the course of day-to-day 

social interaction. Ethnomethudology 

is concerned with the 'ethnomclhods1 

by means of which human beings 

sustain meaningful interchanges with 

one Him then 

Evangelicalism A form of Protestantism 

characterised by 4 belief in spiritual 

rebirth Ibdng 'bomagain'). 

Experiment A research method lit which a 
hypothesis, can Ire tested in a controlled 

and systematic way, either In an artifi¬ 
cial situation constructed! by the 
researcher, or in naturally occurring set¬ 

tings. 
Exploitation A social nr institutional rela¬ 

tionship in which one party benefits at 

the expense of the othei through an 

imbalance in power. 

Extended family A family group consisting 

of close relatives extending beyond a 

couple ,md I heir children living cither 

within the same household, or in a dose 

and continuous relationship with one 

a n other. 

External risk Dangers flml spring from the 

natural world and are unrelated to the 

actions of humans, Examples of exter¬ 

nal risk include droughts, earthquakes, 

famines and Sturms. 

Factual questions Questions that raise 

issues concerning matters of fact 

{rather than theoretical or mural 

Issues). 
Family A group of Individuals related to 

one another by bldod ties, marriage or 

adoption, who form an economic unit, 

the ad u It me mbers of which are resptm - 

sible For the upbringing of children. All 

known societies involve some Form of 

family system, although the nature of 

family relationships is widely variable. 

While in modem societies the main 

family form is the nuclear family, a 

variety of extended family relationships 

are also often found. 

Family capitalism Capitalistic enterprise 

Owned and administered by entrepre¬ 

neurial families. 

Fecundity A measure of Lhc number of 

children that it is biologically possible 

fora woman to produce, 

Feminist theories A sociological (re i spec 

live which emphasizes the centrality of 

gender In analysing the social world, 

and particularly the uniqueness of the 
experience of women. There are many 
strands of feminist theory, hut they all 

share in common the desire to explain 

gender inequalities in society and to 

work to overcome them. 

Fertility The average number of'live-born 

children produced by women of child¬ 

bearing age in a particular society. 
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Fi rst World The group of nation-states that 

possesses. me Cute industrialized 

economies, based on cap Rails tic pro¬ 

duction. 

Flexible production Process in which com¬ 

puters design customized products for 

a mass market, 

Focused interaction interaction between 

individual's engaged in a common activ¬ 

ity or a direct conversation with one 

another. 

Fordism The system pioneered by Henry 
Ford, Involving the introduction of the 

moving assembly line, and crucially 

linking methods of mass production to 

the cultivation of a mass market for die 
goods produced - in Fords case partic¬ 
ularly his famous Model T Ford car. 

Formal operational stage According to 

Piaget's theory, a stage of cognitive 

development at which the growing 

child becomes capable of handling 

abstract concepts and hypothetical sit¬ 

uations. 

Formal relations delations which exist in 

groups and organizations laid down by 

the norms or rules of the 'official' 

system of authority. 

Front region A setting of social activity in 

which individuals seek to put on a 

definite 'performance’ for others, 
Functionalism A theoretical perspective 

based on the notion that -social events 

caii best be explained in terms of the 
functions they perform - that Is. the 
contributions they make to the conti¬ 
nuity of a society - and cm a view of 
society as a complex system whose 
various parts work in a relationship Id 

each other in a way that needs to be 
understood. 

Fundamentalism A belief in returning tn 

the literal meanings of scripLutal texts. 

Fundamentalism may arise as a 

response to modernization and ration¬ 

alization, insisting on faith-based 

answers, and defending tradition by 

using traditional grounds. 

Gender inequality The differences in the 

status, p-ower and prestige women and 

men have to groups, collectivities and 

societies. 

Gender order A term associated with the 

writings of II. W. Connell, the gender 

order represents patterns of power rela¬ 

tions between masculinities arid feml- 
nitrifies that are widespread throughout 
society. 

Gender regime The configuration of 

gender relations within a particular 

setting, such as a school, a family or a 

neighbourhood. 

Gender relations The socictally patterned 

interactions between men and women. 

Gender roles Social roles assigned to each 

sex and labelled as masculine or femi¬ 

nine. 

Gender Social expectations about behav¬ 

iour regarded as appropriate for the 

members of each sex. Gender does curt 

refer to the physical attributes in terms 

of which me n atid wu men differ, but to 

socially formed traits of masculinity 

and femininity. The Study of gender 

relations has become one of the most 

Important areas of sociology in recent 

years, although for a tutig time they 

received little attention. 
Gender socialization Flow individuals 

develop different gender eh aracteristics 

in the course oF socialization processes. 

Generalized other A concept in the theory 

of George Herbert Mead, according to 

which the individual takes over Ihc 

general values of a given group or 

society during the socialization process, 
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Genetically modified organisms GMOs arc 

pLanls or craps that have been pro¬ 

duced th rough manipulation of the 

penes that compose them. 

Genocide The systematic, planned 

destruction of a racial,, political or cul¬ 

tural pro up. 

Genre A concept applied hi media studies 

to refer to a distinct type of media 

product or cultural item. In the world of 

television, for example, different genres 

include soap opera, comedy, neWV pru- 

grammes, sport and d rama, 
Cfiriirifiration A process of urban renewal 

iii which older, decaying housing is 

refurbished by affluent people moving 
lino the area,. 

Global city A city, such as London, New 

York or Tokyo, which lias become an 

organizing centre of the new global 

et □ no my. 

Global commodity chains A worldwide 

network of labour and production 

processes yielding a finished product. 

Global governance The framework of rules 

needed to tackle global problems, and 

the diverse set of institutions (including 

both international governmental 

organizations and national govern¬ 

ments} needed to- guarantee this frame - 

work tif rules, 

Global village A notion associated With tile 

Canadian writei Marshall McLuhan. 

who saw the spread of electronic com- 
miinlcatitm as binding the world into a 
small community, Thus, peopk in 
many different parts of I he world follow 

the same news events rhrough televi¬ 

sion programming. 

Global warming The gradual increase in 

temperature of the earth's atmosphere. 

Global warming, or the greenhouse 

effect', occurs as built-up carbon 

dioxide traps the suns rays and heats up 

the earth. The effects of global warming 

are potentially devastating, including 

floods, droughts and other changes to 

the world climate. 

Globalization Growing interdependence 

between different peoples, regions and 

countries in the world as social and eco¬ 

nomic relalionshijjs come to stretch 

worldwide. 

Government The regular enactment of 

policies, decisions and matters (4 stale 

by officials within a political apparatus. 

We can speak of 'government’ as a 
pi-ocess, r>r the govern inert ta refer to 

the political authorities overseeing the 
Implementation of their policies by 
officials. While in the past virtually all 

governments we re headed by monarch s 

or emperors, in most modem societies 

the political authorities are elected and 

their officials are appointed on the basis 

of expertise and qualifications. 

Greenhouse effect The build-up of heat- 

trapping greenhouse gases within the 

earth's atmosphere. While a 'natural' 

greenhouse effect keeps the earths tem - 

p era lures a! a cumforUtble level, the 

build-up of high concentrations of 

greenhouse gases lb rough human 

activities has been linked to global 

warming. 

Graying A term used to indicate- (hat an 

Increasing proportion of a society's 
population Is becoming elderly. 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) All (he 

goods anti services on record as being 

produced by a country's economy in a 

particular year, regardless of who owns 

these factors. 

Gross National Income (CNI> Gross 

Domestic Product plus net property 

income |Interest, rent, dividends and 
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profils') from abroad. (The term C5NT is 

now used in preference to a Cross 

National Product, or CNF, an older but 

similar measure.} 

C roup dosu re The means whe relay a grou p 

establishes a dear boundary for itself 

and thereby separates itself from other 

groups. 

Croup production Production organised 

by means of small "roups mther than 

individuals. 

Health Iranilltati The shift from acute, 

Infectious diseases to chronic non- 
Infectious diseases as the main cause of 
death Inasociety. In Industrialized ^cl¬ 

erics which have undergone the health 
transition. Infectious diseases such as 
tuberculosis, cholera and malaria have 

been practically eradicated and chronic 

diseases such as cancer and heart 

disease have become the most common 

cause of death. 

Hegemonic masculinity A term first intro¬ 

duced by 11. W. Connell, hegemonic 

masculinity refers In the dominant form 

of masculinity within the gender hierar¬ 

chy, Although hegemonic masculinity 

subordinates other masculinities and 
femininities, it can be challenged by 

them. In most Wus-Cem societies today, 

hegemonic masculinity is. associated 
with whiteness., heterosexuality, mar¬ 
riage. authority and physical toughness. 

Heterosexuality An orientation in sexual 
activity or feelings towards people of the 
opposite sex. 

Hidden curriculum Traits of behaviour or 

attitudes that arc learned at school, but 

which arc not included within the 

Formal curriculum.The hidden curricu¬ 

lum is the 'unstated agenda' involved in 

schooling - conveying, for example, 

aspects of gender differences. 

Higher education Education beyond 

school level, in colleges or universities. 

High-trust systems Organisations, or work 

settings, in which individuals arc per¬ 

mitted a great deal of autonomy and 

control over the work task. 

Homeless People who have no place to 

sleep and either stay in free shelters or 

sleep In public places nut meant for 

habitation. 

Homophobia An irrational fear oi disdain 

of homosexuals. 
Homosexual masculinity According to R, 

W, Connell's model of gender relations, 

homosexual masculinity is stigmatized 
and located at the bottom oF the gentle r 
hierarchy for men. In The prevailing 
gender order, homosexuals are seer as 

the opposite of the 'real man' embodied 

by hegemonic masculinity. 

Homosexuality An orientation of sexual 

activities or feelings towards others of 

the same sex. 

Housework (domestic labour): Unpaid 

work carried on, usually by women, in 

the home; domestic chores such as 

cooking, cleaning, and shopping. 

Human resource managcmcnl A branch of 

management theory that regards 

employee enthusiasm and commit¬ 

ment as essential to economic compet¬ 

itiveness, The human resource manage * 
merit (HUM) approach seeks to develop 

in workers die sense that they have an 
investment in company products and in 
the work process itself. 

Hunting and gathering societies Societies 

whose mode of subsistence is gained 

from hunting animals, fishing and gath¬ 

ering edible plants. 

Hyperreality An idea associated with the 

French author lean Baudrillard. Rau- 

drillard argues LhaL, as a result of the 

vriahte 
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spread of electronic communication, 

there is- no longer a separate ‘reality1 to 

which TV programmes and other cul¬ 

tural products refer. Instead,, what we 

take to be 'reality' is structured by such 

communication itself. So the items 

reported on the news arc not just about 

a separate series of events* but actually 

themselves define and construct tv hat 

those events are* 

Hypothesis An idea, or an educated guess, 

about a given state of affairs, pill 

forward as a basis for empirical testing. 
Ideal type A 'pure type', constructed by 

emphasizing certain traits of a given 

social item Into an analytical model 
which does not necessarily exist any¬ 
where- in -reality. The traits are- defining, 

not necessarily desirable, ones. An 

example is Max Webers ideal type of 

bureaucratic organization, 

Identity The distinctive characteristics of a 

person's character or the character of a 

group which relate to who they arc and 

what is meaningful to them. Some of 

the main sources of identity include 

gender, sexual orientation, nationality 

or ethnicity, and social class, An impor¬ 

tant marker of an Individual's identity is 

his or her name, and naming is also 

Important for group identity. 

Ideology Shared ideas or beliefs which 
serve to justify the Interests of dominant 

groups- Ideologies are found In all soci¬ 
eties in which there are systematic and 
Ingrained Inequalities between groups. 
The concept of ideology has a close con¬ 

nection with that of power, since ideo¬ 

logical systems serve to legitimize the 

differential power held by groups. 
Immigration The movement of people into 

one country from another for the 

purpose of settlement. 

Impression management An idea associ¬ 

ated with the American sociologist 

Erving Coffman. People 'manage1 or 

control rhe impressions others have of 

them by choosing what to conceit Lund 

what to reveal when they meet other 

people, 

Incest Sexua l activity between close family 

members. 

Independcnl variable A variable, or factor, 

that causally influences another (the 

dependent Variable). 

Individual model of disability A theory chat 

holds (hat Individual limitations are the 
main cause of the problems experi¬ 

enced by disabled people; bodily 

‘abnormality1 is seen as causing some 
degree of disability' or Functional limi¬ 

tation. This functional lim itation is seen 

as the basis for a wider classification of 

an Individual as "an invalid'. The Indi¬ 

vid li :il model of disabiti ty li as been crit¬ 

icized by sup porters of the social model 

of disability. 

Industrial Revolution The broad s pectrum 

of social and economic transformations 

that Surrounded the development of 

modern forms of industry. The indus¬ 

trial Revolution launched the process of 

industrialization, 

Industrial societies Societies in which the 

vast majority of the labour force works 
]3i Industrial production. 

indusirialiiatinu The development of 
modern forms of industry - factories, 
machines and large-scale production 
processes. Industrialization lias heen 

one of the main sets of processes Lnll- 

uencing the social world over the past 

two centuries. Those societies which 

arc industrialized have characteristics 

quite different from those nF the less 

developed countries. For instance, with 
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the advance of industrialization rmt)1 a 

tiny proportion of the population works 

in agriculture - a major contrast with 

pre-i nduxtria I to u ntrics. 

Infant mortality rate The number of 

infants who die during the first year of 

life, per thousand Jive births. 

Informal economy too no mi c transactions 

■carried on outside thu sphere of ortho¬ 

dox paid employment. 

Informal relations delations which exist in 

groups and organizations developed 

on the basis of personal connections; 
ways of doing things that depart from 
fen-nelly recognized inodes of proce¬ 

dure, 
Information poverty The 'information 

poor' are people who have little or no 

access to information technology, such 

as computers. 

Information society A society no longer 

based primarily on the production of 

material goods hut on the production of 

knowledge. The notion of the informa¬ 

tion society is closely bound up with the 

rise of i nformation technology. 

Information technology Forms of tech¬ 

nology based un information praecss- 

ing and requiring microelectronic 

circuitry. 

Irtftitulional capitalism Capitalistic enter¬ 
prise organized on the basis of Institu¬ 
tional shareholdlng- 

Instituiional racism Patterns of discrimi¬ 
nation based on ethnicity that have 
become structured Into existing social 
institutions. 

Intelligence Level of intellectual ability, 

particularly as measured by IQ [intelli¬ 

gence quotient tests. 

Interactional vandalism The deliberate 

subversion of the tacit rules of conver¬ 

sation. 

Intergeiterationol. mobility Movement up 

or down a social stratification hierarchy 

from one generation So another. 

International governmental organization 
(ICO) An international organization 

established by treaties between govern¬ 

ments for the purpose of conducting 

business between the nnLions making 

up its membership. 

International nnn-governmental organiza¬ 

tions {INCOs) An International organi¬ 

zation established by agreements 

between the Individuals cur private 

organizations making up its member¬ 

ship. 

internet A global system of connections 

between computers allowing people to 

communicate with one another and 

find information on the World Wide 

Web by visuals, so u mds a nd text in a way 

thatescapes the time and space, and the 

cost, limitations of distance - and also 

the control of territorial governments. 

Internet-based learning Educational activ¬ 

ity connected through the medium of 

the internet. 

Intrageneralional mobility Movement up 

or down a social stratification hierarchy 

within the course of a personal career. 

IQ Short for 'Intelligence quotient', a score 

attained o n tests consist!ng of o m btiure 

of conceptual and computational prob 
leins. 

Irmt law of oligarchy A term coined by 

We be ft student Roberto Michels, 

meaning that large organizations tend 

towards the centralization of power in 

the hands of the few, making democ¬ 

racy difficult. 

lob insecurity A sense of apprehension 

experienced by employees about bath 

the stability'' of their work position and 

their roJc within the workplace. 
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Kinship A relation which links individuals 

through blood lies, marriage or adop¬ 

tion. Kinship relations arc by definition 

involved Ln marriage and the family, but 

extend much more broadly than these 

institutions. While in most modern 

societies few social obligations are 

involved in kinship relations extending 

beyond the immediate family, in many 

other cultures kinship is of vital impor¬ 

tance for m osl asp eels of social life. 

Knowledge economy A society no longer 

based primarily on the production of 
material goods but on Hie production of 
knowledge. Its emergence has been 

linked to the development of a. broad 
base nf consumers who fire technology 
tally literate and have made new 
advances in computing, entertainment 
and telecommunications part of their 
Jives. 

Knowledge society Another common term 

lb r into rmation society - a society based 

oil the production and consumption of 

knowledge and information. 

Kuzncts Curve A formula showing that 

inequality increases during the early 

stages of capitalist development, then 

declines, anti eventually stabilizes at a 

relatively low level; advanced by lire 

economist Simon) KuEliets, 

Labelling theory An approach to the study 

of deviance which suggests that people 
become 'deviant' because certain labels 
are attached to their behaviour by polit¬ 
ical authorities end others. 

Latent functions Functional consequences 

that arc not intended or recognized by 

the members of a social system in which 

they occur. 

Lateral mobility Movement of individuals 

from one region of a country to another, 

or across countries. 

Lett Realism A strain of criminology, popu¬ 

larized in the BSPs by the work of lock 

Young, that focused on the victims of 

crime and called for criminology to 

engage practically with issues of crime 

control and social policy, 

Legitimacy A particular political order 

gains legitimacy If most of those gov¬ 

erned by it recognize it as just acid valid. 

Lesbianism Homosexual activities or 

attachment between women. 

Liberal democracy A system of democracy 

based on parliamentary Institutions., 
coupled to the free market system In the 

a re* of economic prod uct jnn- 
Liberdl feminism A form of feminist theory 

that believes that gender inequality is 
produced by reduced access for wo men 

and girls to civil rights anti certain social 

resources, such as education and 

employment. Liberal feminists lend to 

seek sol u tions through changes in legis¬ 

lation tli at ensure the lights of individu¬ 

als are protected. 

Life course The various transitions people 

experience during their lives, 

Life expectancy The length of lime people 

can on average expect to live when 

bunt. Specifically, the concept refers to 

the number of years a newborn Infant 

can be expected to live if prevailing pat¬ 
terns off mortality at the dine of Its birth 

stay the same throughout its life, 

regardless of gende r, 
Life histories Studies of the overall lives of 

individuals, often based both on self- 

reporting anti on documents such as 

letters. 

Lifelong learning The idea that learning and 

the acquisition of skills should occur at 

all stages of an individual's life, not 

simply in the formal educational system 

early in Life. Adult continuing education 
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programmes,mid-caneertraining, Inter¬ 

net-based learning opportunities end 

community-based 'learning banks' are 

all ways Lr. which individuals can engage 

in lifelong learning. 

Lifelong literacy The ability to read and 

write. 

Life-span The maximum length of Life that 

Is biologically possible fora member of 

a given species. 

Lifestyle choices Decisions made by indi¬ 
viduals abotll their consumption of 

goods, services and culture. Lifestyle 
choices have beets seen by jnany sociol¬ 
ogists as important reflections of class 

positions. 
Low-trust systems An organizational or 

work selling in which individuals a nr 

allowed little responsibility for, or 

control aver, the work task. 

Macrcsociolngy The study of large-scale 

groups, organizations or social systems. 

Male breadwinner Until recently in many 

industrialized societies, the traditional 

role of the man in providing for the 

fain i ly through cm ploymen t o utside the 

home. The 'male breadwinner model' 

has dee lined in significance with 

changes in family patterns and the 

steady growth in the numbers of 

women entering the labour market. 

Male inexpressiveness The difficulties 

men have In expressing, or talking 

about, their reelings to others, 
Malthusianism The Idea, first advanced by 

Thomas Match us two centuries ago. 
that population growth tends to out¬ 

strip the resources available to support 

it. Malthus argued that people must 

limit tlieir frequency of sexual inter¬ 

course in order to avoid excessive popu¬ 

lation growth and a future of misery and 

starvation. 

Managerial capitalism Capitalistic enter¬ 

prises administered by managerial 

executives rather than by owners. 

Manifest functions The functions of a type 

of social activity that are known to and 

intended by the individuals involved in 

Lhc activity. 

Manufactured risk Dangers that are 

created by the impact of human knowl¬ 

edge and technology upon the natural 

world. Examples of manufactured risk 

Include global Warming and genetically 

modified foods, 
Market-oriented theories Theories about 

economic development that assume 

that the best possible economic conse 
quences will result if individuals are free 
to make their own economic decisions, 
uninhibited by governmental constraint. 

Marriage A socially approved sexual rela¬ 

tionship between two individuals. Mar¬ 

riage almost always involves two 

persons of opposite sexes, hut in some 

cultures types of homosexual marriage 

are tolerated. Marriage normally forms 

the basis of a family of procreation - 

LhaL is, it is expected, that the married 

couple will produce and bring up chil¬ 

dren. Many societies permit polygamy, 

in which an individual may have several 

spouses at the same time. 

Mass customization The large-scale pro 

duction of Items designed for particular 

customers through the use of new tech¬ 

nologies. 
Mass media borms of communication, 

such as newspapers, magazines, radio 

and television, designed to reach mass 

audiences. 

Mass production The production of long 

runs of goods using machine power. 

Mass production was one outcome of 

the Industrial Involution. 
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Master status The status nr statuses that 

generally take priority' over other indi¬ 

cators of social standing and determine 

a person's overall position in society. 

Materialist conception of history The view 

developed by Marx according eo which 

'material' or economic factors have a 

prime role in determining historical 

change. 

Maternal deprivation The absence of a 

stable and affectionate relationship 

between a child and Its mother early in 

life. John Bow]by argued that maternal 
deprivation can lead to mental Illness or 
deviant behaviour later In liFe. 

Mattilineai Relating to. based on, or 

tracing ancesiral descent through the 
maternal line. 

Mairilocal Of family systems in which the 

husband is expected to live near the 

wife's parents. 

Mean A statistical measure of central ten¬ 

dency, or average, based on dividing a 

total by the number of individual cases. 

Means of production The means whereby 

the production of material goods is 

tarried un in a society, including riot 

just technology but the social relations 

between producers. 

MeanS-lestcd benefil* Welfare services 

that Are available only to citizens who 
meet certain criteria based not only on 
need but on levels of Income and 

savings. 
Measures of central tendency These are 

ways of calculating averages, the three 

most common being the mean, the 

median and the mode. 

Media imperialism A version of imperial¬ 

ism enabled by communications tech¬ 

nology, claimed by some In have pro¬ 

duced a cultural empire in which media 

content originating in Lhc industrial¬ 

ized countries is imposed on less devel¬ 

oped nations which lack the resources 

to maintain their cultural independ¬ 

ence. 

Media regulation The use oJ legal means Eo 

control media ownership and the 

content of media communications., 

Median The number that falls halfway in a 

range of numbers- a way of calculating 

central tendency thal is sometimes 

more useful than calculating a mean, 

Medical gait In modern medicine, the 

detached and value-free approach 
taken by medical specialists In viewing 
and treating a sick patient. 

Megaciiies A term favoured by Manuel 

Caslells to describe la rge, Intensely con - 
centra ted urban spaces that serve as 

connection points for the global 

economy. It is projected that by 2b15. 

there will be thirty-six 'mcgacitics' wi th 

populations of more than eight million 

residents. 

Megalopolis The 'city of all cities', a term 

coined In ancient Greece to refer to a 

city-state that was planned to be the 

envy of all civilization^ but used in 

modern limes to refer to very large - or 

overlarge - conurbations. 

Melting pot The idea that ethnic differ¬ 

ences can be combined to create new 

patterns of behaviour drawing on 
diverse cultural sources. 

Meritocracy a system In which social posh 

lions a re filled on the basis of Individual 
merit and achievement, rather than 
ascribed criteria such as inherited 

ives I th, sex or socia I hackgrn u nd. 

Meta narratives Broad, overarching theo¬ 

ries nr beliefs about the operation of 

society and the natu rc of social change. 

Marxism and functionalism are exam- 

13 les of mclansTTatives (has have been 
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employed by sociologists to Explain 
how the vvorLd works Postmodernists 

reject such 'grand theories'* arguing that 

it is impossible to identify any funda¬ 

mental truths underpinning human 

society. 

Microsocialogy The study of human 

behaviour in contents, of face-to-laoe 

Interaction. 

Middle class A broad spectrum of people 

working in niiiny different Occupations, 

from employees in lire -service industry 

to school teachers to medical profes¬ 
sionals. Because of die expansion of 

professions!, managerial a51<l adminis¬ 
trative occupations in advanced soci¬ 
eties, the middle class may encompass 
the majority of the population in coun¬ 

tries like Britain. 

Minority group A group of people in a 

minority in a given society who, 

because of their distinct physical or cul¬ 

tural characteristics, liud themselves in 

situations of inequality within that 

society. Such groups include ethnic 

minorities. 

Mode of production Within Marxism, the 

constitutive characteristic of a society 

based on the socio-economic system 

predominant within it for example, 

capitalism, feudalism Of socialism, 

Mode The number that appears most 

often in a given set of data. This can 

sometimes be a helpful way of portray¬ 
ing central tendency. 

Modernization theory A version of market- 

oriented development theory thal argues 

that low-income societies- develop eco¬ 

nomically only if they give up their tradi¬ 

tion at ways and adopt modem economic 

institutions, technologies, and cuLtural 

values that emphasize savings and pro¬ 

ductive investment. 

Monarchies Those political systems 

headed by a single person whose power 

is passed down through their family 

across, generations. 

Monogamy A form of marriage in which 

each married partner is allowed only 

one spouse at any given time, 

Monopoly A situation in which a single 

firm dominates in ei given industry. 

Monotheism Belief in one, single God., 

Moral panic A term popularised by Stanley 
Cohen to describe ei media-inspired 

overreaction to a certain group or type 
of behaviour that Is taken as sympto¬ 
matic of general social disorder. Morel 

panics often arise a round events that 
are In fact relatively trivial In terms of 
the nature of Hie act and the number of 
people involved. 

MortalityThc numher of deaths in a popu¬ 

lation. 

Multicultural ism Ethnic groups exist sepa¬ 

rately and share equally in economic 

and political life. 

Multimedia The combination of what used 

to be different media requirin g different 

technologies (for instance, visuals and 

sound| on a single medium, such as a 

CD-ROM, which can be played, un a 

com puter. 

Martutechnolcgy The science and technol¬ 
ogy of building electronic circuits and 
devices, with, according to 9 broad defi¬ 

nition, dimensions of less than 100 
nanometres (one nanometre Is cure-bil¬ 
lionth of a metre), 

Nationalism A set of beliefs and symbols 

expressing identification with a given 

national community. 

Nations without states Instances in which 

the members of a nation lack political 

sovereignty over thu- area they claim as 

their own. 
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Nation-state A particular type of state, 

characteristic of the in a dorr world, in 

which a government has sovereign 

power within a defined territorial area, 

and the mass of the papulation arc citi¬ 

zens who .know themselves to he part of 

a single nation, Notion-states arc 

closely associated with the rise of 

nationalism, although nationalist loyal¬ 

ties do not always conform to the 

boundaries of specific states that exist 

today. Nation-states developed as part 

of ait emerging nation-stale system, 

originating In Europe,, but in current 

times spanning the whole globe. 

Nea-libe-talism The economic belief that 
free market forces, achieved by mini¬ 
mizing government restrictions on 
business, provide the only mute to eco¬ 
nomic growth. 

Neo-local residence involves the creation 

of a new household each time a child 

marries or when she or he reaches 

adulthood and becomes economically 

active, 

Network A set of informal and formal 

social ties that links people to each 

other, 

New Age movement A general term to 

describe the diverse spectrum of beliefs 

and practices oriented on inner spiritu¬ 
ality. Paganism. Eastern mysticism, 
shamanism, alternative forms of 

healing, and oslrulogy ate all examples 
of'New Age' activities, 

New criminology A branch of crimi no logi¬ 

cal thought, prominent in Britain in ihe 

1970s, that regarded deviance as delib¬ 

erately chosen ami often political in 

natuiv. 11n- iii ".'. ' rit iinnlogi^-' .irguvd 

that crime and deviance could only be 

understood in the context of power urd 

inequality with in society. 

New Labour The reforms introduced by 
Tony Blair when he assumed leadership 

of the British Labour Party, and by 

means oF which he sought to move Ihe 

party In new directions, particularly in 

the early days by a successful campaign 

to abolish Clause 4, which committed 

the party to a policy of widespread 

public ownership of industry'. 

New migration A term referring to changes 

in patterns of m ignition in Hu rope in the 

years following 15J09. The 'new migra¬ 

tion’ has been Influenced by the end of 

the Cold War And the fall of the Berlin 

Wall, the prolonged ethnic conflict in 

the former Yugoslavia, and the process 

of European Integration, altering the 

dynamics he tween traditional ’coun¬ 

tries oforigin' and 'countries of destina¬ 

tion'. 

Now racism Racist outlooks, also referred 

In as cultural racism, that ere predicated 

on cultural or religious differences, 

rather than biological ones. 

New religious movements The broad 

range of religious and spiritual groups., 

cults and seels thiit have emerged 

alongside mainstream religions, NEtMs 

range from spiritual arid self-help 

groups within the New Age movement 

to exclusive sects such as tire Hare 
Krishnas. 

New social movements A set of social 

movements that have arisen In Western 
societies since the 1950® In response io 
ihe changing risks facing human soci¬ 

eties. NSMs such as feminism, environ¬ 

mentalism, the anti-nuclear move¬ 

ment, protests against genetically 

modified fond, and ‘anti-globalization’ 

demonstrations differ from earlier 

social movements in that they arc 

single-issue campaigns prion Led to 
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non-material ends and draw support 

from across class tines. 

Newly industrialized countries Third 

World economies which over the past 

two or three decades have begun to 

develop a sirring industrial base, such as 

Brazil and Singapore. 

Non-verbal tommunkalion Cummunica- 

tiuri between individuals based on 

facial expression or bodily gesture, 

rather than on the use of language. 

Norm* Rules ofbeliaVlour which reflector 

embody a culture's values, either pre¬ 
scribing a given type of behaviour, or 
forbidding it. Norms are always hacked 

by sanctions of one kind or another, 
varying front Infaunal disapproval to 
physical punishment or execution. 

Nuclear family A family group consisting 

of mother, father (or one of these) and 

dependent children. 

Occupation Ary form of paid employment 

in which an individual works in a 

regular way. 

Occupational gender segregation The way 

that men and women are concentrated 

in different types of jobs, based On pre¬ 

vailing under&landings of what is 

appropriate 'male' and 'female' work. 

Oligopoly The domination of a small 

number of firms in a given Industry, 
oral history Interviews with people about 

events they witnessed or experienced 

earlier in their Elves. 
Organic solidarity According to Emile 

Durkhelm, the social cohesion that 
results from the various parts of a 

society functioning as an integrated 

who le. 

Organization A large group nt individuals, 

i involving a definite set of authority rcla - 

tions. Many types of organization exist 

in industrial societies, influencing most 

aspects of our lives. While not all organ¬ 

izations arc bureaucratic in a formal 

sense, there arc quite close Jinks 

between the development of organiza¬ 

tions and bureaucratic tendencies. 

Participant observation A method of 

research widely used in suck Logy and 

anthropology, in which the researcher 

takes part In the activities of a group or 

community being studied. 

Participatory democracy A system of 

democracy in which all members of A 

group or community participate 
collectively In the faking of major 
decisions. 

Party A group of Individuals who work 

together because they have common 
backgrounds,, alms nr interests. Accord¬ 

ing to Weber, party is one of the factors, 

alongside class and status, that shape 

patterns of social stratification. 

Pastoral societies Societies whose subsis¬ 

tence derives from the rearing of 

domesticated animals: there is often a 

need to migrate between different areas 

according to seasonal changes or lu 

seek fresh grazing. 

Pathologies Literally., the scientific study 

of the nature of diseases, their causes, 

processes, development and conse- 

i] Lienees, 

Patriarchy The dominance of men over 

women- AH known societies are patriar¬ 

chal, although there are variations En 

the degree and. nature of the power men 

exercise, as compared with women 

One of the prime objectives of women's 

movements in modem societies is In 

combat existing patriarchal institu¬ 

tions. 

Patrilineal Relating to. based on, or tracing 

ancestral descent through the paternal 

line, 
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Patrilocal Of family systems in which the 

wife is expected to live near ttic 

husband's parents. 

Pauperization Literally, la make a pauper 

of, or impoverish, \lurx used, the term to 

describe the process by which (he 

work ins class grows increasingly 

impoverished in relation to the capital¬ 

ist class. 

Peer group A friendship group composed 

of individuals of similar age and social 

tltlut. 
Peripheral countries Countries that have a 

i n arglnal rale in the wo rid economy and 
are digs dependent mi the eore-pre¬ 

ducing societies for their trading re la 
tioiishlps. 

Personal space The physical space indi¬ 

viduals maintain between themselves 

and others: it may vary between imi¬ 

ni ate distance for close relationships, 

social distance for formal encounters 

and public distance when confronted 

by an audience. 

Personality stabilization According to 

functionalists, the family plays a crucial 

role in assisting its adult members emo¬ 

tionally. Marriage between adult men 

and women is the arrangement through 

which adult personalities are sup ported 

and kepi healthy, 

Pilot stud its Trial runs in survey 

research. 

plastic sexuality Sexuality freed from die 

needs of reproduction and moulded by 
the individual 

Political party An organization established 

with the aim of achieving governmental 

power by electoral means and using 

that power to pursue a specific pro¬ 

gram m e. 

Politics The means by which power is 

employed and contested to influence 

the na tune and co nlenl of governmental 

activities. The sphere of the 'political' 

includes the activities of those in gov¬ 

ernment, but also the actions and com¬ 

peting interests of many other groups 

and individuals. 

Polyandry A form of marriage in which a 

woman may simultaneously have two 

or m-u-re husbands. 

Polycentric transnationals Transnational 

corporations whose administrative 

structure i s global but whose corporate 

practices are adapted according to local 
circumstances. 

Polygamy A form of marriage in which a 

person may have two or more spouses 
simultAneously. 

Polygyny A form of marriage in which a 

man may have more than one wife at 

the same time. 

Polytheism belief in two or more gods. 

Population In the context of social 

research, the people who are the focus 

of a s tody □ r survey. 

Portfolio worker A worker who possesses a 

diversity of skills or qualifications and is 

therefore able to move easily from job to 

job. 

Positivism In regard to sociology, the view 
tlui L the study u f t he social world should 

be conducted according to the princi¬ 
ples of natural science. A positivist 
approach to sociology holds that objec¬ 

tive knowledge can be produced 

through careful observation, compari¬ 
son and experlmentation. 

P ost-Fordism A general term used to 

describe the transition from mass 

industrial production, characterized hy 

Fnrdist methods, to more flexible forms 

of prod uc tion favouring innovation and 

aimed at meeting market demands for 

custom ized produc Ls. 
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Post-industrial society A notion advocated 

by those ivtio believe that processes of 

social changc are taking us beyond the 

industrialized order. A post-industrial, 

society is based on the production of 

information ratberilian material ponds. 

According to post-industrialists,, we are 

currently experiencing a series of social 

changes as profound as those that initi¬ 

ated the industrial era some two 

hundred years ago. 

Postmodern feminism Postmodern fumi- 

t'lbm draws cm the general features of 
postmodernism in rejecting the idea of 
single explanations or philosophies. 

Feminist postmodernism Involves, 
amongst other things, opposition to 
essentlalisni (the belief that differences 
between men and women are Innate 
rather Hunt socially/cxpcrientially con¬ 

structed}* and a belief in more plural 

kinds ofknowledge. 

Postmodernism The belief that society is 

no longer governed by history or 

progress. Postmodern society is highly 

pluralistic and diverse, with no 'grand 

narrative' guiding its development. 

Poverty line An official measure used by 

governments to define those living 

below this income level as living in 

poverty. Many states have an estah = 

llslted poverty line, although Britain 
does iiot- 

Povuer The ability of Individuals, or die 
members of a group, to achieve aims or 
further the Interests they hold- Power is 

a pervasive aspect of all human rela¬ 

tionships. Many conflicts in society are 

struggles over power, because how 

much power an individual or group is 

able to achieve governs how far they a re 

able to realize their own wishes at the 

expense of the wishes of others, 

Precautionary principle The presumption 

that, where there is sufficient doubt 

about the possible risks of new depar¬ 

tures. it is better to maintain existing 

practices than to change them. 

Prejudice The holding of' preconceived 

ideas about an individual or group, 

ideas that are resistant to change 

even in the face of new information. 

Prejudice may be either positive or neg¬ 

ative. 

Pie-opemtlonal Stage A stage of Cognitive 

development, In Piaget’s theory, in 
which the child has advanced suffi¬ 
ciently to master basic modes of logical 

though t. 
Primary deviance In the sociology of 

deviance, an initial act of crime or 

deviance. According to Edwin [jemert, 

acts at the level of primary deviance 

remain marginal to an individual's self- 

identity. A process usually occurs by 

which the deviant act is normalized. 

Primary socialization The process by 

which chi I dren leant the c ultura I no rras 

of the society into which they are born. 

Primary socialization occurs largely in 

Lhe family. 

Procreative technology Techniques of infl¬ 

uencing the human reproductive 

p recess, 
Profane That which belongs to the 

m undfl tie, eve ryday world. 

Proletariat To Man:, the working class 
under capitalism. 

Prophets nellglnus leaders who mobilize 
followers through their interpretation 

of sacred tests. 

Prostitution The sale of sexual favours. 

Psychopathic A specific personality type. 

Such individuals lack lhe moral sense 

and concern for others that most 

normal pec pic have. 
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Public sphere An idea associated with the 

German sociologist Jiirgcn Habermas, 

The p uhlLc s p here is the arena □ f public 

debate and discussion in modern soci¬ 

eties. 

Pure relationship A relationship of sexual 

and emotional equality. 

Push and pull Factors In the early study of 

global m I .grail cm, these were ihu inter¬ 

nal and external forces believed Co infl¬ 

uence pal Lem s of mi gralion. Tush 

factors' refer Lo dynamics within the 

country of origin, such as unemploy¬ 

ment, war, famine or political persecu¬ 
tion- 'Pull factors' describe features of 

destination countries, such as a 
buoyant labour market, lower popula¬ 
tion density and a high Standard of 

living. 

Quality circle (QQ Types of industrialized 
group production, where workers llhc 

their expertise lo actively participate in 
decision-making. 

Queer theory Queer theory argues lhal 

sociology and other disciplines are prej¬ 

udiced towards heterosexuals, and that 

nun-heleru-sex.ua] voices must be 

brought lo the fore in order to chal¬ 

lenge the heterosexual assumptions 

that underlie much contemporary 

thinking. 

Race A set of social relationships which 
allow individuals and groups to be 
located, and various attributes or com¬ 

petencies assigned, on the basis of bio¬ 
logically grounded features. 

Racial I ration The p recess hy which u oder- 

st.i tidings of race am used to classify 

individuals or groups of people. Racial 

distinctions are more than ways of 

describing human differences: they am 

important factors in the reproduction of 

patterns of power and inequality. 

Racism The attributing of characteristics 

of superiority or inferiority to a papula¬ 

tion sharing certain physically inherited 

characteristics. Racism is one specific 

form of p rejudioe, focusing on physical 

variations between people. Racist atti¬ 

tudes became entrenched during the 

period of colonial expansion by the 

West, but seem also Lo rest on mecha¬ 

nisms of prejudice and discrimination 

found in very many contexts of human 

societies. 

Radical feminism Form of feminist theory 
that believes that gender inequality is 
the result of male domination in all 

aspects of soda! and economic Ufe. 
Random sampling A sampling method in 

which a sample is chosen ho that every 

member of the pop u lation has th a sa me 

probability of being included. 

Rationalization A concept used by Weber 

to refer eo the process by which inodes 

of precise calculation and organization, 

involving abstract rules and proce¬ 

dures, increasingly come lo dominate 

the social world. 

Recidivism Reoffending hy individuals 

previously found guilty of a crime. 

Reconstituted Family A family in which at 

least one u f the adults has eh i Id ren from 

a previous union, either living in the 
home or nearby. Reconstituted families 
are also known as 'siep-famlllos'- 

ReneftivityThis describes the connections 
between knowledge and soda! life- The 
knowledge we gain abend society can 
affect tin: way in which we act in il. For 

instance, reading a survey ahout Ihe 

Ji igh level of support for a political pa rtv 

might lead an individual lo express 

support For that party too. 

Regionalization Divisions of time and 

space which may be used to 'zone1 
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activities at a very local, domestic level; 

critic Larger division at social end eco¬ 

nomic life into regional sellings or 

zones at a scale either above or below 

that of the na Lion-s tale. 

Re i near notion Rebirth of the soul in 

another body or form. "I bis belief is 

most often associated with Hindus and 

Buddhists. 

Relative poverty Poverty defined by refer¬ 

ence In tbe overall stand:! mi of living in 

any given society. 

Religion A get of beliefs adhered to by die 

members of a community, Involving 
symbols regarded with a sense of awe-or 

wonder, together with i Itual practices in 
which members of the community 
engage. Religions do not universally 

involve a belief in supernatural entities. 

All hough distinctions between religion 

and magic arc difficult to draw, it is 

often held that magic is primarily prac¬ 

tised by individuals rather than being 

the focus nf community ritual. 

Religious economy A theoretical frame¬ 

work within the sociology of religion, 

which argues that religions can be fruit¬ 

fully understood as organizations in 

competition with one another for fol¬ 

lowers. 

Representative democracy A political 
system In which decisions affecting a 

community are taken, not by its 

members as a whole, but by people they 
have elected for this purpose. 

Representative sample A sample from a 

larger population that is statistically 

typical of that population. 

Research methods The diverse methods of 

investigation used to gather empirical 

(factual) material. Numerous different 

researc h methods exist in sociology, but 

perhaps the most commonly used are 

fieldwork (or participant observation) 

and survey methods. For many pur¬ 

poses It is useful to combine two or 

more methods within a single research 

project. 

Resistant femininity A term associated 

with EL W. Connells writings on the 

gender hierarchy in society. Women 

embodying resistant femininity reject 

the conventional norms of femininity in 

society (‘emphasised femininity'.I and 

adu-fU liberated lifestyles arid ideiiLities. 

Feminism and lesbianism, for example, 

a re forms nf resists nt fe mininIty that a re 

net subordinated to the dominant role 

nf hegemonic masculinity. 

Resource allocation How different social 

and imEerial resources are shared out 

hetwee u and cm ployed by social grn u ps 

or other elements □ f society. 

Response cries These seemingly Involun¬ 

tary exclamations individuals moke 

when, for example, being taken by sur¬ 

prise, dropping something inadver¬ 

tently or expressing pleasure may be 

pari of our controlled management of 

the details of social life, studied by eth- 

nomcthodologisls and conversation 

analysis. 

Restorative justice A branch of criminal 

justice which rejects punitive measures 
in Favour of community-based sen- 

renew that attempt to raise awareness 

among offenders of die effects of their 
actions. 

Restricted code A mode of speech that 

rests on strongly developed cull ura I 

understandings, so that many ideas do 

not need lo be - and arc not - put Lnlo 

words. 

Revolution A process of political change, 

involving the mobilizing of a mass 

social movement, which by the use of 

Tiah: 
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violence successfully overthrows an 

existing regime and forms a new gov¬ 

ernment. A revolution is distinguished 

from a coupd£tatbecause it involves a 

mass movement and the occurrence of 

major change in the politico] system as 

a whole, A coup dctal refers to the 

seizure of power through the use of 

arms by1 individuals who then replace 

the existing political leaders, but 

without otherwise radically transform¬ 

ing the governmental system. ReVuhi- 

ijons can also lie distinguished from 

rebellions, which involve challenges to 
the enisling political authorities, but 

again aim at the replacement of person¬ 
nel rather than the transformation of 
the political sci uctiire as such. 

Right realism In criminology, rigli (realism 

grew out of control then ry and political 

conservatism. It links the perceived 

escalation of crime and delinquency lo 

a decline in individual responsibility 

and moral degeneracy. To right realists, 

crime and deviance are an individual 

pathology - a set of destructive lawless 

behaviours actively chosen and perpe¬ 

trated by individual selfishness, a lack of 

self-con Lro-l and morality. Right realists 

are dismissive of the 'theoretical' 

approaches to the study o F crime. 

Risk society notion associated with the 

German sociologist Ulrich Beck- Beck 

argues that Industrial society has 
created many new dangers of risks 
unknown In previous ages. The risks 
associated with global warming are one 

example. 

Rituals Formalized modes of behaviour in 

which the members of a group or com¬ 

munity regularly engage. Religion rep¬ 

resents one of the main contexts in 

which rituals arc practised, but the 

scope of ritual behaviour extends well 

beyond this particular sphere. Most 

groups have ritual practices of some 

kind or another. 

Romantic love As distinct from passionate 

Jove, the idea of romantic love emerged 

in the eighteenth century, and involves 

the idea that marriage is based on 

mutual attraction, rather than on eco¬ 

nomic reasons,. It is a prelude Lo, but is 

also in tension with, the idea of a pure 

relationship. 

sacred i hat which inspires attitudes of 

awe or reverence among believers in a 
given sot-of religious ideas. 

sampling Studying a proportion of bidi 

vldunls or cases from a larger popular 

lion as representative of that popula¬ 

tion as a whole. 

Sanction A mode of reward or punishment 

that reinforces socially expected forms 

of behaviour. 

Scope50ating Blaming an individual or 

group tor wrongs that were rot of their 

doing. 

Science In the sense of physical science. 

I he systematic study of the physical 

world. Science - and sociology as a sci¬ 

entific' endeavour - involves the disci¬ 

plined marshalling of empirical data, 

combined wl tii the construetinn of the ■ 
oreileal approaches and theories which 
illuminated!1 explain those data.Scien¬ 

tific activity combines the creation of 

bold new modes of though! with the 

careFnl testing of hypotheses and Ideas. 
One major feature which helps distin¬ 

guish science From other types of idea 

system fetich as that involved in reli¬ 

gion) is the assumption that all 

scientific ideas are open lo mutual criti¬ 

cism and revision by members of the 

scientific community. 
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Second World The industrialized, formerly 

communist societies of Eastern Europe 

and the Soviet Uu ion. 

Secondary deviance An idea associated 

with the American criminologist Edwin 

[jemert. Primary deviance refers to an 

initial act which contravenes a norm or 

law - foe instance, stealing an item from 

a shop. Secondary deviance is where a 

label becomes attached to the individ¬ 

ual who carried uut the act. as where the 

person stealing from line siiop is 

labelled a 'shoplifter'. 

Sect a religious movement which breaks 
away from orthodoxy. 

secularization A process of decline in the 

Influence of religion. Although modem 
societies have become increasingly 

secular, crating lltc extent of seculariza¬ 

tion is a complex matter. Secularisation 

can refer to levels of involvement with 

religious organizations (such as rates of 

church attendance), the social and 

material influence wielded by religious 

organize Lions, and the degree to which 

people hold religious beliefs. 

Self-consciousness Awareness of one s dis¬ 

tinct social identity, as a person sepa¬ 

rate from others. Human beings are not 

bum with self-consciousness hut 

acquire an awareness of self as a result 

of early socialization. The learning of 
language Is of vital im|>ofiance to the 

processes by which tire child learns to 
become a self-conscious being. 

Self-identity The ongoing process of self- 

development and definition of our per¬ 

sonal identity through which we formu¬ 

laic a uniq ue sense of ou rseJvcs and o u r 

relationship to the world around lir. 

Semi-peripheral countries Countries that 

supply sources of labour and raw mate¬ 

rials to the core Industrial countries and 

the world economy hut are not them¬ 

selves fully industrialized. 

Sensorimotor stage According to Piaget, a 

stage of human cognitive development 

in which Lhc child's awareness of its 

environment is dominated by percep¬ 

tion and touch. 

Service class A term adopted by John H. 

(joldlhorpu to describe those whose 

employment Is based on a code of 

service rather than a labour contract, 

arid Whose Work therefore involves a 

high degree of trust and autonomy In 
G o let t herpes account, the service class 
(which he categorizes as Class l) refers 

to professional, senior administrative, 
and senior managerial employees, 
(Members of tha service class are oof 

those employed in the service indus¬ 

tries.] 

Sex The analautical differences which 

separate men from wo men. Sociologists 

often contrast sex with gender. Sex 

refers to the physical characteristics of 

the body; gender concerns socially 

learned forms of behaviour. Sex and 

gender divisions are not the same. A 

transvestite, far example, is someone 

who Is physically a man but sometimes 

assumes the gender of a woman. 

5e* tourism Thu term used Ur describe 

International travel oriented on prosti¬ 

tution. It Is most highly developed In the 
countries of the Far East, where groups 

of men from abroad (ravel for (he 
opportunity to engage In Inexpensive 

i,11 li-ii-i:: i- ii' vii ;.11:1 ... 

children. 

Sexual harassment Unwanted sexual 

advances, remarks or behaviour by one 

person towards another, persisted in 

even though it is made clear that the 

other person is resistant. 
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Sexual orientation The direction of ones 

sexual or romantic attraction. 

Sexuality A broad term which refers to the 

sexual characteristics* and sexual 

behaviour, of human beings. 

Shaman An individual believed to have 

special magical powers; a sorcerer or 

witch doctor. 

Shared understandings The common 

assumptions which people hold and 

which allow them to Interact in a sys¬ 

tematic Way With otic another, 

Sick tele A term, associated with the 

American functionalist Taleoft Parsons, 
to describe the patterns of behaviour 

which a sick, person adopts Jin order to 
minimize the disruptive Impact of his or 
her illness on o thers. 

Simulacra In the world of hypeneality 

evoked fay Ihe French author Jean 

Baudrillard, simulacra are copies of 

items tor which there is no nrifpnal. 

For example, a 'mock Tudor' house 

looks nothin]' like original Tudor build¬ 

ings. 

Slavery A form of social stratification in 

which some individuals are Literal]],1 

owned try others as their property 

Social age The norms, values* and! roles 

that are culturally associated with it par¬ 

ticular chronological age, 

social capital The social knowledge and 

connections that enable people to 

accomplish their goals and extend their 
Influence. 

Social change A Moral ion In the basic struc¬ 
tures of a social group or society. Social 

change is an ever-present phenomenon 

in social life, but has become especially 

intense in the modern era. The origins 

of modern sociology can he traced to 

attempts to understand the dramatic 

changes shattering the traditional 

world and promoting new forms of 

social order. 

Social constraint A term referring to the 

fact that the groups and societies of 

which we area part exert a conditioning 

influence on our behaviour. Social con¬ 

straint was regarded by Durkhcim as 

one of the distinctive properties of 

'social facts'. 

Social constructionism The theory that 

social reality is a creation of the interac¬ 

tion of individuals and groups. 

social exclusion The outcome of multiple 

deprivations which prevent Individuals 
or groups from participating fully in the 

economic, social and political life of the 
society In which they are located. 

bocial facts According to Fmile Purkheim. 

the aspects of social life that shape our 

actions as individuals. Durkhcim 

believed that social facts could be 

stud ied scientifically. 

Social gerontology The study of ageing and 

the elderly. 

Social group Collection of individuals who 

interact in systematic ways with one 

another Groups may range from very 

small associations to large-scale organ¬ 

izations or societies. Whatever their 

size, it is u defining feature of u group 

that its members have an awareness of a 
common identity. Most of our lives are 
spci'i r in group contact; In modem soci¬ 

eties. most people belong to groups of 
many different types. 

Social interaction Any form of social 

encounter between individuals. Most of 

our lives are made up of social interac¬ 

tion of one type or another. Social inter¬ 

action refers to both formal and infor¬ 

mal situations in which people meet 

one another. An illustration of a formal 

situation of social interaction is a school 
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classroom; an example of' informal 

inlcraclionis two pcopIt meeting in the 

street or at a pa rty. 

Social mobility Move men 1 of individuals 

or groups between different socio-eco¬ 

nomic positions. Vertical mobility refers 

to movement up or down a hierarchy in 

a stratification system. Lateral mobility 

is physical movement of individuals or 

groups from one region to another. 

When analysing vertical mobility, soci¬ 

ologists distinguish between how far 

people are mobile in the course of their 
career, and how far the position they 
reach differs from that of their parents. 

Social model of disability A theory that 

locates the cause of disability within 

society, rather than the individual. It is 

not individual limitations that cause 

disability but the barriers that society 

places i]Utic way offuli participation for 

disabled people. 

Social movement A large grouping of 

people who have become involved in 

seeking to accomplish, or to block, a 

process of social change. Social move¬ 

ments normally exist in relations of 

conflict with organizations whose 

objectives and outlook they frequently 

oppose. However, movements which 

successfully challenge foe power, once 
they become Institutionalized. can 
develop Into organisations- 

Social position The social Identity an indi¬ 
vidual has In a given group or society. 
Social positions may be general in 
nature (those associated with gender 

roles) or may be more specific (occupa¬ 

tional positions}. 

Social role The expected behaviour of an 

individual occupying a particular social 

position. The idea of social role origi¬ 

nally comes from the theatre, referring 

to the parts which actors play in a stage 

production. In every society individuals 

play a number of different social roles, 

according: to the varying contexts of 

their activities. 

Social self The basis of self-consciousness 

in human individuals, according to ihe 

theory of G. 1 L Mead. The social self is 

Lhc identity conferred Upon art individ¬ 

ual by ihe reactions of others. A person 

achieves -self-consciousness by becom¬ 

ing aware of this social identity. 

social stratification The existence of struc¬ 

tured inequalities between groups in 

society, in terms of their access to mate¬ 

rial or symbolic rewards, White all soci¬ 

eties Involve some forms of stratifica¬ 

tion. only with the development of 

state-based systems do wide differences 

in wealth end power arise. The most dis¬ 

tinctive form of stratification in modern 

societies involves class divisions. 

Social structure Patterns of interaction 

between individuals or groups. Social 

life does not happen in a random 

Fashion. Most of our activities are stme- 

Luiud: they are organized in ei regular 

and repetitive way. Although the com¬ 

parison can be misleading, ills handy to 

think of (lie social structure ofa society 

as rather like tile girders which under¬ 

pin a building and hold It together, 

Socialist feminism The beliefs that women 

arc treated as second-class citizens hi 

patriarchal capitalist societies and that 
bo i h the ownership of the means of pro - 

duction and women's socia l experience 

need to be transformed because Lhc 

roots of women's oppression lie in the 

tola I economic system of capitalism. 

Socialist feminists have criticized, some 

socialists' gender-blind understanding 

of class, 
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Socialization The social processes through 

whit h c hildren develop an awareness of 

social norms and values, and achieve a 

distinct sense of self. Although social¬ 

ization pioccsses are particularly signi- 

frcanl in infancy and childhood, they 

continue tci some degree throughout 

life. No human individuals are immune 

from, the reactions of ethers around 

them, which influence and modify their 

behavioural alt phases of the life cycle. 

Socialization of naldrt The process by 

which we control phenomena regarded 
'natural, such as reproduction. 

Society Theeoncept ofsocietyisoiieofthe 

most Important of all sociological 

notions. A society Is a system of Struc¬ 
tured social relationships connecting 

people together according to a shared 

culture. Some societies, like those of 

hunters and gatherers, arc very small, 

numbering no more I ho it a few dozen 

people. Others are very large, involving 

many millions - modern Chinese 

society, for instance, has a population of 

mure than a billion individuals. 

Sociological imagination The application 

of imaginative thought to the asking 

and answering of sociological ques¬ 

tions. The sociological imagination 

involves one in Thinking oneself away' 
from die familiar routines of day-to-day 
life. 

sociology of the body The branch of soci¬ 
ology that focuses mu how out bodies 
are affected by social Influences. Health 

and illness, for instance, a re determined 

by social and cu ltural influences. 

Sociology of deviance The branch of soci¬ 

ology concerned with the study of 

deviant behaviour and with under¬ 

standing why some behaviour is identi¬ 

fied as deviant. 

Sociology The study of human groups and 

societies, giving particular emphasis to 

the analysis of the industrialized world. 

Sociology is one of a group of social sci¬ 

ences. which also includes a nth Topol¬ 

ogy, economics, political science and 

human geography. The divisions 

between the various social sciences are 

not clear-cut, and aLL share a certain 

range of common interests, concepts 

and methods. 

Soil degradation The process bv wind] the 

quality of the earth is worsened audits 
valuable natural elements are stripped 
away through over-use, drought or 

Inadequate Fertilization, 
Solidarity For Duikheim. the internal 

forces of social cohesion. More gener¬ 

ally, a term often used by the left In 

describe the political consciousness of 

an emerging class struggling against 

oppression - e.g. working-class solidar¬ 

ity. 

Source A publication, passage from a pub¬ 

lication, or other information that is 

referred to. 

Sovereignty The title to supreme power of 

a monarch, leader or government over 

an area with a clear-cut border. 

Standard deviation A way of culculal big 

the spread ofa group of figures. 

siaie A political apparatus (government 

institutions, plus civil service officials) 

ruling over a given territory, with an 
authority backed by law and the ability 

to use force. Wot all societies s re charac¬ 

terized by the esintence of a state. 

Hunting and gathering cultures, and 

smaller agrarian societies, lack state 

institutions.The emergence of the state 

marks a distinctive transition in human 

history, because the centralization ol 

political power involved in state forma- 
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tion introduces new dynamics into 

processes of social change. 

State-centred theory Development theo¬ 

ries that argue that appropriate govern¬ 

ment policies do rot interfere with eco¬ 

nomic development, but rather can 

piny a key role in bringing Lt about. 

Status The soda] honour or prestige 

accorded to a person or a particular 

group by other members of n society, 

Status groups normally involve distinct 

stylos of life patterns of behaviour 

which the member* of a group follow, 

Status privilege may be positive or neg¬ 
ative, Pariah' status groups are 

regarded with disdain, or treated as out¬ 
casts. by the majority of the population. 

Status set Ait individual's group of social 

statuses. 

Stereotype A fixed and inflexible charac¬ 

terization of a group of people. 

Stigma Any physical or social characteris¬ 

tic believed to be demeaning. 

Structuration The two-way process by 

which we shape our social world 

through our individual actions and are 

ourselves reshaped by sodetj1. 

Subculture Any segment of the population 

which is distinguishable from the wider 

society by its cultural pattern, 

Suburbaniiation The development of sulj- 

urbla„ areas of low-rise housing outside 
Inner cities. 

surplus value In Marxist theory, the value 

of an Individual's labour power which is 
'left over' when an employer has repaid 
the cost involved in hiring a worker. 

Surveillance society A society in which 

individuals are regularly watched and 

the i r activities doc um ented. The spread 

of video cameras on motorways, in 

streets and shopping centres Is one 

aspect of the expansion of surveillance, 

Surveillance The supervising of the activi¬ 

ties oF some individuals or groups by 

others in cider to ensure compliant 

behaviour. 

Survey A method of sociological research 

usually involving the administration of 

questionnaires to a population being 

studied, and the Statistical analysis of 

Lhcir replies to find pat turns or regular! - 

ties, 

Sustainable development The notion that 

economic growth should proceed only 

In so far as natural resources are recy¬ 
cled rather than depleted, biodiversity 
is maintained, and clean air, water and 

land are protected. 
Sweatshop A derogatory tei m for a factory 

or shop in which employees work long 

hours for low pay under poor condi¬ 

tions. 

Symbol One item used lo stand for or rep¬ 

resent another - as in the case of a flag 

which symbolizes a na tion. 

Symbolic inleractionism A theoretical 

approach In sociology developed by 

Mead, which places strong emphasis on 

Lhc rote of symbols and Language as Core 

elements of all human interaction, 

Tali bon a fundamentalist Islamic mil i Liar by 

L99& the Taliban controlled Afghanistan 

and set up ati Islamic govern muni that, 

enforced a strict Muslim code of behav¬ 
iour They were overthrown by an Amer¬ 

ican-led international coalition In 2WQ1 

after being linked to groups responsible 
foT the September 20b l attacks on New 
York and! Washington. 

Talk The carrying on of conversations or 

verbal exchanges in the course of' day- 

In-day social life. Increasingly this has 

been seen as a subject for scrutiny by 

sociologists, particularly ethnomethod- 

cLd gists. 

pyrightec 
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Target hardening Crime deterrence tech¬ 

niques that aim ta make h more difficult 

far crime to take place through direct 

interventions into potential crime situ¬ 

ations. Steering locks- in cars, tor 

example,, arc required Ln same areas in 

order to reduce the attractiveness of car 

theft. 
Taylorism A set of ideas, als-u referred lu as 

'scientific management", developed by 

Frederick Winslow Taylor, according to 

Which productivity could be immensely 

Increased by breaking down Industrial 
tasks into a series of simple operations 
that could be precisely timed and opti¬ 

mally coordinated. 
Technology The application of knowledge 

to production from the material world. 

Technology involves the creation of 

material instruments (such as 

machines) used in human interaction 

with nature. 

Telecommunications The communication 

of information, sounds or images at a 

distance through a technological 

medium. 

Thatcherism Tilt: doctrines associated with 

the former British Prime Minister Mar¬ 

garet Thatcher These doctrines empha¬ 

sise the importance of economic enter¬ 

prise coupled to a cutback hi the reach 
of tho state, white maintaining a core 
role for strong national government. 

Theism A belief in a god or gods. 
Theoretical questions Questions posed by 

the sociologist when seeking to explain 
a particular range of observed events. 

The asking of theoretical questions is 

crucial to allowing us to generalize 

about tin: nature of social lift:. 

Theory An attempt to identify1 general 

properties that explain regularly 

observed Events. Theories form an 

essential element of all sociological 

works. While theories tend to be linked 

to broader then re tical approaches, they 

are also strongly influenced! by the 

research results they help generate. 

Theory of broken windows The idea that 

there is a connection between the 

appearance of disorder, such as a 

broker! window or Vanda Its m, arid 

actual crime. 

Third age The years in later life when 

people are free from both parenting, 

responsibilities and the labour market. 
In contemporary societies, the third age 
is longer than ever before, allowing 

older people to live active and Inde¬ 
pendent lives, 

Third way politics A political philosophy, 

pio n cored Say New I giaour and favoured 

by other centrist democratic leaders, 

that is committed to preserving the 

values of socialism while endorsing 

market policies ibr generating wealth 

and dispelling economic inequality. 

Third World The less developed societies, 

in which industrial production is either 

virtually nun-esistenl or only devel¬ 

oped to a limited degree. The majority 

of the world's population live in Third 

World countries. 

Total institutions A term popularized by 
Hrving Coffman to refer to facilities 
such as asylums, prisons and monaster¬ 
ies that Impose on their residents a 

fo rcibly regu la ted system of eidsie nee in 
complete Isolation from Hue outside 
world. 

Totemism A system of religious belief 

which attributes divine properties to a 

particular type of animal or plant. 

Transnational corporations Business cor¬ 

porations located in two or mare coun¬ 

tries. liven when TNCs have a clear 

pyrighted material 
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national base, they arc oriented m 

global markets and ljIli:iL profits. 

Tr i angulation Tin- use of multiple: research 

methods as a way of producing more 

re liable empirical data than is available 

from any single method. 

Underclass A class of Individuals situated 

right at the bottom of the class system, 

often composed of people From ethnic 

minority backgrounds, 

Unemployment IbiLes of unemployment 

measure Lire proportion of people whu 

are economically active' and available 

for work but cannot get a paid job. A 
person who i* 'nut of work' is not neces¬ 

sarily unemployed Its the sense of 
having nothing to do, Housewives, foi 
instance, don't receive: any pay. but they 

usually work very hard. 

Unfocused interaction interaction occur¬ 

ringamong people prase nr In the same 

setting but where they are not engaged 

in direct face-to-face communication. 

Universal benefits Welfare bene fits that 

arc available equally to all citizens, 

regardless of level of income or eco¬ 

nomic status. Access to the National 

Health Service in Britain is an example 

of a universal benefit,, as all Ltricons have 

the righL to use it on an ■ ingoing basis 

For regular healthcare. 
uppsr class A social class broadly com¬ 

posed of the more affluent members of 

society, especially those who have 
Inherited wealth, own large businesses 
or hold large aiumbers of stocks and 
shares. 

Urban ecology Ail approach to Ihc study of 

urban life based on an analogy with the 

adjustment of plants anti organisms to 

the physical environment. According to 

ecological theorists, the various neigh¬ 

bourhoods and zones within cities arc 

formed as a result of natural processes 

of adjustment on the part of urban pop¬ 

ulations as they compete for resources. 

Urban recycling The refurbishing of deteri¬ 

orating neighbourhoods by encourag¬ 

ing the renewal of old buildings and the 

construction of new ones on previously 

developed land, rather than extending 

ouL to fresh sites. 

Urban renewal Reviving deteriorating 
neighbourhood!; by such processes as 

recycling land and existing buildings.. 

Improving the urban environment, 
managing local areas better and with 
the participation of local citizens, and 

using public funds both to regenerate 
the area and to attract further private 
investment. 

Urbanism A term used by Louis Vv'ii ih to 

denote distinctive characteristics of 

urban social life, such as its iiupersoml- 

ity. 

Urbaniration The development of towns 

and cities. 

Values Ideas held by human individuals or 

groups about what is desirable, proper, 

good or bad. Differing values represent 

key aspects of variations in human 

culture. What individuals value Is 

Strongly influenced by the specific 

culture hi which they happen t-u live, 

variable a dimension along which an 

object. Individual or group may be cate¬ 

gorized, such as Income or height, 
a flowing specific comparisons with 
others or over time. 

Vertical mobility Movement up or down a 

hierarchy of positions in a social 

stratification system. 

Victimization studies Surveys aimed at 

revealing the proportion of the popula¬ 

tion that has been victimized by crime 

during b certain period. Victim surveys 

py righted material 
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attempt to compensate for Hie 'clank 

figure at' unrcpcrted crime* by focusing 

directly an peopled actus] experience of 

crime. 

Welfare capitalism Practice in which large 

corporations protect their employees 

from the vicissitudes of the markets 

Welfare dependency A situation where 

people on Welfare, such us those receiv¬ 

ing unemployment benefit, treat ihts as 

a ’way of life' rather than attempting to 

secure a paid job, 

Wellare stale A political system that pro¬ 
vides a wide range of welfare benefits 
fo r citizens. 

White-collar crime Criminal activities 

carried out by those In white-collar or 
professions] jobs. 

Work The activity by winch human livings 

produce from the natural world and so 

ensure their survival. Work should not he 

thought of exclusively as paid employ¬ 

ment. in traditional cultures, there was 

only a rudimentary monetary system, 

and very few people worked for money 

payments. In modern societies, there 

remain many types of work, including 

housework, which do riot involve direct 

payment of wages or salary. 

Working class A social class broadly com¬ 

posed of people involved in blue-collar 

or manual occupations. 

World-accommodating movement A reli¬ 

gious movement that emphasizes the 

importance nf inner religious life 

and spiritual purity over worldly con¬ 

cerns. 

World-affirming movement A religious 

movement that seeks to enhance fol¬ 

lowers' ability to succeed in the outside 

World by helping them to unlock their 

human potential, 

Wo rid-rejecting movement A religious 

movement that is eStcluslVe in nature, 

highly critical of the outside world, and 
demanding of Its me tubers, 

Wo rid-system s theory Pioneered bt,1 

Immanuel Wallers!ein, (his theory 
emphasizes the interconnections 
among countries based on the expan¬ 

sion of a capitalist world economy. This 

economy is made up of core countries, 

semi-peripheral countries and periph¬ 

eral countries. 

Zero tolerance policing An approach to 

crime prevention and control that 

emphasizes the ongoing process of 

maintaining order as the key io reduc¬ 

ing serious crime. In Large ting petty 

crime and minor disturbances, zero (ul- 

eranee policing reflects the principles 

underlying the theory uf broken 

windows. 
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